
Please use this Google sheet to update answers: https://aub.ie/neesha

Pair 1
1. Target phrase: water moves

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67654719

The Rossby radius for this region is 19 km; estimated using a mean depth h= 35m, gravity g = 9,81 m s -1. The
upwelling zones are found close to the coast roughly withing the 19 km found within the Rossby radius. However, in rare
cases upwelled water moves offshore by over 250 km from the coast. Upwelled waters in the SCUS are consistent in
geochemical compositions with the ”Subtropical Underwater”, which is a water mass that comes from the central Atlantic
and due to its relative dense water properties (SA 37((huh)), Θ 22 °C) lays under the Caribbean surface waters, and is
likely coming from this water mass.

2. Target phrase: water moves

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7572739

That group had also included Damon Davies on guitar and vocals; and Liz Smith on drums. They performed, ”a
mix of American-influenced roots music (New Orleans R&amp;B, Tex Mex, Cajun, jazz) and British-styled pop.” The
Leisuremasters released two extended plays, ”Unhappy Hour” (December 1992) and ”water moves” (May 1994), before
disbanding. By October 1995 Gallagher was joined in Karma County by Stuart Eadie on drums, percussion and backing
vocals (ex-the Clouds, Died Pretty, the Whitlams) and Michael Galeazzi on double bass, bass guitar and backing vocals
(ex-Brookes).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1:

Q2. Answer for example 2: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase water moves in Example 1 and Example 2 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 2
3. Target phrase: corresponding effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3070805

Some authors use formula_14. If we denote the excess bandwidth as formula_15, then: where formula_17 is the
symbol-rate. The graph shows the amplitude response as formula_8 is varied between 0 and 1, and the corresponding effect
on the impulse response. As can be seen, the time-domain ripple level increases as formula_8 decreases.

4. Target phrase: corresponding effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31329782

The attack was renewed on the following, and on every succeeding day until the 9th, when it was resolved at a council
of war, for sufficient reasons, to return immediately to Spain. In the course of these attacks 3732 mortar shells and 3833
rounds of shot were discharged by the Spaniards, and the Algerines returned 399 mortar shells and 11,284 rounds of shot.
This vast expenditure of ammunition produced no corresponding effect on either side: the town was repeatedly set on
fire, but the flames were soon subdued. Following the example of the Great Siege of Gibraltar, the garrison used red-hot
balls, but they did not produce a similar effect.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3:
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Q2. Answer for example 4: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase corresponding effect in Example 3 and Example 4 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 3
5. Target phrase: daily process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56121

Banking. In banking, liquidity is the ability to meet obligations when they come due without incurring unacceptable
losses. Managing liquidity is a daily process requiring bankers to monitor and project cash flows to ensure adequate
liquidity is maintained. Maintaining a balance between short-term assets and short-term liabilities is critical.

6. Target phrase: daily process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=852065

During the 1970s, different theories and dispositions towards learning started to occur. Learning began to be viewed
as an integral part of life and the world as it started to be seen as a part of personal and social enrichment. Concepts
such as lifelong learning and adult education started to appear as people began to view learning as a daily process
throughout life. Learning also started to be connected with liberation and emancipation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 5:

Q2. Answer for example 6: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase daily process in Example 5 and Example 6 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 4
7. Target phrase: false bottom

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=945488

Exothermic heat is generated by the oxidation reactions during blowing. The basic oxygen steel-making process is as
follows: Variants. Earlier converters, with a false bottom that can be detached and repaired, are still in use. Modern
converters have a fixed bottom with plugs for argon purging.

8. Target phrase: false bottom

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45565257

Jimmy enlists Mike’s help, and Mike sprays a fluorescent liquid on cash taken from Jimmy’s bribe, which he plants
outside the Kettleman house. The Kettlemans find it, assume it came from the embezzled money, and add it to the
rest of the cash in their hiding place. Mike breaks in and uses a blacklight to trace the money to a false bottom in a
bathroom cabinet. He leaves with the cash, and Jimmy has him deliver it to the district attorney.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 7:

Q2. Answer for example 8: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase false bottom in Example 7 and Example 8 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 5
9. Target phrase: clearance rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36856510

The government department known as the ”Department Six” customarily has full jurisdiction over all criminal inves-
tigations in the imperial capital. Department Six is well-staffed and operates in a highly disciplined manner. Their chief,
Commandant Liu, ranks the investigators by clearance rate and dangles the prospect of an operator to be named one
of the ”Great Four”. The story begins with the country experiencing a significant increase in circulation of counterfeit
coin currency, leading to growing unrest and instability.

10. Target phrase: clearance rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58190167

It is also available in the form of vaginal or rectal suppositories, vaginal gels, oil solutions for intramuscular injection,
and aqueous solutions for subcutaneous injection, among others. Routes of administration that progesterone has been
used by include oral, intranasal, transdermal, vaginal, rectal, intramuscular, subcutaneous, and intravenous injection.
Oral progesterone has been found to be inferior to vaginal and intramuscular progesterone in terms of absorption (low)
and clearance rate (rapid). Vaginal progesterone is available in the forms of progesterone gel, rings, and suppositories
or pessaries.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 9:

Q2. Answer for example 10: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clearance rate in Example 9 and Example 10 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 6
11. Target phrase: ring stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5745349

The only way to be eliminated is to be thrown over the ropes. No matter how and where you hit, whether its apron,
floor or barricade you are also eliminated. When 25 wrestlers are left in each ring stage 2 begins, where all 50 wrestlers
get into one ring and there is no elimination. After a 5-minute period, the match turns into a Battle Royal where elimi-
nation is gained by throwing your opponent over the ropes to the floor.

12. Target phrase: ring stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2449105

Sporozoites follow the blood stream to the primate liver where they develop and replicate over five to six days be-
fore bursting, releasing thousands of daughter cells called merozoites into the blood (unlike the related ”P. vivax”, ”P.
knowlesi” does not make latent hypnozoites in the liver). The merozoites in the blood attach to and invade the primate’s
red blood cells. Inside the red blood cell, the parasite progresses through several morphologically distinguishable stages,
called the ring stage, the trophozoite, and the schizont. The schizont-infected red blood cells eventually burst, releasing
up to 16 new merozoites into the blood stream that infect new red blood cells and continue the cycle.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 11:

Q2. Answer for example 12: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ring stage in Example 11 and Example 12 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 7
13. Target phrase: big difficulty

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1243593

“Florence Kasela, famous as Dataz is among few other hip hop female artists in Tanzania” are also joining the hip-hop
movement in all over the country. Dataz states to her fellow “hip hop artists that they should not misinterpret hip-hop”.
She said, “A big difficulty is that people consider hip hop as hooliganism but they actually don’t know what it is. I
think they should sit down and listen to tracks like Chemsha bongo and more and then comment about it.” Thus, it can
be said that the wrong definition of hip-hop and government influence plays a big role in this situation.

14. Target phrase: big difficulty

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=312308

The origins of the Dirac sea lie in the energy spectrum of the Dirac equation, an extension of the Schrödinger equation
consistent with special relativity, an equation that Dirac had formulated in 1928. Although this equation was extremely
successful in describing electron dynamics, it possesses a rather peculiar feature: for each quantum state possessing a
positive energy , there is a corresponding state with energy -. This is not a big difficulty when an isolated electron
is considered, because its energy is conserved and negative-energy electrons may be left out. However, difficulties arise
when effects of the electromagnetic field are considered, because a positive-energy electron would be able to shed energy
by continuously emitting photons, a process that could continue without limit as the electron descends into ever lower
energy states.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 13:

Q2. Answer for example 14: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase big difficulty in Example 13 and Example 14 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 8
15. Target phrase: permanent issue

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32526098

The Gili Eco Trust has various activities on the Gili islands. Gili Eco Trust’s main project on land is improving waste
management. Waste is a permanent issue for Gili islands, especially because of their tourism. The Gili Eco Trust works
with the FMPL (the waste collection and treatment company on Gili Trawangan) which collects waste every day.

16. Target phrase: permanent issue

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4492716

1 dress. Widely worn during the 1950s and 1960s (when Britain still maintained significant garrisons in tropical
stations) this uniform is now usually restricted to military attachés in tropical postings and their personal staffs; units
of the Royal Gibraltar Regiment and The Royal Bermuda Regiment (see below); plus a few army bands and officers of
the battalion of the Royal Gurkha Rifles stationed in Brunei. The band of the Royal Gibraltar Regiment is entitled to a
permanent issue of No. 3 dress.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 15:

Q2. Answer for example 16: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase permanent issue in Example 15 and Example 16 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 9
17. Target phrase: opposite sex

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5597420

Marriage in South Korea. Eligibility and Prohibitions. Marriage in South Korea is currently restricted to unions
between individuals of the opposite sex as same-sex marriages remain unrecognized. Males over 18 and females over 16
years old may marry with their parents’ or guardians’ consent.

18. Target phrase: opposite sex

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2378609

”Fuck” (or ”I Never Liked You”). Another tale of Brown’s adolescence. Brown has trouble relating with the
opposite sex, even when they are the ones trying to connect with him. He is an awkward teenager who never swears,
which is picked up by some of the other boys in his school, who constantly pick on him and try to get him to swear.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 17:

Q2. Answer for example 18: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase opposite sex in Example 17 and Example 18 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 10
19. Target phrase: sufficient support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2505309

There were nine candidates for the position of Speaker in the 40th Ontario legislature, held after the 2011 provincial
election returned a minority Liberal government. Liberals Donna Cansfield, Kevin Flynn, Dave Levac and David Zimmer.
A fifth candidate, Progressive Conservative MPP Frank Klees withdrew after his bid failed to receive sufficient support
from either side of the aisle. David Zimmer dropped off after the first ballot.

20. Target phrase: sufficient support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22634688

An apathetic or hostile population makes life difficult for guerrilleros and strenuous attempts are usually made to
gain their support. These may involve not only persuasion, but a calculated policy of intimidation. Guerrilla forces
may characterize a variety of operations as a liberation struggle, but this may or may not result in sufficient support
from affected civilians. Other factors, including ethnic and religious hatreds, can make a simple national liberation claim
untenable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 19:

Q2. Answer for example 20: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sufficient support in Example 19 and Example 20 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 11
21. Target phrase: gangster image

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3556179

A Slight Case of Murder is a 1938 American comedy film directed by Lloyd Bacon. The film is based on the 1935 play by
Damon Runyon and Howard Lindsay. The offbeat comedy stars Edward G. Robinson spoofing his own gangster image
as Remy Marco. Plot.

22. Target phrase: gangster image

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39350971

However, in the 1990s, a particular type of music for pantsula emerged: kwaito. This multilingual music is typical of
the myriad of cultures in South Africa, and is a blend of seSotho, isiZulu, English, and Afrikaans. It is strong and sharp,
like pantsula, and projects a streetwise, gangster image. Pantsula was featured in the 2018 music video ”All the Stars”
by the artist Kendrick Lamar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 21:

Q2. Answer for example 22: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase gangster image in Example 21 and Example 22 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 12
23. Target phrase: wine tasting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=220815

Three rockets fired from the center of the city signals the beginning. The city recommends that listeners climb onto
a rooftop or the Pyramid or wander the streets to hear the concert best. The concert is proceeded by Aztec dance in the
main square, as well as a cheese, bread and wine tasting event. There are numerous events associated with Lent and
Holy Week, some of which bring in large number of visitors into the city.

24. Target phrase: wine tasting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47017683

The players are faced with a huge temptation - freedom. With a car and a list of activities to choose from, it’s up to the
players to decide how their time is spent. Everyone shows up for their first individual workout with Jen except two players,
Colby and Jacky, who go wine tasting. In their first challenge as individuals, the players race through an obstacle course.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 23:

Q2. Answer for example 24: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wine tasting in Example 23 and Example 24 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 13
25. Target phrase: last section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3607949
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Economic system. This and the following sections focus on the Tapirapé as they were observed by Wagley in 1939.
The last section mentions Wagley’s observations since that time. The Tapirapé lived from slash and burn horticulture,
hunting and fishing.

26. Target phrase: last section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2892937

The current path was proposed in the late 1960s and received final approval in 1988. The entire path is along
the beach and was adamantly opposed by beachfront homeowners, who managed for two decades to stop the path from
reaching Santa Monica. The last section of the path was opened in 1989. The path then passes through in Venice Beach.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 25:

Q2. Answer for example 26: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last section in Example 25 and Example 26 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 14
27. Target phrase: american case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27902459

For example, a man who worked for a hospital for 10 years was fired for coming to work with blue hair after refus-
ing to dye it back to its normal color. In two cases that were followed by lawsuits, students in the U.S. and Canada
were sanctioned for dying their hair blue. The American Civil Liberties Union intervened in the american case. Animals.

28. Target phrase: american case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4751128

They investigate the problem from the approach of derivative pricing and assign the value of the option to invest as
The expected value is taken under an appropriate risk-adjusted measure, I is the cost of investing in the project, Pt is
the value of the project at time t and T denotes the family of allowed stopping times in [0; T ]. In the European case, the
agent may invest in the project only at maturity, in the Bermudan case, the agent may invest at a set of specific times
(e.g. monthly), and in the american case, the agent may invest at any time. As such, the problem is in general a free
boundary problem in which the optimal strategy is computed simultaneously with the option’s value.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 27:

Q2. Answer for example 28: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase american case in Example 27 and Example 28 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 15
29. Target phrase: left face

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3554626

An example implementation of the quad-edge data-type is as follows typedef struct { quadedge_ref e[4]; } quadedge;
typedef struct { quadedge *next; unsigned int rot; } quadedge_ref; Each quad-edge contains four references to adjacent
quad-edges. Each of the four references points to the next edge counter-clockwise around either a vertex or a face. Each
of these references represent either the origin vertex of the edge, the right face, the destination vertex, or the left face.
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Each quad-edge reference points to a quad-edge and the rotation (from 0 to 3) of the ’arm’ it points at.

30. Target phrase: left face

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64039372

Returning from Vietnam, Skip Delano was ”very committed to fighting this whole machine that sent us there”. He
co-founded ”Left Face”, the GI underground newspaper at Fort McClellan in Alabama and was one of 1,366 active-duty
servicemen who signed an antiwar petition printed in ”The New York Times” on November 9, 1969. In his photo he
wears a button saying ”To Hell with Rambo and all He Represents” and holds copies of ”left face.” Dave Blalock’s photo
shows him holding the full page in NY Times petition which Skip Delano had signed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 29:

Q2. Answer for example 30: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase left face in Example 29 and Example 30 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 16
31. Target phrase: clear statement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12697

To expound a little further, the qualifying phrase ”an (if) it harm none” includes not only other, but self. Hence,
weighing the possible outcomes of an action is a part of the thought given before taking an action; the metaphor of
tossing a pebble into a pond and observing the ripples that spread in every direction is sometimes used. The declarative
statement ”do as thou wilt” expresses a clear statement of what is, philosophically, known as ”free will.” A second
ethical guideline is often called the Law of Return, sometimes the Rule of Three, which mirrors the physics concept
described in Sir Isaac Newton’s Third Law of Motion: ”When one body exerts a force on a second body, the second body
simultaneously exerts a force equal in magnitude and opposite in direction on the first body.”

32. Target phrase: clear statement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29020730

This contradicts Beijing’s claim that China have controlled Senkaku Islands since the Ming dynasty about 600 years
ago and underlines Japan’s position that they are an inherent part of this country’s territory. An expert in international
law, says ”We know the Ming had effective control only of the coastal area from other historical sources. What is re-
markable about this finding is that a Chinese official made a clear statement along these lines to a Japanese envoy.
This proves the Senkaku Islands were not controlled by the Ming.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 31:

Q2. Answer for example 32: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear statement in Example 31 and Example 32 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 17
33. Target phrase: tenth part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49103608

But then in 1413, Pope John XXIII, who ruled in Rome, created a new diocese of Nardò in 1413, and again chose
the Abbot of S. Maria di Nardò to be its bishop. In these transactions, Gallipoli lost the towns of Copertino, Galatone,
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Secli, Nohe, Neviano, Tuglie, Parabita, Alliste, Felline, Taviano, and Casarano, and its bishops had to spend the rest of
the century defending their episcopal mensa (’property’). In 1463, Bishop Lodovico Spinelli obtained from the Prince of
Taranto the grant of a tenth part of the ”baglia” of Gallipoli. His successor Bishop Alfonso Spinelli obtained from King
Ferdinand I the grant of a fifteenth of all the money paid into the royal customs collection agency (dogana) in Gallipoli.

34. Target phrase: tenth part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=374688

The obverse of the current dime depicts the profile of President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the reverse boasts an
olive branch, a torch, and an oak branch, from left to right respectively. As of 2011, the dime coin cost 5.65 cents to
produce. The word ”dime” comes from the Old French ”disme” (now dîme), meaning ”tithe” or ”tenth part”, from the
Latin ”decima [pars]”. In the past prices have occasionally been quoted on signage and other materials in terms of dimes,
abbreviated as ”d” or a lowercase ”d” with a slash through it (₫) as with the cent and mill signs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 33:

Q2. Answer for example 34: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase tenth part in Example 33 and Example 34 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 18
35. Target phrase: southern section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27886886

Kevin Townson pulled a goal back in the final minute of the game but Carlisle ultimately advanced on the away goals
rule as the tie ended 4–4 on aggregate. Swansea City. League One side Swansea City also entered the competition in the
first round, although in the southern section of the draw. They fell behind early in their first match against Torquay
United but equalised midway through the second half after a goal from Adrian Forbes.

36. Target phrase: southern section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32604752

Construction began in April 2003 on the first section of the Middle Ring Road in Yangpu District. The Middle Ring
Road crosses the Huangpu River twice, using the Jungong Road Tunnel and the Shangzhong Road Tunnel. On the
Pudong side, the southern section from the Shangzhong Road Tunnel to Shenjiang Road opened on 25 December 2009.
Most sections of the ring road are elevated.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 35:

Q2. Answer for example 36: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase southern section in Example 35 and Example 36 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 19
37. Target phrase: permanent edition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2492775

It was called The Country Bear Christmas Special. In 1986 it was given a summertime version called The Country
Bear Vacation Hoedown. This version was so popular at Disneyland that it became the permanent edition until the
attraction’s closing in 2001. In 2002, a movie titled ”The Country Bears” was released which was based on the attraction
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and its characters.

38. Target phrase: permanent edition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54532686

It is published by the United States Government Publishing Office, and is issued when the United States Congress is in
session. Indexes are issued approximately every two weeks. At the end of a session of Congress, the daily editions are com-
piled in bound volumes constituting the permanent edition. ”The City Record” is the official journal of New York City.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 37:

Q2. Answer for example 38: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase permanent edition in Example 37 and Example 38 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 20
39. Target phrase: set location

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1535983

The young actor said Sayles appeared to be focused on an ”agenda, and that’s all he cared about. Looking at him
we thought, ’Well, if he’s not cold, then we certainly shouldn’t be.’” Reports from the set location at Bush Stadium
indicated that cast members were letting off steam between scenes. ”Actors kidded around, rubbing dirt on each other”,
the ”Tribune” reported.

40. Target phrase: set location

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=435012

The Iowa caucuses operate very differently from the primary election used by most other states (see U.S. presidential
primary). The caucuses are generally defined as ”gatherings of neighbors”. Rather than going to polls and casting ballots,
Iowans gather at a set location in each of Iowa’s precincts. Typically, these meetings occur in schools, churches, public
libraries, or even individuals’ houses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 39:

Q2. Answer for example 40: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase set location in Example 39 and Example 40 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 21
41. Target phrase: 2nd meeting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6938734

As a left-wing director, he was at first one of the beneficiaries. He moved his family from a dilapidated dormitory in
Kunlun Studio to the best residential area in Shanghai, opposite the house of Soong Ching-ling. On 2nd meeting of
CPC 7th national congress, Mao Zedong mentioned some issues of CPC cadres after entering the cities. Zheng immedi-
ately followed the directive and made the movie ”The Married Couple” (), starring Zhao Dan and Jiang Tianliu.

42. Target phrase: 2nd meeting
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45364866

With the loss to NCCU, the Aggies shared the MEAC Championship with their arch rival for the second year in a row.
Alcorn State – Celebration Bowl. This game marks the inaugural Celebration Bowl Game, and only the 2nd meeting
between the Aggies and Alcorn State. In their 2004 meeting, the Aggies lost to the Braves 13–15 in Lorman, MS. By
virtue of the MEAC tiebreaker system, the Aggies were invited to the Celebration bowl vs Alcorn State, who defeated
Grambling State in the 2015 SWAC championship game.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 41:

Q2. Answer for example 42: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2nd meeting in Example 41 and Example 42 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 22
43. Target phrase: two meeting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67387664

The company, led by Captain John Nixon, fought at the Battles of Lexington and Concord. The meetinghouse con-
tinued to be used for both Town meetings and worship until the Town built it Town House in 1846, 10 years after the
separation of Church and State in Sudbury. The separation was accomplished by the transfer of the Ministerial from the
town to the Parish at two meeting in 1836. History of the Congregation.

44. Target phrase: two meeting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45410715

Takahashi was the most recent young wrestler from CMLL’s partner promotion New Japan Pro-Wrestling (NJPW)
to travel to CMLL to gain international experience as part of his development as a wrestler. Early on Takahashi, as
Kamaitachi teamed up with Okumura under the team name ”La Fievre Amarilla” (”The Yellow Fever”). In late 2014
Dragon Lee and Kamaitachi began to face off on opposite teams leading to the two meeting in a singles match. Ka-
maitachi won the match by pulling Dragon Lee’s mask off and using the distraction to defeat him.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 43:

Q2. Answer for example 44: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase two meeting in Example 43 and Example 44 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 23
45. Target phrase: entire generation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34062787

Egyptian protesters from Tahrir Square have lent their support of the movement. A message of solidarity issued by
a collective of Cairo-based protesters declared: ”As the interests of government increasingly cater to the interests and
comforts of private, transnational capital, our cities and homes have become progressively more abstract and violent
places, subject to the casual ravages of the next economic development or urban renewal scheme. An entire generation
across the globe has grown up realizing, rationally and emotionally, that we have no future in the current order of things.”
In early December 2011, business magnate Richard Branson said the movement is a ”good start”,that they have been
protesting for valid reasons and that if the business community takes some of their concerns on board they will have
made a difference.
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46. Target phrase: entire generation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14542263

Credits Ramkumar Chittipeddi History. Kakinada Kaja was originated in Kakinada when Chittipedi Kotaiah hailing
from Chinaparimi village near Tenali in Guntur district migrated to Kakinada town in 1891 and started a sweet shop
making this sweet. From then, it was continued as a legacy and the entire generation of the family still run them from
the city. It is still being sold in large numbers and people come from many parts of India to taste this sweet.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 45:

Q2. Answer for example 46: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase entire generation in Example 45 and Example 46 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 24
47. Target phrase: centre channel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=253836

The function of the center channel is to anchor the signal so that any central panned images do not shift when a
listener is moving or is sitting away from the sweet spot. The center channel also prevents any timbral modifications from
occurring, which is typical for 2-channel stereo, due to phase differences at the two ears of a listener. The centre channel
is especially used in films and television, with dialogue primarily feeding the center channel. The function of the center
channel can either be of a monophonic nature (as with dialogue) or it can be used in combination with the left and right
channels for true three-channel stereo.

48. Target phrase: centre channel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17843881

As the mission and return journey would take several weeks, Maxwell had an opportunity to explore the area. ”Al-
ceste” headed north, while ”Lyra”, under the command of Lieutenant Basil Hall, was sent south. ”General Hewitt”, an
East Indiaman chartered to carry gifts for the Emperor of China, was to explore the centre channel. ”Alceste” first
undertook a survey of the Gulf of Liaodong, then virtually unknown to Europeans, and after spending some time ex-
ploring the Liaodong Peninsula, proceeded southward to Jiaozhou Bay on the coast of Shandong, where she encountered
”General Hewitt”, and was later joined by Hall in ”Lyra”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 47:

Q2. Answer for example 48: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase centre channel in Example 47 and Example 48 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 25
49. Target phrase: concrete” evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7663769

Aftermaths. Diplomatic relations between India and Pakistan soured after the allegations, with Pakistan denying
all the allegations as ”baseless” and saying it ”definitely” won’t hand over any suspect to India. India’s PM has also
repeatedly said there is ”concrete” evidence against Pakistan and it will be presented to them. Indian Home Ministry
officials have also vociferously backed up that claim.
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50. Target phrase: concrete” evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32707297

They started them up back in the middle and Josh Heil goes out of bounds, but they call series off because the clock
never started. Campbell argued that if you put a stopwatch to the video, then 6.5 seconds of the 7 seconds would run
off the clock, not even enough for Lewallen to get a shot in. But the NCAA said that without ”concrete” evidence
(videos and stopwatches are pretty concrete) they would restart with seven seconds left. And with this newfound time,
Lewallen got the takedown, winning the match and going to the quarterfinals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 49:

Q2. Answer for example 50: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase concrete” evidence in Example 49 and Example 50 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 26
51. Target phrase: specific job

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=885845

The union will often enforce a basic code of conduct among its members to ensure smooth operation of the hiring
hall (to prevent members from double-booking, for example). If a hiring hall is reputable, the relationship between the
union and the employer can be relatively harmonious. There are arguments that this actually benefits contractors who
hire employees for the duration of a specific job. This is primarily due to the union handling qualifications and other
eligibility requirements.

52. Target phrase: specific job

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14762351

But as we could read in the article called “SON protein regulates GATA-2 through transcriptional control of the
microRNA 23a-27-24-a clúster”, SON protein has even more functions in the organism. It has been found that these
proteins may regulate the hematopoietic cells differentiation. They have a specific job in hematopoietic process, which is
based on activating other proteins called GATA. As these ones are finally activated, the cell differentiation starts normally.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 51:

Q2. Answer for example 52: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific job in Example 51 and Example 52 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 27
53. Target phrase: great advantage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1253121

I wanted, therefore, for the moral effect, to make a successful assault against the enemy behind his breastworks, and
resolved to attempt it at that point where success would give the largest fruits of victory.” Kennesaw Mountain is usually
considered a significant Union tactical defeat, but Richard M. McMurry wrote, ”Tactically Johnston had won a minor
defensive triumph on Loring’s and Hardee’s lines. Schofield’s success, however, gave Sherman a great advantage, and
the federal commander quickly decided to exploit it.” The opposing forces spent five days facing each other at close range,
but on July 2, with good summer weather at hand, Sherman sent the Army of the Tennessee and Stoneman’s cavalry
around the Confederate left flank and Johnston was forced to withdraw from Kennesaw Mountain to prepared positions
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at Smyrna.

54. Target phrase: great advantage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3919574

Vacuum washing has long been in use in Europe, mostly in larger train and bus companies, schools, and historic
preservation. The system works on all surfaces which are water resistant (carpet, upholstered furniture, wooden floors,
stone, plastics). A great advantage is that this system works without brushes or pads so there is no abrasion on the
pile. Household processes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 53:

Q2. Answer for example 54: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great advantage in Example 53 and Example 54 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 28
55. Target phrase: one mistake

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60523913

In 2014, an active shooter situation led to people calling Uber to escape the shooting and surrounding area. Instead
of recognizing this as a dangerous situation, the algorithm Uber used saw a rise in demand and increased its prices. This
type of situation can be dangerous in the heavy industry, where one mistake can cost lives or cause injury. Environ-
mental impacts.

56. Target phrase: one mistake

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=218937

”[G]uitarists Kerry King and Jeff Hanneman deliver their intricate riffs [and] drummer Dave Lombardo performs some
of the most powerful drumming ever recorded” at 210 beats per minute. When drummer Lombardo left Slayer in 1992,
they recruited a full-time replacement in Forbidden drummer Paul Bostaph. Bostaph made one mistake out of the nine
songs the band trialled him with, on ”Angel of Death”. Before the ”big double bass part” there is a lead section, which
Bostaph could not understand, as he had to learn from live records recorded with Lombardo.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 55:

Q2. Answer for example 56: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one mistake in Example 55 and Example 56 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 29
57. Target phrase: financial loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57799046

His mother was from, Dormaa Babianeha, near Dormaa Ahenkro in the Brong Ahafo Region. His father, Nicholas
Hayford Kwabena Opuni, was the Brong Ahafo Regional Secretary of Kwame Nkrumah’s Convention People’s Party
(CPP) in 1966 Alleged corruption scandal. Opuni was alleged to have been involved a in number of corruption charges
including causing financial loss to Ghana. Attorney-General of Ghana, Gloria Akuffo stated that the former COCOBOD
CEO Dr. Stephen Opuni may face a 25 years sentence if found guilty.
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58. Target phrase: financial loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54012355

Competitors can be defined as other firms that are located in the same market category or sell similar products to
the same segment of people. When this rivalry exist, each company must protect its brand, growth expectations, and
profitability to maintain a competitive advantage and adequate reputation among other brands. To reduce the risk of
financial loss, firms strive to take their competition away from the industry. Importance of defensive strategy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 57:

Q2. Answer for example 58: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase financial loss in Example 57 and Example 58 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 30
59. Target phrase: a3 section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22635924

The sixteenth notes on beats four and five of measure nine is the beginning of the slowing down momentum. Measure
10 starts slowing the rhythm by the use of eighth-notes, quarter-note triplets, and finally, quarter-notes, when the primary
motive pattern returns in measure 13. Another instance where the momentum of the piece begins to slow down is right
before the start of the a3 section. Six measures before 90, the right hand melody consists of straight sixteenth-notes
creating a very fast pace.

60. Target phrase: a3 section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7982987

Construction of the A3 motorway in Croatia in its present form started in 1977, when the first six-lane (including
emergency lanes) sections were constructed as a part of the Zagreb bypass. In 1979, the section connecting the Jankomir
and Lučko interchanges was the first to be completed. The section between the Lučko and Ivanja Reka interchanges was
opened in 1981, marking the completion of the a3 section of the Zagreb bypass. Unlike the remainder of the motorway,
which was constructed by widening the existing road and adding the additional carriageway, these two sections were built
entirely from scratch.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 59:

Q2. Answer for example 60: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase a3 section in Example 59 and Example 60 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 31
61. Target phrase: set conditions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23647668

Several matches to define champions have been played over the course of Peruvian football history. The earliest
title-defining matches were played between teams that tied for first place at the end of the season or tournament phase
and forced an extra match to determine the champion. Eventually, finals were organized to be played at the end of the
season after set conditions were fulfilled or tournament winners. The first of these finals started in the eighties when
winners of each regional tournament played each other to determine the season champion; if the same team won both
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tournaments, they were champions by default.

62. Target phrase: set conditions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22850079

It was decided that the project, estimated at the time at HRK 173 million (US$ 30 million), would be partially financed
by the Government of Croatia and the City of Zagreb, and that both Jewish organizations should be represented in the
workgroup. However, the involvement of Bet Israel was deemed unacceptable by the Jewish Community of Zagreb, which
is the sole owner of the Praška Street property, and which also sees itself as the sole legal representative of the Zagreb
Jewish community. As a consequence, the community and its president, Ognjen Kraus, refused further participation in
the project under the set conditions. Further disagreements existed about the design and character of the new building.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 61:

Q2. Answer for example 62: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase set conditions in Example 61 and Example 62 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 32
63. Target phrase: major deficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21622042

() In the years following, copper and copper cables were implemented in an attempt to improve the system. Silicon-
bonded fiberglass was also added to the insulation of screen boxes. For a short period, flexible shunts were also used, but
a major deficiency was found in attaching the stationary transformer to a screen that vibrated. The Invention of the
Flux-Power Screen Heating System.

64. Target phrase: major deficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17323092

That game also saw Bosh unleash a bout of angry frustration at his team as the Raptors plummeted to the bottom of
the division standings. On 3 December 2008, with the Raptors posting an 8–9 record 17 games into the season, Raptors’
head coach Sam Mitchell was fired and replaced by longtime assistant Jay Triano on an interim basis. Triano—the first
Canadian head coach in NBA history—immediately pointed to Toronto’s bottom-of-the-league in fast break points as
a major deficiency he wanted to overcome. However, the Raptors slipped a further three games to go 8–12 before it
recovered with a two-game turnaround.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 63:

Q2. Answer for example 64: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major deficiency in Example 63 and Example 64 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 33
65. Target phrase: increasing load

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47450456

Later, a paddle wheel was added to the stern during a renovation. ”Lequime” carried cars and freight between the
communities of Kelowna and Westbank with two other boats, and ”Pendozi”. However, the three struggled to carry the
increasing load, especially after the construction of the Okanagan Lake Bridge in 1958. After retirement, ”Lequime”
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was used as a restaurant and for Okanagan Lake cruises.

66. Target phrase: increasing load

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10384559

The points are plotted on a graph with heart rate on one axis and power (or some correlated measurement such as
running speed) on the other axis; the graph’s deflection point indicates the aerobic threshold. The heart rate increases
(approximately) linearly up to the deflection point, where the heart rate reaches AT (also known as LT, lactate threshold,
in more modern nomenclature). The test continues for a while, under increasing load, until the subject has gone well
past the anaerobic threshold. Accuracy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 65:

Q2. Answer for example 66: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increasing load in Example 65 and Example 66 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 34
67. Target phrase: world view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10479709

Creating a 3D image for display consists of a series of steps. First, the objects to be displayed are loaded up into
memory from individual ”models”. The display system then applies mathematical functions to transform the models
into a common coordinate system, the ”world view”. From this world view, a series of polygons (typically triangles) is
created that approximates the original models as seen from a particular viewpoint, the ”camera”.

68. Target phrase: world view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39156789

He was ’us’. He was Cambridge.” On the Russian-language social-networking site VK, Tsarnaev described his
”world view” as ”Islam” and his personal priorities as ”career and money”. He posted links to Islamic websites, links to
videos of fighters in the Syrian civil war, and links to pages advocating independence for Chechnya.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 67:

Q2. Answer for example 68: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase world view in Example 67 and Example 68 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 35
69. Target phrase: improved quality

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=240122

Mark II (Canadian). During World War II a version of the Sten gun was produced at the Long Branch Arsenal in
Long Branch, Ontario (now part of Toronto, Ontario). This was very similar to the regular Mark II, with a different
stock (’skeleton’ type instead of strut type) and improved quality of manufacture. It was first used in combat in the
Dieppe Raid in 1942.

70. Target phrase: improved quality
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28391454

Drafi () is a North American style residential area in the municipality Rafina–Pikermi, East Attica, Greece. It is
situated east of Athens, on the slopes of the Penteliko Mountain. Drafi is the prototype model for improved quality of
life within a green environment, away from the pollution filled downtown Athens. The master planned development was
initiated and brought to fruition by Vasilis Polydoropoulos, the President of the borough of Drafi.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 69:

Q2. Answer for example 70: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase improved quality in Example 69 and Example 70 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 36
71. Target phrase: another big part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64624940

Independent analyst firm Forrester also covered this topic in a 2018 report on machine learning and predictive an-
alytics vendors: “Data scientists regularly complain that their models are only sometimes or never deployed. A big
part of the problem is organizational chaos in understanding how to apply and design models into applications. But
another big part of the problem is technology. Models aren’t like software code because they need model management.”
In December 2018, Waldemar Hummer and Vinod Muthusamy of IBM Research AI, proposed ModelOps as “a program-
ming model for reusable, platform-independent, and composable AI workflows” on IBM Programming Languages Day.

72. Target phrase: another big part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2171964

Snubfin dolphin consume a wide array of prey, that can be narrowed down to coastal, estuarine, and reef‐associated
fishes throughout the water column and at the bottom. The most common prey items by specie are cardinal fish
(”Apogon”), proceeded by the cuttlefish (”Sepia”), the squid Uroteuthis (”Photololigo”), and the toothpony fish (”Gazza”).
another big part of the snubfin diet are cephalopods. Range and status.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 71:

Q2. Answer for example 72: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another big part in Example 71 and Example 72 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 37
73. Target phrase: integer group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24570313

Economy. Lakewood’s economy is diverse, while the largest employers are government. Companies based in Lakewood
include Einstein Bros. Bagels, FirstBank, and The integer group. As of 2013, 67.3% of the population over the age of
16 was in the labor force.

74. Target phrase: integer group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51477178
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A more general example is given by balls in the word metric in finitely generated nilpotent groups. Classification of
approximate subgroups. Approximate subgroups of the integer group formula_26 were completely classified by Imre
Z. Ruzsa and Freiman. The result is stated as follows: The constants formula_39 can be estimated sharply.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 73:

Q2. Answer for example 74: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase integer group in Example 73 and Example 74 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 38
75. Target phrase: complex version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1893354

He always considered that some interbreeding between the different groups could have occurred, but thought this
would have been trivial in the big picture. However, recent genetic data show that the replacement process did include
some interbreeding. In the last decade he has proposed a more complex version of events within Africa, which he has
termed �multiregional African origin�. He also directed the Ancient Human Occupation of Britain project which ran for
about 10 years from 2001.

76. Target phrase: complex version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23691763

Beer. This term has been used for beers, especially in Belgium, to indicate a more elaborate version of a brand.
InBev produces a more complex version of Hoegaarden called ”Hoegaarden Grand Cru”, while the Rodenbach Brewery
produces a ”Rodenbach Grand Cru”. Lindemans Brewery make a gueuze and a kriek beer under the name ”Cuvée René
Grand Cru”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 75:

Q2. Answer for example 76: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase complex version in Example 75 and Example 76 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 39
77. Target phrase: impact points

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9092788

Travelling south on the A219 on Tibbet’s Ride from Putney Hill, the car appeared to fail to negotiate a left turn into
the large roundabout itself and instead travelled onwards and hit a thick, high concrete barrier on the inside of the dual
lane roundabout. The car then flipped over the barrier, fell down a steep grass incline before smashing through the steel
fence separating the bridleway and pedestrian/cyclist underpass routes. Crash investigators used yellow spray paint to
mark skid and impact points on the road and where the car flipped over the barrier. The straight skid marks showed
his car crossed from nearside to inside lane, as the road veered left at the roundabout entry, before it made a glancing
blow on a heavy steel crash barrier prior to the barrier impact some six metres later.

78. Target phrase: impact points

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26838
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The smoothbore shotgun barrel generates less resistance and thus allows greater propellant loads for heavier projectiles
without as much risk of overpressure or a squib load, and are also easier to clean. The shot pellets from a shotshell are
propelled indirectly through a wadding inside the shell and scatter upon leaving the barrel, which is usually choked at the
muzzle end to control the projectile scatter. This means each shotgun discharge will produce a cluster of impact points
instead of a single point of impact like other firearms. Having multiple projectiles also means the muzzle energy is divided
among the pellets, leaving each individual projectile with less penetrative kinetic energy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 77:

Q2. Answer for example 78: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase impact points in Example 77 and Example 78 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 40
79. Target phrase: broad view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35334391

To date, one study comparing heterosexual and homosexual males found that homosexual men had similar scores for
SIS2, but scored significantly higher for SIS1 and SES. Straight, lesbian, and bisexual women’s scores on the SESII-W
found that bisexual women scored higher on SES than the other groups and straight women scored higher on the sexual
inhibition factor than both the lesbian and bisexual women. More studies need to be done using the dual control model
to gain a more broad view of sexual orientation and sexual arousability. Assessment of genital arousal.

80. Target phrase: broad view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24824379

Beyond War (distinct from World Beyond War) is a movement founded in 1984. It seeks to end war, on the premise
that, in the broad view, the continued practice of war will ultimately lead to a global catastrophe. Aims.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 79:

Q2. Answer for example 80: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase broad view in Example 79 and Example 80 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 41
81. Target phrase: 15 minute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62644494

January–March. Bali United started their new season with preliminary round 1 of the AFC Champions League by
playing away to Jalan Besar Stadium, Singapore to face 2019 Singapore Cup winners, Tampines Rovers. Playing on
artificial turf, Melvin Platje gave Bali United an early lead with two goals inside 15 minute. Tampines Rovers pull one
back with a goal before half time.

82. Target phrase: 15 minute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60977798

The talk was also used in a TED-Ed video. In her spare time she produces the podcast ”SpacePod.” The podcast
involves short episodes (15 minute in length) featuring relaxed conversations with space explorers. She serves as one of
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The Planetary Society experts.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 81:

Q2. Answer for example 82: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 15 minute in Example 81 and Example 82 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 42
83. Target phrase: even its existence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1160237

Some conflict was reported when a long-time bureaucrat abruptly resigned, and NPA commissioners said staff morale
was ”at the lowest ebb” they had ever witnessed, blaming Cowie. Council approved the expenditure of $11,000 for a
management review of the park board. As part of the management review, the park board asked for public input into
all aspects of its operation, and even its existence. During its first term the TEAM council implemented much of its
policy platform.

84. Target phrase: even its existence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25351871

The families of several of these heroes also appear in royal genealogies associated with the genealogies of the better-
known kings of Alt Clut who lived in southwestern Scotland. This, taken together with the phonetic similarity of ”Aeron”
and ”Ayr”, suggests the location of Aeron. There are no historical records confirming its history or even its existence,
only literary references combined with circumstantially consistent genealogies and incidentally relevant historical records.
Though Aeron may have been located within the territory of modern Scotland, as a part of ”Yr Hen Ogledd” it is also
an intrinsic part of Welsh history, as both the Welsh and the Men of the North () were self-perceived as a single people,
collectively referred to in modern Welsh as ”Cymry”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 83:

Q2. Answer for example 84: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase even its existence in Example 83 and Example 84 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 43
85. Target phrase: camping ground

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30971498

Early attempts to settle the county by the Dutch were generally unsuccessful, and in 1664 they handed over the
territory to the English. Yet the Dutch did leave a legacy in place names like Dunderberg Mountain, Sparkill and High
Tor, as well as a small collection of unique sandstone houses like the 1700 DeWint House, built in Tappan and still exists,
which later served as George Washington’s headquarters. During the American Revolutionary War, Rockland County
was a strategic crossroads, camping ground and vital link between the northern and southern colonies. Troops often
used Kings Ferry at Stony Point and Dobbs Ferry at Snedens Landing in Palisades.

86. Target phrase: camping ground

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8033282
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The consensus, however, is that Omar was born at Mecca around 580 AD. The house in which Omar was born in
Mecca was situated midway between Safa and Marwah. During the period of his caliphate, Omar had the house disman-
tled, and the site was turned into a camping ground. He was younger than the Islamic ProphetMuhammad by about
ten years.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 85:

Q2. Answer for example 86: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase camping ground in Example 85 and Example 86 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 44
87. Target phrase: considerable period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12859824

Behaviours. Among crocodilians and certain lizards, there is a much greater interaction between members. Young
will be guarded and defended for a considerable period of time. Crocodilians of both sexes carry and assist young
hatchlings to the water and guard them.

88. Target phrase: considerable period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31515252

Decorated with art from the pre-independence period, it is used for press previews and private screenings. Liberty has
been the location of movie premiers of several movies, such as Mughal-e-Azam (a 1960 blockbuster Bollywood movie).
Some movies have run at Liberty for a considerable period of time. Mother India, a Bollywood film ran for a whole
year starting October 1957 at Liberty.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 87:

Q2. Answer for example 88: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase considerable period in Example 87 and Example 88 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 45
89. Target phrase: financial distress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14297334

The Financially Distressed Municipalities Act ”(Act of 1987, P.L. 246, No. 47)”, also known as Act 47, is a Penn-
sylvania statute outlining procedures to stabilize municipalities in Pennsylvania undergoing financial distress. The Act
empowers the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development to declare certain municipalities as
financially distressed.

90. Target phrase: financial distress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3932422

When bringing them back to Papua New Guinea they brought back new ideas and customs they had acquired from
their travels. As the world modernized, the Chambri villages became less financially stable through their trade and
goods. Even through the financial distress, the Chambri culture and people survived and continued to practice their
ways. Chambri women.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 89:

Q2. Answer for example 90: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase financial distress in Example 89 and Example 90 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 46
91. Target phrase: baby name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62474630

Lipa originally intended to call the album ”Glass House”. After working on the album for nearly a year, Lipa came
up with a new album title, ”Future Nostalgia”, while on the way to a radio show in Las Vegas around the time of the
2018 American Music Awards. After figuring it out, Lipa messaged her A&amp;R, in which they responded that it’s like
a baby name, they couldn’t tell anyone. She wanted to create a record with the nostalgic memories of her childhood
and the music her parents listened to and put a modern spin on it with futuristic elements, which is why she ultimately
went with the title.

92. Target phrase: baby name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48966307

Currently in its third edition, the book has sold over a quarter-million copies. Along with the book, Wattenberg
publishes regularly on how names shed light on cultural issues. In addition to contributing to a blog accompanying _The
baby name Wizard_, she is a frequent contributor to the Huffington Post and Slate. She is often quoted in the media
on name news, on topics ranging from celebrity names to cultural implications of name trends.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 91:

Q2. Answer for example 92: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase baby name in Example 91 and Example 92 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 47
93. Target phrase: degenerate stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=414259

While ”T. vaginalis” does not have a cyst form, organisms can survive for up to 24 hours in urine, semen, or even
water samples. A nonmotile, round, pseudocystic form with internalized flagella has been observed under unfavorable
conditions. This form is generally regarded as a degenerate stage as opposed to a resistant form, although viability
of pseudocystic cells has been occasionally reported. The ability to revert to trophozoite form, to reproduce and sustain
infection has been described, along with a microscopic cell staining technique to visually discern this elusive form.

94. Target phrase: degenerate stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30258627

This was twice what he had been paid for the libretto of ”Dulcamara” in 1866, but was still a modest sum for the
time. The Gilbert scholar Jane Stedman notes that this production had ”the questionable honour of introducing the
cancan to the English stage.” Men flocked to see what one paper called ”the most gross and filthy exhibition that has
ever disgraced our degenerate stage.” Gilbert’s early pantomimes, burlesques and farces, full of awful puns and broad
humour, show signs of the satire that would later be a defining part of his work.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 93:

Q2. Answer for example 94: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase degenerate stage in Example 93 and Example 94 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 48
95. Target phrase: actual center

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13986506

The victory of 967, as well as the successful fighting with Margrave Hodo that followed in the Battle of Cedynia of 972,
allowed Mieszko to conquer further parts of Pomerania. Wolin however remained autonomous and pagan. Kołobrzeg,
where a strong gord was built around 985, was probably the actual center of Piast power in Pomerania. Before, a
Scandinavian colony in Bardy-Świelubie near Kołobrzeg functioned as the center of this area.

96. Target phrase: actual center

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55755173

The concept was introduced/evidenced by experimental findings regarding the line bisection task. In this task, partic-
ipants are supposed to mark the middle of a horizontal line. On average, their deviations from the actual center of the
line tend to be more to the left than to the right. In other visuo-spatial tasks, a similar bias to the left hemifield is apparent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 95:

Q2. Answer for example 96: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual center in Example 95 and Example 96 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 49
97. Target phrase: large model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=880911

The Quoddy Dam Project was envisaged to impound the waters of Cobscook Bay and the adjoining Passamaquoddy
Bay. Construction was started and some dikes were built, but a year later, the United States Congress withdrew its sup-
port and funding and the scheme was abandoned. The Quoddy DamModel Museum at Eastport preserves a large model
of the project. The generation of electricity from the bay’s tidal currents was ultimately accomplished in September 2012
by Ocean Renewable Power Company.

98. Target phrase: large model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62295363

While large models (such as very deep neural networks or ensembles of many models) have higher knowledge capacity
than small models, this capacity might not be fully utilized. It can be computationally just as expensive to evaluate a
model even if it utilizes little of its knowledge capacity. Knowledge distillation transfers knowledge from a large model
to a smaller model without loss of validity. As smaller models are less expensive to evaluate, they can be deployed on less
powerful hardware (such as a mobile device).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 97:

Q2. Answer for example 98: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large model in Example 97 and Example 98 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 50
99. Target phrase: project site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8786371

Rock is generally to be placed as double layer, thus the volume of armour material which needs to be quarried, stored,
handled, transported and installed can be enormous for a larger breakwater exposed to significant wave action. Due to
the interlocking effect the weight and thus the volume of single layer armour units is considerably less compared to an
armour consisting entirely of rock. In addition units are normally fabricated near or at project site, so that transport
issues are less critical. Production of armour units.

100. Target phrase: project site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3665226

The project was built in three blocks. Block A consisted of the Aria Resort and Casino and surrounding facilities
(HKS, Inc. was architect of record); Block B (Leo A. Daly - AOR) holds the Vdara; and Block C (Adamson Associates -
AOR) the Mandarin, Veer, Crystals and Harmon structures. The last remaining permanent building on the project site,
the Boardwalk Casino’s mid-rise hotel tower, was imploded May 9, 2006. After most of the design process was complete,
construction began without an official groundbreaking ceremony in June 2006.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 99:

Q2. Answer for example 100: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase project site in Example 99 and Example 100 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 51
101. Target phrase: fast phase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=463847

This would effectively allow for more rapid stimulation. There is also a role played in shaping the general repolarization
of cells, and thus after hyperpolarization (AHP) of action potentials. The role that BK channels have in the fast phase of
AHP has been studied extensively in the hippocampus. It can also play a role in inhibiting the release of neurotransmitters.

102. Target phrase: fast phase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2138816

Religion. As one of the historical towns of Catholicism in the Bicol region, Baao has a majority of Roman Catholic
adherents. Iglesia ni Cristo on the other hand is the second largest group with a very fast phase of growing membership.
Islam has already set off in the town and they are composed of Muslim merchants/immigrants from Mindanao.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 101:

Q2. Answer for example 102: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase fast phase in Example 101 and Example 102 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 52
103. Target phrase: correct attitude

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=364888

Five months earlier, NASA had launched an Agena Target Vehicle for Gemini 6, but the Atlas-Agena launch failed
when the Agena’s engine exploded during orbital injection and the mission had to be rescheduled. The next attempt
succeeded. Everything worked perfectly; the Agena put itself into a 298 kilometre circular orbit and oriented itself to
the correct attitude for the docking. The Gemini spacecraft itself was launched into a 160 by 272 kilometre orbit by a
modified Titan II on March 16, 1966 (coincidentally the 40th anniversary of the launch of the world’s first liquid-fuelled
rocket by Dr. Robert H. Goddard), at 10:41:02 a.m. EST.

104. Target phrase: correct attitude

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21632109

Right view as the first part of the Noble Eightfold Path leads ultimately not to the holding of correct views, but to
a detached form of cognition. Understanding karma. The term ”right view” (’ / ’) or ”right understanding” is basically
about having a correct attitude towards one’s social and religious duties. This is explained from the perspective of the
system of karma and the cycle of rebirth.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 103:

Q2. Answer for example 104: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct attitude in Example 103 and Example 104 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 53
105. Target phrase: third year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24072061

”As part of the ASEAN action to save the region’s biodiversity, the countries declared 27 areas as ASEAN Heritage
Parks and designated 1,523 protected areas based on the World Conservation Union (IUCN) category,” Executive Di-
rector Rodrigo Fuentes said. He added that ”promoting national and regional cooperation to address measures related
to environmental agreements, and establishing a regional database containing an inventory of the region’s biological
resources are also part of the action to curb biodiversity loss.” Now on its third year, ACB reinforces its efforts to engage
more sectors and stakeholders in the quest to save the region’s biodiversity. It forms alliances with key stakeholders in
the regional and global levels.

106. Target phrase: third year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13676792

First siege of Jerusalem. In 605 BCE Nebuchadnezzar II, king of Babylon defeated Pharaoh Neco at the Battle of
Carchemish, and subsequently invaded Judah. To avoid the destruction of Jerusalem, King Jehoiakim of Jerusalem, in
his third year, changed allegiances from Egypt to Babylon. He paid tribute from the treasury in Jerusalem, some temple
artifacts, and some of the royal family and nobility as hostages.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 105:
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Q2. Answer for example 106: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third year in Example 105 and Example 106 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 54
107. Target phrase: next day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2293646

Under its own pressure, the ice then broke over the forecastle and piled up onto the deck in the forward part of
the ship, further weighing this end of the ship down. Through all of this, the pumping operations had continued, but
by the end of the day Shackleton ordered this to stop and for the men to take to the ice. During the course of the
next day, parties were sent back to the ship to recover more supplies and stores. They found that the entire port side
of the ”Endurance” had been driven inwards and compressed, and the ice had entirely filled the bow and stern sections.

108. Target phrase: next day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51370224

with the exact code that was given by the program. The entries will be vaild under 10 minutes. The winners will be
declared on the next day during the segment ”Juan for All, All for Juan”. It is a segment sponsored by ”San Marino
Corned Tuna” where they choose a spouse or couple from the studio audience as the segment’s winner.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 107:

Q2. Answer for example 108: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next day in Example 107 and Example 108 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 55
109. Target phrase: email address

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31370201

After Raphael’s death, her friend Ashley and others including her family were inspired to create an anti-bullying
website/campaign to highlight the extent to which bullying goes on. ”Last month, Ashley took a further stand against
bullying when she went online to offer advice and help to other victims of playground torment. She set up a website and
email address and invited bullied children too afraid to tell an adult to write in with their experiences. She has been
inundated with messages and now intends to compile figures from the emails to launch an anti-bullying campaign in a
bid to force the Scottish Parliament and her local council to take action.

110. Target phrase: email address

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=295032

A mail exchanger resource record (MX record) contains the name of the recipient’s mailserver. In absence of an
MX record, an address record (A or AAAA) directly specifies the mail host. The local part of an email address
has no significance for intermediate mail relay systems other than the final mailbox host. Email senders and interme-
diate relay systems must not assume it to be case-insensitive, since the final mailbox host may or may not treat it as such.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 109:

Q2. Answer for example 110: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase email address in Example 109 and Example 110 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 56
111. Target phrase: individual segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48785155

If sensors collect multiple data points at a given time then another method of using threshold based detection is to
measure the variance of the data and only send data to a gateway node if the variance reaches a certain threshold. Events
may occur in only a small portion of the data set. In this case it is important to break the data into smaller segments and
take into account the variance of each individual segment. Consider an N-dimensional data set that can be divided
into four equal quadrants.

112. Target phrase: individual segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23916176

In April 2018, Hingert re-signed with the Brisbane Roar on a two-year contract. Hingert has become a valued foot-
baller in the Brisbane Roar community and fan favourite. In 2018, Hingert appeared in an individual segment with the
Brisbane Roar called ’JackTV’ which saw him interview new players for the upcoming 2018/2019 season. Additionally,
in 2018 Hingert was featured in a Fox Sports campaign and new players kit campaign for the Brisbane Roar with his
international teammate, Eric Bautheac.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 111:

Q2. Answer for example 112: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase individual segment in Example 111 and Example 112 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 57
113. Target phrase: temporary solution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48508574

The Teutonic Knights forbade restoring the bishop’s town and the cathedral on pain of death. On 24 August 1330
Maciej of Golancz decided to sign a pact with the Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights, Werner von Orseln, who allowed
him to resume public religious activities. To this end, a small church beyond the city was built as a temporary solution.
But Maciej Golanczewski still wanted to build a cathedral, and collected funds and created plans to do so.

114. Target phrase: temporary solution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=200129

Head. One method of hiding hair loss is the comb over, which involves restyling the remaining hair to cover the balding
area. It is usually a temporary solution, useful only while the area of hair loss is small. As the hair loss increases, a
comb over becomes less effective.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 113:

Q2. Answer for example 114: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase temporary solution in Example 113 and Example 114 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 58
115. Target phrase: full control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62436026

Information System Monitoring. Information System Monitoring employs security measures to find intruders or the
damage done by them. This strategy is used when the system has been penetrated, but the intruder did not gain
full control. Examples of this strategy include antivirus software, applying a patch, and network behavior anomaly
detection.

116. Target phrase: full control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30634549

He named it after the youngest of his nine daughters and started it with Rs. 1.5 million from his savings and bank
loans. Rafeeque Ahmed started his career in 1958 and took over full control of the business after his father’s demise in
1965. Under his guidance, the ”Farida Group” has grown from a tannery to many shoemaking and tannery divisions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 115:

Q2. Answer for example 116: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase full control in Example 115 and Example 116 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 59
117. Target phrase: formal office

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8957164

Historian / Librarian. Most lodges have a senior member who holds a particular interest in the lodge’s history. In
some jurisdictions, this interest may lead to appointment to formal office as the lodge’s ’Historian’. The office involves
the archiving of documents and artifacts, and the publishing and updating of historical information.

118. Target phrase: formal office

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6813018

When the car is picked up from the impound lot, the tape is played and all agree that it is good. Loving the music,
Turtle gets a track into ”Queens Boulevard” and agrees to manage the promising musician, played by real life rapper
Saigon. He doesn’t get a formal office until season four in Eric Murphy’s ”The Murphy Group” corporation. Saigon
receives a great deal of interest from several record companies after Vince arranges for his music to be played by Big Boy
on popular L.A. radio station Power 106.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 117:

Q2. Answer for example 118: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase formal office in Example 117 and Example 118 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 60
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119. Target phrase: harmonic relationship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27343349

The concept divided the building into three elements. The base was a glass wall imprinted with a series of pictures
showing landscapes, people and city developments. The body of the building was in the form of laser-cut PVC panels
showing Tumaco’s fabric stamps to celebrate their harmonic relationship with the environment. The third part was a
lighthouse, landmark and a glowing tower displaying a flock of parrots recalling the colors of the Colombian flag.

120. Target phrase: harmonic relationship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6325194

Intermodulation occurs whenever the input frequencies are not already harmonically related. For instance, playing a
power chord through distortion results in intermodulation that produces new subharmonics. ”Soft clipping” gradually
flattens the peaks of a signal which creates a number of higher harmonics which share a harmonic relationship with
the original tone. ”Hard clipping” flattens peaks abruptly, resulting in higher power in higher harmonics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 119:

Q2. Answer for example 120: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase harmonic relationship in Example 119 and Example 120 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 61
121. Target phrase: key ally

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7144235

During the 1990s and early 2000s, U.S. tightened its embargo and construction on Pakistan’s space development, and
in 1998, putting restrictions and sanctions on premier astronautics research department, DESTO, although the sanctions
were uplifted in 2001 by the Bush Administration. Relations since 2001. After the September 11 attacks in 2001 in the
United States, Pakistan became a key ally in the war on terror with the United States. In 2001, US President George
W. Bush pressured the government into joining the US the war on terror.

122. Target phrase: key ally

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9891764

He has been shown to be cruel as he told a soldier to make the slaves work harder till they made a millions worth of
money. He is obsessed with money, even to the point he can insane saying money repeatedly in a crazed stance. He later
becomes a key ally in the fight against the Reverse Maruhage Empire after losing to Crimson and LOVE in the new
emperor playoffs. Halekulani mentions he was a man with a difficult choice 20 years ago, a man named Czar Baldy-Bald
the 4th decided to help him by giving him what would define his life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 121:

Q2. Answer for example 122: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key ally in Example 121 and Example 122 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 62
123. Target phrase: especially their role
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29026933

Because a library is a representative of intangible values and those intangible values more than ever are important
to us as a society at this time.”. Despite his love of the cultural aspects a library can provide, Curley was in no way
technophobic. He encouraged librarians to see their work and especially their role as a key part of the information
revolution. Imploring his peers in 1994 at a symposium at Rutgers School of Communication, Information, and Library
Studies he said, ”We need to be people for whom this is one more technological development, like the telephone or the
electric typewriter, which we view with optimism because it will help us to do our jobs”.

124. Target phrase: especially their role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4388950

Bahá�u’lláh wrote a condemnatory letter to then Sultan �Abdu’l-�Azíz (r. 1861–1876), the original of which has
been lost. Originals of three other letters addressing two of the Sultan’s ministers are recorded in ”Summons of the
Lord of Hosts”, which also mention the Sultan. The letters condemn their misrule, abuse of civil power, and character;
especially their role in Bahá�u’lláh’s banishments and imprisonment. Two of the three letters, the ”Súriy-i-Ra’ís” and
the ”Lawh-i-Fu’ád”, predict that �Abdu’l-�Azíz will lose control of the Ottoman Empire.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 123:

Q2. Answer for example 124: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase especially their role in Example 123 and Example 124 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 63
125. Target phrase: detailed interpretation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26851461

(D): The authors stated that all 8 failures were due to valve calcification and that 2 of them had additional tears.
They find that their results with ’calcification’ in all failed valves are contrary to Gabbay’s results where failures occurred
mainly through cusp tears. This table is only an attempt to give a general impression and to provide a basis for a more
detailed interpretation of results. However, several conclusions can be formulated on the complex, varied, and in some
cases controversial results published.

126. Target phrase: detailed interpretation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2527261

Russell had stated an intention to write a seventh volume of ”Studies”, which would be a commentary on the
books of Ezekiel and Revelation, as early as 1906. Following Russell’s death in 1916, a seventh volume—entitled
”The Finished Mystery”—was published in 1917 and advertised as his ”posthumous work”. This seventh volume was
a detailed interpretation of the books of Ezekiel and Revelation, as well as the Song of Solomon. An advertisement
for the book in ”Zion’s Watch Tower” called it ”the true interpretation”, and it was promoted as being ”of the Lord—
prepared under his guidance.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 125:

Q2. Answer for example 126: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase detailed interpretation in Example 125 and Example 126 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 64
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127. Target phrase: state and other officials

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43843649

Management. Mr Jason Christopher Kelly, formerly of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, took up a significant
role at Barrow Hepburn &amp; Gale in 2016. He acts as liaison and point of contact between the company and British
and foreign governments, heads of state and other officials. Bermondsey tanners.

128. Target phrase: state and other officials

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2167521

Republicanism () in the Kemalist framework replaced the absolute monarchy of the Ottoman dynasty with the rule of
law, popular sovereignty and civic virtue, including an emphasis on liberty practiced by citizens. Kemalist republicanism
defines a type of constitutional republic, in which representatives of the people are elected, and must govern in accordance
with existing constitutional law limiting governmental power over citizens. The head of state and other officials are
chosen by election rather than inheriting their positions, and their decisions are subject to judicial review. In defending
the change from the Ottoman State, Kemalism asserts that all laws of the Republic of Turkey should be inspired by
actual needs here on Earth as a basic tenet of national life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 127:

Q2. Answer for example 128: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase state and other officials in Example 127 and Example 128 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 65
129. Target phrase: major component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7462313

(Pld)=Games Played, (W) = Wins, (D)=Draws, (L)=Losses, (GF)=Goals For, (GA)=Goals Against, (Pts)=Points,
(Cup)= NSL Cup placing Youth system. The club had only a single ’first team’ during its existence with no incorporated
reserves or youth development system, owing in part to the structure of the NSL. Local players were drawn from the
ACT leagues and formed a major component of the squads. While the ”National Youth League” was in operation the
ACT Academy of Sport provided the Cosmos youth side through the involvement of Soccer Canberra.

130. Target phrase: major component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16812320

An event tree is an inductive analytical diagram in which an event is analyzed using Boolean logic to examine a
chronological series of subsequent events or consequences. For example, event tree analysis is a major component of
nuclear reactor safety engineering. An event tree displays sequence progression, sequence end states and sequence-specific
dependencies across time.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 129:

Q2. Answer for example 130: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major component in Example 129 and Example 130 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 66
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131. Target phrase: valid response

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2212486

All transfer types are single objects, serialized using JSON. A request is a call to a specific method provided by a
remote system. It can contain three members: The receiver of the request must reply with a valid response to all
received requests. A response can contain the members mentioned below.

132. Target phrase: valid response

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=354224

A parallel but opposite critique of this theory is made by black scholars, who state that the problem is not racial
neutrality but the negative way some races are unfairly perceived. As such, racial ”browning” would just be another way
to erase dark skin without correcting the bad way it is perceived. From this point of view, racial harmonization is not a
valid response to racism at all. In his 2008 book ”The Browning of America and the Evasion of Social Justice”, Ronald
R. Sundstrom writes, Business.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 131:

Q2. Answer for example 132: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase valid response in Example 131 and Example 132 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 67
133. Target phrase: least some degree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1153576

Even eyeglasses with thinner frames can reduce the effectiveness of hearing protection by 3-7 dB. One simple method
for checking earmuff fit is to lift one or both muffs away from the head while in a noisy environment. If the noise is
considerably louder with the adjustment, then the earmuffs are providing at least some degree of noise reduction. Im-
proper earmuff fit can cause discomfort, which in turn may cause the individual to avoid wearing the hearing protection
device, reducing its effectiveness.

134. Target phrase: least some degree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=140994

The official statistics that were compiled and kept by the French authorities in Indochina cast doubt on such asser-
tions. In the year 1939 no more than 15% of all school-age children had received any amount of education while still 80%
of the general Vietnamese populace remained illiterate. This was in contrast to pre-colonial times when the majority of
the Vietnamese people were in possession of at least some degree of literacy. References.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 133:

Q2. Answer for example 134: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least some degree in Example 133 and Example 134 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 68
135. Target phrase: operations support
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35524484

The book ”The History of Townsville Library Service: An institution of help and education” by Richard Sayers was
published in 2008. On amalgamation, four sections of service were created: Customer Service and Operations, Lifelong
Learning, Information and Digital Services, and Collection Development. In 2015, following a Council restructure, the
four sections were renamed Customer Experience, Learning and Information Services, Planning and Business Information,
and operations support. Libraries.

136. Target phrase: operations support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62073057

The contract has a total value of US$43.8 million, with a five-year performance period. The SWFO-L1 mission is
planned to launch in 2025 as a rideshare with the NASA Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration Probe (IMAP). The
contractor is responsible for up to two years of operations support of a Command and control of the SWFO-L1
observatory. This will be accomplished by adding the capability to existing Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite-R Series Core Ground System.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 135:

Q2. Answer for example 136: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase operations support in Example 135 and Example 136 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 69
137. Target phrase: effective service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2211448

”There is something holy, something divine, hidden in the most ordinary situations,” Escriva preached, ”and it is up
to each of you to discover it.” According to Escrivà, Christians can become saints and apostles right there where they
work and live. Whatever work they do is to be done with a spirit of excellence as an effective service for the needs of
society. Their work then becomes a fitting offering to God.

138. Target phrase: effective service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7284376

For this and other vital transportation services, Redmill was granted a large gold medal by Selim III, Sultan of the
Ottoman Empire. Granted the ”Polyphemus” in 1805 and attached to Admiral Nelson’s fleet off Cadiz, Redmill was not
expected to take a major role in the fighting to follow. ”Polyphemus” was an old and much battered ship, as well as
being much too small for effective service in the line of battle. Nonetheless, when battle was joined on 21 October,
”Polyphemus” lined up in Collingwood’s division with the other ships, albeit right at the rear of the line where her poor
sailing qualities could not get in the way of faster and more powerful ships.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 137:

Q2. Answer for example 138: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase effective service in Example 137 and Example 138 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 70
139. Target phrase: school class
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3799967

Drusilla points out that they’ve met the real Dracula, but Spike argues that Lugosi is far more entertaining. Spike
produces two third-row tickets; Drusilla asks if they were expensive, and Spike replies that they cost the original owner
his life. In Poughkeepsie, a boy tells his school class about his trip to see Béla Lugosi in L.A. He had been excited to
see the play, even though he didn’t realize he’d meet ”real” vampires that night.

140. Target phrase: school class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44010045

Nova Scotia did not have racial segregation laws for businesses such as theatres, but like all other Canadian provinces,
it allowed business owners to enforce racial segregation if they wished. In 1941, in response to complaints from white cus-
tomers, the Roseland segregated its theatre, forcing African Nova Scotians to sit in the balcony. In 1943 a school class
was ejected from the downstairs seats because the class included African Nova Scotian students. In response, Carrie Best,
an African Nova Scotian writer and New Glasgow resident, decided to challenge the segregation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 139:

Q2. Answer for example 140: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase school class in Example 139 and Example 140 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 71
141. Target phrase: proper height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21139748

A tennis backboard is a simple wall usually made from some kind of fiberboard and located at a tennis court. It
should have a tennis net either drawn or painted at the proper height of 3 ft 6 in. It is designed to allow a single person
to practice by hitting a tennis ball against the wall so the ball is returned, much like a second player would return it.

142. Target phrase: proper height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=231356

Other opinions. Teitelbaum was very stringent in many particulars of Jewish law. He argued with Rabbi Moshe
Feinstein over the proper height of a ”mechitza” (divider between men and women in the synagogue). Feinstein held
that the ”mechitza” need go only up to the shoulders of the average woman, while Teitelbaum opined that the ”mechitza”
should not allow women to be seen at all.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 141:

Q2. Answer for example 142: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proper height in Example 141 and Example 142 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 72
143. Target phrase: uncommon spot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9325112

Ric’s organizers thought it was important to find an appropriate mix between the waterline, the glass and concrete
townscape and the human presence. Says La Capitale [3] : ” One can rediscover a neighborhood, which has been unfairly
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disregarded in the past: the canal area. At the same time one can rediscover an uncommon spot: ”Ric’s Art Boat.”
Recreation and Entertainment.

144. Target phrase: uncommon spot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34377958

As it was fully mechanical, the camera could be used even if the battery was dead. Flash sync was set for 1/60 second.
The release button was placed in an uncommon spot, halfway down the front of the camera. If the user used the middle
finger for the shutter release, it was possible to have an unusually solid grip on the housing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 143:

Q2. Answer for example 144: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase uncommon spot in Example 143 and Example 144 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 73
145. Target phrase: poor people’s lives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10640573

Rajan then tries to evict the poor people living in small tenements with Anoop and his mother (Lalita Pawar), but
Anoop and Seema intervene, and as a result Rajan orders the tenements to be burnt secretly by his henchman Sitaram
(Jankidas). Anoop is blamed for the destruction and arrested by the police. Seema’s dad, Sachin Choudhury (Ashok
Kumar) forbids Seema to see Anoop anymore as well as stay away from the poor people’s lives. Seema will now to
chose between her lover and her father.

146. Target phrase: poor people’s lives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63141284

According to Stats SA’s GHS of 2018, ”the percentage of households that received some form of government housing
subsidy increased from 5.6% in 2002 to 13.6%  in 2018.” Support. Supporters of the social welfare programs in South
Africa argue that these programs have a positive impact on poor people’s lives. Studies suggest that the children who
receive Child Support Grant (CSG) show better nutrition status and better school enrollment rates compared to children
who are equally poor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 145:

Q2. Answer for example 146: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase poor people’s lives in Example 145 and Example 146 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 74
147. Target phrase: innate ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65609198

Thus, hair cell loss results in loss of hearing at any postnatal stage. The adult mammalian inner ear lacks the capacity
to divide or regenerate spontaneously hair cells. This is to say that neither direct transdifferentiation nor mitotic division
have the innate ability to restore hair cells. Once hair cells are damaged, hearing loss is likely permanent.
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148. Target phrase: innate ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35649194

It is a rights-based initiative that works for poverty reduction, women’s empowerment and rural development in the
backward regions of Uttar Pradesh. The main activity of RGMVP includes organising poor rural women into community
institutions in the form of Self Help Groups (SHGs) - each consisting of 10-20 women - that act as social platforms to
address issues of financial inclusion, healthcare, livelihood, education and environment. The organisation has ”the belief
that the poor have a strong desire and innate ability to overcome poverty”. RGMVP has been designed by RGCT and
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) with technical assistance from the Society for Elim-
ination of Rural Poverty (SERP) for promotion, credit linkage and federation of SHGs in select districts of Uttar Pradesh.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 147:

Q2. Answer for example 148: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase innate ability in Example 147 and Example 148 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 75
149. Target phrase: military patrol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45705575

The murder (1878). The actual atrocities were inflicted in the Northern Cape, at Luisdraai near Koegas (roughly
within the modern Siyathemba Local Municipality). In October 1878, a group of Korana and San rebels were savagely
attacked by a military patrol and 46 of them were killed. It later arose that they were killed in cold blood, after having
been disarmed and taken prisoner, and among the 46 were 11 women and children.

150. Target phrase: military patrol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42195

Bibi Torriani played for the Switzerland men’s national ice hockey team, and became the first ice hockey player to re-
cite the Olympic Oath on behalf of all athletes. Nearly 670 athletes competed in 22 events in four sports. The 1948 Games
also featured two demonstration sports: military patrol, which later became the biathlon, and winter pentathlon, which
was discontinued after these Games. Notable performances were turned in by figure skaters Dick Button and Barbara
Ann Scott and skier Henri Oreiller.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 149:

Q2. Answer for example 150: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase military patrol in Example 149 and Example 150 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 76
151. Target phrase: independent structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3199737

CD family receptors are typically monomers or dimers, though they are all primarily extracellular proteins. The CD4
receptor in particular interacts with murine MHC-II following the ”ball-on-stick” model, where the Phe-43 ball fits into the
conserved hydrophobic �2 and �2 domain residues. During binding with MHC-II, CD4 maintains independent structure
and does not form any bonds with the TCR receptor. The members of the CD family of co-receptors have a wide range
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of function.

152. Target phrase: independent structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2661154

Later history. Although they were correctly known as the ”Thermae Traiani” throughout the Middle Ages and much
of the Renaissance, in the late sixteenth century the ruins of the Baths of Trajan were confused with the nearby Baths of
Titus and became known as the ”Thermae Titiani”. Doubt arose as to whether the Baths of Trajan had ever existed at
all as an independent structure. Supporters of this theory argued that only the Baths of Titus stood on the Oppian,
with the name of Trajan applied to them later because he undertook a restoration.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 151:

Q2. Answer for example 152: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase independent structure in Example 151 and Example 152 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 77
153. Target phrase: latin culture

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=79017

According to Ovid, Astraea abandoned the earth during the Iron Age. Fleeing from the new wickedness of humanity,
she ascended to heaven to become the constellation Virgo. The nearby constellation Libra reflected her symbolic asso-
ciation with Dike, who in latin culture as Justitia is said to preside over the constellation. In the Tarot, the 8th card,
Justice, with a figure of Justitia, can thus be considered related to the figure of Astraea on historical iconographic grounds.

154. Target phrase: latin culture

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2422445

Considered a prominent contributor to the eventual rise of salsa, Pachanga itself is an offshoot of Charanga style
music. Very similar in sound to Cha-Cha but with a notably stronger down-beat, Pachanga once experienced massive
popularity all across the Caribbean and was brought to the United States by Cuban immigrants post World War II.
This led to an explosion of Pachanga music in Cuban music clubs that influenced latin culture in the United States for
decades to come. Music.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 153:

Q2. Answer for example 154: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase latin culture in Example 153 and Example 154 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 78
155. Target phrase: certain minimum number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21553360

RS stands for ”Rennsport” in German, meaning ”racing sport”. The Carrera name was reintroduced from the 356
Carrera which had itself been named after Porsche’s victories in the Carrera Panamericana races in Mexico in the 1950s.
The RS was built so that Porsche could enter racing formulae that demanded that a certain minimum number of
production cars were made. Compared with a standard 911S, the Carrera 2.7 RS had a larger boxer-6 engine with a
bore x stroke of developing at 6,300 rpm and of torque at 5,100 rpm with Bosch Mechanical Fuel Injection, revised and
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stiffened suspension, a ”ducktail” rear spoiler, larger brakes, wider rear wheels and rear wings.

156. Target phrase: certain minimum number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1265342

Fabrication predominates in the natural sciences, where students sometimes falsify data to make experiments ”work”.
It includes data falsification, in which false claims are made about research performed, including selective submitting of
results to exclude inconvenient data to generating bogus data. Bibliographical references are often fabricated, especially
when a certain minimum number of references is required or considered sufficient for the particular kind of paper.
This type of fabrication can range from referring to works whose titles look relevant but which the student did not read,
to making up bogus titles and authors.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 155:

Q2. Answer for example 156: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase certain minimum number in Example 155 and Example 156 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 79
157. Target phrase: personal influence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=300545

Basic overview. The theory is based on a 1940s study on social influence that states that media effects are indirectly
established through the personal influence of opinion leaders. The majority of people receive much of their information
and are influenced by the media secondhand, through the personal influence of opinion leaders. Concept.

158. Target phrase: personal influence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38268807

Treniota led an army to Cēsis and battled Masovia, hoping to encourage all the conquered Baltic tribes to rise up
against the Orders and unite under Lithuanian leadership. He waged successful battles, but did not manage to capture the
fortified castles or spark a coalition of Baltic forces against the Order. His personal influence grew because Mindaugas
was concentrating on the conquest of Russian lands, dispatching a large army to Bryansk. Treniota and Mindaugas began
to pursue different priorities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 157:

Q2. Answer for example 158: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase personal influence in Example 157 and Example 158 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 80
159. Target phrase: lower step

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19664584

The terrain descends from west to the east, although Niulan River coastal region is an exception. The highest place is
the top of Wulianfeng Mountain, in the altitude of more than 2,500 meters. The lower step is in the north and central
region of the county, with an elevation of about 2,200 meters. The third area’s elevation is about 1,950 meters (Taoyuan,
Ciyuan and Wenping Basin), it’s more suitable for developing agriculture because of its fertile soil.
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160. Target phrase: lower step

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62772588

This is in contrast to some of the other singing such as the Introit. Originally the deacon was the singer of this psalm
and versicle; over time the role moved to the subdeacon then to the choir. The singer did not go all the way to the top of
the platform but rather stood on a lower step. This reserved reverence for the subsequent proclamation of the Gospel
which alone was proclaimed from the top.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 159:

Q2. Answer for example 160: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower step in Example 159 and Example 160 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 81
161. Target phrase: particular time frame

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55988155

Twenty African, indentured servants were brought over in a Portuguese ship in 1619 Anyone who was considered
an indentured servant before this were white. Blacks were not enslaved until the case of Anthony Johnson v. John
Casor in 1654. Being an indentured servant meant that one had to work for a particular time frame to pay for their
transportation to the New World. They were also not allowed to be married while being an indentured servant.

162. Target phrase: particular time frame

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63354753

Where three of fewer modules have been taken, a report card is issued for each module. Certificates reflect a test
taker’s best performance, so if a test taker re-takes a module and their performance improves, the improved score will be
reflected in their certificate. Certificate results are for life, though receiving institutions such as universities may require
results to be within a particular time frame. Results for the Listening and Reading modules are available immediately
after the completion of the test.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 161:

Q2. Answer for example 162: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular time frame in Example 161 and Example 162 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 82
163. Target phrase: hot bed

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3173705

Packed beds can be used in a chemical reactor, a distillation process, or a scrubber, but packed beds have also been
used to store heat in chemical plants. In this case, hot gases are allowed to escape through a vessel that is packed with
a refractory material until the packing is hot. Air or other cool gas is then fed back to the plant through the hot bed,
thereby pre-heating the air or gas feed. Applications.

164. Target phrase: hot bed
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1862865

Anti-union violence including targeted physical assaults and targeted murderers continue to be common place and a
sad truth in the City of Thunder Bay to the present day. The oral history in Thunder Bay’s Finnish community is that
Rosvall and Voutilainen were murdered for their pro-union efforts resulting in the authorities in Thunder Bay conducting
a major cover up in an attempt to conceal the truth. Thunder Bay remains a hot bed of anti-union violence against
pro-union individuals resulting in Thunder Bay being labelled the Capital of Anti-union Violence of Canada. Anti-union
violence remains common to this day aided by the authorities in Thunder Bay, including the police, Ministry of Labour,
and corrupt unions, covering up the truth.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 163:

Q2. Answer for example 164: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hot bed in Example 163 and Example 164 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 83
165. Target phrase: fast division

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26812527

In modular arithmetic, Barrett reduction is a reduction algorithm introduced in 1986 by P.D. Barrett. A naive way
of computing would be to use a fast division algorithm. Barrett reduction is an algorithm designed to optimize this
operation assuming formula_2 is constant, and formula_3, replacing divisions by multiplications.

166. Target phrase: fast division

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24137236

On November 27, 1942 he commanded Kampfgruppe A during the German occupation of previously free Vichy
France. His forces occupied the city of Toulon and attempted to bring the ships of the French fleet stationed there
under their control. In April 1943 Feuchtinger was appointed commander of a ”Schnelle Division” (fast division). The
fast divisions were a new concept and were intended to be a highly mobile division to allow the few forces in France
to rapidly respond to an invasion threat that could suddenly materialize in any one of a number of coast regions in France.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 165:

Q2. Answer for example 166: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fast division in Example 165 and Example 166 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 84
167. Target phrase: manual work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3275362

For instance, the cost of producing a software CD is about the same independent of the software on it, but the prices
vary with the perceived value the customers are expected to have. The perceived value will depend on the alternatives
open to the customer. In business these alternatives are using a competitor’s software, using a manual work around,
or not doing an activity. In order to employ value-based pricing, one must know its customers’ business, one’s business
costs, and one’s perceived alternatives.

168. Target phrase: manual work
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16766916

Saint-Sixtus Abbey of Westvleteren, which belongs to the Cistercians of Strict Observance, or Trappists, is a Roman
Catholic abbey located in Westvleteren, in the Belgian Province of West Flanders. The abbey is famous for its spiritual
life, characterised by prayer, reading, and manual work, the three basic elements of Trappist life. It has also a reputation
for its brewery, one of several producers of Trappist beer in Belgium.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 167:

Q2. Answer for example 168: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase manual work in Example 167 and Example 168 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 85
169. Target phrase: inefficient use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45146

With the advent of larger removable and fixed disk drives, disk de-blocking formulas were employed which resulted in
more disk blocks per logical file allocation block. While this allowed for larger file sizes, it also meant that the smallest
file which could be allocated increased in size from 1 KB (on single-density drives) to 2 KB (on double-density drives)
and so on, up to 32 KB for a file containing only a single byte. This made for inefficient use of disk space if the disk
contained a large number of small files. File modification time stamps were not supported in releases up to CP/M 2.2,
but were an optional feature in MP/M and CP/M 3.0.

170. Target phrase: inefficient use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3062336

Often, two schools of thought emerge from such discourse: it is the state’s responsibility to provide access to clean
water to people versus the privatization of distribution and sanitation. The commercialization of water is offered as a
response to the increased scarcity of water that has resulted due to the world population tripling while the demand for
water has increased six-fold. Market environmentalism uses the markets as a solution to environmental problems such as
environmental degradation and an inefficient use of resources. Supporters of market environmentalism believe that the
managing of water as an economic good by private companies will be more efficient than governments providing water
resources to their citizens”.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 169:

Q2. Answer for example 170: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase inefficient use in Example 169 and Example 170 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 86
171. Target phrase: warm sunny conditions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1021764

Grasshoppers eat large quantities of foliage both as adults and during their development, and can be serious pests
of arid land and prairies. Pasture, grain, forage, vegetable and other crops can be affected. Grasshoppers often bask in
the sun, and thrive in warm sunny conditions, so drought stimulates an increase in grasshopper populations. A single
season of drought is not normally sufficient to stimulate a major population increase, but several successive dry seasons
can do so, especially if the intervening winters are mild so that large numbers of nymphs survive.
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172. Target phrase: warm sunny conditions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52420522

Tipperary and Cork had previously met on 60 occasions in the National Hurling League with Cork leading with 29
wins to Tipperary’s 26, while there have been 5 draws. John Meagher and Willie Ryan made their first starts in the
league while Tommy Heffernan made his league debut, goalkeeper Darren Gleeson started his first league game of the
year. In a match played in warm sunny conditions, Cork had a 0–14 to 2–6 lead at half-time. The first half Tipperary
goals came from Seamus Callanan with a close range finish after a rebound came back to him from a John McGrath shot
and a minute later from John McGrath this time the finisher after a pass from Seamus Callanan.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 171:

Q2. Answer for example 172: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase warm sunny conditions in Example 171 and Example 172 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 87
173. Target phrase: machinery parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40273917

Transportation. Steel belts helps to move the finished product or raw material. Steel Belt also help in parcel sorting
systems, transporting of bottles, bulk loads, bricks, machinery parts and the like. Straight tracking, high abrasion
resistance, and dynamic fatigue strength are crucial when transporting bulky material or unit load.

174. Target phrase: machinery parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33254221

In 1905 the Canadian Metals Company (CMC), unsuccessfully attempted to renovate the concentrator to process
the zinc-rich ore from local mines. Present location. West of the main road, the twin rectangular brick chimneys, some
machinery parts, and a giant sawdust pile are all that remain. The former settlement is a ghost town.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 173:

Q2. Answer for example 174: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase machinery parts in Example 173 and Example 174 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 88
175. Target phrase: entire enterprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20669284

Each view of the target architecture has some overlap with aspects of the other views. This overlap supports the
argument that the model depicts the developing of a single, integrated architecture. The entire enterprise, as defined,
includes Work organization, Information, Application, and Technology. This leads to the four different views: This gallery
with the four views shows the interrelationship between the four views as mentioned earlier.

176. Target phrase: entire enterprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5154908
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Being independently wealthy and (already) liberal benefactors of Harvard’s botanical department, Mary convinced
her mother to agree to underwrite the consignment of the uncannily lifelike models they both were enchanted by. The
contract signed dictated that the Blaschkas need only work half-time on the models (beginning in 1887) but, in 1890,
they and Goodale - signing on behalf of the Wares - signed an updated version that allowed Leopold and Rudolf to
work on them full-time; some sources detail the agreement as a shift from a 3-year contract to a 10-year one, agreed
to once Goodale convinced Mary and her mother of the wisdom in doing so. Either way, the Wares liberally funded
the entire enterprise. To this day the now world famous Glass Flowers are still on display at the Harvard Museum
of Natural History — the exhibit itself dedicated to Dr. Charles Eliot Ware (the deceased father and husband of Mary
L. and Elizabeth C. Ware respectively), the official name being ”The Ware Collection of Blaschka Glass Models of Plants”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 175:

Q2. Answer for example 176: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase entire enterprise in Example 175 and Example 176 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 89
177. Target phrase: passing score

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43813372

In Biology I, 68.5% of pupils demonstrated on-grade-level science understanding at the end of the Biology course. The
requirement that pupils pass the Keystone Exams in reading, algebra I and bIology I in order to graduate was postponed
until 2019 by the Pennsylvania General Assembly because less than 60% of 12 grade pupils statewide would have been
eligible for graduation from high school due to failing one or more Keystone Exams. Fifty-four percent of the 2,676 public
schools in Pennsylvania achieved a passing score of 70 or better. 2015 School Performance Profile.

178. Target phrase: passing score

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1742984

A variant of the Acid2 test that does not test for data URI support is also available from the Web Standards Project.
Passing conditions. A passing score is only considered valid if the browser’s default settings were used. Actions such as
changing font sizes, zoom level, and applying user stylesheets can break the display of the test.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 177:

Q2. Answer for example 178: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase passing score in Example 177 and Example 178 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 90
179. Target phrase: parlor game

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35766246

The police arrested the group after they proceeded to hold a bingo game, which the police had said to be illegal, after
promising they would hold a raffle instead. Moreno and the other candidates were freed after the Manila Prosecutor’s
Office ruled that there was not enough evidence to prolong their detention. Moreno maintained that the bingo game is
not illegal after President Ferdinand Marcos classified it as a parlor game. Brillantes later said that Moreno’s group
did not violate any election law when they held a bingo game as the campaign period for local elections has not yet started.

180. Target phrase: parlor game
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55782096

Forrest Johnson reviewed ”Warlock” in ”The Space Gamer” No. 38. Johnson commented that ””Warlock” is too
complicated for a parlor game, but does not allow enough strategy for a good wargame. A nice try, but overdesigned,
overpackaged, and overpriced.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 179:

Q2. Answer for example 180: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase parlor game in Example 179 and Example 180 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 91
181. Target phrase: certain rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13773144

Both BGE and Constellation Generation Group are subsidiaries of Constellation. Second, customers would be forced
to stay on POLR rates for a number of years. During this time, POLR rates would remain frozen at a certain rate.
This frozen rate was set between 3% and 7.5% lower than 1999 prices.

182. Target phrase: certain rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30886

Boost threshold. The ”boost threshold” of a turbocharger system is the lower bound of the region within which the
compressor operates. Below a certain rate of flow, a compressor produces insignificant boost. This limits boost at a
particular RPM, regardless of exhaust gas pressure.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 181:

Q2. Answer for example 182: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase certain rate in Example 181 and Example 182 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 92
183. Target phrase: constant level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43261971

A strange phenomenon is sometimes noticeable in Masjid Badr in the town, especially during the silent afternoon
prayers of dhuhr or ‘asr. While the prayer is in progress, faint yet distinct whispers can be heard clearly, apparently
coming from all directions at once. The intensity of the whispers never changes - even when one is in solitary prayer,
the whispers can be heard at a constant level. And even more intriguing, the whispers are only heard when one is praying.

184. Target phrase: constant level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35443087

Pierce et al. found that rewarding people for meeting a graded level of performance, which got increasingly more
difficult, spent more time on the study’s activities and experienced an increase in intrinsic motivation. Participants who
were not rewarded at all or only rewarded for maintaining a constant level of performance experienced less intrinsic mo-
tivation. Another study that examined the effects of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic motivation was conducted by Wiersma.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 183:

Q2. Answer for example 184: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase constant level in Example 183 and Example 184 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 93
185. Target phrase: nice way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31179358

In the past, the engagement ceremony was organized by the future groom as a formal family gathering, during which he
asked his chosen lady to marry him. In recent years, this custom has changed, and today an engagement is much more per-
sonal and intimate. An elegant dinner party afterward is still a nice way to inform the closest family members about the
couple’s decision to get married. In some regions of Poland, the tradition to invite wedding guests in person is still upheld.

186. Target phrase: nice way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44591770

It’s a nice moment that brings us back to the old Skye and the heart of her relationship with Coulson, which will
always have elements of a father–daughter relationship. For some reason, she feels more concerned than usual about this
mission, so she gives him a hug. It’s just a nice way to see that she’s that old Skye that acts on impulse and wants to
show she cares.” Casting.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 185:

Q2. Answer for example 186: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase nice way in Example 185 and Example 186 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 94
187. Target phrase: lower corner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=745606

The station’s digital signal is multiplexed: WSB’s digital channel went on the air on April 17, 1998, making it one of
the first regular-service digital television stations in the country. The over-the-air digital subchannel 2.2 started carrying
the Retro Television Network on January 28, 2008. Prior to this, the channel was blank, or later with a small station ID
in the lower corner. RTV programming was replaced with MeTV on June 1, 2011.

188. Target phrase: lower corner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41644322

Tongue orange and spiral. Head, thorax, and abdomen fine mazarine blue. Anterior wings dark mazarine, having a
single white bar running from the middle of the anterior edge to the lower corner. A small part of the cilia at the tips
is white, the rest being of the same colour as the wings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 187:
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Q2. Answer for example 188: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower corner in Example 187 and Example 188 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 95
189. Target phrase: 2007 review

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8230504

Under Gumley’s leadership a comprehensive reform of combat clothing for the Australian Defence Force was imple-
mented. Key outcomes of the independent 2007 review included ensuring that deployed Australian troops receive high
quality clothing and personal equipment, and the release of a five-year forecast of procurement opportunities in the sector
Clothing and Personal Equipment Procurement Plan to provide industry with sufficient guidance to enable broad business
planning. In an interview with ”The Age” newspaper 5 July 2006, precipitating the 2007 review, Gumley admitted
endemic problems within the DMO. The provision of clothing and equipment to Australia’s front-line troops has been
plagued by ”stuff-ups”, one of the nation’s most senior defence officials has admitted.

190. Target phrase: 2007 review

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16823924

One RCT found an overall beneficial effect and the other showed some positive effects in relation to immunological
outcomes only. The quality of both of these studies was considered poor. A 2007 review of research needs for CFS
concluded that trials for interferon beta are an important priority. IgG.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 189:

Q2. Answer for example 190: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2007 review in Example 189 and Example 190 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 96
191. Target phrase: fluctuating force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54784938

The aircraft speed ”U” was , and the frequency was near 1400 Hz. Based on a Strouhal number of 0.20, the charac-
teristic dimension ”�” was calculated to be near ; the boundary layer thickness. A dipole sound field was created at the
trailing edge due to the fluctuating force exerted on it. At higher speeds on powered aircraft, the boundary layer on
the airfoil is turbulent, and more complex vortex shedding patterns have been observed.

192. Target phrase: fluctuating force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=166890

Finally, formula_32 is the projection of the Poisson bracket of the slow variables formula_33 and formula_34 onto
the space of slow variables. In the Brownian motion case one would have formula_35, formula_36 or formula_37 and
formula_38. The equation of motion formula_39 for formula_40 is exact, there is no fluctuating force formula_41
and no damping coefficient formula_42. Examples.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 191:

Q2. Answer for example 192: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase fluctuating force in Example 191 and Example 192 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 97
193. Target phrase: heavy object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16641164

On the night before ”Natasha” and Tony’s wedding, Linda and Jay spend a romantic but chaste night, humorously
agreeing to a ”divorce”. A jealous, gun-wielding Tony arrives at her apartment while Jay is there. After he hits her,
Linda impulsively knocks him out with a heavy object while he tussles with Jay. Linda and Jay go on the run toward
Mexico, with Tony and the police in pursuit.

194. Target phrase: heavy object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1004793

Anything that can act as a source of sufficient stable drag in the water can act as a sea anchor; a common improvised
drag device is a long line (a docking warp or anchor rope) payed out into the water; while this does not provide much
drag, it can act as a drogue and aid in running downwind.Adding items to increase drag can convert this to a sea anchor.
In ”The Sea-Wolf”, author and sailor Jack London described using various broken spars and sails, tied to a line, as an
improvised sea anchor. A sail, weighed down with an anchor chain or other heavy object, will also work as an improvised
sea anchor. Early sea anchors were often improvised from spare parts aboard ship.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 193:

Q2. Answer for example 194: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heavy object in Example 193 and Example 194 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 98
195. Target phrase: principal sources

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39260084

Numerous factors can contribute to the broadening of spectral lines. Broadening can only be mitigated by the use of
specialized techniques, such as Lamb dip spectroscopy. The principal sources of broadening are: Observed spectral line
shape and line width are also affected by instrumental factors. The observed line shape is a convolution of the intrinsic
line shape with the instrument transfer function.

196. Target phrase: principal sources

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33225

The majority of the territory of Western Sahara – the Southern Provinces – is currently administered by the Kingdom
of Morocco. As such, the majority of the economic activity of Western Sahara happens in the framework of the economy
of Morocco. In the Moroccan-administered territory, fishing and phosphate mining are the principal sources of income
for the population. The territory lacks sufficient rainfall for sustainable agricultural production; hence, most of the food
for the urban population must be imported.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 195:

Q2. Answer for example 196: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase principal sources in Example 195 and Example 196 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 99
197. Target phrase: northernmost edge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26171

Barnsdale was a wooded area covering an expanse of no more than thirty square miles, ranging six miles from north to
south, with the River Went at Wentbridge near Pontefract forming its northern boundary and the villages of Skelbrooke
and Hampole forming the southernmost region. From east to west the forest extended about five miles, from Askern on
the east to Badsworth in the west. At the northernmost edge of the forest of Barnsdale, in the heart of the Went
Valley, resides the village of Wentbridge. Wentbridge is a village in the City of Wakefield district of West Yorkshire,
England.

198. Target phrase: northernmost edge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1863908

They march to the east lawn and move into position, then they await the New Guard arriving. The New Guard makes
a right turn onto Elgin Street up to the National War Memorial and onto Wellington Street before the parade arrives on
Parliament Hill precisely at 10 a.m. At this time the band begins to play ”The 10 Provinces March” by Howard Cable.
The parade marches onto the east lawn of Parliament, with the band centred at the northernmost edge of the lawn
and facing south. The old guard is in position on the west side of the east lawn and faces the east block, while the new
guard marches to the east side of the lawn and faces west towards the old guard.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 197:

Q2. Answer for example 198: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase northernmost edge in Example 197 and Example 198 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 100
199. Target phrase: best known version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22993438

The extent to which a risk parity portfolio is managed, is often the distinguishing characteristic between the various
kinds of risk parity funds available today. Equally-weighted risk contributions portfolios. The best known version of
risk parity is the equally-weighted risk contributions portfolio method. Equally-weighted risk contributions is not about
”having the same volatility”, it is about having each asset contributing in the same way to the portfolio overall volatility.

200. Target phrase: best known version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39526068

”La Llorona” film. A new arrangement of the song is heard during the end credits of the 2019 Guatemalan
film ”La Llorona”, written and directed by Jayro Bustamante. The lyrics are almost completely different from the
best known version. In keeping with the film, this version abandons the legend in favor of a more political use of
the song, referring to the genocide of the Maya-Ixil people of the Guatemalan highland during that country’s civil war
(1960s–1980s).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 199:
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Q2. Answer for example 200: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best known version in Example 199 and Example 200 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 101
201. Target phrase: someone’s life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3146543

In October 2010, the LHS varsity team became the third squad in the country to wear pink jerseys to raise breast
cancer awareness. The team’s head coach, Randy Kuceyeski, stated,”They [the team] understand that the color of our
jerseys will not affect the outcome of the game. They also understand that by raising funds and awareness, that might
in fact change the outcome of someone’s life, which is a lot more important.” Additionally, the football team has made
appearances in the Final Four in 1993 and 2014.

202. Target phrase: someone’s life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35684955

With over 18 million page views a month, the site has a strict rule allowing its users to post just one picture a day to
their journal. To date, ’Blippers’ in over 170 countries worldwide have posted 3.4 million photos with close to 22 million
shared comments on the site. Each photo on Blipfoto represents a single day in someone’s life - so there are almost
3.5m individual days saved to date. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 201:

Q2. Answer for example 202: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase someone’s life in Example 201 and Example 202 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 102
203. Target phrase: entirely different class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14077738

Also, at low pulse repetition rates, some meters with data or tone detection may produce improper or no readings.
A class of ”high power” meters has some type of optical attenuating element in front of the detector, typically allowing
about a 20 dB increase in maximum power reading. Above this level, an entirely different class of ”laser power meter”
instrument is used, usually based on thermal detection. Test automation.

204. Target phrase: entirely different class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46789796

Cofresí is also the only pirate of the pre-flight era to have a copycat crime in his stead recorded during the 20th
century. This happened when his name was employed as an alias during the first act of sky piracy involving an American
airline. An entirely different class of myths was created by those that were directly affected by his actions, be it
politically or economically. The first to vilify the pirate and his deeds were the merchants that suffered severe losses
during the peak of his career, who described him as nothing more than a tyrant.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 203:

Q2. Answer for example 204: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase entirely different class in Example 203 and Example 204 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 103
205. Target phrase: one such jurisdiction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66108569

Climate Emergency is being declared in Australia similarly to many other jurisdictions across the world (actions
known as Climate emergency declaration). one such jurisdiction in Australia, Darebin City Council, was the first one
in the world to declare a climate emergency in 2016. This page lists all known climate emergency declarations within
Australian jurisdictions across all three levels of government in Australia (Local, State, and Federal).

206. Target phrase: one such jurisdiction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43945

Because the art and science of massage is a globally diverse phenomenon, different legal jurisdictions sometimes recog-
nize and license individuals with titles, while other areas do not. Examples are: In some jurisdictions, practicing without
a license is a crime. one such jurisdiction is Washington state, where any health professionals practicing without a
license can be issued a fine and charged with a misdemeanor offense. Canada.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 205:

Q2. Answer for example 206: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one such jurisdiction in Example 205 and Example 206 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 104
207. Target phrase: main element

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62945432

Preconditions. Reforms to improve the economic situation of the Iranian population had to be started in the agri-
cultural sector. A main element of this was the implementation of a land reform programs designed to change the
ownership structure of agricultural land. The first step in land reform started in the early 1950s.

208. Target phrase: main element

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7010647

The bluecoat is a style of dress code, traditionally worn in Bluecoat schools (English private schools deriving from
charity schools). The main element of the bluecoat is a long (dark blue or black) coat, belted at the waist, with white
neck decoration. Underneath a white shirt and grey shorts are worn, with knee-length socks and smart shoes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 207:

Q2. Answer for example 208: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main element in Example 207 and Example 208 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 105
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209. Target phrase: authorized institution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7015719

The GLP achieved big success in the parliamentary elections of 2002 where Natelashvili’s party won the majority
seats in Tbilisi City Assembly (Tbilisi Sakrebulo), receiving 26%. In 2003, Natelashvili and the Georgian Labour Party
acquired seats in Parliament with 12.5% of votes. Nonetheless, the party was not allowed to use its mandate, as an
authorized institution illegally dissolved the parliament in the aftermath of the Rose Revolution. The rerun of the
elections in 2004 was fraudulent, which left the party without the mandates.

210. Target phrase: authorized institution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2151903

For diverse tax breaks obtaining is variously complicated. It unfolds from legislative and current law focused on a
tax break. Frequently tax break is obtained after a request sends to the authorized institution, which could confirm,
refuse, or send a request back for redraft. As well it depends on the type of tax break.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 209:

Q2. Answer for example 210: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase authorized institution in Example 209 and Example 210 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 106
211. Target phrase: couple members

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52272051

Considerations of Diathesis–stress model: The VSA model accounts for the association between individual/couple
vulnerability and capacity to manage stress as it emerges. Paths of the VSA Model. Path A: Stressful events to adaptive
processes.. Several studies have shown that stressors affect the ways couple members behave with one another. Exam-
ples of Path A.

212. Target phrase: couple members

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1393923

The United Farmers of Alberta under the leadership of President Henry Wise Wood was contesting its first general
election. The UFA’s political wing, as a party, had come into being after the organization had decided to no longer be
content with being a lobby group. They merged with the Non-Partisan League of Alberta, which had formed before the
1917 general election and had elected a couple members. The Non-Partisan League activists were significant within
the political machinery of the United Farmers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 211:

Q2. Answer for example 212: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase couple members in Example 211 and Example 212 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 107
213. Target phrase: last version
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13980768

Microsoft released Service Pack 1 for Visual Studio 2008 on August 11, 2008. The internal version number of Visual
Studio 2008 is version 9.0 while the file format version is 10.0. Visual Studio 2008 is the last version to support target-
ing Windows 2000 for C++ applications. Visual Studio 2008 is focused on development of Windows Vista, 2007 Office
system, and Web applications.

214. Target phrase: last version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49500815

In 2012, he started the first spoken-word event in his country, which he dubbed ”Street Word”. He worked on these
events with his close friend Amine Gharbi. These events carried on until 2014, which marked the last version of ”Street
Word”. In 2013, Majd was given his first role in ”Bidoun 2”, which was his first feature film.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 213:

Q2. Answer for example 214: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last version in Example 213 and Example 214 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 108
215. Target phrase: neutral policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=147049

If all the elements of ISO 14001 are incorporated into the management process, the organization may opt to prove that
it has achieved full alignment or conformity with the international standard, ISO 14001, by using one of four recognized
options. These are: ISO does not control conformity assessment; its mandate is to develop and maintain standards. ISO
has a neutral policy on conformity assessment in so much that one option is not better than the next. Each option
serves different market needs.

216. Target phrase: neutral policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1925496

Pedro Pablo Ramírez, who had been attached to the Kaiser’s army and later Mussolini’s in the twenties, became
dictator. In 1944 he was replaced by Edelmiro Julián Farrell, who had spent two years attached to Mussolini’s army.
The government maintained a neutral policy but towards the end of the war, Farrell bowed to intense pressure from
the United States. Like several Latin American states, Argentina made a late declaration of war against Germany.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 215:

Q2. Answer for example 216: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase neutral policy in Example 215 and Example 216 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 109
217. Target phrase: event manager

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11971843

As time passes, Sneha begins to fall in love with Sunny but is hesitant to tell him. Meanwhile, Sunny leaves for the
United States, where he meets Rekha (Priya Mani) and proposes to her. Sneha is shocked to see Sunny engaged to Rekha
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upon his return but agrees to be the event manager for his wedding. Sunny soon realizes Sneha’s love for him.

218. Target phrase: event manager

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2332572

In late Aug 2002 Avon introduced its own two-day walk (the Avon Walk for Breast Cancer, a 39.3-mile walk over two
days). The first day of the Avon walk is the distance of a marathon, 26.2 miles, and the second day is a half-marathon,
13.1 miles, for a total of 39.3 miles. In 2003, the Breast Cancer 3-Day debuted with event manager and beneficiary,
National Philanthropic Trust, and primary beneficiary, Susan G. Komen for the Cure. The event is now managed by
Event 360, is simply referred to as the Susan G. Komen 3-Day, and has as its exclusive beneficiary, Susan G. Komen For
The Cure.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 217:

Q2. Answer for example 218: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase event manager in Example 217 and Example 218 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 110
219. Target phrase: sufficient material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47375

The ideal position for a knight is the opponent’s third rank, when it is supported by one or two pawns. A knight at
the edge or corner of the board controls fewer squares than one on the board’s interior, thus the saying: ”A Knight on
the rim is dim!” A king and one knight is not sufficient material to checkmate an opposing lone king (see Two knights
endgame). A king and two knights can checkmate a lone king but it cannot be forced.

220. Target phrase: sufficient material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60480586

In 1821 the cut was made a permanent opening by the building of walls while in 1860 the old channel east of Kingston
was canalised to become a basin where water levels were controlled by locks. The estuary appears to have been sta-
bilised from 1816, however, the mud and sand banks within the estuary have shifted. The western arm of the shingle
bar has gained sufficient material for housing development to be permitted. The eastern arm has seen the amount of
shingle slowly decrease and this has caused concern about the safety and stability of the former power station at Shoreham.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 219:

Q2. Answer for example 220: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sufficient material in Example 219 and Example 220 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 111
221. Target phrase: entire piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27623034

Series 8: 2014. This series again consists of three stories, each divided into two parts in the UK. In Belgium and the
United States, the stories were not divided, rather each is shown as an entire piece. (Repeat showings in the UK, on
ITV3, were similarly complete.)
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222. Target phrase: entire piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12032766

Very thin plastic hoops are also used in machine embroidery. Scroll frames. A scroll frame or embroidery frame keeps
the entire piece of fabric taut, rather than just the piece being worked. It is made of four pieces of wood: two rollers
for the top and base, and two side pieces.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 221:

Q2. Answer for example 222: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase entire piece in Example 221 and Example 222 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 112
223. Target phrase: production machines

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3525455

Global Hawks also served in the invasion of Iraq in the spring of 2003. Although details of their service there are
sketchy for the moment, apparently their SAR payload came in very handy for pinning down targets during intense
sandstorms. Ironically, despite the service of the Global Hawks in these conflicts, none of them that flew these operations
were actually regarded as production machines. The first production RQ-4A, the eighth Global Hawk built, was finally
rolled out in the summer of 2003.

224. Target phrase: production machines

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41766851

This is accomplished by enabling the machine to shear both down and up by sumping the cutterhead near the floor
and near the roof, respectively. The modified cutting cycle typically progresses as follows: Key performance indicators.
Utilisation of the modified cutting cycle has improved the general consistency of the production machines in achieving
the target values of the key performance indicators. This is confirmed by means of continuous production reporting that
monitors and documents the key performance indicators on a shift basis.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 223:

Q2. Answer for example 224: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase production machines in Example 223 and Example 224 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 113
225. Target phrase: manual work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3275362

For instance, the cost of producing a software CD is about the same independent of the software on it, but the prices
vary with the perceived value the customers are expected to have. The perceived value will depend on the alternatives
open to the customer. In business these alternatives are using a competitor’s software, using a manual work around,
or not doing an activity. In order to employ value-based pricing, one must know its customers’ business, one’s business
costs, and one’s perceived alternatives.

226. Target phrase: manual work
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16777329

Brecht Abbey, also known as the Abbey of Our Lady of Nazareth, is an abbey of Trappistine nuns located in Brecht,
in the Campine region of the province of Antwerp (Flanders, Belgium). Life in the abbey is characterized by prayer,
reading and manual work, the three basic elements of Trappist life. Early history.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 225:

Q2. Answer for example 226: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase manual work in Example 225 and Example 226 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 114
227. Target phrase: another major way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2907075

Ads for these programs usually appear on popular websites, such as dating sites or social media sites like Facebook
and Twitter. They can also come in the form of attachments to emails. Phishing scams are also another major way
that users can get tricked into scams (see below). Phishing.

228. Target phrase: another major way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60814501

Also, the Battalion S2, Major Zolnowski, coordinated engineering reconnaissance of all the major roads in the II Corps
area. These reconnaissance missions were conducted by helicopter at treetop level, and involved landing at each bridge to
record the data necessary for classification. This was another major way in which the 8th provided effective support
to the Corps. Additionally, the 8th also voluntarily helped the Vietnamese around them, such as Captain Meisner, the
Battalion surgeon, who held sick call in the refugee village nearby several times a week.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 227:

Q2. Answer for example 228: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another major way in Example 227 and Example 228 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 115
229. Target phrase: privately owned company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14350293

Urban. Buses. The Lebanese Commuting Company (LCC) is a privately owned company and offers one of a
handful of intercity public transport options available in Beirut. There are several LCC bus routes that cover much of
the central areas as well as some suburban areas.

230. Target phrase: privately owned company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2575024

Business model. Financials. As a privately owned company, Energy Brands has never been required to release
information about its sales figures or other financial information. Bikoff himself never stated what percentage of the
company he owned before it was sold.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 229:

Q2. Answer for example 230: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase privately owned company in Example 229 and Example 230 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 116
231. Target phrase: population policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27321

The White Paper called for an increase in the number of foreign workers so as to provide balance between the num-
ber of skilled and less-skilled workers, as well as provide healthcare and domestic services. It also claimed that foreign
workers help businesses thrive when the economy is good. The motion was passed albeit after amendments made to leave
out ”population policy” and add focus on infrastructure and transport development. The White Paper was heavily
criticised and panned by opposition parties and government critics.

232. Target phrase: population policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5994017

The Office of Racial Policy was a department of the Nazi Party (NSDAP) that was founded for ”unifying and super-
vising all indoctrination and propaganda work in the field of population and racial politics”. It began in 1933 as the Nazi
Party Office for Enlightenment on population policy and Racial Welfare (). By 1935, it had been renamed to the Nazi
Party Office of Racial Policy ( or ”RPA”).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 231:

Q2. Answer for example 232: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase population policy in Example 231 and Example 232 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 117
233. Target phrase: mixed school

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=996431

It moved to Rockdaniel Road in 1970, and a new extension was opened in 2007. As of 2015 it had approximately 500
pupils enrolled. Inver College, called the TEC by students and townspeople due to its being a technological school, is a
mixed school situated on the Castleblayney Road. As of 2017, it had approximately 300 students enrolled.

234. Target phrase: mixed school

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35293993

She was detained in the Téboursouk camp while she was pregnant with her second daughter. Near the end of her
pregnancy the colonial authorities transferred her to the regional hospital of Sfax, where she died 4 September 1952 of
postpartum bleeding. Today, the largest avenue of Sfax and a mixed school (formerly a girls’ high school) on the street
are dedicated to her. A club attached to the Regional Cultural Committee of the city of Sfax that bears her name works
towards Tunisian women’s advancement.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 233:

Q2. Answer for example 234: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mixed school in Example 233 and Example 234 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 118
235. Target phrase: absolute reserve

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50756886

Furnace ”A” is a type c.d. ”muffle” furnace. There are very few examples of this type in Europe, and archaeology schol-
ars maintain an absolute reserve on them. The structure of the ”praefurnium” and part of the rectangular corridor (60
centimetres wide and 2.7 metres deep), which served to introduce firewood into the combustion chamber, is clearly visible.

236. Target phrase: absolute reserve

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55859781

In mid-stretch, Desormeaux hit him once with the whip and Roy H responded by pulling away for a one-length victory.
”He’s fast,” said Desormeaux. ”He probably broke a half a length behind the leaders and I had him in absolute reserve
all the way.” The field for the Breeders’ Cup Sprint, held on November 4 at Del Mar, featured the top sprinters from
across North America.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 235:

Q2. Answer for example 236: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase absolute reserve in Example 235 and Example 236 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 119
237. Target phrase: statutory control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1257861

It was discovered that BZP had side effects and was largely abandoned as a worm treatment. It next appears in the
literature in the 1970s when it was investigated as a potential antidepressant medication, but rejected when research
reported that BZP had amphetamine-like effects and was liable to abuse. The study suggested that BZP ”should be
placed under statutory control similar to those regulating the use of amphetamine”. Recreational history.

238. Target phrase: statutory control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25394893

It was through these failing regimes, such as the 1813 lapse of the manorial court of Tunstall, that the long process
towards federation began. The earliest changes were seen in Hanley and Burslem when in 1813 the ”Hanley Market Act”
(53 Geo. 3 c.cxv) gave statutory control of Hanley market to a board of trustees outside manorial control. In 1825 the
”Hanley and Shelton Improvement Act” (6 Geo.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 237:

Q2. Answer for example 238: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase statutory control in Example 237 and Example 238 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 120
239. Target phrase: proper cut

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=315320

The dusack has a ”false edge” near the tip, which only extends down a portion of the blade’s backside. Other weapons
have a blade that’s entirely dull except for a sharpened point, like the épée or foil, which prefer thrusts over cuts. A
blade cannot perform a proper cut without an edge, and so in competitive fencing such attacks reward no points. Some
variations include: Marks and decoration.

240. Target phrase: proper cut

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10959811

He continued playing in theaters to finance his education. Carter was playing accompaniment to a Harold Lloyd
movie at the Seville Theater in suburban Inglewood when he was spotted by an agent of the Harold Lloyd Company,
who had dropped in to see how the movie was doing at the box office. Gaylord would later tell audiences that the agent
was there to ”see that Lloyd got his proper cut from the box office”. Impressed by the description of Carter’s playing,
Lloyd recommended him to Sid Grauman, who offered the 21-year-old $110 a week to be the full-time organist at his
downtown Los Angeles movie palace, the Million Dollar Theatre.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 239:

Q2. Answer for example 240: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proper cut in Example 239 and Example 240 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 121
241. Target phrase: distinct identity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9349528

International Nepali Dhoti and Topi Day is an day celebrated by Nepali people globally on 1 January to keep Nepali
traditional fashion alive. Nepalis of Madhesi and Tharu ethnicity wear Dhoti, while all Nepali people wear Dhaka and
Bhadgaunle topis on that day. Though topis are more prevalent in the day than dhoti, Madhesis have taken the oppor-
tunity to promote their distinct identity. Madhesis and Sikhs in Nepal are often discriminated against because of their
refusal to wear Dhaka topi.

242. Target phrase: distinct identity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=958313

Other towns in West Cork include Bantry, Dunmanway, Skibbereen, Ballydehob, Castletownbere, Schull, Rosscar-
bery and Macroom (perhaps the most northern area described as West Cork). Older districts. West Cork has had a
distinct identity from at least the ancient Dáirine kingdom of Corcu Loígde which once covered the whole area. The
localities of Carbery, the largest barony in Ireland down to the nineteenth-century, Bantry, and Bear, or Bere, on Beara
Peninsula, existed down from the Middle Ages.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 241:

Q2. Answer for example 242: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase distinct identity in Example 241 and Example 242 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 122
243. Target phrase: actual coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60912658

Coverage bias: When political parties address topics and issues to different extents. This makes certain issues seem
more prevalent and presents ideas as more important or necessary. In a political atmosphere this applies to the presen-
tation of policies and the issues they address, along with the actual coverage by media and politicians. Confirmation
bias: A cognitive bias that favours and seeks information which affirms pre-existing beliefs and opinions.

244. Target phrase: actual coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=969224

This allowed the color of celestial objects to be recorded. The survey was originally meant to cover the sky from the
north celestial pole to -24° declination. This figure specifies the position of the plate center, hence the actual coverage
under the original plan would have been to approximately -27°. It was expected that 879 plate pairs would be required.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 243:

Q2. Answer for example 244: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual coverage in Example 243 and Example 244 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 123
245. Target phrase: real intent

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45590961

Everyone wants to use Ammara for her money, except Zubair’s brother, Talha (Danish Ali), who treats her like a
sister. One day, Zubair takes Ammara to a party. After enticing her to dress seductively, his real intent is revealed;
he sells her for a business deal, but Ammara escapes before anything is done. She realizes that she hasn’t done anything
wrong and wonders why the world treats her as if she is a sinner.

246. Target phrase: real intent

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=78498

Philip’s intent for a new crusade had certainly become widely known by the spring of 1320, and the emerging peace
in Flanders and the north of France had left a large number of displaced peasants and soldiers. The result was a large
and violent anti-Semitic movement threatening local Jews, royal castles, the wealthier clergy, and Paris itself. The move-
ment was ultimately condemned by Pope John, who doubted whether the movement had any real intent to carry out
a crusade. Philip was forced to move against it, crushing the movement militarily and driving the remnants south across
the Pyrenees into Aragon.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 245:

Q2. Answer for example 246: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real intent in Example 245 and Example 246 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 124
247. Target phrase: roughly one half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1308228

It was closed in September 1994 and demolished in 1996. Education. Castle Donington has two primary schools, St
Edwards and Orchard Primary School, each serving roughly one half of the town. Castle Donington College, which
celebrated its 60th anniversary on 10 September 2017, takes students from ages 11–16.

248. Target phrase: roughly one half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6578398

The alignable sequences within genomes of humans and chimpanzees differ by about 35 million single-nucleotide
substitutions. Additionally about 3% of the complete genomes differ by deletions, insertions and duplications. Since
mutation rate is relatively constant, roughly one half of these changes occurred in the human lineage. Only a very tiny
fraction of those fixed differences gave rise to the different phenotypes of humans and chimpanzees and finding those is
a great challenge.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 247:

Q2. Answer for example 248: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase roughly one half in Example 247 and Example 248 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 125
249. Target phrase: realistic way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17655379

It is necessary to trek with a licensed guide. There is no option to climb solo. Taking into consideration permit fees,
park fees, camping and food logistics, the only realistic way to climb the mountain is with a tour operator. In 2016, the
Ministry of Tourism in Tanzania made all tourist related business VAT-able.

250. Target phrase: realistic way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37397201

Self-publishing has long been an option for writers, with vanity presses printing bound books for a fee paid by the
writer. In these settings, unlike the more traditional publishing industry, activities usually reserved for a publishing
house, like the distribution and promotion of the book, become the author’s responsibility. The rise of the Internet and
electronic books has made self publishing far less expensive and a realistic way for authors to realize income. Novelists
apply a number of different methods to writing their novels, relying on a variety of approaches to inspire creativity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 249:

Q2. Answer for example 250: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase realistic way in Example 249 and Example 250 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 126
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251. Target phrase: text line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27131488

Stew played Roscoe by Midlake often. Interaction with listeners is encouraged through the use of a Facebook Fan
Page. The text line operated via the most basic of mobile phones which was either flat or disconnected due to the pre
paid access being expired. Any texts that did make it through were absolute dribble that complimented the absolute
dribble that was the hallmark of the show.

252. Target phrase: text line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17739291

At the base of the kiosk is depicted a row on nine enemies. Nine is the symbolic number of enemies that Egypt had.
The text line before the king says: ”appearing of the king on the great throne to reward these leaders of Upper and
Lower Egypt”. In front of the king’s kiosk is shown Khaemhat as largest official while there are behind him two rows of
officials bowing down to the king.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 251:

Q2. Answer for example 252: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase text line in Example 251 and Example 252 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 127
253. Target phrase: primarily concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23248993

As of March 21, 2021, the project encompassed 3224 predictions, with approximately 650 yet to be evaluated. The
project’s goal is to collect and determine the accuracy of every psychic prediction published in Australia since 2000.
Predictions primarily concern Australia, and the topics include politics, scandals, celebrities, natural disasters, real
estate trends, sports, and weather patterns. A minority of predictions concern events outside of Australia.

254. Target phrase: primarily concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2082759

In discrete geometry, Beck’s theorem is any of several different results, two of which are given below. Both appeared,
alongside several other important theorems, in a well-known paper by József Beck. The two results described below
primarily concern lower bounds on the number of lines ”determined” by a set of points in the plane. (Any line con-
taining at least two points of point set is said to be ”determined” by that point set.)

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 253:

Q2. Answer for example 254: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase primarily concern in Example 253 and Example 254 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 128
255. Target phrase: official recommendation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57282698
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ZFS has no tool equivalent to fsck (the standard Unix and Linux data checking and repair tool for file systems).
Instead, ZFS has a built-in scrub function which regularly examines all data and repairs silent corruption and other
problems. Some differences are: The official recommendation from Sun/Oracle is to scrub enterprise-level disks once
a month, and cheaper commodity disks once a week. Capacity.

256. Target phrase: official recommendation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47883354

Equestrianism involves the use of a wide variety of equipment: artificial aids such as the reins and whip, and tack
(saddle and bridle with one, two bits, or none). Misuse of this equipment makes riding uncomfortable or even painful for
the horse. Nosebands are often too tight, although the official recommendation is to insert two fingers between it and
the head. The jaws, which can act upon the tongue or teeth of the horse according to the position of his head, creates
pressure which becomes painful when the reins are too tight.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 255:

Q2. Answer for example 256: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase official recommendation in Example 255 and Example 256 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 129
257. Target phrase: business lunch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5016294

There is no formal backstory, but Betty refers to Frank ”never being late with your checks,” implying alimony pay-
ments. Betty gently explains she is marrying a man she very much loves, and Frank pensively accepts this news. There
are discussions at their business lunch of how she has made certain life realizations, with an unsaid declaration that
Frank is stunted emotionally. As Betty puts it, he is “lost”.

258. Target phrase: business lunch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53283734

Eating culture. The major elements of eating do not only include the process of eating itself but also the social
setting and the social environment. That means food and its consumption is a ritual artifact on a daily basis, such as a
coffee break, dinner or a business lunch. Furthermore, any food item may become a conveyor of meaningful messages
because of a symbolic framing that is rooted not in the attributes of the food itself but in the expected function of the food.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 257:

Q2. Answer for example 258: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase business lunch in Example 257 and Example 258 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 130
259. Target phrase: large loop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3201676

Kit rapidly intensified on the 6th and 7th to a typhoon, the strongest ever in January, but its inflow was cut off to
the west, weakening the typhoon as it continued westward. Kit hit the eastern Philippines as a typhoon on January
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7, and turned north through the archipelago in response to a break in the subtropical ridge. This brought Kit east-
ward then southward, where after completing its large loop it dissipated on January 15, just from its starting location.
This unusual, unexpected, and unseasonably strong typhoon killed 204 people and caused nearly $23 million in damage
(1972 USD) in the Philippines.

260. Target phrase: large loop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14725852

TERC has extensive secondary structural features over 4 principal conserved domains. The core domain, the largest
domain at the 5’ end of TERC, contains the CUAAC Telomere template sequence. Its secondary structure consists of a
large loop containing the template sequence, a P1 loop-closing helix, and a P2/P3 pseudoknot. The core domain and
CR4/CR5 conserved domain associate with TERT, and are the only domains of TERC necessary for in vitro catalytic
activity of telomerase.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 259:

Q2. Answer for example 260: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large loop in Example 259 and Example 260 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 131
261. Target phrase: population groups

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54089343

In addition, Title 99, Chapter 29 of the Code mandates law enforcement officers to arrest known vagrants with those
deemed ’vagrant’ subjected to fines for a first offence and up to six months imprisonment and the payment of court
costs for subsequent offences. These definitions and penalties for homelessness have remained largely unchanged his-
torically in the state of Mississippi which has tended to define vagrants to include those living in idleness or without
employment and having no means of support, prostitutes, gamblers as well as beggars. Those who fall under these
population groups continue to be defined as vagrants under the 2015 Mississippi Code. Controversially, such wide and
discriminatory definitions have been tied to Mississippi’s poor race relations with African Americans with vagrancy legis-
lation in the latter half of the 19th century linked to ”keeping black people in their rightful place” on the slave plantations.

262. Target phrase: population groups

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55514185

The ”Theatron” today is organized by the ARGE Theatron MusikSommer, which, in addition to the EurArt Fes-
tiviteitung, which takes place in alternating compilations of various free-lancers, commercial and communal organizers,
including the Kulturreferat, the Youth Office, the Streetworkers, the Celebration Society, the Rock House Association and
the Media Center Munich of the JFF Institute. In addition to the support of the Munich Olympiapark GmbH, the event is
also supported by other sponsors. The audience of the ”Theatron” has long been composed of all population groups and
age groups. Many visitors still bring their own beverages and food, even though mobile beer vendors accompany the event.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 261:

Q2. Answer for example 262: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase population groups in Example 261 and Example 262 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 132
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263. Target phrase: 100 population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4431068

At March 2011, there were 180 schools providing secondary education in the academic stream. The secondary school
enrolment was 115,289 (48% boys, 52% girls) and the number of teachers was 7,873. The Gross Enrolment Ratio (number
of students enrolled per 100 population aged 12–19) works out to 70% and the pupil/teacher ratio 15. For the Cam-
bridge School Certificate (SC), the pass rate improved slightly from 77.6% in 2009 to 77.8% in 2010.

264. Target phrase: 100 population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12838098

In 2013, almost 100% of the Norwegian population had access to the Internet. Broadband access. In 2012, Norway
ranked 44th out of 193 countries with 1,736,182 fixed broadband Internet subscriptions giving 36.9 subscriptions per
100 population (10th in the world). Also in 2012, Norway ranked 42nd out of 147 countries with 3,983,527 mobile
broadband Internet subscriptions giving 84.6 subscriptions per 100 population (8th in the world).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 263:

Q2. Answer for example 264: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 100 population in Example 263 and Example 264 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 133
265. Target phrase: boiling point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33331930

When his sweetheart Wanyi dies in the bitter struggle, a distraught Yazai decides he has had enough of the fighting
and exiles himself to a small village. However a local tycoon has been eyeing the villagers’ land and hires Duan Tian
He to chase them out by force. Yazai defeats Tian He and kills him but the family feud has reached a boiling point.
Another of Zhen Fei’s former disciples Ou Jian Feng devises a complicated to plan to end it once and for all.

266. Target phrase: boiling point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3002629

Also Known as Sb2O3. It has a melting point of 656°C, and a boiling point of 1550°C. It is a Cubic Crystal Structure
with a density of 5.2G/Cm3 This page provides supplementary chemical data on antimony trioxide.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 265:

Q2. Answer for example 266: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase boiling point in Example 265 and Example 266 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 134
267. Target phrase: one requirement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3758554

Many girls were physically and/or sexually abused by their host families, raped by other refugees during activities
such as fetching water or food rations, and occasionally, even sold as brides for profit. In each of these examples, the
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girls were taken in only as a potential profit or benefit to the family. When the US resettlement program began in 1999,
one requirement was that the children must be orphans. Because these girls had been living within a family unit for any-
where from 9–14 years, they were no longer considered orphans, and therefore were ineligible for the resettlement program.

268. Target phrase: one requirement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4494688

8045 LAPD. Beretta USA made an 8045F for the Los Angeles Police Department. one requirement of the LAPD
using these firearms was the use of a 4-inch barrel. There were a limited number of these longer barrels produced to meet
this need.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 267:

Q2. Answer for example 268: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one requirement in Example 267 and Example 268 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 135
269. Target phrase: enormous pleasure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40191116

Assessment. One So Wonderful was the highest-rated older female racehorse in Europe in 1998. Luca Cumani called
her ”a beautiful filly who’s given enormous pleasure”. Stud record.

270. Target phrase: enormous pleasure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56198992

Her Royal Highness. Age 57. HRH derives enormous pleasure from making everyone around her as uncomfort-
able as possible. Her private secretary, Captain Philip ”Pip” St. Aubyn (Alastair Duncan) is always on hand to assist her.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 269:

Q2. Answer for example 270: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase enormous pleasure in Example 269 and Example 270 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 136
271. Target phrase: current state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2674735

He believed that the roses should be organised by variety and colour, so that the public could be educated on the sub-
ject. In 1953 Henry Moore criticized Oakman’s approach, but Oakman responded that the ”loss” of roses that Moore was
concerned about was simply an ongoing process of replacing old bushes with new plantings, better organised. Oakman
also noted that 30-odd years of incompetent management had led Brisbane’s parks to their current state of ”derelic-
tion”. In October 1947 Oakman had been critical of the Brisbane City Council’s practice of cutting roses to supply council
offices, pointing out that 5656 dozen blooms had been appropriated over the previous year.

272. Target phrase: current state
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1485108

If it moves outward over time, a given level of vacancies would be associated with higher and higher levels of un-
employment, which would imply decreasing efficiency in the labour market. Inefficient labour markets are caused by
mismatches between available jobs and the unemployed and an immobile labour force. The position on the curve can
indicate the current state of the economy in the business cycle. For example, recessionary periods are indicated by high
unemployment and low vacancies, corresponding to a position on the lower side of the 45° line, and high vacancies and
low unemployment indicate the expansionary periods on the upper side of the 45° line.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 271:

Q2. Answer for example 272: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase current state in Example 271 and Example 272 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 137
273. Target phrase: good deal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21118575

The application of sophisticated linguistic analysis to news and social media has grown from an area of research to
mature product solutions since 2007. News analytics and news sentiment calculations are now routinely used by both
buy-side and sell side in alpha generation, trading execution, risk management, and market surveillance and compliance.
There is however a good deal of variation in the quality, effectiveness and completeness of currently available solutions.
A large number of companies use news analysis to help them make better business decisions.

274. Target phrase: good deal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43401700

Citoyen went to the front soon after the start with Olmeto in second. Nobilary, Dahlia, Carolus, Un Kopeck and
Allez France were also in contention in the early stages. At half distance the field bunched and there was a good deal
of bumping and interference. Dahlia stumbled and lost any chance, whilst Allez France also lost ground.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 273:

Q2. Answer for example 274: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good deal in Example 273 and Example 274 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 138
275. Target phrase: subsequent drop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43405611

Jahn Regensburg took part in the 2014–15 Bavarian Cup, where the winner would qualify for the 2015–16 DFB-Pokal.
However, they were eliminated in the Round of 16 by SpVgg SV Weiden by a 1–0 deficit. After six defeats in a row and
the subsequent drop to the last place, the manager was heavily criticized. The club’s management was convinced that
not the manager was to blame for the bad results, but that the available players were not good enough.

276. Target phrase: subsequent drop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1042434
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Intraocular pressure depends on the levels of production and resorption of aqueous humor. Because the ciliary body
produces aqueous humor, it is the main target of many medications against glaucoma. Its inhibition leads to the low-
ering of aqueous humor production and causes a subsequent drop in the intraocular pressure. There 3 main types of
medication affecting the ciliary body:

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 275:

Q2. Answer for example 276: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase subsequent drop in Example 275 and Example 276 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 139
277. Target phrase: third portion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=981459

The second quarter involves the use of a bamboo sword (K. Juk-To) for drills and striking targets. The third quarter
involves donning protective armor and participating in sparring. Alternately, the third portion of the class may be used
to practice standardized individual (K. Hyung) or paired (K. Bon) form work. Though not standard, almost all classes
conclude with a cool-down activity.

278. Target phrase: third portion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=174454

Layton was cremated following the funeral. A portion of his ashes was scattered under a jack pine planted on Toronto
Island in his honour, with a second portion scattered at the Layton family’s plot at Cote St. Charles United Church in
Hudson, Quebec. A third portion was scattered under a memorial sculpted by Chow, placed at the Toronto Necropolis
Cemetery on the first anniversary of his death. In popular culture.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 277:

Q2. Answer for example 278: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third portion in Example 277 and Example 278 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 140
279. Target phrase: joint defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31483619

“Under joint defense privilege, communications between client and his own lawyer remain protected by attorney–client
privilege when disclosed to co-defendants or their counsel for purposes of common defense.”. Burden. The burden for
showing joint defense is the same as the burden for showing attorney client privilege. The party asserting the joint
defense agreement always bears the burden of demonstrating its existence by establishing each element of the attorney-
client privilege.

280. Target phrase: joint defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4273882

After World War II ended and the Cold War with the Soviet Union began, M1 guns were deployed in many locations
in the U.S. and Canada. To defend against long range Soviet Tu-4 bomber attack, the Army Anti-Aircraft Command
(ARAACOM) formed 44 active duty and 22 National Guard battalions equipped with M1 guns, divided into seven
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brigades and 20 anti-aircraft artillery groups. Two Canadian anti-aircraft battalions were also equipped with M1 guns
for the joint defense of the Soo Locks. These guns were guided by the long range Lashup Radar Network equipped with
AN/CPS-5.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 279:

Q2. Answer for example 280: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase joint defense in Example 279 and Example 280 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 141
281. Target phrase: next piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4792156

Andrew also accepts the bet (surprising Merle, who had also taken a break and was in on the conversation), believing
that he’s in for an easy $10 (he’s later proven right when Keith ultimately gives up with a half-hour remaining). When
Keith returns, he begins in the corner without taking down his first piece. His next piece isn’t lined up at the seam,
nor is his piece cut to get around the door frame. Because the wallpaper was started before the drywall, the strapping
for the drywall is in the way and Keith is attempting to address this by removing the strapping, which he gives up after
about a minute.

282. Target phrase: next piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67385237

Primo Brown, Grandi Numeri and Detor (DJ and composer of the first beats of the group, which Squarta later took
over), released in 1998 their first single, ”21 Tyson”, in the mixtape ”La banda der trucido”. The track gets a notable
underground response and is included in other compilations. The next piece is Incompatibile, a piece made in collab-
oration with Piotta in memory of his friend MC Giaime. After these singles that get a good critical success, they open
the lives of American groups like De La Soul and Wu-Tang Clan.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 281:

Q2. Answer for example 282: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next piece in Example 281 and Example 282 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 142
283. Target phrase: interesting event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40700744

On 8 May the ”Dolphin”, also a prize to ”Rover”, arrived at Leith. At some point in 1809, ”Rover” captured (or
recaptured) the ”Ecce Homo”, ”Eliza”, ”Brothers”, ”Pomona”, and ”Ann”. A more interesting event involving the
colourful and erratic adventurer Jørgen Jørgensen occurred in June 1809. After the British attack on Copenhagen in 1807
and the outbreak of the Gunboat War between Britain and the Dano-Norwegian kingdom, he took a small Danish vessel,
the ”Admiral Juul”, and in the action of 2 March 1808 engaged HMS ”Sappho”; the British captured the ”Admiral Juul”
and treated Jørgensen as a privateer.

284. Target phrase: interesting event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44940671
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Combined space-UV and ground-based optical observations triggered by a UV transient explorer would yield a wealth
of data about massive star explosions, going beyond the stellar radius (and thus the stellar class of the progenitor: red
or blue supergiant, or W-R star). In addition to detecting early supernovae, ULTRASAT will measure UV light from
the large number of stars in its field of view at high temporal resolution, possibly enabling the detection of planetary
transits. ULTRASAT can also be pointed to ”Targets of Opportunity” when other instruments give an alert for an
interesting event. One of the key science goals of ULTRASAT is the discovery of electro-magnetic emission following
the detection of Gravitational waves (GW) from the mergers of binaries involving neutron stars, referred to as Kilonova.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 283:

Q2. Answer for example 284: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase interesting event in Example 283 and Example 284 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 143
285. Target phrase: wider variety

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57809784

During the 1970s through early 1990s, several other psychoanalytic institutes were founded in the greater Los Angeles
in response to differences of opinion over the direction in which psychoanalysis should go. The Los Angeles Institute
and Society for Psychoanalytic Studies (LAISPS), an organization of psychologists and educators, was founded in 1970.
From the beginning, it offered training to a wider variety of health professionals than just physicians and PhD-level psy-
chologists. Kleinian analysts had existed within both SCIPI and LAPSI but as minority viewpoints in both organizations.

286. Target phrase: wider variety

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19717163

Completion of construction of the canal would lead to the emergence of a considerable quantity of new jobs in pro-
duction, formed by the influence of operation of the canal (oil processing and refining, chemical industry, and other
export-oriented productions) and in the process of construction and operation of the navigational route directly. Cre-
ation of new jobs in the productive industry may lead to an increase in the number of employees in the service industries.
A ship canal allows shipment of a wider variety of cargo than pipeline systems limited to products of the hydrocarbon
process industry. The ship canal would become an important factor in the development of the manufacturing industry of
the republics of Kalmykia and Dagestan, Stavropol and Krasnodarskiy Territories, Rostov, and Astrakhan Regions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 285:

Q2. Answer for example 286: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wider variety in Example 285 and Example 286 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 144
287. Target phrase: landing point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1063738

In June, he advanced into Wiltshire, inflicting a serious defeat on Waller’s ’Army of the Southern Association’ at
Roundway Down on 13 July. Arguably the most comprehensive Royalist victory of the war, it isolated Parliament’s
garrisons in the west and Prince Rupert stormed Bristol on 26 July. This gave the Royalists control of the second largest
city in Britain and landing point for reinforcements from Ireland. By late August, the Parliamentarian cause was close
to collapse but was saved by Pym’s leadership and determination, which resulted in important reforms.
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288. Target phrase: landing point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27691857

Launch point considerations. Launch point branch diameter. Before leaping, primates must fundamentally consider
the distance they are traveling and the stability in their launch point and landing point. A large branch is preferable
to a small branch as a launch point, as the wider diameter provides a sturdier base for the jump and also reduces the
energy expended during takeoff.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 287:

Q2. Answer for example 288: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase landing point in Example 287 and Example 288 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 145
289. Target phrase: official license

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15860999

Athena 9.84 FM was in 1987 the first non-pirate private radio station in Greece, aired by the Municipality of Athens.
In 2010 there were around 1,000 radio stations (56 in Attica) mostly private and with local coverage. 90% of them did
not hold an official license, but could be deemed eligible for one. Around 60 Athens radio had been shut down in 2001,
allegedly for interfering with frequencies used by the new Athens International Airport, but most of them re-opened in
2002–2005.

290. Target phrase: official license

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24992752

After Nintendo introduced the protective Wii Remote Jacket as standard-issue for Wii Remotes, peripheral companies
later released contactless direct-charging systems which utilize inductive charging, allowing a Wii Remote to be charged
with a Wii Remote Jacket on. On August 25, 2008, Sanyo released its first Contactless Charger Set for Wii Remote
in Japan, which features Sanyo’s ”eneloop” low self-discharge NiMH battery technology, and is marketed under the
”eneloop” brand. The Contactless Charger Set for Wii Remote is made under official license from Nintendo. On May
11, 2009, Performance Designed Products released the Energizer Induction Charge System in the United States, which
is compatible with the Wii MotionPlus.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 289:

Q2. Answer for example 290: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase official license in Example 289 and Example 290 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 146
291. Target phrase: festive music

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9653566

The Buena High School music program has a reputation for excellence. The school’s music groups have traveled
through 10 of the United States, as well as Canada and Mexico. In 2002, Buena represented the United States at the
XIV International Festival of festive music in Castellón de la Plana. The marching band also attended the Rose Parade
in Pasadena in 1983 with over 200 band members in enrollment.
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292. Target phrase: festive music

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15821795

The torero challenges the cow and to allow her to attack, calling out ”Hup, hup!” The lets out the rope, enabling
the cow to attack. The enthusiastic public continuously gives financial premiums for courage and audacity; these are
announced between the festive music which is constantly playing. The toreros are divided in two categories: The cows
are judged on their enthusiasm for the fight, agility and reliability to produce spectacular charges and the ganaderos
compete for the honor of producing the best coursayres.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 291:

Q2. Answer for example 292: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase festive music in Example 291 and Example 292 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 147
293. Target phrase: human life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7045240

Ark. Ark is a land similar to feudal Japan, populated by techno-organic Musha Gundams who are often embroiled
in civil war. They are cautious of the magic practised by their neighbour Lacroa and very few of them have ever seen
human life. Unlike other Gundams, Musha Gundams possess a ’GunSoul’, which leaves their bodies upon death, only
to reincarnate later.

294. Target phrase: human life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=930376

By relying on fundamental principles, Bernardin also sought to coordinate work on several different spheres of Catholic
moral theology. In addition, Bernardin argued that since the 1950s the church had moved against its own historical, casu-
istic exceptions to the protection of life. ”To summarize the shift succinctly, the presumption against taking human life
has been strengthened and the exceptions made ever more restrictive.” Growth and present-day activity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 293:

Q2. Answer for example 294: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase human life in Example 293 and Example 294 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 148
295. Target phrase: late part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34808530

[2,3]) or model 2(Eq. [4]) to estimate formula_18 and/or blood velocity. The late part of the curve (towards high b
values, generally above 1000 s/mm²) also presents some degree of curvature (Fig.2). This is because diffusion in biological
tissues is not free (Gaussian), but can be hindered by many obstacles (in particular cell membranes) or even restricted
(ie intracellular).

296. Target phrase: late part
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43581899

Other film appearances are in the 2012 release ”Amputace” as Aurora, ”Román pro ženy” as Bludička, and appear-
ances in ”Blade II”, ”XXX” with Vin Diesel, and ”Ripper”. On stage she has starred in ”Perfect Wedding”, ”Kat Mydlář”,
”Golem”, ”Dracula”, and ”Carmen”. In the late part of 2014, she will appear as Rosie in the premiere of ”Mamma Mia!”
in Prague.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 295:

Q2. Answer for example 296: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase late part in Example 295 and Example 296 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 149
297. Target phrase: china’s population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14572708

China’s urbanization so far has been a relatively orderly process. One does not see in China the kinds of slums and
extreme poverty that exist in cities throughout South Asia, Latin America, and Africa. Nevertheless, urbanization goes
on: the urban share of china’s population has risen from 20% to 40% during the course of economic reform. But at the
same time the hukou system has slowed and distorted urbanization, without preventing it.

298. Target phrase: china’s population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8022967

In ”China”, when Michael demands big ideas to stop China’s growing power, Kevin comes up with the idea of an
antacid you only take once a week. Michael then asks for any better ideas, and Kevin suggests an antacid you only take
every six weeks, causing Stanley to sarcastically ask why not go for a full year, causing Kevin to answer that then it
would be too big a pill to swallow. Kevin soon teases Oscar after it turns out Michael was right and he was wrong in a
conversation about china’s population. Later, Dwight asks Kevin what he would think would make the office building
a better place, since he’s putting together a ”wish list”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 297:

Q2. Answer for example 298: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase china’s population in Example 297 and Example 298 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 150
299. Target phrase: present line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=648449

There has been recent controversy concerning the new LGV Sud Europe Atlantique (TGV line), which is planned
to pass inland of Hendaye without stopping in or anywhere near the town itself. Most of the local population, along
with that of the rest of the Côte Basque, are in favour of the TGV, but against the new line, which would destroy the
surrounding countryside, bypassing the town completely. It has therefore been suggested to upgrade the present line to
make it suitable for the TGV, with a stop at Hendaye station. It is argued that this would also be much less expensive,
and would stimulate the local economy.

300. Target phrase: present line
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58213883

Parvaaz is an Indian rock band formed in 2010 in Bangalore. The present line up features Khalid Ahamed (vocals),
Mir Kashif Iqbal (guitar), Fidel Dsouza (bass) and Sachin Banandur (drums and percussion). Parvaaz released their first
single ”Dil Khush” in 2011 followed by their five-track debut E.P ”Behosh” in 2012.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 299:

Q2. Answer for example 300: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase present line in Example 299 and Example 300 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 151
301. Target phrase: close resemblance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10587436

The sensation they created in the toy world caused other toy companies to produce their own tiny dolls. Mattel
founder Elliot Handler oversaw the project. The dolls were designed to have a close resemblance to little children in
neighborhoods across America. Martha Armstrong-Hand, the famous doll sculptor at Mattel, made the first Kiddles in
1965.

302. Target phrase: close resemblance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1390152

It is a rare resident of Madagascar that was virtually unknown from its discovery in 1876 to its rediscovery by re-
searchers from the World Wide Fund for Nature in 1993. It is currently listed as vulnerable because of habitat loss, but
recent studies have determined it may have a wider range than first believed, though further research in distribution and
ecology is required. It has possibly been overlooked because of its close resemblance to the closely related barn owl.
The red owl resembles the cosmopolitan barn owl but is smaller (27–30 cm) and has rich orange plumage with small
black spots.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 301:

Q2. Answer for example 302: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase close resemblance in Example 301 and Example 302 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 152
303. Target phrase: heat exhaustion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42259886

The song was released on February 4, 2014, as the lead single from his second official mixtape ”I Promise I Will
Never Stop Going In”. ”Walk Thru” was produced by Dupri of League of Starz and Problem, the latter which also
makes a guest appearance. The music video was filmed on May 6, 2014, where Quan suffered from two seizures due to
heat exhaustion. The song has since peaked at number 74 on the US ”Billboard” Hot 100 chart.

304. Target phrase: heat exhaustion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37004749
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Physical fitness test. Diving medical personnel evaluate the fitness of divers before operations begin and are prepared
to handle any emergencies which might arise. They also observe the condition of other support personnel and are alert
for signs of fatigue, overexposure, and heat exhaustion. The test consists of the following carried out in the order given:
Royal Engineers and Commandos.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 303:

Q2. Answer for example 304: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heat exhaustion in Example 303 and Example 304 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 153
305. Target phrase: least power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35411581

Firstly, education does not affect men’s and women’s sexual behaviour differently. Instead, it increases women’s
power, therefore women with the greatest amount of education are nearly equal in power with men. On the other hand,
women who are the least educated have the least power relative to men. When comparing sexual behaviours of most
educated and least educated men and women, they found that education actually increased the prevalence of many sexual
activities in both sexes, including oral sex, anal sex, and having a same sex partner.

306. Target phrase: least power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40520432

Class M7 is a type of diesel-electric locomotive built for Sri Lanka Railways by Brush Traction, UK, and imported in
1981. This locomotive has the shortest length, least power and least weight compared to other diesel locomotives of Sri
Lanka. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 305:

Q2. Answer for example 306: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least power in Example 305 and Example 306 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 154
307. Target phrase: several key ways

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17096238

They return home with a significant amount of financial capital, and a large portion of these savings is generally
invested in housing and new businesses. Also, return migration has social networks around the world, which strength-
ens social networks within home countries and across the world (Adda et al., 2014). When migrants return home, they
enhance social networks in several key ways. They build ties with other returnees and local non-migrants in job findings.

308. Target phrase: several key ways

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1756687

One sees also the countryside of the Huelgoat region and the town of Morlaix (the viaduct and the little streets around
the church Saint-Melanie). The film was shot just a few months after the storm of 1987 of which there is visual evidence
in the film. The film deviates from the novel in several key ways. Most notably, it imbues a homoerotic subtext in the
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relationship between Thomas and Charles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 307:

Q2. Answer for example 308: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase several key ways in Example 307 and Example 308 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 155
309. Target phrase: black type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9923004

The Village also carries special programs such as John McEuen’s ”Acoustic Traveller”. The Village and host MarySue
Twohy won a Gracie Award in 2016 from the Alliance for Women in Media Foundation (AWMF). As of April 2009 its
logo has changed from the word ”village” in green lowercase print to the word in black type and Capital letters. Also
lines are drawn on the ”V” and lines drawn on the letters ”l,l,a,g and e”.

310. Target phrase: black type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=275707

Elite and black type racing in Australia. The Australian Pattern Racing Committee is responsible for grading races
under the auspices of the Australian Racing Board. Traditionally, until the late 1970s, a series of stakes races were recog-
nised as black type but there was no grading of races within this grouping. Historically, handicaps have been extremely
popular among Australian punters, owners and industry participants.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 309:

Q2. Answer for example 310: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase black type in Example 309 and Example 310 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 156
311. Target phrase: past period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41740036

highlighted the results of local government’s work during the previous mandate as the guarantee of good work in
the future. Leader of DPS list was Mayor of the Old Royal Capital Cetinje Aleksandar Bogdanović. Opposition parties
criticized projects and priorities of the local government from the past period. During the finish of campaign, opposition
parties announced their past-elections coalition if they gain majority of votes.

312. Target phrase: past period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43564

Swashbuckler film. An action subgenre featuring adventurous and heroic characters known as swashbucklers. These
films are usually set in the past period and feature swordfighting scenes. The amount of actual violence was usually
limited as the bad guys are thrown aside or knocked by the hilt of the swords and not really killed, except for the lead
antagonist.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 311:

Q2. Answer for example 312: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase past period in Example 311 and Example 312 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 157
313. Target phrase: previous connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=187813

In the server, the ”session id” maps to the cryptographic parameters previously negotiated, specifically the ”master
secret”. Both sides must have the same ”master secret” or the resumed handshake will fail (this prevents an eavesdropper
from using a ”session id”). The random data in the ClientHello and ServerHello messages virtually guarantee that the
generated connection keys will be different from in the previous connection. In the RFCs, this type of handshake is
called an ”abbreviated” handshake.

314. Target phrase: previous connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6142983

Otley later claims that he intends to marry Hammon to Rose. Act III. Scene 1 On behalf of Eyre, ”Hans” uses his
previous connection with a Dutch skipper to secure the purchase of a valuable cargo. Hodge explains that Eyre stands
to make a lot of money when he sells on the cargo.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 313:

Q2. Answer for example 314: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase previous connection in Example 313 and Example 314 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 158
315. Target phrase: much more frequent basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6553361

With the returns of Denise Alexander (Lesley Webber), Genie Francis (Laura Spencer), and Kin Shriner (Scott Bald-
win), Monica remains the fourth oldest character on ”General Hospital” and Charleson is the show’s most tenured per-
former. On August 24, 2010, it was announced that Charleson was being demoted to recurring status. In May 2011, newly
appointed head writer Garin Wolf expressed his interest in having Charleson appear on a much more frequent basis.
In April 2018, it was announced that due to an injury Charleson sustained, the soap would temporarily recast the role of
Monica to handle the advanced writing required for the character; Patty McCormack was announced as the temporary
replacement of Charleson.

316. Target phrase: much more frequent basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37577603

Carbon steel is by far the most common material used, although it requires tight controls on composition and hard-
ness. Alternative, more corrosion resistant materials such as such as Monel are sometimes used, but these materials are
significantly more expensive and carry their own unique risks, such as stress corrosion cracking. Proper inspection is
critical on HFAUs and typically occurs on a much more frequent basis than most other units in a refinery. The tanks
containing the alkylate produced through a HFAU needs to be monitored continuously.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 315:

Q2. Answer for example 316: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase much more frequent basis in Example 315 and Example 316 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 159
317. Target phrase: local favorite

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15976

Japanese cuisine is an integral part of food culture in Hawaii as well as in other parts of the United States. Popular
items are sushi, sashimi, and teriyaki. Kamaboko, known locally as fish cake, is a staple of saimin, a noodle soup that is
a local favorite in Hawaii. Sushi, long regarded as quite exotic in the west until the 1970s, has become a popular health
food in parts of North America, Western Europe and Asia.

318. Target phrase: local favorite

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1968486

He was not a candidate for election to a full term, and was succeeded by James M. Calhoun. He was commissioned
as a colonel in the Georgia state militia. As a violin soloist, he was a local favorite and played many recitals in At-
lanta and Decatur, even during the war. Lowe died in Mount Airy, Georgia, and is buried in Atlanta’s Oakland Cemetery.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 317:

Q2. Answer for example 318: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local favorite in Example 317 and Example 318 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 160
319. Target phrase: us home

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1853642

and clogged toilets. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, 13.7% of all water used in the home today
can be attributed to plumbing leaks. On average that is approximately 10,000 gallons of water per year wasted by leaks
for each us home. A tiny, 1/8-inch crack in a pipe can release up to 250 gallons of water a day.

320. Target phrase: us home

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11200508

In 2008 the CIA forced the CIA officials to turn in early resignations and disciplined seven others after an internal
investigation determined they were responsible for sending Levinson on the mission to Iran. Levinson’s source on Kish
was Dawud Salahuddin, an American fugitive accused of the killing of the prominent former Iranian diplomat Ali Akbar
Tabatabaei in 1980. The exiled Tabatabaei was holding meetings of a counter-revolutionary group at his us home at
the time. What Levinson wanted in that mission remains altogether unclear.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 319:

Q2. Answer for example 320: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase us home in Example 319 and Example 320 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 161
321. Target phrase: safety concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55937596

For livestocks such as horses, donkeys, goats, pigs, ducks, geese, chickens or any other reptiles, written permission
from the Council is needed. Reptiles and spiders are discouraged, unless the tenants can prove that they can meet the
special care and welfare needs of them. Yet, one must never keep animals prohibited by Dangerous Wild Animals Act
1976 due to safety concern. Exotic animals and farm animal, such as cockerels, are not allowed normally.

322. Target phrase: safety concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21464216

The agreement was signed on December 5, 2002 in Washington, D.C. by Bertin Côté (Deputy Head of Mission,
Embassy of Canada) and Arthur E. Dewey (Assistant Secretary of State for Population, Refugees, and Migration, U.S.
Department of State). There have been concerns about the lack of safety laws to protect refugees in the US. This
safety concern and argument gives refugees legitimate grounds to cross over to Canada for a better life. On December
29, 2005, a group of refugee and human-rights organizations (both in Canada &amp; the US) instigated a legal challenge
of the US’s claim as a third safe country for refugees seeking asylum.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 321:

Q2. Answer for example 322: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase safety concern in Example 321 and Example 322 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 162
323. Target phrase: 3 surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4157031

The underlying polyhedron (ignoring self-intersections) defines a uniform tiling of this surface, and so the small
cubicuboctahedron is a uniform polyhedron. In the language of abstract polytopes, the small cubicuboctahedron is a
”faithful realization” of this abstract toroidal polyhedron, meaning that it is a nondegenerate polyhedron and that they
have the same symmetry group. In fact, every automorphism of the abstract genus 3 surface with this tiling is realized by
an isometry of Euclidean space. Higher genus surfaces (genus 2 or greater) admit a metric of negative constant curvature
(by the uniformization theorem), and the universal cover of the resulting Riemann surface is the hyperbolic plane.

324. Target phrase: 3 surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26418780

More than 4200 mortar, rocket and artillery rounds were fired at Marine positions during the May. The PAVN
revealed the degree and sophistication of its buildup in the area on 10 May by the destruction of a Marine A-4E Skyhawk
flying a radar-controlled mission near the southern boundary of the DMZ. As the jet approached its target, Marines saw
3 surface to air missiles (SAM) fired from positions north of the Bến Hải River. One of the missiles hit the A-4E in the
first reported use of PAVN SAMs over South Vietnam.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 323:
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Q2. Answer for example 324: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 3 surface in Example 323 and Example 324 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 163
325. Target phrase: intellectual focus

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49495982

One year later as the student body grew, John Bertram Hall was constructed, originally called Lyman Nichols Hall,
founder of Lewiston, but renamed to remember John Bertram, a naval captain and donor to the college. Bates College
already had a reputation for academic rigor and social inclusion and it primarily educated the middle and working classes
from Maine. The school gained academic prominence through its intellectual focus, including maintaining three literary
societies: the Literary Fraternity, Philomathean Society and Ladies’ Athenaeum. The seal of the college features a stag
deer resting near a pine tree, left of a single of grain, representing the ”impact of Maine’s nature on the person”, a lighted
oil lamp representing ”unwavering clarity in times of uncertainty”, and an open book, representing ”academic excellence
and devotion.”

326. Target phrase: intellectual focus

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28362115

This has been understood in various ways. According to one view, ritual purity is a precondition for prophecy, and
Moses avoided sex to ensure he was ritually pure and able to receive prophecy at any moment. According to Maimonides,
though, sexual pleasure is a kind of trivial distraction which is incompatible with the intellectual focus needed for
prophecy. Maimonides permits a married couple to engage in nearly any form of sexual activity, but praises one who
limits sexual activity to the minimum necessary: Nahmanides went further, writing that ”sexual relations are remote and
disgusting according to the Torah, except for the perpetuation of the human species”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 325:

Q2. Answer for example 326: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase intellectual focus in Example 325 and Example 326 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 164
327. Target phrase: university development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=276928

It also attracted opposition from the Mayor of San Diego Roger Hedgecock and a coalition of environmentalist groups
including the Sierra Club, who supported a ballot in November 1985 requiring the city’s voters to approve any develop-
mental projects in San Diego’s northern land reserve. In March 1986, Campus Crusade filed a lawsuit against San Diego
for US$70 million plus interest. However, the lawsuit failed and Crusade’s subsidiary, university development, filed
for bankruptcy when a lender foreclosed on the property in late 1986. The Texas land developer Glenn Terrell helped
Crusade offset its debts by purchasing the property.

328. Target phrase: university development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36804997

A key point of the program of TPU was announced the formation of high school as a world-class university-based
staffing and development of technologies for resource-efficient economy. TPU developed educational module ”Resource Ef-
ficiency”, prepared and published a textbook ”Principals of resource efficiency”, optional subject matter of the same name
introduced in the curriculum (for all disciplines and areas of undergraduate). TPU envisages university development
in the field of resource-efficient technologies that unites six research and educational clusters: Resource Efficient Scotland.
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”Resource Efficient Scotland” is a Scottish government-funded programme that helps businesses and the public and third
sectors save money by using resources more efficiently.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 327:

Q2. Answer for example 328: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase university development in Example 327 and Example 328 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 165
329. Target phrase: lower right side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12624217

The pancreas is an organ that regulates blood sugar and pancreatitis is the inflammation of the pancreas. Coming
off the cecum (tiny tail piece) is the appendix. The appendix is a small organ attached to the large intestine in the
lower right side of the belly. When it gets infected, it’s called appendicitis.

330. Target phrase: lower right side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6000455

Lubrication. Internally the rotor is cooled and lubricated by engine sump oil and the aforementioned trochoid pump.
Engine oil is filtered by an easily accessible car-type oil filter on the lower right side of the cases. The filter includes an
internal bypass valve in case of blockage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 329:

Q2. Answer for example 330: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower right side in Example 329 and Example 330 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 166
331. Target phrase: real women

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12284058

Patricia Cardoso is a director, writer, and producer. Cardoso’s feature film ”real women Have Curves” was a box
office and critical success and has become a landmark of Latino cinema. Cardoso is a graduate of UCLA’s film school, an
anthropologist, and a Fulbright scholar; her anthropological approach to directing guides her film and television work.

332. Target phrase: real women

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33912798

Sociocultural theory maintains that current societal standards for beauty emphasize the desirability of thinness, and
thinness at a level impossible for many women to achieve by healthy means. Photo manipulation that elongates legs
and narrows hips of already skinny models have harmful effects on young women because they compare themselves to
those images. Idealized images also suggest that real women do not measure up to such presentations of beauty, and
they cannot reasonably obtain such physical expectations. The standard media-portrayed thin ideal woman is about 15%
below the average female body weight, ”This ideal stresses slimness, youth and androgyny, rather than the normative
female body.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 331:

Q2. Answer for example 332: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real women in Example 331 and Example 332 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 167
333. Target phrase: real element

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3510131

Antrim, the surprise winners of the other semi-final, provided the opposition in the subsequent All-Ireland final. It
was an historic occasion as it was only the second appearance of an Ulster team in the championship decider. Antrim’s
relative inexperience robbed the final of any real element of contest and Tipp romped home to a 4–24 to 3–9 win. Nicky
English entered the record books with a personal tally of 2-12, while Tipperary preserved their unique record of being
the only team to win an All-Ireland title in every decade of the GAA’s existence.

334. Target phrase: real element

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43181411

After the revelation of learning Sharon was her mother, Mariah grows closer to Kevin Fisher (Greg Rikaart) who
is also going through a rough patch. Grimes noted that Mariah is ”figuring out where she stands in this new city,
with this new family, having had the rug pulled out from under her about what she thought she knew about her past”,
describing her as being in a phase of ”soul searching”. The actress enjoys working with Rikaart, as they play ”into a very
real element” from both of their real personalities. She compared the characters of Kevin and Mariah, noting that they
both ”have a checkered past but good hearts”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 333:

Q2. Answer for example 334: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real element in Example 333 and Example 334 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 168
335. Target phrase: basic structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=80207

The surrounding ions are located at the vertices of a regular octahedron. In the language of close-packing, the larger
chloride ions are arranged in a cubic array whereas the smaller sodium ions fill all the cubic gaps (octahedral voids)
between them. This same basic structure is found in many other compounds and is commonly known as the halite or
rock-salt crystal structure. It can be represented as a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice with a two-atom basis or as two
interpenetrating face centered cubic lattices.

336. Target phrase: basic structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22382185

League Tag is the name of two distinct modified version of rugby league football. Both versions of League Tag main-
tain the basic structure of rugby league, and replace physical tackling with an alternate means to end each play. The
northern hemisphere version of League Tag was developed the rugby league club of University College Cork in Ireland,
whilst the southern hemisphere version was created by the New South Wales Country Rugby League in Australia, with
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the international laws now overseen by the National Rugby League.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 335:

Q2. Answer for example 336: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase basic structure in Example 335 and Example 336 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 169
337. Target phrase: historical past

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60731

In academia. In historical writing, the most common type of anachronism is the adoption of the political, social or
cultural concerns and assumptions of one era to interpret or evaluate the events and actions of another. The anachro-
nistic application of present-day perspectives to comment on the historical past is sometimes described as presentism.
Empiricist historians, working in the traditions established by Leopold von Ranke in the 19th century, regard this as a
great error, and a trap to be avoided.

338. Target phrase: historical past

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19198323

The current major clans of Cholistan include Jaams, Jats, Arain, Rajputs and Balochis. Their sub-clans include
Laars, Chatta, Cheema, Warraich, Rehan, Ghuman, Sidhu, Uppal, Janjua, Rathore, Bhatti, Leghari, Lashari, and
Dashti. Though these clans are unique because of their historical past and maintenance of their tribal traditions. The
crafts and folktales are very much recognized.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 337:

Q2. Answer for example 338: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase historical past in Example 337 and Example 338 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 170
339. Target phrase: visible damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1667304

In 1921, the Christian Brothers acquired the building and opened a boarding school for boys in 1924, which contin-
ues today as a mixed public school. The main building (the Mansion) has been badly burnt twice. The 1836 fire left
visible damage to some stonework. The 1991 fire gutted the interior, except for parts of the basement.

340. Target phrase: visible damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52286137

Advantages. The great advantage of the seals is the lack of need to buy special equipment because the installation
is done manually and does not require the involvement of professionals. The case eliminates the possibility of hacking,
without visible damage. Seals are relevant for use in different temperature regimes (higher than the ambient tempera-
ture).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 339:

Q2. Answer for example 340: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase visible damage in Example 339 and Example 340 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 171
341. Target phrase: either fertility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15739

Early Pacific jewellery was made of bone, wood, and other natural materials, and thus has not survived. Most Pacific
jewellery is worn above the waist, with headdresses, necklaces, hair pins, and arm and waist belts being the most common
pieces. Jewellery in the Pacific, with the exception of Australia, is worn to be a symbol of either fertility or power.
Elaborate headdresses are worn by many Pacific cultures and some, such as the inhabitants of Papua New Guinea, wear
certain headdresses once they have killed an enemy.

342. Target phrase: either fertility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4741170

The presence of mummified fetuses in a litter can prolong both gestation and the farrowing interval. Either may result
in stillbirth of apparently normal littermates, whether or not they are infected. There is no evidence that either fertility
or libido of boars is altered by infection with PPV. Cause.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 341:

Q2. Answer for example 342: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase either fertility in Example 341 and Example 342 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 172
343. Target phrase: unusual amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=134404

The Town of Hilton Head Island incorporated as a municipality in 1983 and is well known for its eco-friendly devel-
opment. The town’s Natural Resources Division enforces the Land Management Ordinance which minimizes the impact
of development and governs the style of buildings and how they are situated amongst existing trees. As a result, Hilton
Head Island enjoys an unusual amount of tree cover relative to the amount of development. Approximately 70% of the
island, including most of the tourist areas, is located inside gated communities.

344. Target phrase: unusual amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3136621

Meanwhile, Bart takes karate lessons but quits after learning it is not as interesting as he had hoped. The episode
was written by Jon Vitti and directed by Jim Reardon. It had an unusual amount of animation glitches because the
animation studio was training a new group of animators. The episode features cultural references to playwright William
Shakespeare and the film ”It’s a Wonderful Life”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 343:
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Q2. Answer for example 344: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unusual amount in Example 343 and Example 344 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 173
345. Target phrase: combined group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=350211

Commonly, the acquisitions used a part cash up-front/ part earn-out mechanism as perfected by Martin Sorrell. The
1982 acquisition of Compton’s U.S. business, for instance outlaid $29.2 million in cash and another $27.6 million to be
paid over ten years if the agency achieved after-tax profits of $4.07 million. The rights issue to raise the $29.2 million
watered down the brothers’ holding to 18% of the combined group. From June 1988 (see next section), the company
began to use redeemable preference shares to raise capital.

346. Target phrase: combined group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25651214

Eighteen out of 30 prominent Poncas were killed in a surprise attack in 1824, ”including the famous Smoke-maker”.
At a stroke, the small tribe stood without any experienced leaders. In 1859, the Poncas lost two chiefs when a
combined group of Indian enemies charged a hunting camp. Half a Pawnee village was set ablaze during a large-
scale attack in 1843, and the Pawnee never rebuilt it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 345:

Q2. Answer for example 346: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase combined group in Example 345 and Example 346 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 174
347. Target phrase: allen’s release

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4562275

Allen was captured at the Battle of Longue-Pointe and spent over two years as a prisoner of war. With the Green
Mountain Boys called to active duty, Vermont reorganized its militia to defend the border with Canada and protect
Vermont from invasion. After allen’s release, he returned to Vermont and was appointed commander of the reorganized
militia. Roger Enos, the father-in-law of Ira Allen, and a veteran of over twenty years in the Connecticut and Vermont
militias, was later appointed commander with the rank of Brigadier General, and he was later promoted to Major General.

348. Target phrase: allen’s release

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29890954

The album is notable for its association with producer Marvin Hamlisch. Allen also performs his versions of three
songs he co-wrote with Carole Bayer-Sager, ”Don’t Go Looking”, ”Don’t Cry Out Loud” and ”I’d Rather Leave While
I’m in Love”. ”Don’t Cry Out Loud” had been popularized by Melissa Manchester prior to allen’s release. Manchester’s
recording of the song was released in late 1978 and spent 20 weeks on the ”Billboard” Hot 100 chart.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 347:

Q2. Answer for example 348: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase allen’s release in Example 347 and Example 348 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 175
349. Target phrase: short-term success

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=187464

For example, companies including Spotify, Airbnb, Lynx and Amazon.com have used same-sex couples in adverts.
These adverts appeal to same-sex couples; and they also create the image that these companies are tolerant and al-
low them to appeal to a wider consumer audience. As many consumers and professionals think, sex is used to grab a
viewer’s attention but this is a short-term success. Whether using sex in advertising is effective depends on the product.

350. Target phrase: short-term success

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23943925

Leaving McQuigg &amp; Parkinson as the club’s most successful managers. The club reached the Premier Cup Final
in 2009, 2011 and 2014, losing the former matches against Dollingstown and the latter against Newry City AFC. Scott
Robinson brought short-term success during his tenure as manager in 2016/17 leading the club to Irish Cup Fifth
Round. However, at the end of the season after a disappointing league campaign several players left for pastures new and
Robinson followed, leaving the Town to rebuild again.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 349:

Q2. Answer for example 350: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase short-term success in Example 349 and Example 350 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 176
351. Target phrase: obstructed view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1654229

The battle took place on 12 August between German forces, led by Georg von der Marwitz and the Belgian troops
commanded by Léon de Witte. Belgian engineers had blown the bridge over the Gete but the structure only partly
collapsed and the Germans got troops over it into the centre of Haelen. The main Belgian defence line was west of Haelen
in terrain which gave only an obstructed view to the attacker. The 17th and 3rd Cavalry brigades assisted the in and
south of Haelen, which enabled artillery to be brought to the fringe of the village but attacks into cornfields beyond were
repulsed with many casualties, some cavalry becoming trapped by wire fences.

352. Target phrase: obstructed view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22467869

Each villa is assigned to one of three booking categories: Magic Kingdom View, Bay Lake View, or Standard View,
with the relative cost or number of required Disney Vacation Club points assigned accordingly. Although the Magic
Kingdom can be seen from some standard and Bay Lake view rooms, the premium views of the park are given the Magic
Kingdom view category. Standard view rooms tend to be lower-level rooms that overlook either the parking lot, a service
area or an obstructed view. The remainder of the tower is assigned the Bay Lake View category, with views primarily
of either Bay Lake or the pool.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 351:
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Q2. Answer for example 352: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase obstructed view in Example 351 and Example 352 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 177
353. Target phrase: traditional role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39426115

In contrast, a 2020 study in the Netherlands found little evidence for discrimination against women in hiring based on
their parental status. Motherhood can affect job choices as well. In a traditional role, women are the ones who leave
the workforce temporarily to take care of their children. As a result, women tend to take lower paying jobs because they
are more likely to have more flexible timings compared to higher-paying jobs.

354. Target phrase: traditional role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1420574

From then until 1911, a number of people formally shared the responsibility of chief minister to the Emperor. Even
when one of them dominated government, such as in the case of Li Hongzhang, they were nevertheless formally just one of
several ministers of equal status. During much of the Qing dynasty, for example, the traditional role of the Chancellor
was performed collectively by the Grand Council. In mid 1911, the modern position of Premier was created, when the
Qing Imperial Government created the ”Princes’ Cabinet” as a reform of Chinese politics, shortly before it was overthrown.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 353:

Q2. Answer for example 354: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traditional role in Example 353 and Example 354 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 178
355. Target phrase: potential business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1946946

A lead is usually allotted to an individual to follow up on. Once the individual (e.g. salesperson) reviews and qualifies
it to have potential business, the lead gets converted to an opportunity for a business. The opportunity then has to
undergo multiple sales stages before the deal is won.

356. Target phrase: potential business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2290036

Rep. 153 (K.B. 1793), the defendant shot from its ship, ”Othello”, off the coast of Africa upon natives while ”con-
triving and maliciously intending to hinder and deter the natives from trading with” plaintiff’s rival trading ship, ”Ban-
nister”. This action caused the natives (plaintiff’s prospective customers) to flee the scene, depriving the plaintiff of their
potential business. The King’s Bench court held the conduct actionable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 355:

Q2. Answer for example 356: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential business in Example 355 and Example 356 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 179
357. Target phrase: vertical range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38686632

Palmaz Vineyards is noted for having the largest wine cave in the Napa Valley, totaling 100,000 square feet. Palmaz
Vineyards’ winemaking and aging takes place within the living rock of Mount George, in a multi-leveled series of tunnels
and domes. The height of the wine cave is equivalent to an 18-storey building, providing the vertical range needed for
true gravity-flow winemaking. Thus, the wine is not subjected to the violent agitation of pumping, which can change the
wine’s intra-molecular structure.

358. Target phrase: vertical range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52632631

The project was broken into three phases. Phase one was to create a satellite that could meet and inspect another
satellite of 1 square meter (11 sq ft) radar cross-section that was in orbit at up to 740 kilometers (460 mi) high. Phase two
was to create a satellite capable of making multiple inspections, with a vertical range up to 7,400 kilometers (4,600 mi)
high. Phase three was to create a satellite that could destroy other satellites, based on the platform of the satellite of
phase two.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 357:

Q2. Answer for example 358: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase vertical range in Example 357 and Example 358 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 180
359. Target phrase: language skills

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1858942

The corresponding rates in the total Australian population were 28.7, 10.7 and 15.1 percent respectively. Many Chi-
nese Australians work in white collar middle class jobs. But Chinese Australians are under-represented in occupations
such as journalism, law and other professions that require language skills and face to face contact. First-generation Chi-
nese Australians also experience problems in getting white collar jobs commensurate with their qualifications and work
experience instead they go into business and operate convenience stores, car dealerships, grocery stores, coffee shops,
news agencies and restaurants while sacrificing to pay for their children education as perceiving education as the only
available channel of social mobility, substantial investment in their children’s education at a disproportionate sacrifice to
family finance and social well-being is an indication of parental concerns and expectations.

360. Target phrase: language skills

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67691400

William Butler was a 28 year old teacher, a Yankee from Indiana who came to Louisville and founded the Louisville
School, attracting pupils from the wealthy families. As a teacher he was strict about discipline.&lt;ref name=ohio-valley-
history-murder-in-the-classroom&gt; He was 28 years old, married and was a father. He had been a tutor to the Ward
family for twenty months before travelling in Europe to develop his language skills for teaching. His right hand had
been crippled by a burn and he could neither close it or write with it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 359:
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Q2. Answer for example 360: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase language skills in Example 359 and Example 360 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 181
361. Target phrase: river current

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30214

The official beginning of organized navigation on the Amu Darya occurred in 1873. Steamboats began plying the Amu
Darya in 1888, with reassembly and launching of a Russian-built steamboat delivered to Çärjew in pieces. Navigation
was hindered by the constantly shifting sandbars and islands that the river current formed and swept away. In 1917
there were on the Amu Darya between 20 and 50 self-propelled vessels and about 1500 boats.

362. Target phrase: river current

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12355461

The seedling will then begin to develop and take root. The seedlings will typically develop three to four leaves that in-
crease in size as growth continues. The seedlings and the juvenile plants develop entirely underwater, remaining flaccid so
as to not uproot in the river current. The young palm will emerge from the water and become rigid as the trunk develops.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 361:

Q2. Answer for example 362: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase river current in Example 361 and Example 362 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 182
363. Target phrase: 28-day period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25371282

Eating concern&lt;br&gt; 3. Shape concern&lt;br&gt; 4. Weight concern&lt;br&gt; The questions concern the fre-
quency in which the patient engages in behaviors indicative of an eating disorder over a 28-day period. The test is
scored on a 7-point scale from 0-6.

364. Target phrase: 28-day period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32740580

On December 20, 2009, Reshet announced that it had cancelled the show and that a second season would not be
made. However, in September 2010, Reshet reconsidered, and Channel 2 greenlit the second season on 20 September
2010. Most filming was done in a 28-day period from 30 March to 26 April 2011, with the last leg taped on 11 January
2012. The second season spanned nine countries.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 363:

Q2. Answer for example 364: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 28-day period in Example 363 and Example 364 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 183
365. Target phrase: gaffer tape

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2201359

As a result, Taylor had a prominent lump located on the back of his neck (affectionately referred to as his ”knob”),
thought to be a calcium deposit caused by his previous spinal trauma. Tour-disrupting injuries were not unfamiliar to
Taylor at the time, as he had previously broken his hand whilst punching a man outside his flat in London. Taylor
continued to drum by using gaffer tape to attach his drum stick into his hand until it had sufficiently healed. Taylor
left Motörhead in 1984.

366. Target phrase: gaffer tape

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=172982

Lowell transferred the adhesive from Johnson &amp; Johnson’s Permacel tape, also known as ”duct tape”, to silver
fabric, and Lowel-Light introduced gaffer tape to the market. Properties and uses. gaffer tape is manufactured in many
colors, including fluorescent and custom colors, but perhaps the most common variety is matte black. A matte finish
keeps the tape from reflecting light, so that it blends in with a typical stage floor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 365:

Q2. Answer for example 366: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase gaffer tape in Example 365 and Example 366 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 184
367. Target phrase: economic efficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1217694

Eventually, Federal intervention helped quell the violence, and the railroad’s right to operate during the strike with
replacement workers was affirmed by the United States Supreme Court. As the strike continued, the Florida East Coast
took numerous steps to improve its physical plant, install various forms of automation, and drastically cut labor costs,
all to an extent that most other railroads would not succeed in matching until years later. Ball therefore was a pioneer
in the American railroad industry’s struggle, beginning in the 1960s, to improve its economic efficiency. Ball’s tenure
saw the permanent end of FEC’s passenger service.

368. Target phrase: economic efficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2438574

The reservations of the BAV-EVED are resolved. The conditions for the resumption of the Swiss project are now
very favourable (completion of Rail 2000 and Gotthard Alptransit, low interest rates, new technical advances, etc.). In
addition, SwissMetro-NG meets all possible requirements regarding CO2 emissions, landscape protection, speed, sustain-
ability, tourism, capacity, safety, costs, network capability, economic efficiency, etc. and it has proponents from all
political colours and all corners of the country.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 367:

Q2. Answer for example 368: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase economic efficiency in Example 367 and Example 368 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 185
369. Target phrase: round bowl

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29345612

The chancel screen dates from the 15th century. On the south wall of the chancel is a piscina with a window seat below
it and, to its right, a double sedilia that has been modified to form a monument. The font dates from the 14th century
and consists of a round bowl on a square stem. The altar table is from the 17th century, and the altar rail, with
barley-sugar balusters, is from the 18th century.

370. Target phrase: round bowl

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=233793

The whole ride is over within 7 seconds. Bowl. A ”bowl” is a type of water slide where riders descend a steep drop
into a round bowl. Under the effects of centrifugal force, the riders circle the outer area of the bowl before exiting down
through the middle, often into a pool underneath but sometimes into an additional slide section.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 369:

Q2. Answer for example 370: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase round bowl in Example 369 and Example 370 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 186
371. Target phrase: either side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47861687

Two more drawn matches followed, against the North West Frontier Province Governor’s XI and Pakistan Universities,
before a 124-run victory over Pakistan Western Railways, and a draw against Pakistan Under-19. In the second match
against Pakistan, at Karachi, Pakistan made 216 and 224, and Sri Lanka made 265 and 158, giving Pakistan victory by
17 runs. Tony Opatha was the highest wicket-taker on either side in the two matches, with 12 wickets at an average of
19.83. Zaheer Abbas was the highest run-scorer, with 251 runs at 62.75.

372. Target phrase: either side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27720533

The best characterized endonucleases which are most widely used in research and genome engineering include I-SceI
(discovered in the mitochondria of baker’s yeast ”Saccharomyces cerevisiae”), I-CreI (from the chloroplasts of the green
algae ”Chlamydomonas reinhardtii”) and I-DmoI (from the archaebacterium ”Desulfurococcus mobilis”). The best known
LAGLIDADG endonucleases are homodimers (for example I-CreI, composed of two copies of the same protein domain)
or internally symmetrical monomers (I-SceI). The DNA binding site, which contains the catalytic domain, is composed of
two parts on either side of the cutting point. The half-binding sites can be extremely similar and bind to a palindromic
or semi-palindromic DNA sequence (I-CreI), or they can be non-palindromic (I-SceI).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 371:

Q2. Answer for example 372: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase either side in Example 371 and Example 372 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 187
373. Target phrase: first figure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=916345

Chile’s EEZ includes areas around the Desventuradas Islands, Easter Island, and the Juan Fernández Islands. China.
The first figure excludes all disputed waters, while the last figure indicates China’s claimed boundaries, and does not
take into account adjacent powers’ claims. Croatia.

374. Target phrase: first figure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4328312

He was an alternate on the U.S. men’s Olympic figure skating team. Serious tendonitis in both of his knees and
a motorcycle accident forced him to turn professional. Bradshaw was the first figure skater to successfully perform
a double axel jump initiated and performed with the arms folded in competition. This variation of the Axel requires
significant height to be able to complete the rotations, rather than the more common technique of performing a lower
jump with very fast rotation generated by pulling the arms into the body.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 373:

Q2. Answer for example 374: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first figure in Example 373 and Example 374 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 188
375. Target phrase: closer connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5125761

Landing on an island populated solely by whores and their masters, he is solicited by a syphilitic tout (Yamada). He
claims no knowledge of Komomo, but Christopher has to spend the night, requesting the company of a girl (Youki Kudoh)
lurking back in the shadows, who joins him in his room. Disfigured and disturbed, the girl claims a closer connection
with the dead than the living. She tells him that Komomo was there, but hung herself after her lover never came for her.

376. Target phrase: closer connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47647674

Reform and Amalgamation. After being brigaded with the militia and the regulars’ depot from 1873, but still having
little interaction with them, and still with each other, in 1880 the Administrative battalions were renamed: In 1881
with the amalgamation of the regulars, militia and volunteers into the Durham Light Infantry, the use of regular officers
(occasionally from the D.L.I.) as battalion adjutant began, beginning a closer connection to the regulars of the new
territorial regiment. In 1887 the Rifle Volunteers were renamed as Volunteer Battalions of the Durham Light Infantry
with no change in numbering.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 375:

Q2. Answer for example 376: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase closer connection in Example 375 and Example 376 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 189
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377. Target phrase: overall situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25554866

In the first sector commander’s conference in July, Chowdhury was appointed the commander of the western sector,
which comprised Kushtia, Jessore, areas of Faridpur, including Doulatpur-Satkhira Road encompassed within Khulna.
It was past noon of 26 March when Chowdhury reached his Wing headquarters at Chuadanga. There, his NCOs briefed
him of the overall situation including formal organisation of local resistance in the wake of the crackdown at Dhaka.
In the meantime local Awami League leader Dr Ashab Ul Haq, who had earlier declared war against the occupational
Pakistan armed forces the same morning at a public meeting, had contacted him over telephone and invited him to an
emergency meeting with the public leaders and representatives of the local administration.

378. Target phrase: overall situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5096985

Similar observations were made on other titles made available during theWii launch period. ComputerAndVideoGames.com
reported that ”Most prominent is the first batch of games, many of which do a better job at exposing the obstacles of
full motion control, rather than the benefits... ’...is near unplayable, ”Far Cry” got it all wrong, and the motion control
in ”” just feels tacked on.” The overall situation was described by Joystiq thus: ”Over the months since launch, the
unpredictable Wii Remote has led to a maddening dichotomy. Some games are too easy, while others are too hard – for
all the wrong reasons...Gamers who crave a deeper challenge have to settle for battling incomprehensible controls.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 377:

Q2. Answer for example 378: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall situation in Example 377 and Example 378 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 190
379. Target phrase: earthly level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64537584

Beneath her a finger points to the fourth source of knowledge, the senses (’sensus’), represented by a telescope casting
an image of the sun onto a sheet of paper. (”Ars Magna” contained Kircher’s own drawings of sunspots). Above the
earthly level appears the portrait of the Archduke Ferdinand, to whom the book was dedicated. Beneath this, on the
left, is a formal garden, perhaps demonstrating the life-giving properties of sunlight and of enlightenment.

380. Target phrase: earthly level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2717956

The Aniawi, or Deer Clan, were historically known as fast runners and hunters. Even though they hunted game for
subsistence, they respected and cared for the animals while they were living among them. They were also known as
messengers on an earthly level, delivering messages from village to village, or person to person. Anisahoni.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 379:

Q2. Answer for example 380: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase earthly level in Example 379 and Example 380 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 191
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381. Target phrase: smoke ring

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12480256

It rules over an extremely crowded world, in which privacy is no longer a concept. Religion (or at any rate Christian-
ity) is apparently no longer in practice, as a corpsicle on the ”Discipline” is noted as having to explain to others what a
Christmas wreath is. A comment from Kendy in ”The smoke ring” indicates that the State abolished capitalism when
it was established. In ”The Smoke Ring” Kendy also states that as of the time when ”Discipline” left Earth, the State
had colonized all ten planets of the solar system, thirty moons, and hundreds of asteroids, with twenty-eight extrasolar
worlds in the process of terraforming.

382. Target phrase: smoke ring

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54417758

When this gas dissolved into the meat, it reacts with the hydrogen molecules and becomes nitric oxide (NO). The
NO combined with the myoglobin form a stable pink molecule that does not denature in the heat. The depth of the
smoke ring is determined by how far the smoke can permeate into the meat. In a smoker.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 381:

Q2. Answer for example 382: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase smoke ring in Example 381 and Example 382 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 192
383. Target phrase: 1st generation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3525916

The YP-T9 supports WMA, OGG, and MP3 audio. The player is currently available in 2, 4 and 8 GBs. While the
player is similar in size to the iPod nano (1st generation), the screen is much bigger at 1.8�. The firmware is based on
a Unix-like operating system (VxWorks) and uses Flash for animations.

384. Target phrase: 1st generation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17295480

Generation Status. Between the years of 2006 and 2011, there were changes in the generation status of the population
aged 15 years and older. In 2006, 62% of the total population were 1st generation, which is higher than that of 2011,
which was 59%. The number of people who were 2nd or 3rd generation increased since 2006 in 2011.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 383:

Q2. Answer for example 384: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 1st generation in Example 383 and Example 384 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 193
385. Target phrase: cross bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=236597
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Some 80 years prior to de Thevenot, in 1579, Hans Jacob Breuning von Buchenbach witnessed a variant of the gaunch-
ing ritual. A large iron hook was fixed on the horizontal cross-bar of the gallows and the individual was forced upon this
hook, piercing him from the abdomen through his back, so that he hung from it, hands, feet and head downward. On
top of the cross bar, the executioner situated himself and performed various torture on the impaled man below him.
Hooks in the city wall.

386. Target phrase: cross bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2918991

2002 FIFA World Cup. On 5 September 2001 Andersson scored the decisive goal against Turkey in Istanbul in a 2-1
victory, which meant that Sweden qualified for the 2002 FIFA World Cup the following summer. Andersson was used as
a substitute in the tournament and nearly scored against Argentina, but his shot hit the cross bar. He played in all four
games as Sweden was eliminated by Senegal in the second round.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 385:

Q2. Answer for example 386: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase cross bar in Example 385 and Example 386 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 194
387. Target phrase: formerly head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5422537

The Financial Regulator (), officially the Irish Financial Services Regulatory Authority, was the single regulator of
all financial institutions in Ireland from May 2003 until October 2010 and was a ”constituent part” of the Central Bank
of Ireland. It was re-unified with the Central Bank of Ireland on 1 October 2010 and its board structure was replaced by
a new Central Bank of Ireland Commission. Matthew Elderfield, formerly head of the Bermuda Monetary Authority,
led the organisation from January 2010 until it was disestablished in November 2010. The previous chief executive officer
was Patrick Neary, who retired early over the handling of the regulator’s investigation into the €87 million in secret
directors’ loans at Anglo Irish Bank.

388. Target phrase: formerly head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3157936

However, there is no consensus on within which species: Asian australopiths. A minority held viewpoint among
palaeoanthropologists is that australopiths moved outside Africa. A notable proponent of this theory is Jens Lorenz
Franzen, formerly head of Paleoanthropology at the Research Institute Senckenberg. Franzen argues that robust aus-
tralopiths had reached not only Indonesia, as ”Meganthropus”, but also China: In 1957, an Early Pleistocene Chinese
fossil tooth of unknown province was described as resembling ”P. robustus”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 387:

Q2. Answer for example 388: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase formerly head in Example 387 and Example 388 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 195
389. Target phrase: insufficient amount
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8132930

Because of their experience, ”intimacy feels...very frightening to most CSA survivors... To feel close to another again
is to remember that this position is a dangerous one, one that might lead to being taken advantage of”. Among child
molesters and abusers. Current studies show that people who have an insufficient amount of intimacy or are lonely
are more vulnerable to exhibit sexually offending behaviors. One recent study determined that child molesters exhibited
significantly higher levels of fear of intimacy than rapists, nonsexually abusing inmates, and a control group of law-abiding
citizens.

390. Target phrase: insufficient amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58358853

It was completed in 1917 for a total cost of £1 million. Construction employed 500 or more men at the time. In
mid-November 1917 construction started on two water tanks due to the insufficient amount of bore water available
on the site. Of the six bores onsite only four worked, and they were not producing enough to meet the demands of the
meatworks and fill the giant tank, which had a capacity of almost 5 million gallons (18.92 million litres).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 389:

Q2. Answer for example 390: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase insufficient amount in Example 389 and Example 390 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 196
391. Target phrase: whole section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19018909

This structural uniformity explains both the greater tensile strength of the whole leather and the greater retention
of strength in splits. Bovine skin is much more complex in cross section. Hence in whole section it has many more
weak points from which tears can start when placed under tension. In addition when sliced into splits the collagen fibres
running at significant angles to the skin surface will be cut.

392. Target phrase: whole section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57836769

In 1680, the Milbanke family installed an elevated pew in the church (the Milbanke Pew) which is on the same level
as the pulpit. It is reached via a ”grand staircase” and is supported by Tuscan columns with fitted with red curtains.
Glynne describes the whole section of the pew and stairs leading up to it as being ”ugly”. The church was grade I listed
in 1968 and includes the Todd Tomb in the churchyard, which commemorates John Todd of nearby Halnaby Hall, which
is grade II listed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 391:

Q2. Answer for example 392: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole section in Example 391 and Example 392 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 197
393. Target phrase: unusual part
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30217722

The critic also said the film was thought-provoking, not only about its heartwarming but ”disturbing” theme, but
from its being produced by students. ”Reel-News” said that the direction was excellent and the acting was livened by
its young stars. A review by ”Screen India” stated that the unusual part of the film was its lack of usage of ”the usual
box-office devices.” Reviewers from the South also praised the film.

394. Target phrase: unusual part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39195469

In Würzburg, the honour goes to the Residenz Castle, the former residence of the city’s prince-bishops. The castle
was built and furnished between 1720 and 1780 and is regarded as one of the most important castles in all of Europe. The
grand staircase with the single largest ceiling fresco in the world is the most unusual part of the castle. In Bamberg,
the entire old town is a world heritage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 393:

Q2. Answer for example 394: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unusual part in Example 393 and Example 394 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 198
395. Target phrase: continuous work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30934242

Plot. The film is about a family on vacation. After 11 years of continuous work, Alex Peinado decides to spend a
well earned holiday with his family. He goes on a road trip towards Cartagena, with his wife, his mother in law, his two
teenage children and his dog Kaiser.

396. Target phrase: continuous work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9790951

Although in general the largest displacements are approximately one litre per revolution, if necessary a two-liter swept
volume pump can be built. Often variable-displacement pumps are used, so that the oil flow can be adjusted carefully.
These pumps can in general work with a working pressure of up to 350–420 bars in continuous work. Inline axial piston
pumps.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 395:

Q2. Answer for example 396: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase continuous work in Example 395 and Example 396 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 199
397. Target phrase: new delta

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=308567

The new Delta offers a number of options and equipment including a Bose Hi-Fi radio incorporating a CD player
and MP3 file reader with steering-wheel mounted controls, the Blue&amp;Me system developed with Microsoft, and a
new satellite navigation system developed with Magneti Marelli. Further technical equipment included to effect the ride
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and handling will include an advanced ESC (Electronic Stability Control) system and SDC suspension (with electronic
damping control, also by Magneti Marelli). The new delta also has a driving assistant featuring electric eye monitors
that give feedback to the steering wheel to suggest corrections to the driver. The car is available also with semi-automatic
parking assistant.

398. Target phrase: new delta

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10210444

Once the influx of terrestrial sand and silt stops, the area might subside and marine sediments may dominate. Also,
whatever terrestrial plants are there can be buried and could eventually become coal. The new river channel will now
carry the terrestrial sediments to a new delta, once again starting a new cycle of delta-switching. Event stratigraphy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 397:

Q2. Answer for example 398: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new delta in Example 397 and Example 398 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 200
399. Target phrase: ruthless efficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38637471

Even his wife (Kaviyoor Ponnamma) and son (Vineeth) are secondary when it comes to that. In his quest for revenge,
he bullies anyone and anything who dares to stand up to him. Despite being uneducated during changes around him, he
manages his empire with his wit and ruthless efficiency. He plans to exact his ultimate vengeance by starting an illicit
Arrack business in the kovilakam.

400. Target phrase: ruthless efficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4697152

They were fully reserved to do it. The main men were Jo Shelby, David Atchison, General Benjamin F. Stringfellow,
and Claiborne Jackson. They carried their plan into effect with all of the ruthless efficiency they were capable of. They
used both natural aptitude for politics and military organization to create the Blue Lodges in Missouri.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 399:

Q2. Answer for example 400: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ruthless efficiency in Example 399 and Example 400 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 201
401. Target phrase: car seat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6741691

About three minutes later, two men approached them in the driveway, out of the view of Kyle’s other guests. The
man Eberhart identified as Anderson was wearing a green and orange Miami Hurricanes Starter jacket, and demanded
money while pointing a gun at Eberhart’s neck. Eberhart slowly reached under the car seat for his wallet and handed
$15 to Anderson. At that time, Dennis, whom Eberhart described as wearing a long, three-quarter-length dark coat,
asked Kyle for money.
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402. Target phrase: car seat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66333776

They are ergonomic and have a rigid handle. Car safety harnesses. Safety harnesses were designed to restrain the
animal in a car seat using the car’s seat belt. In the event of an accident the harness distributes the pulling force.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 401:

Q2. Answer for example 402: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase car seat in Example 401 and Example 402 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 202
403. Target phrase: core sound

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10897837

Barden Inlet is the southernmost of the Outer Banks water inlets. Located just northwest of Cape Lookout in the
U.S. state of North Carolina, the inlet connects Onslow Bay of the Atlantic Ocean with core sound. It separates the
Shackleford Banks from the Core Banks.

404. Target phrase: core sound

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17815227

After the recording of ”Speak &amp; Spell” Vince Clarke left the band, but carried on recording at Blackwing. In
late 1981 the three remaining members of Depeche Mode returned to Blackwing and recorded the single ”See You”. The
track was the first Depeche Mode track to use a Roland MC-4 sequencer, which made the core sound to the track. It
would also be the first track recorded without Clarke.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 403:

Q2. Answer for example 404: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase core sound in Example 403 and Example 404 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 203
405. Target phrase: material example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25214052

In Robert Stockman’s review of early Bahá�í history in America the “most startling” discovery of the group was that
Abdu’l-Bahá contradicted Kheiralla’s views on reincarnation but the stance of the religion on the idea was still not fully
understood: Edward now understood that rather than his own soul being a reincarnation there were guardian angels who
could “become as one in thought and volition” with the believer and in particular his own such angel was the Apostle
John just as Kheiralla’s was the Apostle Peter - this was a misunderstanding which became clarified in time. Circa April
on returning to ‘Akká Lua cried tears of happiness during a late morning Tea given by Abdu’l-Bahá. He kept alluding
from a material example to a deed to be carried out in a certain spirit. He gave her honey dipped bread and asked her
to speak with ’words of honey’ and washed her face after the meal and urged her to ’wash faces with love’.

406. Target phrase: material example
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31465137

Name” next to the unnamed cape. The mapmaker misread the annotation as ”C. Nome”, meaning Cape Nome. If
that story is true, then the name is a material example of a ghost word. As an example of how such assertions may be
disputed, an alternative story connects the source with the place name: ”Nomedalen” in Norway.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 405:

Q2. Answer for example 406: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase material example in Example 405 and Example 406 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 204
407. Target phrase: red state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19752635

General election. Campaign. Kansas is a very red state, where no Democrat has won a U.S. Senate election since
1932. After the primary, Moran chose not to release any more negative advertisements.

408. Target phrase: red state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4447286

Further archaeological evidence indicates that antimony levels were higher in ancient Egyptian female remains which
had exposure to both antimony compounds (Bencze, 1994). Because of its color, the precipitate of kermesite was used as
a coloring agent and in alchemy. Because of alchemy’s focus on material transformation as evidenced by color, red anti-
mony was used to produce the red state. Kermesite is the mineral state for Kermes mineral which was used extensively
in the medical field for centuries Presently, kermesite is collected for the beauty of its crystal metallic structure and not
used in either cosmetics or the medical field any longer due to the toxic effects that it shares with antimony; less harmful
substitutes have been found using both organic and pharmaceutical production.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 407:

Q2. Answer for example 408: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase red state in Example 407 and Example 408 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 205
409. Target phrase: originally part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1086316

Even the greater Suna people who based in Migori county usually identify themselves as Suba and are linguistically
and culturally distinct and are unconnected to the Abasuba from Suba district. The Suna people are a heterogeneous
group that comprises Luo and splinter tribes from the Kuria. The Suna have however integrated clans originally part
of the Olusuba speaking Suba such as Waware, Wiga and Kaswanga into their various sub-groups. The Suna people are
the Abagirango or Girango people who call themselves Abasuba because Girango had a son named Musuba(suba) and
not because they are related to the Olusuba speaking Suba of Homa Bay County who are descended of migrants from
Buganda and Busoga that entered Kenya through Rusinga and Mfangano Islands by boats.

410. Target phrase: originally part
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64198205

It also has columns similar to those in the sketch made by Raphael, and the red lips described by Vasari. In 1988,
physicist John F. Asmus, who pioneered laser-restoration techniques for Renaissance art, and who had previously exam-
ined the ”Mona Lisa” in the Louvre for this purpose, published a computer image processing study concluding that the
brush strokes of the face in the ”Isleworth Mona Lisa” were performed by the same artist responsible for the brush strokes
of the face of the ”Mona Lisa” in the Louvre, Another claimed version is in the Vernon collection. The Vernon ”Mona
Lisa”, however, dates from around 1616, though it also has columns, and was itself originally part of the collection at
the Louvre. It was given to Joshua Reynolds by the Duke of Leeds around 1790, in exchange for a Reynolds self-portrait.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 409:

Q2. Answer for example 410: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase originally part in Example 409 and Example 410 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 206
411. Target phrase: largest series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11571971

For example, depending on the betting structure, a tournament might be described as no-limit, limit, or pot-limit.
Games may include other variations on the rules governing the execution of the specific game such as shootout, eight
or better, or heads up. With 54,288 total entries and a combined prize pool of $159,796,918, the 2007 WSOP was the
largest series of poker tournaments ever. For many, winning a share of the prize pool was all that mattered, while
others sought the glory associated with winning a bracelet.

412. Target phrase: largest series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4645026

The narrowing progresses until the disc space is completely eliminated, resulting in bony ankylosis, or stiffness in the
joints, and eventually fusion of the anterior vertebral body. In Scheuermann’s disease, however, it is very rare for adults
to develop ankylosis in their adult life. The largest series of case reports are from the University Hospital of Copen-
hagen, which is why this disease is called Copenhagen disease. It was reported that Copenhagen disease can sometimes
be diagnosed from radiographs taken shortly after birth, and the progression of kyphosis tends to progress rapidly during
adolescence, rather than in adult life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 411:

Q2. Answer for example 412: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase largest series in Example 411 and Example 412 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 207
413. Target phrase: facebook live video

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65455755

Mac Donald described Echaquan’s medical attendants as ”indifferent” and verbally aggressive,” said they were ignor-
ing her pleas, and overheard a nurse ask: ”will she ever shut up?” She approached Echaquan at one point to see if she
could help, but was told by staff to ”mind her own business.” Mac Donald did not know the woman being mistreated in
August was Echaquan until she saw the facebook live video and recognized her. Reactions.
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414. Target phrase: facebook live video

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51370224

during the Father’s Day season. Participants can share their greetings through their father through Facebook. Certain
greetings will be chosen, which will be featured on a facebook live video on the official Facebook page of ”Eat Bulaga!
”, in which the EB Dabarkads will read the greetings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 413:

Q2. Answer for example 414: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase facebook live video in Example 413 and Example 414 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 208
415. Target phrase: apparent movement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=438498

The goal of the movement is to remain faithful to the orthodox or traditional teachings of the church, especially with
regard to the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, the unique Lordship of Jesus Christ, the authority of scripture, and human
sexual intimacy. Its efforts have been to persuade the ELCA to return to orthodox positions with regard to its theology
and teachings, rather than separation from the ELCA. According to their initial press release, a primary goal is to head off
apparent movement toward formal recognition and ordination of homosexual clergy. In 2005, the proposals to allow or-
dination of homosexual clergy and blessing of homosexual relationships were defeated at the ELCA’s national convention.

416. Target phrase: apparent movement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48776333

For example, above the Tropic of Cancer, the sun will always be South at its zenith (highest point) so short shadows
will point North. Animals tend to incorporate several types of navigation techniques, like magnetic orientation and land-
marks, to their repertoire in order to perform normal navigation or to migrate. When animals use the sun for compass
orientation, they must compensate for the apparent movement of the sun with the help of their internal clock. Animals
associate the sun azimuth with time of day provided by their internal clock and a reference direction provided by their
magnetic compass.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 415:

Q2. Answer for example 416: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase apparent movement in Example 415 and Example 416 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 209
417. Target phrase: personal power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49546992

Self-mentors are devoted and passionate in sustaining their success. A sense of accomplishment is motivational enough
for them to continue their endeavor and maintain personal empowerment and self-efficacy. Beckford (2012) agrees with
the influence of self-mentoring to one’s position of personal power and ownership. Self-mentoring strengthens the ex-
isting culture in an organization.
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418. Target phrase: personal power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=374963

Instead, in 1928 Sanation members created a ”Bezpartyjny Blok Współpracy z Rządem” (”Nonpartisan Bloc for Co-
operation with the Government”), a pro-government grouping that denied being a political party. History. Although
Piłsudski never claimed personal power, he exercised extensive influence over Polish politics after Sanation took power
in 1926. For the next decade, he dominated Polish affairs as strongman of a generally popular centrist regime.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 417:

Q2. Answer for example 418: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase personal power in Example 417 and Example 418 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 210
419. Target phrase: winning lottery number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47704614

Near the end of the story he decides to leave Belgium and returns to his homeland. Not for long, however, because
in ””De Kleine Pieterman” (”The Lesser Weever”) (1987)” Ricardo returns again to steal a lesser weever whom Nero
plans to deliver to emperor Hirohito of Japan. In ””De Gelukbrenger” (”The Luck Bringer”) (1988)” Ricardo steals a
winning lottery number, but plummits to his doom into the Vesuvius volcano. He wouldn’t reappear for several albums.

420. Target phrase: winning lottery number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9133033

A full-function mobile local search service will go much further, particularly as smartphone penetration increases.
For example, mobile users may want to find where a particular movie is playing, what restaurants are near the cinema,
read reviews about those restaurants, and book reservations or buy movie tickets. They may want to hear about traffic
conditions, the score from the local football game, the winning lottery number or where to go to vote. Differences
from Web search.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 419:

Q2. Answer for example 420: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase winning lottery number in Example 419 and Example 420 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 211
421. Target phrase: relatively new form

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35797415

The employee, in resigning, indicates that he would have carried on work indefinitely had not the intolerable situation
been created. In considering whether or not there has in fact been a constructive dismissal, the courts will ask the
following questions: Transfer of employment contracts. This is a relatively new form of statutory dismissal, added in
terms of the 2002 amendment to the LRA. If a business is transferred, the employees must be transferred with it, and
employed on the same or similar terms and conditions.

422. Target phrase: relatively new form
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11065202

The earliest artistic criticism of film emerged in the early 1900s. The first paper to serve as a critique of film came out of
”The Optical Lantern and Cinematograph Journal”, followed by the ”Bioscope” in 1908. Film is a relatively new form
of art, in comparison to music, literature and painting which have existed since ancient times. Early writing on film
sought to argue that films could also be considered a form of art.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 421:

Q2. Answer for example 422: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase relatively new form in Example 421 and Example 422 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 212
423. Target phrase: whole cloth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=397092

The Sovereign Council () was a governing body in New France. It served as both Supreme Court for the colony of
New France, as well as a policy-making body, though this latter role diminished over time. The council, though officially
established in 1663 by King Louis XIV of France, was not created whole cloth, but rather evolved from earlier governing
bodies. As early as 1647, a council of three was created by the King.

424. Target phrase: whole cloth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31733183

Emily VanDerWerff of ”The A.V. Club” said the episode ”didn’t click for me as well as the other episodes this season”
but still ”very good” and gave it a B. Alan Sepinwall of HitFix said ”The jokes are great, but there has to be some kind
of emotional story for one or more of the characters. Some weeks it can be a problem invented out of whole cloth; in
the end, this probably wasn’t one of those weeks.” Cory Barker of TV Surveillance said the episode was ”okay,” and ”still
a good episode of ”Community”, it’s just not a great one and particularly not an all-time effort.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 423:

Q2. Answer for example 424: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole cloth in Example 423 and Example 424 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 213
425. Target phrase: second run

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32158740

In addition to class-based difficulty modifiers, there are three difficulty settings. The player begins the game on
normal difficulty, and after completing the main campaign the difficulty can be raised to ”Hard”. After a second run,
the difficulty can be raised again to ”Inferno”. Each difficulty has a level cap, with Inferno difficulty maxing out at level
99, and the higher ”Ultimate” difficulty maxing at level 255.

426. Target phrase: second run

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58454537
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Hilary is signed to her own label Red Songbird, and through it released her single ”There for You”. She collaborates
closely with award-winning producers and songwriters, Damon Sharpe and Eric Sanicola, who have worked on a number
of her tracks. Roberts returned for a second run on Dance Club Songs, debuting at No. 47 with ”Back to Life”, a cover
of Soul II Soul’s 30-year-old pop/R&amp;B smash ”Back to Life (However Do You Want Me),” featuring Caron Wheeler,
which spent three weeks at No.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 425:

Q2. Answer for example 426: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second run in Example 425 and Example 426 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 214
427. Target phrase: first such example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=423161

were all combined and factored into the song’s performance on the Hot 100, as the structure, lyrics and melody re-
mained intact. Criticisms began when songs were being completely re-recorded to the point that they no longer resembled
the original recording. The first such example of this scenario is Jennifer Lopez’ ”I’m Real”. Originally entering the
Hot 100 in its album version, a ”remix” was issued in the midst of its chart run that featured rapper Ja Rule.

428. Target phrase: first such example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39388569

This pre-dated by 1,500 years the previous earliest recognized case, dating to 6th century Egypt. It is believed
that the excavated skeleton belonged to a male, who was in his late 30s and belonged to the Ahar Chalcolithic culture.
Archaeologists have said that this is the first such example that dates to prehistoric India. This finding supports the
evidence of the disease spreading to India by human migration routes from its origin in Africa.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 427:

Q2. Answer for example 428: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first such example in Example 427 and Example 428 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 215
429. Target phrase: course management

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16232872

Jean Balissat was born in Lausanne, Switzerland. He studied counterpoint and harmony with Hans Haug in Lausanne.
In 1954, he moved to Geneva, where he studied the orchestration of Andre-Francois Marescotti and course management
with Samuel Baud-Bovy. He also studied percussion with Charles Peschier and the horn with Robert Faller.

430. Target phrase: course management

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=393585

Many commercial and municipal establishments have associated golf clubs, who arrange competitions for their mem-
bers on the courses and may provide clubhouse facilities. In the UK particularly, some older private members clubs have an
associated ”Artisan” club, originally established to provide low-cost golf with limited playing rights in exchange for unpaid
work on the course. These associated clubs may be totally independent organisations from the course management,
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or may have various degrees of formal or informal links. Environmental impact.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 429:

Q2. Answer for example 430: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase course management in Example 429 and Example 430 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 216
431. Target phrase: muscle problems

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1017976

The US Food and Drug Administration recommends caution with use of these products, since many of the claims
of safety and effectiveness are unsubstantiated, and many of the studies purporting to demonstrate their effectiveness
are funded by the manufactures and suffer a high degree of bias. Individuals with anorexia nervosa or bulimia nervosa,
and some athletes, try to control body weight with diet pills, laxatives, or diuretic medications, although the latter two
generally have no impact on body fat and only cause short-lived weight-loss through dehydration. Both diuretics and
laxatives can cause electrolyte abnormalities which may cause cognitive, heart, and muscle problems, and can be fatal.
Pyruvate, which is found in red apples, cheese, and red wine, is sometimes marketed as a weight loss supplement, but
has not been thoroughly studied and its weight loss effect has not been demonstrated.

432. Target phrase: muscle problems

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39447488

On September 28, Barcelona defeated newly promoted side Almería on the road with a 0–2 scoreline. With the
victory, Barça set a team record with seven wins from the first seven matches in the league. Messi scored his league
leading eight goal of the season but was substituted seven minutes later with muscle problems in his right leg. It was
confirmed Messi will be out for two to three weeks with a tear to his biceps femoris in his right leg.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 431:

Q2. Answer for example 432: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase muscle problems in Example 431 and Example 432 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 217
433. Target phrase: better quality

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57148712

Duck’s powers of persuasion are on full display as he plays into Peggy’s drive to succeed and her frustration with
income inequality at Sterling Cooper. Duck opines that, having no mortgage and no children, she should “strike while
the iron’s hot.” He ends his pitch with the simple yet impactful statement, “This is your time, Peggy.” The episode
concludes with Peggy asking Don for a raise after he returns to work from the hospital. Peggy comments that she does
the same amount of work as the other members of the creative team, often with better quality. Don seems annoyed at
the proposition, adding that with Lane’s austerity measures hitting the office, the odds of her successfully obtaining a
pay increase are unlikely.

434. Target phrase: better quality

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27462
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This growth (called ”suburbanization”) is particularly pronounced along the main transport routes such as motorways
and railways. New roads lead to a significant increase in construction activity in the affected regions. Many people who
work in the city prefer to live in the countryside to take advantage of cheaper land and better quality of life. This is
also reflected in the construction statistics: single-family homes arise mainly in rural areas, multi-family homes in the
cities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 433:

Q2. Answer for example 434: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better quality in Example 433 and Example 434 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 218
435. Target phrase: group address

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34391429

Topology. 1905.1 provides a tool to get a global view of the network topology regardless of the technologies run-
ning in the home/office network. The Abstraction Layer generates different ”topology messages” to build this protocol’s
topology: The group address used for Discovery and Notification messages is 01:80:c2:00:00:13. To detect a non-1905.1
bridge connected between two 1905.1 devices, the Abstraction Layer also generates a LLDP message with the nearest
bridge address (01:80:c2:00:00:0e) that is not propagated by 802.1D bridges.

436. Target phrase: group address

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=400991

In response to this, the New Zealand Parliament passing the Republic of Ireland Act the following year, which treated
Ireland as if it were still a member of the Commonwealth. Meanwhile, newly independent India would have to leave the
Commonwealth on becoming a republic also, although it was the Indian Prime Minister’s view that India should remain
a member of the Commonwealth as a republic. Fraser believed that the Commonwealth could as a group address the
evils of colonialism and maintain the solidarity of common defence. To Fraser, the acceptance of India as a republican
member would threaten the political unity of the Commonwealth.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 435:

Q2. Answer for example 436: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase group address in Example 435 and Example 436 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 219
437. Target phrase: viewing audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40340545

The plot could have made into a great black comedy, a satire on our materialistic lifestyle, but there is hardly any
sting here”. Deccan Chronicle gave it 2.5 stars and called the film ”fairly engaging”, writing that, ”although good in parts,
numerous scenes can peter out, mostly due to the super thin story and plot. The laughs in the first half were generously
distributed, making it a relative breeze for the viewing audience. But one finds hardly any chemistry between the lovers
on screen, and the second half can thus fizzle out due to lack of depth, which the laughs alone cannot compensate for”.

438. Target phrase: viewing audience
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12454156

Sherkhan Farnood, undoubtedly had the most challenging final table as four of his final six opponents (Ivo Donev,
Howard Lederer, Phil Ivey, and Jeff Lisandro) had a combined 9 WSOP bracelets between them. The 2008 WSOPE
also marked a technological advance with the advent of the mobile hole card camera. At previous tournaments, the
viewing audience could only see the hole cards at select tables. In 2008, a special camera was used that enabled roam-
ing camera crews to capture the action at adjacent tables.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 437:

Q2. Answer for example 438: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase viewing audience in Example 437 and Example 438 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 220
439. Target phrase: almost the entire day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2163851

Dante is called into work at the Quick Stop convenience store on his day off until the boss can relieve him at noon.
As Dante serves a succession of customers, he repeatedly complains that he is ”not even supposed to be here today”.
Randal works at RST Video next door, although he spends almost the entire day relaxing at the Quick Stop. Dante
learns he will be working all day, and decides to close the store for brief periods to play hockey on the roof and to attend
a memorial service for his ex-girlfriend.

440. Target phrase: almost the entire day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4356

French capture of La Haye Sainte. At approximately the same time as Ney’s combined-arms assault on the centre-right
of Wellington’s line, rallied elements of D’Erlon’s I Corps, spearheaded by the 13th ”Légère,” renewed the attack on La
Haye Sainte and this time were successful, partly because the King’s German Legion’s ammunition ran out. However,
the Germans had held the centre of the battlefield for almost the entire day, and this had stalled the French advance.
With La Haye Sainte captured, Ney then moved skirmishers and horse artillery up towards Wellington’s centre.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 439:

Q2. Answer for example 440: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase almost the entire day in Example 439 and Example 440 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 221
441. Target phrase: major mechanism

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31930240

All were born within a fifteen-year period (1887 and 1901) and, although they cannot be described as members of a
single school they all pursued an exploration of identity, rejecting nostalgia and parochialism and engaging with social
and political issues. In art, the first significant group to emerge in the 20th century were the Scottish Colourists in the
1920s: John Duncan Fergusson (1874–1961), Francis Cadell (1883–1937), Samuel Peploe (1871–1935) and Leslie Hunter
(1877–1931). Influenced by the Fauvists, they have been described as the first Scottish modern artists and were the
major mechanism by which post-impressionism reached Scotland. In the inter-war period, elements of modernism and
the Scottish Renaissance, were incorporated into art by figures including Stanley Cursiter (1887–1976), who was influ-
enced by Futurism, and William Johnstone (1897–1981), whose work marked a move towards abstraction.
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442. Target phrase: major mechanism

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53193155

The analysis revealed the frequent injection of a hot plasma cloud is injected inward during a substorm in the outer
layers of the magnetosphere. The injections occur predominantly in the night-time hemisphere, being associated with
the depolarization of the neutral sheet configuration in the tail regions of the magnetosphere. This paper then implies
that Earth’s magnetotail region is a major mechanism in which the magnetosphere stores and releases energy through
the interchange mechanism. The interchange instability also has been found to have a limiting factor on the night side
plasmapause thickness [Wolf et al.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 441:

Q2. Answer for example 442: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major mechanism in Example 441 and Example 442 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 222
443. Target phrase: system changes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53842617

In 2012, Ceballos signed for Torneo Argentino B’s Américo Tesorieri. He scored eight goals in twenty-four games
in his debut season with Américo as they were relegated to Torneo Argentino C, he soon left to join Dock Sud of
Primera C Metropolitana on loan. He returned to Américo in 2014 with the club now in the Torneo Federal A; due to the
system changes in 2014. He scored in his next appearance, getting Américo’s goal in a 5–1 defeat to Unión Villa Krause.

444. Target phrase: system changes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32756370

A parametric process is an optical process in which light interacts with matter in such a way as to leave the quantum
state of the material unchanged. As a direct consequence of this there can be no net transfer of energy, momentum, or
angular momentum between the optical field and the physical system. In contrast a non-parametric process is a process
in which any part of the quantum state of the system changes. Temporal characteristics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 443:

Q2. Answer for example 444: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase system changes in Example 443 and Example 444 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 223
445. Target phrase: novel part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=488182

This allowed Philco to use this valve in every line of radio throughout the 1940s. The Philips EK3 octode was desig-
nated as a ”beam octode”. The novel part about the design was that grids 2 and 3 were constructed as beam-forming
plates. This was done in such a way that Philips claimed that the oscillator electron beam and the mixer electron beams
were separated as much as possible and thus the pulling effect was minimised.
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446. Target phrase: novel part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41897456

Paul MacKendrick argues that the general outline for the ”Consolatio” can be deduced based both on the structure
used by Servius Sulpicius Rufus in a consolation letter sent to Cicero following Tullia’s death, as well as the structure
of Cicero’s reply. From the snippets that remain of the work, it would appear that the piece was addressed to Cicero
himself. A novel part of the ”Consolatio” seems to be Cicero’s idea that Tullia deserves to be deified as a god. Cicero
notes that, in order for his plan to work, her deification must both be approved of by the gods, as well as the Roman public.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 445:

Q2. Answer for example 446: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase novel part in Example 445 and Example 446 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 224
447. Target phrase: 200,000 mark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=300063

[[File:Santa Cruz de Tenerife-Distritos 2005.svg|thumb|130px|left|Administrative divisions of Santa Cruz]] Santa Cruz
is divided administratively into five districts, which in turn are subdivided into districts, not necessarily consistent with the
traditional neighborhoods. Demographics. [[File:Demografía Santa Cruz (España).PNG|thumb|right|200px|Population]]
In 1990, the population peaked above the 200,000 mark. Santa Cruz de Tenerife and the city of [[San Cristóbal de La
Laguna]] form a continuous urban area, with a combined population of over 380,000 inhabitants.

448. Target phrase: 200,000 mark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48322587

Just bought the overhead railway company 14 hectares land to build their new operating workshop. At the same
time, it undertook a route extension to the stadium station (today: Olympia-Stadion). The overhead railway company
got a grant from the Forestry Administration of 200,000 mark. As it only took place operating occasional services here,
regular service was not provided.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 447:

Q2. Answer for example 448: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 200,000 mark in Example 447 and Example 448 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 225
449. Target phrase: heavy one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17644629

Two of their seven matches were abandoned because of bad weather and they had two very narrow wins against
Malaysia, by a single run, and Netherlands, by four runs. They had only one defeat and so finished second. The de-
feat was against group winners Bermuda and it was a heavy one, again exposing Bangladesh’s limitations at this stage
of their development. Bangladesh were bowled out for only 67 and Bermuda needed just 15.5 overs to win by seven wickets.

450. Target phrase: heavy one
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7385351

Critical response. The German nature of ”Metzengerstein” and other stories in the collection ”Tales of the Grotesque
and Arabesque” was mentioned in a review by Joseph C. Neal in the ”Pennsylvanian” on December 6, 1839: ”These
grotesque and arabesque delineations are full of variety, now irresistibly quaint and droll, and again marked with all
the deep and painful interest of the German school”. Rudyard Kipling was an admirer of Poe and once wrote, ”My own
personal debt to Poe is a heavy one”. ”Metzengerstein” was an inspiration to his story ”The Phantom ’Rickshaw”, where
the main character is punished by the horse of someone he has murdered.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 449:

Q2. Answer for example 450: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heavy one in Example 449 and Example 450 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 226
451. Target phrase: large mirror

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13393892

Mrs Walker has since attained a new lover, and they celebrate her twenty-first birthday and discuss marriage together
with four-year-old Tommy (”Twenty-One”). To their surprise, Captain Walker enters the house and a fight erupts be-
tween Captain Walker and the boyfriend. Mrs Walker turns Tommy away, but he watches his father shoot the boyfriend
to death through a large mirror. Captain and Mrs Walker embrace but soon realize what Tommy has witnessed, and
violently shake him, telling him he did not see or hear anything (”What About the Boy”).

452. Target phrase: large mirror

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3145455

It was named after the Russian-American astronomer Otto Struve in 1966, three years after his death; Struve had
been the director of McDonald Observatory from 1932–1950. The Davis Mountains is an excellent location for astro-
nomical research because of the clear dry air and moderately high elevation. The remote nature of the facility proved
to be a significant challenge in transporting such a large mirror. It was a very precarious journey for the Otto Struve
Telescope’s mirror to this remote part of Texas and up to the top of Mount Locke.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 451:

Q2. Answer for example 452: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large mirror in Example 451 and Example 452 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 227
453. Target phrase: sufficient number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17650926

The joint-Marine and Army artillery battery began their emplacement on both CAMELLIA and CANNA, landing
at around 1500. As soon as they were ashore, the recon Marines reembarked, leaving behind Lt. Shinn’s 1st Platoon
across the inter-islet channel of COLUMBINE to provide security for the Marine’s 2nd Separate Pack-Howitzer Battal-
ion. However, 104th’s Field Artillery Battalion on CAMELLIA already had a sufficient number of soldiers providing
their own security. At 1600 on D-Day (D-0), using their rubber boats, Minnear’s 2nd Platoon and Weeks’s 4th Platoon
patrolled the island of BUTTERCUP that lay immediately northwest and adjacent from CANNA and CAMELLIA.
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454. Target phrase: sufficient number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=177405

Rules and regulations. Each bull has a unique name and number (called a brand) used to help identify it. A
sufficient number of bulls, each judged to be of good strength, health, agility, and age, are selected to perform. The
rider and bull are matched randomly before the competition, although starting in 2008, some ranked riders are allowed
to choose their own bulls from a bull draft for selected rounds in PBR events.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 453:

Q2. Answer for example 454: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sufficient number in Example 453 and Example 454 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 228
455. Target phrase: crown areas

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16640790

Ground measurement. Each tree’s measurements are used to calculate the area projected by the crown onto the
ground. Summing the crown areas for all trees measured on a fixed plot area and dividing by the ground area will
give the crown closure. The ”moosehorn” crown closure estimator is a device for measuring crown closure from the ground.

456. Target phrase: crown areas

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67390475

Chief of State Bảo Đại separated the Central Highlands from the central government and established a special admin-
istrative system called the Domain of the Crown within the State of Vietnam as crownlands of Bảo Đại through ”Dụ số
6/QT/TG” on 15 April 1950. The Montagnard country of South Indochina was renamed to the ”Crown Domain of the
Southern Higlander Country” (”Domaine de la couronne du pays montagnards du Sud”) or PMS. In the crown areas,
Bảo Đại held both the titles of ”Chief of State” (��, ”Quốc trưởng”) and ”Emperor” (��, ”Hoàng Đế”). In Central Viet-
nam (Trung phần) the Domain of the Crown was assigned 5 provinces and in Northern Vietnam (Bắc phần) it received 11.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 455:

Q2. Answer for example 456: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase crown areas in Example 455 and Example 456 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 229
457. Target phrase: electric organ

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64423707

Following the rather disappointing chart positions of ”So Mystifying” (a song which had only reached number 5 on
Kvällstoppen, unlike all their previous charting singles which had reached the top-3) the band returned to Europafilm
Studios to record a follow-up to it. The group had previously heard ”Should I” on the radio and decided to record it.
The recording features Benny Andersson on Harpsichord and electric organ while Svenne Hedlund and guitarist Janne
Frisk share lead vocals. Bassist Lennart Hegland was not present on the recording, as he had been substituted on bass
by Lennart Fernholm for all recordings since ”Bald Headed Woman”.
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458. Target phrase: electric organ

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34006224

Different parts of the electric organs of some gymnotoiforms are innervated differently or may have different cellular
firing properties. Apternotids, a member of the wave-type gymnotiforms, is different from all other electric fish as being
the only family possessing neurogenic electrocytes. electric organ of Apternotids is derived from neurons; more specif-
ically, they are formed from the axons of spinal electromotor neurons. Such structure eliminates one [synapse|synaptic
gap] between spinal electromotor neuron and the myogenic electrocytes, which might contribute to Apternotids’ highest
EOD frequency (&gt;2000 Hz) among electric fish.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 457:

Q2. Answer for example 458: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase electric organ in Example 457 and Example 458 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 230
459. Target phrase: crying baby

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41783956

Parents report benefits in three areas: for baby, parents and the environment. These are some of the main advantages:
For baby: reduces incidence of nappy rash; more comfortable; encourages communication; helps relieve constipation and
wind. For parents: cheaper; less washing; more hygienic; fewer leaking nappies; more confidence; greater bond with baby;
another tool to soothe a crying baby. For the environment: reduces number of soiled and wet nappies sent to landfill;
less washing of cloth nappies; solid waste treated via sewerage instead of going to landfill where it releases methane.

460. Target phrase: crying baby

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53258350

Kelvin Hayes from All Music said; ”With Richard Pleasance gone, the job of creative director fell to BCO’s other
figurehead, Peter Farnan. While Farnan is a highly resourceful writer, his scrappy production skills take the band into
more experimental waters. The intro cliché of the crying baby is naff as the vapid synth sound, yet ”Essence” is still
engaging. ”When She Gets There” is classic Boom Crash Opera, a rousing rocker with a tight bassline from Tilso and
Dale Ryder firing on all cylinders.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 459:

Q2. Answer for example 460: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase crying baby in Example 459 and Example 460 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 231
461. Target phrase: 488 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3915661

”Valbanera” was a steamer capable of carrying close to 1,200 passengers. She sailed a regular route between Spain
and Puerto Rico, Cuba, and the Gulf Coast of the United States. The ship sank with the loss of all 488 people on board
during the Florida Keys Hurricane in September 1919. Sinking.
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462. Target phrase: 488 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=123923

The average commute time to work was 27 minutes with 238 of the working population over age 16 commuting to
work. 2000 census. As of the census of 2000, there were 488 people, 198 households, and 149 families living in the
village. The population density was 1,911.2 people per square mile (724.7/km2).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 461:

Q2. Answer for example 462: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 488 people in Example 461 and Example 462 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 232
463. Target phrase: second spot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24810632

Wellington gained the no. 2 seed placing and beat no. 3 seed Southland on 31 October for the second spot in the
2009 Air New Zealand Cup Final. Round Robin review.

464. Target phrase: second spot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16732826

By September 1992, it was certified platinum in sales by the RIAA, after sales exceeding 1,000,000 copies in the
United States. Release and reception. The album peaked at number six on the U.S. ”Billboard” 200 and reached the
second spot on the R&amp;B albums chart. The album was certified platinum in September 1992.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 463:

Q2. Answer for example 464: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second spot in Example 463 and Example 464 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 233
465. Target phrase: happening place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39189719

The college functioned here for a while before moving to its present location. The Road is also home to a few cultural
institutions like Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan and Purandaradasar Hall, which satiate the cultural and artistic needs of the
city’s residents. Today, it is a happening place in Coimbatore as every commercial establishments wants a foothold
there, be it local or international. For such is the Road’s reputation.

466. Target phrase: happening place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29085999

How many more rock stars can you cram into a room? The only person missing from this esteemed company was
Michael Fried. The University of British Columbia (Serge Guilbaut and John O’Brian) appears to be a happening place
for art history. Research and Archives. Until the early 2000s, O’Brian’s research focused on modern art history and criti-
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cism, primarily in North America.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 465:

Q2. Answer for example 466: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase happening place in Example 465 and Example 466 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 234
467. Target phrase: every piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53100078

Historian Claudia Koonz of Duke University, an expert on Nazi Germany, said that the proposal was deeply troubling
and that: ”It’s tough to make parallels when the scapegoat is so different. But the process is the same. The process was
to exaggerate every piece of evidence showing the criminality of the targeted group. So even though it was atypical and
not representative, by the media blitz that accompanied it, people began to see it as normal.”

468. Target phrase: every piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38194252

After being dropped off at sites with a similar distance to the flag, the quartets were instructed to navigate their way
to the flag within two hours (with each team earning $5,000 for their timely arrival with the luggage). If a team decided
that they could not make it in time, they could use an ’emergency’ envelope, which would allow them to be transported
by vehicle to the flag, however they would receive no money. Additionally, $100 was forfeited for every piece of luggage
not carried to the flag. The team of Alex, Ally, Shaun and Seble arrived via the emergency vehicle, and eight bags of
luggage were left behind, therefore, only $9,200 of the $15,000 on offer was won.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 467:

Q2. Answer for example 468: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every piece in Example 467 and Example 468 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 235
469. Target phrase: pagan material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51270972

The event was raided by RADA in the Data El Emad office complex area. The organizers of Comiccon allegedly
hosted ”satanic, pornographic, and masonic material that intended to corrupt the morals of the youth and the Libyan
people, influenced by western culture”. The alarm was raised when Facebook groups mistakenly labeled the Comiccon
as a Halloween event, implying that the event was hosting pagan material. Commiccon was sponsored by the ’SIGMA’
group, and hosted Comics from Marvel and other related material (”Otaku”) from anime and manga comics.

470. Target phrase: pagan material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20592051

For example, Paul Cavill writes that the argument of the apparent disjointedness of the poem is important because
the poet pits Christ and Fate against each other, thus illustrating the traditional nature and remains of pagan belief in
the poetry. Cavill cites the gnomes in ”Maxims II”, ”... the powers of Christ are great, fate is strongest”. However, most
experts believe that the pagan material in the poems has been thoroughly worked over by their Christian redactors.
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Similarities between ”Maxims I” and ”Maxims II”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 469:

Q2. Answer for example 470: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase pagan material in Example 469 and Example 470 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 236
471. Target phrase: little shade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64398539

In the painting Bathsheba, attended by four maidservants, is taking a ritual bath in the open air whilst being observed
by King David from his nearby palace roof. In common with other artists Ricci portrays Bathsheba as somewhat vain
and promiscuous, thereby excusing David’s subsequent immoral behaviour, which was to send her a letter inviting her to
his quarters and making her pregnant. As in the other Ricci work, the background is composed of columns and balconies
and the painting uniformly illuminated with light with very little shade. Bathsheba’s vanity is exemplified by the way
she is looking into a mirror and David’s kingship by the fact that he is wearing a crown.

472. Target phrase: little shade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33253501

For the 2011 AFC Asian Cup, in which India were participating, Nike designed India’s kit using the same template
it used for other national teams such as Brazil. In January 2013. it was announced that the AIFF’s deal with Nike was
extended for an extra five years. Nike made a simplistic kit in 2006 with a light blue shirt with a little shade of white on
the shirt and white short. The 2009-10 Nike kit was a throwback to the 2006-07 kit but the blue colour got a bit darker
and they experimented with horizontal stripes for the first time in 2013.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 471:

Q2. Answer for example 472: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase little shade in Example 471 and Example 472 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 237
473. Target phrase: local product

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19301008

It holds many training program. It organizes cultural programs on the occasion of national and local eves too. It is
very praised on holding training on making local product and handicrafts. It became a successful institution in Chauki-
danda towards women empowerment among others.

474. Target phrase: local product

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5878759

Camp’s legacy is tied to three players he brought to Louisville Johnny Unitas, Lenny Lyles and Otto Knop. The
most enduring legacy Camp left behind was pioneering integration in southern athletics. Camp’s first African-American
player was Lawrence ”Bumpy” Simmons, a local product from Central High School. He only played one year in 1952
and left the team on good terms.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 473:

Q2. Answer for example 474: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local product in Example 473 and Example 474 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 238
475. Target phrase: western popular culture

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=444914

The overall design of the new KPJ central committee building was changed to give the structure the appearance of
an American skyscraper in an effort to contrast it from the Stalinist architecture. The same approach was applied to
the Assembly of Slovenia and the Zagreb Assembly buildings. The split with the Eastern Bloc opened the country to
western popular culture and the revival of Yugoslav comics. There were also two early examples of treatment of the
break with the USSR and the Cominform in Yugoslav cinema.

476. Target phrase: western popular culture

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=518358

Shades of brown hair include: Culture. Cultural connotations. In western popular culture, a common stereotype
is that brunettes are stable, serious, smart and sophisticated. According to ”Allure” magazine, in 2005, 76 percent of
American women believed that the first female president of the United States will have brown hair.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 475:

Q2. Answer for example 476: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase western popular culture in Example 475 and Example 476 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 239
477. Target phrase: third stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23233452

In an exciting contest, the ”Avião do Cerrado” won 7-6 and won the title. With the title, the team secured a spot in
the 2015 Copa Sudamericana. Brasília continued making history by eliminating the Goiás in the second stage, but was
eliminated in the third stage by Atlético Paranaense. Stadium.

478. Target phrase: third stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38028979

The First stage is in mystically apprehending the glory of the Self within us as though we were distinct from it. The
Second stage is in identifying the “I-within” with the Self, that we are in essential nature entirely identical with the pure
Self. The third stage is in realising that the Atman is Brahman, that there is no difference between the Self and the
Absolute. The Fourth stage is in realising ”I am the Absolute” - ”Aham Brahman Asmi”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 477:
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Q2. Answer for example 478: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third stage in Example 477 and Example 478 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 240
479. Target phrase: second case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4016946

Rogers’ short summary of the evidence was business-like and to the point, emphasizing his own theory of the case
that Darrow was too smart to have been involved in a bribery scheme and that he would not in any event have knowingly
run across the street at the scene of the bribery and thus drawn attention to his presence at the scene. Darrow was
acquitted, but he was later indicted for allegedly attempting to bribe another juror in the McNamara case. Rogers began
the second case as lead counsel but was soon forced to withdraw for health reasons. The second bribery trial ended in
a hung jury, with several jurors holding out for a conviction.

480. Target phrase: second case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39124477

Since heat naturally rises, the air being forced upward over the plate adds to the heat transfer. Two-dimensional
mixed convection with opposing flow. The second case is when natural convection acts in the opposite way of the forced
convection. Consider a fan forcing air upward over a cold plate.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 479:

Q2. Answer for example 480: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second case in Example 479 and Example 480 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 241
481. Target phrase: key requirement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64266916

The EOT must not permit: The Finance Act 2014 also introduced: There are a number of conditions to be satisfied
in order for these exemptions to apply. Equality requirement. A key requirement for a trust to qualify as a UK EOT
is that it meets the “equality requirement”. Prior to the Finance Act 2014, an employee trust (even one used for employee
ownership purposes) would usually be drafted so as to meet certain less onerous requirements in the Inheritance Act
(1984) relating to employee trusts (especially section 86).

482. Target phrase: key requirement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52369222

Bombardier Transportation, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Alstom and later Siemens joined the high-speed train man-
ufacture project later known as Hexie (). Forming a joint-venture with Chinese company CNR and CSR, four foreign
companies signed an agreement with China to manufacture high-speed trains for China as well as provide assistance to a
Chinese company to manufacture train cars locally in the future. Some of the Hexie (Harmony) train sets are manufac-
tured locally through technology transfer, a key requirement for China. The signalling, track and support structures,
control software, and station design are developed domestically with additional foreign elements.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 481:
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Q2. Answer for example 482: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key requirement in Example 481 and Example 482 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 242
483. Target phrase: taylor’s place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44882289

May. On 4 May the re-run of the protested match against Rangers was played at Boghead. An unchanged side apart
from Galbraith taking taylor’s place, turned out determined to show that the first game’s result had been no fluke. A
Bell hat-trick contributed towards a 6-0 thrashing – not counting another two ‘goals’ that were disallowed.

484. Target phrase: taylor’s place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12243871

Instead, Taylor had drawn his gun in an attempt to stop Darnell and Darnell simply returned fire at him. Through the
second half of season 5, there is a competition between a reluctant Sharon, Deputy Chief Winnie Davis and Commander
Leo Mason to replace Taylor as Assistant Chief with Fritz Howard working as Acting Assistant Chief in the interim. In
”Shockwave, Part 2”, Mason is promoted to take taylor’s place with Fritz returning to his old job as Deputy Chief of
SOB. As one of his first acts, Mason grants Sharon the promotion to Commander that Taylor had denied her when she
took over Major Crimes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 483:

Q2. Answer for example 484: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase taylor’s place in Example 483 and Example 484 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 243
485. Target phrase: common object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1140007

College of Bishops, also known as the Ordo of Bishops, is a term used in the Catholic Church to denote the collection
of those bishops who are in communion with the Pope. Under Canon Law, a college is a collection (Latin collegium) of
persons united together for a common object so as to form one body. The Bishop of Rome (the Pope) is the head of
the college.

486. Target phrase: common object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24220921

The quintain (from Latin ”fifth”), also known as pavo (Latin ”peacock”), may have included a number of lance games,
often used as a training aid for jousting, where the competitor would attempt to strike a stationary object with a lance.
The common object was a shield or board on a pole (usually referred to, confusingly, as ’the quintain’), although a
mannequin was sometimes used. It was not unknown for a seated armoured knight to act as the target.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 485:

Q2. Answer for example 486: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase common object in Example 485 and Example 486 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 244
487. Target phrase: trophy room

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59050083

The Doctor works with the Ux to use the TARDIS and Tzim-Sha’s ship to restore the planets to their original positions
in space. Meanwhile, Graham and Ryan free Paltraki’s crew along with the other ships’ crews. This alerts Tzim-Sha as
he enters his trophy room, finding Graham waiting to shoot him. But Graham manages to hold back, before Ryan’s
arrival provokes him to shoot Tzim-Sha in the foot to save his grandson.

488. Target phrase: trophy room

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9572796

Ever since its creation, when an additional $100,000 was needed to expand the school, the high school has faced re-
construction numerous times. In the 1970s the breezeway was one of the ”back-to-nature”-esque additions made. During
the 2003-2004 school years an entrance and trophy room to the gymnasium was added. In 2006, voters passed Measure
E, issuing $56 million to earthquake retrofitting of the city’s schools.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 487:

Q2. Answer for example 488: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase trophy room in Example 487 and Example 488 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 245
489. Target phrase: strong attendance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13438934

When one of the club’s bankers failed in the early 2000s, the Senators were forced into bankruptcy themselves. The
club did not fold or relocate, instead re-emerging under the new ownership of Eugene Melnyk a multi-millionaire Canadian
businessman with enough personal wealth to own the club outright. Since Melnyk took over, the club has been successful
financially, bolstered by the strong play of the on-ice product and strong attendance. The club expanded the seating
capacity of Scotiabank Place and built the nearby Bell Sensplex arena facility.

490. Target phrase: strong attendance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30186995

In 2015, the school introduced a house system where pupils were put into one of three houses, in which are named
after genera of plants. These have been planted at the school gates by school students along with DUP MLA’s including
Gavin Robinson. Students can earn points for their respective house based on strong attendance and valiant work
efforts and contributions to the school. The awards include prizes and school trips.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 489:

Q2. Answer for example 490: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong attendance in Example 489 and Example 490 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 246
491. Target phrase: another controversial issue

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32180970

The juddery camera work and shoddy appearance made it appear as though it was shot on a camcorder and
done by an amateur. These idents were all dropped, except Football that remained in use until the 2013 refresh.
another controversial issue is that of the 2009 redesigned endboards. Their basic design itself is not criticised, but the
main cause of concern is the highly colourful appearance.

492. Target phrase: another controversial issue

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5636228

Salford uses blue for paper and card, brown for cans, plastic and glass, and pink for garden waste. Most councils
use grey or black bins for general waste, with a few exceptions such as Liverpool, which uses a purple bin for gen-
eral waste, a colour that is used by no other council. another controversial issue in the UK is the frequency of the
waste collections. To save money, many councils are reducing the frequency of both general waste and recycling collections.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 491:

Q2. Answer for example 492: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another controversial issue in Example 491 and Example 492 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 247
493. Target phrase: global section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1693055

It follows that ”D” is locally principal if and only if formula_20 is invertible; that is, a line bundle. If ”D” is an
effective divisor that corresponds to a subscheme of ”X” (for example ”D” can be a reduced divisor or a prime divisor),
then the ideal sheaf of the subscheme ”D” is equal to formula_24This leads to an often used short exact sequence, The
sheaf cohomology of this sequence shows that formula_26 contains information on whether regular functions on ”D”
are the restrictions of regular functions on ”X”. There is also an inclusion of sheaves This furnishes a canonical element
of formula_28 namely, the image of the global section 1. This is called the ”canonical section” and may be denoted ”sD”.

494. Target phrase: global section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67250004

Mazen Khaled is a US based Lebanese director, Screenwriter, editor and producer. He is mostly known for his 2017
feature film Martyr which was screened at the 74th Venice International Film Festival and was nominated for the Queer
Lion award. It was also selected for screening at the 2018 South by Southwest film festival in the global section. Khaled
also won the award for Best Artistic Achievement at the 2018 Alexandria International Film Festival for his work on
Martyr.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 493:

Q2. Answer for example 494: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase global section in Example 493 and Example 494 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 248
495. Target phrase: one situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=179240

Instead, detailed photos and measurements are taken of the animal so a taxidermist can create an exact replica in
resin or fiberglass that can be displayed in place of the real animal. No animals are killed in the creation of this type of
trophy mount. one situation where this is practiced is in the world of sport fishing where catch and release is becoming
increasingly prevalent. Reproduction mounts are commonly created for (among others) trout, bass, and large saltwater
species such as the swordfish and blue marlin.

496. Target phrase: one situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45519486

Thus a leader is anyone who engages in these activities based on tasks, not position. As this definition implies, there
is within an organization a group of people who are influenced by these leadership activities: these are the ”followers”.
Importantly, the role of a leader or follower is dynamic, and a person might be a follower in one situation but not in
another. Additionally, followers are not passive recipients of these influences and followers may influence the leaders as
well.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 495:

Q2. Answer for example 496: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one situation in Example 495 and Example 496 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 249
497. Target phrase: key source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=636943

Restraint is distinct from isolationism: isolationists favor restricting trade and immigration and tend to believe that
events in the outside world have little impact within the United States. As already noted, it is sometimes confused with
non-interventionism. Restraint, however, sees economic dynamism as a key source of national power and accordingly
tends to argue for a relatively open trade system. Some restrainers call for supporting this trade system via significant
naval patrols; others suggest that the international economy is resilient against disruptions and, with rare exceptions,
does not require a powerful state to guarantee the security of global trade.

498. Target phrase: key source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19376745

The 1920 Working Time Table shows relatively few Goods trains, with just one a day in each direction booked to call
at High Harrington. Mineral traffic was an altogether different matter, dwarfing all other traffic in volume, receipts and
profits. The key source summarises it ”...the ’Track of the Ironmasters’ ran like a main traffic artery through an area
honeycombed with mines, quarries and ironworks.” The associated drama was all the greater because all the company’s
lines abounded with steep inclines and sharp curves, frequently requiring banking.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 497:

Q2. Answer for example 498: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase key source in Example 497 and Example 498 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 250
499. Target phrase: light tubes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31418600

Rotten later countered Robinson and applied a tarantula, a move in which he positioned his legs under Robinson’s
arms while draping over the top rope then pulled on Robinson’s ankles. Rotten continued his attack by stabbing Robinson
with a piece of broken light tube, breaking more tubes in his face, then hitting him with a baseball bat covered in barbed
wire. After an exchange of punches and headbutts, Rotten lifted Robinson onto his shoulders and slammed him through
light tubes. He then climbed a ladder and jumped, driving his knee into more tubes on Robinson’s chest.

500. Target phrase: light tubes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6198052

From a more artistic point of view, recent developments, especially those pertaining to transparent light tubes, open
new and interesting possibilities for architectural design. Settings. light tubes have been used in schools, warehouses,
retail environments, homes, government buildings, museums, hotels and restaurants. Security applications.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 499:

Q2. Answer for example 500: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase light tubes in Example 499 and Example 500 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 251
501. Target phrase: light tubes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31418600

Rotten later countered Robinson and applied a tarantula, a move in which he positioned his legs under Robinson’s
arms while draping over the top rope then pulled on Robinson’s ankles. Rotten continued his attack by stabbing Robinson
with a piece of broken light tube, breaking more tubes in his face, then hitting him with a baseball bat covered in barbed
wire. After an exchange of punches and headbutts, Rotten lifted Robinson onto his shoulders and slammed him through
light tubes. He then climbed a ladder and jumped, driving his knee into more tubes on Robinson’s chest.

502. Target phrase: light tubes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6198052

In the context of seasonal affective disorder, it may be worth consideration that an additional installation of light
tubes increases the amount of natural daily light exposure. It could thus possibly contribute to residents´ or employees´
well-being while avoiding over-illumination effects. Compared to artificial lights, light tubes have the advantage of
providing natural light and of saving energy. The transmitted light varies over the day; should this not be desired, light
tubes can be combined with artificial light in a hybrid set-up.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 501:

Q2. Answer for example 502: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase light tubes in Example 501 and Example 502 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 252
503. Target phrase: first chain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=355738

Spanish and Indigenous immigrants, primarily from northeastern provinces of New Spain, began to settle Texas in
the late 17th century. The Spanish constructed chains of missions and presidios in what is today Louisiana, east Texas,
and south Texas. The first chain of missions was designed for the Tejas Indians, near Los Adaes. Soon thereafter, the
San Antonio Missions were founded along the San Antonio River.

504. Target phrase: first chain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=186440

During the 1980s most stores eventually became all-VHS, contributing to the eventual demise of Beta. In the late
1990s, DVDs began appearing in video rental stores. Rogers Video was the first chain to provide DVD rentals in Canada.
Other chains and independent stores later transitioned to the newer format.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 503:

Q2. Answer for example 504: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first chain in Example 503 and Example 504 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 253
505. Target phrase: partial support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33056511

Many of the adapters interface with the original ”serial bus” disk drive plug or the ”C2N” tape. Others connect
to either the ”user port” or the cartridge ”expansion port” using either standardized RS232 interfaces or proprietary
adapters. In combination with software (or firmware), the adapters can either fully support the original communication
protocols, provide partial support or apply proprietary communication protocols. Different solutions allow for letting
the C64 access programs stored on another computer or the Internet, and for accessing the C64 disk station and tape
deck from other computers.

506. Target phrase: partial support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=541959

He also proclaimed himself Duke of Slavonia, a title with no basis. He first negotiated a treaty with the Republic of
Venice, ceding the island of Corfu. He thus obtained free passage in the Adriatic Sea and, with the partial support of
the Pope, landed at Zadar on 19 July 1403. On 5 August 1403, while in the town of Zara, Ladislaus was crowned king of
Hungary and Croatia by János Kanizsai, archbishop of Esztergom, in the presence of the papal legate, Cardinal Angelo
Acciajuoli.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 505:

Q2. Answer for example 506: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase partial support in Example 505 and Example 506 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 254
507. Target phrase: harvest period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57368436

Agriculture. The agriculture during Peter the Great did not face any major reforms. In the year 1721, there was a
new decree that forbid the use of sickle during the harvest period. Instead, the braids and rake had to be used.

508. Target phrase: harvest period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59758097

The grape variety are Merlot, and Cabernet Sauvignon, Sangiovese and Mammolo. The soil is of sedimentary Pliocene
origin, characterized by slit yellow sand layered with clay strata, and large amounts of marine fossils. The microcli-
mate is characterized by considerable temperature swings between the day and the night, which increase during the
harvest period. Harvest, based on traditional techniques and strict control of yields, is carried out by hand all through
the year.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 507:

Q2. Answer for example 508: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase harvest period in Example 507 and Example 508 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 255
509. Target phrase: french area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48248816

Had the elevation of war continued, it would have bankrupted New France and may have led to the abandonment of
the colony which would have changed the course of North American history. There would have been an Indian power base
allied to the English north of the future New England. At the time the french area of control included the Mississippi
and Ohio valleys which may have stayed under Indian control. The potential impact on history would be myriad and
effects the very existence of the American colonies.

510. Target phrase: french area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46519914

History. Eurosat (1989–2017). The ride originally opened in 1989 as Eurosat in the french area of the park, and was
manufactured by Mack Rides. The ride is situated inside a 45-metre (148 ft) high geodesic dome, a notable landmark in
the park.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 509:

Q2. Answer for example 510: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase french area in Example 509 and Example 510 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 256
511. Target phrase: conference system
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58293940

Positive peer pressure encourages students to feel like they should master their piece for the class, either to avoid
embarrassment or to contribute to the group. Disadvantages. Piano labs, multiple keyboards, headphones, and a
conference system require more space and upfront cost than individual/private lessons. Group lessons also require
more planning and preparation for teachers, as they teach multiple students at once and for longer time periods.

512. Target phrase: conference system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60364795

In their preliminary final, the Crows conducted a 66-point demolition of Geelong before a home crowd of 13,429 at
the Adelaide Oval, not allowing the visitors to score until late in the final quarter. In an answer to critics of the women’s
game that complained about it being low scoring, the Crows outscored nine of the men’s teams that weekend (including
their own men’s team, as well as reigning premiers ), despite the fact that AFLW only plays 15-minute quarters (instead
of 20), and has less time on. The conference system ensured that Carlton, which finished at the top of Conference
B, also hosted the preliminary finals. This was seen as disadvantaging Fremantle, which had won two more games than
Carlton, and had a far better percentage (141.2 per cent compared with 99.6 per cent).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 511:

Q2. Answer for example 512: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase conference system in Example 511 and Example 512 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 257
513. Target phrase: local standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3024372

This is a popular place for children to feed the ducks and families to sit by. There is one playground in the north-east
of the park and there are several sets of tables and a few barbecues dotted throughout the park. The park is relatively
large by local standards and there are no playing fields. It is more strongly characterised by massive old Gum trees
that can be seen from blocks away.

514. Target phrase: local standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3542251

Barber was impressed with the rigours and difficulty of climbing around Dresden; the Dresden climbers were im-
pressed with Henry’s ability, although they also thought him too reckless, especially in the area of free soloing. Barber
was well-traveled at a time when rock climbers generally did not stray far from their home crags. His style was to show up
at an area and greatly exceed local standards. In one trip he single-handedly jumped technical standards in Australia
by more than a number grade.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 513:

Q2. Answer for example 514: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local standards in Example 513 and Example 514 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 258
515. Target phrase: live traffic updates
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7941029

The Salman show by Salman Mohammad Abdullah. News. Everyday News, airs five times a day giving news updates
with Dhakar Chaka giving live traffic updates in between other shows. Morning News, Evening News and other news
are also podcast on website on daily basis.

516. Target phrase: live traffic updates

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=540847

The Guidestar system was based upon the preceding TravTek GPS that Oldsmobile developed in conjunction with Avis
Rent a Car and AAA, which was tested in the 1990 through 1992 Toronado Trofeo. After the Toronado was discontinued,
Oldsmobile continued working on the system with GM’s Hughes Electronics division and EDS. The finished product,
Guidestar, was a hard disk-based system that offered satellite navigation for 17 states but lacked live traffic updates.
The states were California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 515:

Q2. Answer for example 516: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase live traffic updates in Example 515 and Example 516 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 259
517. Target phrase: two close sets

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39271267

She then took out Arantxa Sánchez Vicario in the following round in straight sets, with a bagel in the first. In the
final 8, Williams went against Russian Vera Zvonareva, after dropping the first set, Williams was able to go through 3
and 3. She then faced another Russian in Elena Dementieva and beat Dementieva in two close sets. However, in the
final Williams was beaten comfortably by compatriot Lindsay Davenport, Williams winning only four games.

518. Target phrase: two close sets

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22657653

Those nanotube bundles can be mechanically manipulated by electricity and can be used to manipulate and transfer
micro- and nano-structures. The nanotube bundles used for tweezers are about 50 nm in diameter and 2 µm in lengths.
Under electric bias, two close sets of bundles are attracted and can be used as nanoscale tweezers. Nanotube on/off
switches and random access memory.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 517:

Q2. Answer for example 518: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase two close sets in Example 517 and Example 518 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 260
519. Target phrase: real nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37845530
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Strand photographed ”people hurrying to work past the banking building” situated on Wall Street, from which the
photo takes its name. the subject depicted is a real-life subject without manipulation. The depiction of the real nature
of the medium and the subject is an example of straight photography. There is no focal point, with the lines converging
off of the frame of the image.

520. Target phrase: real nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34979767

For instance, simply having plants in a lab can increase intrinsic aspirations, decrease extrinsic aspirations, and en-
courage more generous decision making. These effects were also mediated by nature connectedness and autonomy. Also,
virtual nature has been found to provide some psychological benefits (but not as much as real nature). These studies
demonstrate the positive relationship between nature exposure, feeling connected to nature, and subjective well-being.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 519:

Q2. Answer for example 520: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real nature in Example 519 and Example 520 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 261
521. Target phrase: whose time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44939688

The out-and-back course meant that the riders had a tailwind on the first half of the course and a headwind on the
second. The early benchmark time was set by Daniel Oss (), who completed the course in 6’ 08”. A good time was also
set by Peter Sagan (), whose time was 6’ 10” and who was the best young rider in the stage. Sagan did well to set such
a good time, since he hit a pavement early in his ride and nearly fell.

522. Target phrase: whose time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6104177

Consumer labelling and greenwashing. All materials are inherently biodegradable, whether it takes a few weeks or a
million years to break down into organic matter and mineralize. Therefore, products that are classified as “biodegradable
but whose time and environmental constraints are not explicitly stated are misinforming consumers and lack trans-
parency. Normally, credible companies convey the specific biodegradable conditions of their products, highlighting that
their products are in fact biodegradable under national or international standards.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 521:

Q2. Answer for example 522: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose time in Example 521 and Example 522 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 262
523. Target phrase: second-highest amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3925944

New York City is home to some of the most important libraries, universities, and research centers in the world. In
2006, New York had the most post-graduate life sciences degrees awarded annually in the United States, 40,000 licensed
physicians, and 127 Nobel laureates with roots in local institutions. The city receives the second-highest amount
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of annual funding from the National Institutes of Health among all U.S. cities. It also struggles with disparity in its
public school system, with some of the best-performing public schools in the United States as well as some of the worst-
performing.

524. Target phrase: second-highest amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28245538

Willy van der Kuijlen currently holds the record for the most league appearances and the most league goals. He played
528 matches and scored 308 goals between 1964 and 1981. Willy van de Kerkhof played the second-highest amount of
league matches for PSV; he appeared in 418 Eredivisie fixtures. The second-highest goal scorer for PSV is Coen Dillen,
with 288 goals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 523:

Q2. Answer for example 524: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second-highest amount in Example 523 and Example 524 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 263
525. Target phrase: frenzied pace

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4018828

Rushing back to his family in the RV, he takes a treacherous 4 wheel drive trail, and gets the huge RV stuck atop
a jutting boulder in the middle of the trail. He eventually manages to dislodge the RV from the boulder by getting on
the front and rocking it until it eventually wobbles and tips forward enough to slide down from atop the boulder. Now
riding on the front while it is traveling at a frenzied pace, Bob barely manages to return to his family in time. While
Bob is attempting a similar ruse the next day, the parking brake fails again and the RV rolls into a lake.

526. Target phrase: frenzied pace

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=972784

The Turks, lacking anti-aircraft weapons, were the first to shoot down an airplane by rifle fire. The earliest military
role filled by aircraft was reconnaissance, however, by the end of World War I, military aviation had rapidly embraced
many specialized roles, such as artillery spotting, air superiority, bombing, ground attack, and anti-submarine patrols.
Technological improvements were made at a frenzied pace, and the first all-metal cantilevered airplanes were going
into service as the war ended. Between the major world wars incremental improvements made in many areas, especially
powerplants, aerodynamics, structures, and weapons, led to an even more rapid advance in aircraft technology during
World War II, with large performance increases and the introduction of aircraft into new roles, including Airborne Early
Warning, electronic warfare, weather reconnaissance, and flying lifeboats.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 525:

Q2. Answer for example 526: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase frenzied pace in Example 525 and Example 526 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 264
527. Target phrase: security purposes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61202726
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He lived in Meshgin Shahr sometime around 1818 according to Mirza Fatali Akhundov and then in Tabriz, ultimately
immigrating to Ottoman Empire. He initially petitioned to seek asylum and be appointed as a governor of Akhaltshikhe,
sending his ambassador Muhammad Chalabi to Mahmud II. While he was granted asylum in Erzurum, he was not allowed
to reside in Childir, Kars or Baghdad for security purposes. He soon fell out of favor for his demands to include his
family members in Iran to be relocated to Erzurum and removed to Ankara in 1822.

528. Target phrase: security purposes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9505522

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence
(NCCoE) in 2015 discussed the need for SWIDs in the marketplace. Standards development organization support. The
Trusted Computing Group (TCG) is developing a standard TNC SWID Messages and Attributes for IF-M Specification
that utilizes tag data for security purposes. The National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) has documented
the Software Asset Management Continuous Monitoring building block that specifies how SWID tags are used for the
near real-time identification of software.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 527:

Q2. Answer for example 528: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase security purposes in Example 527 and Example 528 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 265
529. Target phrase: increased organization

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2187753

The wave crossed the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea, into the warm waters of the northeastern Pacific Ocean,
on July 2. An area of disturbed weather moved northwards towards the Gulf of Tehuantepec and became Tropical
Depression Seven-E early on July 6. The depression moved northwest, and because of increased organization of deep
convection, was designated Tropical Storm Fausto on July 7, south of Manzanillo, Mexico. A weakly defined eye formed
on July 8, and the storm was upgraded to Hurricane Fausto, south of Cabo San Lucas.

530. Target phrase: increased organization

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28822

While there is not much data on rates of violence against sex workers, many sex workers do not use condoms due
to the fear of resistance and violence from clients. Some countries also have laws prohibiting condom possession; this
reduces the likelihood that sex workers will use condoms. increased organization and networking among sex workers
has been shown to increase condom use by increasing access to and education about STI prevention. Brothels with strong
workplace health practices, including the availability of condoms, have also increased condom use among their workers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 529:

Q2. Answer for example 530: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increased organization in Example 529 and Example 530 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 266
531. Target phrase: key phrase
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1295393

The U.S. National Right to Life Committee announced a 1994 U.S. boycott of all Hoechst pharmaceutical products
including Altace, targeting the abortion pill RU-486. According to Keri Folmar, the lawyer responsible for the language
of the Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act, the term ”partial birth abortion” was developed in early 1995 at a meeting of
herself, Charles T. Canady, and NRLC lobbyist Douglas Johnson. The phrase elicited strong negative reactions from a
focus group and became a key phrase in NRLC’s attack on abortion. Campaign financing.

532. Target phrase: key phrase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2826173

Diverse institutions, such as the miscellaneous schools, provide social education services. Large newspaper compa-
nies and local governments sponsor cultural centers that offer ongoing programs of informal education, and department
stores organize curricula covering everything from cooking classes to music, English conversation (eikaiwa), and Japanese
poetry. ”Lifelong learning,” another term for social education, was also a key phrase in the education reforms of the
late 1980s. The responsibility for social education is shared by all levels of government, but especially by local government.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 531:

Q2. Answer for example 532: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key phrase in Example 531 and Example 532 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 267
533. Target phrase: multiple use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2339515

After the 1860s Boise Basin gold rush ended, mining of tungsten, silver, antimony, and gold continued in the forest
until the mid-twentieth century. Recreation facilities include over 70 campgrounds, whitewater and flatwater boating,
cabin rentals, and of trails for hiking, biking, horseback riding, and motorized off-road vehicle use. The Forest Service
has an objective to maintain timber, range, water, recreation, and wildlife for multiple use and sustained yield of its
resources. History.

534. Target phrase: multiple use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21075169

Cable reels usually come in four different types, each with their own uses: wood, plywood, plastic and steel. Wooden
drums. Wooden drums come in three different varieties: steel-tyred for multiple use, export for sending abroad, and
one-way drums for single trip use. Wooden drums can carry heavy loads and are constructed in resinous wood.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 533:

Q2. Answer for example 534: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase multiple use in Example 533 and Example 534 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 268
535. Target phrase: holding facility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15740993
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The unit, which was originally built for a maximum capacity of 850 people, was reported to be housing nearly 2,000
boat people. A significant number of people were sleeping outdoors under plastic sheeting. A fire started as an inmate
riot destroyed a large portion of the holding facility on 19 February 2009. In 2011, as Arab Spring rebellions in Tunisia
and Libya disrupted government control over borders and coasts, by May 2011, more than 35,000 immigrants had arrived
on the island of Lampedusa from Tunisia and Libya.

536. Target phrase: holding facility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30009422

There, Dr. Roth (Max Grodénchik) explains to Thomas that Cat’s weapon (the ”phut BOOM” gun) and her bracelet
(the ”geosyncronator”) have an unusual mixture of organic and technological properties, and don’t appear to have been
designed for human hands. Thomas is brought to Cat, who is being detained; and he gives her back her bracelet, which
allows one of the dark-clad beings, Thane (Robert Knepper) to track her. Cat escapes the holding facility with Thomas’
help, and together the two drive towards a ”door”. Cat explains that Thane is chasing her and that, unless they reach
the ”door” before it closes, she will be trapped and killed by Thane.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 535:

Q2. Answer for example 536: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase holding facility in Example 535 and Example 536 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 269
537. Target phrase: transfer papers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1986325

Eventually, a wide array of hues became available. Carbon tissue was a stock item in Europe and the US well into
the 20th century, but by the 1950s carbon printing was very rare and supplies for it became an exotic specialty item.
Some companies produced small quantities of carbon tissue and transfer papers for monochrome and three-color work
until around 1990. Overview and history of carbon printing.

538. Target phrase: transfer papers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20007045

He is a former US Marine and an ex-junkie. He appeared again in the Season 3 premiere at Half-Sack’s wake, where
he told Clay and Bobby that he wanted to come back to the Charming chapter. When Kozik showed up at SAMCRO
with transfer papers, Tig vetoed the vote due to lack of trust. Kozik then decided to stick around to earn Tig’s trust.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 537:

Q2. Answer for example 538: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase transfer papers in Example 537 and Example 538 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 270
539. Target phrase: active character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20138834

On April 13, 2010 a Facebook group called ”Bring Back Orbit” was created with the hopes of having the Houston
Astros organization to reinstate the mascot. On November 2, 2012, the Astros revealed that after a 12-year absence,
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Orbit returned as the mascot for the 2013 season in the American League. Orbit was an active character during the
celebrations in Houston, the afternoon of November 3, 2017, after the Astros had won the World Series. He can be seen
in various events within Houston and visits schools as part of a team-promoted program against bullying, as well as to
promote the importance of baseball.

540. Target phrase: active character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7913958

It is only through developing one’s total personality to the capacity of loving one’s neighbor with ”true humility,
courage, faith and discipline” that one attains the capacity to experience real love. This should be considered a rare
achievement. ”The Art of Loving” argues that the active character of true love involves four basic elements: care, re-
sponsibility, respect, and knowledge. Each of these is difficult to define and can differ markedly depending on the people
involved and their circumstances.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 539:

Q2. Answer for example 540: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase active character in Example 539 and Example 540 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 271
541. Target phrase: wrong thoughts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2978946

The centralized police system steadily acquired responsibilities, until it controlled almost all aspects of daily life,
including fire prevention and mediation of labor disputes. The system regulated public health, business, factories, and
construction, and it issued permits and licenses. The Peace Preservation Law of 1925 gave police the authority to arrest
people for ”wrong thoughts”. Special Higher Police (Tokko) were created to regulate the content of motion pictures,
political meetings, and election campaigns.

542. Target phrase: wrong thoughts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45133174

Sylvan revealed the inspiration behind the song on his Twitter following its release. I wrote ”Fall From Grace” at the
lowest time of my life last year...That song is all about asking God to save me from myself. Imagine feeling invincible
&amp; knowing you’re doing all the wrong things &amp; thinking all the wrong thoughts. That’s what ”Fall From
Grace” is.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 541:

Q2. Answer for example 542: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wrong thoughts in Example 541 and Example 542 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 272
543. Target phrase: various government services

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=292133

This is most common for national parks, and often also state parks or provincial parks, and for privately owned areas.
Licenses and permits. Fees are usually charged for various government services, including license plates and annual
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motor vehicle registration, as well as driver licenses and professional licensing. Fees are also charged for various per-
mits, like demolition and building permits, rezoning, and land grading (which causes silt); and sometimes for increasing
stormwater runoff, destroying native vegetation, and cutting-down healthy trees.

544. Target phrase: various government services

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9081638

Secretary of the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. Moore-Wilton was appointed Secretary of the
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet with effect from 13 May 1996, shortly after John Howard became Prime
Minister. He immediately implemented cuts of more than 11,000 staff, including six department heads and proceeded
to aggressively outsource various government services. He also oversaw the passing of the , which gave the Prime
Minister the power to hire and fire heads of departments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 543:

Q2. Answer for example 544: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase various government services in Example 543 and Example 544 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 273
545. Target phrase: final top

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12583699

If Striding Edge is the most popular ridge in the Lake District then the circuit of Rydale, commonly known as the
Fairfield horseshoe is the most popular circular ridgewalk. Beyond Scandale pass, standing aloof, but still considered a
part of the Fairfield Group, is Red Screes. This is the final top before the ground drops down to the road over Kirkstone
Pass. Rising on the other side are the Far Eastern Fells.

546. Target phrase: final top

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19192590

Tulane University, which had beaten Alabama 28–14 and Georgia Tech 18–0, placed fourth. Minnesota, which had
victories over Washington (48–20) and at Nebraska (28–6) was fifth. North Carolina, which had been in the final top
five in 1948, was at sixth place. October 8 No.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 545:

Q2. Answer for example 546: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final top in Example 545 and Example 546 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 274
547. Target phrase: farther side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4588654

The Hungarian Diets of 1542, 1544, and 1548 passed far-reaching enactments for the protection of the Catholic Faith,
such as banishment of the foreign preachers, the return of the sequestrated church lands, etc., but, owing to the confused
state of public affairs, these laws were not carried out. Besides Lutheranism, Calvinism also took root in Hungary at this
time, and from 1547 were added the teachings of the Anabaptists, who won adherents in the western counties of upper
Hungary and in Transylvania. In 1556 the districts on the farther side of the Theiss accepted the Reformed religion.
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The revival of the Catholic Church began under Nicholas Oláhus, Archbishop of Gran (1553–68), who for this purpose
held a national synod in 1561.

548. Target phrase: farther side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2735303

It is a strenuous climb, up from the tramline, but the ’Superb View Estate’ is well named. Right away north lies
the Hawkesbury River, and as we stand on the ’trig.’ station we can see the entrance to the ’Ten-mile reach’ on its
farther side. While looking south we can see Manly, South Head, Bondi, and quite a long stretch of the southern shores
of the harbour.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 547:

Q2. Answer for example 548: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase farther side in Example 547 and Example 548 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 275
549. Target phrase: hostile situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2524653

Spellings of this word also vary. Powers of a weroance. Paramount chiefs let their district and subordinate weroances
make the final decision on how to handle a hostile situation. This was made apparent with the events that took place
in 1607 and the hostility with the newcomers (English settlers).

550. Target phrase: hostile situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24936955

Each section goes into describing what sort of attack you are facing and the monsters involved. Then looks at a
typical personal robot that is available for reprogramming. The reprogramming goes in depth but again is easy to follow
and stays on point to the hostile situation. Relevance in Science Fiction.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 549:

Q2. Answer for example 550: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hostile situation in Example 549 and Example 550 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 276
551. Target phrase: unnecessary risk

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48588189

Beginning 26 December 1952, Clark had operational demonstrations of close air support directed in the area of op-
erations of each U.S. division in Korea. The USAF briefed and directed the tactical air strikes, but learned little from
them. Air Force officers protested the unnecessary risk of life in these demonstrations. On 25 January 1953, the 7th
Division staged a live fire exercise against T-Bone Hill as part of a CAS demonstration.

552. Target phrase: unnecessary risk
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38456035

The book is based on the trading philosophy of author Michael Dever. Dever’s trading philosophy is based on broad
strategy and market diversification. According to Dever, the definition of ”Jackass Investing” is taking unnecessary risk.
The book was published in 2011, but Dever initially developed the idea for the book in 1999.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 551:

Q2. Answer for example 552: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unnecessary risk in Example 551 and Example 552 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 277
553. Target phrase: classical view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5980301

Revision after 1960. The works of Juderias in (1913) and other Spanish scholars prior to him were mostly ignored
by international scholarship until 1960. One of the first books to build on them and internationally challenge the
classical view was ”The Spanish Inquisition” (1965) by Henry Kamen. Kamen argued that the Inquisition was not
nearly as cruel or as powerful as commonly believed.

554. Target phrase: classical view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35982062

History. Research into the subject of attentional mechanisms in regard to visual perception was undertaken as an
attempt to better understand the functional principles and potential constraints surrounding visual perception Visual
search tasks are commonly used by experimenters to aid the exploration of visual perception. The classical view of
visual attention suggests that there are two basic principles: the pre-attentive stage and the attentive stage. In the pre-
attentive stage, an individual has an unlimited capacity for perception which is capable of processing information from
the entire visual field concurrently.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 553:

Q2. Answer for example 554: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase classical view in Example 553 and Example 554 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 278
555. Target phrase: magical water

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1138813

A drainage ditch that the team had to cross several times a day during football practice came to be called Beautiful
Eagle Creek by popular Head Football Coach Erk Russell. When the Eagles traveled to Northern Iowa during the 1985
playoffs, Coach Russell brought along a jug of Eagle Creek water to sprinkle on the field. The Eagles were victorious
and went on to win many national championships with the help of that magical water. Today, the jug is on display at
Georgia Southern University and signs have been erected along the creek.

556. Target phrase: magical water

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46387
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The film is set in the village of Nomen Tuum (Latin, ”your name”), which has a well that can heal the sick and make a
person more beautiful. Because of the latter, many conceited or corrupt individuals come to the village for this cosmetic
effect. The village has notoriety for its magical water, as well as being a ground for darkness and demons. Along the
village, succubi entice the tainted souls who come to Nomen Tuum and lead them to their deaths in order to offer their
souls to Hell/the God of Darkness.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 555:

Q2. Answer for example 556: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase magical water in Example 555 and Example 556 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 279
557. Target phrase: left site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34610510

The frieze is decorated with a relief of the angelic hierarchy in Byzantine style. The interior hosts a 13th-century
crucifix, painted in tempera and gilded; this artwork was originally in the church of Santi Cosma e Damiano, also in Pisa.
The left site of the nave has a fresco of St Onofrius, Helen and a bishop. The altar dates from the 18th century.

558. Target phrase: left site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1091104

If cytochalasin B is present in the cell, the deprotonation of thiol is competed. The reactive beta-unsaturated ester
group of cytochalasin B reacts with the thiol group of actin via a nucleophilic attack of the charged sulfur onto the beta-
carbon atom. This forces the -bond to get dislocated on the left site of the beta-carbon. Consequently, mesomerism
occurs, dislocating the negative charge between the alpha-carbon and the oxygen atom.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 557:

Q2. Answer for example 558: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase left site in Example 557 and Example 558 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 280
559. Target phrase: unsatisfactory level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39036459

Bin Ismail was listed as one of the 40 richest men in Malaysia in 2011 with an estimated net worth of $155 million.
According to Puncak Niaga Annual Report 2012, his total numeration fell within the RM33.3-RM33.4 million band
during the financial year. His lucrative remuneration package has drawn public ire given the unsatisfactory level of
water services in Selangor. His salary is a whooping RM 5.1 million a year.

560. Target phrase: unsatisfactory level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10944417

Today, Standard &amp; Poor’s, Moody’s, and Risk Management Association can all provide banks with industry
ratios. The univariate approach enables an analyst starting an inquiry to determine whether a particular ratio for a
potential borrower differs markedly from the norm for its industry. In reality, however, the unsatisfactory level of one
ratio is frequently mitigated by the strength of some other measure. A firm, for example, may have a poor profitability
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ratio but an above-average liquidity ratio.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 559:

Q2. Answer for example 560: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unsatisfactory level in Example 559 and Example 560 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 281
561. Target phrase: external pressure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46812079

In the ideal wire formation, each water molecule’s dipole moment parallels the CNT axis, where it has the lowest
potential. This orientation has the lowest potential because it is where the water molecule’s dipole moment interacts the
least with the non-polar CNT wall. In addition to van der Waals forces lowering chemical potential, external pressure
can also influence the CNT membranes to fill. Pressure does not increase the chemical potential inside the CNTs, but it
increases it in the bulk material (100 MPa causes a 2 kJ/mol increase).

562. Target phrase: external pressure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64506365

On 31 March 2001, Daniil Stoenescu became the bishop of the diocese. In 2005, the first temple in the Timok Valley
with services performed in Romanian was built. Serbian authorities viewed it as illegal and attempted to demolish it,
but did not do so due to external pressure. The diocese was withdrawn from the Metropolis of Banat in 2009 to be
directly subordinate to the Patriarch of All Romania.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 561:

Q2. Answer for example 562: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase external pressure in Example 561 and Example 562 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 282
563. Target phrase: abstract nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9440855

The composition of this painting is highly stylised. Picasso used bright colours and bold lines to convey the figure in
a complex series of angular shapes and planes. Despite its abstract nature, the model for this portrait can be identified
as Dora Maar, Picasso’s lover”.” Roland Penrose, commented on the use of colour in the painting in his biography of
Picasso, ”The result of using colour in a manner so totally unassociated with grief, for a face in which sorrow is evident
in every line, is highly disconcerting.

564. Target phrase: abstract nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29645517

For example, while most XML Document Type Definitions utilize left and right angle brackets as content delimiters,
strictly speaking this is not a necessity (though a delimiter should be terse and concise). The left and right angle bracket
codes are a convention, albeit clear and distinctive, not an absolute requirement. The concept of well-formed document
also allows for the comprehension of the abstract nature of XML. In reality, there is no such thing as XML.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 563:

Q2. Answer for example 564: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase abstract nature in Example 563 and Example 564 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 283
565. Target phrase: overall amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40323

A relatively new technique, , is ”shock ignition”. This is similar in concept to the hot-spot technique, but instead of
ignition being achieved via compression heating of the hotspot, a final powerful, shock is sent into the fuel at a late time
in order to trigger ignition through a combination of compression and shock heating. This increases the efficiency of the
process with an eye to lowering the overall amount of power required. Direct vs. indirect drive.

566. Target phrase: overall amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15430

Nations differ on the political structure and policy options that govern the transfer of wealth. According to the
American federal government statistics compiled by Mark Zandi in 1985, the average US inheritance was $39,000. In
subsequent years, the overall amount of total annual inheritance more than doubled, reaching nearly $200 billion. By
2050, there will be an estimated $25 trillion inheritance transmitted across generations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 565:

Q2. Answer for example 566: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall amount in Example 565 and Example 566 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 284
567. Target phrase: career advice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58264932

In 1911, Griffin married Marion Mahony, who had graduated in architecture from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and worked as Wright’s head designer. Inspired by the designs by Frederick Law Olmsted (often called the
founder of American landscape architecture) of New York’s Central Park and his ”green necklace” of parks in Boston,
landscape design was the career Walter Burley Griffin would have pursued had the opportunity offered. He had ap-
proached Chicago landscape gardener Ossian Cole Simonds for career advice before entering the University of Illinois
in 1895. Apparently unsatisfied with the lack of relevant curriculum, Simonds urged him to pursue architecture and study
landscape gardening on his own, as he himself had done.

568. Target phrase: career advice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57659777

Creative Expansions, Inc.. Lerner is the CEO of Creative Expansions, Inc., a multi-media company targeted at
women and girls. Since its conception in 1994, Lerner has produced and hosted over twenty televised specials under
Creative Expansions, Inc. Lerner’s website for career women, WomenWorking.com, is the most active medium under
the company’s umbrella. Lerner stars in and produces three online miniseries on YouTube, including ”Unapologetically
Honest”, ”career advice 101”, and ”Lifestyle Hacks.” Recent work.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 567:

Q2. Answer for example 568: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase career advice in Example 567 and Example 568 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 285
569. Target phrase: one or two days

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46999353

To extract this substance for lacquering, the larvae are collected and then boiled alive until a yellowish color appears.
These larvae are then placed in a cloth and then pressed over a container of cold water so that the grease floats to the
top to be collected. The substance is left to cool and congeal for one or two days until it has the consistency of butter.
The use of this substance is mostly confined to Michoacán and Chiapas, with the area of Huetamo, Michoacán noted for
its production.

570. Target phrase: one or two days

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31613295

IFYC’s Campus Partnerships department works directly with college faculty and staff to productively engage reli-
gious diversity on individual campuses. The organization offers three kinds of engagements: outreach engagements, deep
engagements, and model campus engagements. Outreach engagements, which typically last one or two days, introduce
campus staff to IFYC’s programs and methodology. With six-month to year-long deep engagements, IFYC staff work
with campus staff to build a community ”ecology” that supports interfaith cooperation by targeting one sector of campus
life (e.g., the freshman class, the interfaith center, etc.).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 569:

Q2. Answer for example 570: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one or two days in Example 569 and Example 570 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 286
571. Target phrase: various family

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9522849

João Hélio’s funeral. João Hélio was buried at the Jardim da Saudade cemetery in Sulacap. João Hélio’s casket was
lowered into the ground surrounded by various family, relatives and friends. João Hélio’s sister called out crying, ”Little
brother, forgive me for not being able to save you!

572. Target phrase: various family

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=566664

When children are closely related to the context of the endeavor as active participants, coordination is based on a shared
reference, which helps to allow, maintain, and promote nonverbal communication. The idea of ”context-embeddedness”
allows nonverbal communication to be a means of learning within Native American Alaskan Athabaskans and Cherokee
communities. By observing various family and community social interactions, social engagement is dominated through
nonverbal communication. For example, when children elicit thoughts or words verbally to their elders, they are expected
to structure their speech carefully.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 571:

Q2. Answer for example 572: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase various family in Example 571 and Example 572 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 287
573. Target phrase: huge drain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37159503

These events and his introduction to casinos were responsible for his deteriorating financial situation. He worked as
a translator, but the translations he completed in 1843, such as Balzac’s ”Eugénie Grandet” and Sand’s ”La dernière
Aldini”, were not very successful. His gambling and betting on billiard games were a huge drain on his funds because
of his frequent losses. As a consequence, Dostoyevsky was often forced to ask his relatives for money, but he felt uncom-
fortable doing so and decided to write a novel to raise money.

574. Target phrase: huge drain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=680772

Nokia Step Counter is a free application available at Nokia Beta Labs which works on a wide range of N-Series Nokia
phones. The pedometer application tracks steps taken, time elapsed and distance traveled. This application can be left
running all day as it is not a huge drain on the battery. Sony Ericsson W710 Walkman phone, W580 Walkman phone.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 573:

Q2. Answer for example 574: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase huge drain in Example 573 and Example 574 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 288
575. Target phrase: previous amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=880977

Expedition 4 was the fourth expedition to the International Space Station (7 December 2001 - 15 June 2002). Mission
objectives. The International Space Station expanded its science investigations, almost doubling the previous amount
of experiments performed during the Expedition Four mission. The fourth resident crew launched on 5 December 2001
on board Space Shuttle Endeavour during mission STS-108.

576. Target phrase: previous amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32269679

While Fisher believed a 50–50 deal could be considered, Hunter maintained that the owners should never ”make
the same or more than the players”. Miami Heat owner Micky Arison, one of the owners willing to settle with players,
responded to a fan complaining about greedy owners and players on Twitter, saying that ”You are barking at the wrong
owner.” He was fined $500,000 by Stern, five times larger than any previous amount against an owner for publicly com-
menting on the labor situation. Washington Wizards owner Ted Leonsis and Charlotte Bobcats owner Michael Jordan
had been fined $100,000 each for public comments on the lockout.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 575:

Q2. Answer for example 576: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase previous amount in Example 575 and Example 576 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 289
577. Target phrase: dinner event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32946706

Holding an event without a licence would result in a fine or imprisonment. Members of opposition parties claimed
that PELU acted inconsistently in issuing licences, and that they had been denied licences without reason. The Workers’
Party was fined $800 after a dinner event in 1986, at which the Party’s Secretary-General J.B. Jeyaretnam had given
a speech. PELU decreed that since the publicly delivered speech had been unrelated to the festivities, a separate licence
from the dinner itself was needed.

578. Target phrase: dinner event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31544715

Perri released an official karaoke version of the song onto iTunes on April 5, 2011. Music and lyrics. Perri wrote
”The Lonely” in August 2010 in her driveway at two o’clock in the morning after coming back from a dinner event. She
says that when she pulled into her driveway, she realized how alone she was and ”cried her eyes out” while writing the song.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 577:

Q2. Answer for example 578: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dinner event in Example 577 and Example 578 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 290
579. Target phrase: energy extraction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=107521

Bakersfield is a significant hub for both agriculture and energy production. Kern County is the most productive
oil-producing county in California and the fourth-most productive agricultural county (by value) in the United States.
Industries in and around Bakersfield include natural gas and other energy extraction, mining, petroleum refining, dis-
tribution, food processing, and corporate regional offices. The city is also the birthplace of the country music genre known
as the Bakersfield sound.

580. Target phrase: energy extraction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=454196

Since higher speed gives rise to higher drag forces, there is a maximum speed that can be attained. Typically around
10 times the windspeed for efficient glider designs. When seabirds perform dynamic soaring, the wind gradients are much
less pronounced, so the energy extraction is comparably smaller. And instead of doing circles as glider pilots do, the
birds will execute a series of half circles in opposite directions, i.e.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 579:
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Q2. Answer for example 580: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase energy extraction in Example 579 and Example 580 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 291
581. Target phrase: fast release

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28975

”You could almost feel the steam go out of them”, said Snell. The Jets did not only rely on Snell; Namath said ”if
they’re going to blitz, then we’re going to throw”. Shula said that Namath ”beat our blitz” with his fast release, which
let him quickly dump the football off to a receiver. On the Jets’ second possession, Namath threw deep to Maynard, who,
despite his pulled hamstring, was open by a step.

582. Target phrase: fast release

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62415241

Food reduces its uptake from the gut, as do calcium and magnesium salts and tetracycline antibiotics. Conversely, iron
inhibits the uptake of many drugs, such as bisphosphonates, tetracycline antibiotics, quinolone antibiotics, levothyroxin,
and levodopa. Combining the drug with intravenous iron can result in fast release of iron into the blood, potentially
leading to low blood pressure or even collapse. Dimercaprol in combination with iron is toxic for the kidneys.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 581:

Q2. Answer for example 582: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fast release in Example 581 and Example 582 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 292
583. Target phrase: actual content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1894487

In his scheme, Batrachomorpha is a superorder of Amphibia, containing the following subgroups: The other groups
of tetrapods considered more closely related to amniotes are put in the subclass Reptiliomorpha. The phylogenetic
relationships of Paleozoic tetrapods have not yet been worked out with certainty, and the validity of Batrachomorpha
as a clade depends on where other amphibians and early amniotes fit on the evolutionary tree. The actual content
of Batrachomorpha as cladistically defined is therefore uncertain, and in some phylogenies the clade is redundant (e.g.
Laurin 1996).

584. Target phrase: actual content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=324767

The appellate court rejected the plaintiff’s argument and found no liability on the part of Matchmaker. The court
found that Matchmaker is not an ”information content provider,” but rather an ”interactive computer service” which
allows the public to post information on its Web site. Under the Communications Decency Act, ”interactive computer
services” do not incur liability because users create the actual content. Thus liability rests with the underlying contrib-
utor, not the interactive computer service.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 583:
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Q2. Answer for example 584: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual content in Example 583 and Example 584 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 293
585. Target phrase: industrial level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1860464

It was one of a series of mills constructed in the area using power from the Rideau Canal. It earned its current name
when it was purchased by Harry Watson in 1946. Watson was the last owner to operate the mill at an industrial level.
When the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority bought the mill in 1972, it was developed into a museum.

586. Target phrase: industrial level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=436668

Traditionally, blanching is done using either a water bath or saturated steam. In both methods, the food is heated
for a short period of time and then introduced into either cold water or cold air to quickly stop the heating process. At
the industrial level, foods move on a continuous conveyor belt through preheating, holding, and cooling. For hot water
blanching, vegetables are immersed under pre-warmed water (70 to 100 °C) for varying amounts of time, depending on
type and quantity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 585:

Q2. Answer for example 586: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase industrial level in Example 585 and Example 586 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 294
587. Target phrase: overall loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18995

He produced a wide range of films, including major Hollywood studio productions (”Mad Dog and Glory”, ”Clockers”),
low-budget independent films (”The Grifters”, ”Naked in New York”, ”Grace of My Heart”, ”Search and Destroy”, ”The
Hi-Lo Country”), and even the foreign film (”Con gli occhi chiusi” (With Closed Eyes)). ”The Age of Innocence” (1993)
was a significant departure for Scorsese, a period adaptation of the Edith Wharton novel about the constrictive high
society of late-19th century New York. It was highly lauded by critics upon its original release but was a box office bomb,
making an overall loss. As noted in ”Scorsese on Scorsese” by editor–interviewer Ian Christie, the news that Scorsese
wanted to make a film about a failed 19th-century romance raised many eyebrows among the film fraternity; all the more
when Scorsese made it clear that it was a personal project and not a studio for-hire job.

588. Target phrase: overall loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15091601

These places may not provide protection to the same species in the future due to ecosystem variation brought on by
climate change. (WA-CC-report, P. 22) These range shifts are individual rather than community-based, and therefore
will cause dramatic community shifts in composition and/or density. This will likely result in the eventual extinction of
many local populations and potentially entire species, causing an overall loss of biodiversity. Plant wildlife.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 587:
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Q2. Answer for example 588: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall loss in Example 587 and Example 588 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 295
589. Target phrase: one possible reason

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1747517

As for Fergus, the union bound Galloway more tightly to a neighbouring kingdom from which an invasion had been
launched during the overlordship of Magnús Óláfsson, King of Norway. The alliance with Óláfr also ensured Fergus the
protection of one of Britain’s most formidable fleets, and further gave him a valuable ally outwith the orbit of the Scottish
Crown. one possible reason for Fergus’s apparent lack of further participation in Anglo-Scottish affairs may have been
due to events in the Isles. Although the thirteenth- to fourteenth-century ”Chronicle of Mann” portrays Óláfr’s reign as
one of tranquillity, a more accurate evaluation of his reign may be that he adeptly managed to navigate an uncertain
political climate.

590. Target phrase: one possible reason

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1019232

Florence Winger Bagley was one of the early investigators of this phenomenon. The perceptual mechanism of Fechner
color is not entirely understood. one possible reason people see colors may be that the color receptors in the human
eye respond at different rates to red, green, and blue. Or, more specifically, that the latencies of the center and the
surrounding mechanisms differ for the different types of color-specific ganglion cells.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 589:

Q2. Answer for example 590: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one possible reason in Example 589 and Example 590 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 296
591. Target phrase: key message

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21328040

The Safety Centre’s aim is to demonstrate hazards in a highly interactive way using active, hands-on experience as
a more effective learning method than classroom teaching. Its policy is to illustrate dangerous situations and ways in
which they can be prevented, actively avoiding explaining ways of physically combating dangers, such as extinguishing
fires - the knowledge of which might prompt a child to put himself in danger by deciding to fight a fire himself rather
than evacuating the area and leaving a responsible adult to combat the problem. Its key message is to put the child’s
own personal safety as the highest priority. Impact and effectiveness.

592. Target phrase: key message

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17427482

Musgrove campaigned as an independent and conservative candidate, downplaying his membership in the Democratic
Party and avoiding inviting any national figures to support him. He criticized Barbour for being a lobbyist for the tobacco
and pharmaceutical industries. A key message of Musgrove’s campaign was that Barbour’s support for free trade would
cost jobs in Mississippi. Barbour attacked Musgrove for his flawed leadership of the state, blaming him for the state of
the economy of Mississippi.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 591:

Q2. Answer for example 592: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key message in Example 591 and Example 592 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 297
593. Target phrase: personal direction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37931

At age 26, Mascagni had become internationally famous. Mascagni premiered his ”L’amico Fritz”, his second most
successful opera, on 31 October 1891 at the Teatro Costanzi in Rome. ”I Rantzau” was premiered on 10 November at
the Teatro La Pergola, in Florence, under his personal direction. The composer next completed ”Silvano ” (1894).

594. Target phrase: personal direction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23667442

The United States Army Corps of Topographical Engineers established a base camp on Key Biscayne in 1849. The
triangulation survey was conducted by the U.S. Coast Survey with men detailed from the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy. In
1855 Alexander Dallas Bache, Superintendent of the U.S. Coast Survey, assumed personal direction of the survey. In
1851 Louis Agassiz was sent by the U.S. Coast Survey to study the Florida Reef.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 593:

Q2. Answer for example 594: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase personal direction in Example 593 and Example 594 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 298
595. Target phrase: original master

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61316731

He trapped BoBoiBoy and Gopal in Crystal, and in no time he start absorbing the Quake Element. The Zolas, Adu
Du and Probe locate Ochobot where they eventually found out that Hang Kasa had its databank fixed. They found out
that Hang Kasa was the original master of the Crystal Element. In a twist, Hang Kasa had fixed Ochobot’s databank,
where they find out that he is an old friend of Retak’ka.

596. Target phrase: original master

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39390515

HM hired armed lugger ”Aristocrat”. On her first contract, ”Aristocrat” served from 2 November 1794 to 9 December
1798. The owner and original master of the vessel was a Mr. Henry Wilkins. She was armed with four 6-pounder and
eight 4-pounder guns.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 595:

Q2. Answer for example 596: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase original master in Example 595 and Example 596 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 299
597. Target phrase: critical process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12045771

Kidney. The SLC26A2 protein has been localized to the brush border membrane of the rat kidney proximal tubule. In
that location, oxalate/SO42 exchange, or chloride/SO42 exchange by SLC26A2 might contribute to the critical process
of sodium chloride reabsorption across the proximal tubular epithelium. Under one proposed model, an anion transporter
exchanges intracellular oxalate for luminal chloride in parallel with the Na–SO4 cotransporter, resulting in net sodium
chloride readsorption.

598. Target phrase: critical process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3850636

Exhibits, educational programs and special events. This living history museum, which is part of the Pennsylvania
State Museum system, celebrates the many inventions developed in Pennsylvania’s Lancaster County region, birthplace
of the Conestoga wagon and the Pennsylvania longrifle (also known as the Kentucky longrifle). Visitors are able to
learn how Conestoga Wagons were made, including the critical process of making spoked wheels, and how 18th-century
gunsmiths manufactured rifle barrels. In addition, guides dressed in period costumes explain the traditions and folklore
of Pennsylvania Germans who resided in the area between 1740 and 1940 while specially trained artisans demonstrate
the procedures for craftmaking and open-hearth cooking.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 597:

Q2. Answer for example 598: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase critical process in Example 597 and Example 598 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 300
599. Target phrase: almost a monopoly

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5345945

Coal-mining. Mining at the South Maitland Coalfields began at East Greta in 1891, after an 1886 exploration by
Sir Edgeworth David, a government geological surveyor, uncovered the potential of the Greta coal seam. More mines
were opened in the early 1900s, supplanting those older pits at Newcastle where the Australian Agricultural Company
enjoyed almost a monopoly. During this period there were a number of accidents including the death of six miners at
the Stanford Merthyr Colliery in 1905, which is commemorated by a monument in the Kurri Kurri cemetery.

600. Target phrase: almost a monopoly

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41207361

Among justifications used for not printing everything believers’ wrote included the argument that believers would
not print atheist material in their publications, that by doing so it would help disseminate religious propaganda and also
because believers wrote things that bordered on criticism of the state. The publications that believers were permitted
to print were limited to be far smaller in circulation than the atheistic propaganda, and the material that was permitted
to be printed by believers was also often dictated by the state. The atheistic side possessed almost a monopoly on
the media and it had relative impunity to tell lies, which believers were not permitted to expose. There continued to
be criticisms of the mass of anti-religious propagandists employed by the USSR for being uneducated about religion and
failing to produce effective arguments that convinced believers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 599:

Q2. Answer for example 600: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase almost a monopoly in Example 599 and Example 600 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 301
601. Target phrase: live chickens

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45666308

Charlie gets tipped off that the health inspector is coming to do a surprise inspection of Paddy’s Pub, alerting Frank
and rushing back to the bar, only to discover the gang is in the midst of an ill-fated chicken and air mile steak scam.
Dennis is painting a sign for Carmine’s: A Place for Steaks and Dee and Mac are attempting to wrangle chickens for
the fraudulent scheme. Charlie deduces that the gang plans to contaminate steaks with chicken feathers by rubbing
live chickens all over them. While the plan is underway, Frank reveals he flushed his shoes down the toilet.

602. Target phrase: live chickens

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56611

Brunei has a number of shopping areas, including the following: Traditional markets. Tamu Kianggeh. The open mar-
ket brings together numerous small entrepreneurs selling local vegetables, fruits, live chickens and fish, potted plants,
assorted food and beverages. Pasar Pelbagai Barangan Gadong / Pasar Malam (night market).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 601:

Q2. Answer for example 602: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase live chickens in Example 601 and Example 602 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 302
603. Target phrase: entire night

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2328

In some areas, there are purported ”brujos” (Spanish for ”witches”) who masquerade as real shamans and who entice
tourists to drink ayahuasca in their presence. Shamans believe one of the purposes for this is to steal one’s energy and/or
power, of which they believe every person has a limited stockpile. The shamans lead the ceremonial consumption of the
ayahuasca beverage, in a rite that typically takes place over the entire night. During the ceremony, the effect of the
drink lasts for hours.

604. Target phrase: entire night

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9974238

Despite this and a punctured lung, Romo started in Week 3 as the Cowboys hosted the Washington Redskins on
”Monday Night Football”. They won 18–16 in a bizarre game with six field goals from rookie kicker Dan Bailey. Dallas’s
offense struggled the entire night with Romo handicapped by pain, multiple dropped passes, and several botched snaps
from rookie center Kevin Kowalski. They went 1–3 in the month of October including an embarrassing Week 7 34–7 loss
by the division rival Philadelphia Eagles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 603:
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Q2. Answer for example 604: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase entire night in Example 603 and Example 604 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 303
605. Target phrase: one name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38035709

If Parliament gives the candidate the green light, he is then formally appointed by the President. In order to give the
President more leeway in appointing the Chief Justice, the ruling Jubilee Coalition pushed through an amendment which
required the Judicial Service Commission to provide three qualified individuals from which the President would appoint
one as the Chief Justice. However, the constitutional court declared the amendment unconstitutional, and the President
will only receive one name from the Judicial Service Commission. Like all Judges, the Chief Justice serves until they
reach 70 years, with an option for early retirement once they reach the age of 65.

606. Target phrase: one name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18132662

The top three picks and seven of the top 10 choices were out of high school. In the weeks leading up to the draft,
the Atlanta Braves, awarded the top selection after finishing with the league’s worst record from the year before, had
narrowed down their options and were still largely undecided on whom they would take. one name most frequently
mentioned was Todd Van Poppel, a right-handed prep pitcher who could scrape triple-digits with his fastball. Van Poppel,
however, adamantly stated that he would not sign with the club if they drafted him, and fell to 14th overall due to his
massive signing bonus demands.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 605:

Q2. Answer for example 606: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one name in Example 605 and Example 606 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 304
607. Target phrase: direct effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15980775

The impact on wildlife stems primarily from disturbing, removing and redistributing the land surface. Some impacts
are short-term and confined to the mine site however others have far-reaching, long-term effects. The most direct effect
on wildlife is destruction or displacement of species in areas of excavation and spoil piling. Pit and spoil areas are not
capable of providing food and cover for most species of wildlife.

608. Target phrase: direct effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=659087

As a result, maintaining a healthy diet is elusive and nearly impossible for low-income families. CalFresh can help
expand family’s budgets so they can afford healthy, nourishing foods. Studies are inconclusive as to whether SNAP has a
direct effect on the nutritional quality of food choices made by participants. Unlike other federal programs that provide
food subsidies, i.e.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 607:
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Q2. Answer for example 608: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase direct effect in Example 607 and Example 608 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 305
609. Target phrase: practical usage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35890009

Each business process consists of two or more ”subjects” which exchange ”messages”. Each subject has an ”internal
behavior” (capsulation), which is defined as a control flow between different states, which are ”receive” and ”send mes-
sage” and ”do something”. For practical usage and for syntactical sugaring there are more elements available, but not
necessary. In 2011 and 2012 S-BPM has been included in Gartner’s Hype Cycle.

610. Target phrase: practical usage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44619622

The place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of Queensland’s history. Bulimba Memorial Park is
significant as a First World War memorial park with extensive and varied components. The trees are significant for their
commemorative function, aesthetic value and practical usage. The place demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered
aspects of Queensland’s cultural heritage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 609:

Q2. Answer for example 610: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase practical usage in Example 609 and Example 610 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 306
611. Target phrase: practical usage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35890009

Each business process consists of two or more ”subjects” which exchange ”messages”. Each subject has an ”internal
behavior” (capsulation), which is defined as a control flow between different states, which are ”receive” and ”send mes-
sage” and ”do something”. For practical usage and for syntactical sugaring there are more elements available, but not
necessary. In 2011 and 2012 S-BPM has been included in Gartner’s Hype Cycle.

612. Target phrase: practical usage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44619622

The place is important because of its aesthetic significance. The grandstand is a fine example of interwar vernacular
domestic architecture adapted to non-domestic use. The trees are significant for their commemorative function, aesthetic
value and practical usage. The park is a community landmark which has been used for a variety of social and recre-
ational functions for over eight decades, and its aesthetic value contributes significantly to the Bulimba townscape.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 611:

Q2. Answer for example 612: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase practical usage in Example 611 and Example 612 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 307
613. Target phrase: evil eyes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34394124

This thread is called ’Aranjanam’. The child’s eyes are lined with mayye or kanmashi (Kohl). A black spot is placed
on one cheek or asymmetrically on the forehead, to ward off the evil eyes. The father whispers the chosen Hindu name
in the child’s right ear three times while the left ear is covered with a betel leaf.

614. Target phrase: evil eyes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3881263

They had been attached to the squadron 8 months earlier in preparation for deployment as the Air Combat Element
of the 15th MEU (SOC). The squadron remained forward deployed for seven weeks operating from the austere base in
support of Task Force 58 and other coalition Special Operations Forces. In 2003, the evil eyes deployed from August
22, 2003 to March 8, 2004 with the 13th Marine Expeditionary Unit. Again, the squadron made history by being part of
the first Expeditionary Strike Group One (ESG-1).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 613:

Q2. Answer for example 614: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase evil eyes in Example 613 and Example 614 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 308
615. Target phrase: reporting authority

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27903487

In Finland, for example, dance is more advocated as part of the formal education in private sectors as opposed to
Germany and Portugal. Australia and New Zealand. The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and reporting authority
has implemented a national dance curriculum. Australia has also increased the number of generalist teachers to implement
dance as part of their teaching techniques.

616. Target phrase: reporting authority

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23726262

Armed with heavy sticks and bayonets, the soldiers then set upon the remaining villagers whilst also burning the
houses. Somewhere upwards of about 40 people may have been killed in the attack on Surafend and the outlying Bedouin
camp. The casualty figures depend upon the testimony from the reporting authority. There is no certain figure and
one account puts the figure at more than 100.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 615:

Q2. Answer for example 616: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase reporting authority in Example 615 and Example 616 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 309
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617. Target phrase: good energy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22169563

Loan moves 2009 to 2012. In March 2009, Rose went on loan to Watford for the remainder of the 2008–09 season. Wat-
ford manager Brendan Rodgers described Rose as a ”highly talented, committed player” who possesses ”good energy
and real intelligence with the ball.” He made his debut in Watford’s 2–1 away victory at Doncaster Rovers on 4 April 2009.

618. Target phrase: good energy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34079692

The home does not have a gas boiler, instead it uses a MVHR system to recycle heat from people and appliances.
This means the home’s small heating requirements can be satisfied entirely with renewable energy. Citu supply all Citu
Homes with 100% renewable energy via good energy, one of the UK’s leading renewable electricity suppliers. The homes
timber framed design allows it to sequester several tonnes of CO2 in the building’s structure, whilst the fact it is powered
by 100% renewable energy for all its energy needs (including heating) means people living in it can expect to reduce their
carbon footprint by over two tonnes of CO2 per year, as the average UK household emits 2.3 tonnes of CO2 heating their
home.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 617:

Q2. Answer for example 618: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good energy in Example 617 and Example 618 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 310
619. Target phrase: low commitment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=461913

Disagreement existed about the approach and methods to realize these aims. The third major difference was itself in
the Muslim League, the party had weak political structure with no public base ground or support. Its activities reveled
in high factionalism, low commitment to resolve public problems, corruption and incompetency of planning social and
economics programmes. In East Pakistan, Ali Khan’s lack of attention for the development of the Bengali section of the
state brought about a bad juncture for the prime minister and his party, where its ideology was vague.

620. Target phrase: low commitment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40967465

Only in recent studies have researchers begun looking into the effects that continual suppression of emotion in the
workplace has on people. Continual suppression causes strain on those utilizing it, especially on those who may be natural
externalizers. Strain elicited by such suppression can cause an elevated heart-rate, increased anxiety, low commitment
and other effects which can be detrimental to an employee. The common conception is that expressive suppression in the
workplace is beneficial for the organization and dangerous for the employee over long periods of time.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 619:

Q2. Answer for example 620: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase low commitment in Example 619 and Example 620 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 311
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621. Target phrase: specific direction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=240147

The marketing plan shows what the company is intended to accomplish within the budget and also to make it possible
for company executives to assess potential return on the investment of marketing dollars. Different aspects of the market-
ing plan relate to accountability. The marketing plan is a general responsibility from company leaders and the marketing
staff to take the company in a specific direction. After the strategies are laid out and the tasks are developed, each
task is assigned to a person or a team for implementation.

622. Target phrase: specific direction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14454545

However, many otherwise slick tires have a light tread pattern, due to the common belief that a slick tire will be
slippery in wet conditions. Knobby treads are intended for off-road use, where the tread texture can help improve trac-
tion on soft surfaces. Many treads are omnidirectional—the tire can be installed in either orientation—but some are
unidirectional and designed to be oriented in a specific direction. Some tires, especially for mountain bikes, have a
tread which is intended either for the front wheel or the rear wheel.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 621:

Q2. Answer for example 622: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific direction in Example 621 and Example 622 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 312
623. Target phrase: uncertain evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21099851

Immunosuppressive drugs that inhibit T cell activation have been effective in treating severe cases of chronic guttate
psoriasis. Due to the role streptococcal infection plays in the development of guttate psoriasis, systemic antibiotics have
been considered as a potential treatment option. There is uncertain evidence whether systemic antibiotics or tonsil-
lectomy are effective and safe in treating the disease. The condition often clears up on its own within weeks to months,
and only about one third of patients will develop chronic plaques.

624. Target phrase: uncertain evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55034877

History. Background and early history. The office of Coroner originated in England no later than 1194, though
uncertain evidence indicates a possible older history. By the reign of Edward I, there were four coroners in each
county, elected to serve for life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 623:

Q2. Answer for example 624: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase uncertain evidence in Example 623 and Example 624 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 313
625. Target phrase: rightward move
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=106367

At the time of Boisclair’s election, the PQ was as much as 20 percent ahead of the Liberals in opinion polls, suggesting
that Boisclair would lead them to a landslide majority government in the next election. Splintering on the right and the
left. Progressives on the left wing of the PQ perceived a rightward move by the party towards neoliberalism under
Bouchard, Landry and Boisclair. In 2006, a new left-wing party, Québec solidaire, was formed which included many
activists who would have formerly been members or supporters of the PQ.

626. Target phrase: rightward move

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14103660

This model is now equivalent to a DFA. The proof involves building a table which lists the result of backtracking with
the control in any given state; at the start of the computation, this is simply the result of trying to move past the left
endmarker in that state. On each rightward move, the table can be updated using the old table values and the character
that was in the previous cell. Since the original head-control had some fixed number of states, and there is a fixed num-
ber of states in the tape alphabet, the table has fixed size, and can therefore be computed by another finite state machine.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 625:

Q2. Answer for example 626: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rightward move in Example 625 and Example 626 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 314
627. Target phrase: whole scene

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66096218

The ID matte can either be exported or it can be used by the 3D software itself for compositing. An example workflow
would be to use the cryptomatte image to generate a mask that itself is used to limit an effect to only a certain part of
the image. It can thereby be used to quickly create masks without the need of re-rendering a whole scene. The example
workflow for images: The same workflow for video files: The masks in the examples can be used to limit a visual effect
so that only the cube in the middle is affected.

628. Target phrase: whole scene

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39883829

At Nick’s wake, Simone comes back and Jake is trying to make her leave. She refuses to do it and they start fighting.
Cassie who sees the whole scene, helps Jake by using the crystal Jane gave her earlier. Jake ends up killing Simone and
then he tells Cassie that probably she is a witch from another Circle.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 627:

Q2. Answer for example 628: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole scene in Example 627 and Example 628 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 315
629. Target phrase: hidden window

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17058007
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Since COM has a fairly complex implementation, programmers can be distracted by some of the ”plumbing” issues.
Message pumping. When an STA is initialized it creates a hidden window that is used for inter-apartment and inter-
process message routing. This window must have its message queue regularly ”pumped”.

630. Target phrase: hidden window

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32938223

And on the ”Talking to the Dead” episode one of Season One. On the [[Oprah Winfrey Network (U.S. TV chan-
nel)|Oprah Winfrey Network]] ”Miracle Detective” show Underdown was called in to investigate an angelic apparition
that people claim cured a 14-year-old severely disabled child at Presbyterian [[Novant Health#Novant Health Presbyte-
rian Medical Center|Hemby Children’s Hospital]] in [[Charlotte, North Carolina]]. The ”angel” was shown to be sunlight
from a hidden window, and the little girl is still severely handicapped. Sadly the young woman passed away in 2015 at
the age of 21.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 629:

Q2. Answer for example 630: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hidden window in Example 629 and Example 630 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 316
631. Target phrase: environment problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67006140

Mercury is poured over the dirt with bare hands. The method leaves much gold undetected, and therefore some
miners are using metal detectors. The mercury pollution in the area is both an environment problem, and a health
hazard. Most of the gold gets transported to the North of Paramaribo where the gold buyers are located.

632. Target phrase: environment problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=607674

Tools such as KLEE, Cloud9, and Otter take this approach by implementing models for file system operations,
sockets, IPC, etc. Forking the entire system state. Symbolic execution tools based on virtual machines solve the
environment problem by forking the entire VM state. For example, in S2E each state is an independent VM snapshot
that can be executed separately.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 631:

Q2. Answer for example 632: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase environment problem in Example 631 and Example 632 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 317
633. Target phrase: total land

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37724086

Wildlife and Land Management. Environmental benefits have been witnessed since CAMPFIRE’s inception; elephant
numbers have increased, buffalo numbers are either stable or witnessing a slight decrease, and habitat loss has dimin-
ished, and in certain regions, even reversed. Between 1980 and 2000, wildlife management as a percent of total land in
Zimbabwe increased by 21%. Because rural district councils have an incentive to maintain revenue streams, hunting laws
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are heavily enforced and instances of illegal poaching have decreased.

634. Target phrase: total land

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43857626

In July 2008, notification was issued for acquisition of the land, and on 30 November 2008 land acquisitions were
started. Resident associations and other families approached lower court and Kerala High Court to stop the land acqui-
sitions by the National Highway Authority and Government of Kerala. On 30 May 2013 Government of Kerala gives
total land to build the bypass. On 18 September 2014 Kerala Chief Minister Oommen Chandy inaugurated the bypass.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 633:

Q2. Answer for example 634: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase total land in Example 633 and Example 634 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 318
635. Target phrase: rigorous study

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=661719

The Summer Session at Devon High School is defined by freedom, lack of rules and little academic study. This
symbolises innocence and youth, which is ”lost” when Finny falls from the tree, giving lead to the Winter Session. The
Winter Session is defined as the polar opposite of the Summer Session: tight rules, rigorous study, little freedom and a
cold and unforgiving atmosphere. The Sessions represent the shift from carefree youth to adulthood and maturity, which
occurs throughout the novel.

636. Target phrase: rigorous study

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2660810

It is impossible to gauge the size of the root from an examination of the crown, except to say that if the crown is
mobile it is very unlikely that there is a large intact root. There is dispute as to the average time of eruption with
different authors suggesting different times. All authors who have performed any type of rigorous study suggest that
they erupt between birth and 18 months although most say 6–9 months. Where there are two wolf teeth next to each
other, it is very likely that one is a fragment of the deciduous 2nd premolar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 635:

Q2. Answer for example 636: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rigorous study in Example 635 and Example 636 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 319
637. Target phrase: sampling rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55540194

Turner had a brief tenure before he was promoted to Director of IRS. Bryce Bratt (1949–1953). Bratt extended
sampling to corporate tax returns, achieving a sampling rate of 41.5% (285,000 out of 687,000). He faced a backlog of
statistical reporting due to the aftereffects of World War II.
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638. Target phrase: sampling rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=302027

Accuracy is generally not specified, and there is often a lag of minutes as the sensor temperature changes to follow the
water temperature. Temperature is measured at the pressure sensor, and is needed primarily to provide correct pressure
data, so it is not a high priority for decompression monitoring to give the precise ambient temperature in real time. Data
storage is limited by internal memory, and the amount of data generated depends on the sampling rate. Capacity may
be specified in hours of run time, number of dives recorded, or both.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 637:

Q2. Answer for example 638: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sampling rate in Example 637 and Example 638 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 320
639. Target phrase: next turn

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1959087

In a game that involves a constant build-up of resources over time, a full turn’s additional development turned out
to be far more powerful than Magic’s early designers had imagined. Several cards that grant additional turns have been
printed since Time Walk, but always at a much greater cost. In Time Walk’s early development version, it originally had
the text ”Target player loses next turn.” Richard Garfield tells an anecdote about a playtester telling him that he had
a card in his deck that would guarantee he would win the game on the next turn.

640. Target phrase: next turn

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2955102

In December 1974 it was decided to create ”Comecon Civil Aviation Centre”(����� �� ���). Firstly it was decided to build
Training Laboratories, an Aviation Training Centre and a Hotel. On the next turn it was planned to build a Medi-
cal Centre, Gym, Swimming Pool, etc. In the beginning of 1983 the building of the Centre’s main objectives was completed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 639:

Q2. Answer for example 640: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next turn in Example 639 and Example 640 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 321
641. Target phrase: lower rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3174859

Shared Accommodation Rate. Single people aged under 25 who live in the private rented sector are only entitled to
the Shared Accommodation Rate (SAR) of Housing Benefit, equivalent to the rent for a single room in a shared house
rather than the rate for a self-contained one bedroom property. In 2011 the Government set out plans to extend this
lower rate to all claimants under the age of 35. Crisis campaigned against this extension and in July 2011 the Govern-
ment announced two key exemptions from the plans; people who have lived in a homeless hostel for more than three
months and ex-offenders who continue to pose a risk to others are now exempt from the Shared Accommodation Rate.
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642. Target phrase: lower rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41660

Q factor. The ”Q” factor or ”quality factor” is a dimensionless parameter that describes how under-damped an os-
cillator or resonator is, and characterizes the bandwidth of a resonator relative to its center frequency. A high value for
”Q” indicates a lower rate of energy loss relative to the stored energy, i.e., the system is lightly damped. The parameter
is defined by the equation: The higher the Q factor, the greater the amplitude at the resonant frequency, and the smaller
the ”bandwidth”, or range of frequencies around resonance occurs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 641:

Q2. Answer for example 642: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower rate in Example 641 and Example 642 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 322
643. Target phrase: best defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1477405

As complementary methodology with other research methods to boost the quality and efficiency of research conduct
and to minimize the sampling bias like quota sampling. Compensations. The best defense against weaknesses is to
begin with a set of initial informants that are as diverse as possible. Efforts to improve the main disadvantage of snowball
sampling resulted in the respondent-driven sampling (RDS) method.

644. Target phrase: best defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11273728

Schroeder completed only 20 of 50 passes for a meager 3.8 yards per attempt. Keys to the victory were tackle Brad
Benson’s neutralizing of Redskins pass rusher Dexter Manley, who had 18.5 sacks on the season, and the team’s defense.
After the game, John Madden remarked: ”Last year, I thought the Bears had the best defense I had ever seen. But in
the last two weeks, I feel these Giants have as good a defense as has ever played in this league.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 643:

Q2. Answer for example 644: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best defense in Example 643 and Example 644 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 323
645. Target phrase: international site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=620368

Botswana opened its first medical school in 2009, with a program in emergency medicine following in 2011. The
program aims to train four to six physicians in emergency medicine each year. Limitations on in-country training mean
that the program includes six months of training at an international site. The organization of the program is modeled
on South Africa’s program due to the similarities in resource constraints and disease burdens and the eagerness of College
of Emergency Medicine of South Africa and Emergency Medicine Society of South Africa to support the expansion of
emergency medicine.
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646. Target phrase: international site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60448933

Illegal Motel Filming 2019. From November 24, 2018 to March 3, 2019, spy cams in motels were broadcast live on
the internet. Live broadcasting of spy cams to international site was unprecedented and placed many citizens in fear.
The two offenders were Park, 50 years old, and Kim, 48 years old started to plan in June 2018.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 645:

Q2. Answer for example 646: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase international site in Example 645 and Example 646 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 324
647. Target phrase: breeding ground

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=455400

Murdock was not the only person in his field or at his university to cooperate with intelligence agencies. For much
of the 20th century, agencies such as the CIA and the FBI enjoyed a close relationship with American universities. Yale
University was especially known (later) as a breeding ground for employees of the agencies. Researchers in anthropol-
ogy and foreign relations were often debriefed after foreign field trips.

648. Target phrase: breeding ground

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8472650

The river supports a range of plant species including dropwort, pondweed, club-rush, water-cress and ”Ranunculus”.
The river is largely fringed by a narrow strip of marsh vegetation, dominated by reed-canary grass. The Awbeg is a
breeding ground for otters and supports a significant population of Atlantic salmon. The site supports a population of
white-clawed crayfish, a threatened species.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 647:

Q2. Answer for example 648: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase breeding ground in Example 647 and Example 648 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 325
649. Target phrase: major advancements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=229710

Personal/recreational. Beyond the use in aircraft which drove many improvements in centrifugal design, more
widespread use of the centrifugal supercharger has been heavily focused on the automotive performance aftermarket.
Improvements in design and machining technology have allowed for major advancements in compressor efficiency, as
well as bearing and seal design. As a reliable, safe and affordable (dollar per horsepower) option to increase the perfor-
mance of cars, truck, boats, motorcycles and UTV’s, centrifugal supercharging has become a viable option for performance
enthusiasts in a variety of applications.

650. Target phrase: major advancements
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=347725

The treaties, declarations, and final act of the conference were signed on 29 July of that year, and they entered into
force on 4 September 1900. What is referred to as the Hague Convention of 1899 consisted of three main treaties and
three additional declarations: Hague Convention of 1907. The Second Hague Conference, in 1907, resulted in conven-
tions containing only few major advancements from the 1899 Convention. However, the meeting of major powers did
prefigure later 20th-century attempts at international cooperation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 649:

Q2. Answer for example 650: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major advancements in Example 649 and Example 650 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 326
651. Target phrase: large scale

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20332270

This fish is reared in aquaculture. It can be reared with some other carps, but it tends to compete with certain
species. The species is widespread and common in some areas, and it is not considered threatened on a large scale. It
may face potential threats from overexploitation and degradation of its habitat.

652. Target phrase: large scale

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3525139

The boxes used for this mission were converted luggage carriers obtained from the Air Transport Command. The
smallest quantity of leaflets that could be released at one time using this method was about 350,000. Though this method
of dissemination was large scale, it did not facilitate accuracy of where the leaflets would land. Leaflet bombs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 651:

Q2. Answer for example 652: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large scale in Example 651 and Example 652 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 327
653. Target phrase: major method

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9276466

Well documented transitions to obligate parthenogenesis have been found in numerous metazoan taxa, albeit through
highly diverse mechanisms. These transitions often occur as a result of inbreeding or mutation within large populations.
There are a number of documented species, specifically salamanders and geckos, that rely on obligate parthenogenesis as
their major method of reproduction. As such, there are over 80 species of unisex reptiles (mostly lizards but includ-
ing a single snake species), amphibians and fishes in nature for which males are no longer a part of the reproductive process.

654. Target phrase: major method

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57783

Clay County was formed in 1870 by combining pieces from surrounding Jackson and Overton counties. Secretary of
State Cordell Hull’s first law office (now a museum) was located in Clay County. Clay County’s early inhabitants farmed
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and worked the Cumberland River, which was the major method of transportation in the Cumberland area. There were
many docks and ferry crossings throughout Clay County to transport local crops and livestock to major markets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 653:

Q2. Answer for example 654: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major method in Example 653 and Example 654 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 328
655. Target phrase: qualified support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34930586

Australian biologist and Professor of Genetics David Andrew Sinclair notes that ”the new technologies with genome
editing will allow it to be used on individuals (...) to have (...) healthier children”designer babies. According to a Septem-
ber 2016 report by the Nuffield Council on Bioethics in the future it may be possible to enhance people with genes from
other organisms or wholly synthetic genes to for example improve night vision and sense of smell. The American National
Academy of Sciences and National Academy of Medicine issued a report in February 2017 giving qualified support to
human genome editing. They recommended that clinical trials for genome editing might one day be permitted once
answers have been found to safety and efficiency problems ”but only for serious conditions under stringent oversight.”

656. Target phrase: qualified support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26906468

Election proposal. On 3 May, Abhisit proposed to dissolve parliament in September and hold an election on 14 Novem-
ber if the protesters were willing to stand down. The following day Red Shirt leaders expressed qualified support for the
plan, but wanted more information about when parliament would be dissolved. On the morning of 8 May, two policemen
were killed and several bystanders were injured by a drive-by shooting near the Silom financial district.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 655:

Q2. Answer for example 656: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase qualified support in Example 655 and Example 656 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 329
657. Target phrase: ultimate degree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11590256

11, beating an interpretation by Ken Mackintosh which charted at No. 23. Soon after the hit, guitarist Duane
Eddy and producer Lee Hazlewood took it upon themselves to develop that style to an ultimate degree. They greatly
enhanced the reverberation in their recordings, creating a far-from-light lead guitar sound.

658. Target phrase: ultimate degree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3887376

Treatment is usually with corticosteroids such as prednisone, often with decreasing doses for up to 4–6 months, and
in the case of trismus, manual opening of the mouth under anesthesia. Feeding very soft or liquid food during this time
is usually necessary. The ultimate degree of recovery of jaw function and muscle mass will depend upon the extent of
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damage to the muscle tissue. Recurrence of MMM may occur.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 657:

Q2. Answer for example 658: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ultimate degree in Example 657 and Example 658 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 330
659. Target phrase: single vision

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60788736

Rev. Katay’s work involved the amalgamation of both the St Alban’s site and St John’s, Ashfield. This involved
combining the staff over both sites to push for a single vision and sharing values. His arrival marked a change from two
traditional communion services to congregations with a variety of styles.

660. Target phrase: single vision

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=74844

Corrective eyeglasses can significantly improve the life quality of the wearer. Not only do they enhance the wearer’s
visual experience, but can also reduce problems that result from eye strain, such as headaches or squinting. The most
common type of corrective lens is ”single vision”, which has a uniform refractive index. For people with presbyopia and
hyperopia, bifocal and trifocal glasses provide two or three different refractive indices, respectively, and progressive lenses
have a continuous gradient.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 659:

Q2. Answer for example 660: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase single vision in Example 659 and Example 660 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 331
661. Target phrase: loose structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17075935

Environmental stress cracking may account for around 15-30% of all plastic component failures in service. This be-
havior is especially prevalent in glassy, amorphous thermoplastics. Amorphous polymers exhibit ESC because of their
loose structure which makes it easier for the fluid to permeate into the polymer. Amorphous polymers are more prone
to ESC at temperature higher than their glass transition temperature (Tg) due to the increased free volume.

662. Target phrase: loose structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37738010

At the same time, it was also announced that beginning on 27 August 2013, Nine would air a new show titled ”Late
Night Feast” at 9:30PM once a week. Each episode depicted the events that took place during a party thrown by Big
Brother days earlier on Friday night. Each party was themed with the first being Las Vegas and Hawaiian the following
week and followed a loose structure. While the housemates sat at a table eating food and drink provided by Big
Brother, they discussed topics aimed more towards adult viewing – including religion, sexuality and politics – and then
proceeded to play party games and were then given music to dance to.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 661:

Q2. Answer for example 662: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase loose structure in Example 661 and Example 662 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 332
663. Target phrase: faster and easier way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4953047

Setup. The first segment runs between the East Hall and the West Hall in Terminal 1. The segment aims to provide a
faster and easier way for passengers travelling between immigration and boarding gates at the far end of the Terminal.
Westbound service is for departure passengers only, while eastbound service is for arrival passengers only.

664. Target phrase: faster and easier way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44674484

The survivors have to fight against extreme situations worsen by ckimate change. You can watch it on Netflix.
Cli fi can also exist in an artwork, it is a faster and easier way to show the dangers of climate change. A PR stunt
by new natural history TV channel Eden, the sculpture was made by 15 artists over two months, measures 20 foot by
20 foot, weighs 1.5 tonnes and travelled 7.5 miles down the river this morning from Greenwich to the Houses of Parliament.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 663:

Q2. Answer for example 664: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase faster and easier way in Example 663 and Example 664 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 333
665. Target phrase: blue ones

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14935631

Almost Perpendicular and the land to the north were owned by the Tuxedo Park Association. At sporadic times,
Miss Siedler and the TP Association closed their lands so that they would not become public thoroughfares. In October
1943, the red metal disks on the Red Disc Trail were replaced by blue ones supplied by Alexander Jassup. The Blue
Disc Trail used to start at the second corner of Johnsontown Road and Seven Lakes Drive; however, it was moved to the
cul-de-sac on Johnsontown Road, where parking exists.

666. Target phrase: blue ones

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18290

This is a method analogous to the way fluorescent lamps work. This method is less efficient than blue LEDs with
YAG:Ce phosphor, as the Stokes shift is larger, so more energy is converted to heat, but yields light with better spec-
tral characteristics, which render color better. Due to the higher radiative output of the ultraviolet LEDs than of the
blue ones, both methods offer comparable brightness. A concern is that UV light may leak from a malfunctioning light
source and cause harm to human eyes or skin.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 665:

Q2. Answer for example 666: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase blue ones in Example 665 and Example 666 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 334
667. Target phrase: upper-level course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=595548

Horses must also have good conformation and be naturally sound, as poorly-conformed horses will not be able to
physically hold up to the demands that are placed on them. Most horses that compete today are Thoroughbreds,
Thoroughbred-crosses (including the Irish Horse), and lightly built Warmbloods, or Warmbloods with a high degree of
Thoroughbred blood, such as the Trakehner. However, should the horse possess the qualities needed to get around an
upper-level course, breed is considered secondary to athletic ability. Scoring.

668. Target phrase: upper-level course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33446883

He has authored or edited nearly twenty briefs prepared for the Supreme Court. Watford is an active member of the
American Bar Association, serving as Co-Chair of the ABA Litigation Section’s Appellate Practice Committee from 2005
to 2008 and as a member of the ABA’s Amicus Curiae Committee from 2007 to 2010. From 2007 to 2009, he taught an
upper-level course in judicial opinion writing at the University of Southern California’s Gould School of Law. Since
June 2012, he has served as treasurer and board member of Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County, a
nonprofit providing pro bono legal services to the poor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 667:

Q2. Answer for example 668: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase upper-level course in Example 667 and Example 668 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 335
669. Target phrase: standard time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25609903

In order to get the movie insured, Donaldson issued an opinion letter to the insurance company presenting a case for
fair use, trademark, public domain, and access issues. The opinion letter was the longest that his office had ever written;
it took 4 months to assemble. The E&amp;O insurance policy was issued in the standard time of one week. The film
was released to theaters and VOD on October 11, 2013.

670. Target phrase: standard time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3264084

This can be done by having two dimensions for each date/time dimension needed – one for local time, and one for
standard time. Storing date/time in both local and standard time, will allow for analysis on when facts are created in
a local setting and in a global setting as well. The standard time chosen can be a global standard time (ex. UTC), it
can be the local time of the business’ headquarters, or any other time zone that would make sense to use.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 669:

Q2. Answer for example 670: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase standard time in Example 669 and Example 670 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 336
671. Target phrase: specific need

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=109634

It is the fourth busiest container port in Florida and the 18th busiest in the continental United States. In addition
to intermodal capacity, the Port is a major modal point for the shipment of various goods as well as being the home
to several small passenger cruise lines. Water Taxi: As a waterfront city there is specific need for water transporta-
tion between points in the city and surrounding areas. Waterway transportation is available to and from the downtown
Clematis Street District, Sailfish Marina Resort, waterfront attractions, Peanut Island and special events.

672. Target phrase: specific need

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30874303

Prior to the 19th century, few formal charitable organizations existed to assist people in need. In the first few decades
of the 20th century, several volunteer organizations were founded, including the Rotary International, Kiwanis Interna-
tional, Association of Junior Leagues International, and Lions Clubs International. The Great Depression saw one of the
first large-scale, nationwide efforts to coordinate volunteering for a specific need. During World War II, thousands of
volunteer offices supervised the volunteers who helped with the many needs of the military and the home front, including
collecting supplies, entertaining soldiers on leave, and caring for the injured.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 671:

Q2. Answer for example 672: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific need in Example 671 and Example 672 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 337
673. Target phrase: proposed mechanism

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2344610

Mail sources are motivated to make the answers yes, and it’s easy for them to do so (unless their email flow is so toxic
that no reputable independent accreditation service will vouch for them). CSV is designed to be efficient and elegant,
and in this respect it certainly beats SPF’s coverage of HELO identities. Client SMTP Authorization (CSA) was a
proposed mechanism whereby a domain admin can advertise which mail servers are legitimate originators of mail from
his/her domain. This is done by providing appropriate SRV RRs in the DNS infrastructure.

674. Target phrase: proposed mechanism

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23636553

PANDAS. In 1994, Swedo was lead author on a paper describing Pediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorders
Associated with Streptococcal infections. The proposed mechanism, similar to that of rheumatic fever, is one of an
inappropriate autoimmune response in the brain, leading to repetitive behaviors. The proportion of cases of these neu-
ropsychiatric disorders, if any, following this mechanism is not clear.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 673:

Q2. Answer for example 674: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proposed mechanism in Example 673 and Example 674 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 338
675. Target phrase: home board

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57728144

In 1873, the Mohr couple permanently returned to Europe. They interceded on Miller’s behalf at the Basel headquar-
ters for the Home Committee to reduce her workload at the same salary. The home board rejected that idea saying a
lighter teaching schedule would go with lower pay. Disappointed, Miller left the Basel Mission at the end of the 1873/4
year to work as an employee of the colonial government at the then newly opened Government Girls’ School at Accra,
where one of her colleagues was Caroline Svanikier (née Clerk), daughter of one of the West Indians, Alexander Worthy
Clerk.

676. Target phrase: home board

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3173908

But according to Gul bara rules it only takes one checker to block a point, so players block more points and as the
game progresses playing all the doubles is often quite difficult. Bearing off and winning. Bearing off can start once a
player has moved all of his/her fifteen checkers into their home board. A player can bear off a checker by rolling a
number that corresponds to the point on which it resides, then removing the checker from the board.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 675:

Q2. Answer for example 676: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase home board in Example 675 and Example 676 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 339
677. Target phrase: commercial level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6312276

The lower level of Kinetic Park has over available for commercial uses that will complement the Technology Park area.
Intended uses include restaurants, lodging, banking, personal services and other retail businesses that can conveniently
serve employees of the Technology Park and surrounding area. Currently only two tenants occupy the commercial level,
a Bob Evans restaurant and a TownePlace Suites by Marriott. Technology park.

678. Target phrase: commercial level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37745271

Romancing Mary Jane: A Year in the Life of a Failed Marijuana Grower is a non-fiction book, written by Canadian
writer Michael Poole, first published in 1998 by Greystone Books. In the book, the author chronicles the regrettable
consequences of his decision to cultivate marijuana on a commercial level. Goodreads called the book, an ”engaging
blend of metaphysics, marijuana, and midlife crisis.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 677:
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Q2. Answer for example 678: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase commercial level in Example 677 and Example 678 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 340
679. Target phrase: inadvertent result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3699882

He again attempts to attack Spider-Man, but changes his mind and departs when he witnesses Spider-Man saving
innocent bystanders. During the ”Secret Wars II” storyline, Puma later confronted the Beyonder in New York; however,
the Beyonder simply transported him to downtown Tokyo. Puma became enraged at the death of Master Muramoto
as the inadvertent result of the Beyonder’s actions. Puma reached a state of ”harmonious enlightenment with the
universe” and was imbued with immeasurable power.

680. Target phrase: inadvertent result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2156756

A tan line is a visually clear division on the human skin between an area of pronounced comparative paleness relative
to other areas that have been suntanned by exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. The source of the radiation may
be the sun, or artificial UV sources such as tanning lamps. Tan lines are usually an inadvertent result of a work
environment or of recreational activities, but are sometimes intentional. Many people regard visible tan lines as unsightly
and seek to avoid tan lines that will be visible when regular clothes are worn.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 679:

Q2. Answer for example 680: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase inadvertent result in Example 679 and Example 680 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 341
681. Target phrase: pizza delivery

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10103412

For example, a person might use ”What is Cindy barking at?” if she knows that either the dog has a different name
or that there is no dog. Another example, which is also an widely shared urban legend, would be a person calling 911 for
help and pretending to order pizza delivery. In addition to a duress code, there is duress activity.

682. Target phrase: pizza delivery

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20189359

He began studying piano and trumpet at a young age and later picked up the guitar from his mom. He spent his last
year of high school in Holland, Michigan, before moving to Nashville in 2000 to study and pursue music. Tyler enrolled
at Belmont University as a music business major and worked part-time jobs like meter-reading, pizza delivery, valet,
landscaping, and in a retirement home. He used the school’s recording studios to make demos and interned at record
labels and artist management firms before graduating in 2004.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 681:

Q2. Answer for example 682: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase pizza delivery in Example 681 and Example 682 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 342
683. Target phrase: every dwelling

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=76532

The selected collection districts are then divided into blocks, and blocks are chosen from within each selected collection
district (second stage). Next, dwellings are listed within each selected block, and some of these dwellings are selected
(third stage). This method makes it unnecessary to create a list of every dwelling in the region and necessary only for
selected blocks. In remote areas, an additional stage of clustering is used, in order to reduce travel requirements.

684. Target phrase: every dwelling

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27309

The Protectorate Ordinances (passed in the Colony in 1896 and 1897) abolished the title of King and replaced it with
”Paramount Chief”. Chiefs and kings had formerly been selected by the leading members of their own communities; now
all chiefs, even paramount ones, could be deposed or installed at the will of the Governor, and most of the judicial powers
of the chiefs were removed and given to courts presided-over by British ”District Commissioners”. The Governor decreed
that a house tax of 5”s” to 10”s” was to be levied annually on every dwelling in the Protectorate. To the chiefs, these
reductions in their power and prestige were unbearable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 683:

Q2. Answer for example 684: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every dwelling in Example 683 and Example 684 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 343
685. Target phrase: given source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=178959

Therefore, its scientific accuracy has been reassessed. Color rendering index is a metric for describing the appearance
of a source and whether or not it is considered pleasing. The color rendering index of a given source is a measure of
that source’s ability to faithfully reproduce colors of an object. Light sources, like candles or incandescent light bulbs
produce spectrums of electromagnetic energy that closely resemble Planckian black bodies; they look much like natural
sources.

686. Target phrase: given source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11080707

TMG has elaborate and detailed support for sources in a database format where a source can be referred to by any
other record. In the GEDCOM database specification, sources can only refer to either a single individual or single family.
Because of GEDCOM’s limitation, exporting a TMG database involves duplicating the sources into each place where a
given source is used. All of the information is exported, but the structure of each source is lost permanently.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 685:

Q2. Answer for example 686: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase given source in Example 685 and Example 686 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 344
687. Target phrase: popular one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2001125

In order to obtain physical results, these redundant degrees of freedom need to be discarded in a suitable way In
Abelian gauge theory (i.e. in QED) it suffices to simply choose a gauge. A popular one is the Lorenz gauge formula_1,
which has the advantage of being Lorentz invariant. In non-Abelian gauge theories (such as QCD) the situation is more
complicated due to the more complex structure of the non-Abelian gauge group.

688. Target phrase: popular one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2155943

History. There seems to be no consensus on the exact origin of the name Cabali-an. While there are several versions,
the most popular one involves Magellan who happened to pass by Cabalian. This account tells of Magellan and his crew
attempting to land this settlement after being battered by a heavy storm known locally as “”subasco””.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 687:

Q2. Answer for example 688: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase popular one in Example 687 and Example 688 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 345
689. Target phrase: main point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53734158

The main manner of this type of field fortification was to close potential vehicular transport and attack routes with
multiplied anti-tank ditches, hedgehogs, dragon’s teeth and mine fields. These obstacle-zone are followed by a quite small
but peculiarly complex system of ditches and barbed wire obstacles, which protects the anti-tank barrier against sappers,
bridge-layer tanks and engineer teams. The semi-mobile engagement is the main point, soldiers fight in open firing
positions, while bunkers served as only shelters during bombardments. Thus it is possible to quickly reallocate between
the points of defense (manpower not locked in pillboxes), and counterattacks feasible by defense force.

690. Target phrase: main point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=108812

In 1692, the town of Colchester was confirmed unto Danial Mason, son of Major John Mason. On October 13, 1698,
Michael Taintor, Samuel Northam and Nathaniel Foote III applied to go forth and settle the Town. Jerimiah’s Farm was
selected as the main point of reference for the town, with its north boundary as the Twenty Mile River. The southern
side is bordered by Lyme.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 689:

Q2. Answer for example 690: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main point in Example 689 and Example 690 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 346
691. Target phrase: light cannon

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31584407

Known as the ”Expedition of Poets” or ”Expedition Floriano Peixoto”, this force, under the command of journalist
Orlando Correa Lopes, was based on the river monitor ”Dovapor Solimões”, equipped with the help of the governor of
Amazonas province, Silvério José Néri. The Solimões operated on the Rio Purus and seized the vessel ”Alonso”, which
was renamed ”Ruy Barbosa”. Carvalho Rodrigo became president of the newly declared Republic of Acre, whose forces
had a light cannon, a machine gun and about 200 men. Around Christmas 1900, this force attacked Puerto Alonso and
was defeated by the Bolivian military, resulting in the loss of a dozen men and the machine gun, eventually leading to
the dissolution of the republic.

692. Target phrase: light cannon

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26088797

Kitt. There can be no doubt but the attackers were in possession of heavy fire arms [because] until the big house
was levelled by the Land Commission, the window stool of an upper window revealed the strength to some extent of the
attackers. This stone stool was made into splinters in the middle and it was evident that nothing less than light cannon
was in use. The occupants of the house returned the fire and the attackers were forced to retreat and some accounts
reveal with the loss of one man.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 691:

Q2. Answer for example 692: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase light cannon in Example 691 and Example 692 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 347
693. Target phrase: energy problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44100697

The Caribe debate saw several disqualifications and confrontations between candidates, as well as incidents in the
crowds between followers of different parties. Topics included the battle against corruption, the peace process with FARC,
the environment and the country’s relationship with Venezuelan. Regional topics included Electricaribe (an energy sup-
plier in the Caribe region) and the decisions that the candidates would take to resolve the energy problem. The Pacific
debate saw discussions on flaws in the healthcare system, illegal mining, education, FARC, illegal crops, the battle against
corruption, infrastructure, culture, racism and the exploitation of biodiversity.

694. Target phrase: energy problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7964497

He was approximately one year into his second term at the time of his assassination aboard EarthForce One, the
”Babylon 5” equivalent of Air Force One, at the beginning of 2259. The incident occurs near the jump point off Io, one
of Jupiter’s moons. An energy problem with EarthForce One’s jump engines is registered and the craft explodes live
on ISN (the CNN of ”Babylon 5’s” universe). A slight suspicion of foul play is hinted at by the ISN feed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 693:

Q2. Answer for example 694: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase energy problem in Example 693 and Example 694 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 348
695. Target phrase: collection company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64618170

In 1998, Molok introduced a multi-compartment container suitable for sorting many waste fractions. The 1,200-liter
container had three or four compartments and was also equipped with a separate biodegrable waste lifting container if
needed. There was a separate lifting bag in each compartment and when the container was full, the collection company
was notified by telephone. The pilot products were sold to Oulu.

696. Target phrase: collection company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35859423

As Dar Capital’s CEO, Abou El Seoud is responsible for the overall management of the company including all capital
market deals, landmark projects and growth strategy. He also sits on the board of several companies including Grosvenor
House Apartments (director), Aston Martin Holdings (UK) Ltd (director), Aston Martin Lagonda group (board mem-
ber, member of Remuneration Committee, Finance Committee and Audit Committee), Lagonda Properties Ltd (board
member), Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd (board member), Aston Martin Investments Ltd (board member), Investment Dar
UK Ltd (CEO), Dar International Investment Bank (chairman), Al Dar Asset Management Company (director), CRC
UAE (chairman) and Dar Capital UK Ltd (CEO and board member). Abou El Seoud’s previous board memberships
include: Bahrain Islamic Bank, Manzel Holding Co K.S.C.C., and Credit Rating &amp; collection company. He was
also operating as assistant general manager and finance manager for Al Madar Financing and Leasing Company KSC in
the process of company’s operational restructuring and setting up the performance standard.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 695:

Q2. Answer for example 696: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase collection company in Example 695 and Example 696 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 349
697. Target phrase: clear results

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48309708

Current research allows for the expansion of samples up to 16x larger than their initial size. This technique has been
found useful in various laboratory settings, such as analyzing biological molecules. ExM allows researchers to use standard
equipment in identifying small structures, but requires following of procedures in order to ensure clear results. Principles.

698. Target phrase: clear results

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34265869

Puerto Rico’s Resident Commissioner Pedro Pierluisi and outgoing Governor Luis Fortuño have stated that they will
present the results to the Obama administration and leaders of the United States Congress. President Obama had said
that he would support the will of Puerto Ricans if there is a clear majority. Governor-elect Alejandro García Padilla,
who had been critical of the process, said that the consult was ”unfair” and that it didn’t offer clear results. He also
said that ”none of the options received most of the 50% within the emitted ballots,” which included those from voters
who did not choose any of the presented non-territorial options.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 697:

Q2. Answer for example 698: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear results in Example 697 and Example 698 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 350
699. Target phrase: valuable material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52999

A lander instead bound for Phobos could be based on equipment designed for lunar and asteroid landings. Fur-
thermore, due to Phobos’s very weak gravity, the delta-v required to land on Phobos and return is only 80% of that
required for a trip to and from the surface of the Moon. It has been proposed that the sands of Phobos could serve as
a valuable material for aerobraking during a Mars landing. A relatively small amount of chemical fuel brought from
Earth could be used to lift a large amount of sand from the surface of Phobos to a transfer orbit.

700. Target phrase: valuable material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1618529

Sand bed filters are an example of a granular loose media depth filter. They are usually used to separate small amounts
(&lt;10 parts per million or &lt;10 g per cubic metre) of fine solids (&lt;100 micrometres) from aqueous solutions. In
addition, they are usually used to purify the fluid rather than capture the solids as a valuable material. Therefore they
find most of their uses in liquid effluent (wastewater) treatment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 699:

Q2. Answer for example 700: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase valuable material in Example 699 and Example 700 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 351
701. Target phrase: control booths

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9156477

The booth contains a variety of equipment used in the production of theatrical performances. Although booths vary
greatly from venue to venue, most booths contain a light board, and sometimes a sound board. Most control booths
have at least one intercom headset used for communication with the backstage crew during performances. The booth
may have equipment racks for the lighting and audio equipment.

702. Target phrase: control booths

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36652537

Initially, French Border Police officers checked passengers’ travel documents while on board the train before arriving
in or after departing from their station in France. No customs checks were carried out on board the train. Starting from
June 1998, the French Border Police set up control booths at Paris Gare du Nord, Lille-Europe and Calais-Fréthun
stations. This led to a gradual phasing out of onboard immigration checks (in 1998, 3,638 onboard checks were carried
out, whereas in 2000, only 642 onboard checks were carried out).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 701:
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Q2. Answer for example 702: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase control booths in Example 701 and Example 702 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 352
703. Target phrase: german ministry

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2316510

It is the capital of the district Nürnberger Land, in Bavaria. It is in the valley of the River Pegnitz, which flows through
the town. In 2009, the municipality developed a climate protection plan which was supported by the german ministry
for the Environment. Twin towns – sister cities.

704. Target phrase: german ministry

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2277678

Of the victims, 30% were 17 years old or younger. 31.8% were from Germany, 26.4% from Asia, 22.2% from Turkey,
and 5.6% from Africa. In 2016, the german ministry of the interior found that 1475 children were in forced marriages.
Of those 1474, 1100 were girls, 664 were from Syria, 157 were Afghans, and 100 were Iraqis.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 703:

Q2. Answer for example 704: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase german ministry in Example 703 and Example 704 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 353
705. Target phrase: one piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30863734

As machinery for commercial applications has improved, parts are being spun with thicker materials in excess of 1in
(25mm) thick steel. Conventional spinning also wastes a considerably smaller amount of material than other methods.
Objects can be built using one piece of material to produce parts without seams. Without seams, a part can withstand
higher internal or external pressure exerted on it.

706. Target phrase: one piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20691052

During the Drop Phase, players can form 3 in-a-rows which allows for that player to capture an enemy piece from
anywhere on the board. After each player has dropped their 12 pieces, the Movement Phase begins. Players alternate
their turns moving one piece orthogonally onto a vacant adjacent square. The piece can form a 3 in-a-row by either
moving onto a row or column of two adjacent pieces of its color, or leaving a row or column of four adjacent pieces of its
color and thus leaving behind three adjacent pieces in-a-row.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 705:

Q2. Answer for example 706: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one piece in Example 705 and Example 706 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 354
707. Target phrase: one member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57996

By chemical structure. In general, corticosteroids are grouped into four classes, based on chemical structure. Allergic
reactions to one member of a class typically indicate an intolerance of all members of the class. This is known as the
”Coopman classification”.

708. Target phrase: one member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6371364

The total population at the 2011 census was 2,171. It is also part of the Bridgwater and West Somerset county
constituency represented in the House of Commons of the Parliament of the United Kingdom. It elects one member of
Parliament (MP) by the first past the post system of election. Religious sites.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 707:

Q2. Answer for example 708: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one member in Example 707 and Example 708 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 355
709. Target phrase: whose panel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32797228

John Ward believes the rich and complex iconography and symbolic meaning van Eyck employed in his religious panels
served to highlight the co-existence the artist saw between the spiritual and material worlds. In his earlier paintings,
subtle iconographical features – referred to as disguised symbolism – are typically woven into the work, as ”relatively
small, in the background, or in the shadow [details]”. These elements include the apparition of the Virgin before the
donor, whose panel contains carvings that seem to be reflective of events of his life. In his religious panels after 1436,
van Eyck’s reliance on iconographical or symbolic elements is greatly reduced.

710. Target phrase: whose panel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62756947

It marked the first time that the Daytime Emmys were broadcast on U.S. TV since 2015 (after being relegated to a
webcast), and the ceremony’s return to both CBS and broadcast television for the first time since 2011. The special was
produced by Associated Television International, which had produced previous Daytime Emmys ceremonies for CBS. The
nominees were announced the next day on CBS’s daytime talk show ”The Talk”, whose panel would later be announced
as hosts of the special. Some of the additional award categories were announced simultaneously on Twitter, while others
are planned to be announced separately later in July 2020.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 709:

Q2. Answer for example 710: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose panel in Example 709 and Example 710 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 356
711. Target phrase: erosion problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34262069

During the 2009/2010 winter storm season, there was severe damage to the beaches, mangroves and residential areas
from here to Paraíso. This included flooding of the Del Carmen-Pajonal-Machona lagoon system, which damaged 104
houses and eroded three km of beaches. In 2010, the state employed foreign experts, principally from the Netherlands to
study the erosion problem. Economy.

712. Target phrase: erosion problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4563

The British propellant was of two types, MK1 and MD. The Mark 1 cordite had a formula of 37% nitrocellulose, 58%
nitroglycerine, and 5% petroleum jelly. It was a good propellant but burned hot and caused an erosion problem in
gun barrels. The petroleum jelly served as both a lubricant and a stabiliser.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 711:

Q2. Answer for example 712: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase erosion problem in Example 711 and Example 712 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 357
713. Target phrase: metal object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=320425

Theorized path of the bullet CE399. The following description assumes that bullet CE 399 hit high, at the sixth
cervical vertebra rather than the third thoracic vertebra: The 6.5 millimeter, 161 grain, round nose military style full
metal jacket bullet, which was manufactured by the Western Cartridge Company and later stored nearly whole in the
U.S. National Archives, was first theorized by the Warren Commission to have: Regarding the bullet that he remembered
impacting his back, Connally stated, ”...the most curious discovery of all took place when they rolled me off the stretcher
and onto the examining table. A metal object fell to the floor, with a click no louder than a wedding band. The nurse
picked it up and slipped it into her pocket.

714. Target phrase: metal object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22554105

The man on the bicycle, Robert Urick, 41, was ”charged with attempted homicide, aggravated assault and weapons
offenses”. A 2008 ”Newsweek” article entitled ”Pedal vs. Metal: A surge in bike ridership spurs a new kind of road rage”
described an altercation which began after a driver named Patrick Schrepping told cyclist Adam Leckie to wear a helmet.
Following this conversation, Leckie ”allegedly responded by keying Schrepping’s car”, and then Schrepping struck Leckie
with a metal object. Both men were arrested and charged with assault.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 713:

Q2. Answer for example 714: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase metal object in Example 713 and Example 714 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 358
715. Target phrase: greater value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=410860

According to Student: ”...an even longer discussion followed on the question of the position of the Irish Free State.
Hitler stated: ’Éire’s neutrality must be respected. A neutral Irish Free State is of greater value to us than a hostile
Ireland. We must be glad that Ireland has remained neutral up to the present.

716. Target phrase: greater value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12957268

”Yaku” are somewhat similar to poker hands. They fit certain patterns based on the numbers or types of tiles in-
cluded, as well as the relative value of the tiles. Unlike poker, however, multiple hand types may be combined to produce
hands of greater value. There are three basic classes of yaku: Calling for another player’s discard to make a meld makes
the meld and the hand open.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 715:

Q2. Answer for example 716: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater value in Example 715 and Example 716 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 359
717. Target phrase: added advantage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27438004

Guillaume de Grandchamp de Grantrie was French Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire from 1566 to 1571. From
1566, he notably proposed to the Ottoman Court a plan, devised by Charles IX of France and Catherine de Medicis,
to settle French Huguenots and French and German Lutherans in Moldavia, in order to create a military colony and a
buffer against the Habsburgs. This plan also had the added advantage of removing the Huguenots from France, then
a major issue due to the French Wars of Religion. He offered himself to become the ”Voyvoda” of Moldavia, who would
pay a tribute of 20,000 ducats to the Ottomans.

718. Target phrase: added advantage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5284787

Green roof Green roofs are landscaped or vegetated areas on the roofs of buildings, usually built to mimic natu-
ral landscaping or ground-level parks. Green roofs help drainage systems by offsetting peak discharge from otherwise
hardscape surfaces, and filtering rainwater directly as it falls. They also have the added advantage of reducing energy
consumption for buildings that would otherwise be receiving direct sunlight onto their roofs throughout the day. As part
of the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference, Argentina agreed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions as part of
a global effort to combat climate change.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 717:

Q2. Answer for example 718: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase added advantage in Example 717 and Example 718 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 360
719. Target phrase: much use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65226477

A type of leg protection were massive leather boots for cuirassiers, protecting the wearer already during the charge,
which happened knee-to-knee. However, they were so cumbersome that the soldier had trouble to mount his horse and,
even more problematic, making it nearly impossible for him to walk after dismounting. Hence, a cuirassier fighting on
foot ”was as much use as a dead man.” One piece of armour which continued to be worn was the gorget, although its
size was rapidly decreasing.

720. Target phrase: much use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61001

However, PDO was also reliant entirely on Objective-C to function. This was a price most were unwilling to pay,
as at the time C++ was more widely used and the effort to shift codebases to an entirely new language and paradigm
was considered too onerous. PDO never saw much use, and NeXT’s emphasis shifted to its new WebObjects framework
in 1995. The ability to instantiate any object known to the local process from any other process is a known security
vulnerability, and Apple strongly discourages use of PDO for that reason.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 719:

Q2. Answer for example 720: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase much use in Example 719 and Example 720 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 361
721. Target phrase: another criticism

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33488970

Because the process through which personality predicts the actual effectiveness of leaders has been relatively un-
explored (Ng, Ang, &amp; Chan, 2008), these scholars have concluded that personality currently has low explanatory
and predictive power over job performance and cannot help organizations select leaders who will be effective (Morgeson
&amp; Ilies, 2007). Furthermore, Derue and colleagues (2011) found that leader behaviors are more predictive of leader
effectiveness than are traits. another criticism of trait leadership is its silence on the influence of the situational context
surrounding leaders (Ng et al., 2008). Stogdill (1948) found that persons who are leaders in one situation may not be
leaders in another situation.

722. Target phrase: another criticism

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3052261

The Expressway, along with SW 10th Street west of I-95, was bannered as State Road 869 in 1995. When the highway
was first built, it was criticized for being a ”road to nowhere”, as it passed through undeveloped areas for most of its
length. The road’s $1.50 toll in its first few years was another criticism by local residents, contributing to the road’s
light usage. Commercial and residential developments boomed along the toll road in the late ’80s and throughout the
’90s, making it suitable for commuters.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 721:

Q2. Answer for example 722: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another criticism in Example 721 and Example 722 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 362
723. Target phrase: little doubt

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=68283

Legacy and honors. In the book ”Fifty Filmmakers”, journalist Andrew J. Rausch argues, ”There is a strong case to
be made that Robert Towne is the most gifted scribe ever to write for film. There can be little doubt that he is one of
the finest ever.” Awards

724. Target phrase: little doubt

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34823202

One of these, the Nile tilapia (”Oreochromis niloticus”), was to establish itself firmly in the fishery. Tilapia catches
from the lake rose from about 13,000 mt in 1975, to an all-time high of around 105,000 mt in 2000. There can be
little doubt that these introductions saved the fishery from collapse. With such increases, so too the entire production
system on the lake changed, the fifth and final key change.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 723:

Q2. Answer for example 724: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase little doubt in Example 723 and Example 724 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 363
725. Target phrase: visual and hearing impairment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33516239

In terms of the quality of the tourist services, 272 establishments are in possession of the Q award for high qual-
ity tourist services, the certificate which represents quality in the Spanish tourism sector. Furthermore, in the Basque
Autonomous Community 140 tourist establishments now have the Accessibility Seal which is part of the framework of
the Accessibility Programme which has been developed by the Ministry for Industry, Innovation, Trade and Tourism of
the Basque Government. This programme advises and prepares tourist establishments to improve their ability to serve
customers with physical and intellectual difficulties and visual and hearing impairment. The programme is therefore
responsible for showing the establishments how their services can be geared to these customers to offer them a stay with
full accessibility which is adapted to their needs.

726. Target phrase: visual and hearing impairment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17572536

In extreme instances of violent rape in war, the walls of the vagina are torn or punctured, resulting in severe pain and
debilitating incontinence (urinary complications) and bowel containment. Violent rape is also a cause of obstetric fistula
which is a hole in the female organ and birth canal. Physical effects may also include bone breakage such as backbreaking
and cranial cracks, causing future disability, visual and hearing impairment, and mental incapacitation. Psychologi-
cal effects.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 725:

Q2. Answer for example 726: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase visual and hearing impairment in Example 725 and Example 726 have the same meaning
or not?
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Pair 364
727. Target phrase: upper range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25460347

Face was selected amongst hundreds of groups to compete. Having made it that far, Face performed ”Living on a
Prayer” by Bon Jovi and while the judges were impressed that they could ”rock without instruments,” it was not enough
to keep them on the show. In particular, their lack of an upper range ultimately led to their elimination in the first
round. According to ”The New York Times” Members.

728. Target phrase: upper range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23150085

The implication is that, if the calculation is correct and appropriate, the ups and downs of the business cycles, the
recessions and the booms, hardly matter for individual and possibly social welfare. It is the long run trend of economic
growth that is crucial. If formula_4 is at the upper range of estimates found in literature, around 4, then or 1/5 of 1
percent. An individual with average consumption of $50,000 would be willing to pay $100 to eliminate fluctuations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 727:

Q2. Answer for example 728: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase upper range in Example 727 and Example 728 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 365
729. Target phrase: visible difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1220403

Harness bridles. Bridles used for driving horses have some differences from most riding bridles. The most visible difference
is that they usually include partial eye coverings called ”blinders, blinkers” or ”winkers” that restrict the horse’s periph-
eral vision. They are stitched into the cheekpieces of a driving bridle and sometimes bear a monogram or badge.

730. Target phrase: visible difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40649027

Dilawar said: ”For me if we can’t save a sparrow which is found around us then it is too ambitious to save a tiger.
So first we have to save the sparrows and only then can we dream of saving the tiger.” Since it started Nature Forever
Society has spearheaded programs and projects that are making a visible difference to sparrow populations in cities.
Some of the initiatives started by Nature Forever Society are CBMI, World Sparrow Day, Project SOS, NFS Sparrow
Awards and Adopt a Feeder and Nest program, among others.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 729:

Q2. Answer for example 730: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase visible difference in Example 729 and Example 730 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 366
731. Target phrase: small run

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24289598

Despite failed attempts in 1940 and 1945 (both times with Frazer’s 6/66 prototype), the 1942 Americar would be
Willys-Overland final ”civilian” passenger car model until the Willys Aero, ten years later. Three variations — Speed-
way, DeLuxe and Plainsman — were offered, each with a coupe and sedan, plus a DeLuxe three-door woody wagon.
USHCO/USB&amp;F built a small run of station wagon bodies for Willys. Five examples were built on model 440 coup
chassis in 1940, and a second group of five in 1941 on model 441 coupe chassis.

732. Target phrase: small run

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4003827

(1944) Biography. Wolgamot was not a professional writer; he ran a movie theater for a living. ”In Sara” was pub-
lished in a very small run financed by the author. The information normally included in a published book for the era
(e.g., mailing address for the publisher, Library of Congress number) was missing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 731:

Q2. Answer for example 732: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small run in Example 731 and Example 732 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 367
733. Target phrase: left part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50279041

The shadow of the left arm falls on the left side of the waist, so that the waist at first glance seems narrower than it
actually is. The wall on which the mirror hangs is greyish and solid in color, though with some texture. At the left side
of the picture an oblique shadow falls on the wall, putting the left part of the wall in shade. At the bottom right of the
picture is a panel at the height of the woman’s thigh.

734. Target phrase: left part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37187592

As an example, the picture shows the result of Thompson’s construction algorithm on the regular expression codice_2
that denotes the set of binary numbers that are multiples of 3: The upper right part shows the logical structure (syntax
tree) of the expression, with ”.” denoting concatenation (assumed to have variable arity); subexpressions are named - for
reference purposes. The left part shows the nondeterministic finite automaton resulting from Thompson’s algorithm,
with the and state of each subexpression colored in and , respectively. An � as transition label is omitted for clarity —
unlabelled transitions are in fact � transitions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 733:

Q2. Answer for example 734: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase left part in Example 733 and Example 734 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 368
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735. Target phrase: current trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8088165

A core component of a data acquisition system are the data acquisition units (DAU). These are electronic boxes that
interface to FTI sources and are typically designed to be rugged and reliable. The current trend is to make these
units as small as possible and move them closer to the sensors. This leads to many challenges for the designers of a data
acquisition chassis such as how to cope with inhospitable environments and maintain functionality with smaller designs.

736. Target phrase: current trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3040321

Like most towns in the region, Cehegín experienced a big demographic increase until 1940. Right after that there
was a notable decline in the 1940s and 1960s, followed by a phase of stability. The current trend is clear growth, but
the number of cehegineros who emigrate to other countries is still high. In the district of Valentín (546 inhabitants) an
important socio-economic change has taken place with the strong boom experienced by the semi-handicraft industry of
clay pottery, destined mainly for export.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 735:

Q2. Answer for example 736: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase current trend in Example 735 and Example 736 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 369
737. Target phrase: upper left corner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66222662

Hardware. Design. The design of the Xiaomi Mi 11 is similar to that of the Mi 10, maintaining the front camera
design in the upper left corner. The Mi 11 uses Corning Gorilla Glass Victus on both sides of the device.

738. Target phrase: upper left corner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66575475

Both men were absolute Zen masters of trans-cultural improvisation.” Author Jordana Moore Saggese states that ”the
crown motif that pervades Basquiat’s work…is often interpreted as an assertion of the artist’s power.” In ”Charles the
First”, this crown sits in the upper left corner of the canvas, enclosed in a square above the name ”THOR.” Saggese
also explains that the crown references hierarchies within New York’s graffiti movement: ”Graffiti writers who admired
the work of others would express their respect for a piece by painting a simple, often three-pointed crown next to the work.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 737:

Q2. Answer for example 738: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase upper left corner in Example 737 and Example 738 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 370
739. Target phrase: thorough explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48913743
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The organizers hope that an honor system is sufficient to curb violations, and in 2015 an online form was created for
people to submit reports of rule-breaking. It is impossible to know how big a problem cheating actually is, but it is hoped
that it is low since winning has no monetary value. Organizers have given a thorough explanation about the process
used for selecting which applicants are awarded a place. Previous volunteers are given preference, followed by applicants
who improve the demographic diversity.

740. Target phrase: thorough explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60967352

Atkinson is known for alerting Congress in September 2019 to a whistleblower complaint about President Donald
Trump pressuring Ukraine to investigate political rival for the presidency Democrat Joe Biden and his son Hunter Biden;
the scandal eventually led to Trump’s impeachment and acquittal. On April 3, 2020, President Trump dismissed Atkin-
son, saying he ”no longer” had confidence in the Inspector General (Atkinson’s actual deposition was dated to 30 days
from April 3; he was placed on administrative leave and ”effectively [fired]” on April 3). A bipartisan group of senators
demanded a more thorough explanation from Trump regarding the ousting. Early life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 739:

Q2. Answer for example 740: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase thorough explanation in Example 739 and Example 740 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 371
741. Target phrase: another color

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16562864

However, a piece’s move is limited by the direction(s) its indicator(s) are pointed, as well as the type of piece. A
player may not move more than one piece on a turn, and a player may only move in the direction of one of the piece’s
indicators. If a space is occupied by a piece of another color, the player may capture it. Captures.

742. Target phrase: another color

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24997579

Among the sexual questions asked in the Scientology security checks include, ”Have you ever practiced sex with ani-
mals? ”, ”Have you ever practiced sodomy? ”, ”Have you ever slept with a member of a race of another color? ”, and
”Have you ever been involved in an abortion?”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 741:

Q2. Answer for example 742: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another color in Example 741 and Example 742 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 372
743. Target phrase: different channel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9368980

The BBC television programme ”Operation Stonehenge: What Lies Beneath Pt 2”, broadcast on BBC Two in Septem-
ber 2014, describes the Ferriby boat as seagoing and describes the tons of cargo it could have taken across the Channel.
However, Dover Museum consider that the Dover Bronze Age Boat is the oldest seagoing boat known, at only 1550 BC.
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They are backed by a different channel and programme from the BBC- Neil Oliver in the Bronze Age episode of ”A
History of Ancient Britain”. They are also backed by a ”Time Team Special”, broadcast on 7 September 2014 on UK
Channel 4, which stated that to be a proper sea-going, cross-channel vessel the boat would have to have the curved
’rocker’ bottom and the (unproven) pointed bow that only the more modern Dover boat allegedly possesses.

744. Target phrase: different channel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1181555

Shared bandwidth. Advertising on the internet is different from advertising on the radio or television, so consumer
response likewise differs. In the latter, the consumer cannot interrupt the ad except by turning it off or changing to a
different channel or frequency. Conversely, websites are plagued with various components with different bandwidths,
and as a banner ad occupies only a small percentage of a website, it cannot attract the user’s complete attention.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 743:

Q2. Answer for example 744: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase different channel in Example 743 and Example 744 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 373
745. Target phrase: bean bag

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=108047

Two days after Floyd’s death, an unarmed black man was grabbed and shoved by La Mesa Police and arrested at the
Grossmont Trolley Station. The video of the incident went viral and led to more than 1000 protesters converging on the
city. An African-American grandmother was shot in the face with a bean bag round from police. Geography.

746. Target phrase: bean bag

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11993351

Meanies are small stuffed animals made by Topkat LLC, starting in October 1997 and lasting until 2000. A Meanie
is a type of bean bag in the form of a stuffed animal toy. Unlike Beanie Babies, the Meanies line is humorous in nature
and was made to target an older audience than Beanie Babies, usually by relying on bodily functions and gross-out humor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 745:

Q2. Answer for example 746: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bean bag in Example 745 and Example 746 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 374
747. Target phrase: younger age

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=88931

The risk of retinal detachment was estimated as about 0.4% within 5.5 years, corresponding to a 2.3-fold risk increase
compared to naturally expected incidence, with older studies reporting a substantially higher risk. The incidence is
increasing over time in a somewhat linear manner, and the risk increase lasts for at least 20 years after the procedure.
Particular risk factors are younger age, male sex, longer axial length, and complications during surgery. In the highest
risk group of patients, the incidence of pseudophakic retinal detachment may be as high as 20%.
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748. Target phrase: younger age

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11922406

He launched G-Unit Books at the Time Warner Building in New York. In addition to his memoir, 50 also co-wrote
”The Ski Mask Way”, a novel about a small-time drug dealer who attempts to rob his employers. All G-Unit books were
meant to be street fiction encouraging reading at a younger age. G-Unit Books released its last books in 2011.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 747:

Q2. Answer for example 748: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase younger age in Example 747 and Example 748 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 375
749. Target phrase: worker’s family

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36135035

On June 16, 2012, Liu became the first Chinese woman in space. Biography. Liu was born in Zhengzhou, Henan
in 1978, into a worker’s family of Linzhou, Anyang origin. She graduated from PLA Air Force Aviation University in
Changchun.

750. Target phrase: worker’s family

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40369097

Rahim was a very close friend of Sujay, who was very connected to his family members. One day, a worker in
Sujay’s factory loses a hand in an accident at work. Seeing this, Sujay advised Bhuban to give compensation to the
worker’s family, to which Bhuban refused. To protest this, Sujay calls a strike.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 749:

Q2. Answer for example 750: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase worker’s family in Example 749 and Example 750 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 376
751. Target phrase: limited action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15354398

With one of the longest main galleries of any Maginot position, it consists of two entrance blocks, three infantry blocks
and four artillery blocks. A second phase of construction was planned to add nine more combat blocks and an anti-tank
ditch, but was never executed. Anzeling saw limited action in World War II, and was rehabilitated for use during the
cold war. It was de-activated in the 1970s and sold for private use.

752. Target phrase: limited action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61646833

Uche attended the University of Michigan on a football scholarship. As a freshman in 2016, Uche tore his meniscus,
caught a ”bad virus” and appeared in only four games. As a sophomore in 2017, he sustained a stress fracture and saw
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limited action in 10 games. After the 2017 season, Uche was frustrated with his lack of playing time.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 751:

Q2. Answer for example 752: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase limited action in Example 751 and Example 752 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 377
753. Target phrase: lower hand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48469265

In the 1990s, ATV was unable to recover from setbacks due to a variety number of internal operation problems. The
Chief Executive in Council rejected the license renewal application of ATV on April 1, 2015, and ATV ceased transmis-
sions on April 1, 2016. The closure of CTV and having the lower hand of ATV probably helps TVB to gain the greatest
market share for over 48 years. Indeed, TVB channels captured an overall 81% audience share against all TV channels
in Hong Kong during weekday primetime.

754. Target phrase: lower hand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26244

Generally speaking, the partial opening of covered fingerholes raises the pitch of the sounding note while the partial
closure of open fingerholes lowers the pitch. Holes 6 and 7. On most ”baroque” modeled modern recorders, the lower
two fingers of the lower hand actually cover two holes each (called ”double holes”). Whereas on the vast majority of
baroque recorders and all earlier recorders these two fingers covered a single hole (”single holes”), double holes have
become standard for baroque modeled modern recorders.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 753:

Q2. Answer for example 754: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower hand in Example 753 and Example 754 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 378
755. Target phrase: common source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=536622

This made them another important source of trade for the Chinookans when visiting the PFC station. Another
frequent item sold when fish supplies were low in the winter was the Wapato root. Wapato provided a common source
of calories for Chinookans and other nations. The Astorians described the tuber as ”a good substitute for potatoes”
Purchases of Wapato occurred in such volumes that a small cellar had to be created specifically to house the produce.

756. Target phrase: common source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31098553

Homonymous hemianopsia is another sensory deficit that is sometimes observed in this population. Cause. Stroke
is the most common source of damage for a right hemisphere damage. The stroke for this disorder occurs in the right
hemisphere of the brain.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 755:

Q2. Answer for example 756: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase common source in Example 755 and Example 756 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 379
757. Target phrase: egg plant

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38971865

Plot. Oswald leads a line of rabbits, anchored by a small brown bunny, into Bunnyville, where they are to ready
Easter baskets for the holiday. He enters one tree, which is a hen house dubbed ”egg plant No. 1”, and conducts them
in a symphony to get them to lay eggs.

758. Target phrase: egg plant

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=642625

(2002) The market had a wide range of goods. Food items on a regular basis were maize flour, tomato, onion, cabbage,
banana, green leaf (pumpkin leaf, rape and muster leaf), cassava, sweet potato, Irish potato, rice, kidney beans, goat,
egg and the fruit in season. On occasion green beans, egg plant, okra and sugar cane were available. The PTC and
McConnells also supplied a wide range of processed foods.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 757:

Q2. Answer for example 758: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase egg plant in Example 757 and Example 758 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 380
759. Target phrase: poor outcomes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54396537

Longitudinal studies indicate that problems are largely resolved by five years of age in around 40% of four-year-olds
with early language delays who have no other presenting risk factors. However, for children who still have significant
language difficulties at school entry, reading problems are common, even for children who receive specialist help, and
educational attainments are typically poor. poor outcomes are most common in cases where comprehension as well
as expressive language is affected. There is also evidence that scores on tests of nonverbal ability of children with DLD
decrease over the course of development.

760. Target phrase: poor outcomes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27458982

Cornwallis as second in command held a dormant commission and would replace Clinton as commander in chief. He
was aware that Clinton wanted to resign, but he did not want to be saddled with a difficult command situation should
that occur. Cornwallis consequently avoided advising Clinton as much as possible, in order to avoid responsibility for
poor outcomes. The deterioration in their relationship set the stage for some of their communication difficulties that
resulted in Cornwallis’s eventual surrender at Yorktown.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 759:

Q2. Answer for example 760: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase poor outcomes in Example 759 and Example 760 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 381
761. Target phrase: one single sentence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36425265

Wicus (judge) said that the articles make him nauseous. In front of the contestants, Jeannie is singled out for an
outstanding article, while Christiaan [Red Beard], Leilani and Jurie are described as disappointing. Eventually, Leveinia
is eliminated from the competition, after Izelle comments that there wasn’t one single sentence in her article that could
be published. • Eliminated: Leveinia Botha.

762. Target phrase: one single sentence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60966544

In an interview with ”Prospect magazine”, Harsent commented on the bonfire motif in ”Fire Songs”: ”I had this
image in my head of a man going into his garden and making a bonfire on which he planned to burn everything”.
The poem ”Tinnitus” addresses Harsent’s musical career; Harsent frequently collaborates with British composer Har-
rison Birtwistle, and Harsent dedicated the volume to him. The poem ”Armistice” consists of one single sentence,
without punctuation, organized in couplets all of which rhyme on the sound of the letter ”d”. Newey called this a ”vir-
tuosic piece” that ”disdains simplistic notions about peace and war and has the humility to acknowledge the limits of art”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 761:

Q2. Answer for example 762: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one single sentence in Example 761 and Example 762 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 382
763. Target phrase: 600 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26154137

The school also features a full size auxiliary gym and weight lifting room. Athletic fields/courts. The gymnasium
has a full sized High School basketball court, two scoreboards, and seats over 600 people. The gym is used for baseball
batting cages, basketball, volleyball, and training.

764. Target phrase: 600 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20384579

The remnants of the storm persisted until October 15, at which time they dissipated over open waters. Although
the center of Patricia did not impact land, the outer bands caused significant rainfall in portions of western Mexico. In
Sonora, up to of rain fell, leading to significant flooding that left 600 people homeless. Hurricane Rick.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 763:

Q2. Answer for example 764: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase 600 people in Example 763 and Example 764 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 383
765. Target phrase: 250 local people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30747647

The all-electric trains from south-western France had to be withdrawn and replaced with steam locomotives. All
the spare transformer oil in France was needed to effect repairs, and these were not completed for a whole year. The
commune of Pessac was fined one million francs, 250 local people were imprisoned and a curfew was imposed from 9:30
pm to 5 am. Twelve German soldiers were shot for failing to protect the station against the saboteurs.

766. Target phrase: 250 local people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=869772

Fonthill grew and smaller businesses did well. One large business was Fonthill Nurseries. Started in 1837 the nursery,
at its peak, rented or owned 1000 acres, employed 250 local people and shipped throughout Canada and abroad. The
nursery closed in 1968.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 765:

Q2. Answer for example 766: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 250 local people in Example 765 and Example 766 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 384
767. Target phrase: operating business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51358188

Narrative owned TreeHugger and Mother Nature Network, the company’s flagship property, which was ranked by
Alexa Internet as the most visited for-profit website in the world in its environmental category. Through MNN, and
in partnership with Southern Company, Babbit and Leavell also created and produced the White House Correspon-
dents’ Jam, which was held annually in Washington, D.C. In February of 2020, Narrative sold Treehugger and Mother
Nature Network to digital media company DotDash, an operating business of IAC (NASDAQ: IAC). Civic involvement.

768. Target phrase: operating business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56920127

Investors. In 2012, Schustermann &amp; Borenstein sold two-thirds of its shares to Axa Private Equity Group (now
Ardian), which included shares in Best Secret GmbH. The remaining shares remained family-owned by Daniel Schuster-
mann, Emil Schustermann, Benno Borenstein and Daniel Borenstein, who continue to run the operating business. In
2016, Ardian sold the Schustermann &amp; Borenstein and BestSecret company shares to Permira.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 767:

Q2. Answer for example 768: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase operating business in Example 767 and Example 768 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 385
769. Target phrase: walking access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21152300

The WMA is heavily forested, primarily with mixed hardwoods and yellow poplar/black cherry forests in the coves.
The WMA is accessed from U.S. Route 52 at Premier. Several tracks and jeep trails provide walking access into the
Tug Fork WMA from U.S. Route 52. Hunting and fishing.

770. Target phrase: walking access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43056917

The new entrance building is located about 1 km south of the now-demolished old building. There is now only a
southern access road to the entire port area. Thus, the new halt has no walking access to the Scandinavia Quay more.
Passengers arriving by train must change to the bus to reach the ships.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 769:

Q2. Answer for example 770: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase walking access in Example 769 and Example 770 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 386
771. Target phrase: opposite group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45022

If formula_50 is a group, we define its opposite group formula_51 as follows: formula_52 is the same set as for-
mula_53, and the operation formula_54 is defined by formula_55. All multiplications in formula_56 are thus ”turned
around”. Forming the opposite group becomes a (covariant) functor from formula_49 to formula_49 if we define
formula_59 for any group homomorphism formula_60. Note that formula_61 is indeed a group homomorphism from
formula_52 to formula_63: The content of the above statement is: To prove this, we need to provide isomorphisms
formula_67 for every group formula_53, such that the above diagram commutes.

772. Target phrase: opposite group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17616859

The top six regular season finishers qualified for the tournament field, which consisted of two three-team ”pods.” Pod 1
included the 1st, 4th, and 5th seeds, and Pod 2 included the 2nd, 3rd, and 6th seeds. Each team played three preliminary
games, two against its podmates and one against a team from the opposite group. The cross-group games matched up
the seeds as follows: 1st vs. 6th, 2nd vs. 5th, and 3rd vs. 4th.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 771:

Q2. Answer for example 772: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase opposite group in Example 771 and Example 772 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 387
773. Target phrase: legitimate level
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52745503

After being asked whether he plans to continue to carry on the political momentum into the upcoming general election
in 2018, he refused to make commitments, although he said that several people had already asked him to run. Miro
Cerar, the Prime Minister, whose SMC endorsed none of the candidates, and Milan Brglez, the Speaker of the National
Assembly, both congratulated Pahor, as did the presidents of Austria Alexander Van der Bellen and Croatia Kolinda
Grabar-Kitarović. Janez Janša of SDS also send congratulations but warned of the low voter turnout, which was ”below
the legitimate level”. Results.

774. Target phrase: legitimate level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59603437

With this piece, the Gershwin’s created something that was “less typical – and far more revealing of the struggles
taking place in US theatre – is the cross-class romance that is homologous to a series of binary oppositions, dramatic,
characterological, musical, and lyric. ””Tiptoes” highlights and uses class differences in order to point out the disconnect,
as well as using it to entertain. Productions like this led to Gershwin’s quality being seen as partially Carnegie and
legitimate level while also mixing with Vaudeville-esque and cabaret qualities. Another influential musical from this
age was ”Show Boat.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 773:

Q2. Answer for example 774: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase legitimate level in Example 773 and Example 774 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 388
775. Target phrase: correct behavior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4265531

A characteristic of Platonic dialogues is for Socrates to listen. In ”Clitophon”, he is acting as the audience for Cli-
tophon, who is taking on the role of the frank speaker. Socrates is also setting a precedent for the correct behavior
when someone is speaking, something which Clitophon himself does not do well. Authenticity.

776. Target phrase: correct behavior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9516924

To guarantee completeness of testing, the tester often follows a written test plan that leads them through a set of
important test cases. Overview. A key step in the process is testing the software for correct behavior prior to release
to end users. For small scale engineering efforts (including prototypes), exploratory testing may be sufficient.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 775:

Q2. Answer for example 776: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct behavior in Example 775 and Example 776 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 389
777. Target phrase: correct behavior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4265531
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A characteristic of Platonic dialogues is for Socrates to listen. In ”Clitophon”, he is acting as the audience for Cli-
tophon, who is taking on the role of the frank speaker. Socrates is also setting a precedent for the correct behavior
when someone is speaking, something which Clitophon himself does not do well. Authenticity.

778. Target phrase: correct behavior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9516924

Manual testing is the process of manually testing software for defects. It requires a tester to play the role of an end
user whereby they use most of the application’s features to ensure correct behavior. To guarantee completeness of
testing, the tester often follows a written test plan that leads them through a set of important test cases.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 777:

Q2. Answer for example 778: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct behavior in Example 777 and Example 778 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 390
779. Target phrase: drug abusers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22951352

They can be misused to achieve the high that benzodiazepines produce or more commonly they are used to either
enhance the effects of other CNS depressant drugs, to stave off withdrawal effects of other drugs or combat the effects
of stimulants. As many as 30–50% of alcoholics are also benzodiazepine misusers. drug abusers often abuse high doses
which makes serious benzodiazepine withdrawal symptoms such as psychosis or convulsions more likely to occur during
withdrawal. Benzodiazepine abuse increases risk-taking behaviors such as unprotected sex and sharing of needles amongst
intravenous abusers of benzodiazepines.

780. Target phrase: drug abusers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19542708

History. An old name for the island was ”Coffin Island”. It was generally barren and uninhabited until 1962, when it
was taken over by the Society for the Aid and Rehabilitation of drug abusers. Features.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 779:

Q2. Answer for example 780: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase drug abusers in Example 779 and Example 780 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 391
781. Target phrase: muscle attachments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52945567

(This is the dowager’s hump of the elderly of earlier generations, now observable in modern (2016) late teenagers.)
Symptoms include overuse muscle pain and fatigue along the back of the neck and reaching down to the mid-back, often
starting with the upper trapezius muscle bellies between the shoulders and neck. Cervicogenic headache from the joints
and muscle attachments at the top of the neck is common. The compressive load on the cervical facet joints predisposes
to acute joint locking episodes, with pain and movement loss.
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782. Target phrase: muscle attachments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6375213

The generic name refers to how the vertebral processes allow the proximal heads of the vertebrae to interlock for
stability and strength during swimming. Even though the vertebrae lock together, the living animal would have still had
a range of motion in the horizontal plane that is sufficient to allow for the high quality of swimming in shallow waters.
Additionally the strengthening of the tail, and entire backbone, allowed for muscle attachments to help it swimming.
It possessed a delicate and slim form with an expansion of the neural spines and chevrons near the tip of the tail and
this enabled it to chase down the fastest of prey.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 781:

Q2. Answer for example 782: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase muscle attachments in Example 781 and Example 782 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 392
783. Target phrase: better economy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25189286

In a 1995 poll of randomly selected police chiefs from across the U.S., the officers rank the death penalty last as a way
of deterring or preventing violent crimes. They ranked it behind many other forms of crime control including reducing
drug abuse and use, lowering technical barriers when prosecuting, putting more officers on the streets, and making prison
sentences longer. They responded that a better economy with more jobs would lessen crime rates more than the death
penalty. In fact, only one percent of the police chiefs surveyed thought that the death penalty was the primary focus for
reducing crime.

784. Target phrase: better economy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2549543

Air path. External fans are provided to give sufficient air for combustion. The Primary air fan takes air from the
atmosphere and, first warms the air in the air preheater for better economy. Primary air then passes through the coal
pulverizers, and carries the coal dust to the burners for injection into the furnace.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 783:

Q2. Answer for example 784: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better economy in Example 783 and Example 784 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 393
785. Target phrase: better economy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25189286

In a 1995 poll of randomly selected police chiefs from across the U.S., the officers rank the death penalty last as a way
of deterring or preventing violent crimes. They ranked it behind many other forms of crime control including reducing
drug abuse and use, lowering technical barriers when prosecuting, putting more officers on the streets, and making prison
sentences longer. They responded that a better economy with more jobs would lessen crime rates more than the death
penalty. In fact, only one percent of the police chiefs surveyed thought that the death penalty was the primary focus for
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reducing crime.

786. Target phrase: better economy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2549543

The Primary air fan takes air from the atmosphere and, first warms the air in the air preheater for better economy.
Primary air then passes through the coal pulverizers, and carries the coal dust to the burners for injection into the furnace.
The Secondary air fan takes air from the atmosphere and, first warms the air in the air preheater for better economy.
Secondary air is mixed with the coal/primary air flow in the burners.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 785:

Q2. Answer for example 786: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better economy in Example 785 and Example 786 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 394
787. Target phrase: low efficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10808700

Farms were created primarily on the basis of the earlier estates. Many of these households were founded on the
”Regained Territories”. low efficiency of work and extensive social benefits for workers in many cases led to disastrous
management with low productivity, causing state deficit. After moving to the market economy under the Act of October
19, 1991 on agricultural property of the Treasury collective farms were liquidated and their assets were taken over by
the Agricultural Property Agency of the Treasury (now Agricultural Property Agency), and their workers - 300 to 450
thousand people - joined the ranks of the unemployed.

788. Target phrase: low efficiency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1592019

It exposes the normal 3.7 V Li-ion electrode in a ring around the AA electrode for charging. Its more regular voltage
provides better drop-in compatibility for alkaline AA devices, and its lithium-ion chemistry provides a lower self-discharge
at 3% per month. It holds a mediocre capacity of 1600 mAh (1.5 V) at 50 mA drain, limited by the low efficiency of
the step-down converter. Nickel-zinc cell (NiZn) AAs are also available, but not widely used.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 787:

Q2. Answer for example 788: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase low efficiency in Example 787 and Example 788 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 395
789. Target phrase: one young man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55114734

The scrapbooks also contained cuttings from other books and magazines and eventually, there were more than 200
different books generated by patrons and librarians. In 1938, four Tru-Vuers with 40 films were purchased to circulate
through the different libraries so that people could see their first moving pictures. The books were in such demand that
one young man walked to the closest pack horse library to get new books. In 1936, around 33,000 books were circulated
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to around 57,000 families.

790. Target phrase: one young man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=920174

Two wives on board were pregnant; Elizabeth Hopkins gave birth to son Oceanus while at sea, and Susanna White
gave birth to son Peregrine in late November while the ship was anchored in Cape Cod Harbor. He is historically rec-
ognized as the first European child born in the New England area. one young man died during the voyage, and there
was one stillbirth during the construction of the colony. According to the ”Mayflower” passenger list, just over a third of
the passengers were Puritan Separatists who sought to break away from the established Church of England and create a
society along the lines of their religious ideals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 789:

Q2. Answer for example 790: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one young man in Example 789 and Example 790 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 396
791. Target phrase: two major systems

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=630675

Throggs Neck has a bridge named for it and the neighborhood is known for waterfront beach communities located on
the Long Island Sound. Regions of the Bronx. Generally speaking, there are two major systems of dividing the Bronx
into regions, which often conflict with one another. One is based on the Bronx River while the other strictly separate
South Bronx from the rest of the borough.

792. Target phrase: two major systems

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=223014

The most widely used ”tala” in the South Indian system is ”adi tala”. In the North Indian system, the most common
”tala” is ”teental”. In the two major systems of classical Indian music, the first count of any ”tala” is called ”sam”.
Instruments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 791:

Q2. Answer for example 792: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase two major systems in Example 791 and Example 792 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 397
793. Target phrase: polite manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=567140

”Like” can be used to express a feeling of attraction between two people that is weaker than love. It does not necessar-
ily imply a romantic attraction. Example: ”Like” can also be used to indicate a wish for something in a polite manner.
Example: As a colloquial adverb.

794. Target phrase: polite manner
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5827754

This enabled the Roxy to have the sharpest film image for its time. Courteous service to the patron was a key
part of the Roxy formula. The theater’s uniformed corps of male ushers were known for their polite manner, efficiency
and military bearing. They went through rigorous training, daily inspections and drill, overseen by a retired Marine officer.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 793:

Q2. Answer for example 794: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase polite manner in Example 793 and Example 794 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 398
795. Target phrase: preliminary review

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43970109

VideoPad supports frequently used file formats including Audio Video Interleave (AVI), Windows Media Video
(WMV), 3GP, and DivX. It supports direct video uploads to YouTube, Flickr, and Facebook. VideoPad uses two
screens: the first for a preliminary review of chosen video and audio snippets and the second to review the entire track.
The application supports several video effects, including those involving light, color, transitions, and text.

796. Target phrase: preliminary review

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61839384

The directive states that the requirement for a complaint is to be one which the whistleblower ”reasonably believes
evidences a violation of any law, rule or regulation”. The burden of obtaining and evaluating first-hand knowledge for cred-
ibility is placed on the IC IG, who has 14 days to conduct an investigation to do so. In this case, the preliminary review
done by the IC IG did find more information to support the allegations as credible. Tom Devine of the Government Ac-
countability Project, a non-profit watchdog organization, said only around 10% of all credible whistleblower complaints
have firsthand information.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 795:

Q2. Answer for example 796: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase preliminary review in Example 795 and Example 796 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 399
797. Target phrase: accelerated pace

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=392525

For 2013, the European Photovoltaic Industry Association reports a negligible 0.02 watts per inhabitant or less than
0.1 megawatt (MW) of installed photovoltaic capacity in Norway. This is a hundred times less than in Finland (2 watts
per inhabitant), two hundred times less than in Sweden (4 watts per inhabitant) and almost five thousand times less
than in Denmark (98 watts per inhabitant). However, use of solar power is growing at an accelerated pace; in 2016,
installed panel capacity grew by 366%. Proponents indicate that Norway has a surprisingly high capacity for solar energy
capture.

798. Target phrase: accelerated pace
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=733410

The X-Men take Northstar and Aurora to the S.H.I.E.L.D. Helicarrier in an attempt to fix the mental damage
inflicted on the twins. Using their virtual reality equipment the X-Men allowed the twins to relive their lives at an
accelerated pace. The process was interrupted near the end of the session by Exodus, creating a telepathic connection
between the twins.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 797:

Q2. Answer for example 798: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase accelerated pace in Example 797 and Example 798 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 400
799. Target phrase: telltale sign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7409287

Conversely, Mondlane’s policy of mercy towards civilian Portuguese settlers was abandoned in 1973 by the new com-
mander, Machel. ”Panic, demoralisation, abandonment, and a sense of futility—all were reactions among whites in
Mozambique” stated conflict historian T. H. Henricksen in 1983. This change in tactic led to protests by Portuguese
settlers against the Lisbon government, a telltale sign of the conflict’s unpopularity. Combined with the news of the
Wiriyamu Massacre and that of renewed FRELIMO onslaughts through 1973 and early 1974, the worsening situation in
Mozambique later contributed to the downfall of the Portuguese government in 1974.

800. Target phrase: telltale sign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35287871

They are able to free Astrid, but as Fringe forces approach they find the equipment to free the others has malfunc-
tioned. Simon sacrifices himself to the amber in order to push Peter free, while Walter severs Bell’s hand for an unknown
purpose. They escape the area as Broyles and his team arrive, though Broyles finds a piece of licorice, a telltale sign of
Walter’s presence. As the group travels away from the city, Walter, in an ominous manner, reminds Astrid of what Bell
did to Olivia (Anna Torv).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 799:

Q2. Answer for example 800: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase telltale sign in Example 799 and Example 800 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 401
801. Target phrase: personal goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37760396

He loses fifteen pounds and wins immunity as well. Joe weighs in next. He needs to lose at least fourteen pounds to
win immunity, but has a personal goal to lose at least fifteen pounds. He exceeds both goals, losing a total of seventeen
pounds.

802. Target phrase: personal goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40885374
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Their volunteers come from TV, film, music, art, fashion, academia, law, architecture, activism, comedy, social work,
journalism, publishing, design, activism and theatre. Members include the journalists Polly Toynbee and Laurie Penny;
artist duo Jake &amp; Dinos Chapman, authors Neil Gaiman and Alan Moore, poet Scroobius Pip, comedians Stephen K
Amos, Stewart Lee and Shappi Khorsandi. Working with a trained mentor for one year, students pursue a personal goal
and explore options in Higher Education and the creative and professional worlds. Longer term, they are able to access
information, advice and guidance through the Charity’s volunteer network.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 801:

Q2. Answer for example 802: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase personal goal in Example 801 and Example 802 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 402
803. Target phrase: competition’s first round

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25101538

International design competitions. In 2001, the New York City Department of City Planning (NYCDCP) held an
international design competition following the release of a Request for Proposal (RFP)      for a landscape architecture
firm to develop a master plan for the park. The competition’s first round was open to all participants, and in August
2001, six landscape architecture proposals were chosen as finalists. These proposals came from: James Corner Field
Operations, Hargreaves Associates, Mathur/da Cunha, Tom Leader Studio, John McAslan + Partners, RIOS Associates,
Inc., and Sasaki Associates.

804. Target phrase: competition’s first round

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21649671

”Splash”. In 2013, Bravo was a competitor on the celebrity diving reality competition show ”Splash” on ABC. How-
ever, he suffered a freak injury prior to the competition’s first round, breaking his heel, and was forced to withdraw.
On the show Bravo said that he was very disappointed about his injury and that he wanted to show the world and a
”special someone” (presumably Handler) that he was not lazy; he vowed to return for the second season of ”Splash” if
he was asked back and if the series was renewed (it was not).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 803:

Q2. Answer for example 804: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase competition’s first round in Example 803 and Example 804 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 403
805. Target phrase: greater notice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14689511

Here Mr Parker left his coat in the Charing Cross railway station cloakroom and was given a ticket that on the back
said liability for loss was limited to £10. The Court of Appeal sent this back to trial for a jury (as existed at the time)
to determine. The modern approach is to add that if a term is particularly onerous, greater notice with greater clarity
ought to be given. Denning LJ in ”J Spurling Ltd v Bradshaw” famously remarked that ”Some clauses which I have seen
would need to be printed in red ink on the face of the document with a red hand pointing to it before the notice could
be held to be sufficient.”
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806. Target phrase: greater notice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42111683

Robscheit-Robbins believed that the success and impact of the experiment exceeds the credit due in her works.
Robscheit-Robbins was described in 1981, as a woman ”of considerable presence” who was often seen wearing diamonds
and with ”elegantly coiffured” hair. In 2002, a ”Discover” magazine article entitled ”The 50 Most Important Women in
Science” noted that the contributions of Robscheit-Robbins ”deserve greater notice”. Early life and education.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 805:

Q2. Answer for example 806: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater notice in Example 805 and Example 806 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 404
807. Target phrase: loose objects

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8655175

Many jewelers contend that tension settings are as safe and potentially safer than four and six prong settings, but
there are others who contend that prongs are stronger. The reality is that both ring designs have weaknesses that are
unique to their engineering process. Prongs can snag on clothes and other loose objects, and they weaken with time
and usage. As a result, prongs must be repaired or replaced periodically.

808. Target phrase: loose objects

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=426733

After making preparations, air was applied to the after ballast and fuel tanks, blowing them dry. The stern began
to rise and then shot to the surface. Men, floor plates, bilge water, and other loose objects fell through the length of
the submarine. One man nearly drowned in the battery room, but was fished out, and the compartment door was sealed
against the gas.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 807:

Q2. Answer for example 808: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase loose objects in Example 807 and Example 808 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 405
809. Target phrase: tiny patch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2689896

By the time it signed on, the call letters had been changed to WJQY and the station operated as ”Joy-FM”, a
light music station. Initial license holder was the late broadcaster W.H. (”Bill”) Phillips, who opened the station on
a tiny patch of land annexed to the city of Chickasaw that actually was located in Mobile. Programmed by Detroit,
Michigan, radio legend Bob Martin, it suffered from a low 3,000 watt signal.

810. Target phrase: tiny patch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51130614
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The Palazzo Surian Bellotto is the most prominent building in the painting, named after the two different families who
owned the palace: first the Surian family and then the Bellotto family. The Ponte dei Tre Archi connects the northern
bank with the small fragment of the southern bank. The bridge’s arch acts as a viewfinder, focusing the viewer’s gaze
onto the tiny patch of pure blue, breaking up the otherwise entirely urban landscape. Another building that features in
this view is the Santa Maria delle Penitenti.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 809:

Q2. Answer for example 810: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase tiny patch in Example 809 and Example 810 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 406
811. Target phrase: cap structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14298059

Overseas squadrons operate independently of this structure, reporting directly to the National Headquarters. A CAP
flight is a semi-independent unit that is used mainly as a stepping-stone for a new unit until they are large enough to be
designated a squadron. Due to their transitory nature, there are very few flights within the cap structure at any one
time. A flight will be assigned to a squadron ”parent”, and it is the job of the flight and squadron commanders to work
together to build the flight into a full and independent squadron.

812. Target phrase: cap structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58876253

PB1 first binds the 5’ end of the viral RNA (vRNA), activating PB2 and causing the 3’ end of the vRNA to form
a double-stranded zone with the 5’ end. The PB2 proceeds to bind cellular mRNA at the N7-methyl guanosine (m7G)
capped 5’ end. The PA subunit subsequently cleaves the sequence 10-13 nucleotides from the cap structure via endonu-
clease activity at the N terminus. The exact cleavage location is dependent both on the distance between the PB2 and
the PA of the RdRp (around 50 angstroms or 10-13 nucleotides) and also the sequence of the mRNA.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 811:

Q2. Answer for example 812: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase cap structure in Example 811 and Example 812 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 407
813. Target phrase: long term prognosis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66918312

By 2009, the nation– and worldwide financial crisis, started to subside, but recovery would be a long time in coming.
Detrimental market forces were in play and the Bodhi Tree Bookstore was operating below financial break–even. The
long term prognosis for the bookstore’s sales was not bright. The Bodhi Tree Bookstore had been showing a decline
in sales for several years.

814. Target phrase: long term prognosis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7455781
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Alternatives or adjuncts to surgery: These therapeutic approaches provide possible alternatives for large lesions which
can not go through immediate surgery or in children where facial growth following surgery might be affected. However,
no significant differences have been found in the use of surgical and non-surgical methods for treating CGCGs. The
long term prognosis of giant-cell granulomas is good and metastases do not develop. See also.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 813:

Q2. Answer for example 814: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long term prognosis in Example 813 and Example 814 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 408
815. Target phrase: complex economy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=286774

A third sequel, ”Elite Dangerous” (conceived in 1998, provisionally titled ”Elite 4”), was successfully crowdfunded
initially through a Kickstarter campaign in late 2012, and released in December 2014. Bell had limited involvement in the
first sequel, and was not involved in the production of the second. Both ”Frontier” games were a considerable advance on
the original ”Elite”, with filled 3D graphics, missions and a complex economy. This time, the player was not confined
to orbit but could land on and explore or mine planets.

816. Target phrase: complex economy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3136256

Controversies. The complexity of the U.S. income tax laws. United States tax law attempts to define a comprehensive
system of measuring income in a complex economy. Many provisions defining income or granting or removing benefits
require significant definition of terms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 815:

Q2. Answer for example 816: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase complex economy in Example 815 and Example 816 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 409
817. Target phrase: train fares

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19133104

The game includes: Players choose the dealer by some fair means. For the normal game, the Transfer cards are
removed, but they can be left in for a more advanced variation. The dealer shuffles while the train fares are distributed
evenly (any remainder is placed in the tray, known as the Conductor’s Pot). The dealer then deals the cards face-down,
one at a time; 13 cards each for 2 or 3 players, 8 for 4 or more.

818. Target phrase: train fares

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39863433

However, turnout was lower than expected, with lines outside polling stations short, and in some cases no voters
visible at all. By the end of the day, the elections committee decided to extend voting to a third day, 28 May. The
Justice Ministry declared that Egyptians who did not vote would be fined, and waived train fares to try to increase
participation. Government-backed media also admonished the public for not voting, and one TV commentator called
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those not voting ”traitors, traitors, traitors.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 817:

Q2. Answer for example 818: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase train fares in Example 817 and Example 818 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 410
819. Target phrase: unknown period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31860675

He started on a military career early in his life and in 1425 he was hired by the Republic of Florence at the head of
700 knights, and later by Filippo Maria Visconti, lord of Milan. He left in 1428, returning to Lucca, which was at the
time under pressure from Florence. He fought alongside Francesco Sforza, but was captured and detained at Milan for
an unknown period, after which he lived in exile. The last mention of Ladislao is in a plot (1443–1444) with Spinetta
Fregoso, lord of Sarzana, to restore the family lordship in his home city, but the plan was discovered and thwarted.

820. Target phrase: unknown period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18743251

Teleportation is the hypothetical transfer of matter or energy from one point to another without traversing the physical
space between them. It is a common subject in science fiction literature, film, video games, and television. Teleportation
is often paired with time travel, being that the travelling between the two points takes an unknown period of time,
sometimes being immediate. Teleportation has not yet been implemented in the real world.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 819:

Q2. Answer for example 820: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unknown period in Example 819 and Example 820 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 411
821. Target phrase: less contact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64190628

Just prior to the launch of ESPN, according to the book ”Those Guys Have All the Fun: Inside the World of ESPN”,
Stuart Evey claimed ”I made Bill Chairman, but in no way did I want to give him any responsibility!” ”Having Bill
Rasmussen play a significant role was just not part of the deal.” Rasmussen, the one who had the idea for ESPN,
stepped back from day-to-day business, having less contact with ESPN until mid 1999. Rasmussen and ESPN ”made
amends” in 1999 when then-president George Bodenheimer reached out to the founder for the network’s 20th anniversary.

822. Target phrase: less contact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=298818

With the proliferation of the car, a pedestrian has to anticipate safety risks of automobiles traveling at high speeds
because they can cause serious injuries to a human and can be fatal, unlike in previous times when traffic deaths were
usually due to horses escaping control. According to many social scientists, the loss of pedestrian-scale villages has also
disconnected communities. Many people in developed countries have less contact with their neighbors and rarely walk
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unless they place a high value on walking. Advent of suburban society.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 821:

Q2. Answer for example 822: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase less contact in Example 821 and Example 822 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 412
823. Target phrase: neither group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37328714

One statistician does not adjust for initial weight, instead using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and comparing gain
scores (individuals’ average final weight - average initial weight) as the outcome. The first statistician claims no significant
difference between genders: ”[A]s far as these data are concerned, there is no evidence of any interesting effect of diet (or
of anything else) on student weights. In particular, there is no evidence of any differential effect on the two sexes, since
neither group shows any systematic change.” (pg.

824. Target phrase: neither group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64287892

They held an inauguration of their own though this was located at Carolina Hall, now Longstreet Theatre, not the
Statehouse. Both the Republican group and the Democratic group conducted business as if the other did not exist
between December 1876 and April 1877. According to historian Ronald F. King, neither group had legitimacy, though
each group continued to debate legislation and pass laws. On December 6, the South Carolina Supreme Court ruled
that the Democratic legislature was the lawful government, but federal troops pledged loyalty to Chamberlain and the
Republican government and continued to bar Democrats from entering the Statehouse.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 823:

Q2. Answer for example 824: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase neither group in Example 823 and Example 824 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 413
825. Target phrase: moral theme

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16839043

In given cycles, the plays came to be sponsored by the newly emerging Medieval craft guilds. Having grown out of the
religiously based mystery plays of the Middle Ages, the morality play is a genre of Medieval and early Tudor theatrical
entertainment, which represented a shift towards a more secular base for European theatre. In their own time, these
plays were known as ”interludes”, a broader term given to dramas with or without a moral theme. Morality plays are
a type of allegory in which the protagonist is met by personifications of various moral attributes who try to prompt him
to choose a Godly life over one of evil.

826. Target phrase: moral theme

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14432954

His art is complex, absorbing all technical possibilities of our culture and civilization and he fuses them as his in-
strument in order to express the fundamental values of men.” “Brote”, an homage to his father, mayor of the city of
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Asunción who planted trees and created the green spaces of the city, is a sculpture inscribed within his optimistic themes.
”Historia”, presented at the Expo 92 in Sevilla, was selected by the organizers of the world event to be exposed at the
entrance of the “Pabellon de las Americas”. His moral theme appeared in his “Cristo“, whose original is at the entrance
of the church La Crucecita, in the Sajonia neighborhood, in Asunción. A copy of this work was presented at the X Bienal
of São Paulo (1971) and obtained the Golden Medal; regarding this successful participation the critic Arnold Kohler,
from Switzerland, said in the newspaper ”Tribune de Geneve”: ” There are two artist in the Bienal of Sao Paulo, both
sculptors, who having followed different steps, one figurative and the other abstract, have reached a high perfection and
spirituality.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 825:

Q2. Answer for example 826: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase moral theme in Example 825 and Example 826 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 414
827. Target phrase: main cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23820249

Minnesota, for example, requires farmers to install a filter strip along all public bodies of water and drainage ditches.
Cost. The main cost associated with filter strips is the decrease in yield due to a loss of cultivatable land. Other costs
are those associated with creating, planting, and maintaining a filter strip.

828. Target phrase: main cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24698721

In 1838 Percy established a clergy aid society, and in 1855 a diocesan education society. He found Rose Castle, the
episcopal residence, much dilapidated; he called in the architect Thomas Rickman, and the house was entirely remodelled.
The main cost was defrayed out of the episcopal revenues, but he spent his own money on the gardens, grounds, and
outbuildings. A rosary was laid out by Sir Joseph Paxton, who also formed the terraced gardens.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 827:

Q2. Answer for example 828: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main cost in Example 827 and Example 828 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 415
829. Target phrase: positive interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33644297

One may not claim performance for breach of promise. Contractual damages. Contractual damages (patrimonial loss
from the breach of promise) are calculated on the basis of positive interest. The courts are not consistent in this regard;
each case is determined on its specific merits.

830. Target phrase: positive interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38251956

Halo recorded ”Quarantine” between July 2011 and February 2012 primarily in her home studio, with some instrument
tracks also recorded in London. She made over thirty demos, eighteen of which were deleted. In November 2011, Halo
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sent the LP demos to Hyperdub label head Steve Goodman, who responded with positive interest. Initially applying
extensive echo and reverb to her vocals, which she found ”supremely boring”, Halo instead opted to leave them dry and
unadorned, stating that ”it was tempting to use autotune but I decided against it because there’s this brutal, sensual
ugliness in the vocals uncorrected, and painfully human vocals made sense.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 829:

Q2. Answer for example 830: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase positive interest in Example 829 and Example 830 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 416
831. Target phrase: extremely high velocities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2680551

Upstream, starting near I-94/43, the river is lined with concrete. The concrete was installed on the river banks in the
1960s as a solution to minimize flooding in the surrounding neighborhoods. Even with the concrete in place, flooding has
persisted, and water in the channel is capable of extremely high velocities. Description.

832. Target phrase: extremely high velocities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1997197

Defence. Hammer, Hartman et al. showed that spheromaks could be accelerated to extremely high velocities
using a railgun, which led to several proposed uses. Among these was the use of such plasmas as ”bullets” to fire at
incoming warheads with the hope that the associated electric currents would disrupt their electronics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 831:

Q2. Answer for example 832: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extremely high velocities in Example 831 and Example 832 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 417
833. Target phrase: main site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13012286

The BAR sector was composed of a series of surveillance radar stations along the North Slope of the Alaska Coast
as well as stations in the Canadian Yukon and Northwest Territories. Barter Island controlled nine manned stations,
four of them being classified as ”auxiliary” sites and five ”intermediate” stations. The auxiliary stations were similar
to the main site at Barter Island; the intermediate sites had less personnel at them. The stations were made up of an
AN/FPS-19 search radar, a high power L-Band radar consisting of two identical radar sets feeding a dual (back to back)
antenna with a range of about 160 nautical miles.

834. Target phrase: main site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=470140

Each transferrin molecule has the ability to carry two iron ions in the ferric form (). Humans and other mammals. The
liver is the main site of transferrin synthesis but other tissues and organs, including the brain, also produce transferrin.
A major source of transferrin secretion in the brain is the choroid plexus in the ventricular system.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 833:

Q2. Answer for example 834: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main site in Example 833 and Example 834 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 418
835. Target phrase: long length

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24154539

Notable cases of life imprisonment. In the case of one Red Army Faction terrorist, the parole court ordered a de-
ferment of at least 11 years (making his sentence a minimum of 26 years) before he again became eligible for parole.
Such a long length was due to his involvement in multiple killings, lack of remorse, and his affiliation with a terror-
ist group. In another case, a court ruled the defendant had to serve at least 38 years in prison for the killings of five people.

836. Target phrase: long length

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25325576

Within the state of Arizona, US 80 made two indirect loops to both Phoenix and Douglas. Both loops were often
bypassed by travelers, using the more direct routes of SR 84 and SR 86 respectively to decrease travel time between
California and New Mexico. The odd shape created by the two ”loops” gave US 80 a long length through the state of
Arizona, which was around in total. In 1935, US 80 was long.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 835:

Q2. Answer for example 836: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long length in Example 835 and Example 836 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 419
837. Target phrase: net effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21430675

Whether this was a result of the Angles themselves, as the early medieval writer Gildas argued, or mere coincidence is
unclear. The archaeological evidence suggests much variation in the way that the tribes established themselves in Britain
concurrently with the decline of urban Roman culture in Britain. The net effect was that when Augustine arrived in
597 the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms had little continuity with the preceding Roman civilisation. In the words of the historian
John Blair, ”Augustine of Canterbury began his mission with an almost clean slate.”

838. Target phrase: net effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=216353

A firm considering a price change must know what effect the change in price will have on total revenue. Revenue is
simply the product of unit price times quantity: Generally, any change in price will have two effects: For inelastic goods,
because of the inverse nature of the relationship between price and quantity demanded (i.e., the law of demand), the
two effects affect total revenue in opposite directions. But in determining whether to increase or decrease prices, a firm
needs to know what the net effect will be. Elasticity provides the answer: The percentage change in total revenue is
approximately equal to the percentage change in quantity demanded plus the percentage change in price.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 837:

Q2. Answer for example 838: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase net effect in Example 837 and Example 838 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 420
839. Target phrase: 1997 interview

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=581028

He recalls being shocked, ”but not exactly surprised”. The frequent presence of Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Burroughs
in the Carr home was a ”little unnerving”. ”They could be perfectly nice people one-to-one”, Carr told ”Salon” in a
1997 interview. ”Kerouac was a very nice man.

840. Target phrase: 1997 interview

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22824394

One of the United Nations’s missions estimated there are 19.7 million mines in the western desert of Egypt. Great
efforts have been made in extracting mines. In a 1997 interview with Major-General Ibrahim Abdul-Fattah, chief of
military engineers in the Egyptian armed forces. He stated that 8,301 Egyptian persons (civilian and military) were
affected by land mines by 1997.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 839:

Q2. Answer for example 840: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 1997 interview in Example 839 and Example 840 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 421
841. Target phrase: every couple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29332377

Week 11: Magdalena Walach and Tamara Arciuch both scored 38 points for Jive and 40 points for Tango. Robert
&amp; Anna were eliminated. Week 12: every couple got a perfect score for the Argentine Tango. Tamara &amp;
Łukasz were eliminated.

842. Target phrase: every couple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1010309

A severe type of anaphylaxis may occur. It may also cause inflammation of the lungs that can result in lung scarring.
Chest X-rays every couple of weeks are recommended to check for this. Bleomycin may cause harm to the baby if used
during pregnancy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 841:

Q2. Answer for example 842: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase every couple in Example 841 and Example 842 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 422
843. Target phrase: open mouth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37515

Conversely, if letters were raised in relief above the surface of the explosive, then the letters on the plate would also
be raised above its surface. In 1894, Munroe constructed the first crude shaped charge: Among the experiments made ...
was one upon a safe twenty-nine inches cube, with walls four inches and three quarters thick, made up of plates of iron
and steel ... [W]hen a hollow charge of dynamite nine pounds and a half in weight and untamped was detonated on it, a
hole three inches in diameter was blown clear through the wall ... The hollow cartridge was made by tying the sticks of
dynamite around a tin can, the open mouth of the latter being placed downward. Although Munroe’s discovery of the
shaped charge was widely publicized in 1900 in ”Popular Science Monthly”, the importance of the tin can ”liner” of the
hollow charge remained unrecognized for another 44 years.

844. Target phrase: open mouth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49373969

The enlivening of the embryo through the descent of the future Tīrthankara’s soul in the mortal body is celebrated as
”Garbha Kalyānaka” At this time, Queen Marudevi dreamt sixteen auspicious dreams. King Nabhirāja (who was said to
be endowed with clairvoyance) explained the significance of these dreams in the morning. After these sixteen dreams she
saw a large, beautiful bull entering her open mouth, indicative of a pious and extraordinary soul entering her womb. In
literature.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 843:

Q2. Answer for example 844: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase open mouth in Example 843 and Example 844 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 423
845. Target phrase: best development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31225595

Frances said: ”She’s been through so many mishaps with, underneath she will always care for him and look after
him.” She holds a great deal of ”love and concern” for him which Morag is ”reluctant to show a lot of the time”. Frances
felt it perhaps not the best development because she enjoyed their ”wonderful fights”. In an early storyline Morag had
a daughter with Donald Fisher (Norman Coburn) and had her adopted.

846. Target phrase: best development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9234821

Habitat and range. This species ranges from latitudes of 14° to 29° north, including western Mexico, Guatemala
and the higher elevations of Honduras, El Salvador and northwestern Nicaragua. An average temperature of and annual
rainfall of are needed for best development. Preferred elevations are above sea level.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 845:

Q2. Answer for example 846: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase best development in Example 845 and Example 846 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 424
847. Target phrase: toe hold

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38770623

The company made its first move overseas in September, 1990. At that time, Viking established a United Kingdom
subsidiary, Viking Direct Limited, and opened a facility in Leicester, England. In making this move, Viking hoped to
gain a toe hold in the European Economic Community before the planned unification of that market. In a brief time,
Viking Direct became the largest mail order marketer of office supplies in the United Kingdom.

848. Target phrase: toe hold

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=474578

Also known as ”Ashi-Dori-Garami” in Judo, the wrestler sees the opponent in a crouching position and then takes
hold of their foot and cranks it sideways, putting pressure on the ankle and achilles tendon. This move was innovated
by Frank Gotch. A common type of toe hold is the ”figure-four toe hold”, where a figure-four hold is used to hold the
opponent’s foot. This type of toe hold is performed by holding the foot by the toes with one hand, and putting the other
hand under the opponent’s achilles tendon, and grabbing the wrist.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 847:

Q2. Answer for example 848: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase toe hold in Example 847 and Example 848 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 425
849. Target phrase: grocery store worker

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5072787

She is one of only a few of Jerry’s girlfriends to appear in more than one episode. According to Larry David, co-writer
of the episode, her character returned because there was no mention of any break-up in ”The Stake Out”, and therefore
the characters were still dating. Benjamin Lum, who plays the grocery store worker, reappears as a mail carrier in
the season five episode ”The Cigar Store Indian”. Reception.

850. Target phrase: grocery store worker

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1178813

However, it did not stop Mohammed Bouyeri, the killer of Van Gogh, from continuing to become more radicalized. He
moved from being radicalized with ideas to adopting extremist and violent ideas. On 18 May 2004, authorities received
a tip that a grocery store worker had been involved in preparing for a terror attack. A couple weeks later, the Dutch
secret service had arrested this man after capturing him on security cameras taking measurements of the Dutch secret
service headquarters.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 849:

Q2. Answer for example 850: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase grocery store worker in Example 849 and Example 850 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 426
851. Target phrase: best period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19033277

The binned PDM approach is susceptible to period aliases when the cadence is semi-regular (e.g., nightly observations
of a star brightness). Plavchan and colleagues avoided this aliasing by computing a box-car smoothed phased time-series,
where the box-car width can be thought of as the old bin size. The original folded time-series is compared to the smoothed
time-series, and the best period is found when the time-series are most similar. See the NASA Exoplanet Archive for
more information on statistical significance and approaches.

852. Target phrase: best period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10901792

The stained glass figure windows were produced in Munich, Germany, at the Royal Bavarian Art Institute at a cost of
$27,672—a major expenditure for that time. Compared with today’s dollar value it would cost almost $538,000. Accord-
ing to experts, the windows in the Saint Stanislaus Kostka Church are some of the best period ”Munich Style” stained
glass in the United States. There are three Latin inscriptions in the church interior.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 851:

Q2. Answer for example 852: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best period in Example 851 and Example 852 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 427
853. Target phrase: potential danger

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45305219

Jimmy is anxious about Nacho’s plot to steal from the Kettlemans. He calls Kim Wexler, a friend at HHM, which
represents the Kettlemans. Jimmy indirectly warns Kim about the potential danger but then breaks off the call, in-
sisting he is ”no hero.” Later that night, Jimmy calls the Kettlemans anonymously and warns them.

854. Target phrase: potential danger

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1666590

Natural England joined the project in 2009 in a bid to reduce its own carbon footprint. One year later they announced
that they had reduced their carbon emissions (according to 10:10’s criteria) by 13%. In 2008, Sir Martin Doughty, the
Chairman of Natural England, warned the Prime Minister of the potential danger of genetically modified crops. How-
ever, in 2012, Poul Christensen, CBE, the next Chairman of Natural England, said that middle England should embrace
new technologies like GM crops as long as there were adequate testing and safeguards.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 853:

Q2. Answer for example 854: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential danger in Example 853 and Example 854 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 428
855. Target phrase: solid piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48407885

From the 16th century BC, swords with rounded tips appeared, having a grip which was an extension of the blade.
They were long and broad. Another type, the single-edged sword was a solid piece of bronze c. long. This shorter sword
was most probably used for close-quarters combat.

856. Target phrase: solid piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33235030

Critical reception. ”Music &amp; Media” wrote, ”Arena knows how to chain herself to radio. Bass guitar forms the
stable base for a solid piece of FM pop rock. Walking exactly in the middle of the road, she takes the shortest way to
your heart.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 855:

Q2. Answer for example 856: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase solid piece in Example 855 and Example 856 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 429
857. Target phrase: almost the same point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56214477

The Osich’ŏn Line was a non-electrified railway line of the Korean State Railway in Unhŭng County, Ryanggang
Province, North Korea, running from Taeoch’ŏn on the Paektusan Ch’ŏngnyŏn Line to Osich’ŏn. The branch line to
Kim Jong-un’s private railway station, called ”Hyesan No. 1 Station”, diverges from the main line of the Paektusan
Ch’ŏngnyŏn Line at almost the same point as the Osich’ŏn Line. History.

858. Target phrase: almost the same point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60559086

It was directed by Lindy Heymann. Critical reception. Upon release, ”Music &amp; Media” wrote: ”The ex-frontman
of Blancmange returns at almost the same point where he left seven years ago. His synth-flavoured new wave of the
early ’80s is spiced up with dance beats.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 857:

Q2. Answer for example 858: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase almost the same point in Example 857 and Example 858 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 430
859. Target phrase: even a person

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8800245
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Katju has been criticised for sexist comments on social media. In 2015, he made comments comparing Shazia Ilmi to
Kiran Bedi, saying: ”If Shazia had been made their chief minister candidate, the BJP would have definitely won the Delhi
elections. People vote for beautiful faces [...] even a person like me who does not vote would have voted for Shazia.” In
2020 he was criticized when screenshots of an exchange he had with a woman on Facebook went viral when he told her
that ”good girls go to sleep early.”

860. Target phrase: even a person

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26264352

The device could supposedly even detect drugs after they had been ingested by a person. A marketing brochure
stated: ”The tracker will also locate specific drugs in solution. This means that even a person who had been using
drugs will have traces in their bodily fluids, blood, etc. Thus the Tracker will indicate people who are using drugs, as
well as those who are merely carrying it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 859:

Q2. Answer for example 860: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase even a person in Example 859 and Example 860 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 431
861. Target phrase: right (east

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24152762

At around 09:45, after an hour and a half’s climb up the ascent, when the lead force reached about 350 meters from
the foot of Hill 1614, the Syrian 183rd Commando Battalion deployed on the hill opened fire. Soon, several soldiers were
hit. The battle continued until around 16:00, with Peled first trying to flank the Syrians from the right (east) with a
reduced Company B. The flanking failed, and the company medical aidman was killed and three fighters wounded during
the retreat.

862. Target phrase: right (east

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9761644

After 1.1 km the path opens up into a more open area and meets the Greengully Trail that enters from the left (south).
The intersection is badly signed. Continue past large open areas on the right (east) where Kangaroos/Wallabies can be
seen on a regular basis, just 20 km from the Melbourne CBD. Deer have also been sighted.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 861:

Q2. Answer for example 862: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase right (east in Example 861 and Example 862 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 432
863. Target phrase: one solid mass

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23243835

They are also known as Chamorro jawbreaker cookies due to their historically rock-hard texture. Guyuria was orig-
inally made with flour, coconut milk, and a sugar glaze. The dough is first made as one solid mass. Small pieces of
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dough are pinched off.

864. Target phrase: one solid mass

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35601212

Stalls sold beer and pies, alongside Romanov flags and souvenirs. In the parks there were concerts and parks. When
darkness fell Nevsky Prospect ’became one solid mass of people’. Fireworks lit up the sky, and lights ’criss-crossed’ the
city, and swept across the rooftops, lingering a while over significant monuments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 863:

Q2. Answer for example 864: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one solid mass in Example 863 and Example 864 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 433
865. Target phrase: every industry

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58688954

As in brainstorm their own ways of how they want to make their own website. The wait and see approach was a better
way to look at it; because this is an adjustment staff and community as well during the 21st century. 2009 has become
one of the most challenging years for every industry in the country. After recovering from a 2nd Slightly Recession
started back in 2007 was still continuing in 2009.

866. Target phrase: every industry

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=728513

Hal Cranmer writes, ”For all these arguments against laziness, it is amazing we work so hard to achieve it. Even
those hard-working Puritans were willing to break their backs every day in exchange for an eternity of lying around on
a cloud and playing the harp. every industry is trying to do its part to give its customers more leisure time.” Ludwig
von Mises writes, ”The expenditure of labor is deemed painful.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 865:

Q2. Answer for example 866: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every industry in Example 865 and Example 866 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 434
867. Target phrase: advantageous position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=651571

The initial pass cannot be quickly cut off as in the two-man manoeuvre which really has only one option. Typically the
second pass in the three-man move lures and diverts defenders on to false ground. This gives the initiator of the sequence
time to run into an advantageous position. Triple player collaborations of course do not operate in isolation – they have
other supporting players – but the tight three-man exchange still remains a fundamental pillar of successful attacking play.

868. Target phrase: advantageous position
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1263391

At that time there was no field of learning the Spanish Jews did not cultivate. They studied the secular sciences
with the same zeal as the Bible and Talmud. But the growing influence of the Church gradually crowded them out of
this advantageous position. At first, the attempt was made to win them to Christianity through writings and religious
disputations; and when these attempts failed they were ever more and more restricted in the exercise of their civil rights.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 867:

Q2. Answer for example 868: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase advantageous position in Example 867 and Example 868 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 435
869. Target phrase: second application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7943166

It wasn’t until 1945 that Harvard Medical School admitted its first class of women in a 10-year trial to measure
productivity and accomplishment of women both during and after medical schooling. This class of women was admitted
due to the decreased amount of qualified male applicants as a result of World War II. Despite not being accepted to
Harvard after her second application, Hunt continued to practice medicine on her own. She became so widely known
that in 1853 she received an Honorary MD from the Female Medical College of Pennsylvania.

870. Target phrase: second application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52218638

The current design of Pin Multiplexing in hardware level raises security questions. For example, assume that an
application uses a particular peripheral controller connected to a pin with a particular multiplexing setup. At one point
another application (second application) changes the multiplexing setup of the pin used by the first application. Once
the pin is multiplexed, the physical connection to the first peripheral controller gets disconnected.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 869:

Q2. Answer for example 870: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second application in Example 869 and Example 870 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 436
871. Target phrase: nationwide coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4246042

In the US, the role is generally a requirement of US State law and is known as a registered agent, a resident agent
or statutory agent. Process agents are also utilized in the US by truck drivers, brokers or freight forwarders for similar
purposes. Process agents that provide nationwide coverage for motor carriers are commonly referred to as blanket
companies. In the UK, a process agent is a contractual relationship, permitted by the Civil Procedure Rules.

872. Target phrase: nationwide coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=137310
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Nevertheless, the ”Island Pond Raid” retains its notoriety. Traffic enforcement. In 2007, the Brighton Constable’s
strict enforcement of traffic regulations became the subject of nationwide coverage. In 2006 alone, 1,224 tickets and
1,662 warnings were issued.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 871:

Q2. Answer for example 872: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase nationwide coverage in Example 871 and Example 872 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 437
873. Target phrase: second largest number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31662519

Prior to the campaign, the Liberals had held only 36 seats—the fewest seats ever held at dissolution by any federal
party that won the following election. The Liberals also became the first federal party in Canadian history to win a
majority of seats without having been either the governing party or the Official Opposition in the previous parliament,
and this was only the second time a party went from having the third-most seats to the most seats (the first being in
1925). It was the second largest number of seats won in a federal election for the Liberals, the best being 191 in 1949.
The election also had the highest voter turnout since 1993.

874. Target phrase: second largest number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=179976

The college is organized as four departments and one center: (i) Counseling and Higher Education, (ii) Educational
Psychology, (iii) Kinesiology, Health Promotion and Recreation, (iv) Teacher Education and Administration, and (v)
The Kristin Farmer Autism Center. The college offers 12 bachelor’s degrees, 19 master’s degrees and 15 doctoral con-
centrations. As of the 2010–2011 school year, the college certified over 1,147 teachers, the second largest number in
the state by a university. years ago (March 1979), the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board approved renaming
the ”School of Education” to the ”College of Education.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 873:

Q2. Answer for example 874: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second largest number in Example 873 and Example 874 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 438
875. Target phrase: main class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25506380

After the analysis a JRipples Hierarchical View will appear. For this example there is only a single class ”Main” to
be analyzed, which is mark ”next” in green. After the developer visits the main class, three options are presented by
right clicking on the green ”Next”. They are ”Located”, ”Propagating” and ”Unchanged”.

876. Target phrase: main class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=973444

It had been in use as the domain name for the institute’s homepage, swisstopo.ch, since 1997. Maps. The main class
of products produced by Swisstopo are topographical maps on seven different scales. Swiss maps have been praised for
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their accuracy and quality.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 875:

Q2. Answer for example 876: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main class in Example 875 and Example 876 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 439
877. Target phrase: lesser amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22417018

Positive reinforcements included telling their children if they eat their food they will grow up to be strong and fast.
By family members asking about each other day, especially to their child, they see that someone is expressing interest in
their life and that they care. The more positive communication there is at the table the lesser amount of food a person
will consume. Slowing down your eating is helpful in both losing weight and keeping healthy eating habits because it
always your brain too caught up with your eating and signals that you are full sooner.

878. Target phrase: lesser amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3339851

Murthy hands the family gun to Nandu, urging him to fight whoever was responsible for framing him as the murderer
of Shiva Reddy. By threatening Shiva Reddy’s colleague, Baji Reddy, Nandu learns that Malli is actually alive and faked
his death. He also learns that Malli called Baji Reddy and offered to do the job for a lesser amount. Baji Reddy instead
offered Malli INR 2,00,00,000 to kill Shiva Reddy in a move to become Chief Minister himself.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 877:

Q2. Answer for example 878: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lesser amount in Example 877 and Example 878 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 440
879. Target phrase: prolonged stress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13213073

In runners, march fracture occurs most often in the metatarsal neck, while in dancers it occurs in the proximal shaft.
In ballet dancers, fracture mostly occurs at the base of the second metatarsal and at Lisfranc joints. This fracture always
occurs following a prolonged stress or weight bearing, and the history of direct trauma is very rare. Consideration
should always be given to osteoporosis and osteomalacia.

880. Target phrase: prolonged stress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=564755

The public came to dislike him, as he took increasingly drastic measures against his enemies. He survived an assas-
sination attempt unharmed, but responded by having many people he suspected of taking part imprisoned and treated
brutally. By 1894 the prolonged stress from all sides had taken its toll, and Stambolov resigned, which was happily
accepted by Ferdinand. Death.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 879:

Q2. Answer for example 880: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prolonged stress in Example 879 and Example 880 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 441
881. Target phrase: overall detail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15581995

Figures. Belville figures are larger than the minifigure, but their feet can still attach to traditional Lego pieces. The
figures have more points of articulation, and more overall detail than traditional minifigures. Some sets include clothing
and other fabric accessories for the figures.

882. Target phrase: overall detail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27345546

(2003) used this method to accurately match the S-wave profile of the ROSRINE borehole drilled. The ReMi method
accurately matched the overall shear wave velocity profile, but cannot match the detail provided by the shear velocity well
log. The discrepancy in overall detail should have no effect in evaluating the subsurface. Advantages/Disadvantages of
Surface Wave Inversion.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 881:

Q2. Answer for example 882: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall detail in Example 881 and Example 882 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 442
883. Target phrase: central unit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27291516

Whitmire said that a prison in that location would be less expensive to operate and would allow the state to alleviate
a shortage of correction personnel by consolidating staff members. In 2007 TDCJ officials said that discussions to move
the Central Unit from Sugar Land to Brazoria County were preliminary. During the same year, Whitmire promoted a bill
calling for a study for the feasibility of selling the land of the central unit. The bill awaited the signature of Governor
of Texas Rick Perry.

884. Target phrase: central unit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19443992

This information is detected by a sensor, such as an infrared device placed between the tracks, a reed switch or a
device which senses current draw in an isolated section of track. Feedback relays an electrical signal from the sensor
hardware back to the digital central unit. The central unit can then issue commands appropriate for the specific sensor,
such as triggering a signal, or level crossing. Feedback allows fully automated control of model trains.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 883:
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Q2. Answer for example 884: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase central unit in Example 883 and Example 884 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 443
885. Target phrase: respective position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43009945

On 2 June, Damian de Allende was withdrawn from the squad due to injury. He was replaced by Marnitz Boshoff.
On 8 June, Trevor Nyakane was added to the squad to provide further cover in his respective position. Head Coach:
Heyneke Meyer Note: Caps and ages are to pre first test match - 14 June 2014.

886. Target phrase: respective position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12281095

An audible alarm sounds at both ends. Accordingly, the watch-keeping engineer acknowledges the order by moving
the handle of the engine room EOT to the required position and takes necessary action. This sends an electrical signal
to the bridge EOT unit, causing its pointer to acquire the respective position. The alarm stops ringing to acknowledge
that the order has been carried out.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 885:

Q2. Answer for example 886: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase respective position in Example 885 and Example 886 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 444
887. Target phrase: green card

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7505820

When Donna gets better, Ringo tells her he loves her and proposes. Donna initially turns him down, but then proposes
to him and he accepts. Ringo wins a green card to work in the US and he and Donna bring forward their wedding.
Prue arrives in town and is forced to tell Ringo that she has split up with his father.

888. Target phrase: green card

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5973319

Himesh and Ismail continued to protest Abhijeet’s choice in vain, however. Aadesh and Jatin felt Paresh was the
better singer. Lalit differed but since the two had chosen Paresh, Alka showed green card to Paresh, eliminating Aish-
warya. Ismail was happy but Himesh was very upset.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 887:

Q2. Answer for example 888: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase green card in Example 887 and Example 888 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 445
889. Target phrase: american season

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40102302

For the first time in the last few years it looked as though the deep and energy-sapping sands of Lommel may offer
up a chance for the European teams to un-seat the United States and end their 7-year winning streak. The Americans
entered as reigning champions, but had three riders who had never experienced this sort of sand before. 2012 AMA MX1
Champion, Ryan Dungey led the charge and had been rarely beaten throughout the american season. Blake Baggett,
2012 AMA MX2 champion and Justin Barcia had shown great speed throughout the season, whilst battling each other
for the American MX2 crown.

890. Target phrase: american season

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8679840

This version of the song was released as the album’s third single in 2001 and peaked in the US Billboard charts at num-
ber 58 (”Billboard” Hot 100 in 2002) and number 16 (Hot R&amp;B/Hip-Hop Songs). This version also appeared in the
movie ”Love &amp; Basketball”. The song was featured on week 7 of So You Think You Can Dance (american season
5) (July 22, 2009). It was used as the music for a contemporary dance choreographed by Tyce Diorio and performed by
contestants Melissa Sandvig and Ade Obayomi.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 889:

Q2. Answer for example 890: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase american season in Example 889 and Example 890 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 446
891. Target phrase: forceful nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=166840

However, this can be difficult, so, in this cases and some others (disabled people, etc. ), the use of an anti-choking
device is recommended. Due to the forceful nature of the procedure, even when done correctly, abdominal thrusts can
injure the person on whom it is performed. Bruising to the abdomen is highly likely and more serious injuries can occur,
including fracture of the xiphoid process or ribs.

892. Target phrase: forceful nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1927744

His Majesty reached a foreign country of which the name was Sekmem (...) Then Sekmem fell, together with the
wretched Retenu”, where Sekmem (s-k-m-m) is thought to be Shechem and ”Retenu” or ”Retjenu” are associated with
ancient Syria. His final campaign, which was in his Year 19, was less successful because the king’s forces were caught with
the Nile being lower than normal and they had to retreat and abandon their campaign in order to avoid being trapped
in hostile Nubian territory. Such was his forceful nature and immense influence that Senusret III was worshipped as
a deity in Semna by later generations. Jacques Morgan, in 1894, found rock inscriptions near Sehel Island documenting
his digging of a canal.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 891:

Q2. Answer for example 892: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase forceful nature in Example 891 and Example 892 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 447
893. Target phrase: blue dots

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35610975

The molecular paneling method, also called the face-directed method, was the method developed by Fujita. Here,
rigid ligands act as ’panels’ and coordination complexes join them together to create the shape. [4] In the figure at left,
the yellow triangles represent panel ligands, and the blue dots are metal complexes. The ligands of the complex itself
helps enforce the final geometry.

894. Target phrase: blue dots

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31104233

Reception. Ratings. In its original American broadcast on November 16, 2010, ”blue dots” was watched by 5.9
million households, according to Nielson ratings. Its ratings were higher than the previous two episodes, ”Family Secrets”
and ”The Sniffles”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 893:

Q2. Answer for example 894: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase blue dots in Example 893 and Example 894 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 448
895. Target phrase: one-to-one basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1465997

While many health psychologists provide clinical services as part of their duties, others function in non-clinical
roles, primarily involving teaching and research. Leading journals include ”Health Psychology”, the ”Journal of Health
Psychology”, the ”British Journal of Health Psychology”, and ”Applied Psychology: Health and Well-Being”. Health
psychologists can work with people on a one-to-one basis, in groups, as a family, or at a larger population level. Health
psychology, like other areas of applied psychology, is both a theoretical and applied field.

896. Target phrase: one-to-one basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=839887

Real Time Gross Settlement, abbreviated as RTGS systems are specialist funds transfer systems where the transfer of
money or securities takes place from one bank to any other bank on a ”real-time” and on a ”gross” basis. Settlement in
”real time” means a payment transaction is not subjected to any waiting period, with transactions being settled as soon
as they are processed. ”Gross settlement” means the transaction is settled on a one-to-one basis, without bundling or
netting with any other transaction. ”Settlement” means that once processed, payments are final and irrevocable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 895:

Q2. Answer for example 896: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one-to-one basis in Example 895 and Example 896 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 449
897. Target phrase: proposal stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33085492

A proposal was accepted (adopting the convention of using the word ”Collaborative” as a noun) and iPlant was
officially created on February 1, 2008. Funding was estimated as $10 million per year over five years. Richard Jor-
gensen led the team through the proposal stage and was the principal investigator (PI) from 2008 to 2009. Gregory
Andrews, Vicki Chandler, Sudha Ram and Lincoln Stein served as Co-Principal Investigators (Co-PIs) from 2008 to 2009.

898. Target phrase: proposal stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=986695

Mining production in the Qu’Appelle Valley corridor and impacts. Saskatchewan’s potash production is heavily
concentrated in the Qu’Appelle Valley corridor. As of 2013 there are six mines operating and eight mines in the
proposal stage located in the Qu’Appelle River Watershed. Mines in this area access the water necessary for production
from three different source points—the Qu’Appelle River system itself, groundwater, and Lake Diefenbaker (which comes
from the Saskatoon South East Water Supply System—SSEWS).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 897:

Q2. Answer for example 898: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proposal stage in Example 897 and Example 898 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 450
899. Target phrase: one single item

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27577310

Shapeshifter is a freeware clipboard manager, originally developed by the defunct company Flamefusion and made
open-sourced on GitHub later. It allows users to have several items in the Windows clipboard, which is normally limited
to one single item. Shapeshifter works by hooking onto the default clipboard hotkeys in Windows, to add extra func-
tionality for hotkeys such as ”CTRL + V” and so forth.

900. Target phrase: one single item

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24627636

On March 11 or 12, Cockroft’s replacement as Provincial Treasurer, Solon Low, introduced the government’s budget.
It included no implementation of social credit, and was attacked by the opposition parties as ”the default budget” and
by insurgent Social Crediters as a ”banker’s budget” (a harsh insult given Social Credit’s dim view of the banking in-
dustry). Ronald Ansley rose immediately to attack it as containing ”not one single item that even remotely resembled
Social Credit.” Blue, again echoing Duggan, threatened on March 16 to vote against the government’s interim supply
bill, the defeat of which, under the conventions of the Westminster parliamentary system, would force the government’s
resignation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 899:

Q2. Answer for example 900: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one single item in Example 899 and Example 900 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 451
901. Target phrase: licensing body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65308343

The American Board of Obesity Medicine (ABOM) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, self-appointed physician-evaluation or-
ganization that certifies physicians practicing obesity medicine. The American Board of Obesity Medicine is not a
membership society, educational institution, or licensing body. Certification is intended to signify that a physician
possess specialized knowledge of obesity.

902. Target phrase: licensing body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5113898

Video formats. AVCHD supports a variety of video resolutions and scanning methods, which was further extended
with the 2011 amendment of the specification. The licensing body of the specification defines a variety of labels for
products compliant with specific features. Most AVCHD camcorders support only a handful of the video and audio for-
mats allowed in the AVCHD standard.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 901:

Q2. Answer for example 902: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase licensing body in Example 901 and Example 902 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 452
903. Target phrase: average female

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32609

These changes in pressure form the waves called (voiced) speech. Loading on tissue in vocal folds. The fundamental
frequency of speech for an average male is around 110 Hz and for an average female around 220 Hz. That means that
for voiced sounds the vocal folds will hit together 110 or 220 times a second, respectively.

904. Target phrase: average female

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42278409

The male will transfer the spermataphores (bundles of sperm) into the female’s mantle cavity with his hectocotylus,
first left arm. The mature male and female die soon after breeding, having lived for about two years. The average female
will deposit between twenty-five and fifty eggs in clusters, attaching them to the underside of stones, clams or seaweeds.
The capsules are creamy-white, hard and durable they take four to nine months to hatch and receive no additional care.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 903:

Q2. Answer for example 904: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase average female in Example 903 and Example 904 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 453
905. Target phrase: significant failure
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27800043

As a wholesale provider of broadband access through its level two networks, NBN provides broadband access pre-
dominantly to retail service providers (RSPs); these businesses on sell access to end users; both residential and business
customers to access the internet. At 30 June 2016, Telstra had 45.5%, TPG group had 24.8% and Optus had 12.4% of
all end users connecting to the NBN. There has been a significant failure of the NBN to deliver nominal performance
to end users. There has been contention between RSPs and NBN on the reasons for this.

906. Target phrase: significant failure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21602806

The sample extrema can be used for a simple normality test, specifically of kurtosis: one computes the t-statistic
of the sample maximum and minimum (subtracts sample mean and divides by the sample standard deviation), and if
they are unusually large for the sample size (as per the three sigma rule and table therein, or more precisely a Student’s
t-distribution), then the kurtosis of the sample distribution deviates significantly from that of the normal distribution.
For instance, a daily process should expect a 3� event once per year (of calendar days; once every year and a half of
business days), while a 4� event happens on average every 40 years of calendar days, 60 years of business days (once in
a lifetime), 5� events happen every 5,000 years (once in recorded history), and 6� events happen every 1.5 million years
(essentially never). Thus if the sample extrema are 6 sigmas from the mean, one has a significant failure of normality.
Further, this test is very easy to communicate without involved statistics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 905:

Q2. Answer for example 906: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase significant failure in Example 905 and Example 906 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 454
907. Target phrase: advisory service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34041534

The ESC advisory service was created to address ESC issues identified at the start of GCGH research projects, as well
as challenges encountered as projects progress. The aim is to work in a close, unified way with the investigators on ESC
issues appearing in their projects and thus guide the achievement of their milestones. An advisory service co-leader and
a lead bioethicist are assigned to each GCGH project. During the initial phase of communication, the co-leader and lead
bioethicist define the issues and develop a strategy for addressing the challenge’s issues based on their specific expertise.

908. Target phrase: advisory service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12226249

The most common sleep positions people adopt in bed are: Side sleeping. The most common of the three. According
to the Sleep Assessment and advisory service two out of three people sleep on their sides. This position is considered
the most suitable because it reduces the incidences of snoring, sleep apnoea and obstructive sleep apnoea, it helps release
breathing airways and it is the most helpful position for pregnant women to reduce the pressure of their wombs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 907:

Q2. Answer for example 908: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase advisory service in Example 907 and Example 908 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 455
909. Target phrase: tea consumption

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4116806

A quirky example would be estimating the speed of light, tea consumption in Taiwan, and hog weight in Montana,
all together. The James–Stein estimator always improves upon the ”total” MSE, i.e., the sum of the expected errors of
each component. Therefore, the total MSE in measuring light speed, tea consumption, and hog weight would improve
by using the James–Stein estimator. However, any particular component (such as the speed of light) would improve for
some parameter values, and deteriorate for others.

910. Target phrase: tea consumption

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63122380

Muskett is best known for his book ”The Art of Living in Australia”, published in 1873. Muskett’s dietary advice
was for the Australian population to eat more fish, salads and vegetables whilst reducing their meat intake. The book
condemned the food-habits of Australians, their meat-eating three times a day and excessive beer and tea consumption.
He noted how the consumption of butcher’s meat and tea was in enormous excess, and was paralleled nowhere else in the
world and how deep-sea fisheries were not developed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 909:

Q2. Answer for example 910: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase tea consumption in Example 909 and Example 910 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 456
911. Target phrase: small enclosure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1086978

Deer can be found in the woods, which are mixed deciduous/coniferous and are to some extent used for forestry to
this day. The hill has several dubious connections with the Battle of Shrewsbury in 1403. ”Queen Eleanor’s Bower” is
a small enclosure on the hill from which the wife of Henry IV of England supposedly watched the battle’s progress.
Finally, the ”bosky hill” mentioned in Act V Scene i of Shakespeare’s Henry IV part 1 is almost certainly Haughmond,
which looms to the east of the battlefield: ”How bloodily the sun begins to peer” ”Above yon bosky hill?”

912. Target phrase: small enclosure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8377885

Wave systems. The Wave systems use a folded waveguide (a series of passages from the speaker driver to the speaker
grill). The waveguide is claimed to improve low-frequency sound ”from a small enclosure by guiding air through two
26 folded wave guides”. Acoustic Wave Music System.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 911:

Q2. Answer for example 912: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small enclosure in Example 911 and Example 912 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 457
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913. Target phrase: arbor day celebration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30533798

By 1916, portions of Albany’s northern and southern borders had reached their modern courses; Westerlo Island, to
the south, became the second-to-last annexation in 1926. Overview. In 1901 as part of the arbor day celebration Dana
Park is opened, where Delaware Avenue and Lark Street meet at Madison Avenue. Also in 1901 a strike occurred by the
employees of the United Traction Company (UTC), which ran the inter-city and intra-city mass transit buses and trolleys.

914. Target phrase: arbor day celebration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31783421

Reputation. Korovuto College is one of the top schools in Fiji in terms of athletics, exam results, and social events.
Extracurricular activities inform students on how to carry out some tasks such as the arbor day celebration, religious
gatherings, and international events. Each year, the school hosts an annual concert which many people attend.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 913:

Q2. Answer for example 914: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase arbor day celebration in Example 913 and Example 914 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 458
915. Target phrase: regular life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4349252

Shortly after 02:00 on the morning of 5 January, Macklin, who had taken over the watch, was summoned to Shackle-
ton’s cabin. He found Shackleton complaining of back pains and severe facial neuralgia, and asking for a painkilling drug.
In a brief discussion, Macklin told his leader that he had been overdoing things, and needed to lead a more regular life.
Macklin records Shackleton as saying: ”You’re always wanting me to give up things, what is it I ought to give up?”

916. Target phrase: regular life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9609188

Neuro-linguistic programming. Shipman was a NLP (Neuro-linguistic programming) Master Coach, Trainer, and
Master Practitioner, and a partner with Paul Jacobs in New Oceans. Together they ran regular life, Business, Educa-
tion, Coaching, and Performing &amp; Creative Arts trainings, workshops, and seminars, and were also successful life
coaches. In 2006, Shipman and Wes McGhee co-wrote the CD ”NLP Songs For Change”, a musical introduction to the
tools and techniques of NLP.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 915:

Q2. Answer for example 916: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase regular life in Example 915 and Example 916 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 459
917. Target phrase: operating unit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42714512
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Their plane, a B-25 Mitchell, crashed near the town of Tapipa in the state of Miranda. In 1974, the Air Fighter
Group No. 12 was permanently transferred to Barquisimeto, becoming the operating unit of the Lieutenant Vicente
Landaeta Gil Air Base. Its main objective was to conduct operations against opposing air forces, provide air support,
and help fulfill the mission of the Venezuelan Air Force.

918. Target phrase: operating unit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6860891

”The remainder of the deal, to include the Canadian and Australian operations, is expected to be closed in the next
few weeks after regulatory approval has been given.” This sale was completed on September 29, 2006. On January 4,
2011, The Weinstein Company purchased a 25% stake in the operating unit. While not including TV rights, the deal
spans Blu-ray, DVD and VOD, pay-per-view and digital distribution and covers up to 20 TWC and Dimension titles per
year.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 917:

Q2. Answer for example 918: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase operating unit in Example 917 and Example 918 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 460
919. Target phrase: divine order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18616

They had a poor opinion of the trappings of the Catholic Church, including holy bread, holy water, bells, organs,
and church buildings. They rejected the value of papal pardons. Special vows were considered to be in conflict with the
divine order established by Christ and were regarded as anathema. Sixteenth-century martyrologist John Foxe described
four main beliefs of Lollardy: opposition to pilgrimages and saint worship, denial of the doctrine of transubstantiation,
and a demand for English translation of the Scriptures.

920. Target phrase: divine order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=79317

The belief was that if they die in battle, this was to be accepted as their correct destiny. In ”Theogony”, the three
”Moirai” are daughters of the primeval goddess, Nyx (”Night”), representing a power acting over the gods. Later they
are daughters of Zeus who gives them the greatest honour, and Themis, the ancient goddess of law and divine order.
Even the gods feared the Moirai or Fates, which according to Herodotus a god could not escape.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 919:

Q2. Answer for example 920: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase divine order in Example 919 and Example 920 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 461
921. Target phrase: popular part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3923603

He had been featured on ”The Bob &amp; Tom Show” and was the inspiration for the song ”The Legend of John
Fox,” by Pat Godwin. Fox also appeared on Rodney Dangerfield’s HBO special, ”Opening Night at Rodney’s Place”
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and the first ”Redneck Comedy Roundup” DVD alongside comedians Jeff Foxworthy, Bill Engvall, and Ron White. A
popular part of Fox’s routine was talking about his various previous jobs. Death.

922. Target phrase: popular part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7438648

The winter trail takes a somewhat different course in locations where it runs over swamps or lakes that can not be
negotiated in summer. The trail is separated in four portions—each representing approximately one week of hiking.
The most popular part is by far the northernmost—between Abisko and Kebnekaise. The season, when the huts are
open, usually runs between mid-June and the end of September, rowing boats are usually in place at the end of June or
beginning of July, but the weather can be very treacherous, including late or early snow.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 921:

Q2. Answer for example 922: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase popular part in Example 921 and Example 922 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 462
923. Target phrase: mass society

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32204428

However, when there is a shock to the system, society becomes disorientated allowing for collective violence. Mass
society. mass society argues that violent social movements come from people who are isolated socially and from political
institutions. People who are alienated are easily convinced to join radical or extremist movements.

924. Target phrase: mass society

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=260106

Citizens wanted to name the town ”Washington,” but did not do so due to the existence of another town by that name
in New York (Dutchess County). The source of the name ”Candor” is unknown. Candor was the community identified
as ”Springdale” in Vidich and Bensman’s 1958 book, ”Small Town in mass society”. Geography.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 923:

Q2. Answer for example 924: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mass society in Example 923 and Example 924 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 463
925. Target phrase: future people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17250163

Population ethical problems are particularly likely to arise when making large-scale policy-decisions, but they can
also affect how we should evaluate certain choices made by individuals. Examples of practical questions that give rise to
population ethical problems include the decision whether or not to have an additional child; how to allocate life-saving
resources between young and old people; how many resources to dedicate to climate change mitigation; and whether or
not to support family planning programs in the developing world. The decisions made about all of these cases affect the
number, the identity and the average quality of life of future people. One’s views regarding population ethics have the
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potential to significantly shape what one thinks of as the most pressing moral priorities.

926. Target phrase: future people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27306499

They offer Chick eternal youth if he’ll help them. The other chums are skeptical. Miles accompanies Chick on his
next visit to the future people, and says he has seen their leader, Mr. Ace, in a vision.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 925:

Q2. Answer for example 926: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase future people in Example 925 and Example 926 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 464
927. Target phrase: apparent connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12988136

The German blazon reads: ”In Silber auf gewölbtem, grünen Boden ein kniender, grünbekleideter Jäger mit roter
Feder am Hut und goldenem Pfeil mit blauer Spitze in gespanntem, goldenen Bogen”. The municipality’s arms might in
English heraldic language be described thus: Argent in base a mount vert on which a hunter kneeling proper vested of
the second, his hat with a feather gules, with an arrow Or barbed of the first in a bow drawn of the fourth. The arms
go back to a seal from the 18th century and have no apparent connection to the village’s history. The arms have been
borne since 1982 when they were approved by the now defunct Rheinhessen-Pfalz ”Regierungsbezirk” administration in
Neustadt an der Weinstraße.

928. Target phrase: apparent connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23173647

Features. The Krave is a revolutionary flip phone in that it is a touch screen phone which can be accessed from
the phone’s transparent cover, although with less accuracy and sensitivity than with it open. The earpiece speaker and
speakerphone microphone is mounted in the middle of the cover, with no apparent connection to the phone. The
”wires” are actually a fine mesh which is laminated into the cover.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 927:

Q2. Answer for example 928: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase apparent connection in Example 927 and Example 928 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 465
929. Target phrase: investigation agency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42331496

Murder of Engineer Delwoar. On May 11, 2020 Delwoar Hossain, the executive engineer of Gazipur City Corporation
was murdered allegedly by his colleague. The investigation agency and Delwoar’s family suspects that the motive
behind Delwoar’s murder was corruption. Police has arrested Anisur Rahman Selim, an assistant engineer of Gazipur
City Corporation as a suspect of the murder case.
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930. Target phrase: investigation agency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46194248

The Lady Doctor (, also known as ”Totò, Vittorio and the Doctor”) is a 1957 Italian comedy film directed by Camillo
Mastrocinque. Plot. Michele and Gennaro work as attendants in the investigation agency ”Nulla sfugge” (”Nothing
escapes”). When their boss is forced to be absent from the office to follow an important investigation, the two decide to
take his place pretending to be skilled investigators.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 929:

Q2. Answer for example 930: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase investigation agency in Example 929 and Example 930 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 466
931. Target phrase: side act

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21380980

He chooses his career over her. Soon after Austin returns to Los Angeles and offers to be Adrianna’s new manager,
suggesting she start singing country music as a change of tune to her career after Dixon leaves town without saying
goodbye. Austin enlists his father, Judd Ridge, to help launch Adrianna’s new country-western career as a side act.
Adrianna deals with Dixon leaving her by writing songs, two of which she sings live at different events.

932. Target phrase: side act

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24019568

In moths, males frequently have more feathery antennae than females, for detecting the female pheromones at a
distance. There are two pairs of membranous wings which arise from the mesothoracic (middle) and metathoracic (third)
segments; they are usually completely covered by minute scales. The two wings on each side act as one by virtue of
wing-locking mechanisms. In some groups, the females are flightless and have reduced wings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 931:

Q2. Answer for example 932: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase side act in Example 931 and Example 932 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 467
933. Target phrase: daily diet

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17816576

The liberalisation of the law of defamation had a less positive effect, enabling an upsurge in personal innuendo and
vague allegations. The sociologist Gabriel Tarde commented that ”Pornography and slander have become the life-blood
of the newspaper.” French readers were treated to a daily diet of rumour, speculation and character assassination pre-
sented as ”echos” and ”faits divers”. The French press became increasingly dominated by sensationalist and even malicious
reporting as it abused the freedoms granted by the 1881 law to ”slander and incite to violence with almost total impunity.”

934. Target phrase: daily diet
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23452046

In 2008 he was the runner up of Musclemania Superbody world championship and in 2009 has won the championship
(Musclemania) in the Open BW (bantamweight) category, held in Florida from 18–21 June. Diet Schedule. He follows a
daily diet of 20 egg whites, a chicken, fruit juice, little rice, lot of green vegetables and allotted supplements. Training.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 933:

Q2. Answer for example 934: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase daily diet in Example 933 and Example 934 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 468
935. Target phrase: beam splitter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62401601

She mentioned that she very well saw that her rapist wore yellow shoes, a detail which caught the attention of Com-
mandant Bertrand, who noticed that Patrick Trémeau also wore yellow shoes. Officers then made him take off his shoes
and brought them to the office, where Gladys was, and she immediately recognized them. The police conducted a lineup,
and among the group of men, through a beam splitter, Gladys immediately pointed to her rapist: Patrick Trémeau.
She identified him because she remembered his gaze.

936. Target phrase: beam splitter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19762116

In a Michelson interferometer adapted for FTIR, light from the polychromatic infrared source, approximately a black-
body radiator, is collimated and directed to a beam splitter. Ideally 50% of the light is refracted towards the fixed mirror
and 50% is transmitted towards the moving mirror. Light is reflected from the two mirrors back to the beam splitter
and some fraction of the original light passes into the sample compartment. There, the light is focused on the sample.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 935:

Q2. Answer for example 936: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase beam splitter in Example 935 and Example 936 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 469
937. Target phrase: superior treatment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36852005

He has co-ordinated the work of his technical crew ably. It’s an impressive cast of actors who lend credibility and
conviction to their characters.” ”Nowrunning” wrote ”Eppadi Manasukkul Vandhai has an average masala story that is
given superior treatment by an above-average Kollywood director. It then becomes a gripping crime thriller that is
steered into the masala format, from time to time, for purposes of accessibility.”

938. Target phrase: superior treatment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39316582

George M. Fredrickson has written that societal racism is deeply embedded in American culture and that in the
18th century, societal racism had already emerged with the purpose of maintaining a white-dominated society, and that
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”societal racism does not require an ideology to sustain it so long as it was taken for granted”. When looking specifically
at structural racism within the United States of America it is the formalization of practices that frequently put whites, or
Caucasians, in a position of advantage while at the same time being consistently detrimental to people of color, such as
African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, Pacific Islanders, Asians, and Middle Easterners. This position of ad-
vantage often entails: more opportunities to hold positions of power; privilege, white privilege; and superior treatment
by institutions. This results in racial inequalities between whites and other ethnic groups which often manifest as issues
of poverty or health disparities between the groups.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 937:

Q2. Answer for example 938: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase superior treatment in Example 937 and Example 938 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 470
939. Target phrase: one official

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19794396

The devious marketing practices created some buyer remorse among naïve faraway investors. Most of the premium
lots with river frontage are now merely river silt. Meanwhile, the GTP weekly advertisements publicized their land as
”the only one official and original GTP town of Willow River”. Based in South Fort George, F.W.

940. Target phrase: one official

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36274984

On 28 June 2012, Hamas officials reported that Ghanaja was assassinated in his home in the suburb of Qudsaya
outside Damascus. Hamas sources stated his ”charred, scarred, body was concealed in a ceiling closet and a fire had en-
gulfed the house which apparently the assassins had started.” They did not confirm who was behind the killing, although
one official blamed the Mossad, Israel’s external intelligence agency. Ehud Barak, Israel’s Defense Minister responded
the allegation was ”not necessarily true.”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 939:

Q2. Answer for example 940: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one official in Example 939 and Example 940 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 471
941. Target phrase: acquisition policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36271339

In the early eighties, Motion Pictures began to buy broadcasting rights, primarily video and television. Coinciding
with early nineties when the video boom was over the company began to buy American film catalogs for television
distribution, with titles such ”Star Wars”, ”The Empire Strikes Back”, ’, ”Apocalypse Now”, and ’. Alongside this films
acquisition policy was resumed the production of Spanish films, including ””, sold in over forty countries. In addition a
series with the same title was produced for Tele 5, which won the “Ondas” Award in 1995 - Best Fiction Series of the Year.

942. Target phrase: acquisition policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5974424
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The senior acquisition program is the capstone course for procurement professionals within the Department of De-
fense. This course of study prepares selected military officers and civilians for senior level positions in the department’s
acquisition organizations. The program consists of the college’s normal ten-month curriculum plus two in-depth elective
courses that address acquisition policy and issues. Students completing the program receive a diploma from Defense
Acquisition University along with their master’s degree.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 941:

Q2. Answer for example 942: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase acquisition policy in Example 941 and Example 942 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 472
943. Target phrase: warning example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56019202

Tendencia Revolucionaria formalized as an organization in the early 1970s prior to the March 1973 elections. Its
objective was to bring Juan Perón back to Argentina and making Argentina socialist. Tendencia Revolucionaria was
made up by: The organization included minority factions from: Perón used Chilean President Salvador Allende as a
warning example for Tendencia Revolucionaria. In September just a few days before the 1973 Chilean coup d’etat he
addressed the organization: The campaign of Tendencia Revolucionaria is credited for the election of Oscar Bidegain as
Governor of Buenos Aires Province in 1973.

944. Target phrase: warning example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3983382

Contaminated cell lines have been extensively used in research without knowledge of their true character. For ex-
ample, most if not all research on the endothelium ECV-304 or the megakaryocyte DAMI cell lines has in reality been
conducted on bladder carcinoma and erythroleukemia cells, respectively. Thus, all research on endothelium- or megakary-
ocyte-specific functions utilizing these cell lines has turned out to be misguided, serving more of a warning example.
There are two principal ways a cell line can become contaminated: cell cultures are often exchanged between research
groups; if, during handling, a sample gets contaminated and then passed on, subsequent exchanges of cells will lead to
the contaminating population being established, although parts of the supposed cell line are still genuine.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 943:

Q2. Answer for example 944: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase warning example in Example 943 and Example 944 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 473
945. Target phrase: unstable nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65006694

The card is purchasable online as well as at any of the welcome centers found in the park. Closures. Due to the
unstable nature of the land in this area, frequent landslides result in regular trail closures. The park authorities rec-
ommend all visitors to check the status of trails prior to beginning any treks through the park.

946. Target phrase: unstable nature
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31727214

Radical disproportionation encompasses a group of reactions in organic chemistry in which two radicals react to form
two different non-radical products. These reactions can occur with many radicals in solution and in the gas phase. Due
to the unstable nature of radical molecules, disproportionation proceeds rapidly and requires little to no activation
energy. The most thoroughly studied radical disproportionation reactions have been conducted with alkyl radicals, but
there are many organic molecules that can exhibit more complex, multi-step disproportionation reactions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 945:

Q2. Answer for example 946: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unstable nature in Example 945 and Example 946 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 474
947. Target phrase: annual cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22855658

”Alberta Health Insurance Act”. The ”Alberta Health Insurance Act”, passed by the Alberta Legislature in February
1935 was the first legislated health insurance program in Canada to provide some public funding for medical services,
and as such is considered to be an early step toward the provision of medicare in Canada. The legislation proposed to
provide health care to the every province resident at an annual cost of CA$14.50 per person. However, the Act was
unable to pass before the United Farmers of Alberta was defeated out of office by the Social Credit Party.

948. Target phrase: annual cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20860135

The tip of Diogue, on the north shore, was first considered, but at the refusal of the Jola, it was the opposite bank
which was eventually accepted. French colonization. On January 22, 1836, the island was ceded to France by the village
leader of Kagnout at an annual cost of 196 francs. Still, another treaty made Sédhiou the primary trading post of
Casamance, and the exploitation of Carabane was left for some time in the hands of the Baudin family, first Pierre then
his brother Jean.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 947:

Q2. Answer for example 948: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase annual cost in Example 947 and Example 948 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 475
949. Target phrase: next process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65457728

All documentation and log books made by the candidates are fully inspected for evaluation by the District King’s
Scout Evaluation Council. After the candidate completes and passes the King’s Scout Pre-Rating Test Camp, he is
recognized and given permission to wear the Senior Cord or known as the National Chief Scout’s Award, which is royal
yellow in colour. As such, the candidate has all the conditions ready for the next process. King’s Scout Rating Test
Camp.

950. Target phrase: next process
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5489627

In the porcelain selection, only white porcelain (Bone China and Royal Porcelain) which had been fired at the proper
temperature (1150-1280 degree Celsius) for many hours, are selected. White ware must not have any flaws. After we get
the required white wares, cleaning is the next process. During this process, it is necessary to avoid oily surfaces from
sweaty and dirty hands.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 949:

Q2. Answer for example 950: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next process in Example 949 and Example 950 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 476
951. Target phrase: opposing direction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=474578

The Gory special is a back-to-back backbreaker submission hold. It was invented by Gory Guerrero in Mexico. The
wrestler, while behind the opponent, facing in the opposing direction, hooks their arms under the opponent’s. From
this position, the wrestler lifts the opponent up, usually by bending.

952. Target phrase: opposing direction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=314947

The highest point of the elevated section is the eastbound ramp from the Gardiner to the Don Valley Parkway which
goes up and over the westbound lanes, then drops to ground level. The elevated sections of the Gardiner use a tall wall
concrete barrier topped with green metal blades. The blades act to reduce the glare of oncoming headlights from the
opposing direction of traffic. During the original construction concrete parapet walls with metal railings were used in
the outer sections as well as a divider between westbound and eastbound traffic.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 951:

Q2. Answer for example 952: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase opposing direction in Example 951 and Example 952 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 477
953. Target phrase: recognition process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31368505

RRM contains about 80-90 amino acids that form four-stranded anti-parallel �-sheet with two helices (������ topology).
The �-sheet plays critical role for RNA recognition. Usually, three conserved residues on the -sheet are very important for
this recognition process. Specifically, an Arg or Lys residue forms a salt bridge to the phosphodiester backbone and
another two aromatic residues make stacking interactions with the nucleobases.

954. Target phrase: recognition process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61094136

While you can get a communal life, such as family conversations, child care issues and family happiness, you have
to give up much of your personal needs, such as salary and promotion at work. For an ideal world called Warabal to
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be realized, both welfare and basic income, the basic condition of human life, must be resolved. Labor history of South
Korea and the recognition process of Waravel. Through economic development in the 1960s, Korean society changed
from an agricultural society to an industrial one.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 953:

Q2. Answer for example 954: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase recognition process in Example 953 and Example 954 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 478
955. Target phrase: official state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46188292

Following the announcement of the Islamic State of Iraq (ISIL’s predecessor) in 2006, there was much celebration
on Jihadist websites. A number of popular forums added counters that counted the number of days that had passed
since the Islamic state’s establishment, with a statement underneath: ”[a certain number of] days have passed since the
announcement of the Islamic State and the [Muslim] community’s coming hope…and it will continue to persist by the will
of God.” However, outside of jihadists online, it was not considered by people as an official state. Abu Umar al-Baghdadi
and Abu Hamza al-Muhajir both insisted that the Islamic State of Iraq was not simply a new name for Al Qaeda in Iraq,
but was an actual state.

956. Target phrase: official state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23411584

The fairgrounds are best known for it being the location of the Vermont State Fair. Vermont State Fair. The Vermont
State Fair, the official state fair of Vermont, is located at the fairgrounds. The fair contains a midway, entertainment,
a restaurant, food stands, a petting zoo, and agricultural exhibits.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 955:

Q2. Answer for example 956: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase official state in Example 955 and Example 956 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 479
957. Target phrase: proper application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=273827

In the 33 years that Story sat on the Court, he would transition from being an ally of Marshall to the last of an old
race. Joseph Story, throughout his time on the Marshall and Taney courts, championed the notion of legal science. He
believed that the Union could be made stronger through the proper application of law, in particular proper application
necessitated uniformity of application. Consequently, federal control and judicial oversight were important tools in order
to craft a more centralized Union.

958. Target phrase: proper application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40271105

The Voluntary Initiative. ”The Voluntary Initiative” works towards promoting safe Pesticide use. It is important
when using pesticides to plan ahead, ensure proper application time, ensure proper application, and clean up properly.
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To plan ahead farmers should avoid erosion and run off, be certain to use pesticides from a trusted source, and be certain
to fill pesticides away from drains and waterways.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 957:

Q2. Answer for example 958: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proper application in Example 957 and Example 958 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 480
959. Target phrase: alternative set

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7043340

At baptism, Adventists may be asked the following question: ”Do you accept and believe that the Seventh-day Adven-
tist Church is the remnant church of Bible prophecy and that people of every nation, race, and language are invited and
accepted into its fellowship?” (NB. In 2005 an alternative set of baptismal vows was created, which does not contain a
reference to the Adventist church as the remnant. Candidates may now choose whether to take the original vow or the
new one.)

960. Target phrase: alternative set

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2371820

These mechanisms were designed so that any conformant 8-bit code could be converted to a corresponding 7-bit code,
and ”vice versa”. In a 7-bit environment, the Shift Out () control would change the meaning of the 94 bytes codice_3
through codice_4 (i.e. the graphical codes, excluding the space) to invoke characters from an alternative set, and the
Shift In () control would change them back. In an 8-bit environment, instead of using shift codes, the eighth bit was set
on a byte referencing the additional graphic character set.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 959:

Q2. Answer for example 960: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase alternative set in Example 959 and Example 960 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 481
961. Target phrase: separate round

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21322794

Fintray House Hillclimb is a speed motorsport event held near Hatton of Fintray, in Aberdeenshire, Scotland. Each
event is a separate round of the Scottish Hillclimb Championship and the Highland Speed Championship, sponsored
by Plenderleath Runcie. The venue is a working farm for the majority of the year but Grampian Automobile Club (GAC)
stage two, two-day events each year.

962. Target phrase: separate round

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60496938

She was floated out from the shipyard on 15 March 2019. The ship began a round of sea trials on 7 October 2019.
A separate round of sea trials began on 16 November 2019 and was successfully completed shortly thereafter. Meyer
Turku constructed the ship with the help from sister yard, Neptun Werft, in supplying a section containing the ship’s
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main and auxiliary machinery and related systems.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 961:

Q2. Answer for example 962: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase separate round in Example 961 and Example 962 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 482
963. Target phrase: european formation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2435710

On 29 September 2011, Stirling Energy Systems filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy as the Stirling dish technology
could not compete against the falling costs of solar photovoltaics, according to media reports. The falling photovoltaic
prices were caused by Chinese subsidies. In April 2012 the Maricopa Solar plant in Phoenix, Arizona was bought by a
european formation based in London called United Sun Systems. At the beginning of 2011 Stirling Energy’s develop-
ment arm, Tessera Solar, sold off its two large projects, the 709 MW Imperial Valley Solar Project and the 850 MW
Calico Solar Energy Project to AES Solar and K.Road, respectively.

964. Target phrase: european formation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=193317

In the beginning of the 20th century, there was a movement for creating an authentically Brazilian music, with less
influences of the European culture. In this sense, the folklore was the major font of inspiration for the composers. Some
composers like Brasílio Itiberê da Cunha, Luciano Gallet and Alexandre Levy, despite having a european formation,
included some typically Brazilian elements in their works. This trend reached the highest point with Alberto Nepomuceno,
who used largely the rhythms and melodies from the Brazilian folklore.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 963:

Q2. Answer for example 964: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase european formation in Example 963 and Example 964 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 483
965. Target phrase: coastal division

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52983085

Preseason Poll. The 2017 ACC Preseason Poll was announced following the ACC Football Kickoff meetings in
Charlotte, North Carolina on July 13–14. Florida State and Miami were selected to win the Atlantic Division and
coastal division, respectively. Lamar Jackson of Louisville was voted the Preseason ACC Player of the Year.

966. Target phrase: coastal division

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40438165

In 1931 ”O 10”, ”O 9”, , ”Jacob van Heemskerck”, ”Z 7”, ”Z 8”, made again a trip to the Baltic Sea for exercises. She
sailed for the Baltics again in 1936 with her sisters ”O 9”, ”O 11”, ”Hertog Hendrik” and ”Z 5”. In 1939 ”O 10” together
with her sisters ”O 9”, ”O 11” where attached to the coastal division. They acted as the offensive part of Dutch coastal
defense.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 965:

Q2. Answer for example 966: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase coastal division in Example 965 and Example 966 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 484
967. Target phrase: either series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1159808

The eight reverb effect types include three types of hall reverb, two types each of room and stage reverb, and a plate
reverb. The voice signal initially passes through the variation and EQ sections in series, then on to the delay and reverb
sections. The delay and reverb sections can be configured to operate in either series or parallel. Individual effects
sections (variation, delay, reverb) or all effects, excluding the EQ, can be bypassed at will.

968. Target phrase: either series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51758683

The WUP defense played better after the next kickoff. Westminster fumbled on one possession and lost the ball
on downs on another. However, the WUP offense could not move the ball on either series and Westminster regained
possession. Westminster’s offense worked the ball downfield and their halfback Edmondson was able to skirt around the
end for 15 yards and another touchdown for the lads from New Wilmington.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 967:

Q2. Answer for example 968: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase either series in Example 967 and Example 968 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 485
969. Target phrase: clear sides

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1374263

Opposition to the proposed changes were supported by the Democratic Labour Party and Maoists. Organised groups.
Groups other than political parties took clear sides in regard to the proposal outside of Parliament. It is a common
occurrence for organised groups to participate actively in referendum’s, where they usually would not in general elections.

970. Target phrase: clear sides

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22256453

The illusion usually begins with the magician showing the audience a low table, designed to split into two halves. The
main assistant is then introduced, and lies down on the table. Other assistants then place two boxes over the assistant,
with clear sides and tops. As the upper box is placed over them, the main assistant extends their arm out of the open
side of the box, while their head and feet extend out of the ends of the two boxes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 969:
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Q2. Answer for example 970: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear sides in Example 969 and Example 970 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 486
971. Target phrase: sanctioned member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44324666

Visitors to the website can also ask questions to a long-time business expert affiliated with AmCham China. Criticism.
In December 2020, Bloomberg News reported that AmCham China hosted Wang Chen, a sanctioned member of the
CCP, at its annual appreciation dinner. Following the report, US Congressman Michael McCaul, Lead Republican on the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs said in a statement, ”It is unconscionable for the American Chamber of Commerce
in China to host a Chinese Communist Party official under U.S. sanctions at its annual appreciation gala.

972. Target phrase: sanctioned member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15175102

Roller Derby. Memphis has an active presence in the derby world courtesy of Memphis Roller Derby. The team is
a sanctioned member of the Women’s Flat Track Derby Association and competes in the South Central Region. The
Memphis league has four home teams that compete in intra-league bouts, plus one travel team that competes in other
cities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 971:

Q2. Answer for example 972: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sanctioned member in Example 971 and Example 972 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 487
973. Target phrase: replacement rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=273617

In both Blaenau Gwent and Merthyr Tydfil, 92 per cent were Welsh-born, compared with only 51 per cent and 56 per
cent in the border counties of Flintshire and Powys. Just over 1.75 million Americans report themselves to have Welsh
ancestry, as did 440,965 Canadians in Canada’s 2006 census. The total fertility rate (TFR) in Wales was 1.90 in 2011,
which is below the replacement rate of 2.1. The majority of births are to unmarried women (58 per cent of births in
2011 were outside marriage).

974. Target phrase: replacement rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4831440

The main fish sources by country are: It takes 4 to 5 tons of fish to produce one ton of fish meal; about 6 million tons
of fish are harvested each year solely to make fish meal. Environmental impact. Fish meal production is a significant
contributor of over-fishing, and risks pushing fisheries beyond their replacement rate. Some areas of the world, such
as Western Africa, have seen a large increase in fish meal production which in turn is hurting local fisheries and driving
fisheries into collapse.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 973:
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Q2. Answer for example 974: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase replacement rate in Example 973 and Example 974 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 488
975. Target phrase: narrative account

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17731496

”Tokyo Comedy Store” film. A documentary film about the Tokyo Comedy Store was made and released on in 2008.
The film is a narrative account of director Brian C. Anderson’s experience performing with the stand-up comedians of
the Tokyo Comedy Store. Anderson’s film explores the differences between Eastern and Western styles of comedy, and
showcases various acts he encounters as he progresses as a stand-up comedian in Tokyo.

976. Target phrase: narrative account

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48835196

Composition and manuscripts. The ”Descriptio Cambriae”, like its companion-piece the ”Itinerarium Cambriae”,
grew out of a tour of Wales Gerald had undertaken in 1181 along with Baldwin, Archbishop of Canterbury, with the
purpose of recruiting for the Third Crusade. The ”Itinerarium”, a narrative account of that tour, was completed in
1191, and the ”Descriptio” was begun almost immediately afterwards. He included three substantial quotations from the
earlier work in the ”Descriptio”, as well as several passages from his first compositions, the ”Topographia Hibernica” and
the ”Expugnatio Hibernica”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 975:

Q2. Answer for example 976: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase narrative account in Example 975 and Example 976 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 489
977. Target phrase: opposite position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2713090

Alternative representation. Each green box performs the same operation as a blue box, but with the sort in the
opposite direction. So, each green box could be replaced by a blue box followed by a crossover where all the wires move
to the opposite position. This would allow all the arrows to point the same direction, but would prevent the horizontal
lines from being straight.

978. Target phrase: opposite position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60444736

While a member of the Georgia General Assembly, Styles advocated for an unpopular cause. Public opinion over-
whelmingly supported an attempt to repudiate bonds issued by the State, during the Bullock administration. Styles
took an opposite position, arguing that value had been received, and that the bonds were ”honest debts” of the state
and should be paid. Passions on this issue ran high, and Styles nearly had another ”personal encounter” with a political
opponent, as well as the editor of the ”Atlanta Herald”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 977:
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Q2. Answer for example 978: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase opposite position in Example 977 and Example 978 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 490
979. Target phrase: least one goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10724559

Gabriel Batistuta (13 consecutive Serie A games, 2 in 1992–93 and 11 in 1994–95 with Fiorentina) Most consecutive
Serie A appearances with at least one goal scored in a single season. Gabriel Batistuta (in 1994–95, with Fiorentina),
Fabio Quagliarella (in 2018–19, with Sampdoria) and Cristiano Ronaldo (in 2019–20, with Juventus) (11 consecutive Serie
A games) Most consecutive Serie A appearances with at least one goal scored since the start of a single season. Gabriel
Batistuta (in 1994–95, with Fiorentina) (11 consecutive Serie A games) Most consecutive Serie A away appearances with
at least one goal scored. Giuseppe Signori (from 17 May 1992 to 28 February 1993; 1 in 1991–92 with Foggia, and 9 in
1992–93 with Lazio) (10 consecutive Serie A away games with a goal) Most consecutive Serie A away appearances with
at least one goal scored in a single season.

980. Target phrase: least one goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3327217

””when” I convince (goal with a strong verb) him (the other) of my plan ”then” I can take over the company and
be rich (expectation.)” The actor using this fictional GOTE should also find various tactics, or ways of ”convincing.”
Any or all of these aspects can shift at any time during and there should probably be at the very least one goal per
scene. Many actors like to also use an overall character goal (or expectation) for the play or even for the character’s life
in addition to getting a handle on smaller ”beats” with a GOTE.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 979:

Q2. Answer for example 980: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least one goal in Example 979 and Example 980 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 491
981. Target phrase: competitive enterprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33616691

Fayol has been regarded by many as the father of the modern operational management theory, and his ideas have
become a fundamental part of modern management concepts. Fayol is often compared to Frederick Winslow Taylor who
developed Scientific Management. Taylor’s Scientific Management deals with the efficient organization of production in
the context of a competitive enterprise that is concerned with controlling its production costs. Taylor’s system of
scientific management is the cornerstone of classical theory.

982. Target phrase: competitive enterprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15093500

Opportunities. The IDA hopes that the iN2015 will help create many opportunities in the infocomm industry of Singa-
pore. In the iN2015 website, it is hoped that it will be ’transforming lives &amp; businesses’, ’fuelling competitive enterprise’,
’providing the infrastructure’ and ’developing human capital’. Infrastructure.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 981:

Q2. Answer for example 982: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase competitive enterprise in Example 981 and Example 982 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 492
983. Target phrase: consent process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21606572

A consent was first granted by Wellington City Council in 2017, but it was legally challenged by the lobby group En-
terprise Miramar. A 2018 Court of Appeal decision quashed that resource consent, saying that the Council wrongly inter-
preted law when it decided to grant it. Following the court decision, there was a reconsideration of the consent process,
conducted by independent commissioners, which was completed in October 2019. These commissioners approved a new
resource consent.

984. Target phrase: consent process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43846

This could be resolved with an opt-out system, where many more people would be registered as donors when only
those who object consent to donation have to register to be on the non-donation list. For these reasons, countries, such
as Wales, have adopted a ”soft opt-out” consent, meaning if a citizen has not clearly made a decision to register, then
they will be treated as a registered citizen and participate in the organ donation process. Likewise, opt-in consent refers
to the consent process of only those who are registered to participate in organ donation. Currently, the United States
has an opt-in system, but studies show that countries with an opt-out system save more lives due to more availability of
donated organs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 983:

Q2. Answer for example 984: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase consent process in Example 983 and Example 984 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 493
985. Target phrase: strong foundation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64368052

James Bremner (Brem) Dow was educated at George Watson’s College and Edinburgh and Cambridge Universities,
before joining The Standard Life Assurance Company in 1928 as a junior apprentice. Brem Dow was responsible for the
beginnings of the Standard Life Pensions schemes department in 1931, working with A. Ernest Bromfield, R.H. Mackay,
and K.W. Marshall, and, working with Andrew Rutherford Davidson, provided a strong foundation for Standard Life’s
pensions business. Under Reid’s management, Dow put a particular focus on expanding sales on home ground, rather
than focusing extensively on overseas opportunities.

986. Target phrase: strong foundation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52759347

Maybe I needed to dial it back a bit. ’The Grimm Identity’ wasn’t what I was hoping for or even expecting, but
it’s just the first episode in a long, long season. ”Grimm” built itself a strong foundation over the years and one
unfortunate episode is nothing to panic about.” Christine Horton of ”Den of Geek” wrote, ”And so begins another season
of fun and games for our favourite folklore-inspired series.”
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 985:

Q2. Answer for example 986: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong foundation in Example 985 and Example 986 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 494
987. Target phrase: best care

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50355

Historians cite a series of medical guidelines to trace the history of informed consent in medical practice. The Hip-
pocratic Oath, a 500 BC Greek text, was the first set of Western writings giving guidelines for the conduct of medical
professionals. It advises that physicians conceal most information from patients to give the patients the best care. The
rationale is a beneficence model for care—the doctor knows better than the patient, and therefore should direct the
patient’s care, because the patient is not likely to have better ideas than the doctor.

988. Target phrase: best care

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=143193

The airline slowly grew, adding additional DC-9 aircraft to its fleet, including larger DC-9-30 jets, with a total of
24 by the end of 1996. Eventually, Midwest Express served most major Midwestern and East Coast destinations. Its
longtime slogan, ”The best care in the Air”, represented its inflight product. For many years, all flights featured 2-by-2
leather seating (in aircraft usually fitted with 3-2 seating), ample legroom, complimentary gourmet meals, and warm
chocolate chip cookies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 987:

Q2. Answer for example 988: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best care in Example 987 and Example 988 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 495
989. Target phrase: upcoming harvest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31624273

The festival in Shinjō, and in particular their use of floats called , is thought to have been initiated in 1756 in the
midst of a famine during the Hōreki era. The event was planned by Tozawa Masanobu (1720–1756) who was the head
of the Shinjō domain. The festival served not only to serve as a time of prayer for the upcoming harvest, but also to
improve morale among the populace. The floats appearing in the festival are thought to have been initially influenced by
the Gion Matsuri, but have since focused on themes related to ”kabuki”, legendary animals, and elaborate scenes in nature.

990. Target phrase: upcoming harvest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59851615

Many newspapers throughout the nation condemned the lynchings, comparing the mob actions unfavorably with those
of ”South Sea cannibals” and the ”naked tribes” of ”Darkest Africa.” The attacks left the African-American community
unsettled. Some left the county, raising concerns by cotton farmers that they would not have enough laborers available for
the upcoming harvest. Several cotton-gins in the county burned, with vengeance-taking African-Americans suspected
as arsonists.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 989:

Q2. Answer for example 990: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase upcoming harvest in Example 989 and Example 990 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 496
991. Target phrase: motive power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1019717

Programs. Many of its more than 90 training programs include the teaching of terminology in both of Canada’s
official languages (French and English). The college also offers apprenticeship programs, in French, in the construction,
motive power, service, and industrial sectors. La Cité offers postsecondary training in the following fields: La Cité offers
one degree program: Residence.

992. Target phrase: motive power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=276837

Effect on sailing craft. True wind (VT) combines with the sailing craft’s velocity (VB) to be the ”apparent wind
velocity” (VA); the air velocity experienced by instrumentation or crew on a moving sailing craft. Apparent wind velocity
provides the motive power for the sails on any given point of sail. It varies from being the true wind velocity of a stopped
craft in irons in the no-go zone to being faster than the true wind speed as the sailing craft’s velocity adds to the true
windspeed on a reach, to diminishing towards zero, as a sailing craft sails dead downwind.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 991:

Q2. Answer for example 992: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase motive power in Example 991 and Example 992 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 497
993. Target phrase: second cross

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=567792

The two fatalities in action were sustained when dealing with armed deranged persons. On 9 December 2011, French
Defense Minister Gérard Longuet, awarded the Cross for Military Valour to the unit for its participation in operation
Harmattan in Libya. On 31 July 2013, the unit won a second cross for Military Valour for its participation in the
Afghanistan War (2001-). In January 2015, GIGN was engaged for the very first time simultaneously with RAID, the
national Police tactical unit, during the January 2015 Île-de-France attacks.

994. Target phrase: second cross

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34594775

Description. The inscription on Vg 8 consists of runes carved in the younger futhark on a serpent that runs up one
edge of the runestone, across its face, and then down the other edge. On the face of the stone is a large cross, and a
second cross is located above the end of the serpent’s tail. The inscription is classified as being carved in runestone
style Fp.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 993:

Q2. Answer for example 994: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second cross in Example 993 and Example 994 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 498
995. Target phrase: opening presentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=456252

Following his election to the Louisiana House of Representatives, he shaved his mustache. Gomez, in his 2000 auto-
biography, wrote about Duke:He once presented a bill on the floor, one of the few which he had managed to get out of
committee. He finished his opening presentation and strolled with great self-satisfaction back up the aisle to his seat.
In his mind, he had spoken, made his presentation and that was that.

996. Target phrase: opening presentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12742634

The theatre was leased by Sir Oswald Stoll and converted for cinema use by 1919 (following on from some experi-
mentation in 1916 by Howard &amp; Wyndham). There were already six cinemas in Newcastle by the time the Theatre
was converted to a picture house. The Stoll Picture Theatre opened on 2 June 1919 with an opening presentation of
‘Tarzan of the Apes’. The Stoll Picture Theatre was the first cinema in Newcastle to show ‘talkies’.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 995:

Q2. Answer for example 996: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase opening presentation in Example 995 and Example 996 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 499
997. Target phrase: real meat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3565681

Willow Creek Community Church recently conducted a major survey that revealed that heavy involvement into
programs and activities did not necessarily translate into discipleship unless the church had a clear path for believers’
development. In response, Chuck Colson stated, ”I am cheering Willow Creek on. Think what could happen if, instead of
tickling ears, all the churches gave the people real meat.” Colson does not outright praise or condemn the church growth
movement, instead, he states, ”During the Reformation, the reformers had a phrase for this spirit.

998. Target phrase: real meat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=247533

In another review, Theron noted Vegeta’s overcoming his pride to help defeat Cell as the best scene from the fight
against said antagonist due to how it creates the climax of the scene. Todd Douglass Jr. from DVD Talk commented on
Vegeta’s skills and anger, noting them to be a good combination for any fight even though it is a one-sided battle due
to how powerful he is. Douglass called his reveal as a villain during the appearance of Babidi, ”the real meat” of the
story. Carlos Ross from Them Anime Reviews found Vegeta and Bulma’s relationship to have too much comic potential
and comments that such characterization was lost.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 997:

Q2. Answer for example 998: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real meat in Example 997 and Example 998 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 500
999. Target phrase: similar strength

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10617602

WKAQ’s radio towers lay toppled and contorted by the wind.WKAQ’s radio towers lay toppled and contorted by the
wind. The carnage littered streets with debris. Rainfall totals in Puerto Rico were lower overall than in other hurricanes
of similar strength. The maximum total of was measured in Maricao.

1000. Target phrase: similar strength

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27885823

Labinger postulated an inherent limit to OCM selectivity, concluding that ”expecting substantial improvements in
the OCM performance might not be wise”. Labinger’s argument, later demonstrated experimentally by Mazanec et al.,
is based on the mechanism of methane activation, which is a radical mechanism, forming H and CH3 radicals by the ho-
molytic cleavage of the C-H bond. Ethylene and ethane that are proposed products have C-H bonds of similar strength.
Thus, any catalyst that can activate methane can also activate the products.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 999:

Q2. Answer for example 1000: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase similar strength in Example 999 and Example 1000 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 501
1001. Target phrase: wealthy area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36935200

Brookefield is a neighbourhood of Bangalore. Established in the late 19th century as a settlement for the Eurasians
of Bangalore. It is a wealthy area, with high real estate prices and relatively new commercial roads such as ITPL road.
IT Companies like IBM, SAP have their offices here.

1002. Target phrase: wealthy area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42731304

Described as ”A Social Satire”, it was about a thief who is caught robbing a couple’s home. Plot. Consisting of four
characters, the comedy is set in a room of a house in a wealthy area. A cultured thief is attempting to rob the house,
after he has stolen fine art from other houses in the area, but he finds the objects in the house are of poor quality.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1001:

Q2. Answer for example 1002: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wealthy area in Example 1001 and Example 1002 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 502
1003. Target phrase: normal heart

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44111098

However, end systole describes a global change in the chamber, which is the sum of the contraction of the regions.
Because of the different timing of activation of the wall region and other factors, the end systole does not coincide exactly
with the peak contractions of the regions. In a normal heart, these times should be close enough for efficient pumping
by the heart, but they are not exactly the same. When the variance in time exceeds a certain degree, the heart becomes
more dyssynchronous.

1004. Target phrase: normal heart

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50129160

”The Night Larry Kramer Kissed Me”. The triptych ends with a retelling of the performer’s 22nd birthday. On June
27, 1985, he attends a performance of ”The normal heart”, the autobiographical play by activist and playwright Larry
Kramer. The performer explains that the kiss he intended to witness, the performed, on stage kiss, was not the ”kiss” he
walked away with.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1003:

Q2. Answer for example 1004: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase normal heart in Example 1003 and Example 1004 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 503
1005. Target phrase: new interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1769189

Justice toward God is called the ”virtue of religion”. Modern developments. With the late modern rise in interest
in virtue ethics, a new interest in articulating the virtue of justice has emerged. John Rawls saw justice as the typical
virtue of the institution; Irene van Staveren saw it as that of the state, marked by such indicators as votes, legitimacy,
public fairness and distributive rules.

1006. Target phrase: new interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2572230

The study was not done because of significant opposition. However, Poughkeepsie-area commuters have supported
such plans since they would ease pressure on that station. As recently as January 2007, supervisors of some towns north
of Poughkeepsie have expressed new interest in extending rail service. Stations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1005:

Q2. Answer for example 1006: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new interest in Example 1005 and Example 1006 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 504
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1007. Target phrase: preferred number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27421295

For Möbius Systems there is an odd number of plus-minus sign inversions in the basis set in proceeding around the
cycle. A circle mnemonic was advanced which provides the MO energies of the system; this was the counterpart of the
Frost–Musulin mnemonic for ordinary Hückel systems. It was concluded that 4”n” electrons is the preferred number for
Möbius moieties in contrast to the common 4”n” + 2 electrons for Hückel systems. The Möbius–Hückel circle mnemonic.

1008. Target phrase: preferred number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2071367

He signed with the Yankees over a number of other clubs, including the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim, Boston
Red Sox, Washington Nationals and Baltimore Orioles. The signing with the Yankees reunited Teixeira with teammate
Alex Rodriguez who played for the Texas Rangers from 2001 to 2003. Teixeira wore the number 25 instead of his
preferred number 23, since 23 is retired in honor of Don Mattingly. Mattingly was Teixeira’s childhood idol, and was
the reason Teixeira wore 23 earlier in his career.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1007:

Q2. Answer for example 1008: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase preferred number in Example 1007 and Example 1008 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 505
1009. Target phrase: chief evil

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=169407

The ancient Cyrenaics posited pleasure as the universal aim for all people. Later, Epicurus defined the highest plea-
sure as aponia (the absence of pain), and pleasure as ”freedom from pain in the body and freedom from turmoil in the
soul”. According to Cicero (or rather his character Torquatus) Epicurus also believed that pleasure was the chief good
and pain the chief evil. The Pyrrhonist philosopher Aenesidemus claimed that following Pyrrhonism’s prescriptions for
philosophical skepticism produced pleasure.

1010. Target phrase: chief evil

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27419493

Justice Brennan’s dissent. Justice Brennan, joined by Justice Marshall, took issue with extending the doctrines of
”Terry” and ”Long” to a private residence. According to Justice Brennan, physical entry of the home is the chief evil
against which the wording of the Fourth Amendment is directed. ”United States v. United States District Court, Eastern
District of Michigan”, 407 U.S. 297, 313 (1972).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1009:

Q2. Answer for example 1010: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase chief evil in Example 1009 and Example 1010 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 506
1011. Target phrase: newest form
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7504147

Very high-capacity, high-speed transfer molding equipment is used to produce drink trays, cup carriers, wine ship-
pers, egg cartons, egg trays, pulp bedpan liners, pulp urinals, fruit trays, slipper pans, commode pans, end caps, etc.
Thermoformed fiber. This newest form of molded pulp is the highest quality of thin-walled products available today.
The process uses ”cure-in-the-mold” technology which produces well defined, smooth-surfaced molded pulp products.

1012. Target phrase: newest form

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=135420

Settlers planted churches, predominately Methodist, and built up community life. When the railroad was constructed
through this area, it established a depot in the town. The city realigned around the depot, which was the link to the
newest form of transportation. It became the center of commerce for the present downtown area.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1011:

Q2. Answer for example 1012: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase newest form in Example 1011 and Example 1012 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 507
1013. Target phrase: hunting community

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1061665

The Accubrake reduces felt recoil by about 53%. Unlike the earlier Pendleton muzzle brake, the Accubrake is a
removable, screw-on type brake. The use of muzzle brakes is frowned on by the hunting community in particularly in
guided hunting situations involving dangerous game. Since the Accubrake is a removable accessory, it can be reserved for
sighting in.

1014. Target phrase: hunting community

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18165850

He was born in a ”vyadha” (hunter) family, the son of Raja Naga Vyadha and his wife in Uduppura (modern Vutukuru)
near Sri Kalahasti, in present-day Utukkuru, Rajampet Andhra Pradesh. He is an ancestor of the modern-day Vettuva
or vedar currently Vettuvagounder community. His father was a notable gerent among their hunting community and a
great Shaiva devotee of Sri Kartikeya. He was named Dinna or Dheera by his parents, which is known to Tamil-speakers
today as Thinnan or Dheeran respectively.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1013:

Q2. Answer for example 1014: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hunting community in Example 1013 and Example 1014 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 508
1015. Target phrase: absolute control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43490941

In 1913, the Woman’s Club took over the library then eventually in 1915 it was relocated to the east wing of the
Women’s Club. The Sarasota City Council soon appropriated $150 a year to locate the library in the old schoolhouse
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on Main Street rent free for five years. In 1940 the Women’s Club requested that the city take absolute control of the
library so the city moved it to Chidsey Library. As more individuals relocated into the county by the mid 1970s, the
increasing need for additional books and materials was evident.

1016. Target phrase: absolute control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=523325

In pathological cases, the individual may aim to gain absolute control over their environment, or quite contrarily, to
fully submit to some external power (i.e. their partner, a political group etc.). The need for an absolute control cannot
be fulfilled, therefore it frequently takes the form of fantasy, which sometimes becomes indistinguishable from reality (e.g.
in schizophrenia).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1015:

Q2. Answer for example 1016: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase absolute control in Example 1015 and Example 1016 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 509
1017. Target phrase: long narrow strips

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1328907

Tinsel is a type of decorative material that mimics the effect of ice, consisting of thin strips of sparkling material
attached to a thread. When in long narrow strips not attached to thread, it is called ”lametta”, and emulates icicles.
It was originally a metallic garland for Christmas decoration.

1018. Target phrase: long narrow strips

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=116871

John Smith (15 shares); Ensign John Thaxter (16½ shares); and deacon John Leavitt (with 14½ shares). The layout
of the town was distinctive. Many lots were laid out in long narrow strips, facilitating more lots with road frontage,
and avoiding back lots. Cohasset was originally part of Suffolk County, and when the southern part of the county was
set off as Norfolk County in 1793, it included the towns of Cohasset, Hingham and Hull.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1017:

Q2. Answer for example 1018: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long narrow strips in Example 1017 and Example 1018 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 510
1019. Target phrase: particular lot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38916942

The extrinsic factors include: age, broken grain, immature grain, foreign matter, infected grain and moisture content.
Grain quality grade and specification. Grain grading and specification system assures that a particular lot of grain
meets the required set standards customer. In many countries grading of grain depends on four main properties; (i)
bushel (test) weight (ii) moisture contents (iii) broken foreign material or the percentage fragments example broken corn
foreign materials (iv) damaged kernels (i.e.
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1020. Target phrase: particular lot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4259310

Most all such lots have had daily commercial use such as surface parking for the neighborhood’s drive-in workforce
by day, and for some of the neighborhood’s automobile driving residents and drive-in bar and restaurant patrons by
night. One such vacant lot on 14th Street at Madison, directly adjacent to the boundaries of the neighborhood, is used
as a preschool playground for several neighborhood children who attend the school, as it is within walking distance for
their ’car-free’ parents. A developer recently proposed a project for this particular lot which has been tentatively titled
”1301 Madison”. Some developers purport that projects proposed for the district’s parcels, developed and undeveloped, are
substantially exempted from the environmental review provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act(CEQA)
because they are considered ”infill” parcels.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1019:

Q2. Answer for example 1020: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular lot in Example 1019 and Example 1020 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 511
1021. Target phrase: first source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2053131

Books. There have been three Java BluePrints books, and the Core Java EE design patterns which are hosted on
the Java BluePrints site have become the standard lingua for Java EE application development. Java BluePrints was
the first source to promote Model View Controller (MVC) and Data Access Object (DAO) for Java EE application
development. Before this, the MVC design pattern was widely promoted as part of Smalltalk.

1022. Target phrase: first source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19226941

The Wildlife Management Areas program is administered by the Division of Fish, Wildlife and Marine Resources of
the NYSDEC. History. The first source of funding for New York’s Wildlife Management Areas was the Conservation
Fund of the Division, which was begun in 1925. It accumulates hunting, fishing, and trapping license fees and other
miscellaneous fees and fines collected by the Division.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1021:

Q2. Answer for example 1022: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first source in Example 1021 and Example 1022 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 512
1023. Target phrase: mistaken impression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36261006

The dredge digs into the ocean floor and bring the animals to the surface where they are caught in a net that either
follows behind or is a part of the digging apparatus. Early dredging samplers did not have a closing device, and many
organisms were washed out. This led to a mistaken impression that the deep-sea bed lacked species diversity, as theo-
rised by Forbes in his Azoic hypothesis. Later samplers devised by Howard L. Sanders and the Epibenthic sled designed
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by Robert Hessler showed that deep-sea bottoms are sometimes rich in soft-bottom benthic species.

1024. Target phrase: mistaken impression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47475402

Plot. Sheepish bookstore employee John Miller has become infatuated with a college girl, Julia Winters, he has never
met. His love letters to her are accidentally mailed, so Julia comes to visit, under the mistaken impression John is a
college track star. While co-worker Marjorie helps continue his deception, John tries to join the school’s team.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1023:

Q2. Answer for example 1024: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mistaken impression in Example 1023 and Example 1024 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 513
1025. Target phrase: main truss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32721695

Most spacecraft radiators reject between 100 and 350 W of internally generated electronics waste heat per square
meter. Radiators’ weight typically varies from almost nothing, if an existing structural panel is used as a radiator, to
around 12 kg/m2 for a heavy deployable radiator and its support structure. The radiators of the International Space
Station are clearly visible as arrays of white square panels attached to the main truss. Heat pipes.

1026. Target phrase: main truss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57800299

The State Highway 34 Bridge at the Trinity River near Rosser, Texas was built in 1933–34. It brought State Highway
34 across the Trinity River, between Ellis County, Texas and Kaufman County, Texas. The bridge was designed by the
Texas Highway Department; the main truss was the Texas Highway Department’s T22-150 standard design. The truss
fabricator was Petroleum Iron Works Co. and the bridge builder was the Austin Bridge Co..

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1025:

Q2. Answer for example 1026: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main truss in Example 1025 and Example 1026 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 514
1027. Target phrase: effective substitute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47893870

The Second Circuit rejected that argument, saying that it was settled law that a mixed vertical and horizontal con-
spiracy, where distributors and manufacturers act together to fix prices or engage in other conduct illegal ”per se”, as in
this case ”in which a vertical player organizes a horizontal cartel,” are to be judged under the rules applicable to hori-
zontal cartels: ”In that situation, the court need not consider whether the vertical agreements restrained trade because
all participants agreed to the horizontal restraint, which is and ought to be, ”per se” unlawful.” Commentary. Professor
Robinson argues that ”some surpassingly foolish Supreme Court decisions” have misinterpreted ”Parke Davis” as making
”coercion an effective substitute for agreement.” Although in ”Parke Davis”, ”the Court did not use the term ’coercion’
to characterize the manufacturer’s enforcement practices (describing them instead as creating a ’combination’),” a few
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years later ”the Court in ”Simpson v. Union Oil Co.” interpreted ”Parke, Davis” as holding that ”a supplier may not use
coercion on its retail outlets to achieve resale price maintenance.”

1028. Target phrase: effective substitute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1307994

Every day more TV viewers are skipping past commercials with their DVRs, making out-of-home advertising more
appealing. A Nielsen media research study in 2009 showed that 91% of DVR owners skipped commercials. As a result,
traditional TV advertisers are hungry for an effective substitute, and digital out-of-home ads appear to be one of the so-
lutions. Digital out of home advertising seems to be a cost-effective way for promoting or marketing any brand or product.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1027:

Q2. Answer for example 1028: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase effective substitute in Example 1027 and Example 1028 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 515
1029. Target phrase: stonewall formation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26050216

It reaches a maximum thickness of in the subsurface of North Dakota, and is typically up to thick in outcrop in
its type locality. Relationship to other units. The Interlake Formation is overlain with an angular unconformably by
the Ashern Formation and sharply overlays the stonewall formation. In the sub-surface it is given group status and
contains, in different regions, the following subdivisions:

1030. Target phrase: stonewall formation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2008591

The Stonewall Attack is a chess opening characterized by White (generally) playing their pawns to d4 and e3, playing
Bd3, Nd2, and then playing pawns to c3 and then f4; although the moves are not always played in that order (see transpo-
sition). The Stonewall is a ”system”; White heads for a very specific pawn formation, rather than trying to memorize long
lines of different variations. If White puts up the stonewall formation it is called the ”Stonewall Attack”, regardless
of how Black chooses to defend against it. When Black sets up a Stonewall formation, with pawns on c6, d5, e6 and f5,
then it is a variation of the Dutch Defense.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1029:

Q2. Answer for example 1030: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stonewall formation in Example 1029 and Example 1030 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 516
1031. Target phrase: fruit market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=321846

The Methodist College is located in 50 Gascoigne Road in Yau Ma Tei. It’s an EMI school for both boys and girls.
There are also a few primary schools next to the fruit market. Tung Koon Society Fong Shu Chuen School (����������) is
one of them.
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1032. Target phrase: fruit market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=835057

Sheldon, looking on, notices the actual taxi driver tied up nearby and realizes Vince is in danger. Sheldon chases and
leaps onto the roof of the taxi. Vince takes control of the car, crashing into a fruit market. After another shootout and
car chase Vince and Shelly reach the General’s estate.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1031:

Q2. Answer for example 1032: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fruit market in Example 1031 and Example 1032 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 517
1033. Target phrase: shallow pit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62365064

Construction of a hotel began in 1998. The 157-room hotel, built at a cost of $15 million, opened in January 2000.
Changed regulations led to the casino to be moved inland, but still built above a shallow pit of water, in 2007. The
move also allowed the casino to add 10,000 additional square feet of gaming space.

1034. Target phrase: shallow pit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49671887

Mating and egg-laying can take place at any time of year but usually peaks in May/June and late October/January.
The male is much smaller than the female and clings onto one of her femurs while mating. The females may mate several
times with different males, before moving to the ground to lay a clutch of eggs in a shallow pit. Other clutches are laid
at intervals of a few weeks.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1033:

Q2. Answer for example 1034: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase shallow pit in Example 1033 and Example 1034 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 518
1035. Target phrase: official cases

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66188669

The Lonza Group where the vaccine is produced was visited by Federal Councilor Alain Berset the previous day. Up
to 800,000 vaccines per day are expected to be produced there. A year after the first COVID-19 outbreak, the number
of vaccinated people largely outnumbered the official cases. On 7 March, about 10% of the population received at leat
one shot of the two approved vaccines (Pfizer and Moderna) and about 3% were fully vaccinated.

1036. Target phrase: official cases

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6036786

Many unofficial custom cases can be purchased from independent manufacturers and are available in a wide range of
colors and styles. The original outer casing of the console may be removed using special tools often provided with custom
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cases but also sold separately, allowing said case to be fitted. Custom cases are generally based on moulds of official cases
but with all Microsoft branding removed. As such, they do not change the size or shape of the console, only the aesthetics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1035:

Q2. Answer for example 1036: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase official cases in Example 1035 and Example 1036 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 519
1037. Target phrase: field manager

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51264492

The Cincinnati Reds had a policy against beards as an unwritten rule until 1999. Before the ban was lifted, the Reds
had no players with facial hair since 1902. In 2016, when Mattingly became the field manager of the Miami Marlins, he
introduced a complete ban on any facial hair on any players. However, Mattingly’s facial hair policy came under scrutiny,
as observers noted it bore too great of a resemblance to what ”Simpsons” character Mr. Burns wanted from him in his
1992 ”Simpsons” guest appearance.

1038. Target phrase: field manager

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37141177

In 1911 Williams and others formed the Temple Aero Club. The club was based at Woodlawn Field, Temple, Texas.
Its officers in 1920 were President, Eldon Kent Williams (Williams’ newspaperman brother); Secretary-Treasurer, George
W Williams; and field manager, Lieutenant Eric A Locking, ex RAF. The club had its own airship in 1920.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1037:

Q2. Answer for example 1038: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase field manager in Example 1037 and Example 1038 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 520
1039. Target phrase: city limit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7039989

Clubs generally continued throughout New York City during 2006 and into 2007, but seemed to the clientele to keep
their size smaller to avoid the attention that the larger clubs such as NYPC and PlayStation brought. However, robberies
still remained common throughout 2007. This issue reached a crescendo when the city limit, at 251 Fifth Avenue in
Manhattan, was robbed on November 2, 2007. Frank DeSena of Wayne, NJ was killed in an accidental weapons fire
during the armed robbery.

1040. Target phrase: city limit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1571012

On November 2, 1922, the TTC opened the Yonge streetcar line to the city limits at Glen Echo. The old standard-
gauge, single-track Metropolitan line along the west side of Yonge Street from Farnham Avenue was replaced by a new
double-track, centre-of-the-road streetcar line. In March 1923, Glen Echo terminal was opened at the city limit at Yonge
Street and Glen Echo Road. The terminal had a two-storey, buff-coloured building with Spanish roof tiles.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1039:

Q2. Answer for example 1040: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase city limit in Example 1039 and Example 1040 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 521
1041. Target phrase: one major factor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23398075

Older females produce offspring with reduced size and at increased interbrood intervals. Senescence. one major factor
that affects wild guppies’ senescence patterns is the mortality rate caused by predation. Guppies from high-predation
environments suffer high extrinsic mortality rate because they are more likely to be killed by predators.

1042. Target phrase: one major factor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=261323

The Rotor crank was developed by Aeronautic Engineering School students in Madrid, Spain in 1995 and was later
commercialised. While Rotor Box found success with recreational road and mountain cyclists, many competitive cyclists
continue to use the traditional fixed system as offered by major manufacturers Campagnolo and Shimano, amongst others.
one major factor is weight the Rotor Box System is 50%–75% heavier than most competitive cranks. Other negative
factors include higher purchase cost than other fine cranksets, and increased maintenance due to the complexity of the
system.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1041:

Q2. Answer for example 1042: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one major factor in Example 1041 and Example 1042 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 522
1043. Target phrase: leading event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17850214

In parallel a new report, Renewable Energy Tenders and Community [Em]power[ment]: Latin America and the
Caribbean was launched. The bi-lingual report (English/Spanish) examines both the rise of tendering and community
power projects in the region and proposes an accession process to reconcile the tension between maximising economic
returns and social impact. MEXIREC was the leading event of the “Dialogues for the Future of Energy, Mexico 2017
(DEMEX). It was held 11-13 September, 2017 at the Expo Santa Fe Convention Center, Mexico City and co-organised
by SENER and REN21 will the support of the German government.

1044. Target phrase: leading event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4010

Sam Snead won the first tournament, in which the first place check was for $500. After the war, the event resumed
play in 1947 on golf courses in Pebble Beach, where it has been played ever since. Now the AT&amp;T Pebble Beach
Pro-Am, it has been a leading event in the world of professional golf. In 1950, he became the third person to win the
William D. Richardson award, which is given to a non-professional golfer ”who has consistently made an outstanding
contribution to golf”.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1043:

Q2. Answer for example 1044: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase leading event in Example 1043 and Example 1044 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 523
1045. Target phrase: enemy invasion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1359350

Although both the Axis and the Allied powers had plans to invade the islands and use them to control the Atlantic
(including the planned British operations ”Alloy”, ”Shrapnell”, ”Brisk”, ”Thruster”, ”Springboard” and ”Lifebelt”, the
US Operation Grey and the German operations ”Felix”, ”Ilona” and ”Isabella”), the Portuguese military reinforcements
were able to support Portuguese diplomacy in successfully deterring any attempt at performing that invasion. The Navy
also had to plan a possible strategic evacuation of the Portuguese Government to the Azores. This evacuation was
planned to occur in the case of an enemy invasion and successfully occupation of Continental Portugal. The risk of
this invasion happening was considered high and plans for it were in fact included in the German preparations for the
planned operations ”Isabella” and ”Felix”.

1046. Target phrase: enemy invasion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26158745

This practice was revived after the Icon of the Saviour was restored in 2010, but ceremonially. ”The Russians have
always regarded the Spasskaya Tower with great reverence. According to old legends, the tower was possessed with
miraculous powers and was reputed to protect the Kremlin from enemy invasion. People passing through the gates
would always observe the custom of crossing themselves and doffing their hats to show their respect, and horses passing
under the gates of the tower were said to shy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1045:

Q2. Answer for example 1046: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase enemy invasion in Example 1045 and Example 1046 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 524
1047. Target phrase: 18-month-old daughter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31528575

This fire, which was described by a longtime sheriff as ”the fastest moving fire he had ever seen”, burned 1,400 acres,
destroying six houses and many barns. Outbuildings and pieces of equipment were also lost. More tragically, 2 fatalities
occurred in a mobile home, when a mother and her 18-month-old daughter were unable to escape the fast moving
blaze. A house mate was injured but was able to escape the blaze.

1048. Target phrase: 18-month-old daughter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37147920

In 2019 Reddy was linked to corruption allegations with Ace Magashule Personal life. Reddy and his first wife, Mogi
Naidoo, share three children, Yavini, a paediatrician, Shantan, and IT student Kuber. He is currently married to TV pre-
senter and Scandal actress Sorisha Naidoo with whom he has a four-year-old son, Saihil and 18-month-old daughter,
Kalina. For his 60th birthday, Reddy spent R10 million on an extravagant celebration at his personal residence with 150
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close family, friends and prominent political figures.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1047:

Q2. Answer for example 1048: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 18-month-old daughter in Example 1047 and Example 1048 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 525
1049. Target phrase: generalized area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7970298

The increased production of these ECM proteins turns the endometrium into the dense structure known as the
decidua, which produces factors that promote trophoblast attachment and inhibit overly aggressive invasion. During
pregnancy. The decidual reaction is seen in very early pregnancy in the generalized area where the blastocyst contacts
the endometrial decidua. It consists of an increase in secretory functions of the endometrium at the area of implantation,
as well as a surrounding stroma that becomes edematous.

1050. Target phrase: generalized area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2645890

Ai Lao () was an ancient tribal alliance country in the west of Yunnan from the Spring and Autumn to the Eastern
Han periods, and modern historians say the area included Dehong. In ”Chronicles of Huayang”, the record of Ailao
mentions its territory ”3,000 li from west to east, and 4,600 li from south to north”, approximately equal to 1,300 km
west to east and 1,994 km south to north in modern units. It includes the southwest of Yunnan and most of Myanmar,
and in modern research, it is called the generalized area of Ailao. In the Han period, Ailao was an influential tribal
country with a population of 20,000.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1049:

Q2. Answer for example 1050: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase generalized area in Example 1049 and Example 1050 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 526
1051. Target phrase: possible approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22320587

After the press conference, Dworkin, MacKinnon, Gloria Steinem, and Boreman began discussing the possibility of
using federal civil rights law to seek damages from Traynor and the makers of ”Deep Throat”. Boreman was interested,
but backed off after Steinem discovered that the statute of limitations for a possible suit had passed. Dworkin and
MacKinnon, however, continued to discuss civil rights litigation as a possible approach to combating pornography. In
the fall of 1983, MacKinnon secured a one-semester appointment for Dworkin at the University of Minnesota, to teach
a course in literature for the Women’s Studies program and co-teach (with MacKinnon) an interdepartmental course on
pornography, where they hashed out details of a civil rights approach.

1052. Target phrase: possible approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2374697
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OFDMA can also be described as a combination of frequency-domain and time-domain multiple access, where the
resources are partitioned in the time–frequency space, and slots are assigned along the OFDM symbol index, as well as
OFDM sub-carrier index. OFDMA is considered as highly suitable for broadband wireless networks, due to advantages
including scalability and use of multiple antennas (MIMO)-friendliness, and ability to take advantage of channel frequency
selectivity. In spectrum sensing cognitive radio, OFDMA is a possible approach to filling free radio frequency bands
adaptively. Timo A. Weiss and Friedrich K. Jondral of the University of Karlsruhe proposed a spectrum pooling system
in which free bands sensed by nodes were immediately filled by OFDMA subbands.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1051:

Q2. Answer for example 1052: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase possible approach in Example 1051 and Example 1052 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 527
1053. Target phrase: symbolic birth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4298

Gnostic Catholicism and Thelema. The Ecclesia Gnostica Catholica, or Gnostic Catholic Church (the ecclesiastical
arm of Ordo Templi Orientis), offers its Rite of Baptism to any person at least 11 years old. The ceremony is performed
before a Gnostic Mass and represents a symbolic birth into the Thelemic community. Baptism of objects.

1054. Target phrase: symbolic birth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34545

These groups were rather conservative in their practices, emphasizing that ”gay men and women are no different from
those who are straight” and deserve full equality. This philosophy would be dominant again after AIDS, but by the very
end of the 1960s, the movement’s goals would change and become more radical, demanding a right to be different, and
encouraging gay pride. The symbolic birth of the gay rights movement would not come until the decade had almost
come to a close. Gays were not allowed by law to congregate.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1053:

Q2. Answer for example 1054: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase symbolic birth in Example 1053 and Example 1054 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 528
1055. Target phrase: constant theme

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37306952

Occupiers also criticized finances within the university. Said one doctoral student studying slavery, ”I am grateful for
what the school has given me, but the lack of transparency about where all that lovely money comes from is something
I do not feel comfortable with.” A constant theme, connected to the broader Occupy slogan of ”people over profits”,
was the desire for Harvard to prioritize educating the populace above money. One post-doc said that Occupy Harvard’s
”goal is to reaffirm Harvard as a marketplace of ideas where all viewpoints are discussed and analyzed without regard to
the amount of money supporting the different ideas.””

1056. Target phrase: constant theme
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4331

Yahweh, as the main character in the book, takes the initiative in conquering the land, and Yahweh’s power wins the
battles. For example, the walls of Jericho fall because Yahweh fights for Israel, not because the Israelites show superior
fighting ability. The potential disunity of Israel is a constant theme, the greatest threat of disunity coming from the
tribes east of the Jordan. Chapter 22:19 even hints that the land across the Jordan is unclean and that the tribes who
live there have secondary status.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1055:

Q2. Answer for example 1056: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase constant theme in Example 1055 and Example 1056 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 529
1057. Target phrase: space heaters

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57401233

in retrieving evidence he lost, in an attempt to get the precinct back to the day shift. Meanwhile, Rosa and Boyle enjoy
massages in a spa but find the place to be more corrupt. Also, Terry fights Gina so she can get rid of her space heaters.
The episode was seen by an estimated 2.31 million household viewers and gained a 1.0/4 ratings share among adults aged
18–49, according to Nielsen Media Research.

1058. Target phrase: space heaters

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3508315

Space heating. Space heating is used to warm the interiors of buildings. space heaters are useful in places where
air-handling is difficult, such as in laboratories. Several methods of electric space heating are used.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1057:

Q2. Answer for example 1058: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase space heaters in Example 1057 and Example 1058 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 530
1059. Target phrase: ”new” content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50087083

”Ius” is typically understood in contradistinction to ”lex”. The Early Church, which existed more or less under per-
secution in the Roman Empire prior to Constantine I in the early fourth century, was not in a position to gather large
councils for the purpose of legislation or theological clarification prior to 325 AD. Laws formalized as ”lex” after 325 AD
are sometimes falsely interpreted as having a ”new” content. This is usually not the case.

1060. Target phrase: ”new” content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57417914

John Philpot is a ”longtime regular on Arkansas radio and television programs,” known for his work in education and
agriculture. He is also a member of the Arkansas Agriculture Hall of Fame. There was a reunion episode of its hosts
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(with all ”new” content) in 2013. Series evolution.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1059:

Q2. Answer for example 1060: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ”new” content in Example 1059 and Example 1060 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 531
1061. Target phrase: elaborate ornamentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30966218

Male peacocks spread and shake their tails to attract and impress potential mates. Peahens choose the peacocks
with the largest number of eyespots on their tails, because only the healthiest peacocks can afford to divert energy
and nutrients towards growing expensive and cumbersome plumage, as explained by the handicap principle. More
elaborate ornamentation increases the likelihood that a male will mate and has been shown to affect survival of their
offspring. The offspring of males with larger eyespots on their ornamented tails have been shown to weigh more and were
more likely to be alive after 2 years than the progeny of males with fewer eyespots.

1062. Target phrase: elaborate ornamentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48384046

With Weygand Street, they defined the boundaries of the new business district. In the 1920s, the Foch-Allenby
district was planned as the architectural showcase of the city. The majority of buildings show the influence of classical
Haussmanian architecture, characterized by elaborate ornamentation borrowed from Greek, Renaissance and 18th
century styles. Wrought iron and ceramic roof tiles were imported from France; mechanically sawn timber from Romania,
cast iron balustrades came from Great Britain, and Italy provided marble balcony slabs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1061:

Q2. Answer for example 1062: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase elaborate ornamentation in Example 1061 and Example 1062 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 532
1063. Target phrase: secular order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14841679

As models of this ancient way of life, they study the writings and imitate the lives of the many saints of the Discalced
Carmelite Order, especially St. Teresa of Jesus and St. John of the Cross, both doctors of the Church. Doctrines
include ”gladly mortify themselves in union with the Sacrifice of Christ,” and their ”interior life must be permeated by
an intense devotion to Our Lady.” They wear the brown Scapular of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, which is the habit of
the secular order and the entire Discalced Carmelite Order. Larger scapulars of various sizes are worn for ceremonial
purposes.

1064. Target phrase: secular order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=672766

In 1971, the Bangladeshi liberation struggle against Pakistan was led by secular leaders and secularists hailed the
Bangladeshi victory as the triumph of secular Bengali nationalism over religion-centred Pakistani nationalism. While
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Pakistan’s government strives for an Islamic state, Bangladesh was established secular. After the liberation victory, the
Awami League attempted to build a secular order and the pro-Pakistan Islamist parties were barred from political
participation. The majority of East Pakistani ulama had either remained neutral or supported the Pakistani state, since
they felt that the break-up of Pakistan would be detrimental for Islam.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1063:

Q2. Answer for example 1064: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase secular order in Example 1063 and Example 1064 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 533
1065. Target phrase: large obstacle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=191723

If a small obstacle is placed in the path of the ripples, and a slow frequency is used, there is no shadow area as the
ripples refract around it, as shown below on the right. A faster frequency may result in a shadow, as shown below on
the right. If a large obstacle is placed in the tank, a shadow area will probably be observed. If an obstacle with a small
gap is placed in the tank the ripples emerge in an almost semicircular pattern.

1066. Target phrase: large obstacle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41862718

The occurrence of petty and grand corruption in public and private sectors in Morocco are one of the socio-political
challenges the country is facing. A leaked report by a US diplomat stated that corruption had become much more
institutionalized under King Mohammed VI, and that the royal family had been using public institutions to coerce and
solicit bribes. Corruption is also identified by businesses as a large obstacle for investment in Morocco. Public procure-
ment is an area with a high level of corruption, and government contracts are often awarded to well-connected companies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1065:

Q2. Answer for example 1066: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large obstacle in Example 1065 and Example 1066 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 534
1067. Target phrase: great shame

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1876044

Delville expressed these ideas in an article published in the contemporary journal ”Le Mouvement Littéraire” in
1893: Erotic fever has sterilised most minds. One ordinarily thinks of himself as virile because he satisfies a woman’s
unquenched bestial desires. Well, that’s where the great shame of the cerebral degeneration of our time starts. The
poet, the artist, the scientist are mostly attached to the spiritual functions rather than the emasculating animal functions.

1068. Target phrase: great shame

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10189881

Sun then visits her father (Byron Chung) and asks for the money. When he demands a reason, she tells him that she
has never pried into his affairs, which are clearly illegal, and would like the same respect. However, she admits that the
money will prevent great shame coming to someone she loves. Mr. Paik realizes she means Jin, and tells her that he
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will bear the debt by working for him directly, instead of as a floor manager.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1067:

Q2. Answer for example 1068: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great shame in Example 1067 and Example 1068 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 535
1069. Target phrase: original result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=74141

Properties. Anticommutativity. Subtraction is anti-commutative, meaning that if one reverses the terms in a differ-
ence left-to-right, the result is the negative of the original result. Symbolically, if ”a” and ”b” are any two numbers,
then Non-associativity.

1070. Target phrase: original result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=306325

The match was taped with The Rockers winning the title, but soon after Neidhart came to an agreement with man-
agement and was rehired. The championship was returned to the Hart Foundation, while the title change was never
broadcast or even acknowledged on television (though The Rockers did have a successful title defense on November 3,
1990, against Power and Glory (Hercules and Paul Roma) before the title was returned to the Hart Foundation). When
news spread, WWF explained that the original result was void due to a collapsed turnbuckle in the ring during the
bout. A buckle had indeed broken, but not to a noticeable or dangerous extent during the match.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1069:

Q2. Answer for example 1070: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase original result in Example 1069 and Example 1070 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 536
1071. Target phrase: last month

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63360311

In response to the ”Tampa Bay Times” article, Florida officials stopped the release of the medical examiners’ list,
saying that it should be reviewed and possibly redacted, but did not publicly specify what exactly they wanted to redact.
April 17: DeSantis allows some Florida beaches to reopen if done safely April 18 It is announced that schools would
remain closed for the remainder of the semester. April 20: The Florida Department of Economic Opportunities releases
a dashboard showing that 1.5 million unemployment claims were made during the last month. The Florida National
Guard assists with COVID-19 sample collections at a State Nursing home for Veterans in Pembroke Pines.

1072. Target phrase: last month

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4444339

The year is divided into four seasons consisting of 12 weeks with each week having seven days. Months that fall into
the summer season are 31 days long while months that fall into the winter season are 30 days long. The exception to this
is the last month of winter which acts as a leap year and therefore will variate between 29 and 30 days. Months.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1071:

Q2. Answer for example 1072: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last month in Example 1071 and Example 1072 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 537
1073. Target phrase: increasing trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20631375

In the 1891 and 1901 census’s the population was decreasing, possibly due to people moving out to industrial cities.
By the 1911 census the population began to increase and this trend continued up to the 1961 census, with a population
of 146 people. The next census included was in 2001, when the population was 212, continuing the increasing trend. In
2011 the population of the parish had decreased by eight people to 204, possibly due to young people leaving the village
for employment.

1074. Target phrase: increasing trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18935713

Color photocopying is a concern to governments, as it facilitates counterfeiting currency and other documents: for
more information, see Counterfeiting section. Digital technology. There is an increasing trend for new photocopiers to
implement digital technology, thereby replacing the older analog technology. With digital copying, the copier effectively
consists of an integrated scanner and laser printer.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1073:

Q2. Answer for example 1074: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increasing trend in Example 1073 and Example 1074 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 538
1075. Target phrase: best sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12513164

Where the sketch was a lone reporter recording a field report, the entire sketch was recorded on a single microphone
being held by the actor. Vintage sketches used vintage microphones. The actors were encouraged to act out the sketch
physically as well as vocally to give the best sense of movement. Sketch mixing.

1076. Target phrase: best sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14850546

However, on Thanksgiving Day 1963, aged 55, Gibson took to creating her own wrapping paper designs using tempera
paint and brown paper grocery bags. This led to a fascination with creating art which lasted until her death. Howell
Raines wrote in June 1971 that ”the paintings are not over-powering, they are truly fragile in the best sense. The col-
ors are very delicate, and while Sybil Gibson’s work is figurative, her realism is tempered with a certain dream-like quality.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1075:
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Q2. Answer for example 1076: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best sense in Example 1075 and Example 1076 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 539
1077. Target phrase: rare design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42316382

The game concept revolves around a combination of platform and puzzle elements, challenging Mario to find keys,
reach a locked door, and rescue mini-Marios. ”Mario vs. Donkey Kong” was a return to the earlier arcade-style games
that incorporated many elements from the Game Boy version. While its style was that of other games, the rare design
for Donkey Kong carried over. Donkey Kong, originally a villain, returns to this role in the game: wanting a Mini Mario
clockwork toy, he finds that they are sold out at a local toy store.

1078. Target phrase: rare design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21581017

The exterior has ornate scrollwork designs. Tapsel gate. There is a rare design of gate on the north side of the
churchyard. Unique to Sussex, and named after the Sussex family who were responsible for its invention, the Tapsel gate
is one of only six remaining in the county, although others may have existed in the past.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1077:

Q2. Answer for example 1078: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rare design in Example 1077 and Example 1078 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 540
1079. Target phrase: great question

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=229723

He describes each book in his later work, ”Retractions”. Based on the location of ”De Mendacio” in ”Retractions”,
it appears to have been written about AD 395. The first work, ”On Lying”, begins: ”Magna quæstio est de Mendacio”
(”There is a great question about Lying”). From his text, it can be derived that St. Augustine divided lies into eight
categories, listed in order of descending severity: Despite distinguishing between lies according to their external severity,
Augustine maintains in both treatises that all lies, defined precisely as the external communication of what one does not
hold to be internally true, are categorically sinful and therefore, ethically impermissible.

1080. Target phrase: great question

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24890665

Throughout the mid-1960s and 1970s, the United States Congress enacted a series of significant environmental laws,
including the Wilderness Act, National Environmental Policy Act, Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and Endangered
Species Act. During this time, President Richard Nixon acknowledged the establishment of the nation’s first law re-
view dedicated to environmental law by writing a letter to the journal to thank Lewis &amp; Clark Law School for
its participation in the national movement. ”Environmental Law”, President Nixon stated, provided ”fresh hope” for
answering ”the great question” of the Seventies. The letter was republished on the first page of the first volume of ”En-
vironmental Law” and followed by articles by Senator Edmund S. Muskie and Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1079:

Q2. Answer for example 1080: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great question in Example 1079 and Example 1080 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 541
1081. Target phrase: society’s attitude

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28037622

The Organization for Respect and Care for Animals ( / ), or ORCA, is a civil society organization that helps people
care for nature and animal welfare in order to achieve personal, economic and social development. The group aims to ful-
fill their mission in Serbia and the Western Balkans through advocacy, research, and education, as well as by monitoring
policies and regulations. The purpose of ORCA’s advocacy is to effect the enforcement and adoption of better policies
and to improve society’s attitude towards nature and animals. ORCA was formed by a group of enthusiasts from the
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine in Belgrade on November 28, 2000.

1082. Target phrase: society’s attitude

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2333250

Historically, date rape has been considered less serious than rape by a stranger. Since the 1980s, it has constituted
the majority of rapes in some countries. It has been increasingly seen as a problem involving society’s attitude towards
women and as a form of violence against women. It is controversial, however, with some people believing the problem is
overstated and that many date rape victims are actually willing, consenting participants, and others believing that date
rape is seriously underreported and almost all women who claim date rape were actually raped.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1081:

Q2. Answer for example 1082: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase society’s attitude in Example 1081 and Example 1082 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 542
1083. Target phrase: insurance value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66000859

Sergeant W. O. Douglas of the RNWMP, who helped restore the crew to civilization, described her as the last whaling
ship from New England to work in the area. Her captain, George Comer, was a very experienced whaling captain, but
scholarly biography says that the ship was supplying a scientific expedition on this voyage.. Douglas, who found himself
responsible for feeding and housing Comer and her crew, described Comer as a fierce disciplinarian, who described his
crew as having been ”shanghaied” - involuntarily signed on after they had been first plied with drink. Douglas described
suspecting that Comer and her owners had planned to wreck the ”Finback” for her insurance value. Douglas described
bidding on the salvage rights to the wreck only because the other bids were so low, and purchasing her for $390 ().

1084. Target phrase: insurance value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=240044

Wharton professor Paul Green is considered to be the ”father of conjoint analysis” for his discovery of the statistical
tool for quantification of market research. Wharton professor Solomon S. Huebner is known widely as ”the father of
insurance education.” He originated the concept of ”human life value”, which became a standard method of calculating
insurance value and need. He established the goal of professionalism in the field of insurance, developed the first col-
legiate level program in insurance and chaired the Department of Insurance at Wharton, and contributed greatly to the
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progress of adult education in this area.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1083:

Q2. Answer for example 1084: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase insurance value in Example 1083 and Example 1084 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 543
1085. Target phrase: increasing population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3481822

Without even hearing the school board’s argument, the judge ruled against the parents group. The issue finally came
to an end when the DuPage Valley Regional Board of School Trustees voted 5–2 to reject the secession bid. In 1983, the
original Wheaton-Warrenville High School became Wheaton Warrenville Middle School, reflecting a shrinking high school
population and an increasing population of younger students. In 1988, with Wheaton Central aging, the board moved
to renovate Wheaton Warrenville Middle School in preparation for opening it again as a high school, when Wheaton
Central would need to eventually be closed.

1086. Target phrase: increasing population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57021526

Human pressures on bushmeat populations are growing more rapidly than national population statistics suggest. Over
time the hunting of bushmeat has morphed from traditional subsistence to commercial trade. An increasing population
and spread of urbanization has been thought to be one of the leading causes of increases in commercial bushmeat sales.
Hunting bushmeat in West Africa is also an important part of the livelihood for many people who live there.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1085:

Q2. Answer for example 1086: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increasing population in Example 1085 and Example 1086 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 544
1087. Target phrase: binding effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54781348

Restoration. The natural stresses where the remains of the Odeon were exposed to, heat, frost and moisture, destroyed
parts of the building material (mortar, wood) over the centuries. The binding effect of the mortar subsided and the
remaining foundation walls fell apart. The top part of the construction suffered the most, large blocks of the building
dissolved and fell.

1088. Target phrase: binding effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65969902

Guanyin Clay can also draw out impurities and improve the immunity of the human’s gut and stomach because the
clay has adhesiveness, enabling the adhesion of the impurities in the human’s body before they get discharged. The
process of removing hazardous substances improves people’s immunity. Chaoqi can also cure diarrhea and nausea thanks
to the binding effect of Guanyin Clay. However, if people overeat Guanyin Clay, it will lead to indigestion and become
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a poison because this clay is indigestible.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1087:

Q2. Answer for example 1088: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase binding effect in Example 1087 and Example 1088 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 545
1089. Target phrase: sufficient capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49219005

Going into the final race of the season at Sint Anthonis, Holland, Bauer was still holding the points lead but, the
Suzukis were showing improvement. The Sint Anthonis track was composed of deep sand which robbed engines of power
and increased fuel consumption. A Suzuki engineer calculated that their bike’s gas tanks did not have sufficient capacity
to finish the race. De Coster then took one of their tanks and drove two and a half hours to have the tank modified to
increase its volume.

1090. Target phrase: sufficient capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1137934

Community-based allocation of water. In some jurisdictions appropriative water rights can be granted directly to
communities. Here, water is reserved to provide sufficient capacity for the future growth of that particular community.
For example, California provides communities and other water users within watersheds senior status over appropriative
(use-based) water rights solely because they are located where the water originates and naturally flows.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1089:

Q2. Answer for example 1090: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sufficient capacity in Example 1089 and Example 1090 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 546
1091. Target phrase: moral voice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31098375

The comment read: Views on the Future Libyan Government. The statements and interviews of the Network of the
Free Ulema reference a number of issues that paint a picture of their desires for a post-Gaddafi Libyan nation. Through
these they seem to position themselves a moral voice or authority for Libya rather than as an entity with explicit
political power. This sets them up in contrast to the politically entrenched position of the Iranian clergy, but also in
contrast to the political apologia or apathy of many other national Muslim leaders.

1092. Target phrase: moral voice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33985401

In a review for ”The Spectator”, Sebastian Smee offered the same sort of critique, stating ”Much of [the novel] is
sophisticated and provocative, but it feels like an intrusion in the midst of a promising fiction. It is too persistent, too
indiscreet.” and concluding with ”Miller is a fine writer, but ”The Optimists” is a moral voice in search of a convincing
fiction. ”.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1091:

Q2. Answer for example 1092: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase moral voice in Example 1091 and Example 1092 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 547
1093. Target phrase: official field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4810001

ZFOOTBALL tournaments include men’s divisions and youth divisions, which are separated by skill and age respec-
tively. The game. The official field is 25 yards wide and 64 yards long. Each end zone is seven yards deep.

1094. Target phrase: official field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25259910

The field relies upon neuroimaging, isolation of the virus from brain tissue or CSF, serological testing of serum and
CSF, and microscopic examination of tissue to diagnose nervous system infections. History. Neurovirology only became
an official field within the past 30 years. However, the true origin of neurovirology can be accredited to the discovery
that some viruses may have an affinity for nervous system tissue.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1093:

Q2. Answer for example 1094: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase official field in Example 1093 and Example 1094 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 548
1095. Target phrase: light signal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2886302

Its principal value is for clocks within a single inertial frame. Einstein. According to Albert Einstein’s prescription
from 1905, a light signal is sent at time formula_1 from clock 1 to clock 2 and immediately back, e.g. by means of a mirror.

1096. Target phrase: light signal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1055083

Jonesville is primarily served by State Road 26 and County Road 241. Future Roadways. SW 8th Avenue is to be
extended into Town of Tioga and a light signal is to be installed on 122nd St and 8th avenue. Future.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1095:

Q2. Answer for example 1096: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase light signal in Example 1095 and Example 1096 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 549
1097. Target phrase: greater engagement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21415207

Organizations that received funding include Goodwill Industries of San Francisco, San Mateo and Marin, VA Palo Alto
Health Care System, Higher Ground, Hire Heroes USA, The Mission Continues and the Foothill-De Anza Community
College Foundation. In 2018, Koret announced $10 million in funding for various arts and cultural programs in the Bay
Area. These multi-year grants are intended to help spur greater engagement with the arts in the community, includ-
ing musical, performing and visual arts. Recipients of this funding include the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
San Francisco Symphony, SFJAZZ, San Francisco Ballet, Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Oakland Museum of California,
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, Cal Performances, San Francisco Opera, Stanford Live, The Contemporary Jewish
Museum, Asian Art Museum of San Francisco and the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.

1098. Target phrase: greater engagement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18685654

In the first three months of life babies will generally use different crying types to express their different needs, as
well as making other sounds such as cooing. They will begin mimicking facial expressions and smiling at the sight of
familiar faces. Between the ages of 4–6 months infants have a greater response towards different tones in voices, and
greater engagement, watching the speaker’s face. The child’s own language skills develop with larger variation in bab-
bling sounds, and elicit responses in conversation through babbling.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1097:

Q2. Answer for example 1098: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater engagement in Example 1097 and Example 1098 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 550
1099. Target phrase: raw number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19287081

Like USD CHATS, banks in Hong Kong are not required to participate in Euro CHATS. Euro CHATS has two cate-
gories of membership, Direct Participants and Indirect CHATS Users; they function in the same manner as the categories
in USD CHATS. The volume of transactions in Euro CHATS in 2007, in raw number of transactions, totaled at 18,169.
The total value of all transactions conducted in the same year was about €280 billion.

1100. Target phrase: raw number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1728672

Estimates indicate that humanity’s current demand is 70% higher than the regeneration rate of all of the planet’s
ecosystems combined. A prolonged pattern of overconsumption leads to environmental degradation and the eventual
loss of resource bases. Humanity’s overall impact on the planet is affected by many factors, not just the raw number
of people. Their lifestyle (including overall affluence and resource utilization) and the pollution they generate (including
carbon footprint) are equally important.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1099:

Q2. Answer for example 1100: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase raw number in Example 1099 and Example 1100 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 551
1101. Target phrase: unwelcome competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49417

Another example is the destruction of ocean floors by bottom trawling. Diminished resources or introduction of new
competitor species also often accompany habitat degradation. Global warming has allowed some species to expand their
range, bringing unwelcome competition to other species that previously occupied that area. Sometimes these new
competitors are predators and directly affect prey species, while at other times they may merely outcompete vulnerable
species for limited resources.

1102. Target phrase: unwelcome competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41892413

Serious plays co-existed with more vulgar entertainments at all Birmingham’s theatres – from musical concerts to
fire-eating, rope-dancing to ventriloquism – often at the same venue, sometimes even on the same evening. Popular
dramatic entertainment much like later music hall was also often held in the town’s larger public houses, including the
”George and Dragon” and the ”Red Lion” in the Bull Ring, the ”King’s Head” in Digbeth and the ”Roe Buck” in Cox
Street. Though popular these were illegal and often prosecuted by the owners of the more established theatres, who
viewed them as unwelcome competition. The Licensing Act of 1737 confined drama in England to the two London
patent theatres, otherwise forbidding ”every Person who shall for Hire, Gain or Reward, act, represent or perform, any
Interlude, Tragedy, Comedy, Opera, Play, Farce, or other entertainment of the stage” To get round this all Birmingham
theatrical venues were licensed by magistrates for the performances of ”Concerts of Music” under the Disorderly Houses
Act 1732, with plays technically being given free of charge during the interval.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1101:

Q2. Answer for example 1102: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unwelcome competition in Example 1101 and Example 1102 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 552
1103. Target phrase: ongoing plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28633177

The doors have been broken and removed, the windows and lantern room glass have been smashed and trash has
been dumped inside. Vandalism is encouraged by its isolation and aggravated by the fact that the reserve is overgrown,
making it impossible to see from the nearby Culburra Beach village. The lighthouse was restored in the 1990s with wire
mesh surrounding the lantern room, but no ongoing plan or presence was set. It was quickly vandalized again, and
every piece of glass in the lantern was broken despite the protective mesh.

1104. Target phrase: ongoing plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45004184

Sue tells Will that the songs also purged her anger for Will. Kurt and Blaine confront Sue over the kidnapping and
state that it only helped them get over any resentment they had over their breakup. Back in her storage unit, Sue re-
veals to Becky that these events were all part of her ongoing plan, as New Directions celebrate their victory. Production.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1103:
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Q2. Answer for example 1104: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ongoing plan in Example 1103 and Example 1104 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 553
1105. Target phrase: good links

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35757105

Two days after the Penguin update was released Google prepared a feedback form, designed for two categories of
users: those who want to report web spam that still ranks highly after the search algorithm change, and those who think
that their site got unfairly hit by the update. Google also has a reconsideration form through Google Webmaster Tools.
In January 2015, Google’s John Mueller said that a Penguin penalty can be removed by simply building good links.
The usual process is to remove bad links manually or by using Google’s Disavow tool and then filing a reconsideration
request.

1106. Target phrase: good links

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9021998

Environment. The area has a main green space of Stockwood Park to enjoy, but also sees the River Lea leave Luton
through this area, meaning plenty of wildlife to enjoy as well. The area has good links with the local manor house,
Luton Hoo with the countryside surrounding the area. Politics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1105:

Q2. Answer for example 1106: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good links in Example 1105 and Example 1106 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 554
1107. Target phrase: good links

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35757105

Two days after the Penguin update was released Google prepared a feedback form, designed for two categories of
users: those who want to report web spam that still ranks highly after the search algorithm change, and those who think
that their site got unfairly hit by the update. Google also has a reconsideration form through Google Webmaster Tools.
In January 2015, Google’s John Mueller said that a Penguin penalty can be removed by simply building good links.
The usual process is to remove bad links manually or by using Google’s Disavow tool and then filing a reconsideration
request.

1108. Target phrase: good links

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9021998

Transport. Being on the edge of Luton, South has some very good connections to the town centre, the M1 and London
Luton Airport. The area is also next to Luton Airport Parkway railway station, giving it good links with London and
Bedford. Environment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1107:

Q2. Answer for example 1108: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase good links in Example 1107 and Example 1108 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 555
1109. Target phrase: every size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6319249

William Bennett and Joel Gurin’s ”The Dieter’s Dilemma” (1982), and Janet Polivy and C. Peter Herman’s ”Breaking
The Diet Habit” (1983) argued that everybody has a natural weight and set-point, and that dieting for weight loss does
not work. According to Lindo Bacon, in ”Health at Every Size” (2008), the basic premise of HAES is that ”well-being
and healthy habits are more important than any number on the scale.” Emily Nagoski, in her book ”Come as You Are”
(2015)”,” promoted the idea of Health at every size for improving women’s self-confidence and sexual well-being. Science.

1110. Target phrase: every size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34404304

Modern availability. Numerous sizes of Polyphons and associated discs were produced, with the diameters ranging
from 6 inches to 24.5 inches. It is possible to purchase new discs, currently manufactured in the UK by Renaissance
Disc’s, for every size of Polyphon originally produced. Originals have survived in relatively large numbers, and are often
available on internet sales sites.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1109:

Q2. Answer for example 1110: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every size in Example 1109 and Example 1110 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 556
1111. Target phrase: notarial practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64600551

Controversies. Violation of notarial practice. Uy was accused by Rolando Ko of violating the ”Rules of notarial practice”
and breaching the ”Code of Professional Responsibility”. The case was filed and reached the Supreme Court of the Philip-
pines.

1112. Target phrase: notarial practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=215983

By the 10th century, secular nomikoi had been organized into a regulatory guild, were attached to the State, appointed
by the Emperor, and ranked among the highest of legal officers. The introductory portions of their acts also tended to
invoke God, and crosses and Christian insignia were often applied to the face of an act. notarial practice would be
slightly westernized under Venetian occupation, but remained substantially unchanged until the end of the Empire. Late
Middle Ages.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1111:

Q2. Answer for example 1112: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase notarial practice in Example 1111 and Example 1112 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 557
1113. Target phrase: severe imbalance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13528

The main goal of Botulinum toxin A is to maintain the range of motion of affected joints and to prevent the occur-
rence of fixed joint contractures or stiffness. Surgery. Surgery may be used if the individual develops a secondary issue
of contracture, from a severe imbalance of muscle activity. In such cases the surgeon may cut the ligaments and relieve
joint contractures.

1114. Target phrase: severe imbalance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=219760

Origins. New France, at its start, was mostly populated by men: soldiers, fur traders, and priests. The colony became
more agricultural and by the mid-17th century there was a severe imbalance between single men and women in New
France. The small number of female immigrants had to pay their own passage, and few single women wanted to leave
home to move and settle in the harsh climate and conditions of New France.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1113:

Q2. Answer for example 1114: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase severe imbalance in Example 1113 and Example 1114 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 558
1115. Target phrase: united group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20825559

He went on to lead what is known as Pontiac’s Rebellion against the trade policies of the British rulers in the years
following the French and Indian War. Blue Jacket a Shawnee leader made his home in the area. He was a leader in the
Northwest Indian War an effort by a united group of tribes to halt the westward expansion of American settlement.
President George Washington dispatched General Anthony Wayne and his army to the Northwest Territory to put down
the Indian uprising.

1116. Target phrase: united group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44553641

In the same month the group’s commander, Lieutenant Colonel Jamil Radoun, was assassinated by a car bomb in An-
takya, Turkey. The group reportedly had an ”antagonistic relationship” with al-Qaeda’s al-Nusra Front before Radoun’s
assassination. On 24 October, the Falcons of al-Bab was fully integrated into the Army of Victory, turning it from an
operations room to a united group. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1115:

Q2. Answer for example 1116: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase united group in Example 1115 and Example 1116 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 559
1117. Target phrase: least one cylinder

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=200655

However, the effect grows exponentially with engine speed (rpm). Pulsations in power delivery. Four-stroke engines
with five or more cylinders are able to have at least one cylinder performing its power stroke at any given point in time.
However, four-cylinder engines have gaps in the power delivery, since each cylinder completes its power stroke before the
next piston starts a new power stroke.

1118. Target phrase: least one cylinder

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=181946

Hardy and some of his musician friends made some home recordings on wax phonograph cylinders for their own
amusement. As Hardy’s tuberculosis worsened and his death seemed inevitable, the friends decided to preserve the cylin-
ders as a memento of Hardy’s playing. At least one cylinder survived to the start of the 1950s; the relative who heard
it then said Hardy’s playing reminded him of Sharkey Bonano. When Tulane University’s Jazz Archive was established
in the late 1950s, however, a diligent search failed to turn up any of these recordings, which are, alas, presumed lost forever.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1117:

Q2. Answer for example 1118: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least one cylinder in Example 1117 and Example 1118 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 560
1119. Target phrase: big one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11677187

This would bring up the eight caution, with Stewart still out in front. Stewart became the first driver since Bobby
Allison in 1981 and 1982 to lead the most laps in two consecutive Daytona 500’s. The ”big one” occurred on lap 184.
This began when Greg Biffle ran into Scott Riggs, collecting 11 cars in turn 3.

1120. Target phrase: big one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=725836

During her stay, Hippolyta explains that she has been charged by the Death-Lords to rebuild the ranks of the Amazons
in exchange for her resurrection. The following morning, New Amazonia is attacked by Aradnea, Echidna, and Echidna’s
sea-monsters on-orders from Caroline Le Fey. Amara powers up and goes straight for the ”big one”. After the monsters
are defeated, Caroline reveals that the attack was a test and offers to become the Amazons’ queen.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1119:

Q2. Answer for example 1120: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase big one in Example 1119 and Example 1120 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 561
1121. Target phrase: receptive market
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21938366

1955-65 – The technology for cheap, effective home and commercial air conditioning developed rapidly after World
War II. By 1960, the indirect effect on salmon of widespread adoption of air conditioning was clear: (1) greatly increased
demand for electricity; and (2) increased overall regional population growth because previously undesirable areas became,
with the advent of air conditioning, more desirable places to live. Much of the West Coast is hot during summer months,
thus air conditioners found a receptive market. Directly relevant to salmon runs, electricity demand is now high for
”both” winter and summer, necessitating more generating capacity and transmission lines.

1122. Target phrase: receptive market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37026253

The band’s first two albums, ”Britny Fox” (1988) and ”Boys in Heat” (1989), climbed the charts and achieved con-
siderable success. Singer and guitarist Dean Davidson left the band in 1990 to form Blackeyed Susan and Britny Fox
continued with his replacement Tommy Paris, but did not get the good results of previous years. The first album with
Paris, ”Bite Down Hard” (1991), did not find a receptive market and sold poorly. In 1991, Dee recorded with the
Minneapolis glam metal band Mariah their second album ”Somewhere Between Heaven and Earth”, which was published
in a cassette-only limited edition.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1121:

Q2. Answer for example 1122: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase receptive market in Example 1121 and Example 1122 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 562
1123. Target phrase: potential power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=606803

Similar window-mounted measurement techniques were being pursued by Caffey in Texas, and door-mounted test
fans were being developed by Harrje, Blomsterberg and Persily at Princeton University to help them find and fix air
leaks in homes in a Twin Rivers, New Jersey housing development. Harold Orr has also been identified as a member of
a group in Saskatchewan, Canada who was pursuing similar testing methods. These early research efforts demonstrated
the potential power of blower door testing in revealing otherwise unaccounted for energy losses in homes. Previously,
air leakage around doors, windows and electrical outlets was considered to be the primary leakage pathway in homes,
but Harrje, Dutt and Beya used blower doors to identify ”thermal bypasses”.

1124. Target phrase: potential power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3122889

During this period, some believed that eugenics could improve society by increasing the desirable characteristics of the
population thus reducing crime, poverty and other social problems. The 1920s were also characterized by profound social
changes that disturbed many of America’s largely rural, white, Protestant population. They feared the potential power
and influence of: African-Americans, Southern Europeans, Roman Catholics, Jews, Bolshevists, and potential and leftist
labor unions. The Klan saw itself as defending American culture against dangerous foreigners and their ideas.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1123:

Q2. Answer for example 1124: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential power in Example 1123 and Example 1124 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 563
1125. Target phrase: former network

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6011937

Gibbs moved to TV5 after being with GMA Network for 30 years. He is one of the hosts of TV5’s game and musical
variety show ”Happy Truck ng Bayan”. In 2017, Gibbs appeared once again in his former network, GMA Network,
through ”Meant To Be”. Later in the year, he appeared on some shows of ABS-CBN such as ”The Voice Teens” and
on the ”Magpasikat 2017” segment on ”It’s Showtime”, as one of the ”hurados” along with Director Rory B. Quintos,
actress Ina Raymundo, journalist Marc Logan, and Philippines’ Diamond Star Maricel Soriano.

1126. Target phrase: former network

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44417614

In 1970 the Maryland General Assembly established a five-campus University of Maryland network comprising Uni-
versity of Maryland at Baltimore, University of Maryland Baltimore County, University of Maryland, College Park,
University of Maryland Eastern Shore, and the University of Maryland University College. In a massive 1988 restructur-
ing of the state higher education system, the school was designated as the flagship campus of the newly formed University
of Maryland System (later changed to the University System of Maryland in 1997) and was formally named University of
Maryland, College Park. All of the 5 campuses in the former network were designated as formally distinct campuses in
the new system. However, in 1997 the Maryland General Assembly passed legislation allowing the University of Maryland,
College Park, to be known simply as the University of Maryland, recognizing the campus’ role as the flagship institution
of the University System of Maryland.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1125:

Q2. Answer for example 1126: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase former network in Example 1125 and Example 1126 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 564
1127. Target phrase: job title

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2279644

He was appointed to the Government of Southern Rhodesia on 1 November 1930 as Minister of Mines and Public
Works. From 19 May 1932, he served as Minister of Mines and Agriculture. When Howard Moffat resigned in 1933,
Mitchell was chosen as the new Premier and chose to change the job title to Prime Minister. His government was a short
one, lasting from 5 July 1933 until the Rhodesia Party lost the general election of September 1933, with Mitchell losing
his own seat in the process, to the Reform Party led by Godfrey Huggins.

1128. Target phrase: job title

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1437210

The unfired ceramic ware was placed in saggars and then biscuit fired, before being glazed and again placed in saggars
prior to being glost fired. Ware may then be decorated, and placed on refractory ”bats” and fired again such as in a
muffle kiln. A ”saggar maker’s bottom knocker” was a job title considered sufficiently amusing for it to be featured
on the television panel show What’s My Line?. Whilst saggar making was a skilled craft, bottom knocking was far less
skilled, consisting of beating clay into a metal ring.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1127:

Q2. Answer for example 1128: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase job title in Example 1127 and Example 1128 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 565
1129. Target phrase: opposite manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4816041

Elaine breaks up with her boyfriend Kevin, but they decide to remain friends. Kevin proves to be a much more
reliable friend than Jerry. Jerry suggests to Elaine that Kevin is ”Bizarro Jerry”, and explains how the Superman char-
acter Bizarro does everything in an opposite manner. While using the restrooms at a company called Brandt/Leland,
Kramer aids an employee with a scanner and is mistaken for a co-worker by the staff.

1130. Target phrase: opposite manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43678989

Prior to Tawara’s discoveries, it was assumed that electrical conduction through the Bundle of His was slow, because
of the long interval between atrial and ventricular contractions. The Swiss cardiologist Wilhelm His, Jr. assumed that
the heart bundle was connected directly to the base of the ventricle, and physiologists incorrectly taught that the base
of the ventricle contracted first, followed by the apex. However, Tawara postulated that ventricular contraction occurs
in the opposite manner, with the apex contracting earlier than the base. He also believed that the heart’s electrical
conduction was not slow but rapid.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1129:

Q2. Answer for example 1130: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase opposite manner in Example 1129 and Example 1130 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 566
1131. Target phrase: ample variety

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15641632

His artistic production traveled numerous exposition rooms. Some of them are: Style. A very particular style, with
an ample variety of expressive resources, paintings, montages, audio-visual experiences and installations are part of
his work. His characters are considered none too realistic, and may represent popular Latin-American subjects, animals
and classic mythology, opera, circus and cabaret characters, the television and socialite, all of them with crazy tendencies.

1132. Target phrase: ample variety

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8214574

&lt;ns&gt;0&lt;/ns&gt; &lt;revision&gt; &lt;parentid&gt;933419643&lt;/parentid&gt; &lt;timestamp&gt;2021-01-24T19:58:10Z&lt;/timestamp&gt;
&lt;contributor&gt; &lt;username&gt;Waacstats&lt;/username&gt; &lt;/contributor&gt; &lt;comment&gt;stub sort&lt;/comment&gt;
&lt;model&gt;wikitext&lt;/model&gt; &lt;format&gt;text/x-wiki&lt;/format&gt; Carlos Enrique Castillo Peraza (Mérida,
Yucatán, April 17, 1947 - Bonn, Germany, September 8, 2000) was an intellectual, journalist and Mexican politician,
member of the National Action Party (PAN) of which he was the 15th President from 1993 to 1996. Carlos Castillo
Peraza was a lawyer in the University of Fribourg, Switzerland, was a collaborator and contributor of many newspapers of
the country and began as journalist in ”El Diario de Yucatán”. From 1967 he became a member of the PAN and occupied
an ample variety of positions in his local and national structure. During their management as National President of
the PAN, their nearer collaborators were Jesus Galván Muñoz, ex-president Felipe Calderón, Enrique Caballero and Luis
Correa Mena.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1131:

Q2. Answer for example 1132: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ample variety in Example 1131 and Example 1132 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 567
1133. Target phrase: wider area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65954918

These are managed at the first level of public administration by the combined Headon, Grove &amp; Stokeham Parish
Council, for wider area neighbourhood purposes it is abbreviated to HUGS. At district level, this is managed by Bassetlaw
District Council. Nottinghamshire County Council governs the wider area, managing the highest level of local services.
History.

1134. Target phrase: wider area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=449661

Upon that, general Markač issued the order of making a plan that would prevent further intrusions on territory held
by the Special police. When Bobetko learnt about that plan, he suggested fitting it into plan of activities of Croatian
Army. From beginning of September, the intensity of artillery attacks on wider area of Gospi also intensified. Bobeko
therefore decided to run a small-scale tactical operation, with tasks of partially neutralizing Serb artillery positions around
city of Gospić, destroying enemy recon-sabotage group base in Divoselo and shorten the length of Croatian frontline.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1133:

Q2. Answer for example 1134: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wider area in Example 1133 and Example 1134 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 568
1135. Target phrase: audition performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21006465

The chorale theme assigned to ””, first appeared in print in Johannes Bugenhagen’s Braunschweig church order,
published in Wittenberg in 1525. Luther assigned it then to the ”Kyrie eleison” of his ”Deutsche Messe”. Bach possi-
bly led the audition performance of the work in Leipzig in the Thomaskirche on 7 February 1723, probably after the
sermon. It is unclear whether a ”test” performance of the 1723 revised version took place in Köthen before Bach’s audition.

1136. Target phrase: audition performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38662666

Spielburton travels to Japan to hold an audition for his upcoming movie. Though he is impressed with Luna’s fluency
in English, he ultimately chooses Akina Maihama after she uses a technique from ”Taiyo Sentai Sun Vulcan” during her
tryout. Akagi explains to Luna that Spielburton has a tendency to favor actors who are Super Sentai fans, regardless of
their audition performance. Spielburton is also seen playing with S.H.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1135:
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Q2. Answer for example 1136: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase audition performance in Example 1135 and Example 1136 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 569
1137. Target phrase: one mark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9679225

The lasting settlement arranged in 1208 had King Philip retain authority in Touraine with the castles of Chinon, Bour-
gueil, Loudun, Saumur, and Langeais. William was granted custody of all of Anjou and Maine including the fortresses
of Bauge and Chateauneuf-sur-Sarthe. In addition, William was granted the ”third penny” of justice in Anjou and
one mark of silver per fifty livres of demesnial revenue. He was also permitted to assign baillis to assist him, Hamelin
de Roorta being the most prominent.

1138. Target phrase: one mark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15324438

One paragraph will be followed by 5-6 questions. The break up of marks is generally as follows - English 30, Cur-
rent Affairs including General Knowledge:37, Quantitative Techniques:15, Logical Reasoning:30 and Legal Reasoning:38.
Marking Scheme: For every correct answer, aspirants are given one mark and for each wrong answer 0.25 marks are
deducted from their total score. List of National Law Universities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1137:

Q2. Answer for example 1138: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one mark in Example 1137 and Example 1138 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 570
1139. Target phrase: imminent loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30246548

On September 26, the Southeastern Conference announced that Texas A&amp;M would leave the Big 12 Conference
and become the league’s 13th member in July 2012. Missouri also announced plans to depart the Big 12 to join the SEC
on November 6, bringing SEC conference membership to 14 schools. Facing the imminent loss of four members, the
Big 12 announced the addition of TCU from the Mountain West Conference on October 10. In order to join the Big 12,
TCU had to renege on an agreement it had made less than year earlier to join the Big East.

1140. Target phrase: imminent loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45574552

He accompanies her to church and teaches her to read and write, and she insists that he spend more time with her,
talking and learning to carve coral than futilely writing poetry. However, he realizes the extent of his affection for her
when, days before Christmas, Graziella is arranged to be married to her cousin Cecco: ”My life without her presence
was nothing”. The imminent loss of Graziella drives the narrator to abandon Naples and wander the surrounding area,
returning only after the new year. Though Graziella accepts the proposed marriage on the day the narrator returns, she
later escapes into the night, intent on joining a convent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1139:
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Q2. Answer for example 1140: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase imminent loss in Example 1139 and Example 1140 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 571
1141. Target phrase: one junior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1068807

Since 2013 it has also housed Puddletown Community Library, which is operated solely by volunteers. On Athel-
hampton Road there is a doctor’s surgery, which also treats patients who live in surrounding villages. Puddletown has a
recreation ground on Three Lanes Way; it has one cricket pitch and two grass football pitches (one junior, one full-size).
Literary connections.

1142. Target phrase: one junior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4001507

School Leadership Team. The School Leadership Team (SLT) consists of representatives from the school administra-
tion, parents, teachers and students. The students are usually two active students, one junior and one senior, who voice
the concerns of the student body. The SLT meets monthly to discuss and work on issues related to implementation of
the school’s mission and vision.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1141:

Q2. Answer for example 1142: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one junior in Example 1141 and Example 1142 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 572
1143. Target phrase: every business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43830954

The Business Viewpoint on the Home Renovation Industry. Marketing is the number 1 problem for contractors, more
so than estimating, administration, accounting, or managing sub trades. Conventional wisdom is that every business
large or small relies on a web site as it prime marketing strategy. However while many firms are deploying web sites,
their utility is declining as more and more people are using crowdsourcing as the preferred method for finding reliable
services.

1144. Target phrase: every business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42007544

The program was supposedly a part of 5 Star Specials. Plot. “Lady Dada tells the story of hard luck Dindo (Ryan
Agoncillo) who barely succeeds in every business and job he gets into. His star-crossed ventures eventually ruined his
marriage with Rina (Mylene Dizon).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1143:

Q2. Answer for example 1144: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every business in Example 1143 and Example 1144 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 573
1145. Target phrase: river rock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67743775

This elevation also prevents standing water from developing and reduces the risk of flooding when it rains since it has
better drainage. The tent pad also makes it easier to stake a tent since there are no large rocks or tree roots in the fill.
The fill can be composed of sandy soil, dirt, gravel, sand and gravel mix, mulch, cement, or river rock. Tent pads can
come in a variety of sizes depending on the type of camping (e.g.

1146. Target phrase: river rock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18315690

Museum. The Lummis House is operated by the city of Los Angeles as a historic house museum. The exterior of the
house is built of river rock and originally contained a stone tower, but that was later demolished. The interior contains
some of Lummis’s collection of artifacts, as well as copies of many of his books.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1145:

Q2. Answer for example 1146: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase river rock in Example 1145 and Example 1146 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 574
1147. Target phrase: western end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64195837

History. Cale Street originally formed the southern boundary of the Chelsea Common, with a pond and gravel pits,
but over time the land was all developed for housing. A new street was laid out in 1836, and was called Bond Street at
the western end and College Place at the eastern. The street was later renamed Cale Street in honour of Judith Cale,
who died in 1717 and left a legacy for the benefit of six poor widows of Chelsea, the interest on which was distributed to
them each Christmas Day.

1148. Target phrase: western end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19583030

Prometheus is the site of a volcanic eruption that has been ongoing since at least the ”Voyager 1” encounter in 1979.
Between the Voyager encounters and the first observations by ”Galileo”, a flow field was emplaced. Later ”Galileo”
observations of this flow field revealed numerous small breakouts, particularly on the western end of the flow field.
Prometheus is the site of two volcanic eruption plumes: a small, sulfur-rich plume erupting from the magma-source vent
at the eastern end of the flow field and a -tall, -rich dust plume erupting from the active flow front at the other end.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1147:

Q2. Answer for example 1148: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase western end in Example 1147 and Example 1148 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 575
1149. Target phrase: new rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14340257

Unlike Series EE and I bonds, they did not increase in value, but paid earned interest every six months for 20 years
directly to the holder. The interest rate of a Series HH bond was set at purchase and remained that rate for 10 years.
After 10 years the rate could change, with the new rate for the remaining 10 year life of the bond. After 20 years, the
bond would be redeemed for its original purchase price.

1150. Target phrase: new rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27137689

The Prince of Anhua had long thought himself a suitable candidate to become the Ming Emperor. He shared his
views with several military commanders, officials, local scholars and shamans, and also recruited a handful of soldiers.
In 1510, the court official Liu Jin was dispatched to Shaanxi in order to implement the new rate of taxation on military
areas. He punished corrupt tax officials; all of them were the Prince of Anhua’s men.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1149:

Q2. Answer for example 1150: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new rate in Example 1149 and Example 1150 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 576
1151. Target phrase: broader market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16653

Modernisation was accelerated by the Second World War. Among the Luo the larger agricultural production unit
was the patriarch’s extended family, mainly divided into a special assignment team led by the patriarch, and the teams
of his wives, who, together with their children, worked their own lots on a regular basis. This stage of development was
no longer strictly traditional, but still largely self-sufficient with little contact with the broader market. Pressures of
overpopulation and the prospects of cash crops, already in evidence by 1945, made this subsistence economic system
increasingly obsolete and accelerated a movement to commercial agriculture and emigration to cities.

1152. Target phrase: broader market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17848499

Fund XI was raised in 2006 with $7.8 billion of investor commitments. Fund XI was more than $5.5 billion larger (and
three times the size) of Fund X which closed with $2.3 billion in 2004. First Reserve’s fundraising has benefited from
the recent focus on the energy industry in the broader market. In 2008, First Reserve advanced its renewable energy
investment program with the €261 million acquisition of Gamesa Solar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1151:

Q2. Answer for example 1152: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase broader market in Example 1151 and Example 1152 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 577
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1153. Target phrase: unexpected meeting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41475228

Usually each of the protagonists is an only child and oftentimes at least one parent is dead. Song Geng comments
that by having one or more of the parents dead, the number of characters is reduced and ”this plotline may also serve to
emphasize the extraordinary value and peerless perfection of the scholar and beauty”. The story, Hu Wanchuan continues,
characteristically opens with an unexpected meeting between the two and love at first sight. The woman often has a
female servant who serves as a matchmaker and mediates between the lovers.

1154. Target phrase: unexpected meeting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8252674

There is a distinction between what is termed work-to-family conflict and what is termed family-to-work conflict.
Work-to-family conflict occurs when experiences and commitments at work interfere with family life, such as extensive,
irregular, or inflexible work hours, work overload and other forms of job stress, interpersonal conflict at work, extensive
travel, career transitions, or an unsupportive supervisor or organization. For example, an unexpected meeting late
in the day may prevent a parent from picking up his or her child from school. Family-to-work conflict occurs when
experiences and commitments in the family interfere with work life, such as the presence of young children, primary
responsibility for children, elder care responsibilities, interpersonal conflict within the family unit, or unsupportive family
members.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1153:

Q2. Answer for example 1154: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unexpected meeting in Example 1153 and Example 1154 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 578
1155. Target phrase: last notes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5418677

Only five survived. Despite two days of frantic pumping, water filled the mine workings. The trapped men scrawled
last notes to their loved ones on billy cans before they drowned. Some of these have been kept and still bear the messages.

1156. Target phrase: last notes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=619430

They long down-curved bills and brush-tipped tubular tongues, are adaptations to their nectar feeding. The bill
lengths vary across populations with the longest bills are found on the east of Peninsular India and in Sri Lanka. The
song of the male is a long repeated ”wue-wue-wue...” with the last notes accelerated. The song has been likened to the
call of the cinereous tit.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1155:

Q2. Answer for example 1156: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last notes in Example 1155 and Example 1156 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 579
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1157. Target phrase: subject states

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13277

The Empire also had two courts: the ”Reichshofrat” (also known in English as the Aulic Council) at the court of
the King/Emperor, and the ”Reichskammergericht” (Imperial Chamber Court), established with the Imperial Reform
of 1495 by Maximillian I. The Reichskammergericht and the Auclic Council were the two highest judicial instances in
the Old Empire. The Imperial Chamber court’s composition was determined by both the Holy Roman Emperor and the
subject states of the Empire. Within this court, the Emperor appointed the chief justice, always a highborn aristocrat,
several divisional chief judges, and some of the other puisne judges.

1158. Target phrase: subject states

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45130996

A woman cannot buy cigars. How a suffering hubby tried to get rid of the cigars his better half bought him, and the
mess his efforts got him into, is the story the picture tells.” A review of the subject states that the scenario begins with
a wife who purchases some bargain-priced cigars for her husband. The husband and those who he gives them to are also
nearly sick from the poor cigars.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1157:

Q2. Answer for example 1158: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase subject states in Example 1157 and Example 1158 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 580
1159. Target phrase: almost the entire record

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54386002

James Allison (fl. 1689-1691) was a pirate and former logwood hauler, active near Cape Verde and the Bay of
Campeche. almost the entire record of Allison’s piracy comes from trial records of a single incident, the seizure of the
merchantman ”Good Hope”. History.

1160. Target phrase: almost the entire record

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5292823

Thom’s done everything from like the Go-Go’s to Bob Dylan, so he’s very well rounded in music.” The band entered
Jackson Browne’s private recording studio named Groovemasters in January 2006, after Panunzio had suggested it would
be a suitable recording location. New Found Glory strove to achieve a ”clean kind of classic guitar sound” when recording,
using a Vox AC30 amp on almost the entire record. The amp, known for its ”jangly” high-end sound, was used with
several classic guitars in the studio including a Fender Tele, Les Paul, Gibson 335-S and a Rickenbacker.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1159:

Q2. Answer for example 1160: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase almost the entire record in Example 1159 and Example 1160 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 581
1161. Target phrase: key distinguishing feature
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=452219

Fishing bit. Installer bits, also known as bell-hanger bits or fishing bits, are a type of twist drill bit for use with a
hand-portable power tool. The key distinguishing feature of an installer bit is a transverse hole drilled through the
web of the bit near the tip. Once the bit has penetrated a wall, a wire can be threaded through the hole and the bit
pulled back out, pulling the wire with it.

1162. Target phrase: key distinguishing feature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3032030

Not easily confused with other parrot species, it has a bright crimson crown, green-yellow cheeks, and a distinctive
long bill. The wings, back, and long tail are dark green, and the underparts are purple-blue. The adult female is very
similar though sometimes slightly duller than the male; her key distinguishing feature is a white stripe on the wing
under-surface. Juveniles are predominantly green.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1161:

Q2. Answer for example 1162: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key distinguishing feature in Example 1161 and Example 1162 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 582
1163. Target phrase: ongoing quest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=473710

The Caron Keating Foundation. Set up in Keating’s memory, The Caron Keating Foundation is a fund-raising part-
nership set up to raise money to offer financial support to professional carers, complementary healing practitioners, and
support groups dealing with cancer patients, as well as individuals and families who are affected by the disease. It will also
financially help a number of cancer charities with their ongoing quest for prevention, early detection and hopefully an ul-
timate cure. It was set up by her mother, TV presenter Gloria Hunniford, and her two brothers Michael and Paul Keating.

1164. Target phrase: ongoing quest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41670366

When Admiral Wilhelm Marschall asked for such a post to be created, Raeder’s reply was ”But I will direct the war
at sea”. On 20 April 1936, just a few days before Raeder’s 60th birthday, Hitler promoted him to ”Generaladmiral”
(General Admiral). In his quest to rebuild the German navy, Raeder faced constant challenges from Hermann Göring�s
ongoing quest to build up the ”Luftwaffe”. Hossbach Conference and the Blomberg-Fritsch Affair.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1163:

Q2. Answer for example 1164: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ongoing quest in Example 1163 and Example 1164 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 583
1165. Target phrase: major business areas

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=199762
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However, because initiation fees and annual membership fees are nominal, the trade organization lacks the ability
to engage in offering its members national marketing capability, access to expensive technologies and cost-effective pur-
chasing programs for major purchases due to a lack of capital. Furthermore, being non-profit, trade associations do not
have the management mentality necessary to sustain major projects such as national sales and marketing. While offering
potentially valuable services to businesses, few trade associations offer much direct help in the major business areas of
purchasing, production or marketing. Cooperative.

1166. Target phrase: major business areas

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5408881

The police deployed the Police Tactical Unit (PTU) to disperse the crowd. At 5 AM, the riot subsided and 18 were ar-
rested. The same day, the Government of Hong Kong increased the number of policemen patrolling major business areas
and kept cars away from the Central District. The day after the incident, Secretary for Home Affairs Denis Bray dismissed
characterisations of the event as rioting, calling it ”just some disturbances caused by kids who had too much to drink”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1165:

Q2. Answer for example 1166: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major business areas in Example 1165 and Example 1166 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 584
1167. Target phrase: prime objectives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3229033

The university’s objective is to revive truths and values hidden in the ancient Indian traditions in general and in the
Jain tradition in particular. It provides platforms and infrastructures for doing research in various subjects and for the
pursuance of doctorate degrees. One of the prime objectives of this University is to spread literacy in subjects like
nonviolence and peace, Jainology, Sanskrit, Prakrit, yoga, meditation, and literature. Regular degree courses leading to
bachelor’s and master’s degrees are presently being conducted.

1168. Target phrase: prime objectives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5793987

It featured almost no chrome trim or luxury equipment and could be compared to the Chevrolet Biscayne in trim
level. Ford 300s were often used by police and taxi fleets, and had a base price of more than $100 less than comparable
models in the base Galaxie series. However, private customers could also purchase one if low price and economy, with
the convenience of a full-sized automobile were the prime objectives. The car was identified by a ”Ford 300” badge on
each front fender just behind the wheel wells and ”F-O-R-D” in small block letters on the trunk lid.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1167:

Q2. Answer for example 1168: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prime objectives in Example 1167 and Example 1168 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 585
1169. Target phrase: solid white line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6384275
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Clark was born in Adelaide. He is a graduate of St Peter’s College, and was a keen participant in several high school
theatre productions, including a main role in ”West Side Story”. In 2006, Clark formed a group (originally a duo) called,
solid white line with members, Jake Long and James Brown. Acting career.

1170. Target phrase: solid white line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4845933

Cutting is also present on roadways, especially restricted access highways, where traffic queues build up at merge
locations. Drivers who bypass traffic by waiting until the last possible moment before merging are sometimes considered
to be ”cutters,” and are frequent instigators of road rage. This behavior is not usually illegal in the US, unless the driver
crosses a solid white line or uses dangerous merging techniques. In Germany, Belgium and Austria, using the merging
lane until the last moment is required by law as doing so is safer because of more uniform speeds of merging cars and
reduces the length of backed up cars.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1169:

Q2. Answer for example 1170: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase solid white line in Example 1169 and Example 1170 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 586
1171. Target phrase: deep integration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43692359

In 1934, Haslund wrote, ”Of forty-two Mongolian songs which I noted down in my years in Mongolia no less than
seventeen are about horses. They have titles like: ’The little black with velvet back,’ ’The dun with lively ears,’ and
they are all full of touching evidences of the Mongol’s love for his horses.” Given the deep integration of horses into
Mongolian culture, the Mongols have a large vocabulary of equine terminology. There are over 500 words in the Mongolian
language describing the traits of horses, with 250 terms for coat color/pattern alone.

1172. Target phrase: deep integration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59125605

These were the physical layers of utility infrastructure, transportation infrastructure, the public realm and buildings,
plus a digital layer which enabled the physical layers to be more efficient and adaptable. According to the proposal: Civic
data trust. According to Sidewalk, deep integration of the digital layer demonstrates their aspiration about making
a city ”from the internet up”. However, because Sidewalk Labs’ parent company is owned by Alphabet Inc., a giant
technology company and produces profits using internet traffic-related advertisement, there have been numerous critics
concerned of Orwellian privacy control.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1171:

Q2. Answer for example 1172: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase deep integration in Example 1171 and Example 1172 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 587
1173. Target phrase: one bystander

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12989959
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Captain Mesterton was the leader of the military unit. Protesters started to throw stones at the troops, and tried
to enter the area where the strikebreakers were located. The troops opened fire, and five people, of them four protesters
and one bystander, were killed. Aftermath.

1174. Target phrase: one bystander

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=341658

Bystander. Also known as the bystander effect, bystander apathy occurs when, during an emergency, those standing
by do nothing to help but instead stand by and watch. Sometimes this can be caused by one bystander observing other
bystanders and imitating their behavior. If other people are not acting in a way that makes the situation seem like an
emergency that needs attention, often other bystanders will act in the same way.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1173:

Q2. Answer for example 1174: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one bystander in Example 1173 and Example 1174 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 588
1175. Target phrase: precise course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4843738

Sarn Helen refers to several stretches of Roman road in Wales. The route, which follows a meandering course through
central Wales, connects Aberconwy in the north with Carmarthen in the west. Despite its length, academic debate
continues as to the precise course of the Roman road. Many sections are now used by the modern road network while
other parts are still traceable.

1176. Target phrase: precise course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8534927

Only one pilot is guided at a time (max. 2 under certain circumstances). The controllers monitor dedicated precision
approach radar systems, to determine the precise course and altitude of approaching aircraft. The controllers then
provide verbal instructions by radio to the pilots to guide them to a landing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1175:

Q2. Answer for example 1176: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase precise course in Example 1175 and Example 1176 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 589
1177. Target phrase: job site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18382696

Haul trucks are off-highway, rigid dump trucks specifically engineered for use in high-production mining and heavy-
duty construction environments. Haul trucks are also used for transporting construction equipment from job site to job
site. Some are multi-axle in order to support the equipment that is being hauled.

1178. Target phrase: job site
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=552656

The BCS patron is The Duke of Kent, KG. He became patron in December 1976 and has been actively involved
in BCS activities, particularly having been President in the Silver Jubilee Year in 1982–1983. In 2007, BCS launched
”BCSrecruit.com” a job site specifically aimed at IT professionals. In 2008 the BCS was labelled ”irrelevant” by an IT
training company, in connection with claims it made that nine out of ten IT professionals were ”unaware” of the BCS’s
Chartered accreditation scheme.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1177:

Q2. Answer for example 1178: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase job site in Example 1177 and Example 1178 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 590
1179. Target phrase: extremely important source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31594247

The Grand Mesa is one of the largest flat topped mountains in the world and has over 300 lakes and reservoirs on
top, many of which are in the Kannah Creek watershed, which help retain much of Grand Junction’s drinking water
throughout the year as the snowpack melts and converts into runoff. Kannah Creek is also the namesake for the locally
popular ”Kannah Creek Brewing Company”. Kannah Creek is an extremely important source of water, originating
on an elevated oasis, in an otherwise very arid region. Recreation.

1180. Target phrase: extremely important source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2852956

Zhang ”et al.” (2011) and Bollen ”et al.” (2011) report Twitter to be an extremely important source of sentiment
data, which helps to predict stock prices and volatility. The usual way to analyze the influence of the data from micro-
blogging platforms on behavior of stock prices is to construct special mood tracking indexes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1179:

Q2. Answer for example 1180: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extremely important source in Example 1179 and Example 1180 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 591
1181. Target phrase: third and fourth stages

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21825084

The second stage was for the ”up-and-coming, raunchy end of the pop market”, which took in The Pogues who, ac-
cording to one website, were so popular that ”people were literally hanging out of trees to catch the act that was bringing
the house down”. A third was ear-marked for African and Latin music and a fourth for DJs and rapping. Between them,
the third and fourth stages attracted more than 10,000 people, many of whom stayed all day there. A fifth stage was
titled ”Cowboys for Jobs” and was for musicians to fool around on.

1182. Target phrase: third and fourth stages
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33926436

Sleep is important in regulating metabolism. Mammalian sleep can be sub-divided into two distinct phases - REM
(rapid eye movement) and non-REM (NREM) sleep. In humans and cats, NREM sleep has four stages, where the
third and fourth stages are considered slow-wave sleep (SWS). SWS is considered deep sleep, when metabolism is
least active.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1181:

Q2. Answer for example 1182: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third and fourth stages in Example 1181 and Example 1182 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 592
1183. Target phrase: body types

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39718457

In mid 2017, Transit Systems purchased six Bustech CDi double deckers for use on route T80. In region 6, Transit
Systems inherited all of the Inner West State Transit fleet. This consists of a wide variety of different buses, both new and
old, and with many different chassis and body types. Since they have acquired the contract, they have also purchased
many new buses for this region.

1184. Target phrase: body types

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6821306

They further state that large women of color use their weight and personal style as a way to counter dominant beauty
standards that have historically been defined by white standards. This can include having natural hair or dreadlocks for
Black women as well as embracing larger and curvier figures. Research suggests that women of color, as well as com-
munities of color in general, may consider more body types attractive than white beauty standards. However, because
women of color are often excluded from fat positivity and acceptance movements, many have turned to social media as
a way of finding inclusion within the movements.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1183:

Q2. Answer for example 1184: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase body types in Example 1183 and Example 1184 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 593
1185. Target phrase: learning problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45316265

Conducting instructional rounds is a process that school districts and schools use to better understand teaching and
learning in schools in order to improve learning at scale. In an instructional rounds session, a group of educators, from
perhaps 20 to 40 in size, makes a series of visits to multiple classrooms to observe what is taking place in the instruc-
tional core (the interactions between students and teachers in the presence of content). Low inference observation notes
are taken about a learning problem (a ”problem of practice”) identified by the school being observed. The observa-
tion notes are used to create a data picture of what has been seen in teaching and learning practices throughout the school.

1186. Target phrase: learning problem
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1922440

He also claimed that both Brown and Beshear would raise taxes and proposed a state lottery, which he claimed would
generate $70 million annually for the state’s coffers, as an alternative to higher taxes. The proposal proved particularly
popular in Northern Kentucky, where residents routinely traveled to neighboring Ohio to play that state’s lottery. Wilkin-
son also advocated for wholesale education reform, stating that Kentucky’s children ”don’t have a learning problem;
they’ve got a schooling problem.” Two-time former governor A.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1185:

Q2. Answer for example 1186: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase learning problem in Example 1185 and Example 1186 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 594
1187. Target phrase: slight interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29442076

She is even more bothered when Becky appears in a commercial, which Robin thinks is unprofessional for a journalist.
The morning after Halloween, the gang catches Robin coming back from last night’s parties, assuming she had a one-night
stand. Lily believes she had slept with Randy, due to Randy appearing to have a slight interest in her. Robin claims
this to be the truth, though eventually she reveals she had given in and starred in a commercial to appear popular; the
commercial is for adult diapers, much to everyone’s amusement.

1188. Target phrase: slight interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=295105

Japanese approach. Japan sent a large delegation, headed by the former Prime Minister, Marquis Saionji Kinmochi.
It was originally one of the ”big five” but relinquished that role because of its slight interest in European affairs. In-
stead, it focused on two demands: the inclusion of its Racial Equality Proposal in the League’s Covenant and Japanese
territorial claims with respect to former German colonies: Shantung (including Kiaochow) and the Pacific islands north
of the Equator (the Marshall Islands, Micronesia, the Mariana Islands, and the Carolines).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1187:

Q2. Answer for example 1188: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase slight interest in Example 1187 and Example 1188 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 595
1189. Target phrase: tremendous risk

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30776658

There was a passenger aboard ”Harlequin”, traveling with his wife and two children. After all the men were ashore,
it was realized that the woman and her children were still on board. Two sailors took a boat and at tremendous risk
brought them all safely to shore. The six merchant vessels that were lost, with the number of casualties in parentheses,
were: One estimate gives the total number of people lost on the merchant vessels as 40.

1190. Target phrase: tremendous risk
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29897987

I think we have one of the finest medical staffs in the country. I don’t have any question about the fact every player
we have given a medical to, it’s been because of the medical opinion of the medical staff,” Saban said. ”Those guys should
not continue to play football because it would put their future in tremendous risk. Those decisions are always made in
the best interest of the player.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1189:

Q2. Answer for example 1190: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase tremendous risk in Example 1189 and Example 1190 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 596
1191. Target phrase: market competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=162557

In legal terms, all acts effected by collusion are considered void. Definition. In the study of economics and
market competition, collusion takes place within an industry when rival companies cooperate for their mutual benefit.
Collusion often takes place within an oligopoly market structure, where there are few firms and agreements have signifi-
cant impacts on the entire market or industry.

1192. Target phrase: market competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9249049

Non-geographical short codes and special numbers. Note: ”R = 1 to 6, X = 0 to 9, Y = 1 to 9” Mobile Number
portability. Mobile number portability was introduced on 1 October 2008 for mobile phone numbers in a bid to increase
market competition. Thus, subscribers are allowed to retain their mobile numbers when they switch to another service
provider.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1191:

Q2. Answer for example 1192: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase market competition in Example 1191 and Example 1192 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 597
1193. Target phrase: fundamental relationship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3473145

To prevent this, the product of GVD and crystal length ”L” should be much less than the pulse coherence time, for-
mula_6, which is the reciprocal of the bandwidth. Using the definition of GVD where formula_8 is the pulse bandwidth,
leads to the form These two constraints can be rearranged and combined to get The time-bandwidth product (TBP) of
a pulse is defined as the ratio of pulse length to pulse coherence time, formula_11. This means that a crystal length ”L”
will satisfy the simultaneous condition above if which is considered the fundamental relationship of the system. From
this, it can be seen that material properties and crystal dimensions will affect the temporal and spectral resolution of
GRENOUILLE.

1194. Target phrase: fundamental relationship
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4157938

Mora reports that he was ”disturbed” and felt he had to learn more. Mora described his reaction to learning of the
authorization for coercive interrogation techniques in these words: To my mind, there’s no moral or practical distinction
[between cruelty and torture]. If cruelty is no longer declared unlawful, but instead is applied as a matter of policy, it
alters the fundamental relationship of man to government. It destroys the whole notion of individual rights.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1193:

Q2. Answer for example 1194: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fundamental relationship in Example 1193 and Example 1194 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 598
1195. Target phrase: overt conflict

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40147

Exposure to marital conflict and instability, most often has negative consequences for children. Several mechanisms
are likely to be responsible. First, observing overt conflict between parents is a direct stressor for children. Observa-
tional studies reveal that children react to inter-parental conflict with fear, anger, or the inhibition of normal behavior.

1196. Target phrase: overt conflict

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35273832

Of those Gallus was appointed to rule the eastern provinces (351–354) until Constantius had him killed. The other was
Julian who was acclaimed emperor in 360 in competition with Constantius. However, the latter died before overt conflict
broke out, and Julian ascended the throne (361–363). Although Julian’s reign was relatively brief, his desire to return
the empire to traditional gods earned him the nickname of Apostate.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1195:

Q2. Answer for example 1196: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overt conflict in Example 1195 and Example 1196 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 599
1197. Target phrase: third area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17245801

Following the ”Cork Report” in 1982, the Insolvency Act 1986 created the administration procedure, requiring (on
paper) that the managers of insolvent businesses would attempt to rescue the company, and would act in all creditors’
interests. After the Enterprise Act 2002 this almost wholly replaced the receivership rules by which secured creditors,
with a floating charge over all assets, could run an insolvent company without regard to the claims of unsecured cred-
itors. The third area of reform concerned accountability for people who worsened or benefited from insolvencies. As
recommended by the ”Cork Report”, the Company Directors’ Disqualification Act 1986 meant directors who breached
company law duties or committed fraud could be prevented from working as directors for up to 15 years.

1198. Target phrase: third area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1617107
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Even before the construction license application was filed, the building promoter had to negotiate with the Swiss
Alpine Club and with the Swiss Nature Conservation Society. These discussions resulted in two large natural reserve
zones (the ”Matterhorn” region and the ”Monte Rosa” region). The third area (the ”Schwarzsee-Theodul Glacier-Klein
Matterhorn” region) was designated as a tourist zone. Licensing was further delayed until 1969 by the citizens of Zermatt
filing a complaint to the governing council of the Canton of Valais.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1197:

Q2. Answer for example 1198: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third area in Example 1197 and Example 1198 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 600
1199. Target phrase: one member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57996

By chemical structure. In general, corticosteroids are grouped into four classes, based on chemical structure. Allergic
reactions to one member of a class typically indicate an intolerance of all members of the class. This is known as the
”Coopman classification”.

1200. Target phrase: one member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8145378

Before 1974 that the parish was part of the Axbridge Rural District. The parish is represented in the House of
Commons of the Parliament of the United Kingdom as part of the Weston-super-Mare county constituency. It elects
one member of Parliament (MP) by the first past the post system of election. Geography.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1199:

Q2. Answer for example 1200: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one member in Example 1199 and Example 1200 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 601
1201. Target phrase: first crack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2796757

At approximately , the coffee will emit a cracking sound. This point is referred to as ”first crack,” marking the begin-
nings of a very ”light roast”. At first crack, a large amount of the coffee’s moisture has been evaporated and the beans
will begin to increase in size. When the coffee reaches approximately , it emits a ”second crack”, this sound represents
the structure of the coffee becoming brittle and fracturing as the bean continues to swell and enlarge from internal pressure.

1202. Target phrase: first crack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1906802

He went to the 1944 winter meetings of the NABPL (National Association of Professional Baseball Leagues) in Buffalo
with a two-plank agenda. He proposed that minor leagues get $10,000 (a compromise figure) instead of $7,500 when
one of their players is drafted by a major-league club. He also suggested that if &amp; when the major leagues invade
minor-league territory, the incumbent minor-league owners should get first crack at the major franchise. To his surprise,
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Rowland won support for both of his proposals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1201:

Q2. Answer for example 1202: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first crack in Example 1201 and Example 1202 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 602
1203. Target phrase: quarterly review

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25816085

Jan-Feb. 2011 L’oeil de la Photographie. Edward Albee and Dimitris Yeros Another Narcissus. December 2, 2016
The quarterly review “Harbours hitherto unseen the charm of Constantine Cavafy, by Derek Turner. March 25, 2013
Η ΦΑΝΤΑΣΙΑ ΤΟΥ ΓΕΡΟΥ, ΣΥΝΕΝΤΕΥΞΗ ΣΤΟΝ Χ����� Ν���������� BHMAGAZINO 13 March 2016 La fortuna de
retratar a García Márquez, El Universal, 9-12-2015 Inauguran exposición con imágenes de Dimitris Yeros, La Jornada
10-12-2015 EL HERALDO - Dimitris Yeros, el griego que retrató a Gabo, 27-11-2015 THE OPÉRA, Vol.

1204. Target phrase: quarterly review

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=240147

Continuous monitoring of performance, against predetermined targets, represents a most important aspect of this.
However, perhaps even more important is the enforced discipline of a regular formal review. Again, as with forecasts,
in many cases the best (most realistic) planning cycle will revolve around a quarterly review. Best of all, at least in
terms of the quantifiable aspects of the plans, if not the wealth of backing detail, is probably a quarterly rolling review —
planning one full year ahead each new quarter.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1203:

Q2. Answer for example 1204: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase quarterly review in Example 1203 and Example 1204 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 603
1205. Target phrase: smooth one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=419615

North American lamp cords have two single-insulated conductors designed for low-current applications. The insulator
covering one of the conductors is ribbed (parallel to wire) for the entire length of the cord, while the other conductor’s
insulator is smooth. The smooth one is hot and the ribbed one is neutral. Connectors.

1206. Target phrase: smooth one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9616579

While the debate and political situation as regards the policing of nationalist areas in Northern Ireland is losing heat
and becoming less hostile, it remains to be thought that the adequacy of Derry’s own security personnel discards the
need for state policing of games as far as the safety of match-goers is concerned. Financial difficulties and flirtation with
relegation (2000–04). Despite the club’s successes, Derry City’s path has not always been a smooth one. In September
2000, the club was in a crippled position from a financial perspective and on the verge of bankruptcy due to an unpaid
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tax bill.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1205:

Q2. Answer for example 1206: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase smooth one in Example 1205 and Example 1206 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 604
1207. Target phrase: monthly average

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36973989

Mogadishu Port revenue diversion. The UN experts said production of the Somali port ”continues to be fraught with
fraud and corruption” and that fees from Mogadishu port, a key source for the government, were being diverted. It said
a monthly average of ”at least” 33 percent of the port fees cannot be accounted for. The monitoring group estimates
that at least 30 to 35 per cent of monthly port revenue cannot be accounted for, which is largely a continuation of the
previous year’s rate of diversion.

1208. Target phrase: monthly average

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6142319

In Atlantic City, New Jersey, winds reached 76 mph (122 km/h) at a height of 171 ft (52 m), which is 67 mph
(107 km/h) at sea level. At the time, this was the highest wind report for the station in the month of August. Rainfall
in Atlantic City totaled , including that fell in an hour on August 20, which was the monthly average. Two people
drowned along the Jersey Shore due to high waves, and the storm capsized nine boats.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1207:

Q2. Answer for example 1208: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase monthly average in Example 1207 and Example 1208 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 605
1209. Target phrase: large object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4060824

German regulations mandate that all subway trains must not stop inside a tunnel after the emergency brake has been
pulled or if any other hazard like a fire is detected, but instead should proceed to the next station if possible to ease
rescue operations. Since the longest travel time between two stations on the Nuremberg U-Bahn is about 3 Minutes
(between Ziegelstein and Flughafen) and most stations are less than 60 seconds apart, this is deemed a superior option
to stopping inside a tunnel, where evacuation, rescue and firefighting attempts would be much more difficult than on
a station platform. German regulations mandate some means to stop a train if a person or large object should fall
onto the track. Installing doors between track and platform (like on Paris’s Météor Line) would have been the superior
solution, but since 6 stations which were already in full operation (the section Rathenauplatz to Rothenburger Straße)
needed to be converted, fitting doors to the platform edges would have led to severe service disruptions and station closures.

1210. Target phrase: large object

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13141295
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In other words, at twice the distance, the level falls 16 times. This puts the maximum range at which a bat can detect
an insect in metres. A large object such as a tree, a building or the ground can be detected by the bat at much greater
distances. Types of bat call.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1209:

Q2. Answer for example 1210: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large object in Example 1209 and Example 1210 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 606
1211. Target phrase: performance measurements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37683658

The 1951 GE Measurement Project provided a template for the new performance measures, which were orthogonal to
the old performance measures, as well as to each other. The new measures were ”profitability, market position, produc-
tivity, product leadership, personnel development, employee attitudes, public responsibility”, and balance between short-
term and long-term goals. Thirty years later, when the company was in dire straits, the performance measurements
were functionally consolidated into ranked profitability and growth. With this strategy, GE annually swept away the
bottom 10% of its performers in profitability and growth.

1212. Target phrase: performance measurements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31997774

Most of the research is done taking advantage of RA-6, a 1 MW experimental reactor. Experiments done with the
RA-6 include irradiation and radioactive activation of several materials. Some research groups also focus on refining reac-
tor calculations and performance measurements and designing mechanical devices for those tasks. Various companies
have sprung out of the Bariloche Atomic Center, such as INVAP y ALTEC.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1211:

Q2. Answer for example 1212: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase performance measurements in Example 1211 and Example 1212 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 607
1213. Target phrase: one or two places

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3290156

Though the album borrows the name, and artwork depicting imagery, from George Orwell’s dystopian novel ”Nineteen
Eighty-Four” (1949), Phillips clarified that the only real connection between the album and the story was that the book
had ”a nice title”, and named the album late in the production stage after the music had been recorded. He wanted a
title that had a sense of drama behind it, as opposed to a more ”dreamy” one. After deciding on ”1984” as the title,
Phillips revisited the composition and ”nastied the music up in one or two places”. Recording.

1214. Target phrase: one or two places

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5091961
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In tests where the dog and handler team are judged against a standard, in some instances it has been adjudged that
none of the dogs reached the required standard and awards have been withheld. This is, however, an unusual occurrence.
It is more common for awards to be limited to one or two places than not to be awarded. An award is any placing in
a stake decided by the judges which may be first, second, third or fourth position.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1213:

Q2. Answer for example 1214: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one or two places in Example 1213 and Example 1214 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 608
1215. Target phrase: split tracks

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14149553

The line opened on May 23, 2015. Route. The Purple Line begins at its northern terminus at Smith Street with
split tracks on Capitol and Rusk Streets. The northbound track will run along Capitol Street in downtown, while its
southbound counterpart will run down Rusk Street.

1216. Target phrase: split tracks

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61091

”Short Skirt/Long Jacket” was used in a Fastrack commercial for Summer Bags. ”Short Skirt/Long Jacket” is a
playable song in the video game ”Rock Band 4”. ”Short Skirt/Long Jacket” is used in a series of split tracks on the
electronic card mixing game DropMix by Hasbro. Band members.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1215:

Q2. Answer for example 1216: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase split tracks in Example 1215 and Example 1216 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 609
1217. Target phrase: first such service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1202546

In June 1895 Peek had saved the life of a young French girl who jumped overboard from a ferry midway between
Dinard and St Malo in Brittany and was awarded the bronze medal of the Royal Humane Society and the Gold Medal 1st
Class of the Sociâetâe Nationale de Sauvetage de France. In November 1898 a memorial service was held at St Magnus
for Sir Stuart Knill (1824–1898), head of the firm of John Knill and Co, wharfingers, and formerly Lord Mayor and
Master of the Plumbers’ Company. This was the first such service for a Roman Catholic taken in an Anglican church.
Sir Stuart’s son, Sir John Knill (1856–1934), also served as Alderman for the Ward of Bridge Within, Lord Mayor and
Master of the Plumbers’ Company.

1218. Target phrase: first such service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18888894

Japan. Several overnight ”car train” (������) services were operated by the Japanese National Railways and its successor
JR Group between 1985 and 1999. The first such service operated between Shiodome Freight Terminal in Tokyo and
Higashi-Kokura Freight Terminal in northern Kyushu. At various times during the 1990s, similar services were operated
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between Nagoya and Kyushu, between Tokyo and Hokkaido through the Seikan Tunnel, and within Hokkaido.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1217:

Q2. Answer for example 1218: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first such service in Example 1217 and Example 1218 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 610
1219. Target phrase: third world country

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6154833

Ashoori has worked extensively as an author, essayist, translator, literary interpreter, encyclopedist, and lexicolo-
gist. His intellectual interests cover a wide interdisciplinary range, including political sciences, literature, philosophy and
linguistics. His main domain of intellectual focus is the cultural and linguistic matters of his native country, Iran, as a
third world country encountering modernity. He has made vast contributions to the development of the Persian vocabu-
lary and terminology in the domains of human sciences and philosophy by coining new words and modifying existing ones.

1220. Target phrase: third world country

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=882819

BATF brought much needed visibility to many civic issues and helped creating awareness among the public. The
projects were seeds sown which continue to showcase the strength of PPP projects after a decade. Nirmala toilets show-
cased the quality of facilities, O&amp;M that can be maintained by government organisation in a third world country
like India. Beautification of parks, signages brought in the much needed international look to the city.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1219:

Q2. Answer for example 1220: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third world country in Example 1219 and Example 1220 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 611
1221. Target phrase: greater volume

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14349165

Bowles was concerned over what he considered inadequate protection in the ”Pennsylvania”s, especially the thin deck
armor near the main magazines. British designs placed these magazines well below the ship’s waterline and far back
from her sides but tended to be much smaller than in US designs. Since US cruisers generally carried heavier armament
than their British counterparts, this necessitated magazines with greater volume to ensure adequate ammunition. In
his 14,500 proposed design labeled ”F,” Bowles extended the casemate armor to include the turrets and increased the
ship’s beam slightly to compensate for the added weight.

1222. Target phrase: greater volume

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3079085

Critics of the profit motive contend that companies disregard morals or public safety in the pursuit of profits. Free
market economists counter that the profit motive, coupled with competition, actually reduces the final price of an item
for consumption, rather than raising it. They argue that businesses profit by selling a good at a lower price and at a
greater volume than the competition. Economist Thomas Sowell uses supermarkets as an example to illustrate this
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point: American economist Milton Friedman has argued that greed and self-interest are universal human traits.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1221:

Q2. Answer for example 1222: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater volume in Example 1221 and Example 1222 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 612
1223. Target phrase: account factors

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=311774

The ranking is based on income levels, health and education. Coyoacán was ranked sixth in education, fourth in
income and fifth in health. In quality of life, which takes into account factors such as crime statistics, Coyoacán ranked
second behind Benito Juarez in Mexico City. This ranks the quality of life as equivalent to that in developed countries.

1224. Target phrase: account factors

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30505255

All these remedies that the High Court may grant are discretionary. A successful claimant has no absolute right to
a remedy. In deciding whether to grant a remedy, the Court will take into account factors such as the following: Pre-
rogative orders. The ancient remedies of ”certiorari”, ”mandamus”, prohibition and ”habeas corpus” were originally only
available to the British Crown and thus termed prerogative writs, that is, writs that could be issued at the prerogative
of the sovereign.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1223:

Q2. Answer for example 1224: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase account factors in Example 1223 and Example 1224 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 613
1225. Target phrase: extra precaution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15107248

He also worked very closely with Li, discussing and exploring various moves with him They would try out different
moves before demonstrating to the rest of the cast. The major fight scene between Wu and Xing Yu required two rehearsals
before proceeding to actual filming, which was done in two takes. The production crew also took extra precaution
when filming action scenes involving Ronald Cheng as Cheng had not recovered from a previous waist injured. Prior to
filming, Cheng had sought guidance from Wu, and discovered several fatal moves in the art of combat, one of which
resulted in a thumb injury caused by Wu.

1226. Target phrase: extra precaution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44010515

Plants should be monitored for symptoms during bloom and suspicious plants should be marked. If there is suspicion,
take leaf samples from multiple branches and send them to a diagnostic lab for testing. There is no known cure for
”blueberry shock virus”, so extra precaution should be taken when buying and handling suckers and plant material.
Importance.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1225:

Q2. Answer for example 1226: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extra precaution in Example 1225 and Example 1226 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 614
1227. Target phrase: easy change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=659059

To meet that goal, increasing engine speed seemed to be the most attractive solution. However, there were a number of
practical problems that were impeding progress in these areas. Increasing the compression ratio is an easy change that
improves the mean effective pressure (MEP), but leads to engine knocking from inconsistent detonation. Uncontrolled,
knock can damage the engine and was a major block on the way to improved power settings.

1228. Target phrase: easy change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22549683

As Hagen also states, however, this is a complex process, since most of Angelou’s experiences with whites are positive
during this time. Cudjoe states that as the book’s main protagonist, Angelou moves between the white and Black worlds,
both defining herself as a member of her community and encountering whites in ”a much fuller, more sensuous manner”.
In her third autobiography, Angelou is placed in circumstances that force her to change her opinions about whites, not
an easy change for her. Louise Cox, the co-owner of the record store she frequents on Fillmore Street, generously offers
Angelou employment and friendship.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1227:

Q2. Answer for example 1228: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase easy change in Example 1227 and Example 1228 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 615
1229. Target phrase: general scene

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12101852

In July 2007, following widespread storms over parts of the United Kingdom, Dow stated that he believed the re-
sulting flooding (in which several people were killed) was an act of divine retribution, the result of God’s ”strong and
definite judgement” on the ”moral degradation” of British society. In particular, he blamed the economic exploitation
of poorer nations and the United Kingdom’s introduction of laws aimed at reducing discrimination against gay people,
notably the proposals to introduce same-sex marriage. He stated that ”the Sexual Orientation Regulations are part of a
general scene of permissiveness. We are in a situation where we are liable for God’s judgement.”

1230. Target phrase: general scene

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14669901

The other penalizes nodes for being significantly different from its neighbor. When these are minimized the graph is
then cut to separate the text nodes from the non-text nodes. To enable text detection in a general scene, Neumann uses
the MSER algorithm in a variety of projections. In addition to the greyscale intensity projection, he uses the red, blue,
and green color channels to detect text regions that are color distinct but not necessarily distinct in greyscale intensity.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1229:

Q2. Answer for example 1230: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general scene in Example 1229 and Example 1230 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 616
1231. Target phrase: integral component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10116806

He also said ”terrorism has deep roots in Central Asia.” President Nazarbayev ’s said in his opening statement, ”Kaza-
khstan’s national security is closely linked to the security of the Central Asian region. And security in Central Asia should
be considered an integral component of security in [Eurasia]. The Central Asian region should be part of a Eurasian
security system that is part of a global security system.”

1232. Target phrase: integral component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57655999

The later modifications and additions are sensitively rendered and the consistent use of materials, sympathetic massing
and architectural detail do not detract from the aesthetic significance of the item. Edward Gell’s architectural detailing
in stone and brick is of high aesthetic significance and contributes to establishing the Cathedral’s landmark qualities.
The Cathedral is an integral component of the centre of Bathurst, the first inland settlement in NSW. It makes a
major contribution to the historic character of the centre of the town now recognised as an urban Conservation Area and
stands prominently on two important commercial streets, William and Keppel.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1231:

Q2. Answer for example 1232: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase integral component in Example 1231 and Example 1232 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 617
1233. Target phrase: typical use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1804284

Untreated cider must frequently suffers from acetobacter contamination causing vinegar spoilage. Yeasts are resistant
to the tablets but the acetobacter are easily killed off, hence treatment is important in cider production. typical use
is one crushed Campden tablet per US gallon (3.8 L) of must or wort. This dosage contributes 67 ppm sulfur dioxide
to the wort but the level of active sulfur dioxide diminishes rapidly as it reacts with chlorine and chloramine, and with
aldehydes (particularly in wine).

1234. Target phrase: typical use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1854511

Message Format &lt;CR&gt;&lt;LF&gt;MDXXXLLLLTYYYYYYY&lt;0x20&gt;ZZZZZZZ&lt;0x20&gt;&lt;CR&gt;&lt;LF&gt;&lt;Ŷ&gt;
&lt;CR&gt; carriage return &lt;LF&gt; line feed MDXXX Message desk. This is a 3 digit field (usually 001) LLLL
Logical terminal number (0001 - 4096) T Reason code (D for direct call, A for all calls forwarded, B for busy for-
warding, U for unknown) &lt;0x20&gt; space YYYYYYY called party number (maybe not present, such as for direct
calls) ZZZZZZZ calling party number (CPN) (maybe not present if unavailable) &lt;CR&gt; carriage return &lt;LF&gt;
line feed &lt;Ŷ&gt; end marker, Ctrl-Y, ASCII ”EM” Each of the numbers is a common fixed length for each link,
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such as 5 (extensions), 7 (US PSTN numbers without area code), or 10 (US PSTN numbers) digits, zero-padded on
the left where necessary, and terminated with &lt;0x20&gt;. A typical use of the called party number is to select
which voicemail greeting to play for the call. MWI Format OP:MWI&lt;0x20&gt;XXXX!&lt;EOT&gt; OP Operate
message-waiting indicator (turn on) &lt;0x20&gt; space XXXX extension number &lt;EOT&gt; end-of-transmission
character RMV:MWI&lt;0x20&gt;XXXX!&lt;EOT&gt; RMV remove message-waiting indicator (turn off) &lt;0x20&gt;
space XXXX extension number &lt;EOT&gt; End of Transmission Example This is an example of a direct call from
extension 3500.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1233:

Q2. Answer for example 1234: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase typical use in Example 1233 and Example 1234 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 618
1235. Target phrase: interesting difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22584930

These tensions played out in Catholic Schools. In the late 1800s, there were many French migrants coming from
Quebec to Ontario, making the Irish Catholics, who were the previous majority, left to contend with a growing French
population. There was an interesting difference in prejudice from both Irish Catholics and Anglo-Protestants towards
bilingual Catholic schools in Ontario. Irish Catholics did not like French Catholic schools because it went against their
language.

1236. Target phrase: interesting difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=157700

Comparison of this natural frequency to that of a simple pendulum consisting of a single point of mass provides a
mathematical formulation for moment of inertia of an extended body. Moment of inertia also appears in momentum,
kinetic energy, and in Newton’s laws of motion for a rigid body as a physical parameter that combines its shape and
mass. There is an interesting difference in the way moment of inertia appears in planar and spatial movement. Planar
movement has a single scalar that defines the moment of inertia, while for spatial movement the same calculations yield
a 3 × 3 matrix of moments of inertia, called the inertia matrix or inertia tensor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1235:

Q2. Answer for example 1236: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase interesting difference in Example 1235 and Example 1236 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 619
1237. Target phrase: well-known section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4709077

Nunobiki waterfalls comprises four separate falls: Ontaki, Mentaki, Tsutsumigadaki, and Meotodaki. ”Tales of Ise”. A
well-known section of the ”Tales of Ise” (””) describes a trip taken by a minor official and his guests to Nunobiki Falls.
They begin a poetry-writing contest, to which one of the guests, a commander of the guards, contributes: &lt;poem&gt;
Which, I wonder, is higher- This waterfall or the fall of my tears As I wait in vain, Hoping today or tomorrow To rise in
the world.
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1238. Target phrase: well-known section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67621574

Following the death of Pope Miltiades (311–14), Sylvester is elected pope in which his charity and pastoral care are
notable signatures of his papacy. Part two (Mombritius, 510–515). The second part is the most well-known section
of the ”Acts”, and arguably had the most influential aspect on Catholic apologetics. Constantine, stricken with leprosy,
consults numerous magicians and physicians to no avail, when he is finally advised by the pagan priests to bathe in the
warm blood of children.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1237:

Q2. Answer for example 1238: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase well-known section in Example 1237 and Example 1238 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 620
1239. Target phrase: intrusive nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11515071

As of late September 2007, she was living in Pittsburgh and held a position as spokesperson for Pittsburgh Coun-
cilman Bill Peduto. She also landed a job with Xtrain which was a firm that specialized in new media expert training.
Although her father remained supportive, her friends were beginning to tire of the intrusive nature of her activities by
the end of 2007. In October 2007, she was described as one of the web’s most popular lifecasters in Tribune Company
affiliates such as the ”Chicago Tribune”.

1240. Target phrase: intrusive nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20556542

Due to the method, much of the subjects’ data will be excluded from analysis, leaving a bias in data findings. For
instance, a questionnaire may include questions about respondents drug use history, current earnings, or sexual persua-
sions. Many of the subjects in the sample may not answer due to the intrusive nature of the questions, but may answer
all other items. Listwise deletion will exclude these respondents from analysis.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1239:

Q2. Answer for example 1240: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase intrusive nature in Example 1239 and Example 1240 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 621
1241. Target phrase: major societal issues

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14703473

The University of Twente is known for its international population (&gt;40%), its student-activism and its strong focus
on interdisciplinary collaboration, hence its slogan ”High Tech, Human Touch.” Within one year after his installation,
Victor van der Chijs designed a more focused strategy for the future of the university together with students, staff, alumni
and external stakeholders. Known as Vision 2020, the University’s current strategic direction aims to find innovative
solutions for major societal issues. Van der Chijs’ appointment has contributed strongly to the international profile of
the University, with growing numbers in influx of students and researchers.
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1242. Target phrase: major societal issues

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37882277

Advocacy. Through her autobiography and her preachings, Foote shed light on the discrimination that African Amer-
ican people face in the United States, and also the prejudices against women that exist. She used her religious voice
and impact to spread far-reaching messages about these major societal issues. She felt that if women read, heard, and
grasped the power of the gospel they would be free from prejudices and discrimination, and she actively sought for women
to be able to preach in churches.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1241:

Q2. Answer for example 1242: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major societal issues in Example 1241 and Example 1242 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 622
1243. Target phrase: draft beer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1602780

Also recently, traditionally rock-oriented acts like They Might Be Giants have released albums marketed directly to
children, such as ”No!” and ”Here Come the ABCs”. Jimmy Buffett simply remade his ”Cheeseburger in Paradise” song
into children’s music with cleaned up lyrics (”Root Beer” instead of ”draft beer”). His songs were already kid friendly
with catchy lyrics and simple melodies punctuated with penny whistles and ship bell sound effects.

1244. Target phrase: draft beer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1764759

A light variety was launched in 2008. Modelo Negra. Modelo Negra is a 5.4% abv Dunkel-style lager first brewed
in Mexico by Austrian immigrants, and was introduced as a draft beer in 1926. Modelo Negra comes in an unusually
shaped, wide brown bottle with a trademark gold label.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1243:

Q2. Answer for example 1244: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase draft beer in Example 1243 and Example 1244 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 623
1245. Target phrase: initial strain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=473449

Computers infected with older versions of Bagle are updated when newer ones are released. History. The initial strain,
Bagle.A, was first sighted on January 18, 2004, seemingly originating in Australia. The original file name for the Bagle
virus was beagle, but computer scientists decided to call it bagle instead as a way to spite Bagle’s programmer.

1246. Target phrase: initial strain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2897964
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When new regular premium protection business (such as life or critical illness insurance) is written, the value of the
company may reduce (when viewed on a regulatory basis) even if the business is likely to be profitable. This effect is
known as new business strain and is due to the requirement for the insurer to hold day 1 capital reserves that are higher
than the initial premium payments from customers. Zillmerisation is one method of adjusting a net premium valuation
to ease this initial strain. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1245:

Q2. Answer for example 1246: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase initial strain in Example 1245 and Example 1246 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 624
1247. Target phrase: henry’s world

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31658772

Captains were limited to technology developed centuries earlier, like the kamal of Arabian genesis, a crude instrument
used to measure latitude, and ships with designs which prohibited their use due to the crushing swells, turbulent weather,
and material attrition of an open ocean expedition. It was not until Prince Henry the Navigator of Portugal was born in
1394 and gained influence at court through the 15th century that exploration and the development of nautical sciences
became priorities under the Iberian governments. Having been part of the crusades as a young man, henry’s world
became ever larger as he traveled the world under the banner of Christ. Even though a zealous and sometimes violent
catholic, he did not disregard tales he had heard of Arabian exploration and lands beyond what was known.

1248. Target phrase: henry’s world

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32938609

Other characters in the show include Henry’s Uncle Neptune (voiced by Colin Fox), Ms. Pierre, Henry’s teacher and
the anti-hero Darwin (voiced by Julie Lemieux), an overweight bully who sometimes teases and picks on Henry. Release.
”henry’s world” was also seen on ABC Kids in Australia (21 October 2002 - 31 October 2013) and HBO Family in the
United States. The first season of the show is available on a 2 disc DVD set from Echo Bridge Entertainment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1247:

Q2. Answer for example 1248: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase henry’s world in Example 1247 and Example 1248 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 625
1249. Target phrase: alternative access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10540456

These facilities regularly entice the visit of professional footballer Keith Gillespie. North Down Coastal Path - Stretch-
ing from Bangor to Holywood and overlooking Belfast Lough, the coastal path is popular with ramblers, dog walkers,
runners and cyclists (it is an official cycle path as of January 2010). alternative access to the coastal path is via Kerr’s
Wood, a tree-lined pathway originating at the Crawfordsburn Road. Travel.

1250. Target phrase: alternative access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8600732
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In November 2003 Sacca was hired at Google as Corporate Counsel, where he reported to General Counsel David
Drummond. As part of the legal and business development team, his first mandate was to find large amounts of data
space, by negotiating and signing agreements around the world. Sacca served as Head of Special Initiatives at Google
Inc. leading the alternative access and wireless divisions. Among his projects were the 700 MHz and TV white spaces
spectrum initiatives, Google’s data center in Oregon, and the free citywide WiFi network in Mountain View, California.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1249:

Q2. Answer for example 1250: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase alternative access in Example 1249 and Example 1250 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 626
1251. Target phrase: aerobic capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=713173

Although there is some specialization, the vast majority of racers compete in both classic and sprint. Competitors
are placed in classes based on gender and boat type as follows: The competitors are numbered within their class based
on results from previous races and compete in reverse order (best paddler last), usually at one-minute intervals. To race
successfully, paddlers must possess refined technical skill, as well as strength, endurance, aerobic capacity, and the
ability to ”read” whitewater. Whitewater racing is also practiced by competing teams; each team is made by a group of
three competitors belonging to the same class.

1252. Target phrase: aerobic capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=189037

Studies of animals indicate that physical activity may be more adaptable than changes in food intake to regulate
energy balance. Mice having access to activity wheels engaged in voluntary exercise and increased their propensity to
run as adults. Artificial selection of mice exhibited significant heritability in voluntary exercise levels, with ”high-runner”
breeds having enhanced aerobic capacity, hippocampal neurogenesis, and skeletal muscle morphology. The effects of
exercise training appear to be heterogeneous across non-mammalian species.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1251:

Q2. Answer for example 1252: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase aerobic capacity in Example 1251 and Example 1252 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 627
1253. Target phrase: several high points

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44745

Approximately 1 square mile is on the barrier island Deerfield Beach Island (DBI), also colloquially known as Deerfield
Cay. Like other South Florida cities, Boca Raton has a water table that does not permit building basements, however
plumbing and sewage is constructed underneath the homes and streets, in addition to electrical systems in some areas.
There are several high points in the city, such as 4th Avenue which is aptly named ”High Street.” The highest point in
this area is the guard shack at Camino Gardens, which is above sea level.

1254. Target phrase: several high points
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32001358

In the NAIA playoffs, they defeated Cumberlands (48–41), Concordia (54–38) and Kansas Wesleyan (43–21) to ad-
vance to the NAIA title game. Top-ranked Morningside defeated Benedictine 35–28 in Daytona Beach, Fla. More
than 3,000 Benedictine fans traveled to the game. St. Benedict’s started football in 1920 and the program enjoyed
several high points in its early years. The school dropped football after the 1962 season.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1253:

Q2. Answer for example 1254: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase several high points in Example 1253 and Example 1254 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 628
1255. Target phrase: worst case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=596878

Visibility can change at the intersection points of the images of the edges. Let ”k” denote the total number of the
intersection points of the images of the edges. Both ”k” = Θ(”n”2) and ”v” = Θ(”n”2) in the worst case, but usually
”v” &lt; ”k”. Algorithms.

1256. Target phrase: worst case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51394624

In mid-1877, tensions erupted in stoppages and civil unrest across the nation in what would become known as the
Great Railroad Strike or the Great Strikes. Violence began in Martinsburg, West Virginia and spread along the rail
lines through Baltimore and on to several major cities and transportation hubs of the time, including Reading, Scranton
and Shamokin, Pennsylvania; a bloodless general strike in St. Louis, Missouri; and a short lived uprising in Chicago,
Illinois. In the worst case, rioting in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania left 61 dead and 124 injured. Much of the city’s center
was burned, including more than a thousand rail cars destroyed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1255:

Q2. Answer for example 1256: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase worst case in Example 1255 and Example 1256 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 629
1257. Target phrase: free union

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10042581

The name was taken from that of the Free Union Church, which had been built in 1837 and is still operating as
the Free Union Baptist Church. The church was ”free” in that all races were welcome to worship there, and it was a
”union” of four denominations of Christianity, none of which could have afforded a church of their own at that time.
free union continued to be known as Nixville until the early 20th century, when the post office’s name caught on. The
Ballard-Maupin House was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1999.

1258. Target phrase: free union

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10504258
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Members of a free union may refer to each other as partners, spouses, or any other title, but may find themselves
subject to the laws of common law marriage if they consistently refer to themselves as husband and wife according to
their local jurisdiction. Roman Catholic criticism. According to Catholicism, the expression ”free union” includes sit-
uations such as concubinage, rejection of marriage as such, or inability to make long-term commitments. According to
the Catechism of the Catholic Church, being in a ”free union” is a grave offense against the dignity of marriage, which
it sees as a Sacrament.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1257:

Q2. Answer for example 1258: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase free union in Example 1257 and Example 1258 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 630
1259. Target phrase: free union

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10042581

The name was taken from that of the Free Union Church, which had been built in 1837 and is still operating as
the Free Union Baptist Church. The church was ”free” in that all races were welcome to worship there, and it was a
”union” of four denominations of Christianity, none of which could have afforded a church of their own at that time.
free union continued to be known as Nixville until the early 20th century, when the post office’s name caught on. The
Ballard-Maupin House was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1999.

1260. Target phrase: free union

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10504258

The free union is an alternative to, or rejection or criticism of marriage, viewing it as a form of slavery and human
ownership, particularly for women. According to this concept, the free union of adults is a legitimate relationship that
should be respected. A free union is made between two individuals, but each individual may have several unions of
their own. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1259:

Q2. Answer for example 1260: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase free union in Example 1259 and Example 1260 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 631
1261. Target phrase: street signs

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1061985

The Office of Film and Literature Classification (OFLC, ) is an independent Crown entity established under Films,
Videos, and Publications Classification Act 1993 responsible for censorship and classification of publications in New
Zealand. A ”publication” is defined broadly to be any thing that shows an image, representation, sign, statement, or
word. This includes films, video games, books, magazines, CDs, T-shirts, street signs, jigsaw puzzles, drink cans, and
campervans. The chairperson of the OFLC is the Chief Censor, a position that is selected by the Governor-General on
the recommendation of the Minister of Internal Affairs with the agreement of the Minister of Women’s Affairs and the
Minister of Justice.

1262. Target phrase: street signs
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40623046

From General’s Highway to the Gate House Epping Forest Road was widened and straightened and some sidewalks
were added. A traffic light was installed at Route 178. The entrance to Epping Forest, its roads and clubhouse were
improved, and street signs were installed. Cable television was made available to the residents.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1261:

Q2. Answer for example 1262: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase street signs in Example 1261 and Example 1262 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 632
1263. Target phrase: energetic campaign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62896

McGovern returned to his Senate reelection race, facing Republican former governor Archie M. Gubbrud. While
South Dakota voters sympathized with McGovern over his daughter’s arrest, he initially suffered a substantial drop in
popularity over the events in Chicago. However, McGovern conducted an energetic campaign that focused on his
service to the state, while Gubbrud ran a lackluster effort. In November, McGovern won 57 percent of the vote in what
he would consider the easiest and most decisive victory of his career.

1264. Target phrase: energetic campaign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2246190

Peasant hunters, however, were rarely rewarded, because of corrupt bureaucrats stealing the money. In 1858, after
paying the equivalent of $1,250,000 for over a million wolves in Central Russia, officials became suspicious, and discovered
that some hunters bought wolf pelts for low prices, cut them up and handed them to magistrates as wolf tails. In the later
years of the 19th century, Russian hunting societies began an energetic campaign against wolves. In 1897, members of
the Moscow Hunting Society killed their first 1000 wolves, though the number of professional wolf hunters at the time
was rather low.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1263:

Q2. Answer for example 1264: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase energetic campaign in Example 1263 and Example 1264 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 633
1265. Target phrase: almost twice the size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3472160

On the unusual arrangement of figures, Austrian-British art historian E. H. Gombrich writes: Parmigianino has dis-
torted nature for his own artistic purposes, creating a typical Mannerist figura serpentinata. Jesus is also extremely large
for a baby, and he lies precariously on Mary’s lap as if about to fall at any moment. The Madonna herself is of hardly
human proportions—she is almost twice the size of the angels to her right. Her right foot rests on cushions that appear
to be only a few inches away from the picture plane, but the foot itself seems to project beyond it, and is thus on ”our”
side of the canvas, breaking the conventions of a framed picture.

1266. Target phrase: almost twice the size
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=180709

Originally an island with fishing villages, it has been developed since the late 20th century with the construction of
Tung Chung New Town on its north-western coast and the completion of several major infrastructure projects, including
Lantau Link (1997), Hong Kong International Airport (1998), Hong Kong Disneyland (2005) and Ngong Ping 360 (2006).
Geography. With a land mass of , it is the largest island in Hong Kong, almost twice the size of Hong Kong Island.
Lantau Island primarily consists of mountainous terrain.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1265:

Q2. Answer for example 1266: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase almost twice the size in Example 1265 and Example 1266 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 634
1267. Target phrase: pleasant experience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44260229

He entered Komulo Primary School, then called Komulo School, in 1925. After passing the entry exam in 1927, he
was admitted to Maseno School in 1928. His three years of study there were not a pleasant experience, as he was
very far from home. He still was influenced by Edward Carey Francis, the headmaster, who helped grow his Christian faith.

1268. Target phrase: pleasant experience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1909357

Artifacts refer to objects that hold some type of cultural, historical or social interest for customers. They are the
tangible reminders of the service experienced by consumers. Artifacts may be purpose-designed objects that serve as
souvenirs or mementos of a pleasant experience. Many services, such as museums, galleries, theater’s and tourist at-
tractions, manufacture artifacts that form the basis of a merchandise collection, available for sale to visitors and guests.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1267:

Q2. Answer for example 1268: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase pleasant experience in Example 1267 and Example 1268 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 635
1269. Target phrase: final speech

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3925621

Effects. Much has been said about the efficiency of the ”Volksempfänger” as a propaganda tool. Most famously,
Hitler’s architect and Minister for Armaments and War Production, Albert Speer, said in his final speech at the Nurem-
berg trials: Utility receiver. The ”Volksempfänger” ”people’s radio” concept has been compared to the Utility Radio or
”Civilian Receiver” produced by Britain between 1944 and 1945.

1270. Target phrase: final speech

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3948238

During this time, the Middle School Orchestra plays music. After everyone is seated, there are multiple performances
from the HB Singers, Bravuras, and Upper School Orchestra. Afterwards, girls from many grades give speeches for their
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thankfulness, as well as the headmaster delivering the final speech until dismissal. Winterfest.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1269:

Q2. Answer for example 1270: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final speech in Example 1269 and Example 1270 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 636
1271. Target phrase: longest time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34882542

On 28 May 1992 the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) named Brigadier-General Myo Thant,
Minister of Information, Deputy Chairman of the Steering Committee for the Convening of the National Convention,
or National Convention Convening Commission (NCCC). In February 1993 Brigadier General Myo Thant said that the
military government would only consider the release of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi after she had served five years of house
arrest. This was the longest time that anyone could be detained without charge under Myanmar law. In October 1994
Myo Thant gave instructions to the Video Censorship Board to increase censorship of locally-made and imported videos.

1272. Target phrase: longest time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3437243

Half points have been awarded for five that were red-flagged before 75 per cent of the race distance had been completed.
Robert Kubica holds the record for the longest period of time between two points scoring finishes–8 years and 256 days–
between the 2010 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix and the 2019 German Grand Prix. Michael Schumacher holds the distinction
of having the longest time between his first points-scoring finish and his last. He achieved his first points-scoring fin-
ish at the 1991 Italian Grand Prix, and his last at the 2012 Brazilian Grand Prix, a span of 21 years, 2 months and 17 days.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1271:

Q2. Answer for example 1272: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase longest time in Example 1271 and Example 1272 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 637
1273. Target phrase: closed system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=175308

Note the similarities to the concept of entropy in chemistry and physics. A paradigm there would be a sort of prohi-
bition to proceed with any action that would increase the total entropy of the system. To create a paradigm requires a
closed system that accepts changes. Thus a paradigm can only apply to a system that is not in its final stage.

1274. Target phrase: closed system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=509021

The card readers were developed entirely by Cubic, whereas development of the back office systems was started by
Fujitsu and completed by Cubic. The system has the capability to interface with equipment or services provided by other
suppliers. The Oyster website is not part of the closed system but interfaces with it. Similarly, Oyster readers are now
embedded into ticket machines produced by Shere and Scheidt and Bachmann on the national rail network.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1273:

Q2. Answer for example 1274: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase closed system in Example 1273 and Example 1274 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 638
1275. Target phrase: recent human activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3054379

They reconnoitred the surrounding area for about two hours and filmed it with an 8 mm camera. The following day,
”Matsu Kikan” personnel again reconnoitred the area, before returning to Kupang. ”Matsu Kikan” did not see any signs
of recent human activity, and little of military significance was learnt from the mission. An officer involved with the
mission reportedly returned to Japan shortly afterward, where he suggested landing 200 Japanese convicts in Australia,
to launch a guerrilla campaign.

1276. Target phrase: recent human activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60745072

Lucanus datunensis is a species of stag beetle endemic to the Tatun Mountain of Taiwan’s Yangmingshan.It is first dis-
covered in 1984. It is the smallest stag beetle in Taiwan and is an endangered species threatened by recent human activity.
Etylomology.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1275:

Q2. Answer for example 1276: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase recent human activity in Example 1275 and Example 1276 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 639
1277. Target phrase: production standpoint

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1960927

Such trends saw the demise of the soul-infused techno that typified the original Detroit sound. Robert Hood has noted
that he and Daniel Bell both realized something was missing from techno in the post-rave era, and saw that an important
feature of the original techno sound had been lost. Hood states that ”it sounded great from a production standpoint,
but there was a ’jack’ element in the [old] structure. People would complain that there’s no funk, no feeling in techno
anymore, and the easy escape is to put a vocalist and some piano on top to fill the emotional gap.

1278. Target phrase: production standpoint

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=589108

In response, the US military was ordered by law to study the possibility of this tunnel network concealing a nuclear
arsenal. However, the tunnel theory has come under substantial attack due to several apparent flaws in its reasoning.
From a production standpoint, China probably does not have enough fissile material to produce 3,000 nuclear weapons.
Such an arsenal would require 9–12 tons of plutonium as well as 45–75 tons of enriched uranium and a substantial amount
of tritium.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1277:

Q2. Answer for example 1278: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase production standpoint in Example 1277 and Example 1278 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 640
1279. Target phrase: recent character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50311563

Jon’s origins are retconned in the story arc ”Superman Reborn”. In the four-part story, two different versions of Su-
perman and Lois Lane (the New 52 and Post-”Crisis”) are merged into one complete version, creating a new DC Universe
and a new origin story for Jon. Jon is the most recent character in DC Comics to assume the mantle of Superboy. He
was officially introduced as Superboy in ”Superman” vol.

1280. Target phrase: recent character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=75008

Obtaining timing information in this manner, they reliably receive when the transmitter is sending at a slightly
different speed than it should. Simplistic UARTs do not do this; instead they resynchronize on the falling edge of the
start bit only, and then read the center of each expected data bit, and this system works if the broadcast data rate
is accurate enough to allow the stop bits to be sampled reliably. It is a standard feature for a UART to store the
most recent character while receiving the next. This ”double buffering” gives a receiving computer an entire character
transmission time to fetch a received character.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1279:

Q2. Answer for example 1280: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase recent character in Example 1279 and Example 1280 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 641
1281. Target phrase: negligible effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31175

A CTT tax rate designed with a pragmatic goal of raising revenue for various development projects, rather than
to fulfill Tobin’s original goals (of ”slowing the flow of capital across borders” and ”preventing or managing exchange
rate crises”), should avoid altering the existing ”fundamental market behavior”, and thus, according to Schmidt, must
not exceed 0.00005, i.e., the observed levels of currency transaction costs (bid-ask spreads). The mathematician Paul
Wilmott has pointed out that while perhaps some trading ought to be discouraged, trading for the hedging of derivatives
is generally considered a good thing in that it can reduce risk, and this should not be punished. He estimates that any
financial tax should be at most one basis point so as to have negligible effect on hedging. Assuming that all currency
market participants incur the same maximum level of transaction costs (the full cost of the bid-ask spread), as opposed
to earning them in their capacity of market makers, and assuming that no untaxed substitutes exist for spot currency
markets transactions (such as currency futures and currency exchange-traded funds), Schmidt (2007) finds that a CTT
rate of 0.00005 would be nearly volume-neutral, reducing foreign exchange transaction volumes by only 14%.

1282. Target phrase: negligible effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3557219

Specifically, it can be shown that magnetic fields produced by electrical activity are not affected by the surrounding
head tissue, when the head is modeled as a set of concentric spherical shells, each being an isotropic homogeneous con-
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ductor. Real heads are non-spherical and have largely anisotropic conductivities (particularly white matter and skull).
While skull anisotropy has a negligible effect on MEG (unlike EEG), white matter anisotropy strongly affects MEG
measurements for radial and deep sources. Note, however, that the skull was assumed to be uniformly anisotropic in this
study, which is not true for a real head: the absolute and relative thicknesses of diploë and tables layers vary among and
within the skull bones.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1281:

Q2. Answer for example 1282: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase negligible effect in Example 1281 and Example 1282 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 642
1283. Target phrase: subsequent failure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13367508

When the CPI split, and gave rise to a new party, the Communist Party of India, Sen remained with the original
CPI, under chairmanship of S.A. Dange, which was following nationalist line. He became a national council member of
CPI in 1966 and was elected to party central executive committee in 1971. Sen parted ways with the CPI, following its
anti-Congress stand, in 1978, following Indira Gandhi’s emergency and subsequent failure in the election. In 1985, Sen
joined the Indian Communist Party and when it merged with the All India Communist Party in 1988 to become United
Communist Party of India, Sen became its general secretary, a post he held for 15 years till his death.

1284. Target phrase: subsequent failure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37345851

If the voltage across the dry band is high enough, an arc may form which can damage the jacket. Dry-band arcing
is more likely for cables installed under higher transmission voltage lines (220 kV and above). Even a few incidents of
arcing along a dry band can cause severe permanent damage to the jacket, leading to subsequent failure of the cable.
Relatively low sustained arc currents of a few milliamperes can cause eventual aging degradation of the cable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1283:

Q2. Answer for example 1284: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase subsequent failure in Example 1283 and Example 1284 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 643
1285. Target phrase: available stock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5440195

A 22 pin board can be plugged into a 12 pin harness and will work correctly except for the paintball detection system.
Anti-chop system. An anti-chop eye system known as PDS (Paintball Detection System) is available stock on 2003 and
newer models or can be installed by qualified sources. PDS uses a sender and receiver photocell that detects whether or
not a paintball has been loaded into the breech of the marker.

1286. Target phrase: available stock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1327762
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Then value is compared to construction costs (CC) in order to determine whether profitable opportunities exist for
developers. The intersection of construction costs and the value of housing services determine the maximum level of new
housing starts (HSo). Finally the amount of housing starts in the current period is added to the available stock of
housing in the next period. In the next period, supply curve SH will shift to the right by amount HSo.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1285:

Q2. Answer for example 1286: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase available stock in Example 1285 and Example 1286 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 644
1287. Target phrase: strong wish

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26534505

Other symptoms are a sensation of choking, paralysis, chest pain, nausea, numbness or tingling, chills or hot flashes,
faintness, crying and some sense of altered reality. In addition, the person usually has thoughts of impending doom. Indi-
viduals suffering from an episode have often a strong wish of escaping from the situation that provoked the attack. The
anxiety of panic disorder is particularly severe and noticeably episodic compared to that from generalized anxiety disorder.

1288. Target phrase: strong wish

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5120066

It had its basis in over forty years of high education of seafarers at the Maritime Faculty of Dubrovnik and more than
thirty years of education Business economics (tourism, marketing and foreign trade). The higher education in Dubrovnik
has gone through various phases, with their ups and downs. However, there always remained a strong wish to preserve
the identity of the City in this field as well. When the Croatian Parliament (”Hrvatski sabor”) adopted the new Higher
Education Act in 1994, introducing two separate systems in higher education: one scientific, i.e.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1287:

Q2. Answer for example 1288: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong wish in Example 1287 and Example 1288 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 645
1289. Target phrase: actual situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24152762

Two soldiers who were killed could not be evacuated were left on the spot due to the Syrian fire. Because of the
debacle and the fact that the commanders were hit, the battalion frequency became disorderly, with hysterical reports
of casualties and requests for assistance. The commanders switched to the brigade frequency and could not understand
the actual situation. The artillery officer’s request for artillery support to aid the 17th Battalion was answered a few
shells at the upper ski lift, before the battery was moved to a different sector.

1290. Target phrase: actual situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60915417

The following is the Deyunshe statement (with abridged): ”It is decided to suspend the regular performances of all
the small theatres (Beijing Deyunshe Theater, Deyunshe Sanlitun Theatre, Zhangyiyuan Tianqiao Teahouse, Guangdelou
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Theater) from August 9, 2010 (Monday). Check and carry out internal rectification. The specific performance recovery
time will be announced separately according to the actual situation.” Many Xiangsheng actors oppose the huge market
share of Deyunshe in the Xiangsheng performance industry, they believe that Deyunshe’s success has taken away their
audience and made their performance despised.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1289:

Q2. Answer for example 1290: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual situation in Example 1289 and Example 1290 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 646
1291. Target phrase: government competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37420543

Design and development. In the late 1950s a collaboration between Paul Legrand, an aviation engineer employed by
SNECMA and Michel Simon of Breguet Aviation led to the LS.50 two seat light aircraft, built as a one-off prototype.
They developed this into the LS.60 which was intended for production and was entered into a government competition
for a club trainer. The LS.60 has a high, braced wing of constant chord, mounted with 5° of dihedral.

1292. Target phrase: government competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3065217

While Eleanor Roosevelt saw Arthurdale as an exciting new chance for the government to provide destitute citizens
with the foundation for successful, self-sufficient lives, the project soon faltered on budgetary and political grounds. The
cost of constructing and maintaining the Arthurdale community far exceeded what the government had anticipated and
the idea of federally planned communities had never sat well with conservatives. Conservatives condemned it as socialist
and a ”communist plot,” while Democratic members of Congress opposed government competition with private en-
terprise. Thomas Schall, a US Senator from Minnesota, accused Roosevelt of having her name autographed on furniture
produced by the Arthurdale collective, which was then sold for five times the normal price.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1291:

Q2. Answer for example 1292: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase government competition in Example 1291 and Example 1292 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 647
1293. Target phrase: proper use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21792593

The ”Architectura”. Dietterlin’s architectural treatise ”Architectvra: Von Außtheilung, Symmetria vnd Proportion
der Fünff Seulen” was first published in separate parts in 1593 and 1594, and finally in a combined and expanded edition
in 1598. The book described the classical orders and their character and proper use, as was traditional in such books.
Dietterlin, however, showed less interest in the proportions of the order than in their ornamentation.

1294. Target phrase: proper use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53661259
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In fact, it has been reported in several articles that test subjects actually prefer heavier prostheses, even when the
load is completely superficial. Alignment and fit. Initial alignment of a prosthetic leg is conducted by a prosthetist or
physician to ensure proper use of the limb. The length of the residual limb is related to the amount of asymmetry in
the walking pattern, with longer stumps on average having greater control.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1293:

Q2. Answer for example 1294: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proper use in Example 1293 and Example 1294 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 648
1295. Target phrase: 3 year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14155540

The survival time may be longer in large dogs, and the cure rate is 20%. If a tumor is completely removed, usually the
pet will receive small doses of radiation in hopes of preventing recurrence. The survival rates are: 1 year: 59%, 3 year:
40%, 5 year: 13%. Cancer in Golden Retrievers.

1296. Target phrase: 3 year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34661181

In both 2009 and 2011 it was stated that Alex had died. Laurie Brasch. Laurie Brasch appeared in guest and recurring
roles for 3 year played by Chic Littlewood. Laurie was the policeman investigating the disappearance of Marj Neilson’s
(Elizabeth McRae) husband - Tom (Adrian Keeling) from his inner city home.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1295:

Q2. Answer for example 1296: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 3 year in Example 1295 and Example 1296 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 649
1297. Target phrase: main test

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5672031

Ptolemy described lunar motion by using a well-defined geometric model of epicycles and evection. Sir Isaac Newton
was the first to develop a complete theory of motion, mechanics. The observations of the lunar motion were the main test
of his theory. Lunar periods.

1298. Target phrase: main test

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15371861

The latter explains that when 3 � ”k”, ”P”=4 may be used, hence the earlier search is not necessary. The starting
value ”u”0 is then equal to the modular Lucas sequence ”V””k”(”P”,1) mod ”N”. This process takes very little time
compared to the main test. How the test works.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1297:

Q2. Answer for example 1298: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main test in Example 1297 and Example 1298 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 650
1299. Target phrase: substantial difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=737778

Revegetation projects restoring buloke woodland, a species of she-oak integral to the survival of the red-tailed black
cockatoo (”Calyptorynchus banksii”), have been interplanted with a nurse species, usually fast-growing eucalypts. Noisy
miner populations were more likely in those buloke woodlands where eucalypts had been planted at densities of up to 16
per hectare (6.4 per acre). The presence of noisy miners was accompanied by a substantial difference in number and
types of other birds found in the woodland. Behaviour.

1300. Target phrase: substantial difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51118813

When it comes to the winding of the teeth, the final wire of the first tooth is guided to the next tooth and then serves
as the starting wire for the second tooth. This process continues, depending on the number of a phase’s sub-segments.
The design of the components does not show any substantial difference compared to the one of classic single teeth.
The main reason for the processing of T-segments into one tooth chain lies in the reduced of number of contact points.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1299:

Q2. Answer for example 1300: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase substantial difference in Example 1299 and Example 1300 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 651
1301. Target phrase: thick line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33403190

On the western side is Santhal Parganas and the border between West Bengal and Jharkhand can be seen in the
map. Murshidabad district is on the eastern side. A small portion of the Padma River and the border with Bangladesh
(thick line) can be seen in the north-eastern corner of the map. 96.62% of the population of Rampurhat subdivision live
the rural areas and 3.38% of the population live in the urban areas.

1302. Target phrase: thick line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44971907

His artwork was featured in a number of group exhibitions. He became a staff cartoonist for ”Charlie Hebdo” in 1992.
With its thick line (somewhat reminiscent of woodcuts), and strong reliance on black-and-white, Honoré’s style stood
out from the other ”Charlie Hebdo” cartoonists. The last cartoon tweeted by ”Charlie Hebdo” minutes before the attack
was an illustration by Honoré of the ISIS leader, Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi, offering formal New Year’s wishes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1301:
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Q2. Answer for example 1302: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase thick line in Example 1301 and Example 1302 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 652
1303. Target phrase: whose abbreviated name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20036074

The CCCAN Championships are a biennial aquatics championship for countries in Central America and the Caribbean.
The name of the event comes from the event’s organizers: the Central American &amp; Caribbean Swimming Confed-
eration, whose abbreviated name is CCCAN. The CCCAN Championships are held every odd year, and began in 1960.

1304. Target phrase: whose abbreviated name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24262570

The Koren Bible survives in a single copy. The woodblocks of the Koren Bible were engraved by Vasily Koren of
Moscow. A.G Sakovich cites evidence that the artist or designer was Gury Nikitin Kineshemtsev, whose abbreviated name
appears on several of the Apocalypse blocks. Sources of Iconography.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1303:

Q2. Answer for example 1304: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose abbreviated name in Example 1303 and Example 1304 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 653
1305. Target phrase: rock candy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1288963

Hans Riegel Sr., a candy maker from Bonn, started the Haribo company in 1920. Middle East. Turkish delight and
rock candy are commonly found in Middle East. South America.

1306. Target phrase: rock candy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3015921

Many live music venues in Seattle, San Francisco, and New York organized shows to benefit Home Alive, where there
would be music and spoken word performances. These performances were put on by a variety of people including bands,
such as The Posies, and founders of Home Alive, such as Christien Storm, who performed spoken word, Valerie Agnew,
who performed with her band 7 Year Bitch, and Gretta Harley, who performed with her band Maxi Bad. The first show
took place at Seattle venue, RKCNDY (also known as rock candy). During these shows organizers and volunteers would
talk about Home Alive and there would be tables with information about Home Alive, as well.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1305:

Q2. Answer for example 1306: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rock candy in Example 1305 and Example 1306 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 654
1307. Target phrase: fictional story

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20972675

The Torquay Football Club was a founding member of the Bellarine District Football League in 1971. In popular
culture. The 2013 film ”Blinder” was set around a fictional story about a group of players of the Torquay club. Ten
years after a scandal tore the fabric of the club apart, Tom Dunn returns home to face the townfolk who hadn’t forgotten.

1308. Target phrase: fictional story

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6531956

This controversy is partially due to the large memory component of the GSS. Research has shown that the high levels
of suggestibility demonstrated by people with intellectual disabilities are related to poor memory for the information
presented in the GSS. People with intellectual disabilities have difficulty remembering aspects of the fictional story of
GSS because it is not relevant to them. When those with intellectual disabilities are tested based on events that are of
personal significance to them, suggestibility decreases significantly.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1307:

Q2. Answer for example 1308: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fictional story in Example 1307 and Example 1308 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 655
1309. Target phrase: clear position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14997747

Shunting and subsidiary signals. Shunting signals and subsidiary signals also exist in semaphore form, with smaller
arms and lights than are provided for main signals. These signals may also take the form of a disc with a horizontal
stripe which is rotated 45 degrees to the clear position. Train order signals.

1310. Target phrase: clear position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14076038

A Gallup Poll after the November elections showed Romney as favored among Republicans over former Vice Presi-
dent Richard Nixon for the Republican nomination, 39 percent to 31 percent, and a Harris Poll showed Romney besting
President Johnson among all voters by 54 percent to 46 percent. Romney announced an exploratory phase in February
1967, beginning with a visit to Alaska and the Rocky Mountain states. Romney’s greatest weakness was his lack of
foreign policy expertise and his need for a clear position on the Vietnam War. The press coverage of the trip focused
on Vietnam and reporters were frustrated by Romney’s initial reluctance to speak about it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1309:

Q2. Answer for example 1310: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear position in Example 1309 and Example 1310 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 656
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1311. Target phrase: data interpretation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2428195

HVQFN housing). Generally a reader system consists of a microcontroller and a reader IC to communicate over the
RF interface with a contactless smartcard. The microcontroller takes the part of controlling the reader IC functions such
as protocol handling, command flow and data interpretation. By integrating a SAM into the reader system, the SAM
handles all the key management and cryptography in a secure way.

1312. Target phrase: data interpretation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=900043

The Assessment and Restoration Division comprises NOAA biologists, toxicologists, ecologists, policy analysts, infor-
mation specialists, attorneys, geologists, environmental engineers, and economists. Together, they help assess ecological
risk and environmental and economic injury from contamination and ship groundings. In particular, ARD has developed
specific expertise in aquatic risk assessment techniques, contaminated sediment issues, and data interpretation. The
ARD publishes the ”Screening Quick Reference Tables” (”SQuiRT” cards), for rapid evaluation of water, sediment and
soil contamination.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1311:

Q2. Answer for example 1312: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase data interpretation in Example 1311 and Example 1312 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 657
1313. Target phrase: strongest expression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23118774

The second phase involves a more mobile force that maneuvers around the enemy and attacks from behind or the
flank to deliver a decisive blow. The ”hammer and anvil” tactic is fundamentally a single envelopment, and is to be dis-
tinguished from a simple encirclement where one group simply keeps an enemy occupied, while a flanking force delivers
the coup de grace. The strongest expression of the concept is where both echelons are sufficient in themselves to strike
a decisive blow. The ”anvil” echelon here is not a mere diversionary gambit, but a substantial body that hits the enemy
hard to pin him down and grind away his strength.

1314. Target phrase: strongest expression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7330907

The protein encoded by this gene is a bHLH transcription factor and shares similarity with another bHLH tran-
scription factor, Dermo1 (a.k.a. TWIST2). The strongest expression of this mRNA is in placental tissue; in adults,
mesodermally derived tissues express this mRNA preferentially. Twist1 is thought to regulate osteogenic lineage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1313:

Q2. Answer for example 1314: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strongest expression in Example 1313 and Example 1314 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 658
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1315. Target phrase: general course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11067050

It is considered one of the most prestigious and competitive study abroad programs in the world and there are no
exchange agreements with any institution and each applicant is judged solely on their own merits. Successful applicants
demonstrate excellence in the social sciences and are usually within the top 10% of the class at their home institution.
Notable alumni of the general course include David Rockefeller, U.S Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy and
U.S. President John F. Kennedy. Students must have completed at least two years of university level study prior to join-
ing LSE, and enroll in mid to upper level courses alongside 2nd and 3rd year undergraduates and some graduate students.

1316. Target phrase: general course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7585642

On February 12, 1934, the portion from Campbellton to Floresville was cancelled and an extension of SH 97 to Flo-
resville was substituted for it. On March 13, 1934, SH 168 was cancelled, as it became part of SH 97. On September 26,
1939, SH 87 was designated to a road that followed the general course of present-day SH 168. By 1961, the highway
had been shifted westward, but a spur of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railroad had been constructed along the
approximate location of the highway’s present route.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1315:

Q2. Answer for example 1316: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general course in Example 1315 and Example 1316 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 659
1317. Target phrase: gas man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48569425

He pitted the next lap and the lead cycled to Logano. Truex started the next round of green flag stops when he pitted
on lap 138. During his stop, a fire started in his pit stall that forced his gas man to cease fueling the car before it was
completed. Logano stopped from the lead on lap 139 and handed it to Kyle Busch.

1318. Target phrase: gas man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63247598

Stefan accepts the offer, excited to finally cheat his way into impersonating the Queen, and skips school the next day
to wait for the delivery after his parents went to work. At 12:10pm, two men in suits and sunglasses arrive with a man
dressed in a boilersuit and baseball cap holding a gas cylinder—the Gas Man with his two bodyguards. Stefan offers
to pay but the gas man gives the gas cylinder to him for free and leads the bodyguards out of the house. Stefan reads
the instructions thoroughly and rushes to the phone, using the helium every few minutes and speaking whenever the
high-pitched vocals began.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1317:

Q2. Answer for example 1318: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase gas man in Example 1317 and Example 1318 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 660
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1319. Target phrase: gas man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48569425

He pitted the next lap and the lead cycled to Logano. Truex started the next round of green flag stops when he pitted
on lap 138. During his stop, a fire started in his pit stall that forced his gas man to cease fueling the car before it was
completed. Logano stopped from the lead on lap 139 and handed it to Kyle Busch.

1320. Target phrase: gas man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63247598

At nine-years-old, Mr Stinky calls his mobile, so Stefan uses his hygiene comedy routine on him until Stinky hangs
up, but during another prank call much later, a voice briefly intersects the call and threatens, ”Stefan, we’ve got your
number.” He finishes his prank call and hangs up, but the phone rings immediately. It is the threatening voice, calling
themselves the gas man, offering to sell him helium that can change voices when inhaled. Stefan accepts the offer, excited
to finally cheat his way into impersonating the Queen, and skips school the next day to wait for the delivery after his
parents went to work.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1319:

Q2. Answer for example 1320: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase gas man in Example 1319 and Example 1320 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 661
1321. Target phrase: every stroke

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66265

When Spitz was 14, his family moved to Santa Clara, where he joined the Santa Clara Swim Club and was trained by
coach George F. Haines. From 1964 to 1968, Mark trained with Haines at SCSC and Santa Clara High School. During
his four years there, Mark held national high school records in every stroke and in every distance. In 1966 at age 16,
he won the 100-meter butterfly at the AAU national championships, the first of his 24 total AAU titles.

1322. Target phrase: every stroke

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=988000

The Hell-Fire clamps to the trigger guard behind the trigger and presses a ”finger” against the back of the trigger
to increase the force that returns the trigger to its forward position, effectively reducing the amount of finger movement
required to actuate the trigger and allows for a significantly higher rate of fire. Technically, the firearm is not altered. As
in all semi-automatic firearms, only one round is fired with every stroke of the trigger. The Hell-Fire trigger was used,
with a pair of TEC-9 pistols, by the perpetrator of a 1993 mass shooting that killed nine people.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1321:

Q2. Answer for example 1322: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every stroke in Example 1321 and Example 1322 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 662
1323. Target phrase: initial situation
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32018456

The following examples represent United Kingdom, Sweden, Canada, United States, and NATO doctrinal view of
intent. In military doctrinal handbooks the identified intent artefacts generally express the initial state and situation,
the desired end state and outcome, and how to get to the desired end state. Artefacts describing the initial situation
are: own and other forces, adversaries, operating environment, terrain, time, preparation for future operations. Artefacts
describing the outcome are: purpose, goals, mission, effects and end state.

1324. Target phrase: initial situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31090915

Roads of the city are owned and maintained by the Pourashava. The spinal road of the town stretches from the Town
Hall area to the Railway station. It was initial situation but as the city is gradually enlarging, the length of busy road
is greatly increasing. Town service is running but the city population never get the chance to get in the bus as the number
of buses is inadequate and bus actually runs between peripheral Upazilas.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1323:

Q2. Answer for example 1324: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase initial situation in Example 1323 and Example 1324 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 663
1325. Target phrase: even a temporary one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11638879

On resignation, Roberts was appointed titular Archbishop of Sugdaea in Crimea (modern Sudak). His resignation was
announced in ”L’Osservatore Romano” as on grounds of ill health, perhaps because at that time resignations of bishops
were unusual except on grounds of senility. However, the announcement that he was ill did not help Roberts in his quest
for a new position, even a temporary one. Talk of other full-time episcopal appointments perhaps in Guyana or the
West Indies came to nothing.

1326. Target phrase: even a temporary one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8898866

In monetary economics, the demand for money is the desired holding of financial assets in the form of money: that is,
cash or bank deposits rather than investments. It can refer to the demand for money narrowly defined as M1 (directly
spendable holdings), or for money in the broader sense of M2 or M3. Money in the sense of M1 is dominated as a store of
value (even a temporary one) by interest-bearing assets. However, M1 is necessary to carry out transactions; in other
words, it provides liquidity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1325:

Q2. Answer for example 1326: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase even a temporary one in Example 1325 and Example 1326 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 664
1327. Target phrase: greater share
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25537813

Working at boutique investment banks generally requires working fewer hours than at larger banks, even though the
majority of boutiques are founded and led by former partners at large banks. As larger investment banks were hit hard
by the Great Recession of the 2000s, many senior bankers left to join boutiques, some of which largely resemble the
partnerships that ruled Wall Street in the 1970s and 1980s. Boutique investment banks took a greater share of the
M&amp;A and advising market at the same time. Large, prestigious boutique firms include Evercore, Lazard and Moelis
&amp; Company.

1328. Target phrase: greater share

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12199736

Although they generally define themselves in the milieu of a male-dominated post-colonial society, Filipino women
live in a culture that is focused on the community, with the family as the main unit of society, but not always as this
is a stereotype. It is in this framework of Philippine hierarchical structure, class differences, religious justifications, and
living in a globally developing nation wherein Filipino women struggle for respect. Compared to other parts of Southeast
Asia, women in Philippine society have always enjoyed a greater share of equality. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1327:

Q2. Answer for example 1328: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater share in Example 1327 and Example 1328 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 665
1329. Target phrase: newer version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34064

While only the 4.x series of the browser contained the option to install the Windows Desktop Update features, the
subsequent 5.x version had the option hidden. Editing the installer’s configuration file located in a temporary folder
would make the feature available in the installer. Alternatively, the user could install IE4 with the desktop update before
installing a newer version of Internet Explorer. The last version of Internet Explorer supported on Windows 95 is
Internet Explorer 5.5, which was released in 2000.

1330. Target phrase: newer version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12854119

In the fall of 1991, the Susan G. Komen Foundation had handed out pink ribbons to participants in its New York
City race for breast cancer survivors. In 2010, Delta Air Lines painted N845MH, a Boeing 767-432ER in ”Breast Cancer
Research Foundation” special colors. In September 2015, a newer version of the livery was repainted on the same plane.
Activities and events.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1329:

Q2. Answer for example 1330: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase newer version in Example 1329 and Example 1330 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 666
1331. Target phrase: policy declarations
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24846780

Engineer design fee is a one time charge that can be incurred again in a repair whereas engineer oversight of quality
persists through the term and after. Unfortunately, these contractor accounting terms are being used when the owner
is insured and many have erroneously equated hard costs with property and soft costs with business interruption which
is called Delay in Opening coverage being added to some builder’s risk policies. With its popularity increasing in re-
cent years, some insurers automatically include soft costs coverage, which can be activated by designating the limit on
policy declarations. However, these modifications to builder’s risk insurance will not cover the efficiency of business
owners or managers.

1332. Target phrase: policy declarations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39565408

The list scored 6,19% of votes and elected three MEPs. Factions. Factions are organised in the Socialist Party through
policy declarations called ”motions” on which the party members vote at each party congress: Election results. The
PS’s pattern of support has evolved significantly since its creation and since the days of the French Section of the Workers’
International (SFIO).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1331:

Q2. Answer for example 1332: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase policy declarations in Example 1331 and Example 1332 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 667
1333. Target phrase: magazine size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4100225

Shooting sitting or swimming ducks is considered unsportsmanlike by some and possibly unsafe. Many practices that
were once common in commercial duck hunting before the start of the 20th century, including laying baits such as corn,
use of live ducks as ”decoys,” and use of guns larger than a 10-gauge, are now prohibited. In most areas, shotguns that
can hold more than three shells must be modified to reduce their magazine size. A wooden plug is installed in the
hollow magazine of the shotgun.

1334. Target phrase: magazine size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2832556

Mary Jane was also the subject of a popular young adult novel by Judith o’Brien the year before. However, due
to low sales the series was discontinued after its fourth issue, with Marvel waiting to see how the digest-sized trade
paperback collecting the four issues would sell, before deciding whether the series should be canceled for good or not.
Simultaneously, a collected edition of the series was also released in magazine size with a cardstock cover, exclusively
available at Target Stores. After the initial sales figures for the digest came in, Marvel announced a second four-issue
miniseries, ”Mary Jane: Homecoming”, which began publication in March 2005.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1333:

Q2. Answer for example 1334: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase magazine size in Example 1333 and Example 1334 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 668
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1335. Target phrase: land-fill site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=736867

The landscape is dominated by farming. There are currently three working farms in the parish. Other industries
include a garden centre, land-fill site, hotels, baker and many small businesses. Transport.

1336. Target phrase: land-fill site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24085206

The sites include the Marathon battle site, Tomb of the Marathon Warriors, the Marathon Museum, Tomb of the
Plataeans, and Ramnous. The sites were saved, due to the fight of local residents during the night of 23–24 August, and
the assistance of a northerly wind that helped contain the fires and avoid catastrophe to the ancient monuments and
ecologically important area of Schinias. Marathon residents had already been fighting the construction of a land-fill site
outside Grammatiko. Aftermath.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1335:

Q2. Answer for example 1336: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase land-fill site in Example 1335 and Example 1336 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 669
1337. Target phrase: commercial competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25334671

The first Commissioner to take the post is Connie Hedegaard who heads the Directorate-General for Climate Action.
Competition. The Commissioner for Competition, Margrethe Vestager is the member responsible for commercial competition,
company mergers, cartels, state aid, and anti-trust law. The position became the sole merger authority for the European
Economic Area in September 1990.

1338. Target phrase: commercial competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26723659

Format changes in the 1980s and 1990s. In mid-1982, WKDA dropped its country format after 12 years and spent the
rest of the year simulcasting WKDF’s album-oriented rock programming. On New Year’s Day 1983, the station launched
an early modern rock format, providing commercial competition to WRVU, the student station at Vanderbilt Uni-
versity. It was the first station in the format in the southeastern United States and among the first in the country, but
it would not last; the next year, WKDA changed formats to oldies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1337:

Q2. Answer for example 1338: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase commercial competition in Example 1337 and Example 1338 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 670
1339. Target phrase: first address

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1213941
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And in his first presidential decision, the selection of a running mate, he hit it out of the park. With Joe Biden’s
experience and wisdom, supporting Barack Obama’s proven understanding, instincts, and insight, America will have the
national security leadership we need. After Joe Biden spoke, his first address as Vice Presidential Nominee, Barack
Obama made a surprise appearance praising the convention. Thursday, August 28.

1340. Target phrase: first address

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38734074

At one time he took Charles Howard Hodges, the engraver, to Amsterdam, where Hodges established himself. There
is a trade card for him engraved from him by Francis Bartolozzi in the Banks collection in the British Museum Humphrey
was residing at 227 Strand in 1785. This was also the first address of his sister Hannah’s shop where she sold James
Gillray’s prints before moving to Bond Street. He died probably about 1810 in a particular state of debt.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1339:

Q2. Answer for example 1340: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first address in Example 1339 and Example 1340 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 671
1341. Target phrase: whole enterprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=870791

”I believe that NMCI in 2008 is achieving much of what we had hoped NMCI would achieve. It’s leveled the playing
field for security. It’s allowed us to do things like push security patches that go through the whole enterprise that’s on
NMCI. If you look at NMCI historically, it was probably the first step for the Navy to move into what was then called
Joint Vision 2010 and now is Joint Vision 2020.

1342. Target phrase: whole enterprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1173718

Horrified, the companions resolve to take the cauldron to Dallben to seek an alternative solution. At the ford of the
river Tevyn, the heavy and cumbersome cauldron sinks into the riverbed. Ellidyr arrives and offers to help extricate the
cauldron if the others will credit him for the whole enterprise. Taran agrees, but Ellidyr reneges on their bargain and
rides off with the cauldron alone when they have freed it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1341:

Q2. Answer for example 1342: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole enterprise in Example 1341 and Example 1342 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 672
1343. Target phrase: similar suggestion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=441661

Toponymy. The name Chadderton derives from ”Caderton”, which is believed to be a combination of the Brythonic
word ”Cader” or ”Cater” (modern ), indicating a fortified place amongst the hills, or the ”cadeir”, ”chair, throne”, and the
Old English suffix ”-ton” meaning a settlement. The University of Nottingham’s Institute for Name-Studies has offered
a similar suggestion, that the name Chadderton means ”farm or settlement at the hill called Cadeir”. This name is
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believed to date from the 7th century, when Angles colonised the region following the Battle of Chester.

1344. Target phrase: similar suggestion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1663730

Some rabbinical authorities interpreted ”semikah” as meaning that the sacrificer, by laying his hands upon the animal,
transferred his sins to it and imposed upon it the punishment which his conduct had merited. This meaning fits well in
regard to the Yom Kippur sin-offering of , but less reasonable as an explanation of other sacrifices, particularly those not
related to sins. A similar suggestion is that by laying hands, the sacrificer designates the animal to take his place as
that which deserves to be killed. Another approach is laying hand is intended to designate the animal to be a sacrifice,
or else indicate the connection between the animal and its owner.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1343:

Q2. Answer for example 1344: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase similar suggestion in Example 1343 and Example 1344 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 673
1345. Target phrase: law school students

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11103366

The two main streets of the Roman city of Berytus, the Cardo and Decumanus Maximus, were discovered here. Their
shaded colonnades became busy markets on festival days. At other times, the streets would have been frequented by
law school students and citizens passing to the Forum or visiting temples and churches. During excavations, a sacred
platform dating from Phoenico-Persian times was found below the crossing of the Cardo and Decumanus Maximus.

1346. Target phrase: law school students

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2519677

These courses must equate to a 3.6 GPA or higher, and the cumulative master’s degree program GPA is a 3.4 or
higher. In addition, any Ph.D. level coursework must equate to a 3.6 GPA or higher at the institution in which the
student is enrolled. law school students must have completed their first academic semester, with a grade point average
of 2.5 or higher, on a 4.0 scale. Individual chapters may apply more stringent standards if they so desire.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1345:

Q2. Answer for example 1346: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase law school students in Example 1345 and Example 1346 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 674
1347. Target phrase: final nail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55145254

For final blow she puts him into Bazar crossroads and provoke people to stone him as he is the son of King Singhdant
of Malwa who killed her King Father and Queen mother. Mrinal is shunned by everyone who she holds dear and near
slowly making her realise that hating Prithvi is no use when her own people don’t respect her. Queen Jakkala brings
forth the final nail calling her state is worse than Kosha the prostitute. This hurts Mrinal to the core, and she decides
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to leave the Kingdom forever.

1348. Target phrase: final nail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3973367

When he pulled his foot out again, a spring rose from the footprint, which created the Lindach river. Later, the
castle was finished, except for one last nail. However, none of the craftsman dared to hammer in this final nail at such
a height. There was only one young craftsman from the Neidlingen valley who dared to try.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1347:

Q2. Answer for example 1348: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final nail in Example 1347 and Example 1348 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 675
1349. Target phrase: state division

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=732956

When the Crimean Tatars burnt Moscow in 1571 during the Russo-Crimean War, the oprichniki failed to offer serious
resistance. The success of the Tatars may have shaken the Tsar’s faith in the effectiveness of the oprichnina. Ivan may
have found state division ineffective in a period of war and its significant social and economic pressures. Alternatively,
Ivan may have deemed the oprichnina a success; the weakening of the princely elite achieved, the Tsar may have felt that
the terror had simply outlived its usefulness.

1350. Target phrase: state division

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2137782

If this replacement freeway had been completely built as originally planned, I-80 would have continued south following
the railroad tracks going through the Ben Ali neighborhood of North Sacramento, crossed over SR 160, and joined with
the Elvas Freeway portion just north of A Street. History. The state division of Highways (predecessor to Caltrans)
constructed Sacramento’s freeways system incrementally from the 1940s to the 1970s. The plan for the Elvas Freeway
was presented in the Sacramento Area Traffic Survey in 1947-1948, and the freeway was built between 1950 and 1955.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1349:

Q2. Answer for example 1350: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase state division in Example 1349 and Example 1350 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 676
1351. Target phrase: ground facilities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40305820

Cape Canaveral Space Force Station. In 2007, the US Air Force leased Cape Canaveral Space Launch Complex 40
to SpaceX to launch the Falcon 9 rocket. During April 2008, construction started on the ground facilities necessary to
support the launch of the SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket. Renovations included installation of new liquid oxygen and kerosene
tanks and construction of a hangar for rocket and payload preparation.
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1352. Target phrase: ground facilities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50602831

Division One West featured 18 clubs, increased from 17 the previous season, after Plymouth Argyle Reserves were
promoted to the Premier Division, and two new clubs joined: Promotion from feeder leagues for 2017–18. Several
clubs have applied for promotion to the SWPL for the 2017–18 season. Their success will depend on finishing in the top
three in their respective leagues and other factors including ground facilities. Only one club per league can be accepted.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1351:

Q2. Answer for example 1352: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ground facilities in Example 1351 and Example 1352 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 677
1353. Target phrase: military field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14891445

Parap became well known as the 2½ Mile in subsequent years, being near the Railway Workshop when the train ran in
pre-World War II years. In 1919, when the England to Australia air race was announced, Darwin airport was established
in the suburb of Parap to act as the Australian Terminal. Darwin hence operated two airports, a civilian airport and a
military field. In 1945, the Department of Aviation made the existing Darwin military airfield available for civil aviation
purposes.

1354. Target phrase: military field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=419842

In 1982 V. Campbell and R. Bond proposed the following as major sources in influencing character and moral devel-
opment: heredity, early childhood experience, modeling by important adults and older youth, peer influence, the general
physical and social environment, the communications media, the teachings of schools and other institutions, and specific
situations and roles that elicit corresponding behavior. The field of business ethics examines moral controversies relating
to the social responsibilities of capitalist business practices, the moral status of corporate entities, deceptive advertising,
insider trading, employee rights, job discrimination, affirmative action and drug testing. In the military field, character
is considered particularly relevant in the leadership development area. Military leaders should not only ”know” theoreti-
cally the moral values but they must embody these values.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1353:

Q2. Answer for example 1354: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase military field in Example 1353 and Example 1354 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 678
1355. Target phrase: better reach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2373754

Her disappearance sparked a war between the two families. Slice is able to produce sharp claws from the ends of her
fingers. She has been shown to elongate her arms for a better reach with her hands. She also appears to have increased
strength, as remarked on by one of her combatants.
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1356. Target phrase: better reach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13467020

MIMO Technology in WiMAX. WiMAX implementations that use MIMO technology have become important. The
use of MIMO technology improves the reception and allows for a better reach and rate of transmission. The implemen-
tation of MIMO also gives WiMAX a significant increase in spectral efficiency.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1355:

Q2. Answer for example 1356: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better reach in Example 1355 and Example 1356 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 679
1357. Target phrase: recent rise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4224582

The location of Yoichi in Hokkaidō was chosen particularly for its terrain and climate, which were in many ways
reminiscent of Scotland (although financial constraints resulted in the first distillery actually being built in the more
convenient location of Yamazaki on the main island). One facet of the style of Japanese whisky comes from the way in
which blended whisky is produced, and the differing nature of the industry in Japan. Despite the recent rise of interest
in single malt whiskies, the vast majority of whisky sold in the world is still blended. In Scotland, while a particular
brand of blended whisky may be owned by a company that also owns one or more distilleries, it is common for blended
whisky bottlers to trade single malt whiskies.

1358. Target phrase: recent rise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65091839

Eight people were killed, six of whom were Asian women. A suspect, 21-year-old Robert Aaron Long, was taken into
custody later that day. Several anti-Asian violence rallies have been held across the United States in 2021 in response to
the recent rise of racism against Asian Americans. Several of the rallies are named ”Stop Asian Hate”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1357:

Q2. Answer for example 1358: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase recent rise in Example 1357 and Example 1358 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 680
1359. Target phrase: fire pit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45430123

Fearing him and his vicious boons, the gods of the multiverse went into hiding where they worshiped the Goddess
Parashakti for the last few thousand years of Bhandasura’s uninterrupted rule, while he was immersed in lust and luxury
by Lord Vishnu’s Maya. When Bhandasura came to know of the gods’ conspiracy against him, he attacked them at the
spot where they were performing a Yajna to appease the goddess. In fear, the Devas entered the fire pit and immolated
themselves. When a relieved Bhandasura had gone, the Goddess Parashakti incarnated on the from of Goddess Tripura
Sundari and resurrected all the gods of the multiverse and restored their duties.
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1360. Target phrase: fire pit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11377590

The Erv Romansky Family Camp, an area near Tesomas with 14 campsites, is for those who choose not to stay with
their unit at summer camp. It can accommodate tents, pop-ups, and full size trailers or motor homes. Each site has a
fire pit and water, and most have electricity. The Tesomas logo is Smiley the Tent, a tent with a large smile, wearing a
gold crown.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1359:

Q2. Answer for example 1360: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fire pit in Example 1359 and Example 1360 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 681
1361. Target phrase: real insight

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7830528

DORCA has been described as mysterious, odd ball, bohemian. It is difficult if not impossible to categorise, hav-
ing clearly involved at least in some sense in intelligence work. That it morphed into ASOPA after the war gives no
real insight into its wartime activities. When formed in February 1943, the Directorate was made part of Military In-
telligence, with Conlon reporting directly to General Blamey, commander-in-chief of the Australian Military Forces.

1362. Target phrase: real insight

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19325

Advaita Vedanta gives an elaborate path to attain moksha. It entails more than self-inquiry or bare insight into one’s
real nature. Practice, especially Jnana Yoga, is needed to ”destroy one’s tendencies (vAasanA-s)” before real insight
can be attained. Advaita took over from the Madhyamika the idea of levels of reality.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1361:

Q2. Answer for example 1362: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real insight in Example 1361 and Example 1362 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 682
1363. Target phrase: 2005 event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2830958

Ig Nobel. For many years before winning his Nobel Prize, Glauber was familiar to audiences of the Ig Nobel Prize
ceremonies, where he took a bow each year as ”Keeper of the Broom,” sweeping the stage clean of the paper airplanes
that have traditionally been thrown during the event. He missed the 2005 event, though, as he was being awarded his
real Nobel Prize for Physics. Personal life.

1364. Target phrase: 2005 event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6319259
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The National Triathlon or ”Tri-Zone” was run for the first time in September 2005. In this physical challenge teams
of two people from a Venture Group complete a set course combining rafting, cycling and mountaineering. For example,
the 2005 event saw teams rafting on Lough Dan (former national campsite of Scouting Ireland S.A.I. ), cycling through
Wicklow and hiking to Larch Hill.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1363:

Q2. Answer for example 1364: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2005 event in Example 1363 and Example 1364 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 683
1365. Target phrase: opening remarks

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58941715

Her achievement was widely reported in newspapers throughout the country. Nash formed a partnership with
her husband, and they practiced together in Maine. In 1873, she appeared in court for the first time and made the
opening remarks in a jury trial. That same year, she led a petition drive in favor of women’s suffrage.

1366. Target phrase: opening remarks

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14441572

Affine-invariant saliency. Previous method is invariant to the similarity group of geometric transformations and to
photometric shifts. However, as mentioned in the opening remarks, the ideal detector should detect region invariant
up to viewpoint change. There are several detector [] can detect affine invariant region which is a better approximation
of viewpoint change than similarity transformation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1365:

Q2. Answer for example 1366: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase opening remarks in Example 1365 and Example 1366 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 684
1367. Target phrase: show guests

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58481603

Because the people in row number five, they don’t see the detail with half a mile of runway, but the music was
made that they could walk quickly and everything; it’s for a fast life, you can move, you can travel...” Chanel Ready-
to-Wear Spring 2017 Runway Show. Monikered ”Intimate Technology” as a celebration to all things digital, the Chanel
Ready-to-Wear Spring 2017 Runway Show was presented on October 4, 2016 at the Grand Palais in Paris which had
been converted to a giant mainframe computer clicking, whirring, and flashing away with brightly wired circuit boards.
This Chanel Data Center was the technological backdrop to robot attendants (CocoBots) in Chanel suits who welcomed
show guests. ”Vogue Italia” described the science-fiction influenced setting as having a server room palette of white,
blue, purple, green, pink, and black.

1368. Target phrase: show guests

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11708961
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Benjy Bronk. Benjy Bronk (born Sept. 4, 1967) began working on ”The Howard Stern Show” as an intern in 1998.
Bronk eventually earned a paid position conducting pre-interviews of show guests and gathering articles for Robin
Quivers’ newscasts. In 2000, Benjy was given an in-studio seat next to writers Jackie Martling and Fred Norris, writing
on-the-spot jokes for Stern as the show transpired.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1367:

Q2. Answer for example 1368: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase show guests in Example 1367 and Example 1368 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 685
1369. Target phrase: larger sum

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13454740

For privately held shares the opinion of a qualified valuation specialist would be required while taking into account
the potential restrictions on control, liquidity, and marketability. The United States Treasury has issued guidelines for
certain property types. It would make more sense to the donor to Gift appreciated assets since they would remove a
larger sum from their estate. The totality of one’s tax planning and consulting professional is to be considered.

1370. Target phrase: larger sum

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18793578

In September 2011, Perry, complying with a Florida statute requiring judges to assess investigative and prosecution
costs if requested by a state agency, ruled that Casey Anthony must pay $217,000 to the state of Florida. He ruled she
had to pay those costs directly related to lying to law enforcement about the death of Caylee, including search costs only
up to September 30, 2008, when the Sheriff’s Office stopped investigating a missing-child case. In earlier arguments,
Mason had called the prosecutors’ attempts to exact the larger sum ”sour grapes” because the prosecution lost its case.
He told reporters that Anthony is indigent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1369:

Q2. Answer for example 1370: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase larger sum in Example 1369 and Example 1370 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 686
1371. Target phrase: potential cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11056526

The networks that these skilled laborers establish can greatly benefit the home country, contributing to the social
capital. Social capital also involves social remittances, non-material entities such as ideas and practices learned. While
the loss of skilled labor represents a potential cost for countries of origin, it can also at times be beneficial. For instance,
if there is no room in the economy of the home country to use the skilled labor, then it is better for the workers to
migrate and send back remittances.

1372. Target phrase: potential cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1486564
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In July 2015, Southfield-based developer Redico LLC, in partnership with HFZ Capital Group of New York City
and Peter Cummings of The Platform, a Detroit-based development company, taking advantage of the general decline in
Detroit real estate values, purchased the Fisher Building and adjacent Albert Kahn Building, plus 2,000 parking spaces in
two parking structures and three surface lots in New Center for only $12.2 million at auction. Redico said the partnership
plans to transform the two buildings, which are connected by an underground pedestrian concourse, into what it called
a ”true urban” mixed-use development, with a mix of office, retail, residential and entertainment uses. The multi-year
project has a potential cost of $70 million to $80 million in addition to the purchase price. The Redico interest was
purchased by Cummings and his partner in The Platform, Dietrich Knoer, in 2016.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1371:

Q2. Answer for example 1372: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential cost in Example 1371 and Example 1372 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 687
1373. Target phrase: rail section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47638

Group. In May 2015 construction commenced, and the road section of the bridge was opened to traffic in May 2018.
The rail section was opened in 2019, with Russian president Vladimir Putin taking the first train across on December
23. Culture.

1374. Target phrase: rail section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=968596

The CRT may be reached due to disturbance of the ballast, track components or track geometry. For example, the
CRT may be reached due to a removal of a rail section or an Insulated Block Joint (IBJ). A stressing engineer measures
the rail section to be removed and places indicators with marks on the foot of the rails. After the rail section is cut out,
its first stress free temperature is determined.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1373:

Q2. Answer for example 1374: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rail section in Example 1373 and Example 1374 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 688
1375. Target phrase: rail section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47638

Group. In May 2015 construction commenced, and the road section of the bridge was opened to traffic in May 2018.
The rail section was opened in 2019, with Russian president Vladimir Putin taking the first train across on December
23. Culture.

1376. Target phrase: rail section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=968596

This is the temperature of the rail above which buckling may occur. The CRT may be reached due to disturbance
of the ballast, track components or track geometry. For example, the CRT may be reached due to a removal of a
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rail section or an Insulated Block Joint (IBJ). A stressing engineer measures the rail section to be removed and places
indicators with marks on the foot of the rails.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1375:

Q2. Answer for example 1376: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rail section in Example 1375 and Example 1376 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 689
1377. Target phrase: dominating force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12001726

They also had a summer residence, Mikhailovskoe on the Baltic in Peterhof, and Grushevska, a vast rural estate in
southern Ukraine. The couple had seven children. Grand Duchess Olga, with a stronger personality than her husband,
was the dominating force in the family. She raised her seven children with an iron hand.

1378. Target phrase: dominating force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=442145

Lebanon hosted the 2000 AFC Asian Cup, with the national team finishing last in the group with only two points. In
2001, the LFA joined the West Asian Football Federation (WAFF) as one of its founding members. From 2000, Nejmeh
were the dominating force in Lebanon, winning five out of nine league titles until 2009. In 2005 they reached the final
of the AFC Cup, becoming the first Lebanese side to do so.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1377:

Q2. Answer for example 1378: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dominating force in Example 1377 and Example 1378 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 690
1379. Target phrase: dominating force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12001726

They also had a summer residence, Mikhailovskoe on the Baltic in Peterhof, and Grushevska, a vast rural estate in
southern Ukraine. The couple had seven children. Grand Duchess Olga, with a stronger personality than her husband,
was the dominating force in the family. She raised her seven children with an iron hand.

1380. Target phrase: dominating force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=442145

), while their first official FIFA game was in 1940 against Mandatory Palestine. Armenian clubs, namely Homenetmen
and Homenmen, led the early football scene between the 1940s and the 1960s; the civil war between 1975 and 1990 made
it impossible to practice football in Lebanon. Ansar became the dominating force in the country between the 1990s
and the early-2000s, winning 11 consecutive league titles. In the 21st century, Ansar, Nejmeh, and Ahed (the latter in
particular starting from the 2010s) formed a Lebanese ”Big Three”, winning the majority of the titles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1379:

Q2. Answer for example 1380: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dominating force in Example 1379 and Example 1380 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 691
1381. Target phrase: virtual one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=514759

A single interface can be configured for multiple remote sites because no two connections to one interface can be on
at the same time. The first step in specifying a DDR interface is defining a rotary group. Although the DDR interface
is a virtual one, all of the configuration commands for physical interfaces are available. A dialer Rotary Group can be
created so that either of the interfaces in it can be used to dial any of the destinations defined in it.

1382. Target phrase: virtual one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66629187

The title Black Hole Horizon refers to the astrophysical phenomenon of the event horizon; a boundary in spacetime
beyond which events are no longer perceptible to the human observer. Background. ”It was important to me for the
sound to have a material correspondence, not a virtual one. This type of transformation touched me in a very special way.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1381:

Q2. Answer for example 1382: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase virtual one in Example 1381 and Example 1382 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 692
1383. Target phrase: companion character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53689205

The population developed a friendly relationship with the orelhão, as it made communication between the most dis-
tant and even unlikely places possible. A print advertisement in 1984 showed images of orelhões in different geographic
settings of Brazil: on the beach, in the hills, in the typically rural area, on the side of a road. The text emphasized the
companion character of the orelhão: ”Telesp always puts a friendly little ear near you. On the coast, in the farms, on
the roads, in the outskirts of São Paulo, on the streets, squares and avenues, you’ll always find a friendly little ear to
listen to you: Telesp’s orelhões.”

1384. Target phrase: companion character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1003366

”Diablo III” features Templars and Crusaders, two other orders of holy Zakarum warriors similar to, but distinct from,
the Paladins. The Templars, based in Westmarch, are a secretive group which recruits from the ranks of captive criminals
and subjects them to torture and brainwashing until they can no longer recall their crimes, after which they are considered
”purified” and inducted into the Order. In-game, the Templars are represented by the companion character Kormac,
a warrior who believes himself to be such a criminal. However, his quest for his order’s relics allows him to discover the
truth: he has been innocent all along, whereas the Order is corrupt.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1383:

Q2. Answer for example 1384: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase companion character in Example 1383 and Example 1384 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 693
1385. Target phrase: difficult job

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52266244

Episode 9: Pâtisserie (Semi-final). For the semifinal signature bakes, the bakers were asked to make 24 choux buns, in
which 12 must have a crunchy craquelin on top and the other 12 must be covered with icing. The penultimate technical
challenge was set by Prue, where the bakers were tasked with a very difficult job of making 9 Les Misérables slices. For
the showstopper challenge before the final, the bakers were asked to make a meringue centrepiece, containing at least
two different types of meringue and a dessert element, in 4 hours and 45 minutes.

1386. Target phrase: difficult job

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=408843

On February 26, 2008, at the House Homeland Security Appropriations Subcommittee hearing, Farr said ”the public
image of (the ICE agents)” has become ”not (a) compassionate law enforcement agency but essentially a Gestapo-type
agency that is knocking down doors” when conducting raids on illegal immigrants. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Julie Myers responded to Farr’s comments by saying, ”We are not the Gestapo. The men and women of this agency have
a very difficult job...and I think they do that with distinction and great honor.”. Farr replied that he knew and appre-
ciated this, but reiterated that there is ”there is a very ill will public opinion in the counties (he) represent(s), about ICE”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1385:

Q2. Answer for example 1386: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase difficult job in Example 1385 and Example 1386 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 694
1387. Target phrase: major purpose

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16899900

In 1922, having returned to England and bought a Surrey estate, Pickford became The Boy Scouts Association’s
London Headquarters Commissioner for Overseas Scouts, a position he held until 1929. The Boy Scouts Association
encouraged its branches to seek control of the Scout Movement by obtaining statutory monopolies from respective gov-
ernments. This was the major purpose of the visits by Overseas Commissioners Pickford and Lt. Col. Granville Walton
in the 1920s and 1930s. In 1922 Pickford became a member of the committee that wrote the constitution of the World
Association of the International Scout Movement.

1388. Target phrase: major purpose

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14762315

Green accounting is a type of accounting that attempts to include factor environmental costs into the financial re-
sults of operations. It has been argued that gross domestic product ignores the environment and therefore policymakers
need a revised model that incorporates green accounting. The major purpose of green accounting is to help businesses
understand and manage the potential quid pro quo between traditional economics goals and environmental goals. It also
increases the important information available for analyzing policy issues, especially when those vital pieces of information
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are often overlooked.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1387:

Q2. Answer for example 1388: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major purpose in Example 1387 and Example 1388 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 695
1389. Target phrase: specific post

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55219207

Types of reach. Organic Reach. This type of reach regards the number of distinct users that have seen a specific post
on their feed. Organic reach in other words is the number of people who have seen the post being analyzed on their Face-
book newsfeed.

1390. Target phrase: specific post

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34472402

Despite their earlier support of Irene, the Triphyllioi brothers opposed the rising influence of the eunuch Aetios (who
replaced Sisinnios as ”strategos” of Thrace with his own brother Leo sometime in 801/802) and the fiscal policies adopted
by Irene over the next years. They were thus among the leaders of her overthrow by the General Logothete, Nikephoros I,
on 31 October 802. As a ”patrikios”, Sisinnios remained influential under Nikephoros, but is not recorded as having held
any specific post. The death of his brother on 30 April 803 is rumoured by some Eastern Roman chroniclers to have been
ordered by Nikephoros, but given Sisinnios’ close relations with the emperor throughout the latter’s reign, this is unlikely.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1389:

Q2. Answer for example 1390: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific post in Example 1389 and Example 1390 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 696
1391. Target phrase: furthest distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=350522

Birdman of Bognor. The International Bognor Birdman is an annual competition for human-powered ’flying’ ma-
chines held each summer on Bognor Regis Pier. Contestants launch themselves from the end of the Grade II listed pier, a
prize being awarded to the one who glides the furthest distance. Rarely taken completely seriously, the event provides
competitors with an opportunity to construct improbable machines complete with outlandish dress.

1392. Target phrase: furthest distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6502679

An adjustable saddle is made by BiSaddle. Height. The saddle height should be set so that when pedaling, the legs
have a slight bend even when the pedals are at their furthest distance. This means that if the saddle height is properly
adjusted, on bikes with traditional geometry, the rider cannot place both feet flat on the ground when seated on the saddle.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1391:

Q2. Answer for example 1392: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase furthest distance in Example 1391 and Example 1392 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 697
1393. Target phrase: significant thrust

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11036

Generating thrust. Foil shaped fins generate thrust when moved, the lift of the fin sets water or air in motion and
pushes the fin in the opposite direction. Aquatic animals get significant thrust by moving fins back and forth in water.
Often the tail fin is used, but some aquatic animals generate thrust from pectoral fins.

1394. Target phrase: significant thrust

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=297377

The area of what is now South Cotabato and Sarangani provinces used to be part of Davao province until 1914, when
the reorganization of the districts in Mindanao took place, thus it became part of the then-undivided Cotabato province.
Settlers, who would lay the foundation of what would become a progressive province, started trooping down 1914. The
significant thrust occurred during the term of President Quezon in late 1930s. General Paulino Santos led the first of
wave of settlers that time.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1393:

Q2. Answer for example 1394: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase significant thrust in Example 1393 and Example 1394 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 698
1395. Target phrase: static nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34344957

Themes do not require any configuration or setup to get running. Since Adobe Muse generates static HTML files, the
files can be exported to the browser for testing without needing to be hosted. Because of its static nature, however,
themes cannot be applied to existing content and content cannot be imported into a theme. Since themes are created
inside Adobe Muse, they do not require knowledge of any code.

1396. Target phrase: static nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=578053

He rose quickly through the ranks and was commissioned as an officer in 1916. In January 1918 Flowerdew was
given command of C Squadron of Lord Strathcona’s Horse. For most of the war, the Canadian Cavalry Brigade was not
involved in much direct fighting, because of the static nature of the warfare. However, when the Germans launched
Operation Michael and began a rapid advance in the spring of 1918, cavalry again became an important factor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1395:

Q2. Answer for example 1396: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase static nature in Example 1395 and Example 1396 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 699
1397. Target phrase: death certificates

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21257051

Living Dead Dolls is a line of horror dolls first produced as handmades in 1998 in the United States by Ed Long and
Damien Glonek, and commercially manufactured by Mezco Toyz since 2000. Concept. Living Dead Dolls are ten inches
tall, made of plastic, with fabric clothing, and come packed in coffin-shaped boxes with death certificates. Each doll
has a different cause of death, which is usually described in doggerel verse on the certificate.

1398. Target phrase: death certificates

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39352291

The source of the data discussed above is the Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI), a program managed by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) with data provided by state agencies. CFOI is the most comprehensive surveil-
lance system for work-related injury fatalities in the U.S. Multiple data sources are accessed to compile data, including
death certificates, OSHA reports, workers compensation reports, police reports, and media accounts. Cases are deemed
to be work-related upon confirmation by two independent data sources.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1397:

Q2. Answer for example 1398: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase death certificates in Example 1397 and Example 1398 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 700
1399. Target phrase: grave field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65686745

Both of the other graves were showing signs of looting but still contained fragments of a ceramic pot, broken glass and
another coin. The first hill was roofed with a steel and glass construction and made visible for the public while the other
two were filled up again. Because of its great condition the grave field has been declared a cultural heritage monument.
Ore mining.

1400. Target phrase: grave field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24586008

He runs through the forest trying to escape but crosses Kool Savas’ way, who drives a Chrysler 300 C. Kool Savas
gets out of his car and forces Eko Fresh into the trunk. In the next shot Eko Fresh is crawling on all four with a chain
around his neck. Savas leads him back to the grave field and makes a dismayed Eko Fresh dig his own grave. Once
finished, Eko Fresh is forced into a coffin and buried alive.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1399:

Q2. Answer for example 1400: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase grave field in Example 1399 and Example 1400 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 701
1401. Target phrase: lower frame

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5147652

The coat of arms of the Kostajnica municipality has a form of a medieval shield. In the central part of it is a chestnut
with a leaf, that represents the origin of the name of this municipality and of the rare plant, that grows in this area. In
the lower part of coat of arms are two leaves that together make a lower frame. Above these two leaves are the river
Una (represented with blue colour), on the left side is the bridge, that connects two towns, and on the right side is the
medieval Castle.

1402. Target phrase: lower frame

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29240609

Several of Degas’s relatives are depicted engaged in a range of activities. Musson is seated in the foreground and
is examining cotton for its quality. His legs are cropped by the lower frame and the top of his hat is surrounded by
cotton. To his left is an empty chair where raw cotton rests.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1401:

Q2. Answer for example 1402: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower frame in Example 1401 and Example 1402 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 702
1403. Target phrase: customer traffic

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1288863

A board of directors was established and the first chair was Scott Nay who worked in the Human Resources Depart-
ment in the city of Portland. He was instrumental in hiring the first market manager Dana Comfort who along with a
well chosen staff began to organize the site by and under the Burnside Bridge. A clear site plan was eventually created,
marking out booth spaces, defining aisles and a pattern for customer traffic. In 1976, the market moved to a site under
the Burnside Bridge between First Avenue and Front Avenue (now Naito Parkway), where it then remained for the next
33 years.

1404. Target phrase: customer traffic

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23424516

In-orbit testing was expected to be completed by mid-July 2012. In July 2012, Intelsat 19 completed its in-orbit
testing and the satellite drifted to its final location at 166° East, where it was expected to begin service in mid-August
2012. On 13 August 2012, the satellite entered commercial service as customer traffic previously on Intelsat 8 was
transitioned over. Solar array deployment failure and recovery.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1403:

Q2. Answer for example 1404: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase customer traffic in Example 1403 and Example 1404 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 703
1405. Target phrase: higher pace

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33703052

In April, employers demanded no limits on the number of bales stowed, the end of 50-50, restoration of shoot-the-chute,
and a restoration of the power to give work assignments. When both black and white workers refused and described the
demand as ”so objectionable and so inimical” that they could not accept, they were locked out for approximately three
weeks. Negotiations continued through the spring and summer, with employers agreeing on 50-50 but insisting on the
higher pace and threatening to move work elsewhere. Although rumors of a split between the black and white unions
surfaced, no break actually occurred.

1406. Target phrase: higher pace

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19546440

Compared with foot orienteering, competitors usually are not permitted to leave the trail and track network. Navi-
gation tactics are similar to ski-orienteering, where the major focus is route choice while navigating. The main difference
compared to ski-orienteering is that navigation is done at a higher pace, because the bike can reach higher speeds. As
the biker reaches higher speeds, map reading becomes more challenging.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1405:

Q2. Answer for example 1406: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase higher pace in Example 1405 and Example 1406 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 704
1407. Target phrase: regional event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23029497

The process builds community awareness about the importance of braille literacy. Student participation. In order to
participate, students must be registered by their teacher or attend a regional event. Teachers must fill out the forms
on the Braille Challenge website and register each individual student for the preliminary contest.

1408. Target phrase: regional event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7761058

Firefly Arts Collective is an American non-profit organization that facilitates the annual New England regional burner
festival ’Firefly’. Firefly is a regional event inspired by the annual Burning Man festival in Nevada. Firefly is held in
Vermont typically during July 4 weekend.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1407:

Q2. Answer for example 1408: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase regional event in Example 1407 and Example 1408 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 705
1409. Target phrase: immediate community
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8772722

Fish have been recognised as a major food source from the earliest times. Fishing was important to the earliest settlers
in Scotland, around 7000 BC. At this stage, fishing was a subsistence activity, undertaken only to feed the fisher and their
immediate community. By the medieval period, salmon and herring were important resources and were exported to
continental Europe, and the towns of the Hanseatic League in particular.

1410. Target phrase: immediate community

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20646704

Sewage is made up of the wastewater from residences and institutions, carrying bodily wastes (primarily feces and
urine), washing water, food preparation wastes, laundry wastes, and other waste products of normal living. This is clas-
sified as sewage or domestic wastewater. Sewage in cities also includes the liquid-carried wastes from stores and service
establishments serving the immediate community, termed commercial wastes. However, wastewater that result from
industrial processes such as the production or manufacture of goods are classed as industrial wastewater, not as sewage
and is usually collected and treated or pre-treated separately.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1409:

Q2. Answer for example 1410: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase immediate community in Example 1409 and Example 1410 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 706
1411. Target phrase: alleged support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1823636

In 1995, the Nanzan Institute for Religion and Culture published ”Rude Awakenings. Zen, the Kyoto School, and the
question of nationalism”, which ”examines the relationship between Japanese nationalism and intellectuals in the Kyoto
school and the world of Zen.” It places the development of the Kyoto school, and its alleged support for the Japanese
militarism, in the larger context of the Meiji-restoration. Robert H. Sharf contributed to this volume, as a sequel to
his ”The Zen of Japanese Nationalism”, in which he extensively investigates the support of the Zen-institutions for the
Imperial State, and the backgrounds of this support.

1412. Target phrase: alleged support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21091796

Campaign. Feingold’s first television ad was a positive ad released in March. In July 2010, Feingold’s second 2010
television election ad attacked Johnson for alleged support for offshore drilling in the Great Lakes. Johnson quickly
countered Feingold with a television ad of his own.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1411:

Q2. Answer for example 1412: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase alleged support in Example 1411 and Example 1412 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 707
1413. Target phrase: average frequency
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11399877

Option 1: Bucket 1 contains values 1 through 4. Bucket 2 contains values 5 through 8. Bucket 1: average frequency
3.25 Weighted variance 2.28 Bucket 2: Average frequency 2.5 Weighted variance 2.19 Sum of Weighted Variance 4.47 Op-
tion 2: Bucket 1 contains values 1 through 2. Bucket 2 contains values 3 through 8.

1414. Target phrase: average frequency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14337

The frequency of sexual activity might range from zero (sexual abstinence) to 15 or 20 times a week. In the United
States, the average frequency of sexual intercourse for married couples is 2 to 3 times a week. It is generally recognized
that postmenopausal women experience declines in frequency of sexual intercourse and that average frequency of in-
tercourse declines with age. According to the Kinsey Institute, the average frequency of sexual intercourse in the US for
individuals who have partners is 112 times per year (age 18–29), 86 times per year (age 30–39), and 69 times per year
(age 40–49).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1413:

Q2. Answer for example 1414: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase average frequency in Example 1413 and Example 1414 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 708
1415. Target phrase: beautiful suit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3134487

In response Marcellus led his squadrons of cavalry forward and tried to outflank them, extending his wings into a
thin line, until he was not far from the enemy. His horse however were temporarily seized with panic and turned away
from the Gallic line, which fortunately he was able to convert into a spectacle of dedication to the Gods. He then vowed
that he would consecrate to Jupiter Feretrius the most beautiful suit of armor among them. Meanwhile, Viridomarus
had ridden out in front of his men and issued a challenge for single combat to the Roman consul.

1416. Target phrase: beautiful suit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47878489

For example, the Cape Town slave code stated that ”Slaves must go barefoot and must carry passes.” This was the
case in the majority of states that abolished slavery later in history, as most images from the respective historical period
suggest that slaves were barefoot. To quote Brother Riemer (1779): ”[the slaves] are, even in their most beautiful suit,
obliged to go barefoot. Slaves were forbidden to wear shoes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1415:

Q2. Answer for example 1416: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase beautiful suit in Example 1415 and Example 1416 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 709
1417. Target phrase: sound evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53706876
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This planning method is a form of participatory planning, an urban planning theory that focuses on involving the
community in the planning and management process. Participatory planning works to include all points of view in the
decision making process, and gather them all into one vision. Being deliberative involves being motivated by an intended
outcome and choosing a vision that is based on sound evidence and reason. Deliberation can take many forms in un-
derstanding planning, whether it be more formal and technical, or more organic and exploratory.

1418. Target phrase: sound evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46435

However, even this anti-Ismaili historian makes no mention of the gardens on the Alamut grounds. Having destroyed
a number of texts in the library’s collection, deemed by Juvayni to be heretical, it would be expected that he would pay
significant attention to the Nizari gardens, particularly if they were the site of drug use and temptation. Having not
once mentioned such gardens, Willey concludes that there is no sound evidence in favor of these legends. According to
the historian Yaqut al-Hamawi, the Böszörmény, (Izmaleita or Ismaili/Nizari) denomination of Muslims who lived in the
Kingdom of Hungary from the 10th to the 13th centuries, were employed as mercenaries by the kings of Hungary.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1417:

Q2. Answer for example 1418: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sound evidence in Example 1417 and Example 1418 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 710
1419. Target phrase: local water

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6922515

At the height of its existence the monastery was supported by large land holdings worked by the monks themselves.
Modern history. Early in the 19th century, the prior, Simeon Miljković, took on improvements to the monastery that
included guest quarters, local water, and a new vineyard. A seminary was opened in 1858.

1420. Target phrase: local water

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9644994

A landfill liner, or composite liner, is intended to be a low permeable barrier, which is laid down under engineered
landfill sites. Until it deteriorates, the liner retards migration of leachate, and its toxic constituents, into underlying
aquifers or nearby rivers, causing spoliation of the local water. Modern landfills generally require a layer of compacted
clay with a minimum required thickness and a maximum allowable hydraulic conductivity, overlaid by a high-density
polyethylene geomembrane.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1419:

Q2. Answer for example 1420: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local water in Example 1419 and Example 1420 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 711
1421. Target phrase: one pack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50326694
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These are also available on prescription from a doctor or family planning nurse. When purchased on prescription,
they are subsidised for up to 144 condoms. This is significantly cheaper than buying condoms from a store, where the
price can be up to $20 for one pack of 12 condoms. Implants.

1422. Target phrase: one pack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59464477

Gööck classes ”das Große Los” as a family game, but the rules are rather different. Each player gets a number of
chips (Müller - 15 chips) and a prize is agreed for winning the last card. The banker deals all the cards of one pack to
the other players; it being immaterial if some have an extra card. Players lay their cards, face up, in front of them.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1421:

Q2. Answer for example 1422: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one pack in Example 1421 and Example 1422 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 712
1423. Target phrase: highest cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15677759

Ambassador to Japan for five months during 1930 to negotiate the changes in warship limits that Japan requested
from the five-power London Naval Conference 1930. He was named to this position on December 11, 1929, in large part
because he had a private income sufficient to defray the costs of an ambassadorship while the State Department salaries
and funds provided for entertainment were so low. Tokyo, with the highest cost of living of any post, had been vacant
since Charles MacVeagh (1860–1931) resigned on December 6, 1928. Castle’s appointment to Japan was only for the
duration of the conference.

1424. Target phrase: highest cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42744070

In fixed pass-through or GPU pass-through (a special case of PCI pass-through), a GPU is accessed directly by a
single virtual machine exclusively and permanently. This technique achieves 96100% of native performance and high
fidelity, but the acceleration provided by the GPU cannot be shared between multiple virtual machines. As such, it has
the lowest consolidation ratio and the highest cost, as each graphics-accelerated virtual machine requires an additional
physical GPU. The following software technologies implement fixed pass-through: VirtualBox removed support for PCI
pass-through in version 6.1.0.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1423:

Q2. Answer for example 1424: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase highest cost in Example 1423 and Example 1424 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 713
1425. Target phrase: budget line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=403362

It incorporated fully programmable pixel and vertex shaders. About a year later, the architecture was revised to allow
for higher frequencies, more efficient memory access, and several other improvements in the R350 family. A budget line
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of RV350 products was based on this refreshed design with some elements disabled or removed. Models using the new
PCI Express interface were introduced in 2004.

1426. Target phrase: budget line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=232167

All that is necessary is that the utility index change as more preferred bundles are consumed. On a plane with two
kinds of commodities that meet the different needs of consumers, a curve composed of a series of points that consumers
feel indifference becomes an indifference curve. The tangent point between the indifference curve and the budget line
is the point at which consumer satisfaction is maximized. Indifference curves are typically numbered with the number
increasing as more preferred bundles are consumed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1425:

Q2. Answer for example 1426: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase budget line in Example 1425 and Example 1426 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 714
1427. Target phrase: first operation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19344297

The development of DAPPI widened the range of detection for nonpolar compounds and added a new dimension of
thermal desorption of direct analysis samples. Principle of operation. The first operation to occur during desorption
atmospheric pressure photoionization is desorption. Desorption of the sample is initiated by a hot jet of solvent vapor
that is targeted onto the sample by a nebulizer microchip.

1428. Target phrase: first operation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15144113

In 2017, Realize CFI, a financial institution, was created. Internationalization. In 2017, Lojas Renner S.A. took
another important step by opening its first operation abroad. Today, there are 9 stores in Uruguay and, in 2019, 4
stores were launched in Argentina.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1427:

Q2. Answer for example 1428: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first operation in Example 1427 and Example 1428 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 715
1429. Target phrase: increased travel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4052456

In June 1927, the powerful GJL dissolved itself at its AGM and its twenty member clubs were joined by a further
twenty from other leagues to form the breakaway ”Scottish Intermediate Football League”. In Ayrshire, the Western
Junior Football League reformed as the Western Intermediate Football League at the same time with sixteen out of the
eighteen clubs supporting the dispute. Clubs in Fife also showed an interest however the prospect of increased travel
meant their participation was not viable. From the beginning of season 1927–28, Intermediate clubs began to compete in
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separate competitions, including their own Scottish Intermediate Cup (i.e.

1430. Target phrase: increased travel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22958387

An original 1967 FJ45 Land Cruiser wagon body was widened to fit onto a Land Cruiser 100 chassis and drive train.
The 4.7-L V8 engine was set back to fit the engine bay. A custom independent rear suspension was made and the front
suspension was modified for increased travel. CS&amp;S (2003).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1429:

Q2. Answer for example 1430: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increased travel in Example 1429 and Example 1430 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 716
1431. Target phrase: widely held opinion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64391908

Another popular interpretation, held mainly in the United States, is that of an American win. In a 2012 interview
at ”The Christian Science Monitor”, Donald Hickey said: ”By my count, we lost the War of 1812 and we lost Vietnam.
That’s not a widely held opinion in the United States about the War of 1812. The common view is that the war ended
in a draw”.

1432. Target phrase: widely held opinion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4106560

The French doctor Charles Anglada (1809–1878) wrote a book in 1869 on extinct and new diseases. He did not
distinguish infectious diseases from others (he uses the terms reactive and affective diseases, to mean diseases with an
external or internal cause, more or less meaning diseases with or without an observable external cause). He writes in
the introductionA widely held opinion among physicians admits the invariability of pathologies. All the illnesses which
have existed or which have an outbreak around us are categorized according to arrested and preconceived types, and
must enter one way or the other into the frameworks established by the nosologists.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1431:

Q2. Answer for example 1432: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase widely held opinion in Example 1431 and Example 1432 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 717
1433. Target phrase: modern cut

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1090403

Catalina helps Betty come out of her shell and slowly helps Betty shed some of her ugliness. First she convinces Betty
to accept an advance on her salary so that she can buy clothes that complement her figure better. The next day she
takes Betty to a hair stylist and asks them to give her a more modern cut. A few days later she is taken back to the
hair stylist to have her unibrow and stache waxed out and she is fixed with make up.
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1434. Target phrase: modern cut

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=977374

A dark blue/black evening dress is authorized for officers and individual branches or regiments may parade bands or
”fanfares” in historic dress dating as far back as the Napoleonic period. Germany. The German Army has retained a
form of field grey for dress wear though of modern cut and worn with berets. Some senior officers still wear peaked caps.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1433:

Q2. Answer for example 1434: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase modern cut in Example 1433 and Example 1434 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 718
1435. Target phrase: good long time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43978851

And somehow, this moment has been worse than any of them. Bob being eaten alive by a hipster. (Before writing
poor Bob’s obituary, note that Hershel survived a good long time on one leg.)” Terri Schwartz of ”Zap2it” gave similar
comments, saying ”surprisingly Father Gabriel Stokes wasn’t the biggest arrival in the episode.

1436. Target phrase: good long time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15133900

Rce1 h6 Objections to the sobriquet. Andrew Soltis has objected to the characterization of this game as ”the Im-
mortal Zugzwang Game”, explaining: ”First, Saemisch could have moved one of his pieces, even though it would have
returned the sacrificed piece to Nimzovich. The game could have then proceeded for a good long time after that with
Saemisch gaining some breathing space. But, secondly, the game doesn’t constitute a true zugzwang because at the very
end Nimzovich had a threat to win his opponent’s queen.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1435:

Q2. Answer for example 1436: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good long time in Example 1435 and Example 1436 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 719
1437. Target phrase: native origin

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27864490

An impassable barrier at the confluence of San Tomas Aquino and Saratoga Creeks prevents salmonid fish passage
to both creeks. However, stream resident rainbow trout are still found in Saratoga Creek. Recent genetic analysis has
shown that the surviving rainbow trout are of native origin and not hatchery stock. Recently, three of the originally
native fish species have been collected from the creek including California roach (”Lavinia symmetricus”), Sacramento
sucker (”Catostomus occidentalis occidentalis”) and rainbow trout.

1438. Target phrase: native origin

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13785185
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Mississippi State Capitol forgery. In the 1920s, the Mississippi Department of Archives and History purchased a large
collection of Native American artifacts from the nephew of Colonel Brevoort Butler after Butler’s death. Included in
these artifacts was one item that was clearly not of native origin, an Egyptian mummy. For decades this item was on
display in the State Capitol Building, becoming a much-loved attraction and source of local pride.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1437:

Q2. Answer for example 1438: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase native origin in Example 1437 and Example 1438 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 720
1439. Target phrase: local society

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26548456

Located at an altitude of 1600 meters above sea level, this lake has a very exotic landscape. The lake is spread over
an area ofabout 45,000 hectares and the surrounding nature reserve has an area of about 123,077.15 hectares. The lake
is called ”Situ Patengan” by the local society, as the pronunciation of ”patengan” is too difficult to say in Sundanese
patenggang. The lake and adjoining area is a popular tourist destination.

1440. Target phrase: local society

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32148899

Her father was James Frampton and her mother was Phillis Frampton, ex-wife of Charlton Wollaston. Frampton
would regularly travel to London with her parents and witnessed the Gordon Riots and the trial of Warren Hastings.
Her father died in 1784 and Frampton settled in Dorchester with her mother, where they were central to local society.
Frampton kept a diary from a young age; this was published as ”The Journal of Mary Frampton, From The Year 1779
to Until The Year 1846” in 1885.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1439:

Q2. Answer for example 1440: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local society in Example 1439 and Example 1440 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 721
1441. Target phrase: efficient production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22934720

This mine was named Tynewydd Colliery (not to be confused with Tynewydd Colliery in nearby Porth, site of an
1877 disaster) and in 1868 ownership was transferred to Rhondda Merthyr Colliery Company for £50,000. The mine
remained profitable until 1879 when a geological fault affected production. In 1887 the mine was purchased by Messrs L
and H Gueret, and efficient production was re-established. Despite producing 100,000 tons of coal in 1910 by 1911 it
had closed.

1442. Target phrase: efficient production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35853255

Paul M. Bator, who helped negotiate and draft the UNESCO convention on the International Trade of Art, argues
that larger countries are responsible for the cultural interests of smaller ones. He explains in ”The International Trade
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in Art” that ”art-rich countries should create tax and other financial and psychological incentives to persuade those with
important antiquities and archaeological objects to keep them at home”. Proponents of liberalization in international art
markets stress that open markets contribute to efficient production and distribution of cultural products. Reliance on
competitive market forces also frees creative individuals from the hindrance of government oversight.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1441:

Q2. Answer for example 1442: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase efficient production in Example 1441 and Example 1442 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 722
1443. Target phrase: normally a symbol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27193249

The Sawant family receives a huge electricity of Bill of Rs.73,000, leaving them trapped and humiliated by the system.
During Kashinath’s visits to the electricity board he learns that he must pay a bribe to fix his problem. The film uses a
cup of tea, normally a symbol of hospitality, as a metaphor for a bribe. He is introduced to Dr. Durga Khanolkar, a
social activist who is creating awareness about the RTI Act.

1444. Target phrase: normally a symbol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66411024

The exact significance of this is unclear, although it has been suggested that it might denote lower court ranks. In
art, the ”chlamys” is usually depicted with the right half thrown behind the shoulder, so that only the left-hand ”tablion”
is visible. Although normally a symbol of civilian dress, military saints are often depicted wearing a ”chlamys” with
”tablia”. In the ”Kletorologion” of 899, the term ”tablion” is also used for a box for the emperor’s personal garments,
carried by his servants during processions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1443:

Q2. Answer for example 1444: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase normally a symbol in Example 1443 and Example 1444 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 723
1445. Target phrase: current activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54209559

Hurricane tracker apps. A number of Hurricane tracker apps are also available online to install directly over a smart-
phone. By using these apps, one can easily track the current activity of the Hurricanes. Red Cross has also launched
several applications for this purpose.

1446. Target phrase: current activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31523315

The proximity of a finger will invoke the control. The controls are illuminated by LEDs. Only the controls which
have a function to the current activity are lit up. The CD and cassette are hidden behind polished aluminium lids.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1445:

Q2. Answer for example 1446: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase current activity in Example 1445 and Example 1446 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 724
1447. Target phrase: past incidences

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1107850

The language, culture, and populations of Lahaul and Spiti are closely related. Generally, the Lahaulis are of Tibetan
and Indo-Aryan, while the Spiti Bhot are more similar to the Tibetans, owing to their proximity to Tibet. The district
has a Himachal Pradesh state legislative law in place to curb antique looting by travellers given past incidences. In the
pre-independence era, the ethnic tribal belt was into the British lahaul and the chamba lahaul, which was merged with
Punjab post 1947.

1448. Target phrase: past incidences

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20495880

If coronary ischemia is suspected, a series of tests will be undertaken for confirmation. The most common tests used
are an electrocardiogram, an exercise stress test, and a coronary angiography. A medical history will be taken, including
queries about past incidences of chest pain or shortness of breath. The duration and frequency of symptoms will be
noted as will any measures taken to relieve the symptoms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1447:

Q2. Answer for example 1448: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase past incidences in Example 1447 and Example 1448 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 725
1449. Target phrase: particular account

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2522890

ChipTAN is a TAN scheme used by many German and Austrian banks. It is known as ChipTAN or Sm@rt-TAN in
Germany and as CardTAN in Austria, whereas cardTAN is a technically independent standard. A ChipTAN generator
is not tied to a particular account; instead, the user must insert their bank card during use. The TAN generated is
specific to the bank card as well as to the current transaction details.

1450. Target phrase: particular account

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=998430

Career. His edition of Livy (1738–1746, and subsequent editions) is the work on which his fame chiefly rests. The
preface gives a particular account of all the literary men, who have at different periods commented on the works of
Livy. The edition itself is based on that of Gronovius; but Drakenborch made many important alterations on the authority
of manuscripts which it is probable Gronovius had never seen.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1449:

Q2. Answer for example 1450: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular account in Example 1449 and Example 1450 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 726
1451. Target phrase: silver crown

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30873644

The Goddess personifies Mother Earth and is still worshipped by the Hindu population of the northern Indo-Gangetic
plain and southern India alike. The original temple built at the site where the Victoria Terminus station earlier was by
Koli fishermen was demolished around 1737 and a new temple was erected in its place at Phansi Talao. The modern
shrine contains an image of the Goddess Mumbadevi dressed in a robe with a silver crown, a nose stud and a golden
necklace. To the left is a stone figure of Annapurna seated on a peacock.

1452. Target phrase: silver crown

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1787582

Set in the United States, the story is in the form of a diary written from the first-person perspective of sixteen-year-old
Ann Burden, who has survived a nuclear war and nerve gas through living in a small valley with a self-contained weather
system. According to Sally Conly, ”Z for Zachariah” was her husband’s second novel intended for adults, following his
1972 science-fiction thriller ”A Report from Group 17”. O’Brien had previously established himself as a children’s writer
with his novels ”The silver crown” (1968) and ”Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH” (1971). ”Z for Zachariah” received
a 1976 honor award from the Jane Addams Children’s Book Award and the Edgar Award for the best mystery fiction in
the juvenile category.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1451:

Q2. Answer for example 1452: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase silver crown in Example 1451 and Example 1452 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 727
1453. Target phrase: dual way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7392872

It is the absence of the physical interpretation of the bra that allows the ensemble approach to by-pass the notion of
”collapse”. Instead, the density operator expresses the observational side of the ensemble interpretation. It hardly needs
saying that this account could be expressed in a dual way, with bras and kets interchanged, ”mutatis mutandis”. In the
ensemble approach, the notion of the pure state is conceptually derived by analysis of the density operator, rather than
the density operator being conceived as conceptually synthesized from the notion of the pure state.

1454. Target phrase: dual way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53259302

According to the Peruvian comunero Javier Lajo in his publication ”Qhapaq Kuna” in 2002: ”Through that dynamic
and natural symbol (Andean worship to water) expressing the general law of movement and time, I have been able to
learn as much or more than in all the time I have attended school and university”. The Amauta is formed by sharing,
loving and assisting the Pachamama (nature) and their coexisting energies. Amawtismo (destroy, recycle and rebuild
everything in a dual way, loving everything that is plant, animal or thing). Other Activities.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1453:

Q2. Answer for example 1454: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dual way in Example 1453 and Example 1454 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 728
1455. Target phrase: harbour development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1073882

It is thought to be a 3rd-century Roman cargo vessel and was probably at anchor or grounded when the fire broke out.
The first breakwater, from before the 13th century was a mole, made of loose stones, where the Albert Pier now stands.
In 1605, a Royal Charter authorised a ”pettie Custume” tax on imports to Guernsey to pay for harbour development.
The English Civil War saw the harbour in the firing line in 1643 between the Royalist held Castle Cornet and the Par-
liamentarian held town.

1456. Target phrase: harbour development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3326168

In February 2006, he became Minister for Energy, Minister for Ports and Waterways and Minister Assisting the Trea-
surer on Business and Economic Regulatory Reform. In April 2007, he became Minister for Small Business, Regulatory
Reform, Ports and Waterways. In 2007, former premier Bob Carr was critical of Tripodi’s performance as waterways
minister with regard to his management of harbour development. In 2009, it was reported that Tripodi had proposed
electricity industry reform in NSW that would result in the three state-owned retailers being sold off to private enterprise
and the sale of long-term ”gentrader” contracts.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1455:

Q2. Answer for example 1456: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase harbour development in Example 1455 and Example 1456 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 729
1457. Target phrase: work loads

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=75500

Initially, the project scope is defined and the appropriate methods for completing the project are determined. Fol-
lowing this step, the durations for the various tasks necessary to complete the work are listed and grouped into a work
breakdown structure. Project planning is often used to organize different areas of a project, including project plans,
work loads and the management of teams and individuals. The logical dependencies between tasks are defined using an
activity network diagram that enables identification of the critical path.

1458. Target phrase: work loads

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31316619

Although they expected to go home immediately after the end of the war in 1945, the majority of German prisoners
continued working in the United States until 1946—arguably violating the Geneva Convention’s requirement of rapid
repatriation—then spent up to three more years as laborers in France and the United Kingdom. (see also German prison-
ers of war in the United Kingdom). As the Geneva Convention no longer applied, and because of the atrocities discovered
at concentration camps, prisoners’ rations were cut and work loads were increased. Before being sent home they were
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required to watch documentaries of the camps.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1457:

Q2. Answer for example 1458: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase work loads in Example 1457 and Example 1458 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 730
1459. Target phrase: mainstream school

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15753151

He began as a forward at local team SVg Pitten before moving to 1. Wiener Neustädter SC at the age of 11. At the
age of 15, while still an amateur and at mainstream school, Fuchs played for their senior team. When he was 17, he
signed his first professional deal at SV Mattersburg, a team who despite coming from a town of 6,000 drew league record
average crowds of 17,000, came third in the Austrian Football Bundesliga and played in European competition.

1460. Target phrase: mainstream school

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60620490

The study finds that Deaf peers are more likely to be neglected and less likely to have a friend. Yet hearing peers who
are friends of Deaf peers viewed their friendship as pro-social function compares with those hearing peers who have no
Deaf friends. The study concludes that Deaf people are not rejected in the mainstream school, but feel isolated due to
communication difficulties. Although, some hearing peers admittedly don’t know how to solve communication difficulties,
which lead hearing peers to prefer socializing with other hearing peers over Deaf peers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1459:

Q2. Answer for example 1460: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mainstream school in Example 1459 and Example 1460 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 731
1461. Target phrase: real-world setting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59890989

Like in the original problem, the goal is to match all men to all women such that no pair of man and woman who are
unmarried to each other, would simultaneously like to leave their present partners and pair with each other instead. In
the classic version of the problem, each person must rank the members of the opposite sex in strict order of preference.
However, in a real-world setting, a person may prefer two or more persons as equally favorable partner. Such tied
preference is termed as ”indifference”.

1462. Target phrase: real-world setting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7036463

Most classes are taught in the Harkness table format, with no more than 13 girls. Springside and nearby all-boys
Chestnut Hill Academy are unique in that upper school (grade 9-12) students take co-educational classes with each other.
The system was implemented in 2010 to build upon leadership skills taught early on into a real-world setting. Very few
schools offer such a system; a notable example of this is the Brunswick School and Greenwich Academy in Connecticut,
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which also pool students together from the two schools in co-educational classes and activities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1461:

Q2. Answer for example 1462: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real-world setting in Example 1461 and Example 1462 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 732
1463. Target phrase: real fears

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60972915

She particularly cites characters’ aversion to her and disparaging of her femininity. She felt however that her actual
character is great and relatable, but the way she is framed in the game ”doesn’t provide any optimism for trans-folk
and their allies.” ”The Guardian”s Matt Kamen agreed on the hints, stating that the game ”[reflects] the real fears and
stigmas trans people face.” Writer Ana Valens was hopeful that Erica might be improved with ”Full Body”, but was
disappointed to discover that it was even worse.

1464. Target phrase: real fears

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24774332

The newly formed club undertook to ensure that the ground was capable of holding hockey and netball festivals,
County cricket matches and County table tennis matches. At the same time, the new club took out a 28-year lease on the
pavilion from the Medina Borough Council. In 2014, the ground was said to be in crisis and there were real fears of its
closure. This was because the £4,000 annual grant from the Council was set to be axed and there was genuine concern
that the ground would face insolvency without it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1463:

Q2. Answer for example 1464: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real fears in Example 1463 and Example 1464 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 733
1465. Target phrase: notable occurrence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9982811

With the first overall pick in the 1943 NFL Draft, the Lions drafted Frank Sinkwich from Georgia. The Lions would
finish the 1943 season with a 3–6–1 record. A notable occurrence during the season happened on November 7 when
the Lions and the New York Giants played to a scoreless tie. To date, this is the last time an NFL game has ended in a
scoreless tie.

1466. Target phrase: notable occurrence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49291242

The discovery of Hyder flares has been mainly associated with Charles Hyder who developed the mechanism describing
them in 1967. Some disagree with Hyder’s findings and his mechanism, on what actually produces the flare. Although
rare, a notable occurrence that took place November 1, 2014, confirmed that they display special characteristics dis-
tinguishing them from solar flares. Cause.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1465:

Q2. Answer for example 1466: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase notable occurrence in Example 1465 and Example 1466 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 734
1467. Target phrase: community institutions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=414741

What were formerly the competencies of the EEC fell within the European Community pillar. Justice and Home
Affairs was introduced as a new pillar while European Political Cooperation became the second pillar (the Common
Foreign and Security Policy). The community institutions became the institutions of the EU but the roles of the
institutions between the pillars are different. The Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice are largely cut out of
activities in the second and third pillars, with the Council dominating proceedings.

1468. Target phrase: community institutions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1910963

Calls to the number are automatically routed to the poison control center that covers the territory from which the
call is placed. It has a TTY/TDD number for the hearing impaired. Poison educators across the country also offer
poison prevention training and education sessions to community institutions, along with educational materials. Other
countries.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1467:

Q2. Answer for example 1468: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase community institutions in Example 1467 and Example 1468 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 735
1469. Target phrase: indirect result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59511595

They then laid siege to Fort Mifflin and Fort Mercer, unsuccessfully attacking the latter by land and river in the Battle
of Red Bank on October 22. The 1,200 Hessians of the assault force suffered over 350 casualties, the British also losing
(64 guns) and HMS ”Merlin” (18 guns) to grounding. The latter was possibly an indirect result of engagement by the
Continental and Pennsylvania navies, which also provided enfilading fire against the Hessians. The siege was commanded
by John Montresor, designer of Fort Mifflin.

1470. Target phrase: indirect result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=246891

Mitochondrial DNA, maternally inherited to both sons and daughters, is used in an analogous way to trace the ma-
trilineal line. Brain function. Research is currently investigating whether male-pattern neural development is a direct
consequence of Y-chromosome-related gene expression or an indirect result of Y-chromosome-related androgenic hor-
mone production. Microchimerism.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1469:

Q2. Answer for example 1470: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase indirect result in Example 1469 and Example 1470 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 736
1471. Target phrase: card processing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=458524

EMV does not specify which files data is stored in, so all the files must be read. Data in these files is stored in BER
TLV format. EMV defines tag values for all data used in card processing. Processing restrictions.

1472. Target phrase: card processing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12202401

At present, large cities, such as Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chongqing, and Chengdu, are calling for a reliable
credit data system. The PBOC is currently evaluating the feasibility of establishing a nationwide credit bureau. Other
obstacles include lack of merchant acceptance and a weak infrastructure for card processing. At present, only 2% of
merchants in China are equipped to handle card transactions, although in some major cities like Shanghai the percentage
is over 30%.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1471:

Q2. Answer for example 1472: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase card processing in Example 1471 and Example 1472 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 737
1473. Target phrase: hand pass

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63970032

Kildare became the first team to win the Sam Maguire Cup in 1928. They haven’t won it since. Tactics such as the
hand pass were perfected by those early Kildare teams, but they also developed what became traditional catch-and-kick
football. Olympic high jumper Larry Stanley was regarded as one of the greatest fielders in the history of the game, and
first winner of the all-time All Star award.

1474. Target phrase: hand pass

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3996438

The tendons of the palmaris longus and flexor carpi ulnaris are partly attached to the surface of the retinaculum;
below, the short muscles of the thumb and little finger originate from the flexor retinaculum. Function. The flexor
retinaculum is the roof of the carpal tunnel, through which the median nerve and tendons of muscles which flex the
hand pass. Clinical significance.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1473:

Q2. Answer for example 1474: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase hand pass in Example 1473 and Example 1474 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 738
1475. Target phrase: another rock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21553250

Tridymite was found in a rock named ”Buckskin.” ChemCam and APXS measurements displayed high silica in
pale zones along fractures in the bedrock beyond Marias Pass; hence silica may have been deposited by fluids that
flowed through the fractures. CheMin found high silica levels in drilled material from a target called ”Big Sky” and in
another rock called ”Greenhorn.” As of the beginning of 2016, ”Curiosity” had discovered seven hydrous minerals.

1476. Target phrase: another rock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1346176

Mariel snatches up Skullgor’s sword from the ground and manages to stun Gabool, but is knocked out herself by the
villain’s henchmen. Embarrassed by his unexpected loss to a mere mousemaid, Gabool ties a heavy rock to Mariel’s leg
and throws her into the sea. The rock is dashed to pieces on another rock during her fall, and Mariel concludes her
intriguing narrative. The Quest Begins.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1475:

Q2. Answer for example 1476: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another rock in Example 1475 and Example 1476 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 739
1477. Target phrase: local circuit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32483660

In this case, the supply line becomes an ”island” with power surrounded by a ”sea” of unpowered lines. For this rea-
son, solar inverters that are designed to supply power to the grid are generally required to have automatic anti-islanding
circuitry in them. In intentional islanding, the generator disconnects from the grid, and forces the distributed generator
to power the local circuit. This is often used as a power backup system for buildings that normally sell their power to
the grid.

1478. Target phrase: local circuit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48728654

In both the U-12 foil and sabre event, Faiz managed to qualify from his pool and made it to the 1/16 round. In the
U-14 event, he made it to the 1/32 round in both weapons. On the local circuit, Faiz emerged champion in 3 events and
obtained medals in both the Foil and Sabre U-12 events. At the end of 2019, Amir Faiz appeared in his first MFF national
finals in the U-12 Sabre event where he obtained the silver medal and was ranked as high as number five nationally by
the Malaysian Fencing Federation(MFF) in the U-12 foil category.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1477:

Q2. Answer for example 1478: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local circuit in Example 1477 and Example 1478 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 740
1479. Target phrase: recognition signal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59575257

An intermediate stage in the process of eukaryotic RNA splicing is the formation of a lariat structure. It is anchored at
an adenosine residue in intron between 10 and 50 nucleotides upstream of the 3’ splice site. A short conserved sequence
(the branch point sequence) functions as the recognition signal for the site of lariat formation. During the splicing
process, this conserved sequence towards the end of the intron forms a lariat structure with the beginning of the intron.

1480. Target phrase: recognition signal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22413822

The ships resumed their original position following the fleet, but failed to report to Jellicoe what had happened to the
destroyers, or the sighting of German battleships. At around 23.40 large ships were again sighted and Allen attempted
to challenge. Before he could do so, the German battleship SMS ”Westfalen” sent her own recognition signal and then
turned on searchlights. ”Broke” attempted to fire torpedoes, but the range was very short, in the region of 150 yards,
and the German ship opened fire first.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1479:

Q2. Answer for example 1480: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase recognition signal in Example 1479 and Example 1480 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 741
1481. Target phrase: shorter time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6527784

At the very least, when aggregating many study results together, use of dexmedetomidine appears to be associated
with less neurocognitive dysfunction compared to other sedatives. Whether this observation has a beneficial psychological
impact is unclear. From an economic perspective, dexmedetomidine is associated with lower ICU costs, largely due to a
shorter time to extubation. Procedural sedation.

1482. Target phrase: shorter time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19186610

MCO issue. Travel agency MCOs were printed blank without airline information, and were endorsed to the airline
providing the service (or its local agent if the airline was not represented locally). Like tickets, they were valid for a
maximum of one year unless otherwise endorsed for a shorter time. Future usage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1481:

Q2. Answer for example 1482: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase shorter time in Example 1481 and Example 1482 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 742
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1483. Target phrase: service building

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32786376

The Shipping Building houses a parking garage and the other four house apartments. In 2007, the five buildings
of the Heinz Lofts were listed as a Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation Historic Landmark. In 2014, Heinz
Lofts sought to expand by purchasing the service building. In 2016, a different residential developer purchased the
Administration Building, the Administration Annex, and the Riley Research Building.

1484. Target phrase: service building

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=766546

In later games, a service building employs a ”walker”. The walker will leave the service building and walk along con-
nected roads, taking a random direction at every intersection. Eventually the walker will return to the service building
directly, and the activity will repeat. As of Caesar IV, this was changed to a walking distance measure, whereby access is
determined by the distance to the building following the roads; actual distance is irrelevant if the shortest route by road
is still too long.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1483:

Q2. Answer for example 1484: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase service building in Example 1483 and Example 1484 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 743
1485. Target phrase: later use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=339806

An example of musical burlesque is Richard Strauss’s 1890 Burleske for piano and orchestra. Examples of theatrical
burlesques include W. S. Gilbert’s ”Robert the Devil” and the A. C. Torr – Meyer Lutz shows, including ”Ruy Blas and
the Blasé Roué”. A later use of the term, particularly in the United States, refers to performances in a variety show
format. These were popular from the 1860s to the 1940s, often in cabarets and clubs, as well as theatres, and featured
bawdy comedy and female striptease.

1486. Target phrase: later use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2584822

In Common Criteria and European Union electronic signature standards ”trusted path” and ”trusted channel” describe
techniques that prevent interception or tampering with sensitive data as it passes through various system components:
User login. One of popular techniques for password stealing in Microsoft Windows was login spoofing, which was based
on programs that simulated operating system’s login prompt. When users try to log in, the fake login program can then
capture user passwords for later use. As a safeguard Windows NT introduced Ctrl-Alt-Del sequence as secure attention
key to escape any third party programs and invoke system login prompt.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1485:

Q2. Answer for example 1486: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase later use in Example 1485 and Example 1486 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 744
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1487. Target phrase: well over a decade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1157004

Isaac was the proprietor of a feed and grain store and sold horses. His home often served as a stopping place for Jewish
travelers who were unable to reach their own homes in time for the Sabbath. For well over a decade, these were the only
Jewish families in Glen Cove. The Jewish population of the community began to increase in the late 1880s and early 1890s.

1488. Target phrase: well over a decade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=818722

Karma, a character that later joined the New Mutants, was created by Claremont and artist Frank Miller in #100’s
lead story. A photo cover by Eliot R. Brown was used for the Spider-Man/Captain America team-up in issue #128.
Though published for well over a decade, the series format never truly caught on with readers. Upon taking a serious
look at sales figures for ”Marvel Team-Up”, Marvel’s editorial staff found that sales dramatically rose or fell with each
issue depending solely on the popularity of that issue’s co-star.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1487:

Q2. Answer for example 1488: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase well over a decade in Example 1487 and Example 1488 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 745
1489. Target phrase: personal statement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59890985

Selection and placements. The program invites a select group of the world’s leading science and engineering in-
stitutions to nominate their ”most exceptional” PhD students. Nominees then submit an application, consisting of a
research proposal, a personal statement, current CV, and 4-7 recommendation letters. The stated selection criteria are
extraordinary achievement, extraordinary degree of intelligence, scientific curiosity and innovation, collaborative spirit,
leadership, and an ambition for social good.

1490. Target phrase: personal statement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14429846

One has to see what one’s capacity is”. Other states whose Chief Ministers have either personally announced opposi-
tion or announced reluctance to implement the retail reforms: Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh.
Chief Ministers of many states have not made a personal statement in opposition or support of India needing retail
reforms. Gujarat, Kerala, Karnataka and Rajasthan are examples of these states.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1489:

Q2. Answer for example 1490: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase personal statement in Example 1489 and Example 1490 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 746
1491. Target phrase: current period
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11815070

It returned to Chantilly and reverted to 1,400 metres in 1955. The minimum age was raised to four in 1967, and
the distance was increased to 1,600 metres in 1972. The event was staged at Maisons-Laffitte in 1997 and 1998, and its
current period at Chantilly began in 1999. It is now held on the same day as the Prix de Diane.

1492. Target phrase: current period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1463837

Hindu eschatology is linked in the Vaishnavite tradition to the figure of Kalki, or the tenth and last avatar of Vishnu
names of the Supreme Being in Hinduism and before the age draws to a close, and Harihara simultaneously dissolves and
regenerates the universe. The current period is Kali Yuga, the last of four ”Yuga” that make up the current age. It
started just after Krishna left the earth in human form, in almost 3102 BCE or 5123 years from 2021.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1491:

Q2. Answer for example 1492: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase current period in Example 1491 and Example 1492 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 747
1493. Target phrase: high bench

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20214810

Nixon then nominated Harry Blackmun, who was confirmed. Nixon was shortly afterward faced with two new va-
cancies on the high bench due to the retirements of John Marshall Harlan and Hugo Black in 1971. In spite of the
rejections of Haynesworth and Carswell, Nixon announced that he would nominate Hershel Friday and Mildred Lillie to
the high bench. Neither was well regarded.

1494. Target phrase: high bench

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=143559

If birch wood is not available any other wood will do, but well dried birch wood is preferred because of its good quality
and smell, and long lasting burn. The important thing is to have a good ”löyly”, that is when the stones are hot enough
to evaporate the water thrown on them into steam that rises to the bathers. The bather in every type of sauna sits on a
high bench near the ceiling where the hot steam reaches them quickly. Electric sauna.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1493:

Q2. Answer for example 1494: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase high bench in Example 1493 and Example 1494 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 748
1495. Target phrase: us press

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20601166

I Want My Mommy is a video game for the Atari 2600 released exclusively to North America by Zimag in 1983. It
is a platform game (then called ”climbing games” by the us press). The game was given the KidStuff logo on the cover
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art; meaning it was aimed at gamers under the age of nine.

1496. Target phrase: us press

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5503146

Two rooms, which are especially remarkable, are the ladies and the gentlemen’s bathrooms with sunken marble baths.
During the two world wars, the castle remained mostly unharmed and was used as housing for international lawyers and
journalists during the Nuremberg Trials. Reportedly, John Steinbeck and Ernest Hemingway resided there while writing
for the us press. Nowadays, the castle is mainly used for cultural events and meetings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1495:

Q2. Answer for example 1496: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase us press in Example 1495 and Example 1496 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 749
1497. Target phrase: continued investment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1398166

John Thorne, senior vice president and deputy general counsel of Verizon, a broadband and telecommunications
company, has argued that they will have no incentive to make large investments to develop advanced fibre-optic net-
works if they are prohibited from charging higher preferred access fees to companies that wish to take advantage of the
expanded capabilities of such networks. Thorne and other ISPs have accused Google and Skype of freeloading or free
riding for using a network of lines and cables the phone company spent billions of dollars to build. Marc Andreessen
states that ”a pure net neutrality view is difficult to sustain if you also want to have continued investment in broad-
band networks. If you’re a large telco right now, you spend on the order of $20 billion a year on capex [capital expenditure].

1498. Target phrase: continued investment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52266638

Facing the COVID-19 pandemic in France, Jean-Philippe Puig emphasized the Group’s ability to adapt to the change
in consumer behavior caused by the shift from eating out to eating at home. Regardless, the biofuels business faced a
substantial economic impact from the pandemic. In spite of this crisis, the Avril Group has maintained its development
plan and reiterated its continued investment in vegetable proteins. Other positions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1497:

Q2. Answer for example 1498: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase continued investment in Example 1497 and Example 1498 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 750
1499. Target phrase: government workers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17847058

The cost of administering the program was more than twice the amount paid out to purchase the land, and trans-
actions that were supposed to last weeks took many months. Finally Widtsoe was emptied out. government workers
tore down most of the buildings and placed over under the provisions of the Taylor Grazing Act. A few houses and an
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old community building still stand on the site.

1500. Target phrase: government workers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18425178

Membership of the various national sections of the Red Sport International was by no means monolithic. Accord-
ing to the RSI’s own study of the issue, members of the organizations were predominantly male, but hailed from a
variety of communist, socialist, syndicalist, and anarchist tendencies, including many of whom who were members of
no party. Although many of these were of the working class, also included were white collar employees, students, and
government workers. Membership records of the French section, for example, indicate that approximately 80% of
participants were from the working class, with the remaining 20% members of other social groups.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1499:

Q2. Answer for example 1500: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase government workers in Example 1499 and Example 1500 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 751
1501. Target phrase: enhanced sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5077323

During offshore migration in winter and spring, adults have also been known to consume whitebait. Because ”R.
leporina” has small eyes that are located further back from the snout tip, they lack vision around their mouth region.
This is compensated by an enhanced sense of touch in the anterior rays of the dorsal fins, the lateral lines along the
body. The anterior rays are used to sense prey buried under sediment, or in turbulent water, and the lateral lines detect
waves of pressure and low-frequency sound in the water.

1502. Target phrase: enhanced sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30794782

As well as being a good way to connect with neighbors, it also is an important form of community security, helping to
prevent crime. Front porches were originally mandated in the planned community of Seaside, Florida, as a way to reduce
air conditioning usage. Its planners then perceived an enhanced sense of community and front porches subsequently
became an important element in the New Urbanism movement. During the summer of 2006, ”All Things Considered”
broadcast a series of stories dedicated to the role of the front porch in American life and literature.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1501:

Q2. Answer for example 1502: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase enhanced sense in Example 1501 and Example 1502 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 752
1503. Target phrase: commercial level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6312276

The lower level of Kinetic Park has over available for commercial uses that will complement the Technology Park area.
Intended uses include restaurants, lodging, banking, personal services and other retail businesses that can conveniently
serve employees of the Technology Park and surrounding area. Currently only two tenants occupy the commercial level,
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a Bob Evans restaurant and a TownePlace Suites by Marriott. Technology park.

1504. Target phrase: commercial level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47455545

It is run by the World Association of Newspapers, with its headquarters in Paris, and is supported by the Danish
newspaper group JP/Politiken. According to APN, their mission is to facilitate associations between Arab journalists
and editors in order to promote a free press. On a commercial level, the network supports newspapers to grow and
expand through practical advice. The APN website contains news about the Arab world and on developments therein
relating to freedom of the press.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1503:

Q2. Answer for example 1504: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase commercial level in Example 1503 and Example 1504 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 753
1505. Target phrase: correct size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47759150

It features an early use of the name America. The map incorporates information from the travels of Amerigo Vespucci,
published in 1503 and 1505. Additionally, the map depicts the Arctic as an ocean and Antarctica as a continent of about
the correct size. The likelihood that the map, found among Leonardo da Vinci’s papers preserved in Windsor, was
drawn by Leonardo himself has not been completely accepted by scholars.

1506. Target phrase: correct size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19972643

However, this provides for no selectivity and in electrical engineering terms is considered a poor solution. A full study
should be undertaken by the facilities manager and VO company, to select which supplies could benefit the owner by
reducing the voltage and which supplies would give no commercial benefit. This way the owner only purchases a VO of
the correct size and not one that’s for all supplies. Installing a VO unit to ’optimise’ all supplies would give a longer
return on investment, a higher capital outlay and makes little commercial sense.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1505:

Q2. Answer for example 1506: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct size in Example 1505 and Example 1506 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 754
1507. Target phrase: unanswered question

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2447996

The repertoire of the orchestra includes Western classical music ranging from early baroque to contemporary classical
music as well as Chinese works composed or arranged for a Western orchestra. This is reflected in the program for its
inaugural concert that included Rossini’s Overture, Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 5 (soloist Ong Lip Tat), Charles
Ives’ ”The unanswered question”, and the Chinese orchestral piece ”Dance of the Yao People”. Recordings.
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1508. Target phrase: unanswered question

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32419178

”... The acting by Close and Byrne has beautifully captured this burning schizophrenia,” writes David Hinkcley of
”The New York Daily News”. He concludes by saying, ”Best of all, Patty returns to the unanswered question that
Ellen asked her last season: ’Is it worth it?’ For viewers, yes, it is.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1507:

Q2. Answer for example 1508: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unanswered question in Example 1507 and Example 1508 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 755
1509. Target phrase: sizable segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13993422

Consequently, many unemployed persons began looking into agriculture to earn income. The most cultivated crops
are grains, especially barley, followed by lentils and chick peas. A sizable segment of the population raise livestock and
10% breed their own domestic animals. In total, there are 144 cows, 7,000 goats, 14,000 sheep, and 500 beehives.

1510. Target phrase: sizable segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10881873

Reed accepted the position at Creighton, generating controversy in the Bluejay community. Longtime assistant coach
Tom Broshnihan, who had been around since Sutton, was seen as the rightful heir to the Creighton head coaching job.
A sizable segment of the fan-base criticized Reed as lacking experience in college coaching and recruiting. High school
basketball in Nebraska produced a record number of prospects prior to Willis Reed’s first season.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1509:

Q2. Answer for example 1510: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sizable segment in Example 1509 and Example 1510 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 756
1511. Target phrase: weekly audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=291486

United Kingdom. In the United Kingdom, audiences with the British monarch are usually listed in the Court Circular,
which is published daily by the broadsheet press. The British Prime Minister has a weekly audience with Elizabeth
II, usually every Wednesday, during parliamentary time at Buckingham Palace. Denmark.

1512. Target phrase: weekly audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4366580

Reception. The original broadcast of ”The 23rd Psalm” was on January 11, 2006 on ABC, being preceded by a clip
show titled ”Lost: Revelations”. It was watched by approximately 20.56 million American viewers, being third in the
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weekly audience ranking, behind the and ”Desperate Housewives”. Reviews for ”The 23rd Psalm” were mostly positive.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1511:

Q2. Answer for example 1512: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase weekly audience in Example 1511 and Example 1512 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 757
1513. Target phrase: least one event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5385470

After a losing season, the team decided that Furpaw was the harbinger of bad luck and Willie made his debut ten
years later in 1933. Willie initially debuted as a logo, coming to life later in 1947, when members of the Alpha Delta
fraternity dressed up as him during the Homecoming parade. Now, Willie attends at least one event of each varsity
sport throughout the year and dons replica uniforms whenever possible. Origin of the name.

1514. Target phrase: least one event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41876352

Events, commissions, and management. The Shed is planned to host many cultural events including for art, perfor-
mance, film, design, food, fashion, and new combinations of cultural content. At least one event, New York Fashion
Week, is considering moving to the Shed for all of its exhibitions. In 2014, Alex Poots was named the CEO/Artistic
Director of the Shed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1513:

Q2. Answer for example 1514: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least one event in Example 1513 and Example 1514 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 758
1515. Target phrase: dream state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7339937

director Tim Rhys-Evans. In 2018 Gwdihw hosted Pwer Fest, a small indy and pop-punk festival. Pwer Fest was
started up by Stereobrain Records and has hosted a multitude of different bands from dream state to False Advertising.
Pwer fest was scheduled to be held at Gwdihw again in 2019 but due to the shutting down of the bar it was moved to
Club Ifor bach.

1516. Target phrase: dream state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59879300

Evie spills more dark secrets about Gracie, and Conrad says things that he can’t take back, ultimately ending their
relationship. Evie leaves and Conrad spends the next two weeks holed up in his apartment, drinking heavily. Eventually
he comes out and takes a walk down into Hollywood in a dream state, where he reflects upon his life. More time passes,
the summer roles around, and Conrad begins to write again as he finally begins to move on.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1515:

Q2. Answer for example 1516: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dream state in Example 1515 and Example 1516 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 759
1517. Target phrase: one compound

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32812921

27 August. During the night, rebel forces were able to secure Qasr bin Ghashir, a village near Tripoli International
Airport. They also claimed that the loyalist-held area in greater Tripoli had been reduced to just one compound. 28
August.

1518. Target phrase: one compound

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4147966

This protein has been found to direct the stereoselective biosynthesis of (+)-pinoresinol from coniferyl alcohol
monomers: Lignan biosynthesis is catalysed by oxidative enzymes. In the test tube the reaction results in a het-
eregenous mixture of dimeric compounds. When a dirigent protein is present during the reaction, one stereoisomer of
one compound is highly enriched. Dirigent proteins appear to possess no oxidative radical forming activity of their own;
in the absence of oxidative enzyme, no reaction will occur.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1517:

Q2. Answer for example 1518: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one compound in Example 1517 and Example 1518 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 760
1519. Target phrase: one fourth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=87391

Japanese manga started to receive more attention from the early to mid-1990s onward. Recently, more manga has
been translated and published, with a particular emphasis on independent authors like Jiro Taniguchi. Manga now
represents more than one fourth of comics sales in France. French comics that draw inspiration from Japanese manga
are called ”manfra” (or also ”franga”, ”manga français” or ”global manga”).

1520. Target phrase: one fourth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2388469

Izalco was a center of the 1932 Salvadoran peasant uprising. Its native Pipil peasants were led by Feliciano Ama, who
was hanged by government troops on January 28. More than one fourth of the population of Izalco was killed. Main
sights.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1519:

Q2. Answer for example 1520: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase one fourth in Example 1519 and Example 1520 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 761
1521. Target phrase: measured distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46223

spring in temperate countries). In agriculture, most seed is now sown using a seed drill, which offers greater precision;
seed is sown evenly and at the desired rate. The drill also places the seed at a measured distance below the soil, so that
less seed is required. The standard design uses a fluted feed metering system, which is volumetric in nature; individual
seeds are not counted.

1522. Target phrase: measured distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34983800

Turret 31A. Turret 31A (The Strands) is buried beneath the B6318 Military Road, and so there are no visible re-
mains. Despite an investigation in 1966 by R.W.Harris of Durham University, the turret remains unlocated at the
measured distance from the milecastle. Predicted location: Turret 31B.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1521:

Q2. Answer for example 1522: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase measured distance in Example 1521 and Example 1522 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 762
1523. Target phrase: fourth class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51933184

Other facilities proposed for the village include a primary health care center and a library. Sonesangavi (2) Education:
Sonesangavi village has one Zilla Parishad (local government) high school. Zpps Sonesangavi is primary school with first
class to fourth class. To complete high school education students are supposed to go to Yousuf Wadgaon High School,
Yousuf Wadgaon.

1524. Target phrase: fourth class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13348117

It occupied the line by Verdun from January to May 1918 and then moved to the Somme region. It remained in the
line until the end of the war. Allied intelligence rated the division as fourth class. Order of battle on formation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1523:

Q2. Answer for example 1524: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fourth class in Example 1523 and Example 1524 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 763
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1525. Target phrase: identical design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65766150

Vivo V19 Neo. The Vivo V19 Neo, a lower-end variant of the Vivo V19, was made available a month after the original
was released. Another phone, simply called the Vivo V19, was released exclusively in Indonesia with an identical design
and identical specs compared to the Neo. The Neo has the same display, quad-camera camera setup, RAM/storage con-
figurations, operating system, battery, GPU, and sensors as the V19.

1526. Target phrase: identical design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44894361

Fourteen towers were built in all, which are together known as the De Redin towers. These were based on the Las-
caris towers and had the same function as a communication link. 13 towers were built on mainland Malta having an
identical design, and 8 of these survive intact while 2 are in ruins. The fourteenth tower, Mġarr ix-Xini Tower, was
built on Gozo in 1661 with a slightly different design.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1525:

Q2. Answer for example 1526: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase identical design in Example 1525 and Example 1526 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 764
1527. Target phrase: first known appearance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1157584

Thomas Rosales Jr. (born February 3, 1948) is an American actor and stunt man who has appeared in more than
100 films. His first known appearance as a stuntman was in ”Battle for the Planet of the Apes” in 1973. Rosales’ fil-
mography includes; ”Dawn of the Planet of the Apes”, ”RoboCop 2”, ”Need for Speed”, ’, ”Universal Soldier”, ”Predator
2”, ”L.A.

1528. Target phrase: first known appearance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2709343

In a black traffic light, the CDU’s color black would replace the SPD’s red. Classic traffic light coalitions have already
governed at the state level in Brandenburg, Bremen and Rhineland-Palatinate. The first known appearance of the
short form ”Schwampel” was in the Tageszeitung newspaper (Bremen edition) on 4 October 1991. Use of the term in
Belgium.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1527:

Q2. Answer for example 1528: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first known appearance in Example 1527 and Example 1528 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 765
1529. Target phrase: original variant

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1112125
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All of the US guns and XM24 barrels were produced at the Watervliet Arsenal, NY and the gun mounts (M116 for
the M60 and M140 for the M60A1/A3) manufactured at the Rock Island Arsenal, IL. US M68 guns were fitted with
an eccentric bore evacuator instead of a concentric model in order to provide more clearance over the rear deck of the
tank. The original variant of the M60 tank was equipped with the M68 gun using the M116 mount. Additionally, many
M48A3s armed with a 90mm gun that were in NG-CONUS service with the Army National Guard were retrofitted with
the M68 gun and redesignated as the M48A5.

1530. Target phrase: original variant

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35332876

Web estimated that in early April 2012, 56.6% of infected computers were located within the United States, 19.8%
in Canada, 12.8% in the United Kingdom and 6.1% in Australia. Details. The original variant used a fake installer of
Adobe Flash Player to install the malware, hence the name ”Flashback”. A later variant targeted a Java vulnerability on
Mac OS X.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1529:

Q2. Answer for example 1530: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase original variant in Example 1529 and Example 1530 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 766
1531. Target phrase: nominal power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43699175

Worse, one must include contributions to the current matrix element where the external photon interacts with con-
nected currents arising from vacuum fluctuations in order to obtain the correct frame-independent result. Such vacuum
contributions do not arise in the light-front formalism, because all physical lines have positive formula_37; the vacuum has
only formula_38, and formula_39 momentum is conserved. At large momentum transfers, the elastic helicity-conserving
form factors fall-off as the nominal power formula_40 where formula_41 is the minimum number of constituents. For
example, formula_42 for the three-quark Fock state of the proton.

1532. Target phrase: nominal power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12089284

WPCI is a radio station located at 78 Mayberry Street in Greenville, South Carolina, U.S. that features a format
consisting of a variety of music from different genres. The station is licensed by the FCC to broadcast on 1490 AM with
a nominal power (radio broadcasting) of 1 kW, full-time. WPCI is owned and operated by local businessman Randy
Mathena, and the programming consists entirely of selections from his extensive record collection stored on hard drive.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1531:

Q2. Answer for example 1532: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase nominal power in Example 1531 and Example 1532 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 767
1533. Target phrase: damaged state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1937992
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He is also absent from the Turin canon (reign of Ramses II), although in this case a lacuna affects the papyrus on
which the list is written at the place where Shepseskare and Neferefre’s names should have been. Of the two entries
concerning Shepseskare and Neferefre on the king list, only one reign length is still legible and it has been variously read
as one year, eleven years or one to four months. The damaged state of the papyrus also makes it impossible to decide
safely whose reign length this is. Shepseskare was also likely mentioned in the ”Aegyptiaca”, a history of Egypt written
in the third century BC during the reign of Ptolemy II (283–246 BC) by the Egyptian priest Manetho.

1534. Target phrase: damaged state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15357806

Kerfent did not see significant action during the Lorraine Campaign of 1944, but the observation block’s cloche was
used for weapons tests by the Americans. Cold War. After the war, Kerfent’s combat blocks were mostly left in their
damaged state, but the underground facilities were cleaned and maintained. From 1958 to 1961, prior to France’s
withdrawal from the NATO integrated command structure in the mid-1960s, Kerfent’s underground facilities and open
surface areas were used by the Canadian 601st Communications Squadron as a communications center, supporting RCAF
Station Grostenquin.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1533:

Q2. Answer for example 1534: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase damaged state in Example 1533 and Example 1534 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 768
1535. Target phrase: marketing power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44082619

Since the 1980s, with the ”reform and opening up”, Chinese leaders have made economic development one of their
first priorities. Chinese businesses often produce goods tailored to market expectations; therefore, Chinese products
generally may lack quality when consumers prefer to pay a low price. Many companies and businesses also lack capi-
tal, industry expertise, and marketing power, leading to their manufacturing of counterfeit products. Many companies
produce such goods to piggyback on the popularity of legitimate companies such as Apple, Hyatt and Starbucks are copied.

1536. Target phrase: marketing power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31246818

No record labels or record stores were involved in the process; instead, ”Ultrawired” first became available through
The Pirate Bay as a zip file containing the full tracks, lyrics, credits, and artwork. Distribution of the album depended
completely on the fans who downloaded the file and seeded it to other users all across the world. In this way, Love
concedes marketing power to the fans whose efforts are critical for the success of the album. Another way that fans
can help promote Ultrawired is through the Ketapushers program.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1535:

Q2. Answer for example 1536: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase marketing power in Example 1535 and Example 1536 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 769
1537. Target phrase: major sections
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2052592

It was customary for the Korean Marines who are about to graduate their 2 years of service, to congregate in front
of Lee’s statue and swear allegiance. This was stopped due to creating immense traffic congestions to the 8 lane street
of Sejongno. In 2009, major sections underwent a renovation period of 15-months, which downsized the 600-meter
road from 16-lane to 10-lanes of traffic. The project included sections of the road from the front of Gwanghwamun and
strenches south from the three-way intersection, along the front of the Sejong Center for the Performing Arts to the
Sejong-ro intersection, where the statue of the Admiral Yi Sun-sin stands.

1538. Target phrase: major sections

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1935320

Their religious fervor and fighting capabilities enabled them to establish a formidable empire in the Morocco and
Muslim Spain in the 11th and 12th centuries. Their theological Islamic zeal is attributed to Yahya ibn Ibrahim, their
spiritual leader, as well as to the ’alim (religious scholar) ’Abd Allah ibn Yasin. Imbued with Islamic zeal, the Almoravids
conquered Morocco and major sections of western Algeria between 1054 and 1092. In 1062 they turned Marrakesh into
their base of operations and religious capital.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1537:

Q2. Answer for example 1538: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major sections in Example 1537 and Example 1538 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 770
1539. Target phrase: full extent

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65823762

Shadow profile and Google. While Google’s mission is to provide worldwide information and make it accessible to all
the people, it has been collecting data which exceeds users’ comprehension. It is promised under Google’s terms such
that it will not disclose the full extent of users’ information that they collect. Nevertheless, according to an Android
smartphone’s result it shows that Google has been keeping shadow profiles from the users.

1540. Target phrase: full extent

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=512376

When the airport opened in 1970, it helped accelerate a shift of tourism from East Hawaii to West Hawaii. Tourism
in Hilo had already taken a hit when a tsunami destroyed all seaside hotels in 1960. The full extent of the airport’s
impact and shift in tourism can be seen in Hawaii Island Strategic Plan for 2006 to 2015. By 2005 the percentage of
accommodations on the West side increased to 86% of the total.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1539:

Q2. Answer for example 1540: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase full extent in Example 1539 and Example 1540 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 771
1541. Target phrase: one blue stripe
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3727152

Sometime in late 2015, Fencibles FC were officially sponsored by Nike. Thus a new range of kit’s were introduced.
The new homekit consisted of two red stripes, and one blue stripe running down the center. It featured a Nike tick,
and the Fencibles FC Crest.

1542. Target phrase: one blue stripe

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9054331

The helmets are white because that colour is easier to spot by cameras and police helicopters. The helmet is plain
white for inspectors (rank equivalent to police officer/constable) who function as section members during public order
operations. Chief-inspectors (who function as section chiefs) wear white helmets with one blue stripe running from back
to front. Commissioners and chief-commissioners (who function as platoon commanders or even squadron commanders
and group commanders) have two blue stripes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1541:

Q2. Answer for example 1542: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one blue stripe in Example 1541 and Example 1542 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 772
1543. Target phrase: scaled model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=903375

Influences. In 2007, Hyderabadi Muslims living in Pakistan constructed a small-scaled quasi replica of the Charmi-
nar at the main crossing of the Bahadurabad neighborhood in Karachi. Lindt chocolatier Adelbert Boucher created a
scaled model of the Charminar out of 50 kilograms of chocolate. The model, which required three days’ labour, was on
display at The Westin, Hyderabad, India on 25 and 26 September 2010.

1544. Target phrase: scaled model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59055586

Since motions can be expressed with distance and time, it implies the similarity of lengths (i.e. geometrical similarity)
and, in addition, a similarity of the time interval. To achieve kinematic similarity in a scaled model, dimensionless
numbers in fluid dynamics come into consideration. For example, Reynolds number of the model and the prototype must
match.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1543:

Q2. Answer for example 1544: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase scaled model in Example 1543 and Example 1544 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 773
1545. Target phrase: first master

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11666627

Parkinson spent more than a quarter-million dollars dredging the harbor and using the fill to raise the isle more than
ten feet above the high tide line. The Griffith Company was hired to build seawalls, a bridge, piers and roads. The new
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development was one of the first master planned communities in California and was conceived to resemble a European
resort. Parkinson envisioned the space as a resort similar to those in the Mediterranean.

1546. Target phrase: first master

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46413619

In 1968 he graduated from secondary school № 25, entered the MIMSKH (now TGATU), he received his degree in
mechanical engineering. In 1973-74. worked in Gulyai-Pole repair plant. In 1974 he returned to Melitopol and worked
on the station ”South”, first master, then the senior master and chief engineer, and. o. director.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1545:

Q2. Answer for example 1546: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first master in Example 1545 and Example 1546 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 774
1547. Target phrase: illicit use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1442106

Treatment of these infections requires several weeks of intravenous antibiotics. During the treatment period, these
patients can use the central intravenous line or peripherally inserted central line (PICC) to inject narcotics or other illicit
drugs. Evidence exists that applying a tamper-evident device to the central line can deter illicit use of the line. Security
packaging is needed to contain evidence of crimes.

1548. Target phrase: illicit use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60653734

During his time in office Suryadharma was seen as a religious traditionalists who was often unwilling to compromise
on issues. As religious affairs minister Suryadharma was unwilling to extend government recognition to the Bahá�í Faith,
a minority group in the country. In May 2014 Suryadharma was indited in a corruption scandal involving illicit use of
funds intended for the hajj. In 2018 Suryadharma was convicted and ordered to pay 27 billion RS to the state.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1547:

Q2. Answer for example 1548: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase illicit use in Example 1547 and Example 1548 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 775
1549. Target phrase: healthy manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28901598

It is then packed and kept frozen in cold storage. Food safety. Fish companies need food safety certification to ensure
that the processing has been carried out in a healthy manner. One of the common certifications is Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Points) (HACCP).

1550. Target phrase: healthy manner
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11691572

The abstinence column includes ”bottom-line” behaviors corresponding to relapse and from which members ask their
Higher Power to be freed. The high-risk column includes behaviors, emotional states, ritualized activities, and situations
that make them vulnerable to relapse. The recovery column includes positive behaviors that support their wellbeing and
meet their needs in a healthy manner. Literature and publications.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1549:

Q2. Answer for example 1550: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase healthy manner in Example 1549 and Example 1550 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 776
1551. Target phrase: house visit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16003651

Both policemen were discharged and sentenced to six months in prison. House visit controversy. People on welfare in
the Netherlands can get a house visit by inspectors without any concrete suspicion of fraud required. Because forcing
entry would be in conflict with the right to privacy, the citizen in question is asked permission to enter.

1552. Target phrase: house visit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13000871

In this 3 years, Ri-an and his fellow disciples learn cooking under Dadi who has decided to teach them properly.
Initially embarrassed with her name, Saiman later realizes her birth name is Feng Yue’er, and decides to start using her
birth name. On a house visit to a family which Yue’er and Nanhua helped, Yue’er gets impregnated with Yaoqing.
However, due to a misunderstanding on Nanhua’s part, people are mistaken for the baby to be Ri-an/Yongfu’s.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1551:

Q2. Answer for example 1552: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase house visit in Example 1551 and Example 1552 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 777
1553. Target phrase: street car

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34518406

The staff consisted of the principal, Mr. Hodson, and three teachers; the enrollment totaled 175. The school was
managed by a board of fifteen – three from each section, and trustees’ meetings were held monthly. Rural pupils attending
Macdonald Consolidated were transported to school in six horse-drawn vans, while those in town came by street car.
During its early years, the school was noted for its nature garden, the produce of which was canned and bottled in the
domestic science classes.

1554. Target phrase: street car

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=149408

Craig Byrnes created this flag in 1995. In the season 14 episode of ”The Simpsons” called ”Three Gays of the Condo,”
originally aired in 2003, Homer Simpson is standing on the street in Springfield’s gay district talking with Waylon
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Smithers. A group of Smithers’ gay friends pass by on a street car and one of them shouts, ”Hey Waylon! Who’s the
bear?

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1553:

Q2. Answer for example 1554: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase street car in Example 1553 and Example 1554 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 778
1555. Target phrase: education verticals

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18935346

Acceleration (2013–present). In October 2013, Vantage Media launched a new platform, called Vantage Media Market-
places. Marketplaces is a self-serve, real-time bidding platform for the insurance, home services, and education verticals.
Marketplaces joins together high-traffic publishers with popular, household-name advertisers.

1556. Target phrase: education verticals

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7543816

In 2006, Khemlani joined Yahoo! Khemlani served as vice president and general manager of Yahoo! News &amp;
Information, where he led editorial, business and product efforts across news, tech, weather, and education verticals.
In addition, he served as executive editor of Yahoo!

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1555:

Q2. Answer for example 1556: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase education verticals in Example 1555 and Example 1556 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 779
1557. Target phrase: performance advantages

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18099255

And since broadcasting replacements is not time critical, if a cache is not required to process the replacement right
away, there is no downside. On the other hand, if a cache does not process an update right away, it may lead to out-of-
order updates. In such cases a three state update protocol, like the Firefly protocol, may have performance advantages.
Comparisons.

1558. Target phrase: performance advantages

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31039511

The Sopwith Swallow was a British parasol wing fighter aircraft of the First World War. A single example was built,
but it saw no production, offering no performance advantages over contemporary biplanes. Design and development.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1557:
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Q2. Answer for example 1558: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase performance advantages in Example 1557 and Example 1558 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 780
1559. Target phrase: older group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59215407

The place is important in demonstrating the course, or pattern, of cultural or natural history in New South Wales.
The houses at 25-33 Lower Fort Street, built in 1833-34, are the oldest extant terrace group in Millers Point, and demon-
strate a pattern of development (a group of three or more houses including one more elaborate, built for the owner) that
was to become typical. The only older group of buildings in Millers Point is the pair of houses at 21-23 Lower Fort
Street, built 1832-34. These houses are associated with the first phase of residential development of the Millers Point area.

1560. Target phrase: older group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3637

Their worldview was shaped and influenced by the anticommunism of that time. These generals were being replaced
by colonels who had entered the army in the early 1970s and whose view of the world had been shaped less by ideology
and more by pragmatism. The United States, particularly through its counterinsurgency doctrines of the early 1960s,
was more influential with the older group of officers. The Army General Staff (Estado-Maior do Exército-EME) directs
training and operations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1559:

Q2. Answer for example 1560: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase older group in Example 1559 and Example 1560 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 781
1561. Target phrase: solid part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50021406

The first minaret, known as Al-Fakhariyya Minaret, was one of the Mamluk minarets. It was built in 1278, on the
junction of the southern wall and western wall at the orders of the Mamluk sultan Lajin. The minaret was built on
the solid part of the wall. It was named after Fakhr al-Din al-Khalili, the father of Sharif al-Din Abd al-Rahman who
supervised the building’s construction.

1562. Target phrase: solid part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1305947

An inkjet array applies fusing and detailing agents which are then combined by heating to create a solid layer. Other
methods cure liquid materials using different sophisticated technologies, such as stereolithography. Photopolymerization
is primarily used in stereolithography to produce a solid part from a liquid. Inkjet printer systems like the ”Objet Poly-
Jet” system spray photopolymer materials onto a build tray in ultra-thin layers (between 16 and 30 µm) until the part
is completed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1561:
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Q2. Answer for example 1562: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase solid part in Example 1561 and Example 1562 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 782
1563. Target phrase: good contact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24905602

Ultimately, the President did not grant Gambino a pardon. Deportation and release from prison. While in prison
Gambino remained in good contact with the Los Angeles crime family members Jimmy Caci and his own son Tommaso.
The Italian government attempted to extradite Gambino in 2001, based on an in absentia conviction for drug trafficking.

1564. Target phrase: good contact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=810554

The pin tip plug designs resemble banana plugs, but without the spring on the male pin. The diameter of the male
pin is 2 mm. Instead, these designs rely on spring action in the female jack, or tightly machined tolerances, to ensure
good contact. The pin tip plug design was used where maximum density of connectors was desired (such as in pin
plugboards), or a very compact connector was needed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1563:

Q2. Answer for example 1564: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good contact in Example 1563 and Example 1564 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 783
1565. Target phrase: screen capture

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3999887

Most electronic pages are for either display (screen output) on a computer monitor or handheld device, or output to a
printing device. PDF and some e-book file format pages are designed to do both. Most applications will print electronic
pages without the need for a screen capture. However, not all software supports WYSIWYG printing of pages.

1566. Target phrase: screen capture

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35874213

A 2019 article in ”Skeptical Inquirer” concluded that the dybbuk Box ”is not a haunted Jewish wine cabinet from
Spain but instead a minibar from New York.” The author believes Kevin Mannis created the dybbuk box story ”from
whole cloth”, and that ”This elaborate story that started the entire legend was not an account of real supernatural events,
but instead a fictional backstory he came up with to sell an ordinary and incomplete mini bar.” The article includes a
screen capture of a Facebook post made by Kevin Mannis. The post, dated October 24, 2015, states:

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1565:

Q2. Answer for example 1566: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase screen capture in Example 1565 and Example 1566 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 784
1567. Target phrase: rescue dog

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=258700

Thoughtful consideration should be used to ensure the resources and commitment are present to make the animal
- human relationship beneficial for both. Rescue dogs. A rescue dog is a dog that has been placed in a new home
after being abused, neglected, or abandoned by its previous owner. The term can also apply to dogs that are found as
strays, surrendered by owners for a variety of reasons, including relationship breakdowns, moving home where the owner
is unable or unwilling to take their pets, or elderly people who are not permitted to take their dog(s) into a nursing home.

1568. Target phrase: rescue dog

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29400829

Currently, Gerretsen is a member of the Standing Committee on Procedure and House Affairs and continues to be
the Chair of the Ontario Liberal Caucus. Personal life. Mark and his wife Vanessa live in Kingston’s east end with
their three children Mason, Francesco and Vivian and their rescue dog Otis. Mark is the son of John Gerretsen, former
Mayor of Kingston and MPP for Kingston and the Islands who held several positions in the cabinets of Premier Dalton
McGuinty and Kathleen Wynne.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1567:

Q2. Answer for example 1568: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rescue dog in Example 1567 and Example 1568 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 785
1569. Target phrase: historical meaning

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32695598

Classical detailing includes: a boxed cornice on the main roofline and on that of the brick entry which is completely
supported by brackets except on the T addition; the pediment over the entrance supported by a classical pier and pilaster
which has a fan type of decoration on the tympanum; and dentils which line the lower edge of the transom of each single
sash window. Major alterations include a change in the size of the opening of a window on the east wall and the addition
of two frame extensions to the east and west sides of the T extension.” The changes to the building do not affect the
historical meaning of the house. John E. Booth.

1570. Target phrase: historical meaning

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7172

Since then, many other drugs have been developed to treat cancer, and drug development has exploded into a
multibillion-dollar industry, although the principles and limitations of chemotherapy discovered by the early researchers
still apply. The term ”chemotherapy”. The word ”chemotherapy” without a modifier usually refers to cancer treatment,
but its historical meaning was broader. The term was coined in the early 1900s by Paul Ehrlich as meaning any use of
chemicals to treat any disease (”chemo-” + ”-therapy”), such as the use of antibiotics (”antibacterial chemotherapy”).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1569:

Q2. Answer for example 1570: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase historical meaning in Example 1569 and Example 1570 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 786
1571. Target phrase: big proportion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50033223

His job was a hard one. He came on the heels of the most disastrous football season Pitt has ever known...Our
squad was dangerously small in numbers and was short of experienced men. We had only two three-year men and the
big proportion of the balance were freshmen. Duff was new to the men and they were new to him...Everybody had to
feel his way the first few days except Duff...He knew exactly what he had to accomplish and he lost no time heading in
that direction.

1572. Target phrase: big proportion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4750098

To engage them in work lands were given to big factories like National Rubber and Bengal Potteries by Late Yadunan-
dan Singh who was then the President of Boinchtolla Union Board. They found work in the tanneries and factories, and
also engaged in menial work. A big proportion of them were Chamars, but there also were Doms, Dosads, Mehtars
and Kahars. They were all Harijans and they formed a majority.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1571:

Q2. Answer for example 1572: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase big proportion in Example 1571 and Example 1572 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 787
1573. Target phrase: ongoing drive

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8399118

A cultural recognition to Melbourne’s independent music scene, the film includes interviews with musicians Robin
Fox, Rod Cooper, Ross Knight (Cosmic Psychos), Bruce Milne (founder of Au-Go-Go Records, In-Fidelity Records),
Ron Rude (Melbourne Punk &amp; DIY / Indie Recording Pioneer) and Rowland S. Howard (Boys Next Door, The
Birthday Party). Live performance footage comes from Dirty Three, The Stabs, Baseball, Bored!, I Spit on your Gravy,
The Sailors, Love of Diagrams, Pisschrist and others. ”Sticky Carpet” instinctively conveys the ongoing drive behind
the bands - and even gets a little political. It shares the passion and experimentation of Melbourne’s music scene.

1574. Target phrase: ongoing drive

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56598411

The Tsaigumi UAV is an unmanned aerial vehicle designed and used by the Nigerian Air Force. It is one of the
first UAVs indigenously developed in Nigeria. This is in furtherance of the ongoing drive to produce and incorporate
made-in-Nigeria military weapons. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1573:

Q2. Answer for example 1574: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ongoing drive in Example 1573 and Example 1574 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 788
1575. Target phrase: contracted work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5854018

Before commencing any work, the contractor must develop a core set of operating procedures intended to reduce the
probability of industrial accidents. These procedures will be reviewed by the GFR to ensure that they will help to reduce
risk to the aircraft during the contracted period. The GFR also has sole authority for the final flight release following the
contracted work. The procedural standards that must be met by the contractor is contained in a DoD Joint Instruction
titled ”Contractor’s Flight and Ground Operations”.

1576. Target phrase: contracted work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28822252

Early life. Livesey was born on 5 March 1794 at Walton-le-Dale near Preston, Lancashire, the son of John Livesey,
a cloth manufacturer, and Jennett (née Ainsley). His father had a warehouse and warping mill in the village and
contracted work out to local weavers. However, both Joseph’s parents died of tuberculosis when he was 7, and his
grandfather, also Joseph Livesey, and uncle, Thomas Livesey, stepped in to run the business and look after the boy; they
were not successful and the business had to be wound up after 3–4 years.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1575:

Q2. Answer for example 1576: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase contracted work in Example 1575 and Example 1576 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 789
1577. Target phrase: main approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45568301

Immediate management aims to limit traumatic or chemical damage to the limbus, control inflammation, and help
achieve a healthy corneal epithelium. Initial treatment after trauma/injury includes preservative-free artificial tears,
topical steroids, ‘bandage’ contact lenses, and autologous eye drops (eye drops manufactured from the patient’s own
blood serum and plasma). Once the corneal surface has stabilized, surgery is the main approach to treatment. Types
of surgeries: Types.

1578. Target phrase: main approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65316949

Duncombe Place is a street in the city centre of York, in England. The street runs north-east from the junction of
Blake Street, Museum Street and St Leonard’s Place, to the front of York Minster, where Petergate, Minster Yard and
Precentor’s Court meet. It is the main approach to York Minster for visitors arriving from York railway station. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1577:

Q2. Answer for example 1578: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main approach in Example 1577 and Example 1578 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 790
1579. Target phrase: active method

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14236625

Historical background. Systems psychology has emerged here as a new approach in which groups and individuals, are
considered as systems in homeostasis. Within open systems they have an active method of remaining stable through
the dynamic relationship between parts. A classic example of this homeostatic dynamic is the ”problem behavior” of
a bed wetting child having a stabilizing function of holding a troubled marriage together because the attention of the
parents is drawn away from their conflict towards the ”problem” child.

1580. Target phrase: active method

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18339779

(Heda, 2007). ”Gappa”. Reported from Mendha, this is active method of catching fishes usually from the shallow
pools. Women catch fishes with the help of this bamboo pot.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1579:

Q2. Answer for example 1580: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase active method in Example 1579 and Example 1580 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 791
1581. Target phrase: particular source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44380885

Conspicuously absent from the project was the fourth key member of the ”Parade” team, Jean Cocteau. While Satie
owed much of his postwar fame to Cocteau’s promotional efforts on his behalf, he had never really gotten along with
the man he described as ”a charming maniac.” The author’s increasingly exaggerated claims for his role in ”Parade”’s
success were a particular source of annoyance for both Satie and Picasso. In early 1924, just before creative talks for the
Beaumont ballet got underway, Satie accused Cocteau of corrupting the morals of his onetime musical protégés Georges
Auric and Francis Poulenc and severed ties with all three of them.

1582. Target phrase: particular source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=147313

Many hikers espouse the philosophy of Leave No Trace, following strict practices on dealing with food waste, food
packaging, and other impacts on the environment. Human feces are often a major source of environmental impact from
hiking, and can contaminate the watershed and make other hikers ill. ’Catholes’ dug 10 to 25 cm (4 to 10 inches) deep,
depending on local soil composition and covered after use, at least 60 m (200 feet) away from water sources and trails,
are recommended to reduce the risk of bacterial contamination. Fire is a particular source of danger, and an individual
hiker can have a large impact on an ecosystem. For example, in 2005, a Czech backpacker accidentally started a fire that
burnt 5% of Torres del Paine National Park in Chile.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1581:

Q2. Answer for example 1582: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular source in Example 1581 and Example 1582 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 792
1583. Target phrase: direct beneficiary

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55718325

Agriculture Minister Blairo Borges Maggi is mentioned in the papers. His company, Amaggi &amp; LD Commodities,
was first registered about five months after Maggi ended a term as governor of Mato Grosso. Maggi told Brazilian outlet
”” that he was not a direct beneficiary of the company and he had never received money from it. Henrique de Campos
Meirelles, the former Brazilian Minister of Finance, told ”Poder360” that he does not report income from his Sabedoria
Foundation because it was set up to perform charitable functions after his death and therefore he receives no income
from it.

1584. Target phrase: direct beneficiary

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2618348

Government. Beginning in 2007, some Robinsonville residents have tried to incorporate their community into a sep-
arate town government, rather than exist under the jurisdiction of Tunica County or move toward annexation into the
town of Tunica. If Robinsonville incorporates, the new town government would be a direct beneficiary of casino tax
revenue, enabling construction of municipal government offices. Depending on population and revenue growth, fire and
police stations, a library and other public infrastructure could be other likely additions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1583:

Q2. Answer for example 1584: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase direct beneficiary in Example 1583 and Example 1584 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 793
1585. Target phrase: potential protection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1197006

They did not go beyond the planning stage. In 1944 and 1945, many HSSPF were promoted to general’s rank in the
Waffen-SS by Himmler. This was apparently an attempt to provide potential protection under the Hague Convention
rules of warfare. Crimes against humanity.

1586. Target phrase: potential protection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4720254

The Y chromosome is smaller in size and contains fewer genes. This distinction may contribute to the discrepancy
between men and women’s life expectancy, as the additional X chromosome in females may counterbalance potential
disease producing genes from the other X chromosome. Since males don’t have the second X chromosome, they lack this
potential protection. Hormonally, testosterone is a major male sex hormone important for a number of functions in
males, and to a lesser extent, females.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1585:

Q2. Answer for example 1586: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential protection in Example 1585 and Example 1586 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 794
1587. Target phrase: permanent stain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39395465

It was also their first and only independent album since leaving their old label Jive Records in 2010. The album
debuted at number five on the US ”Billboard” 200, making the Backstreet Boys the first act since Sade to have nine
US top 10 albums, and the only boy band to do so. On May 20, 2013, the group released ”permanent stain” as a
promotional single, which was co-written by band member Nick Carter. A free download of the song was offered with the
purchase of a ticket for their In a World Like This Tour.

1588. Target phrase: permanent stain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=131818

He was dragged from the hospital and burned to death in front of a mob of hundreds in a field south of the city. Fifteen
men and teenage boys were indicted, but all were acquitted at trials. The lynching was the last in Pennsylvania and is
said to have left a permanent stain on the city’s image. Walker’s murder was investigated by the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), which called for an end to lynching nationwide.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1587:

Q2. Answer for example 1588: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase permanent stain in Example 1587 and Example 1588 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 795
1589. Target phrase: primary target group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48551739

Much has changed in the years since then. Thanks to the support from the directorship of the participating zoos, and
the efforts of approximately 30 zoo personnel, the Harpy Foundation has grown into an organization that is here to stay
in the zoo world. The primary target group is the personnel of zoos in the Netherlands and Belgium that are members
of EAZA. ”Zookeepers Association of the Philippines (ZAP”) ZAP is the first professional association of zookeepers in
the Philippines.

1590. Target phrase: primary target group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4168617

Kanal A is the first Slovenian commercial television station. The channel, which operates within PRO PLUS d.o.o.,
has national coverage. In its primary target group of viewers (18–49 years), Kanal A is the second most watched TV
channel in Slovenia. Viewers are offered the news program The World (SVET), which is broadcast on working days.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1589:

Q2. Answer for example 1590: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase primary target group in Example 1589 and Example 1590 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 796
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1591. Target phrase: family workshops

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=487484

Biography. Ames was born in Easton, Massachusetts, the son of Oliver Ames, Sr., a blacksmith who had built a
business of making shovels, the Ames Shovel Shop, and became nicknamed ”King of Spades”. In his youth, he obtained a
public school education and later worked in the family workshops to learn each step of the manufacturing process. He
eventually became a partner in the business, and with his brother Oliver Ames, Jr. he established the firm Oliver Ames
&amp; Sons.

1592. Target phrase: family workshops

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10076221

Other attractions include a bobsleigh track, a do-it-yourself chocolate factory, and a children’s fire station. Christmas
in Kongeparken. ”Jul i Kongeparken” (Christmas in Kongeparken) is held in November and December and features fairy
lights, Christmas trees, elves, carol singing and family workshops. Attractions and rides.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1591:

Q2. Answer for example 1592: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase family workshops in Example 1591 and Example 1592 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 797
1593. Target phrase: 1 boy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34163372

Figure skating. The Czech Republic has qualified an ice dance pair Freestyle skiing. The Czech Republic has qualified
a full team of 1 boy and 1 girl. Luge.

1594. Target phrase: 1 boy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25917312

After his death, his land was divided amongst 3 heirs, including his daughter Elizabeth Ellen (Wilson) and her hus-
band John L Rand. John L Rand began construction of the house in 1875. The family, which included 1 boy and 2 girls,
moved into the house in 1878. Within the next few years, the property was improved by the addition of a well house
(far right in old photo), 3-story barn (just right of the house), granary (just right of the barn) and chicken house (far left).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1593:

Q2. Answer for example 1594: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 1 boy in Example 1593 and Example 1594 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 798
1595. Target phrase: primary function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21642162

The acquisition of a collection from the 16th century fits with the historical and documentary interest in art that
was prevalent at the time. In fact, however, the purchase was chiefly prompted by a desire to enhance the university’s
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inventory of books with the extensive book holdings of the Amerbach Cabinet. The Haus zur Mücke community hall
that housed the university-administered collection was called the “Library in recognition of its primary function. The
role as the city’s art repository did not shift from the Basel Town Hall (Rathaus) to the Haus zur Mücke until the latter
half of the 18th century.

1596. Target phrase: primary function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=320713

It is noted that anxious attachment individuals report significantly more instances of sexual fantasising, and portray
the self as feeble, dependable and powerless. Avoidant attachment types report fantasies in which relationships are re-
garded as cold, unfeeling and impersonal. As such, sexual fantasies serve the primary function of fulfilling interpersonal
goals through the mode of mental representation. Evolutionary theory provides another interesting explanation as to the
purpose and function of gender differences in sexual fantasies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1595:

Q2. Answer for example 1596: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase primary function in Example 1595 and Example 1596 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 799
1597. Target phrase: center stake

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51468556

They were tied to stakes and a fire was placed around them. Sotelo was placed in the center and the two Japanese were
on the outside of the circle. Since the fire burned the ropes of the two Japanese Franciscans, they prostrated themselves
towards the center stake and asked for the Bishop-elect’s blessing. Sotelo invoked God’s blessing upon them and they
returned to their stakes until they were overcome by the fire and smoke.

1598. Target phrase: center stake

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1551923

At the beginning of the twentieth century, there was general agreement about how horseshoes should be played, but
details differed. Organizers of horseshoe matches published their own rules in local newspapers. The most dramatic
difference from the modern game was the ”peg” or ”pin”, as the center stake was called, which protruded only from
the ground. The horseshoes were true horseshoes, nearly circular in shape, and, as in quoits, the expectation was that a
ringer would land around the peg and remain there, some insisting the shoe not touch the peg.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1597:

Q2. Answer for example 1598: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase center stake in Example 1597 and Example 1598 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 800
1599. Target phrase: compelling need

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20655125

U.S. and Bulgarian troops mustered, worked, berthed and ate meals together there. The hospital was built in the
early 1980s, but fell into disrepair after the end of the former communist government 20 years later. It was selected for
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renovation due to its compelling need for assistance, and because it provided an optimal training environment for the
troops. Some of the training highlights conducted by these peace time subordinate units during 1999 consisted of a BCST
with the brigade’s wartrace headquarters, 416th Engineer Command.

1600. Target phrase: compelling need

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10933090

June 12, 2007. The FDA announces that acetaminophen has not been found in five samples of cat food and two sam-
ples of dog food. FDA spokesman Mike Herndon says that, ”At this point, FDA sees no compelling need to analyze
any more samples for acetaminophen.” A third, independent lab also did not detect acetaminophen.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1599:

Q2. Answer for example 1600: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase compelling need in Example 1599 and Example 1600 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 801
1601. Target phrase: combined region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53066456

Needless add that his first cabinet appointment was Assistant Minister of Education, charged with crafting Kenya’s
first postcolonial educational system during the Kenyatta regime. He was one of the first African members of the colonial
legislatures, when in 1960 the colonial government ordered a nationwide election for 14 African Legislators to the colo-
nial parliament. Khasakhala was the winner of the combined counties of Marama, Kisa, Maragoli, Tiriki and Bunyore;
he became the first Legislator for the combined region. In 1962 Khasakhala together with the other 13 Members of
Parliament were taken to Britain for one month edification on political governance and the parliamentary system.

1602. Target phrase: combined region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33607453

The spinal nerves leave the spinal cord through these holes. Individual vertebrae are named according to their region
and position. From top to bottom, the vertebrae are: The combined region of the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae is
known as the thoracolumbar division, or region. Shape.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1601:

Q2. Answer for example 1602: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase combined region in Example 1601 and Example 1602 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 802
1603. Target phrase: last body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3583374

Another sail was sighted and the Americans hastily set the ”Penguin” on fire, but the strange sails proved to be
”Peacock” and ”Tom Bowline”. ”Tom Bowline” was sent to a neutral port (Rio de Janeiro, then part of the Portuguese
Empire) with ”Penguin”s crew, where they were escorted ashore by U.S. Marines. They became the last body of British
troops and sailors to be taken prisoner during the war. The two American sloops of war waited in vain for ”President”
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until 15 April, then headed for the East Indies, as originally intended.

1604. Target phrase: last body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5165502

LaDawri renamed the car the Centurion 21 and production continued until 1965. Formula Libre. The last body La
Dawri introduced was the 1965 Formula Libre, with a front or mid-engined layout. LaDawri offered to adapt it to take
any running gear that the customer chose.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1603:

Q2. Answer for example 1604: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last body in Example 1603 and Example 1604 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 803
1605. Target phrase: clear understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40565736

The rest of the discourse discusses how cowardliness, false pride, sagacity, and time conspire to keep us out of the
world of the spirit and from acting there. But he keeps reminding every single individual that all are equal in the world
of the spirit. Kierkegaard preferred to study the Bible alone so he could have a clear understanding of where he stood.
Others can’t do that and need help or to hear it read aloud in Church.

1606. Target phrase: clear understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16861868

For instance, an image of ‘La Parisienne’, – the typical Parisian woman – does consist not only of clothing but also of
certain manners, values and behavioural patterns associated with the country and its citizens. One of the most typical
associations with Paris is that it is the city of love and fashion, a romantic city full of chic and luxury. The fashion
phenomenon can provide strong associations and a clear understanding of Paris as a centre of fashion, love and dreams.
Japan.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1605:

Q2. Answer for example 1606: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear understanding in Example 1605 and Example 1606 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 804
1607. Target phrase: suitable level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14498977

AVMs remove the human element from the valuation process and rely on computer objectivity so as to remove human
bias and subjectivity. AVMs are particularly useful in assessing the value of a property portfolio. Using an automated
model can also be useful for valuing an individual property where the provider can deliver a suitable level of accuracy.
Disadvantages.

1608. Target phrase: suitable level
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=246507

Weather during harvest need not be as fair and dry as when harvesting for drying. For corn, harvest begins when the
whole-plant moisture is at a suitable level, ideally a few days before it is ripe. For pasture-type crops, the grass is mown
and allowed to wilt for a day or so until the moisture content drops to a suitable level. Ideally the crop is mowed when
in full flower, and deposited in the silo on the day of its cutting.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1607:

Q2. Answer for example 1608: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase suitable level in Example 1607 and Example 1608 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 805
1609. Target phrase: limited local resources

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44645600

Compared to the heterosexual population, they have reduced access to housing and healthcare and face greater em-
ployment discrimination. In South Dakota, only 29% of rural same-sex households own homes, compared to 84% of
married heterosexual couples. There are generally fewer community resources and support groups for queer individuals
in rural areas, as more limited local resources do not facilitate their existence. Legislation often neglects rural queer
populations, leaving them without protection under the law.

1610. Target phrase: limited local resources

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2384834

It was intended that these unmanned rescue vessels, with their robotic arms, would be able to cut the nets or cables
that anchored the submarine. The American ROV was assembled on the Priz support ship although they were not
required to get underway as the British Scorpio was able to execute the rescue. A tactical decision by the PACFLT
command team in Pearl Harbor, allowed the British crew to use the limited local resources toward one rescue asset.
The British team’s efforts resulted in a successful rescue.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1609:

Q2. Answer for example 1610: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase limited local resources in Example 1609 and Example 1610 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 806
1611. Target phrase: marginal role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19858

This theorem is of central importance in infinite model theory, where the words ”by compactness” are commonplace.
One way to prove it is by means of ultraproducts. An alternative proof uses the completeness theorem, which is oth-
erwise reduced to a marginal role in most of modern model theory. Axiomatizability, elimination of quantifiers, and
model-completeness.

1612. Target phrase: marginal role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17247248
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The NHI system offers varying levels of reimbursement for outpatient drugs, care from private providers, transport
costs to health care facilities, sickness and maternity leave allowances, and some rehabilitation services. The NHI also
partially reimburses occupational healthcare costs for services delivered to employees, but not to dependents. Additional
voluntary health insurance has a very marginal role in the Finnish system and is mainly used to supplement the reim-
bursement rate of NHI. Pharmaceuticals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1611:

Q2. Answer for example 1612: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase marginal role in Example 1611 and Example 1612 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 807
1613. Target phrase: speed performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33196519

The 1st Coppa Fiera di Milano was an automobile race held in 1925 in the Autodromo di Monza. During the Inter-
national Milan Trade Fair, held from 12 to 27 April 1925, which included the International Motor Show, an international
speed trial, with a fuel limit of 18 litres, was organized on the Monza circuit on Sunday, April 19. In the spirit of the
Milan Trade Fair, the competition was intended to demonstrate the technological level reached by cars, rather than their
speed performance. The race was won by a Diatto 30 Sport, with an 8-cylinder 2000cc engine, driven by the Alfieri
Maserati.

1614. Target phrase: speed performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24488251

Labelling RAN as a measure of reading ability ignores many complexities of the task. Schatschneider et al. argue
”that rapid naming tasks are composed of attentional, visual, lexical, temporal, and recognition sub-processes that all
contribute to naming speed performance. Lumping all these sub-processes under the category of phonological processes
obscures the complexity of rapid naming tasks.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1613:

Q2. Answer for example 1614: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase speed performance in Example 1613 and Example 1614 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 808
1615. Target phrase: major distinction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7467325

Neither has the distinctive ”cathedral” or ”Mercedes” hands now so strongly associated with the Submariner line.
Rather, both of these early submariners have straight ”pencil” style hands. Few, if any, of the 6205 watches bear the
name ”Submariner” on the dial, a major distinction of modern Submariners. Some 6204 models have the Submariner
logo printed below the center pinion, while others have the logo blacked out.

1616. Target phrase: major distinction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6614948
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Euclid’s vocational programs includes automotive body repair, commercial art and cosmetology. Its technology pro-
gram offers training in Cisco Systems and computer information systems. A major distinction in Euclid’s format was
the incorporation of Knowledgeworks Foundation, a school program funded by Microsoft founder Bill Gates. Essentially,
the program divides Euclid High into six smaller ’schools’.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1615:

Q2. Answer for example 1616: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major distinction in Example 1615 and Example 1616 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 809
1617. Target phrase: legal business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14193830

The basic principle of money laundering is that someone is in a business that has large cash income, such as drug sales
or gambling. The receiving organization needs to find a way that these get into usable bank accounts, so they can be
accessed for large purchases. The most common way to do money laundering is to find a legal business that naturally
receives much of its income in cash. These could include hair and beauty shops, small groceries, and, ironically, laundries
and dry cleaners.

1618. Target phrase: legal business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60608324

Her father was a staunch believer in women’s education, and sent Emily to Monson Academy for several years, before
having her attend a boarding school in New Haven, Connecticut. Courtship and marriage to Edward Dickinson. In 1826,
Edward Dickinson, who was training to be a lawyer in Amherst, Massachusetts, traveled up to Monson on legal business
and met Emily Norcross. She caught his attention, and the two struck up a lengthy correspondence.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1617:

Q2. Answer for example 1618: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase legal business in Example 1617 and Example 1618 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 810
1619. Target phrase: full statement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32145486

As the battle escalates, the Horoscopes set their motions to their final phase of their master plan before Kengo dis-
covers his true existence. Episodes. The titles of episodes of ”Kamen Rider Fourze” consist of four kanji that can be read
together to form a full statement. Films.

1620. Target phrase: full statement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18677334

The by-election took place on 28 June 1928 and Jones emerged as the narrow winner. Jones had made his opposition
to the land policy a feature of the campaign in an attempt to retain the support of the division’s farmers, many of
whom shared Mond’s concern about the nationalisation proposals. In any event the ”Green Book” had by this time been
withdrawn as a full statement of Liberal land policy. Instead, Jones promoted as the main object of Liberal land policy
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the desire to give security of tenure to tenant farmers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1619:

Q2. Answer for example 1620: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase full statement in Example 1619 and Example 1620 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 811
1621. Target phrase: stiff leg

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67827187

Bolly is a speedy little dude who is always racing about, eager to please. He loves fixing things and doing errands,
and volunteering for any job big or small. Whether it’s a beetle with a stiff leg or a cart with a broken wheel, Bolly will
be there in a jiffy and fix it. He’s so fast, it’s sometimes hard to follow him!

1622. Target phrase: stiff leg

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=550223

maintain rhythm for long route marches. US troops usually march long distances at ”route step” which does not
require them to maintain a specific pace or length of step. Some South American and Eastern European countries march
on parade with the stiff leg earlier famous as the ”goose step” of German troops. German and Scandinavian military
bands and units swing with only the right arm, 90 degrees straight out.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1621:

Q2. Answer for example 1622: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stiff leg in Example 1621 and Example 1622 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 812
1623. Target phrase: log file

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8572165

(Logbook data includes callsigns and locations of stations, contact time, frequency, and operating mode.) ARRL as-
signs such keys to amateurs who appear in the U.S. FCC licensing database or to non-US amateurs who provide alternate
proof of identity. Once a log file has been signed using ARRL’s ”TrustedQSL” (or equivalent) program, it is uploaded
to the ARRL server and entered in the database. Log records in the LoTW database are automatically compared so that
when a contact at a particular time, operating mode, and frequency band is claimed by both participating amateurs (who
both must have submitted their logs), a ”QSL” (confirmation) is declared for a later award claim, e.g., for contacts with
all U.S. states or 100 different countries.

1624. Target phrase: log file

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3214474

Operational intelligence is often linked to or compared with real-time business intelligence (BI) since both deliver
visibility and insight into business operations. Operational intelligence differs from BI in being primarily activity-centric,
whereas BI is primarily data-centric and relies on a database (or Hadoop cluster) as well as after-the-fact and report-based
approaches to identifying patterns in data. By definition, operational intelligence works in real time and transforms un-
structured data streams—from log file, sensor, network and service data—into real-time, actionable intelligence. While
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operational intelligence is activity-focused and BI is data-focused, organizational intelligence differs from these other
approaches in being workforce- or organization-focused.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1623:

Q2. Answer for example 1624: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase log file in Example 1623 and Example 1624 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 813
1625. Target phrase: increasing concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=147019

This can have other impacts; for example, the spread of the northern fulmar through the United Kingdom is at-
tributed in part to the availability of discards. Discards generally benefit surface feeders, such as gannets and petrels,
to the detriment of pursuit divers like penguins and guillemots, which can get entangled in the nets. Fisheries also have
negative effects on seabirds, and these effects, particularly on the long-lived and slow-breeding albatrosses, are a source
of increasing concern to conservationists. The bycatch of seabirds entangled in nets or hooked on fishing lines has had
a big impact on seabird numbers; for example, an estimated 100,000 albatrosses are hooked and drown each year on tuna
lines set out by long-line fisheries.

1626. Target phrase: increasing concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64416730

Children and youth. By the 2010s, younger people in many parts of the world had been surrounded by widespread
internet use for their entire lives. The psychological effects of social media and the internet on the minds of young
people, especially children, became an increasing concern during this decade. The youth of the 2010s were called the
”best-behaved generation on record.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1625:

Q2. Answer for example 1626: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increasing concern in Example 1625 and Example 1626 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 814
1627. Target phrase: individual action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14982384

Past Programs. Launched on International Women’s Day (2010), ”Be Her or Support Her” is an action campaign
created to galvanize women into being the candidate or support another woman to do so. Members can take part in this
specific campaign by taking individual action, through community initiatives, or by political party action. This includes
running for election, donating money to help fundraise for women politicians, holding an event, joining a riding associ-
ation, and celebrate existing women candidates and men who support the cause of electing more women to political office.

1628. Target phrase: individual action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16776032

To ancient Egyptians, the Akhet was the place from where the sun rose, and so symbolised a place of birth or res-
urrection. In the texts, the king is called upon to transform into an ”akh” in the Akhet. The ”akh”, literally ”effective
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being”, was the resurrected form of the deceased, attained through individual action and ritual performance. If the
deceased failed to complete the transformation, they became ”mutu”, that is ”the dead”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1627:

Q2. Answer for example 1628: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase individual action in Example 1627 and Example 1628 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 815
1629. Target phrase: mechanical treatment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2339515

Following severe fires, area closures may be put in place to protect the public from risks such as falling trees and
landslides. Proactive fire management strategies include prescribed burns and mechanical reduction of fuel levels. For
instance, in 2014 Boise National Forest planned to conduct of prescribed burns and of mechanical treatment. The
forest seasonally maintains staff at seven fire lookout towers, while six others remain unstaffed.

1630. Target phrase: mechanical treatment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5188166

Conservative. Conservative options include behavioral modification and muscle strengthening exercises such as Kegel
exercise. Pessaries are a mechanical treatment that supports the vagina and elevates the prolapsed uterus to its nor-
mal, correct position. Pessaries are frequently offered as a first-line treatment for uterine prolapse.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1629:

Q2. Answer for example 1630: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mechanical treatment in Example 1629 and Example 1630 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 816
1631. Target phrase: latter consideration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52455772

A typical classification categorizes DU into neurogenic vs. myogenic etiologies, however this classification fails to
consider the impact of adaptive sensory and motor responses on detrusor voiding function in response to physiologic
stressors. Normal detrusor voiding function is the result of adaptive bladder volume information generation, appropriate
and adaptive responses within the central nervous system, integration with physiologic and social needs, formulation
and execution of a sufficient efferent activity stream, and an end-organ capable of fully responding. Failure of this
latter consideration can be due to impaired substrate delivery/metabolite clearance (e.g. in vascular disease) or an
inherent myopathy, either structural or cellular.

1632. Target phrase: latter consideration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20876440

From a military perspective, the IDF needed a few more days to make the Egyptian Third Army surrender and cut
off the Second Army, which would collapse the entire Egyptian military. On the other hand, Israel had a great debt
to the United States as a result of the massive arms shipments of Operation Nickel Grass. He later said it was the
latter consideration that made him accept the ceasefire. The town of Suez had about 260,000 residents before the War
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of Attrition, but most of them left during that conflict.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1631:

Q2. Answer for example 1632: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase latter consideration in Example 1631 and Example 1632 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 817
1633. Target phrase: continuous source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9234084

This provides many excitation wavelengths, making it the most versatile. However, this lamp is not a continuous
source of radiation. The xenon arc lamp is used when a continuous source of radiation is needed. Both of these sources
provide a suitable spectrum of ultraviolet light that induces chemiluminescence.

1634. Target phrase: continuous source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8060

In 2004, it was estimated that 8% of all cocaine smuggled into the United States had come through the Dominican
Republic. The Dominican Republic responded with increased efforts to seize drug shipments, arrest and extradite those
involved, and combat money-laundering. The often light treatment of violent criminals has been a continuous source
of local controversy. In April 2010, five teenagers, aged 15 to 17, shot and killed two taxi drivers and killed another five
by forcing them to drink drain-cleaning acid.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1633:

Q2. Answer for example 1634: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase continuous source in Example 1633 and Example 1634 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 818
1635. Target phrase: strenuous work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6085245

He has dealt intensively with musicology for decades. Awards and distinctions. For his strenuous work in the field of
familiarizing and propagating contemporary Hungarian music he was awarded with the Artisjus-Prize twice (1994, 2006).
For his outstanding achievements in international Bach research and the book entitled ”Bach testamentuma” [Bach’s
Testament] he has been decorated with the Silver Cross of Distinction of the Hungarian Republic in 2009.

1636. Target phrase: strenuous work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44965259

The primary role of the head carpenter is to oversee and coordinate the construction and workmen. The labour
for the construction of the canoe is primarily carried out by the men, as it is traditionally taboo for women to come
into contact with the canoes. The elders perform the tasks which require the most skill, and the youth carry out the
more strenuous work such as heavy lifting. Women would normally contribute by weaving mats used to create the sails.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1635:

Q2. Answer for example 1636: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strenuous work in Example 1635 and Example 1636 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 819
1637. Target phrase: pacific region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56896037

Maehder has organized international conferences on Giacomo Puccini, Ruggero Leoncavallo, Giacomo Meyerbeer,
Giuseppe Verdi, Richard Wagner and Gaspare Spontini, Bohuslav Martinů and Sylvano Bussotti, on libretto history and
the methodology of opera research in Italy (Torre del Lago 1983 e 1984; Ravenna 1984; Villa Vigoni, Loveno di Menag-
gio/CO 1993; Maiolati Spontini/AN 2007, Roma 2016), in Germany (Bad Homburg 1987; Berlin 2000; Berlin 2001;
Leipzig 2004; Münster 2006), in Switzerland (Fondo Leoncavallo, Locarno/TI 1991, 1993, 1995, 1998; 2006), in Austria
(Bregenz 2002; Salzburg 2002), in the Czech Republic (Praha 2000), in Russia (St. Petersburg 1994), in the Republic of
China/Taiwan (Taipei, 2005; Taipei 2006; Taipei 2008; Taipei 2013). He gave papers in numerous international confer-
ences in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, Sweden, the Czech Republic, in Russia, Japan,
in the Republic of China/Taiwan and the United States. Jürgen Maehder has given numerous guest lectures in Europe,
Asia, the US and the pacific region. His research interests include the history of orchestration and timbre composition;
the comparative history of 19th- and 20th-century opera in Italy, France and Germany; a comparative history of the
opera libretto; 20th-century music, especially music theatre after 1950; the history of opera staging; and the aesthetics
of music.

1638. Target phrase: pacific region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27243

The collapse of taro exports in 1994 has had the unintended effect of modestly diversifying Samoa’s export products
and markets. Prior to the taro leaf blight, Samoa’s exports consisted of taro ($1.1 million), coconut cream ($540,000),
and ”other” ($350,000). Ninety percent of exports went to the pacific region, and only 1% went to Europe. Forced to
look for alternatives to taro, Samoa’s exporters have dramatically increased the production of copra, coconut oil, and fish.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1637:

Q2. Answer for example 1638: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase pacific region in Example 1637 and Example 1638 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 820
1639. Target phrase: mental attitude

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=627695

Exceeding beyond the limitations set down by others shall be my goal. Sacrificing personal comforts and dedicating
myself to the completion of the reconnaissance mission shall be my life. Physical fitness, mental attitude, and high
ethics—The title of Recon Marine is my honor. Conquering all obstacles, both large and small, I shall never quit.

1640. Target phrase: mental attitude

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25884080

Bhava Samadhi is a state of ecstatic consciousness that can sometimes be a seemingly spontaneous experience, but
is recognized generally to be the culmination of long periods of devotional practices. It is believed by some groups to
be evoked through the presence of ”higher beings.” ”Bhava” means ”feeling”, ”emotion”, ”mood”, ”mental attitude” or
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”devotional state of mind.” ”Samadhi” is a state of consciousness in which the mind becomes completely still (one-pointed
or concentrated) and the consciousness of the experiencing subject becomes one with the experienced object.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1639:

Q2. Answer for example 1640: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mental attitude in Example 1639 and Example 1640 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 821
1641. Target phrase: voice parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5909

Linear counterpoint is ”a purely horizontal technique in which the integrity of the individual melodic lines is not
sacrificed to harmonic considerations. ”Its distinctive feature is rather the concept of melody, which served as the
starting-point for the adherents of the ’new objectivity’ when they set up linear counterpoint as an anti-type to the
Romantic harmony.” The voice parts move freely, irrespective of the effects their combined motions may create.” In
other words, either ”the domination of the horizontal (linear) aspects over the vertical” is featured or the ”harmonic
control of lines is rejected.”

1642. Target phrase: voice parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12148544

Despite her numerous voice acting credits, Schreffler was best known as the voice of Olive Oyl on ”The All New Popeye
Hour” from 1978 to 1983, also produced by Hanna-Barbera. Although she was a behind-the-scenes actress, Schreffler
did a few on-screen acting roles on television shows in the 1980s such as ”Simon &amp; Simon”, ”Remington Steele”,
”Airwolf” and ”Newhart”. She had voice parts in the 1987 thriller films ”Fatal Attraction” and ””. She was also a voice
in numerous TV commercials including some for Alka-Seltzer and Dole pineapple.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1641:

Q2. Answer for example 1642: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase voice parts in Example 1641 and Example 1642 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 822
1643. Target phrase: adversarial nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7738185

(Barbara Bosson) The lead prosecutor in the Avedon trial. Her un-chic wardrobe and simple demeanor belie the fact
that she is a fierce and effective prosecutor. Despite the adversarial nature of their jobs, she and Ted are good friends
and have a mutual personal and professional respect. Detective Arthur Polson.

1644. Target phrase: adversarial nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35797415

The draft formed the basis of the new Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995, which appeared in its current form after
”intensive debate” in the National Economic Development &amp; Labour Council (NEDLAC), a body consisting of
representatives of government, organised labour, and employers, including the Manpower Commission and the National
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Economic Forum. They started thrashing out a new framework, to deal comprehensively with both individual and col-
lective labour law. Given the adversarial nature of the relationship between organised labour and employers up to
that point, this was a revolutionary development. Under the watchful eye of government representatives, and with their
participation, management and labour were entrusted with the task of developing the draft bill into a uniquely South
African product that at once satisfied the aspirations of labour and the reservations of management, and yet conformed to
the letter and spirit of the Constitution and the requirements of the International Labour Organization (ILO), of which
South Africa was now a member.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1643:

Q2. Answer for example 1644: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase adversarial nature in Example 1643 and Example 1644 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 823
1645. Target phrase: economic matter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6035

When Jesus discusses marriage, he points out that there is some responsibility for a man marrying a woman (and
vice versa). Not having assets of their own, women needed to be protected from the risk of their husbands’ putting them
on the street at whim. In those times marriage was an economic matter rather than one of love. A woman and her
children could easily be rejected.

1646. Target phrase: economic matter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1229530

He was confirmed by Senate voice vote for both positions. In an April 4, 2013, speech, he affirmed that the ’Shift to
Asia’ initiative of President Obama was a priority that would not be affected by the budget sequestration in 2013. Carter
noted that ”The Shift to Asia” is principally an economic matter with new security implications. India, Australia, and
New Zealand were mentioned as forthcoming security partners.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1645:

Q2. Answer for example 1646: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase economic matter in Example 1645 and Example 1646 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 824
1647. Target phrase: declared intention

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26903328

Chakra is a free and open-source JavaScript engine developed by Microsoft for its Microsoft Edge Legacy web browser.
It is a fork of the same-named JScript engine used in Internet Explorer. Like the EdgeHTML browser engine, the
declared intention was that it would reflect the ”Living Web”. The core components of ”Chakra” were open-sourced
as ChakraCore.

1648. Target phrase: declared intention

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10091794
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Still according to the official account, Eraso denounced Antonio M. Alvárez, military head of the Pasto forces just
defeated by Alcántara Herrán at Buesaco, and General José María Obando in the assassination of Sucre. On the basis
of Eraso’s declaration, a judge in Pasto ordered the arrest of Obando, the most likely candidate of the opposition party
in the upcoming presidential elections. Obando left Bogotá for Pasto, with the declared intention to face the charges
against him. Nevertheless, when he arrived at Popayán he headed a short rebellion against the government.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1647:

Q2. Answer for example 1648: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase declared intention in Example 1647 and Example 1648 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 825
1649. Target phrase: head men

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5385470

His overall record is 106–81. Former Wildcats active in the National Football League going into the 2020 season
include Ibraheim Campbell, Austin Carr, Garrett Dickerson, Joe Gaziano, Nate Hall, Blake Hance, Montre Hartage,
Justin Jackson, Joe Jones, Tyler Lancaster, Dean Lowry, Sherrick McManis, Ifeadi Odenigbo, Trevor Siemian, Clayton
Thorson, Dan Vitale, and Anthony Walker, Jr. Men’s Basketball. The Wildcats men’s basketball team is under the
direction of Sullivan-Ubben head men’s Basketball Coach Chris Collins, a role that he’s been in since 2013. Collins led
the Wildcats to heights never before reached during the 2016–17 season when the program saw a school record 24 wins
and its first NCAA tournament berth and victory in program history.

1650. Target phrase: head men

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3352265

Although the castle is surrounded, the Mafia succeeds in breaking through the perimeter with a bullet-proof car. The
army commander and the Saint and Ponti start the pursuit. When they cross through Palermo, they discover they have
chased the car too long and the head men must have sneaked out. When driving back, the Saint leaves the car and
sends Ponti to call reinforcements.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1649:

Q2. Answer for example 1650: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase head men in Example 1649 and Example 1650 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 826
1651. Target phrase: triangular piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29672802

Women wear calf-length plain-cut dresses in a solid color. Aprons are often worn at home, usually, in white (typically
for the unmarried) or purple or black (for the married), and are always worn when attending church. A cape, which
consists of a triangular piece of cloth, is usually worn, beginning around the teenage years, and pinned into the apron.
In the colder months, a long woolen cloak may be worn.

1652. Target phrase: triangular piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29394592
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The station is located on a piece of land where the two tracks of the Chikuhō Main Line diverge. The station building,
a modern timber structure, is in between the tracks and houses a waiting room and automatic ticket vending machines.
Steps or ramps lead up to a triangular piece of land with platforms on two sides, the station building occupying the
base of the triangle. The two platforms thus be considered a very broad island or two widely separate side platforms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1651:

Q2. Answer for example 1652: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase triangular piece in Example 1651 and Example 1652 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 827
1653. Target phrase: training ground

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48609392

After 1918, the Group Fortification Francis de Guise was invested by the French army. In 1939, it serves as an outpost
for the French army. Taken over by the Germans in June 1940, it served as a training ground. Beginning in September
1944, during the Battle of Metz, German troops reorganized its defense, and integrated it into the defensive system set
up around Metz.

1654. Target phrase: training ground

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28323715

The three schools are closely coordinated. Alleged militancy. There are allegations that the Madrassah is a
training ground for Islamic extremists. While authorities of the school have confirmed that some graduates volun-
teered for the Afghan jihad during the 1980s, there was no strong evidence to suggest that the school itself was recruiting
for the jihad.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1653:

Q2. Answer for example 1654: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase training ground in Example 1653 and Example 1654 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 828
1655. Target phrase: major exercise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=197948

4” (formerly ), battering her first with her 5-inch guns at ranges between before firing a salvo of 14-inch shells that
struck ”Coast Battleship No. 4” amidships and inflicted fatal damage. During the gunnery exercise, spotter aircraft were
used for the first time to help direct an American battleship’s guns in a major exercise. While conducting gunnery
practice off San Pedro on 12 June 1924, there was an explosion in her forward superfiring Gun Turret No.

1656. Target phrase: major exercise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1407632

3, No. 2). The piece is a major exercise in endurance and accuracy: the introduction opens in a left hand figure
requiring span of a tenth interval. Additionally, octave intervals invariably appear before fast sextuplet runs, making
quick wrists and arm action necessary.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1655:

Q2. Answer for example 1656: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major exercise in Example 1655 and Example 1656 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 829
1657. Target phrase: single side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61838819

The Northern Ireland national football team represents Northern Ireland in international association football. From
1882 to 1921 all of Ireland was represented by a single side, the Ireland national football team, organised by the Irish
Football Association (IFA). In 1920 Ireland was partitioned into Northern Ireland and Southern Ireland.

1658. Target phrase: single side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=385653

Political strategy and philosophy. Khamenei’s era has differed from that of his predecessor. He has, however, contin-
ued Khomeini’s policy of ”balancing one group against another, making sure that no single side gains too much power.”
But lacking Khomeini’s charisma and clerical standing, he has developed personal networks, first inside the armed forces,
and then among the clerics, while administering the major bonyads and seminaries of Qom and Mashhad.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1657:

Q2. Answer for example 1658: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase single side in Example 1657 and Example 1658 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 830
1659. Target phrase: last distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2156499

The route as it approaches its northern terminus becomes rural, after being primarily commercial and residential.
Route 765’s northern terminus is at an interchange with US 65’s freeway segment. The last distance to the northern
terminus is one-way, with northbound Route 765 merging into US 65 northbound. Route description.

1660. Target phrase: last distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14492761

After being informed by Dagger, who visits her in secret, that Argul went north to a town called Panther’s Halt,
Claidi sets out in the Star-ship. Before she reaches the town, the Star-ship abruptly loses its power. Yinyay shrinks down
to a molecular size, leaving Claidi to travel the last distance to Panther’s Halt herself. Here she sees Argul during an
enormous ceremony, and rushes across town to meet him.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1659:

Q2. Answer for example 1660: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase last distance in Example 1659 and Example 1660 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 831
1661. Target phrase: ground movements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17962018

Mission. The 16th Squadron operates the Northrop Grumman E-8 Joint STARS (Joint Surveillance Target Attack
Radar System), an advanced ground surveillance and battle management system. J-STARS detects, locates, classifies,
tracks and targets ground movements on the battlefield, communicating real-time information through secure data
links with combat command posts. History.

1662. Target phrase: ground movements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23754906

Among air pollution, water contamination is a huge factor mainly because oil shales are dealing with oxygen and
hydrocarbons. There is changes in the landscape with mining sites due to oil shale mining and the production using
chemical products. The ground movements within the area of underground mining is a problem that is long-term
because it causes non-stabilized areas. Underground mining causes a new formation that can be suitable for some plant
growth, but rehabilitation could be required.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1661:

Q2. Answer for example 1662: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ground movements in Example 1661 and Example 1662 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 832
1663. Target phrase: weaker signal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10896392

By 2002, the simulcast with 92.3 was dropped and 100.9 switched to Urban Gospel under the WTHB call sign. In
August 2007, Radio One sold its Augusta stations (including WTHB) to Perry Broadcasting. On January 11, 2008,
the station switched frequencies with sister WAKB and moved to 96.9 FM, a weaker signal. To boost its coverage, it
simulcasts with WTHB 1550 AM.

1664. Target phrase: weaker signal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=580076

Skyglow is a prime problem for astronomers, because it reduces contrast in the night sky to the extent where it
may become impossible to see all but the brightest stars. Many nocturnal organisms are believed to navigate using the
polarization signal of scattered moonlight. Because skyglow is mostly unpolarized, it can swamp the weaker signal
from the moon, making this type of navigation impossible. Due to skyglow, people who live in or near urban areas see
thousands fewer stars than in an unpolluted sky, and commonly cannot see the Milky Way.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1663:

Q2. Answer for example 1664: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase weaker signal in Example 1663 and Example 1664 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 833
1665. Target phrase: storage systems

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50280669

One method of preventing loss is hermetic grain storage. Hermetic grain storage strives to eliminate all exchange
of gases within the storage system. This mitigates bacterial activity and prevents rodents and bugs from being able to
breathe inside the storage systems. The introduction of hermetic grain storage to subsistence farms can create a more
stable food supply in the area and reduce the risk of starvation.

1666. Target phrase: storage systems

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=551666

Almaden in Silicon Valley. IBM Research – Almaden is in Almaden Valley, San Jose, California. Its scientists perform
basic and applied research in computer science, services, storage systems, physical sciences, and materials science and
technology. Almaden occupies part of a site owned by IBM at 650 Harry Road on nearly of land in the hills above Silicon
Valley.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1665:

Q2. Answer for example 1666: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase storage systems in Example 1665 and Example 1666 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 834
1667. Target phrase: arm’s length

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7431959

Noah later takes a job as the bartender at the athletic club. Most recently, Noah has become very protective of
Sharon since she has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder. He tries to convince her to reach out to Nick while keeping
Adam at arm’s length, believing his mother’s dependency on him is unhealthy. Noah gets a bag of money from his ex,
Adriana Stone, and must hide it.

1668. Target phrase: arm’s length

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40223523

(He will, for instance, write a letter saying that he cannot meet the debt.) The friend will then apply for compulsory
sequestration on the strength of this act of insolvency. An application for compulsory sequestration brought by a creditor
who is not at arm’s length is generally referred to as “friendly sequestration. The mere fact that an application for
compulsory sequestration is brought by a creditor who is prepared to co-operate with the debtor, or who is motivated
partly by a desire to assist the debtor, does not preclude the granting of a sequestration order.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1667:

Q2. Answer for example 1668: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase arm’s length in Example 1667 and Example 1668 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 835
1669. Target phrase: previous part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53758389

Part 3: 4:57–6:20. Part 3 is the first of two main instrumental interludes on ”Solace”. This part is noted for its sharp
change in mood from the previous part, almost sounding upbeat. The instrumental is characterized by its light piano
and synth leads, and its slow percussion.

1670. Target phrase: previous part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25647573

Its construction was completed at the end of October 1811, it replaced the original structure of the original tower,
which until that time only rose to the height of the roof and was demolished in May of the same year. The framed
arrowhead that ends the tower rises to a height of 90 meters. It was started immediately after the completion of the
previous part and finished towards the end of August 1812. The cross which overlooks it was placed the following 1
October.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1669:

Q2. Answer for example 1670: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase previous part in Example 1669 and Example 1670 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 836
1671. Target phrase: twenty-third year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39914534

He struck at Oxford a medal commemorating the taking of Bristol by Prince Rupert’s forces (1643), and until 1648
was employed in making medals and badges for the king’s supporters. Rawlins also designed a pattern sovereign of
Charles I, and the so-called ”Juxon medal”, probably the pattern for a five-broad piece. He was formally appointed chief
engraver of the mint in the twenty-third year of Charles I (March 1647–March 1648). About 1648 Rawlins seems to
have gone to France.

1672. Target phrase: twenty-third year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35586872

The 1969 NCAA University Division Baseball Tournament was played at the end of the 1969 NCAA University Divi-
sion baseball season to determine the national champion of college baseball. The tournament concluded with eight teams
competing in the College World Series, a double-elimination tournament in its twenty-third year. Eight regional dis-
tricts sent representatives to the College World Series with preliminary rounds within each district serving to determine
each representative.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1671:

Q2. Answer for example 1672: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase twenty-third year in Example 1671 and Example 1672 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 837
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1673. Target phrase: one display

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46748875

The home is decorated to look as it would have in the early 1900s. In 2002, an addition was built to the front of the
original home to display more items teaching about African-American history in Kansas. one display includes prints of
original photographic plate negatives donated to the museum, called the Black Dignity Photos from the Mary Everhard
collection. The photographs are African-American pioneers who lived in and around the Leavenworth area from 1870s to
1920s.

1674. Target phrase: one display

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19117180

The handbook contains nine articles dealing with chess competitions. The chess clock. A chess clock is a clock with
two separate time displays of which only one display can be running at a time. The player with the black pieces will
initiate their opponent’s timer at the start of the game.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1673:

Q2. Answer for example 1674: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one display in Example 1673 and Example 1674 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 838
1675. Target phrase: new machine

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10106136

It describes a recipe for gunpowder and recognized its military use: In 1250, the Norwegian ”Konungs skuggsjá”
mentioned, in its military chapter, the use of ”coal and sulphur” as the best weapon for ship-to-ship combat. Muslim and
Christian Iberia. In reference to the siege to Alicante in 1331, the Spanish historian Zurita recorded a ”new machine
that caused great terror. It threw iron balls with fire.”

1676. Target phrase: new machine

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1136200

”Alappat” case. Dissatisfaction with the perceived artificiality of this rule erupted, however, in rulings beginning with
the ”en banc” 1994 decision in ”In re Alappat”, in which the CAFC majority held that a novel algorithm combined with a
trivial physical step constitutes a novel physical device. Therefore, a computing device on which is loaded a mathematical
algorithm is a ”new machine,” which is patent-eligible. This ruling was immediately preceded by ”In re Lowry”, which
held that a data structure representing information on a computer’s hard drive or memory is similarly to be treated as a
patent-eligible physical device, and in which the Solicitor General’s Office declined the PTO’s request to seek certiorari.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1675:

Q2. Answer for example 1676: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new machine in Example 1675 and Example 1676 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 839
1677. Target phrase: explicit one
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20347198

Technically, for him, every piece of music could contain a program. The difference for him lay in the explicitness or
implicitness of the program itself. A symphony generally followed the lines of an implicit program, while a symphonic
poem followed an explicit one. This also meant that, technically, any alternatives or amendments to sonata form used
to underline either specific events or the general tone of a literary program in a symphonic poem could also be used to
illustrate the ”feelings, joys, sufferings” conveyed in a symphony; the only difference was in the type of program being
illustrated.

1678. Target phrase: explicit one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18712249

Chris Hughton was made caretaker manager until a replacement could be found, even though results were worsening
under the Irishman, they lost all their matches and went out of the League Cup to Tottenham Hotspur. Towards the end
of September, Joe Kinnear, who four years previous was in charge of Nottingham Forest, was made interim manager.
Kinnear’s first media conference was an explicit one, and the ”Daily Mirror”’s Simon Bird was infamously singled out.
After this, Hughton was put in charge of the national interviews, with Kinnear handling the local media.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1677:

Q2. Answer for example 1678: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase explicit one in Example 1677 and Example 1678 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 840
1679. Target phrase: first possession

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1478772

Overtime under the original format was sudden death, the first team to score would be declared the winner. In March
, the NFL amended its rules for postseason overtime, with the rule being extended into the regular season in March 2012.
If a team scores a touchdown, or if the defense scores a safety on the (other team’s) first possession, it is declared
the winner. If it scores a field goal on its first possession, however, it then kicks off to the opposing team, which has an
opportunity to score; if the score is tied again after that possession, true sudden death rules apply and whoever scores
next will win.

1680. Target phrase: first possession

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44869164

The 19th-century 6 inch OS Map of Kilmaurs marks the supposed site of Kilmaurs Castle as lying off the side of the
farm road leading to Jocksthorn Farm from the old Stewarton Road. Dobie in 1874 that the old baronial residence was
about a mile South-East of Kilmaurs and ruins could still be pointed out on the farmlands of Jocksthorn. He goes on to
say that this could have been the ’Villam de Cunninghame’, the original residence and first possession of this ancient
family. The traditional site therefore of another ’tower’, Kilmaurs Castle, as opposed to Kilmaurs Place, is located to the
north-east of Tour, just off the entrance to Jocksthorn Farm that connects with the Stewarton road via Grassmillside
Farm and Shaw Bridge.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1679:

Q2. Answer for example 1680: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first possession in Example 1679 and Example 1680 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 841
1681. Target phrase: actual fact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50054758

In Harare the A3 Highway starts as Samora Machel Avenue (east), ( ) while the A5 Highway that runs from Harare
to Bulawayo also begins as Samora Machel Avenue (west). Those in and around Harare like to call it Mutare Road, while
those in Mutare call it Harare Road. In actual fact the R5 Highway which is the A3 Highway is a continuation of the
R2 Highway to form the Plumtree-Bulawayo-Harare-Mutare Highway. Operations.

1682. Target phrase: actual fact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35335530

Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, reacted critically to ”The Trauma of Birth”, responding to Rank’s
ideas in his own work. Summary. Rank aims to apply psychoanalysis to ”the comprehension of the whole development
of mankind, even of the actual fact of becoming human.” Publication history.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1681:

Q2. Answer for example 1682: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual fact in Example 1681 and Example 1682 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 842
1683. Target phrase: chief use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44777300

The Kayman Sankar Cricket Ground is a sporting venue in Hamptoncourtpolder, a village on the Atlantic coastline
of Guyana’s Pomeroon-Supenaam region. Its chief use has been as a cricket ground, though in recent years it has also
hosted grasstrack motorcycle racing. The ground was developed entirely by Kayman Sankar, a rice farmer who founded
the Kayman Sankar Group of Companies and owned large amounts of land near Hampton Court, where his rice mill was
located.

1684. Target phrase: chief use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1222786

Uses of mimetite. Industrially, mimetite is a minor ore of lead. The chief use of mimetite is as a collector’s specimen,
often creating attractive botryoidal crusts on the surface of the specimen. Though mimetite is also found in prismatic
crystal forms, it is not used as a gemstone due to its softness.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1683:

Q2. Answer for example 1684: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase chief use in Example 1683 and Example 1684 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 843
1685. Target phrase: one focus
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42157209

In the late Middle Ages, Middle Scots, became the dominant language. Ideas of chivalry began to dominate during
the reign of David II. Tournaments provided one focus of display. The Scottish crown in the fifteenth century adopted
the example of the Burgundian court, through formality and elegance putting itself at the centre of culture and political
life.

1686. Target phrase: one focus

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23476797

Social anxiety disorder is often linked to bipolar disorder and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and some
believe that they share an underlying cyclothymic-anxious-sensitive disposition. The co-occurrence of ADHD and social
phobia is very high, especially when SCT symptoms are present.&lt;ref name=”DOI10.1177/1087054706286698”&gt;&lt;/ref&gt;
Prevention. Prevention of anxiety disorders is one focus of research. Use of CBT and related techniques may decrease
the number of children with social anxiety disorder following completion of prevention programs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1685:

Q2. Answer for example 1686: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one focus in Example 1685 and Example 1686 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 844
1687. Target phrase: half earth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=563385

Mission insignia. The circular crew patch was Leonardo da Vinci’s ”Vitruvian Man”, representing the mission’s med-
ical experiments and retouched to remove the genitalia. In the background is a disk that is half Sun (including sunspots)
and half earth to represent the experiments done on the flight. The patch has a white background, the crew’s names
and ”Skylab II” with a red, white and blue border.

1688. Target phrase: half earth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=339558

In North America, ”Maclura pomifera” (i.e., hedge apple) was grown to form a barrier to exclude free-range livestock
from vegetable gardens and corn fields. Other shrubs and trees used include holly, beech, oak, ash, and willow; the last
three can become very tall. Of the hedgerows in the Normandy region of France, Martin Blumenson said, The hedgerow
is a fence, half earth, half hedge. The wall at the base is a dirt parapet that varies in thickness from one to four or more
feet and in height from three to twelve feet.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1687:

Q2. Answer for example 1688: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase half earth in Example 1687 and Example 1688 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 845
1689. Target phrase: summit stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=383544
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Despite this, they are still mentioned in-game via a collectible trophy. The Polar Bear from this series also appears as
an enemy in the 3DS version’s Smash Run mode. The Ice Climbers and summit stage returned to the series in ”Super
Smash Bros. Ultimate”.

1690. Target phrase: summit stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=108654

Intercity transportation is provided by both Bustang and Summit Stage. Frisco is along Bustang’s West Line, which
goes from Denver to Grand Junction and back. summit stage provides free transportation between Silverthorn, Frisco,
Breckenridge, and others. Points of interest.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1689:

Q2. Answer for example 1690: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase summit stage in Example 1689 and Example 1690 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 846
1691. Target phrase: play lead

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30541488

In episode 6, Ye Zien satirized government officials as “human tape recorders”. In addition, there is also a lampoon on
the quality of the members of the Legislative Council and the forgetful personality of Hong Kong people. The characters
in the play lead to values such as free will, choice of rights, independent personality, and resistance to hegemony. The
analysis indicates that the plot and dialogue reflect the public’s dissatisfaction with the society and thus resonate with
the audience.

1692. Target phrase: play lead

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5550374

Yet, the play that leads to 2.09 tricks on average, beats the play leading to an average of 2.12 tricks in terms of
matchpoint objective. This can be seen by considering the lay-outs on which the line of play that starts with a deep
finesse takes more tricks than the line of play starting with a finesse and vice versa: it follows that the deep finesse beats
the finesse in 22.95% of the cases, while the finesse beats the deep finesse only in 18.33% of the cases. In the remainder
of the cases (58.72%) both lines of play lead to the same number of tricks. Mixed strategies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1691:

Q2. Answer for example 1692: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase play lead in Example 1691 and Example 1692 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 847
1693. Target phrase: growing audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33801206

The result was a period of around 150 years when there was almost no new writing in German. By the middle of the
11th century, there was an increasing preference for German over Latin in writing in the courts, and Henry the Lion was
just the first of the princes, in 1144, to establish his own court chancery. At the same time there was a growing audience
among the nobility for literature in the vernacular (as was already happening in France and England). The earliest works
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of this period, such as the ”Ezzolied” and ”Annolied”, were still the product of clerical authors with a biblical subject,
but now directed towards a lay audience at the noble courts, rather than the clerical audience of the Old High German
compositions.

1694. Target phrase: growing audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27953976

”Positive Heroes” was founded by Dr Reon van Dyk and Gavin Reid in 2007 in Cape Town, South Africa. Through its
media partnership with Thought24 and Move! magazine the charity publicises inspirational stories about South Africans
living with HIV to a growing audience of over 1.85 million across the country. Billboards, news items, radio and TV are
all employed to reduce stigma and normalise HIV in a country where an estimated 5.7 million, out of a total population
of 48 million, are living with HIV.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1693:

Q2. Answer for example 1694: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase growing audience in Example 1693 and Example 1694 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 848
1695. Target phrase: key measures

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31076642

Methamphetamine, commonly known as meth, is another stimulant that has been demonstrated to have negative
effects on the offspring of a pregnant woman, and is considered a level C pregnancy category drug. One study attempted
to determine the neurotoxic effects (harm to nerve cells) of prenatal methamphetamine exposure on brain development,
as well as on cognitive functioning. Children exposed to meth in utero scored lower on key measures of memory perfor-
mance, including attention, verbal memory and long term spatial memory. The reduced size of brain structures associated
with memory and attention was also noted through magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a process used to produce images
of the brain for observation.

1696. Target phrase: key measures

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25650

Compared to an annual GDP growth rate of 6.5% from 1973 to 1980, growth slowed to an average of 2.9% a year
from 1980 through 1985 and was stagnant from 1986 to 1990. The crisis peaked in 1990 when the first measures of an
IMF structural adjustment program were carried out. While the program was not fully implemented before the war,
key measures such as two large devaluations and the removal of official prices were enacted. The consequences on
salaries and purchasing power were rapid and dramatic.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1695:

Q2. Answer for example 1696: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key measures in Example 1695 and Example 1696 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 849
1697. Target phrase: definite number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2870761
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$112,400 –work in process mixing department $112,400 –finished goods $143,800 –work in process-drying department
$143,800 -costs of goods sold $138,500 –finished goods $138,500 Operation cost in batch manufacturing. Batch costing is
a modification of job costing. When production is repetitive nature and consists of a definite number of articles, batch
is used. In batch costing, the most important problem is to determine the optimum size of the batch that follows the fact
that production of two elements of costs:

1698. Target phrase: definite number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23800030

The ”ayus-karma” confers on a being a certain quantum of life in one of the four states of existence. Therefore there
are four types of ”ayu karmas”: ”deva ayu” (the celestial lifespan), ”manusya ayus” (the human lifespan), ”tiryancha
ayu” (the animal lifespan), and ”naraka ayu” (the infernal lifespan). The ”ayu-karma” bestows a certain quantity of life,
but not a definite number of years of life. For, as with a sponge, the quantity of water that it absorbs is determined,
but not the time it takes to leave it, so also the quantum of life is determined, but not the time occupied in its consumption.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1697:

Q2. Answer for example 1698: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase definite number in Example 1697 and Example 1698 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 850
1699. Target phrase: accurate interpretation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=451839

On December 12, 2005, a 524-second-long burn (Deep-Space Maneuver or DSM-1) of the large thruster adjusted the
trajectory for the upcoming Venus flyby. During the Earth flyby, the ”MESSENGER” team imaged the Earth and Moon
using MDIS and checked the status of several other instruments observing the atmospheric and surface compositions and
testing the magnetosphere and determining that all instruments tested were working as expected. This calibration period
was intended to ensure accurate interpretation of data when the spacecraft entered orbit around Mercury. Ensuring
that the instruments functioned correctly at such an early stage in the mission allowed opportunity for multiple minor
errors to be dealt with.

1700. Target phrase: accurate interpretation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=566664

They are (1) structure versus non-structure, (2) linguistic versus non-linguistic, (3) continuous versus discontinuous,
(4) learned versus innate, and (5) left versus right hemispheric processing. Complementing. accurate interpretation of
messages is made easier when nonverbal and verbal communication complement each other. Nonverbal cues can be used
to elaborate on verbal messages to reinforce the information sent when trying to achieve communicative goals; messages
have been shown to be remembered better when nonverbal signals affirm the verbal exchange.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1699:

Q2. Answer for example 1700: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase accurate interpretation in Example 1699 and Example 1700 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 851
1701. Target phrase: continual use
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=779848

Buprenorphine treatment carries the risk of causing psychological or physical dependence. It has a slow onset and a
long half-life of 24 to 60 hours. Once a person has stabilized on the medication, three options remain - continual use,
switching to buprenorphine/naloxone, or medically supervised withdrawal. Pain management.

1702. Target phrase: continual use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47903031

This worked well against ships, where the ship was the only thing breaking the horizon line. This was one of many
different tracking systems carried out as part of the GB series, which also included television guidance, semi-active radar
homing, infrared homing and any number of different MCLOS radio control systems. The best-known example of a
contrast seeking missile is the Maverick, which has been in continual use since the early 1970s. In some early combat
uses in the Vietnam War, pilots on their very first mission ”vaporized” a truck with a direct hit, only to be admonished
by their commanding officer for using a $25,000 weapon against a $500 target.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1701:

Q2. Answer for example 1702: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase continual use in Example 1701 and Example 1702 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 852
1703. Target phrase: several local organizations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=259490

The league is open to all adults and is free of charge. Social services. In the past, Athol has had many publicized social
problems, and several local organizations are still on hand to remedy these situations. Chief among the problems are
high rates of unemployment, teenage pregnancy, domestic violence, and alcoholism.

1704. Target phrase: several local organizations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59189538

It was opened in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 1949, to give children ”their own spot of earth and plenty of tools
and materials for digging, building and creating as they see fit.” History. McCall’s Magazine, together with the United
Way and several local organizations, sponsored the construction of the playground in 1949. President Harry Truman
visited the site in 1949.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1703:

Q2. Answer for example 1704: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase several local organizations in Example 1703 and Example 1704 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 853
1705. Target phrase: stumbling block

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=395564

However, merely asserting that one has such a good faith belief is not determinative in court; under the American
legal system the trier of fact (the jury, or the trial judge in a non-jury trial) decides whether the defendant really has the
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good faith belief he or she claims. With respect to willfulness, the placing of the burden of proof on the prosecution is
of limited utility to a defendant that the jury simply does not believe. A further stumbling block for tax protesters is
found in the ”Cheek” Doctrine with respect to arguments about ”constitutionality.” Under the Doctrine, the belief that
the Sixteenth Amendment was not properly ratified and the belief that the federal income tax is otherwise unconstitu-
tional are not treated as beliefs that one is not violating the ”tax law” – i.e., these errors are not treated as being caused
by the ”complexity of the tax law.”

1706. Target phrase: stumbling block

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25467063

The reincarnated Ware Rebels went on to have their most successful season to date, finishing third in the Division
with 17 wins and 7 losses and earning promotion to Division 1. The post-season Play-off’s saw a rematch of the previous
season’s Semi-final match-up against Doncaster, though the new and improved Ware swept them aside with a 92–54 home
victory in the Quarter-final. The Semi-finals again proved to be the stumbling block though as Ware were defeated
86–75 to eventual winners Ealing Tornadoes. Rebels continued their rise through the League in the 2001–02 season,
competing for the first time in Division 1.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1705:

Q2. Answer for example 1706: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stumbling block in Example 1705 and Example 1706 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 854
1707. Target phrase: certain tree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3905163

Gyroid structures have photonic band gaps that make them potential photonic crystals. Gyroid structures have been
observed in biological structural coloration such as butterfly wing scales, inspiring work on biomimetic materials. The
gyroid mitochondrial membranes found in the retinal cone cells of certain tree shrew species present a unique structure
which may have an optical function. In 2017, MIT researchers studied the possibility of using the gyroid shape to turn
bi-dimensional materials, such as graphene, into a three-dimensional structural material with low density, yet high tensile
strength.

1708. Target phrase: certain tree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27459236

Keola and his wife live with her father Kalamake, a notorious sorcerer who appears to have an inexhaustible supply
of money despite never doing any work. One day, Kalamake uses a magic spell to transport Keola to an unfamiliar island
where the two of them are invisible to the inhabitants. There he reveals that by burning the leaves of a certain tree, the
island’s sea-shells can be transformed into coins and the pair transported home. Keola attempts to blackmail Kalamake
for a share of his riches, but Kalamake retaliates by abandoning Keola at sea.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1707:

Q2. Answer for example 1708: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase certain tree in Example 1707 and Example 1708 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 855
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1709. Target phrase: heritage monuments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41811569

The name ”Heidelsburg” is related etymologically to ”Heiden” (”heathens”) and first appeared in the Middle Ages
by which time the castle had been a ruin for several centuries. A local source from Waldfischbach mentions the ruins
around 1600. In 1990 the site went into the possession of the state Forestry and Castle department of the Office for
heritage monuments. Site.

1710. Target phrase: heritage monuments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32322062

In 1998, Narang founded Studio Pindrop, Delhi’s first digital recording studio, which is popular among voice over artists
and musicians. He is also a visiting faculty at MADarts, Jaspal Bhatti’s film school, and has done voice-overs for its award-
winning two-minute animation film, ”Nanhi Chidiya”. He has lent his voice to the audio guides on heritage monuments
in Jaipur, Jodhpur, Bikaner and Mysore. He also compered the Guinness record breaking tea party in Indore.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1709:

Q2. Answer for example 1710: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heritage monuments in Example 1709 and Example 1710 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 856
1711. Target phrase: imminent threat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61860374

With the outbreak of the Vietnam War in 1955, US gradually became more involved in the region by directly sending
troops to Vietnam to make sure it would not fall under communist control. This ideology-driven calculation was substan-
tiated by the ”domino theory”, leading to a proxy war fought between North Vietnam who wanted self-determination
and a US-backed South Vietnam. Because Vietnam is located in such a geographically strategic area bordering China,
the Vietnam War posed an imminent threat to its security. Along with the Soviet Union, China remained a major
ally of North Vietnam by providing military training, human power and essential supplies to Viet Cong (the National
Liberation Front).

1712. Target phrase: imminent threat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45518251

The episode received positive reviews, with most attention going to the storylines involving Carol and Sasha. Matt
Fowler of IGN gave ”Forget” an 8.6 out of 10, and wrote positively about Carol’s intimidation of the young boy, Daryl’s
storyline with Aaron, and Sasha’s actions in the episode. He concluded, ”So even though there’s no imminent threat
at the moment, things within Alexandria are still really intriguing.” Sean McKenna for ”TV Fanatic” spoke positively
about the episode, saying he ”didn’t disagree with Sasha’s feelings [towards Alexandria]” and noted Carol’s scene with
Sam as the highlight of the episode saying: ”But man, did Carol take the cake when she went super dark on that kid
threatening to feed him to the walkers if he told his mom that she was grabbing the guns.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1711:

Q2. Answer for example 1712: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase imminent threat in Example 1711 and Example 1712 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 857
1713. Target phrase: competence development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4014772

To be competent a person would need to be able to interpret the situation in the context and to have a repertoire
of possible actions to take and have trained in the possible actions in the repertoire, if this is relevant. Regardless of
training, competency would grow through experience and the extent of an individual’s capacity to learn and adapt.
However, research has found that it is not easy to assess competencies and competence development. Overview.

1714. Target phrase: competence development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18878850

PCC6803 is capable of natural genetic transformation. For transformation to take place, the recipient bacteria must
be in a competent state. A gene, ”comF”, was shown to be involved in competence development in ”Synechocystis”
sp. PCC6803.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1713:

Q2. Answer for example 1714: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase competence development in Example 1713 and Example 1714 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 858
1715. Target phrase: perfect model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=160676

At some point in the 1785–1787 period he married and the couple had a child, but the names of the wife and child, and
their eventual fates, are not known. While enjoying the beginnings of his prosperity in Australia, Barrington romanced
and cohabited with a native woman, Yeariana, who soon left him to return to her family. Barrington said that Yeariana
possessed ”a form that might serve as a perfect model for the most scrupulous statuary.” Career.

1716. Target phrase: perfect model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3337759

formula_4 is observed discharge at time ”t”. The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency is calculated as one minus the ratio
of the error variance of the modeled time-series divided by the variance of the observed time-series. In the situation
of a perfect model with an estimation error variance equal to zero, the resulting Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency equals 1
(”NSE” = 1). Conversely, a model that produces an estimation error variance equal to the variance of the observed time
series results in a Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency of 0.0 (”NSE” = 0).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1715:

Q2. Answer for example 1716: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase perfect model in Example 1715 and Example 1716 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 859
1717. Target phrase: conservative number
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10737985

Like many other groups, the lower cost of living in Philadelphia has attracted many immigrants who entered the US
through New York. There are large numbers of Haitians in North Philadelphia, Northeast and some in other areas like
Olney, East Mount Airy, Chestnut Hill and West Philadelphia. The conservative number of Haitians in Philadelphia
is 30,000. Chicago.

1718. Target phrase: conservative number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3473145

If A is much greater than 1 then the condition is well satisfied. The case where A equals 1 is considered the cut-
off for satisfying the condition and is the edge of where the crystal can resolve a pulse. Typically, A is chosen as a
conservative number such as 3. These equations can be used to determine the working limits for a given setup as a
function of wavelength.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1717:

Q2. Answer for example 1718: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase conservative number in Example 1717 and Example 1718 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 860
1719. Target phrase: evaluation process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3887690

However, there are few limitations in the implementations of the Batteries Directive in the process of collecting bat-
teries waste and recovering the usable materials from them. The evaluation process throws some light on the gap in this
process of implementation and collaborate technical aspects in the process and new ways to use makes it more difficult to
implement and this Directive maintains the balance with technological advancements. The EU commission’s regulations
and guidelines has made the evaluation process more impactful in a positive way. The participation of number of
stakeholders in the evaluation process who are invited and asked to provide their views and ideas to improve the process
of evaluation and information gathering.

1720. Target phrase: evaluation process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5790959

Immediately the Government started the process to separate the failed official. He presented his resignation in January
2007. The evaluation process is being criticized, because the worst evaluated ministers were kept in the Government
for four years. 2009 Honduran general election.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1719:

Q2. Answer for example 1720: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase evaluation process in Example 1719 and Example 1720 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 861
1721. Target phrase: maritime coast

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1143079
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Despite being at the same latitude, Vila do Corvo is on average warmer than Long Beach Island, New Jersey, mainly
due to the effect of the Gulf Stream. Human geography. The Vila do Corvo is implanted along the maritime coast of
the island of Corvo, and represents the only inhabited settlement on the island. With a perimeter of , the settlement is
dominated by the sheer cliffs of the extinct volcanic crater of the Caldeirão, which extend above sea level.

1722. Target phrase: maritime coast

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9714255

The Hydrofoil Mystery was written in 1999 by Canadian author Eric Walters. It is about a teenage boy named Billy
McCracken whose mother arranges for him to go away for the summer to work with none other than the well-known
inventor of the telephone, Alexander Graham Bell. Billy expects his summer to be boring, but with the German U-boats
endangering the maritime coast, his work with Bell’s hydrofoil becomes an adventure. The book is set during the first
World War and although it is a work of fiction, it serves as a launching pad for discussions about Canada’s involvement
in the war and the contributions of Canada’s leading scientist, Alexander Graham Bell.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1721:

Q2. Answer for example 1722: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase maritime coast in Example 1721 and Example 1722 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 862
1723. Target phrase: country’s involvement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35447791

Prostitution increased during the First Indochina War and the Vietnam War as a result of the presence of foreign
troops in Laos. At this time prostitutes came from Thailand to work in the nightclubs and bars of the capital city Vien-
tiane. During the 1960s and 1970s the country’s involvement in the Vietnam War led to Vientiane becoming famous
for its brothels and ping pong show bars. As early as the 1950s, prostitution was discouraged by the Lao government as
a social evil.

1724. Target phrase: country’s involvement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63707498

Namibia gained independence on 1 February 1990 with the introduction of majority rule and end of apartheid. The
country attended the next Games in 1991, participating disabled and able-bodied athletes sharing the medals equally.
The country’s involvement in the African Games is the responsibility of the Namibian Sports Commission which pro-
vides funding for participation in the events. Medal tables.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1723:

Q2. Answer for example 1724: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase country’s involvement in Example 1723 and Example 1724 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 863
1725. Target phrase: subordinate role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31939937
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During the reign of Vikrama Chola (1118 C.E. to 1135 C.E.) and his son Kulothunga-II and grandson Rajaraja-II the
transition to Saivism was complete and Shaktism was relegated to subordinate role. Shiva the supreme god was also
portrayed as the King of Dance (Nataraja) and in the mythology he defeated Kali in the dance competition.

1726. Target phrase: subordinate role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1300972

The job of a locomotive fireman was physically demanding—strenuous, filthy and dangerous. Although by no means a
highly skilled task, locomotive firemen nevertheless needed to develop not only physical prowess, moving heavy coal on a
swaying platform, but also a certain job savvy, estimating the engine’s burn rate and future fuel needs, making sure that
water was continuously in the boiler to avoid an explosion and ensuring that coal was sufficiently and properly spread
in the firebox to ensure the locomotive’s efficient operation. A locomotive’s fireman worked in a tandem with the train’s
engineer, serving in a subordinate role as his assistant. Firemen were in practice often engineers-in-training, learning
the skills of train operation and assisting the engineer with the observation of signals and other routine aspects of his job
performance, waiting for a job opportunity for promotion.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1725:

Q2. Answer for example 1726: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase subordinate role in Example 1725 and Example 1726 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 864
1727. Target phrase: express provision

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30432

Some treaties are intended by the parties to be only temporarily binding and are set to expire on a given date. Other
treaties may self-terminate if the treaty is meant to exist only under certain conditions. A party may claim that a treaty
should be terminated, even absent an express provision, if there has been a fundamental change in circumstances. Such
a change is sufficient if unforeseen, if it undermined the ”essential basis” of consent by a party if it radically transforms
the extent of obligations between the parties, and if the obligations are still to be performed.

1728. Target phrase: express provision

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44039414

History. In 2000 a real estate developer, Grand/Sakwa Properties, LLC, gave the city of Troy title to land on which to
build a new station near the former Birmingham station. However, title to the land was given with the express provision
that funding for a transit center be secured within not more than ten years. In 2011, the cities of Birmingham and Troy
were awarded a federal grant to assist in replacing the station with a new, multimodal transit center across the tracks in
Troy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1727:

Q2. Answer for example 1728: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase express provision in Example 1727 and Example 1728 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 865
1729. Target phrase: right foot
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1590607

On November 10, 2015, Udrih was traded, along with Jarnell Stokes, to the Miami Heat in exchange for Mario
Chalmers and James Ennis. Two days later, he made his debut for the Heat in a 92–91 win over the Utah Jazz, recording
two points, three rebounds and one assist in 17 minutes off the bench. On February 24, 2016, he was ruled out for three
months after requiring surgery for a torn plantar plate in his right foot. He was subsequently waived by the Heat five
days later.

1730. Target phrase: right foot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=922578

The development of the leaping head on sidesaddles allowed women to jump fences while hunting. Cumbersome skirts
were gradually replaced by the apron still worn today—which is actually a half skirt worn over breeches; designed so the
rider does not sit on any apron fabric. The sidesaddle apron can be attached to the right foot by a piece of elastic to
hold it in place when riding. When dismounted the apron is wrapped behind the legs and attached to a button on the
left hip to give the impression of a skirt.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1729:

Q2. Answer for example 1730: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase right foot in Example 1729 and Example 1730 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 866
1731. Target phrase: midway point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8519186

Defensivism is a philosophical standpoint related in spirit to the Non-aggression principle. It is also a midway point
between other combat-based philosophies, that of Just War and Pacifism. Concept.

1732. Target phrase: midway point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53242210

It is located along Farm Road 532 eleven miles northeast of Hallettsville. Its origins began in 1846 when Ludwig Von
Neuhaus came from Germany to settle in Texas. He arrived at the midway point on the train from Houston and San
Antonio. The town was named for a grove of nearby hackberry trees.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1731:

Q2. Answer for example 1732: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase midway point in Example 1731 and Example 1732 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 867
1733. Target phrase: lower entrance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6376911

Because a Cloake board either contains or is used with a queen excluder, the laying queen will be restricted to the
lower hive body from this point forward. Frames containing larvae should be moved to the upper box to encourage nurse
bees to come up, these will be needed to attend to the future queen cells. At this time the lower entrance to the hive
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is reversed so that it faces the opposite direction and then closed. Without the slide in floor in place, the Cloake Board
functions as an upper entrance for workers, who re-orient to enter the hive using the upper entrance.

1734. Target phrase: lower entrance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1979623

Quad and dormitory. Construction began on ”New Hall” in the summer of 2013. The project was expected to cost
over $9.5 million and is situated near the lower entrance of campus in back of Brady Hall. The residence hall, known
as the ”Living Learning Commons” (LLC), is able to hold 150 students, and has expanded the residential options for
undergraduates and should eliminate the need for triple occupancy rooms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1733:

Q2. Answer for example 1734: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower entrance in Example 1733 and Example 1734 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 868
1735. Target phrase: geopolitical area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30712837

Oko Town is an Igbo speaking town in south eastern Nigeria. It is one of the 16 towns that make up the geopolitical area
called Orumba North Local Government Area of Anambra state. It is the major economic town of the local government
largely dependent on a very large student community and staff strength of the Federal Polytechnic, Oko.

1736. Target phrase: geopolitical area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40272643

The screen captures suggest that tool has the ability to filter by nationality (it is possible to enter multiple nation-
alities), location, and ”target extension” (the given example is ”D Diplomatic”). The analyst is also able to enter a
classification string, and include a declassification date, in the sample given: 20320108 is code for January 8, 2032. There
is a category labeled ”Intelligence Purpose Information,” in which the analyst is able to select a geopolitical area, topic
and subtopic. The screen captures suggest that the tool gives the analyst the option of suggesting how often to forward
new intelligence, and enter a reason for any higher priority requests.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1735:

Q2. Answer for example 1736: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase geopolitical area in Example 1735 and Example 1736 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 869
1737. Target phrase: appropriate size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=536383

Composition. Armoured steel must be hard, yet resistant to shock, in order to resist high velocity metal projectiles.
Steel with these characteristics is produced by processing cast steel billets of appropriate size and then rolling them into
plates of required thickness. Hot rolling homogenizes the grain structure of the steel, changing the crystalline structure
of the steel and normalizing it.
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1738. Target phrase: appropriate size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14490459

Once the monsters are revived they reveal themselves to be the owners of the house and kin to Mr. Morley. They
are Gaspar, Melisandre, and Ludmilla Morley as well as Albert and the were-human Bob. Anthony and Sarah agree to
help them get back to the house and to their appropriate size (and eventually shape). Once that’s done Anthony and
Sarah are about to leave when a mysterious friend from Gaspar’s past appears, the Wentar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1737:

Q2. Answer for example 1738: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase appropriate size in Example 1737 and Example 1738 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 870
1739. Target phrase: one highlight

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5297210

Thus, the use of the name atole. He invited many local theater, danza, music and poetry groups to the event.
one highlight was the debut of a young poet then known to the world only for his journalism, Adolfo Guzman-Lopez.
In addition to starting ”Noche De Atole” he also proposed and founded ”United Front” the University of San Diego’s
Multicultural student center.

1740. Target phrase: one highlight

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30506233

The next month Gareth Griffiths left for a loan spell at Shrewsbury Town. Disappointment came on 12 October, with
a 2–1 defeat to rivals Stoke City at the newly opened Britannia Stadium. Vale’s indifferent form continued, one highlight
being a 3–2 win over Manchester City at Maine Road on 4 November. Later in the year Paul Beesley joined on loan from
Man City, and played a handful of games.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1739:

Q2. Answer for example 1740: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one highlight in Example 1739 and Example 1740 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 871
1741. Target phrase: distinct symbol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3724075

Like any system implementing the Peano axioms, TNT is capable of referring to itself (it is self-referential). Numerals.
TNT does not use a distinct symbol for each natural number. Instead it makes use of a simple, uniform way of giving
a compound symbol to each natural number: The symbol S can be interpreted as ”the successor of”, or ”the number after”.

1742. Target phrase: distinct symbol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56866695
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Slit drum (N’koku ngoombu). N’koku ngoombu is a wooden slit-drum that has a carved human head on its han-
dle. It is a distinct symbol for diviners and is sat on by them. The diviners slit drum is also used in preparing medicines.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1741:

Q2. Answer for example 1742: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase distinct symbol in Example 1741 and Example 1742 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 872
1743. Target phrase: another step

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5584328

By the second quarter of the 18th century, watchmen were equipped with a staff, along with their lantern. Watch
houses. another step in the evolution of the watch involved building ’watch howses’ as the country lurched towards
revolution after 1640. A City committee was asked to look into the question ’what watchhouses are necessary’ and where
’for the safety of this cittye’ in 1642.

1744. Target phrase: another step

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61749534

The fund plans to invest in Israeli mobile and Internet digital entertainment and consumer product companies. In
October 2017, Playtika made its first foray into the casual games’ genre with its acquisition of the Israeli-based games
studio, Jelly Button. In December 2018, the company took another step in its new diversification strategy with the
acquisition of Berlin-based casual games studio, Wooga. In January 2019, the company acquired a Vienna-based casual
games studio, Super treat.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1743:

Q2. Answer for example 1744: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another step in Example 1743 and Example 1744 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 873
1745. Target phrase: greater contrast

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=234031

Although similar in size to polecats, its attenuate body, long neck, very short legs, slim tail, large orbicular ears and
close-set pelage is much closer in conformation to weasels and stoats. The dentition of the black-footed ferret closely
resembles that of the European and steppe polecat, though the back lower molar is vestigial, with a hemispherical crown
which is too small and weak to develop the little cusps which are more apparent in polecats. It differs from the European
polecat by the greater contrast between its dark limbs and pale body and the shorter length of its black tail-tip. In
contrast, differences from the steppe polecat of Asia are slight, to the point where the two species were once thought to
be conspecific.

1746. Target phrase: greater contrast

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39489536

In order to combat this, UI/UX designers should remember to make clickable elements large, and spaced far enough
apart to prevent accidental clicks. Generally, as vision fails due to age, senior citizens will choose to have text display
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larger than younger users. If possible, incorporating larger text sizes and greater contrast into the design can sub-
stantially reduce frustration felt by older users while navigating the software. Navigation should be obvious and easy to
recognize and remember.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1745:

Q2. Answer for example 1746: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater contrast in Example 1745 and Example 1746 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 874
1747. Target phrase: stable home

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16097630

The work consists of numerous letters written by the former first lady after the death of her husband. The narrator
relates deeply to the grief Mary Todd Lincoln expresses throughout the pages of the text. After her husband died, she no
longer had a stable home; she simply wandered the world in a permanent state of mourning. The narrator continuously
reads this book throughout the novel; comparing Mary Todd Lincoln’s suffering to that of his own.

1748. Target phrase: stable home

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7998140

Backstretch is also used to refer to the stabling area adjacent to the racetrack. A backstretch is divided into several
areas. One, known as ”shed row”, is a line of stables, each stable home to many of the horses at the track. There
are also dormitories, where workers (many migrant) live; offices for the trainers to register horses for upcoming races; a
cafeteria; a recreation hall; and offices for the Chaplain.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1747:

Q2. Answer for example 1748: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stable home in Example 1747 and Example 1748 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 875
1749. Target phrase: known example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=599443

Shakespeare and Phillips bequeathed him money for mourning rings; Nicholas Tooley and Alexander Cooke named
him as trustee for their estates. Condell prospered enough in his profession to purchase a country home at Fulham in
Middlesex and other property, including an estate called Brockhampton in Snowshill, Gloucestershire. The indentures
recording the latter purchase contain the only known example of Condell’s signature or handwriting apart from his last
will. In addition to ”Every Man in His Humour” (1598) and ”Every Man Out of His Humour” (1599), Condell is known
to have performed in four more of Jonson’s plays: ”Sejanus” (1603), ”Volpone” (1605), ”The Alchemist” (1610), and ””
(1611).

1750. Target phrase: known example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=145700

Tertiary crust. Tertiary crust is more chemically-modified than either primary or secondary. It can form in several
ways: The only known example of tertiary crust is the continental crust of the Earth. It is unknown whether other
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terrestrial planets can be said to have tertiary crust, though the evidence so far suggests that they do not.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1749:

Q2. Answer for example 1750: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase known example in Example 1749 and Example 1750 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 876
1751. Target phrase: varying field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65833164

In sports, park effects are the unique factors of each stadium/arena which impact a game’s outcome. These effects are
broken down into different components and used in advanced statistical analysis. While most sports have regulation-sized
fields, some sports/leagues such as Major League Baseball (MLB) and NCAA Hockey, allow for varying field of play
dimensions. The most common example of a park effect is a baseball stadium’s batting park factor, but there exists other
factors that impact all sports.

1752. Target phrase: varying field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5502929

The high schools for the area are Doss, PRP, and Valley High Schools. The campus of Jefferson Community and
Technical College Southwest is also located near the Prairie Village subdivision. This campus offers standalone programs
for AA degrees in varying field including nursing which utilizes the adjacent Jewish and Saint Mary’s Hospital South-
west Campus. Religion.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1751:

Q2. Answer for example 1752: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase varying field in Example 1751 and Example 1752 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 877
1753. Target phrase: largest edition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4217276

He was excited by the upcoming times of social justice which he saw in the communist government after Febru-
ary 1948, when he celebrated his 50th birthday. In 1949 he became ill with pancreatitis and went to Karlovy Vary for a
cure at the spa. He published his largest book (in its largest edition over 10,000 copies), the collection of poems ”Bez
obav” (Unafraid) in 1951. He committed suicide in Prague, where he jumped out of a window on the fifth floor on 12
November 1951 (several sources state 11 November for the jump).

1754. Target phrase: largest edition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56697582

The most recent edition of Milan was held at HQENC Visakhapatnam on 8 November 2018. The three day con-
ference was attended by 29 delegates from 17 friendly foreign navies. The 2020 edition of Milan would have been the
largest edition of the exercise with 30 foreign navies confirming their participation. However, the Indian Navy post-
poned the exercise in early March 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1753:

Q2. Answer for example 1754: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase largest edition in Example 1753 and Example 1754 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 878
1755. Target phrase: heat lamps

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56463217

Overview. Some pizzerias provide pizza by the slice and whole pizza pies, and some only provide pizza by the slice.
Pizza by the slice is typically pre-cooked and pre-sliced, and is sometimes kept warm under heat lamps. Upon ordering,
slices are sometimes re-heated in a pizza oven before being served.

1756. Target phrase: heat lamps

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=904033

Controversy and potential risks. The use of penguin sweaters has been criticized as a potential risk to the health of
the penguins, as wearing foreign garments can cause additional stress to the penguins and adversely affect their health.
Instead, some wildlife rescues use heat lamps to help regulate the temperature of the birds and prevent excessive preen-
ing. The International Bird Rescue does not use penguin sweaters or any bird sweaters, because of the dangers of placing
a garment on the birds that presses the oil against their skin and prevents the fumes from the oil from dissipating.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1755:

Q2. Answer for example 1756: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heat lamps in Example 1755 and Example 1756 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 879
1757. Target phrase: safety drills

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56123487

However, she could not confirm whether these systems were inoperative at the time of the incident, as reported by
some survivors. NCCC’s spokesperson Thea Padua said that the mall was inspected by fire officials annually in order to
renew its business permit. Padua added that safety drills were conducted in the mall quarterly, the last one occurring
on July 14, 2017. On December 29, 2017, the IAATF deduced that the mall’s emergency exits, which were inside the
building, failed to meet certain requirements.

1758. Target phrase: safety drills

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=290534

Most inflator problems can be avoided by keeping gear maintained and dry before the dive, using a low flow rate for
inflation and avoiding long bursts, and having warm water at the dive site to thaw gear since ambient air temperature
is usually well below freezing and this usually causes BCD issues before the dive. Training and certification. Training
includes learning about how ice forms, how to recognize unsafe ice conditions, dive site preparation, equipment require-
ments, and safety drills. Other skills required by the ice diver include: Several agencies offer certification in recreational
ice diving.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1757:

Q2. Answer for example 1758: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase safety drills in Example 1757 and Example 1758 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 880
1759. Target phrase: preservation group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31074766

The fort was a compact massif similar to a Brialmont fort, with an encircling ditch defended by caponiers and provided
with a twin 120mm gun turret and four 53mm gun turrets for close defense, with five 84mm guns in casemates. A tunnel
links Fort Airolo to the Gotthard Rail Tunnel. Abandoned by the military in 1947, the fort is maintained as a museum
by a preservation group and may be visited. Battery Motto Bartola is located just up the hill from Fort Airolo and
mounted an additional four 120mm guns.

1760. Target phrase: preservation group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1448622

50040 could have been suitable for cosmetic restoration, but after many years untouched and in a derelict state at
the Coventry Railway Centre, it finally had all remaining parts stripped for spares and was transported to Sims Metals
of Halesowen for scrapping. The cutting of the derelict hulk was completed by Wednesday 2 July 2008. 50029 and 50030
were in far better mechanical condition, and were sold to a preservation group for full restoration. 50043 ”Eagle” was
purchased in almost working order (the main generator had failed, a very common Class 50 problem) but it was never
intended for restoration.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1759:

Q2. Answer for example 1760: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase preservation group in Example 1759 and Example 1760 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 881
1761. Target phrase: variable success

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=295768

Bach also transcribed the Fugue movement of Sonata in G minor for solo violin, BWV 1001, as the second half of
Prelude and Fugue in D minor for organ, BWV 539. This notion inspired a new theory of adaptation: the reconstruction.
Reconstructions have been applied to several other works by Bach, with variable success. A reconstruction for violin
has been played by Jaap Schröder and Simon Standage.

1762. Target phrase: variable success

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44046425

Reservoirs of different sizes allow harvesting runoff from the rainy season for further use in the dry season. There
are traditional surface water harvesting ponds, particularly in places without permanent springs, called ”rahaya”. In
addition, ”horoyo”, household ponds, recently constructed with variable success through campaigns. The Ginda’i water
reservoir was constructed northwest of the town of Tsigereda for agricultural purposes.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1761:

Q2. Answer for example 1762: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase variable success in Example 1761 and Example 1762 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 882
1763. Target phrase: official limits

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=109756

The area is renowned for its cultural and environmental amenities, beaches, resorts, and the Sarasota School of Archi-
tecture. The city is at the southern end of the Tampa Bay Area, north of Fort Myers and Punta Gorda. Its official limits
include Sarasota Bay and several barrier islands between the bay and the Gulf of Mexico. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, in 2019 Sarasota had a population of 58,285.

1764. Target phrase: official limits

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10810805

The women who volunteered made an important contribution to fire preparedness and response. Modern develop-
ments. After the passage of the Sex Discrimination Act 1984, official limits on women joining were removed. In 1985,
Heather Barnes, Denise Butcher, Dawn Maynard and Allison Meenahan joined New South Wales Fire Brigade (NSWFB)
as Australia’s first paid career firefighters.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1763:

Q2. Answer for example 1764: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase official limits in Example 1763 and Example 1764 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 883
1765. Target phrase: one league

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9695760

In the winter of 2010 Josh Dolgin released his Film ”Socalled The Movie” in which parts of a documentary he made
with Ross profiles Toby Ross as one of his influences. Awards and nominations. Many consider Ross to be on one league
with John Waters and Gus Van Sant. Films.

1766. Target phrase: one league

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62798811

In League 2 the top 4 engines promote. The engines in each league are seeded based on their performances in previous
seasons. For GPU engines, there will be one league only, with up to 16 competitors. The top 2 GPU engines will then
contest a playoff against the top 4 CPU engines in League 1, with the four highest-placing engines promoting to Premier
Division.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1765:
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Q2. Answer for example 1766: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one league in Example 1765 and Example 1766 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 884
1767. Target phrase: required time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2071970

The irrationality of voters inherent in democracies can be explained by two major behavioral and cognitive patterns.
Firstly, most of the voters think that the marginal contribution of their vote will not make a difference on election
outcomes; therefore, they do not find it useful to inform themselves on political matters. In other terms, due to the
required time and effort of acquiring new information, voters rationally prefer to remain ignorant. Moreover, it has
been shown that most citizens process political information in deeply biased, partisan, motivated ways rather than in
dispassionate, rational ways.

1768. Target phrase: required time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=907007

Litter can affect the quality of life. Cigarette butts are the most littered item in the world, with 4.5 trillion discarded
each year. Estimates on the required time for cigarette butts to break down vary, ranging from five years to 400 years
for complete degradation. Causes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1767:

Q2. Answer for example 1768: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase required time in Example 1767 and Example 1768 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 885
1769. Target phrase: state financial support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5201337

However, the extent to which the DPB contributed to the shortage of babies available for adoption is unclear. The
number of births outside of marriage fell between 1971 and 1976. The numbers of ex nuptial children being adopted had
started to fall in 1962, before the introduction of state financial support. Else notes that a number of other factors
were at work, such as a ”softening” of attitudes towards illegitimate children and their mothers, the removal of the stigma
of illegitimacy by the Status of Children Act 1969, the increasing availability of contraception and delays in the placement
of babies.

1770. Target phrase: state financial support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20899920

He considered the teachings of Jesus as having ”the most sublime and benevolent code of morals which has ever been
offered to man,” yet he held that the pure teachings of Jesus appeared to have been appropriated by some of Jesus’ early
followers, resulting in a Bible that contained both ”diamonds” of wisdom and the ”dung” of ancient political agendas.
Jefferson held that ”acknowledging and adoring an overruling providence” (as in his First Inaugural Address) was impor-
tant and in his second inaugural address, expressed the need to gain ”the favor of that Being in whose hands we are, who
led our fathers, as Israel of old”. Still, together with James Madison, Jefferson carried on a long and successful campaign
against state financial support of churches in Virginia. Jefferson also coined the phrase ”wall of separation between
church and state” in his of Connecticut.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1769:

Q2. Answer for example 1770: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase state financial support in Example 1769 and Example 1770 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 886
1771. Target phrase: academic use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49882988

Data philanthropy describes a form of collaboration in which private sector companies share data for public ben-
efit. There are multiple uses of data philanthropy being explored from humanitarian, corporate, human rights, and
academic use. Since introducing the term in 2011, the United Nations Global Pulse has advocated for a global ”data
philanthropy movement”.

1772. Target phrase: academic use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47945430

The building was erected in 1848 to house a boarding school called the Alger Institute, which was one of a number of
such schools established in the region after the Housatonic Railroad began service in 1842. The school only survived until
1851, and was converted for use as a boarding house for summer visitors in 1884. It was converted back to academic use
in 1886, but none of its occupants were long-lived. In 1907 the Rumsey Hall School moved into the premises from Seneca
Falls, New York, and operated here until 1949.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1771:

Q2. Answer for example 1772: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase academic use in Example 1771 and Example 1772 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 887
1773. Target phrase: bad design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40855563

The example below shows three items from the 1980 revision (R-UCLA), where respondents were asked to rate each
item from one of four choices: ’Never’ , ’Rarely’, ’Sometimes’ or ’Often’. Once the answers are completed, the numbers
associated with each rating are totalled up, to give the individual’s loneliness score. It’s considered bad design to make
all the items negative statements, so some are phrased as a positive (marked with ’*’ in the example above.) For a positive
item, the score is reversed.

1774. Target phrase: bad design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=412019

Just to the south, in the Port Lands area, the massive new Pinewood Toronto Studios have been built. A fortified
site along Eastern Avenue was the main Toronto base of the Hells Angels until it was raided by police and confiscated
in 2007. A number of large public housing complexes built in the neighbourhood in the 1960s and 1970s suffer from ills
due to bad design. Just to the southeast of the neighbourhood is the massive Ashbridges Bay Wastewater Treatment
Plant, Canada’s largest.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1773:

Q2. Answer for example 1774: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bad design in Example 1773 and Example 1774 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 888
1775. Target phrase: good economics

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11967708

”The fishing industry must ensure that their fish handling, processing and transportation facilities meet requisite
standards. Adequate training of both industry and control authority staff must be provided by support institutions, and
channels for feedback from consumers established. Ensuring high standards for quality and safety is good economics,
minimizing losses that result from spoilage, damage to trade and from illness among consumers.” Fish processing highly
involves very strict controls and measurements in order to ensure that all processing stages have been carried out hygien-
ically.

1776. Target phrase: good economics

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18961973

He is the co-author of ”Poor Economics”. He also serves on the academic advisory board of Plaksha University, an
upcoming science and technology university in India. His new book, co-authored with Esther Duflo, ”good economics
for Hard Times”, was released in October 2019 in India by Juggernaut Books. He was sent to Delhi’s Tihar Jail for 10
days for participating in protests at Jawaharlal Nehru University in 1983.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1775:

Q2. Answer for example 1776: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good economics in Example 1775 and Example 1776 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 889
1777. Target phrase: prominent organization

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2296094

The term ”flying artillery” is sometimes used as well. In such batteries, the artillerymen were all mounted, in contrast
to batteries in which the artillerymen walked alongside their guns (although regular artillerymen would sometimes jump
onto the backs of their team when rapid battlefield movement was required, and they typically rode upon the limbers,
caissons or supply wagons while on the march). A prominent organization of such artillery in the Union Army was
the U.S. Horse Artillery Brigade.

1778. Target phrase: prominent organization

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4644383

Greysky City is a city ruled by thieves. People are robbed for having money in their pockets and murder is common.
The most prominent organization is the Greysky City Thieves Guild, run by Bozzok. Guildmaster Bozzok.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1777:

Q2. Answer for example 1778: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prominent organization in Example 1777 and Example 1778 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 890
1779. Target phrase: anglicised version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2095669

The commander of the US Strategic Command, Admiral Charles A. Richard, told a US Senate hearing that the
UK was already working to replace its warheads. The new UK warhead was planned to fit inside the future US Mk7
aeroshell that would house the future US W93 warhead. It would be the first UK-designed warhead in thirty years, since
the Holbrook, an anglicised version of the US W76. However, the US Congress was reluctant to authorise the US$32
million in funding for the first phase of design of the new aeroshell.

1780. Target phrase: anglicised version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11792830

One large stone was set on edge beside the well. It was formerly very popular for its alleged power to cure sickness,
especially sore eyes. Danahar mentions a well in the parish, Toberreendoney, this is the anglicised version of ’Tobar Rí
an Domhnaigh’. Danaher refers to two other wells in the parish, namely Tobernea and Toberbansha, but did not believe
that they were holy wells.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1779:

Q2. Answer for example 1780: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase anglicised version in Example 1779 and Example 1780 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 891
1781. Target phrase: catch point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1674026

The points at either end of the loop were set according to the train’s direction of travel. Trains running uphill were
routed via the loop incorporating the sprung catch point. Trains running downhill used the opposite loop, bypassing the
catch point. Single-gauntlet-double.

1782. Target phrase: catch point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54653686

At Evolve 61, Yehi lost a WWE Cruiserweight Classic qualifying match to T.J. Perkins. Yehi defeated Anthony
Nese at Evolve 62 after applying a Koji Clutch after Nese attempted a 450 Splash, this was Yehi’s first win in Evolve.
At Evolve 65, catch point defeat Jonathan Gresham, Darby Allin and Chris Dickinson. At Evolve 73, Yehi and Tracy
Williams became the Evolve tag team champions for the first time after defeating Chris Hero (replacement for Drew
Galloway) and DUSTIN, Tony Nese and Drew Gulak, and The Gatekeepers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1781:
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Q2. Answer for example 1782: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase catch point in Example 1781 and Example 1782 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 892
1783. Target phrase: catch point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1674026

The points at either end of the loop were set according to the train’s direction of travel. Trains running uphill were
routed via the loop incorporating the sprung catch point. Trains running downhill used the opposite loop, bypassing the
catch point. Single-gauntlet-double.

1784. Target phrase: catch point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54653686

Yehi returned to Evolve in early 2016 in the Style Battle 2016 Tournament Round Robin Challenge losing to Tracy
Williams and Matt Riddle. At Evolve 55 he lost to Anthony Nese in a four-way match. At Evolve 56, Yehi joined
catch point after a loss to Drew Gulak. At Evolve 61, Yehi lost a WWE Cruiserweight Classic qualifying match to T.J.
Perkins.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1783:

Q2. Answer for example 1784: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase catch point in Example 1783 and Example 1784 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 893
1785. Target phrase: one-way communication

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66950395

The right to petition on the Arnstein participatory ladder. According to Arnstein’s ladder of participation, the right
to petition is located at the row number 3 (information). Indeed, if we refer to the definition of the level 3, Arnstein
speaks of one-way communication from policy-makers to citizens. As the author Sophia Russack points out: ”At the
EU level, petitions do not usually result in legislative action but serve more as an information tool that operates in two
directions.

1786. Target phrase: one-way communication

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9178300

Suirou assumes the guise of a ferryman to get Rushuna and her companions to the middle of the lake before destroying
their boat and dragging Rushuna to the lake floor, where he then dons his underwater combat suit. The suit is armed
with large claws that also function as propellers for increased mobility, and Suirou also makes use of a handheld torpedo
launcher. He also uses handheld signs for one-way communication with Rushuna underwater (also used towards Teppa
in the Capital in the manga). He is killed by the Jester after Rushuna defeats him, though in the manga he was simply
stripped of his Juttensen-title.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1785:

Q2. Answer for example 1786: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase one-way communication in Example 1785 and Example 1786 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 894
1787. Target phrase: major influx

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15180106

How many kids are going to be able to go to college because of this? We have got to understand and I respect both of
my fellow candidates, but we have got to understand that this is not about us personally, it is about what we are trying
to do for this country and what we believe in”, Edwards began to get applause from several members of the audience.
After the debate, John Edwards began to see a major influx of money and in turn, poll numbers began to rise rapidly
in Edwards’s favor. Along with the debate performance, Bill Clinton’s remarks began to alienate black supporters from
Clinton, and white supporters from Obama.

1788. Target phrase: major influx

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32572

Using electron microscopy they were discovered independently in 1967 by H. Clarke Anderson and Ermanno Bonucci.
These cell-derived vesicles are specialized to initiate biomineralisation of the matrix in a variety of tissues, including
bone, cartilage and dentin. During normal calcification, a major influx of calcium and phosphate ions into the cells
accompanies cellular apoptosis (genetically determined self-destruction) and matrix vesicle formation. Calcium-loading
also leads to formation of phosphatidylserine:calcium:phosphate complexes in the plasma membrane mediated in part by
a protein called annexins.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1787:

Q2. Answer for example 1788: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major influx in Example 1787 and Example 1788 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 895
1789. Target phrase: better capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=566231

This tool is to be used daily to produce improvements. Individuals that are exposed to the test for the first time
usually do poor trying to assume what expression was presented, but the idea is through the reinforcement of the feedback
you unconsciously generate the correct expectations of that expression. These tools are used to develop rounder social
skills and a better capacity for empathy. They are also quite useful for development of social skills in people on the
autism spectrum.

1790. Target phrase: better capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10300479

After the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany, mining continued under German administration until January
1942. Kirkenes and the areas along the railway and at the mine were being used to store material for ”Wehrmacht”. To
allow better capacity to ship out the materials, in 1942, a branch line was built to Haganes. Known as the Port Line
(Norwegian: , ), the line was completed in 1943 and demolished after the war.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1789:
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Q2. Answer for example 1790: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better capacity in Example 1789 and Example 1790 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 896
1791. Target phrase: black suit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26511011

Live performances. Usher performed the song with will.i.am. on the ninth season of ”American Idol”, appearing in
a black bowler and matching black suit with silver lapels, accompanied by flames and other pyrotechnics. They then
performed the song together on ”The Oprah Winfrey Show” on May 10, 2010.

1792. Target phrase: black suit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3428538

Dummy’s 9 is cashed, South discards the 5, and West lets go the 10. South can now cash two clubs and a spade but
must give up either a spade or a club at the end. If West discarded from a black suit when South cashed the final heart,
the position would progress to another squeeze, of the simple squeeze variety. The reason that this does not occur af-
ter the Q is discarded on the 9 is that a squeezed position requires that at least one threat sit ”over” the squeezed opponent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1791:

Q2. Answer for example 1792: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase black suit in Example 1791 and Example 1792 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 897
1793. Target phrase: special value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40940218

The place has a special association with the life or work of a particular person, group or organisation of importance in
Queensland’s history. Rhyndarra has a special association with the work of the Salvation Army in housing and protecting
orphans and other disadvantaged people in the early 20th century, particularly its concern for orphaned or homeless girls.
The rear wing, added by the Salvation Army, has special value as it illustrates the adaptation of the building for use
as a girls’ home. Rhyndarra is also important for its strong association with the Australian Army as part of the military
hospital established in the grounds of Rhyndarra in 1943/44.

1794. Target phrase: special value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22458313

Apart from the reason that after decades of studying these problems no one has been able to find a polynomial-time
algorithm for any of more than 3000 important known NP-complete problems, philosophical reasons that concern its
implications may have motivated this belief. Scott Aaronson, the American computer scientist then at MIT, said: If
P = NP, then the world would be a profoundly different place than we usually assume it to be. There would be no
special value in ”creative leaps”, no fundamental gap between solving a problem and recognizing the solution once it’s
found. Everyone who could appreciate a symphony would be Mozart; everyone who could follow a step-by-step argument
would be Gauss.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1793:
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Q2. Answer for example 1794: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase special value in Example 1793 and Example 1794 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 898
1795. Target phrase: cultural background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=251487

When communicating increased risk, counselors anticipate the likely distress and prepare patients for the results.
Counselors help clients cope with and adapt to the emotional, psychological, medical, social, and economic consequences
of the test results. Each individual considers their family needs, social setting, cultural background, and religious
beliefs when interpreting their risk. Clients must evaluate their reasoning to continue with testing at all.

1796. Target phrase: cultural background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1356946

Since Iloilo City is a conglomeration of towns, the districts have their own plazas which are surrounded by establish-
ments of political and ecclesiastical influence, such as churches and old administrative halls. In 1930, Juan M. Arellano
of the Bureau of Public Works designed the schematic plan for Iloilo City, which was influenced by Ebenezer Howard’s
”Garden City.” The Spanish colonial influence is strongly imprinted not only in Iloilo’s history and cultural background
but also the architectural perspective. The city’s regaled status during the Spanish colonial era until the turn of the 20th
century is implied during by the sugar boom with ubiquitous stately mansions and edifices built by the old money Ilonggo
Sugar Baron and elite families which contrast to the city’s economic importance as a second city next to Manila during
the said era in the Philippines.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1795:

Q2. Answer for example 1796: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase cultural background in Example 1795 and Example 1796 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 899
1797. Target phrase: magical pool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=797484

Appearances. Television. Kyra (Charisma Carpenter) is a demon who channels her powers of precognition and div-
ination through the use of a magical pool. She can also ”shimmer”, a method of teleportation used by demons.

1798. Target phrase: magical pool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26510023

It’s time for federal officials to get out of the blame game and into the classroom. One thing is certain: Firing the
entire faculty of a school that is on the path to improvement is no recipe for turning around a struggling high school.
And relying on a magical pool of ‘excellent teachers to spring forth and replace them is naïve at best and desperately
misguided. Approaches that point the finger at educators do nothing to bring about substantive improvements for stu-
dents.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1797:
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Q2. Answer for example 1798: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase magical pool in Example 1797 and Example 1798 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 900
1799. Target phrase: public work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20575577

This caused a heavy traffic jam until the flood receded. Fee. Fees are charged in Rupiah as regulated by Minister of
public work Act No. 514/KPTS/M/2009 31 August 2009 in the table shown below.

1800. Target phrase: public work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49556169

The lights are surrounded by granite disks which are inscribed with the name of each star and facts about them.
”Pedestrian Drama,” Milwaukee, WI, 2011”.” Zweig installed a public work commissioned by the City of Milwaukee
and the Wisconsin Department of Transportation”.” After an open call to community members, Zweig filmed dramatic
tableaus and created flip-book style animations by using train flip-disk signs and electronics placed in kiosks on five
existent city light poles, triggered by motion detectors.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1799:

Q2. Answer for example 1800: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase public work in Example 1799 and Example 1800 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 901
1801. Target phrase: remaining business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1926397

When Hearst leaves camp, he puts Tolliver in charge of his ”other-than-mining interests,” as Cy snidely puts it,
making him angry at Hearst for all but eliminating their business together. Soon afterwards, Tolliver exits to the Bella
Union balcony accompanied by Leon and a prostitute. He stabs Leon and tells him he’s stupid for congratulating him
on his remaining business with Hearst. In his anger he points a gun at Hearst’s coach as it readies to leave the camp,
but does not shoot him.

1802. Target phrase: remaining business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36540643

By the 1960s only the Chertsey general store, Chertsey Hotel and the Agricultural engineering manufacture remained
in the community. Following transport advances and with the development of large supermarkets in nearby Ashburton,
Chertsey store was forced to close in the 1990s. The Chertsey Tavern closed its doors in 2013 leaving Chertsey’s second
hand bookstore the only remaining business. With New Zealand’s dairy industry boom, Chertsey has seen large pop-
ulation growths, with many farms converting from sheep and mixed farming to dairying.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1801:

Q2. Answer for example 1802: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase remaining business in Example 1801 and Example 1802 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 902
1803. Target phrase: regular habit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60584946

At the end of the war he began to spend some months of the year in New York while continuing to live in California.
In 1945 and 1950 Bowden participated in annual exhibitions at the San Francisco Art Association and he continued to ex-
hibit in San Francisco museums and galleries throughout the 1950s. In 1947 he also began what became a regular habit
of showing work at the Sausalito Library. That year he also received an award for a painting of Sausalito harbor called
”Old Town in the Cove” and in 1949 received an award for one of his photos.

1804. Target phrase: regular habit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9812712

The shortest is not less than eight finger-widths long, resembling the little finger in size. Chew one end of the wood
well for a long while and then brush the teeth with it.” Modern day toothbrushing as a regular habit became prevalent
in Europe from the end of the 17th century. The first mass-produced toothbrush was developed in England in 1780 by
William Addis.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1803:

Q2. Answer for example 1804: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase regular habit in Example 1803 and Example 1804 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 903
1805. Target phrase: whose primary focus

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44367769

Fuad Akhundov led the team which achieved approval for the first Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Side
Parameters Report (SPR) for a nuclear power plant in Turkey. Under Akhundov’s leadership, Akkuyu Nuclear undertook
a so-called ”multi-lot” construction strategy which later became a foundational strategy for bringing outside investors into
the project. In 2016 Akhundov founded Independent Energy Fund, a fund whose primary focus is financing Rosatom’s
foreign expansion. He continues to lead Akkuyu Nuclear in the capacity of the Deputy Chairman of the Board.

1806. Target phrase: whose primary focus

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=418732

The park was open year-round like its sister parks in California and Florida in 1988 and 1989, then went to a seasonal
schedule. The stress and financial resources it took to build and maintain a state-of-the-art marine mammal facility in the
late 1980s eventually took its toll on the company. HBJ, whose primary focus was producing school books, needed to
reduce its assets in order to avoid a bankruptcy. The Anheuser-Busch Company made an offer to purchase the SeaWorld
parks.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1805:

Q2. Answer for example 1806: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase whose primary focus in Example 1805 and Example 1806 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 904
1807. Target phrase: r&amp;b department

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36983312

They didn’t want me to sing R&amp;B because they didn’t have a department for that kind of music. I said, ”I don’t
care, that’s what I want, that’s what I sing. I’m going to make the record anyway - you guys are gonna have to get an
r&amp;b department.”” Release.

1808. Target phrase: r&amp;b department

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55595630

History. The foundation of the expressway was laid by Telangana’s chief minister K. Chandrashekar Rao in October
2017. The long is constructed jointly by National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) and r&amp;b department of
Government of Telangana. NHAI took up the construction of stretch which would act as a bypass of National Highway
163 while the remaining would be constructed by R&amp;B.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1807:

Q2. Answer for example 1808: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase r&amp;b department in Example 1807 and Example 1808 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 905
1809. Target phrase: key drivers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35997845

As a result, industry experts continue to seek out alternatives to standard passphrase authentication systems. Opus
Senior Analyst Researcher Dan Miller said that “Voice biometrics strikes the right balance between strong authentication
and usability.” Opus Research in connection with ValidSoft concluded that “the conditions are ripe for the emergence of
voice biometrics as the dominant means of authentication, particularly for financial transactions. The key drivers are
the growth of mobile banking and e-finance together with the intrinsic lack of security on mobile devices. A secure means
of authenticating mobile devices is an increasing necessity.” Vulnerabilities.

1810. Target phrase: key drivers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26357189

Actionable metrics. Actionable metrics can lead to informed business decisions and subsequent action. These are
in contrast to vanity metrics—measurements that give ”the rosiest picture possible” but do not accurately reflect the
key drivers of a business. Vanity metrics for one company may be actionable metrics for another.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1809:

Q2. Answer for example 1810: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key drivers in Example 1809 and Example 1810 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 906
1811. Target phrase: second item

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8702775

For a channel with frequency response formula_1 the zero forcing equalizer formula_2 is constructed by formula_3.
Thus the combination of channel and equalizer gives a flat frequency response and linear phase formula_4. In reality,
zero-forcing equalization does not work in most applications, for the following reasons: This second item is often the
more limiting condition. These problems are addressed in the linear MMSE equalizer by making a small modification to
the denominator of formula_2: formula_6, where k is related to the channel response and the signal SNR.

1812. Target phrase: second item

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53087

(Spain having become an ally of the British against the French.) If they refused the offer, the letters informed him
that the British had orders to capture Barataria to put an end to their smuggling. The second item was a personal
note to Lafitte from McWilliam’s superior, Lieutenant Colonel Edward Nicolls, urging him to accept the offer. Believing
that the U.S. would eventually prevail in the war against Great Britain, Lafitte thought he could more easily defeat the
US revenue officers than he could the British navy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1811:

Q2. Answer for example 1812: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second item in Example 1811 and Example 1812 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 907
1813. Target phrase: second pass

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19614253

Calvados, from Normandy, and Lambig from Brittany are a spirits made of cider through a process called double
distillation. In the first pass, the result is a liquid containing 28%–30% alcohol. In a second pass, the amount of alcohol
is augmented to about 40%. Germany.

1814. Target phrase: second pass

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62980659

On , GGSE-4 was expected to pass as closely as 12 meters from IRAS, another un-deorbited satellite left aloft. IRAS
was launched in 1983 and abandoned after a 10-month mission. The 14.7-kilometer per second pass had an estimated
risk of collision of 5%. Further complications arose from the fact that GGSE-4 was outfitted with an 18 meter long
stabilization boom that was in an unknown orientation and may have struck the satellite even if the spacecraft’s main
body did not.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1813:

Q2. Answer for example 1814: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second pass in Example 1813 and Example 1814 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 908
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1815. Target phrase: raymond’s book

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42619047

At that time, roughly 17% (around half a million) of the Internet’s secure web servers certified by trusted authorities
were believed to be vulnerable to the attack. Open-source software. According to Linus’s law, from raymond’s book
”The Cathedral and the Bazaar”, ”Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow.” In other words, if there are enough people
working on the software, a problem will be found quickly and its fix will be obvious to someone.

1816. Target phrase: raymond’s book

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67084

Trans women such as Sandy Stone challenged the feminist conception of ”biological woman”. Stone worked as a sound
engineer for Olivia Records from about 1974 to 1978, resigning as the controversy over a trans woman working for a
lesbian-identified enterprise increased. The debate continued in raymond’s book, which devoted a chapter to criticism
of ”the transsexually constructed lesbian-feminist.” Groups like Lesbian Organization of Toronto then voted to exclude
trans lesbians.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1815:

Q2. Answer for example 1816: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase raymond’s book in Example 1815 and Example 1816 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 909
1817. Target phrase: final character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3446654

The regular characters were named on screen with a freeze frame as they made their entrance at the start of each
episode. Each credit also featured a brief description of the character, such as MARK the medical student, JENNIFER
the student, BOB the accountant, JEREMY he’s something in television, TINTO the landlord. The final character
was Laura, the dumb ”brunette”, a model unaware of her physical attractiveness. Laura was the key character around
which most of the show’s situations revolved.

1818. Target phrase: final character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5963160

In whisky production, Bourbon uses a mash made primarily from maize (often mixed with rye or wheat and a small
amount of malted barley), and single malt Scotch exclusively uses malted barley. Variables. Each particular ingredient
has its own flavor that contributes to the final character of the beverage. In addition, different ingredients carry other
characteristics, not directly relating to the flavor, which may dictate some of the choices made in brewing: nitrogen
content, diastatic power, color, modification, and conversion.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1817:

Q2. Answer for example 1818: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final character in Example 1817 and Example 1818 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 910
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1819. Target phrase: extra bit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2815140

The number of yarns are determined by cord type; type III would have 7-9 yarns. The cord is steamed to tighten the
cord. This step is crucial for parachute use since the extra bit of stretch helps absorb the shock when the parachute is
deployed. Manufacturer markings.

1820. Target phrase: extra bit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24089647

What’s more, he hasn’t run of out puff just yet. This time around, he’s recruited our very own Estelle to help him
pack out the dancefloor. His production’s as clubby and anthemic as ever, but it’s La Swaray who brings that extra bit
of magic to ’One Love’. As with her 2005 Faithless collaboration ’Why Go?

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1819:

Q2. Answer for example 1820: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extra bit in Example 1819 and Example 1820 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 911
1821. Target phrase: ultimate authority

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8308036

They may also belong to the breed club associated with their particular breed of cavy. It is in these clubs that those
interested in purebred (pedigree) cavies mix with others who have similar interests, and find opportunities for showing
their animals. However, all of these clubs (of which there are more than 75 in the United Kingdom) recognise the British
Cavy Council as the ultimate authority. Authority of the Council.

1822. Target phrase: ultimate authority

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58062103

The ”ordonnateur” in French Louisiana supervised royal properties, issued royal supplies, collected tariffs and taxes
and was the first judge of the Superior Council of Louisiana. Separate areas of responsibility and authority between the
governor and ”ordinnateur” were defined, but there were often clashes in areas of overlap or ambiguity. For example, build-
ing fortifications would have both military and financial aspects, and it might be unclear who had ultimate authority
over trade or justice. Early office holders.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1821:

Q2. Answer for example 1822: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ultimate authority in Example 1821 and Example 1822 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 912
1823. Target phrase: sole action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12096643
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Both ships were assigned to the Beiyang Fleet, and she was captained by Deng Shichang throughout her life. She was
part of a flotilla which toured ports during the summer of 1889. ”Zhiyuan”s sole action was at the Battle of the Yalu
River on 17 September 1894 during the First Sino-Japanese War. During the battle, she came under heavy fire from the
Japanese forces.

1824. Target phrase: sole action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1339210

A decision model may also be a network of connected decisions, information and knowledge that represents a decision-
making approach that can be used repeatedly (such as one developed using the Decision Model and Notation standard).
Excepting very simple situations, successful action axioms are used in an iterative manner. For example, for decision anal-
ysis, the sole action axiom occurs in the Evaluation stage of a four-step cycle: Formulate, Evaluate, Interpret/Appraise,
Refine. Decision models are used to model a decision being made once as well as to model a repeatable decision-making
approach that will be used over and over again.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1823:

Q2. Answer for example 1824: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sole action in Example 1823 and Example 1824 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 913
1825. Target phrase: time-consuming process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=386407

Most websites last between 2.5 and 5 years, depending on the purpose for which they were designed. Many libraries,
archives, and museums, as well as other institutions, struggle with catching up and staying current in regards to both
digitization and digital preservation. Digitization is a time-consuming process, particularly depending on the condi-
tion of the holdings prior to being digitized. Some materials are so fragile that undergoing the process of digitization
could damage them irreparably; light from a scanner can damage old photographs and documents.

1826. Target phrase: time-consuming process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31534438

Morris Cricket Library Association had agreed to fund the organization’s infrastructure expenses, such as liability
insurance and fees associated with the securing of federal tax-exempt status, up to a maximum of $5000. This was
followed on 13 July with the announcement that DreamCricket.com had raised its pledge to 100 sets, ensuring USYCA
of a useful supply of high-quality children’s sets with which to approach school systems. This allowed the organization
to break free of the time-consuming process of placing sets in one school at a time. Another key development that
summer was the introduction to USYCA of Maria Grossi, and DTY Pty Ltd., an Australian firm that was the supplier
of cricket sets and apparel to Cricket Australia’s MILO In2Cricket program.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1825:

Q2. Answer for example 1826: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase time-consuming process in Example 1825 and Example 1826 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 914
1827. Target phrase: loan term
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1543447

With regard to home equity loans, lenders advance the full amount at the time of loan origination. Consequently,
homeowners are required to make principle-and-interest loan repayments for the entire amount on a monthly schedule.
The fixed interest rate charged on such loans is set at the time of loan origination which ensures constant monthly
repayments throughout the loan term. In contrast, home equity lines of credit are open-ended and based on a variable
interest rate.

1828. Target phrase: loan term

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36888930

He scored his debut goal in the match against Bengaluru FC on 5 February, where he found the net twice, as the
match went down in a 2–2 tie after the final whistle. Narzary scored a brace again in the match against Mumbai FC on
11 March, which they won on a big margin of 5–0 due to the early brace scored by Narzary. He scored a total of 4 goals
from 16 outings for DSK and returned to NorthEast United after finishing his loan term. Kerala Blasters.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1827:

Q2. Answer for example 1828: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase loan term in Example 1827 and Example 1828 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 915
1829. Target phrase: far less time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=567023

Recipient’s side. Technically the system is implemented with the following steps: If the hash string passes all of these
tests, it is considered a valid hash string. All of these tests take far less time and disk space than receiving the body
content of the e-mail. Required effort.

1830. Target phrase: far less time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1267764

Definition. As children enter adolescence, cultural, biological and cognitive changes cause variation in their daily lives.
Adolescents spend far less time with their parents and begin participating in both structured and unstructured peer
activities. Without the direct presence of their parents or other adults, their peer network begins to become the primary
context for most socialization and activity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1829:

Q2. Answer for example 1830: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase far less time in Example 1829 and Example 1830 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 916
1831. Target phrase: legal title

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=869616

However, the relationship of bailment in the case of chattels closely resembles the landlord-tenant relationship that
can be created in land. Secure land-tenure also recognizes one’s legal residential status in urban areas and it is a key
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characteristic in slums. Slum-dwellers do not have legal title to the land and thus local governments usually marginalize
and ignored them. In 2012, the Committee on World Food Security based at the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) of the United Nations, endorsed the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure as the global
norm, as the problem of poor and politically marginalized especially likely to suffer from insecure tenure, however, this
is merely work in progress.

1832. Target phrase: legal title

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30066261

Philip Bernard (fl. 1786) was a Micmac chief in the geographical area of St. Margarets Bay, Nova Scotia. Chief
Bernard negotiated to receive legal title to a tract of land for his group in 1786. This established the principle of land
grants to indigenous people and paved the way for the reserve system which was established in 1820.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1831:

Q2. Answer for example 1832: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase legal title in Example 1831 and Example 1832 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 917
1833. Target phrase: potential place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21762438

In 1830 the number of Armenians settlers reached 35,000. By 1830 18 Greek settlements appeared in Georgia as well.
In addition Georgia also remained a potential place of residence for Russian demoralized soldiers and religious sects
like Dukhobors. During World War I Kurds and Assyrians also settled in Georgia.

1834. Target phrase: potential place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37374331

In the article Acworth is quoted as saying, ”Vegas is looking more and more attractive as time goes by... I think that
a lot of companies are doing what we’re doing. They’re setting up satellite offices and getting their feet wet with Vegas
as a potential place to shoot. The move is happening, but quietly.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1833:

Q2. Answer for example 1834: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential place in Example 1833 and Example 1834 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 918
1835. Target phrase: diminishing importance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2051322

The first election held right after the Second World War made Jose B. Puey, Sr. and Amalio Cueva, Sr. Mayor
and Vice Mayor respectively. However, shortly after, Mayor Jose B. Puey, Sr. was appointed member of the Provincial
Board of Negros Occidental thus Vice Mayor Amalio Cueva, Sr. took over the Municipal leadership and through his
initiative, the seat of government was transferred to its present site, Dalusan. Incidentally, the transfer signaled the
diminishing importance of sea travel and the takeover of overland transportation as the conveyor of progress and
development. Old Sagay (the previous seat of government) is an old coastal center of population while Dalusan is a late
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highway occurrence.

1836. Target phrase: diminishing importance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=164062

Inverted pyramid structure. Journalists usually describe the organization or structure of a news story as an inverted
pyramid. The essential and most interesting elements of a story are put at the beginning, with supporting information
following in order of diminishing importance. This structure enables readers to stop reading at any point and still
come away with the essence of a story.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1835:

Q2. Answer for example 1836: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase diminishing importance in Example 1835 and Example 1836 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 919
1837. Target phrase: ever present issue

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41822061

The poets or ”Laashin” relied on their wit and memory to construct beautiful poems and entertain the audience.
It is important to note as the Geledi are Rahanweyn they speak Af Maay and not Af Maaha which is sometimes clas-
sified as a separate language from Af Maaha or the ubiquitously known ’Standard Somali’. Geledi ”Laashins” during
Luling’s 1989 stay in Afgooye sang about the ever present issue of land theft by the Somali government. The Sultan
in these poems was asked to help the community and reminded of his legendary Gobroon forefathers of the centuries prior.

1838. Target phrase: ever present issue

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26468653

Role of animals in society. This aspect of veterinary public health deals with a number of ethical issues. Welfare
of animals is an ever present issue regardless of the setting, whether it concerns pet animals, production animals or
wild animals. Where the line that defines acceptable and unacceptable welfare conditions lies is different for different
individuals from different countries and cultures, however, it is common for minimum welfare standards to be defined in
legislation Other issues may concern the use of animals in science, not just for experimentation, but the use of transgenic
animals (an animals who has had its genome deliberately altered by genetic engineering techniques as opposed to selective
breeding) and xenotransplantation (the transplantation of organs or tissues from one species to another) or the emergence
of resistance to antimicrobial drugs due to their use in animals

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1837:

Q2. Answer for example 1838: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ever present issue in Example 1837 and Example 1838 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 920
1839. Target phrase: ultimate goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45540952

Most commonly constructed of wood or metal, a conservator will need to examine the innards for mold or debris
that will prohibit air from passing easily through the instrument. Electrophones - Instruments that require electricity to
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be amplified and heard Preventive Conservation. Richard Newman of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston calls preventive
conservation the ”ultimate goal” of conservation-restoration. Conservators should consider the common agents of dete-
rioration when planning the preventive conservation measures of musical instruments.

1840. Target phrase: ultimate goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43678946

While the audience is aware of Levi’s ”duplicitous” ways, and Mac and Nathan constantly suspect that he is up to
no good, Maxie is completely in the dark about Levi. Having Maxie as his only support ”plays into his plan of having
her exclusively to himself.” As more evidence points to Nathan, Garred confirms that getting Nathan away from Maxie
is his ”ultimate goal.” Levi can see the chemistry between them and the immigration thing allows Levi to use his own
misfortune to his advantage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1839:

Q2. Answer for example 1840: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ultimate goal in Example 1839 and Example 1840 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 921
1841. Target phrase: simple pattern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=772878

Simple flat wooden or plastic shuttles work well for weaving any kind yarn from wool to cotton to silk. Patterns are
made by placing different-colored yarns in different holes, then turning individual cards until the desired colors of the
weft are on top. After that, a simple pattern, like a stripe, small diamond or check, can be repeated just by turning the
deck of tablets. Tablet weaving is especially freeing, because any pattern can be created by turning individual tablets.

1842. Target phrase: simple pattern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=383211

Drummer Rolf Ahrens supplied the characteristically simple but steady beat, often playing just a snare drum with
brushes. Another contributor to Kaempfert’s music was guitarist/bassist Ladislav ”Ladi” Geisler, who popularized the
famous ”knackbass” (crackling bass) sound, using the Fender Telecaster Bass Guitar, which became the most distinctive
feature of many Kaempfert recordings — a treble staccato bass guitar sound in which the bass string was plucked with
a pick and immediately suppressed to cancel out any sustain. An acoustic bass played a simple pattern in unison with
this staccato electric bass, which created a unique sound. It was Geisler who lent his guitar amplifier to The Beatles
for their recording session with Tony Sheridan, after the band’s own equipment proved to be inadequate for recording
purposes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1841:

Q2. Answer for example 1842: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase simple pattern in Example 1841 and Example 1842 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 922
1843. Target phrase: especially important role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=827802
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Many factors play an important role in determining a viable habitat for ”M. grisescens”. Among these are the natural
characteristics of the cave entrance, physical features of the cave, and surface climate. These contributing factors play
an especially important role in determining the internal conditions that foster cave fauna. Because the gray bat is a
cave dwelling species, its range is limited to caves whose internal conditions are favorable.

1844. Target phrase: especially important role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12243680

The first Canadian aid to the UN forces came from the Royal Canadian Navy. On July 12, 1950, three Canadian
destroyers, HMCS ”Cayuga”, HMCS ”Athabaskan” and , were sent to Korea to serve under United Nations Command.
These ships supported the assault at Inchon and played an especially important role in the evacuation. Canadian
ships also kept up the blockade on North Korean waters and protected coastal villages from attack.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1843:

Q2. Answer for example 1844: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase especially important role in Example 1843 and Example 1844 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 923
1845. Target phrase: actual image

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59921575

One of the advantages of fluorescent signaling is that intensity of emitted light behaves rather linearly in regards
to the quantity of fluorescent molecules provided. This is obviously contingent that the absorbed light intensity and
wavelength are constant. In terms of the actual image itself, it is usually in a 12-bit or 16-bit data format. Imaging
systems.

1846. Target phrase: actual image

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49556102

The lonely wanderer on the barren heath becomes obsessed with thoughts of his beloved to the point of seeing her
hallucinatory image, cold in manner at first, but touched by his repeated declarations of love, ultimately with laughing,
shining eyes. Strauss paints the bleak scene with an extended series of arpeggiando discords which resolve with increas-
ingly Tristanesque poignancy. At long last, the yearning of the song’s title evokes the actual image of the beloved...
There is a passionate climax amidst the last repitions of the words ”Ich liebe dich” (I love you).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1845:

Q2. Answer for example 1846: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual image in Example 1845 and Example 1846 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 924
1847. Target phrase: deep connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58230624

There are many examples of televised propaganda utilized by celebrity platforms in order to publicly favor a spe-
cific political candidate. Identification. Identification is the process by which individuals are thought to develop a
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deep connection with celebrities. This increases the likelihood that the viewer will perform the behaviors advocated by
the celebrity as well as adopt similar attitudes and beliefs.

1848. Target phrase: deep connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=100349

From this standpoint, the eigenfunctions of the angular part of the Laplacian operator are the spherical harmonics,
of which the Legendre polynomials are (up to a multiplicative constant) the subset that is left invariant by rotations
about the polar axis. The polynomials appear as formula_42 where formula_43 is the polar angle. This approach to the
Legendre polynomials provides a deep connection to rotational symmetry. Many of their properties which are found
laboriously through the methods of analysis — for example the addition theorem — are more easily found using the
methods of symmetry and group theory, and acquire profound physical and geometrical meaning.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1847:

Q2. Answer for example 1848: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase deep connection in Example 1847 and Example 1848 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 925
1849. Target phrase: house windows

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24416295

The gun was wheeled into the defenders’ position and fired on the wave of oncoming Apache warriors, and many fell,
dead or wounded. The Apaches decided to cease their effort and began to retreat. The Arizona Guards mounted their
horses and gave chase, and civilians fired muskets from their house windows. The engagement was over by 1:00 pm,
and the Apaches fled to the Gila River or to Mexico.

1850. Target phrase: house windows

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1864909

When iridescence does occur in window film, the best way to stop it is to prevent the fluorescent light from illuminat-
ing the film or to use an alternative type of light. Building use. Window tints can be used in applications like shopfront
windows, office block windows, and house windows. This is often done to increase privacy, and decrease heating and
cooling costs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1849:

Q2. Answer for example 1850: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase house windows in Example 1849 and Example 1850 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 926
1851. Target phrase: web page

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39032561

Design-oriented programming is a way to author computer applications using a combination of text, graphics, and
style elements in a unified code-space. The goal is to improve the experience of program writing for software developers,
boost accessibility, and reduce eye-strain. Good design helps computer programmers to quickly locate sections of code
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using visual cues typically found in documents and web page authoring. User interface design and graphical user inter-
face builder research are the conceptual precursors to design-oriented programming languages.

1852. Target phrase: web page

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53763445

Shalom House has been criticised further for stating that they only charge residents $300 per week and not a cent
more when they are charging residents an extra $200 per week as a loan, collectable if residents do not graduate the
program. An estimated 95 per cent of residents do not graduate. In response to this criticism, Shalom House has updated
their web page to reflect the true cost of the program. A Perth couple stated they were abused and degraded during an
intake interview for their son, with Lyndon-James swearing at them and saying they were worse than drug dealers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1851:

Q2. Answer for example 1852: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase web page in Example 1851 and Example 1852 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 927
1853. Target phrase: u part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49530242

Dean appeared on Crush’s sophomore album ”From Midnight to Sunrise” on the song “Wake Up” which he co-wrote
and produced with Crush, and was released on December 5, 2019. 2020–present: Recent activities. On February 5, 2020,
Dean was featured on Korean-American rapper Nafla’s single ”Under the Ground” from his album ”u n u part. 2” which
was released on March 24.

1854. Target phrase: u part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1483426

U-locks and D-locks. A U-lock is a rigid metal ring in the shape of the letter U. The u part of the lock attaches to
a crossbar section, and for this reason they are also called ”D-locks.” To lock the bicycle, one locks it physically to some
other object, such as a bike rack, parking meter or other pole installed securely in the solid ground.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1853:

Q2. Answer for example 1854: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase u part in Example 1853 and Example 1854 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 928
1855. Target phrase: political function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=156858

With regard to sexual orientation categories, asexuality may be argued as not being a meaningful category to add
to the continuum, and instead argued as the lack of a sexual orientation or sexuality. Other arguments propose that
asexuality is the denial of one’s natural sexuality, and that it is a disorder caused by shame of sexuality, anxiety or sexual
abuse, sometimes basing this belief on asexuals who masturbate or occasionally engage in sexual activity simply to please
a romantic partner. Within the context of sexual orientation identity politics, asexuality may pragmatically fulfill the
political function of a sexual orientation identity category. The suggestion that asexuality is a sexual dysfunction is
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controversial among the asexual community.

1856. Target phrase: political function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4492

There is no single city council that singularly governs Baghdad at a municipal level. The governorate council is
responsible for the governorate-wide policy. These official subdivisions of the city served as administrative centers for
the delivery of municipal services but until 2003 had no political function. Beginning in April 2003, the U.S. controlled
Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) began the process of creating new functions for these.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1855:

Q2. Answer for example 1856: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase political function in Example 1855 and Example 1856 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 929
1857. Target phrase: traffic issues

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=366477

Traditionally, Boxing Day had been considered the biggest shopping day of the year in the UK. In the 2010s, several
American-owned retailers such as Amazon and Asda, began to hold U.S.-style Black Friday promotions; in 2014, more
British retailers began to adopt the concept, including Argos, John Lewis, and Very. That year, police forces were called
to shops across Britain to deal with crowd control issues, assaults, threatening customers, and traffic issues. In response
to incidents at branches of Tesco, Greater Manchester Police’s deputy chief constable Ian Hopkins said shoppers had
behaved in an ”appalling” fashion, and criticized shops for not making adequate security arrangements to ensure the
safety of customers.”

1858. Target phrase: traffic issues

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8076372

The hospital is equipped with 1,250 beds and 27 operating theatres. On 26 March 2012, the hospital was designated as
one of four trauma units in the West Midlands Region. In 2012, the planning committee approved an application to build
a new car park at the hospital, to help improve ongoing congestion and traffic issues. The trust was one of 26 responsible
for half of the national growth in patients waiting more than four hours in accident and emergency over the 2014/5 winter.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1857:

Q2. Answer for example 1858: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traffic issues in Example 1857 and Example 1858 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 930
1859. Target phrase: wider distribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14546072

The electron beam of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) can be used to melt nanoparticles. The melting
temperature is estimated from the beam intensity, while changes in the diffraction conditions to indicate phase transition
from solid to liquid. This method allows direct viewing of nanoparticles as they melt, making it possible to test and
characterize samples with a wider distribution of particle sizes. The TEM limits the pressure range at which melting
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point depression can be tested.

1860. Target phrase: wider distribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1390152

A conservative estimate of the current population is 3,500 – 15,000 individuals with a decreasing trend. A population
towards the lower side of population estimate may be true based on the relatively few number of sightings throughout
history despite more extensive survey work. With wider distribution, the difficulty detecting the species may stem
from these factors: The red owl inhabits dry deciduous forests to humid evergreen forests. They prefer to roost on rock
ledges in ravines and cave entrances that are near degraded primary and secondary vegetation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1859:

Q2. Answer for example 1860: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wider distribution in Example 1859 and Example 1860 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 931
1861. Target phrase: urban network

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=267008

These two models of rolling stock are from the former KCRC network (KCR East Rail, West Rail and Ma On Shan
Rail). They did not receive major changes after the merger of the two companies except for the updated route map, the
exterior company logo and such. The capability of this EMU fleet is similar to those on the urban network. Starting
from 2015, the West Rail and Ma On Shan line trains have been lengthened to 8 cars while the East Rail line 12 car sets
have been withdrawn from the line in 2021.

1862. Target phrase: urban network

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5190212

Four other have been captured. Antonio Nariño Front. It was an urban network composed of up to 50 individuals,
and operated in Bogotá. Columns and Companies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1861:

Q2. Answer for example 1862: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase urban network in Example 1861 and Example 1862 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 932
1863. Target phrase: military uniforms

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2412705

Prime Minister Joop den Uyl ordered an inquiry into the affair, while Prince Bernhard refused to answer reporters’
questions, stating: ”I am above such things”. The results of the inquiry led to a constitutional crisis in which Queen
Juliana threatened to abdicate if Bernhard was prosecuted. Bernhard was spared, but had to step down from several
public positions and was forbidden to wear his military uniforms again. Prince Bernhard always denied the charges,
but after his death on December 1, 2004, interviews were published showing that he admitted taking the money.
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1864. Target phrase: military uniforms

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3342929

Some polishing waxes contain powdered rotten stone in a paste substrate. For larger polishing jobs, rotten stone
mixed with a binder is applied to polishing wheels. It has also been used to polish brass, such as that found on
military uniforms, as well as steel and other metals. Plates used in daguerreotypes were polished using rotten stone,
the finest abrasive available at the time.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1863:

Q2. Answer for example 1864: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase military uniforms in Example 1863 and Example 1864 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 933
1865. Target phrase: one free day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22322080

EBEC 2012. EBEC Final 2012 was organised in Zagreb, receiving the patronage of the President of Croatia. The
event consisted of four working days, Official Opening/Closing Days and one free day, where participants had the op-
portunity to discover the city of Zagreb. EBEC 2013.

1866. Target phrase: one free day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11255807

During his sojourn in the king’s palace he often went to his brethren, the slaves of Pharaoh, sharing their sad lot.
He helped anyone who bore too heavy a burden or was too weak for his work. He reminded Pharaoh that a slave was
entitled to some rest, and begged him to grant the Israelites one free day in the week. Pharaoh acceded to this request,
and Moses accordingly instituted Shabbat as a day of rest for the Israelites.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1865:

Q2. Answer for example 1866: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one free day in Example 1865 and Example 1866 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 934
1867. Target phrase: planetary scale

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63079510

Melissa Pickett, an eco-therapist practicing in Santa Fe, claims she treats between forty and eighty eco-anxious pa-
tients a month. Symptoms include irritability, sleeplessness, loss of appetite, bouts of weakness, panic attacks, and
twitching. In terms of treatment, Chalquist notes that individualistic models of mental health are ”not designed to deal
with collective trauma on a planetary scale”. In general, psychotherapists say that when individuals take action, either
by changing their lifestyle to reduce carbon emissions or by getting involved in social activism, this reduces anxiety levels
by bringing a sense of personal empowerment and feelings of connection with others in the community.

1868. Target phrase: planetary scale
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55211750

The War of the Worlds II is a 1974 board wargame published by Rand Game Associates. Gameplay. ”The War of
the Worlds II” is a science-fiction game on a planetary scale, with various starfaring races fighting over an uninhabited,
resource-rich star system. Reception.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1867:

Q2. Answer for example 1868: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase planetary scale in Example 1867 and Example 1868 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 935
1869. Target phrase: gold numbers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=69523

During this period, the gold jersey was used as the primary dark uniform while relegating the black uniform (updated
with white numbers) into alternate status for several seasons. Also, for a few games between 1958 and 1965, the Bruins
wore gold pants. In 1967, the Bruins retired the gold uniforms and reinstated the black uniforms with gold numbers.
As with the white uniforms, they endured several cosmetic changes until 1995.

1870. Target phrase: gold numbers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4115260

Senders can choose from a list of available dedicated virtual numbers from a bulk SMS provider. Prices for dedicated
virtual numbers can vary. Some numbers, often called gold numbers, are more easy to recognise, and therefore more
expensive to lease. Senders may also get creative and choose a vanity number.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1869:

Q2. Answer for example 1870: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase gold numbers in Example 1869 and Example 1870 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 936
1871. Target phrase: beaten path

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=216687

Again he was an instructor in organic chemistry. James B. Conant, who became President of Harvard College in
1933, said of Carothers: In his research, Dr. Carothers showed even at this time the high degree of originality which
marked his later work. He was never content to follow the beaten path or to accept the usual interpretations of organic
reactions. His first thinking about polymerization and the structure of substances of high molecular weight began while
he was at Harvard.

1872. Target phrase: beaten path

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6786225

It can refer to various things which decline with greater distance from the center of the Central Business District
(CBD): Distance decay weighs into the decision to migrate, leading many migrants to move less far. With the advent
of faster travel and communications technology, such as telegraphs, telephones, broadcasting, and internet, the effects of
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distance have been reduced, a trend known as time-space convergence. Exceptions include places previously connected
by now-abandoned railways, for example, have fallen off the beaten path. Related concepts.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1871:

Q2. Answer for example 1872: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase beaten path in Example 1871 and Example 1872 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 937
1873. Target phrase: earlier the same year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34424061

New statements added were: A single compile-time builtin, codice_37, was added. Also in 1966 Robert Rosin pub-
lished a pair of articles discussing development of the preprocessor. This development was based in a ”SHARE XXVI
Memo” from earlier the same year and a paper by Mark Elson. Rosin credits MAD as the only previous example of a
macro processor in a high-level language.

1874. Target phrase: earlier the same year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67145643

In 1807, Lindbach sold it to distiller Stephan Hønggaard (1756-1808). He lived there with his wife Sophie Frøling.
Hønggaard died from dropsy in 1808.Their 20-year-old son had earlier the same year drowned at Kalvebod Beach. In
July 1809, Sophie Hønggaard had to sell the property to assistant surgeon Hans Heinrich Søht (1764 7700 – c. 1833) and
his wife Laurentze Euphrosyne Berhardine Tietchen (1770-1867).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1873:

Q2. Answer for example 1874: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase earlier the same year in Example 1873 and Example 1874 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 938
1875. Target phrase: distinct system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7656679

He narrowed the scope of chiropractic to the treatment of the spine and nervous system, leaving blood work to
the osteopath, and began to refer to the brain as the ”life force”. He was the first to use the word subluxation to
describe the misalignment that narrowed the ”spinal windows” (or intervertebral foramina) and interrupted the nerve
energy. In 1906, Langworthy published the first book on chiropractic, ”Modernized Chiropractic”  ”Special Philosophy 
A distinct system”. He brought chiropractic into the scientific arena.

1876. Target phrase: distinct system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=690763

After these came the Bajau people (or ”Samal”) from Johor. The Bajau were accidentally driven towards Sulu by
a heavy monsoon, some of them to the shores of Brunei and others to Mindanao. The population of Buranun, Tag-
imaha, and Baklaya in Sulu created three parties with distinct system of government and subjects. According to the
Nagarakretagama, the Majapahit Empire under Emperor Hayam Wuruk, invaded Sulu at year 1365.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1875:

Q2. Answer for example 1876: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase distinct system in Example 1875 and Example 1876 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 939
1877. Target phrase: correct location

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1537

However, there is an increasing literature on adverse events (e.g. spinal-cord injury). Acupuncture seems to be safe
in people getting anticoagulants, assuming needles are used at the correct location and depth. Studies are required to
verify these findings.

1878. Target phrase: correct location

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51972009

In the two main cartographic sources, Hansford et al. (1976) and Blench and Crozier (1992) it is located quite inac-
curately. Section gives its correct location, and it should appear in a map correctly sited in the Millennium edition of
the Ethnologue (Grimes, forthcoming). Language status.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1877:

Q2. Answer for example 1878: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct location in Example 1877 and Example 1878 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 940
1879. Target phrase: national investment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20199345

Geothermal exploration began in China in the 1970s. It was initially handled by national bodies with public invest-
ments, and productive wells were transferred free of charge to the final user. Since the mid-1980s, under the framework
of privatization and liberalization of the economy, national investment in exploration has been reduced. No new plants
have been commissioned in the period 2000–2005 (Zheng et al., 2005; Battocletti et al., 2000).

1880. Target phrase: national investment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61802696

PESCO is similar to ”enhanced co-operation” in other policy areas, in the sense that integration does not require
that all EU member states participate. Defence industry coordination and research funding. The European Defence
Fund is an EU-managed fund for coordinating and increasing national investment in defence research and improve
interoperability between national forces. It was proposed in 2016 by President Jean-Claude Juncker and established in
2017 to a value of €5.5 billion per year.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1879:
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Q2. Answer for example 1880: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase national investment in Example 1879 and Example 1880 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 941
1881. Target phrase: one partner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16789362

Equal proportion reduction. The three partners may choose equal proportion reduction instead of equal percentage
reduction. Had there been only one partner, who owned 100% interest, selling 20% interest would reduce ownership
interest of the original owner by 20%. The same approach can be used to buy equity from each of the partners.

1882. Target phrase: one partner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=680591

A footjob is a non-penetrative sexual practice with the feet that involves one’s feet being rubbed on a partner in
order to induce sexual excitement, stimulation or orgasm. In some cases it can be part of a foot fetish. Footjobs are
most often performed on penises, with one partner using their feet or toes to stroke or rub the other partner’s geni-
tal area. The term ”footjob” may also refer to the practice of using one’s feet or toes to caress a partner’s breasts or vulva.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1881:

Q2. Answer for example 1882: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one partner in Example 1881 and Example 1882 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 942
1883. Target phrase: last couple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13945040

Media appearances. Fulbright is the sex expert/host for Comcast’s ”Dating on Demand” and cherrytv.com. For the
last couple of years, she was the co-host of Sirius Maxim Channel 108’s ”Sex Files” show. An advocate and activist for
sexuality education, she is a sex blogger for ”The Huffington Post”, a freelancer, and a professor at Argosy University.

1884. Target phrase: last couple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4572690

Future prospects and concerns. The regional population of Toronto is expected to reach 7 million people within the
next 10 years, up from the current 5.5 million, making it one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas in North America.
Over the last couple of decades, traffic volumes has been increasing steadily in the Greater Toronto Area. However,
road and transit investments have not kept pace with the growth in demand.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1883:

Q2. Answer for example 1884: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last couple in Example 1883 and Example 1884 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 943
1885. Target phrase: strong one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25037165

However, Dodd pointed out that the transfer of powers from the Fed to other agencies should not be construed as
criticism of Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, but rather that ”[i]t’s about putting together an architecture that works”.
Dodd felt it would be a “huge mistake” to craft the bill under the auspices of bipartisan compromise stating “(y)ou’re
given very few moments in history to make this kind of a difference, and we’re trying to do that.” Put another way,
Dodd construed the lack of Republican amendments as a sign ”[...] that the bill is a strong one”. Richard Shelby, the
top-ranking Republican on the Senate Banking Committee and the one who proposed the changes to the Fed governance,
voiced his reasons for why he felt the changes needed to be made: ”It’s an obvious conflict of interest [...] It’s basically
a case where the banks are choosing or having a big voice in choosing their regulator.

1886. Target phrase: strong one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54274948

Its ruins are near the town of Azeffoun. Name. () was the Phoenician and Punic name of Cape Corbelin and meant
”Cape of the strong one” or ”Cape of the Fort”. It was hellenized as ”Rhousazoûs” () and latinized variously as Rusazus,
Rusazu, Rusazis, Ruseius, and Rusadum.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1885:

Q2. Answer for example 1886: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong one in Example 1885 and Example 1886 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 944
1887. Target phrase: dual function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9514769

NMR data confirm that the CFC domain has a C1-C4, C2-C6, C3-C5 disulfide pattern and show that structures are
rather flexible and globally extended, with three non-canonical anti-parallel strands. Function. In the Nodal signaling
pathway of embryonic development, Cripto has been shown to have dual function as a co-receptor as well as ligand.
Particularly in cell cultures, it has been shown to act as a signaling molecule with the capabilities of a growth factor, and
in co-culture assays, it has displayed the property of a co-ligand to Nodal.

1888. Target phrase: dual function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66101

His father had earlier paid for an extension to house the major part of the Turner Bequest, which in 1987 was trans-
ferred to a wing paid for by Sir Charles Clore. Henry Courtauld also endowed Tate with a purchase fund. By the mid
20th century, it was fulfilling a dual function of showing the history of British art as well as international modern art.
In 1954, the Tate Gallery was finally separated from the National Gallery.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1887:

Q2. Answer for example 1888: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dual function in Example 1887 and Example 1888 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 945
1889. Target phrase: two-time world cup champion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=107671

Number one tennis player Pete Sampras grew up here from 7 years old. Top-ten tennis player Eliot Teltscher also lived
there. Christen Press, a forward for the United States women’s national soccer team and two-time world cup champion,
grew up there. Christopher John Boyce, a former American defense industry employee who was convicted for selling United
States spy satellite secrets to the Soviet Union in the 1970s, grew up there.

1890. Target phrase: two-time world cup champion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38001372

Mirali Sharipov (; born 30 October 1987) is an Uzbekistani judoka, who played for the half-lightweight category. He
is a two-time world cup champion and a bronze medalist at the 2008 Asian Judo Championships in Jeju City, South
Korea. Sharipov represented Uzbekistan at the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, where he competed for the men’s
half-lightweight class (66 kg).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1889:

Q2. Answer for example 1890: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase two-time world cup champion in Example 1889 and Example 1890 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 946
1891. Target phrase: entire bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10717506

A coffee shop barista mistakenly hears Barney’s name as ”Swarley” and writes it on his cup. This leads to a running
gag in which everyone mercilessly refers to Barney as ”Swarley” despite his protests. This culminates to the point of the
entire bar shouting ”Swarley” when he enters, as a callback to the sitcom ”Cheers”. Plot.

1892. Target phrase: entire bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=579902

Each rest symbol and name corresponds with a particular note value, indicating how long the silence should last,
generally as a multiplier of a measure or whole note. One-bar rests. When an entire bar is devoid of notes, a whole
(semibreve) rest is used, regardless of the actual time signature. The only exceptions are for a time signature (four half
notes per bar), when a double whole rest is typically used for a bar’s rest, and for time signatures shorter than , when a
rest of the actual measure length would be used.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1891:

Q2. Answer for example 1892: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase entire bar in Example 1891 and Example 1892 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 947
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1893. Target phrase: particularly the use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10058588

Unfortunately, Zorro’s career was cut short after a snow-machine accident during the 2008 All-Alaskan Sweepstakes.
While Zorro survived and regained the use of his legs after months of treatment, including acupuncture and physi-
cal therapy, he was unable to compete again. Some of Mackey’s practices at his kennel have been criticized publicly,
particularly the use of CBD treatment for his dogs. In response to criticism, Mackey has defended his methods of care
and argues that the use of CBD for sled dogs helps speed their recovery time.

1894. Target phrase: particularly the use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12046423

Treatment. Like humans, back pain in horses may be treated by acupuncture, massage therapy, chiropractic
treatments, ultrasound, simple rest, or a combination of any of the above. Drug treatment may also be advised,
particularly the use of NSAIDs, or other anti-inflammatory and analgesic medications. In all cases, the first step
is to eliminate the root cause of pain to the horse so that the animal is not reinjured after treatment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1893:

Q2. Answer for example 1894: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particularly the use in Example 1893 and Example 1894 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 948
1895. Target phrase: formal presentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18803133

The physical holdings of the domain did not change. After the death of its 12th ”daimyō”, Maeda Toshinori in 1855
without heir, the domain came under threat of attainder. Toshinori had adopted Maeda Toshimichi as his heir, but
Toshiyuki also died before his formal presentation to the ”shōgun”. This fact was concealed from the authorities, and
Maeda Toshika, a son of Maeda Nariyasu of Kaga Domain was substituted in his place.

1896. Target phrase: formal presentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11003920

By the end of the 1st century, Clement of Rome had repeatedly referred to the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, and
linked the Father to creation, stating: ”let us look steadfastly to the Father and creator of the universe”. By the middle
of the 2nd century, in ”Against Heresies” Irenaeus had emphasized () that the Creator is the ”one and only God” and
the ”maker of heaven and earth”. These preceded the formal presentation of the concept of Trinity by Tertullian early
in the 3rd century. The period from the late 2nd century to the beginning of the 4th century (approximately 180-313) is
generally called the ”epoch of the Great Church” and also the Ante-Nicene Period and witnessed significant theological
development, and the consolidation and formalization of a number of Christian teachings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1895:

Q2. Answer for example 1896: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase formal presentation in Example 1895 and Example 1896 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 949
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1897. Target phrase: sufficient head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52586349

Fuel pump: In its original form, the OEM fuel pump has electro-mechanical points providing actuation of the fuel di-
aphragm. These eventually fail, although owners report differing time periods of just a few 1,000km up to 30,000km. The
engine will run without a fuel pump, but only with a full fuel tank to provide sufficient head to the carburettors. After-
market fixes include replacement of the pump with a Facet pump, fitting a vacuum pump, or modifying the existing pump.

1898. Target phrase: sufficient head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=295148

Where beaches are suitably mobile, or the river’s suspended or bed loads are large enough, deposition can build up a
sandbar that completely blocks a river mouth and damming the river. It can be a seasonally natural process of aquatic
ecology, causing the formation of estuaries and wetlands in the lower course of the river. This situation will persist until
the bar is eroded by the sea, or the dammed river develops sufficient head to break through the bar. The formation of
harbor bars can prevent access for boats and shipping, can be the result of: Nautical navigation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1897:

Q2. Answer for example 1898: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sufficient head in Example 1897 and Example 1898 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 950
1899. Target phrase: additional cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60611549

Cremation is now mandatory in most parts of Japan. After death, 24 hours must pass before cremation can take
place, unless the cause of death is communicable infection. The ashes, which contain bone fragments (”okotsu”), can be
pulverised into a fine powder for an additional cost. Local governments own and maintain most crematoria, and thus
profit minimally from cremation costs.

1900. Target phrase: additional cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46493906

After 22GB, speeds are throttled to 256kbit/s. On both plans, users can pay an additional $10 per 1GB until their
next billing cycle. Fi’s ’Unlimited’ plan also includes 100 GB of Google One storage at no additional cost. Reception.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1899:

Q2. Answer for example 1900: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase additional cost in Example 1899 and Example 1900 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 951
1901. Target phrase: poor behavior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40079860
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Another reform program was the VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America) bail bond program, formed in Baltimore
in 1968. The program defined a mathematical system to determine when a person charged with a crime was likely
to voluntarily appear in court, such that the person might receive a personal recognizance bond. The system was or-
ganized around a point-based marker, where defendants earned points for positive merit and were deducted points for
poor behavior. A research program based in New York City tested the effects of a pretrial release agency and deposit bail.

1902. Target phrase: poor behavior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31302509

In particular, many optimization algorithms for linear optimization exhibit poor performance when applied to the
Klee–Minty cube. In 1973 Klee and Minty showed that Dantzig’s simplex algorithm was not a polynomial-time algorithm
when applied to their cube. Later, modifications of the Klee–Minty cube have shown poor behavior both for other
basis-exchange pivoting algorithms and also for interior-point algorithms. Description of the cube.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1901:

Q2. Answer for example 1902: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase poor behavior in Example 1901 and Example 1902 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 952
1903. Target phrase: contemporary understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66206158

Two studies of the hillfort were reported in 1995; Isserlin 1995 is an analytical field survey of South Weald and another
hillfort, and Medlycott et al. 1995 reports the results of two trenches excavated in 1990 at points to the north-west and
south-west across the rampart and ditches. Their findings inform contemporary understanding of the Camp, and
identify four main periods of activity at the site. Iron Age hillfort.

1904. Target phrase: contemporary understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11663759

Sex work in Australia has operated differently depending on the period of time evaluated. For this reason discussion
is divided into three distinct periods: convict, late colonial, and post-federation. Pre-colonial ”prostitution” among Abo-
riginal peoples is not considered here, since it bore little resemblance to contemporary understanding of the term.
The arrival of the Europeans changed this ”wife exchange” system, once they started exchanging their European goods
for sexual services from Aboriginal women.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1903:

Q2. Answer for example 1904: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase contemporary understanding in Example 1903 and Example 1904 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 953
1905. Target phrase: efficient manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=406159
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In May 1766, Pitt again became prime minister and advanced Camden from the court of common pleas to take his
seat as Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain on 30 July. Camden managed to negotiate an additional allowance of
£1500 and a position for his son John. Camden carried out the role in an efficient manner, without any great legal
innovation. He presided over the Court of Chancery from which only one of his decisions was overturned on appeal.

1906. Target phrase: efficient manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1023078

Having all of the information in one place also allows for professionals to analyze data quickly and across multiple
locations because the information is in a centralized location. Training. Technology allows HR professionals to train new
staff members in a more efficient manner. This gives employees the ability to access onboarding and training programs
from virtually anywhere.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1905:

Q2. Answer for example 1906: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase efficient manner in Example 1905 and Example 1906 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 954
1907. Target phrase: middle market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5802269

School. Government High School, Mohiuddinnagar Pipal Tree. There is famous more than 200 years old pipal tree
situated in middle market near post office. There is a small temple which was built around 60 years ago.

1908. Target phrase: middle market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20328023

Updated continuously, it currently features data on approximately: ACG Publications. Middle Market Growth is the
official publication of the Association for Corporate Growth. It provides coverage and analysis of the middle market,
focusing on growth stories and the leading trends of the M&amp;A world. The magazine has won several awards including
a first Place “Eddie” award by Folio magazine for best in Digital Magazine 2014, silver winner from Association Trends
magazine for best Trade Association Magazine 2014, and was the Bronze winner from Association Trends magazine for
best Monthly Professional Society Magazine in 2013.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1907:

Q2. Answer for example 1908: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase middle market in Example 1907 and Example 1908 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 955
1909. Target phrase: financial hardship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42139291

They finished first in the Southern Association five times, second three times, and third nine times; they also won the
Dixie Series in 1929 and 1931. Under Woodward’s ownership, more players from the Birmingham Barons went to the
major leagues than from any other team. financial hardship led Woodward to sell the team to automobile dealer Ed
Norton in 1938. Woodward also served as Vice-President of the Birmingham Baseball Association and Vice-President of
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the Southern Association of Baseball Clubs.

1910. Target phrase: financial hardship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25042227

Student loan deferment is an agreement between the student and lender that the student may reduce or postpone
repayment of a student loan for a designated period. Deferment or forbearance will prevent the loan from going into de-
fault, but may increase the overall cost of the loan. If the student is experiencing financial hardship or is unemployed,
he or she may be eligible for deferment. The lender may require valid proof of financial hardship and other financial
information when the student applies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1909:

Q2. Answer for example 1910: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase financial hardship in Example 1909 and Example 1910 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 956
1911. Target phrase: primary action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29327886

Upon reaching the point where Cosmos X1 disappeared, Daverdy comes across an alien invasion fleet that has cap-
tured the X1 and are on their way to his home world. Gameplay. The primary action takes place on the top screen
with all meters, map, character messages and choices at the bottom. Players control the Cosmos X2 to stop the alien
invasion and travel to its source.

1912. Target phrase: primary action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=767305

In some instances, chloracne may not appear for three to four weeks after toxic exposure; however, in other cases—
particularly in events of massive exposure—the symptoms may appear within days. Treatment. Once chloracne has
been identified, the primary action is to remove the patient and all other individuals from the source of contamination.
Further treatment is symptomatic.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1911:

Q2. Answer for example 1912: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase primary action in Example 1911 and Example 1912 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 957
1913. Target phrase: government document

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=268059

The island was also known as Chun Fa Lok (���) once upon a time, which means ”the fall of spring flowers”, or Chun
Fa Island, on some Western maps. Now, Chun Fa Lok is still a place name or a former village on the southeast corner
of the island. A government document in the Ming Dynasty named the water near Chun Fa Lok, Chun Fa Yeung
(���),which is ”the ocean of spring flowers”. The Ming navy defeated once pirate fleets there.
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1914. Target phrase: government document

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53881467

The court absolved El 85 from all the charges the PGR had against him. He was not re-arrested immediately after
his release because he was not wanted by any other Mexican law enforcement agency and because there was no pending
arrest warrant against him. His release was not made public until mid-January 2018, when a government document
containing the court’s decision was leaked to the press. Since the decision was made over the holidays, Mexico’s Secretariat
of the Interior and other intelligence agencies were not available to appeal the court’s decision as they had done in the
past with suspected drug lords who were released prematurely.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1913:

Q2. Answer for example 1914: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase government document in Example 1913 and Example 1914 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 958
1915. Target phrase: running mates

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54305444

Incumbent Governor Alfred Mutua had won the 2013 elections having run on a Wiper Democratic Movement-Kenya
ticket. The Governor however decamped to his own new Maendeleo Chap Chap Party in 2015. Machakos, like most
counties, holds primary elections for Governor then the winners pick their own running mates. The incumbent Governor
Mutua had avoided his deputy Bernard Kiala who had remained in Wiper Democratic Movement party.

1916. Target phrase: running mates

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5829597

Credits. ”Family Guy”. They have written ”Family Guy” episodes ”Mind Over Murder”, ”Da Boom”, ”running mates”
and ”E. Peterbus Unum”. Eventually Goldman and Donovan became story editors for the show, and are now executive
story editors.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1915:

Q2. Answer for example 1916: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase running mates in Example 1915 and Example 1916 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 959
1917. Target phrase: given block

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42515

Then, the chance that the first letter typed is ’b’ is 1/50, and the chance that the second letter typed is ’a’ is also
1/50, and so on. Therefore, the chance of the first six letters spelling ”banana” is Less than one in 15 billion, but ”not”
zero. From the above, the chance of ”not” typing ”banana” in a given block of 6 letters is 1 − (1/50)6. Because each
block is typed independently, the chance ”X””n” of not typing ”banana” in any of the first ”n” blocks of 6 letters is As
”n” grows, ”X””n” gets smaller.

1918. Target phrase: given block
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2413288

To combat errors due to fading and interference on the radio link, data is divided at the transmitter into blocks
and then the bits within a block are encoded and interleaved. The length of time required to transmit one such block
determines the TTI. At the receiver all bits from a given block must be received before they can be deinterleaved and
decoded. Having decoded the bits the receiver can estimate the bit error rate (”BER”).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1917:

Q2. Answer for example 1918: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase given block in Example 1917 and Example 1918 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 960
1919. Target phrase: sugar tax

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60894898

The Thai government responded by implementing a nationwide ban of added sugar in follow-up milk powder for
babies. Sugar tax on sweetened drinks. In 2017, a sugar tax on sweetened beverages was implemented by the Thai Na-
tional Legislative Council. This was seen as an attempt to curb heightened levels of overweight and obesity in the country.

1920. Target phrase: sugar tax

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7979566

3 in the UK Albums Chart and spawned two UK top-10 singles: ”Sailing on the Seven Seas” and ”Pandora’s Box”.
It had sold over three million copies by 2007. ”sugar tax” is the only album in the OMD catalogue not to feature the
songwriting contribution of Paul Humphreys. Reception.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1919:

Q2. Answer for example 1920: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sugar tax in Example 1919 and Example 1920 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 961
1921. Target phrase: controlled use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38025793

17, dated 28/01/97 regarding the Director Plan of Territorial Ordering of DF - PDOT. URBAN ZONE: of Dynamism,
of Consolidation, of Controlled Use. RURAL ZONE: of Dynamism, of Diversified Use, of controlled use. Each adminis-
trative region hosts a corresponding regional administration, which is responsible for representing the government of the
Federal District and promoting the coordination of local public services.

1922. Target phrase: controlled use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12669575

knock-off hubs). They can be used to pop out small dents when doing auto body repair. They allow controlled use
of impact force when performing engine or transmission repair. In maintenance of hydraulic machinery and aerospace
work, dead blow hammers are useful in freeing stuck cylinders without damaging their precision-formed surfaces or any
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nearby bearings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1921:

Q2. Answer for example 1922: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase controlled use in Example 1921 and Example 1922 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 962
1923. Target phrase: current practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24445885

Programming languages have been classified into several programming language generations. Historically, this classifi-
cation was used to indicate increasing power of programming styles. Later writers have somewhat redefined the meanings
as distinctions previously seen as important became less significant to current practice. Generations.

1924. Target phrase: current practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=913026

(Most marches in the present day include men; the organization differs as each event is organized locally.) The women-
only policies caused controversy on some campuses; activists argued that male allies and sexual assault survivors should
be allowed to march in support of women and male victims of sexual violence. In current practice, Take Back the
Night events are not only inclusive of men, but include men as survivors, bystanders, and supporters. Many colleges, such
as Wesleyan University in Connecticut, allow men to participate in speaking on their own experiences with sexual assault.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1923:

Q2. Answer for example 1924: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase current practice in Example 1923 and Example 1924 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 963
1925. Target phrase: approximately section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65273776

On the evening of September 9, the fire was estimated at 24 percent containment. On September 10, the section
of the fire that had burned into the Cal Fire protection zone was labeled as the North Complex West Zone. The
approximately section mostly outside of the Plumas National Forest was managed by Cal Fire. On September 10
authorities reported the number of confirmed deaths had increased to ten, and 16 people were reported missing.

1926. Target phrase: approximately section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37803853

The habitat is known for its bamboo, dense forest and wild elephants. The Mekong channel upstream of Vientiane
Important Bird Area (IBA) is 18,230 hectares in size. As its name implies it comprises an approximately section of
the Mekong upstream of Vientiane. It spreads over two provinces: Vientiane and Sainyabuli.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 1925:

Q2. Answer for example 1926: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase approximately section in Example 1925 and Example 1926 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 964
1927. Target phrase: local workers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33285009

Chinese companies are widely believed to offer worse pay and labour conditions than local or other foreign companies,
and to be unwilling to promote locals over Chinese nationals. A scholarly study found corroboration of poor working
conditions, with one notorious case being a 2002 fire in a Chinese-owned plastics factory from which 45 workers were
unable to escape as they were locked inside by their bosses. However, Chinese companies state that they prefer to recruit
and retain local workers as the cost of attracting expatriate talent from China has risen. The Li Group, for example,
has a total of about 500 Chinese employees.

1928. Target phrase: local workers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14294604

The bathhouse was designed in David Fried, an architect based in New Hampshire who also created designs for other
CCC-built facilities in Vermont. It, like the retaining wall, was built out of locally quarried stone, and is unusual among
the state’s CCC-built facilities for its partly Modern design, which is tempered by the use of rusticated stone. The
building was completed in 1942 with local workers, because the CCC crews had been disbanded for service related to
World War II. The ranger’s house and rental cottage were both purchased as additions to the park in the 1990s, and the
gate house was built in 2003.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1927:

Q2. Answer for example 1928: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local workers in Example 1927 and Example 1928 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 965
1929. Target phrase: particular stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14985403

Competitors must start each stage at the appointed time and on certain stages cut-off times are set which racers
must meet in order to remain active in the event. The results of the race are based on the cumulative time taken for
the competitor to complete all the stages, and a competitor must successfully pass through every checkpoint in order to
collect a finisher’s medal. Should a competitor withdraw from a particular stage, they may not continue in the race.
Charitable causes.

1930. Target phrase: particular stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2794170

This technique acknowledges that people may come to a counseling session, an assessment, or a prevention program
at different levels of readiness to change their drinking behavior. Some people may have never thought of making changes
in their drinking, others may have thought about it but not taken steps to change it, some may be actively trying to
cut down, and others may have already cut down, and succeeded in maintaining reduced consumption. Motivational
Interviewing attempts to address the specific issues that people are facing at any particular stage. In short, the strategy
seeks to prompt individuals to think differently about their use of alcohol and ultimately consider what might be gained
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through change.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1929:

Q2. Answer for example 1930: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular stage in Example 1929 and Example 1930 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 966
1931. Target phrase: size class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32562386

Emerald darters compete heavily with other benthic freshwater fish in the southeastern United States. They are
known as opportunistic feeders, relying on food and prey availability which fluctuates drastically throughout seasonal
changes. Emerald darters are primarily insectivorous, and depending on size class, 80% to 100% of their diets can consist
of small invertebrates. Emerald darters can be found in a variety of clear freshwater habitats with moderately low siltation.

1932. Target phrase: size class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8439608

Huron Valley Lutheran High School (HVLHS) is a secondary school in Westland, Michigan (Metro Detroit) affiliated
with the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod, serving the Southeast Michigan Area and supported by the 16 con-
gregation strong ’conference of congregations’. Athletics. Sports teams compete in the Michigan Independent Athletic
Conference and are categorized as size class D in the Michigan High School Athletic Association. Their athletic teams
are called the Hawks.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1931:

Q2. Answer for example 1932: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase size class in Example 1931 and Example 1932 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 967
1933. Target phrase: execution time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7074066

Prisoners are allowed to read censored newspapers and books as well as practice religious activities with approved
religious personnel. Executions are carried out by shooting using a handgun aimed at the heart from the back, or aimed
at the brain stem under the ear if the prisoner consents to organ donation. The execution time used to be 5:00 a.m.,
but was changed to 9:00 p.m. in 1995 to reduce officials’ workload. It was changed again to 7:30 p.m. in 2010.

1934. Target phrase: execution time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23039636

File carving is a highly complex task, with a potentially huge number of permutations to try. To make this task
tractable, carving software typically makes extensive use of models and heuristics. This is necessary not only from a
standpoint of execution time, but also for the accuracy of the results. State of the art file carving algorithms use sta-
tistical techniques like sequential hypothesis testing for determining fragmentation points.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1933:

Q2. Answer for example 1934: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase execution time in Example 1933 and Example 1934 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 968
1935. Target phrase: largest end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51380886

DS TECHEETAH has earned various record results following the 2019/2020 season. Team records. Season six saw
the largest end of season gap in both Drivers (71 points) and Teams (77 points). Driver records.

1936. Target phrase: largest end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=314294

It was one of the largest in Bedfordshire with an area of 5,025 acres (20 km2) at the time of enclosure in 1804, and
was in Redbournestoke Hundred. Historically there was no central village, but instead settlement was divided between a
number of hamlets called ”Ends”, for example, Up End, Bell End, Wood End and Box End. Kempston’s parish church,
All Saints, was in Church End, which was not the largest end but is fairly central. In the 19th century East End, Bell
End and Up End began to coalesce into a larger settlement.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1935:

Q2. Answer for example 1936: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase largest end in Example 1935 and Example 1936 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 969
1937. Target phrase: one main goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21020735

NICER and his two childhood painting partners vowed to continue to do what they’d loved, painting. Forming the
firstgGraffiti company of its kind, ”Tats Cru, Inc” was born. It was 1996 and Tats Cru had one main goal; to show
the world that graffiti is a viable art form. In the three decades that Nicer has been painting, he has created artwork for
many well-known clients like: HOW and NOSM.

1938. Target phrase: one main goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4556392

IOEM’s mission is to have a thorough and effective plan when it comes to emergencies and natural disasters. IOEM’s
operation plan lists out all the duties and responsibilities when responding to disasters. Their one main goal out of
many is to have a prompt and well planned response, care, and search for victims injured by disaster. Idaho Youth
Challenge Program.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1937:
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Q2. Answer for example 1938: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one main goal in Example 1937 and Example 1938 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 970
1939. Target phrase: major impacts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13748138

As such, surgical suites also comprise an important fraction of hospital budget spending. Holding patient safety
constant, the opportunity to increase financial gain through modifying the use of already existing resources is a prime
target for managerial analysis. Incremental improvements in operating room utilization and operating room efficiency
can have major impacts on hospital staff and finances. Some hospital administrators perceive efficiency in the operating
room as throughput, completing the most surgical cases within budget.

1940. Target phrase: major impacts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=347713

The extinction of the huia and other frugivorous New Zealand bird species including the moa and piopio, and the
diminishing range of many others, including the kiwi, weka, and kōkako, has left few effective seed dispersers in the
New Zealand forest. For plants with fruit greater than 1 cm in diameter, kereru are the sole remaining dispersers in the
ecosystem, and they are rare or extinct in some areas. This depletion of avifauna in the forest ecosystem may be having
major impacts on processes such as forest regeneration and seed dispersal. Voice.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1939:

Q2. Answer for example 1940: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major impacts in Example 1939 and Example 1940 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 971
1941. Target phrase: safety footwear

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35443480

Administrative controls do not remove hazards, but limit or prevent people’s exposure to the hazards, such as com-
pleting road construction at night when fewer people are driving. Personal protective equipment. Personal protective
equipment (PPE) includes gloves, Nomex clothing, overalls, Tyvek suits, respirators, hard hats, safety glasses, high-visi-
bility clothing, and safety footwear. PPE is the least effective means of controlling hazards because of the high potential
for damage to render PPE ineffective.

1942. Target phrase: safety footwear

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=689432

At the end of the bulletin, the transmission was switched to Westcountry. After 1993. After the franchise loss,
TSW undertook a reverse takeover with the White Ward Group, makers of safety footwear and associated articles. The
name of the company was changed to UK Safety Ltd, and traded for a number of years, before entering administrative
receivership.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1941:
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Q2. Answer for example 1942: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase safety footwear in Example 1941 and Example 1942 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 972
1943. Target phrase: strong growth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18063054

In 2012, Heritage oil formed a joint venture in Nigeria called Shoreline to purchase a 45% stake in OML 30, an onshore
oil block formerly owned by Shell PLC. The firm announced positive financial results in 2013, after major successes with
this oil field, which achieved record gross production in August 2013. A strong growth in revenues was also reported
thanks to these successes in Nigeria, as well as in Russia. Investors were also boosted by the news that the firm had
expanded its portfolio in a promising region of Papua New Guinea and Tanzania, with drilling to commence on new sites
in these areas in 2014.

1944. Target phrase: strong growth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5527885

Several Republic of China presidents have been Christians, including Sun Yat-sen who was a Congregationalist, Chi-
ang Kai-shek and Chiang Ching-kuo who were Methodists, Lee Teng-hui is a member of the Presbyterian Church. The
Presbyterian Church has strong ties with the Democratic Progressive Party since the 1980s. Christianity in Taiwan has
been on the decline since the 1970s, after a strong growth from 1950 to the 1960s. Islam.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1943:

Q2. Answer for example 1944: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong growth in Example 1943 and Example 1944 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 973
1945. Target phrase: new progress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2439871

The dam broke a year later, flooding Foleyet and lowering the lake levels significantly once again. The town has had
many such disasters, in the form of fires and floods, and much of its landscape differs completely now from its origins.
Often when a new progress was made or added, it was simply destroyed years later. The land occupied by Foleyet was
originally an island, before an esker was destroyed and the lake receded dramatically.

1946. Target phrase: new progress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26711634

At this point, an anti-tank missile fired from the direction of the nearby villages (Iraq Suwaydan and Bayt ’Affa) hit
the vehicle and caused the explosives to detonate. While the explosion was premature, it breached the barbed-wire fences
and allowed the attacking force to reach the west side of the fort. Though the attacking forces had made new progress
against the fort defences, dawn was already breaking. The decision was made to retreat, rather than to take advantage
of the situation and continue the attack.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1945:
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Q2. Answer for example 1946: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new progress in Example 1945 and Example 1946 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 974
1947. Target phrase: wide part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1940216

Foundation. FK Sloboda Tuzla was founded in 1919, as a part of the Labour Sport Society ”Gorki”, named after
the great socialist Russian poet Maxim Gorky. The football club and the labour society was popular in a wide part of
the sporting public in Tuzla and beyond. The club was formed on the initiative of the Tuzla branch of the newly formed
Communist party of Yugoslavia, under the influence of the ideas of the October revolution of 1917 and revolutionary
movements in Yugoslavia and Bosnia and Herzegovina as its integral part.

1948. Target phrase: wide part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49188184

This anticline was formed by the Alpine orogeny about 25 to 12 million years ago. Soils. The northeast of the county,
such as the north of Tandridge (district), is in the wide part of the North Downs. Thus from the east, Tatsfield has two
western pockets of slightly acid, loamy soils with free drainage otherwise has the expected shallow, lime-rich soil over
chalk or limestone of the escarpment with lower parts of the escarpment summit here, where that topsoil has eroded,
having slightly acid, loamy and clayey soils with impeded drainage soil.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1947:

Q2. Answer for example 1948: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wide part in Example 1947 and Example 1948 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 975
1949. Target phrase: major structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16859102

It was also shown that the mRNA expression of M-protein is exquisitely sensitive to thyroid hormone (T3); M-
protein expression, but not MYOM1 or its variant, EH-myomesin, was rapidly reduced by T3 in vivo and in vitro. The
M-protein promoter is responsive to T3, and was suggested to contain thyroid hormone response elements near the tran-
scriptional start point. The giant protein titin, together with its associated proteins, interconnects the major structure
of sarcomeres, the M bands and Z discs. The C-terminal end of the titin string extends into the M line, where it binds
tightly to M-band constituents MYOM1 and M-protein, of apparent molecular masses of 190 kD and 165 kD, respectively.

1950. Target phrase: major structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=993963

The steelwork had been completed to the eighteenth floor by the end of 1975. The steel frame was topped out on
October 7, 1976. At the time, officials predicted Citicorp Center would be the only major structure in New York City
to be completed in 1977. The cornerstone for the new St. Peter’s Church was laid on November 1, 1976, less than a
month after the building had topped out.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1949:
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Q2. Answer for example 1950: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major structure in Example 1949 and Example 1950 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 976
1951. Target phrase: disappointing performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15257075

Both these sighting reports were detected by B-dienst, and at 21:30, Erich Raeder — concerned that the fleet was
steaming into a trap — ordered a recall, just six hours after they had set out. Conclusion. Despite indirectly causing the
catastrophic losses to PQ 17, the ”Rösselsprung” operation was a disappointing performance by the German capital
ships. Also, ”Tirpitz”, ”Lutzow” and the three destroyers spent a considerable time in dock for repairs.

1952. Target phrase: disappointing performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11250750

Leer had a very successful college career running for Pomona College in Claremont, California. In his junior year he
finished 90th at cross country nationals with a time of 27:10. After a disappointing performance at cross country
nationals, Leer won the NCAA Division-III indoor national title in the mile with a time of 4:09.42. At outdoor nationals,
he placed second in the 1500 behind Nick Symmonds with a time of 3:49.70.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1951:

Q2. Answer for example 1952: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase disappointing performance in Example 1951 and Example 1952 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 977
1953. Target phrase: primary audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56487810

He was one of the aldermen who in 1648 was appointed by Parliament as part of a committee to form a militia to
defend the rights and liberties of the city of London. During his mayoral term, he witnessed the Oath of Abjuration
undertaken by William Petre, 4th Baron Petre to regain his lost estates by renouncing Catholicism. He also was the
primary audience for a sermon by the Puritan divine Nathaniel Holmes after a great eclipse during his mayoralty. He
had business dealings with the Irish faith healer Valentine Greatrakes, who purchased an interest in Kendrick’s estates
in Tipperary.

1954. Target phrase: primary audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33085492

East Main Evaluation &amp; Consulting provides external oversight, advice, and assistance. Services. The iPlant
project makes its cyberinfrastructure available several different ways and offers services to make it the accessible to its
primary audience. The design was meant to grow in response to needs of the research community it serves.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1953:

Q2. Answer for example 1954: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase primary audience in Example 1953 and Example 1954 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 978
1955. Target phrase: unsuccessful one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5411368

In 2010 Rakon acquired the company (Temex) in France, supplying frequency control solutions for the space market. In
2011 Rakon opened a joint venture facility, Rakon Crystal Chengdu, in China. The investment was an unsuccessful one,
with Rakon exiting from its 80% stake in the Chengdu factory in July 2013. Between 2012-2014, Rakon suffered a drop
in revenue and margins and made a series of losses, shedding up to 86% of its market capitalisation compared to five
years prior.

1956. Target phrase: unsuccessful one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1342814

More goats look out from behind that tree. This miniature shows some remnants of classical style. The cows and
goats looking out from behind the trees are an attempt, albeit an unsuccessful one, at creating the appearance of space.
The garments of the two men are draped naturally and the heads are shown in three quarter view.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1955:

Q2. Answer for example 1956: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unsuccessful one in Example 1955 and Example 1956 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 979
1957. Target phrase: another machine

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3472399

However, the Lannings have another trick up their sleeve – they can fly! To add insult to injury, Valérian’s jet pack
breaks down and he has to be rescued by the Lannings. The Lannings are finding this very amusing and ask Valérian to
show them another machine. He demonstrates a personal shield – the chief puts one on and Valérian throws rocks at
him showing that they bounce off the shield.

1958. Target phrase: another machine

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1954445

TeamWare features a number of advanced features not found in earlier version control systems like RCS and CVS.
In particular, it features a hierarchy of source repositories, and allows atomic updates of multiple files, features found in
later version-control systems such as Subversion and Perforce. TeamWare allows distributed development by copying a
repository to another which might reside on another machine or network. Developers can then commit changes to the
local copy of the repository, periodically integrating accumulated changes in the local repository back into the original
repository.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1957:

Q2. Answer for example 1958: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another machine in Example 1957 and Example 1958 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 980
1959. Target phrase: larger interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15507977

These have come from telecom operators who cite undue demands from various public bodies (owners of RoW).
MoIT&amp;T began a process of consultation with all relevant stakeholders to develop a standard mechanism for ad-
dressing the long-standing issue of RoW being faced by telecom operators and has prepared draft RoW rules. The
Telecom Authority (PTA) is actively pursuing and participating in finalizing the RoW Rules in the larger interest of
the telecom sector. E-commerce.

1960. Target phrase: larger interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=457387

Legacy. ”Life’s Too Good” is credited as the first Icelandic album ”of its breed” to have a worldwide impact. In 2014,
Treble wrote that the album ”[generated] a larger interest towards the country’s popular and alternative music scenes
alike.” The album is considered a definite influence on all subsequent Icelandic popular music, and on international acts
such as Savages and Florence and the Machine.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1959:

Q2. Answer for example 1960: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase larger interest in Example 1959 and Example 1960 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 981
1961. Target phrase: negative light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44324487

If a rape eventually becomes acknowledged and a report is made, the report is considered delayed. A delayed report
makes conducting an examination for a rape kit impossible. Because jurors can also hold rape myths, a delayed report
is often viewed in a negative light. After effects.

1962. Target phrase: negative light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58559282

It was released as the album’s eight track, produced solely by West and samples ”Maybe It’s the Power of Love” by
Blackjack. Within the song, one verse is included from West and so is one from Ivy, whose verse is a poem, whilst Jay
has two verses. Music critics mostly had praise for it, but tended to view Jay’s appearance in a negative light. In 2011,
”Billboard” listed the song as the second greatest collaboration between Kanye and Jay.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1961:

Q2. Answer for example 1962: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase negative light in Example 1961 and Example 1962 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 982
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1963. Target phrase: live debate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34949837

Around 165,000 voting packs were delivered on 16 March. For the referendum, voters were able to send back a
postal ballot as well as cast a vote over the phone or by going online using a designated code included in their vot-
ing packs. Also on 16 February, BBC Radio Scotland broadcast a live debate on the City Garden Project. During
the referendum Grampian Police investigated that supporters of the project were being abused through ’...online bul-
lying and intimidation, e-mail hacking, highly personal attacks and receipt of e-mails of a menacing or threatening nature’.

1964. Target phrase: live debate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1651925

On the same day he spoke at a rally in Rawalpindi’s Constituency NA-56 accompanied by Shaikh Rasheed Ahmad.
On 23 April 2013 Khan addressed large rallies in Renala Khurd, Okara and other parts of Sahiwal Division. He challenged
PML-N President Nawaz Sharif to a live debate, a challenge which PML-N was quick to decline. On 24 April, Khan
addressed rallies Nankana Sahib District, Sheikhupura and Pattoki where he announced that once he comes to power no
parliamentarian will receive development funds as they are misused for achieving political gains.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1963:

Q2. Answer for example 1964: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase live debate in Example 1963 and Example 1964 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 983
1965. Target phrase: extra help

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36119647

Polygyny in birds occurs infrequently when compared to mammals, as monogamy is most commonly observed. Evo-
lutionarily speaking, polygyny in birds might have evolved because many females do not require male support to care
for their offspring. Because females do not need extra help raising their nests, males can afford to invest in multiple
females. Nonetheless, male parental care is often found in many polygynous territorial bird species, leading to female
competition for male assistance.

1966. Target phrase: extra help

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5108177

Academics. Brighton offers a standard curriculum, including instruction in French, German, and Spanish. Brighton
also offers students extra help as needed, whether it is being in skills lab or support center. Brighton also offers an
alternative instructional model (AIM) for those with chronic mental illnesses that impact ones learning.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1965:

Q2. Answer for example 1966: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extra help in Example 1965 and Example 1966 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 984
1967. Target phrase: sliding glass door
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=769055

Fully traditional buildings may have only one large room, under a roof supported by a post-and-lintel frame, with
few or no permanent interior or exterior walls; the space is flexibly subdivided as needed by the removable sliding wall
panels. The posts are generally placed one ”tatami”-length (about 2m or 6 ft) apart, and the ”shōji” slide in two parallel
wood-groove tracks between them. In modern construction, the ”shōji” often do not form the exterior surface of the
building; they sit inside a sliding glass door or window. ”Shōji” are valued for not setting a sharp barrier between
the interior and the exterior; outside influences such as the swaying silhouettes of trees, or the chorus of frogs, can be
appreciated from inside the house.

1968. Target phrase: sliding glass door

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39396153

Olivia Bertalan, a former neighbor of Zimmerman’s from The Retreat at Twin Lakes, testified that she was the victim
of a home invasion in the gated community. Bertalan said that she hid in her son’s bedroom as two teenagers broke
into her home. After the robbery, she said that Zimmerman had come over to her house and offered her a lock for her
sliding glass door. Bertalan also testified that Zimmerman told her that she could go spend time with his wife if she
felt too scared to be home alone during the day.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1967:

Q2. Answer for example 1968: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sliding glass door in Example 1967 and Example 1968 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 985
1969. Target phrase: volatile storage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=209503

Database storage hierarchy. A database, while in operation, resides simultaneously in several types of storage, form-
ing a storage hierarchy. By the nature of contemporary computers most of the database part inside a computer that
hosts the DBMS resides (partially replicated) in volatile storage. Data (pieces of the database) that are being pro-
cessed/manipulated reside inside a processor, possibly in processor’s caches.

1970. Target phrase: volatile storage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3682133

The plot of land between Parlier and Reedley called Mosesian Ranch was the site of the new station. More property
was added over the years, and by 1985 the station reached its current size of , most of which are under cultivation. Besides
fields and orchards, KREC includes laboratories, greenhouses, insectaries, offices, trailers, volatile storage, GIS facility,
and a small dormitory for visitors. Its 33 laboratory facilities include a postharvest fruit and vegetable lab, mosquito
control lab, and biocontrol quarantine lab.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1969:

Q2. Answer for example 1970: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase volatile storage in Example 1969 and Example 1970 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 986
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1971. Target phrase: friend group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=832954

He is also close friends with Joey Tribbiani and helps him with auditions. He kisses Joey once in order to help him
practice a role as a gay man, only to find out that Joey had already done the audition and didn’t get the part. Joey
and Ross also briefly try to cut Chandler out of their friend group after Chandler ignores them. They once fall asleep
together on the couch after watching ”Die Hard”.

1972. Target phrase: friend group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34231063

After this, the Center for Wooden Boats museum was born. Eventually, friends of the Wagner’s began spending time
at their home helping them restore these old wooden boats. This friend group continued to grow both in numbers and
in their devotion to preserving the history of wooden boats. This group of came so committed that they would end up
staying night after night helping the couple with their restoration process and joining in the effort of the mission created
by Dick and Colleen.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1971:

Q2. Answer for example 1972: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase friend group in Example 1971 and Example 1972 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 987
1973. Target phrase: good appearance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1448709

The selection of a shielding gas depends on several factors, including the type of material being welded, joint design,
and desired final weld appearance. Argon is the most commonly used shielding gas for GTAW, since it helps prevent
defects due to a varying arc length. When used with alternating current, argon shielding results in high weld quality
and good appearance. Another common shielding gas, helium, is most often used to increase the weld penetration in
a joint, to increase the welding speed, and to weld metals with high heat conductivity, such as copper and aluminum.

1974. Target phrase: good appearance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5499762

The teams’ club house is located on Gregoris Afxentiou Avenue. Mavrommatis Ayios Pavlos. A handball and table
tennis club, Mavrommatis has a good appearance in those above sports. One of Cyprus’ best teams in table tennis,
Mavrommatis also gained promotion to the Cyprus Handball top division after a great presence in the second division of
the 2004–05 season.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1973:

Q2. Answer for example 1974: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good appearance in Example 1973 and Example 1974 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 988
1975. Target phrase: boys section
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2340282

Nardella was replaced by Archbishop Guido Pozzo as the choir’s administrator, but for a time Palombella retained
his post as the choir’s musical director. In July 2019 Palombella resigned as director of the choir. Marcos Pavan, who
leads the ”Pueri Cantores” (the boys section of the choir) was named as interim director. Past members.

1976. Target phrase: boys section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11016056

Shimpling is served by a bus service on Wednesdays operated by Chambers (Sponsored by Suffolk County Coun-
cil). Service 375 - Alpheton-Bridge Street-Shimpling-Shimpling Street-Cockfield-Lawshall-Hawstead-Nowton-Bury St
Edmunds http://www.suffolkonboard.com/buses/bus-timetables-by-service-number Education. Thomas Hallifax built
Shimpling Girls’ School in 1841 and in 1871 his daughter added the boys section. The school was in use for almost 150
years until it was finally closed in 1989 when the remaining 29 pupils were moved to Lawshall.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1975:

Q2. Answer for example 1976: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase boys section in Example 1975 and Example 1976 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 989
1977. Target phrase: whose relationship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24537

Pen pals (or penpals, pen-pals, penfriends or pen friends) are people who regularly write to each other, particularly
via postal mail. Pen pals are usually strangers whose relationship is based primarily, or even solely, on their exchange
of letters. Occasionally pen pals may already have a relationship that is not regularly conducted in person.

1978. Target phrase: whose relationship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30544310

Marriage. Anni Hindocha met Shrien Dewani in London in 2009; they maintained a long-distance relationship until
Hindocha moved to the UK in March 2010, where they became engaged in May that year. The couple, whose relationship
was sometimes troubled, married at Lake Powai near Mumbai, India, on 29 October 2010. They were planning to hold a
civil ceremony in the UK in 2011 for friends who could not attend their wedding in India.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1977:

Q2. Answer for example 1978: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose relationship in Example 1977 and Example 1978 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 990
1979. Target phrase: 2017 update

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26961219

In their publication ”A new operational classification of the Conoidea (Gastropoda)”, Bouchet, Kantor et al. (2011)
still recognize ”Philbertia” as a valid genus in the Raphitomidae. As of the 2017 update to the 2005 restructuring of
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gastropod taxonomy, WoRMS recognizes ”Philbertia” as a synonym of ”Raphitoma”. Description.

1980. Target phrase: 2017 update

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18217231

Similar progress in attaining new customers and increasing freight volumes has been made over the life of the Plan to
date (other than with coal). Steady and at times rapid progress has been made on the enabling parts of the Turnaround
Plan, such as new locomotives and wagons, lengthening of the rail ferry and track destressing, but not always effectively.
The 10 Year Turnaround Plan was quickly undermined by a series of adverse events, including: 2017 update of the
Turnaround Plan. Partially as a response to the events outlined above, in the 2017 budget the government announced a
further $450 million in capital funding for KiwiRail, and that the company’s operations would be placed under another
major review, believed to relate to future funding models.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1979:

Q2. Answer for example 1980: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2017 update in Example 1979 and Example 1980 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 991
1981. Target phrase: red zone

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39804972

The Central City Red Zone, also known as the CBD Red Zone, was a public exclusion zone in the Christchurch
Central City implemented after the 22 February 2011 Christchurch earthquake. After February 2013, it was officially
renamed the CBD Rebuild Zone by government agencies, but remained known as the red zone. It gradually shrank in
size and the last cordons were removed on 30 June 2013, 859 days after the earthquake.

1982. Target phrase: red zone

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5395902

If the player cannot pay the cost, or the card cannot be played at the current time, the player can choose to ”focus”
the card and store it face down as stored energy. When an attack is not stopped, it continues through to the next zone,
where the player again flips over a card and has a chance to take an action. If the player is already in the red zone when
this occurs, the opponent scores a point and may ”celebrate”. Signature moves.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1981:

Q2. Answer for example 1982: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase red zone in Example 1981 and Example 1982 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 992
1983. Target phrase: base leg

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4185711

However, this linear magazine and barrel assembly was too bulky to be fit to a small model ship’s gun turret. To
improve scale appearance, a brass elbow fitting was added to reduce the above deck size of the gun. This enabled the
magazine to exit the deck vertically, with the BBs running into the base leg of the elbow before entering the restrictor.
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This led to the development of the new Mk II breach/barrel assembly.

1984. Target phrase: base leg

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8303417

On April 3, 2015, a pilot was killed after his aircraft crashed into a rural area near the airport. The aircraft was
a 1984 fixed wing, single engine lightweight similar to a glider. The aircraft crashed across the street of a PG&amp;E
power station located on the base leg of the traffic pattern of the airport. Nearby airports.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1983:

Q2. Answer for example 1984: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase base leg in Example 1983 and Example 1984 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 993
1985. Target phrase: unique structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55103642

The IFI16 protein modulates p53 functioning and inhibits cell proliferation in the RAS/RAF signaling pathway. IFI16
has a high binding affinity for cruciform structures, and mutations in the IFI16 gene have been linked to Kaposi sarcoma.
While cruciform DNA structures are implicated in cancer development, the unique structure allows reliable transport
of chemotherapy drugs. Cruciform DNA is currently being researched as a potential mechanism for cancer treatment, and
targeted delivery of anticancer agents to tumorigenic cells by specially constructed cruciform DNA segments has shown
efficacy in reducing tumor size in malignant lung, breast, and colon cancers.

1986. Target phrase: unique structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23774453

1 had been built, Pavilions No. 2 and No. 3 were put into operation together with the Forum Pavilion - a
unique structure in the form of a glass pyramid. In the subsequent years the venue continued expanding - Pavilions No.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1985:

Q2. Answer for example 1986: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unique structure in Example 1985 and Example 1986 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 994
1987. Target phrase: latter third

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7299406

The five pairs of gill slits are short, with the fourth pair about level with the pectoral fin origins. The first dorsal fin
has a blunt apex and is positioned over the latter half of the pelvic fin bases. The second dorsal fin resembles the first
but is slightly smaller, and is positioned over the latter third of the anal fin base. The pectoral fins are rather large and
broad, with rounded corners.

1988. Target phrase: latter third
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14211559

Jewish secularism refers to secularism in a particularly Jewish context, denoting the definition of Jewishness without
recourse to religion. Jewish Secularist ideologies first arose in the latter third of the 19th century, and reached the
apogee of their influence in the interwar period. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1987:

Q2. Answer for example 1988: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase latter third in Example 1987 and Example 1988 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 995
1989. Target phrase: large wreck

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65581257

The wreck is a Protected Wreck managed by Historic England. The wreck. The site consists of the remains of a
large wreck, probably Swedish, a cargo vessel dating from some time after its coinage of 1787. To bear such coinage
only it may have been wrecked at latest about twenty years later.

1990. Target phrase: large wreck

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61622367

Both teams and some of the broadcasters disagreed with NASCAR’s assessment. Stewart Friesen won Stage 2 after
passing Brett Moffitt and Austin Hill. On lap 87, a large wreck occurred that took out Chastain after he turned across
Creed’s nose while trying to maintain his lead. In the final lap, Johnny Sauter held the lead until the tri-oval, where a
block on Riley Herbst forced Herbst below the double yellow line.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1989:

Q2. Answer for example 1990: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large wreck in Example 1989 and Example 1990 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 996
1991. Target phrase: changing state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2391070

Since Fall 2011, ”The PhotoBook Review”—a newsprint book-review publication—has been distributed twice a year
to subscribers of ”Aperture”, with every other issue of the magazine. In 2012 ”Aperture”’s sixtieth anniversary was
commemorated with the publication of ”Aperture Magazine Anthology—The Minor White Years: 1952–1976”: a col-
lection of writings and documents from the journal’s first quarter-century of publication, edited by Peter Bunnell. The
magazine’s editorial staff put plans in place for a major relaunch of ”Aperture”, with a new focus on the changing state
of photography. Melissa Harris assumed the title of Editor in Chief at Aperture Foundation, and Michael Famighetti
stepped into the role of Editor of ”Aperture” magazine.

1992. Target phrase: changing state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12274139
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Summary of 2006 IUCN Red List categories. The Red List Index (RLI), based on the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species, is an indicator of the changing state of global biodiversity. It defines the conservation status of major species
groups, and measures trends in extinction risk over time.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1991:

Q2. Answer for example 1992: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase changing state in Example 1991 and Example 1992 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 997
1993. Target phrase: accurate production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2567692

Hincmar of Reims, who speaks of Hilduin with great respect, was one his students at the school of Saint-Denis. Dungal
of Bobbio and possibly Otfrid of Weissenburg served under him. ”Hilduin was concerned with the accurate production
of manuscripts”, and oversaw the scriptorium at Saint-Denis. The Abbey had a substantial library.

1994. Target phrase: accurate production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=92943

The most common types of electronic DACs are: Performance. The most important characteristics of a DAC are:
Other measurements, such as phase distortion and jitter, can also be very important for some applications, some of which
(e.g. wireless data transmission, composite video) may even ”rely” on accurate production of phase-adjusted signals.
Non-linear PCM encodings (A-law / �-law, ADPCM, NICAM) attempt to improve their effective dynamic ranges by
using logarithmic step sizes between the output signal strengths represented by each data bit.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1993:

Q2. Answer for example 1994: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase accurate production in Example 1993 and Example 1994 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 998
1995. Target phrase: second atom

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3434260

Other versions. A version of the Fatal Five appeared in Tangent Comics, where the team is composed of the Tangent
Comics versions of Ice, the Shadow Thief, Kid Psycho, Deathstroke and Count Viper. They next appear in a flashback
in the ”Tangent: Superman’s Reign” miniseries (2008), in which they are shown to have slaughtered the second atom.
This version of the Fatal Five exist on Earth-97 of the old Multiverse, which has been reborn as Earth-9 of the new
Multiverse.

1996. Target phrase: second atom

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41740230

If one atom is sent into the setup in its ground state formula_57 and passed through the first interaction zone, the
state would become a superposition of ground and excited states formula_58, just as it would with a regular Ramsey
interferometer. It then passes through the quantum cavity, which initially contains only a vacuum, and then is measured
to be formula_57 or formula_60. A second atom initially in formula_57 is then sent through the cavity and then
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through the phase-shifted second Ramsey interaction zone. If the first atom is measured to be in formula_57, then the
probability that the second atom is in formula_60 depends on the amount of time between sending in the first and the
second atoms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1995:

Q2. Answer for example 1996: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second atom in Example 1995 and Example 1996 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 999
1997. Target phrase: small example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8398176

The writer believes that policies used to implement fire suppression are not probable or beneficiary to the plant.
Policies instead should be written up according to specific plant species and impact on natives living there. This is a
small example of research in the Tropical Andes that could make a big impact to saving diversity. Further research is
also processed on looking into the decrease in avian populations, focusing in hotspots due to its massive diversity.

1998. Target phrase: small example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39158010

This examples uses three variables (”A”, ”B”, ”C”), and there are two possible assignments (True and False) for each
of them. So one has formula_11 possibilities. In this small example, one can use brute-force search to try all possible
assignments and check if they satisfy the formula. But in realistic applications with millions of variables and clauses brute
force search is impractical.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1997:

Q2. Answer for example 1998: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small example in Example 1997 and Example 1998 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1000
1999. Target phrase: narrow projection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27025021

Description. The height of the shell varies between 7 mm and 10 mm. The median teeth of the radula are oval, wide,
with a narrow projection above, and more or less narrowed toward the base. The upper margin is in no case reflected,
so that cusp, cutting point or edge, in any usual sense, there is none.

2000. Target phrase: narrow projection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1718527

Constituency profile. The constituency is slightly more elevated than the surrounding areas. Barnet was once a
narrow projection of Hertfordshire into the county of Middlesex, and consisted of an agricultural market town. The
town became well connected to central London by the London Underground network and is today prime suburbia, with
many of its properties semi-detached with substantial gardens as well as having many small parks and nature reserves.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 1999:

Q2. Answer for example 2000: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase narrow projection in Example 1999 and Example 2000 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1001
2001. Target phrase: simple explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=879015

”E!” reported that Penn had signed on as a regular on the show along with Olivia Wilde and Peter Jacobson
and this was confirmed in the plot of the episode ”Games”. Penn continued with the series through to the episode
”simple explanation”, which aired April 6, 2009. He made an additional appearance as Lawrence Kutner on the fifth-
season finale, ”Both Sides Now”, that aired on May 11, 2009.

2002. Target phrase: simple explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57358056

A person who conducts reindeer herding is called a reindeer herder and approximately 100,000 people are engaged in
reindeer herding today around the circumpolar North. Domestication. The domestication of the reindeer does not lend
itself to a simple explanation. There is no doubt that when the glaciers retreated at the end of the last Ice Age, people
followed reindeer to the North, using traps during the reindeer hunt.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2001:

Q2. Answer for example 2002: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase simple explanation in Example 2001 and Example 2002 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1002
2003. Target phrase: computing center

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62143222

At Hotel Real a clash between opponents and supporters of Morales and police took place; opposition groups were
attacked with tear gas by the police. Dozens were wounded, including the rector of the Higher University of San Andrés
(UMSA), Waldo Albarracín, who was taken to the UMSA hospital. Subsequently, the computing center at the Hotel
Presidente suspended the vote count due to the protests that were in place. Four departmental electoral tribunals sus-
pended the vote counting made by the TREP due to protests by citizens registered outside the computing centers.

2004. Target phrase: computing center

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16783640

In 1985, Mera–Elzab submitted to the Ministry of Education a proposal to create a network version of a computer for
Polish schools. In this configuration, the Meritum II computer with a connected disk drive would act as a server, student
computers were based on Meritum I. The network project was developed by scientists from the computing center of
the Silesian University of Technology. Finally, the Ministry rejected the offer.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2003:

Q2. Answer for example 2004: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase computing center in Example 2003 and Example 2004 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1003
2005. Target phrase: hence the need

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57170641

Most crimes like armed robbery, prostitution, kidnapping and drug abuse can be related to streetism. Since most
children who find themselves on streets are unable to have access to formal education and learning of trades, these children
engage in such vices in an attempt to make ends meet. These however poses a greater national threat to the country
hence the need to curb the menace. Possible solutions to street-ism.

2006. Target phrase: hence the need

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2835536

Most CO2 markers are designed to operate from a bare, unregulated tank of CO2. The heretical act of placing a
regulator at the neck of the tank will ’filter’ most of any liquid escaping, but also reduce the natural pressure from the
CO2 tank in the process. hence the need for the marker to operate on pressures well below the natural pressure of
CO2. The second regulator is used to modulate the final pressure to a point below what the CO2 tank can deliver when
frosty cold (around 500–600 psi.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2005:

Q2. Answer for example 2006: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hence the need in Example 2005 and Example 2006 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1004
2007. Target phrase: strategic approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18736475

History. This work is considered to be a work of sophistry or political strategy which aimed to win support from
inconsistently-anti-slavery or ”fence-sitting” Northerners whose sympathies were squarely on the side of the Constitution,
but who opposed slavery on a mixed and inconsistent basis (Spooner believed that the Constitution was ”of no Author-
ity,” as his later essay ”No Treason Volume VI: The Constitution of No Authority” revealed). As a strategic approach,
it was adopted by Frederick Douglass, who delivered its core message to thousands of Northerners in his speeches and
writings. This greatly legitimized the abolitionist message, making it far more effective than it had been under Garrison’s
more ”anarchic” message.

2008. Target phrase: strategic approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7339649

It identifies the possible areas of risk and assures that the proper approach is used. Then operational risk man-
agement will insure that steps for minimizing or eliminating the risk are followed. A strategic approach of the risk
management includes studying the environment and being aware of the issues that must be considered in any situation.
Risks can occur due to a range of unexpected possible and potential events outside of the organisation’s control, such
as: political instability, change in currency, changes of the weather which could lead to a change in customer behavior, etc.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2007:

Q2. Answer for example 2008: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strategic approach in Example 2007 and Example 2008 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1005
2009. Target phrase: another emphasis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10964334

Most were in their mid twenties, and entrance requirements included a period of probationary party work, perfect
physical health, proof of descent, and proof of work and military service. The daily timetable Emphases were national
socialist race science, geopolitics and intensive sportive education (especially equitation). another emphasis was pilot
training, and to accommodate this phase of the curriculum airfields were built at all three ”Ordensburgen”. The Vogelsang
Airfield was built near Walberhof, near the town of Schleiden-Morsbach.

2010. Target phrase: another emphasis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=295828

Although the use of larger temporary singles (primarily 10”) started from the Jamaican influence and before (such
as the pre-Beatles band The Quarrymen with the one-off ”In Spite of All the Danger” in 1958), acetates were also used
by the record labels to quality control the eventual product, and not for servicing single songs or exclusive remixes, and
then not in the 12-inch format. The usage of the 12-inch vinyl as a medium followed the US promos introduction but was
initially seen as a marketing tool to help promote an artist more uniquely. another emphasis with the new format was
the louder sound and better audio quality afforded to the release. It therefore was not exclusively used for disco songs
but included pop artists, however it eventually came into its own in the later 1970s with the lengthened versions of US
disco songs being promoted in the UK.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2009:

Q2. Answer for example 2010: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another emphasis in Example 2009 and Example 2010 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1006
2011. Target phrase: near disaster

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7192724

After conducting a channel survey at Charleston, in April, ”Windlass” returned to the Hampton Roads area, where
she was present when the seaplane tender caught fire on 14 May 1951. ”Windlass” rendered fire fighting assistance,
pumped necessary compartments dry, and maintained flooding boundaries while rigging temporary gasoline lines and re-
moving the volatile aviation gas from the seaplane tender’s storage tanks. ”Windlass” divers subsequently inspected that
ship for underwater damage, and ”Windlass” herself received a commendation for her part in averting a near disaster.
Other operations performed by ”Windlass” during 1951 included removing channel obstructions, raising an LCM and a
small boat, refloating the grounded ”PC-572” off Cedar Point, removing the obstruction which had fouled a propeller of
, righting a target sled, conducting diving school, and mooring the hulk of the former ”YC-313” in the Potomac River.

2012. Target phrase: near disaster

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13780305
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The 1985–86 NBA season was the 20th season for the Chicago Bulls. During the offseason, they signed free agent
John Paxson. The season was a near disaster as Michael Jordan was lost for much of the regular season due to a broken
foot. Despite the injury to Jordan, the team managed to qualify for the NBA Playoffs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2011:

Q2. Answer for example 2012: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase near disaster in Example 2011 and Example 2012 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1007
2013. Target phrase: inverted position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26395091

Fully muffled bell ringing is very rare as the loud and soft effect is lost. An excellent example of this was demonstrated
with the bells of Westminster Abbey at the Funeral of Diana, Princess of Wales in 1997. The accompanying picture shows
a half-muffled full-circle bell, with the bell in the inverted position (or the ”up” position). The clapper is shown resting
on the lower side of the bell’s soundbow, and when it first rotates (to the right in the picture) the un-muffled side of the
clapper will strike when the bell rises to the inverted position and the clapper is moving faster and crosses to the other side.

2014. Target phrase: inverted position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18240317

Evolution. The difficulty expressed in placing the species in the proper family is due to the unique floral morphol-
ogy. How this inverted position of the androecium and gynoecium evolved is unknown, but some studies have posed
hypotheses. Davidse and Martínez suggested that ”L. schismatica” could be one of Richard Goldschmidt’s ”hopeful mon-
sters”, meaning that the inverted floral morphology could have arisen from a macromutation in the genes that control
floral development.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2013:

Q2. Answer for example 2014: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase inverted position in Example 2013 and Example 2014 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1008
2015. Target phrase: accurate result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8217750

Bailey (2006) found that: ”The Tanh-Sinh quadrature scheme ”is the fastest currently known high-precision quadra-
ture scheme”, particularly when one counts the time for computing abscissas and weights. It has been successfully
employed for quadrature calculations of up to 20,000-digit precision.” In summary, the Tanh-Sinh quadrature scheme is
designed so that it gives the most accurate result for the minimum number of function evaluations. In practice, the
Tanh-Sinh quadrature rule is almost invariably the best rule and is often the only effective rule when extended precision
results are sought.

2016. Target phrase: accurate result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=816196
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As the ”Thylacoleo” is believed to have become extinct 45,000–46,000 years ago, this suggests a similar age for the
associated Gwion Gwion art. Archaeologist Kim Akerman however believes that the megafauna may have persisted later
in wetter areas of the continent as suggested by Wells, and has suggested an age of 15,000 to 22,000 years for the paintings.
Recent advances in dating methods may shed light on the age of the paintings and gain a more accurate result. Neuro-
scientist Jack Pettigrew has proposed dating the art by using DNA sequencing extracted from colonies of microorganisms
which have replaced the pigment in some paintings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2015:

Q2. Answer for example 2016: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase accurate result in Example 2015 and Example 2016 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1009
2017. Target phrase: considerable media speculation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7425179

The paper was passed to the UK security services and then suppressed on the advice of the UK government, although
the work was subsequently published overseas in revised form. In November 2014, following a spate of overflights of French
nuclear power plants by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), Large provided evidence to the French Parliament (in the open
session of relating to the vulnerabilities of plants to drone intrusion. The Large &amp; Associates’ report on the drone ac-
tivity, commissioned by Greenpeace France, remains confidential but aroused considerable media speculation. Death.

2018. Target phrase: considerable media speculation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34334577

In the press conference announcing the termination, Arkansas Athletic Director Jeff Long said, ”(Petrino) made the
decision to mislead the public, (and it) adversely affected the university and the football program.” In Petrino’s place,
Assistant Coach Taver Johnson will serve as interim coach through the end of spring practice. After the firing of Bobby
Petrino in April 2012, there was considerable media speculation that Smith would return to Arkansas. This was
confirmed on April 23 when multiple media outlets reported that Smith had indeed agreed to succeed Petrino.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2017:

Q2. Answer for example 2018: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase considerable media speculation in Example 2017 and Example 2018 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 1010
2019. Target phrase: open project

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3729954

Both members were involved with the making of the most recent Gutterball outing, but the rumors say that Hott
has left that group as well and been replaced by the drummer for The dB’s. Bryan Harvey completed a solo album
in early 1997, which remains unreleased. Gutterball is still considered to be an open project by the people involved;
however, no plans have been made to record new material. Bryan along with his wife Kathryn Harvey (née Grabinsky,
born November 28, 1966, age 39), maternal half-sister of actor Steven Culp, and their two daughters Stella (b. Novem-
ber 3, 1996, age 9) and Ruby (b. July 4, 2001, age 4) on January 1, 2006 were victims of the 2006 Richmond spree murders.
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2020. Target phrase: open project

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46894149

The Vodafone Foundation Germany along with the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and
Youth supports research projects for the further development of SRS. In addition, the creation of an English Version of
SRS has been supported by the Social Impact Analysts Association (SIAA). The reporting standard is an open project
under the Creative Commons licence and all interested social organisations in Germany can participate. In addition to
further developing the standard, a dialogue on entrepreneurial thinking and impact-oriented actions to increase common
welfare should also be established.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2019:

Q2. Answer for example 2020: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase open project in Example 2019 and Example 2020 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1011
2021. Target phrase: service book

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18652069

The specified unique identifier (UID) value is the SRP ID of the BlackBerry Enterprise Server from which the Black-
Berry device attempts to send messages. When the BlackBerry device sends a message, it arrives at the BlackBerry
Infrastructure. The message contains the SRP ID pulled from the service book UID value. The BlackBerry Infrastruc-
ture uses this information to send the message to the corresponding BlackBerry Enterprise Server for decryption and
processing.

2022. Target phrase: service book

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16698678

1609 King Charles seems to have forgotten his earlier anger and distrust to Sorolainen. Sorolainen was also a noted
writer, publishing his first work in 1614. He translated into Finnish the service book of 1614, wrote a large catechism
(1614). Between 1621 and 1625 he published a book of sermons in Stockholm entitled ”Postilla”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2021:

Q2. Answer for example 2022: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase service book in Example 2021 and Example 2022 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1012
2023. Target phrase: black bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36023772

The dorsal fin is placed forward with respect to the pelvic fin. Females and young have reticulate patterns of dark and
light silver-brownish bands of varying lengths and thickness over the flanks, as well as a conspicuous black spot or ocellus
on the distal edge of the dorsal fin. Dominant males are bluish-green in color and show a black bar along the distal edge
of the caudal fin. Holotype.- UANL 18721 Collected by Ma.de Lourdes Lozano Vilano, Mauricio De la Maza Benignos, Ma.

2024. Target phrase: black bar
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=532259

One period (or cycle) of such a grating consists of one black bar and one adjacent white bar. Gratings where the black
bars have a different width from the white bars are rectangular and are described by the duty cycle. The duty cycle is
the ratio of width of the black bar to period (or pitch, i.e. the sum of the widths of one black and one white bar).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2023:

Q2. Answer for example 2024: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase black bar in Example 2023 and Example 2024 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1013
2025. Target phrase: engineering practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22615327

It is based on five assumptions: A simplified version of Euler–Bernoulli beam equation is: Here formula_9 is the
deflection and formula_10 is a load per unit length. formula_11 is the elastic modulus and formula_12 is the sec-
ond moment of area, the product of these giving the flexural rigidity of the beam. This equation is very common in
engineering practice: it describes the deflection of a uniform, static beam. Successive derivatives of formula_9 have
important meanings: A bending moment manifests itself as a tension force and a compression force, acting as a couple
in a beam.

2026. Target phrase: engineering practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11604822

He also won gold medals with the Hungarian team at the 1933, 1935 and 1937 International University Games as
well as the unofficial, German-led 1939 International University Games. He was able to escape post-war Soviet-occupied
Hungary when his engineering degree earned him a teaching fellowship at an American university. He went on to estab-
lish and grow a successful architecture and engineering practice in San Francisco, California. Tarics attended the 2012
London Olympics as the oldest living Olympic champion and turned 100 in September 2013.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2025:

Q2. Answer for example 2026: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase engineering practice in Example 2025 and Example 2026 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1014
2027. Target phrase: unlicensed use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3257112

Note that the 5 cm amateur band extends from 5.65 to 5.925 GHz, so that there are many frequencies outside the
Part 15 ISM/UNII block used for 802.11a. Many commercial grade 802.11a access points can also operate in between
the normal channels by using 5 MHz channel spacing instead of the standard 20 MHz channel spacing. 802.11a channels
132, 136 and 140 are only available for unlicensed use in ETSI regions. Channels and frequencies marked in should not
be used.

2028. Target phrase: unlicensed use
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27070440

Actually, it’s not even past,” a paraphrasing of an often-quoted line from Faulkner’s 1950 book ”Requiem for a Nun”
(”The past is never dead. It’s not even past. ”), claiming that the paraphrasing was an unlicensed use of the estate.
Faulkner is directly credited in the dialogue when Gil claims to have met the writer at a dinner party (though Faulkner
is never physically portrayed in the film).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2027:

Q2. Answer for example 2028: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unlicensed use in Example 2027 and Example 2028 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1015
2029. Target phrase: micro scale

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3608055

Masculinity is a performed gender identity. Contrary to popular perception, it is not the same as sex or sexual
orientation. The contents and practices of masculinity are socially constructed and reproduced through daily interaction,
especially on a more micro scale. Theorists West &amp; Zimmerman emphasized that gender is maintained through
accountability.

2030. Target phrase: micro scale

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29102401

Not platinum) or extremely low flow rates can prevent crossover. Scaling Issues. Membraneless fuel cells are currently
being manufactured on the micro scale using fabrication processes found in the MEMS/NEMS area. These cell sizes are
suited for the small scale due to the limit of their operating principles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2029:

Q2. Answer for example 2030: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase micro scale in Example 2029 and Example 2030 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1016
2031. Target phrase: least one year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1358654

Before developers construct a wind farm, they first measure the wind resource on a prospective site by erecting tempo-
rary measurement towers. Typically these mount anemometers at a range of heights up to the hub height of the proposed
wind turbines, and log the wind speed data at frequent intervals (e.g. every ten minutes) for at least one year and
preferably two or more. The data allow the developer to determine if the site is economically viable for a wind farm, and
to choose wind turbines optimized for the local wind speed distribution.

2032. Target phrase: least one year

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6481131

in 1894. Per university policy, he was also awarded and an LL.B. because prior to graduation, he had studied for at
least one year in a law office. He returned to Kentucky and was admitted to the bar in June 1895.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2031:

Q2. Answer for example 2032: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least one year in Example 2031 and Example 2032 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1017
2033. Target phrase: main staple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13741156

An example of this is the addition of mango and Caribbean spices to salmon, a non-tropical fish. Dishes. Fungi
(pronounced foon-gee) is a main staple of the traditional Virgin Islands diet. It consists of cornmeal that has been
boiled and cooked to a thick consistency along with okra.

2034. Target phrase: main staple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=230366

A typical pommel horse exercise involves both single leg and double leg work. Single leg skills are generally in the
form of scissors. Double leg work however, is the main staple of this event. The gymnast swings both legs in a circu-
lar motion (clockwise or counterclockwise depending on preference) and performs such skills on all parts of the apparatus.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2033:

Q2. Answer for example 2034: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main staple in Example 2033 and Example 2034 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1018
2035. Target phrase: appropriate size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=536383

Composition. Armoured steel must be hard, yet resistant to shock, in order to resist high velocity metal projectiles.
Steel with these characteristics is produced by processing cast steel billets of appropriate size and then rolling them into
plates of required thickness. Hot rolling homogenizes the grain structure of the steel, changing the crystalline structure
of the steel and normalizing it.

2036. Target phrase: appropriate size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1201079

by dasypeltes, boomslangs, monitor lizards like savannah and Nile monitors, baboons, civets, and mongooses. The
African harrier-hawk likewise sometimes robs the nests, holding on to the entrance of the cavity with one claw and
grabbing the nestlings with the other. The mentioned predators mostly capture eggs and fledgling birds, while adult
birds may be hunted by eagles, hawks, falcons, and sparrowhawks of appropriate size. The most common ectoparasites
found on Poicephalus parrots are feather mites and bird lice that live on the birds’ feathers and skin.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2035:
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Q2. Answer for example 2036: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase appropriate size in Example 2035 and Example 2036 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1019
2037. Target phrase: approaching end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35482578

On 8 April 1868 Denning was Chaplain at Shrewsbury Jail (also known as The Dana and The County Prison) and
was present at the execution of one John Mapp, the ’Longden Murderer’. ”During the last fortnight the Rev. J. Denning,
the prison chaplain, was unremitting in his attendance upon the prisoner, and spared no pains to prepare him for his
approaching end.” Brecknockshire.

2038. Target phrase: approaching end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17621911

There were two formal programs. Great Floridians 2000. The Florida Department of State and the Florida League
of Cities created the program in 1998 to help celebrate the approaching end of the millennium. The process dedicated
a special series of commemorative panels in cities throughout the state recognizing deceased individuals who made sig-
nificant contributions to the history and culture of Florida.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2037:

Q2. Answer for example 2038: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase approaching end in Example 2037 and Example 2038 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1020
2039. Target phrase: driving school

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8001730

In 1995, Detective Sergeant Don Beech joined the ranks of Sun Hill, later causing the removal of the CID team in 2000.
During 1997, The Bill underwent a series of changes. ”The Bill’s” ratings were challenged by BBC One who introduced a
number of docusoaps such as ”driving school”. Michael Chapman, having been Executive Producer since 1989, handed
over to Richard Handford.

2040. Target phrase: driving school

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10591014

German troops plundered and devastated the castle, as retaliation against political attitude of its owner, count Miklós
Bánffy, which has initiated negotiations between the governments of Romania and Hungary for the return of weapons
against Germany. Thus, the furniture, the library and the gallery of paintings were destroyed. During the communist
regime, whole building was used as a driving school, cooperative farm and hospital for children. In 1963, Bánffy Castle
was used as decor for filming ”Pădurea spânzuraților”, directed by Liviu Ciulei.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2039:

Q2. Answer for example 2040: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase driving school in Example 2039 and Example 2040 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1021
2041. Target phrase: american government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5711905

The curriculum required four years of English and Theology, one year of Western Civilization, two years of American
History, three years of Natural Science, three years of Mathematics, two years of a modern or classical language, and a
physical education course each year. Many electives were also offered, such as art and music (several), Journalism, QBA-
SIC, C++ Programming, Law Education, Accounting, Survey of Dramatic Literature, Environmental Science, and Statis-
tics. Many AP courses were offered, in subjects such as English Literature, American History, american government,
Chemistry, Java Programming, Psychology, and Studio Art. Bishop Hoban maintained a cooperative agreement with
Wilkes University to allow interested, qualified students to pursue college-level Calculus courses there during their senior
year.

2042. Target phrase: american government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47883354

Born in 1912, in 1950 she began campaigning to end the displacement and slaughter of mustangs and wild donkeys un-
der pressure from settlers. According to her, her commitment arose from the day she discovered, on the road, a truck drip-
ping with the blood of mustangs en route to the slaughterhouse. In 1959, her activist pushed the american government
to issue a law that prohibited the slaughter of mustangs on state-owned land. Considering this victory to be insufficient,
Velma Bronn Johnston managed to bring about the passage of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act in 1971
by Richard Nixon, which bans any mistreatment of mustangs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2041:

Q2. Answer for example 2042: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase american government in Example 2041 and Example 2042 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1022
2043. Target phrase: external body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18483454

Once the release of spores occurs, their movement is dependent on environmental conditions, more specially, being
blown through wind, passing through water streams etc. Spores will continue to travel through the environment until
they come in contact with an insect where the organism will become infected, and the pathogen’s life cycle will begin.
Contact occurs through the ingestion of spores or interaction between the pathogen and the external body of the insect.
This is indirect transmission as the pathogen is airborne, travelling through the air until it comes in contact with an
organism.

2044. Target phrase: external body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14195532

The economic cost of the ”Badr-B” is not publicly known but it is estimated to be more costly than the first satellite,
”Badr-I”. For its design, the ”Badar-B” is far more complex and sophisticated than the first satellite. The external body
of the ”Badr-B” is made of Space grade Aluminium alloy with a total mass of 70 kg. ”Badr-B” was launched in a sun-
synchronous orbit of 1050 km with an earth orbital period of 106 minutes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2043:

Q2. Answer for example 2044: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase external body in Example 2043 and Example 2044 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1023
2045. Target phrase: outstanding example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16084558

The tradition of total female submission persisted in Korean villages until relatively recent times. One Korean scholar
who came from the conservative Chungcheong region recalled that when a high school friend died of sickness during the
1940s, his young bride committed suicide. Her act was commemorated in her own and the surrounding communities as
an outstanding example of devotion to duty. Traditionally, men and women were strictly segregated, both inside and
outside the house.

2046. Target phrase: outstanding example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23221078

Delaware Avenue, in the early 19th century, was the principal residential street in Buffalo and consisted of many
freestanding mansions and clubs in addition to these row houses. The site chosen for these homes was referred to as ”the
Midway ” since it was located halfway between Niagara Square (city center) and Forest Lawn Cemetery. The Birge-Hor-
ton House, an outstanding example of a Georgian Revival row house, was designed by preeminent Buffalo architects
E. B. Green and W. S. Wicks for Henry and Fanny Birge.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2045:

Q2. Answer for example 2046: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase outstanding example in Example 2045 and Example 2046 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1024
2047. Target phrase: destabilizing effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1226927

Several digital currency operations were reputed to be used for Ponzi schemes and money laundering, and were
prosecuted by the U.S. government for operating without MSB licenses. Q coins or QQ coins, were used as a type of
commodity-based digital currency on Tencent QQ’s messaging platform and emerged in early 2005. Q coins were so effec-
tive in China that they were said to have had a destabilizing effect on the Chinese Yuan currency due to speculation.
Recent interest in cryptocurrencies has prompted renewed interest in digital currencies, with bitcoin, introduced in 2008,
becoming the most widely used and accepted digital currency.

2048. Target phrase: destabilizing effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=751619

Another source of anxiety is her relationship with her current boyfriend, Riley, whom she finds plotting world domi-
nation with Adam in his original, human, form. She fears what Riley could turn into as a result of his alliance with the
military. She also fears the destabilizing effect of this alliance on their relationship, and the destabilizing effect of this
relationship on her life as the slayer. She is shown putting mud on her face, mimicking the mud mask of the primal, First
Slayer.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2047:

Q2. Answer for example 2048: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase destabilizing effect in Example 2047 and Example 2048 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1025
2049. Target phrase: organised sport

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4644691

The sensor is activated only by BB hits, and once activated, will show a red light, and activate a sound to register a
hit. The equipment also registers the time of the hit. Airsoft is not registered as an organised sport, although there are
official Airsoft and paintball arenas. Airsoft players in UAE typically play with Airsoft guns with a round speed under
450 FPS (feet per second).

2050. Target phrase: organised sport

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3406390

Walkers on St Cuthbert’s Way through the village on pilgrimage from Melrose to Lindisfarne see the same view of
the Eildon Hills as was seen by such men as Modan who established a religious cell at Dryburgh; Aidan who brought
twelve young monks from Lindisfarne to Old Melrose as missionaries; Cuthbert who became prior and bishop and Boisil
who, after a life of holiness and healing gave his name to the village and parish of St Boswells. Sports. St Boswells is one
of the Borders’ more active villages regarding organised sport. Perhaps unusually for Scotland, part of the Green was
given over to cricket.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2049:

Q2. Answer for example 2050: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase organised sport in Example 2049 and Example 2050 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1026
2051. Target phrase: small field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6363684

Historic estates. Wrafton. Wrafton is a large hamlet narrowly separated by a small field from edge of the main local
village centre, that of Braunton to the west. It is the location of Wrafton Laboratories, the division of over-the-counter
preparations and contract medications producer Perrigo UK, manufacturer for Bayer UK of Germolene.

2052. Target phrase: small field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8437836

This was the second and last time the event was held, with the previous time in 1900. None of the runners from the
1900 event returned. The three-time IC4A champion Edwin Clapp did not compete; 1902 AAU champion Harry Hillman
did and was a ”weak favorite” among the small field. The United States made its second appearance.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2051:
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Q2. Answer for example 2052: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small field in Example 2051 and Example 2052 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1027
2053. Target phrase: next fix

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43225191

The film was released in the United States on July 14, 2012. Plot. Four strung out meth-addicts - Donald (Bledsoe),
Kari (Moore), David (Pelphrey) and Spot (Doran) are desperately craving for their next fix of meth. Short on cash,
the group discusses a variety of options including sending Kari to exploit their dealer’s fondness for her.

2054. Target phrase: next fix

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67782

Passage planning begins with laying out a route along a chart, which comprises a series of courses between fixes—
verifiable locations that confirm the actual track of the ship on the ocean. Once a course has been set, the person at the
helm attempts to follow its direction with reference to the compass. The navigator notes the time and speed at each fix
to estimate the arrival at the next fix, a process called dead reckoning. For coast-wise navigation, sightings from known
landmarks or navigational aids may be used to establish fixes, a process called pilotage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2053:

Q2. Answer for example 2054: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next fix in Example 2053 and Example 2054 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1028
2055. Target phrase: stand-alone event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24549810

Lessons are taught in the host nation’s language and are tailored to the nation’s needs. SFA MTTs are also capable of
providing non-standard training, such as running ranges, foreign weapons familiarization, and field training refreshers to
support Navy Component Commanders. Teams deploy and train foreign militaries through a stand-alone event or in
conjunction with planned fleet deployments, coordinated exercises, or regional engagement events. Core Competencies.

2056. Target phrase: stand-alone event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=344836

Upon its introduction, giant slalom briefly displaced the combined event at the world championships; it was absent
in 1950 and 1952. The combined returned in 1954 in Åre, Sweden, but as a ”paper race,” using the results of the three
events (downhill, giant slalom, and slalom), a format used through 1980. The combined returned as a stand-alone event
at the world championships in 1982 at Schladming, Austria, and at the 1988 Calgary Olympics. It was changed to the
super-combined format (one run of slalom on same day as downhill) at the world championships in 2007 and the Olympics
in 2010.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2055:

Q2. Answer for example 2056: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase stand-alone event in Example 2055 and Example 2056 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1029
2057. Target phrase: new military

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61736270

Kim then appointed Lee as Deputy Chairman, which made him as the youngest person to hold the position in South
Korea. 1980s. Lee was banned from politics by new military of Chun Doo-hwan in 1980, therefore unable to run in
1981 election. His constituency was then taken over by Park Kwan-yong, Lee’s secretary, and Kim Jin-jae.

2058. Target phrase: new military

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35099461

The Department of Defense has collaborated with positive psychology scientists to create the Comprehensive Soldier
Fitness program for members of the Army. More recently, the Family Skills Component of this program has been re-
leased for use by family members in the military. new military, government, and public health initiatives are focused
on fostering and promoting resilience in the military family overall. Initial results from pilot studies show that those who
are resilient can better cope with stressors and are less likely to suffer from depression or alcohol use.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2057:

Q2. Answer for example 2058: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new military in Example 2057 and Example 2058 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1030
2059. Target phrase: other’s power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53739

Marcian’s successors would grant the status of to multiple peoples and ceding them lands in the recovered European
provinces: the Rugians in eastern Thrace, Sciri in Lower Moesia and Scythia, Gepids in Dacia. This network of subject
peoples, who were generally reliable and manageable, was beneficial to the Eastern Empire. The tribal peoples generally
kept each other’s power in check without Roman intervention. They could also be induced to serve the empire against
its enemies by way of gifts, subsidies, and treaties.

2060. Target phrase: other’s power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17440610

(AESO cited in Brennan 2008:9).” Electricity with British Columbia. Alberta and neighbouring British Columbia are
buyers and sellers of each other’s power. Historically, commercial parties in Alberta import energy during peak demand
period.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2059:

Q2. Answer for example 2060: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase other’s power in Example 2059 and Example 2060 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1031
2061. Target phrase: close formation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20550679

Several hundred other criminals also arrived in the area, mostly burglars and thieves, who were not affiliated with
either side and simply took the opportunity for looting. Residents and store owners all along the Bowery were forced to
barricade their buildings and protect themselves with pistols and muskets. Fighting continued until early afternoon, when
a larger police force arrived, sent by Police Commissioner Simeon Draper, and marched in close formation towards the
mob. After hard fighting, they cleared the streets, forcing both the Dead Rabbits and the Bowery Boys into the buildings
and to the rooftops once again.

2062. Target phrase: close formation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52292265

In stripmap mode (spatial resolution of 3m), it needs 10 weeks to map global Earth’s landmass. This limitation also
posed a challenge in the design of the TanDEM-X, which is the twin satellite of TerraSAR-X. Flying in close formation
only a few hundred metres apart, the two satellites are imaging the terrain below them simultaneously but from different
angles. It requires one year to achieve one global interferometric acquisition of the Earth’s landmass for TanDEM-X.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2061:

Q2. Answer for example 2062: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase close formation in Example 2061 and Example 2062 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1032
2063. Target phrase: double taper

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24328987

Their introduction of PVC coated fly lines was largely responsible for the decline of the old line sizing system that
used letters—HCH—to designate the taper and weight of silk fly lines. Because PVC coated lines were significantly
different from silk lines, a new system evolved that identified lines with their grain weight in the first 30 feet of line (i.e.
5 wgt) and a two letter designation—DT (double taper), (ST-Single Taper) or (WF-Weight Forward) to identify the
line taper. Scientific Anglers is subsidiary of Orvis, and currently has a design lab in Midland, Michigan.

2064. Target phrase: double taper

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15235531

At one time there were only two lights. The ”Sarum Consuetudinary” (about the year 1210) says: ”Let the candle
upon the reed be lighted, and let another candle be lighted at the same time, so that the candle upon the reed can be
rekindled if it should chance to be blown out”. A miniature of the eleventh century shows the Paschal Candle being lighted
from a double taper. triple candle appears first in the twelfth and fourteenth Ordines Romani, about the twelfth century.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2063:

Q2. Answer for example 2064: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase double taper in Example 2063 and Example 2064 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1033
2065. Target phrase: healthy manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28901598

It is then packed and kept frozen in cold storage. Food safety. Fish companies need food safety certification to ensure
that the processing has been carried out in a healthy manner. One of the common certifications is Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Points) (HACCP).

2066. Target phrase: healthy manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9444359

Technostress has been defined as the negative psychological link between people and the introduction of new tech-
nologies. Where ergonomics is the study of how humans react to and physically fit with machines in their environment,
technostress is a result of altered habits of work and collaboration that are being brought about due to the use of modern
information technologies at office and home situations. People experience technostress when they cannot adapt to or
cope with information technologies in a healthy manner. They feel compulsive about being connected and sharing con-
stant updates, feel forced to respond to work-related information in real-time, and engage in almost habitual multi-tasking.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2065:

Q2. Answer for example 2066: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase healthy manner in Example 2065 and Example 2066 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1034
2067. Target phrase: front half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10215822

In addition, his measurements reveal that his shed is also too wide and too long. Terry suggests that a chainsaw be
taken to Terry’s shed so that it can come out in four pieces (after telling everyone of having quartered a moose with a
chainsaw), for which Jill is happy to oblige. The shed is cut front to back with the chainsaw, and the front half is cut
again, only to find the second cut unnecessary. The rear half of the shed is taken out, but the roof is also taken off (so
indeed, Terry’s ”Bud Shed” is in four pieces).

2068. Target phrase: front half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51509483

A non-flying replica later appeared in the 1965 film ”Those magnificent men in their flying machines” and is now
on display at the Newark Air Museum. Lee and Richards continued experimenting with models and Richards especially
further developed the aerodynamic theory of the annular wing. They developed a form having a circular lower wing with
an auxiliary plane above the front half of the main wing. A full-size manned glider proved successful.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2067:

Q2. Answer for example 2068: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase front half in Example 2067 and Example 2068 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1035
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2069. Target phrase: key driver

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47778263

”Work-based learning strategies provide career awareness, career exploration opportunities, career planning activities
and help students attain competencies such as positive work attitudes and other employable skills.” Work-based learning
encompasses a diversity of formal, nonformal and informal arrangements including apprenticeships, work placement and
informal learning on the job. The key driver is the need for active policies to secure learning that meets the need of the
workplace. Classification.

2070. Target phrase: key driver

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60630095

Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer, or the ”Monte-Carlo Sea Bath Society”, refers to the organisation which
owns and operates the key modern architectural structures in Monaco, including the Casino. Founder François Blanc
states:, ”This place has to be about dreams, enjoyment, and beauty.” The organisation is a key driver of the fantastical
Capriccio and Belle Époque movements in Monaco today. Museums.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2069:

Q2. Answer for example 2070: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key driver in Example 2069 and Example 2070 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1036
2071. Target phrase: continuing trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43240261

Also, high poverty rates are usually found in fragile, small and countries embroiled with conflict. 122 women aged
25-34 are living in poverty compared to 100 men of the same age group. And more than 160 million children are at risk
of continuing trend of poverty by 2030. Number 1 goal of UN Sustainable development goals (SDGs) agenda is to end
poverty worldwide till 2030.

2072. Target phrase: continuing trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4841771

Microstamping. While the concept of stamping sheet metal components has traditionally focused on the macro level
(e.g. vehicle, aircraft, and packaging applications), the continuing trend of miniaturization has driven research into
micro- forms of stamping. From the early development of micropunching machines in the early to mid-2000s to the cre-
ation and testing of a microbending machine at Northwestern University in the 2010s, microstamping tools continue to
be researched as alternatives to machining and chemical etching.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2071:

Q2. Answer for example 2072: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase continuing trend in Example 2071 and Example 2072 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1037
2073. Target phrase: next course
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1151989

With the first course, each guest at the table begins by using the tableware placed on the outside of place setting. As
each course is finished the guest leaves the used cutlery on the used plate or bowl, which are removed from the table by
the server. In some case, the original set is kept for the next course. To begin the next course, the diner uses the next
item on the outside of the place setting, and so on.

2074. Target phrase: next course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40250830

Then to dress in costume to reel in a handbag hooked to on a rope. The last course event; an eating competition.
Each contender that finished last couldn’t advance to the next course. Shelly and Nancy win Team Captain.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2073:

Q2. Answer for example 2074: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next course in Example 2073 and Example 2074 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1038
2075. Target phrase: support services

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2707149

SICA’s mission is to advance and celebrate activities that grow out of the development of one’s soul — one’s genuine
inner gifts or talents. SICA serves its mission by providing programs and services to individuals and organisations working
for the public benefit in the fields of art, culture, and creativity. SICA provides information, training, networking, and
support services and opportunities to engage with regional, national, and international cultural initiatives and events.
The Subud International Cultural Association was incorporated in the USA as a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization in 1993.

2076. Target phrase: support services

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1918232

Discrimination in militaries without explicit limitations or welcoming. In the US army, six states (Texas, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma and West Virginia) initially refused to comply with Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel’s
order that gay spouses of National Guard members be given the same federal marriage benefits as heterosexual spouses,
forcing couples to travel hours round trip to the nearest federal installation. Furthermore, some benefits offered on bases,
like support services for relatives of deployed service members, could still be blocked. This changed with a ruling by
US Attorney General Loretta Lynch in the Supreme Court on 26 June 2015 which ruled that Federal marriage benefits
would be made available to gay couples in all 50 US states.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2075:

Q2. Answer for example 2076: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase support services in Example 2075 and Example 2076 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1039
2077. Target phrase: safest place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2449741
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This is important as lightning can strike without rain actually falling. If thunder can be heard at all, then there is
a risk of lightning. The safest place is inside a building or a vehicle. Risk remains for up to 30 minutes after the last
observed lightning or thunder.

2078. Target phrase: safest place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33588423

There are around 500 factories in the state which come from Germany, Japan, Singapore, Taiwan, United States etc.
For small and medium-sized enterprises, a number of estates have been established by the state government. In 2016,
Malacca became the safest place to live in Malaysia. The state crime rates dropped by 15.5 per cent in 2017 with 3,096
cases recorded compared to 3,663 in 2016.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2077:

Q2. Answer for example 2078: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase safest place in Example 2077 and Example 2078 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1040
2079. Target phrase: yellow eye

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=712828

He then reveals that he knew Hope Summers was posing as Meme. He then betrays the team and plans to use the
Yellow Eye tracking technology to find his missing clones (Cluster and Weapon XIII). Luckily, it turns out Domino was
brainwashed by the yellow eye, but Meme was able to hack into her and free her. She then shoots Fantomex in the
head.

2080. Target phrase: yellow eye

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62418009

”Myosotis” ”eximia” is a extensively-branched spreading perennial, which forms clusters of tight rosettes with erect
flowering stems. The leaves are sparsely covered in dense, straight hairs that lie flat against the leaf. ”M. eximia” flow-
ers in December and January; its flowers, which Petrie described as ”large and showy, white with a yellow eye”, have
projecting anthers. The anthers are only 2 mm long, much shorter than their filaments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2079:

Q2. Answer for example 2080: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase yellow eye in Example 2079 and Example 2080 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1041
2081. Target phrase: local prisons

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67381294

Many institutions were already equipped with the latest video surveillance systems for detecting such objects, elec-
tronic lock systems and motion sensors, and laboratories to test for drugs in blood and urine. Human rights critique.
In the early colonial period of Hong Kong’s history, torture, beatings with canes and whips, and starvation were widely
used in local prisons. Often, criminals were exposed by hanging wooden signs around their necks with a description of
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what they had done.

2082. Target phrase: local prisons

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33514817

In 2008 he edited an anthology of the Dalai Lama’s writings and contributed to a documentary film on him. In 2010,
Forsthoefel was named Poet Laureate of Erie County, Pennsylvania. He said that he was going to use that position to
promote a program to introduce poetry to people incarcerated in local prisons. His tenure as poet laureate was renewed
for 2011.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2081:

Q2. Answer for example 2082: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local prisons in Example 2081 and Example 2082 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1042
2083. Target phrase: manual manipulation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49650476

Various techniques for doing that have been suggested, at the network layer, above the network layer (see Shim6), or by
using multipath techniques at the higher layers (see Multipath TCP and Multipath Mosh). Support in routing protocols.
On a network with a single edge router, it is possible to implement source-specific routing by manual manipulation of
routing tables. With multiple routers, explicit support for source-specific routing is required in the routing protocol.

2084. Target phrase: manual manipulation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=188320

Jelqing. The latinized name ”jelqing” is the corrupt form derived from the Persian ”jalq zadan” ���) ,(��� ”jalq” mean-
ing ”to masturbate” followed by an auxiliary verb ”zadan” meaning ”to strike, hit or throb”. Performed on the halfway
tumescent penis, jelqing is a manual manipulation of simultaneous squeezing and stroking the shaft from base to
corona. Also called ”milking”, the technique has ancient Arab origins.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2083:

Q2. Answer for example 2084: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase manual manipulation in Example 2083 and Example 2084 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1043
2085. Target phrase: last 5 years

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60143749

It was the 77th edition of Paris–Nice and the sixth race of the 2019 UCI World Tour. Spaniard Marc Soler was the
defending champion. The race was won by Egan Bernal of , making it the team’s 6th win overall and 4th win in the
last 5 years. Bernal also took the young rider classification.

2086. Target phrase: last 5 years
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1611906

The IRS will not accept notarized copies of the passport for ITIN application. In 2012, the IRS indicated that ITINs
would expire after 5 years. In 2014, the IRS amended that policy to expire ITINs only if the numbers had not been used
in the last 5 years. Under this revised policy, all ITINs must be used to file a return or they will expire and be reassigned.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2085:

Q2. Answer for example 2086: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last 5 years in Example 2085 and Example 2086 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1044
2087. Target phrase: political style

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19283960

The protest, which spread over 129 days, was quickly politicized and marked an inflection point in her administration.
The system was finally rejected in the Senate by an opposing vote by the Vice President Julio Cobos. The political style
of the government changed in 2010 with the death of Néstor Kirchner. President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner slowly
distanced herself from the traditional structure of the Justicialist Party and favored instead ”La Cámpora”, a group of
young supporters led by her eldest son Máximo Kirchner.

2088. Target phrase: political style

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34155657

Leadership style refers to a leader’s behavior. It is the result of the philosophy, personality, and experience of the
leader. Rhetoric specialists have also developed models for understanding leadership (Robert Hariman, ”political style”,
Philippe-Joseph Salazar, ”L’Hyperpolitique. Technologies politiques De La Domination”).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2087:

Q2. Answer for example 2088: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase political style in Example 2087 and Example 2088 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1045
2089. Target phrase: field manual

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=611440

Since officers may need to quickly move about the ship, sailors would get out of the officer’s way by bracing. The
tradition has extended to include the corridors and hallways of buildings (depending on the situation), and it is mostly an
obeisance, but it still serves a useful purpose aboard ships (especially submarines). According to field manual 7-21.13
4-4, ”Courtesy among members of the Armed Forces is vital to maintain military discipline. Military courtesy means
good manners and politeness in dealing with other people.

2090. Target phrase: field manual

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17003378

The short is one of several satirical takes on Superman produced during World War II. The purpose of the short was
to entertain and educate low-literacy enlisted men. Snafu ends up doing the wrong thing because of his refusal to read
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his field manual. The short uses a segment of the Sammy Timberg’s Superman theme song, which was previously heard
in the Superman shorts by Fleischer Studios and Famous Studios.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2089:

Q2. Answer for example 2090: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase field manual in Example 2089 and Example 2090 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1046
2091. Target phrase: key source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=636943

Restraint is distinct from isolationism: isolationists favor restricting trade and immigration and tend to believe that
events in the outside world have little impact within the United States. As already noted, it is sometimes confused with
non-interventionism. Restraint, however, sees economic dynamism as a key source of national power and accordingly
tends to argue for a relatively open trade system. Some restrainers call for supporting this trade system via significant
naval patrols; others suggest that the international economy is resilient against disruptions and, with rare exceptions,
does not require a powerful state to guarantee the security of global trade.

2092. Target phrase: key source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49106753

The 1920 Working Time Table shows relatively few Goods trains, with just one a day in each direction booked to call
at Moresby Parks. Mineral traffic was an altogether different matter, dwarfing all other traffic in volume, receipts and
profits. The key source summarises it ”...the ’Track of the Ironmasters’ ran like a main traffic artery through an area
honeycombed with mines, quarries and ironworks.” The associated drama was all the greater because all the company’s
lines abounded with steep inclines and sharp curves, frequently requiring banking.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2091:

Q2. Answer for example 2092: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key source in Example 2091 and Example 2092 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1047
2093. Target phrase: separated area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21347855

The most common problem associated with artificial nails is a fungal infection that may develop between the false
and natural nail. When artificial nails are applied to the natural nail surface, minor types of trauma to the artificial nails
which can happen from something as harmless as scraping a nail against a firm surface can cause separation of the nail
from its nail bed. This allows bacteria and fungus to potentially enter the separated area setting up an infection. Many
hospitals and healthcare facilities don’t allow employees to have long fingernails, fake or real, due to the risk of said nails
harboring microbes that could transmit diseases to patients.

2094. Target phrase: separated area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=922690
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In view of the cultural objects and the historical data, the archeologists concluded that the burials were indeed Cu-
manian from the mid-13th century; hence some of the early settlers in Hungary were from that ethnic group. In 1999 the
grave of a high-status Cumanian from the same period was discovered about 50 meters from the church of Csengele; this
was the first anthropologically authenticated grave of a Cumanian chieftain in Hungary, and the contents are consistent
with the ethnic identity of the excavated remains from the church burials. A separated area of the chieftain grave
contained a complete skeleton of a horse. Genetics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2093:

Q2. Answer for example 2094: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase separated area in Example 2093 and Example 2094 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1048
2095. Target phrase: key criteria

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33925730

The word ”tootling” is a combination of ”tattling” (monitoring and reporting classmates antisocial behavior) and
the expression ”tooting your own horn”. Tootling differs from ”tattling” because students report incidental instances
of prosocial behavior, rather than negative. Tootling meets key criteria for classroom-based positive behavior support
(PBS) and can be used in general and special education settings. In addition, tootling was considered a best practice
strategy for special education instructors for providing an inclusive classroom.

2096. Target phrase: key criteria

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=446274

The working group consisted of representatives from OECD Member countries as well as delegates from Aruba,
Bermuda, Bahrain, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Isle of Man, Malta, Mauritius, the Netherlands Antilles, the Seychelles and
San Marino. The agreement grew out of the work undertaken by the OECD to address harmful tax practices. The lack
of effective exchange of information is one of the key criteria in determining harmful tax practices. The mandate of the
working group was to develop a legal instrument that could be used to establish effective exchange of information.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2095:

Q2. Answer for example 2096: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key criteria in Example 2095 and Example 2096 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1049
2097. Target phrase: effective tool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45241605

In addition, it can be used to monitor reactions on a single surface through repeated MS analyses. Reaction monitoring
can be used to screen enzyme inhibitors. Atmospheric pressure DIOS was shown to be an effective tool for quantitative
analysis of drugs with high proton affinity. The use of DIOS to image small molecules has been demonstrated.

2098. Target phrase: effective tool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7108182
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Simply, hearing nursery rhymes before falling asleep reminds children that they are in a familiar environment, which
facilitates feelings of safety and a peace of mind. With that in mind, this provides a possible explanation for why
non-parental caretakers often rely on nursery rhymes to alleviate the child’s discomfort and uncertainty whenever their
parents are absent. As a result, nursery rhymes serve as an effective tool for emotional development in building trust in
uncomfortable situations. Moreover, some traditional children’s nursery rhymes may involve some sorts of conflict, which
the characters within the nursery rhyme must find a resolution.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2097:

Q2. Answer for example 2098: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase effective tool in Example 2097 and Example 2098 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1050
2099. Target phrase: vehicle roofs

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41104208

Products and services. Core Molding Technologies specializes in large-format moldings and provides fiberglass pro-
cesses, such as compression molding process (SMC, GMT), spray-up, hand lay-up, resin transfer molding (RTM), and
reaction injection molding (RIM). Core Molding Technologies mainly produced fiber reinforced plastics and plastic com-
posites such as shielding, vehicle roofs, hoods and so on. Besides, it also provides services for manufacturing and product
development, such as custom material formulations, composite mold construction, design for manufacturability and so on.

2100. Target phrase: vehicle roofs

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=426205

Tripods are used by those seeking crisp professional photo and video imagery and also enable chasers to tend to
other activities. Other accessories include cable/remote shutter releases, lightning triggers, and lens filters. Windshield
mounted cameras or dome enclosed cameras atop vehicle roofs may also be used, and a few chasers use UAVs (”drones”).
Late in the 2000s smartphones increased in usage, with radar viewing applications frequently used.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2099:

Q2. Answer for example 2100: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase vehicle roofs in Example 2099 and Example 2100 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1051
2101. Target phrase: quality standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29838

Chris Suellentrop of ”Slate” wrote that ”under Scully’s tenure, ”The Simpsons” became, well, a cartoon ... Episodes
that once would have ended with Homer and Marge bicycling into the sunset now end with Homer blowing a tranquil-
izer dart into Marge’s neck. The show’s still funny, but it hasn’t been touching in years.” When asked in 2007 how the
series’ longevity is sustained, Scully joked: ”Lower your quality standards. Once you’ve done that you can go on forever.”

2102. Target phrase: quality standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24116
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Peer review is the evaluation of work by one or more people with similar competencies as the producers of the work
(peers). It functions as a form of self-regulation by qualified members of a profession within the relevant field. Peer
review methods are used to maintain quality standards, improve performance, and provide credibility. In academia,
scholarly peer review is often used to determine an academic paper’s suitability for publication.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2101:

Q2. Answer for example 2102: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase quality standards in Example 2101 and Example 2102 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1052
2103. Target phrase: direct source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46080

Though it is clear that ”Ubx” is the primary gene responsible for hindwing formation, Ubx also regulates other genes
once expressed. Weatherbee (1998) postulated that differences in ”Ubx” expression patterns or levels may not be re-
sponsible for the observed physiological changes. Instead, he suggested that ”Ubx”-regulated target gene sets were the
direct source of the observed changes. Several ”Ubx”-regulated target genes have been identified, including two direct
targets, ”spalt” and ”knot”, which are expressed in the wing and repressed in halteres.

2104. Target phrase: direct source

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10189197

A Golden Book based on the first episode, sharing the title of ”The Great Escape”, was written by Diane Muldrow
and published in 1998. DVD release. direct source released the complete first season on DVD in Region 1 in 2006. This
release is now out of print.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2103:

Q2. Answer for example 2104: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase direct source in Example 2103 and Example 2104 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1053
2105. Target phrase: poor accessibility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44386956

In 2016 the TM5 was rated 4 out of 5 stars in C|Net and had a positive review on Wired. In 2018, iFixit published
a teardown of the Thermomix TM5. Without giving a repairability score, they praised the modular conception and
criticized the poor accessibility of some connections. Safety.

2106. Target phrase: poor accessibility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=468812

Out of an estimated 167,426 people residing in the governorate, 85,502 people lived in urban areas as opposed to only
81,924 in rural areas. The Bedouin inhabit the Mount Sinai area. Due to poor accessibility, at times the orchards in
the mountains have served to hide narcotics smugglers in the region. Landmarks.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2105:

Q2. Answer for example 2106: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase poor accessibility in Example 2105 and Example 2106 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1054
2107. Target phrase: three month period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60101754

Recording. Following the release of ”Front Row Seat to Earth”, Natalie Mering signed with Sub Pop in 2017. ”Ti-
tanic Rising” was recorded in 2018 over a three month period at Sonora Studios in Los Angeles and was produced by
Jonathan Rado. The album named after the RMS ”Titanic” and the 1997 film based on the ship’s sinking, which had a
profound impact on Mering when she was younger.

2108. Target phrase: three month period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14124027

While baek-kimchi is useful for intestinal diseases, it can also help to lower cholesterol and aid in weight loss. In a
study, those who have eaten fermented baek-kimchi for three months experienced lower cholesterol levels than those who
did not. (Park et al., 2016) Additionally, overweight or obese participants in the study who were given fermented kimchi
lost body fat over a three month period. Baek-kimchi also reduced the risk of metabolic diseases, such as cardiovascular
disease, in these participants as well.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2107:

Q2. Answer for example 2108: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase three month period in Example 2107 and Example 2108 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1055
2109. Target phrase: one alteration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=436113

With apparent dangers evaporating, the ship’s disguised paint scheme was also dropped and she was returned to
civilian colours. Her name was picked out in gilt, her funnels were repainted in their normal Cunard livery, and her
superstructure was painted white again. one alteration was the addition of a bronze/gold-coloured band around the
base of the superstructure just above the black paint. 1915.

2110. Target phrase: one alteration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=345919

These types of transcript-wide methods should help our understanding of known cis elements and trans-regulatory
factors within 3�-UTRs. Disease. 3-UTR mutations can be very consequential because one alteration can be responsi-
ble for the altered expression of many genes. Transcriptionally, a mutation may affect only the allele and genes that are
physically linked.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2109:

Q2. Answer for example 2110: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one alteration in Example 2109 and Example 2110 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1056
2111. Target phrase: additional involvement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10312924

Originally named the Black Canyon Shooting Range, the facility underwent further expansions with the cooperation
of the AZGFD. With the assistance of the National Rifle Association the facility was selected as the 1970 host of the
ISSF World Shooting Championships, bringing worldwide recognition to the region as well as the facility. Preparations
for the competition required further development and expansion of the facilities, which saw additional involvement
and support from the AZGFD. Phoenix became only the second US city to host the international competition, and was
the third and thus far last time it has been hosted in the US.

2112. Target phrase: additional involvement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1166569

Ferdinand also hoped to persuade the Electors to approve greater Imperial involvement in the European wars. John
George I of Saxony and George William of Brandenburg (both Protestant) stayed away to protest the Edict of Resti-
tution. The Electors who were present realized that they had little to gain from additional involvement in the wars.
However, Maximillian still asked Ferdinand for the dismissal of Wallenstein.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2111:

Q2. Answer for example 2112: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase additional involvement in Example 2111 and Example 2112 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1057
2113. Target phrase: married man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48050644

The central character, Mariam, is the elegant, classy go-getter who is dating three men at a go. She is the envy of
every girl in town, a master of the game who is living the dream life. Her best friend is Eva, a banker who is dating a
married man, and has had a daughter by him. She is drowning in delusions, believing that the man is in love with her
and will leave his wife for her.

2114. Target phrase: married man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55841343

Structure. The brotherhoods were led by a Young Brother or Akhi who was chosen by all the other men of the
brotherhood to be the leader. This man was typically unmarried, but could also be a married man or even a city elite.
In some cases, the Akhi could even be someone who already held a high government position himself.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2113:
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Q2. Answer for example 2114: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase married man in Example 2113 and Example 2114 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1058
2115. Target phrase: second details

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=980151

Based upon five principles, the statement on academic tenure is equally simple and to the point. The first principle
maintains that the terms of appointment are to be stated in writing. The second details the conditions and length of
time professors are given to attain tenure. The third notes that during the probationary period before attaining tenure,
the teacher ”should have all the academic freedom that all other members of the faculty have.”

2116. Target phrase: second details

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=397683

Chapters 8 and 9 contain two letters to Moroni from his father, Mormon. The first talks about the beginnings of
apostasy among the Nephites, focusing particularly on the practice of infant baptism. The second details the awful
state of the Nephites and foreshadows their destruction. Chapter 10 contains Moroni’s Promise and some advice for
people in the present day.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2115:

Q2. Answer for example 2116: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second details in Example 2115 and Example 2116 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1059
2117. Target phrase: one and a half times

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14458938

Though it had been established in 1960, OPEC did not gain effective control over oil prices until 1970, when Libyan
leader Muammar Gaddafi forced oil companies in Libya to agree to a price increase; other countries followed suit. U.S.
leaders did not attempt to block these price increases, as they believed that higher prices would help increase domestic pro-
duction of oil. This increased production failed to materialize, and by 1973 the U.S. consumed over one and a half times
the oil that it produced domestically. In 1973, in response to the U.S. support of Israel in the Yom Kippur War, OPEC
countries cut oil production, raised prices, and initiated an embargo targeted against the United States and other coun-
tries that had supported Israel.

2118. Target phrase: one and a half times

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7332511

The Australian angelshark has a broad, vertically compressed body and large triangular pectoral fins with free trailing
flaps. The snout has fringed barbels beside the nostrils and a pair of spiracles. Each of these is set at a distance from
the eye of about one and a half times the diameter of the eye. There are two small dorsal fins set far back and the tail
fin is small.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2117:
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Q2. Answer for example 2118: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one and a half times in Example 2117 and Example 2118 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1060
2119. Target phrase: necessary separation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=491454

These black slaves would summon their gods, called [[Orisha|Orixas]], Voduns or Inkices with chants and dances they
had brought from Africa. These cults were persecuted throughout most of Brazilian history, largely because they were
believed to be [[Paganism|pagan]] or even [[Satanism|satanic]]. However, the Brazilian [[republic]]an government legalized
all of them on the grounds of the necessary separation between the State and the Church in 1889. In current practice,
Umbanda followers leave offerings of food, candles and flowers in public places for the spirits.

2120. Target phrase: necessary separation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36273898

He briefly dated Zoe Lawford. He attempted to have a real relationship with Dana ”Scottie” Scott in the second half
of season 3, which was revealed to be a rekindling of a past relationship. But this ended in the season 3 finale when the
two realized they could not handle the necessary separation between their personal and business lives. Later in season
7, he dated Dr. Paula Agard, his therapist but it ended later in the season when she gave him an ultimatum to choose
between their relationship and working with Donna.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2119:

Q2. Answer for example 2120: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase necessary separation in Example 2119 and Example 2120 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1061
2121. Target phrase: continued practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=84168

Following the defeat of the Greater London Council in the House of Lords over its subsidised fare scheme, major
service reductions followed in September 1982. Consequently, the first withdrawals commenced, with many of these early
disposals being for scrap. The continued practice of route conversion to one-person operation resulted in a steady
trickle of withdrawals. This practice had largely halted by 1988, with comparatively few withdrawn up to 1992.

2122. Target phrase: continued practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6641326

Providing an infant with table foods initiates the development of strong oral motor control for chewing and swallowing,
including tongue lateralization and eventual bolus formation. When an infant mouths a food texture, the tongue later-
alization reflex forces them to move their tongue to the side to lick and taste the food. Through continued practice,
infants learn to volitionally lateralize their tongue—the first step in the development of a munching/chewing pattern.
Baby led weaning can start as soon as 4 months.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2121:
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Q2. Answer for example 2122: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase continued practice in Example 2121 and Example 2122 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1062
2123. Target phrase: maximum pressure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=833572

Industry standards defined ”Copper Units of Pressure”, or ”CUP” for high pressure firearms. Similar standards
were applied to firearms with lower peak pressures, typically common handguns, with test cylinder pellets made of
more easily deformed lead cylinders, hence ”Lead Units of Pressure”, or ”LUP”. The measurement only indicated the
maximum pressure that was reached at that point in the barrel. By the 1960s, piezoelectric strain gauges were also
commonly used.

2124. Target phrase: maximum pressure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1114034

There was clandestine support by the U.S. government to prevent Allende from taking office after election: On 16
October 1970, a formal instruction was issued to the CIA base in Chile, saying in part, ”It is firm and continuing policy
that Allende be overthrown by a coup. It would be much preferable to have this transpire prior to 24 October, but
efforts in this regard will continue vigorously beyond this date. We are to continue to generate maximum pressure
toward this end, utilizing every appropriate resource. It is imperative that these actions be implemented clandestinely
and securely so that the USG and American hand be well hidden”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2123:

Q2. Answer for example 2124: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase maximum pressure in Example 2123 and Example 2124 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1063
2125. Target phrase: major segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4827

Biomedical optics refers to the interaction of biological tissue and light, and how this can be exploited for sensing,
imaging, and treatment. Tissue engineering. Tissue engineering, like genetic engineering (see below), is a major segment
of biotechnology which overlaps significantly with BME. One of the goals of tissue engineering is to create artificial organs
(via biological material) for patients that need organ transplants.

2126. Target phrase: major segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17262303

The Midland does not pass through Back Bay station; a shuttle train from South Station to Back Bay was available.
The ”Beacon Hill” was restored on February 3, 1980; however, the southbound departure time was moved to 4:20pm
and the train became weekdays-only. This prevented workers on a 9-to-5 schedule - a major segment of the commuter
market - from using the train. Beginning on September 29, 1980, the ”Beacon Hill” frequently ran with one of Amtrak’s
two LRC test trainsets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2125:
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Q2. Answer for example 2126: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major segment in Example 2125 and Example 2126 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1064
2127. Target phrase: new light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22546

Unlike them, Craber et al. (1985) failed to find any distinctive EEG changes in four men during masturbation and
ejaculation; the authors concluded that the case for the existence of EEG changes specifically related to sexual arousal
and orgasm remained unproven. So disagreement arises as to whether the experiment conducted by Mosovich &amp;
Tallaferro casts a new light on the nature of orgasm. In some recent studies, authors tend to adopt the opposite point
of view that there are no remarkable EEG changes during ejaculation in humans.

2128. Target phrase: new light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=690763

In many places in the archipelago, he was beloved. It is said that the people of Tapul built a mosque honouring
him and that they claim descent from Karim ul-Makhdum. Thus, the success of Karim ul-Makhdum of spreading Islam
in Sulu threw a new light in Islamic history in the Philippines. The customs, beliefs and political laws of the people
changed and customised to adopt the Islamic tradition.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2127:

Q2. Answer for example 2128: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new light in Example 2127 and Example 2128 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1065
2129. Target phrase: newest class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5595351

In 1998, Bradford had a solo show, ”Distribution”, at L.A.’s Deep River, a gallery started by artist Daniel Joseph
Martinez and artist Glenn Kaino. Honors and awards. On March 5, 2021, the American Academy of Arts and Letters
announced they would be inducting Mark Bradford into their newest class of members. In April 2019, the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences announced that Mark Bradford would join over 200 other individuals as the academy’s
class of 2019 honorees.

2130. Target phrase: newest class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22282150

- and for the similar but smaller AORs city/river pairs with Native American names were used- USS ”Kalamazoo”,
”Wichita”, ”Savannah”, ”Wabash”, ”Roanoke”, etc. The first nine ships of the newest class of oilers were named for
noted ship designers and builders - USS ”Henry J. Kaiser”, ”Joshua Humphreys”, etc.- before returning to the traditional
river names. The names of the newest class of combined oiler/supply ships honor the names of supply ships of years
gone by: ”Supply”, ”Arctic”. Oiler museums.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2129:
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Q2. Answer for example 2130: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase newest class in Example 2129 and Example 2130 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1066
2131. Target phrase: old couple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18526891

Our Lady’s Rosary Makers. This organization was formed in 1949 in Louisville, Kentucky by Sylvan Mattingly, a
Xaverian Brother who, inspired by the message of Our Lady of Fátima, decided to form a rosary making club. The
organization started modestly, with $25 donated by an old couple for a typewriter and was based in the basement of
St. Xavier High School. Sylvan Mattingly died two years after he formed the club, but over time it grew in the U.S. and
around the world.

2132. Target phrase: old couple

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15579451

Amiboshi first appears while impersonating Chiriko at the orders of Nakago. When discovered, he falls into a river
and is believed to be dead. Found by an old couple, Amiboshi pretends that he has amnesia and the couple adopt him
as a son, calling him Kaika. He saves Miaka while she is searching for the Shinzahō, but he pretends that he does not
recognize her.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2131:

Q2. Answer for example 2132: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase old couple in Example 2131 and Example 2132 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1067
2133. Target phrase: intended use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6603793

The district court concluded that the government had not established, by a preponderance of the evidence, that there
was a substantial connection between the money and a drug trafficking offense. The court noted that large sums of
unexplained currency can be evidence of drug trafficking, and that in this case the money was bundled in an unusual
manner. The court also concluded, however, that the claimants had given a ”plausible and consistent explanation for
[the money’s] origin and intended use,” (Add. at 12), and that ”the bundling is consistent with an attempt to sort the
currency by contributor and conceal the currency from would-be thieves,” and not just to evade law enforcement.

2134. Target phrase: intended use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=156593

Puppeteers use movements from hands and arms to control devices such as rods or strings to move the body, head,
limbs, and in some cases the mouth and eyes of the puppet. The puppeteer sometimes speaks in the voice of the character
of the puppet, while at other times they perform to a recorded soundtrack. There are many different varieties of puppets,
and they are made of a wide range of materials, depending on their form and intended use. They can be extremely
complex or very simple in their construction.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2133:
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Q2. Answer for example 2134: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase intended use in Example 2133 and Example 2134 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1068
2135. Target phrase: vigorous exercise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61583621

Yoga can be used as exercise to help maintain physical fitness. A complete yoga session with asanas and pranayama
provides on average a moderate workout. Surya Namaskar (the 12-asana Salute to the Sun sequence) ranged from light
to vigorous exercise, depending on how it was performed. The average for a session of yoga practice without Surya
Namaskar was light or moderate exercise.

2136. Target phrase: vigorous exercise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21088408

Gymnasium training was compulsory for Michigan students at the time, and it was Fitzpatrick who oversaw the
training. The gymnasium training included ”muscular strengthening and improvement”, exercises (known as ”correc-
tives”), basketball, and Swedish gymnastics. During his years at Michigan, Fitzpatrick was an outspoken advocate of
vigorous exercise and what was then known as ”physical culture.” In 1910, a profile of Fitzpatrick’s work was published
under the headline, ”Makes Man Out of Weakling, Chart Shows Wonders of Scientific Physical Training.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2135:

Q2. Answer for example 2136: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase vigorous exercise in Example 2135 and Example 2136 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1069
2137. Target phrase: joint movement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60826569

Hair plates typically consist of several dozen individual sensory hairs. Each hair is innervated by a single sensory
neuron (see schematic cross-section). Hair plates are often positioned next to folds within the cuticle, so that hairs are
deflected during joint movement. Hair plates are located on different body parts, including the legs, the neck, and the
antennae.

2138. Target phrase: joint movement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=590881

Founding, 1991–1993. The United Left Front was formed in 1990 to protest the Panchayat system and restore multi-
party democracy. They organized a joint movement with the Nepali Congress, and King Birendra yielded to their Jana
Andolan in November 1990. Two constituents of the United Left Front, CPN (Marxist) and CPN (Marxist–Leninist),
merged on 6 January 1991 to form the Communist Party of Nepal (Unified Marxist–Leninist) before the 1991 elections,
and the United Left Front became inactive.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2137:

Q2. Answer for example 2138: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase joint movement in Example 2137 and Example 2138 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1070
2139. Target phrase: two key parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53855238

In Season 1, all episodes, with the exception of the pilot, are named after a tool on MacGyver’s Swiss Army Knife.
Season 2 (2017–18). In Season 2, all episodes, with the exception of the premiere, are two key parts of an invention
that MacGyver creates in the episode. Season 3 (2018–19).

2140. Target phrase: two key parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50143397

We can calculate ”N””j”(”t”+1) by summing ”N””xj”(”t”)”�””xj”(”t”) across all patches, giving where ”X” is the
number of patches. Defining formula_4 as species ”j”’s relative density at ”x”, this equation becomes Using the theorem
that formula_6, this simplifies to Since formula_8, its average will be 1. Thus, Thus, we have partitioned formula_10
into two key parts: formula_11 calculates the fitness of an individual, on average in any given site. Thus, if species are
distributed uniformly across the landscape, formula_12.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2139:

Q2. Answer for example 2140: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase two key parts in Example 2139 and Example 2140 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1071
2141. Target phrase: monetary value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30872133

Otherwise, the amount would be EBIT, or EBITDA (see below). Companies that are primarily involved in providing
services with labour do not generally report ”Sales” based on hours. These companies tend to report ”revenue” based on
the monetary value of income that the services provide. Note that Shareholders’ Equity and Owner’s Equity are ”not”
the same thing, Shareholder’s Equity represents the total number of shares in the company multiplied by each share’s
book value; Owner’s Equity represents the total number of shares that an individual shareholder owns (usually the owner
with controlling interest), multiplied by each share’s book value.

2142. Target phrase: monetary value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4310614

The extratropical system eventually crossed over Kamchatka and entered the open ocean. Impact. Although no
monetary value of all damage is known, damage was ”phenomenal” in all areas where Nancy hit. There were at least
194 deaths and 8 people unaccounted for, according to Japanese government official confirmed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2141:

Q2. Answer for example 2142: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase monetary value in Example 2141 and Example 2142 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1072
2143. Target phrase: great responsibility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1283925

Reality therapy holds that the key to behavior is to remain aware of what an individual presently wants and make
choices that will ensure that goal. Reality therapy maintains that what really drives human beings is their need to belong
and to be loved. What also drives humans is their yearnings to be free, and with that freedom comes great responsibility
(one cannot exist without the other). Reality therapy is very much a therapy of decision (or choice) and change, based
upon the conviction that, even though human persons often have let themselves become products of their past’s powerful
influences, they need not be held forever hostage by those earlier influences.

2144. Target phrase: great responsibility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11539394

Many of them worked in the building of works so special as the ”El Escorial” Monastery and the Cathedral of Sigüenza,
and great monuments in Galicia; however they barely left their mark in Cantabria. It is known that at the beginning of
the 12th century a large number of masons of Trasmiera were called to work in the construction of Avila’s City Walls.
From the 15th century on it is known by documents that they were working all around Castile and that they had positions
of great responsibility. They saw themselves in the necessity of creating a guild association, an esoteric and reserved
association in which they communicated by an especial jargon that only they knew.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2143:

Q2. Answer for example 2144: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great responsibility in Example 2143 and Example 2144 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1073
2145. Target phrase: main goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8091916

Career. Hills designed his first golf course in 1967: the course was Brandywine Country Club in Toledo Ohio. Hills
stated that his main goal when designing a golf course was to make it playable for everyone of every skill level. Hills
designed golf courses in Portugal (2001), Croatia (2012), and Sweden.

2146. Target phrase: main goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30385568

A General Confession, as understood by St. Ignatius of Loyola is a form of Confession whereby one spends 3 to 10
days preparing for a confession of all one’s ’sins up to that time.’ The main goal of the ”general confession” is to turn
one’s life from one of sin to a more devout one. The ”Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius” have done much to popularise
this form of confession, with such a confession being the significant end-point of the First Week of his Spiritual Exercises.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2145:

Q2. Answer for example 2146: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main goal in Example 2145 and Example 2146 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1074
2147. Target phrase: later association

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35168441

Others say he can mimic voices of people you know. In general, he is thought to be mischievous or evil, and has been
said to make people get lost in the woods, cause people to fall ill, steal women, and even eat people. His traditional
weaknesses include fire and the sign of the cross, indicative of later association between leshy and the Christian devil.
Vodyanoy.

2148. Target phrase: later association

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64327997

The inaugural meeting of the Association was held on the 22nd of June 1908 in Cape Town with the presidential
address given by Professor W. Ritchie at the South African College (now the University of Cape Town). The organisation
was envisioned as a national association two years before the Union of South Africa came into being in 1910. The 1908
Association, though short-lived, was the precursor to the later association founded at Cape Town in 1927 by the Hon.
J. H. Hofmeyr, Professors C. S. Edgar, W. Rollo, A. Petrie, and T. J. Haarhoff, with Marie V. Williams as Honorary
Secretary.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2147:

Q2. Answer for example 2148: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase later association in Example 2147 and Example 2148 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1075
2149. Target phrase: three major divisions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3983570

Debate. Lexington High School has a historically strong debate program, consisting of three divisions: Lincoln–
Douglas, Policy, and Public Forum, all taught as elective courses. Lexington is the only school in the country with
the distinction of having won all three major divisions at the Tournament of Champions. It has also had winners or
runners-up at other national championships including the National Catholic Forensic League, National Debate Coaches
Association, and National Speech and Debate Association.

2150. Target phrase: three major divisions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2906083

As Rapoport says, Ethical categories. Another possible system for categorizing different schools of thought on war
can be found in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (see external links, below), based on ethics. The SEP describes
three major divisions in the ethics of war: the realist, the pacifist, and the just war Theory. In a nutshell: References.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2149:

Q2. Answer for example 2150: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase three major divisions in Example 2149 and Example 2150 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1076
2151. Target phrase: life circumstances

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1880620

Born in Athens, Georgia, Dr. Foster arrived in Oakland in 1970, “already a celebrated and proven educator”. Dr.
Foster viewed the three Rs and critical thinking as the building blocks of education. He also emphasized the need for
art programs, team sports, and school activities that reflected the life circumstances of the students. In the short time
he was in Oakland, Dr. Foster created a climate that gave life to a number of firsts: the Arts Magnet School, Far
West School, Street Academy, Montera Film Festival (now the National Educational Film Festival), and the Oakland
Education Institute (now the Marcus Foster Education Institute).

2152. Target phrase: life circumstances

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67163594

Many legal actions have been taken at different levels of government to mitigate the practice, with various levels of
success. Vulnerable populations. Predatory advertising depends, in large part, on the deliberate exploitation of individ-
uals based on specific traits, life circumstances, or membership within certain groups. It is important to understand
that the ”vulnerabilities” created by these characteristics are context-dependent, meaning they vary between markets
and transactions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2151:

Q2. Answer for example 2152: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase life circumstances in Example 2151 and Example 2152 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1077
2153. Target phrase: second thrust

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14099

One early movement headed south to the upper Zambezi valley in the 2nd century BC. Then Bantu-speakers pushed
westward to the savannahs of present-day Angola and eastward into Malawi, Zambia, and Zimbabwe in the 1st century
AD. The second thrust from the Great Lakes was eastward, 2,000 years ago, expanding to the Indian Ocean coast,
Kenya and Tanzania. The eastern group eventually met the southern migrants from the Great Lakes in Malawi, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe.

2154. Target phrase: second thrust

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=113549

An umbrella with a retractable tip is used as a stabbing weapon in the finale. Ulrich wore a protective vest beneath his
shirt to help prevent harm while a stuntwoman attacked him with it. The second thrust missed the vest and stabbed
Ulrich on his chest, impacting a wound from an open heart surgery operation. Ulrich’s genuine pain was captured on film
and used in the release version of ”Scream”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2153:

Q2. Answer for example 2154: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second thrust in Example 2153 and Example 2154 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1078
2155. Target phrase: blue pigmentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=759008

In Brazil, it can be found particularly in the Southern Region, as well as in São Paulo, Minas Gerais and other places
that received strong European immigration. Blue. There is no blue pigmentation either in the iris or in the ocular
fluid. Dissection reveals that the iris pigment epithelium is brownish black due to the presence of melanin.

2156. Target phrase: blue pigmentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13031543

It has a clearly Gondwanan distribution, with species found in Australia, South Africa and South America, and
probably represent relicts of that time. The family members range in size from the small ”Americovibone lancafrancoae”
(0.9 mm) to over 4 mm in the Enantiobuninae. Some species of Enantiobuninae have blue pigmentation, which is
rather unusual in harvestmen. Name.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2155:

Q2. Answer for example 2156: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase blue pigmentation in Example 2155 and Example 2156 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1079
2157. Target phrase: open tournaments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51774317

They won 10–0 over a Macau squad, sanctioned by the Macau Ice Sports Federation. The Federation of Ice Hockey
League (FIHL), a national ice hockey federation was then established in February 2015 to govern ice hockey in the
Philippines making efforts to organize a formal national team easier. French-Filipino general manager, Francois Gautier
pretended to lead the Philippine national team in open tournaments since 2015. 2016: FIHL affiliation.

2158. Target phrase: open tournaments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=337069

Herne Bay Golf Club has an eighteen-hole course on the outskirts of the town. The Memorial Park contains a sports
field, eight tennis courts and a basketball court which can be used free of charge. Herne Bay Bowling Club is situated
next to the Memorial Park and hosts several lawn bowls open tournaments each year. There is a council owned sports
centre, The Bay Sports Arena, opened in September 2011.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2157:

Q2. Answer for example 2158: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase open tournaments in Example 2157 and Example 2158 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1080
2159. Target phrase: night riding
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=759008
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13031543
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51774317
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=337069


Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26670410

Accessories. The A350 comes with leather saddle bags and a few odd military accessories. One is the blackout light
for night riding, and the other is mounts for two SIG 57 assault rifles. The side covers house a large air filter and spare
bulbs and fuses in a foam block, and the other side contains a tool set, a lock, a cleaning brush, and goggles.

2160. Target phrase: night riding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=130546

Seventy-five percent of 24-year-old Oklahoma farmers rented the land they worked, and many found their economic
prospects hopeless. With no interest in fighting a ”rich man’s war” in Europe, they found themselves at odds with the
recently imposed draft. The WCU was more of a secret society, complete with night riding and physical violence against
its opponents. Although it is unknown how many Pink farmers were members of this organization, it is likely that at
least some sympathized with the 50 active members centered around neighboring Brown.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2159:

Q2. Answer for example 2160: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase night riding in Example 2159 and Example 2160 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1081
2161. Target phrase: right size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1790730

Van Schooneveld took an interest in them. He offered to publish an elaborate version of them at Mouton, to which
Chomsky agreed. Chomsky then prepared a manuscript of the right size (no longer than 120 pages) that would fit
the series. After revising an earlier manuscript, Chomsky sent a final version in the first week of August in 1956 to van
Schooneveld.

2162. Target phrase: right size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24085206

with the aim of taking measures to protect the area have placed logs and matted branches along the ground in
burnt forest areas, in order to slow down runoff and so reduce erosion. In some areas, cement dams have been con-
structed at some points, although experts question the logic of this, and claim that it is an excessive intervention into the
environment. In the secondary and tertiary burnt areas there are, however, insufficient logs of the right size for creat-
ing barriers to run-off erosion. Mr Antonis Angelopoulos, a geologist and vice-president of the Geotechnical Chamber of
Greece, Eastern Mainland Greece section, agrees that some of the interventions into the environment have been excessive.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2161:

Q2. Answer for example 2162: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase right size in Example 2161 and Example 2162 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1082
2163. Target phrase: alarming extent

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58605395
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The flames broke through a window into one of the bedrooms but “they were successfully combated”. “The billiard
room below would appear to have suffered to a greater extent the walls being damaged together with a number of billiard
cues, balls etc. Fortunately the wind was blowing the flames away from the hotel otherwise the main building would have
suffered to an alarming extent. Furniture was removed out into the street, the spirit room emptied, while horses and
vehicles were taken from the stables and placed in safety away from the premises.” Charles Playter.

2164. Target phrase: alarming extent

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36838106

In 1900, state legislatures in Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee considered anti-cocaine bills for the first time. Hyper-
bolic reports of the effect of cocaine on African Americans went hand-in-hand with this hysteria. In 1901, the ”Atlanta
Constitution” reported that ”Use of the drug [cocaine] among negroes is growing to an alarming extent”. The ”New
York Times” reported that under the influence of cocaine, ”sexual desires are increased and perverted...peaceful negroes
become quarrelsome, and timid negroes develop a degree of ’Dutch courage’ that is sometimes almost incredible”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2163:

Q2. Answer for example 2164: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase alarming extent in Example 2163 and Example 2164 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1083
2165. Target phrase: uniform surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51648975

Hence, all the house rooms (living rooms, bedrooms, kitchen, dining room, pantries) are located in the direction of
the objects depth. The main salon was located along the street. The design of the front façade is ornamented in the
Art Nouveau style, as a uniform surface with dynamic plastic decoration. The still distinct traditional impact of the
Academism is noticeable in the treatment of the apertures and cornice.

2166. Target phrase: uniform surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24139849

However, similar to bumper bowling, hay or straw bails are often used in place of gutters, allowing the bowling ball to
ricochet its way down the bowling lane. Another notable divergence from modern 10 pin bowling is the lack of automatic
ball return mechanisms, necessitating a human lane attendant at the end of the ice lane in order to reset the bowling
pins after the bowling ball is put into play, and additionally to return the ball to the hurler. A lane attendant is also
responsible for grooming the ice between games in order to ensure a uniform surface free of shavings or impediments.
Since the game is often played in inhospitable conditions, with snow, sleet, and hail not unheard of during day-to-day
game play, several layers of winter outerwear, including parkas, gloves, scarves, ushanka, and mukluks would be common
for players to attire themselves in while engaging in the sport.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2165:

Q2. Answer for example 2166: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase uniform surface in Example 2165 and Example 2166 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1084
2167. Target phrase: global view
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11135789

He lives in Montana. Henderson is best known for his renditions of prehistoric landscapes and their inhabitants, and
for his ”artistic” approach to paleoart through his use of light, shadow, and atmosphere. He has illustrated many books
on dinosaurs and extinct life, including ”Dinosaurs: A global view”, ”Dawn of the Dinosaurs”, and ”Maia: A Dinosaur
Grows Up”. Henderson played a role in the Dinosaur Renaissance with his images of dinosaurs and their environments,
particularly in illustrating aspects of their behaviour not seen in more traditional restorations.

2168. Target phrase: global view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1131371

The heart of the Tuxedo system is the Bulletin Board (BB). This is a shared memory segment that contains the
configuration and state of a Tuxedo domain. Servers, services, transactions, and clients are all registered in the BB
providing a global view of their state across the machines within a domain. To coordinate updates to the BB a process
called the Bulletin Board Liaison (BBL) runs on each machine to keep the local copy of the BB up-to-date.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2167:

Q2. Answer for example 2168: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase global view in Example 2167 and Example 2168 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1085
2169. Target phrase: every component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20481112

For example, as a very basic approach, a software project may consist of three layers (or components): In this com-
mon approach, a vertical slice means a bit of every layer. Again as an example, a new feature request like ”showing x
information on main screen” would contain these work bits: So a vertical slice can be defined as ”the sum of the work
that has to be done in every layer that is involved in getting a specific feature working.” A vertical slice doesn’t necessarily
affect every component in the software. For example, if the solution contains a web service, it would live in the same
”floor” as the UI, and a feature like ”supporting login/logout in webservice” that involves only the web service does not
require a change in the UI, but the business and database access layers.

2170. Target phrase: every component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4146062

The Footbridge at Blackheath Station that provides access to the platforms was built in 1911. Its twin beam con-
struction is typical of NSWGR practice. Since 1990, every component of the bridge, except the steel structure, has
been replaced. Then Chief Executive, David Hill, authorised in 1985 the reconstruction of the 1897 building when fire
virtually destroyed much of the platform building.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2169:

Q2. Answer for example 2170: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every component in Example 2169 and Example 2170 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1086
2171. Target phrase: future child
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=98214

is a legal Latin phrase which means ”from table and bed”, often translated as ”from bed and board”, in which ”board”
is a word for ”table”. Separation ”” is essentially a separation that is sanctioned by a court order, meaning that the
spouses may legally live apart, but they are still legally married. The legitimacy of any future child born to the couple
remains intact, and the spouses may not legally remarry. This type of separation allows the couple to live apart without
concerns about being taken to court for ”desertion”.

2172. Target phrase: future child

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22443782

During the 17th century, the Patron of Molnebo, just outside Morgongåva, had an affair with one of his maids. She
became pregnant and the Patron was afraid that his wife would find out about the relationship. He ”bought” one of
his farmhands who would provide for the maid and her future child. Once the maid servant and the farmhand were
married, they received a cottage as a wedding gift, or a ”morning gift”, hence the name.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2171:

Q2. Answer for example 2172: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase future child in Example 2171 and Example 2172 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1087
2173. Target phrase: yellow cord

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31527712

The family goes to Tina’s promotion except for Bob who stays to take care of the restaurant. While Tina is getting
ready for her yellow cord, Bob gets in a huge argument with Teddy but later calms down and closes the restaurant to
watch Tina with Linda and the kids. The other attendants receive their yellow cord, but not Tina who did not perform
the studio’s five elementary motions. Bob criticizes this and claims that Tina deserves the cord.

2174. Target phrase: yellow cord

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61548979

For fatigues a single-breasted jacket of dark blue broadcloth was used. The pelisse was dark blue with yellow strings,
black fur-trimmed lining and edging, both of sheepskin, and the same buttons as for the dolman. The Spanish cloak was
dark blue with a yellow cord, tassels and button and the yellow breeches of chamois. As headgear a mirliton cap of
black felt with a wing and a yellow streamer (officers had a cord and a tuft in gold, and cockade with a button), yellow
cord with tufts (officers in gold/silver) and a white standing plume or a bicorne of black felt with a clasp, pom-pom,
plume with tassels for officers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2173:

Q2. Answer for example 2174: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase yellow cord in Example 2173 and Example 2174 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1088
2175. Target phrase: initial contact
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28357698

Dennis Dan ”Denny” Teresi (born August 14, 1954), now known as Dennis Terry, is an American radio disc jockey
and former phone phreak most famous for being the person who introduced John Draper to the field of phreaking. Both
Draper and Teresi were operating pirate radio stations in the San Jose, California area. Their initial contact came
when Teresi responded by telephone to one of Draper’s pirate broadcasts. In the documentary ”The Secret History of
Hacking”, Teresi is identified as an expert in social engineering.

2176. Target phrase: initial contact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4757994

Computerized queue management system is becoming a part of IT projects within organizations for taking the ini-
tiative to use their existing hardware and database to reduce the cost of investment, taking leverage of using internal
network connectivity within the branches for central system management and reporting on the customer flow data. Au-
tomatic queue measurement systems for a complete reception solution. Reception management solutions allow managing
flows and the purposes of visits from initial contact to the service given. These intelligent management systems allow
to increase productivity and sales and reduce operating costs by ensuring that customer is served by the staff that are
the most qualified according to the request.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2175:

Q2. Answer for example 2176: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase initial contact in Example 2175 and Example 2176 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1089
2177. Target phrase: unique element

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39156141

Thus formula_36�”e” is an affine subspace of dimension dim formula_36. Since ”C” = ”G”/”K” is an open subspace
of ”E”, it follows that dim ”E” = dim formula_36 and hence formula_36�”e” = ”E”. For ”a” in ”E” let ”L”(”a”) be the
unique element of formula_36 such that ”L”(”a”)”e” = ”a”. Define ”a” � ”b” = ”L”(”a”)”b”.

2178. Target phrase: unique element

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2827321

Upon reaching the top of the conveyor, the rafts are dropped into the water to be descended down the peak, passing
through a cave and bumping against a log jam. The climax of the ride drops the rafts down into a geyser field. The final
drop has a unique element in that the rafts are spun as they begin their descent. As with all flume-type rides, there
must be a location to store or drain the water in the upper sections of the flumes when the pumps are shut down.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2177:

Q2. Answer for example 2178: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unique element in Example 2177 and Example 2178 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1090
2179. Target phrase: online search results
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30977727

One outside group, UltraViolet, has used online media tactics, including search engine advertisements, to pressure
universities to be more aggressive when dealing with reports of rape. Their social media campaign uses advertisements
that sometimes lead with ”Which College Has The Worst Rape Problem?” and other provocative titles that appear
in online search results for a targeted school’s name. Our Turn, a Canadian student-driven initiative to end campus
sexual violence, began in 2017.

2180. Target phrase: online search results

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19264489

This release has online Dash search results disabled by default in Unity 7. ”None of your search terms will leave your
computer”, stated Ubuntu desktop manager Will Cooke. Reviewer Jack Wallen said about this, ”I’ve never considered the
inclusion of online search results to be spyware. In fact, I have always considered the online results to be an efficient
means of searching for products through Amazon (etc.).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2179:

Q2. Answer for example 2180: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase online search results in Example 2179 and Example 2180 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1091
2181. Target phrase: final key

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4946169

When Beyond Dark revived spirits of the dead, Koichi gave his mother a heath flower he brought from Kaori, and
realized that he needs to fight for himself, not for revenge. Ryujino can turn ZanRyuJin from a halberd into a bow with
the use of the Archery Key. His finishing move, activated by the final key, is ”RanGeki” (��) in Axe Mode and ”RanBu”
(��) in Archery Mode. His JuuOh is the raven , which can combine with Ryujino to give him the power of flight.

2182. Target phrase: final key

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6480889

The Irish Military Archives is the official depository for the records of the Irish Department of Defence, the Defence
Forces, and the Army Pensions Board, as established by the National Archives Act of 1986.—The function of the archive
is to collect, preserve, and make available material relating to the history of the development of the Defence Forces
from the formation of the Irish Volunteers in November 1913 to the present day, including overseas service with the
United Nations from 1958. One of the most important collections is that of the Bureau of Military History (1913–21)
comprising witness statements, contemporary documents, photographs, press-cuttings and voice recordings, compiled
between 1947–1957 and available to view online at www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie Two significant components of the
Military Service Pensions Collection have been launched online in what is the cornerstone project of the government for
the decade of commemorations. It has been described by Professor Diarmuid Ferriter as providing ”the final key to
the inner life and activity of the revolutionary organisations”. The first two phases which are now online and form part
of the Military Service Pensions Collection contain over 600,000 pages documenting the revolutionary period of 1916-1923.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2181:

Q2. Answer for example 2182: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final key in Example 2181 and Example 2182 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1092
2183. Target phrase: token tribute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2292748

Several adaptations were made of the book for TV and Film. Some elements of the plot were incorporated into the
1964 film ”Murder Ahoy! ”, which starred Margaret Rutherford as Miss Marple, along with a token tribute to ”The
Mousetrap”. Instead of a sprawling Victorian estate, the delinquent boys are housed on board a retired ship called the
”Battledore”, and they go ashore periodically to commit mischief under the direction of their criminal mastermind.

2184. Target phrase: token tribute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4974040

The poor communications made it very difficult for Constantinople to control its provinces. Thus the provinces in
the Balkans, North Africa, and the Middle East became almost autonomous. Serbia was now an independent nation in
all but name, paying only token tribute to the Sultan. The western powers had invested a great deal of resources in
the Crimean War (1853–1856), and they did not wish to come to the aid of the faltering Empire again.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2183:

Q2. Answer for example 2184: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase token tribute in Example 2183 and Example 2184 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1093
2185. Target phrase: land ideal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=419651

The village was first recorded as ”Wilinges” (12th century) and later as ”Wylie”, ”Wilies” (13th century); ”Wilne”,
”Wylyene” (14th century); and ”Wyllyen”, ”Wyllyn” (15th century). Willen is not recorded by name in the Domesday
Survey, but it can be identified with the 4 hides 1 virgate assessed under Caldecote, part of the neighbouring parish
of Moulsoe, and held under the Count of Mortain by Alvered. The name Willen is probably from Anglo-Saxon or Old
English meaning (at the) ’willows’ the River Ouzel meanders through land ideal for willows. The Willen civil parish was
merged with Great and Little Woolstone to become Woolstone-cum-Willen in 1934.

2186. Target phrase: land ideal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5537314

Conflict with nomadic tribes. The most fertile part of Numidia was retained in the Roman province. This part in-
cluded the central Tunisian plateau, land ideal for the cultivation of wheat, for which the Romans had an ever-increasing
demand. The region, some 27,000 km2 in area, offered the prospect of doubling the province’s grain production.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2185:

Q2. Answer for example 2186: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase land ideal in Example 2185 and Example 2186 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1094
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2187. Target phrase: final part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2560865

Sokurov captures their physical toil and their mental desolation, as well as daily rituals such as meals, sharing tobacco,
writing letters and cleaning duties. There is no start or end to the dialogues; Sokurov negates conventional narrative
structure. The final part of the film celebrates the arrival of the New Year, 1995, but the happiness is fleeting. The
following day, everything remains the same: the endless waiting at a border post, the fear and the desolation.

2188. Target phrase: final part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=453551

Exploitation of bushmeat, particularly deer and turtles is common. Extensive deforestation, particularly in Brazil,
is leading to the extinction of known and unknown species, reducing biological diversity and adversely impacting soil,
water, and air quality. A final part of the deforestation process is the large-scale production of charcoal for industrial
processes such as steel manufacturing. Soils within the region are generally shallow and cannot be used for more than a
few seasons without the addition of imported fertilizers and chemicals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2187:

Q2. Answer for example 2188: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final part in Example 2187 and Example 2188 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1095
2189. Target phrase: irregular transfer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52883697

In 2013, he completed a transfer to Portuguese club S.C. Beira-Mar, before returning to Italy less than a year later
to sign with Sassuolo for a fee of €220,000. After impressing for the youth sides, reigning Serie A champions Juventus
made an approach for Zappa, initially signing him to a 6-month loan in February 2015. Zappa was also suspended for 45
days in 2015 due to the irregular transfer to Portugal. AlbinoLeffe also appealed to the Court of Arbitration for Sport
in order to recover part of the transfer fee.

2190. Target phrase: irregular transfer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37339066

In cases when the exposure time (for a given location on the sensor) is slow relative to movement, this distortion
combines with motion blur, yielding soft blurs. In the case of runners, the torso will be moving at an approximately
constant rate, but the extremities will be moving rapidly in other directions, yielding distorted extremities. Particularly
notable are relay runners, due to the combination of regular racing and the irregular transfer. Striped background.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2189:

Q2. Answer for example 2190: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase irregular transfer in Example 2189 and Example 2190 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1096
2191. Target phrase: wa state government
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1442115

In Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory a laser pointer with an accessible emission limit greater than 1 mW is
classified as a prohibited weapon and any sale of such items must be recorded. In Western Australia, regulatory changes
have classified laser pointers as controlled weapons and demonstration of a lawful reason for possession is required. The
wa state government has also banned as of 2000 the manufacture, sale and possession of laser pointers higher than
class 2. In New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory the product safety standard for laser pointers prescribes
that they must be a Class 1 or a Class 2 laser product.

2192. Target phrase: wa state government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48652671

The incumbent Liberal Party voiced their opposition to the program while the Labor Party said they would con-
sider the scheme but made no commitments. The Labor Party voiced its support for the end of the jailing of people
for unpaid fines. In September 2017, Dhu’s family were awarded ex gratia and received a formal apology from the
wa state government. The payment does not prevent Dhu’s family from taking further legal action, and was separate
from a civil suit lodged in the Supreme Court of Western Australia in July 2017 by them.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2191:

Q2. Answer for example 2192: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wa state government in Example 2191 and Example 2192 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1097
2193. Target phrase: ground areas

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=665570

She was buried in the parish church cemetery in Döllersheim. After the Anschluss of Austria in 1938, a search failed
to find her grave so she was given an ”honour grave” next to the church wall. This grave was tended by local Hitler Youth
groups whilst Döllersheim and the surrounding areas were made proving ground areas. In 1942, this area became part
of an artillery training area and the local inhabitants were moved out.

2194. Target phrase: ground areas

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4970176

When different colours of enamel meet each other with a neat boundary, this was achieved by firing one colour with
a retaining border of gum tragacanth before adding the next. The difficulty was often increased by the application of
tints of a different colour to a base shade of enamel before firing, so that the added colour blends gradually into the
background colour around the edges of the tinted area. This is especially used on ”flux”, or colourless enamel, as in the
ground areas, rocks and trees. In the Royal Gold Cup, flux was also used for flesh areas as on a gold background it
darkens slightly when hard to a suitable colour for skin.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2193:

Q2. Answer for example 2194: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ground areas in Example 2193 and Example 2194 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1098
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2195. Target phrase: short version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44233319

However, poor agreement was found for the severity classifications (the SSS-8 uses five severity categories whereas the
PHQ-15 uses only four). The authors note that the severity classification needs ”further evaluation in other populations.”
Overall, they conclude that ”the SSS-8 performed well as a short version of the PHQ-15 which makes it preferable for
assessment in time restricted settings.” Translations.

2196. Target phrase: short version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=482222

Finally, in 1995, the town was upgraded to city status (”thesaban nakhon”). There are a total of 102 communities
(”chumchon”), divided into 4 zones. The name ”Hat Yai” is a short version of ”mahat yai”, meaning big mahat () tree,
a relative of jackfruits in genus ”Artocarpus”. Southern violence.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2195:

Q2. Answer for example 2196: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase short version in Example 2195 and Example 2196 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1099
2197. Target phrase: animal facility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54886636

It features late Victorian and Queen Anne architecture. It was used for domestic subsistence agriculture. There are 12
historic buildings on the land including agricultural outbuildings, a single dwelling, processing, animal facility, storage,
and secondary structures. It is situated on 4.5 acres and there is a 13th contributing building.

2198. Target phrase: animal facility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39272608

The plaintiffs included People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Center for Food Safety, Animal Legal Defense
Fund, Farm Sanctuary, Food &amp; Water Watch, Government Accountability Project, Farm Forward, and the Ameri-
can Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Utah. From 2012 to 2017, Utah had an ag-gag law criminalizing
entering an animal facility and filming without consent. Amy Meyer, the director of the Utah Animal Rights Coalition,
along with Animal Legal Defense Fund and PETA, brought a facial challenge to the law, and in 2017 a district court
judge concluded that Utah Code § 76-6-112 was unconstitutional.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2197:

Q2. Answer for example 2198: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase animal facility in Example 2197 and Example 2198 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1100
2199. Target phrase: large load

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2957741
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Small strongyles can form cysts embedded in the intestinal epithelium. A decrease in the active population of worms,
as in the case of deworming, can cause larvae to emerge from the cysts (larval cyathostomiasis). Additionally, foals with
a large load of ivermectin-susceptible ascarids in the small intestine may experience intestinal blockage or rupture after
deworming. Thus, in heavily-infested animals, a veterinarian may recommend worming with a mild class of drugs, such
as fenbendazole or a low-dose daily wormer for the first month or so, followed by periodic purge wormer treatments.

2200. Target phrase: large load

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33736456

Sediments accumulate at the lowest elevation possible, in accommodation spaces. The rate and magnitude of sedi-
mentation controls the rate at which subsidence occurs. By contrast, in orogenic processes, mountain building creates a
large load on the Earth’s crust, causing flexural depressions in adjacent lithospheric crust. Environments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2199:

Q2. Answer for example 2200: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase large load in Example 2199 and Example 2200 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1101
2201. Target phrase: prior practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17058007

COM and ActiveX components are run as native code on the user’s machine, with no sandboxing. There are therefore
few restrictions on what the code can do. The prior practice of embedding ActiveX components on web pages with
Internet Explorer did therefore lead to problems with malware infections. Microsoft recognized the problem with ActiveX
as far back as 1996 when Charles Fitzgerald said, ”We never made the claim up front that ActiveX is intrinsically secure”.

2202. Target phrase: prior practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33925572

The means test is a statutory formula that determines how much income the debtor can use for debt repayment, to
ensure that debtors pay back as much as feasible. It permits debtors to shield a portion of their income from creditors
based on ”reasonably necessary” living expenses, which are calculated from claimed allowances for defined living ex-
penses. This replaced the prior practice of bankruptcy courts having to make case-by-case determinations of a debtor’s
expenses to calculate available income. The statute provides, in relevant part: The debtor’s monthly expenses shall be
the debtor’s applicable monthly expense amounts specified under the National Standards and Local Standards, and the
debtor’s actual monthly expenses for the categories specified as Other Necessary Expenses issued by the Internal Revenue
Service for the area in which the debtor resides.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2201:

Q2. Answer for example 2202: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prior practice in Example 2201 and Example 2202 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1102
2203. Target phrase: moderate force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42515484
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For example, while a subluxation or alveolar fracture would cause increased mobility, an enamel fracture or enamel-
dentin fracture would still show normal mobility. Physiological. Physiological tooth mobility is the tooth movement that
occurs when a moderate force is applied to a tooth with an intact periodontium. Causes of tooth mobility other than
pathological reasons are listed below: Hormonal.

2204. Target phrase: moderate force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2275563

It was founded in 1948 by leaders of All India Sunni Conference. JUP exercised considerable political influence in
Pakistani politics during 1970’s to 2003. Its students’ wing Anjuman Talaba-e-Islam has a considerable following in Sunni
institutions across the country.The Party is considered a moderate force in the country. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2203:

Q2. Answer for example 2204: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase moderate force in Example 2203 and Example 2204 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1103
2205. Target phrase: clear hierarchy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10698931

These include the Ministry of Health, the State Food and Drug Administration, and the Ministry of Agriculture, the
State Administration for Industry and Commerce, the General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection, and
Quarantine, the Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of Science and Technology, and the National Institute of Nutrition
and Food Safety. No single agency is responsible for all food safety regulations and enforcement in China, and the de-
partments’ duties often overlap. There are also local and regional food safety agencies, but there is no clear hierarchy
of agencies at the local or national levels. In response to complexity of numerous agencies monitoring and regulating food
safety, the National People’s Congress established the State Food and Drug Administration in 2003.

2206. Target phrase: clear hierarchy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45121270

For example Sweden-Wales at Råsunda in 1990, the penultimate match before the World Cup in Italy. The 1991
Men’s World Ice Hockey Championships became Granqvist’s major breakthrough. When Radiosporten said Granqvist
would go, he felt strange because at that time there was a clear hierarchy at Radiosporten. You would have worked a
long time to get the really big stuff.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2205:

Q2. Answer for example 2206: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear hierarchy in Example 2205 and Example 2206 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1104
2207. Target phrase: increased number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17048535

Neurologic findings and symptoms wax and wane as initial damage is done by the physical in-migration of the worms
and secondary damage is done by the inflammatory response to the presence of dead and dying worms. This inflamma-
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tion can lead in the short term to paralysis, bladder dysfunction, visual disturbance, and coma and in the long term to
permanent nerve damage, mental retardation, nerve damage, permanent brain damage, or death. Eosinophilic meningitis
is commonly defined by the increased number of eosinophils in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In most cases, eosinophil
levels rise to 10 or more eosinophils per �l in the CSF, accounting for at least 10% of the total CSF leukocyte (white
blood cell) count.

2208. Target phrase: increased number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54803040

An Chomhdháil struggled to make an initial impression on the American continent, with very few registered teachers
in its North American region, and the first feis affiliated with An Chomhdháil in the United States was not held until
June 2013 in California. Over the following years, five further annual feiseanna were introduced in North America. The
North American region was also divided into two to cater for the increased number of registered teachers. In 2017,
An Chomhdháil’s World Championships were expanded to use two competition stages for the first time, in response to
a record number of entries in both solo and ceili dance events.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2207:

Q2. Answer for example 2208: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increased number in Example 2207 and Example 2208 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1105
2209. Target phrase: red patch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17571810

The ”Red Patch” is a distinguishing marking worn by United States Marines of the Landing Support Specialist MOS.
History. The red patch dates back to the early days of WWII during the Battle of Guadalcanal. After the initial assault
on the beachhead, follow-on troops came ashore and confusion on the beach led to landing support Marines (then known
as shore party) and infantrymen getting mixed together.

2210. Target phrase: red patch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=428271

It has a tall pointed black crest, red face patch and thin black moustachial line. The tail is long and brown with
white terminal feather tips, but the vent area is red. Juveniles lack the red patch behind the eye, and the vent area is
rufous-orange. The loud and evocative call is a sharp ”kink-a-joo” (also transcribed as ”pettigrew” or ”kick-pettigrew”
or ”pleased to meet you”) and the song is a scolding chatter.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2209:

Q2. Answer for example 2210: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase red patch in Example 2209 and Example 2210 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1106
2211. Target phrase: copious amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3665940
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Like Oasis, this York band are defiantly heterosexual, and brimming with what in a previous day would have been
called arrogance, and is now known as ’attitude’.” Praise and criticism. Shed Seven enjoyed a copious amount of praise
for their music in the run up to the release of ”Change Giver”. In March 1994, ”NME” claimed that they were ”worthy
carriers of the baton that’s passed through the hands of the Buzzcocks, The Smiths and The Stone Roses”, and ”The
Guardian” named them ”this week’s Next Big Things” in late-October, highlighting the group as an alternative to the
”musical thuggery” of other bands.

2212. Target phrase: copious amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1227021

Other suggestions have been ‘sprout, shoot’, thus translating the name as ‘wood or clearing from which shoots were
obtained’. Tansley grew during the Industrial Revolution, its main industry being the quarrying of millstone grit (for
making mill-stones, now adopted as the symbol of the Peak District National Park). A copious amount of water runs
off Tansley moor above the village, eventually running into Bentley Brook, a tributary of the Derwent. Bentley Brook
and three of its feeder streams have been dammed in the past to make artificial lakes which provided water to power mills.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2211:

Q2. Answer for example 2212: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase copious amount in Example 2211 and Example 2212 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1107
2213. Target phrase: different face

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32015158

As of late 2019, it is owned by Colorado-based Vail Resorts. History. The original Crotched Mountain Ski Area
opened in 1964 on a different face of the mountain - the northeast side, entirely in Francestown. In 1970, a second area
opened on the north side with the name Onset, later changed to Bobcat.

2214. Target phrase: different face

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49240

The media reported those Europeans fleeing the country. In response, Lumumba announced over the radio, ”Thor-
oughgoing reforms are planned in all sectors. My government will make every possible effort to see that our country has
a different face in a few months, a few weeks.” In spite of government efforts, the mutinies continued.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2213:

Q2. Answer for example 2214: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase different face in Example 2213 and Example 2214 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1108
2215. Target phrase: home situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14921

A public IP address is a globally routable unicast IP address, meaning that the address is not an address reserved for
use in private networks, such as those reserved by , or the various IPv6 address formats of local scope or site-local scope,
for example for link-local addressing. Public IP addresses may be used for communication between hosts on the global
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Internet. In a home situation, a public IP address is the IP address assigned to the home’s network by the ISP. In this
case, it is also locally visible by logging into the router configuration.

2216. Target phrase: home situation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25514152

Her mother sends no money, only a postcard saying that she found her husband, and the two of them are very
happy. In the end, Tish’s mother admits it was a fake. Soon, Tish falls out with her friends, who don’t understand her
home situation and begin taking advantage of her. Tish begins shoplifting food from her mother’s workplace to survive,
sending back bills only half-paid, and looking for a new job, although no one is hiring.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2215:

Q2. Answer for example 2216: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase home situation in Example 2215 and Example 2216 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1109
2217. Target phrase: whose distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4405

The biathlon is a winter sport that combines cross-country skiing and rifle shooting. It is treated as a race, with
contestants skiing through a cross-country trail whose distance is divided into shooting rounds. The shooting rounds
are not timed per se, but depending on the competition missed shots result in extra distance or time being added to the
contestant’s total.

2218. Target phrase: whose distance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37445789

Studies reported by medical anthropologists Benedicte Ingstad and Susan Reynolds Whyte have also shown that
access to medical care is significantly impaired when one lacks mobility. They report that in addition to the direct
medical costs associated with special needs, the burden of transportation falls most heavily on those with disabilities.
This is especially true for the rural poor whose distance from urban environments necessitates extensive movement in
order to obtain health services. Due to these barriers, both economic and physical, it is estimated that only 2 percent of
individuals with disabilities have access to adequate rehabilitation services.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2217:

Q2. Answer for example 2218: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose distance in Example 2217 and Example 2218 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1110
2219. Target phrase: support point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=511445

Object manipulation acts include a variety of props in their acts, such as clubs, rings, hats, or canes. Tightwire
performers have even used wheelbarrows with passengers, ladders, and animals in their act. The technique to maintain
balance is to keep the performer’s centre of mass above their support point—usually their feet. Highwire is a form of
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tightwire walking but performed at much greater height.

2220. Target phrase: support point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5079427

The king’s son John III ordered additional improvements that never were carried out. The castle had great military
significance during the Northern Seven Years’ War (1564–70). In the winter of 1568, Eric XIV used Kronoborg as a
support point while beating back a Danish attack from Skåne. In 1570 the castle was successfully besieged and burned
by the Danes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2219:

Q2. Answer for example 2220: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase support point in Example 2219 and Example 2220 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1111
2221. Target phrase: emerging trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6016490

The Morris Commercial J-type is a 10 cwt (0.5 ton) van launched by Morris Commercial in 1949 and produced until
1961. After the formation of the British Motor Corporation in 1952, by the merger of Morris’ parent company, the
Nuffield Organization, and Austin, the Commercial name was dropped and the van was marketed as the Morris J-type.
The van followed the emerging trend of having forward controls and sliding doors on each side. It was made in both
left and right hand drive versions.

2222. Target phrase: emerging trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1543160

As the role of school counsellors progressed into the 1970s, there has become more uncertainty as to what the role
entails. This role confusion continues into the 21st century, where there is a lack of clear consensus between counsel-
lors, other teachers, administration, students and parents on what school counsellors should be prioritizing. Throughout
Canada, the emerging trend among school counselling programs is to provide a comprehensive and cohesive approach.
These programs address the personal, social, educational and career development of students.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2221:

Q2. Answer for example 2222: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase emerging trend in Example 2221 and Example 2222 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1112
2223. Target phrase: 5 or 6 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46241395

The employees of the FCCRCS made their best to keep the line active, sometimes collecting missing spares from
Temperley, Tolosa and Haedo workshops, after driving from the Patagonia to Greater Buenos Aires. In other cases, the
employees themselves manufactured the spare parts to keep Drewry railcars running on the tracks. In spite of the efforts
made by the employers, the railway continued to decline until carrying only 5 or 6 people per trip. Besides, the freight
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trains only transported one or two wagons to the port, once a week.

2224. Target phrase: 5 or 6 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41157359

It is most frequently examined in school settings, and studies testing this approach often occur across weeks. This
approach is most frequently associated with the “jigsaw method” created by social psychologist, Elliot Aronson. With
this method, students are put into diverse teams of 5 or 6 people and assigned to complete a task. Each person is given
a unique part of the total material necessary for solving the task.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2223:

Q2. Answer for example 2224: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 5 or 6 people in Example 2223 and Example 2224 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1113
2225. Target phrase: regulating body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14161280

In addition to protecting the designation of origin, the DOC also establishes regulations aimed at maintaining the
quality level of the wines associated with a particular wine region. This includes establishing permitted grape varieties,
regulating maximum crop yields at harvest, establishing minimum alcohol content, and periods of bottle or oak aging.
Producers are required to submit finished wine samples to a regulating body to ensure compliance with DOC standards.
Other levels.

2226. Target phrase: regulating body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1624613

He claimed that working long hours as an MPP justified his need for the apartment. Due to the publicity, he and
Wiseman ended the lease in August 1992. In December 1992, White moved a resolution advocating the creation of a
regulating body for social workers in Ontario. At the time, Ontario was the only province that did not have a regulating
body for social workers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2225:

Q2. Answer for example 2226: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase regulating body in Example 2225 and Example 2226 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1114
2227. Target phrase: regulating body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14161280

In addition to protecting the designation of origin, the DOC also establishes regulations aimed at maintaining the
quality level of the wines associated with a particular wine region. This includes establishing permitted grape varieties,
regulating maximum crop yields at harvest, establishing minimum alcohol content, and periods of bottle or oak aging.
Producers are required to submit finished wine samples to a regulating body to ensure compliance with DOC standards.
Other levels.
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2228. Target phrase: regulating body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1624613

Due to the publicity, he and Wiseman ended the lease in August 1992. In December 1992, White moved a resolution
advocating the creation of a regulating body for social workers in Ontario. At the time, Ontario was the only province
that did not have a regulating body for social workers. A spokesman for the Ministry of Social Services said that
legislation for social work was a low priority.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2227:

Q2. Answer for example 2228: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase regulating body in Example 2227 and Example 2228 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1115
2229. Target phrase: special action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11757658

As he later said in a 1990s interview, in order to establish himself ”one of the first things I had to do was root out
the old-line Baptists from the Board.” The passage of the GI Bill the year before further opened the doors at Redlands.
By special action of Congress, housing units from Washington State University for 50 veteran’s families were installed
on campus. Of the 219 graduates of June 1949, 126 were veterans, and of these 70 were married, breaking Redlands’
longstanding policy against student marriage.

2230. Target phrase: special action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4261308

The winner of the round (so the winner of the last trick) has to deal in the next round and the player on the left of
the dealer can start the first trick of the next round. The winner of a trick can start the next trick in the same round.
A special action comes across when a player is one point short of the maximum and is in ”pelt” (poverty). In order to
protect this player, the player on ”pelt” can always start the round, independent of the dealer.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2229:

Q2. Answer for example 2230: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase special action in Example 2229 and Example 2230 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1116
2231. Target phrase: geographical nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26143506

These days email also serves as a tool for doing asynchronous collaboration among users who are not co-located. Chat
or IM (represented as ’internet’ in the figure) helps to carry out synchronous and remote collaboration. Rodden, similarly,
presented a classification of CSCW systems using the form of interaction and the geographical nature of cooperative
systems. Further, Rodden &amp; Blair presented an important characteristic to all CSCW systems – control.

2232. Target phrase: geographical nature
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36286314

Economy. The economy of the south east is mainly based on commerce with neighboring country Libya, tourism
(mainly the island of Djerba) and petrol industries in both Tataouine and Gabes. Due to the geographical nature of
the area, agriculture is well known in Sfax Especially with olive and olive oil. The region remains quite impoverished and
marginalized in comparison to the north and the coast.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2231:

Q2. Answer for example 2232: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase geographical nature in Example 2231 and Example 2232 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1117
2233. Target phrase: group politics

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1201113

Public administration and the public interest. Storing emphasized the importance of the common good, as opposed
to the mere aggregation of competing goods, in thinking about how individuals and groups relate to the polity to which
they belong. As a consequence, Storing developed a searching critique both of the idea of scientific administration and of
theories of pluralism and group politics. For Storing, ”[j]ust what specific civil rights and duties flow from government’s
origin in natural rights is by no means obvious and thus defines much of the task of both lawmakers and jurists in a
liberal political order.”

2234. Target phrase: group politics

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63299342

The difference is that the former is tougher to organise logistically, especially when crossing international borders,
since there generally needs to be greater accommodations and more thorough approvals for a group. There is also a
tougher process of decision making with even a small group than with one or two people. Some people walking in groups
say that the walking part can be easier than dealing with group politics and dynamics. The walks should be continuous,
save for a few weeks to organise through other countries.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2233:

Q2. Answer for example 2234: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase group politics in Example 2233 and Example 2234 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1118
2235. Target phrase: challenging part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29469211

During this period, it is important to reflect upon “the interior life of Mary, namely, her virtues, her sentiments, her
actions, her participation in the mysteries of Christ and her union with Him.” The prayers said for this section include
the same as the previous. However, the consecrator is to say a daily rosary amid everything else. This week is a more
challenging part for consecrators, as it leads to an hour to two hours of prayer and reflection. Part IV: Knowledge of
Jesus Christ.

2236. Target phrase: challenging part
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3142190

The operating company changed its name to Flytoget AS. Construction challenges. The most challenging part of
the construction was the railway tunnel from Etterstad, just east of Oslo S, to Lillestrøm. Romeriksporten is the longest
railway tunnel in Norway, and is underneath the recreational area Østmarka, in geologically highly unstable ground.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2235:

Q2. Answer for example 2236: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase challenging part in Example 2235 and Example 2236 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1119
2237. Target phrase: city use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3300349

Washington Park is a park in Springfield, Illinois, listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Located at 1400
Williams Boulevard, the park features walking trails, a botanical garden, large duck pond, rose garden, carillon, and
carillon concerts. The park was purchased for city use in 1900, and construction began in 1901. Substantial drainage
and dredging were required to turn the wetland portions of the future park into ponds and grassy space.

2238. Target phrase: city use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6119265

This allowed for an unusually high power-to-weight ratio and plentiful low-end torque. Volvo’s larger D7A engine, as
fitted to the FL7, could have been easily made to produce the same power but was considerably heavier as it was the
same size as the larger ten-litre D10. The FL4 and FL6 have a cabin wide, to allow for city use. The FL7 and FL10’s
cabins are wide.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2237:

Q2. Answer for example 2238: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase city use in Example 2237 and Example 2238 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1120
2239. Target phrase: one or both feet

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=230835

For levels 1-10 a fall is 0.5 points. Also, if the gymnast hits the low bar with her foot/feet (as Beth Tweddle did at the
2008 Olympics bars qualifications, and Viktoria Komova did at the 2012 Olympics bars apparatus finals), a deduction
of 0.1 to 0.5 points will occur depending on the severity of the hit. The same deduction occurs when the gymnast hits
one or both feet on the floor while performing a skill on the low bar. Apparatus specific rules.

2240. Target phrase: one or both feet

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=221205

Eggs and nestlings are sometimes devoured, and peanuts and suet have become a favorite at bird tables. Food is
taken both from the ground and from trees, where the nutcrackers are very agile among the branches. The birds are able
to extract food by clasping pine cones in such a way that the cones are held between one or both feet. The birds then
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hack the cones open with their strong bills.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2239:

Q2. Answer for example 2240: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one or both feet in Example 2239 and Example 2240 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1121
2241. Target phrase: constant series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=184136

While this further boosted his presidential image, he also appeared conflicted by the inevitability of having to run for
the position; ”Few who knew him doubted that in one sense he very much wanted to take that path”, ”Time” magazine
reported, but ”he had a fatalistic, almost doomed feeling about the prospect”. The reluctance was in part due to the
danger; Kennedy reportedly observed, ”I know that I’m going to get my ass shot off one day, and I don’t want to.” Indeed,
there were a constant series of death threats made against Kennedy for much of the rest of his career. Chappaquiddick
incident.

2242. Target phrase: constant series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27598453

Other companies, notably Hughes, earlier made storage oscilloscopes with a more-elaborate and costly internal stor-
age structure. Some oscilloscopes used a strictly binary (on/off) form of storage known as ”bistable storage”. Others
permitted a constant series of short, incomplete erasure cycles which created the impression of a phosphor with ”vari-
able persistence”. Certain oscilloscopes also allowed the partial or complete shutdown of the flood guns, allowing the
preservation (albeit invisibly) of the latent stored image for later viewing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2241:

Q2. Answer for example 2242: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase constant series in Example 2241 and Example 2242 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1122
2243. Target phrase: 2015 class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1723882

Now Chongqing Nankai Secondary school has another campus, called Naikai (Rongqiao) middle school, which is lo-
cated at Fenglin Rd, Nan’an, Chongqing, China. The new campus opened in 2004 used to only had students in 7th and
8th grade and those in 9th grade usually went back to the old main campus in Shapingba. 2015 class was the last class
to have the tradition of returning. Since 2016 students in Naikai (Rongqiao) no longer transfer back to Naikai Secondary
School.

2244. Target phrase: 2015 class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9997305

The Titans finished the season 2–14, their worst record in Tennessee Titans history, tying the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
for the league’s worst record, and their worse since 1994 when they were the Houston Oilers. In 2015, the Titans had the
second pick of the NFL draft. They selected QB Marcus Mariota, one of the best prospects of the 2015 class. It was
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Ken Whisenhunt’s second season as head coach.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2243:

Q2. Answer for example 2244: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2015 class in Example 2243 and Example 2244 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1123
2245. Target phrase: larger branch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2419185

At the time of the schism, Irvine believed that all those who died in ”The Testimony” prior to 3 August 1914 were
saved, but that only those who followed his continuing message could be saved. Ironically, both the workers and Irvine
firmly believed they had God’s only true message on earth at that time, so now there were ”two” ”only right way”
methods on earth, both of which arose from Irvine’s revelations. The larger branch of the church he founded (known
variously as ”The Truth”, ”Christian Conventions” or ”Two-by-Twos”) continues today. Because records are not kept,
membership worldwide is roughly estimated at perhaps half a million worldwide.

2246. Target phrase: larger branch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56966

The Navy further includes the Hydrographic Institute, the Maritime Search and Rescue Service and the International
Maritime Law Commission. Army. The Army (”Exército”) is the land component of the Portuguese Armed Forces and
its larger branch. Presently, it includes around 16 000 military personnel.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2245:

Q2. Answer for example 2246: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase larger branch in Example 2245 and Example 2246 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1124
2247. Target phrase: another important role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=888486

A good climber modulates his speed and chooses the best line on a climb, allowing the following riders to have an
easier job. If the group maintains a high tempo, it is more difficult for a rider to attack and ride away from the group.
another important role in climbing is that of attacker or counter-attacker. Climbing specialists use their superior abil-
ities either to attack on climbs and thereby gap the competitors, knowing that only other climbing specialists will be able
to stay with them, or simply to maintain a high pace that others cannot match.

2248. Target phrase: another important role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37944318

”Parayan Baaki Vechathu” is the third film to feature Mammootty’s nephew Maqbool Salmaan. Mallika was initially
cast as Maqbool’s heroine but when she opted out, Anumol, who earlier acted in the internationally acclaimed feature
”Akam”, was chosen for the role. another important role is played by debutante actress Devika. Production controller:
shaji pattikara associate director : jeevan das assistant directors : jayesh, sabeesh,Jomon Jose Assistant cameraman :
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anusha, lakshmi References.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2247:

Q2. Answer for example 2248: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another important role in Example 2247 and Example 2248 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1125
2249. Target phrase: strong drive

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50952709

The paved George Price Highway now facilitates transportation to the west of the country. Freedom Struggle.
Sometime later, Belize was experiencing a strong drive to attain its independence from the British and establish the
independent Nation of Belize. The Leader of this Peaceful Constructive Revolution was The Honorable George Cadle Price.

2250. Target phrase: strong drive

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9840108

The Vikings traveled to Philadelphia for a Monday night showdown with the NFC favorite Eagles. The Vikings
started the game with a Morten Andersen field goal. The Eagles then responded with a strong drive by Brian West-
brook, resulting in an 11-yard touchdown pass from Donovan McNabb to L. J. Smith. The remaining second half resulted
in a series of frustrations for the Vikings, twice having a 1st-and-goal within the 2-yard line, only to result in a field goal
and a Culpepper fumble.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2249:

Q2. Answer for example 2250: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong drive in Example 2249 and Example 2250 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1126
2251. Target phrase: original promise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60120792

As time went on and the girl aged, she had a mystifying incident while playing with her friends in the neighborhood in
which she heard the tree demand that she hold her mother to her promise, ”or else a grave will be dug for you”. Unaware
of what this meant, she ran home to report the incident to her mother. After her mother explained the original promise
she made, she instructed her daughter on how to care for tree, reminding her to water it daily. The tree gradually im-
proved in health and appearance over the subsequent years.

2252. Target phrase: original promise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7121840

Epping Line upgrade. Following the election of the Bracks State Government in October 1999, a promise was made
to restore the rail service to South Morang by 2003. In 2004 it was decided a bus would be delivered instead and in May
2006, the original promise of rail was delayed until 2021. As a result of continued community pressure by the South
Morang Rail Alliance, an alliance of all the community groups in the area, Premier Brumby announced in 2008 that con-
struction of the extension would be brought forward to 2010, with the new station opening to the public on 22 April 2012.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2251:

Q2. Answer for example 2252: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase original promise in Example 2251 and Example 2252 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1127
2253. Target phrase: major production centers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5580524

Sugarcane smut did not make it to the western hemisphere until the 1940s when it reached Argentina. Aus-
tralia was the last major producer of sugarcane to be infected. In 1998, the western coast was infected but the
major production centers for Australia are on the country’s east coast. Now infected plants have been found on
both sides of the country, making sugarcane smut an issue in all production centers.

2254. Target phrase: major production centers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=189764

On January 11, 1949, WGN-TV—along with WNBQ and WENR-TV—began transmitting network programming
over a live coaxial feed originating from New York City; this allowed Channel 9 to be able to carry a regular schedule
of CBS and DuMont programs that could be transmitted as they aired in the Eastern Time Zone. WBKB-TV assumed
primary rights to CBS programming on September 5, 1949; as such, WGN began dropping many CBS shows from its
schedule but continued to carry certain network programs that channel 4 declined to broadcast (eventually being reduced
strictly to CBS’s weekday morning soap opera block by 1952). During its tenure with DuMont, WGN-TV became one
of that network’s strongest affiliates, as well as one of its major production centers. Several DuMont programs were
produced from the station’s facilities during the late 1940s and the first half of the 1950s, including ”The Al Morgan
Show”, ”Chicago Symphony”, ”Chicagoland Mystery Players”, ”Music From Chicago”, ”The Music Show”, ”They Stand
Accused” (the first televised courtroom drama program), ”This is Music”, ”Windy City Jamboree” and ”Down You Go”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2253:

Q2. Answer for example 2254: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major production centers in Example 2253 and Example 2254 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1128
2255. Target phrase: complicated case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1617940

However, Sir Aylmer is busy listening to a band playing. The music ends, but then Sir Aylmer is distracted by the
distinguished, snobbish Lord Rumbelow. Lord Rumbelow has a complicated case of telangiectasis and acts superior
towards the minor gout patient Sir Aylmer. Mortimer arrives, despite Annabel’s attempts to stop him, and tells Sir
Aylmer that he must not allow his nephew to marry Annabel.

2256. Target phrase: complicated case

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16148460

After the Muslims were detained for a night in prison, officials took them before a judge who ordered their immediate
release. The NGOs Memorial and SOVA reported that government officials have harassed Muslims in Adygeia since sum-
mer 2005, including seizing religious literature, preventing congregants from attending Friday prayers, and warning them
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to stop attending the mosque. A complicated case regarding the disruption of an April 2006 meeting of Jehovah’s Wit-
nesses in Moscow was still pending. In April 2006 the Lyublino Police Department of Moscow disrupted a religious meeting
of Jehovah’s Witnesses, and officers detained and interrogated 14 male leaders of the congregation, taking their passports.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2255:

Q2. Answer for example 2256: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase complicated case in Example 2255 and Example 2256 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1129
2257. Target phrase: new blood

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=329119

Only a head mask to cover the top and back of the head, like the one Brooker wore while wearing the hockey mask,
was needed for the film. Make-up artist Louis Lazzara, who cites ”A New Beginning” as almost a direct sequel to ”The
Final Chapter”, did base his head-mask on Tom Savini’s design for ”The Final Chapter”. ”Friday the 13th Part VII:
The new blood” sought to make Jason more of a ”classic monster along the lines of Frankenstein.” From the beginning,
Buechler tried to tie the previous films together by having Jason’s appearance reflect that of the damage he received in
the previous installments.

2258. Target phrase: new blood

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46289939

The original article, and subsequent articles sent to newspapers nationwide, drew widespread interest and T.H.R.O.
(”Throw the Hypocritical Rascals Out”) was formed. The 1991 congressional election was Gargan’s target, and he urged
citizens to vote all incumbent congressmen out of office and replace them with new blood. The movement was so
widespread that Gargan was even named ”Time” magazine’s ”Hero of the Week” on September 10, 1990.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2257:

Q2. Answer for example 2258: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new blood in Example 2257 and Example 2258 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1130
2259. Target phrase: remaining community members

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59611216

The meat and blubber would be adorned with eagle feathers and down in order to honour the whale’s sacrifice.
The lines of the harpoon used to kill the whale were hung on two poles and more feathers along with the whale’s eyes
were placed next to the saddle. Following the first cut of the whale, the remaining meat was subsequently distributed
among the whaling crews and remaining community members based on social standing. For four days following the
successful hunt, the whaling chief and his wife would host ceremonies giving thanks to the whale’s spirit, culminating in
a feast of the saddle for themselves and the crew.

2260. Target phrase: remaining community members

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=367052
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This community became known as the ”Alm Bruderhof”. Continuing pressure from the Nazi government caused
others to move to England and found the Cotswold Bruderhof in 1936. On April 14, 1937, secret police surrounded the
Rhön Bruderhof, confiscated the property, and gave the remaining community members forty-eight hours to flee the
country. By 1938, all the Bruderhof members had reassembled in England.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2259:

Q2. Answer for example 2260: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase remaining community members in Example 2259 and Example 2260 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 1131
2261. Target phrase: next test

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25052811

Some of these tests involve Tapp in numerous ways. Tapp’s first test is to save Amanda Young, the woman he
interrogated during ”Saw”, unbeknown to him that she had become Jigsaw’s secret apprentice. Upon saving her, she
stages her kidnapping by another Jigsaw apprentice called Pighead, and Tapp moves to his next test. The second test
is for Jennings Foster, a fellow officer of Tapp’s who had committed a hit-and-run which he framed an innocent person for.

2262. Target phrase: next test

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1706838

Typically, radiographs are taken of the hip from the front (AP view), and side (lateral view). Frog leg views are to be
avoided, as they may cause severe pain and further displace the fracture. In situations where a hip fracture is suspected
but not obvious on x-ray, an MRI is the next test of choice. If an MRI is not available or the patient can not be placed
into the scanner a CT may be used as a substitute.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2261:

Q2. Answer for example 2262: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next test in Example 2261 and Example 2262 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1132
2263. Target phrase: camp clothes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63167393

The Germans allowed them to carry up to 100 lbs. They brought food, alcohol, household items, utensils, clothing,
prams, medication, valuables, and professional tools, with their names, addresses and dates of birth on the luggage, all of
which ended up in Kanada. When they arrived at the camp, prisoners had to strip naked, either to be shaved and given
camp clothes, or to be gassed. From around 1942, the belongings of deceased Jews, Poles, French citizens, the Roma
and Soviet citizens and POWs were regarded as the property of Germany, which meant the camp made no attempt to
pass it to the next of kin.

2264. Target phrase: camp clothes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30717530
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Each Bully receives $800 per semester scholarship for their first year and $1,000 per semester scholarship for each ad-
ditional year as a team member, as well as camp clothes, camp fees, mascot uniforms and travel expenses. Beginning the
2008-2009 school year, Mississippi State added a Bully mascot to its Meridian campus. The Meridian campus Bully also
attends UCA College Mascot camp and receives camp clothes, a mascot uniform, and a $150 per semester scholarship.
Bully gained national attention in 2013 after being struck by an ESPN cart during that season’s Egg Bowl game between
Mississippi State and Ole Miss.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2263:

Q2. Answer for example 2264: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase camp clothes in Example 2263 and Example 2264 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1133
2265. Target phrase: present practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11738868

And today Jesuit missions, as in Africa and India, are more involved in educating and further assisting the poor-
est rural populations, such as the Dalits and Adivasi in India, then in direct conversion efforts. This is true also in
China where proselytizing was forbidden but many Christians assisted with language studies. The present practice
in Asia and Africa is detailed in the articles on hundreds of educational institutions and development centres that the
Jesuits administer. Much the same can be said of other Catholic lay and religious groups and their contemporary missions.

2266. Target phrase: present practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=221857

All Chinese nationals who were born or who have ordinarily resided in Hong Kong for a continuous period of seven
years or more are qualified to obtain permanent identity cards. Those cardholders can also get a passport of the HKSAR,
which is valid for all states and regions. But the entry into the HKSAR of persons from other parts of China shall
continue to be regulated in accordance with the present practice. PRC’s basic policies regarding Hong Kong (Annex
I).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2265:

Q2. Answer for example 2266: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase present practice in Example 2265 and Example 2266 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1134
2267. Target phrase: black base

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13724047

In the north chapel is the monument to Sir John Crewe who died in 1711 with his semi-recumbent effigy in a flowing
robe and weeping cherubs at his head and feet. The finest memorial is the altar tomb in the chancel to Jane Done
who died in 1662, Mary Crewe who died in 1690, and her granddaughter Mary Knightley who died as a child in 1674.
The three figures are in white marble on a black base, the adults recumbent and the child standing holding flowers.
Also in the church is a memorial board believed to have been painted by a member of the Randle Holme family of Chester.

2268. Target phrase: black base
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=72883

The Nuggets’ first ”City” uniform had a navy base, highlighting the pick-axe and mountain logo in front and in-
corporating sublimated mountain peak patterns on the shorts. The Nuggets’ 2018–19 ”City” uniform was a callback to
the team’s 1982–93 rainbow uniforms, featuring a sublimated pattern of the rainbow logo and navy lettering. The same
design was used for the 2019–20 ”City” uniform, albeit with a black base and white letters. For 2020–21, the Nuggets
kept the same ”City” uniform design but eliminated the rainbow pattern and went with a red/yellow/orange gradient
within the mountains and a flatirons red base.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2267:

Q2. Answer for example 2268: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase black base in Example 2267 and Example 2268 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1135
2269. Target phrase: known use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3386326

Estragole is used in perfumes and is restricted in flavours as a biologically active principle: it can only be present
in a flavour by using an essential oil. Upon treatment with potassium hydroxide, estragole converts to anethole. A
known use of estragole is in the synthesis of magnolol. Safety.

2270. Target phrase: known use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26738142

Subsequent use. In 1325 Castell Arnallt was part of the estates gifted to Sir William de Hastings, a relative of the
lord of Abergavenny. The only known use of the site after the castle was destroyed is agriculture. The site has been
surveyed, but has not been excavated.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2269:

Q2. Answer for example 2270: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase known use in Example 2269 and Example 2270 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1136
2271. Target phrase: stake holders

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23580463

Also he had taken steps to groom them to perform better in their assigned tasks. He had directed the official to foster
good eating habits and better choice of nutritious food amongst the school children. Also he had fine tune the ministry
procedures by introducing new systems to make affairs more transparent to the stake holders. Apart from the entrusted
duties on education the minister has taken up the responsibilities of Archeology and Heritage to preserve our culture to
generations to come.

2272. Target phrase: stake holders

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45413337
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The Marine Aquarium Council (MAC) was an international organization formed in 1998 by stake holders including
animal collectors, exporters, importers, retailers, aquarium keepers, and public aquariums, conservation organizations
and government agencies. MAC recognized problems in the trade and wanted to address them. Vosseler listed them as
follows: The stake holders were unable to regulate the industry and MAC ceased to function due to internal disagree-
ments in 2008. Call for prohibition.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2271:

Q2. Answer for example 2272: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stake holders in Example 2271 and Example 2272 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1137
2273. Target phrase: either event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1569512

Many large, famous Indian diamonds of old (such as the Orloff and Sancy) also feature a rose-like cut; there is some
suggestion that Western cutters were influenced by Indian stones, because some of these diamonds may predate the
Western adoption of the rose cut. However, Indian ”rose cuts” were far less symmetrical as their cutters had the primary
interest of conserving carat weight, due to the divine status of diamond in India. In either event, the rose cut continued
to evolve, with its depth, number and arrangements of facets being tweaked. The first brilliant cuts were introduced in
the middle of the 17th century.

2274. Target phrase: either event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32072115

Others, including a contemporary report of the vessel’s disposal in 1951, state that a Lebanese businessman named
George Arida purchased the vessel for use as his personal yacht in September 1946. In March 1947, the ship was involved
in a collision and repairs were completed in Beirut by November 1947, when she was re-launched from the dry dock. In
either event, the ship had been disarmed and any equipment with military use was removed by the British before the
sale. The intelligence service of the Haganah incorrectly suspected that Arida or the Lebanese company intended to use
the vessel for the Lebanese Navy to attack Haifa, so they sent a saboteur to attack it with limpet mines in November 1948.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2273:

Q2. Answer for example 2274: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase either event in Example 2273 and Example 2274 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1138
2275. Target phrase: similar ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1417282

It has been studied in experimental economics as inequity aversion. Taxation. In public finance, ”horizontal equity”
is the idea that people with a similar ability to pay taxes should pay the same or similar amounts. It is related to the
concept of ”tax neutrality” or the idea that the tax system should not discriminate between similar things or people, or
unduly distort behavior.

2276. Target phrase: similar ability
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18403541

Paralympic records were broken in 122 events, of which the records in 108 events were also world records. Classifica-
tions. Athletes are allocated a classification for each event based upon their disability to allow fairer competition between
athletes of similar ability. The classifications for swimming are: Classifications run from S1 (severely disabled) to S10
(minimally disabled) for athletes with physical disabilities, and S11 (totally blind) to S13 (legally blind) for visually
impaired athletes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2275:

Q2. Answer for example 2276: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase similar ability in Example 2275 and Example 2276 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1139
2277. Target phrase: alternative cover

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29159898

The music video was shot in early October on a set in Namyangju, Gyeonggi Province, and was directed by Cho
Soo-hyun. ”JoJo” was promoted alongside ”Ring Ding Dong” as the second promotional track from the album. The EP
was released in Japan on January 20, 2010, with an alternative cover and a bonus DVD. The release peaked at number
40 on the weekly Oricon chart, charting for three weeks.

2278. Target phrase: alternative cover

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=858815

When a policy is sold, all beneficial rights on the policy are transferred to the new owner. The new owner takes on
responsibility for future premium payments and collects the maturity value when the policy matures or the death benefit
when the original life assured dies. Policyholders who sell their policies, no longer benefit from the life cover and should
consider whether to take out alternative cover. The TEP market deals exclusively with Traditional With Profits policies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2277:

Q2. Answer for example 2278: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase alternative cover in Example 2277 and Example 2278 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1140
2279. Target phrase: little light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=174050

You led the line. Your feet hit the dirty pavement with a sureness of direction. You walked proudly onward singing
’this little light of mine, ’and the people echoed, ’shine, shine, shine.’” Academic.

2280. Target phrase: little light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6504515

The basket was affixed to a lever that allowed it to be manipulated as required. (The bascule – from the French for
”seesaw” – refers to the counterbalancing of the lever, which facilitates raising and lowering the basket; when one end is
lowered the other is raised.) The ”vippefyr” system was generally viewed as ineffective, as it produced little light and
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was usually unreliable. In 1560 Frederick II of Denmark ordered the erection of beacons at Skagen, Anholt and Kullen
Lighthouse to mark the main route through Danish waters from the North Sea to the Baltic.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2279:

Q2. Answer for example 2280: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase little light in Example 2279 and Example 2280 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1141
2281. Target phrase: customer purchase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31022857

Siemens was the first company to offer simultaneous PET/MR acquisitions, with the first systems installed in 2010
based on avalanche photodiode detectors. Currently Siemens and GE are the only companies to offer a fully integrated
whole body and simultaneous acquisition PET-MRI system. The Siemens system (Biograph mMR) received a CE mark
and FDA approval for customer purchase in 2011. The GE system (SIGNA PET/MR) received its 510K &amp; CE
mark in 2014.

2282. Target phrase: customer purchase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45691207

Fare includes barbecue sandwiches, brisket, barbecue chicken, pulled pork, pork shoulder, pork ribs, beef ribs, beef-
steak and other foods. Various side dishes are typically available, such as baked beans, macaroni and cheese, coleslaw
and corn on the cob, among others. A variety of barbecue sauces may be available, and some barbecue restaurants bottle
their own sauces for customer purchase. Some barbecue restaurants prepare their foods without any sauces, and may
not offer any as condiments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2281:

Q2. Answer for example 2282: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase customer purchase in Example 2281 and Example 2282 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1142
2283. Target phrase: first stripe

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38371962

Packing Box Stripes. A straight stripe indicated Pistol, Carbine, Rifle and Medium Machine gun ammunition; it
was vertical on the long sides and top and horizontal on the ends. Triple straight stripes were painted horizontally with
the first stripe on top and the third stripe on the bottom. A diagonal stripe (lower left corner to upper right corner)
indicated Heavy Machine gun ammunition.

2284. Target phrase: first stripe

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39141108

At the finish, Wheatley was found tending to the gash across his horse’s hind quarters. He asked Donoghue, ”What
am I going to say when the trainer sees me?”. Donoghue quipped back, ”Tell him you’ve been promoted to lance-corporal
and you’ve been given your first stripe.” After the war, though, Wheatley’s career began to falter again.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2283:

Q2. Answer for example 2284: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first stripe in Example 2283 and Example 2284 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1143
2285. Target phrase: safety issues

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1685447

The part of the reporting form with contact information is detached and returned to the reporter. ASRS will issue
”alerts” to relevant parties, such as airlines, air traffic controllers, manufacturers, and airport authorities if NASA con-
siders the issue to be significant to improved aviation safety. The ASRS also publishes a monthly newsletter highlighting
safety issues, and now has an online database of reports that is accessible by the public. This database makes a large
body of de-identified reports available to safety researchers world-wide.

2286. Target phrase: safety issues

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18151101

She stated her belief that prison reform led by role modeling and inspiration, education, and vocational training could
stop the cycle of generation-to-generation crime. By the late 1990s the female inmate population at DCC, which had a
capacity for 884, was over 1,100, was growing at about 17% per year, and was requiring a statewide shuffling of beds.
The employee union was again objecting to conditions, citing safety issues and overworking of staff, who had been
scheduled for 2–3 extra shifts per week. There continued to be allegations of sexual misconduct, despite the 1997 state
law prohibiting any sexual contact regardless of consent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2285:

Q2. Answer for example 2286: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase safety issues in Example 2285 and Example 2286 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1144
2287. Target phrase: constituent elements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48336

An electrolyte in a solution may be described as ”concentrated” if it has a high concentration of ions, or ”diluted” if it
has a low concentration. If a high proportion of the solute dissociates to form free ions, the electrolyte is strong; if most
of the solute does not dissociate, the electrolyte is weak. The properties of electrolytes may be exploited using electrolysis
to extract constituent elements and compounds contained within the solution. Alkaline earth metals form hydroxides
that are strong electrolytes with limited solubility in water, due to the strong attraction between their constituent ions.

2288. Target phrase: constituent elements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24220382

He then sought legitimacy by his grand reconstruction of the Temple. Social and religious state. Herod once again
turned Jerusalem into a Hellenistic city, including all the constituent elements and institutions of a Polis. He built
a large theatre, instituted wrestling tournaments in honor of the Emperor, staged spectacles where men fought wild
animals, and encouraged gentile immigration to Jerusalem.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2287:

Q2. Answer for example 2288: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase constituent elements in Example 2287 and Example 2288 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1145
2289. Target phrase: entry stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38131289

River Plate were the defending champions, but were eliminated by Huracán in the semifinals. Teams. The following
47 teams from the 10 CONMEBOL associations qualified for the tournament: The entry stage is determined as follows:
Draw. The draw of the tournament was held on July 16, 2015 at the CONMEBOL Convention Centre in Luque, Paraguay.

2290. Target phrase: entry stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2661638

Berger and Calabrese formulated the following theorems deductively from their original seven axioms: Viewed collec-
tively, the theorems provide a framework for examining and predicting the process of getting to know someone. Table 1:
Theorems of Uncertainty Reduction Theory *Table 1 summarizes the seven axioms and their relationships as theorems
Stages of relational development. Berger and Calabrese separate the initial interaction of strangers into three stages: the
entry stage, the personal stage, and the exit stage. Each stage includes interactional behaviors that serve as indicators
of liking and disliking.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2289:

Q2. Answer for example 2290: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase entry stage in Example 2289 and Example 2290 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1146
2291. Target phrase: least one report

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=624630

However, the correct term used to refer to this group of people collectively by the natives is ”Ayneha”. Although some
Speakers in Mali have also adopted the name ”Songhay” as an ethnic designation, other Songhay-speaking groups identify
themselves by other ethnic terms such as Zarma (or Djerma, the largest subgroup) or Isawaghen. The dialect of Koyraboro
Senni spoken in Gao is unintelligible to speakers of the Zarma dialect of Niger, according to at least one report. The
Songhay languages are commonly taken to be Nilo-Saharan but this classification remains controversial: Dimmendaal
(2008) believes that for now it is best considered an independent language family.

2292. Target phrase: least one report

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22255111

The awkward time slot may have led to its failure. In its short run, the program featured episodes adapted from
stories by (and in some cases written by) authors including Robert A. Heinlein, Ray Bradbury, Theodore Sturgeon,
John D. McDonald, Murray Leinster, Frank Belknap Long and Milton Lesser. After its initial cancellation, there was at
least one report that the network planned on reviving it, but this did not happen. Donald Davis produced the program.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2291:

Q2. Answer for example 2292: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least one report in Example 2291 and Example 2292 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1147
2293. Target phrase: specific version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2587315

The latter initiated some major codifications of the Roman law, but they also issued their own ”new laws”, the ”Nov-
els” (”Novellae”, ”Ν�����”). In early Byzantine (late Roman) era the legislative interest of the emperors intensified, and
laws were now regulating the main aspects of public, private, economic and social life. For example, Constantine I was
the first to regulate divorce and Theodosius I intervened in faith issues, imposing a specific version of the Creed. From
Diocletian to Theodosius I, namely during approximately 100 years, more than 2,000 laws were issued.

2294. Target phrase: specific version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=420787

The migration from traditional, tape-based analog studio technology to the Pro Tools platform took place within
the industry: Ricky Martin’s ”Livin’ la Vida Loca” (1999) was the first ”Billboard” Hot 100 number-one single to be
recorded, edited, and mixed entirely within the Pro Tools environment, allowing a more meticulous and effortless editing
workflow (especially on vocals). While consolidating its presence in professional studios, Digidesign began to target the
mid-range consumer market in 1999 by introducing the Digi001 bundle, consisting of a rack-mount audio interface with
eight inputs and outputs with 24-bit, 44.1/48 kHz capability and MIDI connections. The package was distributed with
Pro Tools LE, a specific version of the software without DSP support, limited to 24 mixing tracks. High-resolution
audio and consolidation of digital recording and mixing: Pro Tools | HD (2002–2011).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2293:

Q2. Answer for example 2294: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific version in Example 2293 and Example 2294 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1148
2295. Target phrase: similar sort

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5058415

For example in the 2009–10 NFL playoffs, two bets were made: During the 2010 Winter Olympic Games, US President
Barack Obama and Canada Prime Minister Stephen Harper wagered a case of beer on the outcome of the gold medal
game in the men’s ice hockey tournament. President Obama sent Prime Minister Harper a case of Molson Canadian and
a case of Yuengling lager (Obama’s favorite beer, brewed in Pennsylvania) to settle the bet. A similar sort of betting
occurs elsewhere, although the subject is as likely not to be sport. German Green politician and gastronome Joschka
Fischer was noted for betting cases of wine and fine spirits on the outcomes of German elections with politicians of other
parties.

2296. Target phrase: similar sort

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20087534
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These other-oriented emotions include feelings of tenderness, sympathy, compassion, soft-heartedness, and the like.
Empathic concern is often and wrongly confused with empathy. To empathize is to respond to another’s perceived emo-
tional state by experiencing feeling of a similar sort. Empathic concern or sympathy not only include empathizing, but
also entails having a positive regard or a non-fleeting concern for the other person.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2295:

Q2. Answer for example 2296: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase similar sort in Example 2295 and Example 2296 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1149
2297. Target phrase: great excitement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13294

Oklahoma. Oil was discovered at Bartlesville and Burbank in 1897. But the initial discoveries created no great excitement
until the discovery gusher of the Glenn Pool in 1905. The Glenn discovery came when Gulf Coast production was declining
rapidly, and the operators were eager for new areas to drill.

2298. Target phrase: great excitement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44295993

Historically, the rituals were used or viewed as an attempt to break the inequalities, mainly caste-based, prevailed in
the society of the time, and to strengthen and uplift the sociologically downtrodden and ill-treated. Examples of this
include the charity on food as ’Anna Dharmam’ , physical as well as spiritual cleanliness through Thuvayal Thavasu,
eliminating untouchability through Thottunamam, self-respect and courage through headgear, and unifying various castes
through Muthirikkinaru. His revolutionary doctrine caused great excitement among the people and prepared them to
fight for their rights. (SFSE 48) During this time he also believed to have incinerated the demons and also seized the
power of the witchcraft, sorcery etc.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2297:

Q2. Answer for example 2298: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great excitement in Example 2297 and Example 2298 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1150
2299. Target phrase: perceptible change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60424603

The first railway on the island was built for phosphate traffic, a gravity-worked cable funicular from the mountain to
the harbour on Fuikbaai near Nieuwpoort. Limestone is also mined in the area and with the great expansion and pros-
perity post-WWII, this was in demand for the production of cement and, with local sand, concrete for local construction,
aided by cheap fuel as distillation waste from the refinery. By the 1960s, this had led to a perceptible change in the
shape of the mountain when viewed from a distance. To preserve its appearance, mining since has adopted a ’hollow-tooth’
strategy, where mining proceeds and has hollowed out much of the volume of the mountain, whilst preserving its outer
periphery, at least for the remaining Northern face.

2300. Target phrase: perceptible change
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49418114

Chesterfield gave him the go-by at the wind up of last season, along with Bob Hope, considering the weekly tab too
high. The Hollywood and Vine reports have it that, as with Jack Benny before him, the production, accoutrements and
bankroll on Bing’s showcase have been trimmed in keeping with the ‘radio re-appraisal’, if so, GE has grabbed itself a
good deal. For there is no perceptible change - so far as the listener is concerned - either in Crosby or his entourage.”
The shows continued until July 2, 1953, and the audience share for the season was 6.5 which enabled the program to
scrape into twentieth position in the Nielsen ratings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2299:

Q2. Answer for example 2300: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase perceptible change in Example 2299 and Example 2300 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1151
2301. Target phrase: show title

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41943002

An Internet radio show titled , abbreviated as , began to broadcast on March 8, 2007. This series is sponsored by
Purple Software and Palette, and the show is hosted by Hideki Ogihara and Kazane. The show title was ”Homerarete
Nobiru Radio PP” at first, but later it changed to ”Homerarete Nobiru Radio Z” on May 5, 2011. Palette Broadcasting
Station.

2302. Target phrase: show title

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57820697

In 2014, the exhibition titled “The Trouble with Angels,” at Palazzo Saluzzo Paesana in Turin was dedicated to
Canadian artist Ray Caesar. In the same year, Dorothy Circus Gallery has worked alongside with publishing house
Drago to produce a trilogy of books documenting over three years of exhibitions dedicated to the Lowbrow art movement
and followed by other publications such as the monography ‘hello here I am’ about Japanese artist Kazuki Takamatsu.
In 2016, the show title “Mysterium Coniunctionis featured power couple Mark Ryden and Marion Peck and it exhibited
some of the couple limited edition prints. In the same year, the gallery founded the concept store Dorothy Circus Factory,
with the production of “Palpitation,” a memorial perfume produced in collaboration with the Venetian master perfumer
Lorenzo Dante Ferro and followed by other products aimed to the exploration of the senses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2301:

Q2. Answer for example 2302: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase show title in Example 2301 and Example 2302 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1152
2303. Target phrase: operational vehicle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30410181

The Lynx is projected to carry one pilot, a ticketed passenger, and/or a payload or small satellites above 100 km
altitude. The occupants would wear pressure suits made by Orbital Outfitters. The Lynx was initially announced on
March 26, 2008, with plans for an operational vehicle within two years. That date has since fallen to late 2011.
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2304. Target phrase: operational vehicle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64240726

There were other short operations, such as from Bernkastel to Remagen via the Black Forest Railway (Baden) to
Immendingen, or from May 1953 to November 1955 that ran from Waldshut via the Hochrheinbahn. Remaining vehicle.
An operational vehicle with two-track wagons is owned by the Bochum Railway Museum Foundation and displayed in
its Railway Museum. However, the approval of the Federal Railway Authority limits its use today: tunnel passages and
oncoming traffic on multi-track routes are not permitted.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2303:

Q2. Answer for example 2304: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase operational vehicle in Example 2303 and Example 2304 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1153
2305. Target phrase: general protection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11042070

The unit remained responsible for Hitler’s personal protection until his suicide in Berlin on 30 April 1945. Service
history. The ”SS-Begleitkommando” was formed on 29 February 1932 to provide general protection to Hitler and other
party functionaries. Twelve ”Schutzstaffel” (SS) members were selected by Sepp Dietrich to present to Hitler.

2306. Target phrase: general protection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56269979

European Union. In the European Union (EU), since 2000, the Water Framework Directive (WFD) aims to achieve a
number of objectives to improve water quality of lakes, rivers and coastal areas. Key objectives are general protection
of the aquatic ecosystem, protection of drinking water resources, and protection of swimmable waters. These objectives
are realized through river management measures at basin scale.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2305:

Q2. Answer for example 2306: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general protection in Example 2305 and Example 2306 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1154
2307. Target phrase: next unit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29090

One option for interface testing is to keep a separate log file of data items being passed, often with a timestamp logged
to allow analysis of thousands of cases of data passed between units for days or weeks. Tests can include checking the
handling of some extreme data values while other interface variables are passed as normal values. Unusual data values
in an interface can help explain unexpected performance in the next unit. Visual testing.

2308. Target phrase: next unit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=157712
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In reserve behind Castejon stood Jacome’s men, Zerain supported Giron and Copons backed up Vigodet. The Royal
Guard and one brigade of Dessolles stood north of Ocaña, facing across a deep ravine. The next unit to the east was
Louis Rey’s brigade of Dessolles. Gazan and Girard of the V Corps, Leval and Werlé of IV Corps, and the cavalry
completed the line to the east.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2307:

Q2. Answer for example 2308: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next unit in Example 2307 and Example 2308 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1155
2309. Target phrase: thorough understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33541817

The film was further programmed at Kino Eiszeit Berlin, Space 2B Gas Station, ”Old and New Masters of Super 8” at
the Anthology Film Archives and at the ICA in London. In early 2005, New York’s New Museum of Contemporary Art
included ”Apartment Eight” in their exhibit ”East Village USA”. Curatorial Fellow Emily Rothschild wrote ”(”Apart-
ment Eight’s”) inclusion is absolutely crucial to a thorough understanding of the East Village scene.” and Flavorpill
called the film ”derelict”.

2310. Target phrase: thorough understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2654483

Below are some of the major components of EDM implementation that should be given consideration: Stakeholder
requirements. EDM requires alignment among multiple stakeholders (at the right level of authority) who all need to
understand and support the EDM objectives. EDM begins with a thorough understanding of the requirements of
the end users and the organization as a whole. Managing stakeholder requirements is a critical, and ongoing, process
based in an understanding of workflow, data dependencies and the tolerance of the organization for operational disruption.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2309:

Q2. Answer for example 2310: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase thorough understanding in Example 2309 and Example 2310 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1156
2311. Target phrase: source base

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=737054

Volvo Group Trucks Technology is a business unit responsible for product planning, product development, purchasing
and product range management for the four truck companies, UD Trucks, Mack, Renault Trucks and Volvo Trucks,
within the Volvo Group. Volvo 3P has offices in Allentown, Bangalore, Brisbane, Curitiba, Greensboro, Gothenburg,
Lyon and Shanghai and employs approximately 5000 people. Volvo Group Trucks Technology (GTT) is the source base
for global project and product design and development. Volvo Powertrain.

2312. Target phrase: source base

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12916449
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After a few months Felipe Monteiro de Carvalho joined the development team adding support for Windows Mobile
devices and extending the graphics support and design. Felipe also started working on Mac OS X support via Carbon.
At the beginning of June 2007 Graeme found some major design issues in the source base. This prevented fpGUI from
being truly useful in real applications.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2311:

Q2. Answer for example 2312: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase source base in Example 2311 and Example 2312 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1157
2313. Target phrase: container volume

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=81605

The Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach together comprise the fifth-busiest port in the world, being the
center of imports and exports for trade on the west Pacific Coast as well as being one of the most significant ports of the
western hemisphere. The Port of Los Angeles occupies of land and water along of waterfront and is the busiest container
port in the United States. The Port is the busiest port in the United States by container volume, the 8th busiest
container port in the world. The top trading partners in 2004 were: China ($68.8 billion), Japan ($24.1 billion), Taiwan
($10.8 billion), Thailand ($6.7 billion), &amp; South Korea ($5.6 billion) The Port of Long Beach is the second-busiest
container port in the United States.

2314. Target phrase: container volume

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1055437

Examples of this approach include Rubberhose filesystem and PhoneBookFS. Another approach used by some con-
ventional disk encryption software suites is creating a second encrypted volume within a container volume. The
container volume is first formatted by filling it with encrypted random data, and then initializing a filesystem on
it. The user then fills some of the filesystem with legitimate, but plausible-looking decoy files that the user would seem
to have an incentive to hide.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2313:

Q2. Answer for example 2314: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase container volume in Example 2313 and Example 2314 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1158
2315. Target phrase: container volume

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=81605

The Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach together comprise the fifth-busiest port in the world, being the
center of imports and exports for trade on the west Pacific Coast as well as being one of the most significant ports of the
western hemisphere. The Port of Los Angeles occupies of land and water along of waterfront and is the busiest container
port in the United States. The Port is the busiest port in the United States by container volume, the 8th busiest
container port in the world. The top trading partners in 2004 were: China ($68.8 billion), Japan ($24.1 billion), Taiwan
($10.8 billion), Thailand ($6.7 billion), &amp; South Korea ($5.6 billion) The Port of Long Beach is the second-busiest
container port in the United States.
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2316. Target phrase: container volume

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1055437

The timestamps of these files are always randomized. Examples of this approach include Rubberhose filesystem and
PhoneBookFS. Another approach used by some conventional disk encryption software suites is creating a second en-
crypted volume within a container volume. The container volume is first formatted by filling it with encrypted random
data, and then initializing a filesystem on it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2315:

Q2. Answer for example 2316: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase container volume in Example 2315 and Example 2316 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1159
2317. Target phrase: another race

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2301200

In 2005 he raced in the inaugural GP2 Series season for David Price Racing. In the early part of the season he
stalled on the grid several times — some blamed the GP2 cars for the high number of stallings, while others noticed that
the same drivers seemed to be affected regularly. In another race his team mate selected reverse instead of first gear
and went backwards into Pla’s car. However, he took advantage of the reverse grid system to finish eighth in Race One
and thus take pole for Race Two twice (at Hockenheim and Silverstone), winning both those races to finish 11th in the
championship.

2318. Target phrase: another race

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=136786

The median age was 34.8. Of the estimated population, 34 were under 5 years of age, 51 were 5–9 years, 63 were
10–14 years, 151 were 15–19 years, 73 were 20–24 years, 104 were 25–34 years, 88 were 35–44 years, 243 were 45–54 years,
38 were 55–59 years, 25 were 60–64 years, 23 were 65–74 years, 42 were 75–84 years, and 0 were 85 years or over. There
were 848 persons who identified their race as white while 87 persons who belonged to another race. No persons claimed
to be African-Americans.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2317:

Q2. Answer for example 2318: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another race in Example 2317 and Example 2318 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1160
2319. Target phrase: nice place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15188534

It exists at [[Akershuskaia]] in Oslo. The small area, referred to as a park, ”[[Dette er et fint sted]]” [”this is a nice
place”] in Oslo, has a Holocaust monument. [[File:Sukkertoppen 2017.jpg|thumb|The small area, referred to as a park,
”[[Dette er et fint sted]]” [”this is a nice place”] in Oslo, has a Holocaust monument. (Photo from 2017)]] Apology and
regrets.
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2320. Target phrase: nice place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11448793

A popular story about the origin of the name of the market is that a violin and some other belongings of Queen
Victoria went missing while being unloaded from her ship while on a visit to Bombay, and were later found for sale in the
”thieves’ market”. In Popular Culture. The market has been mentioned in popular novels, including Rohinton Mistry’s
”Such a Long Journey”, where it is described as ”not a nice place”. ”The Spool Man (2016)” ”-” A short documentary
about a Chor Bazaar shop-keeper, directed by Daniel Ifans, produced by We Are Tilt.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2319:

Q2. Answer for example 2320: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase nice place in Example 2319 and Example 2320 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1161
2321. Target phrase: personnel cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=320340

As of 2011, at least 221 programmes operated in the US. Most (91%) were legally authorized to operate; 38.2% were
managed by their local health authorities. CDC reported in 1993 that the most significant expenses for the NSPs is
personnel cost, which reports it represents 66% of the budget. More than 36 million syringes were distributed annually,
mostly through large urban programmes operating a stationary site.

2322. Target phrase: personnel cost

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43910629

Model airplanes were selected as the base of the UAV, with significant modification by incorporating additional mod-
ules that must be included to perform intended function, resulting in the production cost of only ¥ 15000. The complete
name of the system is (Model Airplane Assisted Road Traffic Target Coordinate Track Gathering Technology and Sys-
tem Software and Hardware Development System (Hang-Mo Fu-Zhu Dao-Lu Jiao-Tong Mu-Biao Gui-Ji Ti-QÜ Ji-Shu
Ji Xi-Tong Ruan-Ying-Jian Kai-Fa Xi-Tong, ����������������������������), and the reason model airplane appeared in the name
is because the UAV is based on a heavily modified model airplane first purchased as COTS. The entire system can be
operated by a single person, thus greatly reducing the personnel cost, with overall unit price of ¥ 20000. The system has
won three hardware patents and a software patent, and has been used in two Nanjing municipal projects: Traffic Effect
Analysis Project of Hua-Hong Section at the Southern Section of Wu-Tang Square in Nanjing (���������������������), and Nan-
jing Municipal Public Bus Comprehensive Performance Inspection Corporation Traffic Effect Analysis (����������������������).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2321:

Q2. Answer for example 2322: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase personnel cost in Example 2321 and Example 2322 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1162
2323. Target phrase: silver line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5015762

The fact that Caelius Sedulius, Aldhelm, and the Hisperica Famina have a pronounced preference for the form has long
been noted. Corippus in the sixth century also uses the golden line significantly more than classical authors. Note that
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there is not a comparable increase in the silver line: If anything, these authors have fewer silver lines. This trend may be
due to the growing fondness for leonine rhymes, which are facilitated by the golden line structure but not by the silver line.

2324. Target phrase: silver line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=559329

From its opening on November 20, 1978, until December 11, 1979, the Orange Line was co-aligned with the Blue
Line from National Airport to Stadium-Armory, with the Orange Line continuing east from Stadium-Armory to New
Carrollton. Beginning December 1, 1979, the Orange Line diverged westward from Rosslyn to Ballston. The Blue and
Orange Lines remain co-aligned from Rosslyn to Stadium-Armory and the silver line is co-signed along the same route
as well. The Blue Line was originally planned to follow a slightly different route.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2323:

Q2. Answer for example 2324: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase silver line in Example 2323 and Example 2324 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1163
2325. Target phrase: huge resistance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36545914

Muslim is a familiar face in European capitals where he is hosted by senior officials. He is a frequent guest and speaker
at European political institutions and events, inter alia in September 2016 invited to address the European Parliament.
Addressing thousands during the Newroz celebration in Frankfurt, Germany, on 18 March 2017, Muslim said that ”there
is a huge resistance despite all the attacks. Nobody should doubt that the success and victory will be ours.”

2326. Target phrase: huge resistance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41860

450mm FOUPs weigh 45 kilograms when loaded with 25 450 mm wafers, thus cranes are necessary to manually handle
the FOUPs and handles are no longer present in the FOUP. FOUPs are moved around using material handling systems
from Muratec or Daifuku. These major investments were undertaken in the economic downturn following the dot-com
bubble, resulting in huge resistance to upgrading to 450 mm by the original timeframe. On the ramp-up to 450 mm,
the crystal ingots will be 3 times heavier (total weight a metric ton) and take 2–4 times longer to cool, and the process
time will be double.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2325:

Q2. Answer for example 2326: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase huge resistance in Example 2325 and Example 2326 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1164
2327. Target phrase: total change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6118

For a real heat engine, the total thermodynamic process is generally irreversible. The working fluid is brought back
to its initial state after one cycle, and thus the change of entropy of the fluid system is 0, but the sum of the entropy
changes in the hot and cold reservoir in this one cyclical process is greater than 0. The internal energy of the fluid is also
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a state variable, so its total change in one cycle is 0. So the total work done by the system , is equal to the heat put
into the system formula_5 minus the heat taken out formula_9.

2328. Target phrase: total change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13196768

After the ”Iruñetarako Tranbia Proiektua,” two options were suggested: create a BRT or a transit bus ”optimized”
system. Iruñerriko Mankomunitatea decided to develop this first idea, mixing it with ”Iruñetarako Tranbia Proiektua”,
were more lines can be created (up to five on the first phase) and the other buses can use the same reserved platform.
This new system will be accompanied by a total change of the current bus lines and it will surely be operating before
2024. BRT (in Spanish, BTR) lines will run 98% of their route in a separated, independent platform.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2327:

Q2. Answer for example 2328: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase total change in Example 2327 and Example 2328 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1165
2329. Target phrase: high local demand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6066852

The Colegio Bilingue Real has since been expanded piecemeal to include more levels of education. In 1991, the junior
high school, Secundaria Bilingue Real, was added. Because of high local demand for quality education, the school
incorporated both elementary and highschool by 1994. Since then, it has managed to break local, state and regional
academic and cultural records.

2330. Target phrase: high local demand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52307157

The direct harvest of the plant, usually only comprises the fruit and seeds, but occasionally the whole plant is har-
vested. Some threat may exist from the overcollection of seeds, causing a loss in genetic variability. In Southeast Asia,
herbal medicines and culinary plants are in high local demand and important for the local economies. This has led to
a general overharvest of wild plants in the region.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2329:

Q2. Answer for example 2330: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase high local demand in Example 2329 and Example 2330 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1166
2331. Target phrase: high line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4308395

The presence of television companies in the same building also brings media attention to the site and the businesses
that are found there. The site also allows businesses to combine their manufacturing and retail assets under one roof.
The high line, which opened in the spring of 2009, passes through the building’s Tenth Avenue side. This abandoned,
elevated railroad track has been converted to an urban oasis or greenway, which now forms a continuous route between
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the Javits Center and the Meatpacking District.

2332. Target phrase: high line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19592406

Miscellaneous. Liement. A ”liement” is an action that takes the blade from high line to low line or vice versa.
Depending on the motion of the action taken, the liement can be interpreted as either a bind or a croisé.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2331:

Q2. Answer for example 2332: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase high line in Example 2331 and Example 2332 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1167
2333. Target phrase: film material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35034187

Performance grade 1 capacitors are ”longlife”, Performance grade 2 capacitors are ”general purpose” capacitors. The
specifications behind this grades are defined in the relevant standard of IEC/EN 60384-x (see standards). The permissible
changes of capacitance, dissipation factor and insulation resistance vary with the film material, and are specified in the
relevant data sheet. Variations over the course of time which exceed the specified values are considered as a degradation
failure.

2334. Target phrase: film material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19340141

Kayaker Scott Lindgren employed an international crew of 87 people from seven countries to support the descent of
several paddlers. Video and books on the expedition to the Tsangpo. Some of the film material of the expedition was
later published as a documentary, aired in the United States on the Discovery Channel. Dedicated to Gordon, the film
included footage that Tom McEwan shot right before Gordon’s death.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2333:

Q2. Answer for example 2334: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase film material in Example 2333 and Example 2334 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1168
2335. Target phrase: approximately one quarter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2226150

Laminin G. The laminin globular (G) domain, also known as the LNS (Laminin-alpha, Neurexin and Sex hormone-
binding globulin) domain, is on average 177 amino acids in length and can be found in one to six copies in various laminin
family members as well as in a large number of other extracellular proteins. For example, all laminin alpha-chains have
five laminin G domains, all collagen family proteins have one laminin G domain, the CNTNAP proteins have four laminin
G domains, while neurexin 1 and 2 each hold six laminin G domains. On average, approximately one quarter of the
proteins that hold laminin G domains is taken up by these laminin G domains themselves. The smallest laminin G domain
can be found in one of the collagen proteins (COL24A1; 77 AA) and the largest domain in TSPEAR (219 AA).
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2336. Target phrase: approximately one quarter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2077506

Lesotho. Bo-Mphato Litšebeletsong tsa Bophelo/Partners In Health in Lesotho was PIH’s second project in Africa
and the first in a country with extremely high prevalence of HIV. approximately one quarter of Lesotho’s adult pop-
ulation is HIV-positive and life expectancy in the country is 55 years for women and 52 for men. In addition, the Basotho
people are being ravaged by a tuberculosis epidemic.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2335:

Q2. Answer for example 2336: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase approximately one quarter in Example 2335 and Example 2336 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1169
2337. Target phrase: construction technology

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34188802

Funding is provided by IEA SHC members, who usually pay one or more national research institutions to partic-
ipate in the work. Research topics include: As well as work on: Task 13. The idea behind Task 13 was to push
construction technology towards its limits to achieve the lowest possible total purchased energy consumption. Task 13
was part of the IEA ”Solar Heating and Cooling Programme”, to test the designs and techniques, and to monitor their
performance.

2338. Target phrase: construction technology

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15470802

Paolo Tiramani is an American industrial designer and engineer. Currently he is C.E.O and majority shareholder
of Boxabl, a construction technology start up with a post money valuation of $226,000,000.00 and also C.E.O. of
technology investment fund 500 Group Inc. Mr. Tiramani’s work is diverse; he holds 155 patent filings, covering a
diverse mix of inventions and intellectual property, including hardware, housewares, juvenile, sporting goods, medical,
personal care, construction and automotive.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2337:

Q2. Answer for example 2338: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase construction technology in Example 2337 and Example 2338 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1170
2339. Target phrase: similar experiment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49437177

The system as a whole wasn’t suitable for the reformation of the boys. The legislature in 1870 ordered the discontin-
uance of one school ship and in 1872 ordered that the nautical school be discontinued entirely. The State of New York
followed Massachusetts in 1869 with a similar experiment, with the purchase of the school ship ”Mercury”. Family
cottages.

2340. Target phrase: similar experiment
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57272974

They attributed the relatively small size of the effect to individual differences. About 60% of rats showed this pro-
social behavior. In a similar experiment with 23 rats, Oberliessen, Hernandez-Lallement, Schable, van Wingerden,
Seinstra, and Kalenscher found supporting evidence of inequity aversion. Mice.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2339:

Q2. Answer for example 2340: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase similar experiment in Example 2339 and Example 2340 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1171
2341. Target phrase: heat exposure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24575201

Casualties. The only U.S. sailor killed in action served aboard the ”New York” with four injured; three others were
slightly wounded aboard ”Iowa”. ”Amphitrite” suffered one gunner’s mate killed of heat exposure while occupying one
of the barbettes. After the battle, the commanding Spanish Military Governor, Manuel Macías y Casado, confirmed that
two of his troops were killed while manning the few different batteries and another 34 injured.

2342. Target phrase: heat exposure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3854094

They are also often made of different materials depending on their usage. The most common and durable type of
material used is phenolic resin because they are lightweight, strong, chemical and moisture resistant. It can handle
heat exposure up to 350 °F (176 °C), beyond this temperature Epoxy Resin is used. Phenolic Resin and Epoxy Resin
are both functionally equivalent, but differ in their heat handling abilities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2341:

Q2. Answer for example 2342: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heat exposure in Example 2341 and Example 2342 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1172
2343. Target phrase: popular mode

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16753740

One account indicates that Bemies staged basketball games at Geneva ”in the early months of 1892.” Another ac-
count suggests that a report on gymnasium football in the February 1892 edition of the college newspaper, the ”Geneva
Cabinet”, may refer to the newly developed game of basketball. The newspaper account from February 1892 reported:
”Football in the gym is a popular mode of exercise at present. Some severe knocks are received, but in the excitement,
they are hardly noticed.”

2344. Target phrase: popular mode

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8046943

Players wearing default skins are considered ’financially poor’ and very ’uncool’ by their peers and the game’s commu-
nity, so children spend money on microtransactions in order to avoid having that ’tag’ or target on them. The media that
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children consume outside of the game can also affect their social interactions and in-game spending. A popular mode
of entertainment for children is watching YouTube videos of other people playing their favorite games. In the case of
”FIFA”, children watch their favorite and most popular YouTubers constantly open player packs in the ”Ultimate Team”
game mode.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2343:

Q2. Answer for example 2344: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase popular mode in Example 2343 and Example 2344 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1173
2345. Target phrase: visible mark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=541602

This research helps producers understand the effects of oxytetracycline in animal feed on the environment, bacte-
ria, and antimicrobial resistance. Oxytetracycline is used to mark fish which are released and later recaptured. The
oxytetracycline interferes with bone deposition, leaving a visible mark on growing bones. Oxytetracycline has also been
formulated as a broad-spectrum anti-infective for fish under the name Terramycin 200 (TM200).

2346. Target phrase: visible mark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8544

Common methods of digital drawing include a stylus or finger on a touchscreen device, stylus- or finger-to-touchpad,
or in some cases, a mouse. There are many digital art programs and devices. A drawing instrument releases a small
amount of material onto a surface, leaving a visible mark. The most common support for drawing is paper, although
other materials, such as cardboard, wood, plastic, leather, canvas, and board, have been used.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2345:

Q2. Answer for example 2346: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase visible mark in Example 2345 and Example 2346 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1174
2347. Target phrase: exclusive property

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1881621

3:19; ; ). Wisdom dwelt with God (; cf. ; ) and being the exclusive property of God was as such inaccessible to
human beings (). It was God who ”found” wisdom () and gave her to Israel: ”He hath found out all the way of knowledge,
and hath given it unto Jacob his servant, and to Israel his beloved.

2348. Target phrase: exclusive property

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=363536

It is the most-visited site in Marseille, and receives hundreds of visitors every day, a number of pilgrims remarkable
for a site that with no association with a saint, vision or miracle, nor for that matter with a famous person. For Cardinal
Etchegaray, former bishop of Marseille, the Virgin of the Garde ”does not merely form part of the landscape like the
Chateau d’If or the Old Port, it is the living heart of Marseille, its central artery more than the Canebière. It is not
the exclusive property of Catholics; it belongs to the human family that teems in Marseille.” Notre-Dame de la Garde
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remains the heart of the diocese of Marseille, even more so than the cathedral.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2347:

Q2. Answer for example 2348: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase exclusive property in Example 2347 and Example 2348 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1175
2349. Target phrase: refined piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1082460

Art and literature. Rama II was a lover of the arts and in particular the literary arts. He was an accomplished poet
and anyone with the ability to write a refined piece of poetry would gain the favor of the king. This led to his being
dubbed the ”poet king”.

2350. Target phrase: refined piece

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2301314

Dangers of misuse. Riders must be skilled before attempting to use the double bridle, and the horse should be far
enough along in his training that the double bridle would be accepted and understood. It is a refined piece of equipment
that can greatly enhance the riding in good hands, or destroy the animal’s training and mouth. Because it uses two bits,
it has a much greater chance of damaging the horse’s mouth if used incorrectly.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2349:

Q2. Answer for example 2350: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase refined piece in Example 2349 and Example 2350 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1176
2351. Target phrase: main work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=942372

In Hollywood in the second half of the 1930s Cole played in dance bands, including those led by Alvino Rey and
Frankie Trumbauer. He married Yvonne King, member of the King Sisters, in 1940. From the 1940s, his main work was
as a studio musician, utilising piano, electric organ, celeste, and harpsichord. In his capacity as a studio musician, Cole
worked with Henry Mancini, who used his Hammond organ sound for the sound track to the TV series ”Mr. Lucky”.

2352. Target phrase: main work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50815753

In Babhanganwan village out of total population, 1,559 were engaged in work activities. 76.14% of workers describe
their work as Main Work (Employment or earning more than 6 months) while 23.86% were involved in Marginal activity
providing livelihood for less than 6 months. Of 1,559 workers engaged in main work, 577 were cultivators (owner or
co-owner) while 555 were agricultural labourers. Shree Shesh Nag Temple.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2351:

Q2. Answer for example 2352: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main work in Example 2351 and Example 2352 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1177
2353. Target phrase: major progression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18632393

The early elections were announced by the new King George Tupou V in July 2008 shortly before being crowned on
1 August 2008, and were preceded by a programme of constitutional reform. For the first time, a majority of the seats
(17 out of 26) in the Tongan parliament were elected by universal suffrage, with the remaining nine seats being reserved
for members of Tonga’s nobility. This marked a major progression away from the 165-year rule of the monarchy
towards a fully representative democracy. The Taimi Media Network described it as ”Tonga’s first democratically elected
Parliament”.

2354. Target phrase: major progression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47104560

Reception. In a contemporary review, the ”NME” reviewed both ”Reality” and ”Breakin’ Bread”, stating that the
album were ”pretty much up to the standard of his last few [records].” which he found was both positive and negative
noting that there has been no major progression in his music since 1972. The review concluded that both albums were
”very well produced, exceedingly exciting and irresistible for dancing, but who needs James Brown &amp; The J.B.’s
when you can have The Fatback Band or B.T.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2353:

Q2. Answer for example 2354: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major progression in Example 2353 and Example 2354 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1178
2355. Target phrase: three business days

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10893506

Currently, Logoworks employs both internal and freelance designers. Upon purchasing one of the logo design pack-
ages, customers are asked to complete a creative brief, providing more information on their business or project and
on the type of design they are looking for. After three business days, customers receive initial compositions prepared
by different designers. Subsequently, customers can select one of these compositions and start an iterative revision process.

2356. Target phrase: three business days

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2738211

If the FFL dealer has not received the decision within that time it may legally proceed with the transaction. If the
FBI later determines that the buyer is prohibited, it refers it to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
(ATF) to retrieve the firearm. In 2019, 261,312 federal background checks took longer than three business days. Of
those, the FBI referred 2,989 to ATF for retrieval.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2355:

Q2. Answer for example 2356: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase three business days in Example 2355 and Example 2356 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1179
2357. Target phrase: even snow

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1026665

Literal translation. What a jasmine flower!&lt;br&gt; Of all the fragrant flowers and grasses in the garden,&lt;br&gt;
there is none as fragrant as it.&lt;br&gt; I want to pluck one and wear it,&lt;br&gt; but the gardener would scold me.
What a jasmine flower!&lt;br&gt; When jasmine blooms.&lt;br&gt; not even snow is whiter.&lt;br&gt; I want to pluck
one and wear it&lt;br&gt; But I’m afraid those around me would mock me. What a jasmine flower!&lt;br&gt; Of all
the blooms in the garden,&lt;br&gt; none compares to it.&lt;br&gt; I want to pluck one and wear it&lt;br&gt; But I’m
afraid it wouldn’t bud next year.&lt;br&gt; Notes.

2358. Target phrase: even snow

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40008735

The completion rate is about 60%. Around 2000 volunteers are used to organize the race. Weather can be a challenge,
given the large elevation changes over the course and competitors can encounter sun, rain, wind, and even snow. The
number of participants is limited because of the complexity of managing people over the 330 km trek.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2357:

Q2. Answer for example 2358: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase even snow in Example 2357 and Example 2358 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1180
2359. Target phrase: planetary surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38790

Either spacecraft could perform either of the two missions. The two spacecraft would have orbited the planet Mars a
minimum of 90 days, during which time data would be gathered on the composition, density, pressure, and temperature
of the atmosphere, and the composition, temperature, and topography of the surface. Approximately 70 percent of
the planetary surface was to be covered, and temporal as well as spatial variations would be observed. Some of the
objectives of the Mariner-H mission were successfully added to the Mariner-I (Mariner 9) mission profile.

2360. Target phrase: planetary surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14552483

A large gap in coverage between the incoming and outgoing images appears as a northeast-trending diagonal blank
strip on the base map. A small part of this gap was filled in the southwestern part of the quadrangle by very poor
second-encounter images. No images provide a vertical view; in fact, the smallest angle between the planetary surface
normal and the camera axis is about 50°. The high obliquity of the images, the wide range in sun-elevation angles, and
the complete transection of the quadrangle by the gap in coverage greatly hamper geologic mapping.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2359:

Q2. Answer for example 2360: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase planetary surface in Example 2359 and Example 2360 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1181
2361. Target phrase: internal door

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44632317

The open verandah that ran around the internal section of the U has been enclosed. The drawing room opens from
the right of the entry hall. It has a fine white marble fireplace surround and an internal door that leads to the dining
room. The dining room has a large bay window and a black marble fireplace surround.

2362. Target phrase: internal door

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2097316

The internal tube door was designed to be three times as strong as the external torpedo door, so that any explosion
inside the tube would be directed out into the sea. Salvage crews found the internal tube hatch cover embedded in
the bulkhead separating the first and second compartments, from the tube. This led investigators to conclude that it
was likely that the internal door was not fully closed when the explosion occurred. It was known that the electrical
connectors between the torpedoes and the internal tube door were unreliable and often required the torpedo crews to
open and re-close the door to clean the connection before an electrical contact could be established.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2361:

Q2. Answer for example 2362: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase internal door in Example 2361 and Example 2362 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1182
2363. Target phrase: ground breaking work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1371871

The Home Office report of 2013 described these cases as ’[showing] a particular model... of organised, serious ex-
ploitation and abuse that involves predominantly Pakistani-heritage men grooming and abusing predominantly white
British girls.’ The report stresses that the Government does not believe ’localised grooming’ is intrinsic of any culture,
religion, and or race, despite acknowledging the phenomenon. In March 2014, Crime Prevention Minister Norman Baker
described ”ground breaking work” to identify women and girls who can get drawn into gangs. ”Girls associated with
gangs can face sexual violence and we have provided £1.2m for 13 Young People’s Advocates to support those at risk,”
he said on the launch of a report by the Centre for Social Justice (CSJ), a think-tank established in 2002 by Iain Duncan
Smith, another Cabinet minister.

2364. Target phrase: ground breaking work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61505618

The first published use was in the successful search for light variablility in the star HD 173650, published in 1962 and
using data from the summer of 1960. In later work using data from this instrument, William Wehlau pioneered Fourier
techniques of detecting multiple periodicities in stars. The ground breaking work was the paper ”The Multiple Pe-
riodicity of Delta Delphinii”, Ap.J., Vol.139,April 1964, co-authored with graduate student Kam-Ching Leung. Post 1969.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2363:

Q2. Answer for example 2364: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ground breaking work in Example 2363 and Example 2364 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1183
2365. Target phrase: detailed plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3416558

The bowl victory capped off the Rebels’ first 10-win season in 32 years, and only their second since Vaught’s tenure.
Cutcliffe was fired by Ole Miss Athletic Director Pete Boone in December 2004 after his only losing season at Ole Miss.
Boone had asked Cutcliffe to fire some assistant coaches and provide a detailed plan for improving the program, specif-
ically the defense and recruiting. Cutcliffe refused to fire any staff members, and was subsequently fired along with his
assistants.

2366. Target phrase: detailed plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39484175

The idea to create a national park in Val Grande dates back to 1953. In 1967, the area was designated a Strict
Nature Reserve and became the first conservation area with this status in the Italian Alps. In 1974, the Association Italia
Nostra developed a detailed plan to establish a national park, and, in the 1980s, the preparation started. The park was
established on March 2, 1992.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2365:

Q2. Answer for example 2366: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase detailed plan in Example 2365 and Example 2366 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1184
2367. Target phrase: constructive change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36199602

The first step in therapy is the formation of the therapy alliance. The relationship between therapist and patient
optimally will guide the patient toward forming healthier patterns of attachment. The therapist strives to collaborate
with the part of the patient open to new patterns and constructive change. In IRT terminology, this part is called the
Growth Collaborator, or Green.

2368. Target phrase: constructive change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30491009

As Comptroller General, Staats drew on his many years of government experience, including as a former Deputy
Director of the Bureau of the Budget under Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson, as he led GAO
during a period of change and national turmoil. In reflecting on Staats’s tenure, a senior GAO manager referred to him
in 1981 as ”a pragmatic agent of good government,” who viewed GAO’s reports as ”a way to achieve results rather than
simply hitting someone over the head.” Staats was a strong advocate of public service and constructive change, who
worked to improve management throughout the government. Within GAO, he practiced a participatory management
style, often relying on task forces to study job processes and organizational issues.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2367:

Q2. Answer for example 2368: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase constructive change in Example 2367 and Example 2368 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1185
2369. Target phrase: hostile manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13854

Civil marriage became compulsory, divorce was introduced and chaplains were removed from the army. When Leo
XIII became pope in 1878 he tried to calm Church-State relations. In 1884 he told French bishops not to act in a
hostile manner to the State. In 1892 he issued an encyclical advising French Catholics to rally to the Republic and
defend the Church by participating in Republican politics.

2370. Target phrase: hostile manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26067484

A Sweetums stand is visible during a scene in the future ”Parks and Recreation” episode ”Park Safety”, a reference to
the outcome of the ”Sweetums” episode. Cultural references. During one scene, Leslie visits the library and is treated in
a hostile manner by the librarian. This is a reference to the previous second season episode, ”Ron and Tammy”, which
established a long-standing feud between the Pawnee parks and recreation department and the town’s library system.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2369:

Q2. Answer for example 2370: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hostile manner in Example 2369 and Example 2370 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1186
2371. Target phrase: half the diameter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50619244

Description. The snubnose blacksmelt is a small, laterally-compressed, elongated fish, deepest near the head and ta-
pering towards the tail. The snout is rounded and has a terminal, diagonal mouth; its length is about half the diameter
of the rather large eye. The dorsal fin has ten to fourteen soft rays and is set well back on the body.

2372. Target phrase: half the diameter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1295582

The outer rim of this walled plain has been strongly obliterated by many smaller impacts. Occupying the center of
the interior floor is Einstein A, an impact crater with terraced inner walls and a central peak. The outer rampart of this
concentric crater spreads across the interior floor, covering over half the diameter of Einstein. Several smaller craters
also lie scattered across the floor, but there are sections of relatively flat surface in the southwest part of the floor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2371:
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Q2. Answer for example 2372: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase half the diameter in Example 2371 and Example 2372 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1187
2373. Target phrase: live rounds

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=79270

Other than the lack of propellant and primer, these are the same size as normal cartridges and will fit into the
mechanism of a gun in the same way as a live cartridge does. Because dry-firing (releasing the firing pin with an empty
chamber) a gun can sometimes lead to firing pin (striker) damage, dummy rounds termed snap caps are designed to
protect centerfire guns from possible damage during ”dry-fire” trigger control practices. To distinguish drill rounds and
snap-caps from live rounds these are marked distinctively. Several forms of markings are used; e.g.

2374. Target phrase: live rounds

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43126956

Green chose to advance Pennell to the next round. In the knockout round, she faced George Horga, Jr. singing Ingrid
Michaelson’s ”The Way I Am”. She was again picked by Green to advance to the live rounds. In the Live Rounds, she
sang ”We’re Going to Be Friends” by The White Stripes and received the public vote.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2373:

Q2. Answer for example 2374: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase live rounds in Example 2373 and Example 2374 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1188
2375. Target phrase: smaller number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=610329

In countries where strict chemical controls have been put in place, illicit drug production has been seriously affected.
For example, few of the chemicals needed to process coca leaf into cocaine are manufactured in Bolivia or Peru. Most
are smuggled in from neighbouring countries with advanced chemical industries or diverted from a smaller number of
licit handlers. Increased interdiction of chemicals in Peru and Bolivia has contributed to final product cocaine from those
countries being of lower, minimally oxidized quality.

2376. Target phrase: smaller number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2189441

The sea near Point Lobos is considered one of the best locations for scuba diving on the Monterey Peninsula and
along the California coast. Point Lobos is just south of Carmel-by-the-Sea, California, United States, and at the north
end of the Big Sur coast of the Pacific Ocean. Point Lobos features a number of hiking trails, many alongside the ocean,
and a smaller number of beaches. The historic Whalers Cabin, built by Chinese fishermen and later used by Japanese
and Portuguese fishermen, is now a museum.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2375:

Q2. Answer for example 2376: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase smaller number in Example 2375 and Example 2376 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1189
2377. Target phrase: structural change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31184814

These additions increase the diagnostic value of the service blueprint. Applications. Service blueprinting has
three main applications: simple representation; diagnosing operational deficiencies and service design (planning for
structural change or new service development). Building a blueprint.

2378. Target phrase: structural change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8572477

Williams was president of the union during the steel strike of 1986, a prolonged work stoppage which had devastating
consequences for the North American steel industry. During Williams’s tenure as head of the USW the union moved
from collective bargaining on an industry-wide basis to negotiations through smaller and more specific bargaining units.
This structural change was accompanied by an increased emphasis on profit-sharing and job security as the union’s
objectives in negotiations. Williams and the USW’s trading of wages and benefits for stock ownership, seats on company
boards, and leveraging of employee stock holdings against hostile takeover attempts is credited with saving 25 North
American steel plants from closure between 1985 and 1993.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2377:

Q2. Answer for example 2378: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase structural change in Example 2377 and Example 2378 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1190
2379. Target phrase: inert material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1790603

He brought out the best in soul pro Jerry Ragovoy, who made Tate’s records jump instead of arranging them into
submission, and gave him lyrics with some wit to them besides.” Tate, working apart from Ragovoy, recorded the album
”Howard Tate’s Reaction”, produced by Lloyd Price and Johnny Nash and released in 1970 by Turntable Records, it was
distributed in small quantities. Christgau wrote, ”Tate’s voice is potent enough to activate more inert material.” The
record was reissued, under the title ”Reaction”, in 2003.

2380. Target phrase: inert material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31753548

Some of the available loads for the 20×110mm USN are as follows: There is also a Cartridge, 20mm, Dummy, Mk 103
Mod 0 (USN) which is an inert round. It has an empty primer pocket and holes in the case or a plugged primer pocket.
It may be empty or filled with inert material. The projectile is usually brass or bronze plated.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2379:

Q2. Answer for example 2380: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase inert material in Example 2379 and Example 2380 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1191
2381. Target phrase: everyday basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35501644

The Sando (singular of Sandobele) divination process constitutes one of the most important and common rituals in
Senufo culture. Leaders of the community must confer with a Sando diviner before making significant choices or per-
forming sacred ceremonies that affect the community because the action must be communicated to the spirits. People
in the village consult the diviner on an everyday basis to discover what spirits or other forces are causing them grief.
Often villagers feel pressure to have regular sessions with the diviners to avoid neighbors and relatives claiming that
misfortunes are caused by the villager not following the diviner’s directions or not speaking with enough diviners.

2382. Target phrase: everyday basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25702817

Then the bottom half of the body would be made to look as full as possible, with extravagant and over the top skirts.
Wide and puffed sleeves were the popular styles and wealthy women often had fur lined sleeves. Clothing was not about
comfort or convenience, as women would typically wear about 5 layers on an everyday basis. Women’s dresses consisted
of fitted garments worn underneath a belted dress, also called ”giornea”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2381:

Q2. Answer for example 2382: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase everyday basis in Example 2381 and Example 2382 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1192
2383. Target phrase: immediate community

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8772722

Fish have been recognised as a major food source from the earliest times. Fishing was important to the earliest settlers
in Scotland, around 7000 BC. At this stage, fishing was a subsistence activity, undertaken only to feed the fisher and their
immediate community. By the medieval period, salmon and herring were important resources and were exported to
continental Europe, and the towns of the Hanseatic League in particular.

2384. Target phrase: immediate community

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52341501

In the 1970s, there were sporting facilities and a weekly film at the cinema, plus a library, and hairdressing for men
and women. The Friends of Bexley Hospital provided coach outings and equipment for special projects. Bexley Hospital
was built some distance away from the immediate community as it was designed to be self-sufficient. Until 1961, the
hospital had a farm with chickens, ducks, cattle, sheep, and pigs, plus a market garden for vegetables.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2383:

Q2. Answer for example 2384: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase immediate community in Example 2383 and Example 2384 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1193
2385. Target phrase: control processes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35026843

The decision to fully implement control self-assessment at Gulf Canada was driven by a number of factors. These
included the presence of a consent decree requiring the company to report on its internal controls and the difficulties it
was facing in estimating its oil and gas reserves using more traditional audit measures. Over the next ten years Gulf
Canada developed a framework to support the analysis and evaluation of control processes by operational staff. This
included anonymous voting to ensure there was no impediment to staff expressing their views.

2386. Target phrase: control processes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1232714

The theory of human memory which Atkinson put forward with his student Richard Shiffrin has been influential in
shaping research in the field of human memory. The theory is generally referred to as the “modal model of memory” or
the “Atkinson-Shiffrin Theory”. Their 1968 article, “Human Memory: A Proposed System and its control processes”,
is one of the most highly cited in the behavioral and cognitive sciences. In 2019, the journal Memory and Cognition
devoted a special issue in recognition of five decades of research inspired by the theory.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2385:

Q2. Answer for example 2386: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase control processes in Example 2385 and Example 2386 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1194
2387. Target phrase: heating duct

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4188205

Early life. Anthony Burger was born in Cleveland, Tennessee to Richard and Jean Burger. At age eight months, he
was using a baby walker and fell into a heating duct on the floor of his house. He suffered third degree burns on his
hands, face and legs.

2388. Target phrase: heating duct

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47897218

According to reports, foam glass can be used in places that require sound insulation and heat insulation, leak pre-
vention and flood control. It has functions for home cleaning and health care. The use of foam glass to protect the
heating duct reduces heat loss by approximately 25% compared to conventional protective materials. Foam glass, also
known as porous glass, is filled with numerous open or closed small pores.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2387:

Q2. Answer for example 2388: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heating duct in Example 2387 and Example 2388 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1195
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2389. Target phrase: open market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45165690

Jake gets David to make up a story of a drug raid to have an excuse to infiltrate the building. But when they get
there, the airport is empty as Olivia and Ian had already left. Ian calls Fitz from the airplane informing him about the
plan of selling Olivia on the open market. Production.

2390. Target phrase: open market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60154

Markets. Bakaara Market was created in late 1972 by the Barre administration. It served as an open market for
the sale of goods and services, including produce and clothing. After the start of the civil war, the market was controlled
by various militant groups, who used it as a base for their operations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2389:

Q2. Answer for example 2390: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase open market in Example 2389 and Example 2390 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1196
2391. Target phrase: deep passions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17603876

As of 2013 uranium prices are very low. As of late 2010, there were calls for Australians to debate whether the nation
should adopt nuclear power as part of its energy mix. Nuclear power is seen to be ”a divisive issue that can arouse
deep passions among those for and against”. Following the March 2011 Fukushima nuclear emergency in Japan, where
three nuclear reactors were damaged by explosions, Ian Lowe sees the nuclear power option as being risky and unworkable
for Australia.

2392. Target phrase: deep passions

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=333510

For such despite they cast on female wits: If what I do prove well, it won’t advance, They’ll say it’s stol’n, or else
it was by chance.” In ”To My Dear and Loving Husband,” Bradstreet confesses her undying love for Simon saying ”Thy
love is such I can no way repay, The heavens reward thee manifold, I pray.” Her deep passions can be found again
in ”A Letter to Her Husband, Absent upon Public Employment.” Her overt affections for her husband help readers to
understand Bradstreet’s temerity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2391:

Q2. Answer for example 2392: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase deep passions in Example 2391 and Example 2392 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1197
2393. Target phrase: creative approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36578316
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Parts of the album were edited by Miguel and his engineers using Pro Tools. Miguel wanted the album to be ”a pure
and honest projection of my lifestyle and my kaleidoscope dream”, and used the music’s pace and sound to represent his
lifestyle and the lyrics to represent his personality. To sustain his creative approach, Miguel avoided media outlets
that he usually visited for music, including radio and Internet blogs. He drew on musical influences from early in his life,
including classic rock, country rock and funk.

2394. Target phrase: creative approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31150404

All three designs are built to aid communities in drawing clean water from wells. The hand pump is the most basic
and simple to repair, with replacement parts easily found. Using a more creative approach, Play Pumps combine
child’s play with clean water extraction through the use of playground equipment, called a roundabout. The idea behind
this is as children play on the roundabout, water will simultaneously be pumped from a reservoir tank to either toilets,
hand-washing stations, or for drinking water.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2393:

Q2. Answer for example 2394: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase creative approach in Example 2393 and Example 2394 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1198
2395. Target phrase: spare part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14531118

Other actors appearing are Mark Andrews as Howard, Mark Crowshaw as the waiter, John Griffin as Andrew,
David Harewood as the Police Sergeant, Kathryn Hunt as Pru, Pauline Jefferson as the Old Lady, Jeremy Turner-Welch
as the Neighbour, and Lewis Hancock as the Evangelist. Mike Bullen makes a cameo appearance as the actor. Bullen
insisted on having a line as when he visited the set of ”The Perfect Match” he ”felt like a spare part”. Filming and music.

2396. Target phrase: spare part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3885563

This type of bevel gear is called external because the gear teeth point outward. The pitch surfaces of meshed external
bevel gears are coaxial with the gear shafts; the apexes of the two surfaces are at the point of intersection of the shaft axes.
The use of a genuine bevel gear has even greater importance for the reliability of the axle than any other spare part. Bevel
gears that have pitch angles of greater than ninety degrees have teeth that point inward and are called internal bevel gears.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2395:

Q2. Answer for example 2396: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase spare part in Example 2395 and Example 2396 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1199
2397. Target phrase: former structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26349067

There is a total of 37 new members on the council. It came into force before the 2016 Ordinary FIFA congress. The
new council will be made up of the following individuals: former structure. The Executive Committee consisted of
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a President, elected by the Congress in the year following a FIFA World Cup, eight vice-presidents and 15 members,
appointed by the confederations and associations, and one female member elected by the Congress.

2398. Target phrase: former structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=95612

History. Edmonson County was established on January 12, 1825 from land given by Grayson, Hart and Warren
counties. A courthouse built in 1873 replaced a former structure rendered unfit when its floor collapsed. Geography.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2397:

Q2. Answer for example 2398: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase former structure in Example 2397 and Example 2398 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1200
2399. Target phrase: less ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10391431

Ashina Duobi and his nephew, the subordinate Tuli Khan Ashina Shibobi (), jointly attacked the Tang capital
Chang’an, but withdrew after Emperor Taizong personally met them and offered additional tributes. Death. After this
point, however, Eastern Tujue was itself in internal turmoil and had less ability to aid Liang. Emperor Taizong therefore
wrote Liang Shidu several times to try to persuade him to submit, but Liang refused.

2400. Target phrase: less ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9767339

Accommodation of the lens does not occur in emmetropia, and the lens is about 3.6 mm thick at the center; in
accommodation, it thickens to about 4.5 mm. A relatively thin lens and relatively dilated pupil are also associated. The
lens usually stiffens with age, causing less ability to focus when the eyes are not in a state of emmetropia. Corrective
eye surgery such as LASIK and PRK aims to correct anemmetropic vision.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2399:

Q2. Answer for example 2400: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase less ability in Example 2399 and Example 2400 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1201
2401. Target phrase: second conductor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11726888

Cenobio Paniagua y Vásques (September 30, 1821, Tlalpujahua, Michoacán – November 2, 1882, Córdoba, Veracruz)
was a Mexican composer. Paniagua completed his studies in violin and became the second conductor of the Cathedral
Orchestra of Mexico City. He founded a music academy in the city.

2402. Target phrase: second conductor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47716
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In a monopole configuration one of the terminals of the rectifier is connected to earth ground. The other terminal,
at high voltage relative to ground, is connected to a transmission line. The earthed terminal may be connected to the
corresponding connection at the inverting station by means of a second conductor. If no metallic return conductor is
installed, current flows in the earth (or water) between two electrodes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2401:

Q2. Answer for example 2402: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second conductor in Example 2401 and Example 2402 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1202
2403. Target phrase: section titles

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4274339

Topic analysis consists of two main tasks: topic identification and text segmentation. While the first is a simple
classification of a specific text, the latter case implies that a document may contain multiple topics, and the task of
computerized text segmentation may be to discover these topics automatically and segment the text accordingly. The
topic boundaries may be apparent from section titles and paragraphs. In other cases, one needs to use techniques similar
to those used in document classification.

2404. Target phrase: section titles

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6712737

The Rio Mesa football team won its first CIF-SS championship in 1971 under coach John Reardon, defeating Paso
Robles High School 28–20 in the Division A title game. Rio Mesa’s on-campus pool opened in 2004, and since then
the school’s aquatic sports have earned several CIF-SS championships. The RMHS boys’ water polo team captured
section titles in 2010, 2014, and 2015. In boys’ swimming, the Spartans won a CIF-SS team title in 2015 and, as of the
2017 season, have won 111 consecutive Pacific View League meets and 18 league championships.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2403:

Q2. Answer for example 2404: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase section titles in Example 2403 and Example 2404 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1203
2405. Target phrase: one or more pairs

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1101651

The formation of the name from the Ancient Greek ”-ops” means that even a single plant is called a Lithops. Descrip-
tion. Individual ”Lithops” plants consist of one or more pairs of bulbous, almost fused leaves opposite to each other
and hardly any stem. The slit between the leaves contains the meristem and produces flowers and new leaves.

2406. Target phrase: one or more pairs

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33739081

This allowed for up to 12 chains in any given area. Additionally, the originally steady repetition of the pulses was
later modified to create another eight unique patterns, allowing a total of 96 station pairs. Any given chain could use
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one or more pairs of stations, demanding a large number of unique signals for widespread coverage. Decca Navigator.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2405:

Q2. Answer for example 2406: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one or more pairs in Example 2405 and Example 2406 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1204
2407. Target phrase: often a group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44185216

The painting alludes to Christian and pagan symbolism. Trees and forests were seen as symbols of life endurance,
longevity, and immortality. Sacred groves, often a group of trees in ancient times, were associated with secrecy and
initiation rites, and they were regarded as untouchable. The main trees depicted in this painting by Friedrich appear to
have had most of their old branches chopped off.

2408. Target phrase: often a group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=990096

The dancers round off their dancing by facing each other in twos and threes and moving their shoulders faster. This
can also involve jumping and bending one’s knees, as well as going down to the floor to sit in a squatting position while
bobbing those shoulders and moving the head sideways to the strong drum beats. In the second style of dance, two
groups (often a group of men and a group of women) line up and face each other. The dance features a skipping step
to the music.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2407:

Q2. Answer for example 2408: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase often a group in Example 2407 and Example 2408 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1205
2409. Target phrase: least one third

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51411907

From 2006 to 2009, these causes changed, with cardiovascular conditions accounting for more than a third of pregnancy-
related deaths. While research is ongoing on the causes of maternal mortality in Texas, maternal mortality in the
US has been linked to chronic health conditions in women. Cardiovascular conditions were shown to account for at
least one third of pregnancy-related deaths. Behavioral factors, such as smoking, overdoses, and suicide have also
shown to be present in a high frequency during the period of pregnancy and postpartum period.

2410. Target phrase: least one third

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36612351

Points can be earned through competition, technical activities such as attending an instructional clinic or assisting
with club development, volunteering at Judo events, and consistent class attendance on a yearly basis. They cannot be
accumulated until after promotion to ”ikkyū”, and they reset after each promotion. People under the age of 20 must earn
at least one third of their points through competition. The number of points awarded varies with each activity and its
details: a win in competition by ”ippon” (one full match point), for example, is worth 10 grading points, whereas a win
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by ”waza-ari” (half a match point) is worth 7 grading points.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2409:

Q2. Answer for example 2410: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least one third in Example 2409 and Example 2410 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1206
2411. Target phrase: proper type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2262111

Common triggers include light touch, eating, talking or putting on make-up. Most patients whose face pain improved
with an MVD also improved at least temporarily with medication. In addition to having the proper type of pain,
candidates for an MVD must also be healthy enough to undergo surgery. The risk of surgery may increase with increasing
patient age.

2412. Target phrase: proper type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14709004

Vessels that house saturation divers carry hyperbaric lifeboats which incorporate a hyperbaric chamber to allow the
divers to escape without undergoing decompression. United States Navy liferafts. In the United States, the United States
Coast Guard ensures the proper type and number of lifeboats are in good repair on large ships. The United States Navy
(USN) uses five types of custom inflatable liferafts as well as a number of commercially available Coast Guard approved
liferafts.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2411:

Q2. Answer for example 2412: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proper type in Example 2411 and Example 2412 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1207
2413. Target phrase: one red

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20847309

”Sing Along” is a pop song by Swedish singer and composer Per Gessle from his album ”Party Crasher”. It was
released as the second single from the album on 4 February 2009 and features two different sleeves, one red and one
green. An acoustic version of the song was performed live at TV4’s breakfast television programme ”Nyhetsmorgon” on
6 December 2008.

2414. Target phrase: one red

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=450541

In other words, Peggy could not refute such proof by claiming she colluded with Victor, and she is therefore no longer
in control of who is aware of her knowledge. Two balls and the colour-blind friend. Imagine your friend is red-green
colour-blind (while you are not) and you have two balls: one red and one green, but otherwise identical. To your friend
they seem completely identical and he is skeptical that they are actually distinguishable.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2413:

Q2. Answer for example 2414: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one red in Example 2413 and Example 2414 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1208
2415. Target phrase: around the time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28993674

Mässmogge are thumb-sized, hazelnut praline-filled sugar candies. They are a regional and seasonal specialty of Basel,
Switzerland, where they are made and sold at around the time of the autumn fair. Name.

2416. Target phrase: around the time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45291177

The sthala vriksham or sacred tree of this temple is the velerukku tree. The main shrine for Shiva and the shrine
for the goddess have T podikai and the outer walls of the garbhagriha each has a panjara instead of a niche. The T
podikai suggests a construction date belonging to the time of Rajaraja Chola, till around the time of the ascention of
Kulottung I. The Panjaras are of the II b type (G.Hoekveld-Meijer, Koyils in the Colamandalam, 1981, p. 115).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2415:

Q2. Answer for example 2416: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase around the time in Example 2415 and Example 2416 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1209
2417. Target phrase: small game

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7118482

However, domestic dogs were responsible for the death of 3 calves over one 5-year study. Other studies in Europe and
North America indicate only limited success in the consumption of wild boar, deer and other ungulates, however it could
not be determined if this was predation or scavenging on carcasses. Studies have observed feral dogs conducting brief,
uncoordinated chases of small game with constant barking - a technique without success. In 2004, a study reviewed 5
other studies of feral dogs published between 1975 and 1995 and concluded that their pack structure is very loose and
rarely involves any cooperative behavior, either in raising young or in obtaining food.

2418. Target phrase: small game

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16828551

The Zayantes, a local tribe of the Ohlone people, originally inhabited the area. Early history of the area recalls the
Zayante people finding shelter and game in the plentiful forests. The area provided them with enough acorns, fish from
Lompico and Newell Creek, and small game to live a peaceful, easy life. Temascals (saunas), songs, and games were the
rule, while fighting and thievery the exception.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2417:
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Q2. Answer for example 2418: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small game in Example 2417 and Example 2418 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1210
2419. Target phrase: marble bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18849552

It then became a warehouse and a gift shop, and in 1959 the Gaslight Restaurant opened. The Gaslight is still remem-
bered by some as a coveted fancy dining destination (and by others as the site of marvelous pyrotechnics courtesy of the
inebriated gentleman whose job it was to light the outside gaslight). The restaurant, which includes a marble bar and
ticket counter, closed in the mid 1960s and the building stood vacant for about ten years. In 1975 the Guthrie Theater
leased the space and refurbished it as a performance space.

2420. Target phrase: marble bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1750043

It has since been shown to be most closely related to ”Parantechinus apicalis”, the dibbler. The earliest specimen
was collected in 1936 by Mr. R. M. W. Bligh near Tambourah (Marble Bar) and deposited at the Western Australian
Museum, its dental formula leading to a tentative diagnosis of a species of ”Dasycercus” by Ludwig Glauert. Ride exam-
ined this and a series of specimens collected by E. H. M. Ealey at Woodstock Station, also near marble bar in Western
Australia. ”Kaluta” is an Aboriginal name adopted from the Nyamal language for this species, and this is reflected in the
generic name ”Dasykaluta”, which means ”hairy kaluta”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2419:

Q2. Answer for example 2420: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase marble bar in Example 2419 and Example 2420 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1211
2421. Target phrase: traffic violation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28368677

Includes marked and unmarked patrol cars. Traffic Patrols now use the Mobile Data Transfer System, also known as
AREST (Accident Referencing and Analysing System). This allows information from an accident, traffic violation or
major congestion to be sent to all key authorities within seconds. After an accident the vehicle details, description of the
incident, vehicle history and photographs are uploaded and connected to the Abu Dhabi Municipality and Abu Dhabi
Police GHQ.

2422. Target phrase: traffic violation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24736677

For example, a person may not qualify for a driver’s license in their own state, but may qualify in another. Most
states require that new residents get a state driver’s license within a certain time of establishing residency—for example,
60 days in Illinois. Not having a local state license is an additional offense in the event of a traffic violation. Some
wealthy people set up an official address at a low rent location in a low tax jurisdiction to avoid higher taxes where they
actually live.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2421:

Q2. Answer for example 2422: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traffic violation in Example 2421 and Example 2422 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1212
2423. Target phrase: correct way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12056941

Infant grasp is an extension of reaching and develops between six and nine months of age. Stable patterns of reaching
in order to grasp continue to develop as the child grows and matures. By the age of 6, children are now learning hand
placement on the writing utensil the correct way. Types of hand movements.

2424. Target phrase: correct way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8091671

This game, one of the many singing rounds on the programme, encourages the panel to sing a song backwards, such
as ”Adorable, you’re A” or ”Better Do Can I, Do Can You Anything”. Indeed, the name Ciryl is ”lyric” spelt backwards.
Panelists usually take one line each and sing the words the correct way round, but in reverse order. The game is intro-
duced as having occurred to Lyttleton when he was walking through Finsbury Park, which he refers to as ”Krapy Rub
Snif”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2423:

Q2. Answer for example 2424: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct way in Example 2423 and Example 2424 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1213
2425. Target phrase: strong progress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61339913

Ridden by Ryan Moore he never looked likely to win and came home fourth of the eight runners behind Telecaster,
Too Darn Hot and Surfman. The 240th running of the Derby took place over one and a half miles at Epsom Racecourse
on 1 June 2019 and Japan, one of a seven-horse O’Brien entry, started at odds of 20/1. Ridden by Lordan, Japan raced
towards the rear and turned into the straight in eleventh place before making strong progress on the wide outside.
Despite Lordan dropping his whip inside the final furlong the colt finished third to Anthony Van Dyck and Madhmoon
in a blanket finish with Broome and Sir Dragonet just behind.

2426. Target phrase: strong progress

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10580241

However, he maintains that the United States ”did a good thing by trying to liberate a country”. O’Reilly says the
war effort should continue as long as progress is being made. He has also said that some anti-war activists are actively
rooting for the United States to lose: General McCaffrey says strong progress is being made. He believes the Sunnis
have turned against Al Qaeda and that the Maliki government is neutralizing the Shi’ia death squads.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2425:
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Q2. Answer for example 2426: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong progress in Example 2425 and Example 2426 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1214
2427. Target phrase: strong contribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22042735

In the same year, Kamboj was also appointed president of the ”Novel Drug Discovery and Development of Lupin
Limited”. Dr Kamboj has developed an extensive global network of contacts with pharmaceutical industry and academic
scientific communities. His experience includes strong contribution to business development, licensing products and
technologies, mergers and acquisitions and corporate development activities. He holds over forty (40) U.S. patent appli-
cations (filed and issued), covering the discovery and use of a number of human genes.

2428. Target phrase: strong contribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31150322

Marshall then scored a try himself and converted it with 11 minutes remaining. But that was to be the closest the
Tigers would get, as Steve Turner scored for the ’Dogs in the 75th minute, to seal the points with a 24–14 victory. Liam
Fulton lead the tackle count for the Tigers with 44, with captain Robbie Farah also making a strong contribution with
38. Tigers Lineup: McKinnon; Tuqiri, Ayshford, Lawrence, Utai; Marhsall, Lui; Fifita, Farah (c), Galloway, Fulton, Ellis,
Heighington.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2427:

Q2. Answer for example 2428: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong contribution in Example 2427 and Example 2428 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1215
2429. Target phrase: recovery process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13160

This process includes several steps such as filtration, evaporation, drying, grinding, and sifting. These operations are
concentration-dependent and also dependent on the particular gelatin used. Gelatin degradation should be avoided and
minimized, so the lowest temperature possible is used for the recovery process. Most recoveries are rapid, with all of
the processes being done in several stages to avoid extensive deterioration of the peptide structure.

2430. Target phrase: recovery process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36650585

The Canterbury region was hit by a series of earthquakes, and the office building was damaged beyond repair by
the earthquake on 22 February 2011. About 400 people worked in the building before the earthquakes. Following the
earthquakes, the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) was set up to manage the recovery process.
Preparation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2429:

Q2. Answer for example 2430: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase recovery process in Example 2429 and Example 2430 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1216
2431. Target phrase: whose main aim

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16431416

At stake is God, may he listen to all the prayers, and in his goodness provide consolation, giving China and the
Church peace and tranquillity again. May he convince those who attack her today, that the Church has no earthly but
heavenly goals. Referring to recent Chinese conquests, Pope Pius continues, there are people whose main aim is to
conquer power and expand it every day. The Church on the other hand is teaching every day the truth of Jesus Christ,
which converts the hearts towards brotherly love and social engagement for the poor and needy in society.

2432. Target phrase: whose main aim

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41437662

From the confirmation provided by Bhargavan Pilla, police infer that it is Sudhakaran Pillai, and they bury the body
as per custom (if one’s mother is alive, the body cannot be cremated, and it has to be buried). S. I. Johnson, the main
investigator behind the case, takes the suspected persons under custody and finds out that it was Rahim who was burnt
to death instead of Sudhakaran Pillai. The plan was constructed by Sudhakaran Pillai whose main aim was to get
the compensation from the Dubai-based company where Sudhakaran Pillai was employed. Sudhakaran Pillai consults an
advocate to debate his case, however the advocate refuses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2431:

Q2. Answer for example 2432: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose main aim in Example 2431 and Example 2432 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1217
2433. Target phrase: gloved hand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=436699

Catchers also have an increased risk of circulatory abnormalities in the catching hand. A study of minor-league
ballplayers showed that, of 36 players in various positions, all nine of the catchers had hand pain during a game, and
several had chronic pain in the catching hand. Catching high-speed pitches can, in some cases, cause the index finger on
the gloved hand to swell to twice the size of the other fingers. Ultrasound and blood-pressure tests showed altered blood
flow in the gloved hand of five of the catchers, a far higher incidence than in the hands of players at other baseball positions.

2434. Target phrase: gloved hand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1408149

However, the real Cooper, having finally been released from the Black Lodge, shows up minutes later, revealing the
doppelgänger as a fraud. After the doppelgänger is fatally shot by Lucy Brennan (Kimmy Robertson), Bob is again
removed from his body, but quickly finds himself confronted by prisoner Freddie Sykes (Jake Wardle), who was given a
supernatural glove by the Fireman. The two fight and Freddie punches Bob with his gloved hand, sending him flying
into the stratosphere and destroying him once and for all. Conceptual history.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2433:
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Q2. Answer for example 2434: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase gloved hand in Example 2433 and Example 2434 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1218
2435. Target phrase: heat gain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29709958

In order to determine which set of CLTD/CLF/SCL data to look at, all the requisite variables must be defined. The
respective tables of data were generally developed by using the more complex transfer function method to determine the
various cooling loads for different types of heating. The results gained by doing so are then normalized for each type of
heat gain used for the tables, CLTD, CLF, and SCL. Explanation of variables.

2436. Target phrase: heat gain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=409262

O’Neal and Mourning even played together on the court at times, with Mourning playing power forward. Because of
physical limitations, his minutes were reduced, but was still a steady contributor. Mourning’s tenacious defense, steady
offense, and all around hustle helped the heat gain and maintain the first seed in Eastern Conference during the 2004–05
season. Mourning finished the regular season ranking third in blocked shots at 2.66 per game, despite only playing 20
minutes per contest.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2435:

Q2. Answer for example 2436: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase heat gain in Example 2435 and Example 2436 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1219
2437. Target phrase: injured party

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=61907348

Responses to hurtful communication. Guerrero, Anderson &amp; Afifi (2010) noted three ways people react and
respond to hurtful communication: It is probable that one or more (even all three) responses occur in when someone is
faced with hurtful communication. In cases where the injured party perceived the hurtful communication intentional
relational distancing often occurred which complicates resolution. Application.

2438. Target phrase: injured party

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7754530

Reverter of Time. The is a healing potion used treat minor injuries such as cuts. The potion is ingested by the
injured party, who then applies Mad Fire to the wound, which heals it completely. Despite proving to be miraculous
in treating minor injuries, it is utterly incapable of treating major ones.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2437:

Q2. Answer for example 2438: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase injured party in Example 2437 and Example 2438 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1220
2439. Target phrase: one outlet

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1532537

Roman historic records indicate activity of the Vulsini volcano occurred as recently as 104 BC; it has been dormant
since then. The two islands in the southern part of the lake were formed by underwater eruptions following the collapse
that created the depression. The lake is supplied entirely from the aquifer, rainfall and runoff, with one outlet at the
southern end. A sewage treatment plant filters most of the raw sewage from the surrounding communities.

2440. Target phrase: one outlet

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42360120

Development. The game had had 5,000 people visiting in the first three months after it launched. Initially, Freeing
HK had only one outlet located in Sai Yeung Choi Street South, Mong Kok. In 2013, outlets in Causeway Bay and Tsim
Sha Tsui were opened respectively in April and May.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2439:

Q2. Answer for example 2440: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one outlet in Example 2439 and Example 2440 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1221
2441. Target phrase: territorial range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20795001

During Dr. Chandler’s 14-year tenure, the College’s full-time faculty grew to over 100 and the student body grew from
300 to over 1200 students, despite the Depression. Affordable and accessible education was also a hallmark of Chandler’s
tenure. In 1930, William &amp; Mary expanded its territorial range by establishing a branch in Norfolk, Virginia.
This extension would eventually become the independent state-supported institution known as Old Dominion University.

2442. Target phrase: territorial range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21507148

Attacks on humans. ABC News reported that captive killer whales have attacked nearly two dozen people since the
1970s. Studies of killer whales in the wild have identified at least two categories, based on their territorial range.
Those living in a limited area, such as Puget Sound or the Strait of Juan de Fuca, are termed ”resident” whales, while
”transient” whales roam the oceans at will.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2441:

Q2. Answer for example 2442: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase territorial range in Example 2441 and Example 2442 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1222
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2443. Target phrase: handball ball

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44971374

Dejan has two brothers, elder Igor, who is currently on PhD studies in Switzerland and younger Mladen who still
attending primary school. His family are all college educated, mother Vesna civil engineer and father Zeljko lawyer. Dejan
was the only one in his family who instead books chose handball ball. He trained many sports (football, basketball,
chess,) but, as Banja Luka has a long tradition of handball, Dejan prevailed on that side.

2444. Target phrase: handball ball

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4914167

A player is stopped by taking his scalp while he has the ball. After that, the ball is given to the opposite team and
the player goes outside the match until the next try. The players usually use a handball ball or rugby ball to play.
Scoutball has grown up at very high levels in Italy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2443:

Q2. Answer for example 2444: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase handball ball in Example 2443 and Example 2444 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1223
2445. Target phrase: brick-and-mortar store

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20339648

Some online grocery stores have a goal of supporting the production and sale of fresh, organic, locally grown, sustain-
able foods. Data and online grocers. The biggest advantage that online grocers have vis-a-vis brick-and-mortar store
is more accurate data. Online grocers can use AI and machine-learning models to provide a more personalized experience
for their customers.

2446. Target phrase: brick-and-mortar store

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2046275

In March 2010, Fler opened his clothing store Psalm 23, in Berlin-Wilmersdorf. The shop was later renamed Fler-
store. In December 2011, the brick-and-mortar store was closed in favor of online sales for clothing and merchandise.
Since 2013, he has also established his own line of collections for his fashion brand, Maskulin.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2445:

Q2. Answer for example 2446: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase brick-and-mortar store in Example 2445 and Example 2446 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1224
2447. Target phrase: latter act

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5182956

During the band’s existence Katsu played throughout Pennsylvania, including the Grape Street Pub of Manayunk,
Philadelphia, popular for its original music performances, and the Hard Rock Cafe in Pittsburgh, as well as playing in
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Cleveland, Ohio. Katsu featured at the Penn State IFC/Panhellenic Dance Marathon and served as the opening acts
for The presidents of the United States of America and Jason Mraz. Regarding the latter act, Fallon said, ”Yeah, we
played a show with all the screaming 12-year-old girls. We also opened for the ’80s metal band FireHouse.

2448. Target phrase: latter act

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9494373

It provided that a magistrate of the Local Court of New South Wales could constitute the tribunal. The first tribunal
ceased to exist when the ”Victims Support and Rehabilitation Act 1996” commenced. The latter act continued the
existence of the old tribunal under the new act. The primary change was the shift to a tariff approach of awarding
compensation for injury, replacing the previous discretionary approach.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2447:

Q2. Answer for example 2448: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase latter act in Example 2447 and Example 2448 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1225
2449. Target phrase: boy’s head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1209545

The arms of Devaney of Norfolk include ”three nun’s heads veiled couped at the shoulders proper,” and the bust of a
queen occurs in the arms of Queenborough, Kent. Infants’ or children’s heads are often couped at the shoulders with a
snake wrapped around the neck (e.g. ”Argent, a boy’s head proper, crined or, couped below the shoulders, vested gules,
tarnished gold,” in the arms of Boyman). Art.

2450. Target phrase: boy’s head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65157727

In the original manuscript, the stanza begins as follows: However, when the poem was arranged to music, the lyrics
of that section were changed slightly, so that the relevant lines were as follows: This mild bowdlerization met with some
annoyance from the author. Thomas Dunn English, writing to ”Harper’s Bazaar”, commented: ”I must protest against
this change, because the school-masters of between sixty and seventy years since were, to my memory, ’cruel and grim’;
they were neither kind nor true. They seemed to think the only way to get learning into a boy’s head was by the use
of the rod. There may have been exceptions, but I never met them.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2449:

Q2. Answer for example 2450: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase boy’s head in Example 2449 and Example 2450 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1226
2451. Target phrase: counting time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10935462

Lafleur pleaded guilty to 28 fraud charges for his role in the scandal. He gave 76 false invoices to Charles Guite,
the civil servant responsible for the sponsorship program in Public Works Department of the federal government in the
1990s. counting time served, Lafleur was given a sentence of 42 months in prison, and ordered to pay back CDN $1.6
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million to the federal government. His sentence was the highest handed out in the scandal, as he showed no remorse or
co-operation in the investigation and trial.

2452. Target phrase: counting time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25472865

Radiative inelastic X-ray scattering is a weak process, with a small cross section. RIXS experiments therefore require
a high-brilliance X-ray source, and are only performed at synchrotron radiation sources. In recent years, the use of
area sensitive detectors has significantly decreased the counting time needed to collect one spectrum at a given energy
resolution. Direct and indirect RIXS.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2451:

Q2. Answer for example 2452: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase counting time in Example 2451 and Example 2452 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1227
2453. Target phrase: enough security

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7807538

The president decides to resume schedules as normal. He goes to address the people of New York. At the Madison
Square Garden, with enough security, Kevin Hawkins is waiting, dressed as an FBI woman. A bomb explodes and the
auditorium is plunged into chaos.

2454. Target phrase: enough security

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=611744

It was pointed out that a block, 66 x 330 feet, fronting the beach road, had been sold. As this was the only block
separately owned for decades, it had to be Lot 86, which William Edwards mortgaged to Captain Adams in August 1878.
As the land was of little value, it is strange that it was considered to provide enough security. Edwards borrowed 128
pounds and nine shillings, to be repaid with interest on 30 June 1880.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2453:

Q2. Answer for example 2454: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase enough security in Example 2453 and Example 2454 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1228
2455. Target phrase: hard start

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2893444

Digital outputs control the speed or position of a device, such as a variable frequency drive, an I-P (current to
pneumatics) transducer, or a valve or damper actuator. An example is a hot water valve opening up 25% to maintain
a setpoint. Another example is a variable frequency drive ramping up a motor slowly to avoid a hard start. Analog
outputs are used to open and close relays and switches as well as drive a load upon command.

2456. Target phrase: hard start
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53389208

Al Masry. On 22 July 2014, Al Masry announced the signing of Gomaa from El Mansoura in a 3-year contract for
an undisclosed fee. Gomaa had a hard start with Al Masry under Tarek Yehia, who wasn’t convinced with his ability.
He played only 4 matches and ended up being benched during the first half of the season.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2455:

Q2. Answer for example 2456: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hard start in Example 2455 and Example 2456 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1229
2457. Target phrase: special job

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40509066

The women bring food and the men work to build the structure. Matthew worries that he will not be able to help
in the barn raising because of his age. Samuel Stulzfoot, the organizer, gives Matthew a very special job of being his
”voice” and carrying his instructions to the other workers. After a very long day, the barn is complete and the family
asks God to bless their new barn and the upcoming harvest season.

2458. Target phrase: special job

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8867778

This produces a net sealing force. The pressure from the pilot tube to the dome is routed through the actual control
pilot valve. There are many designs but the control pilot is essentially a conventional PRV with the special job of
controlling pressure to the main valve dome. The pressure at which the control pilot relieves is the functional set pressure
of the PORV.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2457:

Q2. Answer for example 2458: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase special job in Example 2457 and Example 2458 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1230
2459. Target phrase: first crack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2796757

At approximately , the coffee will emit a cracking sound. This point is referred to as ”first crack,” marking the begin-
nings of a very ”light roast”. At first crack, a large amount of the coffee’s moisture has been evaporated and the beans
will begin to increase in size. When the coffee reaches approximately , it emits a ”second crack”, this sound represents
the structure of the coffee becoming brittle and fracturing as the bean continues to swell and enlarge from internal pressure.

2460. Target phrase: first crack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1128240

”We wanted to take what the first film did effectively, and add levels and layers that would come out through the
characters. When we first started writing this, we were trying to think, ’How can we make Death just a total badass?’
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and to be perfectly honest, the first crack we ever took at this script had to be reined in!” Bress uncovered.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2459:

Q2. Answer for example 2460: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first crack in Example 2459 and Example 2460 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1231
2461. Target phrase: guiding policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=179431

When her father died, she served as regent for her younger brother Henry I in Castile until she succeeded him on his
untimely death. Within months, she turned Castile over to her son, Ferdinand III, concerned that as a woman she would
not be able to lead Castile’s forces. However, she remained one of his closest advisors, guiding policy, negotiating, and
ruling on his behalf for the rest of her life. She was responsible for the re-unification of Castile and León under her son’s
authority, and supported his efforts in the Reconquista.

2462. Target phrase: guiding policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=227101

The organization’s leaders may have a series of questions they want to be answered in formulating the strategy
and gathering inputs, such as: Outputs. The output of strategic planning includes documentation and communication
describing the organization’s strategy and how it should be implemented, sometimes referred to as the strategic plan.
The strategy may include a diagnosis of the competitive situation, a guiding policy for achieving the organization’s
goals, and specific action plans to be implemented. A strategic plan may cover multiple years and be updated periodically.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2461:

Q2. Answer for example 2462: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase guiding policy in Example 2461 and Example 2462 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1232
2463. Target phrase: first documented example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14896885

This was its first church building, erected 1832-35 on land purchased in 1829. The church is one of Vermont’s oldest ex-
amples of Gothic Revival architecture. Its construction began not long after completion of the first documented example
of this style in Arlington. Originally a union church (shared by multiple congregations), this was soon used exclusively
by the Episcopalians, as other denominations built their own churches.

2464. Target phrase: first documented example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24973826

”Plasmodium falciparum” was probably not able to gain a foothold among African populations until larger sedentary
communities emerged in association with the evolution of domestic agriculture in Africa (the agricultural revolution).
Several inherited variants in red blood cells have become common in parts of the world where malaria is frequent as a
result of selection exerted by this parasite. This selection was historically important as the first documented example
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of disease as an agent of natural selection in humans. It was also the first example of genetically controlled innate im-
munity that operates early in the course of infections, preceding adaptive immunity which exerts effects after several days.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2463:

Q2. Answer for example 2464: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first documented example in Example 2463 and Example 2464 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1233
2465. Target phrase: direct evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10877467

Liquid water. Gliese 581c is likely to lie outside the habitable zone. No direct evidence has been found for water
to be present, and it is probably not present in the liquid state. Techniques like the one used to measure the extrasolar
planet HD 209458 b may in the future be used to determine the presence of water in the form of vapor in the planet’s
atmosphere, but only in the rare case of a planet with an orbit aligned so as to transit its star, which Gliese 581c is not
known to do.

2466. Target phrase: direct evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24552

On the evening of 7 April 1775, he made the famous statement, ”Patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel.”
James Boswell, who reported this comment in his ”Life of Johnson”, does not provide context for the quote, and it has
therefore been argued that Johnson was in fact attacking the false use of the term ”patriotism” by contemporaries such
as John Stuart, 3rd Earl of Bute (the patriot-minister) and his supporters; Johnson spoke elsewhere in favor of what he
considered ”true” patriotism. However, there is no direct evidence to contradict the widely held belief that Johnson’s
famous remark was a criticism of patriotism itself. Philosophical issues.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2465:

Q2. Answer for example 2466: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase direct evidence in Example 2465 and Example 2466 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1234
2467. Target phrase: designated period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62094228

Three or more wells are recommended for an excavation with two or more tanks. Product is released to the environ-
ment before a leak is detected. The method requires keeping the tank undisturbed (no liquid is added/subtracted) for a
designated period (e.g. 36hours).

2468. Target phrase: designated period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12817796

Because of the sheer number of Key Clubbers at Fall Rally South, the rally is divided into four sessions, with divi-
sions being assigned to specific rally times. At both fall rallies, all district board members (executive officers, appointed
board members, and lieutenant governors) are ”auctioned” off to divisions. The winning division is then able to spend
a designated period of time with the ”purchased” officer. Funds and ticket sales for both events go toward Pediatric
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Trauma Program and Pediatric Emergency Medicine programs at the partner hospitals in Oakland, San Diego, Loma
Linda, Madera, Honolulu and Reno.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2467:

Q2. Answer for example 2468: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase designated period in Example 2467 and Example 2468 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1235
2469. Target phrase: immediate background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17590130

Apparent temperature difference. The apparent temperature difference method of defining infrared signature gives
the physical temperature difference (e.g. in kelvins) between the object of interest and the immediate background
if the recorded radiance values had been measured from perfect blackbody sources. Problems with this method include
differences in radiance across the object or the immediate background and the finite size of the detector’s pixels.

2470. Target phrase: immediate background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22506

”’Oberlin’ was an idea before it was a place.” It began in revelation and dreams: Yankees’ motives to emigrate west,
attempting to be perfect in God’s eyes, ”educating a missionary army of Christian soldiers to save the world and inaugu-
rate God’s government on earth, and the radical notion that slavery was America’s most horrendous sin that should be
instantly repented of and immediately brought to an end.” Its immediate background was the great wave of Christian
revivals in western New York State, in which Charles Finney was very much involved. ”Oberlin was the offspring of the
revivals of 1830 ’31 and ’32.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2469:

Q2. Answer for example 2470: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase immediate background in Example 2469 and Example 2470 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1236
2471. Target phrase: typical manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2208001

A typical dog is gentle, easygoing, and gets along with children and other animals. However, they may act shy and
reserved when around strangers; it’s not uncommon for the American Foxhound to act sheepish or timid with unfamiliar
surroundings. With any dog breed, the typical manner associated does not explicitly mean the dog will display said
traits. Activity level.

2472. Target phrase: typical manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56971109

Cleopatra Selene was also bestowed with Crete and Cyrene. Given the polemic, contradictory, and fragmentary na-
ture of primary sources from the period, it is uncertain if Cleopatra and Antony were also formally wed at this ceremony
or if they had any marriage at all. However, coins of Antony and Cleopatra depict them in the typical manner of
a Hellenistic royal couple. Antony then sent a report to Rome requesting ratification of these territorial claims, which
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Octavian wanted to publicize for propaganda purposes, but the two consuls, both supporters of Antony, had it censored
from public view.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2471:

Q2. Answer for example 2472: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase typical manner in Example 2471 and Example 2472 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1237
2473. Target phrase: discount card

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36229707

Buying tickets. On buses with a ticket clerk on board, the clerk can sell paper tickets and give exact change. The
ticket clerk will ask riders deboarding the bus to show the paper ticket they had purchased, their bus pass or swipe their
discount card. On bus routes designated as having no ticket clerks (), riders must pay exact fare in cash, show the
driver their bus pass, or swipe a discount card when they board and deboard the bus.

2474. Target phrase: discount card

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3460979

They proceed to fight, but just as Fnog is winning, Leela grabs his fist and forces it into the floor; when Destructor
copies this move, his fist smashes through the canvas and knocks Fnog out. Destructor collapses on top of Bender, pinning
him and winning the match. The flattened Bender receives a Bed Bath &amp; Beyond discount card, and Fry and
Leela roll him up and carry him home. Fry’s Brain Slug is found on the arena floor, having starved to death.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2473:

Q2. Answer for example 2474: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase discount card in Example 2473 and Example 2474 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1238
2475. Target phrase: blurring effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15360568

According to set decorator Duke Tomasick: ”It was if the whole thing never even existed”. Area 51, the government
airplanes, and the alien craft were all created with CGI technology by visual effects producer Bill Millar. Originally, the
time warp effect resembled a ”blue sheet”, according to producer John Shiban, sans the blurring effect visible in the
finished episode. Eventually, the production crew felt that this effect was not effective, and so the footage was blurred in
order to create a more convincing ”molecular transferal” effect.

2476. Target phrase: blurring effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3297301

From organizational changes necessary to accommodate market-based endeavors, such as growth in “number and
scope” of administrative offices that manage profit-seeking efforts, to the “tendency to replace traditional, social problem-
focused board members with entrepreneurial, business-oriented individuals,” changes take effort from work directly related
to mission accomplishment. Aside from diversion from mission and structural/staffing changes, the literature notes the
potential for lost sector legitimacy as the “distinctions between the business, government, and nonprofit sectors continue
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to blur and their efforts overlap.” Related to this blurring effect, is the theory that civil society is at risk as a result
of enhanced marketization within the voluntary organizations. Eikenberry and Kluver, in their article entitled, “The
Marketization of the Nonprofit Sector: Civil Society at Risk,” describes the idea that marketization trends negatively
impact the unique roles nonprofit organizations play within society.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2475:

Q2. Answer for example 2476: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase blurring effect in Example 2475 and Example 2476 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1239
2477. Target phrase: extra light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18952479

However, high light levels promote the reversible conversion of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin. These two molecules
are photo-protective molecules. Under high light, it is unfavourable to channel extra light into photosynthesis because
excessive light may cause damage to the plant proteins. Zeaxanthin dissociates light-channelling from the photosynthesis
reaction - light energy in the form of photons will not be transmitted into the photosynthetic pathway anymore.

2478. Target phrase: extra light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5701714

Writing career. Dekeukeleire published articles in reviews such as ”7 Arts”, ”Nouvelle Team”, and ”The Latest News”.
He is also the author of two books: ”The Social Emotion” and ”The Film and Thought”, extra light, Brussels, 1947.
Films.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2477:

Q2. Answer for example 2478: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extra light in Example 2477 and Example 2478 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1240
2479. Target phrase: higher height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28939070

This right side of Prabha has a qualified team, which shows that being the only daughter of a rich man, she would
get anything she wants. If she does not get it, no one should get it. This behaviour of Prabha starts at a higher height
when she falls in love with Ramu. When Ramu and Krishna become successful in business, Prabha comes forward to
reveal her love to Ramu, but he said he has Sharadha waiting for him at Agraharam.

2480. Target phrase: higher height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66084565

At the same time, the 052C helicopter hangar is located The left side of the hull axis was changed to the center axis
of the ship on Type 052D; a pair of small boat storage compartments were added on both sides of the hangar, similar to
the design on the Type 054A frigate. The close in weapon system is composed of a H/PJ-12 short-range defense weapon
system located in front of the bridge and a 24 Hongqi-10 air defense missile system located on the top of the hangar,
which is combined to form a ladder interception. The original 100mm naval gun was replaced by a higher height and
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better stealth model H/PJ45 naval gun. On May 13, 2019, the extended version of the 052DL was exposed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2479:

Q2. Answer for example 2480: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase higher height in Example 2479 and Example 2480 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1241
2481. Target phrase: higher height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28939070

This right side of Prabha has a qualified team, which shows that being the only daughter of a rich man, she would
get anything she wants. If she does not get it, no one should get it. This behaviour of Prabha starts at a higher height
when she falls in love with Ramu. When Ramu and Krishna become successful in business, Prabha comes forward to
reveal her love to Ramu, but he said he has Sharadha waiting for him at Agraharam.

2482. Target phrase: higher height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66084667

At the same time, the 052C helicopter hangar is located The left side of the hull axis was changed to the center axis
of the ship on Type 052D; a pair of small boat storage compartments were added on both sides of the hangar, similar to
the design on the Type 054A frigate. The close in weapon system is composed of a H/PJ-12 short-range defense weapon
system located in front of the bridge and a 24 Hongqi-10 air defense missile system located on the top of the hangar,
which is combined to form a ladder interception. The original 100mm naval gun was replaced by a higher height and
better stealth model H/PJ45 naval gun. On May 13, 2019, the extended version of the 052DL was exposed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2481:

Q2. Answer for example 2482: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase higher height in Example 2481 and Example 2482 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1242
2483. Target phrase: better coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21832929

Although the Navy was responsible for long range patrolling, it lacked the aircraft to perform the mission and the
Army Air Forces (AAF) performed the mission, even though its crews lacked proper training. As antisubmarine warfare
assets were realigned to meet the growing threat in the North Atlantic, the 13th Group moved to Westover Field, Mas-
sachusetts. To provide better coverage, the group’s squadrons were dispersed, and the 39th moved to Dover Army Air
Field, Delaware. In October 1942, the AAF organized its antisubmarine forces into the single Army Air Forces Antisub-
marine Command, which established the 25th Antisubmarine Wing the following month to control its forces operating
over the Atlantic.

2484. Target phrase: better coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2902770

Surgeons have also devoted more attention to the angle and orientation of the transplanted grafts. The adoption of
the “lateral slit” technique in the early 2000s, enabled hair transplant surgeons to orient 2 to 4 hair follicular unit grafts
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so that they splay out across the scalp’s surface. This enabled the transplanted hair to lie better on the scalp and provide
better coverage to the bald areas. One disadvantage however, is that lateral incisions also tend to disrupt the scalp’s
vascularity more than sagittals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2483:

Q2. Answer for example 2484: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better coverage in Example 2483 and Example 2484 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1243
2485. Target phrase: race scene

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40362919

The Walkera Furious 320 is Walkera’s latest racedrone. It is larger than the runner 250 and the Walkera Furious is a
great drone if you like to fly fast but don’t care about winning official races. It is just too heavy and not agile enough to
be a true contender on the race scene. Specification: Hoten-X WiFi.

2486. Target phrase: race scene

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3505515

It was sold by a specialist dealer in 2010. Cast. Cameos by Graham Hill, John Surtees, Raymond Baxter and Dickie
Davies in race scene in Murdoch’s dream Reception. It was one of the 12 most popular films at the British box office in
1963.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2485:

Q2. Answer for example 2486: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase race scene in Example 2485 and Example 2486 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1244
2487. Target phrase: correct course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21328869

He hopes to be purified by loving the pure Gretchen, but instead his influence corrupts and eventually kills her. He
pleads for death, but Gretchen’s dying words of advice are that he should not escape from guilt with ”coward death”,
but instead atone through ”faith, and truth, and works of charity”. But Faustus has no correct course, unable to find
peace by following the Church or living in the real world. There is no reason to believe that Faustus will be able to do
hold to his promise of faith, truth and charity.

2488. Target phrase: correct course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14958808

This section is included on practical driving tests for the following vehicles or licences: During the independent driving
section, candidates have to follow: Candidates are permitted to deviate from the given route if they get lost and they will
not receive any faults for this providing they are driving safely. For example, if a candidate is instructed by the satnav
to proceed straight ahead at a junction but they find themselves in a ’left turn only’ lane. The correct course of action
would be to stay in the lane and turn left using normal and safe procedure (eg. mirrors, signal, manoeuvre).
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2487:

Q2. Answer for example 2488: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct course in Example 2487 and Example 2488 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1245
2489. Target phrase: planned acquisition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55460414

In 2011, the Niner bike company was recognized by Forbes (“List of America’s Most Promising Companies”). Orig-
inally headquartered in California, Niner moved its primary base of operations to a 39,000-square-foot building in
Fort Collins, Colorado in 2016. In November 2017, Niner Inc. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection ahead of
a planned acquisition by an investor group. Several months later, in March 2018, Niner announced they had been
acquired by UWHK Ltd., a Hong Kong-based investment firm known for owning Huffy Corp. Niner is a supporter of the
International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA).

2490. Target phrase: planned acquisition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3972946

Algeria has had a small submarine presence in the Mediterranean with a pair of Kilo class patrol submarines, though
the recent acquisition of an additional four upgraded boats will expand this presence significantly. Their amphibious
warfare capacity has traditionally been limited with a small group of landing ships essentially for coastal transport roles.
This capacity will be greatly upgraded with the planned acquisition of an amphibious transport dock capable of sup-
porting more robust operations. In the area of civil support, the purchase of seagoing rescue tugs will mark the first ability
of an African nation to provide valuable services to economic and commercial operators in the Western Mediterranean.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2489:

Q2. Answer for example 2490: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase planned acquisition in Example 2489 and Example 2490 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1246
2491. Target phrase: membership requirement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10691530

ALIA National Office staff are based in ALIA House in the nation’s capital, Canberra. Membership and activities.
Membership of ALIA is open to individuals and organisations alike: the only membership requirement is an interest
in the sector. Members of ALIA can belong to as many groups as they wish.

2492. Target phrase: membership requirement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38382894

The largest criticism of the group is its offer of insurance among any UKPSF affiliated site; this is misleading in that
it falsely leads to the belief that UKPSF membership is the only way to insure and protect both the customers and the
site owners; in fact among UK law customers are covered by Public Liability Insurance and owners are covered by legal
waivers. Larger criticism comes from the organisations make-up, made up of large names and groups in the industry
including product makers and large site owners, meaning there is legal group for the group to be classed as a business
cartel, something that is legally grey under UK law. The group has little popular support within UK paintball and has
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yet to meet its membership requirement of 1800. External links.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2491:

Q2. Answer for example 2492: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase membership requirement in Example 2491 and Example 2492 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1247
2493. Target phrase: similar number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16315705

Adaptation. In the acorn woodpecker it has been observed that due to the egg destruction behavior it causes the egg
laying to be synchronized between females. This synchronization of egg laying allows for all females to have the same
opportunity to have a similar number of eggs in the nest. The larger the communal breeding group is the longer it
takes for the synchronization to occur.

2494. Target phrase: similar number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53657941

Subsequent activities. Smaller activities continued in the area after the yard closed. A new repair yard named City-
varvet AB took over about 200 employees, while a similar number joined Bruces Shipyard making hulls. In 2010 the
operation was renamed Oresund Heavy Industries AB and remains active in ship repair.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2493:

Q2. Answer for example 2494: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase similar number in Example 2493 and Example 2494 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1248
2495. Target phrase: almost the same way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59613724

At the second trial, Gideon declares that the retrial was unconstitutional and falls under double jeopardy. Unfortu-
nately for Gideon, the judge says that the retrial does not fall under double jeopardy and allows the re-trial to proceed.
The prosecuting team gives their remarks and discussed matters in almost the same way they did at Gideon’s first
trial. Turner notes a credibility flaw in one of the main witnesses and receives more information from other individuals
that had previously been questioned.

2496. Target phrase: almost the same way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1418

The maximum energy that electrons can have at absolute zero is called the Fermi energy. The Fermi temperature
is defined as this maximum energy divided by Boltzmann’s constant, and is of the order of 80,000 K for typical elec-
tron densities found in metals. For temperatures significantly below the Fermi temperature, the electrons behave in
almost the same way as at absolute zero. This explains the failure of the classical equipartition theorem for metals
that eluded classical physicists in the late 19th century.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2495:

Q2. Answer for example 2496: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase almost the same way in Example 2495 and Example 2496 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1249
2497. Target phrase: true sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37216546

”Recovery” is written by Scott Williams and directed by Dennis Smith. ”Our agents recover a co-worker who’s been
missing since our season finale bombing. But they also begin recovering from the loss of any true sense of security”,
Williams say about the characters in the episode. Pauley Perrette, who portrays Abby, told ”TV Line” that ”Abby is
the sensitive one — she feels the most pain and worries about everyone — so she’s really, really shaken up”.

2498. Target phrase: true sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43635087

In early medieval fortifications, too, a succession of defensive walls can be seen. Especially during the time of the
Hungarian invasions, defensive castles were protected by berms and outer ramparts to guard against the cavalry attacks
of the Magyars. These were not ”Zwingers” in the true sense of the word; often an intermediate moat separated the
lines of defence. Such a moat is also frequently part of late medieval ”Zwingers”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2497:

Q2. Answer for example 2498: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase true sense in Example 2497 and Example 2498 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1250
2499. Target phrase: comprehensive action plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25103981

By the two-month milestone, signatories commit to having created formal institutional structures (and where appro-
priate, departments) for the express purpose of guiding the development of the plan as well as implementation of the other
elements of the commitment. By the one-year milestone, signatories commit to having completed a greenhouse gas inven-
tory, in accordance with the GHG protocol, with accordances in place to update the figures on a bi-yearly basis. The two-
year milestone builds upon the greenhouse gas inventory, requiring that signatories create a comprehensive action plan
for achieving climate neutrality. This action plan must include certain minimum elements: a target date for complete
climate neutrality, intermediate institutional goals and target dates, steps to integrate climate neutrality and related
concerns with educational curriculum and research, and institutional mechanisms for tracking intermediate goals above
and beyond the specific structures outlined by the ACUPCC.

2500. Target phrase: comprehensive action plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5082992

Books and other works. Chayes is the author of ”The Punishment of Virtue: Inside Afghanistan After the Taliban”
(2006) and ”Thieves of State: Why Corruption Threatens Global Security” (2014); as well as ”On Corruption in Amer-
ica: and What Is at Stake” (2020). In January 2009, Chayes wrote ”comprehensive action plan for Afghanistan”, an
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analysis of the dilemma in Afghanistan ca. 2009 and a plan for its resolution.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2499:

Q2. Answer for example 2500: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase comprehensive action plan in Example 2499 and Example 2500 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1251
2501. Target phrase: alternate point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45475440

During Concrete Operational Stage. The concept of centration is observed predominantly in children in the preoper-
ational stage of cognitive development. Conversely, children in the concrete operational stage demonstrate decentration
- an ability to recognize alternate point of views and a straying away from egocentric thinking. Piaget concluded that,
by age 7, children were able decenter their thoughts and acknowledge perspectives different than their own.

2502. Target phrase: alternate point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2578407

The station was first opened in 1862. The current (and fourth) station building opened in 2019. Pasila station is
used to ease the congestion on the city’s central station by serving as an alternate point of departure or arrival within
Helsinki. All trains, both long-distance and local, travelling to and from Helsinki stop at Pasila.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2501:

Q2. Answer for example 2502: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase alternate point in Example 2501 and Example 2502 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1252
2503. Target phrase: sweeping view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33891773

It is located in the southern tip of the Pioneer Mountains in southwestern Butte County, southwest of Arco. The
elevation of its lift-served summit is above sea level, with a vertical drop of on a treeless, northeast-facing slope. The
summit offers a sweeping view of the vast Snake River Plain to the east, south, and west. There is one platter lift, and
the area operates on Saturdays, conditions permitting.

2504. Target phrase: sweeping view

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34926828

According to Mitchell’s fiancée, a 29-year-old Temple member named Marylou Hill, he suffered a nervous breakdown
as a result of the tragedy. Mitchell returned to his old neighborhood in Los Angeles, and moved with Hill into a white,
two-story Victorian house at 730 East 50th Street, just 50 feet away from the school that now stood on the property
where his childhood home had been. The house bore a crudely lettered sign reading ”God’s Love” and commanded a
sweeping view of the school playground. Mitchell developed a reputation in the neighborhood for his irrational behavior
and his abuse of drugs such as PCP, the latter of which Hill vehemently disputed.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2503:

Q2. Answer for example 2504: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sweeping view in Example 2503 and Example 2504 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1253
2505. Target phrase: deadman’s curve

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8487221

”Cathy’s Clown” is mentioned in the opening line of Elliott Smith’s song ”Waltz 2 (XO)”, the title track of his 1998
album ”XO”. Jan and Dean recorded a cover of ”Cathy’s Clown” for their album ”Filet of Soul”, but Liberty Records
rejected both set lists that included the song. Liberty later selected its own set list, which did not include ”Cathy’s
Clown”, and released it shortly after Jan Berry’s crash near deadman’s curve. Jan &amp; Dean’s cover of ”Cathy’s
Clown” is available on the ”Filet Of Soul Redux: The Rejected Master Recordings” release.

2506. Target phrase: deadman’s curve

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2239013

Each increase in height increases the pilot reaction time. This is the reason the bottom right part of the H–V curve
has a shallow gradient. If above ideal autorotation speed, a pilot can avoid the deadman’s curve by flaring, converting
airspeed into height, and increasing rotor RPM through coning. Likewise, an increase in height without a corresponding
increase in airspeed is dangerous, as a crash from this height may not be survivable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2505:

Q2. Answer for example 2506: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase deadman’s curve in Example 2505 and Example 2506 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1254
2507. Target phrase: new practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19092891

Other protected trees were aduwa (Balanites aegyptiaca), kurna or magaria (Ziziphus spina-christi and Ziziphus mau-
ritiana), madaci dirmi (Khaya senegalensis), magge and gamji (Ficus spp.). The fallow period for land at that time was
six years. The authority that the sultan claimed on trees was a new practice, breaking with customary views on trees
in the Sahel. Traditionally, trees were considered ’gifts from the gods’ and could not be owned by any individual, but
belonged either to the spirits of the bush or to God.

2508. Target phrase: new practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1105673

A new therapy is born in several stages. After being trained in an existing school of psychotherapy, the therapist
begins to practice. Then, after follow up training in other schools, the therapist may combine the different theories as a ba-
sis of a new practice. Then, some practitioners write about their new approach and label this approach with a new name.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2507:

Q2. Answer for example 2508: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new practice in Example 2507 and Example 2508 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1255
2509. Target phrase: emotional significance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18345642

One of the most important discoveries of addictions has been the drug based reinforcement and, even more important,
reward based learning processes. Several structures of the brain are important in the conditioning process of behavioral
addiction; these subcortical structures form the brain regions known as the reward system. One of the major areas of
study is the amygdala, a brain structure which involves emotional significance and associated learning. Research shows
that dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area facilitate a motivational or learned association to a specific
behavior.

2510. Target phrase: emotional significance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57838535

It remains ”legendary in caving folklore.” Statham and Yeadon’s dive was a world record at the time, and remained a
United Kingdom record until it was broken in 1991. The film has emotional significance as well, as Statham committed
suicide on September 28, 1979 at the age of 27. Cave diver and rescue specialist Richard Stanton states that viewing the
film as a teenager inspired his interest in cave diving.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2509:

Q2. Answer for example 2510: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase emotional significance in Example 2509 and Example 2510 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1256
2511. Target phrase: prolonged campaign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12978084

Magistracy and the Luddite Disturbances. Radcliffe was a highly ambitious man and became a magistrate for the
West Riding and developed a reputation for heavy-handed justice. In February 1812, he began a prolonged campaign
to bring the Luddite disturbances to the attention of the government. After an attack on William Cartwright’s Mill in
Rawfolds and the murder of wool textile manufacturer William Horsfall by Luddites in April 1812, he began a vendetta
against all concerned and set up an extensive system of spies and informers to infiltrate workers’ meetings, and offered
rewards for information that might help convict his suspects.

2512. Target phrase: prolonged campaign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=342640

This provided much needed and possibly decisive relief for the Soviets. Fighting in Southern Europe did not resume
until Axis forces were defeated in North Africa. Following the Axis defeat in Africa, Allied forces invaded Italy and during
a prolonged campaign fought their way north through Italy. The invasion of Italy resulted in the nation switching sides
to the Allies and the ousting of Mussolini.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2511:

Q2. Answer for example 2512: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prolonged campaign in Example 2511 and Example 2512 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1257
2513. Target phrase: building support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11960636

Shaked, who has expressed the belief that the courts of Israel carry out a left wing ideology, has been firm in pushing
candidates whose views are more conservative. Additionally, she has attempted to pass measures that limit the power of
the supreme court. Shaked has been successful at building support, which caused speculation that she could replace
Netanyahu as Prime Minister after the April 2019 election. This speculation turned out to be unfounded, as Netanyahu
remained Prime Minister following the election.

2514. Target phrase: building support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5587936

Another use of shifting is in taking pictures of a mirror. By moving the camera off to one side of the mirror, and
shifting the lens in the opposite direction, an image of the mirror can be captured without the reflection of the camera or
photographer. Shifting can similarly be used to photograph “around an object, such as a building support in a gallery,
without producing an obviously oblique view. Perspective-control in software.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2513:

Q2. Answer for example 2514: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase building support in Example 2513 and Example 2514 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1258
2515. Target phrase: round table

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5775215

The recently refurbished ice rink on Hobs Moat Road is home to Solihull’s ice hockey teams, the Solihull Barons,
Solihull Vikings, a junior ice hockey team, the Mohawks ice racing club, as well as ice dance and figure skating clubs.
Above the ice rink was a Riley’s snooker club before the company entered adminsration in 2020 as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. A number of service organisations and other clubs operate in Solihull including a round table,
and a Women’s Institute founded over 90 years ago. There is a Freemasonic temple in Knowle hosting a number of lodges.

2516. Target phrase: round table

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18932

However, , the platform was closed. Efforts to correct bias. A technique used to avoid bias is the ”point/counterpoint”
or ”round table”, an adversarial format in which representatives of opposing views comment on an issue. This approach
theoretically allows diverse views to appear in the media.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2515:
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Q2. Answer for example 2516: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase round table in Example 2515 and Example 2516 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1259
2517. Target phrase: main approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45568301

Immediate management aims to limit traumatic or chemical damage to the limbus, control inflammation, and help
achieve a healthy corneal epithelium. Initial treatment after trauma/injury includes preservative-free artificial tears,
topical steroids, ‘bandage’ contact lenses, and autologous eye drops (eye drops manufactured from the patient’s own
blood serum and plasma). Once the corneal surface has stabilized, surgery is the main approach to treatment. Types
of surgeries: Types.

2518. Target phrase: main approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21238005

Fossard is recorded in the Domesday Book of 1086 as a tenant of 114 manors, all in Yorkshire, including under
Robert, Count of Mortain of ”Grif”, identified as Mulgrave in the hundred of Langbaurgh. He became himself a tenant-
in-chief of the king in 1088, and a holder of the large feudal barony whose ”caput” was at Mulgrave, hence known as the
barony of Mulgrave, which according to the ”Cartae Baronum” return made in 1166 comprised 33 1/2 knight’s fees. The
main approach was located on the west, with two stone towers overlooking the entrance. Moats prohibited approach
from the east and ensured that western approach was by means of a drawbridge.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2517:

Q2. Answer for example 2518: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main approach in Example 2517 and Example 2518 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1260
2519. Target phrase: almost all the people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=167166

Washkansky survived for eighteen days amid what many saw as a distasteful publicity circus. The media interest
prompted a spate of heart transplants. Over a hundred were performed in 1968–1969, but almost all the people died
within 60 days. Barnard’s second patient, Philip Blaiberg, lived for 19 months.

2520. Target phrase: almost all the people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44676198

Like other areas of Punjab the summer is very hot and winter is fairly cold. Economy. Agriculture is the backbone
of the village almost all the people earn their living through farming. The area is famous for goats, sheep, ravi breed
Water Buffalo and Sahiwal cow breed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2519:

Q2. Answer for example 2520: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase almost all the people in Example 2519 and Example 2520 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1261
2521. Target phrase: woman’s voice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4832200

The show is broken up into various segments, based on the themes of the movies and Disneyland, each of which
are introduced with the ”Believe...” theme song. Opening. The show begins with a woman’s voice gently whispering
the word ”believe”, the show’s main theme. The child is heard saying ”I wish I never had to leave this magical place”,
otherwise known as Disneyland.

2522. Target phrase: woman’s voice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37604806

The prominent Kurdish poet Goran brought women’s rights to the Iraqi Kurdish literature in the early 20th cen-
tury. Goran denounced discrimination and violence against women. The first journal for Kurdish women, ”Dengî Afiret”
”woman’s voice”, was published in 1953. Following the overthrow of monarchy in 1958, the Union of Kurdish Women
lobbied for legal reform in the Iraqi civil law and it succeeded in bringing marriage under civil control and abolishing
honor killing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2521:

Q2. Answer for example 2522: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase woman’s voice in Example 2521 and Example 2522 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1262
2523. Target phrase: bad read

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2828390

This poses two related problems: one, the offensive line, in order to convincingly sell the run, cannot set up the
traditional pocket until after the running back pitches the ball back to the quarterback, and if any lineman crosses the
line of scrimmage, it is an ineligible player downfield, negating the play. Two, the long time involved in the handoff, run
and pitch back to the quarterback takes away time for the quarterback to make his reads (as he must watch for the ball
coming his way so that he does not drop the ball instead of scan the defense). This makes the quarterback far more
prone to being sacked or making a bad read of the defense and throwing an interception. The fact that the ball changes
hands three times after the snap (as opposed to one on a typical play) also means that there are three opportunities to
lose possession of the ball because of a botched throw or catch attempt.

2524. Target phrase: bad read

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5674687

This alone gives the book interest far beyond its status as a celebrity’s story.” Jason Morgan of ”The Washington
Post” said that the book’s prose is ”surprisingly polished and even beautiful on occasion,” it sometimes succumbs to
”lush writerly excess” reminiscent of William Faulkner’s work. ”SF Weekly” said that ””The Long Hard Road Out of
Hell” isn’t a bad read at all” but it left ”essential ground...uncovered.” He found the book’s narrative reminiscent of
both Franz Kafka’s ”The Metamorphosis” (1915) and F. Scott Fitzgerald’s ”The Great Gatsby” (1925).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2523:
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Q2. Answer for example 2524: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bad read in Example 2523 and Example 2524 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1263
2525. Target phrase: key sources

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=370432

By 1991, it was eighty-six to one. A 2011 study titled ”Divided we Stand: Why Inequality Keeps Rising” by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) sought to explain the causes for this rising inequal-
ity by investigating economic inequality in OECD countries; it concluded that the following factors played a role: The
study made the following conclusions about the level of economic inequality: A 2011 OECD study investigated economic
inequality in Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Russia and South Africa. It concluded that key sources of
inequality in these countries include ”a large, persistent informal sector, widespread regional divides (e.g. urban-rural),
gaps in access to education, and barriers to employment and career progression for women.”

2526. Target phrase: key sources

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19697756

A letter from Mary written at Elcot House in 1847 still exists. Hellen was fond of her brother Percy and in 1857 while
she resided at Elcot she wrote a series of letters about her memories of their childhood together. These letters became
the key sources in the many biographies that have been published about the poet. The two sisters appeared to live very
comfortably at Elcot.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2525:

Q2. Answer for example 2526: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key sources in Example 2525 and Example 2526 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1264
2527. Target phrase: birth day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47791365

Polurappan sits as if he is meditating or writing. Festivals. People celebrate Thaipuyam as the birth day of Subra-
manya Swamy. It is the main festival of this temple, which takes place in the month of Makaram.

2528. Target phrase: birth day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43341873

Layraud exhibited at the Paris Salon, winning medals in 1872; his work was shown at the 1889 and 1900 Expositions
Universelles. Layraud was appointed Chevalier of the Légion d’Honneur in 1890 and was promoted to Officer in 1903.
He died 1913 on his birth day, in Valenciennes. Works.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2527:

Q2. Answer for example 2528: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase birth day in Example 2527 and Example 2528 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1265
2529. Target phrase: building program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35563307

Barracks. The Life Guards Squadron was located in the barracks that previously was used by the Life Regiment of
Horse (K 1). The barracks were built in 1897 after the building program of the Defence Act of 1892, and designed by
Erik Josephson. During the years 1975-1981 the defence district staff at the regiment was localized to the staff house at
Lidingövägen, since 1994 the staff location for the Swedish Armed Forces Headquarters.

2530. Target phrase: building program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10791456

Immigration flowed and the newcomers were chiefly from the British Isles. They were industrious workingmen who
soon built comfortable homes for themselves. When the city water came to the mountain, followed by sewers, there was
no restraint on the building program. Since then the growth has been phenomenal.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2529:

Q2. Answer for example 2530: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase building program in Example 2529 and Example 2530 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1266
2531. Target phrase: corporate plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16892577

Elsewhere in Central America, Burger King entered in a deal with another of its franchises, the Beboca Group of
Panama, to create a new corporate entity to handle expansion and logistics in the LAC region which until this time had
no centralized operations group. The deal follows a unification of the company’s web presence in Latin America and the
Caribbean, as well as aligning all of its various web initiatives including mobile services, Facebook presence and guest
relation tools. The Latin American moves are part of a corporate plan to take advantage of the growing middle class
in these regions. The company began its move into Sub-Saharan Africa in May 2013 when Burger King opened its first
outlet in Cape Town South Africa.

2532. Target phrase: corporate plan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2380242

The Ministry of Defence Guard Service (MGS) role is to provide unarmed guarding and access control services to
MoD units across the UK. It guards over 200 sites including the MoD HQ in London, the nuclear submarine base at
HM Naval Base Clyde, and the RAF stations at Menwith Hill and Fylingdales Role. The agency’s role as defined in its
corporate plan was: Delivering effective policing and guarding as part of the UK’s Defence capability. The focus of all
agency activity was to counter the following crimes and security risks faced by the MoD: Disbandment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2531:

Q2. Answer for example 2532: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase corporate plan in Example 2531 and Example 2532 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1267
2533. Target phrase: second chamber

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=512851

If the sample is not diluted enough, the cells will be too crowded and difficult to count. If it is too dilute, the sample
size will not be enough to make strong inferences about the concentration in the original mixture. By performing a redun-
dant test on a second chamber, the results can be compared. If they differ more than 2 times the counting error (square
root of the count), the method of taking the sample may be unreliable (e.g., the original mixture is not mixed thoroughly).

2534. Target phrase: second chamber

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36807744

She served initially until 1963, from 1956 to 1959 as the only female member. She was in 1959 second vice-president
of the Althing, from 1959 to 1960 second vice-president of the Lower House, from 1961 to 1962 Speaker of the Lower
House of the Althing, from 1962 to 1963 again second vice president. In 1971 she was again a member of parliament and
belonged to the second chamber until 1979. She was again Speaker from 1974 to 1978.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2533:

Q2. Answer for example 2534: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second chamber in Example 2533 and Example 2534 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1268
2535. Target phrase: side garden

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27703307

Between the paired, central bays is an articulate, full-relief, feminine bust sculpture occupying the spandrel area.
Plaster ornaments composed of two small, circular medallions flanking a larger, central one decorate the areas between
bays 1-2 and 3-4. In plan, the living room, dining room, and finally a louvered gallery overlooking the side garden are
disposed in sequence from front to rear. Bedrooms open onto the gallery around the court.

2536. Target phrase: side garden

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46893193

Art from the Northland Center. In May, 2016, ”Boy and Bear”, a sculpture by artist Marshall Fredericks was the
first piece to be placed and now sits inside the lobby entrance to the Southfield Public Library. ”Prophet”, a sculpture
by artist Sorel Etrog was restored and installed in the side garden of the Southfield City Hall in March 2018. ”The
Crowd” by Italian sculptor Gio Pomodoro is on loan to the 2000 Southfield Town Center building and sits in the lobby.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2535:

Q2. Answer for example 2536: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase side garden in Example 2535 and Example 2536 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1269
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2537. Target phrase: another explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18679103

Evidence shows that men tend to have lowered implicit self-esteem when their romantic partner succeeded than
when they failed, automatically interpreting their romantic partner’s success as their own failure. The underlying
explanation might be that self-evaluation is driven by one’s expectations around fulfillment of one’s role as a man.
another explanation in line with the interpersonal nature of self-evaluation stems from the belief that women are
attracted to men’s success. Hence, the perception of failure in a man could trigger his fear associated with acceptance
from his significant other, as well as abandonment issues.

2538. Target phrase: another explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8569333

The most commonly accepted one is the prefix ”puthu” or ”puthiya”, which means new in Tamil. Hence the meaning
is ’new town’. another explanation is that the prefix origins from ”putru”, the Tamil word for snake hole, that acquires
to the agricultural fields of the town. The last explanation for the reason of the name is the argument for a derivation of
Buddha and -ur, that gradually has changed into Puttur.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2537:

Q2. Answer for example 2538: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another explanation in Example 2537 and Example 2538 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1270
2539. Target phrase: product labels

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17628612

Life. Harry Rountree was born in 1878 to Irish banker, Stephen Gilbert Rountree (5 November 1851–9 September
1918) and Julia Bartley (24 December 1851–29 October 1930), the niece of prominent New Zealand architect Edward
Bartley. Rountree was educated at Auckland’s Queen’s College, and began working at Wilson and Horton Printers
in the city, designing show-cards, advertisements, and product labels. He progressed to become special artist for the
”Auckland Weekly News”, published by Wilson and Horton, with his earliest signed drawings, quite serious in tone and
subject matter, appearing in 1899.

2540. Target phrase: product labels

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44987488

of Agriculture (USDA) sources. Included for each food is its weight in grams, its calories, and (also in grams,) the
amount of protein, carbohydrates, dietary fiber, fat, and saturated fat. As foods vary by brands and stores, the figures
should only be considered estimates, with more exact figures often included on product labels. For precise details about
vitamins and mineral contents, the USDA source can be used.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2539:

Q2. Answer for example 2540: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase product labels in Example 2539 and Example 2540 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1271
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2541. Target phrase: increased presence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=204048

A pupil breathes in and out of the middle tube. The glass tubing is arranged in such a way that one flask bubbles
as the pupils breathes in, the other as the pupil breathes out. A suitable carbon dioxide indicator, such as limewater or
bicarbonate indicator shows the increased presence of carbon dioxide in the outgoing breath. This turns the bicarbon-
ate into milky white substance.

2542. Target phrase: increased presence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11624591

The local nobility had recently been the target of new royal measures handed down by Charles in order to consolidate
power and ”check the abuses of local counts.” He instructed the nobility to take a new oath of loyalty to him as king:
”I, [the oath-taker], promise that in relation to my lord King Charles and his sons I am faithful and I shall be so for
all of my life without treachery or evil intentions.” This increased presence of central authority might have chafed the
aristocracy, opening the door for a palace coup directed against Charlemagne. Additionally, both the Royal Frankish
Annals and Einhard cite Charles’ then-current wife Fastrada, who seems to have been poorly received by many members
of court, as a factor in the rebellion.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2541:

Q2. Answer for example 2542: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increased presence in Example 2541 and Example 2542 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1272
2543. Target phrase: contacted law enforcement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59585018

The current owner John Clarke terminated all 27 employees and refused to pay out any form of compensation. The
bar’s union, Crush Bar Workers Collective (CBWC), staged a sit-in to demand compensation for ”accrued sick time
pay off, half-time pay for our scheduled hours one week out, and guarantee rehires when the bar reopens”. The owner
denied these requests and contacted law enforcement to have the union members removed. Two days later the owner
backtracked their claim and agreed to compensate the employees for their sick leave.

2544. Target phrase: contacted law enforcement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51420340

WhatsApp stated that the exploit targeted 1,400 users in 20 countries, including ”at least 100 human-rights defenders,
journalists and other members of civil society”. NSO employees had complained to WhatsApp about improved security,
according to the court filings by WhatsApp and its parent company Facebook: ”On or about May 13, 2019, Facebook
publicly announced that it had investigated and identified a vulnerability involving the WhatsApp Service (). WhatsApp
and Facebook closed the vulnerability, contacted law enforcement, and advised users to update the WhatsApp app.
Defendants subsequently complained that WhatsApp had closed the vulnerability.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2543:

Q2. Answer for example 2544: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase contacted law enforcement in Example 2543 and Example 2544 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1273
2545. Target phrase: short-distance travel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1018045

This means during most of the day there are three trains an hour between Copenhagen and Odense. Quite unusual in
the world, some trains will consist of both electrically and diesel-powered units coupled together. Being the only option
for long-distance and some short-distance travel, there is no surcharge for IC and Lyntog. They have a maximum
speed of 180 km/h.

2546. Target phrase: short-distance travel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14878327

These include: These bichirs use a coordinated network of fins for locomotion. Their pectoral fins are used for general
navigation—they help the fish turn, ”brake”, and ”walk” across the bottom of their environment. When held rigid, the
pectoral fins are strong enough to allow for short-distance travel across dry land. The ventral fins act as a keel would
on a ship, keeping the bichir’s subcylindrical body level.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2545:

Q2. Answer for example 2546: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase short-distance travel in Example 2545 and Example 2546 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1274
2547. Target phrase: study sites

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28356401

The Investigator Database profiles the experience and capabilities of each Investigator and includes an online survey
and ranking application to help study teams select the best Investigator for a given study. Study related documents.
Sponsors and study sites are required to negotiate and complete a series of regulatory, business and financial documents
prior to commencing a clinical trial. The Secure Document Exchange technology of a clinical trial portal facilitates this
process online vs by paper and overnight carrier offering significant financial and environmental advantages.

2548. Target phrase: study sites

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10210478

Avifauna. Many bird species are seasonal visitors to the offshore cays and are only in evidence at Hans Lollik during
the summer breeding season. The most conspicuous birds at the study sites are the resident seabird species, including
the brown booby (”Sula melanogaster”) and the brown pelican (”Pelecanus occidentalis”). Both species utilize the bait-
rich waters of Hans Lollik for feeding; both species target white fry, blue fry, or false pilchard as preferred prey.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2547:

Q2. Answer for example 2548: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase study sites in Example 2547 and Example 2548 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1275
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2549. Target phrase: well-defined manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4136723

Methods allowing for complete characterization of pulses include frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) and spec-
tral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER). Pulse shaping. Pulse shaping is to modify the
pulses from the source in a well-defined manner, including manipulation on pulse’s amplitude, phase, and duration.
To amplify pulse’s intensity, chirped pulse amplification is generally applied, which includes a pulse stretcher, amplifier,
and compressor.

2550. Target phrase: well-defined manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30010315

Regulated entities both have defined rights and bear legal responsibilities. Principles. The administrative law guaran-
tees the rights and liberties of regulated entities and enables civil society and the state to operate in a well-defined manner.
Subjects.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2549:

Q2. Answer for example 2550: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase well-defined manner in Example 2549 and Example 2550 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1276
2551. Target phrase: stock movement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28123

The most accurate position is prone, with a sandbag supporting the stock, and the stock’s cheek-piece against the
cheek. In the field, a bipod can be used instead. Sometimes a sling is wrapped around the weak arm (or both) to reduce
stock movement. Some doctrines train a sniper to breathe deeply before shooting, then hold their lungs empty while
they line up and take their shot.

2552. Target phrase: stock movement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=92604

The trestle and old tracks were entirely removed once the diversion was ready for switchover. New tracks were laid
at a rapid rate which were done in about 13 hours on 3 October 1965. Both lines were connected via junctions south
of Finsbury Park for stock movement and engineering trains. It was intended for Green Park to have cross-platform
interchange, but was deemed impossible due to the lines crossing at right angles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2551:

Q2. Answer for example 2552: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stock movement in Example 2551 and Example 2552 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1277
2553. Target phrase: cultural horizon

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4024168
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The axe was delivered to the Cultural Department of the Rana Museum on 1 July 2004. This is the first discovery
of the battle axe culture in the inner parts of Northern Norway. In 1913, a long axe from the same cultural horizon
was discovered on Brattland in Utskarpen. The axe is a ”boat-axe” of Swedish-Norwegian type from about 2800—2400 BC.

2554. Target phrase: cultural horizon

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=918177

Manuel was told to find markets in France, Belgium and the Netherlands. He travelled extensively, toured Europe and
lingered in Italy. He extended his cultural horizon by wandering through North Africa and Asia Minor. The company
was closed but father and son continued the business on their own.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2553:

Q2. Answer for example 2554: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase cultural horizon in Example 2553 and Example 2554 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1278
2555. Target phrase: neighboring state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1106935

Bargarh is popularly known for intensive cultivation of ’paddy’, therefore called ”Bhata Handi” of Odisha State. Ge-
ography. Bargarh is located in western odisha, close to the border of neighboring state of Chhattisgarh. It is positioned
at with an average elevation of 171 meter (561 feet).

2556. Target phrase: neighboring state

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=750689

In the 2016-17 year, Academic Scholars receive up to $212 per credit hour per semester, Medallion Scholars receive
up to $159 per credit hour per semester, and Gold Seal Scholars receive up to $48 per credit hour per semester. History.
The Bright Futures Scholarship was meant to emulate neighboring state Georgia’s HOPE Scholarship. Originally the
Program disbursed just above 42,000 scholarships for about $70 million.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2555:

Q2. Answer for example 2556: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase neighboring state in Example 2555 and Example 2556 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1279
2557. Target phrase: less reason

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3590354

Customers opted for PC-based products as the software base was larger and cheaper. More programmers were familiar
with the PC and did not have to learn new systems. Memory costs fell, so there was less reason to have bus-based
memory expansion when one could have plenty on the processor board. So despite the disadvantages, manufacturers
created industrial PC systems and eventually dropped other bus systems.

2558. Target phrase: less reason
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=198514

As such, judges used to scoring with older methods–such as the 5-point must system or round scoring–had little
guidance as to whether or not a round could be scored 10-8 if it did not contain a knockdown. Although to be fair, there
were rounds for Hearns that could have been scored 10-8 as well that were not. There was some talk also of the fight
being ended sooner and for less reason than was usual for the era. Rematch.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2557:

Q2. Answer for example 2558: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase less reason in Example 2557 and Example 2558 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1280
2559. Target phrase: living arrangement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51134549

In the second-season premiere, Shelby mentioned that he resigned from the FBI and commenced study at a law school
in UC Berkeley. After the 2018 Hostage crisis ended, it was revealed that Caleb vacated in Tulum, Mexico prior to
visiting his mother and brother in Washington, D.C. During his visit, he gets into a brief physical fight with his brother
Clay Haas. Later, Caleb agrees to a living arrangement with his brother at Camp Peary. Caleb helps the team with
their mission in order to expose the collaborators associated with 2018 Hostage Crisis event.

2560. Target phrase: living arrangement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11162366

Pomyalovsky attempted suicide several times, and spent the winter of 1862-63 in the hospital. In 1863 he moved
to the country with his brother and two student acquaintances in an effort to break with his habits and find sobriety.
Another binge, brought on by misunderstandings that broke up his living arrangement, nearly killed him. A few days
into his recovery he noticed a sore on his leg.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2559:

Q2. Answer for example 2560: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase living arrangement in Example 2559 and Example 2560 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1281
2561. Target phrase: sport associations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50586201

The Gardners, who lived off-site, were notified but by the time they arrived the barn was destroyed. The Shelbyville
community supported Gardner and his wife as they rebuilt their stable and eventually resumed training horses. Gardner
shows with six different horse breed or sport associations and has been named Trainer of the Year a total of 11 times.
In 2010, he was inducted into the Spotted Saddle Horse Breeders’ and Exhibitors’ Association Hall of Fame.

2562. Target phrase: sport associations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7192122
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The Baseball and Softball Association of the Islamic Republic of Iran () is the governing body for baseball and softball
in Iran. It was founded in 1993 as a baseball, softball, cricket and rugby union federation, but split from the rugby and
cricket federation in 2010. It is now an association inside Iran Federation of sport associations which is the governing
body for minor sports in Iran. There are 11 provincial teams that compete in two annual national championships.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2561:

Q2. Answer for example 2562: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sport associations in Example 2561 and Example 2562 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1282
2563. Target phrase: first crack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2796757

At approximately , the coffee will emit a cracking sound. This point is referred to as ”first crack,” marking the begin-
nings of a very ”light roast”. At first crack, a large amount of the coffee’s moisture has been evaporated and the beans
will begin to increase in size. When the coffee reaches approximately , it emits a ”second crack”, this sound represents
the structure of the coffee becoming brittle and fracturing as the bean continues to swell and enlarge from internal pressure.

2564. Target phrase: first crack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15011379

Another controversy occurred this season when voters jumped Texas over California in the final regular-season poll.
Texas coach Mack Brown publicly lobbied voters to give Texas the final at-large bid. Although the Bears, as Pac-10
runner-up, normally would have had first crack at a Rose Bowl berth, Brown lobbied for and got that berth. Several
Associated Press voters were besieged by fan emails and phone calls attempting to sway their votes, apparently spurred
from Brown’s pleas to rank Texas ahead of other ”less deserving teams.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2563:

Q2. Answer for example 2564: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first crack in Example 2563 and Example 2564 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1283
2565. Target phrase: dangerous way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1500520

This sea state is fairly common and a large percentage of ship accidents have been found to occur in this state. Vessels
fare better against large waves when perpendicular to the waves. In a cross sea, vessels are more likely to be struck in
a dangerous way. A cross swell is generated when the wave systems are longer-period swells, rather than short-period
wind-generated waves.

2566. Target phrase: dangerous way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4259127

Two tracks were released as singles, ”Psi Power” and ”25 Years”, which featured ”Death Trap” and ”PXR5” respec-
tively on their B-sides. The ”PXR5” album was eventually released on 15 June 1979, and the cryptic message on the
cover ”This is the last but one” refers to the fact that it was recorded prior to ”25 Years On”. The album’s cover featured
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a British BS 1363 mains plug wired in a dangerous way. Shortly after the album’s release, the illustration of the plug
was covered by a sticker obscuring the image.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2565:

Q2. Answer for example 2566: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dangerous way in Example 2565 and Example 2566 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1284
2567. Target phrase: grey shade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53702720

The costa is black at the base and there is a dark grey band from the inner margin where it is broad, and narrowing
towards the apex, broken by the whitish veins. A terminal row of grey spots does not reach apex. The hindwings are
whitish, with the inner margin grey and a grey shade from the inner margin to the costa near the apex. There is a
terminal row of grey spots and the fringe is grey at the base.

2568. Target phrase: grey shade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=977374

A darker version, known as ”service drab”, was adopted for home service field wear in 1902, the same year that the US
Army also adopted khaki for non-dress occasions. The Italians introduced grey-green in 1909, followed by the German
and Austrian armies who adopted different shades of grey. The Russians had changed to a grey shade of khaki in 1908,
following their experience in the Russo-Japanese War of 1905. There was however strong attachment to the colourful
uniforms as previously worn on all occasions and the process was not an inexorable one.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2567:

Q2. Answer for example 2568: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase grey shade in Example 2567 and Example 2568 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1285
2569. Target phrase: pool rooms

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57658

The corporation also owns and manages hotels and tourist lodges at all major tourist centres in Bhutan. It has its
own fleet of cars and also interpreters in several international languages to cater to tourists of various denominations.
Thimphu does not have a vibrant night life but the number of nightclubs and pool rooms for young people is growing
quickly. Of note is the Om Bar which attracts a number of the Bhutanese elite and expatriates who dine and discuss
their business ventures there.

2570. Target phrase: pool rooms

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11229444

In 1948, Willis beat Lassiter in nine-ball on Lassiter’s home turf, Elizabeth City; it was Lassiter’s best game. Indeed,
Willis’ talent for nine-ball was the primary reason for Lassiter forming a partnership with Willis rather than a rivalry.
Together they would go on the road and hustle pool rooms, sometimes winning anywhere from $5,000 to $10,000 over
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a period of several days. The last ”challenge match”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2569:

Q2. Answer for example 2570: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase pool rooms in Example 2569 and Example 2570 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1286
2571. Target phrase: little control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25173995

Forced labour has changed the public/consumer’s perception of the brand, and has decreased sales. This has meant
Nike has had to re-analyse the business, and focus on the ethics of their workers, rather than continuing to promote
the competitive nature of their model. Nike has strongly denied the claims in the past, suggesting the company has
little control over sub-contracted factories. Beginning in 2002, Nike began auditing its factories for occupational health
and safety.

2572. Target phrase: little control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23265330

The problem facing civilian authority, then, is in deciding on the ideal amount of control. Too much control over the
military could result in a force too weak to defend the nation, resulting in failure on the battlefield. Too little control
would create the possibility of a coup, i.e., failure of the government. Huntington’s answer to the control dilemma was
”objective civilian control.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2571:

Q2. Answer for example 2572: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase little control in Example 2571 and Example 2572 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1287
2573. Target phrase: general immunity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14085336

Such a broad pattern in gene expression over such a wide range of sensory and non-sensory fluids or tissues is in strong
agreement with a very general basic function for this gene family, i.e. in relation with lipid transport and metabolism.
A role of CSPs in general immunity, insecticide resistance and xenobiotic degradation has been recently brought up
by Xuan et al. (2015), who showed a drastic and remarkable up-regulation of CSP genes in many various tissues over
exposure to abamectin insecticide molecule [32].

2574. Target phrase: general immunity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13212

England avoided this fate for a while and settled down under Elizabeth I to a moderate Anglicanism. Much of
modern-day Germany was made up of numerous small sovereign states under the theoretical framework of the Holy
Roman Empire, which was further divided along internally drawn sectarian lines. The Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth
is notable in this time for its religious indifference and a general immunity to the horrors of European religious strife.
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Thirty Years’ War 1618–1648.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2573:

Q2. Answer for example 2574: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general immunity in Example 2573 and Example 2574 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1288
2575. Target phrase: next lock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3086815

The canal crosses the Lower Clydach River on an aqueduct, which discharges water into the river, and the watered
section comes to an abrupt halt about further on. Southern section. The next lock was located at Ynystawe in the
industrial estate to the south-west of the current terminus. In 1879, it was surrounded by a gas works, a brick works,
Clydach Foundry, a tinplate works, and a network of railway sidings radiating from near Cwm Clydach railway station.

2576. Target phrase: next lock

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29483006

T’Kan denies it. Meanwhile, Doctor Doom is attempting to crack the vault locks containing the vibranium he needs.
However, the combinations on the next lock are alchemical symbols, which contradicts T’Challa preference for science.
Doom is able to crack it with his magic and a blood sacrifice.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2575:

Q2. Answer for example 2576: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next lock in Example 2575 and Example 2576 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1289
2577. Target phrase: complete system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=711411

J. Zahn, ”Introduction to Mysticism” p. 213). In his ”Exercitia spiritualia” St. Ignatius of Loyola has left to posterity
a grand literary monument of the science of the soul, but also a method unparalleled in its practical efficacy of strength-
ening the willpower. The booklet has appeared in numberless editions and revisions and, ”despite its modest guise, is in
reality a complete system of asceticism” (Meschler). The four weeks of the Exercises acquaint the exercitant with the
three degrees of the spiritual life.

2578. Target phrase: complete system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16727034

Each crate consists of 512 processor nodes a and a 26 hypercube communications network. One node consumes about
5 W of power, and each crate is air and water cooled. A complete system can consist of any number of crates, for a
total of up to several tens of thousands of nodes. Operating system.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2577:

Q2. Answer for example 2578: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase complete system in Example 2577 and Example 2578 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1290
2579. Target phrase: objective performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=545725

Legal sanctions on “predatory pricing” are compensating damages or administrative penalties, while “dumping” is
levying anti-dumping duties. 3. The objective performance of predatory pricing is a company temporarily sells goods
or services below cost. Its essence is that it temporarily loses money, but squeezes competitors out of a certain market
to form an exclusive situation.

2580. Target phrase: objective performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14591595

Whilst task performance is important to people, they do sometimes act in ways so as to paradoxically impair task
performance, either to protect against the shame of performing poorly by creating a convenient excuse (discounting),
or to enhance themselves by succeeding despite adversity by creating grounds for conceit (augmenting). Furthermore,
self-handicapping can have unintentional adverse consequences. Whilst allowing the maintenance of positive self-views
self-handicapping has the cost of impairing objective performance. Students who report frequent use self-handicapping
strategies underperform relative to their aptitude, with poor examination preparation mediating the effect.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2579:

Q2. Answer for example 2580: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase objective performance in Example 2579 and Example 2580 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1291
2581. Target phrase: peripheral way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5486819

In others, the tower is used as an embodiment of Paris, the symbol of the city, to set the scene for a film or other
work centered on the city. Symbol of Paris. In yet others, as a symbol of the city in a more peripheral way. Familiar
visual element.

2582. Target phrase: peripheral way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63879371

The regiment lost three killed and 13 wounded in their final engagement. Return and mustering out. The regiment
took part in the Appomattox Campaign in a peripheral way. As Lee’s army abandoned Petersburg and retreated west-
ward, the 56th Massachusetts marched with their division as far as Burkeville, Virginia.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2581:

Q2. Answer for example 2582: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase peripheral way in Example 2581 and Example 2582 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1292
2583. Target phrase: consumer purchase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1717824

However, a population stagnation ensued and by the mid-1920s the South Asian population in Canada stood at just
over 1,000 persons. Despite their declining numbers, Canadians from South Asia grew wealthier. They began to acquire
their own lumber mills which were used to produce wood and sawdust for consumer purchase. During the Great De-
pression the tight-knit nature of the South Asian community mitigated many of the economic effects the depression had
on other communities in Canada.

2584. Target phrase: consumer purchase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38496244

Various fields of engineering must intercommunicate, including civil, electrical, mechanical, industrial, chemical, bio-
logical, and environmental engineering. For example, a modern automobile design requires electrical engineers, mechanical
engineers, and environmental engineers to work together to produce a fuel-efficient, durable product for consumers. If
engineers do not adequately communicate among one another, a potential design could have flaws and be unsafe for
consumer purchase. Engineering disasters can be a result of such miscommunication, including the 2005 levee failures
in Greater New Orleans, Louisiana during Hurricane Katrina, the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster, and the Hyatt Re-
gency walkway collapse.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2583:

Q2. Answer for example 2584: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase consumer purchase in Example 2583 and Example 2584 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1293
2585. Target phrase: general space

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53753839

The categories of horizontal escalation can also be applied to a similar theory called, the vertical dimension of esca-
lation. This theory has three categories: Compound and Widen Escalation. These two levels include having the conflict
expand out of the general space and increasing the space for operations in the local area. Increase Intensity.

2586. Target phrase: general space

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48079404

The members of the band use the pseudonyms ”King Shabaka”, ”Danalogue”, and ”Betamax” to respectively refer
to saxophonist Shabaka Hutchings, keyboardist Dan Leavers, and drummer Max Hallett. In a 2013 interview, Hutchings
explained the name of the band thus: ”The name of the group comes from a BBC Radiophonic Workshop piece of the
same name. Once we heard this piece, with its allusions to sci-fi, cosmic remembrances and general space, it instantly
struck a chord. We’re exploring new sound worlds and aiming to destroy all musical ideals which are unfit for our purposes
so the name stuck.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2585:
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Q2. Answer for example 2586: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general space in Example 2585 and Example 2586 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1294
2587. Target phrase: absolute control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43490941

In 1913, the Woman’s Club took over the library then eventually in 1915 it was relocated to the east wing of the
Women’s Club. The Sarasota City Council soon appropriated $150 a year to locate the library in the old schoolhouse
on Main Street rent free for five years. In 1940 the Women’s Club requested that the city take absolute control of the
library so the city moved it to Chidsey Library. As more individuals relocated into the county by the mid 1970s, the
increasing need for additional books and materials was evident.

2588. Target phrase: absolute control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7742492

The term has been used in to refer to men and women alike, who are obedient to God. Some commentators use the
term to mean obedience to the husband, while others assert that it means obedience to God. Some scholars agree that
the husband does not have absolute control over his wife, and her first loyalty is to God. Guarding the unseen.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2587:

Q2. Answer for example 2588: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase absolute control in Example 2587 and Example 2588 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1295
2589. Target phrase: standard call

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1690991

Ian Cranna from ”Smash Hits” noted the ”atmospheric lines” of the song in his review, adding that it’s ”combining
medieval monks’ chants and wispy, wistful synthesiser driftings over hippety-hoppety beats.” Bob Mack from ”Spin”
called it ”the Dark Ages disco cut”. He added that ”the track starts with a standard call and response—but it’s one
of monks doing Gregorian chants. After the beats kick in, synth washes buoy the flute flourishes, while French spoken
words and heavy female panting get the point across.”

2590. Target phrase: standard call

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2570216

Acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 metres per second per second; if there’s a front-heavy runaway batten heading for
the deck from 20m overhead there will only be a couple of seconds to give a warning to those below. For this reason, it is
standard operating procedure in most venues to for crew to be clear from directly underneath of battens when they are
being loaded/unloaded and flown unbalanced. ”Heads” is a standard call but runaway cradles are, thankfully, not a
standard event; they can kill.) Operators are trained not to attempt to stop a runaway lineset but rather to warn others
and safely escape.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2589:
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Q2. Answer for example 2590: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase standard call in Example 2589 and Example 2590 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1296
2591. Target phrase: less than one minute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14863528

But the Chargers back-up linebacker Antwan Applewhite tackled Clark for a 4-yard loss on the Steelers 44-yard
line. Several plays later, Nate Kaeding’s 42-yard field goal gave San Diego a 10–7 lead on the first play after the two-
minute warning. But with less than one minute left, Roethlisberger’s 41-yard completion to Hines Ward moved the
ball to the Chargers 3-yard line. On the next play, Parker’s 3-yard touchdown run gave the Steelers a 14–10 halftime lead.

2592. Target phrase: less than one minute

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4347601

While also spread by infected seeds, significant spread of Lettuce Mosaic Virus occurs from aphids (Denis, 2010). The
virus can be spread by many species, including the cotton aphid (”Aphis gossypii”), the potato aphid (”Macrosiphum
euphorbiae”), and the green peach aphid (”Myzus persicae”). Spread of the virus by non-persistent aphids has a short
feeding period of less than one minute for transmission. Aphids that migrate from crop to crop briefly lead to increased
exposure and spread of the virus.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2591:

Q2. Answer for example 2592: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase less than one minute in Example 2591 and Example 2592 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1297
2593. Target phrase: pool balls

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12885337

The ball adopts the of the with the color of the black , the ”” of their respective namesake games. No special equip-
ment is required for play in pool halls or home pool rooms. As illustrated to the left, a regular set of pool balls and
a nine-ball diamond rack turned sidewise are adequate. The original informal incarnation of seven ball led to a variant
professional ruleset that enjoyed a brief heyday in the Sudden Death Seven-ball series of pro tournaments, broadcast on
the American cable TV network ESPN from 2000 to 2005.

2594. Target phrase: pool balls

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29593808

In a 1929 article appearing in the ”Lowell Sun” newspaper, physician Morris Fishbein speculated that for Ali’s nut
feat, the one nut of a different variety was held in the mouth rather than swallowed, thus allowing him to produce it on
cue. Dr. Fishbein also stated that unnamed ”investigators” were convinced that for Ali’s handkerchief stunt, to produce
them in the sequence stipulated by the audience Ali flavored the cloth, and could therefore taste for the correct one as he
brought them up. Ali also swallowed live goldfish, watches, coins, costume jewelry, paper money, peach pits, stones, live
mice, buttons, pool balls and other odd objects. In another standard performance segment, he placed eight or more lit
cigarettes in his mouth but instead of inhaling, he swallowed the smoke and, after a significant time had passed, issued
it forth in a steady stream like an erupting volcano.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2593:

Q2. Answer for example 2594: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase pool balls in Example 2593 and Example 2594 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1298
2595. Target phrase: best day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18774671

”Forever &amp; Always” was written in a state where she noticed Jonas’ slow shift from her and wondered why.
Jonas later ended the relationship with Swift for actress Camilla Belle, whom he met on set his ”Lovebug” (2008) music
video. ”The best day” was a song Swift dedicated to her mother, Andrea Swift. It is an understated ballad, and the
only song on ”Fearless” to be written in simple verse form.

2596. Target phrase: best day

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7155421

It is preferable for a Sunni Muslim to remove the hair directly below the navel and under the arms also as trimming
the nails once a week. Leaving hair and nails is permissible after 15 days and disliked after 40 days. The best day for
removing needless hair and cutting nails is Friday. It is permissible to use shaving cream to remove needless hair.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2595:

Q2. Answer for example 2596: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best day in Example 2595 and Example 2596 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1299
2597. Target phrase: fletcher’s home

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32380717

Soon, the group expanded, and by 1916 a regular group of landscape painters called the Ramblers were meeting. In
1919 they named themselves the Landscape Club of Washington, and met in the home of Florida Senator Duncan U.
Fletcher. They held their first exhibition in October 1919 at fletcher’s home, could continue to exhibit there until the
1920s. During World War II the group meetings declined, with occasional exhibitions still being held.

2598. Target phrase: fletcher’s home

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15360568

Fletcher and Scully depart, watched by the soldiers. Mulder is driven back to Area 51 along with two other Men
in Black, Howard Grodin and Jeff Smoodge. After an angry telephone call from Fletcher’s wife, Joanne, Mulder—still
inside Fletcher’s body—goes to fletcher’s home. Instead of sleeping in the bedroom, he decides to sleep downstairs in
an easy chair and watch pornography.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2597:

Q2. Answer for example 2598: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase fletcher’s home in Example 2597 and Example 2598 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1300
2599. Target phrase: joint account

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4636143

Ivan (Bruno Xavier), Badri’s cunning lawyer friend, explains to him that the only way out is marriage with an
Australian citizen. Ramji reluctantly agrees for a fake marriage with Ivan’s fiancé Damayanthi (Geetu Mohandas), a
free-spirited motorbiker of Sri Lankan Tamil Christian background, and they get married over the weekend. For all these
gimmicks, Ivan charges heavy fees from Badri and deposits in the joint account of his with Damayanthi. Ramji converts
to Christianity, becoming Robert, and then moves into Damayanthi’s house.

2600. Target phrase: joint account

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21218932

Any joint owner of the account may withdraw funds during the lifetime of both owners, and most states have statutes
protecting the bank from claims brought by one joint owner against the bank if the other owner ”wrongfully” withdraws
funds from the joint account. The distinction between survivorship and convenience accounts matters at the death of
one of the owners. If the joint account is a survivorship account, the ownership of the account goes to the surviving
joint account holder. Joint survivorship accounts are often created in order to avoid probate.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2599:

Q2. Answer for example 2600: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase joint account in Example 2599 and Example 2600 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1301
2601. Target phrase: whose right hand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1033919

St. Stephen’s Basilica (, ) is a Roman Catholic basilica in Budapest, Hungary. It is named in honour of Stephen,
the first King of Hungary (c 975–1038), whose right hand is housed in the reliquary. It was the sixth largest church
building in Hungary before 1920.

2602. Target phrase: whose right hand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9875302

Bardagul gives his car’s cigarette lighter and she places it alongside the two packs. Brossy hangs the trench coat on
plane’s left hind wing and it explodes, disabling the tail rudder. The pilot (the goon whose right hand is bandaged)
and Kainam alight from the plane to see the damage as Bardagul and Brossy restrain them. A third person comes out of
the plane.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2601:

Q2. Answer for example 2602: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose right hand in Example 2601 and Example 2602 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1302
2603. Target phrase: less repression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63113181

Likewise, in South Africa, Malawi, and Mozambique, these countries have used social media as ”new protest drums.”
Due to social media’s low entry barrier, opposition forces against the government can facilitate political discourse that
can lead to accountability. Whistleblowers and opposition forces are able to expose corruption through social media,
where they face less repression while reaching a larger audience. For example, the youth of Zimbabwe and South Africa
use Facebook to discuss politics without judgment.

2604. Target phrase: less repression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39068045

In contrast, Millar’s group found the TOC1 protein to be a negative regulator, and the plant clock to be better
modeled as a repressilator—a system in which one gene represses another and is in turn repressed by the next, forming an
interdependent, oscillating gene network. This finding was achieved through 1) ”Arabidopsis” mutants with constitutive
(always turned on) toc1 gene expression, which showed decreased mRNA abundance in both morning loop genes prr7
and 9, cca1, and lhy and evening loop genes gi and elf4; and 2) plants with mutations in toc1 and plants in which
RNAi was used to knock out toc1. These mutants with no functional toc1 showed an advanced phase for lhy, suggesting
less repression in the absence of TOC1 protein. A study by Carl Strayer and colleagues found that toc1 gene’s tran-
scriptional involvement shortened circadian rhythms in constant dark in addition to constant light, and that TOC1 was
circadianly regulated and involved in regulation of its own feedback loop.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2603:

Q2. Answer for example 2604: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase less repression in Example 2603 and Example 2604 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1303
2605. Target phrase: actual content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1894487

In his scheme, Batrachomorpha is a superorder of Amphibia, containing the following subgroups: The other groups
of tetrapods considered more closely related to amniotes are put in the subclass Reptiliomorpha. The phylogenetic
relationships of Paleozoic tetrapods have not yet been worked out with certainty, and the validity of Batrachomorpha
as a clade depends on where other amphibians and early amniotes fit on the evolutionary tree. The actual content
of Batrachomorpha as cladistically defined is therefore uncertain, and in some phylogenies the clade is redundant (e.g.
Laurin 1996).

2606. Target phrase: actual content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41678749

For example, Human Rights Watch expressed its concern that the ”bill would do little to increase protections for
the right to privacy for people outside the United States, a key problem that plagues U.S. surveillance activities. Nor
would the bill address mass surveillance or bulk collection practices that may be occurring under other laws or regula-
tions, such as Section 702 of the FISA Amendments Act or Executive Order 12333. These practices affect many more
people and include the collection of the actual content of internet communications and phone calls, not just metadata”.
Zeke Johnson, Director of Amnesty International’s Security and Human Rights Program, agreed that ”any proposal that
fails to ban mass surveillance, end blanket secrecy, or stop discrimination against people outside the U.S. will be a false fix”.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2605:

Q2. Answer for example 2606: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual content in Example 2605 and Example 2606 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1304
2607. Target phrase: north-west coast

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4072818

Old Saxon, also known as Old Low German, is a West Germanic language. It is documented from the 9th century until
the 12th century, when it evolved into Middle Low German. It was spoken on the north-west coast of Germany and in
Denmark by Saxon peoples. It is closely related to Old Anglo-Frisian (Old Frisian, Old English), partially participating
in the Ingvaeonic nasal spirant law.

2608. Target phrase: north-west coast

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26118072

Between 1960-1970 it was the home for Wendy Veevers-Carter (daughter of Clarence Day), who lived there with
her husband Mark Veevers-Carter. She described the island in detail in ”Island Home” by in 1970 the island became
uninhabited, and was reserved (not for sale) as a presidential retreat in case of a coup d’état until 2010. in 2010, the IDC
took charge of the island and stationed a handful of workers there to keep the island clean, tend the coconut plantation,
clean the airstrip, and to build a small number of chalets. In 2012, The IDC has opened a small guest house on the
north-west coast. Geography.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2607:

Q2. Answer for example 2608: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase north-west coast in Example 2607 and Example 2608 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1305
2609. Target phrase: right niche

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29580776

In addition to the main deity in the sanctum two more images of Varahi which are smaller than the main image are
placed in the Jagamohana. Both of them are seated in ”ardhaparyankasana”. Among them the image in the right niche
is shown with a fish in her right hand and a kapala in her left hand. At the bottom a figure of ”naravahana” is placed on
the pedestal.

2610. Target phrase: right niche

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45419834

This is due to being different psychographically. Past experiences can cause consumers to react more positivity or
more negatively to communications from an advertiser. This is why it is important for advertisers to use multiple types
of segmentation in order to communicate with the right niche. Behavioural segmentation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2609:

Q2. Answer for example 2610: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase right niche in Example 2609 and Example 2610 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1306
2611. Target phrase: 130,000 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7048889

According to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s May 2017 Quarterly Report on Household Debt and Credit,
Americans owe $12.73 trillion in consumer debt to creditors—credit card companies, student loans, mortgages, and car
dealers, among others. These debts are usually paid off to creditors, but by 2017, unpaid debts were ”increasingly likely
to end up in the hands of professional debt collectors—companies whose business it is to collect debts that are owed to
other companies.” According to the annual CFPB 2017 report, there were 130,000 people employed by 6,000 collection
agencies in the ”$13.7 billion dollar industry”. Role of debt buyers.

2612. Target phrase: 130,000 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13567676

The remaining F-4F wings were disbanded without replacement during the 1990s and early 2000s. The German Air
Force retired its last operational F-4F Phantom IIs on 29 June 2013. The Phantoms’ retirement was attended by a
crowd of 130,000 people at an open day at Wittmundhafen Air Base. German F-4F Phantoms flew 279,000 hours from
entering service on 31 August 1973 to retirement on 29 June 2013.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2611:

Q2. Answer for example 2612: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 130,000 people in Example 2611 and Example 2612 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1307
2613. Target phrase: predominant role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10259982

Other. Delayed growth and development was noted in some patients, although not fully explained, this may be
generally associated with the physiological difficulties implicit in errors of energy metabolism. In particular neurological
impairment was conjecturally linked with the predominant role of aldolase A in the brain during development. How-
ever, this was not substantiated with direct enzymatic kinetic study.

2614. Target phrase: predominant role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13723984

The Marines were to move in line with the means available to the Chilean Navy. The advent of steam ships and the
longer range of the artillery, and many other circumstances, ensured fighting occurred at a greater distances; Collisions
were becoming increasingly impractical and rifles on the deck, unnecessary. For that reason was the predominant role
of gunner and the Marine Corps became Artillery Battalion of the Navy. In 1866, the members of this battalion had to
cover the garrisons of warships and fortifications on the ground.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2613:

Q2. Answer for example 2614: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase predominant role in Example 2613 and Example 2614 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1308
2615. Target phrase: sometimes the profession

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32304

The United Methodist Church (UMC) practices infant and adult baptism. Baptized Members are those who have
been baptized as an infant or child, but who have not subsequently professed their own faith. These ”Baptized Members”
become ”Professing Members” through confirmation and sometimes the profession of faith. Individuals who were not
previously baptized are baptized as part of their profession of faith and thus become ”Professing Members” in this manner.

2616. Target phrase: sometimes the profession

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53546082

Beggars and paupers. Between the years of 1724 and 1735, the Hospital kept a record of the paupers incarcerated in
the facility. The information kept included name, origin, age, physical description, and sometimes the profession. At
that time, the hospital had incarcerated 708 mendicants, which was considered a very large number.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2615:

Q2. Answer for example 2616: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sometimes the profession in Example 2615 and Example 2616 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1309
2617. Target phrase: entire human population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30865052

Five levels with 50 people on every council would represent 312,500,000 voters (around the population of the United
States). However, the actual number of people represented would be even higher, given that young children would not be
voting. Thus, with a further sixth level nested council, the entire human population could be represented. This would
not, however, be equatable to a global world state, but rather would involve the dissolution of all existing nation-states
and their replacement with a worldwide confederal ”coordinating body” made of delegates immediately recallable by the
nested council below them.

2618. Target phrase: entire human population

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6101061

According to her, she gained her powers after wishing for great power and long life from another genie. She also says
that Mulder unrolled her so he now has three wishes of his own. Mulder wishes for peace on earth and she wipes out the
entire human population except for him. With his second wish, Mulder undoes his first wish.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2617:

Q2. Answer for example 2618: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase entire human population in Example 2617 and Example 2618 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 1310
2619. Target phrase: lead female

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4839105

In a study published in 1995, scientists found that female lions showed individual differences in the extent to which
they participated in group-territorial conflict. Some lions consistently ’cooperated’ by approaching intruders, while others
’lagged’ behind to avoid the risk of fighting. Although the lead female recognized the laggards, she failed to punish them,
suggesting that cooperation is not maintained by reciprocity. Cooperation is maintained in situations where free-riding
is a problem through enforcement, which is the mechanism where the actor is rewarded for cooperating or punished for
not cooperating.

2620. Target phrase: lead female

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50905173

After tasting success as an assistant director for the acclaimed film ”Khamosh Pani”, he went on to make his first
feature film, Chandani. Moomal Rano is written by Zafar Miraj and the film will be screened in film festivals in India.
Ahsan Khan was chosen as the main Male and whilst Saba Qamar was chosen as lead female for the film. Saba in an
Interview stated that she will be playing the role of a Sindhi Girl.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2619:

Q2. Answer for example 2620: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lead female in Example 2619 and Example 2620 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1311
2621. Target phrase: running ticker

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12684190

Once, during an episode of the soap opera near Christmas, Luke and Noah moved toward a kiss, and the camera
quickly panned to a mistletoe, an event dubbed ”Mistletoegate” by frustrated and disappointed fans. Then, on a ”very
special” Valentine’s Day episode, every other couple on the show shared a kiss while Luke and Noah hugged. ”Boston
Globe” relayed that AfterElton.com created a running ticker of the time that had elapsed since Luke and Noah last
kissed on the lips onscreen. At press time, it was 157 days and running.

2622. Target phrase: running ticker

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17901621

The Financial Analysis Laboratory is a suite in the Eppley Center equipped with trading desks similar to those at
most financial institutions and investment banks. High-speed personal computers with dual flat-screen monitors and
data feeds simulate a variety of trading desks. Large plasma monitors in the Eppley Center entryway display financial
information and a running ticker, with other television and computer monitors providing financial news feeds. In the
future, the Financial Analysis Lab will provide insights into the field of investments and the activity of trading.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2621:
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Q2. Answer for example 2622: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase running ticker in Example 2621 and Example 2622 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1312
2623. Target phrase: bad shape

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4377304

A set of six DVDs, videotapes and laserdiscs were sold in Japan for the ”To Heart” anime. ”To Heart” was licensed
for North American release by The Right Stuf International at Anime Expo 2004 on July 3, 2004 at their panel. Volume
one was scheduled for late 2005, but the master copies Right Stuf received from Japan were in bad shape, delaying the
release. Because ”To Heart” was animated in the process of cel animation, it was captured onto film prior to conversion
to video, and the video master showed dirt, glue marks, and other artifacts as a result of the process.

2624. Target phrase: bad shape

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44052259

Ralph Davis of ”The Pittsburg Press” updated the Panther lineup: ”Pitt lines up today with a weakened team. Capt.
Carlson is out of it, and several of the backfield men are in bad shape, so that they may not last through the battle. It
was planned to start Harrington and Ray Allshouse at the ends, though it was figured that Henry, the little 135-pound
lad, would get a chance at one of the extremities before the battle was very old.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2623:

Q2. Answer for example 2624: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bad shape in Example 2623 and Example 2624 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1313
2625. Target phrase: martyr church

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21807089

Bermondsey Market is an antiques market located at Bermondsey Square, which operates every Friday. Long Lane
leads northwest to Borough High Street. This lane used to link the Abbey with St George the martyr church on the
High Street. To the west and heading north from the square is Bermondsey Street, leading to Tooley Street and London
Bridge station about ten minutes walk away.

2626. Target phrase: martyr church

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51220703

Via Sacra. In the evening, about 400,000 people participated in the Via Sacra, which was presided over by the Pope
and held in Campo Santa Maria la Antigua. The theme chosen for this moment was ”reality of the young and the
martyr church”. Young people of Latin America prayed the 14 stations that portray the journey of Christ to Calvary,
remembering the sufferings present today throughout the world.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2625:

Q2. Answer for example 2626: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase martyr church in Example 2625 and Example 2626 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1314
2627. Target phrase: permanent damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36597555

More water-soluble gases (e.g. chlorine, ammonia, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen chloride) dissolve in the upper airway
and immediately cause mucous membrane irritation, which may alert people to the need to escape the exposure.
permanent damage to the upper respiratory tract, distal airways, and lung parenchyma occurs only if escape from
the gas source is impeded. Less soluble gases (e.g.

2628. Target phrase: permanent damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=188737

When WFIL-TV moved to a new facility on City Line Avenue (one that did not have a studio that could accommodate
the show), ABC moved production of ”Bandstand” to the ABC Television Center (stage 5) in Los Angeles (now known as
The Prospect Studios) on February 8, 1964, which coincidentally was the day before the Beatles first appeared on ”The
Ed Sullivan Show”. Prior to the move, ”Bandstand” had sourced many of its up-and-coming acts from Philadelphia’s
Cameo-Parkway Records. The combined impact of ”Bandstand’s” move to California and the Beatles’ arrival devastated
Cameo-Parkway and inflicted permanent damage to the artists signed to the label. The program was permanently
shot in color starting on September 9, 1967.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2627:

Q2. Answer for example 2628: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase permanent damage in Example 2627 and Example 2628 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1315
2629. Target phrase: another reasonable explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56887209

One possible explanation is that miRNAs in cytoplasm can be carried back into the nucleus by some transport pro-
teins. However, there is no direct evidence to support it. another reasonable explanation is that pre-miRNAs could
form mature miRNAs directly in the nucleus by Dicer cleavage. This is a simpler and more energy-efficient method.

2630. Target phrase: another reasonable explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54486030

Argument for preconception. The alignment of the ”addendum” entry equal to the appendix notes on the Con-
tents page, and the sense of post-production arising from Matthew’s ”Since this volume went to press” comment
in the ”colophon”, could be explained in two ways: that printing directions were lost or misunderstood between
Black and Neill, or Matthew sent the new material directly to Neill with no printing directions. There doesn’t seem
another reasonable explanation for the ”addendum” entry appearing as it does on the Contents page. One sugges-
tion is that the book structure as is, was intended all along, because Matthew had wished to subtly pass its heretical
content into society, secreted into an inconspicuous, and easily excisable portion of the book, However, this proposal, for
a preconceived structure, also needs to explain why Matthew would think it necessary to hide ideas on theistic evolution,
when prominent challenges to natural theology already stretched back over half a century, to Hume and Maupertuis,
and were current at his ”alma mater”, the University of Edinburgh, because of Robert Edmond Grant, Robert Jameson,
Henry Hulme Cheek and the Plinians.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2629:

Q2. Answer for example 2630: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another reasonable explanation in Example 2629 and Example 2630 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 1316
2631. Target phrase: favoured place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=229183

The hall hosted performances from Antonín Dvořák, Edvard Grieg and Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. It was demolished
in 1905, and replaced by the Piccadilly Hotel. In the late 18th century, Piccadilly was a favoured place for booksellers.
In 1765, John Almon opened a shop in No.

2632. Target phrase: favoured place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23550664

This sea hare lives in areas that are sheltered from rough currents. They will often hide in seagrass, sand and mud,
feeding on algae. Intertidal rock pools are also a favoured place to live. Human uses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2631:

Q2. Answer for example 2632: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase favoured place in Example 2631 and Example 2632 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1317
2633. Target phrase: collaborative approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2354050

After the initial focus on defining the problem, de-perimeterisation, the Forum then moved onto focussing on defining
the solution, which it delivered in the publication of the Collaboration Oriented Architecture (COA) paper and COA
Framework paper. The next focus of the Jericho Forum was ”Securely Collaborating in Clouds”, which involves applying
the COA concepts to the emerging Cloud Computing paradigm. The basic premise is that a collaborative approach
is essential to gain most value from ”the cloud”. Much of this work was transferred to the Cloud Security Alliance for use
in its ”guidance” document.

2634. Target phrase: collaborative approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27858681

The implants are placed into the drilled holes which then allow for a ”sock” to be fitted over them. The ITAP
technology is currently being tested on humans and a prosthetic has been made for a woman injured in the July 2005
London bombings. Fitzpatrick has said he would welcome a collaborative approach with other surgeons working on
human amputations. Snapped prosthesis.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2633:
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Q2. Answer for example 2634: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase collaborative approach in Example 2633 and Example 2634 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1318
2635. Target phrase: production methods

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3679268

It will actually ”increase such emissions and of air pollutants per unit of net delivered power and will increase all
ecological, land-use, air-pollution, and water-pollution impacts from coal mining, transport, and processing, because CCS
requires 25% more energy, thus 25% more coal combustion, than does a system without CCS”. A 2019 study found CCS
plants to be less effective than renewable electricity. The electrical energy returned on energy invested (EROEI) ratios
of both production methods were estimated, accounting for their operational and infrastructural energy costs. Renew-
able electricity production included solar and wind with sufficient energy storage, plus dispatchable electricity production.

2636. Target phrase: production methods

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7586514

The Great Exhibition in London 1851 saw him receive the bronze medal for his ”Vienna bentwood chairs”. This was
his international breakthrough. At the next World’s Fair, ”Exposition Universelle” in Paris 1855, he was awarded the
silver medal as he continued to improve his production methods. In 1856 he was able to open up a new factory in
Koryčany, Moravia.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2635:

Q2. Answer for example 2636: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase production methods in Example 2635 and Example 2636 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1319
2637. Target phrase: special deal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1258023

Minh Mạng was willing to sign a contract, but only to purchase artillery, firearms, uniforms and books. White was
of the opinion that the deal was not sufficiently advantageous and nothing was implemented. In 1821, a trade agreement
from Louis XVIII was turned away, with Minh Mạng indicating that no special deal would be offered to any country.
That same year, East India Company agent John Crawfurd made another attempt at contact, but was only allowed to
disembark in the northern ports of Tonkin; he gained no agreements, but concluded relations with France posed no threat
to Company trade.

2638. Target phrase: special deal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6510418

Sneaker phone. In the 1990s, Sports Illustrated developed and promoted a ”Sneaker Phone”, a sports shoe that
included a (corded) phone. The company began a television campaign to promote a special deal whereby consumers
who subscribed to their magazine received a free Sneaker Phone. The product was created for Sports Illustrated by Ki-
netic Marketing Inc., a firm known for creating promotional products for large magazines throughout the 1980s and 1990s.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2637:
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Q2. Answer for example 2638: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase special deal in Example 2637 and Example 2638 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1320
2639. Target phrase: pit bull

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=730110

Approximately 550 jurisdictions in the United States have enacted breed-specific legislation in response to a number
of well-publicized incidents involving pit bull–type dogs, and some government organizations such as the U.S. Army and
Marine Corps have taken administrative action as well. These actions range from outright bans on the possession of pit
bull–type dogs, to restrictions and conditions on pit bull ownership. They often establish a legal presumption that a
pit bull–type dog is ”prima facie” a legally ”dangerous” or ”vicious” dog. In response, 16 states in the U.S. prohibited or
restricted the ability of municipal governments within those states to enact BSL, though these restrictions do not affect
military installations located within the states.

2640. Target phrase: pit bull

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15690574

He attended Kittanning High School and Penn State University. Personal life. Known as ”pit bull” by his Bills
teammates, Frerotte often wore an elaborate mask of eye black during games. He was a well-known Harley-Davidson en-
thusiast, who once threatened ESPN’s Joe Theismann with bodily harm after he mounted Frerotte’s motorcycle without
permission.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2639:

Q2. Answer for example 2640: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase pit bull in Example 2639 and Example 2640 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1321
2641. Target phrase: threatened violence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67693567

Rioters who were arrested after the storming tended to be charged with less serious crimes than those arrested in
racial injustice protests. The tone, vocabulary, and tactics used by Trump and the White House were highlighted by news
outlets. Trump referred to racial injustice protesters as ”thugs”, ”agitators”, and ”looters” and threatened violence,
but expressed his ”love” for the Capitol rioters. In 2020, Trump had encouraged states’ governors to more aggressively
target protesters and used violent rhetoric such as ”when the looting starts, the shooting starts”.

2642. Target phrase: threatened violence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1870604

Another example has Queen Icebella ordering the wolves to take Graham and Cedric to the dungeons for ever, instead
of actually killing them. Cedric is turned to ’stone’, rather than Mordack actually killing him. In the Konami release,
this obviously was to censor out the threatened violence, but the threatened violence was shown in the Sierra On-Line
release. Atari ST. An Atari ST version was announced via Sierra Online’s magazine: Sierra News Magazine for a Spring
1991 release but was later canceled.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2641:

Q2. Answer for example 2642: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase threatened violence in Example 2641 and Example 2642 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1322
2643. Target phrase: either the people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17363753

The nine bows concept of internal ancient Egyptian rebels, as well as ’foreign’ rebels, began with actual bows, for
example under Pharaoh Djoser’s feet on his seated statue, 3rd Dynasty; (his feet rest upon 9 bows). The more prolonged
use of the ’prisoner’ hieroglyph in language and iconography continued into New Kingdom, and Ptolemaic times with
the prisoner hieroglyph, as a ”foreign rebel people” presented and named inside of a ”cartouche”. The ’cartouche’ was
often identified on its perimeter ring with the ”fortifying blocks” of a city fortification, representing either the people,
or their city-state location. Example from the Hierakonpolis Palette.

2644. Target phrase: either the people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32549567

Russia and China also supported the Serbian request; however the United States and the United Kingdom were
opposed to the move as they wanted the Kosovo issue to be discussed at the UN next month. The UN approved the
Serbian request and the UN emergency meeting was to be held on 28 July, and will be held behind closed doors. Pres-
ident Boris Tadić’s office also condemned the violence: ”The hooligans who are sparking violence are not defending
either the people or the Serb state. The people must refrain from violence.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2643:

Q2. Answer for example 2644: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase either the people in Example 2643 and Example 2644 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1323
2645. Target phrase: individual application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1282331

Domestically, China has two major legislations directly responsible for international adoption affairs. Other pertinent
documents include Legally, the China Centre for Children’s Welfare and Adoptions (CCCWA) (which is different from
the China Center of Adoption Affairs (CCAA) is the only agency authorized by the Chinese government to regulate
and process all inter-country adoptions from China. And China requires all inter-country adoption be handled through
government approval instead of any individual application. Taiwan.

2646. Target phrase: individual application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8145633

Usually high starting torque applications do not use this method. Applications. Soft starters can be set up to the
requirements of the individual application. Compared to variable-frequency drives, soft starters require very few user
adjustments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2645:

Q2. Answer for example 2646: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase individual application in Example 2645 and Example 2646 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1324
2647. Target phrase: better manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33272888

He denounced many scenes in the episode—notably the explosion sequence—as he felt it was a waste of cinematog-
raphy. ”The fact that almost all the scenes played out in dark, closed quarters wasted ”The Walking Dead” gorgeous
cinematography; the pacing was again off beat, with far too much padded scenes of people looking at one another in
shock; and, though I’m usually not bothered by plot contrivances, there’s no way anyone in a vehicle that close to such
a huge explosion would have lived through it.” Writing for Cinema Blend, Nick Venable said that it was an interesting
episode, although it could have been executed in a better manner. The character progression of several characters and
the performances of various actors were lauded by critics.

2648. Target phrase: better manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11918371

Job design is a logical sequence to job analysis. In other words, job design involves specifying the contents of a job,
the work methods used in its performance and how the job relates to other jobs in the organisation. A few definitions
on job design are produced here with a view to help you understand the meaning of job design in a better manner.
Michael Armstrong11 has defined job design as ”the process of deciding on the contents of a job in terms of its duties
and responsibilities, on the methods to be used in carrying out the job, in terms of techniques, systems and procedures,
and on the relationships that should exist between the job holder and his superiors, subordinates and colleagues”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2647:

Q2. Answer for example 2648: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better manner in Example 2647 and Example 2648 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1325
2649. Target phrase: 4-year absence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29006961

The Oakland Athletics’ 2011 season was the 44th for the franchise in the Bay Area, as well as the 111th in club
history. The team was competing for the American League West Division title after a 4-year absence from playoff
contention, with a payroll just above $77 million. Off-season/spring training.

2650. Target phrase: 4-year absence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24481368

It was their only release on Aquarius Records. ”It’s A Business Doing Pleasure” followed the death of lead guitarist
Paul Hackman and the departure of temporary guitarist Denny Balicki. In their stead, guitarist Brent ”The Doctor”
Doerner returned to Helix after a 4-year absence, and Greg Fraser (ex-Brighton Rock) joined on guitar as well. History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2649:

Q2. Answer for example 2650: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 4-year absence in Example 2649 and Example 2650 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1326
2651. Target phrase: government units

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30656841

The worst of the fighting was in the northern Hassaba neighborhood, where tribal fighters seized a number of govern-
ment ministries and buildings. Government artillery fire heavily damaged the house of al-Ahmar and the government cut
the area’s electricity and water supplies. The government units, led by one of Saleh’s sons, and loyalist special forces
attacked but failed to recapture the Hassaba administrative building. Tribal fighters also seized the office of the General
Prosecutor in the city’s northwest.

2652. Target phrase: government units

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=153392

Industrial architecture, mineral extraction, heritage-based tourism, power technology, adaptive reuse, and transport
history are just some of the themes that are investigated by society members. Most groups publish periodic newsletters
and host a variety of conferences, seminars and tours of IA-sites and still-active industries (known as process tours).
IA organizations may also be involved in advising on historic conservation matters, or advising government units on
revision or demolition of significant sites or buildings. External links.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2651:

Q2. Answer for example 2652: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase government units in Example 2651 and Example 2652 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1327
2653. Target phrase: stated policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62216670

Beauty pageant complaint. In October 2020, the JCCF claimed that it was representing Canada Galaxy Pageants, a
beauty pageant for women and girls, against a human rights complaint lodged by Yaniv with the Human Rights Tribunal
of Ontario on the basis that she had been discriminated against based on gender identity, gender expression and sex by
not being accepted as a pageant contestant in the ”28 Years and Older” division. The pageant has a stated policy of
accepting genetic females and transgender females who have fully transitioned. The ”Western Standard” reported that
Yaniv sought damages in the amount of $10,000 for ”injury to dignity and feelings”.

2654. Target phrase: stated policy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31420779

Background. Throughout 1989 and 1990, the economy was weakening as a result of restrictive monetary policy en-
acted by the Federal Reserve. At the time, the stated policy of the Fed was to reduce inflation, a process which limited
economic expansion. Another factor that may have contributed to the weakening of the economy, was the passing of
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 which led to the end of the real estate boom of the early to mid-1980s resulting in sinking
property values, lowered investment incentives, and job loss.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2653:

Q2. Answer for example 2654: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stated policy in Example 2653 and Example 2654 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1328
2655. Target phrase: independent power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=984508

One source states that the Telstra bans lasted only ”a few hours”, but this does not agree with most online discussion.
The telecom providers claimed to be acting independently and not under directive of government or law enforcement,
which sparked some public controversy. Normally such censorship would be ordered by the Australian Communications
and Media Authority, but this event exposed the independent power that ISPs may exercise. Telstra released a brief
statement soon after blocking the sites, referring to ”extraordinary circumstances” that required an ”extraordinary re-
sponse”.

2656. Target phrase: independent power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2351216

Shiba was forced to surrender. The same year, a number of men claiming to serve Shiba invaded an area called
Kawaguchi-shō, which was controlled by the Kōfuku-ji temple. In 1363 Shiba seized the area officially, becoming essen-
tially a ”daimyō” (feudal lord), gaining independent power beyond what was given him by the Shogunate. The monks
of Kōfuku-ji resorted to various forms of blackmail and were granted their land back.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2655:

Q2. Answer for example 2656: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase independent power in Example 2655 and Example 2656 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1329
2657. Target phrase: modern variant

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15383543

In Leigh, Dorset, two pieces of land, Alton Mead and Bere (or Beer) Mead, are auctioned annually. And in Bourne, Lin-
colnshire, the White Bread Meadow is auctioned by means of a race between two boys from the town. A modern variant
of the candle auction is used in some online auction systems to prevent auction sniping. In these auctions, a computer
randomly selects the time when the auction will end to discourage snipers from attempting to enter bids at the last second.

2658. Target phrase: modern variant

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37554826

Additionally all foreign students are represented through the ”Foreign Student Council”, a body that helps represent
the interests of international students. Events. Every fall semester, a modern variant of the medieval central European
tradition of deposition () is held. During these festivities, both students and faculty celebrate the matriculation of the
new first-year students.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2657:

Q2. Answer for example 2658: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase modern variant in Example 2657 and Example 2658 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1330
2659. Target phrase: late night entertainment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42314915

They eat nua and greet all. It is followed by much entertainment. People from neighboring villages also participate
in the late night entertainment. Education.

2660. Target phrase: late night entertainment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18034968

The college was founded in 1918 as Highland Park Junior College. On May 21, 1954, the college has its radio station,
WHPR-FM, sign on. The college sold its radio station to R.J. Watkins late night entertainment. The school was
closed in 1996.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2659:

Q2. Answer for example 2660: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase late night entertainment in Example 2659 and Example 2660 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1331
2661. Target phrase: attractive place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5731071

The first stage, completed in May 1995, created a new complex for obstetrics, gynaecology and paediatric services,
three new operating theatres and five new lifts. In January 1997 the second stage of redevelopment was completed,
adding a new acute psychiatric ward and a new accident and emergency building. A sensory garden was opened in 2010
to provide patients, visitors and staff with an attractive place to relax. In 2012 a further £3 million redevelopment
project commenced.

2662. Target phrase: attractive place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=498834

Cinema. Tunisian cinema is today recognized as one of the most liberal, inventive, and prize-winning cinemas of the
Arab world. Beginning in the 1990s, Tunisia became an attractive place for filming, and numerous successful com-
panies have emerged serving the foreign film industry. Cinema has been present in Tunisia since its first world appearance.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2661:

Q2. Answer for example 2662: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase attractive place in Example 2661 and Example 2662 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1332
2663. Target phrase: steep mountain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13249791

When Wally dynamites a tree stump from the ground, the explosion sets off an avalanche, blocking a passing train
carrying several hundred skiers. The Baxters quickly shuttle the skiers to their resort. All goes well until Wally loses his
balance and skis down a steep mountain, dangling over a ledge. Using the donkey engine and a rope to lower Baxter
down the mountain to rescue Wally, McCord accidentally cause the donkey engine to slide down the mountain and plow
through the hotel.

2664. Target phrase: steep mountain

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27160954

St James is a seaside village on the Cape Peninsula, South Africa, situated on the False Bay coast between Muizenberg
and Kalk Bay. The suburb is situated between the rocky shore and a steep mountain, and measures about 200m by
2 km. Its name derives from the early St James Catholic Church, built circa 1880.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2663:

Q2. Answer for example 2664: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase steep mountain in Example 2663 and Example 2664 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1333
2665. Target phrase: considerably larger amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8864451

1) Introduction: In the Introduction, Coolidge outlines the status of global politics at the beginning of the 20th
century. He quickly states, “The idea that one people should control the known world is ancient enough, its most salient
expression being found in imperial Rome and equally imperial China; and it is not extinct even now.” The tendency
of states holding a considerably larger amount of power compared to others is a consistent trend throughout global
history. Coolidge ranks the five great powers of the world in order: 1) Great Britain 2) Russia 3) France 4) United States
5) Germany.

2666. Target phrase: considerably larger amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29728037

This inbreeding avoidance hypothesis proposes that biases towards heterozygotic alleles prevent harmful genetic con-
sequences which can arise from mating with genetic family members. Olfactory cues can be used to recognise kin. Couples
who have many failed attempts at conception share a considerably larger amount of genes than those who are able to
conceive without problems. If, for these genetically similar couples, there is a successful conception, the babies are often
born early or underweight.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2665:

Q2. Answer for example 2666: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase considerably larger amount in Example 2665 and Example 2666 have the same meaning or
not?
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Pair 1334
2667. Target phrase: special rule

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=459474

In Prolog the infix operator codice_53 is non-associative because constructs such as ”codice_54” constitute syntax
errors. Another possibility is that sequences of certain operators are interpreted in some other way, which cannot be
expressed as associativity. This generally means that syntactically, there is a special rule for sequences of these opera-
tions, and semantically the behavior is different. A good example is in Python, which has several such constructs.

2668. Target phrase: special rule

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64102666

Warr will redshirt the 2020–21 season and play what was intended to be his final year of college eligibility during the
2021–22 season. On October 14, 2020, the NCAA announced that all student-athletes involved in winter sports in 2020–
21, including men’s and women’s basketball, would receive an extra year of eligibility, regardless of whether they or their
teams actually participated in the 2020–21 season. This special rule, introduced due to COVID-19, allows five years
of eligibility for student-athletes instead of the normal four. All entries in the ”Years Remaining” column reflect this policy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2667:

Q2. Answer for example 2668: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase special rule in Example 2667 and Example 2668 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1335
2669. Target phrase: muslim majority country

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57366375

Program. Foreign policy. On European Union–Turkey relations, Karamollaoğlu argues that Turkey as a muslim majority country
would never be allowed membership in the EU. He suggests negotiating a privileged partnership with the EU on issues
such as trade, investments, travel arrangements, foreign relations and on other political issues similar to that of Norway,
or the status Britain is trying to secure.

2670. Target phrase: muslim majority country

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33183

Women in politics. [[File:Map3.8Government Participation by Women compressed.jpg|left|thumb|A world map show-
ing female governmental participation by country, 2010.|alt=A world map showing female governmental participation
by country, 2010.]] [[File:Benazir Bhutto.jpg|thumb|upright|[[Benazir Bhutto]] was the first woman to head a demo-
cratic government in a muslim majority country (Pakistan).]] [[File:Angela Merkel (2008).jpg|thumb|upright|[[Angela
Merkel]] earned the top spot on the ”FORBES” list of Most Powerful Women In The World for nine years.]]

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2669:

Q2. Answer for example 2670: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase muslim majority country in Example 2669 and Example 2670 have the same meaning or
not?
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Pair 1336
2671. Target phrase: general consideration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=193752

This modulation is mediated by the neurotransmitter acetylcholine and downstream changes to ionic currents and
calcium of heart cells. The vagus nerve plays a crucial role in heart rate regulation by modulating the response of
sinoatrial node; vagal tone can be quantified by investigating heart rate modulation induced by vagal tone changes. As a
general consideration, increased vagal tone (and thus vagal action) is associated with a diminished and more variable
heart rate. The main mechanism by which the parasympathetic nervous system acts on vascular and cardiac control is
the so-called respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA).

2672. Target phrase: general consideration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5388242

The restaurant’s name contains the word ”Coon”, considered an ethnic slur, and the trademarks and entrances of the
restaurants were designed to look like a smiling caricature of an African-American porter. The smiling capped porter head
also appeared on menus, dishes, and promotional items. Due to change in popular culture and the general consideration
of being culturally and racially offensive, the chain was closed by 1957. The first Coon Chicken Inn was opened in sub-
urban Salt Lake City, Utah in 1925.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2671:

Q2. Answer for example 2672: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general consideration in Example 2671 and Example 2672 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1337
2673. Target phrase: lead promoter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22576841

The deduction will not be subject to the limitations on deduction of itemized deductions. Any loss exceeding current
income may result in a net operating loss, which can be carried back, at the taxpayer’s election, 3, 4, or 5 years, with
any loss still remaining carrying forward 20 years. These rules apply to all Ponzi schemes where there has been a federal
or state indictment of the lead promoter. Alternatively, victims may choose to file a refund claim for the full amount
of their investment, including fictitious earnings on which they previously were taxed, but such claims will be subject to
the standard rules for theft losses.

2674. Target phrase: lead promoter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52489278

They had elected to go with Ticketmaster for distribution of sales. Meanwhile, Chief Executive Martin Snedden told
Fairfax up to 85% of available seating zones, which feature 124 corporate tables seating ten clients along as well as eleven
elevated boxes that could accommodate fifteen to twenty people, had already been purchased by corporates for the fight.
Although the event was jointly promoted by Duco Events and Top Rank, Duco Events were the lead promoter of the
fight. Tony Weeks served as the referee, and Ramon Cerdan, Salven Lagumbay and Ingo Barrabas were the ringside judges.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2673:

Q2. Answer for example 2674: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase lead promoter in Example 2673 and Example 2674 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1338
2675. Target phrase: earlier run

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18312637

As the story unfolds, he meets blind mystics who live on the rusted shell of the Golden Gate Bridge, he travels to
the New York Complex, and finally back to Crazy Horse Mountain where he discovers the Thinker is being reactivated
by Gant, a former Deep Sleep operative, who passionately hates Logan for his part in destroying his world. Gant has
purchased Jessica from the gypsies to lure Logan into a trap. Mary Mary, a young woman, who as a ”Cub” met Logan
and Jessica on their earlier run, helps them defeat Gant’s plan to reenslave mankind. Continuity.

2676. Target phrase: earlier run

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54646991

The first such cart to be reported was started by the Members Church of God International on March 14, 2021.
Named the MCGI Free Store, it was part of the event ”The Legacy Continues” commemorating the life and legacy of
Eli Soriano. An earlier run of the MCGI Free Store was launched on April 6, 2009, which reportedly launched more
than 670 branches worldwide. Also in the Philippines, a similar idea under the term ”community pantry” was started on
Maginhawa Street in the Teacher’s Village neighborhood of Quezon City on April 14, 2021.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2675:

Q2. Answer for example 2676: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase earlier run in Example 2675 and Example 2676 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1339
2677. Target phrase: final theory

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=759653

Worth returns to the conference and learns that a biotech conglomerate sent a militia to Stateless, angry at the
technology they have appropriated. He negotiates with the militia to let a suddenly ill Violet return to South Africa,
where she dies. Before her illness, however, she tasked an AI to synthesize her final theory. The militia moves to take
over the main city of Stateless, brutalizing the citizens as they evacuate to the outskirts.

2678. Target phrase: final theory

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16266670

Another theory is that it represented Cardinal Schiner who led the Swiss Confederation into several bloody defeats
in northern Italy. An alternative theory is that it is a depiction of the older brother of Duke Berchtold (founder of
Bern) who it is claimed, was so incensed by his younger brother’s overshadowing of him that he collected and ate the
town’s children but such an incident is not recorded in Bern’s history books. A final theory is that it is just a carnival
character intended to frighten disobedient children. Another theory is the eight children depict the eight cantons of the
Old Swiss Confederacy and the Ogre is an enemy (possibly Charles the Bold of Burgundy) trying to gobble the cantons up.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2677:

Q2. Answer for example 2678: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase final theory in Example 2677 and Example 2678 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1340
2679. Target phrase: second vocation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=277692

The Historical Foundation of the CPC and the CPCA maintains its library and archives at the Cumberland Pres-
byterian Center in Memphis. In recent years, the denomination adopted an alternate educational route to ordination
of ministers, known as the Program of Alternate Studies. PAS, as it became known, was intended to serve persons
embarking on a second vocation but not as an alternate a seminary education. However, a larger and larger percentage
of candidates for the ministry are being allowed by their presbyteries to choose this non-seminary route to ordination,
prompting a debate over what many in the church regard as a lessening of educational standards.

2680. Target phrase: second vocation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18987617

As he began a family, World War II limited his options as acting work was difficult to come by, and so he began
tutoring at Crossroads of the World, one of his film students being Gene L. Coon (well known for his work on the first
season of ””), and also working in a munitions factory until the war came to a close. Shortly afterward in 1946, he
interviewed with Errett Lobban Cord, then-owner of KFAC (1330 AM), which had recently completed an evolution to
a fine arts/classical music format. Fred was hired part-time, (a second vocation attributed to his vocal prowess) for
his exquisite speaking voice and extensive familiarity with musical compositions. He had done and continued to do other
radio programs simultaneously, such as staff voice actor on ”The Jack Benny Program” (on NBC Radio), and other
announcing roles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2679:

Q2. Answer for example 2680: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second vocation in Example 2679 and Example 2680 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1341
2681. Target phrase: fixed formula

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53044942

The fare adjustment mechanism is a system regulating the fare increment of public utilities, including the Mass Transit
Railway Corporation Limited (MTR). Under the mechanism, adjustment of MTR fare no longer need to be approved by
the Legislative Council nor the Executive Council. The MTR has no autonomy in its fare setting, and the fare has to be
set in accordance with a fixed formula. Originally, the mechanism aims to limit the soaring MTR fare increment by a
transparent formulaic approach.

2682. Target phrase: fixed formula

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1419747

It is usually sold at night markets or roadside stands as a snack, or in lunch bars as a side dish, rather than in restau-
rants. Production. Unlike cheese, stinky tofu fermentation does not have a fixed formula for starter bacteria; wide
regional and individual variations exist in manufacturing and preparation. The traditional method of producing stinky
tofu is to prepare a brine made from fermented milk, vegetables, and meat; the brine can also include dried shrimp,
amaranth greens, mustard greens, bamboo shoots, and Chinese herbs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2681:

Q2. Answer for example 2682: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fixed formula in Example 2681 and Example 2682 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1342
2683. Target phrase: primary part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59657093

History. The academy resulted from a merger of ”St John’s Primary School” and ”St Columba’s High School”. The
secondary part of the school opened in March 2010 and the nursery and primary part in November 2011. John Swinney
MSP officially opened the academy in December 2011.

2684. Target phrase: primary part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4601925

Some small individuals of ”C. sloani” also exhibit some limited diurnal migration. Larger individuals tend to live
farther north. In the central Mediterranean Sea, ”C. sloani” is eaten as a primary part of the diet of the Atlantic bluefin
tuna. Analysis of several cetaceans’ stomach contents found remnants of ”C. sloani”, including the pygmy sperm whale
and Gervais’s beaked whale.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2683:

Q2. Answer for example 2684: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase primary part in Example 2683 and Example 2684 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1343
2685. Target phrase: close followers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59866154

The Greek word ”ochloi” refers to the crowds who gathered around Jesus as he preached. The word ”mathetes” refers
to the followers who remained for more teaching. The word ”apostolos” refers to the twelve disciples, or apostles, whom
Jesus chose specifically to be his close followers. With these three categories of followers, John P. Meier uses a model
of concentric circles around Jesus, with an inner circle of true disciples, a larger circle of followers, and an even larger
circle of those who gathered to listen to him.

2686. Target phrase: close followers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1620832

Besides, the chaos haven’t ended yet, so it’s better to keep them close to better control the Empire. I’m not emulating
Geng Chun.” Li Dian’s clansmen and close followers were then relocated to Ye (�; in present-day Handan, Hebei). Cao
Cao was pleased and he promoted Li Dian to General Who Destroys Barbarians ().

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2685:

Q2. Answer for example 2686: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase close followers in Example 2685 and Example 2686 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1344
2687. Target phrase: external resistance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37036809

The two agreements respectively made Nationalist soldiers and officials withdraw from Hebei, and made the Nation-
alists and the semi-independent 29th Army pull out of Chahar. The KMT Wang-Chiang Coalition, which came into
being in March 1932 with Chiang as Chairman of the National Military Commission and Wang as Premier, made these
concessions to Japan through their decision to adopt the policy of “resistance while negotiating”, yimian dikang yimian
jiaoshe in Chinese or the Eight-Character Policy, the name under which Wang promoted it because it comprises eight
Chinese characters. This was part of their larger strategy of “first internal pacification, then external resistance or
xian annei hou rangwai. Formation of puppet governments.

2688. Target phrase: external resistance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9090541

Flow here is sometimes compared to a starling resistor or waterfall effect. Zone 3 comprises the majority of the lungs
in health. There is no external resistance to blood flow and blood flow is continuous throughout the cardiac cycle.
Flow is determined by the Ppa-Ppv difference (Ppa - Ppv), which is constant down this portion of the lung.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2687:

Q2. Answer for example 2688: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase external resistance in Example 2687 and Example 2688 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1345
2689. Target phrase: wall paneling

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=980211

He is stopped by Tarek, who escaped from solitary confinement through the use of a screwdriver that he found inside
the ”black box”. Tarek knocks down Eckert and frees Lars, Bosch, Steinhoff, Dr. Grimm and the other prisoners. They
manage to escape by removing the wall paneling of one of the cells with the screwdriver. Meanwhile, Professor Thon
hears Lars’ desperate message in his voicemail and leaves for the facility.

2690. Target phrase: wall paneling

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64248783

The entrance is flanked by fluted pilasters and topped by a five-light transom window, entablature, and cornice.
A two-story ell extends to the rear. The interior retains many original mid-to-late 19th century features, including
wall paneling and central staircase. The house sits in a very small parcel of land, a surviving remnant of more than
purchased by Preserved Brayton in the 1710s, when the area was part of Swansea.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2689:

Q2. Answer for example 2690: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wall paneling in Example 2689 and Example 2690 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1346
2691. Target phrase: center line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32231914

They are uninhabited and form the nature reserve and bird sanctuary ”Middle and lower Werdli”. Middle Werdli
island has an area of 0.4 hectares; Lower Werdli measures 0.6 hectares. The boundary between the cantons of Thurgau
and Schaffhausen, follows the center line of the Rhine here. The bridge at Stein am Rhein is generally considered to be
the boundary between the Lower Lake of Lake Constance and the High Rhine.

2692. Target phrase: center line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3648370

On the rocket at the left, the nozzle has been deflected to the left and the thrust line is now inclined to the rocket
center line at an angle called the gimbal angle. Since the thrust no longer passes through the center of gravity, a torque
is generated about the center of gravity and the nose of the rocket turns to the left. If the nozzle is gimbaled back along
the center line, the rocket will move to the left. On the rocket at the right, the nozzle has been deflected to the right
and the nose is moved to the right.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2691:

Q2. Answer for example 2692: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase center line in Example 2691 and Example 2692 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1347
2693. Target phrase: wireless connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63278681

Setup involves enabling USB debugging on the Android device, connecting the device to the computer, and running
the scrcpy application on the computer. Access to more configuration options, such as changing the bit rate or enabling
screen recording, is via a command-line interface. The software also supports a wireless connection over Wi-Fi, but
that requires more steps to set up. A few features were added to scrcpy in its version 1.9 release in 2019, including the
ability to turn the screen off while mirroring and to copy clipboard content between the two devices.

2694. Target phrase: wireless connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3826618

In the entrance foyer from the Quad, the barrel vault ceiling, Gettysburg Address tablet, marble floors, and pillars
were restored. The bust of Lincoln still overlooks the foyer. Since the renovation of Lincoln Hall, air conditioning and
wireless connection are installed throughout the entire building. All 18 classrooms are on the first floor and each
classroom has audio/visual capacity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2693:

Q2. Answer for example 2694: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wireless connection in Example 2693 and Example 2694 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1348
2695. Target phrase: somewhat more than half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4110962

Park. T.H. Stone Memorial St. Joseph Peninsula State Park occupies somewhat more than half of the northern
part of the peninsula. The peninsula was cut through by Hurricane Michael October 10, 2018 leaving the northern part
of St. Joseph Peninsula State Park on an island.

2696. Target phrase: somewhat more than half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36918398

The course’s professor brought the case to the Harvard College Administrative Board, which reviewed all final ex-
ams, leading to individual cases against nearly half of the 279 students enrolled in the class, almost two percent of the
undergraduate student body. The administrative board completed its investigation in December 2012. On February 1,
2013 Harvard revealed that ”somewhat more than half” of the investigated students, estimated at 70%, were forced
to withdraw. Government 1310: ”Introduction to Congress” was led by assistant professor Matthew B. Platt in Spring
2010, 2011, and 2012.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2695:

Q2. Answer for example 2696: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase somewhat more than half in Example 2695 and Example 2696 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1349
2697. Target phrase: bulky structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=283969

When fighting other waterbirds (especially other coots), the coot attacks by charging its opponent and striking them
with its long legs. Breeding. The nest is a bulky structure that is placed on the bottom in shallow water. It is con-
structed of plant stems and leaves with a lining of finer material.

2698. Target phrase: bulky structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64378975

KrzywaWieża). History. The gate was erected in the style of the Flemish Gothic, characterized by a bulky structure.
Due to its burly appearance, the gate resembles another, no longer existing, gate of the Old Town - the Pauline Gate.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2697:

Q2. Answer for example 2698: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bulky structure in Example 2697 and Example 2698 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1350
2699. Target phrase: little influence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30652967
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He copied works of Rembrandt, Velazquez, van Dyck, Corregio and Veronese in the Louvre. In 1853, after sketching
in the Valais, the Simplon region and the Valtellina, the Tirol and Milan, he returned to Basel, but set off again for
Munich to study miniature painting at the Academy of Fine Arts under Moritz von Schwind for three years, meeting
Wilhelm von Kaulbach, Franz von Lenbach, Willhelm Busch and Heinrich Reimers in their studios, and painting their
portraits. These latter had little influence on him, and Stückelberg retreated often to his rooms, somewhat disillusioned
and also to escape the cholera in the city. From rather cramped quarters, he painted iconic Swiss historical themes, the
best-known being: ”Melchtal returns to his blinded father (Landenberg’s behest)”, ”The Sheriffs of Sarnen”, ”The lady
falconer”, ”A girl in middle-age costume” and ”Stauffacher’s wife (calling her in-laws to fight for freedom)”, which last
was purchased by the Confederation.

2700. Target phrase: little influence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33201414

In 1944 Australia’s war effort was focused on the Pacific War, and most elements of the country’s military were in
Australia and the islands to its north. Nevertheless, substantial numbers of RAAF personnel, most of whom had been
trained through the Empire Air Training Scheme (EATS), were stationed in the United Kingdom (UK) and took part
in operations against Germany. The Australian Government had very little influence over where Australian graduates
of EATS were posted, and many were assigned directly to British units. As of 6 June 1944, 1,816 Australian airmen
(including 584 pilots) were posted to RAF squadrons.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2699:

Q2. Answer for example 2700: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase little influence in Example 2699 and Example 2700 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1351
2701. Target phrase: 800 million people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54439682

The theft of cattle for slaughter and beef production is economically attractive to the mafias in India. In 2013, states
Gardiner Harris, a truck can fit 10 cows, each fetching about 5,000 rupees (about US$94 in 2013), or over US$900 per
cattle stealing night operation. In a country where some 800 million people live on less than US$2 per day, such theft-
based mafia operations are financially attractive. According to Andrew Buncombe, when smuggled across the border, the
price per cattle increases nearly threefold and the crime is even more attractive financially.

2702. Target phrase: 800 million people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47640227

Volleyball is a game played between two opposing sides, with six players on each team, where the players use mainly
their hands to hit the ball over a net and try to make the ball land on the opposing team’s side of the court. Volleyball
is played by over 800 million people world wide, making it one of the most popular sports in the world. Volleyball has
some risks involved with it because there are some injuries which occur to players that are quite common; these include
ankle injuries, shoulder injuries, foot injuries and knee injuries.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2701:

Q2. Answer for example 2702: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 800 million people in Example 2701 and Example 2702 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1352
2703. Target phrase: social web

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41999635

UNIT9 applied motion sensor technology and immersive sound to allow the user to interact from a distance and
become an active part of the story as it played on a large projection in front of them. UNIT9 Films. Working with
world-class directors, UNIT9 Films specializes in live action and storytelling film content for TV, social web, mobile,
installations and VR. Barclaycard #Bespokeballads.

2704. Target phrase: social web

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=237248

When one dies, the life-giving material force referred to as ”ch’i”, encompassing both body and spirit, rejoins the
material force of the universe and cycles on with respect to the rhythms set forth by ”yin” and ”yang.” Because many
Chinese people believe that circulation of both physical and ’psychic energy’ is important to stay healthy, procedures
which require surgery, as well as donations and transplantations of organs, are seen as a loss of ”ch’i”, resulting in
the loss of someone’s vital energy supporting their consciousness and purpose in their lives. Furthermore, a person is
never seen as a single unit but rather as a source of relationship, interconnected in a social web. Thus, it is believed
that what makes a human one of us is relatedness and communication and family is seen as the basic unit of a community.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2703:

Q2. Answer for example 2704: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase social web in Example 2703 and Example 2704 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1353
2705. Target phrase: back area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43233374

The baking area is called the ”amasijo”, from the word for ”to knead.” It is set in the back of the establishment. The
back area contain various tables, mixers and other equipment, the most notable of which is the oven, usually set into
one wall. These ovens can be gas or firewood.

2706. Target phrase: back area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3272506

Retirement. On 25 May 2007, Montgomery announced his retirement after 204 games. He received a knock to the
back area in round 1, 2007, against Geelong and had not played a match since. After being told that his recovery would
take 6 to 18 months, he immediately announced his retirement, and has since joined ABC Local Radio as a special
comments commentator.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2705:

Q2. Answer for example 2706: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase back area in Example 2705 and Example 2706 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1354
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2707. Target phrase: real surprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51080885

In the Scottish Cup, there was more good news as Dumbarton would have their best cup run in almost 40 years, and
would only lose out to Premier Division Aberdeen by the only goal after a tight fought match. In the League Cup, after
disposing of Albion Rovers in the first round, it would be Premier Division Dundee United that would advance, but only
after a close match was lost by the odd goal in five. Finally, despite the other successes, it was no real surprise that the
League Challenge Cup saw yet another first round exit, this time to Stranraer. Locally, in the Stirlingshire Cup, Falkirk
would be the victors over Dumbarton in the semi final tie.

2708. Target phrase: real surprise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18385122

In the film, a group of French-Arab youths flees a riotous Paris following the election of a far-right government, only
to be pursued by a murderous family of militant white fascists. ”There’s enough blood in the unrated french horror film
”Frontiere(s)” to satiate even the most ravenous gore hounds”, Dargis says. ”The real surprise here is that this creepy,
contemporary gross-out also has some ideas, visual and otherwise, wedged among its sanguineous drips...”. While Dargis
ultimately regards the film’s political convictions in a positive light, she notes that certain scenes veer ”dangerously close
to the unpardonable, with images that evoke the Holocaust too strongly”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2707:

Q2. Answer for example 2708: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real surprise in Example 2707 and Example 2708 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1355
2709. Target phrase: fast movements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15929223

Many negative interactions with pigs arise from stock-people dealing with large numbers of pigs. Because of this,
many handlers can become complacent about animal welfare and fail to ensure positive interactions with pigs. Negative
interactions include overly heavy tactile interactions (slaps, punches, kicks, and bites), the use of electric goads and
fast movements. It can also include killing them.

2710. Target phrase: fast movements

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=200335

The final , for example, which was taken from J.-P. Rameau’s and which was to be played , has a repeat structure of AA
[BBACCA] × 4 (that is, after the initial AA, the sequence BBACCA is repeated four times). A Baroque predecessor to
the rondo was the ritornello. Ritornello form was used in the fast movements of baroque concertos and in many baroque
vocal and choral works. The ripieno (”tutti”) plays the main ritornello theme, while soloists play the intervening episodes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2709:

Q2. Answer for example 2710: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fast movements in Example 2709 and Example 2710 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1356
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2711. Target phrase: national return

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48589073

Gabby Douglas – Tarzana, California (Buckeye) – Douglas returned to elite gymnastics in 2015 after a three-year
hiatus from the 2012 Summer Olympics; the 2012 Olympic all-around champion. She competed internationally at the
2015 City of Jesolo Trophy and finished fourth in the all-around. Her national return was at the 2015 U.S. Classic met
with successful acclaim and a silver medal. At the 2015 P&amp;G U.S. Nationals, Douglas finished fifth in the all-around.

2712. Target phrase: national return

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11758947

The images of Israel as a vineyard and God as a shepherd are both utilized here. Psalm 81 (MT) / Psalm 80 (LXX).
This psalm emphasizes praising a God who saves and a national return to liturgical worship. The concept of choosing
to act on the desires and wants of humans rather than walking with God and being in his favor is brought to light in this
psalm.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2711:

Q2. Answer for example 2712: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase national return in Example 2711 and Example 2712 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1357
2713. Target phrase: old people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52050132

Due to the direction of the wind, even the hospital and the convalescent center were contaminated, and the few doctors
and nurses who were working there had to leave. Two public baths were used for decontamination of the victims and a
small stadium was converted to a 150-bed medical facility. Within the first few hours, about 30 people died, mostly young
children and old people, due to severe respiratory problems. Out of 12,000 inhabitants, according to official reports,
8,000 were exposed.

2714. Target phrase: old people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23236755

and a place in Podcast Awards’s Education category. At live events the demographics of the audiences are ”all over
the map. There are some geeks here and there, but also super cool people, and families and kids, and old people.”
”Entertainment Weekly” chose the TV show in early February 2013 as #7 for their ”The Must List: The Top 10 Things
We Love This Week,” writing, ”Whether you’re curious about bee colonies or weather control, Josh Clark and Chuck
Bryant have the scoop.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2713:

Q2. Answer for example 2714: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase old people in Example 2713 and Example 2714 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1358
2715. Target phrase: air strips
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1355057

Nearly every kite product warns users to stay away from power lines. Deaths occur when aircraft crash into power
lines. Some power lines are marked with obstruction makers, especially near air strips or over waterways that may
support floatplane operations. The placement of power lines sometimes use up sites that would otherwise be used by
hang gliders.

2716. Target phrase: air strips

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2027786

Chris McGreal, writing in ”The Observer” in April 2008, noted that Zimbabwe’s White people ”... kept their houses
and their pools and their servants. The white farmers had it even better. With crop prices soaring they bought boats
on Lake Kariba and built air strips on their farms for newly acquired planes. Zimbabwe’s whites reached an implicit
understanding with Zanu-PF; they could go on as before, so long as they kept out of politics”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2715:

Q2. Answer for example 2716: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase air strips in Example 2715 and Example 2716 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1359
2717. Target phrase: surface structures

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9224414

On the north there is the Neo-Renaissance Rudolfinum Concert Hall (1876–1884). The building on the eastern
side (1924–1930) houses the Faculty of Arts (Czech: ”Filozofická fakulta”) of Charles University, and the building on
the southern side (1885) belongs to the Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design (Czech: ”Vysoká škola umělecko-
průmyslová”). There is a large underground parking garage under the square, with surface structures of this facility
slightly disturbing the overall impression of the square. Monuments to two personalities of Czech culture are situated
here—a statue of composer Antonín Dvořák in front of Rudolfinum and a statue of painter Josef Mánes closer to the river.

2718. Target phrase: surface structures

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24034063

Combat took place on the various planets found in ”Eve Online”, each offering a substantial amount of unique maps
and sockets. Planets were divided into several large districts, which held resources and installations that dust players
had to fight for control over in Planetary Conquest battles, or PC battles for short. Only the natural landscapes of
each planet remained constant; the placement of buildings and surface structures was controlled by the player corpora-
tions. Infantry in ”Dust 514” were equipped with ”dropsuits” which functioned similarly to the ship hulls in ”Eve Online”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2717:

Q2. Answer for example 2718: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase surface structures in Example 2717 and Example 2718 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1360
2719. Target phrase: job title
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2279644

He was appointed to the Government of Southern Rhodesia on 1 November 1930 as Minister of Mines and Public
Works. From 19 May 1932, he served as Minister of Mines and Agriculture. When Howard Moffat resigned in 1933,
Mitchell was chosen as the new Premier and chose to change the job title to Prime Minister. His government was a short
one, lasting from 5 July 1933 until the Rhodesia Party lost the general election of September 1933, with Mitchell losing
his own seat in the process, to the Reform Party led by Godfrey Huggins.

2720. Target phrase: job title

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9116311

This means, in her job as Cabinet Secretary for Education, Kirsty Williams is always despite being a woman. The
same is true of and , which are the masculine and feminine words for ”teacher”, but when used to mean ”professor”, only
can be used. Theoretically any job title can be made feminine but in practice most job titles without a feminine suffix
are used as a gender-neutral term. Some authorities emphasize that a distinction needs to be made between biological
sex and grammatical gender.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2719:

Q2. Answer for example 2720: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase job title in Example 2719 and Example 2720 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1361
2721. Target phrase: potential business benefits

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65877174

In January 2017, nearly 100 Silicon Valley firms filed an amicus brief against the Trump administration’s anti-
immigration policy directed at refugees, travelers, and visa holders originating from predominantly Muslim portions of
the world. Controversial symbols. NASCAR announced in July 2020 that it would ban the Confederate flag from all its
racing venues potential business benefits. Research has uncovered the broader financial implications of CSA on firm
value.

2722. Target phrase: potential business benefits

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20779939

Lt. George H. Derby wrote about the town on his report to the Secretary of War in 1849 and stated, ”The Town
of Vernon is situated at the junction of the Feather and Sacramento Rivers, and that of Fremont immediately opposite.
Each contains some twenty houses and one or two hundred inhabitants.” Spect chose to settle at this site because of the
potential business benefits of being upriver. Mexican law entitled people to a three league town if they would start a
ferry service, which Spect then began.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2721:

Q2. Answer for example 2722: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential business benefits in Example 2721 and Example 2722 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1362
2723. Target phrase: intuitive way
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10494334

Downside risk (DR) is measured by target semi-deviation (the square root of target semivariance) and is termed down-
side deviation. It is expressed in percentages and therefore allows for rankings in the same way as standard deviation.
An intuitive way to view downside risk is the annualized standard deviation of returns below the target. Another is the
square root of the probability-weighted squared below-target returns.

2724. Target phrase: intuitive way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49390570

Technology mods are mods that adds an assortment of machines that can help the player to automate the production
of certain in-game materials. Examples of technology-oriented mods include ”Extra Utilities”, a mod that introduces
various machines that can be used to generate power, and a random assortment of other blocks and items; ”BuildCraft”,
a classic mod known for its many variants of machines, pumps, and pipes; and ”IndustrialCraft”, a mod which adds met-
als, electric tools, generators, including nuclear reactors, jetpacks, powered armor, and nuclear items. Its power system
also tries to mimic real life electrical circuit in an intuitive way. In addition to ”IndustrialCraft” metal weapons, other
projects allow for an even wider range of available weaponry: ”Flan’s Mod” has modern-style warfare including guns,
tanks and grenades, while ”Tinkers’ Construct” allows players to forge and customize their own tools and weapons, some
involving a foundry or a forge.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2723:

Q2. Answer for example 2724: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase intuitive way in Example 2723 and Example 2724 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1363
2725. Target phrase: third explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=92080

The first is that the name memorialized a local rancher, David King Fisher. The second version is that King and
Fisher were two different settlers, whose names were combined for the county and town. The third explanation was
that the name was for a rancher named John Fisher and for whom Uncle Johns Creek was named. Geography.

2726. Target phrase: third explanation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18956166

If there are no changes to an intergroup relationship, then relevant stereotypes do not change. Intergroup relations.
According to a third explanation, shared stereotypes are neither caused by the coincidence of common stimuli, nor
by socialisation. This explanation posits that stereotypes are shared because group members are motivated to behave in
certain ways, and stereotypes reflect those behaviours.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2725:

Q2. Answer for example 2726: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third explanation in Example 2725 and Example 2726 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1364
2727. Target phrase: strong association
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48901885

Msgr. Gerald Donegan was ordained a priest in 1950 and served as a curate at St. George’s until 1961. During this
period, he forged a strong association with the youth of the parish. He was also the spiritual director of the Catholic
Women’s League.

2728. Target phrase: strong association

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6441759

In astrology, Algol is one of the most unfortunate stars. Ptolemy referred to it as ”the Gorgon of Perseus” and
associated it with death by decapitation: mirroring the myth of the hero Perseus’ victory over the snake-headed Gorgon
Medusa. Historically, it has received a strong association with violence across a wide variety of cultures. Medieval
Arabic commanders tried to ensure that no important battle began whilst the light of Algol was weak.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2727:

Q2. Answer for example 2728: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong association in Example 2727 and Example 2728 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1365
2729. Target phrase: second trick

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5550374

Overall the probability of success is 90.0%. If three tricks are required, Lawrence recommends a different line of play.
Cash the ace and then duck the second trick; that is, play low from both hands regardless of the defense. This suc-
ceeds when the suit is distributed 3-3 between the opponents and also when it splits 4–2 with one or both honors doubleton.

2730. Target phrase: second trick

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40120532

The final is considered to have been the greatest and closest ever event final in Red Bull X-Fighters history, with both
riders putting down perfect runs including futuristic tricks. The last two events of the season in Munich, Germany and
Pretoria, South Africa both ended with a quarter-final exit after Pagès crashed at both events in his first run. In Munich
he crashed on his second trick already, the Bike Flip, as he pushed the bike too far away from him. He was lucky to
remain uninjured as the bike crashed down on him.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2729:

Q2. Answer for example 2730: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second trick in Example 2729 and Example 2730 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1366
2731. Target phrase: franchise holder

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34619563

This is a list of Japan’s representatives and their placements at the big four international beauty pageants, considered
the most important in the world. The country has won three victories: franchise holder: Since 2018, the national
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director for Japan is Hiroko Mima. Previously, the franchise was held by Ines Ligron.

2732. Target phrase: franchise holder

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28254308

In January 1992, the company expanded into the cargo/passenger shipping business with the purchase of a 175 gross-
ton roro car/truck carrier from the U.S. Navy, the LCT St. Mark. It has a capacity of four ten-wheeler cargo trucks, five
cars and 50 to 70 passengers. It is the franchise holder for the Argao, Cebu to Loon, Bohol route as a daily car/truck
ferry. In November 2019 Lite Shipping Corporation bought the now-defunct George and Peter Lines it took over their
routes and acquiring its vessels Lite Shipping Corporation to Lite Ferries.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2731:

Q2. Answer for example 2732: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase franchise holder in Example 2731 and Example 2732 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1367
2733. Target phrase: proprietary formula

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32731656

Results correlated well with conventional smears and follow-up histology. Another method described by Johnson et
al. (2000) places the cervical collection device into 15 ml of CytoRich Red (TriPath Imaging), a proprietary formula
of buffering agents, emulsifiers, formaldehyde, and alcohol. After arrival in the laboratory, cell suspensions are vortexed,
poured through tulle and centrifuged.

2734. Target phrase: proprietary formula

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6100743

In 2011, HotPads relocated to San Francisco where it currently operates from the Zillow San Francisco office. Other fea-
tures. HotPads includes Zillow’s Rent Zestimates (estimated monthly rent price, computed using a proprietary formula),
Walk Score’s walkability score, and school attendance zones for every listing. HotPads also has a question and answer
community called HotPads Answers and an active blog.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2733:

Q2. Answer for example 2734: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase proprietary formula in Example 2733 and Example 2734 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1368
2735. Target phrase: involved party

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37003851

There should not be a selected reason for the FTA to conduct an audit of a business/taxpayer. They will conduct
it for any reason or whenever they are required. A notice is going to be issued to the involved party, a minimum of
5 days before the regular audit date. It will contain details, like the audit schedule, place, concerned parties, reason (if
something particular), etc.
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2736. Target phrase: involved party

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=940053

It was a country which sided with Germany, but in which native Jews and almost all refugees were safe from perse-
cution. It was the only country that fought alongside Nazi Germany which maintained democracy throughout the war.
It was in fact the only democracy in mainland Europe that remained so despite being an involved party in the war.
According to the Finnish records 19,085 Soviet prisoners of war died in Finnish prison camps during the Continuation
War, which means that 29.6% of Soviet POWs taken by the Finns did not survive.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2735:

Q2. Answer for example 2736: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase involved party in Example 2735 and Example 2736 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1369
2737. Target phrase: mother’s ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22863456

Further, in the essay Walker gives a personal account of her own mother, ”And yet, it is to my mother-and all our
mothers who were not famous-that I went in search of the secret if what has fed that muzzled and often mutilated, but
vibrant, creative spirit that the black woman has inherited, and that pops out in wild and unlikely places to this day”.
Walker describes her mother’s simple, but appreciated talent of gardening. For Walker, her mother’s ability to continue
gardening despite her poor living conditions portrays her mother’s strong persona and ability to strive even in hardship.
”She spent the summers canning vegetables and fruits.

2738. Target phrase: mother’s ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12139510

If worn to correct inverted or flat nipples, the shells are typically worn during the third trimester for up to 10 hours
daily as the mother’s comfort dictates. Criticism. Some research suggests that breast shells used on inverted nipples may
either hinder or have no effect on the mother’s ability to breastfeed successfully. One study of women with inverted or
non-protractile nipples found no statistically significant difference in breastfeeding success between using breast shields
and doing nothing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2737:

Q2. Answer for example 2738: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mother’s ability in Example 2737 and Example 2738 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1370
2739. Target phrase: uncompleted building

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1254467

It is accessed by a stairway that ends on a terrace with a half-finished gate and the Enclosure of the Ten Niches,
a one-room building. Behind them is an open space which hosts the Platform of the Carved Seat and two unfinished
monumental walls. The main structure of the whole sector is the Sun Temple, an uncompleted building which features
the Wall of the Six Monoliths. The Middle and Funerary sectors have several rectangular buildings, some of them with
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two floors; also, several fountains are in the Middle sector.

2740. Target phrase: uncompleted building

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15216800

The theatre seats 822 around a wide, thrust stage. It officially opened on 16 January 2008 with ”Uncle Vanya” by
Anton Chekhov, with Sir Peter Hall directing. Hall had also directed an ”in the raw” production of ”As You Like It”
within the shell of the uncompleted building in December 2004. Design.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2739:

Q2. Answer for example 2740: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase uncompleted building in Example 2739 and Example 2740 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1371
2741. Target phrase: increased rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41413136

Fetal cells contain a higher amount of insulin receptors in comparison to adults cells and fetal insulin receptors are not
downregulated in cases of hyperinsulinemia. In comparison, fetal haptic glucagon receptors are lowered in comparison to
adult cells and the glycemic effect of glucagon is blunted. This temporary physiological change aids the increased rate
of fetal development during the final trimester. Poorly managed maternal diabetes mellitus is linked to fetal macrosomia,
increased risk of miscarriage, and defects in fetal development.

2742. Target phrase: increased rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12495947

At the battle’s onset many of the settlement’s women had been huddled in and around the cabins, but several married
woman, including Elizabeth Armstrong, rallied the women and older children to provide support to the soldiers. She
assigned the unmarried young women, boys, and girls as young as eight years old to such tasks as cutting and rolling gun-
powder cartridges and molding rifleballs. The married women reloaded the weapons while the soldiers tried to maintain
an increased rate of fire. The ferocity of the fight convinced Black Hawk that Apple River Fort was strongly defended.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2741:

Q2. Answer for example 2742: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase increased rate in Example 2741 and Example 2742 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1372
2743. Target phrase: lower wind speeds

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2741315

parks, woodlands, inland waters, coasts) increases, more leisure-time physical activity such as walking and cycling
are reported. Meteorological conditions have been found to predict physical activity differently in different types of envi-
ronment. For example, in a large population-based study in England, higher air temperatures and lower wind speeds
were associated with increased physical activity. Globally, in 2016, according to a pooled analysis of 298 population-based
surveys, around 81% of students aged 11–17 years were insufficiently physically active.
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2744. Target phrase: lower wind speeds

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1297523

The hull’s very mild ”V” bottom and hard chine make Sunfish a most stable boat for its size, along with enabling it
to sail on a plane (hydroplane). Planing allows the boat to achieve a speed greater than theoretical hull speed based on
length at waterline (LWL). Having a down-wind performance advantage helps the Sunfish to achieve a planing attitude at
lower wind speeds than its high-aspect ratio sail plan counterparts. Designed as a water-tight, hollow-body pontoon,
a hull like the Sunfish has is sometimes referred to as ”self-rescuing” because the boat can be capsized and its cockpit
swamped without threat of the boat sinking.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2743:

Q2. Answer for example 2744: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower wind speeds in Example 2743 and Example 2744 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1373
2745. Target phrase: 20 million people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4754873

Countries from four continents were affiliated over the next ten years. Today the IJF has 200 National Federations
on all continents. There are over 20 million people around the globe who practice judo, according to the IJF. Since
2009, IJF has organized yearly World Championships and the World Judo Tour consisting of five Grand Prix, four Grand
Slams, a master tournament and a Continental open tournament.

2746. Target phrase: 20 million people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=361266

On January 14–April 27, a 380 kV transformer failure in Bursa Natural Gas Fueled Combined Cycle PP in Turkey,
was accused of voltage deviations in the interconnected power grid that resulted in a blackout. Another failure occurred
in 154 kV Babaeski substation which caused a blackout in Thrace. 6 cities and more than 20 million people were
affected by the Marmara blackout of 2012. The power was back in all cities in the evening.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2745:

Q2. Answer for example 2746: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 20 million people in Example 2745 and Example 2746 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1374
2747. Target phrase: mainstream version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=903910

Unlike 6G74-based engine available in Japan, the Australian-built V6 still had 24 valves but used a single overhead
camshaft (SOHC) design instead of a more complex and costly double overhead cams (DOHC) design. Sports and VR-X
featured a larger 2.5-inch free flowing sports exhaust system, minor changes to the timing and duration of valve opening
(both inlet and exhaust), which boosted power up to , resulting in a moderately sporty exhaust tone and class-leading
performance amongst Australian-made sport sedans. Their engine was marketed as a ”high output” unit to distinguish
it from the mainstream version fitted on all other Magnas and Veradas. At launch, the model range of the TJ and KJ
series comprised: the Magna Executive, Magna Advance sedan and wagon, Magna Sports sedan, Magna VR-X sedan,
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Verada Ei sedan and wagon, and Verada Xi sedan.

2748. Target phrase: mainstream version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18266484

Some pagan cults were forced to disband for lack of funds; when this happened the Church took over the cult’s
previous role of caring for the poor. In a reflection of their increased standing in the Empire, clergy began to adopt the
dress of the royal household, including the cope. During Constantine’s reign, approximately half of those who identified
themselves as Christian did not subscribe to the mainstream version of the faith. Constantine feared that disunity
would displease God and lead to trouble for the Empire, so he took military and judicial measures to eliminate some sects.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2747:

Q2. Answer for example 2748: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mainstream version in Example 2747 and Example 2748 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1375
2749. Target phrase: one detail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21846323

Fashion design. King specialised in good-quality separates and day-into-evening looks, which proved versatile and
good value during the Great Depression. King kept her designs simple and high quality, believing that dresses should
just have one detail. Her method of working was unusual, as she was not a formally trained fashion designer, and did
not cut, drape or sew.

2750. Target phrase: one detail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=592687

Network security concept. Network security starts with authentication, commonly with a username and a password.
Since this requires just one detail authenticating the user name—i.e., the password—this is sometimes termed one-factor
authentication. With two-factor authentication, something the user ’has’ is also used (e.g., a security token or ’dongle’,
an ATM card, or a mobile phone); and with three-factor authentication, something the user ’is’ is also used (e.g., a
fingerprint or retinal scan).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2749:

Q2. Answer for example 2750: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one detail in Example 2749 and Example 2750 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1376
2751. Target phrase: automated service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1092923

According to comScore market research from November 2009, Google Search is the dominant search engine in the
United States market, with a market share of 65.6%. In May 2017, Google enabled a new ”Personal” tab in Google
Search, letting users search for content in their Google accounts’ various services, including email messages from Gmail
and photos from Google Photos. Google launched its Google News service in 2002, an automated service which sum-
marizes news articles from various websites. Google also hosts Google Books, a service which searches the text found in
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books in its database and shows limited previews or and the full book where allowed.

2752. Target phrase: automated service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49243965

The trains utilize an airbag suspension (replacing conventional springs) for a more comfortable ride, and employ
regenerative braking which converts the energy from brake application into electricity that is fed back into the third rail.
All NTT trains are capable of being equipped with communications-based train control (CBTC) technology, which is
installed in the ”A” cars behind the train operator’s cab. Currently, only the R143s and R188s, as well as sixty-eight
R160As, have been upgraded for automated service, on the and routes. Many, if not all of the remaining R160s will
also be retrofitted with CBTC, as well as all existing cars in the R142 and R142A fleets and future cars in the R211 and
R262 fleets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2751:

Q2. Answer for example 2752: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase automated service in Example 2751 and Example 2752 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1377
2753. Target phrase: clear material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3952417

”Ring-imaging” Cherenkov detectors take advantage of a phenomenon called Cherenkov light. Cherenkov radiation is
produced whenever charged particles such as electrons or muons are moving through a given detector medium somewhat
faster than the speed of light in that medium. In a Cherenkov detector, a large volume of clear material such as water or
ice is surrounded by light-sensitive photomultiplier tubes. A charged lepton produced with sufficient energy and moving
through such a detector does travel somewhat faster than the speed of light in the detector medium (although somewhat
slower than the speed of light in a vacuum).

2754. Target phrase: clear material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40058335

The appeals process also makes NASCAR’s basis for issuing the penalty public at the first appeal instead of the last.
Minor changes were made to the Gen-6 race car. Rules on ride height were loosened, and the top of the rear spoiler
is now made of clear material to give drivers more visibility. After a six-hour delay at the first Chase race in 2013 at
Chicagoland, NASCAR will now make the Air Titan available at all Sprint Cup Series races and accompanying races at
no extra charge.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2753:

Q2. Answer for example 2754: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear material in Example 2753 and Example 2754 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1378
2755. Target phrase: best defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1477405
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As complementary methodology with other research methods to boost the quality and efficiency of research conduct
and to minimize the sampling bias like quota sampling. Compensations. The best defense against weaknesses is to
begin with a set of initial informants that are as diverse as possible. Efforts to improve the main disadvantage of snowball
sampling resulted in the respondent-driven sampling (RDS) method.

2756. Target phrase: best defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1511127

In the first leg of the quarter-finals, Tigres lost 3–1, while in the second they tied to 1–1 at the Estadio Universitario.
With an aggregate score of 4–2, Tigres was eliminated. On the Apertura 2011, Tigres hired Carlos Salcido and was the
best defense again, this time allowing 13 goals in 17 games. In playoffs, they faced old rival Pachuca: In the first leg
of quarter-finals, Tigres defeated Pachuca by 1–0, while in the second they won 3–0 at the Estadio Universitario for an
aggregate score of 4–0.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2755:

Q2. Answer for example 2756: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best defense in Example 2755 and Example 2756 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1379
2757. Target phrase: best defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1477405

As complementary methodology with other research methods to boost the quality and efficiency of research conduct
and to minimize the sampling bias like quota sampling. Compensations. The best defense against weaknesses is to
begin with a set of initial informants that are as diverse as possible. Efforts to improve the main disadvantage of snowball
sampling resulted in the respondent-driven sampling (RDS) method.

2758. Target phrase: best defense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1511127

Nahuel Guzmán stopped three shots and with Gignac, Juninho and Guido Pizarro scoring their own, Tigres became
the Apertura 2016 champions. For the Clausura 2017, Tigres hired Chilean international forward Eduardo Vargas. Ti-
gres finished the Clausura 2017 season in seventh place with 25 points and the best defense allowing twelve goals in 17
games. In the first leg of playoffs at the Estadio Universitario, Tigres faced Monterrey and beat them by 4–1 with Gignac
and Dueñas scoring twice each.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2757:

Q2. Answer for example 2758: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best defense in Example 2757 and Example 2758 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1380
2759. Target phrase: social demand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67530990

The Fasel Gang was a group of Swiss criminals, mainly composed of Jacques Fasel, Daniel Bloch and a third sidekick,
three accomplices that claimed to fight for anarchism and social justice. This social demand earned Jacques Fasel the
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nickname ”Robin des Bolzes”. A Bolze being an inhabitant of the lower town of Fribourg.

2760. Target phrase: social demand

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57943164

The same day, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Public Security, the Ministry of Justice, and ten other
committees jointly issued the implementation of the ”Primary and Secondary School Students Kindergarten Safety Man-
agement Office Law”. Between September 1, 2007, and September 31, 2010, the Ministry of Public Security, in accordance
with the Motor Vehicle Operation Safety Technical Conditions amendment, carried out school bus operations in various
areas of the country. The social demand of school buses has attracted attention from all levels of government. The
related management departments have been in the process of researching and discussing the most feasible ways to develop
school bus industrialization in China.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2759:

Q2. Answer for example 2760: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase social demand in Example 2759 and Example 2760 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1381
2761. Target phrase: profit distribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49043127

The measure considers both price risk and volume risk (e.g. due to uncertainty in electricity generation volumes or
consumer demand). Mathematically, the PaR is the quantile of the profit distribution of a portfolio. Since weather
related volume risk drivers can be represented in the form of historical weather records over many years, a Monte-Carlo
simulation approach is often used.

2762. Target phrase: profit distribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35065869

The group debuted nine days later with their single album ”Warrior”. In November 2014, B.A.P filed a law-
suit against its agency. The members sought to nullify its contract with the company citing ”unfair conditions and
profit distribution”. In August of the following year, the two parties ultimately settled and B.A.P resumed its activities
under TS Entertainment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2761:

Q2. Answer for example 2762: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase profit distribution in Example 2761 and Example 2762 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1382
2763. Target phrase: sound reasoning

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=730239

At the time Tyner was elected the Republicans controlled both the House and the Senate. He was reelected in 1870
and 1872, serving from 1869 to 1875. Tyner, considered a reformer his first two terms, gave few speeches in the House
and was noted for his statistical accuracy and ”sound reasoning”. His vote for the unpopular ”Salary Grab” in 1873
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bill later cost him the Republican nomination in 1874.

2764. Target phrase: sound reasoning

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17327644

Milestones. In November 2010, Anthony Brandt was awarded an ”Access to Artistic Excellence” grant from the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts for his innovative music appreciation course in Connexions. ”sound reasoning” ”takes
a new approach [to teaching music appreciation]: It presents style-transcendent principles, illustrated by side-by-side
examples from both traditional and contemporary music. The goal is to empower listeners to be able to listen attentively
and think intelligently about any kind of music, no matter its style.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2763:

Q2. Answer for example 2764: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sound reasoning in Example 2763 and Example 2764 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1383
2765. Target phrase: state and local government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21603237

The Act provided a contemporary framework for the management of public records and also marked a changing role
for Queensland State Archives. Queensland State Archives is established under section 21 of the Public Records Act
2002 (the Act) as the State’s archives and records management authority. With the introduction of the Act, Queensland
State Archives became the lead agency for state and local government recordkeeping in Queensland. The Act and
its accompanying Recordkeeping Information Standards enable Queensland State Archives to develop and implement a
comprehensive recordkeeping policy framework to ensure a consistent approach to the creation, management, disposal,
storage, preservation, and retrieval of government information.

2766. Target phrase: state and local government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14242832

The facility manufactures -long, 12-ton blades for the company’s 2.3-MW wind turbines installed in the United States.
The Iowa Office of Energy Independence (OEI) is tasked with determining policy and setting goals towards renewable en-
ergy production. The office seeks to coordinate efforts between industry, community leaders, state and local government,
and educational institutions to achieve energy policy goals. Wind farms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2765:

Q2. Answer for example 2766: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase state and local government in Example 2765 and Example 2766 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 1384
2767. Target phrase: many middle managers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21224627

It is also an excellent training ground for those involved and it gives the senior executive direct access to the middle
of the organization while observing the performance of these high potential line managers. Raise the bar for more ef-
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fective strategic leadership in the middle of the organization. For many middle managers, participating effectively in
the strategy development process is as much a question of training as it is doing. Building understanding and skills on
topics such as the vocabulary and toolset, marketplace dynamics and the associated ambiguity, strategy story telling and
their own individual strategic leadership strengths and weaknesses are all aspects of a process that can ignite a sense of
understanding and commitment across the middle of the organization in a way that leverages the human fabric.

2768. Target phrase: many middle managers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2966309

Knox began to subdivide his farm for residential development in 1872. Knoxville became accessible from the South
Side in the 1870s with the opening of an incline, the Mount Oliver Incline, and then by an electric railway, the Pittsburgh,
Knoxville &amp; St. Clair Electric Railroad, in 1888. Because of its desirable location and easy access to the South Side,
Knoxville attracted many middle managers of the South Side mills as residents. Knoxville Borough was annexed by
the City of Pittsburgh in 1927.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2767:

Q2. Answer for example 2768: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase many middle managers in Example 2767 and Example 2768 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1385
2769. Target phrase: infinite capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31368

In his diaries of Zed, a young boy, he wrote: ”I have fallen in love with Zed ... the whole situation is an impossible
one. All I can do is behave like a gentleman. It has been my hideous fate to be born with an infinite capacity for love
and joy with no hope of using them.” British broadcaster Robert Robinson published an account of a conversation with
White in which White claimed to be attracted to small girls.

2770. Target phrase: infinite capacity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=645676

Multiple sources and/or sinks. Sometimes, when modeling a network with more than one source, a supersource is
introduced to the graph. This consists of a vertex connected to each of the sources with edges of infinite capacity, so
as to act as a global source. A similar construct for sinks is called a supersink.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2769:

Q2. Answer for example 2770: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase infinite capacity in Example 2769 and Example 2770 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1386
2771. Target phrase: sandy surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25213807

They remain, however, to be claimed by Sudan. The islands are part of the Elba Protected Area of Egypt, and are
home to the white-eyed gull, with an estimated seventy individuals at the maximum, as well as several ospreys. The
islands are surrounded by rocks and coral, and have a sandy surface with scant marine vegetation. The local fishermen,
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descendants of the Huteimi peoples identified by J. R. Wellsted, harvest turtle and bird eggs from the surrounding area.

2772. Target phrase: sandy surface

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13209064

Game I. In Game I, Andrew Johns spoiled what was supposed to be a party time for the Queenslanders, who returned
to their spiritual home of Suncorp Stadium formerly known as Lang Park. The ground was quickly nicknamed the ”Sand
Pit” as its sandy surface was constantly shifting under the feet of players. Both Maroons centres Justin Hodges and
Paul Bowman, were taken from the field with serious knee injuries which were later blamed on the shifting surface.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2771:

Q2. Answer for example 2772: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sandy surface in Example 2771 and Example 2772 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1387
2773. Target phrase: occasional failure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=713497

Intermediate nodes not only boost the signal, but cooperatively pass data from point A to point B by making for-
warding decisions based on their knowledge of the network, i.e. perform routing by first deriving the topology of the
network. Wireless mesh networks is a relatively ”stable-topology” network except for the occasional failure of nodes
or addition of new nodes. The path of traffic, being aggregated from a large number of end users, changes infrequently.

2774. Target phrase: occasional failure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41361700

Collins was born at Hove in Sussex and educated at Lancing College where he played in the school cricket team. In
his final year at school he made four centuries, including a score of 212, and went on to make his first-class cricket debut
for Sussex later in the same season. As a schoolboy, Collins was described as ”making all the strokes” with his only
major defect being ”an occasional failure in patience”. He appeared in 50 first-class matches between 1928 and 1934 as
a right-handed batsman, scoring 1,140 runs with a highest score of 90 runs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2773:

Q2. Answer for example 2774: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase occasional failure in Example 2773 and Example 2774 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1388
2775. Target phrase: individual person

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11187148

Third, they cultivate a deep knowledge of Francis the prophet, an example from the past, leading them into the future.
Fraternity. The Secular Franciscan charism is not given to an individual person but to a group of brothers and sisters.
Thus from the outset, it is a group that is shaped by the Holy Church, and it is only in this context that the charism
can thrive.
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2776. Target phrase: individual person

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4844952

People can be actively tracked to locate them reliably and quickly in the unfortunate case of disaster. Person-tracking is
a highly specialized application that requires special-purpose technology, and is only workable within a specific, controlled
environment. Tracking an individual person in an open, uncontrolled environment without special instrumentation is
not realistically possible. Concerns with usage of tracking mobile assets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2775:

Q2. Answer for example 2776: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase individual person in Example 2775 and Example 2776 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1389
2777. Target phrase: business section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9707139

Article marketing has been used by professionals for nearly as long as mass print has been available. Business pro-
vides the content to a newspaper, possibly on a timely topic such as an article on tax audits during tax season, and
the newspaper may use the article and include the business’s name and contact information. Newspapers and other
traditional media have limited budgets for gathering content and these articles may be used in the business section of
the newspaper. Traditional article marketing is advertising a company’s article through the use of magazines, newspapers
and any print media.

2778. Target phrase: business section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1282160

Woodbridge was also served by a branch of the Toronto Suburban Railway until the 1930s. The radial railway from
Weston came in along the west side of the river, north of Humber Summit, after descending from its route along Albion
Road and Kipling Avenue. Construction of Highway 7 began in the 1920s, passing south of the business section via an
underpass of the Canadian Pacific. As Woodbridge is on the Humber floodplain, Hurricane Hazel in 1954 devastated the
community as the river swelled from its usual width of at its narrowest point to , and left hundreds homeless and nine dead.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2777:

Q2. Answer for example 2778: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase business section in Example 2777 and Example 2778 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1390
2779. Target phrase: cited reason

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1970496

United States. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) banned lead paint in 1977 in residential
properties and public buildings (16 CFR 1303), along with toys and furniture containing lead paint. The cited reason
was ”to reduce the risk of lead poisoning in children who may ingest paint chips or peelings”. For manufacturers, the
CPSC instituted the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, which changed the cap on lead content in paint
from 0.06% to 0.009% starting 14 August 2009.
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2780. Target phrase: cited reason

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25519641

50% supported it, 38% were against it and 12% had no opinion. The same poll showed that support was stronger
among the younger population (age: 18–29), 67%, and weaker among the oldest (age: 50 and up), 38%. With 48%, the
most cited reason was ”right of choice” for the supporters, followed by ”everybody is equal” with 14%. 39% of the oppo-
nents cited ”it is not normal” as the main reason to not support same-sex marriage, followed by ”we lose values” with 18%.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2779:

Q2. Answer for example 2780: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase cited reason in Example 2779 and Example 2780 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1391
2781. Target phrase: main segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31981881

In May 2018, Estonian President Kersti Kaljulaid stated that corruption is the primary factor that is holding back
the development of Ukraine and it can only be resolved with a strong political will after a meeting with the head of the
National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU), Artem Sytnyk. Theft. In 2017, the main segment of crime was
theft with 52% proportion of the total crimes in Ukraine. Terrorism.

2782. Target phrase: main segment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11641352

Season 1 Segments. 100Q. This is the main segment of the show where the guest fills out a questionnaire with 100
questions before the show. The questions and answers are displayed on a rotating ring in front of KAT-TUN and the
guest during the show.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2781:

Q2. Answer for example 2782: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main segment in Example 2781 and Example 2782 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1392
2783. Target phrase: constant force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=772517

From the moment its engine is started (clock set to 0) the rocket expels gas mass at a ”constant mass flow rate R”
(kg/s) and at ”exhaust velocity relative to the rocket ve” (m/s). This creates a constant force ”F” propelling the rocket
that is equal to ”R × ve”. The rocket is subject to a constant force, but its total mass is decreasing steadily because it
is expelling gas. According to Newton’s Second Law of Motion, its acceleration at any time ”t” is its propelling force ”F”
divided by its current mass ”m”: Now, the mass of fuel the rocket initially has on board is equal to ”m0 – mf”.

2784. Target phrase: constant force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2279104
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Wackies music continues to be released in the 2000s. Jammyland, Plush label, Ras Takashi, Dubsensemania and
many others continue to collaborate with Lloyd Barnes. Concurrently, re-issues of 1970s and 1980s Wackies music have
attained remarkable popularity and remain a constant force on the vintage scene. Re-issue.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2783:

Q2. Answer for example 2784: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase constant force in Example 2783 and Example 2784 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1393
2785. Target phrase: big revival

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25642

Railway transport. A fast-growing number of Romania’s major cities have modern tram or light rail networks, in-
cluding Bucharest, Timișoara, Cluj-Napoca and Oradea. Recently the tram has seen a very big revival with many
experiments such as ground level power supply in Oradea. Roads and automotive transport.

2786. Target phrase: big revival

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=727910

”The Big Revival” (2014). In June 2014, Chesney released the new song ”American Kids” to radio. This song served
as the lead-off single from his sixteenth studio album ”The big revival”, which was released on September 23, 2014. The
album’s second single, ”Til It’s Gone”, was released in mid-October.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2785:

Q2. Answer for example 2786: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase big revival in Example 2785 and Example 2786 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1394
2787. Target phrase: higher goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23807614

However, he was registered as a loan by Parma because FIFA does not allow a player to be registered to three teams
in one season. Therefore, having been registered by Monterrey he would not have been able to play for Betis. Pabón
scored a higher goal per game ratio in Spain than he did in Italy. He notably scored a goal against FC Barcelona in
just the first minute of the game.

2788. Target phrase: higher goal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19944294

The warrior commits to growing the heart and soul in becoming a creative being. The warrior serves in love of
strangers and gives generously while giving to themselves. The spiritual warrior seeks to change others with rational and
compassionate decision-making in service of a higher goal. Dudjom Rinpoche.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2787:

Q2. Answer for example 2788: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase higher goal in Example 2787 and Example 2788 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1395
2789. Target phrase: traditional system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3738158

Many distributions attempt to display device-recognition messages on the desktop, often through a taskbar pop-up,
but this is not always reliable or the information presented is incomplete. (Furthermore, to be notified on the desktop,
the hot-plugged device must be permitted by the system’s security policy.) Many dmesg lines in a traditional system
begin with a device name followed by a colon, followed by some detailed text. Often these come in clusters, with the same
device showing up on multiple lines in succession.

2790. Target phrase: traditional system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=216862

This was interpreted by some Muslims as requiring them to give up parts of their religion to obtain citizenship and
was resented. More importantly, Napoleon III changed the system of land tenure. While ostensibly well-intentioned, in
effect this move destroyed the traditional system of land management and deprived many Algerians of land. While
Napoleon did renounce state claims to tribal lands, he also began a process of dismantling tribal land ownership in favour
of individual land ownership.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2789:

Q2. Answer for example 2790: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traditional system in Example 2789 and Example 2790 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1396
2791. Target phrase: different identity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4660306

Samikshavad is the first indigenous art movement in modern India, which started in North India in 1974. It has a
different identity from the western movements of art. It is neither affected nor inspired by western art.

2792. Target phrase: different identity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22209136

However, Chuck cannot resist admiring the advanced DU-97 computer. He accesses it, learning that there are a num-
ber of cameras around his home and the Buy More. He then spies on Sarah, who is known under a different identity
to Heather. Chuck learns that Sarah was known as Jenny Burton at high school.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2791:

Q2. Answer for example 2792: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase different identity in Example 2791 and Example 2792 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1397
2793. Target phrase: ensuing series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=828095

Medina Sidonia managed to establish good relationships with his subordinate commanders, and gathered additional
supplies right up to the moment of sailing. Fleet command. Medina Sidonia’s behavior as a fleet commander in the
ensuing series of fights with the English has come under more criticism. Lacking military experience, he showed little
initiative or self-confidence, instead cautiously obeying the instructions of the king, and relying on the opinion of his
advisers and subordinate commanders.

2794. Target phrase: ensuing series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62203896

The rest of the first quarter’s drives ended with punts. During the second quarter, the Bears successfully executed a
fake punt in which Houston-Carson received the snap and handed off to Mingo, who ran for the first down; however, they
eventually punted. On the ensuing series, Ryan Tannehill led a 91-yard drive that ended with a 40-yard touchdown
pass to A. J. Brown.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2793:

Q2. Answer for example 2794: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ensuing series in Example 2793 and Example 2794 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1398
2795. Target phrase: 13-year history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4750738

In Turkey, everyone has the constitutionally protected right to hold a peaceful protest without prior permission, so
long as the topic of the protest isn’t explicitly banned by law. Even though there aren’t any laws explicitly forbidding
LGBT-related protests, the Istanbul pride parade in June 2015, which overlapped with the Muslim holy fasting month of
Ramadan, was banned by the Istanbul governorship hours before the event over ”security concerns”. Soon after, it was
shut down through police intervention for the first time in its 13-year history. The parade had taken place the previous
year during Ramadan without issue.

2796. Target phrase: 13-year history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47490772

The championship records for the event are 12:52.79 minutes for men, set by Eliud Kipchoge in 2003, and 14:26.72
minutes for women, set by Hellen Obiri in 2019. The world record has never been broken or equalled at the competition
by either men or women, reflecting the lack of pacemaking and athletes’ more tactical approach to championship races.
Similarly the women’s 3000 metres world record was not improved during its 13-year history. The championship record
for that event was set on its last appearance in 1993, by Yunxia Qu with a time of 8:28.71 minutes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2795:

Q2. Answer for example 2796: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase 13-year history in Example 2795 and Example 2796 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1399
2797. Target phrase: certain text

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67555104

Some female relatives of the arrested persons attacked journalists and pelted stones at media vans. They claimed
that these persons had been wrongly arrested and the media was covering only the victim’s story. On 5 October, Uttar
Pradesh Police asked microblogging site Twitter to remove certain text and photographs related to the incident, which
it considered provocative. The family left Bisara village and moved to an Indian Air Force zone in Delhi on 6 October.

2798. Target phrase: certain text

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17698784

Licensing. The terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) state that the Emacs source code, including both
the C and Emacs Lisp components, are freely available for examination, modification, and redistribution. Older versions
of the GNU Emacs documentation appeared under an ad-hoc license that required the inclusion of certain text in any
modified copy. In the GNU Emacs user’s manual, for example, this included instructions for obtaining GNU Emacs and
Richard Stallman’s essay ”The GNU Manifesto”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2797:

Q2. Answer for example 2798: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase certain text in Example 2797 and Example 2798 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1400
2799. Target phrase: normal protocol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6571110

Newspapers. Most National newspapers in the UK employ a tipster or columnist who provides horse racing tips.
Rather than pick a tip for each race that occurs on a given day the normal protocol is to provide a Nap and nb
selection. Nap (derived from the card game Napoleon) indicates this is the tipster’s most confident selection of the day.

2800. Target phrase: normal protocol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15318

After that, only blocks of 1024 addresses (/22) will be provided from the RIRs to a local Internet registry (LIR).
As of September 2015, all of Asia-Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC), the Réseaux IP Européens Network
Coordination Centre (RIPE_NCC), Latin America and Caribbean Network Information Centre (LACNIC), and Amer-
ican Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN) have reached this stage. This leaves African Network Information Center
(AFRINIC) as the sole regional internet registry that is still using the normal protocol for distributing IPv4 addresses.
As of November 2018, AFRINIC’s minimum allocation is /22 or 1024 IPv4 addresses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2799:

Q2. Answer for example 2800: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase normal protocol in Example 2799 and Example 2800 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1401
2801. Target phrase: negative content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45384852

This is something that is seen in two major magazines, ”Newsweek” and ”Time”, which have been covering relations
between the U.S. and Afghanistan over the last decade. Both of these publications distributed twenty leading articles
that depicted about 57% of negative coverage in regards to current events in Afghanistan, about 37% neutral coverage,
and only around 6% was positive information. This negative content would often consist of excessive mentioning of
Al-Qaida and the Taliban, mistreatment of women, the recruitment of terrorists, etc. Numerous studies confirmed that
the frequent repetition of a fact people might be convinced of it even if it is wrong, and this is called Illusory truth effect.

2802. Target phrase: negative content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42408911

Abrams wanted to ”put out good vibes” with the music, explaining that he hoped to help people ”feel good about
the world”. The album progresses into somewhat more negative subject matter as it goes on though. ”We all thought it
would be funny if we started the album off really happy and then got to the negative content”, Abrams said. Opening
track ”Simple Life” was a collaboration with Toby Gad.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2801:

Q2. Answer for example 2802: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase negative content in Example 2801 and Example 2802 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1402
2803. Target phrase: portable toilet

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48325197

During the morning university vice chancellors and student representatives met with President Jacob Zuma in Pre-
toria to negotiate a way forward. Whilst they were meeting, a large group of protesting students assembled outside the
Union Buildings to await Zuma’s response. A small group turned violent, setting fire to a portable toilet and breaking
down fences. The police responded with tear gas, stun grenades, and rubber bullets.

2804. Target phrase: portable toilet

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6057763

Trailblazer is a live album by the American punk rock band All, released in 1990 through Cruz Records. It was
recorded in July 1989 at CBGB in New York City during the band’s tour to promote their second studio album, ”Allroy’s
Revenge”. The album was titled after a brand of portable toilet used by the band while on tour. Recording.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2803:

Q2. Answer for example 2804: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase portable toilet in Example 2803 and Example 2804 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1403
2805. Target phrase: review article

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34329635

Many news sources in 1919 published review articles complimenting and comparing ”Scarlet Days” to other films cre-
ated by D.W.Griffith. News outlets such as the ”New-York Tribune”, ”San Francisco Chronicle”, ”Cincinnati Enquirer”,
and more were including reviews on ”Scarlet Days” as well as announcing local showtimes for this film. A review article
from the ”Cincinnati Enquirer” stated that: ”The latest D.W. Griffith production soon will be ready for local release.
Griffith as usual has assembled a sparkling cast for his new picture.”

2806. Target phrase: review article

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=168340

United States municipal wastewater treatment plants in 1997 produced about 7.7 million dry tons of sewage sludge,
and about 6.8 million dry tons in 1998 according to EPA estimates. As of 2004, about 60% of all sewage sludge was
applied to land as a soil amendment and fertilizer for growing crops. In a review article published in 2012, it was
reported that a total amount of 10.1 million tn DS/year were produced in EU-27 countries. Production of sewage sludge
can be reduced by conversion from flush toilets to dry toilets such as urine-diverting dry toilets and composting toilets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2805:

Q2. Answer for example 2806: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase review article in Example 2805 and Example 2806 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1404
2807. Target phrase: exactly the same period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52676418

While there is no doubt about the authenticity of BWV 592–596, the sixth concerto BWV 597 is now probably
considered to be spurious. Composed during Bach’s second period at the court in Weimar (1708–1717), the concertos can
be dated more precisely to 1713–1714. Bach also made several transcriptions of Vivaldi’s concertos for single, two and
four harpsichords from exactly the same period in Weimar. The original concertos were picked from Vivaldi’s Op.3,
”L’estro armonico”, composed in 1711, a set of twelve concertos for one, two and four violins.

2808. Target phrase: exactly the same period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3563744

Shutter allows the image for a single frame to be integrated over a shorter period of time than the image change
period. Another important function of the shutter in raster-based systems is to make sure that the part of frame scanned
first (e.g. the topmost part) contains image of the scene integrated over exactly the same period of time as the part
of frame scanned last. Early TV cameras, such as the video camera tube, did not have a shutter.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2807:

Q2. Answer for example 2808: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase exactly the same period in Example 2807 and Example 2808 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1405
2809. Target phrase: special kind

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30830564

Eigeman’s David Esterbrook’s assistant was named after Elizabeth Sarnoff, a television writer and producer. Some
of her work includes ”Lost”, another series created by J. J. Abrams. For the opening scene, a ”special kind of blood”
was placed in and around the actors’ eyes to simulate their brains boiling. For the scene in which the actress is pushed
up against a glass door, the special effects department created a device wearing a brown wig with an explosive charge
designed to imitate the actress’ head exploding.

2810. Target phrase: special kind

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33584603

The single benefited from critical praise from online press and radio and saw support from Tom Robinson, Bush
Radio, Jon Solomon’s WPRB show and Rolling Stone. On 14 January, it was announced that Benjamin Shaw would
releasing a new instrumental record entitled ”Summer in the Box Room” on the Glass Reservoir label in February 2013.
Two tracks from the record were premiered by Robert Rotifer on 4FM and GoldFlakePaint praised it as a ”special kind
of dour musical genius.” Tom Ravenscroft also aired tracks from the release on his BBC Radio 6 Music show.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2809:

Q2. Answer for example 2810: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase special kind in Example 2809 and Example 2810 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1406
2811. Target phrase: better reason

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8117016

The scaffolding has yet to be removed, but a mood of festive observance is in the air. For an artist to conclude a stage
in her creative work usually means that her passion and energy toward the theme has found release, and she realizes that
to continue would lead to nothing but self-replication of a certain few pieces. A better reason might be that her iconic
pieces had already been produced, and the artist’s desire for expression had been gratified. If she ever resumes this theme
sometime in the future, it would mean that broader understanding and experience will have shown her new possibilities
of self-overcoming.

2812. Target phrase: better reason

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8074765

She marrys Dylan, but her heart truly belongs to Irish poet Patrick Thornhart (Thorsten Kaye). Blair blames Marty
for Todd’s supposedly tragic accident. She gives birth to daughter Starr Manning, then chases after Patrick, for no
better reason than to irritate Marty. Writer Malone resigned from his head writer position in early 1996.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2811:

Q2. Answer for example 2812: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better reason in Example 2811 and Example 2812 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1407
2813. Target phrase: possible market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30371898

As result, wealthy individuals would need to step forward for Seattle to obtain an MLS franchise. In the early 2000s,
MLS announced their intention to have their first expansion since 1998. In 2002, Seattle was once-again listed as a
possible market for an MLS expansion team. But in 2004, the two franchises were award to Salt Lake City, and a sec-
ond franchise to the Los Angeles area, these teams later becoming known as Real Salt Lake and Chivas USA, respectively.

2814. Target phrase: possible market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50440129

Photo-electric panels can be used to generate electricity in small quantities for such needs as illumination, tele-radio
broadcasting on small agricultural farms and shepherd camps. According to estimates from research conducted under the
framework of ESMAP, application of small solar photo-electric panels with batteries can work out even more economical
than the use of kerosene lamps for lighting. The possible market for 20-watt solar photo-electric panels in Kazakhstan
should be about 20,000 units. There are also opportunities for photo-electric panels’ application to operate small electric
pumps to raise water from underground wells.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2813:

Q2. Answer for example 2814: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase possible market in Example 2813 and Example 2814 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1408
2815. Target phrase: whose structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36350486

They include root moulds, casts, and tubules, root petrifactions, and rhizocretions. Rhizoliths, and other distinctive
modifications of carbonate soil texture by plant roots, are important for identifying paleosols in the post-Silurian geo-
logic record. Rock units whose structure and fabric were established largely by the activity of plant roots are called
rhizolites. Varieties of rhizoliths.

2816. Target phrase: whose structure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20541984

The government of Baghdad is divided into a hierarchy of governments that both aid governance and provide bottom-
up representation. The city constitutes a new “capital territory whose structure differs from other parts of the country.
Origins and authority.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2815:

Q2. Answer for example 2816: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose structure in Example 2815 and Example 2816 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1409
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2817. Target phrase: rainbow’s end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51861687

It also functions as both research and academic resources by providing different programs that develop innovations
to restore endangered native Hawaiian plants. Rainbows End Snack Shop. Near entrance to Manoa Falls Trail is a snack
shop called rainbow’s end. Here hikers pay for vehicle parking ($5 per vehicle, $3 for Hawaii residents with I.D.

2818. Target phrase: rainbow’s end

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3882285

According to Coyne Steven Sanders, author of the book ”Rainbow’s End: The Judy Garland Show”, Bushkin was
a last-minute replacement for the classic pianist Leonard Pennario. On that program, he accompanied Garland on pi-
ano as she sang ”Last Night When We Were Young” and ”Life Is Just a Bowl of Cherries.” (Sanders, Coyne Steven,
”rainbow’s end: The Judy Garland Show” pgs. 20-21 - Zebra Books - Kensington Publishing Company).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2817:

Q2. Answer for example 2818: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rainbow’s end in Example 2817 and Example 2818 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1410
2819. Target phrase: grey town

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30706

MacDonald explains that it is possible for a soul to choose to remain in Heaven despite having been in the grey
town; for such souls, the goodness of Heaven will work backwards into their lives, turning even their worst sorrows into
joy, and changing their experience on Earth to an extension of Heaven. Conversely, the evil of Hell works so that if a
soul remains in, or returns to, the grey town, even any remembered happiness from life on Earth will lose its meaning,
and the soul’s experience on Earth would retrospectively become Hell. Few of the ghosts realize that the grey town
is, in fact, Hell. Indeed, it is not that much different from the life they led on Earth – joyless, friendless, and uncomfortable.

2820. Target phrase: grey town

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31772375

Ram Nagar is Located in Central Coimbatore. It is located between Gandhipuram, Tatabad, grey town and RS
Puram... Famous women’s association WOBEDA.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2819:

Q2. Answer for example 2820: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase grey town in Example 2819 and Example 2820 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1411
2821. Target phrase: letter ”v

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27728765
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Todd-California Shipbuilding. Thirty of the Oceans were built at Richmond, California’s Yard #1 by Todd-California
Shipbuilding, intended specifically to build ”Ocean” ships for the British. All Oceans with name beginning with the
letter ”v” were built by means of electric welding at Richmond, California. The first Ocean type vessel launched was
”Ocean Vanguard” on 16 August 1941.

2822. Target phrase: letter ”v

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30758300

Casey assures her that Volkoff Industries will not be returning anymore without a leader, as Boris and the other
lieutenants have been killed. Vivian visits the sealed Volkoff Industries headquarters alone and enters Volkoff’s office.
She finds a horse paperweight marked with the letter ”v” and connects the necklace to it, confirming that it is the key.
This unlocks a secret compartment in Volkoff’s office.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2821:

Q2. Answer for example 2822: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase letter ”v in Example 2821 and Example 2822 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1412
2823. Target phrase: wall mirror

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33053480

Or it may be a dry model, which does not need water. The toilet room may also include a plunger, a rubber or plastic
tool mounted on a handle, which is used to remove blockages from the toilet drain. Toilets often have a wall mirror
above the sink for grooming, checking one’s appearance and/or makeup. Some toilets have a cupboard where cleaning
supplies and personal hygiene products may be kept.

2824. Target phrase: wall mirror

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14614745

On the morning of October 25, 1957, Anastasia entered the barber shop of the Park Sheraton Hotel (now the Park
Central Hotel) in Manhattan. As Anastasia relaxed in the barber chair, Grammauta, Arnold Wittenburg, and Stephen
Armone rushed in, shoved the barber out of the way, and started shooting. The wounded Anastasia allegedly lunged at
his killers, but only hit their reflections in the wall mirror. Anastasia died at the scene.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2823:

Q2. Answer for example 2824: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wall mirror in Example 2823 and Example 2824 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1413
2825. Target phrase: mutual exchange

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37827414

Thus, in a nativity the lord of the 3rd in the 8th house in conjunction with lord of the 6th or the 8th but devoid of
influence, association or aspect of any natural benefic planet gave yoga results. Viparita Raja yoga arose because of weak
position of the lords of these bad houses. There are serious doubts about the claim that the mutual exchange of signs
(parivartana of houses) between dusthana lords produce Viparita Raja Yoga. The VRY concept operates on the principle
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that the dusthanas get weaker and less malevolent when their lords are placed in other dusthanas.

2826. Target phrase: mutual exchange

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1543901

For example, an agardograph on the AGARD-B wind tunnel model was prepared. Later examples of AGARD studies
include such topics as non-lethal weapons, theatre ballistic missile defence, protection of large aircraft in peace support
operations, and limiting collateral damage caused by air-delivered weapons. AGARD was also one of the first NATO
organizations to cooperate with Russia in a mutual exchange of information dealing with flight safety. AGARD merged
with the NATO Defence Research Group (DRG) in 1996 to become the NATO Research and Technology Organisation
(RTO).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2825:

Q2. Answer for example 2826: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mutual exchange in Example 2825 and Example 2826 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1414
2827. Target phrase: especial value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9253040

”James Lillywhite’s Cricketers’ Annual” continued until 1900. ”John Lillywhite’s Cricketers’ Companion” is referred
to as ”Green Lillywhite” and ”James Lillywhite’s Cricketers’ Annual” as ”Red Lillywhite” because of the colours of their
covers. Alfred D Taylor thought that the 6th edition (1853) was ”of especial value, being the rarest issue of the series”.
Such was the rarity of this edition that Thomas Padwick wrote out the whole 230 pages by hand because he was unable
to acquire a copy.

2828. Target phrase: especial value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22848552

The best mixture for tensile and compressive strength is 65% JSC-1 lunar regolith simulant and 35% sulfur, with
an average compressive strength of 33.8 MPa and tensile strength of 3.7 MPa. Addition of 2% metal fiber increase the
compressive strength to 43.0 MPa Addition of silica also increases the strength of the concrete. This sulfur concrete could
be of especial value for dust minimization, for instance to create a launching pad for rockets leaving the Moon. Issues
with ”Sulfur Concrete”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2827:

Q2. Answer for example 2828: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase especial value in Example 2827 and Example 2828 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1415
2829. Target phrase: former slave family

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=217227

After achieving some success, he and four of his brothers later made a major donation to help establish the college.
As a young trader, Meharry had been aided by a family of freedmen, whose names are unknown. Meharry reportedly
told the former slave family, ”I have no money, but when I can I shall do something for your race.” Students at Central
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Tennessee College (CTC) approached the college president about setting up a medical school in 1875.

2830. Target phrase: former slave family

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19183

The ruling Democratic and Social Republican Party (PRDS), in conjunction with two coalition parties, won the re-
maining contests. See 2003 Mauritania election Mauritania’s presidential election, its third since adopting the democratic
process in 1992, took place on November 7, 2003. Six candidates, including Mauritania’s first female and first Haratine
(former slave family) candidates, represented a wide variety of political goals and backgrounds. Incumbent President
Maaouya Ould Sid’Ahmed Taya won reelection with 67.02% of the popular vote, according to the official figures, with
ex-head-of-state Col. Mohamed Khouna Ould Haidalla finishing second.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2829:

Q2. Answer for example 2830: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase former slave family in Example 2829 and Example 2830 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1416
2831. Target phrase: past games

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18468431

Ranking Round was scheduled for August 9 and elimination rounds and Finals took place on August 11. All archery
is done at a range of 70 metres, with targets 1.22 metres in diameter. As the defending Olympic champions, South Korea
defended the title with two archers from the past games, Im Dong-Hyun and Park Kyung-Mo. Chinese Taipei, silver at
the last Games, participated at the event with only one Athens medalist, Wang Cheng Pang.

2832. Target phrase: past games

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3657770

Enemies are varied and tend to be thrown at Arthur in groups, and range from zombies, ghosts, giant oxen, Venus
flytraps and string dragons. There is an assortment of boss characters, some of which are quite large (two of which take
up the entire screen). The game has many weapons from the past games, with a few new additions; this installment
also has a new equip system. Arthur is now able to gather items that can be stored and used for different levels, ranging
from what type of power Arthur can use (as a secondary attack) to standard equipment (shields, double-jump boots etc.).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2831:

Q2. Answer for example 2832: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase past games in Example 2831 and Example 2832 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1417
2833. Target phrase: cross bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=236597

Some 80 years prior to de Thevenot, in 1579, Hans Jacob Breuning von Buchenbach witnessed a variant of the gaunch-
ing ritual. A large iron hook was fixed on the horizontal cross-bar of the gallows and the individual was forced upon this
hook, piercing him from the abdomen through his back, so that he hung from it, hands, feet and head downward. On
top of the cross bar, the executioner situated himself and performed various torture on the impaled man below him.
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Hooks in the city wall.

2834. Target phrase: cross bar

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53880864

This brought the club’s total to six championship, tying Bath’s record. Two weeks later Johnson captained Leicester
as they traveled to Nottingham’s City Ground for the Heineken Cup semi final against Llanelli. Tigers won thanks to
a Tim Stimpson penalty which hit both the post and the cross bar before going through the posts. Tigers were again
victorious in the final winning 15–9 against Munster; the match is best remembered for Austin Healey’s try and Neil
Back’s handling in a last-minute scrum on the Tigers’ line.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2833:

Q2. Answer for example 2834: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase cross bar in Example 2833 and Example 2834 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1418
2835. Target phrase: approval process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2729072

Housing. Breakfast Point is the location of one of the largest urban renewal projects in Sydney on a site formerly
belonging to AGL. The New South Wales State Government took control of the approval process for the development
from Canada Bay Council in August 2005, citing lengthy delays. Issues that arose between the council and the developer,
Rosecorp, included the provision of public transport, public access to the area and its landscaping.

2836. Target phrase: approval process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8077127

EU philosophy on food additives, food enzymes, and food flavourings and ingredients intended for human consumption
is that none should be put on the market unless they are included on a published Community list of authorised substances,
in accordance with the conditions laid down in relevant food law. This approach is intended to bring food producers
into compliance with the provisions of Regulation (EC) 1334/2008 that pertain to the safety of food flavourings. As
part of the approval process, the EC will require full disclosure of study data, safety issues, and toxicological findings
for all such additives. Within the EU animal welfare law (2010/63/EU), the principles of the 3Rs are invoked whenever
toxicological test methods are necessary.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2835:

Q2. Answer for example 2836: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase approval process in Example 2835 and Example 2836 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1419
2837. Target phrase: irregular series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19981312

The breast is scaleless, reaching ventrally to the pelvic fin origin, while laterally the naked breast is separated from
the naked base of the pectoral fins by a band of scales. Both jaws contain bands of small teeth, with the bands becoming
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wider anteriorly. The upper jaw also hosts an irregular series of moderately large outer teeth, with the largest speci-
mens showing this in the lower jaw as well. There are 26 to 30 gill rakers and 24 vertebrae.

2838. Target phrase: irregular series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4438124

Doolittle was impressed with FM’s potential, and in early 1939 announced plans to convert the Meriden experimen-
tal high frequency station, now operating under the call sign W1XPW, into an FM broadcasting station. W1XPW’s
conversion to FM was reported to have been completed as of May 13, 1939, with the station now operating with 1,000
watts on 43.4 MHz. Following an irregular series of test transmissions, the station inaugurated regular programming
on October 2, with an initial schedule of 2 to 10 p.m. daily. W1XPW was the third FM station to broadcast on a regular
schedule, after Edwin Armstrong’s W2XMN in Alpine, New Jersey, and the Yankee Network’s W1XOJ in Massachusetts.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2837:

Q2. Answer for example 2838: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase irregular series in Example 2837 and Example 2838 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1420
2839. Target phrase: coach trade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7584306

London and Birmingham Railway, Wolverton and New Bradwell new towns. The London and Birmingham Railway
brought even more profound changes to the area. The coach trade on the turnpike through Stony Stratford collapsed,
taking many businesses with it. Fortunately, Wolverton was the halfway point on the rail route, where engines were
changed and passengers alighted for refreshments.

2840. Target phrase: coach trade

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5823159

It was also Guiao’s first championship in the PBA. He would also led the Mighty Meaties squad to two finals ap-
pearances in 1993 and 1994, losing to San Miguel and Alaska. In 1995, Guiao and then-Pepsi mentor Derrick Pumaren
were involved in rare coach for coach trade. While Pumaren led the rechristened Sunkist Orange Juicers to two champi-
onships that year, Guiao had two forgettable seasons with Pepsi and then-renamed as Mobiline before leaving his coaching
position in 1996.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2839:

Q2. Answer for example 2840: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase coach trade in Example 2839 and Example 2840 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1421
2841. Target phrase: quick rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8580965

Patients may need to use more effort than normal when speaking and may find that their voice quiets or grows tired
after speaking for a long time. This is known as vocal fatigue. Patients may also complain about having a limited pitch
range and trouble varying their pitch at quick rate. It is often difficult for the speaker to project their voice and speak
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loud enough to be heard in noisy environments, over background noise, or when speaking to someone from a distance.

2842. Target phrase: quick rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55936930

The second method began with the arms in close proximity with the body. The diskos itself would be held with both
hands, and the core engaged to keep the motion controlled. With the left leg in proper position, the thrower would then
bring the arms up at a quick rate. If performed correctly, the hands would end up about level with the head.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2841:

Q2. Answer for example 2842: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase quick rate in Example 2841 and Example 2842 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1422
2843. Target phrase: oil and gas companies

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11544231

In the 2000 elections, over $34 million was contributed, with 78% of that money going to Republicans. In 2004, oil
and gas companies contributed over $25 million to political campaigns, donating 80% of that money to Republicans. In
the 2006 election cycle, oil and gas companies contributed over $19 million to political campaigns. 82% of that money
went to Republican candidates, while the remaining 18% went to Democrats.

2844. Target phrase: oil and gas companies

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27101438

History. Tunisavia was founded in 1974. It operates Air support to oil and gas companies, Medical evacuations,
Aerial works, Business aviation, and Airport handling. Fleet.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2843:

Q2. Answer for example 2844: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase oil and gas companies in Example 2843 and Example 2844 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1423
2845. Target phrase: higher growth

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40628134

And even this 1.5% will be reduced to 1%, if we take out India and China, which have not pursued liberal trade
and industrial policies recommended by the developed countries.” Economist and political scientist Mark Pennington
and NYU professor of economics William Easterly have individually accused Chang of employing strawman arguments,
ignoring counter-data and failing to employ basic scientific controls to his claims. Jagdish Bhagwati argues that reforms
that opened up the economies of China and India contributed to their higher growth in 1980s and 1990s. From 1980
to 2000 their GDP grew at average rate of 10 and 6 percent respectively.

2846. Target phrase: higher growth
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8539925

Geography. Located in the southern part of the county, it borders the following townships and cities: Several cities are
located in Miami Township: The township is highly urbanized in its eastern half, nearest to Miamisburg and Kettering.
Ohio law prohibits townships from collecting income taxes from residents; thus, the township has seen higher growth
than incorporated towns nearby. Name and history.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2845:

Q2. Answer for example 2846: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase higher growth in Example 2845 and Example 2846 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1424
2847. Target phrase: law enforcement activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46716831

The dedicated market search engine Grams allows the searching of multiple markets directly without login or registra-
tion. Dark web news and review sites such as the former DeepDotWeb, and All Things Vice provide exclusive interviews
and commentary into the dynamic markets. Uptime and comparison services such as DNStats provide sources of in-
formation about active markets as well as suspected scams and law enforcement activity. Due to the decentralized
nature of these markets, phishing and scam sites are often maliciously or accidentally referenced.

2848. Target phrase: law enforcement activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=80448

Both the mayor and the municipal legislators are elected at-large by the municipality’s citizens in general elections
held every four years. Unlike most towns, cities and states in the United States, Puerto Rico does not have local or state
sheriffs; sheriff duties are instead performed by the Puerto Rico Commonwealth Marshal’s Office. Many municipalities
have established municipal police departments, although most law enforcement activity is carried out by the Puerto
Rico Police (PPR). Government finances.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2847:

Q2. Answer for example 2848: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase law enforcement activity in Example 2847 and Example 2848 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1425
2849. Target phrase: partial relief

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44184836

The value of the assets lost by the Italians expelled has been calculated in 1970 by the Italian government in 200
billion lire based on real estate property value alone. Including bank deposits and various entrepreneurial activities, this
figure exceeds 400 billion lire that equals about 3 billion euro or dollars of 2006. The Confiscation of 1970 was justified
by Qaddafi (then president-dictator of Libya) as partial relief for the damages resulting from colonization. Regarding
”Visas” in Libya, after the initial enthusiasm following the visit of the then Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi to
Gaddafi in 2004, in which the problem seemed to be overcome, nearly nothing was done: up to 2011 Italian citizens
repatriated in 1970 could not return to the country until after the age of 65, through an organized trip and with the
entry documents authorized both in Italian and Arabic.
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2850. Target phrase: partial relief

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7583691

Surgical repair of a ”blowout” is rarely undertaken immediately; it can be safely postponed for up to two weeks, if
necessary, to let the swelling subside. Surgery to treat the fracture generally leaves little or no scarring and the recovery
period is usually brief. Ideally, the surgery will provide a permanent cure, but sometimes it provides only partial relief
from double vision or a sunken eye. Reconstruction is usually performed with a titanium mesh or porous polyethylene
through a transconjunctival or subciliary incision.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2849:

Q2. Answer for example 2850: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase partial relief in Example 2849 and Example 2850 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1426
2851. Target phrase: central base

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=448037

The Portuguese, invaded the city of Bushehr in 1506 and remained there until Shah Abbas Safavi defeated and lib-
erated the Persian Gulf region of their presence. By 1734, Bushehr had once again risen to prominence due to Nader
Shah of the Afsharid dynasty, and his military policies in The Persian Gulf. Bushehr was selected by Nader to be the
central base of Nader’s Naval fleet in the Persian Gulf. He thus changed the name of the city to ”Bandar e Naderiyeh”
(Nader’s Port).

2852. Target phrase: central base

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17374409

Despite the turmoil that often ensued because of these problems, Liz focused on them with much exuberance, with a
little kookiness thrown in, which ultimately made this a return to the type of character that first brought Harper fame
on ”The Mary Tyler Moore Show” and ”Rhoda” in the early 1970s. Liz’s breezy, Amazonian mentality played more to
her advantage at home, where she had to constantly keep up with—-and fret over—-her rapidly maturing 19-year-old
daughter Penny (LuAnne Ponce). Liz and Penny’s frantic repertoire and sweet ”mother-daughter” moments, filled with
witty dialogue, was the other central base of the show. At work, Liz oversaw a multi-ethnic staff of crazies and eccentrics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2851:

Q2. Answer for example 2852: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase central base in Example 2851 and Example 2852 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1427
2853. Target phrase: high period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42706653

Circuit. The ULA does not use the Z80’s bus request/grant mechanism to become bus master during its contended
memory accesses. Instead, it extends the high period of the Z80 clock input to stop all microprocessor activity. While
this is less elegant than performing a bus request, it does gain contended memory access to fewer Z80 clocks.
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2854. Target phrase: high period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39872

At the same time, Anselm of Laon systematized the production of the gloss on Scripture, followed by the rise to
prominence of dialectic (the middle subject of the medieval trivium) in the work of Abelard. Peter Lombard produced a
collection of ”Sentences,” or opinions of the Church Fathers and other authorities High Scholasticism. The 13th and early
14th centuries are generally seen as the high period of scholasticism. The early 13th century witnessed the culmination
of the recovery of Greek philosophy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2853:

Q2. Answer for example 2854: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase high period in Example 2853 and Example 2854 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1428
2855. Target phrase: beer barrels

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3614264

After 1945, the brewery became part of the ”BIP” brewery, but was later closed. The spring water was bottled for
drinking until the early 2000s. Under the brewery is a complex of ”lagums” (subterranean galleries or catacombes),
which were used as a storage rooms for the beer barrels. By 2008, the entire inner complex is abandoned and slated for
demolition.

2856. Target phrase: beer barrels

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47038175

Fun fact: Paloma and I worked together for years in a bar up North. She just texted me to say she’ll see me in the
big red chairs, and her number still came up as ’Work Paloma’. I can’t wait to start working with her again, but this
time but she made me promise not to make her carry any beer barrels. It’s going to be tough without Sir Tom as my
Obi Wan Ke-Jonesey, but Culture Club’s Colour By Numbers was the first album I ever owned and, having met George
a couple of times, there’s never a dull moment with him and that will no doubt make for an unpredictable and thrilling
series.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2855:

Q2. Answer for example 2856: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase beer barrels in Example 2855 and Example 2856 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1429
2857. Target phrase: greater practical importance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14173701

The ”Viertel” were the city’s official administrative districts. They ware instituted for tax and defence purposes in the
thirteenth century, and ceased to be used in 1798 after the fall of the Ancien Régime in Bern. Of greater practical importance
were the ”Quartiere”, the four traditional neighbourhoods in which people of similar social and economic rank congregated.
They emerged in the late Middle Ages, overlap the ”Viertel” boundaries and remain easily identifiable in today’s cityscape.
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2858. Target phrase: greater practical importance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=353077

No comparable verification exists for any other primitive protection mechanism. There is a fundamental result in
the literature showing that ”safety” is mathematically undecidable in the general case (see HRU, but note that it is of
course provable for an unbounded set of restricted cases). Of greater practical importance, safety has been shown to
be ”false” for all of the primitive protection mechanisms shipping in current commodity operating systems. Safety is a
necessary precondition to successful enforcement of ”any” security policy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2857:

Q2. Answer for example 2858: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater practical importance in Example 2857 and Example 2858 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 1430
2859. Target phrase: print media

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6692386

Arminski is notable for bridging the gap between the psychedelic art of the 1960s and the grunge aesthetic of the early
1990s, and he has emerged as a genuine equal among his own mentors. While much of his work was originally found in
and around Michigan, he has designed concert posters for events in New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, and he is
regularly commissioned to design CD cover art. Arminski continues to have great influence among poster artists and his
rich eye-popping designs have expanded beyond print media to body art and murals. Arminski is the official artist of
the Mackinac Island Music Festival, making a new work each season to showcase local, regional and national musicians
with deep ties to Michigan.

2860. Target phrase: print media

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5103145

Press clippings of different nature are also sent to the media advisor and the chief secretary. Besides the above,
press clippings pertaining to various Nation Building Departments, are sent daily to the heads of administrative depart-
ments for their attention. The rebuttals and clarifications received from the concerned departments are also sent to the
print media for publicising the government’s point of view. Advertising section.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2859:

Q2. Answer for example 2860: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase print media in Example 2859 and Example 2860 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1431
2861. Target phrase: public call

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4754728

It was previously known as Pavilhão dos Desportos. In 1991, it was renamed after Portuguese, European, World and
Olympic marathon running champion Rosa Mota. In 2014, after a public call for tenders, a consortium between Lucios
and PEV Entertainment was responsible for the rehabilitation of the arena. The initial cost of the rehabilitation was 8
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million euros.

2862. Target phrase: public call

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36819943

Event Management. Each year’s event is managed by a team of 3-5 individuals, designated as the Events Committee,
chosen by the Flashpoint Artists Initiative (FAI) Board of Directors. A public call out is made by the Board and is
distributed via FAI’s newsletter, The Alchemist, along with all of their social media outlets. Soon after their selection,
the EC submits an event budget proposal to the Board for approval.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2861:

Q2. Answer for example 2862: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase public call in Example 2861 and Example 2862 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1432
2863. Target phrase: easy one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27357508

It was accused of acting for the government when no other independent women’s organization was allowed to exist, and
when branches of theWOI around the country encouraged women to participate in Rastakhiz Party activities. Religious
establishment. The relationship between the WOI and the religious establishment was never an easy one. Religious
fundamentalists opposed the WOI because it went against their interpretation of Islam, and because the WOI supported
moving family jurisdiction out of religious purview and into the hands of special family courts.

2864. Target phrase: easy one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29573453

Reception. Chris Hunter reviewed the module for ”Imagine” magazine, giving it a positive review. Hunter called it
”a rescue the princess” scenario and noted that it is not an easy one. The labyrinth is laid out in such a way that the
player has to go through most areas before reaching the goal.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2863:

Q2. Answer for example 2864: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase easy one in Example 2863 and Example 2864 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1433
2865. Target phrase: strong force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21285

For example, in internal conversion decay, the energy from an excited nucleus may eject one of the inner orbital
electrons from the atom, in a process which produces high speed electrons but is not beta decay and (unlike beta decay)
does not transmute one element to another. Nuclear fusion. In nuclear fusion, two low-mass nuclei come into very close
contact with each other so that the strong force fuses them. It requires a large amount of energy for the strong or
nuclear forces to overcome the electrical repulsion between the nuclei in order to fuse them; therefore nuclear fusion can
only take place at very high temperatures or high pressures.
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2866. Target phrase: strong force

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9342

Recent and ongoing orders include: Navy. The present day Ecuadorian Navy or (”Armada del Ecuador”) is a compact,
efficient and well-balanced force. However, limited funds hinder any major acquisitions and the chances of maintaining a
strong force within the Pacific Ocean. Since end 2009, the Navy’s structure became simplified.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2865:

Q2. Answer for example 2866: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong force in Example 2865 and Example 2866 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1434
2867. Target phrase: order numbers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59078337

From 29 March 1869, the battalion became an independent unit and on 1 January 1887, the name Västernorrland
Battalion was adopted. On 1 January 1893, the battalion was reorganized into a regiment and adopted the name Väster-
norrland Regiment (No 29), which in 1902 was adjusted to No 28. In 1914, all order numbers within the Swedish Army
were adjusted. For Västernorrland Regiment, this meant that the regiment was assigned the designation I 28.

2868. Target phrase: order numbers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40065111

There is only one path of microwave power transmission from the input port to the output port in filters with inline
coupling topology. Derivation of approximate formulas for the values of the coupling coefficients of neighbor resonators
in filters with inline coupling topology formula_74 those meet specified filter frequency response is given in. Here for-
mula_75 and formula_76 are order numbers of the coupled resonators in the filter. The formulae were derived using
low-pass prototype filters as well as formulae (2) and (3).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2867:

Q2. Answer for example 2868: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase order numbers in Example 2867 and Example 2868 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1435
2869. Target phrase: actual fact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50054758

In Harare the A3 Highway starts as Samora Machel Avenue (east), ( ) while the A5 Highway that runs from Harare
to Bulawayo also begins as Samora Machel Avenue (west). Those in and around Harare like to call it Mutare Road, while
those in Mutare call it Harare Road. In actual fact the R5 Highway which is the A3 Highway is a continuation of the
R2 Highway to form the Plumtree-Bulawayo-Harare-Mutare Highway. Operations.

2870. Target phrase: actual fact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9170457
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Bercovici wrote the script in 1946 for Charles Feldman who developed several projects for the property. Wagner
bought the script in January 1947 for a reported $200,000. (In actual fact no money changed hands - Wanger bought
the script in exchange for a scenario called ”The Washington Flyer”.) The script was called ”The Lost Love”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2869:

Q2. Answer for example 2870: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual fact in Example 2869 and Example 2870 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1436
2871. Target phrase: principal register

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5444995

Baroque. The confusion over the usage of these terms seemed to mainly dissipate in the Baroque era, when ”clarino”
(plural: ”clarini”), and its variants, came to be specifically understood as the practice of playing the natural trumpet
in its high register. The principal register of the instrument extends to the seventh pitch of the harmonic series. The
clarino register runs from the eighth to the twentieth pitch in the series.

2872. Target phrase: principal register

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23641012

In 2008, the institute followed up with a second service mark application, for the phrase ”urban homestead”. ”Ur-
ban homesteading” was registered, but only on the Supplemental Register, on June 2, 2009. ”Urban homestead” was
registered on the principal register on October 5, 2010. In February 2011, a controversy arose concerning a letter the
Dervaes Institute sent to authors, bloggers, and organizations using the term ”urban homesteading” in which they were
asked to not use the terms ”urban homestead” or ”urban homesteading” without permission or attribution.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2871:

Q2. Answer for example 2872: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase principal register in Example 2871 and Example 2872 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1437
2873. Target phrase: special content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2116409

Because of this, a New Mexico employee handbook should not be used in California. In the US, California is the
state with the highest number of regulations that go above and beyond federal law. Companies operating there usually
have special content for California employees. Other states that will typically require special content are New York,
Massachusetts, Illinois, Connecticut, Washington DC, and Texas.

2874. Target phrase: special content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49859015

The player can use bulbs for hints if he gets stuck at a puzzle. These bulbs can be collected along the way. He can
also collect bones and Easter eggs that unlock special content. There are currently 6 levels, each with a storyline.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2873:

Q2. Answer for example 2874: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase special content in Example 2873 and Example 2874 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1438
2875. Target phrase: ground access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1068095

Fort Smith Mission Park is a popular tourist attraction featuring historic buildings and a grotto from the Oblate
Catholic Mission. In the summer months, pelicans can be seen nesting on the various rapids near Fort Smith. Whoop-
ing cranes, an endangered species, also nest in the area during the summer and can be viewed via air charters as
ground access is prohibited. Government.

2876. Target phrase: ground access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2670675

Helicopters were dropping large sandbags made of strong, synthetic materials in the breach. Heavy equipment on
the ground has been placing rock. ground access was created by building a rock road from Hammond Highway, which
is about 700 feet (200 m) lake-ward of the breach. The 17th Street Canal is a drainage canal whose dimensions and an
important bridge, integral to the flood control system, would not permit entry of barges and towboats to haul rocks and
placement cranes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2875:

Q2. Answer for example 2876: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ground access in Example 2875 and Example 2876 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1439
2877. Target phrase: standing pool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3174561

Open pool feeding: When casting other metals, such as copper, zinc and lead, an open pool feeding system is often
used. In this case, the upper belt pulley is offset downstream from the bottom pulley. Metal flows through an open
trough or tundish into a standing pool of molten metal formed at the convergence of the belts. Shrouding gases may
be employed to protect against oxidation.

2878. Target phrase: standing pool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1718041

In the past, there was a gorilla that used a stick to measure the depth of water. In 2009, a western lowland gorilla
at Buffalo Zoological Gardens used a bucket to collect water. In an experiment, one adult male gorilla and three adult
female gorillas were given five-gallon buckets near a standing pool. Two of the younger females were able to fill the
buckets with water.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2877:

Q2. Answer for example 2878: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase standing pool in Example 2877 and Example 2878 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1440
2879. Target phrase: full presentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14311364

Total cost management (TCM) is the name given by AACE International to a process for applying the skills and
knowledge of cost engineering. It is also the first integrated process or methodology for portfolio, program and project
management. AACE first introduced the concept in the 1990s and published the full presentation of the process in the
”Total Cost Management Framework” in 2006. Overview.

2880. Target phrase: full presentation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11867546

After a debate of three days, a consultation was held by the pope and the cardinals, but no definitive decision was
pronounced. In a Constitution dated 1 August 1464, two weeks before his death, Pius forbade all further disputation
on the subject. A full presentation of the Dominican side of this controversy is preserved in an unpublished treatise
written by James of Brescia and his two colleagues. Other theological works attributed to James are no longer extant.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2879:

Q2. Answer for example 2880: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase full presentation in Example 2879 and Example 2880 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1441
2881. Target phrase: somewhat different history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2548085

No theme park ever created a traditional free-form stay-all-day fun house, but theme parks sometimes developed the
walk-through attraction to new, high-tech heights. A few traditional fun houses are still operating in Europe and Aus-
tralia. Related, but with somewhat different history, are walk-through haunted houses and mirror mazes, although
the latter are sometimes labelled fun houses. In popular culture.

2882. Target phrase: somewhat different history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4059721

Another source says the patch was derived from a U.S. Coin in circulation at the time. General Lejeune himself gave a
somewhat different history as to the origin of the patch in his 1930 autobiography ”The Reminiscences of a Marine.”
He states; ”There was no inferiority complex about the Second Division.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2881:

Q2. Answer for example 2882: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase somewhat different history in Example 2881 and Example 2882 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 1442
2883. Target phrase: one leap

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3229407

The uakari are diurnal. They move around by walking and running on all fours and even climbing and galloping.
Leaping is the main method of travel, allowing them to cover a distance of 10 meters in one leap. Swimming is done
only when required, as when they accidentally fall into the water.

2884. Target phrase: one leap

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5120036

During this mission, Al was injured and placed in imminent danger, but Sam saved him by exchanging places with him
again, replacing the unconscious Al with Sam’s fully conscious self. During another leap, when circumstances required
Al to pursue Sam’s current host outside the Project, the system was briefly reprogrammed to allow technician Gooshie
to serve as Sam’s hologram in case he needed updates while Al was away, but the resulting projection was transparent
and glitched until Al returned. During one leap, Al revealed to Sam that he did not think gay men should be allowed
into the military. The experiences of watching homophobic violence first-hand made Al change his mind and admit he
had been wrong.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2883:

Q2. Answer for example 2884: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one leap in Example 2883 and Example 2884 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1443
2885. Target phrase: relevant experience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1942294

Opening. Rockingham Speedway, known as North Carolina Motor Speedway in 1965, began as a project of Harold
Brasington and Bill Land. Brasington had relevant experience from his involvement in building the Darlington Race-
way, which was NASCAR’s first superspeedway. Bill Land owned the property at the time, and together they set out to
find funding.

2886. Target phrase: relevant experience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=286632

He states, ”The present educational systems, so far as they destroy or neglect this unity, render it difficult or impos-
sible to get any genuine, regular moral meanings.” We need to see school as a social experience, according to this creed.
The teacher is the guide and chooses what relevant experience will guide each child through the education process.
When it comes to assessment, Dewey states that grading should be relevant to the child’s own progress.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2885:

Q2. Answer for example 2886: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase relevant experience in Example 2885 and Example 2886 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1444
2887. Target phrase: adequate amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25559802

REM rebound is the lengthening and increasing frequency and depth of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep which occurs
after periods of sleep deprivation. When people have been prevented from experiencing REM, they take less time than
usual to attain the REM state. When people are unable to obtain an adequate amount of REM sleep, the pressure to
obtain REM sleep builds up. When the subject is able to sleep, they will spend a higher percentage of the night in REM
sleep.

2888. Target phrase: adequate amount

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1339615

Pain killers, alcohol, and PCP have all been known to decrease the effects of nociception and increase a person’s
resistance to incapacitation, all while having no effect on blood loss. Kinetic energy is a function of the bullet’s mass
and the square of its velocity. Generally speaking, it is the intention of the shooter to deliver an adequate amount of
energy to the target via the projectiles. All else held equal, bullets that are light and fast tend to have more energy than
those that are heavy and slow.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2887:

Q2. Answer for example 2888: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase adequate amount in Example 2887 and Example 2888 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1445
2889. Target phrase: personal vehicle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53030771

With advice from Mick, Calvin overcame his fear to save the other Rangers from Tangleweb. As the Yellow Ninja
Steel Ranger, Calvin commands the Nitro Zord which resembles a dump truck. In addition, Calvin has a name for his
personal vehicle, his yellow truck as ”Nitro”, and treats his truck as if it was living. Calvin Maxwell is portrayed by
Nico Greetham.

2890. Target phrase: personal vehicle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4830379

Most general aviation accidents involve single-engine, piston-powered airplanes used in recreational aviation. Rail and
bus. Rail and bus (motorcoach) accidents also account for fatalities, although public transportation is far less dangerous
than driving a personal vehicle. From 2014 to 2016, fatal rail fatalities were 227, 234 and 231; with trespassers, fatalities
are 749 for 2016.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2889:

Q2. Answer for example 2890: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase personal vehicle in Example 2889 and Example 2890 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1446
2891. Target phrase: one and six months

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44538994

This is a structured questionnaire to assess the life circumstances of persons with severe and persistent mental ill-
ness. Housing failure is defined as experiencing homelessness for at least one day. Before intake, 43% (n=170) has been
homeless between one and six months and 27% (n=105) has experienced homelessness for two years or more. The risk
factors are the greatest in the first few months of being housed due to the more structured and supervised setting.

2892. Target phrase: one and six months

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15217224

Derby cheese is a mild, semi-firm British cow’s milk cheese made in Derbyshire with a smooth, mellow texture and a
buttery flavour. Like most of the traditional British hard cheeses it was produced exclusively on farms and was typically
sold at a younger age than its more famous cousins Cheddar and Cheshire. It has a pale, golden orange interior with
a natural or waxed rind and ripens at between one and six months. In many respects Derby is similar to Cheddar in
taste and texture, but with a softer body (it doesn’t go through the cheddaring process) and slightly higher moisture
content.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2891:

Q2. Answer for example 2892: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one and six months in Example 2891 and Example 2892 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1447
2893. Target phrase: earlier event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4947150

Cretaceous extension between the South Island and the Campbell Plateau created the Great South Basin in which
8 km of sediments have since accumulated. The Bounty Trough was created during the same process. The Campbell
Plateau can have been affected by this extension or an earlier event. The islands are composed of continental rocks.

2894. Target phrase: earlier event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50639320

The Hennessy Cognac Cup was a biennial team golf tournament contested from 1976 to 1984. The contests in 1976,
1978 and 1980 were between teams of professional male golfers; one team representing Great Britain and Ireland, the
other team representing Continental Europe. There was also an earlier event, in 1974, played at Sotogrande in Spain,
not sponsored by Hennessy. In 1982 a third team, the Rest of the World, was added and the event became a stroke-play
contest with an individual prize.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2893:

Q2. Answer for example 2894: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase earlier event in Example 2893 and Example 2894 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1448
2895. Target phrase: different face

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32015158

As of late 2019, it is owned by Colorado-based Vail Resorts. History. The original Crotched Mountain Ski Area
opened in 1964 on a different face of the mountain - the northeast side, entirely in Francestown. In 1970, a second area
opened on the north side with the name Onset, later changed to Bobcat.

2896. Target phrase: different face

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=154649

After 1984 one of the objectives was the promotion of the Sikh version of ”ethnonational history” and the relationship
with the Indian state. The Sikh diaspora also increased their efforts to build institutions to maintain and propagate
their ethnonational heritage. A major objective of these educational efforts was to publicize a different face to the
non Sikh international community who regarded the Sikhs as ”terrorists.” In 1993, Khalistan was briefly admitted in the
Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization, but was suspended in a few months.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2895:

Q2. Answer for example 2896: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase different face in Example 2895 and Example 2896 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1449
2897. Target phrase: domestic audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49004270

Hence, Jovanović was painting for a dual audience, both domestic and foreign. His foremost goal was to emphasize
the legitimacy of Serbia’s contemporary territorial claims before the Great Powers, especially with regard to Kosovo,
Macedonia and the Sandžak (then divided between the Ottoman Empire and Austria-Hungary), and counter any nega-
tive views of the Serbian state. For his domestic audience, Jovanović’s goal was to remind his countrymen of Serbia’s
rich history and encourage patriotic sentiments. After consulting with the politician and historian Stojan Novaković,
Jovanović decided against painting a scene from Dušan’s coronation, and opted to depict the proclamation of Dušan’s
Code instead.

2898. Target phrase: domestic audience

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44985403

These segments are delivered straight to camera, unlike the rest of the program. English edition. While the program
is primarily produced for a domestic audience, the program airs in English on NHK World. The program remains the
same as the Japanese equivalent, with the exception that the narrator speaks fluent English throughout the program
instead of Japanese.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2897:

Q2. Answer for example 2898: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase domestic audience in Example 2897 and Example 2898 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1450
2899. Target phrase: single occasion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28394423

”The absolution can be in the internal (private) forum only, or also in the external (public) forum, depending on
whether scandal would be given if a person were privately absolved and yet publicly considered unrepentant.” Since ex-
communication excludes from reception of the sacraments, absolution from excommunication is required before absolution
can be given from the sin that led to the censure. In many cases, the whole process takes place on a single occasion
in the privacy of the confessional. For some more serious wrongdoings, absolution from excommunication is reserved to
a bishop, another ordinary, or even the Pope.

2900. Target phrase: single occasion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54962082

Barnsley. Bird signed his first professional deal in July 2016, and spent the majority of the 2016–17 season as captain
of the Under-23s. He was named in the first team squad on a single occasion but didn’t make an appearance. In June
2017, Bird signed a contract extension.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2899:

Q2. Answer for example 2900: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase single occasion in Example 2899 and Example 2900 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1451
2901. Target phrase: dangerous level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21845408

When Kurt asks if Blaine is gay, Blaine matter-of-factly says he is; Kurt tells Blaine that he is being bullied at school
for being gay, and Blaine reveals that he too was harassed at his old school, so he transferred to Dalton Academy, which
enforces a no-bullying policy. Blaine befriends Kurt, and helps him stand up to his tormentor, Dave Karofsky (Max
Adler). When the threats and violence against Kurt reach a dangerous level, he transfers to Dalton Academy. He falls
in love with Blaine, who is initially oblivious to Kurt’s feelings even as their friendship grows.

2902. Target phrase: dangerous level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12788922

Impact. Japan. The water level of the Tama River exceeded dangerous level because of the heavy rain by Typhoon
Fitow. Rainfall rates peaked at 66 mm/h (2.5 in/h) in Miyagi Prefecture and the highest accumulation was 694 mm
(27.3 in) in Tokyo.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2901:

Q2. Answer for example 2902: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dangerous level in Example 2901 and Example 2902 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1452
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2903. Target phrase: attention shifts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10123986

Reflected in this is a montage of gun ownership, which the film relates to feelings of masculinity, followed by shots of
illegal elephant poaching from Africa. To offset the dwindling number of game due to poaching, warriors from the Lobi
tribe celebrate the ”Ceremony of Life”, in which they masturbate with ceremonial rods and pour the product into the
river, hoping the animals will drink the semen and multiply. attention shifts to large electronic probes in the Peruvian
savanna used to measure the winds of El Niño for optimal fishing conditions. Fishing birds are also electronically tagged
so the prime fishing areas can be located based on the birds’ fishing habits.

2904. Target phrase: attention shifts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=196022

A side effect of casemix is also the shortening of the stay of patients and some increased time for administrative work
in hospitals. As such, the so beneficial time between health providers and patients is considerably reduced. Also, the
focus of attention shifts from a holistic view of a human patient to ’a disease that is treated’. Classification systems.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2903:

Q2. Answer for example 2904: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase attention shifts in Example 2903 and Example 2904 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1453
2905. Target phrase: putative site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60338552

PA-gated channels. Phosphatidic acid (PA) recently emerged as an activator of ion channels. K2p: PA directly
activates TREK-1 potassium channels through a putative site in the transmembrane domain. The affinity of PA for
TREK-1 is relatively weak but the enzyme PLD2 produces high local concentration of PA to activate the channel.

2906. Target phrase: putative site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26714455

After the battle the regulars marched into the pueblo and were given a rousing reception and a dinner.” Aftermath.
The putative site of the ”Armistice Oak” is marked beside El Camino Real near Lawrence Expressway. The Mexicans
retreated to the Santa Cruz Mountains.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2905:

Q2. Answer for example 2906: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase putative site in Example 2905 and Example 2906 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1454
2907. Target phrase: moderate praise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15519489
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The story’s humor is based on the verbal interchange between the two, which satirizes classical philosophers such
as Plato and Aristotle. The Devil reveals that he has eaten the souls of many of these philosophers. The story, which
received moderate praise, was originally submitted by Poe as ”The Bargain Lost”, and was his entry to a writing
contest. Though none of the five stories he submitted won the prize, the ”Courier” printed them all, possibly without
paying Poe for them.

2908. Target phrase: moderate praise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=79244

The NSC membership was expanded to include the Secretary of the Treasury, the U.S. Representative to the United
Nations, the newly created Assistant to the President for Economic Policy (who was also head of a newly created National
Economic Council or NEC, parallel to the NSC), the President’s Chief of Staff, and the President’s National Security
Adviser. According to a White House memorandum in January 2017, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
Director of National Intelligence will only sit on the Principals Committee as and when matters pertaining to them
arise, but will remain part of the full National Security Council. The reorganization also placed the Administrator of
the United States Agency for International Development as a permanent member of the Deputies Committee, winning
moderate praise. On 6 April 2017, the White House Chief Strategist was removed from the National Security Council
and the roles of the director of national intelligence, CIA director and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were restored
to the Principal’s Committee.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2907:

Q2. Answer for example 2908: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase moderate praise in Example 2907 and Example 2908 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1455
2909. Target phrase: growth stages

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25107371

Venture Capital for a company becomes available if the company is beyond the start up phase, company’s revenue
stream brings in money into the business and have a quality team in place to run the business. Several Venture Capital
companies have come in during the last 10 years into UAE especially after 2010. In September 2017 a US$250 million
fund was set up to back Tech companies in their growth stages. This program was initiated by a person non other than
the one who built the tallest tower in the world, Mr. Alabar.

2910. Target phrase: growth stages

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2274399

The genus has later also been found in Chile in the Santa Ana Formation. At the Argentine site, the just large ”Loma
del ”Pterodaustro””, since then, during several expeditions, over 750 ”Pterodaustro” specimens have been collected, 288
of them having been catalogued until 2008. This makes the species one of the best known pterosaurs, with examples
from all growth stages, from egg to adult. The genus was named in 1969 by José Bonaparte as an as yet undescribed
”nomen nudum”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2909:

Q2. Answer for example 2910: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase growth stages in Example 2909 and Example 2910 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1456
2911. Target phrase: external access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49962483

There are five buttresses along each wall. A vestry wing extends out from the northern wall at the rear of the building.
There is a timber door on the eastern side of the wing, facing the street, which permits external access to the vestry.
The doorway has a trim consisting of a painted red arch with a red cross above the door, inside the arch.

2912. Target phrase: external access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30352473

BigQuery was announced in May 2010 and made generally available in November 2011. Design. BigQuery provides
external access to Google’s Dremel technology, a scalable, interactive ”ad hoc” query system for analysis of nested data.
BigQuery requires all requests to be authenticated, supporting a number of Google-proprietary mechanisms as well as
OAuth.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2911:

Q2. Answer for example 2912: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase external access in Example 2911 and Example 2912 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1457
2913. Target phrase: great good

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5883647

Ramírez was encouraged by this initial step of teaching ”the natives in the common language of Mexico” (i.e., Nahu-
atl), going on to say that ”the natives are showing such intelligence and capacity that they are a great deal better at it
than the Spaniards. Without any doubt whatever, within two years there will be fifty Indians who will know grammar
and teach it. I am watching the project closely because of the great good that will result from it.” Bishop Ramírez
was among those who encouraged the Franciscan missionaries in Mexico to investigate and document the pre-Columbian
cultures of the Aztec Empire.

2914. Target phrase: great good

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23853400

In June 2009 – Big Brothers/Big Sisters has been added, along with Boys and Girls Club of the Puget Sound.
Metasearch Technology. Like all InfoSpace search engines, Do great good is powered by metasearch technology. When
searchers enter a query, they receive top-rated results from Google, Yahoo !, Live Search and Ask all at once.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2913:

Q2. Answer for example 2914: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great good in Example 2913 and Example 2914 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1458
2915. Target phrase: original purchase
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23256660

History. In 1789, a £50 gift from Benjamin Franklin formed the nucleus of the library at Washington College. The li-
brary has identified five books in the collection from this original purchase. After the unification of Washington College
and Jefferson College, the combined library was located in Thompson Memorial Hall and moved to the current building
in 1965.

2916. Target phrase: original purchase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22211846

It is located near Yarra Junction in Victoria, Australia. It is 72 km east of Melbourne. The site covers 42 acres
(approx 10 hectares), although the original purchase was smaller. The site had originally been part of the Britannia
Creek Wood Distillation Plant.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2915:

Q2. Answer for example 2916: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase original purchase in Example 2915 and Example 2916 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1459
2917. Target phrase: local depression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33021579

Concrete mattresses are used to weigh down the pipeline to hold it in place, particularly on bends, but may also be
laid under the pipe to stabilise the substrate. Frond mattresses are mainly used to stabilise the sand, and are usually
anchored to the bottom. Sandbags and gravel help prevent scour, and can be used to support areas where the pipe spans
a local depression. Trenching protects the pipeline from current and external loads such as from iceberg gouging, trawl
nets and anchors, and saddles and ground anchors can secure the pipeline against lateral movement when located by piles
or grouted to the substrate.

2918. Target phrase: local depression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47281265

By the end of the Roaring Twenties, Phoenix boasted the largest meat processing plant between Dallas and Los
Angeles. While that plant and its attendant stockyards are long gone, a remnant remains in the famous Stockyards
Restaurant. The prosperity following the local depression caused by the cotton bust enabled other industries to grow
as well. The city’s first skyscraper, the seven-story Heard Building, was built in 1920.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2917:

Q2. Answer for example 2918: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local depression in Example 2917 and Example 2918 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1460
2919. Target phrase: last 14 games

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45235223
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In the last quarterfinals of the tournament, second seed Roger Federer took on seventh seed Jo-Wilfried Tsonga in
a tough match that went 5 sets and the two players trading sets, which saw Federer coming through. In the Women’s
Singles, the play began with two slam champions Victoria Azarenka and Svetlana Kuznetsova taking on each other.
Kuznetsova took a 4–1 lead in the first, but Azarenka took 12 of the last 14 games winning the match. In the other
quarterfinal, it was an all-American clash between Serena Williams and Sloane Stephens, providing the upset of the
tournament when Stephens defeated Williams.

2920. Target phrase: last 14 games

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5668860

Jim finally gives in to Don and works in the factory by taking over Tim’s duties. He also takes over Tim’s job as the
coach of a girls basketball team. The team, which has not scored a single point in the last 14 games, includes both of
Tim’s daughters. While visiting Tim is in the hospital, Jim runs into Anika, who works in pediatrics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2919:

Q2. Answer for example 2920: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last 14 games in Example 2919 and Example 2920 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1461
2921. Target phrase: sound welds

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36693019

Tárkány Művek are a group of Hungarian traditional and jazz musicians from Budapest, Hungary. Their sound welds
traditional Hungarian folk with classical music and avant garde jazz, more recently with reggae and rock. About.

2922. Target phrase: sound welds

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60061507

However, the lack of defects does not necessarily mean the weld is adequate and thus NDE does not provide a good
indication of weld strength, long term performance, or its ability to handle cyclic loading. Although destructive testing
gives a better indication of actual joint strength, it’s impractical to use on production welds since the sample is destroyed.
Hence, the need to use and develop NDE techniques to ensure sound welds are being produced during production
welding. Visual Testing (VT).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2921:

Q2. Answer for example 2922: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sound welds in Example 2921 and Example 2922 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1462
2923. Target phrase: 1991 version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12905

The goth kids are usually depicted listening to goth music, writing or reading Gothic poetry, drinking coffee, flipping
their hair, and smoking. Morticia Addams from The Addams Family created by Charles Addams is a fictional character
and the mother in the Addams Family. Morticia was played by Carolyn Jones in the 1964 television show ”The Addams
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Family”, and then played by Anjelica Huston in the 1991 version. Books and magazines.

2924. Target phrase: 1991 version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5314059

The text ”ANYLITE SOLAR” replaces ”SCIENTIFIC” on the bottom right of the face. TI-35X/36X SOLAR (1991).
The design was similar on the 1991 version of TI-68, but without programming features and tilt screen, and only uses
7-segment LCD display. The double shift keys are remained.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2923:

Q2. Answer for example 2924: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 1991 version in Example 2923 and Example 2924 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1463
2925. Target phrase: specific activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2193281

A single ”Taq” synthesizes about 60 nucleotides per second at 70 °C, 24 nucleotides/sec at 55 °C, 1.5 nucleotides/sec
at 37 °C, and 0.25 nucleotides/sec at 22 °C. At temperatures above 90 °C, ”Taq” demonstrates very little or no activity
at all, but the enzyme itself does not denature and remains intact. Presence of certain ions in the reaction vessel also
affects specific activity of the enzyme. Small amounts of potassium chloride (KCl) and magnesium ion (Mg2+) promote
”Taq”’s enzymatic activity.

2926. Target phrase: specific activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1582519

By evaluating operator workload during the design of a new system, or iteration of an existing system, problems such
as workload bottlenecks and overload can be identified. As the human operator is a central part of a human-machine
system, the correction of these problems is necessary for the operation of safe and efficient systems. An operating budget
may include estimates of the expected workload for a specific activity. Quantified effort.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2925:

Q2. Answer for example 2926: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific activity in Example 2925 and Example 2926 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1464
2927. Target phrase: mixed set

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7543592

In daily use Edsberg means the area with multifamily houses spread around Edsbergs centrum and Edsbergskyrkan
north of Danderydsvägen. The municipality part called Edsberg also contains Landsnora, an area of villas to the south of
Danderydsvägen and the east of Edsbergsparken. A bit further on to the south of Danderydsvägen is the new area called
Kvarnskogen with a mixed set of house types. Also contained in Edsberg is Edsängen between Edsberg and Frestavägen,
and the summer house areas a bit further north called Södersättra and Norrsättra.
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2928. Target phrase: mixed set

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4272877

The rotation of names is based on the alphabetical order of the contributing nations. The Philippines, however, would
maintain its own naming scheme for its local forecasts. In 2001, PAGASA revised its naming scheme to contain longer
annual lists with a more mixed set of names. Currently, the JMA and PAGASA each assign names to typhoons that
form within or enter the Philippine Area of Responsibility.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2927:

Q2. Answer for example 2928: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase mixed set in Example 2927 and Example 2928 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1465
2929. Target phrase: old version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12439904

The council set up by the Nazis was dissolved and the Francophile Mayor George Richert Luke remained in office
until his death, at the age of 65 on 2 November 1949. Heraldry. The municipality does not use the simplified official
crest and decided to keep the old version so the new one was never used. During part of the 20th century the city used
a shield showing an apple upside down which was abandoned in the 1980s.

2930. Target phrase: old version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1233983

The warnings in Taiwan are led by the phrase ”��������” (”Warning from the Department of Health, Executive Yuan:”),
and followed by one of the following warnings: Due to the Department of Health was reorganized into Ministry of Health
and Welfare, the images and warnings were revised in 2014. The following warnings shows what is printed (the new
warnings will use on 1 June 2014). Whether the warning is the old version or the new version, it will be marked with
”����0800-636363” (Smoking Quitting Hotline: 0800-636363). Thailand.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2929:

Q2. Answer for example 2930: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase old version in Example 2929 and Example 2930 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1466
2931. Target phrase: right shoulder strap

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17478932

The shirt is long-sleeved and neatly folded up, unlike the short-sleeved versions adopted for the No.3 dress of the
SPF. The sleeves are rolled down when the sun sets, and rolled up again when the sun rises. GC trooper continue to
wear aluminium badges of rank, which are worn on the right sleeve 11.5 centimetres below the right shoulder strap.
Constables wear aluminium bars at the outer edges of the shoulder straps.

2932. Target phrase: right shoulder strap
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=619378

Starting in 1905, he displayed it in a number of international exhibitions. In 1916, Sargent sold the painting to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, writing to its director ”I suppose it is the best thing I have ever done.” A second, unfinished
version of the same pose, in which the position of the right shoulder strap remained unresolved, is in the Tate, London.
Seven years after Sargent painted Madame Gautreau, Gustave Courtois painted her.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2931:

Q2. Answer for example 2932: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase right shoulder strap in Example 2931 and Example 2932 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1467
2933. Target phrase: practical course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65066935

Education and personal life. Between 1913 and 1919, Tréfouël studied chemistry at the Faculté des Sciences, in Paris.
She met her husband Jacques when they were assigned as lab partners after both failing to sign up to a practical course
on time. Jacques and Thérèse married in 1921.

2934. Target phrase: practical course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39674908

The practical element of the day skipper course takes approximately 5 days on board a suitable yacht, and can be
taken in tidal or non-tidal waters. The Day Skipper Practical Course includes: Day Skipper Requirements. There are
no practical qualification requirements, but it is recommended that participants are at least Competent Crew standard
before taking the practical course. Participants should have 5 days, 100 miles and 4 night hours on board a sailing
yacht and theory knowledge to Day Skipper level.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2933:

Q2. Answer for example 2934: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase practical course in Example 2933 and Example 2934 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1468
2935. Target phrase: internal development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7172479

For the DBox2, an effort was created to port the Linux operating system. This is now the most popular choice.
Installation involves first putting the box into its debug-mode, a mode intended for internal development. It is then
possible to take a backup copy of the original operating system (including vital micro-code images for the MPEG decoder
chipset) and flash an image based on Linux to the device.

2936. Target phrase: internal development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26999788

Brazil’s international reputation skyrocketed and, with the exception of the United States, was unequalled by any
other American nation. Indeed, the ”start of the 1870s brought prosperous times for Brazil. Its economy was booming,
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and schemes for internal development—railroads, shipping lines, and immigrant colonies—proliferated. With slavery
destined for extinction and other reforms projected, the prospects for ’moral and material advances’ seemed vast.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2935:

Q2. Answer for example 2936: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase internal development in Example 2935 and Example 2936 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1469
2937. Target phrase: today’s world

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=247196

This movement demands the preservation of freedom and is against norms that are present in the sexual sphere. It
also encourages and demands respect for variety and sexual dissidence without allowing itself to be harmed by intense
anti-sex pressure from critics. Sex-positive feminism affirms that the discourse on women’s sexual pleasure is silenced
and marginalized in today’s world. Suppressing sexual dialogue with the supposed purpose of protecting women will
only make them appear, according to this perspective, as the weaker sex.

2938. Target phrase: today’s world

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22252703

”The same mic I was singing into is the same mic that recorded the drums at the same time,” Mellencamp said on
his website. ”And everything was cut live with no overdubs or studio nothing! These are real songs being performed by
real musicians—an unheard-of process in today’s world. Real music, for real people!”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2937:

Q2. Answer for example 2938: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase today’s world in Example 2937 and Example 2938 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1470
2939. Target phrase: healthy response

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17589138

Grief of War is a death / thrash metal band that was formed in Tokyo, Japan in 2002. The band grew in popularity
after they released their demo material, a self-titled collection, in Japan. In 2004, after playing on stages and garnering
a healthy response, the band signed to local label Yggr Drasill. In May 2005, the band released their debut album, ”A
Mounting Crisis...As Their Fury Got Released”.

2940. Target phrase: healthy response

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41163867

Immune pathways. Low marital satisfaction, and hostility during arguments with one’s spouse are associated with
increased inflammation. Inflammation is part of a healthy response to injury and infection, however chronic and per-
sistent inflammation damages the surrounding tissue. Chronic inflammation is implicated as a central mechanism linking
psychosocial factors and diseases such as atherosclerosis and cancer.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2939:

Q2. Answer for example 2940: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase healthy response in Example 2939 and Example 2940 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1471
2941. Target phrase: legal business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14193830

The basic principle of money laundering is that someone is in a business that has large cash income, such as drug sales
or gambling. The receiving organization needs to find a way that these get into usable bank accounts, so they can be
accessed for large purchases. The most common way to do money laundering is to find a legal business that naturally
receives much of its income in cash. These could include hair and beauty shops, small groceries, and, ironically, laundries
and dry cleaners.

2942. Target phrase: legal business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14103198

Perhaps the sister of Lucius Afranius, consul in 60, she always pleaded her own cases before the praetor instead of
waiting for male family members to defend her, thus giving occasion to the publishing of the edict which forbade all
women to postulate. Valerius Maximus’s narrative indicates that she was successfully able to argue her cases, although
he looked upon it negatively. Ulpian condemns Afrania as the cause for the edict, stating that it was meant to prevent
women’s involvement in the legal business of others. He believed that it was too immodest for women and that it was
a duty for males.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2941:

Q2. Answer for example 2942: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase legal business in Example 2941 and Example 2942 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1472
2943. Target phrase: 290 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6321873

The next three most popular parties were the SVP (23.2%), the FDP (17.5%) and the Green Party (5.5%). The age
distribution, , in Grossdietwil is; 251 people or 29.9% of the population is 0–19 years old. 184 people or 21.9% are 20–39
years old, and 290 people or 34.6% are 40–64 years old. The senior population distribution is 83 people or 9.9% are
65–79 years old, 26 or 3.1% are 80–89 years old and 5 people or 0.6% of the population are 90+ years old.

2944. Target phrase: 290 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26662182

On December 25, 2009, 23-year-old Nigerian Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab made an attempt to detonate an explo-
sive substance on Northwest Airlines Flight 253. The international flight originated in Amsterdam Airport Schiphol in
Amsterdam, Netherlands and made an emergency landing at Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport in Detroit,
Michigan, United States. All 290 people aboard the flight, including Abdulmutallab, survived, though he and several
others sustained injuries, most of them minor. After being released from a local hospital, Abdulmutallab was indicted by
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a federal grand jury on six criminal counts.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2943:

Q2. Answer for example 2944: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 290 people in Example 2943 and Example 2944 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1473
2945. Target phrase: small spark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1714439

The same type of process is required if drilling holes or other features that are confined. The grinding waste produced
must not be allowed to completely dry as samarium–cobalt has a low ignition point. A small spark, such as that pro-
duced with static electricity, can easily initiate combustion. The resulting fire produced can be extremely hot and difficult
to control.

2946. Target phrase: small spark

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38142986

Sideline Reporter: Spencer Linton Sources: Georgia Tech. Sources: On Friday it was announced that Spencer Hadley’s
suspension had been reduced to 3-games, and that he would be eligible to play against the Yellow Jackets if the coach
would put him in. The news was only a small spark for the Cougars as they headed into the game. Running back’s
Jamaal Williams and Algernon Brown would run for their first TD’s of the season, and Taysom Hill showed his passing
performance against the Aggies wasn’t a fluke, hitting Cody Hoffman for a 45-yard touchdown on their first possession
of the game.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2945:

Q2. Answer for example 2946: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small spark in Example 2945 and Example 2946 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1474
2947. Target phrase: formal responsibility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1578160

The controversy ended for a time. There was another effort to remove Moscoe as chair late in 1999, when it was
revealed that an employee in his office had faxed confidential documents to a company suing the TTC. Moscoe indi-
cated that he had no awareness of the fax, but submitted a resignation notice to take formal responsibility. The other
commissioners planned to reject his resignation after a single day’s debate, but commissioner Rob Davis unexpectedly
suspended the proceedings and suggested that a broader inquiry be launched.

2948. Target phrase: formal responsibility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=224702

Audit of government expenditure. The earliest surviving mention of a public official charged with auditing govern-
ment expenditure is a reference to the Auditor of the Exchequer in England in 1314. The Auditors of the Imprest were
established under Queen Elizabeth I in 1559 with formal responsibility for auditing Exchequer payments. This system
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gradually lapsed and in 1780, Commissioners for Auditing the Public Accounts were appointed by statute.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2947:

Q2. Answer for example 2948: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase formal responsibility in Example 2947 and Example 2948 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1475
2949. Target phrase: candidate number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=73415

It does so by iteratively marking as composite (i.e., not prime) the multiples of each prime, starting with the first
prime number, 2. The multiples of a given prime are generated as a sequence of numbers starting from that prime, with
constant difference between them that is equal to that prime. This is the sieve’s key distinction from using trial division
to sequentially test each candidate number for divisibility by each prime. Once all the multiples of each discovered
prime have been marked as composites, the remaining unmarked numbers are primes.

2950. Target phrase: candidate number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34010692

This Preliminary Competition also called ”The Runway and the Council of the Misses” was celebrated on 6 February
2012, is the night when the twelve finalists were selected from Miss Panama 2012. A jury panel, together with the advice
of the misses, eleven of the selected finalists based on the outputs of the girls during the event in the Swimsuit and
cocktail dress categories. The candidate number 12, will be selected through the votes of those attending the Gala by
one count, once the show. National Costume Competition.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2949:

Q2. Answer for example 2950: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase candidate number in Example 2949 and Example 2950 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1476
2951. Target phrase: drug rehabilitation program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43406453

A missionary singing group called ”Sidthichon Yuk Sud Tai” (”the Latter-day Saints”) was created and they toured the
country, performing in front of thousands, blending Western and Thai sounds. They performed on television in Bangkok
and received good reviews, increasing interest in the LDS Church. The group raised money for charities and programs
such as the Thai International Red Cross, Bangkok Teachers College, hospitals, and a drug rehabilitation program.
They received an invitation to perform for the King’s charity event, meeting the King and Queen afterwards.

2952. Target phrase: drug rehabilitation program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=361548

Flea was beginning to question the band’s future and thought it may be necessary to break the band up. He
made one last attempt to keep the band together, asking Frusciante to rejoin. Frusciante had recently completed a
drug rehabilitation program after more than five years of heroin addiction, and gladly accepted the invitation. Dur-
ing the tour for ”One Hot Minute”, all songs from the album except ”One Hot Minute,” ”Tearjerker” and ”Falling Into
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Grace” were played.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2951:

Q2. Answer for example 2952: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase drug rehabilitation program in Example 2951 and Example 2952 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 1477
2953. Target phrase: excellent service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=530619

So began the Anglo-Zulu War. He was persuaded to take part on the British side by Lord Chelmsford and was in
charge of the Intelligence Department. He and his scouts provided excellent service to the British forces and took part
in the Battle of Gingindlovu and in the relief of Eshowe. After the Zulu’s early success at the Battle of Isandlwana where
they soundly defeated the British, they were themselves defeated at the Battle of Ulundi, which resulted in the eventual
capture of Cetshwayo.

2954. Target phrase: excellent service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10713

Finland has excellent communications, and is considered one of the most advanced information societies in the world.
Telephones. Telephones main lines in use: 2.368 million (2004) Telephones mobile cellular: 4.988 million (2004) Telephone
system: General Assessment: Modern system with excellent service. Domestic: Digital fiber-optic fixed-line network
and an extensive cellular network provide domestic needs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2953:

Q2. Answer for example 2954: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase excellent service in Example 2953 and Example 2954 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1478
2955. Target phrase: energy projects

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29678132

The program also supports development of the energy workforce through labor market and education research, tech-
nical assistance, and the evaluation of programs and policies. Computer services. WSU Energy Program engineers and
programmers develop software for analyzing energy projects, and design and manage energy-related websites for a
variety of clients. The program’s information technology staff also works on contract to provide support to other local
and regional offices.

2956. Target phrase: energy projects

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32935345

Conflict. Academics also recognise the possibility that recent gas discoveries in the region can exacerbate existing
conflicts. According to Andreas Stergiou, the actions of Eastern Mediterranean states in regard to their energy projects
show that states prioritize security concerns over economic. The discoveries made in the region have only exacerbated
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existing conflicts and made reconciliation even more improbable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2955:

Q2. Answer for example 2956: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase energy projects in Example 2955 and Example 2956 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1479
2957. Target phrase: operational name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1682898

A radio signal beamed up into the atmosphere is ”bounced” back down to Earth with astonishingly good results,
bypassing debilitating terrain. The Army had little experience with this technology, so they contracted the development
of the systems to Page Engineering. In January 1962, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara approved the system
of troposcatter units under the operational name of BACKPORCH. The escalation of the number of troops in the
Vietnam War caused an increasing need for more communications infrastructure.

2958. Target phrase: operational name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=267499

Meron Benvenisti notes how it has been argued that the villagers of Iqrit and Bi’rim are not the only present-absentees
in Israel, and therefore recognizing their right of return is perceived as setting a ”dangerous precedent” that would be
followed by other similar demands. However, Benvenisti himself has argued that it could be a positive precedent if the
Iqrit villagers were to be allocated the small amount of empty land they need to establish a community settlement on
their own land. The operational name of the Munich massacre of Israeli athletes in 1972 was named after this town
and Kafr Bir’im. In 2003, some of Iqrit’s villagers repetitioned the Supreme Court so as to facilitate their return to Iqrit,
but the petition was rejected by the court.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2957:

Q2. Answer for example 2958: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase operational name in Example 2957 and Example 2958 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1480
2959. Target phrase: valuable consideration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=860021

The film’s look inside Ford’s Styling Center includes footage of the Futura on the test track and in the wind tunnel.
The concept car was subsequently sold to auto customizer George Barris. Having originally cost $250,000, the Futura
was sold to Barris for $1 and ”other valuable consideration” by Ford Motor Company. As the car was never titled and
was therefore uninsurable, it was parked behind Barris’ shop, sitting idle and deteriorating for several years.

2960. Target phrase: valuable consideration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4310188

The example below describes a typical lease-option for residential properties; commercial lease-options are typically
more complicated. The contract is typically between two parties: the tenant (also called the lessee or tenant-buyer), and
the landlord (lessor), who owns or has the right to lease or dispose of the property. In order to have a valid option the
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tenant-buyer must in most cases provide ”valuable consideration” (a fee) for the option. Generally, sellers will ask for
as much as possible–often around 3–5% of the purchase price.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2959:

Q2. Answer for example 2960: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase valuable consideration in Example 2959 and Example 2960 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1481
2961. Target phrase: true ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38680991

Onikage is a ninja-based Duke Org who appeared seemingly out of nowhere to aid Mandilok. However, he was actually
working for Master Org, preparing things for his return. He wields a katana-like saber in battle, but his true ability
lies in his illusion powers. He can turn himself and others invisible, generate holograms of varying complexity, and fire
beams of light that create murderous clones of anyone they hit.

2962. Target phrase: true ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46494114

Legal personality can determine the rights that actors have as well as their standings with courts. As personality is
given by states, it stands to reason that international actors are only effective when states allow them to be. Without the
approval of states, other actors have no rights nor any true ability in the international arena. One question that critics
of the effectiveness of legal personality ask is if “personality contain[s] any inherent legal capacity to act?” Personality is a
concept with many blurred areas but must be grasped to understand the effectiveness, or ineffectiveness, of international
actors.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2961:

Q2. Answer for example 2962: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase true ability in Example 2961 and Example 2962 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1482
2963. Target phrase: government crews

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28068513

A rural post office was soon named after the RM, and operated at NE31-5-11-W3 from 1915 to 1946. As in most
rural Saskatchewan jurisdictions, taxation and public works were originally managed by a nameless Local Improvement
District, subordinate to the provincial government. During this period, all roadwork and bridge-building was done by
government crews, while land taxes were paid directly to Regina. Formation of a municipal government was requested,
and subsequently granted, in 1913.

2964. Target phrase: government crews

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25840412

Many more ERUs were to be deployed over the following days. A Haitian woman gave birth to a healthy baby boy
while on board during the afternoon of 16 January 2010; the cutter was transporting wounded survivors from Port-
au-Prince to the still-functional medical facilities of Cap-Haïtien, to the north. A minister for the Haitian government
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reported on 16 January 2010 that nearly 20,000 bodies had been recovered by government crews. In addition, some
reports indicated total deaths may approach 200,000 with a further 250,000 injuries; other estimates showed as many as
one million Haitians are now homeless.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2963:

Q2. Answer for example 2964: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase government crews in Example 2963 and Example 2964 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1483
2965. Target phrase: dynastic power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12382956

Henderson would end the 1991 season with 994 stolen bases. Oakland would return to contention in 1992 with a
record of 96-66. The 1991 season still, however, marked the end of the Athletics as a dynastic power. The 1992 team
failed to dominate the league in the manner that the 1988–90 teams had; following that team’s six-game ALCS defeat to
the Toronto Blue Jays, Oakland wouldn’t reach the postseason until 2000.

2966. Target phrase: dynastic power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13473216

Biographical and autobiographical texts. Catherine Parke, Professor Emerita of English and Women’s Studies at the
University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri, writes that the earliest ”commemorative inscriptions” belong to ancient
Egypt and date to the 3rd millennium BC. She writes: ”In ancient Egypt the formulaic accounts of Pharaoh’s lives praised
the continuity of dynastic power. Although typically written in the first person, these pronouncements are public, gen-
eral testimonials, not personal utterances.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2965:

Q2. Answer for example 2966: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dynastic power in Example 2965 and Example 2966 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1484
2967. Target phrase: revenue generation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14603845

The six regional teams (operated by respective six cricket associations) ensure that the affairs of the associations at city
level are regulated. They frame policies that will develop cricket at the grassroots, manage club cricket in collaboration
with the 90 city associations and also oversee intra-city competitions. The teams are responsible for revenue generation
through sponsorship, marketing and strategic collaborations with business conglomerates. Each of the six regional teams
have a chief executive officer and a management committee that has been tasked with supervising all cricketing activities.

2968. Target phrase: revenue generation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2625401

The HMCR Authority exists as a public entity as an Alabama Railroad Authority, with authorizing subdivisions held
by the City of Huntsville, and the County of Madison. Each subdivision appoints directors from time to time, as required.
The HMCR Authority receives no appropriations or public funding, and exists on its own revenue generation. The
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Alabama Industrial Railroad operated the HMCR from 1984 until February 1985.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2967:

Q2. Answer for example 2968: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase revenue generation in Example 2967 and Example 2968 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1485
2969. Target phrase: active fighting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=611316

Nimue and Pelleas fall in love and marry. Pelleas also appears as a minor character at other points in both of
these works. He is active fighting in tournaments and defending Guinevere from her abductor Maleagant as one of the
Queen’s Knights. In Tennyson’s ”Idylls of the King”, Pelleas is knighted by Arthur at a young age.

2970. Target phrase: active fighting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2487208

Several have even been killed by US fire; two Iraqi journalists working for Reuters were notably strafed by a helicopter
during the July 12, 2007, Baghdad airstrike, yielding a scandal when WikiLeaks published the video of the gun camera.
Hilda Clayton was killed when the mortar she was photographing accidentally exploded. War photographers need not
necessarily work near active fighting; instead they may document the aftermath of conflict. The German photographer
Frauke Eigen created a photographic exhibition about war crimes in Kosovo which focused on the clothing and belongings
of the victims of ethnic cleansing, rather than on their corpses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2969:

Q2. Answer for example 2970: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase active fighting in Example 2969 and Example 2970 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1486
2971. Target phrase: past quarter century

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55590480

A recurring theme running through all of Pohjola’s work is transformation – how a person can change from one gender
to another (”P(l)ain Truth”), how flesh and steel can fuse in an apotheosis called the crash (”Routemaster”), what time
and chemicals do to film images (”1 Plus 1 Plus 1 – Sympathy for the Decay”). What all these films have in common
is their intoxicating imagery. Little that cinema has brought forth in the past quarter century leaves the viewer as
ecstatic, agitated and euphoric as the films of Pohjola. In addition to directing and scriptwriting, Pohjola works as a
producer and has through his company Crystal Eye produced Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s films and cinematic installations.

2972. Target phrase: past quarter century

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29660

Hoffman argues that even in war, there are rules and accepted norms of behaviour that prohibit certain types of
weapons and tactics and outlaw attacks on specific categories of targets. For instance, rules which are codified in the
Geneva and Hague Conventions on warfare prohibit taking civilians as hostages, outlaw reprisals against either civilians
or POWs, recognise neutral territory, etc. Hoffman says ”even the most cursory review of terrorist tactics and targets
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over the past quarter century reveals that terrorists have violated all these rules.” Hoffman also says that when states
transgress these rules of war ”the term ”war crime” is used to describe such acts.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2971:

Q2. Answer for example 2972: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase past quarter century in Example 2971 and Example 2972 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1487
2973. Target phrase: remaining sign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43846

The verification of death is normally done by a neurologist (a physician specializing in brain function) that is not
involved in the previous attempts to save the patient’s life. This physician has nothing to do with the transplantation
process. Verification of death is often done multiple times, to prevent doctors from overlooking any remaining sign of
life, however small. After death, the hospital may keep the body on a mechanical ventilator and use other methods to
keep the organs in good condition.

2974. Target phrase: remaining sign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42934956

The canyon was part of the proposed route of a railroad to access the minerals of Interior Alaska. Nine different
companies hoped to complete a railroad to the interior of Alaska. The only remaining sign of these efforts in Keystone
Canyon is a short section of hand-cut tunnel. A feud developed and a gunfight ensued, after which the effort was aban-
doned.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2973:

Q2. Answer for example 2974: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase remaining sign in Example 2973 and Example 2974 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1488
2975. Target phrase: three government departments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30067007

It was moderated by Maria Bartiromo and John Harwood. It focused on the economy and was attended by Michele
Bachmann, Herman Cain, Newt Gingrich, Jon Huntsman, Jr., Ron Paul, Rick Perry, Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum.
The defining moment of the debate came when Rick Perry said that he would abolish three government departments.
He named the departments of Commerce and Education, but could not remember the Department of Energy.

2976. Target phrase: three government departments

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38578992

Wildlife smuggling. New Zealand has a number of rare and endangered species and there have been cases of wildlife
smuggling. The Wildlife Enforcement Group, a group of three government departments, collectively investigate
smuggling to and from New Zealand. The three agencies are the New Zealand Customs Service, the Ministry of Agricul-
ture and Forestry and the Department of Conservation.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2975:

Q2. Answer for example 2976: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase three government departments in Example 2975 and Example 2976 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 1489
2977. Target phrase: active discussion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3601611

Visual pollution disturbs the visual areas of people by creating harmful changes in the natural environment. The most
consistently recognized symptom of Visual Pollution is an excess of out of home advertisements with contrasting colors
and content, which create an oversaturation of anthropogenic visual information within a landscape. Visual Pollution is
a relatively new concept in the international literature and as such, is the subject of active discussion. Generally, is
defined as the compounded effect of disorder, and excess of various objects and graphics in a landscape.

2978. Target phrase: active discussion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45237334

It extended north, north-east, and north again to Waikerie, on the cliffs above the Murray River. History. Before con-
struction started on the Waikerie railway, there was active discussion about where it should branch from the Barmera
or Adelaide-Wolseley line. Eventually, the decision was made that it should branch from Karoonda at the 30-mile siding
from Tailem Bend.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2977:

Q2. Answer for example 2978: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase active discussion in Example 2977 and Example 2978 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1490
2979. Target phrase: education status

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1078713

Although, scholars believe that she was most likely born near Shropshire or London, England in 1693. This birth date
is extrapolated from a combination of her death date and her stated age at the time of her death (as Haywood died on 25
February 1756 and obituaries notices list her age as sixty years old). Haywood’s familial connections, education status,
and social position are unknown. Some scholars have speculated that she is related to Sir Richard Fowler of Harnage
Grange, who had a younger sister named Elizabeth.

2980. Target phrase: education status

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17024928

Communities of low socioeconomic status face an unequal access to environmental health services and resources.
Factors of environmental disparities due to low socioeconomic status. They generally divide into three categories:
education status. In many ways, the socioeconomic status determines the education level that a person can achieve.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2979:

Q2. Answer for example 2980: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase education status in Example 2979 and Example 2980 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1491
2981. Target phrase: considerable presence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8757510

It is thought that the high concentration of dopamine (a neurotransmitter often involved with motivation, reward cir-
cuits and motor control) in this area may contribute to the ability of the NCL to execute higher order cognitive functions.
Furthermore, the neural activity of the nidopallium greatly increases when birds are exposed to reward-predicting visual
stimuli. This, once more, evidences the considerable presence of dopaminergic neurons in this area, as implied by their
stereotypical activation in anticipation of reward-predicting stimuli. Migration is one of the many intricate behavioural
processes governed by the nidopallium in birds.

2982. Target phrase: considerable presence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27475

At least 167 seats of the 250-member parliament were guaranteed for the National Progressive Front, which is a coali-
tion of the Ba’ath Party and several other much smaller allied parties. The new Syrian constitution of 2012 introduced
multi-party system based on the principle of political pluralism without guaranteed leadership of any political party. The
Syrian army and security services maintained a considerable presence in the neighbouring Lebanese Republic from
1975 until 24 April 2005. Background.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2981:

Q2. Answer for example 2982: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase considerable presence in Example 2981 and Example 2982 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1492
2983. Target phrase: particular origin

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6251357

Diamictite (; from Ancient Greek ”���” (dia-): ”through” and ”µ������” (meiktós): ”mixed”) is a type of lithified sedimen-
tary rock that consists of nonsorted to poorly sorted terrigenous sediment containing particles that range in size from clay
to boulders, suspended in a matrix of mudstone or sandstone. The term was coined by Richard Foster Flint and others as a
purely descriptive term, devoid of any reference to a particular origin. Some geologists restrict the usage to nonsorted or
poorly sorted conglomerate or breccia that consists of sparse, terrigenous gravel suspended in either a mud or sand matrix.

2984. Target phrase: particular origin

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17015903

Weapons dealers in the capital receive a deposit from a ”hawala” dealer on behalf of the pirates and the weapons are
then driven to Puntland where the pirates pay the balance. Various photographs of pirates in situ indicate that their
weapons are predominantly AK-47, AKM, Type 56, RPK, PKM, RPG-7, and Tokarev pistols. Additionally, given the
particular origin of their weaponry, they are likely to have hand grenades such as the RGD-5 or F1. The funding of
piracy operations is now structured in a stock exchange, with investors buying and selling shares in upcoming attacks in
a bourse in Harardhere.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2983:

Q2. Answer for example 2984: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular origin in Example 2983 and Example 2984 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1493
2985. Target phrase: black text

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4671681

Secondary provincial highways use an isosceles trapezoid as markers, while tertiary provincial highway markers use a
rectangle with rounded corners. Numbered roads maintained by Ontario’s counties, regional municipalities and single-tier
municipalities use an inverted isosceles trapezoid as markers. Default colour scheme is black text on white background,
although certain jurisdictions use their own colour combinations (e.g. white on blue in Niagara, gold on black in Peel,
and gold on green in Halton).

2986. Target phrase: black text

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11766760

”Woody Boogie” and ”Living in the Background” were also released as singles, with the latter becoming the group’s
only other song to crack the ”Billboard” Hot 100, peaking at #87 on the chart. The album has been released with at
least three different covers. The well-known cover features Jimmy McShane jumping in the air on a red background with
black text. The album has also been released and re-released in various forms, though none of these different versions
of the album seem to correlate with any particular one of the various album covers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2985:

Q2. Answer for example 2986: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase black text in Example 2985 and Example 2986 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1494
2987. Target phrase: one such place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27992075

Adventure tourism in Mandi has gained importance in the recent years due to its thick forest cover, picturesque hills
and the splashing waters of the river Beas. Mandi offers an ideal location for all kinds of adventure sports. one such place
for adventure Tourism in Mandi is Sundernagar, a small place at the edge of the valley. It is located at a height of over
one thousand metres and has some of the tallest trees found in the state.

2988. Target phrase: one such place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62009293

HOPS was not alone in its struggle against the university. They found support across campus. one such place was
in the New University Conference, ”a group of radical faculty and graduate students”. The group condemned the revoking
of the charter, stating that it ”blatantly violated civil liberties of all Pennsylvanians, especially of students and faculty
at University Park.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2987:

Q2. Answer for example 2988: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one such place in Example 2987 and Example 2988 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1495
2989. Target phrase: hot spot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20405

In 1990, he received a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award. In early 1991, he appeared in the Rolf de Heer film
”Dingo” as a jazz musician. Davis followed ”Tutu” with ”Amandla” (1989) and soundtracks to four films: ”Street Smart”,
”Siesta”, ”The hot spot”, and ”Dingo.” His last albums were released posthumously: the hip hop-influenced ”Doo-Bop”
(1992) and ”Miles &amp; Quincy Live at Montreux” (1993), a collaboration with Quincy Jones from the 1991 Montreux
Jazz Festival where, for the first time in three decades, he performed songs from ”Miles Ahead”, ”Porgy and Bess”, and
”Sketches of Spain”.

2990. Target phrase: hot spot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2463807

While the watershed extends only a few thousand feet to the south, up the face of the terminal moraine, the creek
is also fed by waterways extending miles to the south. Within the area of the Shawnee National Forest, but not at this
time US property, is Hicks Dome, an igneous feature in Hardin County, Illinois. This was formerly speculated to be the
result of a hot spot, but some argue it was caused by a meteorite impact. Rock climbing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2989:

Q2. Answer for example 2990: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hot spot in Example 2989 and Example 2990 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1496
2991. Target phrase: constructive way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3229426

In 1977 the ACMA and the ACEF merged to form the Confederation of Australian Industry (CAI). In 1992 the
CAI merged with the ACC to form the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI). The ACCI worked
with Labor and Liberal-National governments in a constructive way during a period of significant economic reform.
Chief Economist Greg Evans during the period of the global financial crisis was instrumental in working with the Rudd
Government to secure the introduction of a business investment allowance as a stimulus measure in response to collapsing
business confidence.

2992. Target phrase: constructive way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5089299

For example, if the specific sport is volleyball the instructor will set up 3 courts with different modifications at each
court to accommodate for these varying levels of disability. Court 1 may have a set of cones designating opposing sides
while Court 3 has a net set in place. Different rules may be applied to different courts as well, allowing every student to
be challenged in a constructive way. The third set of modifications deal with curriculum.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2991:

Q2. Answer for example 2992: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase constructive way in Example 2991 and Example 2992 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1497
2993. Target phrase: challenging content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9051853

In its 32-year history, the National Blue Ribbon Schools Program has bestowed this coveted award on just under 7,900
of America’s schools. The National Blue Ribbon Schools Program honors public and private elementary, middle, and
high schools where students either achieve very high learning standards or are making notable improvements in closing
the achievement gap. The award affirms the hard work of students, educators, families, and communities in creating safe
and welcoming schools where students master challenging content. History.

2994. Target phrase: challenging content

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17081062

The demon hunter, introduced in , is another hero class that requires the player to have a level 70 character. Once
a player one, the player is permitted to create a demon hunter that starts at level 98. While a character can be played
on its own, players can also group up with others in order to tackle more challenging content. In this way, character
classes are used in specific roles within a group.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2993:

Q2. Answer for example 2994: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase challenging content in Example 2993 and Example 2994 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1498
2995. Target phrase: new crop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=135865

By the mid-1920s the population had risen to just over 600 people, and the Trenton school system had 300 students
enrolled. In the early 1930s farmers in the vicinity, influenced by the success of local farmer P. E. Brown, began large-scale
commercial production of onions. This new crop grew rapidly in importance, and production reached a peak in 1933
when 158 rail carloads were shipped from Trenton. The effects of the Great Depression were devastating in the region,
and by 1936 Trenton’s population had declined to less than 500.

2996. Target phrase: new crop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1393616

Freak folk is a loosely defined synonym or subgenre of psychedelic folk which involves acoustic sounds, pastoral lyrics,
and a neo-hippie aesthetic. The label originated from the ”lost treasure” reissue culture of the late 1990s. Vashti Bunyan
has been labeled ”the Godmother of Freak Folk” for her role in inspiring the new crop of folk experimentalists. Other
major influences on later freak folk artists include Linda Perhacs, Anne Briggs, Karen Dalton, Shirley &amp; Dolly
Collins, Animal Collective, the Incredible String Band, Xiu Xiu, and Pearls Before Swine.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 2995:

Q2. Answer for example 2996: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new crop in Example 2995 and Example 2996 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1499
2997. Target phrase: strategic component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2872565

3rd edition: ”Imperial Starfire”. The 3rd Edition of ”Starfire” is a boxed version called ”Starfire” (i.e. ”Tactical
Starfire”) while the strategic component is called ”Imperial Starfire”. These, along with ”Stars at War” and ”Crusade”
were written by David Weber and produced by Task Force Games.

2998. Target phrase: strategic component

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41336366

The local organizer of this edition is INRS, the organization of this cycle of conferences is supported by the PEROSH
”Wellbeing and Work” project group. Perosh in the European Network for Research on Occupational Safety and Health.
Wellbeing at work is considered a strategic component of OSH in Europe. It is not to be confused with the Health
and Wellbeing at Work Conference, which is a purely commercial event, held only in UK, Past and future Wellbeing at
Work conferences.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2997:

Q2. Answer for example 2998: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strategic component in Example 2997 and Example 2998 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1500
2999. Target phrase: unique nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=782074

DC Inside (), frequently noted under the initialism DC, is a South Korean internet forum. Initially established as a
community dedicated to digital cameras and photography, it has met broad notoriety in Korea due to its unique nature.
Among Western media, it is analogous to the English-language website 4Chan for its image and influence upon Korean
internet culture.

3000. Target phrase: unique nature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=363251

In the event of an entry rescue, standby rescuers are recommended in the event that the initial entry rescuer(s) en-
counter trouble. Rescue equipment. Due to the unique nature of confined space rescues, there is specialized equipment
necessary to perform a safe and successful rescue. One of the initial pieces of equipment employed in a confined space is
a method of ventilation to disperse collected hazardous gases and introduce fresh air into the environment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 2999:

Q2. Answer for example 3000: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase unique nature in Example 2999 and Example 3000 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1501
3001. Target phrase: family development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59264341

Robert was first elected as a Member of the Sarawak State Legislative Assembly (MLA) in 2006 after contesting
for and winning in the 9th Sarawak state elections for Bukit Saban constituency. In 2011, he successfully defended
the same seat in the following 10th Sarawak state elections with an increased majority. Following his win, he was ap-
pointed as Sarawak’s Assistant Minister of Welfare, Women and family development. After serving two terms as MLA
for Bukit Saban, he yielded his seat to allow Deputy Chief Minister I of Sarawak, Douglas Uggah Embas to contest instead.

3002. Target phrase: family development

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36851953

SKIP’s education program aims to fill the gaps that exist in the public education system for students beginning at
an early age. The World Bank recognizes that “One of the principal challenges in reducing poverty and accelerating
development in Peru is improving the quality of education.” SKIP understands the complex factors and consequences
of poverty, and has therefore developed a range of programs employing a holistic approach. These focus on four pillars
of family development: education, economic stability, emotional well-being, and healthy and safe home environments.
SKIP has also worked towards the achievement of the 2nd and 3rd millennium goals proposed by the UN, that by 2015,
children everywhere would be able to complete a full course of primary schooling, and to eliminate gender disparity in
primary and secondary education in all levels of education no later than 2015.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3001:

Q2. Answer for example 3002: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase family development in Example 3001 and Example 3002 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1502
3003. Target phrase: bottom-up approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17617913

Associated risks with this method are: Low forecast accuracy and numbers of planners required. There are various
software systems that are designed to forecast demand and plan operations. To test the added value of implementing
bottom-up approach, applications are providing simulations functionalities to estimate the resulting demand forecast
accuracy (e.g. POS sales ; sales invoices ; shipments, etc.)

3004. Target phrase: bottom-up approach

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62894554

These check whether the submitted reports comply with the provisions of the Transparency Framework and identify
areas where there is potential for enhancement. Explicitly excluded from this review was the question of whether the
NDC submitted by the respective Party is appropriate or to what extent the measures implemented are sufficient. An
assessment of this kind is not compatible with the bottom-up approach of the Paris Agreement, under which Parties
set their own NDCs. Step 2 involves the Facilitative, Multilateral Consideration of Progress.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3003:
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Q2. Answer for example 3004: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bottom-up approach in Example 3003 and Example 3004 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1503
3005. Target phrase: federal and local law enforcement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3389208

A rescue vehicle is typically operated by a rescue squad, but in some areas it may be integrated with emergency
medical services or fire departments. Uses. Rescue vehicles can be popular choices for incident command vehicles,
federal and local law enforcement (command/communications, SWAT, bomb response, etc. ), rehab, HazMat inci-
dents, light &amp; air, urban search and rescue (USAR), and more.

3006. Target phrase: federal and local law enforcement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4340865

The cheapest way to eradicate narcotics is to destroy them at their source...We need to wipe out crops wherever they
are grown and take out labs wherever they exist.” During the early- to mid-1990s, the Clinton administration ordered
and funded a major cocaine policy study, again by RAND. The Rand Drug Policy Research Center study concluded that
$3 billion should be switched from federal and local law enforcement to treatment. The report said that treatment
is the cheapest way to cut drug use, stating that drug treatment is twenty-three times more effective than the supply-side
”war on drugs”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3005:

Q2. Answer for example 3006: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase federal and local law enforcement in Example 3005 and Example 3006 have the same
meaning or not?

Pair 1504
3007. Target phrase: bordeaux region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3720749

After the operation closed, at the end of June 1944, the threat of invasion from the United States was informally kept
alive. It was revisited as Ironside II in mid-July as support for Operation Ferdinand. The invasion story was replaced
with a supposed Allied plan to increase French resistance in the bordeaux region to tie up German forces. Most of
Ironside II was ignored by the Germans, whose interest had turned away from the region.

3008. Target phrase: bordeaux region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10695441

Production is around 5 million litres from 925 hectares of vines. Note that, although the description ’clairet’ may be
derived from the English ’claret’, ’claret’ in fact refers exclusively to red Bordeaux. A small amount of sparkling wine
is made in the bordeaux region, under the appellation Crémant-de-Bordeaux AOC (known before 1990 as Bordeaux
Mousseux). This is made using the methode traditionelle from the same grapes as white Bordeaux if white and the same
grapes as red Bordeaux if rosé.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3007:
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Q2. Answer for example 3008: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bordeaux region in Example 3007 and Example 3008 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1505
3009. Target phrase: overall loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18995

He produced a wide range of films, including major Hollywood studio productions (”Mad Dog and Glory”, ”Clockers”),
low-budget independent films (”The Grifters”, ”Naked in New York”, ”Grace of My Heart”, ”Search and Destroy”, ”The
Hi-Lo Country”), and even the foreign film (”Con gli occhi chiusi” (With Closed Eyes)). ”The Age of Innocence” (1993)
was a significant departure for Scorsese, a period adaptation of the Edith Wharton novel about the constrictive high
society of late-19th century New York. It was highly lauded by critics upon its original release but was a box office bomb,
making an overall loss. As noted in ”Scorsese on Scorsese” by editor–interviewer Ian Christie, the news that Scorsese
wanted to make a film about a failed 19th-century romance raised many eyebrows among the film fraternity; all the more
when Scorsese made it clear that it was a personal project and not a studio for-hire job.

3010. Target phrase: overall loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1685995

They function to retain floodwaters, store nutrients and reduce sediment accumulation. VF processes limit these
functions, negatively impacting surrounding rivers and watersheds. Factors contributing to disturbed stream flow include
vegetation removal, subsequent aquifer formation, compaction of fill surface and overall loss of headwater streams. The
removal of vegetation for mining sites reduces evapotranspiration rates from the watershed and ultimately leads to an
increase in average discharge rates.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3009:

Q2. Answer for example 3010: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall loss in Example 3009 and Example 3010 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1506
3011. Target phrase: rigorous sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2317193

The concept of segmentation of personality has been around for many years, and that of ego states was highlighted
by the psychoanalyst Paul Federn. The creation of ego-state therapy is attributed to John G. Watkins, an analysand of
Edoardo Weiss who was himself analysed by Federn. Distinct ego states—in the most rigorous sense—do not normally
develop except in cases of dissociative identity disorder. However, ego state therapy identifies and names facets of a
patient’s personality, e.g., the ”frightened child” or ”control freak”.

3012. Target phrase: rigorous sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18919515

It was an important model for later Spanish Latin historiographers, notably the ”De rebus Hispaniae” of Rodrigo
Jiménez de Rada, the ”Chronicon mundi” of Lucas de Tuy, and the ”Estoria de España” of the patronage of Alfonso X
of Castile. Besides its classical and Biblical authorities, the ”Chronica Naierensis” relied heavily on material culled from
the ”cantares de gesta”. The ”Chronica” is not an original work in any rigorous sense, but rather a compilation. Its
Visigothic history is based squarely on Isidore of Seville and its more recent Spanish history incorporates the ”Corpus
Pelagianum”, a work supervised by Pelagius, Bishop of Oviedo, mid-century.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3011:

Q2. Answer for example 3012: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rigorous sense in Example 3011 and Example 3012 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1507
3013. Target phrase: political function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=156858

With regard to sexual orientation categories, asexuality may be argued as not being a meaningful category to add
to the continuum, and instead argued as the lack of a sexual orientation or sexuality. Other arguments propose that
asexuality is the denial of one’s natural sexuality, and that it is a disorder caused by shame of sexuality, anxiety or sexual
abuse, sometimes basing this belief on asexuals who masturbate or occasionally engage in sexual activity simply to please
a romantic partner. Within the context of sexual orientation identity politics, asexuality may pragmatically fulfill the
political function of a sexual orientation identity category. The suggestion that asexuality is a sexual dysfunction is
controversial among the asexual community.

3014. Target phrase: political function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30875990

The report applied that definition to the largest units of the federal government, and identified ”nine executive de-
partments and eighteen independent agencies.” Overall, 51 federal agencies were identified in the report after including
various subdivisions within the larger units. In reviewing the history of federal agencies, the ”Final Report” noted that
almost all agencies had undergone changes in name and political function. Of the 51 federal agencies discussed in the
”Final Report”, 11 were created by statute before the American Civil War.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3013:

Q2. Answer for example 3014: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase political function in Example 3013 and Example 3014 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1508
3015. Target phrase: select group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=618631

If prescribed, a person and their clinician should have a realistic plan to discontinue its use in the event that the risks
outweigh the benefit. For older people with chronic pain, opioids may be used in those for whom NSAIDs present too
great a risk, including those with diabetes, stomach or heart problems. They may also be useful for a select group of
people with neuropathic pain. Antidepressants may be effective for treating chronic pain associated with symptoms of
depression, but they have a risk of side effects.

3016. Target phrase: select group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23100373

This level is conducted by Joyce Keil. After boys’ voices have changed, they can move onto YME, the Young Men’s
Ensemble, directed by Travis Rogers. A select group of the YME are chosen every year to be part of the Choral
Scholars. This select group of men sing SATB music with the Concert Group and have extra performances.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3015:

Q2. Answer for example 3016: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase select group in Example 3015 and Example 3016 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1509
3017. Target phrase: last line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23246732

In 1978, the Electricity Division of the Ministry of Energy was established to integrate the state-owned electricity
generation and transmission business with the oil, gas and coal businesses of the government owned energy sector. In
1987, the Electricity Corporation of New Zealand (ECNZ) was established as a State Owned Enterprise, and in 1988, the
transmission business was established as a subsidiary within ECNZ, taking the name Transpower New Zealand. The late
1980s and early 1990s saw the completion of the 220 kV backbone, with the last line connecting Stratford in Taranaki to
Huntly in Waikato. The HVDC Inter-Island was also upgraded by increasing the operating voltage of the lines, replacing
the original Cook Strait submarine cables and installing a new thyristor pole in parallel to the existing mercury arc valve
converter equipment to double its capacity to 1240 MW.

3018. Target phrase: last line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35590886

My father had an unaccountable antipathy against these meetings; and my going was, what to this hour I repent, in
absolute defiance of his commands. My father, as I said before, was the sport of strong passions; from that instance of
rebellion he took a kind of dislike to me...” Robert Burns’s later commented on his father, saying: ”…I myself have always
considered William Burnes as by far the best of the human race that ever I had the pleasure of being acquainted with,
and many a worthy character I have known. I can cheerfully join with Robert in the last line of his epitaph borrowed
from Goldsmith ’For even his failings leaned to virtue’s side.’ He was a tender and affectionate father; he took pleasure
in leading his children in the path of virtue; not in driving them as some parents do, to the performance of duties to
which they are averse.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3017:

Q2. Answer for example 3018: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last line in Example 3017 and Example 3018 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1510
3019. Target phrase: major locus

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6274802

Sitka Sound is a body of water near the city of Sitka, Alaska. It is bordered by Baranof Island to the south and the
northeast, by Kruzof Island to the northwest and by the Pacific Ocean to the southwest. During the early 19th century
it was a major locus of the maritime fur trade. Naming history.

3020. Target phrase: major locus

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50619245

in 1993. Cystic fibrosis. Research on cystic fibrosis (CF) exhibits a progression from genetic to molecular character-
ization of the major locus, CFTR. In 1985, the gene was mapped by linkage analysis by Tsui et al., and in 1989, the
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gene was cloned by Riordan et al.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3019:

Q2. Answer for example 3020: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major locus in Example 3019 and Example 3020 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1511
3021. Target phrase: significant light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=634216

In his ”second approximation”, he says it is the problem of explaining the behavior of ”phenomenal reports”, and
the behavior of expressing a belief that there is a hard problem of consciousness. Explaining its significance, he says:
Although the meta-problem is strictly speaking an easy problem, it is deeply connected to the hard problem. We can
reasonably hope that a solution to the meta-problem will shed significant light on the hard problem. A particularly
strong line holds that a solution to the meta-problem will solve or dissolve the hard problem.

3022. Target phrase: significant light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2646998

The Kaedi Regional Hospital is the largest health facility in the Gorgol Region in southern Mauritania, and one known
for its innovative architecture. The new hospital (actually a large extension onto an existing concrete structure) involves
the use of handfired locally made brick and a design based on a sequence of simple and complex dome structures. The
structure was intended to be both to be naturally cool even while letting in significant light from the outdoors. The hos-
pital was designed by of ADAUA, the Association for the Development of Traditional African Urbanism and Architecture.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3021:

Q2. Answer for example 3022: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase significant light in Example 3021 and Example 3022 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1512
3023. Target phrase: every program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65248049

Additionally, Sun Belt associate member, Howard, opted out of playing during the fall season due to concerns with
the ongoing pandemic. The SBC, along with the ACC were the only two men’s soccer conferences that played during the
fall 2020. The conference opted to play a six-match season with all programs doing a home-and-home series, or double
round robin against every program in the conference. Most teams completed the fall season playing only 8–12 matches
instead of the normal 15–18 matches.

3024. Target phrase: every program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1785757

Typed lambda calculus. Various systems of typed lambda calculus including the simply typed lambda calculus, Jean-
Yves Girard’s System F, and Thierry Coquand’s calculus of constructions are strongly normalizing. A lambda calculus
system with the normalization property can be viewed as a programming language with the property that every program
terminates. Although this is a very useful property, it has a drawback: a programming language with the normalization
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property cannot be Turing complete.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3023:

Q2. Answer for example 3024: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every program in Example 3023 and Example 3024 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1513
3025. Target phrase: deep dives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63557168

Helmets do not require heating. Breathing gas can be heated at the helmet by using a hot water shroud over the
helmet inlet piping between the valve block and the regulator, which reduces heat loss to the breathing gas. Hot water
suits are often used for deep dives when breathing mixes containing helium are used. Helium conducts heat much more
efficiently than air, which means that the diver will lose large amounts of body heat through the lungs when breathing
it.

3026. Target phrase: deep dives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65006691

At the end of 2003, ”Beijing Youth Daily” acquired the ”Beijing Legal News”, and relaunched it under the title of
”Legal Evening News” on May 18, 2004. On April 29, 2005, fawan.com, the official website of ”Legal Evening News”,
was created. ”Legal Evening News” earned a reputation for cutting-edge investigative reporting and deep dives into
crime and social issues. On January 1, 2019, the paper was officially shut down by the Chinese government due to rising
censorship and a shift to internet advertising.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3025:

Q2. Answer for example 3026: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase deep dives in Example 3025 and Example 3026 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1514
3027. Target phrase: one trait

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41355661

Currently there are 15 schools of skills available and, if a Hero uses only one or two traits, the Hero’s owner may pick
skills from up to two schools. Each school features 10 common skills as well as 5 elite skills (skills with superior effects).
Only Heroes having specialized in one trait receive access to elite skills. The five dice a player brings along not only
serve as randomizers, but as life counters and a measurement of movement as well.

3028. Target phrase: one trait

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14187933

She was the child of a retainer of his mother and the stationmaster. She was the only daughter that stayed close to
him until a few weeks before his death. According to Atatürk:There is one trait I have had since my childhood. In the
house where I lived.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3027:

Q2. Answer for example 3028: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one trait in Example 3027 and Example 3028 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1515
3029. Target phrase: electronic and print media

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18844513

The JTWC tracked the system into the Arabian Sea on December 5, where the circulation dissipated shortly there-
after. Along the northwest coast of Sri Lanka, the cyclone’s flow produced a storm surge. The IMD issued hourly
warnings for southern India in advance of the cyclone, through electronic and print media. Around 40,000 people
evacuated their houses near the coast.

3030. Target phrase: electronic and print media

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14524634

Gitura Mwaura is a Nairobi, Kenya-based writer currently working as a media consultant with various organisa-
tions. He is an author and development journalist previously involved in the areas, among others, of gender and conflict
management as a researcher and human rights activist working with various local and international non-governmental
organisations. Gitura has worked in both electronic and print media, and contributes to the local media, both in
Rwanda and Kenya. He writes a weekly column for Rwanda’s The New Times newspaper.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3029:

Q2. Answer for example 3030: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase electronic and print media in Example 3029 and Example 3030 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1516
3031. Target phrase: prime motivator

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12678389

PlayJam’s SDK enables other games developers to publish titles to this platform, most recently Relentless and Puz-
zler Media In January 2010, PlayJam became a founder member of the Connected TV Game Forum, alongside Accedo
Broadband, Betfair, Rallypoint and Two Way Media. Aiming to galvanise a common approach to gaming requirements
for connected TV devices including functionality, features and open standards, the forum’s members view online games as
a major driver in the multiplatform digital entertainment arena, attracting 38% of Internet users and generating billions
of downloads via mobile and digital TV platforms. The Forum believes such games will act as ’”a prime motivator
for consumers to connect their TV’s to the Internet.”” In October 2011, PlayJam secured $5 million investment from
GameStop Digital Ventures, Adobe Ventures, Endeavour Ventures and the Angel CoFund to fuel further growth and
capitalise on the smart TV market.

3032. Target phrase: prime motivator

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=859910

As a result, individual preferences actually reflect the preferences of entrenched corporations, a ”dependence effect”,
and the economy as a whole is geared to irrational goals. In ”The New Industrial State” Galbraith argues that eco-
nomic decisions are planned by a private bureaucracy, a technostructure of experts who manipulate marketing and public
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relations channels. This hierarchy is self-serving, profits are no longer the prime motivator, and even managers are
not in control. Because they are the new planners, corporations detest risk, requiring steady economic and stable markets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3031:

Q2. Answer for example 3032: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prime motivator in Example 3031 and Example 3032 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1517
3033. Target phrase: minimum work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11915675

For each supplier-consumer pair, the cost of transporting a single unit of goods is given. The transportation problem
is then to find a least-expensive flow of goods from the suppliers to the consumers that satisfies the consumers’ demand.
Similarly, here the problem is transforming one signature(formula_5) to another(formula_6) with minimum work done.
Assume that signature formula_5 has formula_8 clusters with formula_9, where formula_10 is the cluster representative
and formula_11 is the weight of the cluster.

3034. Target phrase: minimum work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5766

The government also strengthened a Fair Wages Resolution, with a clause that required all employers getting govern-
ment contracts to recognise the rights of their workers to join trade unions. The Trade Disputes and Trade Unions Act
1927 was repealed, and the Dock Labour Scheme was introduced in 1947 to put an end to the casual system of hiring
labour in the docks. This scheme gave registered dockers the legal right to minimum work and decent conditions.
Through the National Dock Labour Board (on which trade unions and employers had equal representation) the unions
acquired control over recruitment and dismissal.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3033:

Q2. Answer for example 3034: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase minimum work in Example 3033 and Example 3034 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1518
3035. Target phrase: two split

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9626096

Mares won his next three bouts before suffering an eye injury which required him to undergo surgery. He returned
to the ring 10 months later by stopping Jonathan Perez. He had been trained as a professional by Hall of Famer Ignacio
Beristain, however, the two split after Mares changed promotional companies. Mares vs. Perez.

3036. Target phrase: two split

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62252390

When Usher-Wilson was (re)installed as ordinary of the newly-split Mbale diocese, it was at St Andrew’s, Mbale.
Diocese of Soroti. One of the two split from Upper Nile diocese in 1961 was the Diocese of Soroti; her cathedral is
St Peter’s Cathedral, Soroti. Diocese of Busoga.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3035:

Q2. Answer for example 3036: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase two split in Example 3035 and Example 3036 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1519
3037. Target phrase: vertical height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=137741

Vinton has varied topography, considering its 3.2 square mile size. The above-mentioned lake is at an elevation of
above sea level. The Vinton side of the lake consists of a steep, wooded cliff in vertical height. Vinton’s highest point
is on Olney Road, at an elevation of , which affords a good view of the adjacent city of Roanoke.

3038. Target phrase: vertical height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45541740

It is theorized that the brood pouch is attached on the ventral side of the seahorse, near the top of the tail and
connecting to the seahorse’s chest. This theory is based on its similarity to ”H. minotaur”, but has not been confirmed
because a male specimen has not been collected. The only known specimen is a female, and has a vertical height of
6.5 cm. This species has 8 trunk rings and 11 pectoral fin rays.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3037:

Q2. Answer for example 3038: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase vertical height in Example 3037 and Example 3038 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1520
3039. Target phrase: entry stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38131289

River Plate were the defending champions, but were eliminated by Huracán in the semifinals. Teams. The following
47 teams from the 10 CONMEBOL associations qualified for the tournament: The entry stage is determined as follows:
Draw. The draw of the tournament was held on July 16, 2015 at the CONMEBOL Convention Centre in Luque, Paraguay.

3040. Target phrase: entry stage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7085851

The authors posit that around 1% of senior positions in business are occupied by psychopaths. The authors describe
a ”five phase model” of how a typical workplace psychopath climbs to and maintains power: entry, assessment, manip-
ulation, confrontation, and ascension. In the entry stage, the psychopath will use highly developed social skills and
charm to obtain employment in an organisation. At this stage it will be difficult to spot anything which is indicative of
psychopathic behaviour, and as a new employee you might perceive the psychopath to be helpful and even benevolent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3039:
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Q2. Answer for example 3040: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase entry stage in Example 3039 and Example 3040 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1521
3041. Target phrase: central pool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49484656

On 28 June 1449, the Castle of Bragança, along with the town, the castle of Outeiro and Miranda, in addition to
other lands, were donated by D. Afonso V to the Duke of Bragança. Duarte de Armas, illustrated the state of the castle
in his 16th century ”Book of Fortresses”, identifying an irregular, rectangular plan, adapted to the terrain, comprising a
castle and walls that enveloped the settlement and barbican. The rectangular keep tower, along with four other polygonal
towers, and a military square with a central pool, that provided potable water. The gates were protected by lateral
towers.

3042. Target phrase: central pool

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7084947

Corruption allegations and conviction. On 19 September 2013, a Special CBI court held Rasheed Masood guilty in a
case of corruption and other offences. He was held guilty of fraudulently nominating undeserving candidates to MBBS
seats allotted to Tripura in medical colleges across the country from the central pool. On 1 October 2013, Rasheed was
sentenced to four years in jail.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3041:

Q2. Answer for example 3042: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase central pool in Example 3041 and Example 3042 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1522
3043. Target phrase: public bridge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13383211

The warrior was arrested, tried in public, and then killed by a firing squad at Kisii Stadium. His body was then
beheaded and transported to London as proof of his death. What remained of him was left on a public bridge as a
warning to others. Background.

3044. Target phrase: public bridge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3329045

Guiton’s documentary notes that from the outset Leos Carax wanted to make a simple film, originally talking about
doing it with a small team, in black and white and via Super 8. His first movie ”Boy Meets Girl” had been a small affair,
whereas ”Mauvais Sang” had been considerably larger and more costly, albeit more successful at the box office. From
the start, basing a movie on a public bridge in the centre of Paris was complicated. The production team wanted to
block off the bridge for 3 months.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3043:

Q2. Answer for example 3044: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase public bridge in Example 3043 and Example 3044 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1523
3045. Target phrase: great contribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64123410

Fight for It Now”, designed by Abram Games, his second poster for the Army Bureau of Current Affairs. The poster
contrasts derelict slum housing with the clean, white and modern aesthetic of Kensal House. Further wording on the
poster reads: ”Clean, airy and well planned dwellings make a great contribution to the Rehousing movement. This is
a fine example of a block of workers’ flats built in London in 1936.”

3046. Target phrase: great contribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=224643

In music, the composers George Enescu and Constantin Dimitrescu and the pianist Dinu Lipatti became world-famous.
The number of important Romanian painters also grew, and the most significant ones were: Nicolae Tonitza, Camil Ressu,
Francisc Şirato, Ignat Bednarik, Lucian Grigorescu, and Theodor Pallady. In medicine, a great contribution to human
society was the discovery of insulin by the Romanian scientist Nicolae Paulescu. Gheorghe Marinescu was an important
neurologist and Victor Babeş was one of the earliest bacteriologists.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3045:

Q2. Answer for example 3046: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great contribution in Example 3045 and Example 3046 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1524
3047. Target phrase: single member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57115546

Luyang is a state constituency in Sabah, Malaysia, that has been represented in the Sabah State Legislative Assembly.
It is mandated to return a single member to the Assembly under the first-past-the-post voting system. Polling districts.

3048. Target phrase: single member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2066952

With the return of the brand split in 2016, the draft was reintroduced and occurred on July 19 on ”SmackDown
Live” – the live premiere of ”SmackDown”, which was previously taped (also the debut of ”SmackDown” on the USA
Network). With the exception of NXT champions, wrestlers from the NXT brand were eligible to be drafted, as well as
on-screen WWE employees. Tag teams counted as one pick unless a brand specifically only wanted a single member
of the team. For every two draft picks by SmackDown, Raw received three (due to ”Raw” being a three-hour show while
”SmackDown” was only two hours).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3047:

Q2. Answer for example 3048: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase single member in Example 3047 and Example 3048 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1525
3049. Target phrase: competitive performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25349792

These included: Strengthening the relationship between presidential appointees and career civil servants by building
a spirit of partnership between the two. Reducing the number of presidential appointees so that there is more room at
the top for civil servants. Providing competitive pay to aid in recruiting and retaining excellent people while demanding
competitive performance of them. Pertinent legislating.

3050. Target phrase: competitive performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48783051

A further example of the model was built, and was given the chassis number WR6. They replaced the successful Wolf
WR1 halfway through the 1978 season, trying to challenge the new ground effect Lotus 78. However, Wolf was unable
to repeat their competitive performance of , taking just three podium finishes with the WR5/6. Complete Formula
One World Championship results.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3049:

Q2. Answer for example 3050: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase competitive performance in Example 3049 and Example 3050 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1526
3051. Target phrase: critical impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=316446

In the 19th century, the town became popular as a summer destination for the wealthy of Entre-Douro-e-Minho
province and Portuguese Brazilians, due to its large sandy beaches and the development of theaters, hotels and casinos.
It then became renowned for its refined literary culture, artistic patronage in music and theater, and intellectual tertulia.
On February 27, 1892, a shipwreck had critical impact in community. Seven lanchas poveiras wrecked in a storm and
105 fishermen were killed, just metres off the shore.

3052. Target phrase: critical impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21985794

Karmal retained the presidency for a while, but power had shifted to Najibullah, who had previously headed the
State Information Service (Khadamate Ettelaate Dowlati–KHAD), the Afghan secret service agency. Najibullah tried to
diminish differences with the resistance and appeared prepared to allow Islam a greater role as well as legalize opposition
groups, but any moves he made toward concessions were rejected out of hand by the mujahedin. Factionalism had a
critical impact on the leadership of the PDPA. Najibullah’s achievements as a mediator between factions, an effective
diplomat, a clever foe, a resourceful administrator and a brilliant spokesman who coped with constant and changing
turmoil throughout his six years as head of government, qualified him as a leader among Afghans.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3051:

Q2. Answer for example 3052: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase critical impact in Example 3051 and Example 3052 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1527
3053. Target phrase: black ring

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1283897

Despite being resurrected, Bart’s previous status as a deceased still allows one of the undead lord’s black rings to
transform him into a Black Lantern. After his grandfather is chosen as a Blue Lantern by Ganthet of the Guardians of
the Universe and leader of the Blue Lantern Corps, Bart immediately engages in battle with him. Barry’s blue power ring
detects that Bart is still alive, but will die if he is not freed from the black ring soon. Barry nearly releases Bart from
the black ring using blue energy constructs crafted in the images of Bart as Impulse and Kid Flash, before interference
by Black Lantern versions of Professor Zoom and Solovar stops him.

3054. Target phrase: black ring

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4029112

The five circular frames were flipped vertically revealing the five Olympic Rings shimmering in light. The rings were
then illuminated in the Olympic colours and the structure was lit up in fireworks. The black ring in the centre of the
symbol was substituted with white since it is impossible to produce black light. Heroes of Our Time - Parade of Nations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3053:

Q2. Answer for example 3054: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase black ring in Example 3053 and Example 3054 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1528
3055. Target phrase: former production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6938734

Zheng was a member of Art Commission of Shanghai Film Studio and used to support the making of ”The Life of Wu
Xun”. This movie was severely excoriated by CPC authority and Zheng felt guilty about that. His former production,
”The Married Couple”, was also criticized at this time, which exerted great pressure on the director. In order to criticize
”The Life of Wu Xun”, Jiang Qing and her followers went to Shandong to do research.

3056. Target phrase: former production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52873721

Botanists found a species of liverwort which at the time was not known from other places in Denmark. Further
examinations of the plant led to the discovery of a connection between this particular species and heavy metals or
sulphur in the ground. Excavation revealed buried industry waste consisting of, among other things, copper from a
former production of sulphuric acid. The bog has received polluted water through the stream of ”Moseåen” between
1870 and the 1970s, mostly heavy metals such as arsenic, lead, and a smaller amount of cadmium, but also copper and zinc.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3055:

Q2. Answer for example 3056: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase former production in Example 3055 and Example 3056 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1529
3057. Target phrase: spatial quality

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45373779

The 1871 building contains some fine, simple timber and brick detailing, while the 1888 interior comprises more lavish
plaster and carved timber decoration. Much of the buildings remain intact in form and detail. The spatial quality of
the interiors, however, has been substantially altered by the installation of the mezzanine, air conditioning ducts and new
partitioning. Heritage listing.

3058. Target phrase: spatial quality

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11037189

Another misleading defining characteristic of synesthesia has been that synesthetic concurrents are spatially extended,
and the individuals should be able to indicate a spatial location in which the concurrent is experienced. In the case of
sound-color synesthesia, those who experience colored photisms from listening to music can often describe the direction
of movement of these photisms. While the majority of synesthetes experience a spatial quality to the synesthetic
experience, there are still many that report no such quality. In addition to definitional inclusion/exclusion criteria for
synesthesia research, self-report bias is also likely relevant to many studies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3057:

Q2. Answer for example 3058: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase spatial quality in Example 3057 and Example 3058 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1530
3059. Target phrase: one notable difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5605480

These can include altered bulk properties of the cell to stabilize all proteins, and specific changes to individual proteins.
Comparing homologous proteins present in these thermophiles and other organisms reveal some differences in the protein
structure. one notable difference is the presence of extra hydrogen bonds in the thermophile’s proteins—meaning that
the protein structure is more resistant to unfolding. Similarly, thermostable proteins are rich in salt bridges or/and extra
disulfide bridges stabilizing the structure.

3060. Target phrase: one notable difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5359447

Graphics and Gameplay. The gameplay and graphics styling of ”Dungeon Runners” had been compared to ”Diablo”
and ”Diablo II”, especially noting the instanced dungeons (whose level layouts and content were randomly regenerated
each time a player logged into the game), the ”action RPG” gameplay style, the naming conventions for in-game items,
the variable class structure based on three archetypes (five in ”Diablo II”), and the absence of a ”healer” class, among
other similarities. one notable difference is that ”Dungeon Runners” was rendered using polygonal models, rather than
the sprite-based isometric graphics of the ”Diablo” series. GameSpot and Eurogamer, stated that the graphical quality,
third-person point of view and screen layout more closely resembled that of ”World of Warcraft”, another MMORPG.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3059:

Q2. Answer for example 3060: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one notable difference in Example 3059 and Example 3060 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1531
3061. Target phrase: documentary evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3857492

The chapel attached to the hermitage was dedicated to St Edmund. Edward II granted a licence for land and rent to
be appropriated by the Vicar of Tealby for the payment of the Chaplain; and by a document signed at Tealby in 1323 and
witnessed by nearly all the dignitaries of Lincoln Cathedral the foundation was placed under the jurisdiction of the Dean
and Chapter. Ten years later the hermitage is called “Spital-on-the-Street so its use had probably already been enlarged,
although there is no documentary evidence of this. All that is known is the building of a house for the Chaplain by
John of Harrington in 1333.

3062. Target phrase: documentary evidence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56795521

Occupational health and safety inspectors may investigate an occupational diving incident to identify whether regu-
lations have been violated. Civil litigation for claimed damages can be more equitably decided when the circumstances
leading to the injury have been identified. The ability to provide documentary evidence showing that correct pro-
cedure was followed can simplify the investigation and may lead to more accurate and reliable findings. Equipment,
procedures, organization, environment, individual factors and interactions between them are the sources of contributing
and compounding events and conditions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3061:

Q2. Answer for example 3062: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase documentary evidence in Example 3061 and Example 3062 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1532
3063. Target phrase: safety period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63501

The wing is placed into an airstream, either by running or being pulled, or an existing wind. The wing moves up
over the pilot into a position in which it can carry the passenger. The pilot is then lifted from the ground and, after a
safety period, can sit down into his harness. Unlike skydivers, paragliders, like hang gliders, do not ”jump” at any time
during this process.

3064. Target phrase: safety period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24154710

There is an average of 25 sentences of life imprisonment per year and there are 550 inmates currently jailed for life. Life
sentences for crimes other than aggravated murder are rare. Inmates jailed for life are required to serve a safety period
of 18 to 22 years before they become eligible for parole. In the case of child murder involving rape or torture, the premedi-
tated murder of a state official (since 2011), and terrorism resulting in death, the court can impose a safety period of up to
30 years, or order that the prisoner is ineligible for parole at all, and thus will spend the rest of their natural lives in prison.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3063:

Q2. Answer for example 3064: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase safety period in Example 3063 and Example 3064 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1533
3065. Target phrase: first golden age

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=167020

Little by little a major dynasty emerged, that of the Ottomans, who, after 1450, are referred to as the ”first Ot-
tomans”. Turkmen artworks can be seen as the forerunners of Ottoman art, in particular the ”Milet” ceramics and the
first blue-and-white Anatolian works. Islamic book painting witnessed its first golden age in the thirteenth century,
mostly from Syria and Iraq. Influence from Byzantine visual vocabulary (blue and gold coloring, angelic and victorious
motifs, symbology of drapery) combined with Mongoloid facial types in 12th-century book frontispieces.

3066. Target phrase: first golden age

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57292724

It was a short-lived experience, terminated with the relegation in serie B. In 1956–57 the team takes part again in serie
A, where they manage to resist for three consecutive seasons. The first golden age for CUS Roma opens in 1962–63
with the return in the top division. The university club was suddenly projected to the top of the Italian rugby union.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3065:

Q2. Answer for example 3066: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first golden age in Example 3065 and Example 3066 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1534
3067. Target phrase: little place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=105495

Beginning with the 1940 census, the figures reflected the ”New / Second Tyonek” or Tank’itnu (”fish dock stream”).
Old Tyonek did not report separately again. The �Present / New Tyonek or Qaggeyshlat (�little place between toes”)
was made a census-designated place (CDP) in 1980. The boundaries of the CDP now include the original (Old) Tyonek.

3068. Target phrase: little place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2518623

The most important of these writers was Chrétien de Troyes (twelfth century). The ”Matter of Rome” concerns
romances that take place in the ancient world, such as romances dealing with Alexander the Great, Troy, the Aeneid and
Oedipus. Yet Bodel’s category leaves little place for another important group of romances: those adventurous romances
which are often set in Byzantium. Sometimes linked with the ”roman” are the ”Breton lais”, narrative ballads of Britain
by Marie de France, many of which have Celtic themes and origins.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3067:

Q2. Answer for example 3068: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase little place in Example 3067 and Example 3068 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1535
3069. Target phrase: public exchange

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=156005

However, Calonne got involved in several financial scandals regarding the ”Calonne Company” and was dismissed by
the king on 8 April 1787. On 11 April Necker replied on the charges made by Calonne. Two days later Louis XVI banished
Necker by a ”lettre de cachet” for his very public exchange of pamphlets. After two months Necker was allowed to
return to Paris.

3070. Target phrase: public exchange

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24118

Index transparency means that index constituents and rules are clearly disclosed, which ensures that investors can
replicate the index. Index investability means that the index performance can be reasonably replicated by invest-
ing in the market. In the simplest case, investability means that all constituents of an index can be purchased on a
public exchange. Once an index has been chosen, an index fund can be implemented through various methods, finan-
cial instruments, and combinations thereof.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3069:

Q2. Answer for example 3070: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase public exchange in Example 3069 and Example 3070 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1536
3071. Target phrase: limited action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15354398

With one of the longest main galleries of any Maginot position, it consists of two entrance blocks, three infantry blocks
and four artillery blocks. A second phase of construction was planned to add nine more combat blocks and an anti-tank
ditch, but was never executed. Anzeling saw limited action in World War II, and was rehabilitated for use during the
cold war. It was de-activated in the 1970s and sold for private use.

3072. Target phrase: limited action

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46527752

As a sophomore, Jackson moved to the College of Southern Idaho. He managed just 16 games in 2013–14 after
recovering from a broken leg earlier in the season. He averaged 5.8 points and 5.6 rebounds in limited action, appearing
in just 17.8 minutes per game. As a junior in 2014–15, Jackson played Division I college basketball for the Tennessee
Tech Golden Eagles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3071:

Q2. Answer for example 3072: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase limited action in Example 3071 and Example 3072 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1537
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3073. Target phrase: defensive response

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3905763

Darwinism: An Exposition of the Theory of Natural Selection with Some of Its Applications is an 1889 book on
biological evolution by Alfred Russel Wallace, the co-discoverer of evolution by natural selection together with Charles
Darwin. This was a book Wallace wrote as a defensive response to the scientific critics of natural selection. Of all
Wallace’s books, it is cited by scholarly publications the most.

3074. Target phrase: defensive response

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59668157

Individuals respond either defensively or in a supportive manner based on their own perceptions of the communica-
tive climates. For example, communication perceived as evaluative will increase defensiveness in the listener, due to
the perception that the communicator is judging the listener. Descriptive communication, such as requests for informa-
tion that are perceived to be genuine, does not initiate the same defensive response. Defensiveness in social interaction.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3073:

Q2. Answer for example 3074: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase defensive response in Example 3073 and Example 3074 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1538
3075. Target phrase: local ones

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5244538

Sjømannskirken is also a member of the ICMA and the Council of Nordic Seamen’s Missions. For most Norwegians
travelling abroad, Sjømannskirken is a nice place to rest: one can read newspapers from home, buy Norwegian food
and speak to other Norwegians. Many Norwegians living permanently abroad use the seamen’s churches instead of the
local ones. Locations.

3076. Target phrase: local ones

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25141324

The Cohoes Music Hall, the WAMC’s Performing Arts Center (The Linda) in Albany, and the Troy Savings Bank
Music Hall are three smaller venues also in buildings as old as Proctor’s and the Palace. The Egg in Albany and SPAC
in Saratoga Springs are newer venues for concerts, ballet, and orchestra performances both constructed during Nelson
Rockefeller’s tenure as governor of New York. In addition to outside acts performing in the region, there are local ones
as well. The Albany Symphony Orchestra performs at the Palace and the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall, among other
local venues, and a few outside the region as well.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3075:

Q2. Answer for example 3076: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local ones in Example 3075 and Example 3076 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1539
3077. Target phrase: last few years
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64059697

The heavy focus on this strategic partnership business model has been highly profitable for the WebBank, allowing it
to realize higher profit-per-employee and return on equity figures in 2014 than bulge bracket banks like JP Morgan Chase
and Goldman Sachs were able to achieve. in 2014, WebBank’s return on equity was 44%, while for 2019, the company
realized a return on equity of 32%. Over the last few years, partnerships between banks and online lending platforms
have received increasing regulatory scrutiny. Opponents of the business model sometimes refer to it as “rent a charter”
or “rent a bank” setup and allege that the bank’s involvement in these setups is only superficial.

3078. Target phrase: last few years

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31423707

Death. He died of cancer on 12 September 2013. Very few people know he was suffering from cancer for the
last few years of his life. During this period, he actively continued his work, and poured energies into the implementa-
tion of the Right to Education Act, as well as the various people’s groups and policy committees that he was a part of.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3077:

Q2. Answer for example 3078: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last few years in Example 3077 and Example 3078 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1540
3079. Target phrase: lion head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48213566

The statue itself found a home in the large Hall of Palazzo Vecchio, but the base remained in the Neroni Chapel of
the Basilica of San Lorenzo. In 1620, Cosimo II de Medici had the base or plinth moved to the Piazza where it stands.
In 1812, Giuseppe Del Rosso created a fountain around it, with lion head intermingled with Medici coat of arms. The
statue of Giovanni delle Bande, however, secured the heights of the plinth only in 1850, under work directed by the
engineer Alessandro Manetti.

3080. Target phrase: lion head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=303841

Description. The Shih Tzu is a sturdy little dog with a small muzzle and normally have large dark brown eyes. The
Chinese have described their head shapes as ”owl head” and ”lion head”, and their mouth as ”frog mouth”. They have
a soft and long double coat.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3079:

Q2. Answer for example 3080: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lion head in Example 3079 and Example 3080 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1541
3081. Target phrase: spoken and written language

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=208151
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10 (ten) is an even natural number following 9 and preceding 11. Ten is the base of the decimal numeral system, by
far the most common system of denoting numbers in both spoken and written language. It is the first double-digit
number.

3082. Target phrase: spoken and written language

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=108723

Such an institution was part of the list of 46 vows formulated by the Second Congress on the French Language in
Canada held in Quebec City in 1937. In 1961, the ”Act to establish the Department of Cultural Affairs” was passed pro-
viding for the creation of the ”Office of the French Language” (OLF). The organization had as its mission the assurance
of the correct usage French and enrichment of the spoken and written language. In 1969, the ”Act to promote the
French language” was passed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3081:

Q2. Answer for example 3082: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase spoken and written language in Example 3081 and Example 3082 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 1542
3083. Target phrase: first and last leg

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=855563

The operation was a failure. The bomber formations were left exposed to unrelenting attacks by German fighters and
the improper preparations for the creation of reserves in the summer of 1943 meant that such costly operations could not
be sustained. An escort of 24 squadrons of Spitfires equipped with drop tanks was provided on the first and last leg of
the mission. The strategy of the Allied air forces was flawed.

3084. Target phrase: first and last leg

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37281352

She was designed by the renowned yacht designer Laurent Giles and built for the Ocean Youth Club fleet as a job
creation project by the Greater Manchester Maritime Trust, with construction beginning in 1984. She was launched
in 1986 and commissioned in 1987, sailing from Liverpool. In 1992 she entered the Columbus Regatta from Liverpool,
Lisbon, Canaries, Porto Rico, New York then Boston, winning the first and last leg overall. In the mid 1990s she visited
Greenland and Iceland and had a major refit in 1998, with Ocean Youth Trust North West (OYTNW) taking over her
operation the following year.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3083:

Q2. Answer for example 3084: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first and last leg in Example 3083 and Example 3084 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1543
3085. Target phrase: another government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59270266
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Hacking is a set of actions which exploit the capabilities of electronic devices. Cyberwarfare is a set of practices in
defense of political, socio-environmental, socio-technological and cultural causes which is waged in cyberspace (particu-
larly the Internet). Intergovernmental cyberwarfare is a consciously-defined, orderly action by a government to attack
another government, focusing on the other country’s resources, systems and organizations. A cyberattack, thought to
be a joint US-Israeli operation, was made on Iran’s nuclear power plants in 2010.

3086. Target phrase: another government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32993239

Multiple purpose. In some jurisdictions, cost is a major consideration, and the presence of dedicated air ambulances
is simply not practical. In these cases, the aircraft may be operated by another government or quasi-government
agency and made available to EMS for air ambulance service when required. In southern New South Wales, Australia,
the helicopter that responds as an air ambulance is actually operated by the local hydroelectric utility, with the New
South Wales Ambulance Service providing paramedics, as required.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3085:

Q2. Answer for example 3086: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another government in Example 3085 and Example 3086 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1544
3087. Target phrase: smooth exterior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6844427

Trade. Devgad is also widely known for its pure Alphonso mango cultivation/farming and the whole development
has evolved due to undertaking of the cultivation of Alphonso mango farming. Mangoes grown here are characterized
by their distinct aroma, smooth exterior, thin skin and thick saffron pulp. The variety is different from the Alphonso
mangoes grown in the Ratnagiri district.

3088. Target phrase: smooth exterior

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22673291

Storm culverts are often installed without bypass pumping. If the HDPE pipe has been Butt Welded, the external
bead must be removed from the pipe, which is done with an ’external de-beader’ tool. This provides a smooth exterior
on the HDPE pipe, allowing it to pass through the existing pipe easily. Because the weld bead does not contribute any
strength to the butt-welded join, removing it is no detriment to the strength or pressure rating of the pipeline.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3087:

Q2. Answer for example 3088: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase smooth exterior in Example 3087 and Example 3088 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1545
3089. Target phrase: extremely high mileage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4845572

As a result, he was dropped as a coach from the Chinese Olympic team. Following this episode, he and his entire team
of athletes disappeared for several months, fueling further suspicion. His training regimes were reputed to be extremely
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rigorous, involving extremely high mileage (in excess of a marathon per day) and run at high altitude. Ma is also
controversial for his temper tantrums.

3090. Target phrase: extremely high mileage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1297380

Vehicles also allow for the transport of larger numbers of personnel, such as a SWAT team. Decommissioned police
cars are often sold to the general public, either through a police auction or a private seller, after about 3–5 years of use.
Such cars are usually sold relatively cheaply due to the extremely high mileage on such cars, in some cases exceeding
the mark. In some cases, the cars are re-purposed as a taxicab as an inexpensive way for cab companies to buy cars
instead of fleet vehicle services.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3089:

Q2. Answer for example 3090: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extremely high mileage in Example 3089 and Example 3090 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1546
3091. Target phrase: attention deficit disorder

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1214654

Choosing only materials that cause sound to reverberate, such as tile floors and hard wall surfaces, greatly increases
noise levels and can prove detrimental to learning. One study of hyperactive versus control groups of children found that
white noise has no impact on either group, but that auditory stimulation such as distant conversations or music has a
negative effect on both groups of students. Children with attention deficit disorder scored higher on tests when white
noise was being pumped into the classroom than when music was played. The control group of children as well as the
hyperactive group of children averaged the same test scores when there was no sound as when white noise was being played.

3092. Target phrase: attention deficit disorder

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18436335

Lawsuit. Mayfield sued NASCAR to have his suspension lifted. Mayfield says that he had taken Claritin-D, an
allergy drug, in addition to Adderall, a prescription medication used to treat attention deficit disorder. Adderall is an
amphetamine.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3091:

Q2. Answer for example 3092: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase attention deficit disorder in Example 3091 and Example 3092 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 1547
3093. Target phrase: high fives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58160483

Raising hands is a gesture involving lifting either one or both arms above one’s head, which has a number of possible
meanings, depending on the context of the gesture. The action of hand-raising is involved in a number of greeting hand
gestures, such as waving, salutes and high fives. The raised fist, an action used mostly in left-wing political endeavours
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and by oppressed minorities, is a symbol of defiance and solidarity.

3094. Target phrase: high fives

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5944188

Both Knight Pulliam and her character were considered to be personal favorites of Cosby. Calling him ”real funny”,
Knight Pulliam particularly enjoyed when Cosby would venture away from the script in order to make his cast mates
laugh. Cosby would patiently advise Knight Pulliam on her acting and reward her with high fives when he was impressed
by her performance. On other occasions, he would playfully ”steal” some of her dialogue.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3093:

Q2. Answer for example 3094: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase high fives in Example 3093 and Example 3094 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1548
3095. Target phrase: devil’s head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41912836

The squadron was disestablished on 1 April 1958. It was the second squadron to be designated VA-54, the first VA-54
was disestablished on 1 December 1949. The squadron’s insignia changed several times over its lifetime, ending up as
a devil’s head with naval aviation wings. Its nickname was the ”Copperheads” until 1951, and ”Hell’s Angels” thereafter.

3096. Target phrase: devil’s head

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=116253

The John N. M. Brewer Jr House built in 1826 is across hwy 1 and is now operated as a B&amp;B. Other historical
sites in Robbinston are the Grace Episcopal Church, James S. Pike Racing Milestones, Pulpit Rock, Henrietta Brewer
Cottage (wife of John Brewer Jr) (Redclyffe Shore Motel) and Sewall Memorial Congregational Church, with its roots
in 1817. Up five miles along Coastal Route 1 is devil’s head, a high rocky bluff overlooking the river and landmark for
watercraft. There is a nice trail and picnic site next to the water.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3095:

Q2. Answer for example 3096: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase devil’s head in Example 3095 and Example 3096 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1549
3097. Target phrase: legal standing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26153097

The practice is common throughout areas of the United States susceptible to large amounts of snow and where curb-
side parking on residential streets is the norm, especially in the Northeast. The items used have sometimes been referred
to as the Pittsburgh Parking Chair, due to their common use in Pittsburgh and its nearby suburbs. While such ”ad hoc”
parking restrictions have no legal standing in the city of Pittsburgh, common and long standing community tradition
supports their use. As the ”parking chair” is part of the culture of the city, local police generally turn a blind eye to these
impromptu markers, which under legal jurisdiction, technically qualify as ”abandoned furniture.”
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3098. Target phrase: legal standing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41922124

Macaire maintained he did not attend a protest, but a vigil for victims of the plane crash and noted that ”arresting
diplomats is of course illegal”. Iranian judges called on the government to expel Macaire by declaring him persona non
grata as placards and cutouts of him were burnt, and protesters chanting ’Death to the UK’ outside the British Embassy
in the capital Tehran. This is not thought to be a formal declaration and so does not have any legal standing with
regard to his diplomatic status. Personal life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3097:

Q2. Answer for example 3098: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase legal standing in Example 3097 and Example 3098 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1550
3099. Target phrase: smiling figure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=994480

Before 1920, The University of Washington had two mascots, the Indians and Vikings. In 1920, the Associated
Students of the University of Washington (ASUW) voted to approve ”Sundodger” as its official mascot. The mascot
consisted of a smiling figure holding an umbrella, which was probably ahead of its time for 1920. The Sundodger was
likely chosen as a tongue-in-cheek allusion to the city of Seattle’s rainy weather.

3100. Target phrase: smiling figure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1791887

Music video. A black-and-white music video was made featuring live action and animation. Les Claypool is seen as a
bartender pouring milk for an elderly man dressed as a cat and a smiling figure. The animation featured a female cat
strolling into an alley filled with numerous tomcats while the titular Tommy relays what happened.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3099:

Q2. Answer for example 3100: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase smiling figure in Example 3099 and Example 3100 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1551
3101. Target phrase: specific section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=647587

Shockley operated the station through a local marketing agreement (LMA) until Shockley successfully purchased it
outright in December 1998. WYOW does not maintain any news-related personnel at its Eagle River office. However,
there is a specific section on WAOW’s website featuring ”Northwoods 34” branded headlines as provided through
WAOW’s regional coverage. WMOW.

3102. Target phrase: specific section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60570740
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Bazaars. The main economic activity in the cities was performed by the merchants (Middle Persian: ”wāzarganan”)
and took place in the bazaars. In the Sasanian-era bazaars, each group of artisans had its own specific section, called
”rāste” in Persian. We know this information from the Denkard, which talks about the rules that existed ”about the
series of shops in the bazaar belonging to various artisans.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3101:

Q2. Answer for example 3102: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific section in Example 3101 and Example 3102 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1552
3103. Target phrase: standard limit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=83464

Lalaine’s character Miranda did not appear in the last 6 episodes filmed for the second season, or ”The Lizzie McGuire
Movie”, due to Lalaine leaving the series early to work on other projects such as ”You Wish!”. and Radio Disney Concert
Tours. Filming of the movie and series concluded in December 2002 after 65 episodes were produced; a standard limit
for Disney Channel’s series. Canceled revival.

3104. Target phrase: standard limit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22089156

For example, it would not include: Keep in mind that you cannot include any expenses that you have excluded from
gross income, there is no double benefit, in short. There is also a limit on the amount of housing expenses one can incur,
usually around 30% of the FEI exclusion times the number of days in the qualifying period, usually about $27,450 a year.
You can sometimes get more than this standard limit if you live in a high-cost locality, these limits can be found on
Form 2555. Second foreign household.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3103:

Q2. Answer for example 3104: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase standard limit in Example 3103 and Example 3104 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1553
3105. Target phrase: bordeaux region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3720749

After the operation closed, at the end of June 1944, the threat of invasion from the United States was informally kept
alive. It was revisited as Ironside II in mid-July as support for Operation Ferdinand. The invasion story was replaced
with a supposed Allied plan to increase French resistance in the bordeaux region to tie up German forces. Most of
Ironside II was ignored by the Germans, whose interest had turned away from the region.

3106. Target phrase: bordeaux region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=342848

In 1947, Mme. Loubat presented two magnums of 1938 Pétrus to the Lord Mayor of London, who had come to
Pomerol for a visit, for the wedding of Princess Elizabeth. After the 1956 winter frost that devastated the grapevines of
the bordeaux region and killed two-thirds of the Pétrus vineyard, Mme. Loubat decided not to replant but to coppice
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(cut back severely) the vines on surviving rootstocks; this process of ”recépage” had been previously untried in the region;
her success ensured that the vines’ average age remained high and established a tradition that has since been followed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3105:

Q2. Answer for example 3106: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bordeaux region in Example 3105 and Example 3106 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1554
3107. Target phrase: arduous process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2408444

They began recording at the Pathé Marconi Studios in Paris, France in November 1982. After breaking for the
Christmas holidays, they completed the album in New York City the following summer. The making of ”Undercover”
was an arduous process, largely because Jagger and Richards’ famous mid-1980s row began during these sessions. Jag-
ger was keenly aware of new styles and wanted to keep The Rolling Stones current and experimental, while Richards was
seemingly more focused on the band’s rock and blues roots.

3108. Target phrase: arduous process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12233278

An AOC is valuable. It shows the relevant NAA’s acceptance of the operator’s personnel, infrastructure and pro-
cedures. In most jurisdictions an AOC may be sold or acquired to avoid the arduous process of gaining regulator
acceptance for a new AOC. To this end, a failed airline can be sold as a going concern and then changed into another
business.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3107:

Q2. Answer for example 3108: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase arduous process in Example 3107 and Example 3108 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1555
3109. Target phrase: country number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16540031

Life expectancy at birth. In 2015 the life expectancy at birth, total was 69.59 years. Iraq was ranked as country number
125 in the world which is lower than all the neighbor countries. For females it was 71.85 years ranked as country number
127 higher than that for males which was 67,44 years but ranked as country number 115.

3110. Target phrase: country number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39522263

”The Battle of New Orleans” tied with ”The Three Bells” for the most weeks spent at number one by a song during
the year. Both tracks also topped ”Billboard”s all-genres chart, the Hot 100. Despite the success of ”The Three Bells”,
it would prove to be the only country number one for the Browns. Of the nine acts who topped the chart in 1959,
seven have been inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame: Ray Price, Jim Reeves, Johnny Cash, George Jones, the
Browns, Faron Young and Marty Robbins.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3109:

Q2. Answer for example 3110: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase country number in Example 3109 and Example 3110 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1556
3111. Target phrase: whatever rank

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=75714

Any nine-high hand can be called ”a nine”, and is defeated by any ”eight”. Two cards are frequently used: the
hand 8-6-5-4-2 can be called ”an eight-six” and will defeat ”an eight-seven” such as 8-7-5-4-A. A wild card plays as
whatever rank would make the lowest hand. Thus, in 6-5-Joker-2-A, the joker plays as a 3, while in Joker-5-4-3-2 it
would play as a 7 (an ace or six would make a straight).

3112. Target phrase: whatever rank

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3238427

Scottish Freemasonry has developed a distinct and unique character, even by comparison with the other British Grand
Lodges. The ”Grand Master” of the constitution bears the unique title ”Grand Master Mason”, an office which has been
held by many distinguished members of Scottish society. Unlike other Regular Masonic jurisdictions all members, of
whatever rank, are addressed simply as ”Brother”. The usual and more complex masonic titles are used in Scotland,
but attach to the office, not the individual.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3111:

Q2. Answer for example 3112: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whatever rank in Example 3111 and Example 3112 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1557
3113. Target phrase: preferred weapon

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5295304

The use of this class has faded from its peak in the first half of the 20th century as the roles and weaponry of small
combatants have evolved (in conjunction with technological advances in propulsion reliability and efficiency). Back-
ground. As the industrial revolution progressed, steam-powered steel ships replaced sail-powered wooden ships; but naval
artillery remained the preferred weapon. The first large warship to be sunk by a torpedo was the Chilean ironclad in
1891.

3114. Target phrase: preferred weapon

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7799369

Jonathan says he’s tired of being Kevin and wants to be Jeyun; the class agrees. Street Wars is a three-week-long
squirt gun assassination tournament. If you sign up, you receive an envelope containing your ID card and your target
and their preferred weapon of choice. She meets up with Agent Tuna for some training with Street Wars.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3113:

Q2. Answer for example 3114: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase preferred weapon in Example 3113 and Example 3114 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1558
3115. Target phrase: major supporters

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=755970

Ridwan tried to profit from this by engaging in it as little as possible, though he then left the Muslim forces’ side by
buying a pardon from the Crusaders, angering his subjects and the Muslim rulers. Meanwhile, Ridwan asked Mawdud to
lift his siege of Turbessel and come to his aid in Aleppo. However, Ridwan did not allow the Seljuk army inside the city
and imprisoned Ibn al-Khashshab and his major supporters. Yet again, Ridwan did not join the Muslim expeditions,
and the Seljuk army left Syria in August 1111 without fighting a single battle.

3116. Target phrase: major supporters

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42595185

They said that fewer than 3,000 inmates statewide were eligible to petition for resentencing, and that many of these
had already served long sentences, making them older and less likely to return to crime (which is committed primarily
by younger people). Supporters noted the proposition could save California more than $100 million per year in prison
costs and reduce overcrowding of prisons. major supporters included District Attorneys Steve Cooley, George Gascon
and Jeffrey F Rosen, Mike Romano, the NAACP, and the Democratic Party. Opposition.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3115:

Q2. Answer for example 3116: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major supporters in Example 3115 and Example 3116 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1559
3117. Target phrase: whole purpose

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52280289

Heavier turbines are also prone to higher malfunction rates which results in higher maintenance costs. In addition, the
bigger the turbine is, the more resources that will have to be invested in transporting the massive parts from the factory
to where they will be deployed. This is very rarely a viable option since it defeats the whole purpose of affordable
alternative energy. Betz’s law.

3118. Target phrase: whole purpose

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2159609

Alison contrasts ”getting right” the theory of atonement with ”undergoing atonement”:if you have a theory of atone-
ment – something grasped – you have something that people can ”get right,” and then be on the inside of the good guys.
”We’re the people who are covered by the blood; we’re the ones who are okay, the ones who are good; and then there are
those others who aren’t.” […] But the whole purpose of the Christian understanding is that we shouldn’t identify too
soon with the good guys. On the contrary, we are people who are constantly undergoing ”I AM” – that is to say, God –
coming towards us one who is offering forgiveness as our victim.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3117:

Q2. Answer for example 3118: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole purpose in Example 3117 and Example 3118 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1560
3119. Target phrase: perfect example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1031191

Abu Omar case. On 17 February 2003, Hassan Mustafa Osama Nasr (aka ”Abu Omar”) was kidnapped by the
CIA in Milan (Italy), and deported to Egypt. His case has been characterized by the Swiss senator Dick Marty as a
”perfect example of extraordinary rendition”. Abu Omar was kidnapped as he walked to his mosque in Milan for noon
prayers.

3120. Target phrase: perfect example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22852329

31. It was ultimately certified as Gold. Allmusic described the album as the ”perfect example of what Milsap was
about in his middle period. There’s humility in his confidence and a genuine empathy in his croon.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3119:

Q2. Answer for example 3120: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase perfect example in Example 3119 and Example 3120 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1561
3121. Target phrase: last stronghold

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=158329

In 1604, a few months after its inauguration by the Bishop of Mechelen, the new chapel was looted by Northern troops.
The statue was secured by Jesuits. Two months later the Protestants were chased out of Ostend, their last stronghold
in the Southern Netherlands. Again, this victory was attributed to the Holy Virgin.

3122. Target phrase: last stronghold

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10947320

Once the extermination of the Caspian tiger was almost complete, the farmers followed, clearing forests and planting
crops. Due to intensive hunting and deforestation, the Caspian tiger retreated first from the lush lowlands to the forested
ranges, then to the marshes around some of the larger rivers, and finally, deeper into the mountains, until it almost
certainly became extinct. The last stronghold of the Caspian tiger in the former Soviet Union was in the Tigrovaya
Balka area, in Tajikistan. Though the tigers were reported as being found here until the mid-1950s, the reliability of
these claims is unknown.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3121:

Q2. Answer for example 3122: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase last stronghold in Example 3121 and Example 3122 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1562
3123. Target phrase: significant expense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10165481

Critics [who?] allege that low-grade fiber fillers actually aggravate the intestinal walls instead of promoting health,
and that carnivores such as cats are not able to effectively digest plant-derived fibers in their hindgut. In rare cases,
contaminated fillers have led to large-scale recalls at significant expense to the pet food companies. Two examples are
aflatoxin on corn in the 2006 Diamond Dog Food Recall and melamine, which may have contaminated wheat gluten and
other protein concentrates in the 2007 pet food recalls.

3124. Target phrase: significant expense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=796977

Clearcast has also taken over management of the Attribution System from the board of TV Eye, as well as managing
additional commercial and administration contracts and services going forward. The BACC process. Advertising agen-
cies submit pre-production scripts before any significant expense is incurred in the production of a TV commercial to
the BACC. Once submitted the agencies allocated Copy Group Executive will give initial comments on the script detail-
ing broadcast timing restrictions, advice on the appropriate use of specific shots or imagery and requesting substantiation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3123:

Q2. Answer for example 3124: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase significant expense in Example 3123 and Example 3124 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1563
3125. Target phrase: 2000 edition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29350192

The 2001 CAF Cup was the 10th edition of the CAF Cup, the African continental club competition for runners up of
the respective domestic leagues. It was won by Algerian team JS Kabylie who beat Étoile Sportive du Sahel of Tunisia
on the away goals rule in the final, after the two teams finished level on aggregate 2-2. It was the second year in a row
that JS Kabylie’s won the competition after also winning the 2000 edition. First round.

3126. Target phrase: 2000 edition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1589312

This featured Blakey retiring to Spain with his sister Dorothy (played by Pat Coombs). In the 1990s, Blakey (or a
very similar-looking character) appeared regularly on Jim Davidson’s version of ”The Generation Game” on BBC One.
In addition, Lewis played a coach driver with very similar characteristics to Blakey in a 2000 edition of ITV’s 1970s-set
sitcom ”The Grimleys”. He also appeared in ”Manhunt” in a rare villainous role.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3125:

Q2. Answer for example 3126: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2000 edition in Example 3125 and Example 3126 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1564
3127. Target phrase: extensive series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2308567

The road primarily serves the radar station and, unlike the road on Mount Ainslie, is unavailable to the public.
However, there are popular walking trails which lead to the top of the mountain from and Hackett. There is also an
extensive series of single track bicycle trails on the eastern side, in an area known as the Majura Pines. The hill is
covered with native Australian trees, mostly eucalyptus, but is also home to a large number of highly sensitive rare plant
species, including up to 26 species of terrestrial orchids.

3128. Target phrase: extensive series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17029793

His First Symphony, Op. 4 was premiered in 1909 by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Heinrich
Schulz. The Symphony was very well received in the press and this resulted in an extensive series of performances of
his pieces throughout Europe and America. Arlesheim 1915-1922.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3127:

Q2. Answer for example 3128: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extensive series in Example 3127 and Example 3128 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1565
3129. Target phrase: final conclusion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10865950

Following negative comments made by Greens MLC Dr John Kaye in the NSW Parliament, Russel Bailey, elder of
Redeemer Baptist Church submitted a citizen’s right of reply to the NSW Parliament. In 2008, a settlement was reached
between the school and Grahame Glossop, one of the critics of the school. Glossop stated, ”I am very happy that we were
able to bring the litigation between the school and myself to a final conclusion. I believe this has been a very stressful
period for all concerned.

3130. Target phrase: final conclusion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31464496

Estimates of Black Money in India by various organizations. In India, there is a lack of deterrent punishment for
holding black money. As per one survey Between 2008 to 2012, more than 20,000 cases of corruption were filed and only
20 percent of cases reached final conclusion. Indian economy is also called parallel economy or shadow economy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3129:

Q2. Answer for example 3130: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final conclusion in Example 3129 and Example 3130 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1566
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3131. Target phrase: rotation basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2813149

Occasionally it now broadcasts on the Hallmark Movies &amp; Mysteries Channel. While on the Hallmark Channel,
it was broadcast in rotation with the movie series ”Jane Doe”, ”Murder 101”, and ”Mystery Woman” under the umbrella
title ”Hallmark Channel Mystery Wheel”. In the UK, these movies are aired, on a rotation basis, in afternoon drama
slot on Channel 5. Story.

3132. Target phrase: rotation basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25087925

Completed in 1820 it used to have an important role for navigation, but nowadays is used primarily for irrigation and
to supply Alexandria with drinking water. Irrigation canals are classified into principal canals (”Rayah”), main canals
(first level canals), branch canals (second level canals), distribution canals (”Mesqas”, or third level canals) and irrigation
ditches (”Merwas”). Flow in the principal and main canals is continuous; in the branch and distribution canals it is on
a rotation basis. However, the government supports a process of converting some of the lower-level canals gradually to
continuous flow.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3131:

Q2. Answer for example 3132: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rotation basis in Example 3131 and Example 3132 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1567
3133. Target phrase: wrong people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41068121

On the other side Little Sooraj has been named Surjan by the society he grew up in. Being an orphan from childhood
made Surjan face a lot of consequences. He has hatred for the wrong people, but somewhere in his heart he has a soft
corner for his lost love Kiran. This love has made him a poet as well as a Gunda.

3134. Target phrase: wrong people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22612073

It was in favor of moderate land reform and of reducing rents but not of abolishing landlords. Further develop-
ments. In September 1956, Mao admitted that the purges, in particular the Futian incident, were a mistake, in which the
wrong people were killed. In 1988, President Yang Shangkun commissioned an investigation into the Futian incident,
which recommended the rehabilitation of the victims, but it was never followed up due to the Tiananmen Square protests.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3133:

Q2. Answer for example 3134: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wrong people in Example 3133 and Example 3134 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1568
3135. Target phrase: strong trend
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7443463

Emīls Dārziņš (November 3, 1875 – August 31, 1910) was a Latvian composer, conductor and music critic. Dārziņš’
work bears a distinct romantic character, with a strong trend towards national themes. His main musical authorities
and influences were Pyotr Tchaikovsky and Jean Sibelius.

3136. Target phrase: strong trend

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26406489

From 1961 to 2003, the global ocean temperature has risen by 0.10 °C from the surface to a depth of 700 m. For
example, the temperature of the Antarctic Southern Ocean rose by 0.17 °C (0.31 °F) between the 1950s and the 1980s,
nearly twice the rate for the world’s oceans as a whole. There is variability both year-to-year and over longer time scales,
with global ocean heat content observations showing high rates of warming for 1991 to 2003, but some cooling from 2003
to 2007. Nevertheless, there is a strong trend during the period of reliable measurements. Increasing heat content in
the ocean is also consistent with sea level rise, which is occurring mostly as a result of thermal expansion of the ocean
water as it warms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3135:

Q2. Answer for example 3136: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strong trend in Example 3135 and Example 3136 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1569
3137. Target phrase: defense mechanisms

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=573321

Due to its short half-life and tendency to remain bound to cells upon secretion, hemolysin has scarcely been identified
in ”Serratia.” However, some studies employing more accurate detection techniques have evidenced hemolytic activity
in almost all strains of ”Serratia”. Plant chitinases are used as defense mechanisms against plant pathogens with
which ”Serratia” shares their plant habitat. Chloroperoxidase allows hydrolysis of phosphodiester bonds while alkaline
phosphatases are involved in cell signaling processes.

3138. Target phrase: defense mechanisms

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23797723

An additional criticism regarding supportive psychotherapy addresses only problems and conflicts that the patient is
aware of. Other types of psychotherapy rely on less direct measures, such as identifying unconscious conflicts. Support-
ive psychotherapy looks at abstract entities such as defense mechanisms only when they seem maladaptive. Changes
brought about through more supportive types of psychotherapy were seen by critics as behavioral, meaning more transient
and specific to the symptoms and not indicative of permanent personality change.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3137:

Q2. Answer for example 3138: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase defense mechanisms in Example 3137 and Example 3138 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1570
3139. Target phrase: whole course
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33850724

Scuderi was taken prisoner with other Italian Salesians by the British, since Italy had entered World War II on the side
of Germany. He spent time in several camps all over India: Fort William (Calcutta), Ahmednagar, Deolali, Dehradun,
and finally Purandar. The Salesians in these camps even underwent a whole course of theology and received ordination.
In Purandar, Scuderi even began schools for children of the prisoners, of the servants, and of the sweepers.

3140. Target phrase: whole course

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43073289

McAleer Creek has the name of Hugh McAleer, a pioneer landowner. Course. McAleer Creek rises on the southeast
side of Lake Ballinger and for its whole course runs generally southeast. It first flows through Nile Golf Course in
Mountlake Terrace.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3139:

Q2. Answer for example 3140: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole course in Example 3139 and Example 3140 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1571
3141. Target phrase: next tier

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51058370

2016. The second edition of Ultra Bali took place during 15–16 September 2016 at the Potato Head Beach Club in
Bali, Indonesia once again. Early-bird tickets went on sale on 8 July 2016 and the next tier of tickets followed after.
The phase one lineup for Ultra Bali’s second edition was announced on 17 July 2016 and included the likes of Afrojack,
deadmau5, Dubfire, Martin Garrix, Galantis, Gryffin, Jauz, Marshmello, Matador, Nic Fanciulli, Nicole Moudaber, Re-
boot, Technasia, and Thomas Jack.

3142. Target phrase: next tier

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1877672

The parish of Firle lies within the Ouse Valley and Ringmer ward of Lewes District Council which returns three
seats to the council. The election on 4 May 2007 elected two Liberal Democrats and one Conservative. East Sussex
County Council is the next tier of government, for which Firle is within the Ouse Valley East division. The council has
responsibility for education, libraries, social services, civil registration, trading standards and transport.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3141:

Q2. Answer for example 3142: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next tier in Example 3141 and Example 3142 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1572
3143. Target phrase: multiple family members

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26995916

One of the victims is believed to have died after their unfastened life vest trapped them underneath the boat. Only
one of the victims who wore a life vest survived. Not all of the students who attended the training were able to swim, as
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attested to by multiple family members. Some officials, especially Shamsir Mohamed, officer of Marine Department
(northern region) and Lai Chew Hock, chairman of Penang Dragon Boat Association, voiced concerns about the suitabil-
ity of the area for water sports.

3144. Target phrase: multiple family members

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15075896

Variants in the ”PALB2” gene are associated with an increased risk of developing breast cancer of magnitude similar
to that associated with BRCA2 mutations and ”PALB2”-deficient cells are sensitive to PARP inhibitors. ”PALB2” was
recently identified as a susceptibility gene for familial pancreatic cancer by scientists at the Sol Goldman Pancreatic
Cancer Research Center at Johns Hopkins. This has paved for the way for developing a new gene test for families where
pancreatic cancer occurs in multiple family members. Tests for PALB2 have been developed by Ambry Genetics and
Myriad Genetics that are now available.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3143:

Q2. Answer for example 3144: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase multiple family members in Example 3143 and Example 3144 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1573
3145. Target phrase: second largest type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=100390

Supernumeraries devote a portion of their day to prayer, in addition to attending regular meetings and taking part
in activities such as retreats. Due to their career and family obligations, supernumeraries are not as available to the
organization as the other types of faithful, but they typically contribute financially to Opus Dei, and they lend other
types of assistance as their circumstances permit. Numeraries, the second largest type of the faithful of Opus Dei,
comprise about 20% of total membership. Numeraries are celibate members who give themselves in ”full availability”
(”plena disponibilitas”) for the official undertakings of the Prelature.

3146. Target phrase: second largest type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63369198

The Kirrule”-type ferries (or Kubu-class) - Kiandra, Kirrule and Kubu” - were three identical K-class ferries that
operated on Sydney Harbour by Sydney Ferries Limited. The three steam ferries were built in 1910, 1911 and 1912 at
the height of the boom in ferry traffic across Sydney Harbour prior to the opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. They
were the second largest type of inner harbour vessels and built for the rapidly increasing North Shore demand. Sydney
Ferries Limited generally choose Australian Aboriginal names for the early twentieth ”K-class” steamers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3145:

Q2. Answer for example 3146: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second largest type in Example 3145 and Example 3146 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1574
3147. Target phrase: planned system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46671853
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The tunnelling units were occupied in offensive and defensive mining involving the placing and maintaining of mines
under enemy lines, as well as other underground work such as the construction of deep dugouts for troop accommodation,
the digging of subways, saps (a narrow trench dug to approach enemy trenches), cable trenches and underground cham-
bers for signals and medical services. Background. By January 1915 it had become evident to the BEF at the Western
Front that the Germans were mining to a planned system. As the British had failed to develop suitable counter-tactics
or underground listening devices before the war, field marshals French and Kitchener agreed to investigate the suitability
of forming British mining units.

3148. Target phrase: planned system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26973

Parks and protected areas around the bay include Eden Landing Ecological Reserve, Hayward Regional Shoreline, Don
Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge, Hayward Shoreline Interpretive Center, Crown Memorial State
Beach, Eastshore State Park, Point Isabel Regional Shoreline, Brooks Island Regional Shoreline, and César Chávez Park.
The California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) has developed a safe eating advisory for
fish caught in the San Francisco Bay based on levels of mercury or PCBs found in local species. The San Francisco Bay
Area Water Trail is a planned system of designated trailheads designed to improve non-motorized small boat access
to the bay. The California Coastal Conservancy approved funding in March 2011 to begin implementation of the water
trail.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3147:

Q2. Answer for example 3148: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase planned system in Example 3147 and Example 3148 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1575
3149. Target phrase: first access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32882323

Early in the spring, the males are solitary or clustered in small groups, but by late summer they gather in swarms of
thousands of bees. Within these swarms there are head-on collisions between bees as they search for females and flowers.
While foraging, ”L. zephyrus” searches for flowers, sometimes even forcing them open in order to get first access to the
pollen. Males have been seen landing on small pebbles and small objects as if they were females and have been observed
mating as young as 4 days old up until death.

3150. Target phrase: first access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46523681

Once circulation is established, the patient is able to be transferred, for further investigation and intervention, to
facilities such as a cardiac cath lab and an intensive care unit. Extracorporeal life support (ECLS) systems differ from
traditional, theatre based, cardiac bypass machines in that they are portable and utilise percutaneous access as opposed
to catheters which are surgically inserted into an open chest. The first access enters the femoral vein at the groin
and is extended superiorly to the right atrium. The second line enters the ipsilateral or contralateral femoral artery and
advanced to the distal aorta.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3149:

Q2. Answer for example 3150: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first access in Example 3149 and Example 3150 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1576
3151. Target phrase: crucial part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8665966

He cemented his place in the senior side, missing only one game in 2009. 2010 was the highlight of Toovey’s AFL
career. He played every game, becoming a crucial part of the Collingwood backline as the club won its 15th AFL/VFL
premiership. In 2011 Toovey missed a month of football due to a broken finger.

3152. Target phrase: crucial part

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=403676

Social significance. Gesturing is probably universal; there has been no report of a community that does not gesture.
Gestures are a crucial part of everyday conversation such as chatting, describing a route, negotiating prices on a market;
they are ubiquitous. Gestures are learned embodied cultural practices that can function as a way to interpret ethnic,
gender, and sexual identity.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3151:

Q2. Answer for example 3152: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase crucial part in Example 3151 and Example 3152 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1577
3153. Target phrase: fine condition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=794390

It was owned by the Windle brothers between 1818 and 1852 who used it for grinding knives and razors, after which
it was sold to the Water Company. The mill was in regular use until 1918, but a survey in 1934 revealed that the internal
machinery had been dismantled. The pond that served the Wolf Wheel is still in fine condition and has received much
attention from the RVCG. It is one of four dams that are used by fishermen in the valley and surrounding wildlife includes
dragonflies such as the common darter ”Sympetrum striolatum” and the common hawker, ”Aeshna juncea”.

3154. Target phrase: fine condition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40182622

Collectors seeking one double eagle per year of mintage will find it expensive to fill the 1886 entry, a year in which
double eagles were only struck at Philadelphia, and just 1,000 business strikes and 106 proof pieces were issued. The
2015 edition of R.S. Yeoman’s ”A Guide Book of United States Coins” lists the 1886 in Very fine condition (VF-20) at
$22,500. References.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3153:

Q2. Answer for example 3154: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fine condition in Example 3153 and Example 3154 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1578
3155. Target phrase: marine life
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56683615

Seabirds and marine life (2010–2013). The months-long Deepwater Horizon oil spill that began in April 2010 in the
coastal waters of the Gulf of Mexico resulted in about 600,000 to 800,000 bird mortalities. Dolphins and other species of
marine life continued to die in record numbers into 2013. Birds (2011).

3156. Target phrase: marine life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57487621

Born and raised in Scarborough, Toronto, Ontario, Nick Reynoldson’s humor is based on his own life. Exclaim Maga-
zine called him “...a staple of Toronto’s comedy scene” during his New-Faces Showcase at JFL 42. Topics of Reynoldson’s
comedy include being mixed race, dating, and his love of animals and marine life. Knowing his roots, Reynoldson rep-
resents Scarborough proud and he incorporates his home town into his comedy sets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3155:

Q2. Answer for example 3156: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase marine life in Example 3155 and Example 3156 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1579
3157. Target phrase: key items

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17655379

Tour operators are expected to comply with KINAPA guide and porter regulations. A typical climbing group of 2
trekkers will have one guide, one assistant guide, 6 porters (3 for each climber) and one cook. Porters are responsible for
carrying a trekkers gear as well as key items like tents, water and cooking supplies. It is customary to tip guides and
porters at the last meal on the mountain or at the end of the trip.

3158. Target phrase: key items

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4208818

The characters are seen from an overhead third-person fixed perspective. The characters navigate the mansion during
gameplay; the standard pace is a slow walk, with an option to run, but comes with a greater risk of attracting enemies.
To progress the game, the characters explore the mansion to solve puzzles and find key items. Items are displayed in
environments using flashing points of light.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3157:

Q2. Answer for example 3158: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key items in Example 3157 and Example 3158 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1580
3159. Target phrase: relatively low number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64398190

Several notable black people had a Cambridge association in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and at the end of
the eighteenth century Cambridge became a centre of abolitionist sentiment. From the end of the nineteenth century the
university started to admit black students in larger numbers. In recent decades, however, the relatively low number
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of black students admitted to the university has become a topic of media comment and public concern. The lives of
Cambridge-born black people are less fully documented than those of Cambridge students.

3160. Target phrase: relatively low number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2920810

There are three disulfide bonds in C5a, the �-chain has 15 half-Cystines, and the �-chain has only 6 half-Cystines.
This comparatively low level of stabilizing disulfide bridges may provide a partial explanation for the irreversible confor-
mational change imparted on C5 after cleavage to C5a and C5b. In addition, the relatively low number of disulfide
bonds could account for instability of C5 when exposed to chaotropic agents such as potassium thiocyanate. Electron
micrographs of negatively stained C5 indicate that the protein is irregular in shape and contains several lobes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3159:

Q2. Answer for example 3160: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase relatively low number in Example 3159 and Example 3160 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1581
3161. Target phrase: major section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3306324

Under Ljungberg’s direction, the youth wing National Youth was built up in 1939. In 1941, Engdahl broke away from
SNF. Along with him left many prominent party members, like Ljungberg, and a major section of the youth wing.
Engdahl and his followers formed Swedish Opposition.

3162. Target phrase: major section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63246109

The book is a compilation of various annals recording the acts of the kings of Israel and Judah by a Deuteronomic
compiler in the seventh century BCE, with a supplement added in the sixth century BCE. This chapter records Jehu’s
massacres of the sons of Ahab, the kinsmen of Ahaziah the king of Judah and the Baal worshippers linked to Jezebel.
The narrative is a part of a major section 2 Kings 9:1–15:12 covering the period of Jehu’s dynasty. Text.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3161:

Q2. Answer for example 3162: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major section in Example 3161 and Example 3162 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1582
3163. Target phrase: major section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3306324

Under Ljungberg’s direction, the youth wing National Youth was built up in 1939. In 1941, Engdahl broke away from
SNF. Along with him left many prominent party members, like Ljungberg, and a major section of the youth wing.
Engdahl and his followers formed Swedish Opposition.

3164. Target phrase: major section
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63393820

The book is a compilation of various annals recording the acts of the kings of Israel and Judah by a Deuteronomic
compiler in the seventh century BCE, with a supplement added in the sixth century BCE. This chapter records the reigns
of Jehu’s son, Jehoahaz, and Jehu’s grandson, Jehoash, in the kingdom of Israel during the reign of Jehoash, the king of
Judah, as well as the events around the death of Elisha. The narrative is a part of a major section 2 Kings 9:1–15:12
covering the period of Jehu’s dynasty. Text.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3163:

Q2. Answer for example 3164: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major section in Example 3163 and Example 3164 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1583
3165. Target phrase: major section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3306324

Under Ljungberg’s direction, the youth wing National Youth was built up in 1939. In 1941, Engdahl broke away from
SNF. Along with him left many prominent party members, like Ljungberg, and a major section of the youth wing.
Engdahl and his followers formed Swedish Opposition.

3166. Target phrase: major section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64164703

The book is a compilation of various annals recording the acts of the kings of Israel and Judah by a Deuteronomic
compiler in the seventh century BCE, with a supplement added in the sixth century BCE. This chapter records the
events during the reigns of Azariah (Uzziah) and his son, Jotham, the kings of Judah, as well as of Zechariah, Shallum,
Menahem, Pekahiah and Pekah, the kings of Israel. Twelve first verses of the narrative belong to a major section 2
Kings 9:1–15:12 covering the period of Jehu’s dynasty. Text.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3165:

Q2. Answer for example 3166: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major section in Example 3165 and Example 3166 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1584
3167. Target phrase: major section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3306324

Under Ljungberg’s direction, the youth wing National Youth was built up in 1939. In 1941, Engdahl broke away from
SNF. Along with him left many prominent party members, like Ljungberg, and a major section of the youth wing.
Engdahl and his followers formed Swedish Opposition.

3168. Target phrase: major section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63226181

The book is a compilation of various annals recording the acts of the kings of Israel and Judah by a Deuteronomic
compiler in the seventh century BCE, with a supplement added in the sixth century BCE. This chapter records Jehu’s
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anointing as the next king of Israel and his assassinations of Jehoram the king of Israel, Ahaziah the king of Judah and
Jezebel the queen mother of Israel. The narrative is a part of a major section 2 Kings 9:1–15:12 covering the period of
Jehu’s dynasty. Text.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3167:

Q2. Answer for example 3168: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major section in Example 3167 and Example 3168 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1585
3169. Target phrase: intense interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26372272

Under the WHO-2004 classification scheme, c-SCLC is the only recognized variant of SCLC. Histogenesis. The exact
mechanisms and histogenesis of lung cancers are topics of intense interest and research. It is currently thought that
most cases of lung cancer probably occur after damage to genomic DNA causes malignant transformation of a single
multipotent cell.

3170. Target phrase: intense interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47818534

Besides the Adelantado the principal leaders were Carlos de Arellano, Major-general Sancho Martínez de Leyva and
General Admiral Diego de Brochero. Rumours were rife and long before its actual departure, reports were reaching the
Spanish authorities of the disembarkation of their troops in O’Neill’s territory. In Lisbon Cornelius O’Mulrian followed
with intense interest the preparations of the new armada. According to the reports the nuncio was sending to Rome,
the invasion of Ireland was imminent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3169:

Q2. Answer for example 3170: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase intense interest in Example 3169 and Example 3170 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1586
3171. Target phrase: redrawn map

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7049805

”The Children of Húrin” was published on 17 April 2007, by HarperCollins in the United Kingdom and Canada, and
by Houghton Mifflin in the United States. Alan Lee, illustrator of other fantasy works by J. R. R. Tolkien (”The Hobbit”
and ”The Lord of the Rings”) created the jacket painting, as well as the illustrations within the book. Christopher Tolkien
also included an excursus on the evolution of the tale, several genealogical tables, and a redrawn map of Beleriand. J.R.R.

3172. Target phrase: redrawn map

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8816182

In all of its configurations, it has been a Democratic stronghold. Its previous incarnation was dominated by black
voters in Charlotte, Greensboro, and Winston-Salem. The redrawn map made the 12th a compact district comprising
nearly all of Mecklenburg County, except the southeast quadrant. Due to Charlotte’s heavy swing to the Democrats in
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recent years, the reconfigured 12th is no less Democratic than its predecessor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3171:

Q2. Answer for example 3172: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase redrawn map in Example 3171 and Example 3172 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1587
3173. Target phrase: every size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6319249

William Bennett and Joel Gurin’s ”The Dieter’s Dilemma” (1982), and Janet Polivy and C. Peter Herman’s ”Breaking
The Diet Habit” (1983) argued that everybody has a natural weight and set-point, and that dieting for weight loss does
not work. According to Lindo Bacon, in ”Health at Every Size” (2008), the basic premise of HAES is that ”well-being
and healthy habits are more important than any number on the scale.” Emily Nagoski, in her book ”Come as You Are”
(2015)”,” promoted the idea of Health at every size for improving women’s self-confidence and sexual well-being. Science.

3174. Target phrase: every size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54296578

Named the Pandoravirus, humans and animals who came into contact with it mutated into horrific abominations. By
the late 2020s, a global apocalypse began when melting polar icecaps released the Pandoravirus into the world’s oceans.
The alien virus quickly dominated the oceans, mutating sea creatures of every size into hybrid alien monsters capable
of crawling on to land. The oceans transformed in alien ways after which the Pandoravirus began to infect the world’s
landmasses with an airborne mutagenic mist.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3173:

Q2. Answer for example 3174: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every size in Example 3173 and Example 3174 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1588
3175. Target phrase: lower position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19543884

They introduced a forward, superfiring single 5 inch gun and retained the tall bridge structure. The impact of the
”Tomozuru” incident, which exposed the instability of contemporary Japanese warship designs, affected the ”Hatsuharu”s
and the two that had been completed and four more under construction were significantly redesigned. The forward single
gun was moved aft to a lower position, the bridge and other structures were reduced or removed and ballast was added.
Displacement increased to 2,090 tons and speed was consequently reduced.

3176. Target phrase: lower position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12444661

The climbing technique employed by the species is described as ‘inching’ by which the lower foot is lifted and brought
to the level of the upper foot prior to the upper being moved higher. Such a technique differs from some other scanso-
rial birds which lift their feet from the substrate simultaneously in a hopping or hitching fashion. Once White-browed
Treecreepers reach the uppermost portions of a tree they glide down to a lower position on a nearby tree to recommence
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climbing. The species also frequently forages on the ground among logs and leaf litter.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3175:

Q2. Answer for example 3176: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower position in Example 3175 and Example 3176 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1589
3177. Target phrase: good appearance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1448709

The selection of a shielding gas depends on several factors, including the type of material being welded, joint design,
and desired final weld appearance. Argon is the most commonly used shielding gas for GTAW, since it helps prevent
defects due to a varying arc length. When used with alternating current, argon shielding results in high weld quality
and good appearance. Another common shielding gas, helium, is most often used to increase the weld penetration in
a joint, to increase the welding speed, and to weld metals with high heat conductivity, such as copper and aluminum.

3178. Target phrase: good appearance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16922164

Fixtures &amp; Results Copa Colombia 2008. Fixtures &amp; Results Copa Santander Libertadores 2008 fixtures.
Atlético Nacional made a good appearance in the 2008 Copa Libertadores representing Colombia. In the group stage
they held the first place for the first five games, then in the last one when they faced São Paulo they went back down to
second place, making them the last team of the qualifiers to the second round.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3177:

Q2. Answer for example 3178: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good appearance in Example 3177 and Example 3178 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1590
3179. Target phrase: intoxicated man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25313847

The car was built by city mechanical engineer Frank Loomis. The $2,400 vehicle was equipped with electric lights,
gongs and a stretcher. The car’s first assignment was to pick up an intoxicated man at Main and Exchange streets.
Commonly known names to describe police cars are (police) cruiser, squad car, panda car, area car and patrol car.

3180. Target phrase: intoxicated man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56816457

The song was once used for a TV commercial of the perfume ”Shalimar” by Guerlain. English singer and songwriter
Charli XCX named it as one of her five favourite songs of all time in 2013 Cover versions. Mick Harvey covered it on
his album ”intoxicated man” (1995) as the final track on that record. In 2012 it was also covered by Therion on their
album ”Les Fleurs du Mal”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3179:

Q2. Answer for example 3180: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase intoxicated man in Example 3179 and Example 3180 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1591
3181. Target phrase: exact sentence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43361854

Paresh C Palicha of ”rediff.com” rated 2/5 stars and wrote ”The film cannot be taken seriously and it turns out to
be a miserable disappointment”. ”Cochintalkies.com” rated 2/5 stars and said ”Watchable, But do not expect anything.
A movie made out of desperation that would the exact sentence to define this movie. Njangalude Veettile Adhithikal
with no doubt has a good story but mediocre script and lousy direction has ruined this movie ”Sify.com” gave ”below
average” verdict and stated ”There is no point in mincing words, Njangalude Veettile Adhithikal tests the patience of
the viewer big time.

3182. Target phrase: exact sentence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=317583

(Raffl died impoverished in Bavaria twenty years later.) Court martial and execution. Officers holding the court
martial disagreed on the exact sentence until they received a message from Milan. It was supposedly from the Viceroy,
transmitting Napoleon’s order to ”give him a fair trial and then shoot him.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3181:

Q2. Answer for example 3182: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase exact sentence in Example 3181 and Example 3182 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1592
3183. Target phrase: sugar farmers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14771201

He voted in favor of CAFTA after obtaining quotas imposed on foreign sugar until 2008. He stood behind President
Bush on August 2, 2005, as the trade agreement was signed into law. ”This is a 3 year insurance policy that I have
purchased for my sugar farmers...” he said. Drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Environment.

3184. Target phrase: sugar farmers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56063449

The Assistant Entomologist’s residence was located south of the Entomologist’s residence. The Entomological Labo-
ratory, east of the Entomologist’s residence, consisted of four rooms, with a veranda to three sides, and a small laboratory
enclosed at the end of one veranda. The laboratory building later contained a museum, holding displays of various insect
pests for the education of sugar farmers. Entomology was only one aspect of the BSES’s operations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3183:

Q2. Answer for example 3184: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase sugar farmers in Example 3183 and Example 3184 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1593
3185. Target phrase: wide majority

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28972840

Naloxone, an antagonist of the opioid receptors, exerts a biological effect only be interfering with endogenous neu-
rotransmitter (morphine) binding. ”Inverse agonists” bind to receptors and elicit the opposite effect that an agonist
would. The spectrum of drug continuum also includes ”partial agonists” and ”partial inverse agonists”, which comprise
the wide majority of neurological clinical treatments. The ultimate clinical effect of a drug can be analyzed with a
dose-response curve.

3186. Target phrase: wide majority

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=443852

However, the 1987 kidnapping of Melodie Nakachian, the daughter of local billionaire philanthropist Raymond
Nakachian and the Korean singer Kimera, focused less-favourable international media scrutiny on Marbella, even though
a police raid ultimately freed her. From the first democratic elections after the adoption of the 1978 Spanish Con-
stitution, until 1991, all the mayors of Marbella were members of the Spanish Socialist Workers Party (’El Partido
Socialista Obrero Español’ or PSOE in Spanish). In 1991, the builder and president of Atlético Madrid, Jesús Gil was
elected mayor of Marbella by a wide majority. He and his party, the right-wing populist Independent Liberal Group
(’Grupo Independiente Liberal’ or GIL in Spanish), promised to fight petty crime as well as the region’s declining prestige.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3185:

Q2. Answer for example 3186: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wide majority in Example 3185 and Example 3186 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1594
3187. Target phrase: long term benefit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2950504

Modern guidelines state that a diet of less than 1000 kcal/day should not be followed for more than 12 weeks, and
a diet of less than 600kcal/day should have medical supervision., as very-low-calorie diets can lead to sudden death by
cardiac arrest. When it was launched in 1980 the diet specified an intake of 330 kcal/day, and as recently as 2019 allowed
an intake of 450 kcal/day. While there is some evidence that these types of diets result in short term weight loss, there
is little evidence of long term benefit. There are concerns regarding the cost due to the fact that people must buy at
least two weeks of product at a time.

3188. Target phrase: long term benefit

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2449915

Under current law, both the mother and the child is automatically granted right of abode. This has drawn criticism
from Hong Kong citizens who argue that instead of wanting to give birth to their children in a better hospital, mainland
mothers are exploiting the law in order to receive right of abode. Proponents for the law, including private doctors, claim
that the law encourages medical tourism in Hong Kong thus providing long term benefit for the city. Right to travel
and enter or leave the Region.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3187:

Q2. Answer for example 3188: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long term benefit in Example 3187 and Example 3188 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1595
3189. Target phrase: like number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=68399

This is out of a pre-war population of about 340,000 that had been reduced to 245,000 through evacuations. Of
approximately 90,000 buildings in the city, 65,000 were rendered unusable and almost all the remainder received at
least light superficial damage. In Nagasaki (August 9, 1945), approximately 40,000 persons were killed or missing and
a like number injured. This was from a population of about 285,000, which had been reduced to around 230,000 by
August 1945.

3190. Target phrase: like number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3357256

Many different types of nipples are now available, including internal nipples that sit entirely within the rim and can
only be adjusted by removing the tire, as well as externally threaded nipples that thread into the rim (such as those
used by Mavic Ksyriums). The threading grasps the spoke, so turning it increases or decreases tension in the spoke and
influences the position of the hub relative to the rim. Since spoke threading and nipple threading must match, boxes of
spokes usually include a like number of nipples. Weight savings or the need for great strength due to building a wheel
with few spokes might call for obtaining different nipples from those shipped with the spokes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3189:

Q2. Answer for example 3190: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase like number in Example 3189 and Example 3190 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1596
3191. Target phrase: new application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1857283

With the hinge side lowered, the bed could be moved on casters, and they could be moved right up to the carer’s bed
when needed. Iron beds were developed in 17th century Italy to address concerns about bed bug infestation and moths.
This new application was quickly extended to children’s beds - a rockable iron bassinette (with spear-like corner posts)
has been dated to 1620–1640. Proponents promoted the supposed health benefits of iron beds.

3192. Target phrase: new application

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1971069

Deductive databases have grown out of the desire to combine logic programming with relational databases to con-
struct systems that support a powerful formalism and are still fast and able to deal with very large datasets. Deductive
databases are more expressive than relational databases but less expressive than logic programming systems. In recent
years, deductive databases such as Datalog have found new application in data integration, information extraction,
networking, program analysis, security, and cloud computing. Deductive databases reuse many concepts from logic pro-
gramming; rules and facts specified in the deductive database language Datalog look very similar to those in Prolog.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3191:

Q2. Answer for example 3192: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new application in Example 3191 and Example 3192 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1597
3193. Target phrase: full turn

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14090114

Recent research suggests that both C-DNA and B-DNA consist of two distinct nucleotide conformations, B-I and
B-II. The ratio of B-II conformation in C-DNA is more than 40%, but in B-DNA the ratio is only about 10%. C-DNA
exists as a double helix with a right-handed turn and 9.33 base pairs per full turn. Counterions such as primary amides
under basic conditions have been used in experiments to show the relationship between B and C forms of DNA.

3194. Target phrase: full turn

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1652111

The main tower is high and carries two spheres. The lower sphere holds in its bottom half a water tank of and in its
upper half there is a restaurant that accommodates 90 people, a café, a lounge and a reception hall. The upper sphere,
which rises to above sea level and completes a full turn every 30 minutes, holds a café. The second tower is high and
serves as a water tower.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3193:

Q2. Answer for example 3194: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase full turn in Example 3193 and Example 3194 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1598
3195. Target phrase: different tack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=850485

The Globe and Mail and other newspapers complained that ”Ottawa footed the bill” to embarrass itself. An article
in the Montreal Star suggest that ”the pavilion may raise some hackles in government circles”. Other journalists took a
different tack, claiming that the Pavilion was a ”dig at the white man”. Positive reaction by the mainstream press was
more commonplace.

3196. Target phrase: different tack

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4746504

Rabbi Joḥanan said in the name of Rabbi Meir that the spies began with a true report in and then spoke ill in ,
because any piece of slander needs some truth in the beginning to be heard through to the end. Rabbah interpreted
to report that Caleb won the people over with his words, for he saw that when Joshua began to address them, they
disparaged Joshua for failing to have children. So Caleb took a different tack and asked, ”Is this all that Amram’s son
[Moses] has done to us?” And as they thought that Caleb was about to disparage Moses, they fell silent.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3195:

Q2. Answer for example 3196: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase different tack in Example 3195 and Example 3196 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1599
3197. Target phrase: fixed value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=313737

[[SpamAssassin]], Policyd-weight and others use some or all of the various tests for spam, and assign a numerical score
to each test. Each message is scanned for these patterns, and the applicable scores tallied up. If the total is above a
fixed value, the message is rejected or flagged as spam. By ensuring that no single spam test by itself can flag a message
as spam, the false positive rate can be greatly reduced.

3198. Target phrase: fixed value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37412

After the Second World War, a system similar to a gold standard and sometimes described as a ”gold exchange stan-
dard” was established by the Bretton Woods Agreements. Under this system, many countries fixed their exchange rates
relative to the U.S. dollar and central banks could exchange dollar holdings into gold at the official exchange rate of $35 per
ounce; this option was not available to firms or individuals. All currencies pegged to the dollar thereby had a fixed value
in terms of gold. Starting in the 1959–1969 administration of President Charles de Gaulle and continuing until 1970,
France reduced its dollar reserves, exchanging them for gold at the official exchange rate, reducing U.S. economic influence.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3197:

Q2. Answer for example 3198: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fixed value in Example 3197 and Example 3198 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1600
3199. Target phrase: current exchange rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57125783

He said there were oversight functions that lawmakers also attend outside the country. ”We just arrived the country,
last week, from an Offshore Technology Conference. You wouldn’t believe that, with the current exchange rate, this
budget is less than N100bn, you are just seeing the figures on the surface.” ”The budget was actually N150bn in the 7th
Assembly, but it took patriotic efforts of the leadership and members of the 8th Assembly to reduce it to what it is now.

3200. Target phrase: current exchange rate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50328525

The new ”contre-garde” was required to post a bond. The ”contre-garde” was an officer responsible for the inspection
of the work in the monetary workshop and for keeping a register of the gold, silver and billon metals used in the production
of coins. He checked the financial accounts submitted by clerks and exchange dealers, and ensured that they were paid
in cash according to the current exchange rate. The ”contre-garde” was ranked organizationally one level lower than
the ”garde” or ”juge-garde”, but they replaced each other in their functions in case of absence.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3199:

Q2. Answer for example 3200: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase current exchange rate in Example 3199 and Example 3200 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1601
3201. Target phrase: comparatively small number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13242693

While outside the scope of this report (see section 1.5), the place may be of Aboriginal archaeological potential in
that it is probably sited on the same massive dune system as the Prince of Wales Hospital site where in recent years
shell middens have been unearthed through controlled archaeological investigation. The site has a documented European
occupation back to the mid-19th century. It is the location of one of a comparatively small number of large domestic
residences built in the eastern suburbs of Sydney. A succession of surveys dating from -1930s and photographs from s-s
describe the physical evolution of the site to indicate that the first permanent capital improvement was made for a stone
residence and stables for the Watkins family which has been altered, adapted and extended with addition of new buildings
over time to the present.

3202. Target phrase: comparatively small number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39106436

Relative market share indexes a firm’s or a brand’s market share against that of its leading competitor. Market
concentration, a related metric, measures the degree to which a comparatively small number of firms accounts for
a large proportion of the market. These metrics are useful in comparing a firm’s or a brand’s relative position across
different markets and in evaluating the type and degree of competition in those markets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3201:

Q2. Answer for example 3202: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase comparatively small number in Example 3201 and Example 3202 have the same meaning
or not?

Pair 1602
3203. Target phrase: powerful body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57964611

The 1st Senate of Haiti was organized from the Constituent Assembly which drafted the 1806 Constitution. After the
elected president and previous Provisional Chief Executive of Haiti Henri Christophe took up arms against the Senate, the
Senate retaliated by stripping power from Christophe and electing Alexandre Pétion as president of Haiti in early 1807.
The Senate was the first legislative body in post-revolutionary Haiti, and was designed by Pétion to be a powerful body.
However, Pétion tired of the Senate, and successfully pushed for a significant revision to the 1806 Constitution in 1816,
including authorizing him to serve as president for life, as well as the transformation of the unicameral Senate to the
bicameral National Assembly.

3204. Target phrase: powerful body

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3671519

Soraya and Takahashi went on to write the plot of ”Xenosaga Episode I”, ”Xenosaga Episode II”, and ”Xenosaga
Pied Piper”. ”Xenosaga”’s use of many religious references reflected Soraya’s interest in belief and its power. KOS-MOS
was designed by Takahashi, reflecting a reversed view of human construction, giving the character a powerful body and
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fragile soul. Several designs that were not used were created by designers Kunihiko Tanaka and Kouichi Mugitani.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3203:

Q2. Answer for example 3204: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase powerful body in Example 3203 and Example 3204 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1603
3205. Target phrase: egg hunt

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4709736

In the Rapa Nui mythology, the deity Make-make was the chief god of the birdman cult, and the other three deities
associated with it were Hawa-tuu-take-take (the Chief of the eggs, a male god), his wife Vie Hoa, and another female
deity named Vie Kenatea. Each of these four also had a servant god who was associated with them. The names of all
eight would be chanted by contestants during the various rituals preceding the egg hunt. Birdman religion.

3206. Target phrase: egg hunt

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=998068

He also co-founded the independent record label Dischord Records along with MacKaye in 1980, whose first record
was the Teen Idles. They continue to run Dischord together. The duo also comprised the projects Skewbald/Grand Union
and egg hunt; both bands recorded only one single. Nelson has also played in the bands Feedbag, Three, Wonderama,
Senator Flux, High Back Chairs, and Fast Piece of Furniture.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3205:

Q2. Answer for example 3206: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase egg hunt in Example 3205 and Example 3206 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1604
3207. Target phrase: noticeable thing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5495157

Veljko Milatović terminated the close cooperation of the Montenegrin national television with TV Belgrade and es-
tablished close links with the Zagreb TV. He appointed Momir Šljukić to take over the new TV station’s directive. A
noticeable thing was the applied Croaticization of the speech, and the commercials for the Montenegrin world were
originally made in Croatia. In 1974 he was appointed Chairman of the Montenegrin Presidency.

3208. Target phrase: noticeable thing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17934824

In 1956, the model was changed to the Messerschmitt KR200. 1956 Messerschmitt KR200. The most noticeable thing
about the KR200 is its distinctive bubble canopy, which gave rise to the term ’bubble car’. The KR200 continued Messer-
schmitt’s side-hinged canopies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3207:

Q2. Answer for example 3208: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase noticeable thing in Example 3207 and Example 3208 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1605
3209. Target phrase: live data

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35316136

Garbage collector. Garbage-first (G1) collector is a server-style garbage collector, targeted for multiprocessors with
large memories, that meets a soft real-time goal with high probability, while achieving high throughput. G1 preferentially
collects regions with the least amount of live data, or ”garbage first”. G1 is the long term replacement of CMS.

3210. Target phrase: live data

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=609459

Fort Saskatchewan is home to the Fort Air Partnership (FAP), a non-profit organization that monitors the air quality
of the airshed located immediately north and east of Edmonton. The FAP maintains 10 continuous monitoring stations,
three of which are located in Fort Saskatchewan, and 47 passive monitoring stations. Their live data is available on
their website 24 hours a day. Public transit.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3209:

Q2. Answer for example 3210: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase live data in Example 3209 and Example 3210 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1606
3211. Target phrase: particularly the right

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67324085

Aromanians do not have their own citizenship and are either full Albanian, Bulgarian, Greek, Macedonian, former-
Yugoslav or Romanian citizens. They are fluent in the various languages spoken in their countries and are integrated into
their national societies. The Aromanians limit their demands to recognition of their cultural rights, particularly the right
to learn and use their language. They listed these rights in the resolution which they adopted at the international con-
ferences held in Mannheim University (September 1985) and Freiburg University (September 1988 and July 1993), and
at the six regional conferences held in the United States of America.

3212. Target phrase: particularly the right

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21891383

She returned to Sweden in 1855. In 1859, she founded the paper ”Tidskrift för hemmet” (”Journal for the Home”) in
companionship with her friend Sophie Adlersparre with financial support of Fredrika Limnell. The paper was a feminist
publication, which argued for women’s rights, particularly the right to higher education and profession. They wrote
many of the articles themselves.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3211:
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Q2. Answer for example 3212: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particularly the right in Example 3211 and Example 3212 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1607
3213. Target phrase: incredible strength

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56914247

In a parody of ”Jurassic Park, Mr. Burns” opens up a Jurassic-themed retirement home, a park filled with elders
rejuvenated mixing their DNA with dinosaurs. He brings Springfielders to the park, showing them the new ”retirement
home”. At first they are all human, healthy and feeling young again, with incredible strength too. Once Homer raises
the temperature after Grandpa complains about the temperature being too cold with Homer also quoting ”I can’t read,
I’m on vacation” after seeing the warning sign, they transform into dinosaur versions of themselves.

3214. Target phrase: incredible strength

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28906834

At this time, the Philistines ruled over the Israelites and Samson’s decision to marry one causes great concern among
his family. He calms their concerns and travels to marry his love. On the way he is attacked by the lion and with his
incredible strength kills the lion. Later, he sees that bees have built a honeycomb in the lion’s body.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3213:

Q2. Answer for example 3214: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase incredible strength in Example 3213 and Example 3214 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1608
3215. Target phrase: greater increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=402737

1/4 live in the ”Southern Territory” that was the Nanhui District. The Northern Territory has a 6,667 population
density, while the Southern Territory has 1,732/km2. Suburbs saw a greater increase in population during 2000–2010
with the help of the city’s suburb expansion policy. Some counties in the traditional city center saw a population decrease.

3216. Target phrase: greater increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28032864

Various people have promoted the adoption of these alternative birthing positions, particularly squatting, for Western
countries, such as Grantly Dick-Read, Janet Balaskas, Moysés Paciornik and Hugo Sabatino. The adoption of these alter-
native positions is also promoted by the natural childbirth movement. The squatting position gives a greater increase
of pressure in the pelvic cavity with minimal muscular effort. The birth canal will open 20 to 30% more in a squat than
in any other position.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3215:

Q2. Answer for example 3216: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase greater increase in Example 3215 and Example 3216 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1609
3217. Target phrase: one’s soul

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14440292

Critical reception. AllMusic’s Jared Johnson stated ”contrary to its title, one of the smoothest, easiest-to-go-down
helpings of smart, contemporary Christian pop to surface in 2006.” He evoked that this album ”was a bright spot for
those who sought insightful stories that resonate within one’s soul.” ”CCM Magazine”s Kristi Henson alluded to this
album as being ”unapologetically and unabashedly straight-ahead AC”.

3218. Target phrase: one’s soul

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34382

General observances. mandates establishment of this holy day on the 10th day of the 7th month as the day of atone-
ment for sins. It calls it the Sabbath of Sabbaths and a day upon which one must afflict one’s soul. decrees that Yom
Kippur is a strict day of rest.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3217:

Q2. Answer for example 3218: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one’s soul in Example 3217 and Example 3218 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1610
3219. Target phrase: diagnostic model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1797004

Sexual addiction, also known as sex addiction, is a state characterized by [[compulsive]] participation or engagement
in [[Human sexual activity|sexual activity]], particularly [[sexual intercourse]], despite negative consequences. Proponents
of a diagnostic model for sexual addiction consider it to be one of several sex-related disorders within [[hypersexual
disorder]]. The term ”sexual dependence” is also used to refer to people who report being unable to control their [[sexual
urges]], behaviors, or thoughts.

3220. Target phrase: diagnostic model

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10346175

To solve these equations, information about the initial state in the whole domain and about the development of all
relevant quantities at the lateral boundaries is required. Initial state. To generate an initial state for the prognostic
model, a diagnostic model (Kunz, R., 1991) is applied using measured temperature and wind data. Both data can be
provided as: Time-dependent boundary conditions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3219:

Q2. Answer for example 3220: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase diagnostic model in Example 3219 and Example 3220 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1611
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3221. Target phrase: nuclear facility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2019765

Savick Brook/Ribble Link indicative of the high flood risk to the Millennium Ribble Link. The Millennium Ribble
Link is also subject to a number of local planning conditions and identified in the adopted local plan as a ’wildlife
corridor’. Both the River Ribble and Savick Brook/Ribble Link are subject to outfall from a number of sources, one
being the nuclear facility at Springfield nearby. The University of Portsmouth established the Ribble estuary has often
failed its Environmental Quality Standards (EQS) values for a number of metals and certain organic and organo-metallic
compounds (e.g.

3222. Target phrase: nuclear facility

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45709650

According to a 2021 report by a cyber-security company, ”Iran is running two surveillance operations in cyber-space,
targeting more than 1,000 dissidents”. Attacks against Iran. In June 2010, Iran was the victim of a cyber-attack when
its nuclear facility in Natanz was infiltrated by the cyber-worm ’Stuxnet’. Reportedly a combined effort by the United
States and Israel, Stuxnet destroyed perhaps over 1,000 nuclear centrifuges and, according to a ”Business Insider” article,
”[set] Tehran’s atomic programme back by at least two years.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3221:

Q2. Answer for example 3222: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase nuclear facility in Example 3221 and Example 3222 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1612
3223. Target phrase: next block

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27600743

CR 12 was originally a suffixed extension of CR 50 until 1959. At the intersection of CR 47, the elevated Copiague
Station over the street is visible to the north. The station can also be seen from the next block at the intersection of an
unnamed street leading to Railroad Avenue. The Babylon Branch finally runs along the north side of Oak Street between
Garfield and Strong Avenues, where it crosses the Copiague–Lindenhurst village line.

3224. Target phrase: next block

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12970

Roney and Trick told participants in their experiment that they were betting on either two blocks of six coin tosses,
or on two blocks of seven coin tosses. The fourth, fifth, and sixth tosses all had the same outcome, either three heads
or three tails. The seventh toss was grouped with either the end of one block, or the beginning of the next block.
Participants exhibited the strongest gambler’s fallacy when the seventh trial was part of the first block, directly after the
sequence of three heads or tails.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3223:

Q2. Answer for example 3224: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase next block in Example 3223 and Example 3224 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1613
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3225. Target phrase: conscious control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6035

In the early 3rd century, the Canons of the Apostolic Constitutions decreed that only lower clerics might still marry
after their ordination, but marriage of bishops, priests, and deacons were not allowed. Augustine’s view of sexual feelings
as sinful affected his view of women. For example, he considered a man’s erection to be sinful, though involuntary,
because it did not take place under his conscious control. His solution was to place controls on women to limit their
ability to influence men.

3226. Target phrase: conscious control

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=628486

Dreams in ”X” depict the future, the destruction of mankind. Hinoto, dreamgazer for the Dragons of Heaven, is
convinced it can be changed. Ohkawa explains it as lucid dreaming, where the individual can exert conscious control
over the dream to the point it can perform impossible feats. Kakyo of the Dragons of Earth is a dreamgazer in a per-
manent coma who lives in the dreamscape, always dreaming of the future and knowing there is nothing he can do about it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3225:

Q2. Answer for example 3226: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase conscious control in Example 3225 and Example 3226 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1614
3227. Target phrase: good deportment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23058841

In all items the team must consist of at least eight competitors on stage at all times to avoid a 5-point penalty. Further-
more, they must have a minimum of 6 competitors on stage in order to be able to compete : Figure March. A team of over
eight competitors displays intricate marching figures and patterns, while highlighting good deportment and teamwork.
Similar to that seen of ’Marching Girls’ rhythm and precision within the team must be identical and is a basic requirement.

3228. Target phrase: good deportment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=300459

The sisters relinquished luxurious jewelry and apparel which most women of the imperial court wore. Pulcheria also
provided many instruction necessary for Theodosius to be a successful emperor when he would come of age. According to
Sozomen, Pulcheria’s training of Theodosius included good deportment, horsemanship, and how to don clothes. Not
only did Pulcheria train her brother in the duties and customs of imperial office, but she also ensured that Theodosius
was trained to become a pious Christian leader.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3227:

Q2. Answer for example 3228: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good deportment in Example 3227 and Example 3228 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1615
3229. Target phrase: female division
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64594136

On 29 September, following new directives from the Government of Quebec in regards to the second wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Quebec Soccer Federation announced that the remainder of the male PLSQ season was can-
celled immediately (the female season had already been completed) with remaining matches not being played and the
final standings to be determined based on points earned per game up to that date. A.S. Blainville was the defending
champion for the male division. CS Monteuil was the defending champion for the female division, although they did
not participate due to the pandemic. A.S. Blainville won the men’s division for the fourth consecutive season and also
won their first women’s division title.

3230. Target phrase: female division

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44250499

Seven new prisons were opened between 1960 and 1971, including a maximum-security facility at Albany, following
an abrupt increase in the prisoner population in the mid- to late-1950s. In 1970, female prisoners and staff were moved
from Fremantle to the new Bandyup Women’s Prison, built at Bandyup on the outskirts of Perth. The female division,
which had been the only women’s prison in Western Australia, was subsequently used for male prisoners. New legislation
regarding probation, parole, and convicted drunkards was also introduced, which provided alternatives to imprisonment.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3229:

Q2. Answer for example 3230: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase female division in Example 3229 and Example 3230 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1616
3231. Target phrase: test material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8491792

Zenobia Dawson points out that she does not like answering questions about getting an allowance from a father when
she has neither. Namond Brice tells the teacher that he feels cheated because his class is now the same as the other
classes. Colvin and Dr. David Parenti share a concern that the test material does not speak to the students at all.
After class, Dukie confesses to Prez his own misgivings about moving up to high school.

3232. Target phrase: test material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=71020

If this bandwidth is comparable to (or more than) the width of the absorption line, then the measured extinction
coefficient will be mistaken. In reference measurements, the instrument bandwidth (bandwidth of the incident light) is
kept below the width of the spectral lines. When a test material is being measured, the bandwidth of the incident light
should also be sufficiently narrow. Reducing the spectral bandwidth reduces the energy passed to the detector and will,
therefore, require a longer measurement time to achieve the same signal to noise ratio.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3231:

Q2. Answer for example 3232: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase test material in Example 3231 and Example 3232 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1617
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3233. Target phrase: good marriage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4502770

For the next two decades, the ”girl” musicals, with popular songs by Lionel Monckton and lively books by Owen
Hall, filled the Gaiety Theatre, including ”The Shop Girl” (1894), ”The Circus Girl” (1896), ”A Runaway Girl” (1898),
”The Orchid” (1903), ”The Spring Chicken” (1905), ”The Girls of Gottenberg” (1907), ”Our Miss Gibbs” (1909), ”The
Sunshine Girl” (1912), and ”After the Girl” (1914). The heroines were independent young women who often earned
their own livings. The stories followed a familiar plot line a chorus girl breaks into high society, a shop girl makes a
good marriage. There was always a misunderstanding during act one and an engagement at the end.

3234. Target phrase: good marriage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1131368

This is an attitude of grace, an attitude that values us even knowing our failings. It is a profound relief to drop our
pretences, confess our worst feelings, and discover that we are still accepted. In a good marriage, a close family, or an
intimate friendship, we are free to be spontaneous without fearing the loss of others’ esteem. Unconditional positive regard
can be facilitated by keeping in mind Rogers’ belief that all people have the internal resources required for personal growth.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3233:

Q2. Answer for example 3234: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good marriage in Example 3233 and Example 3234 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1618
3235. Target phrase: unusually small number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34579841

According to Chen Qiguang (2013), there are more than 50,000 ”” (Flowery Miao ��) speakers in Kaiyang, Fuquan,
Longli, Guiding, Weng’an, and other counties of southeastern Guizhou. Phonology. Luobo River Miao has an unusually small number
of tones for a Hmongic language, with just three: high 55, rising 24, and falling 31. Xijia.

3236. Target phrase: unusually small number

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=507275

Following his official nomination at the Convention, Kerry received only a small bounce in the polls and remained
effectively tied with his opponent, Bush. This was the first time in recent political history that a candidate failed to
receive a substantial boost in post-convention poll numbers. Some political pundits attributed this small boost to the
unusually small number of undecided voters as compared with previous presidential elections. Debates.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3235:

Q2. Answer for example 3236: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unusually small number in Example 3235 and Example 3236 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1619
3237. Target phrase: area size
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=750943

The following table is largely based on maps from the Seattle City Clerk’s Neighborhood Atlas, but also includes desig-
nations from other sources. Annexations. Seattle annexed eight municipalities between 1905 and 1910, nearly doubling the
area size of the city. Annexations by law were begun by the annexee and had to be approved by the Seattle City Council.

3238. Target phrase: area size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67441164

Strength here is a measure of anomaly – how far outside the set confidence interval the value of the roadkill hotspot
lies. It is important to choose an appropriate scale (the diameter length containing the sum of roadkill data) to align
with the practical considerations of roadkill mitigation structure and target animal in question (if present). The species
in question and the area size of its range often dictate the scale used. Corresponding mitigation structures, e.g.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3237:

Q2. Answer for example 3238: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase area size in Example 3237 and Example 3238 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1620
3239. Target phrase: temporary period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51114502

Elections take place between 30 and 40 days before the end of the current president’s term. The president must receive
an absolute majority of votes cast; if this is not obtained in the first vote, a runoff election is held between the top two
candidates. If the president cannot fulfill his duties for a temporary period of time, the Prime Minister fills his office.
When the vacancy is permanent, the President of the paramount Court fills his office, with a new election taking place
between 30 and 45 days after the determination of the vacancy (the President of the Supreme Court is ineligible to run
in this new election).

3240. Target phrase: temporary period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36708867

The potential of a common ingroup identity to facilitate helping naturalistic groups with history of conflict was tested
at a University football game. In this experiment, salient superordinate and subgroup identities were demonstrated to
increase behavioral compliance with request for assistance from a person of different race, as explained above. However,
the reduction in bias is only shown to occur for a temporary period of time. In a laboratory experiment, racial outgroup
members sharing common superordinate identity was explored.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3239:

Q2. Answer for example 3240: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase temporary period in Example 3239 and Example 3240 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1621
3241. Target phrase: baby class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31639679
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It is located 5 km from Kitengela town on tarmac and 3 km off tarmac road i.e. 8 km from Kitengela town. The
school started from baby class up to class 4 initially and as a day school. Later on boarding facilities were put up to
cater for class 5 to 8 pupils, since they required a lot of teacher-pupil contact hours.

3242. Target phrase: baby class

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39768949

When he later goes back to school for his second attempt, he takes it way too far. Meanwhile, Jay (Ed O’Neill)
encourages Gloria (Sofia Vergara) to spend some time with Manny (Rico Rodriguez) since she feels like she is ignoring
him lately because of Joe, and he will spend some quality time with Joe. Gloria asks him to not forget to take Joe to his
baby class. On his way there, he encounters with an old high school friend of Claire’s, Rachel (Margaret Easley), and
after the little talk they have, Jay decides to skip the baby class and go with the baby to the movies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3241:

Q2. Answer for example 3242: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase baby class in Example 3241 and Example 3242 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1622
3243. Target phrase: wrong impression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43048099

The topography to the west is very complex so on 5 July Mallory and Bullock climbed the Ri Ring to get a better
perspective. They were able to examine the upper North Face and the north ridge above the North Col and considered
the latter was manageable. However, they formed a wrong impression that a high ridge ran from Everest’s North Peak
stretching away east to the Arun river. They therefore thought that any approach to the eastern side of the North Col
could not be from Rongbuk, never imagining that the glacier on the other side of the North Col would turn back into
the main Rongbuk glacier.

3244. Target phrase: wrong impression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9633777

He then sings to her, impressing her, but she leaves abruptly. He later sees her at a music class which he teaches,
and from then on, they love each other. Gokul tries to stop the marriage with Savithri in many failed attempts due to
everyone in Savithri’s family getting the wrong impression. Swapna then arrives to Savithri’s village, and it is revealed
that they are sisters.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3243:

Q2. Answer for example 3244: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wrong impression in Example 3243 and Example 3244 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1623
3245. Target phrase: complete transfer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59185524

Defender Taylor Kemp announced his retirement. The team let long-time defender Nick DeLeon go, and he found his
way to Toronto FC. Despite interest in returning Yamil Asad, the club was unable to work out an extension of his loan,
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or a complete transfer. Veteran defender Kofi Opare moved on to a new club, Travis Worra retired, and David Ousted
was released to free up cap space and in international roster spot.

3246. Target phrase: complete transfer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=769380

In 1974, the Board of Regents acquired a 52-acre (210,000 m²) parcel of land on the slopes of Diamond Head in
Waikīkī, formerly owned by the United States Army. University of Hawaii Kapiolani Community College opened its
second campus at Fort Ruger, the only college in the University of Hawaii system to have two campuses of its own. The
Board of Regents then agreed to move with a complete transfer of programs to the Fort Ruger campus and close the
Makiki campus. University of Hawaii Kapiolani Community College finally completed the transfer in the late 1980s.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3245:

Q2. Answer for example 3246: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase complete transfer in Example 3245 and Example 3246 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1624
3247. Target phrase: outside shell

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30857339

Members of the Board of Trustees or other governing body officers of a college or university, regardless of their degrees,
are entitled to wear doctor’s gowns, faced only with black velvet and black velvet bars on the sleeves. However, their
hoods (”see”, below) may be only those of the degree actually held by the wearer (or one specially prescribed by the
institution). The color standardization for the outside shell of the hood as black provides flexibility of use and helps
facilitate this practice. Hoods.

3248. Target phrase: outside shell

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35624254

Filming. Based on Gujarat as backdrop, the series was mainly filmed at sets in Mira road near Mumbai. The
outside shell of the Modi Mansion shown in the episodes was of the Shubham Villa located in Madh Island. In Decem-
ber 2012, a sequence was shot at Bhuj, Gujarat for 10 days.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3247:

Q2. Answer for example 3248: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase outside shell in Example 3247 and Example 3248 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1625
3249. Target phrase: long stretch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=763392

The northern army was thrown into confusion and utterly defeated. Seeing the situation was hopeless, Cao Cao then
issued a general order of retreat and destroyed a number of his remaining ships before he withdrew. Cao Cao’s army
attempted a retreat along Huarong Road, including a long stretch passing through marshlands north of Dongting Lake.
Heavy rains had made the road so treacherous that many of the sick soldiers had to carry bundles of grass on their backs
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and use them to fill the road to allow the horsemen to cross.

3250. Target phrase: long stretch

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15333926

”High on Love” is a song written by Jeff Hanna and Kostas, and recorded by American country music artist Patty
Loveless. It was released in June 1998 as the third single from the album ”long stretch of Lonesome”. The song reached
#20 on the ”Billboard” Hot Country Singles &amp; Tracks chart.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3249:

Q2. Answer for example 3250: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long stretch in Example 3249 and Example 3250 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1626
3251. Target phrase: family counseling

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1980054

The college held experiential learning curriculums through three community-based clinical internship programs. The
counseling psychology program housed student-operated art camps which taught self-confidence and self-expression to
elementary-aged children. The Family Resiliency Project, also under the counseling psychology program, operated with
Californian school districts for family counseling and childhood behavioral therapy. The Solt Evans LEAP Project in
the Sports Psychology program provided disadvantaged youth life skills lessons through athletics.

3252. Target phrase: family counseling

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54802759

It won the 2018 Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Animated Program, which was the first Emmy Award won
by ”Rick and Morty”. Plot. As Beth, Morty, and Summer prepare for family counseling, Rick informs Morty that he
cannot go, having turned himself into a pickle. He denies that he timed the experiment to avoid the counseling session,
but the family notices a telltale mechanism rigged to drop a syringe in him soon after they leave.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3251:

Q2. Answer for example 3252: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase family counseling in Example 3251 and Example 3252 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1627
3253. Target phrase: voice parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5909

Linear counterpoint is ”a purely horizontal technique in which the integrity of the individual melodic lines is not
sacrificed to harmonic considerations. ”Its distinctive feature is rather the concept of melody, which served as the
starting-point for the adherents of the ’new objectivity’ when they set up linear counterpoint as an anti-type to the
Romantic harmony.” The voice parts move freely, irrespective of the effects their combined motions may create.” In
other words, either ”the domination of the horizontal (linear) aspects over the vertical” is featured or the ”harmonic
control of lines is rejected.”
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3254. Target phrase: voice parts

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50059087

In the wake of controversies surrounding NormalBoots member Jared ”ProJared” Knabenbauer in May 2019, fellow
member Jirard ”The Completionist” Khalil claimed in a YouTube comment that Jafari’s departure had nothing to do
with the controversy surrounding his statements, stating that Jafari felt that he could no longer contribute to the group
due to the extended time it took for him to make videos, and that he had been planning to leave for several months.
Khalil also stated that the group made the announcement a few weeks after the controversy, and that they nonetheless
chose to make a statement regarding Jafari since certain members, including Khalil and Jon themselves, were born to
immigrant parents. Jafari recorded voice parts for a minor character in the game ”Yooka-Laylee”. In response to the
controversy, an update was issued the same day as the game’s April 2017 release to remove and replace Jafari’s voice.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3253:

Q2. Answer for example 3254: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase voice parts in Example 3253 and Example 3254 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1628
3255. Target phrase: second offering

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19107885

Like the Christians, the Muslims too sacrifice sheep during the feast and offerings are stored in a sheep pen in the
garden of the monastery. In Islam, two sacrifices are offered: The first is the ”dhabihah”, which requires that one-third
of the immolated lamb be set aside for consumption by its owner, while the remaining two-thirds are for Allah and given
as charity. The second offering is that of a live animal, bequeathed as a gift to Saint George. Muslim signs dot the
courtyard of the monastery and traces of the sacrifices are evident in the form of the lamb hides left on the balustrades
to dry.

3256. Target phrase: second offering

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20229325

”Animal” is the first single from ”KTWN” with a combination of high energy rapping, singing, and guitar work.
Throughout August and September the duo toured in the U.S., and revealed plans to bring the electric live show to
Japan, the U.K., and Paris. On November 7, 2012 ”Toke Up”, the second offering from ”KTWN”, was released. Their
second EP, ”KTWN”, was released on November 26, 2012.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3255:

Q2. Answer for example 3256: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second offering in Example 3255 and Example 3256 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1629
3257. Target phrase: typical pattern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5672680

Prison sentences for rape are not uniform. A study made by the U.S. Department of Justice of prison releases in 1992,
involving about 80 percent of the prison population, found that the average sentence for convicted rapists was 9.8 years,
while the actual time served was 5.4 years. This follows the typical pattern of violent crimes in the US, where those
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convicted typically serve no more than half of their sentence. Between 2002 and 2003, more than one in ten convicted
rapists in Victoria, Australia, served a wholly suspended sentence, and the average total effective sentence for rape was
seven years.

3258. Target phrase: typical pattern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=472965

There are four currently recognized species in the genus: Description. The members of this genus are slender birds
with stiff tails and relatively long wings. Their typical pattern in flight is undulating, alternating between quick bursts
of wing beats and short dips with wings tucked against the body. Behavior.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3257:

Q2. Answer for example 3258: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase typical pattern in Example 3257 and Example 3258 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1630
3259. Target phrase: one block

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1994095

Glenwood Springs to Carbondale. Highway 82 begins at Exit 116 from I-70 in Glenwood Springs, just 300 ft (100 m)
east of the Roaring Fork’s confluence with the Colorado River. It follows Laurel Street north for one block, then turns
east on Sixth Street for another block, after which it turns south on Grand Avenue. From there it crosses both I-70 and
the Colorado River on a viaduct past the train station into downtown Glenwood Springs.

3260. Target phrase: one block

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33891046

By taking into consideration the population allele frequencies for all SNPs via autozygosity mapping, the results of
homozygosity can be confirmed. Furthermore, if two suspicious regions appear as a result of homozygosity mapping,
autozygosity mapping may be able to distinguish between the two (ex. If one block of homozygosity is a result of a
very non-diverse region of the genome, the LOD score will be very low). Tools for Homozygosity Mapping Genome-wide
knockdown studies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3259:

Q2. Answer for example 3260: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one block in Example 3259 and Example 3260 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1631
3261. Target phrase: traffic level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63478388

The coronavirus caused a huge strain on internet traffic, with an increase of 60% and 50% in broadband usage of BT
Group and Vodafone, respectively. In the meantime, Netflix, Disney+, Google, Amazon and YouTube considered the
notion to reduce their video quality to prevent the overload. Meanwhile, Sony started slowing down PlayStation game
downloads in Europe and the United States to maintain the traffic level. Cellular service providers in mainland China
have reported significant drops in subscriber numbers, partially due to migrant workers being unable to return to work
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as a result of quarantine lockdowns; China Mobile saw a reduction of 8 million subscribers, while China Unicom had 7.8
million fewer subscribers, and China Telecom lost 5.6 million users.

3262. Target phrase: traffic level

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22379599

Recreational uses. Although its primary purpose is as a water supply reservoir, Richland-Chambers Reservoir is a
venue for outdoor recreation, including fishing, boating, and swimming. As it’s still a relatively new lake, the traffic level
is low and land for lakeside housing is plentiful. The Harbor Inn Restaurant &amp; Club, sitting on the banks of the lake
adjacent to Northshore Harbor Condominiums, provide a restaurant and bar for visitors of the lake.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3261:

Q2. Answer for example 3262: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traffic level in Example 3261 and Example 3262 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1632
3263. Target phrase: usual function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51614

From here, the anti-male bodies would then cross the blood/brain barrier (BBB) of the developing fetal brain, al-
tering sex-dimorphic brain structures relative to sexual orientation, increasing the likelihood that the exposed son will
be more attracted to men than women. It is this antigen which maternal H-Y antibodies are proposed to both react
to and ’remember’. Successive male fetuses are then attacked by H-Y antibodies which somehow decrease the ability
of H-Y antigens to perform their usual function in brain masculinization. In 2017, researchers discovered a biological
mechanism of gay people who tend to have older brothers.

3264. Target phrase: usual function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3655769

Relays. One way to build an H-bridge is to use an array of relays from a relay board. A ”double pole double throw”
(DPDT) relay can generally achieve the same electrical functionality as an H-bridge (considering the usual function of
the device). However a semiconductor-based H-bridge would be preferable to the relay where a smaller physical size, high
speed switching, or low driving voltage (or low driving power) is needed, or where the wearing out of mechanical parts is
undesirable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3263:

Q2. Answer for example 3264: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase usual function in Example 3263 and Example 3264 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1633
3265. Target phrase: another government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59270266

Hacking is a set of actions which exploit the capabilities of electronic devices. Cyberwarfare is a set of practices in
defense of political, socio-environmental, socio-technological and cultural causes which is waged in cyberspace (particu-
larly the Internet). Intergovernmental cyberwarfare is a consciously-defined, orderly action by a government to attack
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another government, focusing on the other country’s resources, systems and organizations. A cyberattack, thought to
be a joint US-Israeli operation, was made on Iran’s nuclear power plants in 2010.

3266. Target phrase: another government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6084889

Third term as Grand Vizier. On 21 October 1920, he was once more appointed grand vizier, replacing Damat Ferit
Pasha. Meanwhile, the Turkish National Movement had established another government in Ankara, proclaiming itself
to be the sole government of the nation and rejecting the sultanate. Ahmet Tevfik Pasha offered the nationalist Ankara
government to join his monarchical Istanbul government to form one body at the Conference of London in 1921.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3265:

Q2. Answer for example 3266: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another government in Example 3265 and Example 3266 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1634
3267. Target phrase: grain alcohol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25924685

It is often undetectable, though injections can sometimes leave two white spots above the tail dock. While simple
local anesthetics could be used, such medications can show up in drug tests. Conversely, grain alcohol acts locally and
degrades the myelin sheaths of the nerves so that the horse cannot move its tail. While promoters of the practice claim
that most injections eventually wear off if done carefully, a badly done injection can cause abscesses or permanent nerve
damage.

3268. Target phrase: grain alcohol

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64225936

The shots are a named after popular gelatin Jell-O, though the term jello-shot has since become genericized. The
shot is normally served in shot glasses, plastic cups, or ice-cube trays. Jello shots are commonly made with vodka, but
can be prepared using almost any type of hard liquor, grain alcohol, or wine. Fruit juices or flavored alcohol can be
used in the shot to add extra flavor or mask the taste of alcohol.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3267:

Q2. Answer for example 3268: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase grain alcohol in Example 3267 and Example 3268 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1635
3269. Target phrase: sudden drop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8491848

His Christmas spirit is rapidly dispelled when he sees several red names being added to the case board. He quizzes
Detective Ed Norris about the board; Norris tells him that Lester Freamon is responsible, having received the go-ahead
to search vacant houses for concealed bodies. Landsman is angry at the sudden drop in his squad clearance rate and
calls Freamon a Hun, a Vandal and a Visigoth. Landsman next asks what Norris is working on and is dismayed to find
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out that he is also working a new case: that of a deliberate killing using poisoned narcotics.

3270. Target phrase: sudden drop

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49220356

Sleet was reported in Okinawa for the first time on record, and many other regions saw their coldest tempera-
tures in decades. Snowfall and frigid weather stranded thousands of people across four countries. At least 85 people
in Taiwan died from hypothermia and cardiac arrest following a sudden drop in temperature during the weekend of
January 22–24. The cold claimed a further fourteen lives in Thailand, and snowstorms resulted in six deaths across Japan.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3269:

Q2. Answer for example 3270: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sudden drop in Example 3269 and Example 3270 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1636
3271. Target phrase: intermediate version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=944962

Outside of the senior club, the Montreal Crystals had two lower tier teams as well. A junior team called the Montreal
Jr Crystals (”Junior Crystals Hockey Club”) debuted in 1887 in the JAHAC (Junior Amateur Hockey Association of
Canada) and played until 1895 (with the exceptions of the 1890 and 1892 seasons). In 1894, an intermediate version
of the Montreal Crystals played in the IAHAC (Intermediate Amateur Hockey Association of Canada). This team only
played that one season.

3272. Target phrase: intermediate version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49075633

Indirect translation may therefore be the most efficient, and sometimes the only, means of inclusion for cultural
products from peripheral or distant cultures. Second, it has been claimed to be profitable to translation companies and
clients alike, as it lowers translation expenses (it is often cheaper than translating directly from a small language). Third,
it minimizes the risk of literary translation being rejected by editors familiar with the intermediate version. Last, it is
claimed that some translation companies even prefer resorting to an intermediate version in a larger and more prestigious
language in order to produce a translation from a distant culture, since that increases the chances of translation meeting
reader or client expectations (as suggested by an ongoing study).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3271:

Q2. Answer for example 3272: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase intermediate version in Example 3271 and Example 3272 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1637
3273. Target phrase: systematic basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1129421

They need to reverse this rampant impunity and make sure that those responsible are prosecuted.” At least six Pales-
tinians died under torture in PA prisons. According to a report by the Arab Organization for Human Rights in Britain,
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the PA has used torture on a systematic basis for years. Methods include beatings with cables, pulling out nails, sus-
pension from the ceiling, flogging, kicking, cursing, electric shocks, sexual harassment and the threat of rape.

3274. Target phrase: systematic basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17238677

The encyclical issues a clear ”no” to another scientific opinion currently popular in some circles, polygenism or multi-
regional origin of modern humans, ”the scientific hypothesis that mankind descended from a group of original humans.”
Writings and speeches. The pontificate of Pius XII was the first in Vatican history to publish papal speeches and ad-
dresses in vernacular language on a systematic basis. Until then, papal documents were issued mainly in Latin, in
”Acta Apostolicae Sedis” since 1909.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3273:

Q2. Answer for example 3274: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase systematic basis in Example 3273 and Example 3274 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1638
3275. Target phrase: physical and psychological impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4302381

Early life. Piper claimed his political engagement was inspired by his older brother’s experience in the Vietnam War.
He once said his late brother ”never completely recovered from the physical and psychological impact of the war.”
Radio show.

3276. Target phrase: physical and psychological impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2986559

Main aspects are: Basically empirical quality is about the question ”Is the model easily readable?”. Empirical quality
deals with the variety of elements distinguished, error frequencies when being written or read, coding (shapes of boxes)
and ergonomics for Computer-Human Interaction for documentation and modeling-tools. Ergonomics is the study of
workplace design and the physical and psychological impact it has on workers. This quality is related to readability
and layout.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3275:

Q2. Answer for example 3276: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase physical and psychological impact in Example 3275 and Example 3276 have the same
meaning or not?

Pair 1639
3277. Target phrase: 2020-2021 season

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4423174

Work has restarted on additional village buildings and facilities. When complete it will include 6 buildings with 47,000
sq ft of retail and restaurant space. There are several restaurants and planned to open for the 2020-2021 season and
the village construction progress is expected to continue. 2020–2021 season.
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3278. Target phrase: 2020-2021 season

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13199308

He started presenting on Sky Sports News in July 2007, before leaving in late 2010. On 12 January 2018, Mat-
terface was confirmed as Matt Chapman’s replacement as commentator for ITV’s ”Dancing on Ice”. On 14 July
2020, ITV announced that Matterface would replace Clive Tyldesley as lead football commentator at the start of the
2020-2021 season. Personal life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3277:

Q2. Answer for example 3278: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2020-2021 season in Example 3277 and Example 3278 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1640
3279. Target phrase: principal supports

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17537761

Description and history. The Richards House was nominally designed by Warren, Smith &amp; Biscoe of Boston, but
Richards made specific demands in the design. It is a two-story structure, using steel beams as its principal supports,
one of Richards’ requests. The ground floor exterior walls consist of five courses of brick, with seaweed sandwiched be-
tween the courses in a bid to provide improved insulation to the structure.

3280. Target phrase: principal supports

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65712027

Phase 4 (2013-2018) focused on digital records entrusted to the Internet. Major funding contributions to the Inter-
PARES Project have been provided by Canada’s Social Science and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), the American
National Historical Publications and Records Commission (HPRC), the National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA) of the United States, UNESCO’s Memory of the World Program, and the Italian National Research Council. In
fact, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) has become one of the principal supports of the Inter-
PARES Project. Universities and archival institutions from around the world have participated in the project, including
institutions in Canada, the United States, Italy, Croatia, Brazil, Mexico, Belgium, The Netherlands, Sweden, Norway,
France, Spain, Portugal, England, Ireland, Australia, Malaysia, and China.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3279:

Q2. Answer for example 3280: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase principal supports in Example 3279 and Example 3280 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1641
3281. Target phrase: air time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7939

In Finland, the state-owned broadcasting company Yleisradio and the private broadcaster Mainos-TV had a legal
duopoly (in the economists’ sense of the word) from the 1950s to 1993. No other broadcasters were allowed. Mainos-TV
operated by leasing air time from Yleisradio, broadcasting in reserved blocks between Yleisradio’s own programming on
its two channels. This was a unique phenomenon in the world.
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3282. Target phrase: air time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4161245

The gliders are used to provide members of the Air Cadet Organisation with gliding experience, plus qualifications
such as gliding scholarships and advanced glider training are available. In addition to the Viking TX.1s, the squadron
operates four Land Rover Defenders, a Lamborghini tractor, and two Van Gelder six drum trailer type winches. The
squadron consists of 40 to 60 personnel who annually conduct around 6,000 launches, producing more than 800 hours
of air time. In April 1991, the Chief Constable of the Ministry of Defence Police (MDP) assumed responsibility for the
site.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3281:

Q2. Answer for example 3282: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase air time in Example 3281 and Example 3282 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1642
3283. Target phrase: field data

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31211773

In the immediate aftermath of the Haiti earthquake of 12 January 2010, a joint study for the estimation of dam-
age to the building stock based on aerial images was carried out by UNITAR-UNOSAT, the EC-JRC, and the World
Bank/ImageCAT in support of the PDNA. Hancilar et al. (2013) have developed empirical fragility functions based on
remote sensing and field data for the pre-dominant building typologies. The international project Global Earthquake
Model (GEM) has the aim of producing a world map of earthquake risk.

3284. Target phrase: field data

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=501906

The CSV file format is not fully standardized. The basic idea of separating fields with a comma is clear, but the
situation gets complicated when field data also contain commas or embedded line breaks. CSV implementations may not
handle such field data, or they may use quotation marks to surround the field. Quotation does not solve everything: some
fields may need embedded quotation marks, so a CSV implementation may include escape characters or escape sequences.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3283:

Q2. Answer for example 3284: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase field data in Example 3283 and Example 3284 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1643
3285. Target phrase: every claim

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=297661

Shane was inaugurated as the O’Neill. In English law this was an illegal usurpation of the rulership of Ulster. But
according to Gaelic Irish law (derbfine), Shane had every claim to be chief of the name. The case for Mathew’s dis-
qualifying status under both English and Irish law, as an affiliated member of the family rather than as an actual son of
Conn Bacach, was carefully stated by Shane when he made his own claim to the title of Earl of Tyrone both before and
during his visit to Queen Elizabeth in 1562, and restated in some detail by the English authorities when Hugh O’Neill
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was outlawed during the Nine Years War.

3286. Target phrase: every claim

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1986673

The auditor would ”randomly select” a ”statistically valid” sample of claims (usually e if any of those claims were
processed after a policy was terminated. Since the insurance company might process millions of claims the odds that
any of those 30–50 ”randomly selected” claims occurred after the policy was terminated is extremely unlikely. Using
CAATTs the auditor can select every claim that had a date of service after the policy termination date. The auditor
then can determine if any claims were inappropriately paid.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3285:

Q2. Answer for example 3286: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase every claim in Example 3285 and Example 3286 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1644
3287. Target phrase: customary way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23430866

Punnasseri Nambi Neelakanta Sharma (1858–1934) was a renowned Sanskrit scholar and teacher of Kerala, India.
He was born on 17 June 1858 in Pattambi in Palakkad district to a Moosad family, Narayanan Nambi and Achuthath
Nangayya Antharjanam. He learned Sanskrit in the customary way and mastered the branches of traditional knowledge
of Vyakaranam (grammar), Alankaram (aesthetics), Vaidyam (medicine) and Jyothisham (astrology). In 1888 he started
’Saraswathodyothini’ a center for Sanskrit teaching which later became Sree Neelakanta Government Sanskrit College
Pattambi.

3288. Target phrase: customary way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41701

In the example above, a cross-correlation of the modulated signal with a pure sinusoid, formula_8 is zero at all values
of formula_9 except 1100, 1000, and 900. And the non-zero values reflect the relative strengths of the three components.
A graph of that concept, called a Fourier transform (or ”spectrum”), is the customary way of visualizing sidebands and
defining their parameters. Amplitude modulation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3287:

Q2. Answer for example 3288: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase customary way in Example 3287 and Example 3288 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1645
3289. Target phrase: public and financial support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1489099

During its first two weeks of operation, the Beach Pneumatic Transit sold over 11,000 rides, with 400,000 rides
provided during its first year of operation. Although the public showed initial approval, Beach was delayed in getting
permission to expand it. By the time he finally gained permission in 1873, public and financial support had waned,
and the subway was closed down. The final blow to the project was a stock market crash in 1873 which caused investors
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to withdraw support.

3290. Target phrase: public and financial support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29435103

However, it is inferred that at least 95% of the people are Catholics, as in Italy, but with a historical Jewish and
Protestant minority. There are other small groups, including Jehovah’s Witnesses, Waldensians. San Marino’s schools
are all public and financial support is provided by the State; there are no private religious schools. According to the
International Religious Freedom Report 2005 of the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, there is harmonious
relationship among all religious groups and the government strives to ”protect this right in full and does not tolerate its
abuse, either by governmental or private actors”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3289:

Q2. Answer for example 3290: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase public and financial support in Example 3289 and Example 3290 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 1646
3291. Target phrase: accidental damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15945619

Telemanipulators have been used for the first time in neurosurgery, in the 1980s. This allowed a greater development
in brain microsurgery (compensating surgeon’s physiological tremor by 10-fold), increased accuracy and precision of the
intervention. It also opened a new gate to minimally invasive brain surgery, furthermore reducing the risk of post-surgi-
cal morbidity by avoiding accidental damage to adjacent centers. Computer-assisted neurosurgery also includes spinal
procedures using navigation and robotics systems.

3292. Target phrase: accidental damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19321672

Each student received a Lenovo netbook to use throughout the school year. This initiative has continued, and has
been expanded to Conestoga Valley Middle School. Students receive the laptops free of cost, paying only a $40 per year
insurance fee to cover accidental damage or loss of technological equipment. The school hopes that this move towards
technology will lower the overall cost throughout the school by eliminating printed textbooks and worksheets.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3291:

Q2. Answer for example 3292: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase accidental damage in Example 3291 and Example 3292 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1647
3293. Target phrase: fixed installation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9084787

Female urination devices have increased in popularity since the 1990s. They are used for outdoor pursuits, and for
medical reasons. In addition, fixed installation and relocatable urinals are available for use by girls and women. Some
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designs require the user to supply their own personal female urination device, while other designs do not have this ex-
pectation.

3294. Target phrase: fixed installation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2629913

multiplied by the maximum load factor which the aircraft will sustain when these items are carried. In civilian aviation
a station is usually used to carry an external engine or a fuel tank. As engines are usually a fixed installation, operators
usually refer to them with the designation of the engine. Therefore, the term is mostly being used for load points meant
for non-fixed installation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3293:

Q2. Answer for example 3294: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fixed installation in Example 3293 and Example 3294 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1648
3295. Target phrase: anticipated use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43399998

These gentlemen shared close familial and professional relationships and entrepreneurial drive to develop and imple-
ment new industries such as sugar production. Hamilton had acquired several close and influential West Indian connec-
tions who were heavily involved in the Caribbean sugar trade. Hamilton sold the property and moved to Charleston,
South Carolina in early 1819, leaving no documentation on the mill and its anticipated use. Apparently, the sugar
works were still operational when it was abandoned, as ashes were left uncleared from the furnace.

3296. Target phrase: anticipated use

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25213120

Water chemistry analyses are carried out to identify and quantify the chemical components and properties of water
samples. The type and sensitivity of the analysis depends on the purpose of the analysis and the anticipated use of
the water. Chemical water analysis is carried out on water used in industrial processes, on waste-water stream, on rivers
and stream, on rainfall and on the sea.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3295:

Q2. Answer for example 3296: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase anticipated use in Example 3295 and Example 3296 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1649
3297. Target phrase: strenuous activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1153576

Due to the ears extending from the side of the head in order to assist in gathering sound waves from the air, ears have
a high skin surface area to volume ratio, and very little muscle tissue. This leads to ears being one of the first body parts
to get uncomfortably cold as weather temperatures drop. Some people may experience this discomfort even if most of
their body is comfortably warm, especially if they are engaging in strenuous activity. Wind can oftentimes cause the
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ears to get much colder than the rest of the head.

3298. Target phrase: strenuous activity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5544988

Stark was unable to put on his new armor since it had not yet cooled, and unable to find any of his spare suits of
armor since a saboteur had stolen them. Hence, he was forced to put on the Guardsman armor to fight off Sunfire.
O’Brien witnessed Stark’s heroic attempts to save lives over a video monitor, aware that Stark was risking a major heart
attack by the strenuous activity. Escaping confinement, O’Brien decided he was wrong about Stark and determined
to help him by donning the now-cooled Iron Man armor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3297:

Q2. Answer for example 3298: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strenuous activity in Example 3297 and Example 3298 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1650
3299. Target phrase: local farmers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51233311

He is portrayed by Peter Weller. Giorgio Adonis Vellek. A Greek-American crime lord who controls of many Greek
islands in the Mediterranean, extorting the local farmers and fisherman. He organises gambling fight clubs, which keep
people entertained and prevent them from going against him.

3300. Target phrase: local farmers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59516758

The land where Spirit Creek Forest is currently located used to belong to the Gracewood State School and Hospital.
They grew their crops and raised cattle and chickens. The field where then abandoned for a period of time before being
leased to local farmers. These farmers converted the land to bahia grass fields to raise cattle.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3299:

Q2. Answer for example 3300: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local farmers in Example 3299 and Example 3300 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1651
3301. Target phrase: standard time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25609903

In order to get the movie insured, Donaldson issued an opinion letter to the insurance company presenting a case for
fair use, trademark, public domain, and access issues. The opinion letter was the longest that his office had ever written;
it took 4 months to assemble. The E&amp;O insurance policy was issued in the standard time of one week. The film
was released to theaters and VOD on October 11, 2013.

3302. Target phrase: standard time
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33469706

Previously, time was advanced to at 02:00 on the last Sunday of March, and reverted to (standard time), defined as
Greenwich Mean Time locally, at 03:00 on the last Sunday of October. This practise was continued through October
2018, after which clocks were permanently advanced. An exception was made during the month of Ramadan during
which clocks reverted to (standard time). For 2014, these dates were:

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3301:

Q2. Answer for example 3302: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase standard time in Example 3301 and Example 3302 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1652
3303. Target phrase: royal master

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2009217

In a duel that followed, Sir Robert killed Maxwell. Even though Maxwell’s friends acquitted Kerr of blame, the king’s
strict rules for prevention and punishment of duels forced him to flee to Holland, where he remained about a year. During
his exile, he collected pictures, for which, like his royal master, he had good taste. He eventually presented those he
brought back with him to the prince.

3304. Target phrase: royal master

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7795440

In 1969, Pro-Keds introduced the ”Pro-Keds Super,” which was also known as the 69er. 1970-1981. In the early
1970s, Pro-Keds introduced the royal master, also known as the Royal Plus. The shoe featured a rich suede upper,
double power stripes, and a padded collar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3303:

Q2. Answer for example 3304: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase royal master in Example 3303 and Example 3304 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1653
3305. Target phrase: local enthusiasm

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54205289

In 1704 it was decided that forced naval conscription was to be performed in the former Danish provinces (Scania,
Bohuslän and Halland, among others) which were now part of southern Sweden. This meant that the part of the popu-
lation that were fit for naval service were obliged to serve the navy during times of war, in exchange for some benefits.
The local enthusiasm, however, was low, and many seamen fit for service instead sought service in the Danish and
Norwegian navies. By spring 1715, 72 of the 140 naval officers that were conscripted in Gothenburg were ordered to
Stockholm and the navy in the Baltic Sea.

3306. Target phrase: local enthusiasm

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=136580
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The Brown School was constructed in 1868 and named for the neighborhood’s original settler. The area attracted
settlers through the 1870s, and in 1877 a Richland Springs post office opened in the store of Samuel E. Hays. The
community took its name from the nearby springs and from local enthusiasm for the agricultural promise of the region.
By 1890 local production of cotton, grains, and livestock supported a settlement of 150 residents, including a justice of
the peace precinct, a constabulary, and several commercial and craft businesses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3305:

Q2. Answer for example 3306: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local enthusiasm in Example 3305 and Example 3306 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1654
3307. Target phrase: american one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13034186

In the house, she started relationships with Borislav. However, they are not together any more. It was announced that
Hugh Hefner personally asked her photos from the Bulgarian edition of ”Playboy” to be published in the american one.
Lyubov.

3308. Target phrase: american one

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=182667

Hip-hop came to Norway in the summer of 1984 with the movie Beat Street that was shown in Norwegian cinemas.
Hip-hop soon became a small but eager subculture and it expanded from breakdance and graffiti culture to include rap
music. In the 1980s and 1990s Norwegian rap was mainly in English and the Norwegian hip-hop scene was strongly
influenced by the american one. In the early 21st century, many artists started to use Norwegian instead of English,
and at the same time rapping in different Norwegian dialects started to become more commonplace.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3307:

Q2. Answer for example 3308: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase american one in Example 3307 and Example 3308 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1655
3309. Target phrase: lower price

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40814671

Case. The court’s main concern was mainly in determining if Gallagher’s claim that Eastdil acted in ‘Bad Faith’ was
correct or if it had performed its duty to the fullest legal extent. Gallagher claimed that his employment termination
was based entirely on the company wanting to buy his shares at a lower price. He stated that this was an obvious and
apparent breach of good faith that merited his being paid at their higher price.

3310. Target phrase: lower price

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11056805

It is sold in Tesco, Netto, Asda, Poundland, Home Bargains and other retailers. Its primary difference from competing
brand-name energy drinks such as Red Bull and Relentless is the comparatively lower RRP of 39p (250ml can). It can
often be found at a lower price than this (for example in pound shops) often undercutting supermarket store brands.
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The brand is the sixth largest in the UK, after Lucozade, Red Bull, Monster, Relentless and Rockstar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3309:

Q2. Answer for example 3310: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lower price in Example 3309 and Example 3310 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1656
3311. Target phrase: exceptional beauty

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60143578

His painting of Vashti captures the dramatic opening of the biblical narrative Vashti’s refusal of the King’s sum-
mons. Vashti was Queen of Persia and the first wife of Persian King Ahasuerus in the Book of Esther. Ahasuerus
ordered his chief eunuchs to carry out his command to bring Queen Vashti to stand before his courtiers and show off her
exceptional beauty. But she was refused.

3312. Target phrase: exceptional beauty

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1285154

to better serve the needs of the northeastern states. Operational area. The area of Northeast Frontier Railway oper-
ations is characterized by exceptional beauty and at the same time by some of the most arduous terrain. This difficult
terrain limits the rail network expansion, and the only state with a decent rail network is Assam.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3311:

Q2. Answer for example 3312: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase exceptional beauty in Example 3311 and Example 3312 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1657
3313. Target phrase: simple conversion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15267398

and there is no standard beam to compare for the Strehl ratio. Therefore, these definitions must always be specified be-
fore a number is given and it presents much difficulty when trying to compare lasers. There is also no simple conversion
between M2, power-in-the-bucket, and Strehl ratio. The Strehl ratio, for example, has been defined as the ratio of the
peak focal intensities in the aberrated and ideal point spread functions.

3314. Target phrase: simple conversion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50911399

Changes to the New Zealand side were: Jason Nightingale in for Sam Perrett on the right wing; Steve Matai, after
serving his one-match suspension, regained his place at right centre from Krisnan Inu; Evarn Tuimivave replaced Nathan
Cayless in the front row (with Benji Marshall being named captain); David Fa’alogo was moved from the bench into
Setaimata Sa’s spot in the second row; Sam Rapira was dropped with David Kidwell and Bronson Harrison added to the
bench. England were the first to score after getting repeat sets which took them down close to New Zealand’s line where
hooker Mickey Higham pushed through the defence from dummy half in the 4th minute. The simple conversion was
kicked by Rob Purdham so the score was 6 nil. Less than 4 minutes later England were working the ball out from their
own 10-metre line when they decided to pass out wide to their centre Keith Senior, who beat the defence and raced down
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along the left wing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3313:

Q2. Answer for example 3314: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase simple conversion in Example 3313 and Example 3314 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1658
3315. Target phrase: essential principle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25173885

Deterministic Methods to Stochastic Computing. Deterministic methods of SC has been developed to perform com-
pletely accurate computation with SC circuits. The essential principle of these methods is that every bit of one
bit-streams interacts with every bit of the other bit-streams exactly once. To produce completely accurate result with
these methods, the operation must run for the product of the length of input bit-streams.

3316. Target phrase: essential principle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1220680

Although Turkey was secularized at the official level, religion remained a strong force. After 1950 some political
leaders tried to benefit from popular attachment to religion by espousing support for programs and policies that appealed
to the religiously inclined. Such efforts were opposed by most of the state elite, who believed that secularism was an
essential principle of Kemalist Ideology. This disinclination to appreciate religious values and beliefs gradually led to
a polarization of society.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3315:

Q2. Answer for example 3316: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase essential principle in Example 3315 and Example 3316 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1659
3317. Target phrase: home intruders

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6526603

The miniseries is based on the 1991 true crime book ”Cruel Doubt” by Joe McGinniss, which documents the 1988
murder of Lieth Von Stein by his stepson, Chris Pritchard, and two friends, James Upchurch and Gerald Neal Hen-
derson. Plot. In their bedroom asleep one night, Bonnie and Leith Von Stein are violently attacked and stabbed by
home intruders. Bonnie barely survives, but her husband does not.

3318. Target phrase: home intruders

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2809752

Uses. Window screens primarily maintain the view and airflow of windows while protecting against insects from flying
or crawling inside the house. They are not generally intended for preventing young children from falling out of windows,
stopping home intruders, or defending against larger animals. Collecting water.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3317:

Q2. Answer for example 3318: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase home intruders in Example 3317 and Example 3318 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1660
3319. Target phrase: competitive mode

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52089139

In 1951, Lord Nuffield further forced change when he acquired the Oxford Canal Basin and proceeded to fill it.
Nuffield College and Worcester Street car park now stand where once lay the Basin. This was the death knell of the canal
system as a competitive mode of transport in Oxford as technology replaced human labour. An apt example can be
found in the reconstruction of Pacey’s Bridge to withstand the weight of cars, but at the expense of closing the canal route.

3320. Target phrase: competitive mode

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55762533

They opted to hold back on including competitive mode at release, and later redeveloped the mode to use the 100-point
ranking system to meet these issues while continuing to look for other ways to improve the ranking system. An improved
competitive mode entered open beta testing within Battle.net’s public test region on June 21, 2016. competitive mode
for Windows, Xbox One and PlayStation 4 was added on June 28, June 30 and July 1, 2016, respectively. The United
States Patent and Trademark Office suspended Blizzard’s application for a trademark for ”Overwatch” due to ”a likeli-
hood of confusion” with a previously registered trademark by Innovis Labs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3319:

Q2. Answer for example 3320: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase competitive mode in Example 3319 and Example 3320 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1661
3321. Target phrase: predominant pattern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45364553

Reinke crystals are rod-like cytoplasmic inclusions which can be found in Leydig cells of the testes. Occurring only in
adult humans and wild bush rats, their function is unknown. Ovarian stromal tumors having a predominant pattern
of fibroma or thecoma but also containing cells typical of steroid hormone-secreting cells were reported. Some of the tu-
mors were classified as luteinized thecomas because the steroid cells resembled lutein cells and lacked crystalloids of Reinke.

3322. Target phrase: predominant pattern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=881388

Some fine carpets have silk warps dyed in different colours which create fringes in different colours known as ”rainbow
warps” in the rug trade. Mostly blue colours are used in the field, or a pale red. The predominant pattern used to
be the Herati pattern, with a lozenge-shaped central medallion also filled with repeating Herati patterns on a different
background colour. More realistic floral patterns are also seen, probably in rugs woven for export to Europe.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3321:
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Q2. Answer for example 3322: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase predominant pattern in Example 3321 and Example 3322 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1662
3323. Target phrase: running skills

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7118482

Early aggression. Dog pups show unrestrained fighting with their siblings from 2 weeks of age, with injury avoided only
due to their undeveloped jaw muscles. This fighting gives way to play-chasing with the development of running skills at
4–5 weeks. Wolf pups possess more-developed jaw muscles from 2 weeks of age, when they first show signs of play-fighting
with their siblings.

3324. Target phrase: running skills

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62143151

Visagie also toured with the Springboks to Australia in 1993. He did not play in any tests during the 1993 tour, but
played in 4 tour matches, scoring one try. He was known for his great ball- and running skills, and was a very strong
scrummaging lock. Trivia.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3323:

Q2. Answer for example 3324: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase running skills in Example 3323 and Example 3324 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1663
3325. Target phrase: biggest impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1865650

Amelia affected the Texas coast for two days which caused several shipping incidents and minor damage in Corpus
Christi and South Padre Island. While active, there were no deaths linked to the storm. However, the biggest impact
from the storm followed its dissipation, when its remnants contributed to record rainfall totals over the state. The state,
already suffering from a previous drought, believed that the rain would help alleviate the conditions.

3326. Target phrase: biggest impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=238057

In 1478, the Novgorod Republic, where Ingrians had settled, was united with the Grand Duchy of Moscow, and some
of the Izhorians were transferred to the east. The establishment of St Petersburg in 1703 had a great influence on Izhorian
culture. World War II had the biggest impact on Izhorians, as devastating battles (such as the Siege of Leningrad)
took place on their territory. In 1848, P. von Köppen counted 17,800 Izhorians, and by 1926 there were 26,137 Izhorians
in the Russian SFSR.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3325:

Q2. Answer for example 3326: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase biggest impact in Example 3325 and Example 3326 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1664
3327. Target phrase: panel judge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1021276

Hogan’s record label decided the album should be re-released later in the year; however, Hogan decided against it,
opting to begin work on her second album. In August 2007, Hogan confirmed that she would be departing from one of
her labels, ”SMC”, and soon confirmed that she had signed a dual contract with ”SoBe Entertainment” and ”Fontana
Records” and was at work on her second album. Hogan appeared as a panel judge in ”America’s Prom Queen” in early
2008. While working on her second studio album, the series ”Hogan Knows Best” was discontinued due to controversies
involving Brooke’s immediate family.

3328. Target phrase: panel judge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5091961

Judges may not shoot at a stake at which they are judging nor may they enter a dog for competition at that trial
(except for retriever stakes where someone else may handle their dog in a stake other than the one the owner has been
asked to judge). Judges are classified as either A or B ”Panel Judges and Non-panel (NP). However, an A panel judge
must be present at all field trials. Judges are appointed to panels after recommendation from a Field Trial Secretary of a
club or society which is approved to hold Open Stakes for the appropriate sub-group of gundogs for which he or she has
judged within the past three years.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3327:

Q2. Answer for example 3328: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase panel judge in Example 3327 and Example 3328 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1665
3329. Target phrase: main profession

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15328682

Hendryk Schamberger was born to the German former ice dancers Martha and Hans-Jürgen Schamberger. He studied
medicine at university during and after the end of his figure skating career. His main profession is orthopedic physician.
Career.

3330. Target phrase: main profession

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3565927

In recent years a youth group has revived the mission school, and the hostel now accommodates over 100 children
from poor communities, primarily from the Bhanchada caste. As a result, Kharwa has once again become a vibrant
community. The main profession of this village is agriculture. The area also grows opium.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3329:

Q2. Answer for example 3330: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main profession in Example 3329 and Example 3330 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1666
3331. Target phrase: sole function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32966687

In 1970, the group participated in an exhibition titled ”Ten in Search of a Nation” at the Studio Museum of Harlem.
This exhibition helped to introduce AfriCOBRA to an audience outside of Chicago. The work was not for sale, as its
sole function was that of education. The group maintained that they did not want to promote individual gain from the
images.

3332. Target phrase: sole function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8711727

Traditional and modern usage. A traditional single family office is a business run by and for a single family. Its
sole function is to centralize the management of a significant family fortune. Typically, these organizations employ staff
to manage investments, taxes, philanthropic activities, trusts, and legal matters.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3331:

Q2. Answer for example 3332: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase sole function in Example 3331 and Example 3332 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1667
3333. Target phrase: today’s office

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51361126

Petermann of Gundoldingen (* 14th century in Lucerne ; † 9. July 1386 ) was Schultheiss (akin to today’s office of
mayor) of Lucerne and participated in the Battle of Sempach. Life.

3334. Target phrase: today’s office

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18907752

Chipchase has written for numerous international publications including Die Zeit, The Atlantic, Fast Company, Na-
tional Geographic and a monthly column for China’s Economic Observer, with his field-photography also appearing in
GEO magazine. His first book entitled Hidden in Plain Sight was published by Harper Business and released in April
2013. Other books of his include today’s office, and The Field Study Handbook, releasing for retail print in July 2017.
Appearances and advisory roles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3333:

Q2. Answer for example 3334: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase today’s office in Example 3333 and Example 3334 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1668
3335. Target phrase: deeper study

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14124578
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18907752
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14124578


The prototype view raises concern, however, because individuals storing these unique faces may ignore the fact that
everyone has features that may be only special to his or her makeup, and may not apply to everyone belonging to that
particular ethnic group or race; thus, this results in more false alarms during eyewitness testimony or identifying perpe-
trators in lineups. Race-feature theory. deeper study of the cross-race effect has demonstrated two types of processing
for the recognition of faces: featural and holistic. It has been found that holistic processing (which occurs beyond indi-
vidual parts of the face) is more commonly used in same-race situations, but there is an experience effect, which means
that as a person gains more experience with those of a particular race, he or she will begin to use more holistic processing.

3336. Target phrase: deeper study

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41515957

Töbelmann came to this position thanks to a detailed inspection of the construction, in the course of which he dis-
covered a brick stamp from the era of Diocletian (r.284-305) under the plaster on one of the bricks of the arch’s central
vault. This allowed him to demonstrate that the date of the monument’s construction could not be earlier than this
period. Töbelmann died in the First World War, leaving behind interesting insights for deeper study by future scholars.
In fact, Töbelmann’s description of the appearance that the monument must have originally taken is accurate in many
respects, but he is most important for his first-hand observations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3335:

Q2. Answer for example 3336: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase deeper study in Example 3335 and Example 3336 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1669
3337. Target phrase: appropriate choice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=780612

Other, more technical tools include behavior contracts, utilizing cost, group contingencies, and restorative justice
interventions. Quail and Ward suggest that parental attunement is a key parent-skill to effectively use positive par-
enting tools. Attunement involves giving focused attention to the child’s needs behavioral signals, and matching an
appropriate choice of discipline tool. They use this example as an illustration: ”rewards undermined intrinsic motiva-
tion for children who were already motivated, but had positive effects where motivation was low, and were found to be
particularly important for children with ADHD.”

3338. Target phrase: appropriate choice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40543215

Consistent hashing is a special case of Rendezvous hashing. Rendezvous hashing is both simpler and more general
than consistent hashing. Consistent hashing can be shown to be a special case of HRW by an appropriate choice of a
two-place hash function. From the site identifier formula_20 the simplest version of consistent hashing computes a list
of token positions, e.g., formula_47 where formula_48 hashes values to locations on the unit circle.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3337:

Q2. Answer for example 3338: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase appropriate choice in Example 3337 and Example 3338 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1670
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3339. Target phrase: policy violations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15506999

The lists are to be turned over to the police, and Internet café owners who fail to register users may face prison.
Bloggers believe that their communications are being monitored, and the state maintains the right to shut down Internet
access for resellers or customers who do not comply with security guidelines. The government has closed Internet cafés
in the past for offering VoIP services and for other policy violations. A 2014 study by Human Rights Watch found
extensive surveillance of the Internet and other telecommunication systems in the country.

3340. Target phrase: policy violations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1380550

Parking lot attendants can include people who simply coordinate where to park and how much to pay or they may
also include formal valets, who will park a vehicle and keep track of the driver’s keys while he or she is in the club.
Some clubs require paid or valet parking to be used if keeping cars on the premises, to generate revenue and help reg-
ulate patron behavior. Bathroom attendants monitor the restrooms on behalf of management; primarily watching for
policy violations and potential liability concerns. In strip clubs, policy enforcement can range from watching for drug
use, sex, fighting, and other activities the club would prefer to see done off the premises.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3339:

Q2. Answer for example 3340: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase policy violations in Example 3339 and Example 3340 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1671
3341. Target phrase: deep red background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8418507

The latter is named the Invicta Mountaineering Club, after the motto of the county, and has been running since 1965
as a club for leaders and older members of the Scout and Guide movements with regular expeditions that any can attend.
The 1st Hythe and 1st Tonbridge Scout Groups are notable as being among the first Scout groups in the UK, being
recorded on the list of initial troops in 1908. The uniform badge for the county features the ancient symbol of Kent, the
White Horse of Kent against a deep red background. This symbol is well known within Kent and has featured as the
County flag since 1605.

3342. Target phrase: deep red background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7761604

Description. The portrait depicts the tensions and manoeuvrings of 16th century court politics. The deep red background
and heavy brushstrokes establish an anxious and tense atmosphere, and the uneasy relationship between the Pope and
his suitors. The pope is old, ill and tired and, to some critics’ eyes, glares at Ottavio in an accusatory manner.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3341:

Q2. Answer for example 3342: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase deep red background in Example 3341 and Example 3342 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1672
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3343. Target phrase: long-term operation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22149593

Katherine Esau, a pioneering plant anatomist, focused much of her work on phloem, the food conducting cells in higher
plants. Esau published numerous award winning botany textbooks, including ”Plant Anatomy,” published in 1953. The
Cheadle and Esau families have made generous donations that have ensured the long-term operation of CCBER. The
current senior staff at CCBER are: Katja Seltmann (Kathrine Esau Director), Lisa Stratton (Director of Ecosystem
Management), and Gregory Wahlert (Shirley Tucker Curator of Biodiversity Collections and Botanical Research).

3344. Target phrase: long-term operation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41442780

History. Early small-scale wind turbines were relatively simple and typically fitted with minimal instrumentation re-
quired to control the turbine. There was little design focus on ensuring long-term operation for the relatively infantile
technology. The main faults resulting in turbine downtime are typically drive train or pitch system related.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3343:

Q2. Answer for example 3344: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long-term operation in Example 3343 and Example 3344 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1673
3345. Target phrase: concentric design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6780276

Similarly, the 900 series with bore sizes of 28mm, 30mm and 32mm, were known as 928, 930, and 932 respectively.
The largest bore at 32mm was slightly larger than any previous Monobloc, and all were flange-fitting with stud-holes at
two-inch centres. The concentric design with non-protruding float chamber was both slimmer and shorter, enabling
easier mounting to two-port cylinder heads. Left or right sided carburettors could be produced from basically the same
die-casting, and the design was compatible with up to 40 degrees of downdraught.

3346. Target phrase: concentric design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11473942

Every house was to have a front and back garden, so that no front door would open directly on to the street as in
other valley towns and villages. These ideas were in themselves original enough. But the concentric design of the
village that was conceived by Mr Tallis’ brother-in-law, Mr F R Webb, was even more radical. It was laid down with a
central road (Central Avenue) and transverse roads conforming to a horseshoe shape, with linking ”spoke” roads, making
any road in the village easily accessible from any other.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3345:

Q2. Answer for example 3346: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase concentric design in Example 3345 and Example 3346 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1674
3347. Target phrase: long-range strike
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50579971

Six minutes later, a Taylor shot was deflected out for a corner which was cleared to Reeves whose volley went wide of
the Plymouth goal. In the 25th minute, Kelvin Mellor almost scored an own goal after deflecting a Wimbledon cross but
the ball went wide, and Plymouth cleared the subsequent corner. Five minutes before half-time, a long-range strike
from Callum Kennedy was saved by Luke McCormick in the Plymouth goal. After a minute of injury time, the referee
blew the whistle to bring the half to an end with the score goalless.

3348. Target phrase: long-range strike

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39092723

With manned-unmanned teaming for air combat, a dedicated unmanned supersonic fighter may not be developed, as
the greater cost of high-thrust propulsion and an airframe of similar size to a manned fighter would deliver a platform
with comparable operating costs and still without an ability to engage on its own. NAVAIR planned to release the
draft RFP by the end of March 2014. The Navy was optimizing the UCLASS for ISR and limited strike rather than
long-range strike, along with a potential tanker role. On 18 February 2014, Congressman Randy Forbes wrote a letter
to Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus advocating for the UCLASS to have aerial refueling, survivability, and payloads to
make it effective in future contested air environments.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3347:

Q2. Answer for example 3348: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long-range strike in Example 3347 and Example 3348 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1675
3349. Target phrase: particular attention

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29381476

The aircraft is named for the Zuni people. The Applebay Zuni, and the later refined Applebay Zuni II, as American
designed gliders, were intended to compete with European fibre-glass gliders that have dominated 15m class compe-
titions since the class was established. The Zuni was built using glass-fibre/epoxy resin composite materials, with
particular attention to achieving laminar flow. Using the classic pod and boom layout developed by the German glider
manufacturers, the Zuni uses a modified Wortmann 67 series aerofoil section in a relatively thin double taper wing, (19%
at the root to relieve bending moments, rapidly thinning to 15% 0.9m outboard, 14% at the taper intersection and 13% at
the tip) which is high set on the fuselage with 1o dihedral, (reducing drag from interference of the wing fuselage junction).

3350. Target phrase: particular attention

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2278808

Rainald became one of the most important dignitaries in Hildesheim, where had the first stone bridge built above
the Innerste river. He represented the diocese at the 1148 Council of Reims, presided over by Pope Eugene III, openly
opposing a canon concerned with clerical dress. particular attention was paid to his statements by John of Salisbury,
who mentioned him in his ”Historia Pontificalis”. In 1153 Rainald received the provostship of the St Maurice monastery
in Hildesheim and St Peter’s Abbey in Goslar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3349:

Q2. Answer for example 3350: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular attention in Example 3349 and Example 3350 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1676
3351. Target phrase: true sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37216546

”Recovery” is written by Scott Williams and directed by Dennis Smith. ”Our agents recover a co-worker who’s been
missing since our season finale bombing. But they also begin recovering from the loss of any true sense of security”,
Williams say about the characters in the episode. Pauley Perrette, who portrays Abby, told ”TV Line” that ”Abby is
the sensitive one — she feels the most pain and worries about everyone — so she’s really, really shaken up”.

3352. Target phrase: true sense

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63030605

As early as 1919, the Secretariat of the League developed a Registry, which was responsible for opening files and keep-
ing registers regarding administration as well as the League’s official acts, particularly as embodied in the functioning
of the Council and Assembly and their affiliated committees, commissions and conferences. In 1946, the nascent United
Nations received the League’s records and registry documents. At the time, these were not considered to be an archive
in the true sense of the term, and access was extremely limited. It wasn’t until 1956, during their reorganization under
the UNOG Library that they were formally recognized as separate from UN administration.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3351:

Q2. Answer for example 3352: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase true sense in Example 3351 and Example 3352 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1677
3353. Target phrase: diy store

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1482082

Some outlets have been converted or relocated under the Brico Dépôt format ’DIY Warehouse’, based on the
”B&amp;Q Warehouse” fascia in the United Kingdom. In February 2009, Kingfisher sold thirty one stores of Cas-
torama in Italy to French retailer Leroy Merlin. In 1969, Christian Dubois founded in Englos, near Lille, France’s first
large-scale (5000 m2) diy store. The rapid expansion of the chain meant that twenty years later Castorama had 80 stores
in France.

3354. Target phrase: diy store

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9029176

It is 146 kilometres by road north of Christchurch on the Inland Kaikōura Road (SH70) between Culverden and
Kaikoura. The resort is a 40-minute drive to Hanmer Springs and a 45-minute drive to Kaikoura. The nearby township
of Waiau, Canterbury has a small supermarket, diy store and petrol station. The Inland Kaikōura Road is very scenic
and windy from Waiau through to Kaikōura and forms part of the Alpine Pacific Touring Route.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3353:

Q2. Answer for example 3354: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase diy store in Example 3353 and Example 3354 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1678
3355. Target phrase: transferred power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19106436

Resonant magnetic power transfer was pioneered by Nikola Tesla. Some of his later Tesla coils use a loosely coupled
resonant magnetic power system. The lower coil was energised, and this transferred power via magnetic resonance to
the resonant top coil where the high voltage was generated. This was predominantly done to avoid arcing and permit
higher voltages.

3356. Target phrase: transferred power

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1107462

Pinochet lost the 1988 referendum, where 56% of the votes rejected the extension of the presidential term, against 44%
for ”Sí”, and, following the constitutional provisions, he stayed as president for one more year. The presidential election
was held in December 1989, at the same time as congressional elections that were due to take place. Pinochet left the
presidency on March 11, 1990 and transferred power to his political opponent Patricio Aylwin, the new democratically-
elected president. Due to the same transitional provisions of the constitution, Pinochet remained as Commander-in-Chief
of the Army, until March 1998.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3355:

Q2. Answer for example 3356: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase transferred power in Example 3355 and Example 3356 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1679
3357. Target phrase: principal difficulty

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37386795

Studies proves that salespeople prefer pay raises because they feel frustrated by their inability to obtain other rewards,
but this behavior can be modified by applying a complete reward strategy. There are two kinds of rewards: Intrinsic re-
wards makes the employee feel better in the organization, while Extrinsic rewards focus on the performance and activities
of the employee in order to attain a certain outcome. The principal difficulty is to find a balance between employ-
ees’ performance (extrinsic) and happiness (intrinsic). The reward also needs to be according to the employee’s personality.

3358. Target phrase: principal difficulty

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32611880

Angelo and Georgia are thrown together when they become stand-ins for the stars of a film version of ”Romeo and
Juliet” being shot on location in Venice. Inevitably they fall in love and their affair parallels the Shakespeare tragedy.
The principal difficulty is the scheming of Rafaële, the Magia family’s ruthless consigliere. In the end, Angelo is killed
and Georgia dies at his side.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3357:

Q2. Answer for example 3358: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase principal difficulty in Example 3357 and Example 3358 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1680
3359. Target phrase: another meeting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40369941

On November 20, the state Board of Elections held an emergency meeting. They declined a McCrory campaign
petition for the state board to take jurisdiction over all 50 county election protests, except for the one in Bladen County,
which they took over. They decided to convene another meeting on November 22 to issue guidance to county boards
on how to handle the protests. On November 22, the McCrory campaign formally requested a statewide recount.

3360. Target phrase: another meeting

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17606958

By telling Beer that, Lousiev as much as invited him to become the Israeli spokesperson. Lousiev expressed his desire
to continue meeting Beer and they decided to schedule another meeting over the phone. However, before Beer had the
chance to call, he met Lousiev ”coincidentally”, and they scheduled another meeting, which was held in September
1956. Beer informed the Minister of Defense’s military secretary about the new acquaintance, and the secretary advised
him to discuss the issue with the head of the ISA Amos Manor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3359:

Q2. Answer for example 3360: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another meeting in Example 3359 and Example 3360 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1681
3361. Target phrase: side courses

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44029665

He went to the Dr. W.A. Visser ’t Hooft lyceum in Leiden between 1970 and 1976. He studied theology at Leiden
University between 1976 and 1983 with side courses in masscommunication and public relations. In 1979 he already
returned to his former lyceum to teach courses in religion and life stance, he continued until 1984.

3362. Target phrase: side courses

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4136591

At the time Rorer was writing, Alessandro Filippini, a chef at Delmonico’s restaurant on Pine Street in New York,
wrote a book of menus for ”every family of means in the habit of giving a few dinners to its friends during the year”,
with a brief discussion of table service and a guide to wines. He recommended the types of menus criticized by Rorer
but common among the wealthy. French dinners are generally served in three main courses, viz., Relevés, Entrées, and
Rotis; all the rest are considered side courses. It depends entirely on the taste of the host as to how many main courses
he desires served.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3361:

Q2. Answer for example 3362: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase side courses in Example 3361 and Example 3362 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1682
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3363. Target phrase: junk mail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51018190

Between July 1994 and January 1995, he lived with the author Will Self in a cottage in Knodishall, Suffolk. He
worked as amanuensis to Will Self. His transcript of an interview between Will Self and JG Ballard was published in
Will Self’s collection of journalism, junk mail (Bloomsbury, 1995). He recounted the story of this whole period in his
2018 literary memoir ”Self &amp; I”, which was described as ’erudite yet hilarious’ by The Observer and was shortlisted
for the New Angle Prize.

3364. Target phrase: junk mail

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15507751

In cases where no such immediate need exists, the TRA still has the right to “relevant information” as long as the TRA
has given two weeks’ notice. In its Acceptable Use Policy, the AFGNIC prohibits the use of the “.af” domain to make any
communications to commit a criminal offense; racially vilify others; violate intellectual property rights; and distribute,
publish, or link to pornographic materials that a “reasonable person as a member of the community of Afghanistan would
consider to be obscene or indecent”. The ban on spam or junk mail also includes unsolicited political or religious tracts
along with commercial advertising and other information. On June 12, 2006, the National Directorate of Security (NDS),
Afghanistan’s national intelligence agency, issued a list of broadcasting and publishing activities that “must be banned”
in light of heightened security problems that could deteriorate public morale.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3363:

Q2. Answer for example 3364: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase junk mail in Example 3363 and Example 3364 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1683
3365. Target phrase: characteristic way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3010589

More advanced solution theories exist, such as the Flory–Krigbaum theory. Liquid-liquid phase separation. Polymers
can separate out from the solvent, and do so in a characteristic way. The Flory-Huggins free energy per unit volume,
for a polymer with formula_54 monomers, can be written in a simple dimensionless form formula_55 for formula_56the
volume fraction of monomers, and formula_57.

3366. Target phrase: characteristic way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1164826

Mieczysław Fogg (born Mieczysław Fogiel; 30 May 1901, Warsaw3 September 1990, Warsaw) was a Polish singer and
artist. His popularity started well before World War II and continued well into the 1980s. He had a characteristic way
of staying very serious yet slightly emotional on stage when singing. Fogg had a lyric baritone voice and can be compared
to French Tino Rossi in style.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3365:

Q2. Answer for example 3366: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase characteristic way in Example 3365 and Example 3366 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1684
3367. Target phrase: visible effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3834655

While shooting at ducks north of Sandusky, Ohio, in 1793, the captain of the sloop ”Felicity” startled a large creature
(snake) described as ”more than a rod (16 ½ ft.) in length” July 1817, the crew of a schooner reported a long serpent,
dark in color. Later that year, another boat crew spotted a similar animal, this time copper-colored and in length. This
time, they shot at it with muskets, which had no visible effect. A third 1817 incident took place near Toledo, when
French settlers—two brothers named Dusseau—encountered a huge monster on the beach, writhing in what they took to
be its death throes.

3368. Target phrase: visible effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18116598

Aircrew and the pilot in this situation during short circuiting of aircraft electrical equipment will be reprioritised of
their work and cause detriment to the overall safety and wellbeing of the passengers. Satellites. Ionospheric storms have
a visible effect on satellites and satellite communication. Solar cells on satellites will have a chance of being affected or
destroyed and this will lead to disturbances in satellite communications and signals commonly used for various technolo-
gies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3367:

Q2. Answer for example 3368: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase visible effect in Example 3367 and Example 3368 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1685
3369. Target phrase: defense tactics

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60257

However, some kelp forest ecosystems in California have also thrived without sea otters, with sea urchin populations
apparently controlled by other factors. The role of sea otters in maintaining kelp forests has been observed to be more
important in areas of open coast than in more protected bays and estuaries. An apex predator affects prey population
dynamics and defense tactics (such as camouflage). The polar bear is the apex predator within its range.

3370. Target phrase: defense tactics

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=67770327

The quarter-finals series against Śląsk Wrocław was Kolenda’s first playoff experience. Yet, he was not able to prevent
his team from falling 1-3 overall. For the series, Kolenda praised the defense tactics of the opponent’s head coach Oliver
Vidin. In April 2021, Łukasz Kolenda’s contract with Trefl Sopot expired.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3369:

Q2. Answer for example 3370: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase defense tactics in Example 3369 and Example 3370 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1686
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3371. Target phrase: federal or state law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34893675

In addition to the Uniform Code of Military Justice, personnel are subject to the terms of the Constitution, other
federal laws, and individual state laws where applicable (e.g., whenever the service member is in the United States, unless
on a military base with exclusive federal jurisdiction). When a violation of the UCMJ occurs, the matter is handled by
the command of the service member. When a violation of a federal or state law occurs, the matter may be handled
by local state or federal authorities. Court-martial.

3372. Target phrase: federal or state law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41525316

In 2013, the parents of a two-year-old with Dravet syndrome confronted New Jersey governor Chris Christie, who
signed a bill allowing access for sick children to medical marijuana in a controversy dubbed ”pot for tots”. In 2014, leg-
islative proposals in Utah, Arizona, New York, Washington state, Minnesota, and Florida were considered, where ”even
some staunch opponents of medical marijuana now are willing to make an exception” to allow the marijuana extract for
medical treatment. In Utah, Rep. Gage Froerer, R-Huntsville, said in October 2013: ”Nothing in federal or state law
prohibits the sale or use of hemp products.” He pledged to consult with the Utah Substance Abuse Authority, saying:
”We need to take a strong look at this and make sure that we as a legislature and we as citizens understand really what
this is and what it’s not.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3371:

Q2. Answer for example 3372: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase federal or state law in Example 3371 and Example 3372 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1687
3373. Target phrase: initial processing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26406536

Chemical industry. Australia has a chemical industry, including the manufacture of many petrochemicals. Many
mining companies, such as BHP and Comalco, perform initial processing of raw materials. Similarly, Australia’s agri-
culture feeds into the chemical industry.

3374. Target phrase: initial processing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21571449

Due to the evolutionary importance of being able to recognize faces and associate information with others based on
this recognition, humans have evolved a distinct neural circuit for the processing of facial stimuli. Since the discovery
of this distinct circuit, the anatomical structures involved have been studied in depth. The initial processing of visual
stimuli occurs in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), postparietal cortex (PPC), and precuneus. The stimuli are then identified
as being facial and more refined processing occurs within the fusiform face area (FFA), the occipital face area (OFA),
and the face-selective region of the superior temporal sulcus (fSTS).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3373:

Q2. Answer for example 3374: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase initial processing in Example 3373 and Example 3374 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1688
3375. Target phrase: third plane

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6325859

Following training in advanced surface warfare techniques, he was given command of the destroyer in late November
1944. On 6 January 1945 his ship was covering minesweeping operations in advance of the Lingayen Gulf invasion when
she was attacked by four Japanese Kamikazes. Though ”Walke” shot down two, the third plane struck the ship, en-
veloping her bridge area in burning gasoline. Though horribly burned, Commander Davis remained on his feet, conned
the ship, directed damage control efforts and saw to the destruction of the fourth suicide plane.

3376. Target phrase: third plane

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20284924

a ceiling viewed from above, a reflected view is used, which is a mirror image of the true orthographic view.) Monge’s
original formulation uses two planes only and obtains the top and front views only. The addition of a third plane to
show a side view (either left or right) is a modern extension. The terminology of ”quadrant” is a mild anachronism, as a
modern orthographic projection with three views corresponds more precisely to an octant of 3D space.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3375:

Q2. Answer for example 3376: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third plane in Example 3375 and Example 3376 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1689
3377. Target phrase: conservation process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48216389

Positions held. Member, Rajya Sabha, June 2014 - June 2020 Member, Committee on Commerce, September 2014
- August 2017 Member, Sub-Committee on Ease of Doing Business of the Committee on Commerce, April - December
2015 Member, Select Committee of Rajya Sabha on the Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Bill, 2013, May -
July 2015 Member, Committee on External Affairs, September 2017 onwards Member, Committee on Rules, June 2018
onwards Member, Special Invitee to the Board of TTD Trust, September 2019 onwards Lake Conservation. Kupendra
Reddy has been associated with the lake conservation movement of Bangalore and involved in the conservation process
of lakes like Agara, Varthur and Bellandur. Apart from cleaning and restoration process, he has also suggested measures
to maintain lakes using self-reliant measures.

3378. Target phrase: conservation process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55025357

The tap water was then exchanged and monitored until it was finally replaced by distilled water towards the end of the
process. The items involved are then dried, and cleaned differently depending on the base metal of the object. Sea water
is very corrosive and destructive to silver coins, their value is determined by their original condition as raised and by the
conservation process. Gold coins on the other hand survive better underwater making their conservation process easier.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3377:

Q2. Answer for example 3378: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase conservation process in Example 3377 and Example 3378 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1690
3379. Target phrase: open gate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15040491

Unnamed Main Antagonist/Axe Murderer. Played by: Doug Lennox The main antagonist of the first film who was
seen in a leather jacket, a T-shirt that says Vassar, beanie and jeans. He was first seen at the end of the open gate,
while Blankes and Copeland were busy antagonizing his gang of thugs. Once they got at the end, the man comes out and
takes the revolvers out of their hands, forcing Blankes and Copeland on the run from him.

3380. Target phrase: open gate

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50781211

The third finding is that the orientation of a PafE subunit within the ring structure is different from that of PA26 or
PA28: PafE helices (H) H1 and H4 face the interior channel but in Pa26 and PA28, H3 and H4 face inside. Function. PafE
interacts with the core proteasome alpha-subunit (PrcA) through its C-terminal hydrophobic-tyrosine-X motif (HbYX
motif), as a switch to open gate of core proteasome. Interaction of PafE with the proteasome stimulates proteasomal
peptidase and casein degradation activity, which suggests PafE could play a role in the removal of non-native or damaged
proteins by influencing the conformation of the proteasome complex upon interaction.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3379:

Q2. Answer for example 3380: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase open gate in Example 3379 and Example 3380 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1691
3381. Target phrase: unique group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5457188

Females of some species will also drink hemolymph from hosts to gain additional nutrients for egg production. Mutu-
alism with polydnavirus. Polydnaviruses are a unique group of insect viruses that have a mutualistic relationship with
some parasitic wasps. The polydnavirus replicates in the oviducts of an adult female parasitoid wasp.

3382. Target phrase: unique group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64223342

Bangladesh Sangbadpatra Parishad () (Bangladesh Newspaper Association) is a national trade body of newspapers
in Bangladesh. Mohammad Noor Ali, owner of Amader Shomoy and Chairman of unique group is the President of the
association. Mohammad Nizam Uddin Jitu, of the Daily Janakantha, is the General Secretary.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3381:

Q2. Answer for example 3382: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unique group in Example 3381 and Example 3382 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1692
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3383. Target phrase: guardian figure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22620518

The developers also encourage players to strategically manipulate the board layout for offensive and defensive pur-
poses through the process of ”folding space”. This game mechanism was inspired by the ”Dune” novels. The lengthy play
time in the initial play testing lead developers to create the guardian figure. The Guardian, described below, acts as a
mechanism for rewarding exploration, expansion, and reduced play time dramatically.

3384. Target phrase: guardian figure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36061787

His appearance was essentially the opposite, or complement of that of Ugallu, with a human head replacing that of
an animal and an animal’s body replacing that of a human. He appears in later iconography paired with Kusarikku,
”Bull-Man”, a similar anthropomorphic character, as attendants to the god Šamaš. He is carved as a guardian figure
on a doorway in Aššur-bāni-apli’s north palace at Nineveh. He appears as an intercessor with Marduk and Zarpanītu for
the sick in rituals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3383:

Q2. Answer for example 3384: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase guardian figure in Example 3383 and Example 3384 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1693
3385. Target phrase: specific law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2213921

Carruthers is currently under house arrest on a one million dollar bail bond. In September 2006, Sportingbet reported
that its chairman, Peter Dicks, was detained in New York City on a Louisiana warrant while traveling in the United
States on business unrelated to online gaming. Louisiana is one of the few states that has a specific law prohibiting
gambling online. At the end of the month, New York dismissed the Louisiana warrant.

3386. Target phrase: specific law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26235030

The election of Consul Gaius Marius occurred during the Jugurthine War between the King of Numidia and the
Roman Republic. Following the election, the Senate did not authorize him to command the army in Numidia due to
their disapproval of his slandering his opponent, Quintus Caecilius Metellus Numidicus, in securing his consulship. The
Plebeian Assembly then passed a specific law that granted Marius this authority. The Senate retaliated by dramatically
cutting the number of soldiers he was provided with.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3385:

Q2. Answer for example 3386: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific law in Example 3385 and Example 3386 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1694
3387. Target phrase: former volume
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52080548

Thus in 1922 the railways in the area under consideration were: After 1923. From the end of World War I the political
situation in Ireland was dominated by the Irish War of Independence, and by the summer of 1921 it had drifted into a
situation little short of civil war. As a result, traffic on the Fishguard to Rosslare route had fallen to a fraction of its
former volume. The treaty of 6 December 1921 formally ended the hostilities, although outbreaks of violence continued;
nevertheless matters seemed to be moving towards stability by the summer of 1923.

3388. Target phrase: former volume

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30829222

In 1932, Sergiu Dan joined the staff of Vinea’s gazette ”Facla”, with novelist Ion Călugăru, poet N. Davidescu, writer-
director Sandu Eliad, and professional journalists Nicolae Carandino and Henric Streitman. Dan resumed his writing
career with ”Arsenic”, published by Cultura Națională in 1934, and ”Surorile Veniamin” (”The Veniamin Sisters”, Edi-
tura Vatra, 1935). The former volume received another cultural prize, granted by literary critics at the Eforie festival
of 1934. During 1934, Dan was one of 46 intellectuals who signed an appeal in favor of normalizing relations between
Romania and its communist enemy to the east, the Soviet Union—the basis for a cultural and political association,
”Amicii URSS”, which was secretly maneuvered by the outlawed Romanian Communist Party.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3387:

Q2. Answer for example 3388: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase former volume in Example 3387 and Example 3388 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1695
3389. Target phrase: valid form

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=618854

However, the GVB now refers to all trains of this type as the M5 series. Ticketing system. The ”OV-chipkaart”, a
nationwide contactless smart card system, is the only valid form of ticket on the metro system. It replaced the so-called
”strippenkaart” system on 27 August 2009, after the two systems had run parallel since 2006.

3390. Target phrase: valid form

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5092578

In North America, only British Columbia and Saskatchewan allows and sanctions polygamous relationships under
legal jurisdictional statute. Polygamy is practiced illegally by some groups in the United States and Canada, primarily
by certain Mormon fundamentalist sects that separated from the mainstream Latter Day Saints movement after the
practice was renounced in 1890. Many societies, even some with a cultural tradition of polygamy, recognize monogamy as
the only valid form of marriage. For example, People’s Republic of China shifted from allowing polygamy to supporting
only monogamy in the Marriage Act of 1953 after the Communist revolution.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3389:

Q2. Answer for example 3390: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase valid form in Example 3389 and Example 3390 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1696
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3391. Target phrase: uncontrolled increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25387641

However reflecting developments in many cities around the world during the 1960s, the tram service began to be closed
down in 1956, and was completely stopped in 1966. After closing the old tram network in the mid 1960s, the people
of Istanbul thought the unfashionable obstacle to smooth city travelling had been removed, and that city traffic would
move faster than before, but it proved false some years later. An uncontrolled increase in the use of fossil fuel vehicles
like buses, taxi, and private cars started choking the streets of Istanbul. Turkey suffered many of the problems of de-
veloping countries, including pollution, traffic jam, illegal migration, low literacy and high levels of population increase etc.

3392. Target phrase: uncontrolled increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5040533

In the brain, domoic acid especially damages the hippocampus and amygdaloid nucleus. It damages the neurons by
activating AMPA and kainate receptors, causing an influx of calcium. Although calcium flowing into cells is a normal
event, the uncontrolled increase of calcium causes the cell to degenerate. Gastrointestinal symptoms can appear 24
hours after ingestion of affected molluscs.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3391:

Q2. Answer for example 3392: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase uncontrolled increase in Example 3391 and Example 3392 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1697
3393. Target phrase: unidentified young man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44065361

In the IS propaganda film ”Clanging of the Swords IV”, he is seen alongside other Albanians from Albania, Macedonia,
Kosovo, brandishing a sword and then destroying their passports. The film, posted on 17 May 2014, is an ”extremely
violent hour-long film”, whose ”production style is reminiscent of Hollywood blockbusters”. On 29 July 2014, Muhaxheri
uploaded photos to a Facebook page where he is seen beheading an unidentified young man in Syria. In an interview
with the Albanian daily ”Dita”, posted on 2 August 2014, Muhaxheri said that the man was a 19-year-old spy, and that
he had acted according to the Quran.

3394. Target phrase: unidentified young man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=63983359

Portrait of a Young Man holding a Letter is an oil on panel painting by Rosso Fiorentino, executed in 1518, now in
the National Gallery, London. It is dated 22 June 1518 on the letter held by the unidentified young man in black
hat and clothes. In his ”Lives of the Artists” Vasari briefly mentions that many portraits by Fiorentino could still be
seen in Florentine homes, probably produced before Rosso left for Volterra in 1521 - this work is thought to be one of them.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3393:

Q2. Answer for example 3394: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unidentified young man in Example 3393 and Example 3394 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1698
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3395. Target phrase: standard character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5851855

An important ”first” was the full support for SGML - or ”S-code”. This allow the text editor to be used to edit and
view the first HTML documents created - on hardware running NOTIS. The alternate character set - ”T-code” was the
CCITT, now ITU T.56 standard character set - used in all television sets to show teletext/”Text TV”. So, the systems
had full support for semi-graphical input and display, but just a few terminals supported this.

3396. Target phrase: standard character

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=99881

The film was a parody of the art film ”My Dinner with Andre.” Lynne Margulies, sister of the film’s director, Johnny
Legend, appears in it, and became romantically involved with Kaufman. In 2002, Kaufman became a playable character
in the video game ”Legends of Wrestling II” and a standard character in 2004’s ””. In 2008, Jakks Pacific produced for
their WWE Classic Superstars toy line an action figure two-pack of Kaufman and Lawler, as well as a separate figures
release for each of them.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3395:

Q2. Answer for example 3396: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase standard character in Example 3395 and Example 3396 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1699
3397. Target phrase: conservation order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4100225

A wooden plug is installed in the hollow magazine of the shotgun. Legal hunting is limited to a set time period (or
”season”), which generally extends from fall to early winter, while birds are migrating south. The conservation order
established by the USF&amp;WS allows for hunting snow geese in March and April. The reason for this is that snow
geese populations have become so large that more hunting is needed to control their populations, as they are destroying
their habitat.

3398. Target phrase: conservation order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57688874

In 1979 Coolah Shire Council requested the making of a conservation order over the Old Police Station and Court-
house. As a new police station and a new police sergeant’s residence had already been built on another site in Coolah,
plans were being made for its disposal. The Department of Public Works and Services supported the making of a
conservation order in respect of the building. On 28 March 1980 a permanent conservation order was placed over the
property.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3397:

Q2. Answer for example 3398: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase conservation order in Example 3397 and Example 3398 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1700

833
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3399. Target phrase: particular kind

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2969767

For Charles Blattberg, however, there exists a particularist approach to global justice, one based upon what he calls
a ”global patriotism.” Nationalism. Nationalists, such as David Miller and Yael Tamir, argue that demanding mutual
obligations are created by a particular kind of valuable association, the nation. We may have humanitarian duties to aid
the particularly badly off worldwide, but these are much less stringent and pressing than our duties to our fellow-citizens.

3400. Target phrase: particular kind

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19110453

Sasanishiki is a Japanese rice from Sendai, Japan. Sasanishiki was created as a mixture of Hatsunishiki and Sasashig-
ure at Furukawa Agricultural Experiment Station in Miyagi prefecture in Japan in 1963. The unique feature of this
particular kind of Japanese rice is its ability to keep the same taste even when cooling down. This makes it good for
sushi, and some sushi restaurants in Japan advertise the use of this rice.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3399:

Q2. Answer for example 3400: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular kind in Example 3399 and Example 3400 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1701
3401. Target phrase: historical performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15016659

American organist Joseph Arndt became Organist/Choirmaster at Saint John’s Episcopal Church in Tulsa, Oklahoma
in June 2015. He is also currently Adjunct Professor of Harpsichord at the Brisch Center for historical performance at
the University of Central Oklahoma. Prior to his move to Tulsa he was the Director of Music at Grace Church, Newark,
NJ, one of the prominent Anglo-Catholic parishes in the eastern United States.

3402. Target phrase: historical performance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10219801

Aggregation bias, along with issues relating to variations in the time-specific natures of different media, pose serious
problems when these models are used in ways beyond those for which they were originally designed. As media become
even more fragmented, it is critical that these issues are taken into account if marketing-mix models are used to judge
the relative effectiveness of different media and tactics. Marketing-mix models use historical performance to evaluate
marketing performance and so are not an effective tool to manage marketing investments for new products. This is be-
cause the relatively short history of new products make marketing-mix results unstable.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3401:

Q2. Answer for example 3402: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase historical performance in Example 3401 and Example 3402 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1702
3403. Target phrase: house property
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40802248

This action was organized by a paramilitary group called GAL which subsequent trials found to have been established
by figures within the PSOE government. Alleged ETA militants Joxean Lasa and Joxi Zabala, while getting into a friend’s
car, were kidnapped by non-uniformed members of the Spanish police in Bayonne (Labourd-French Basque Country).
They were secretly taken to San Sebastián, and locked up in a house property of the government always in Spanish
Police’s (Guardia Civil) hands. For a long time, these two men from the municipality of Tolosa, were interrogated under
severe conditions The organizers of the operation, provided they complied with the objectives of extracting information,
ordered the murder of Lasa and Zabala.

3404. Target phrase: house property

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12524338

This led to numerous confrontations and skirmishes among the Europeans and Tlingit in early history, since a particu-
lar ”chief” could only hold sway over members of his own household and not over others in the village. A high stature ”hít
s’aatí” could convince unrelated villagers to behave a certain way, but if he lost significant status the community would
begin to ignore him, much to the dismay of Europeans who were depending on his authority. The ”hít s’aatí” is usually
the caretaker and administrator of house property, as well as some or most clan property in his region. He may of-
ten refer to himself as the ”slave” of clan and house valuables and regalia because his position is not one of true ownership.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3403:

Q2. Answer for example 3404: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase house property in Example 3403 and Example 3404 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1703
3405. Target phrase: slight delay

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45121702

Release and promotion. On November 22, 2014, when Keef announced the release of an album, titled ”Nobody” (also
noted as ”Nobody: The Album”), slated for a December 2, 2014 release, it became apparent that the ”Nobody” track
had developed into its own project, rather than as a portion of ”Bang 3”. The album experienced a slight delay, but
was released on December 16 through iTunes digital download. Meaghan Garvey of ”Pitchfork Media” wrote that the
album was, ”released suddenly and without much fanfare.”

3406. Target phrase: slight delay

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=429542

Kaashif Ahmad resuscitated the baby after she was born. As of November 2018, Lyla was attending preschool. She
had a slight delay in speech, but no other known medical issues or disabilities. Amillia Taylor is also often cited as the
most premature baby.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3405:

Q2. Answer for example 3406: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase slight delay in Example 3405 and Example 3406 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1704

835
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3407. Target phrase: prime movers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=558959

Electric versus diesel. Energy efficiency. Electric trains need not carry the weight of prime movers, transmission
and fuel. This is partly offset by the weight of electrical equipment.

3408. Target phrase: prime movers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=586412

In February, the Queanbeyan Showground plays host to the annual ”Convoy for Kids” to aid cancer research. The
event is widely supported by community groups, regional businesses and the emergency services. The event attracts
hundreds of commercial vehicles, trucks, prime movers and bushfire brigade vehicles. The highlight of the afternoon is
the sounding of horns, which can be heard for miles around.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3407:

Q2. Answer for example 3408: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prime movers in Example 3407 and Example 3408 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1705
3409. Target phrase: unique position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12082608

Harju-Madise Church is located on a high limestone cliff about half a kilometre from the seashore. The first sanctuary
on the site was a small wooden construction that was replaced by a stone construction in the 15th century. Because of
the unique position on a high shore the church tower was also used as a lighthouse. Only the western portal of the
original church has been preserved to date.

3410. Target phrase: unique position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38049490

When Nkrumah made a surprise visit to Togo soon after the country had achieved independence and proposed a union
of the two countries in the name of African unity Olympio responded that ”African unity, so much to be desired, must
not be used as an excuse for an expansionist policy.” The relationship between the two leaders declined with Olympio
often dismissing Nkrumah as a ”black imperialist” and, although he initially claimed he did not want a military in Togo,
upon achieving independence Olympio funded and built a small military largely to protect the country against any pos-
sible advances by Nkrumah and Ghana. During his administration, Olympio adopted a unique position for the early
independent African leaders of former French colonies. Although he tried to rely on little foreign aid, when necessary he
relied on German aid instead of French aid.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3409:

Q2. Answer for example 3410: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unique position in Example 3409 and Example 3410 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1706
3411. Target phrase: great threat
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=317381

In 2016, Clear Lake was ranked by ”Bassmaster Magazine” as the #3 best bass lake in the United States and the #1
best bass lake on the West Coast. Area wineries with tasting rooms include Guenoc and Langtry Estate Vineyards and
Winery, Steele Wines, Brassfield Wines, Vigilance Wines, Six Sigma Winery, and Wildhurst Vineyards among others.
All boaters entering Lake County are warned that Dreissenid mussels, otherwise known as quagga and zebra mussels are
a great threat to Clear Lake. By law, boats are required to be inspected before launching.

3412. Target phrase: great threat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49501351

Poe supported transparent and inclusive Mindanao peace talks and a formal peace covenant including all sectors,
such as the MILF, MNLF, tribal groups, indigenous people, and the Christians in Mindanao. She also mentioned her
plan to build a 70 billion-peso railway system in Mindanao and supported devolution of powers in the local government,
an expanded budget for road infrastructure and tourism projects to provide jobs, and solving problems in electricity in
Mindanao through the rehabilitation of Angus-Pulangi Dam and Hydroelectric Power Plant, which supplied power to
much of Mindanao. Duterte reacts that there is a great threat in Mindanao, after the Bangsamoro Basic Law (BBL)
failed to pass in the 15th Congress. He promised to offer the original version of the BBL and federalism to the Mindanao
region.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3411:

Q2. Answer for example 3412: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great threat in Example 3411 and Example 3412 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1707
3413. Target phrase: wide variation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10929925

Order: PasseriformesFamily: Estrildidae The estrildid finches are small passerine birds of the Old World tropics and
Australasia. They are gregarious and often colonial seed eaters with short thick but pointed bills. They are all similar in
structure and habits, but have wide variation in plumage colours and patterns. Indigobirds.

3414. Target phrase: wide variation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=697618

The table below summarizes the legal grounds for abortion in autonomous jurisdictions not included in the previous
table. Europe. Despite a wide variation in the restrictions under which it is permitted, abortion is legal in most Euro-
pean countries. The exceptions are the mini-state of Malta, the micro-states of Vatican City, San Marino, Liechtenstein,
and Andorra, and the large state of Poland, where abortion is illegal or severely restricted.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3413:

Q2. Answer for example 3414: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wide variation in Example 3413 and Example 3414 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1708
3415. Target phrase: general rule
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12718589

The brivla which constitute the lexical core of the language are called ”gismu”. They are invariably five-letter words,
which distinguishes it from the other types of brivla, and are in a form of either CVCCV or CCVCV (C stands for a
consonant and V for a vowel). Being two syllables means that the general rule of gismu to be stressed penultimately
will always cause the first syllable to be stressed. They have been chosen or added as root words because they The main
source languages from which they were drawn are Arabic, Chinese, English, Hindi, Russian, and Spanish.

3416. Target phrase: general rule

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5139911

Judaism. Heaven in Judaism was the realm of God, Earth of mankind, and Sheol was for the dead, and travel
between them was generally impossible, although God and his messengers frequently appear on Earth and the dead can
be summoned up from the underworld as the Witch of Endor summons the shade of Samuel. There are two possible
exceptions to this general rule that humans could not go to heaven, Enoch and Elijah, but neither is clear. mentions
Enoch as one who ”...walked faithfully with God; then he was no more, because God took him away,” but it does not
explicitly say whether he was alive or dead, and it does not say where God took him.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3415:

Q2. Answer for example 3416: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general rule in Example 3415 and Example 3416 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1709
3417. Target phrase: armor-piercing round

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=532751

Further refinements led to the T39 and T51 versions, but these also did not enter service. Ammunition. A cartridge
originally based on an armor-piercing round designed in 1939 for use with the experimental T1 and T1E1 anti-tank
rifles. It was cancelled in 1944 when it became clear that modern tanks had armor too thick to penetrate with a heavy
rifle cartridge.

3418. Target phrase: armor-piercing round

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37463592

The episode continued the trend of a decrease in viewership by episode. Reviews. ”Entertainment Weekly’s” Jeff
Jensen praised the episode, saying, ”It was an armor-piercing round of emotional storytelling, a heartbreaker.” He also
proffered the opinion that Etta’s death was a necessary loss, in order to become more emotionally involved with the season.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3417:

Q2. Answer for example 3418: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase armor-piercing round in Example 3417 and Example 3418 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1710
3419. Target phrase: legitimate interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32723244
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The Employment Tribunal, EAT and Court of Appeal all upheld the victimisation claim, though the Tribunal dis-
missed the race discrimination claim. Judgment. The House of Lords overturned the victimisation claim, holding the
police had a legitimate interest in withholding the reference from Mr Khan. Lord Nicholls remarked that it was not a
standard and sometimes ‘slippery’ causation analysis exercise here.

3420. Target phrase: legitimate interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4088214

In August 2006, Paris Hilton was accused of using caller ID spoofing to break into a voicemail system that used caller
ID for authentication. Caller ID spoofing also has been used in purchase scams on web sites such as Craigslist and eBay.
The scamming caller claims to be calling from Canada into the U.S. with a legitimate interest in purchasing advertised
items. Often the sellers are asked for personal information such as a copy of a registration title, etc., before the (scammer)
purchaser invests the time and effort to come see the for-sale items.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3419:

Q2. Answer for example 3420: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase legitimate interest in Example 3419 and Example 3420 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1711
3421. Target phrase: another government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59270266

Hacking is a set of actions which exploit the capabilities of electronic devices. Cyberwarfare is a set of practices in
defense of political, socio-environmental, socio-technological and cultural causes which is waged in cyberspace (particu-
larly the Internet). Intergovernmental cyberwarfare is a consciously-defined, orderly action by a government to attack
another government, focusing on the other country’s resources, systems and organizations. A cyberattack, thought to
be a joint US-Israeli operation, was made on Iran’s nuclear power plants in 2010.

3422. Target phrase: another government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6663559

In their place were new parties; the Christian Social People’s Party, the Luxembourg Socialist Workers’ Party, and
the Patriotic and Democratic Group in place of the Party of the Right, Socialist Party, and Radical Liberal Party respec-
tively. It is regarded as a realigning election, as the election established the party political order, with four established
parties, that would be maintained until 1974. The conservatives remained the dominant faction, and the Christian Social
People’s Party’s leader, Pierre Dupong, was invited to head another government. The election was also a success for
both liberal and communist candidates, with both the Patriotic and Democratic Group and the Communist Party gaining
four more seats than in the last election before the war.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3421:

Q2. Answer for example 3422: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another government in Example 3421 and Example 3422 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1712
3423. Target phrase: one variation
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37798264

If no one is dressed as Mary and Joseph, the procession generally carries a nativity scene. Las Posadas generally
serves as a way to maintain community bonds with the neighborhood. In one variation, the procession arrives at a
house and divides in two. One half remains outside and sings a traditional song to ask for shelter.

3424. Target phrase: one variation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22123298

When this series of treatments is performed across an entire stand, it is called a uniform or regular shelterwood.
Irregular shelterwoods take a variety of forms, and are becoming increasingly popular on small woodlots and public land.
one variation is the Femelschlag, a German invention meaning ”expanding group shelterwood with reserves.” A patch
of seedlings is located or established by cutting, and the mature trees surrounding this patch are cut, with the exception
of several high-quality reserves.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3423:

Q2. Answer for example 3424: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one variation in Example 3423 and Example 3424 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1713
3425. Target phrase: actual passage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13305

Chronology of Major Kemalist Reforms: The first party to be established in the newly formed republic was the
Women’s Party (Kadınlar Halk Fırkası). It was founded by Nezihe Muhiddin and several other women but was stopped
from its activities, since during the time women were not yet legally allowed to engage in politics. The actual passage
to multi-party period was first attempted with the Liberal Republican Party by Ali Fethi Okyar. The Liberal Repub-
lican Party was dissolved on 17 November 1930 and no further attempt for a multi-party democracy was made until 1945.

3426. Target phrase: actual passage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1167516

The rocks were often used as campsite for wagon trains along the trail. Many emigrants carved their names and
dates on Register Rock, which is now protected by a shelter. The actual passage through the rocks is now the route of
Interstate 86 along the south edge of the park. Geologically, the park was created during the repeated volcanic activity
on the Snake River Plain.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3425:

Q2. Answer for example 3426: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase actual passage in Example 3425 and Example 3426 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1714
3427. Target phrase: imminent loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30246548
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On September 26, the Southeastern Conference announced that Texas A&amp;M would leave the Big 12 Conference
and become the league’s 13th member in July 2012. Missouri also announced plans to depart the Big 12 to join the SEC
on November 6, bringing SEC conference membership to 14 schools. Facing the imminent loss of four members, the
Big 12 announced the addition of TCU from the Mountain West Conference on October 10. In order to join the Big 12,
TCU had to renege on an agreement it had made less than year earlier to join the Big East.

3428. Target phrase: imminent loss

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=264799

Prior to his wedding, a large fire engulfed the Gate of Supreme Harmony at the Forbidden City. This event followed
a trend of recent natural disasters that were considered alarming by many observers. According to traditional Chinese
political theory, such incidents were taken as a warning of the imminent loss of the ”Mandate of Heaven” by current
rulers. For his empress, Empress Dowager Cixi chose the Guangxu Emperor’s cousin Jingfen, who would become Empress
Longyu.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3427:

Q2. Answer for example 3428: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase imminent loss in Example 3427 and Example 3428 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1715
3429. Target phrase: building standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33976803

For example, in 1995, 68% of the affordable rental housing stock was constructed before 1970 and another 21% were
built before 1980. A considerable share of the older affordable rental stock has been removed from the market since 1995,
but many of the remaining units are in older buildings. Due for example to differences in building standards, technical
development and historical maintenance, the older building stock is generally of worse quality than newer buildings.
Deficits include cold down draft, poor insulation and inefficient windows and appliances.

3430. Target phrase: building standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30741600

With the backing of Littlejohn’s report, the Lord Provost, William Chambers, and the Town Council launched an
ambitious programme of urban renewal in Edinburgh. This resulted in the demolition of the worst slums and created the
largely Victorian Old Town that exists today. On Littlejohn’s recommendation, the Council also brought in regulations
governing water supply, sewage, building standards, food hygiene, waste disposal and the management of cemeteries.
In order to track and anticipate the spread of infectious diseases through the population, Littlejohn campaigned for legal
powers to compel medical practitioners to notify him of all cases of the most infectious diseases.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3429:

Q2. Answer for example 3430: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase building standards in Example 3429 and Example 3430 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1716
3431. Target phrase: breast implants
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23727730

The only McQueen not to appear was Jacqui, the explanation being that she was in prison for shoplifting. When she
finally arrived, she came in tow with an old friend named Davey, who wanted his money from her. Carmel had already
found this money and had spent it on breast implants. Davey left after Jacqui agreed to do him any favour.

3432. Target phrase: breast implants

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32185806

Instead they display generic ”mannequin” outlines with any anomalous regions highlighted. Since security screening
is looking for anomalous images, items like false legs, false arms, colostomy bags, body-worn urinals, body-worn insulin
pumps, and external breast augmentations will show up. Note that breast implants, being under the skin, will not be
revealed. Active imaging techniques can be used to perform medical imaging.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3431:

Q2. Answer for example 3432: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase breast implants in Example 3431 and Example 3432 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1717
3433. Target phrase: first american company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1731315

The product was wildly successful but the company was unwilling to compromise security to get an export license for
its products. Thus, C2Net purchased UKWeb, an Apache consultancy in Leeds, which independently re-engineered the
Stronghold product (without RSAref) for the international market. This made C2Net the first american company to
be capable of providing strong encryption solutions to a worldwide market. Eventually C2Net hired the SSLeay developers
Eric Young and Tim Hudson in Brisbane, Australia to develop more encryption products.

3434. Target phrase: first american company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=277945

Nearly every balletmaster or choreographer who has re-staged Swan Lake has made modifications to the ballet’s
scenario, while still maintaining much of the traditional choreography for the dances, which is regarded as virtually
sacrosanct. Likewise, over time the rôle of Siegfried has become more prominent, due largely to the evolution of ballet
technique. In 1940, San Francisco Ballet became the first american company to stage a complete production of ”Swan
Lake”. The enormously successful production starred Lew Christensen as Prince Siegfried, Jacqueline Martin as Odette,
and Janet Reed as Odile.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3433:

Q2. Answer for example 3434: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first american company in Example 3433 and Example 3434 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1718
3435. Target phrase: single color

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42886381
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The Better? A New York City Subway Map Retrospective” at the Cityana Gallery run by Benjamin Blom, exhibiting
the committee’s latest prototype map and offering a questionnaire for testing public reaction. Visitors said they liked the
geographic information but disliked the use of a single color for all subway lines. In response, Tauranac then prepared
a version with two colors, blue for the former IRT lines and red for the former BMT and IND lines.

3436. Target phrase: single color

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2919811

Unlike their following releases, the demo has a thrash metal-oriented sound that is reminiscent of influential thrash
albums where a more aggressive variant of the genre that bordered on death metal was present, such as Kreator’s ”Plea-
sure to Kill” and Dark Angel’s ”Darkness Descends”. The cassette covers feature a photo of the early band and artwork
created by Chris Barnes. The covers are printed on plain inexpensive cardstock and printed in a single color on a white
background. The demo itself is featured on Cannibal Corpse’s 2003 Box Set ”15 Year Killing Spree”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3435:

Q2. Answer for example 3436: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase single color in Example 3435 and Example 3436 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1719
3437. Target phrase: last few minutes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1416232

A new graphic was added in October 2005 to show the start price of falling price auctions. When the channel originally
launched, one of the most popular features was the relaxed style in which the presenters and assistants interacted with
each other. For instance, the presenter whose shift was starting would come on air for the last few minutes of the
previous presenter’s shift. However, although still relaxed, this presenter interaction seems to have been stopped with the
launch of Bid TV.

3438. Target phrase: last few minutes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=146918

Hops are added at different times during the boil, depending on the desired result. Hops added at the beginning of the
boil contribute bitterness, hops added in the last thirty minutes contribute flavor. Hops added in the last few minutes
or even after the end of the boil contribute both flavor and hop aroma. These hop additions are generally referred to as
bittering, flavor, and aroma additions respectively.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3437:

Q2. Answer for example 3438: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last few minutes in Example 3437 and Example 3438 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1720
3439. Target phrase: direct similarity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58648815

Mauldon began his analyses by examining given triangles formula_13 for direct similarity through complex numbers,
specifically the equation formula_14. He then furthered his analyses to equilateral triangles, showing that if a triangle for-
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mula_15 satisfied the equation formula_16 when formula_17, it was equilateral. As evidence of this work, he applied his
conjectures on direct similarity and equilateral triangles in proving Napoleon’s theorem. He then built off Napoleon by
proving that if an equilateral triangle was constructed with equilateral triangles incident on each vertex, the midpoints of
the connecting lines between the non-incident vertices of the outer three equilateral triangles create an equilateral triangle.

3440. Target phrase: direct similarity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16938253

To say Geoffrey Chaucer is the singular influence on these Scottish poets is a definite over-generalization. These
poets share in the medieval status of Chaucer, and Chaucer is their immediate predecessor, but the poems retain the
distinctiveness of the Scottish authors and traditions. As time continues on in the 15th century, the authors move further
and further away from direct similarity with Chaucer. For the 15th-century Scottish poets Chaucer lends an important
model, but they use that model for their own purposes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3439:

Q2. Answer for example 3440: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase direct similarity in Example 3439 and Example 3440 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1721
3441. Target phrase: dozen reports

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=222032

Lacking a mouth, opalines feed by taking in nutrients from their surroundings by pinocytosis. While the opalines are
often referred to as ”parasites”, two lines of evidence suggest that they are actually commensals which do no harm to
their anuran hosts. Only about a dozen reports of opalines in fishes have been published, and even fewer on opalines
from reptile or salamander hosts. Their scarcity outside of anuran hosts had led many to speculate that the others are
just incidental infestations—maybe the infested snake had just eaten an infested frog, for example.

3442. Target phrase: dozen reports

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3782094

Bates led an unprecedented expansion in appointments of women and minorities to state boards and commissions.
After September 11, Scott became the first senior policy advisor to the U.S. House of Representatives Homeland Security
Committee and was the principal author of ”Winning the War on Terror”, which helped inform the 9/11 Commission in
its deliberations and development of its report. He helped lead the team that produced a dozen reports on homeland
security issues ranging from border security to bioterrorism. Scott Bates has been on the ground in every war zone where
American troops have fought in this generation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3441:

Q2. Answer for example 3442: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase dozen reports in Example 3441 and Example 3442 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1722
3443. Target phrase: given subject

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=286903
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Just like hard copy books, audio books can be accumulated over many years. Wealthy book collectors pursue great
rarities such as the Gutenberg Bible, and Shakespeare’s First Folio, books which are both famous and extremely valu-
able. Collectors of lesser means may collect works by a favorite author, first editions of modern authors, or books on a
given subject. Book prices generally depend on the demand for a given edition, the number of copies available, and a
book’s condition.

3444. Target phrase: given subject

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42905019

The show was previously called ”The Edge Fat 40” and launched in 2014. Top 10. ”Top 10” was an hour-long music
video countdown show that counted down from a list of videos based on a given subject. The show aired at 8 pm
weeknights and 4 pm Saturdays.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3443:

Q2. Answer for example 3444: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase given subject in Example 3443 and Example 3444 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1723
3445. Target phrase: last 80 years

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=154971

Two boxing historians, Herb Goldman and Charley Rose, and John McCallum’s ”Survey of Old Timers” (survey of
a group of historians and writers) rated Marciano at number seven, number eight and number nine, respectively, of the
best heavyweights of all time. In 1998, ”The Ring” named Marciano as the sixth greatest heavyweight champion ever.
In 2002, ”The Ring” placed Marciano at number 12 on the list of the 80 Best Fighters of the last 80 years. In 2003,
”The Ring” rated Marciano number 14 on the list of 100 greatest punchers of all time.

3446. Target phrase: last 80 years

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17064682

Half Moon Bay (), is located near Khobar city in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia. Half Moon Bay has been a
place of recreation for many people, including oil workers and their families, for the last 80 years. Known for its great
grouper fishing and sailing, many generations have enjoyed it.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3445:

Q2. Answer for example 3446: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last 80 years in Example 3445 and Example 3446 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1724
3447. Target phrase: correct method

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1090852

”It offers the best of both the quick-and-dirty and conventional-development worlds in a sensible manner. Designers
develop only well-understood features in building the evolutionary baseline, while using throwaway prototyping to exper-
iment with the poorly understood features.” Davis’ belief is that to try to ”retrofit quality onto a rapid prototype” is not
the correct method when trying to combine the two approaches. His idea is to engage in an evolutionary prototyping
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methodology and rapidly prototype the features of the system after each evolution.

3448. Target phrase: correct method

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=354711

Locke took over responsibility for the western half of the line. One of the major obstacles to be overcome was Chat
Moss, a large bog that had to be crossed. Although, Stephenson usually gets the credit for this feat, it is believed that it
was Locke who suggested the correct method for crossing the bog. Whilst the line was being built, the directors were
trying to decide whether to use standing engines or locomotives to propel the trains.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3447:

Q2. Answer for example 3448: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase correct method in Example 3447 and Example 3448 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1725
3449. Target phrase: season-long series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11830

The Ford GT40 was first raced in May 1964 at the Nürburgring ”1000 km race” where it retired with suspension failure
after holding second place early in the event. Three weeks later at the 24 Hours of Le Mans, all three entries retired,
although the Ginther/Gregory car led the field from the second lap until its first pitstop. After a season-long series of
dismal results under John Wyer in 1964, the program was handed over to Carroll Shelby after the 1964 Nassau race. The
cars were sent directly to Shelby, still bearing the dirt and damage from the Nassau race.

3450. Target phrase: season-long series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17848400

Since their first meeting in 1948, Rice has played Houston 145 times. They have met for each of the past 37 seasons.
The season-long series between these two teams has been known as the Silver Glove series since 1998, which Rice has
lost only once. Overall, Rice leads the all-time series between their cross-town rivals by a record of 77-68.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3449:

Q2. Answer for example 3450: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase season-long series in Example 3449 and Example 3450 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1726
3451. Target phrase: direction light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5645086

The earliest predecessors of the eye were photoreceptor proteins that sense light, found even in unicellular organisms,
called ”eyespots”. Eyespots can sense only ambient brightness: they can distinguish light from dark, sufficient for pho-
toperiodism and daily synchronization of circadian rhythms. They are insufficient for vision, as they cannot distinguish
shapes or determine the direction light is coming from. Eyespots are found in nearly all major animal groups, and are
common among unicellular organisms, including euglena.
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3452. Target phrase: direction light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28148190

Shortly after the lighting though, the Bülk Lighthouse was not sufficient anymore to secure shipping in the Kiel Fjord
and a lightvessel was moored in the entrance to the fjord. In 1910 the Fresnel lens was replaced by a set of four spotlights.
The original lens was later sold to private owners Until 1969 the lighthouse served as a direction light. It was rebuilt
to a guiding light from 1969 to 1970 and again a Fresnel lens was installed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3451:

Q2. Answer for example 3452: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase direction light in Example 3451 and Example 3452 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1727
3453. Target phrase: productive way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6185247

A lot of people are going to be very upset, because our role in this world does not include deciding who rules Iraq.”
Peck believes U.S. Middle East policy should be more balanced and even-handed. He urges a dialogue with and between
all parties as the most productive way to resolve the region’s problems, which are large, numerous and contentious.
Personal life.

3454. Target phrase: productive way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=629216

Similarities have previously been drawn between an infant crying and the isolation cry of domestic cats. The high
frequency aspect of the purr can subtly exploit humans’ sensitivity to these cries, which makes it more difficult to become
habituated and ignore this. Using sensory biases in communication between species provides the signalers (cats) with a
productive way to increase the standard of care received. Cats often purr when distressed or in pain, such as during
labor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3453:

Q2. Answer for example 3454: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase productive way in Example 3453 and Example 3454 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1728
3455. Target phrase: first seat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6457944

In the modern period it was an ecclesiastical parish in the county of Barcelos. Póvoa de Varzim itself, then Varazim,
was a place in this ecclesiastical parish. And the first seat of the church of Argivai was located in Varzinha, which
Pinho Leal argues is the modern Póvoa de Varzim. During the middle ages, Varzim was a fief with a large territory,
including Argivai, extending from the coast to the hills and the Este river, with the municipality of Póvoa de Varzim
being established in 1308.

3456. Target phrase: first seat
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8549787

In the sport of rowing, each rower is numbered by boat position in ascending order from the bow to the stern (with
the exception of single sculls). The person who is seated on the first seat is always the ’bow’, the closest to the stern
is commonly referred to as the ’stroke’. There are some exceptions to this: Rowers in continental Europe number from
stern up to bow.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3455:

Q2. Answer for example 3456: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first seat in Example 3455 and Example 3456 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1729
3457. Target phrase: key group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6919019

UK laser operators report outdoor laser, searchlight or firework operations at least 28 days in advance. Regulatory and
standards development. A key group inside the U.S. working on laser and aviation safety is the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) G-10T, Laser Safety Hazards Subcommittee. It consists of laser safety experts and researchers, pilots
and other interested parties representing military, commercial and private aviation, and laser users.

3458. Target phrase: key group

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=303062

After the fall of the Aztec and Inca empires, the rulers of the empires were replaced by the Spanish monarchy, while
retaining much of the hierarchical indigenous structures. The crown recognized noble status of elite Indians, giving
them exemption from the head-tax and the right to use the nobles title ”don” and ”doña”. Indigenous noblemen were
a key group for the administration of the Spanish Empire, since they served as intermediaries between crown officials
and indigenous communities. Indigenous noblemen could serve on ”cabildos”, ride horses, and carry firearms.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3457:

Q2. Answer for example 3458: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key group in Example 3457 and Example 3458 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1730
3459. Target phrase: daily or weekly basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=466359

Sveagruva (), or simply Svea, was a mining settlement in the Norwegian archipelago of Svalbard, lying at the head of
Van Mijenfjord. It was the third largest settlement in the archipelago (after Longyearbyen and Barentsburg). Around 300
workers living in Longyearbyen commuted to Sveagruva for work on a daily or weekly basis. The mine was operated
by Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani.

3460. Target phrase: daily or weekly basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=437090
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They take the form of a short essay by a specific writer who offers a personal point of view. In some instances, a
column has been written by a composite or a team, appearing under a pseudonym, or (in effect) a brand name. Some
columnists appear on a daily or weekly basis and later reprint the same material in book collections. Radio and tele-
vision.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3459:

Q2. Answer for example 3460: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase daily or weekly basis in Example 3459 and Example 3460 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1731
3461. Target phrase: general manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27556785

United Nations Security Council resolution 1269, adopted unanimously on 19 October 1999, after expressing concern
at the increasing number of acts of international terrorism, the Council condemned terrorist attacks and called upon
states to fully implement anti-terrorist conventions. It was the first time the Security Council had addressed terrorism
in a general manner, though it did not define what constituted terrorism. Resolution.

3462. Target phrase: general manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14834924

When the evaluations were processed, the professors who were less experienced and less qualified had the best evalu-
ations and best performances on the final examination. However the students who attended the examinations given by
the more qualified and experienced professors did best on the follow-up examination. This created speculation that the
professors who were more experienced taught the material in a more general manner to produce a more fundamental
understanding. This became obvious as a result of the follow-up examinations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3461:

Q2. Answer for example 3462: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general manner in Example 3461 and Example 3462 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1732
3463. Target phrase: possible appeal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25135167

Life imprisonment. Parole may be granted to certain inmates in Austria after 15 years’ imprisonment, if prison of-
ficials are satisfied that the inmate will not re-offend. This is subject to the discretion of a criminal court panel, and a
possible appeal to the high court. Alternatively, the President may grant a pardon following a motion of the Minister
of Justice.

3464. Target phrase: possible appeal

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37644013

Trump emphasized a disregard for political correctness, as well as populist and nativist policies; he earned the sup-
port of working-class voters and voters without college educations, among other demographics. However, Trump’s brash
attitude and polarizing policy stances generated numerous controversies in the media, and many of the other candidates
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sought to become the ”anti-Trump” candidate by condemning his rhetoric and policies. Senators Cruz and Rubio empha-
sized their youth in comparison to most other candidates and their possible appeal to Hispanic voters. Additionally,
Ohio governor John Kasich, a moderate Republican, remained in the race for an extended period despite being viewed
as having little to no chance of winning the nomination.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3463:

Q2. Answer for example 3464: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase possible appeal in Example 3463 and Example 3464 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1733
3465. Target phrase: another indirect result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=670854

Following mechanical wounding or herbivory, JA biosynthesis is rapidly activated, leading to expression of the appro-
priate response genes. For example, in the tomato, wounding produces defense molecules that inhibit leaf digestion in
the insect’s gut. another indirect result of JA signaling is the volatile emission of JA-derived compounds. MeJA on
leaves can travel airborne to nearby plants and elevate levels of transcripts related to wound response.

3466. Target phrase: another indirect result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4586331

One indirect result of the War of 1812 was the later election to the presidency of the war heroes Andrew Jackson
and later William Henry Harrison. Both men won military fame, which had much to do with their election victories.
another indirect result was the decline of the power of the Federalist Party. American military.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3465:

Q2. Answer for example 3466: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another indirect result in Example 3465 and Example 3466 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1734
3467. Target phrase: prior expression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34910637

Various European influence. English Cottage style: 20 Round Hill Road. French Second Empire examples include 45
Elm Street (in a prior expression, now adapted), 105 Elm, 156 Elm and 289 Elm Street. Italianate examples include:
95 Elm Street, 110 (sometimes referred to as 96) Elm Street, 137 Elm Street, 196 Elm Street, 219 Elm Street, 309 Elm
Street and 333 Elm Street.

3468. Target phrase: prior expression

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=68672

Some animals make loud sounds, attempt to look physically larger, bare their teeth, and stare. The behaviors asso-
ciated with anger are designed to warn aggressors to stop their threatening behavior. Rarely does a physical altercation
occur without the prior expression of anger by at least one of the participants. Displays of anger can be used as a
manipulation strategy for social influence.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3467:

Q2. Answer for example 3468: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prior expression in Example 3467 and Example 3468 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1735
3469. Target phrase: built-in function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42057646

This did not encrypt the user’s contact database or message timestamps. The user could define a time period after
which the application ”forgot” the passphrase, providing an additional protection mechanism in case the phone was lost
or stolen. TextSecure had a built-in function for verifying that the user was communicating with the right person and
that no man-in-the-middle attack had occurred. This verification could be done by comparing key fingerprints (in the
form of QR codes) in person.

3470. Target phrase: built-in function

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=171992

The Möbius inversion formula allows the expression of formula_19 as an explicit rational fraction: where formula_21
is the Möbius function. The cyclotomic polynomial formula_22 may be computed by (exactly) dividing formula_1 by
the cyclotomic polynomials of the proper divisors of ”n” previously computed recursively by the same method: This
formula allows computation of formula_19 on a computer for any ”n”, as soon as integer factorization and division of
polynomials are available. Many computer algebra systems, such as SageMath, Maple, Mathematica, and PARI/GP,
have a built-in function to compute the cyclotomic polynomials. Easy cases for computation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3469:

Q2. Answer for example 3470: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase built-in function in Example 3469 and Example 3470 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1736
3471. Target phrase: new mexico game

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25726198

Several specimens were collected from East Clear Creek and from Kin Li Chee Creek, but populations decreased in
the early 1980s. However, the presence of the Zuni bluehead suckers was confirmed in 1987 and 2000 when individuals
were collected again for genetic evaluation. The Zuni bluehead sucker is New Mexico’s most endangered fish, as it is listed
on the new mexico game and Fish’s endangered species list. The Zuni Mountains area south of Grants, New Mexico,
provides the only habitat for this species.

3472. Target phrase: new mexico game

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42722358

Additionally, he was selected as a pre-season All-Big 12 conference selection by Phil Steele. In the second game of the
season on September 15, 2012 against New Mexico Ward would catch 3 touchdown passes in the first half becoming the
first Red Raider to do so since Michael Crabtree in 2007. The new mexico game also marked an NCAA record setting
performance by quarterback Seth Doege who threw for a 90.9 percent completion percentage. Against Iowa State, Ward
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first passed the 1,000 career receiving yards mark.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3471:

Q2. Answer for example 3472: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase new mexico game in Example 3471 and Example 3472 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1737
3473. Target phrase: another neighbor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25714889

Carlos attacks Danny. Angie sees and comes in the house, and tells Carlos if he touches Danny again, ”you’re dead”.
Angie storms out and has another confrontation with another neighbor, Mrs. Kinsky, about recycling. The next day,
Carlos and Gaby are going over to try to make peace, but they overhear Nick yelling at Angie about almost blowing their
cover, with all the talk about recycling, and violent outbursts.

3474. Target phrase: another neighbor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20170219

Centro de Comercio Internacional is an office skyscraper located in Bogotá, Colombia. The building is 190m/623 ft,
50 floors. The building is another neighbor of the second largest skyscraper in Colombia, Torre Colpatria. Located
inside this building are some of the offices of Davivienda Bank which recently obtained the rights of the building.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3473:

Q2. Answer for example 3474: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase another neighbor in Example 3473 and Example 3474 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1738
3475. Target phrase: higher area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1121332

He died in 2009. It is to the advantage of an organization to employ versatilists—because an enterprise will be able
to easily redeploy this type of employee based on changes in business requirements or strategy. To illustrate this using a
mathematical concept, the versitilist has a higher area under the curve rating. Think of a person having some level of
knowledge/experience in 15 knowledge areas.

3476. Target phrase: higher area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55832923

In a larger house, the kitchen is located in an additional building known as the ”beruge”. The higher one-third floor
area (”luan”) marks the more private sleeping area. This higher area is also used as the place where elders, or members
of the bridge-giving lineage, were seated. The word ”luan” means ”stern” of a boat.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3475:
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Q2. Answer for example 3476: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase higher area in Example 3475 and Example 3476 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1739
3477. Target phrase: absolute size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58652270

Findings. The study had a number of primary findings. These can be summarized as follows: It’s important to note
that the absolute size of the gap found was not shown to be significant. Rather it is the relative relationship between
the two that was found to show an effect.

3478. Target phrase: absolute size

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=513908

On the front outer side of the shaft a large triangular deltopectoral crest is present, the attachment for the ”Musculus
pectoralis major” and the ”Musculus deltoideus”. It covers about the upper half of the shaft length, its apex positioned
rather low. The ulna is extremely robust, for its absolute size more heavily built than with any other known member
of the Tetanurae. The only known specimen, BMNH 36585, has a length of 232 millimetres and a minimal shaft circum-
ference of 142 millimetres.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3477:

Q2. Answer for example 3478: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase absolute size in Example 3477 and Example 3478 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1740
3479. Target phrase: one-day competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47691529

For the 1999–00 domestic season, van den Berg switched to playing for Easterns, where he became a regular in both
the one-day and three-day formats. Prior to the 2006–07 season, he switched to Mpumalanga, which had been granted
first-class status on a trial basis. In his only season, he was the team’s leading wicket-taker in both the three-day and the
one-day competition. However, the team did not perform well enough to secure a first-class status for the following
season, which meant an end to van den Berg’s career at that level.

3480. Target phrase: one-day competition

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51370224

”Birit King” is a singing competition for adult male vocalists. ”Birit Queen” is a singing competition for adult female
vocalists. ”Blue vs. Yellow” is a one-day competition that tests the ability of the show’s hosts to conceptualize a
production number. The hosts are divided into two teams: blue team and yellow team.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3479:

Q2. Answer for example 3480: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one-day competition in Example 3479 and Example 3480 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1741
3481. Target phrase: grey hat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=997443

Apple released a statement saying that the iPad and iPhone were only logging the towers that the phone could access.
There have been numerous articles on the matter and it has been viewed as a minor security issue. This instance would be
classified as ”grey hat” because although the experts could have used this for malicious intent, the issue was nonetheless
reported. In August 2013, Khalil Shreateh, an unemployed computer security researcher, hacked the Facebook page of
Mark Zuckerberg in order to force action to correct a bug he discovered which allowed him to post to any user’s page
without their consent.

3482. Target phrase: grey hat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4445948

Browne was Governor of Berwick in May 1573 during the ’lang siege’ of Edinburgh Castle, and after the siege ac-
quired some of the jewels of Mary, Queen of Scots which Sir William Drury brought from Scotland. His page Gilbert
Edward stole jewels from him including a diamond and ruby studded gold mermaid with a diamond shield or mirror,
and a gold chain marked with Browne’s initials ”v.b” at the clasp. The costume of the runaway page was described, with
yellow doublet, peach coloured hose, blue watchet stockings, and a grey hat. His management of finance at Berwick was
criticised several times.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3481:

Q2. Answer for example 3482: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase grey hat in Example 3481 and Example 3482 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1742
3483. Target phrase: convenient place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66700414

At first the buildings in Okuike were all company owned retreats, but in the early to mid 1970’s the first private
residential houses were built. After this more private houses were constructed and Okuike started to transform for a
corporate retreat area, to a residential area. With a regular bus service and close proximity to Ashiya City, it is a very
convenient place to live for many people. Now Okuike is mostly private residential property.

3484. Target phrase: convenient place

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=715089

These will often be for younger children, and may take place during the whole of the service (while the adults are
in church), or the children may be present for the beginning of the service and at a prearranged point leave the ser-
vice to go to Sunday school. Some churches have adult Sunday school either before or after the main worship service.
Following the service, there will often be an opportunity for fellowship in the church hall or other convenient place.
This provides the members of the congregation a chance to socialize with each other and to greet visitors or new members.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3483:

Q2. Answer for example 3484: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase convenient place in Example 3483 and Example 3484 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1743
3485. Target phrase: exact result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20597

A telling incident took place after the battle, a testimony to Mieszko’s high standing among the Empire’s dignitaries,
just one year after his baptism: Widukind of Corvey reported that the dying Wichmann asked Mieszko to hand over
Wichmann’s weapons to Emperor Otto I, to whom Wichmann was related. For Mieszko the victory had to be a satisfying
experience, especially in light of his past defeats inflicted by Wichmann. The exact result of Mieszko’s fighting in the
west of Pomerania is not known. Subsequent loss of the region by Mieszko’s son Bolesław suggests that the conquest was
difficult and the hold over that territory rather tenuous.

3486. Target phrase: exact result

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42970765

Comparison of methods. The extrapolation method is suitable in a situation where The adaptive extrapolation method
is suitable for a situation where The iterative extrapolation method is suitable for a situation in which Local tomography
is suitable for a situation in which The local inverse method, identical to local tomography, suitable in a situation in which
The iterative reconstruction method obtains a good result with large calculations. Although the analytic method achieves
an exact result, it is only functional in some situations. The fast extrapolation method can get the same results as the
other extrapolation methods, and can be applied to the above interior reconstruction methods to reduce the calculation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3485:

Q2. Answer for example 3486: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase exact result in Example 3485 and Example 3486 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1744
3487. Target phrase: general principle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52045468

The security system (TSE) consist of: Major functionality of TSE is to provide signing of data in order to prevent any
manipulations in data base, meaning each receipt must be provided with an electronic signature (signature is not printed
on the receipt). Hungary. The general principle of the fiscalization system in Hungary includes the whole solution
which is used in the store for creating and issuing of receipts. The authorities have set up the requirements standard which
absolutely minimizes the possibilities for different types of tax fraud which can happen in the cash register environment.

3488. Target phrase: general principle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=496877

Line traps are places that a line can pass through but are too tight for a diver, making it impossible to follow the line
by feel. Avoiding line traps is a large part of the skill of laying line, and generally require the line to be tied off in such a
way that it does not enter line trap areas when under the necessary tension to prevent slack. As a general principle,
this requires the line to be secured at any change of direction, by a ”placement” or a ”tie-off.” A placement is made by
running the line past a contact surface in such a way that friction or geometry of the line position prevents the line from
moving.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20597
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42970765
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52045468
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=496877


Q1. Answer for example 3487:

Q2. Answer for example 3488: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general principle in Example 3487 and Example 3488 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1745
3489. Target phrase: summit point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53372263

Berryville June 14, 1863 (Company F). Point of Rocks June 17 (Company F). summit point October 7, 1863 (Com-
pany F). Charles Town, W. Va., October 18, 1863.

3490. Target phrase: summit point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42179

Mount Everest (Chinese: ”Zhūmùlǎngmǎ”; ; Tibetan: ”Chomolungma” ) is Earth’s highest mountain above sea level,
located in the Mahalangur Himal sub-range of the Himalayas. The China–Nepal border runs across its summit point.
Its elevation (snow height) of was most recently established in 2020 by the Nepali and Chinese authorities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3489:

Q2. Answer for example 3490: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase summit point in Example 3489 and Example 3490 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1746
3491. Target phrase: classic example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34011341

According to the coalition, this was the first confirmed use of cluster munitions anywhere in the world since the
Convention on Cluster Munitions banning the weapons became international law. The government later admitted to
using Dual-Purpose Improved Conventional Munition (DPICM), but denied that they were actually cluster munitions.
However, the CMC claimed that DPICMs were a classic example of cluster munitions under the convention. Abhisit’s
government repeatedly denied that the military had cluster munitions in its arsenal, although it admitted that it had
weapons with similar features to cluster munitions.

3492. Target phrase: classic example

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62070262

Games that are traditionally described as tabletop games includes board games, card games, dice games, paper and
pencil games, tabletop role-playing games, strategy games, and tile-based games. These types of games typically include
chessboards, game pieces, figurines, cards, dice, and a variety of other accessories that vary according to the complexity of
the game involved. Chess is frequently cited as a classic example of a two-player board game. Desktop games can be ori-
ented to one or more people at the same time and the number of players varies depending on the size and rules of the game.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3491:

Q2. Answer for example 3492: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase classic example in Example 3491 and Example 3492 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1747
3493. Target phrase: definitive restoration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3488870

The material used is usually that of a bis-acrylic composite material (e.g. ProTemp), or one which consists of
the higher acrylics, usually a mixture of poly(ethyl methacrylate) and poly(isobutyl methacrylate). Custom-formed
provisional crowns allow for shaping of the gingival tissues in order to achieve a satisfactory emergence profile of the
definitive restoration. This is indicated particularly when restoring bone-level dental implants.

3494. Target phrase: definitive restoration

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17087693

The icon was restored a first time by Empress Eirene in ca. 787, until it was again removed by Leo V the Armenian
(r. 813–820) and replaced by a simple cross. After the definitive restoration of the veneration of icons in 843, a mosaic
icon by the famed iconodule monk and artist Lazaros replaced it. The exact appearance of the icon is unclear: although
the early image has been interpreted as a bust of the Christ Pantocrator type, late Byzantine references, such as coins by
John III Vatatzes (r. 1221–1254) and the ”Deesis” mosaic in the Chora Church, use the term for depictions of a standing
Christ on a pedestal.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3493:

Q2. Answer for example 3494: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase definitive restoration in Example 3493 and Example 3494 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1748
3495. Target phrase: foreign material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60958951

The need to remove and replace a rejected alloplastic graft or implant increases costs for the patient and prolongs the
time the patient must endure the defect of concern. For patients that are successful with alloplasty, may experience long
recovery times. This is because the patient’s body needs to adapt to the foreign material and integrate the alloplastic
implant or graft with its surrounding tissue. The surgical technique of alloplasty if completed incorrectly can cause sig-
nificant and irreversible damage to surrounding nerves by the improper placement of osteotomy.

3496. Target phrase: foreign material

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38808456

Many common methods for determining grain damage levels include some type of visible inspection, which can carry
with it a large amount of error. The United States Department of Agriculture, USDA, has for many years listed standards
for many types of grains. In those standards, they have identified a normalized grading scale based on factors such as
test weight and limits of damaged kernels and foreign material. Throughout these standards, the definitions listed for
damage can be open to interpretation by the person evaluating the grain.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3495:

Q2. Answer for example 3496: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase foreign material in Example 3495 and Example 3496 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1749
3497. Target phrase: image manipulation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=151588

The NewTek Video Toaster is a combination of hardware and software for the editing and production of NTSC
standard-definition video. The plug-in expansion card initially worked with the Amiga 2000 computer and provides
a number of BNC connectors on the exposed rear edge that provide connectivity to common analog video sources
like VHS. The related software tools support video switching, chroma keying, character generation, animation, and
image manipulation. Together, the hardware and software provided in the early 1990s a low-cost video editing suite
for a few thousand U.S. dollars that rivaled the output of professional systems costing ten times as much at the time.

3498. Target phrase: image manipulation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34462094

However, in an editorial in the ”Lab-Times”, the writers express, ”“Ultimately, we have been left to question whether
the ‘Bulfone-Paus stone’ would have actually started rolling without the ‘smear campaign’. To be honest, we doubt it.””
The formal investigation committee found evidence of image manipulation in six papers written between 2001 and
2009. The blame was placed upon the shoulders of two post-doctoral students in the lab, Russians Elena Bulanova and
Vadim Budagian.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3497:

Q2. Answer for example 3498: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase image manipulation in Example 3497 and Example 3498 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1750
3499. Target phrase: well-known product

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11662195

Economy. A diverse agricultural production was at the heart of the Afrin District’s economy, traditionally olives in
particular, and more recently there was a focus on increasing wheat production. A well-known product from the area
is Aleppo soap, a hard soap made from olive oil and lye, distinguished by the inclusion of laurel oil. While the Afrin
District has been the source of olive oil for Aleppo soap since antiquity, the destruction caused by the Syrian Civil War
to other parts of Aleppo governorate increasingly made the entire production chains locate in Afrin District.

3500. Target phrase: well-known product

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55190012

Emil Gerbeaud (, Carouge, Canton of Geneva, Switzerland, 22 February 1854 – Budapest, Hungary, 8 November 1919)
was a Swiss-born Hungarian confectioner, chocolate producer, industrialist and entrepreneur. Several famous traditional
Hungarian cakes were first introduced by him like the ”macskanyelv” (), the ”konyakos meggy” (), the ”csokoládé drazsé”
() and he was the first in Hungary who sold French cakes filled with custard. The ”zserbó” cake, a well-known product
of the Café Gerbeaud is named after him, although it was not available in his lifetime. Life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3499:
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Q2. Answer for example 3500: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase well-known product in Example 3499 and Example 3500 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1751
3501. Target phrase: 260 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29589664

Breweries in Indiana produce a wide range of beers in different styles that are marketed locally, regionally, and na-
tionally. Brewing companies vary widely in the volume and variety of beer produced, from small nanobreweries and
microbreweries to massive multinational conglomerate macrobreweries. In 2012, Indiana’s 68 breweries and brewpubs
employed 260 people directly, and more than 23,000 others in related jobs such as wholesaling and retailing. Including
people directly employed in brewing, as well as those who supply Indiana’s breweries with everything from ingredients
to machinery, the total business and personal tax revenue generated by Indiana’s breweries and related industries was
more than $456 million.

3502. Target phrase: 260 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50564571

250 people were reportedly killed within the first two days of the opening bombardment phase, the highest 48-hour
death toll in the Syrian conflict since the 2013 chemical attack on eastern Ghouta. According to a medical worker, the
situation forced doctors to use expired drugs, including anesthetics, because they had no other option. On 21 Febru-
ary, SOHR reported 260 people had been killed since the night of 18 February, with 106 killed on 20 February alone.
According to Doctors without Borders (MSF), 13 health facilities had been destroyed or damaged because of the airstrikes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3501:

Q2. Answer for example 3502: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 260 people in Example 3501 and Example 3502 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1752
3503. Target phrase: best design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13730623

The remainder of the IJN carrier force during World War II had unarmoured flight decks just like the ”Yorktown”
and ”Essex” classes of the USN. Design. In choosing the best design for their carriers, the British had to consider the
advantages and disadvantages of hangar design. There was a choice between open or closed hangar and the position of
the armour.

3504. Target phrase: best design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6851378

On 24 September 2006, ”Ireland on Sunday”, which had been purchased by Associated Newspapers in 2001, was
rebranded as the Irish Mail on Sunday, replacing the British edition of the ”Mail on Sunday” in the Irish market. In
February 2007 Fine Gael leader Enda Kenny cited the ”Irish Daily Mail” in the Dáil regarding a front page which depicted
a CT scanner that lay idle in a laundry room. In October 2012 an ”Irish Daily Mail” team won an NNI journalism award
honour in the category ”best design &amp; Presentation”. The jury commented: ”There was attitude, colour cohesion
and brilliant headline writing throughout.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3503:

Q2. Answer for example 3504: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best design in Example 3503 and Example 3504 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1753
3505. Target phrase: trade practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27031910

Since 1895, the United States Government Publishing Office (GPO) and its predecessors has been authorized by
statute to ”determine the form and style” of government publications. The 1959 edition of the ”United States Govern-
ment Printing Office Style Manual” prescribed an em space, equivalent to two word spaces, between sentences. The
1967 edition, however, states: ”To conform with trade practice, a single justification space (close spacing) will be used
between sentences.” Subsequent editions of the government’s style manual have continued to prescribe a single word space
between sentences: ”A single justified word space will be used between sentences (key one space when typing).

3506. Target phrase: trade practice

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51101815

His brother, Tage von Gerber, was born two years later, on 8 February 1885. Gerber passed ”studentexamen” in
Kristianstad on 10 June 1902 and graduated with a degree in trade from the Gothenburg Business Institute in 1903.
After trade practice in Germany until May 1907, he boarded the SS ”Andros” (Deutsche Levante Linie) and arrived in
Alexandria, Egypt, on 27 May. On Christmas Day 1908, he founded his company in Egypt in the timber trade.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3505:

Q2. Answer for example 3506: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase trade practice in Example 3505 and Example 3506 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1754
3507. Target phrase: roundish shape

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30357343

Tebow’s association with the fruit has led to him being frequently referred to as ”The Fifth Highwayman”. Descrip-
tion. The fruit has a roundish shape similar to Kent, lacking a lateral beak, and averages about a pound in weight.
The skin color is golden yellow with orange blush, similar to its parent Edward.

3508. Target phrase: roundish shape

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5145945

Third Battleworld. A third Battleworld appeared in the 2015 ”Secret Wars” storyline, after the numerous incursions
destroyed the Multiverse. The remains of several realities were all merged to form a new Battleworld with the planet
having a roundish shape. All of these realities are known as domains which are ruled by an appointed ”Baron” or a
”Baroness”, and while most domains have the ability to interact with each other, the borders of each domain are clearly
defined and travel between different domains is discouraged, as it requires special dispensation from the local Baron or
from Doctor Doom himself.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3507:

Q2. Answer for example 3508: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase roundish shape in Example 3507 and Example 3508 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1755
3509. Target phrase: big investment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38241742

One marketing buzzword is iPaaS (integration platform as a service), for a suite of cloud services enabling customers
to develop, execute and govern integration flows between disparate applications. Under the cloud-based iPaaS integration
model, customers drive the development and deployment of integrations without installing or managing any hardware
or middleware. The iPaaS allows businesses to achieve integration without big investment into skills or licensed mid-
dleware software. iPaaS used to be regarded as an integration tool for cloud-based software applications, used mainly by
small to mid-sized business.

3510. Target phrase: big investment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6394375

She says that her fascination with this ”world of conversation” in oral storytelling is what fueled her passion for
cinematic storytelling and the emphasis on sound in her films. Martel first used a video camera when she was ”15 or
16” years old, she says, after her father bought one to store memories of their large family. ”A very big investment for
us,” she says of the camera, nobody in the family used it but her. ”I began recording conversations and everyday things:
family stuff,” she says.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3509:

Q2. Answer for example 3510: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase big investment in Example 3509 and Example 3510 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1756
3511. Target phrase: potential answer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5491686

The speaker is saying that nature gives gifts at birth, and calls on people, giving something inhuman human-like
characteristics. Several words in the sonnet; such as ”bequest”, ”usurer” and ”sum”; also make explicit the accounting
motif of the prior sonnets. The couplet sums up with a potential answer to all of the questions that the author was
posing throughout the entire sonnet. He says, ”thy unused beauty must be tombed with thee” in the first line of the couplet.

3512. Target phrase: potential answer

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30129338

The role of hosted payloads in the government has been increasing over the years. In 2007, Department of Defense’s
projected satellite demand for the next 10–13 years shows a rise in satellite demand but a gap in actual capability. Hosted
Payloads is a potential answer to meet the demand of satellites through their ability to provide rapid and dependable
access into space. In December 2010, mobile satellite provider, Inmarsat, announced plans to construct three Ka-band
satellites to provide bandwidth to commercial military customers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3511:

Q2. Answer for example 3512: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase potential answer in Example 3511 and Example 3512 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1757
3513. Target phrase: certain subject

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36568121

The man on the unicycle is said to be Guati Rojo himself. Rojo painted himself into the work in order to show the
viewer his participation in the ”Circus of Life”. The meaning of this work is to explain the act of creating theater in one’s
life in order to bring attention to certain subject. In the case of Guati Rojo, it was to bring attention to his museum
and the art of watercolor.

3514. Target phrase: certain subject

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1048798

In England, it was taught academically at the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, but underlay only probate
and matrimonial law insofar as both were inherited from canon law, and maritime law, adapted from ”lex mercatoria”
through the Bordeaux trade. Consequently, neither of the two waves of Roman influence completely dominated in Eu-
rope. Roman law was a secondary source that was applied only when local customs and laws were found lacking on a
certain subject. However, after a time, even local law came to be interpreted and evaluated primarily on the basis of
Roman law, since it was a common European legal tradition of sorts, and thereby in turn influenced the main source of law.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3513:

Q2. Answer for example 3514: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase certain subject in Example 3513 and Example 3514 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1758
3515. Target phrase: negative effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5367458

Included in the Affordable Care Act are chronic diseases management to be offered in the essential health benefits.
As workers age, health care costs and chronic diseases such as depression, anxiety and diabetes are proportional to its
growing increase. Due to this increase, the negative effect on workplace productivity and presentism is declining. ACA
implements these management benefits to reduce the declining and negative effects.

3516. Target phrase: negative effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57340323

”P. milvina” can capture more prey in dirt but they are more likely to be attacked by predators, specifically ”Hogna
helluo”. There is a tradeoff between the quality of habitat and the increased risk of predation. The negative effect of
predation risk is worse than having slightly less food. ”P. milvina” spiders are active foragers who can go to new habitats
when threatened and remain successful in prey capture.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3515:
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Q2. Answer for example 3516: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase negative effect in Example 3515 and Example 3516 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1759
3517. Target phrase: lasting popularity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41598084

It is often interpreted to be meant as an intermediate round between 9×17mm and 9×19mm Parabellum (as many
intermediate rifle cartridges are meant to act as a medium between pistols and full power rifle rounds), fit for simple
blowback pistols. The Walther PP Super was discontinued in 1979. The cartridge was made available to the civilian
market in 1975, but did not gain lasting popularity. In addition to the Walther PP Super, the SIG Sauer P230, Mauser
HSc-80, and Benelli B76 were also produced in 9×18mm Ultra.

3518. Target phrase: lasting popularity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1718

Alternatively, Paolo Angelo Ballerini attempted to sustain the traditional attribution of the work to Ambrose, in his
complete edition of that Father’s work. This is extremely problematic, though, since it would require Ambrose to have
written the book before he became a bishop, and then added to it in later years, incorporating later remarks of Hilary
of Poitiers on Romans. No identifications, therefore, have acquired lasting popularity with scholars, and his identity
remains a mystery. Several other minor works have been attributed to this same author, along with a lengthy collection
of exegetical and polemical tractates, the ”Quaestiones Veteris et Novi Testamenti,” which manuscripts have traditionally
ascribed to Augustine.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3517:

Q2. Answer for example 3518: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lasting popularity in Example 3517 and Example 3518 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1760
3519. Target phrase: web traffic

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62287827

The job didn’t inspire Harith. Both Munaf al-Sudani and then Harith al-Sudani were recruited by the Falcons Intel-
ligence Cell. Harith was hired in 2013, leveraging his computer and languages skills and assigned to monitor web traffic
and telephone calls of terrorist suspects. Falcons recruit.

3520. Target phrase: web traffic

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6559316

Social media optimization (SMO) is the use of a number of outlets and communities to generate publicity to increase
the awareness of a product, service brand or event. Types of social media involved include RSS feeds, social news,
bookmarking sites, and social networking sites such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, video sharing websites, and blog-
ging sites. SMO is similar to search engine optimization (SEO)in that the goal is to generate web traffic and increase
awareness for a website. SMO’s focal point is on gaining organic links to social media content.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3519:
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Q2. Answer for example 3520: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase web traffic in Example 3519 and Example 3520 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1761
3521. Target phrase: lending support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2723974

In this context, Alem organized the Civic Union of the Youth, (from which the prominent Radical Civic Union would
emerge). In July 1890, Alem was one of the leaders of the ”Revolución del Parque” revolt that forced Juárez Celman to
resign. When Vice-President Carlos Pellegrini took charge in his stead, Alem renewed his opposition, lending support
to uprisings against the national government in the provinces. After a failed uprising in 1893, Alem saw many of his
supporters leave him.

3522. Target phrase: lending support

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8729683

The use of exponential generating functions (EGFs) to study the properties of Stirling numbers is a classical exercise in
combinatorial mathematics and possibly the canonical example of how symbolic combinatorics is used. It also illustrates
the parallels in the construction of these two types of numbers, lending support to the binomial-style notation that
is used for them. This article uses the coefficient extraction operator formula_1 for formal power series, as well as the
(labelled) operators formula_2 (for cycles) and formula_3 (for sets) on combinatorial classes, which are explained on the
page for symbolic combinatorics.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3521:

Q2. Answer for example 3522: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase lending support in Example 3521 and Example 3522 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1762
3523. Target phrase: base region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31695019

The 1942 National Challenge Cup was the 29th edition of the United States Football Association’s annual open cup.
Today, the tournament is known as the Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup. Teams from the American Soccer League II com-
peted in the tournament, based on qualification methods in their base region. Gallatin F.C.

3524. Target phrase: base region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=334955

Indirect radiation occurs from radiolysis of water, creating a free hydroxyl radical, hydronium and electron. Then,
hydroxyl radical transfers its radical to DNA. Or together with hydronium and electron, a free hydroxyl radical can
damage base region of DNA. Cancer cells have imbalance of signals in cell cycle.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3523:

Q2. Answer for example 3524: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase base region in Example 3523 and Example 3524 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1763
3525. Target phrase: known ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49441775

Ginis is then pinned down by Yamato’s Great Wild Release before being defeated by the Zyuohgers’ Zyuoh Final
attack, reverts to his original form as he enlarges, and is destroyed for good by Wild Tousai Dodeka King’s Zyuoh Do-
deka Grand Final Finish. In his original form, Ginis is twice taller than a regular human. His only known ability is
to upgrading Moeba Medals into Continue Medals and deliver them to his Players to be enlarged. As Shin Ginis, his
”throne” transforms into legs and he acquires wings, becoming more humanoid in form and height.

3526. Target phrase: known ability

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27251056

Habitat. It is most commonly found in moist or dry soils in woods, flood plains, and ravines. Due to its known ability
to climb, the vine is often used along fences and trellises for ornamentation. Uses.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3525:

Q2. Answer for example 3526: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase known ability in Example 3525 and Example 3526 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1764
3527. Target phrase: fresh loan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60966670

Barracas Central snapped up two Racing youngsters on loan on 28 June, with Gonzalo Córdoba and Alexis Cuello
heading to Buenos Aires. Numerous loans from the previous campaign officially expired on and around 30 June. A
fresh loan was confirmed on 1 July, as Santiago Rosales penned a season-long deal with Patronato. A fifth temporary
outgoing was communicated a day later, with newly-promoted top-flight team Central Córdoba loaning Marcelo Meli.

3528. Target phrase: fresh loan

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1561409

Then, on Friday, May 22, 1880, two Coal &amp; Iron Co. checks, intended to transfer cash to the railroad, bounced.
Gowen offered railroad promissory notes to make the checks good, but the bank turned him down. McCalmont Brothers
ignored Gowen’s plea by cable for a fresh loan of a half million dollars. That same day the Reading announced suspen-
sion of payments on debt.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3527:

Q2. Answer for example 3528: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fresh loan in Example 3527 and Example 3528 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1765
3529. Target phrase: popular vehicle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40808774

It was performed in the film by Helen O’Connell and Bob Eberly accompanied by Jimmy Dorsey’s orchestra. Char-
lie Parker recorded ”Star Eyes” in 1951 for Verve Records. Owing to Parker’s influence, the song has become a
popular vehicle for jazz musicians and is considered a jazz standard. It has been recorded by Johnny Mathis, Car-
men McRae, Sarah Vaughan, Art Pepper, Lee Konitz, Lennie Niehaus, Donald Byrd, Bud Powell, Tina Brooks, Milt
Jackson, Bill Evans, McCoy Tyner, Chet Baker, Sonny Stitt, Dexter Gordon, Freddie Hubbard, Anita O’Day, and Chris
Potter, among others.

3530. Target phrase: popular vehicle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10591747

However, as concerns manufactured products it seems the first was from Honda who released in 1977 a vehicle they
called the Odyssey, essentially an ”off road” go-kart with a 250 cc two stroke engine, single seat, and a CVT automatic
transmission. The main differences to the traditional racing go-kart were a bigger size of tires (giving greater ground
clearance and off road traction) and a roll cage. This proved to be a very popular vehicle and in 1985 Honda made
major upgrades to the Odyssey and released the FL350. Changes were an improved roll cage, 350 cc engine with electric
starter, and a full front and back suspension system.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3529:

Q2. Answer for example 3530: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase popular vehicle in Example 3529 and Example 3530 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1766
3531. Target phrase: baby gorilla

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29202668

Robin Schmidt (Mimi Rogers, season 9–12), the primatologist mother of Walden Schmidt. Robin is on the board of
directors at Walden’s company along with Walden, Bridget, and later Alan. Robin raised Walden from birth until he was
four with a baby gorilla to study the differences of the growth between humans and monkeys. Walden spends Christmas
in season nine with Robin.

3532. Target phrase: baby gorilla

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58343345

The former had started approaching gorillas during the mid-1960s for tourism, accompanied by two trackers of the
Pygmy tribe, Pili Pili Purusi and Mishebere Patrice. Today, Deschryver might be best recognized from a sequence out of
the 1974 documentary ”Gorilla”, which shows him bringing an abandoned baby gorilla into the forest to help it adjust to
its natural habitat. The baby gorilla begins to scream when it hears other gorillas and is subsequently snatched from
Deschryver by the dominant silverback. The silverback attempts to either attack or intimidate Deschryver, but ultimately
backs away when Deschryver refuses to move or flinch.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3531:

Q2. Answer for example 3532: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase baby gorilla in Example 3531 and Example 3532 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1767
3533. Target phrase: overall success

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3368157

It should be conveyed to all stakeholders and agreed and signed off by the business sponsors. In short, this is the,
”who, why, and what”, part of the project. It defines all major aspects of a project and forms the basis for its management
and the assessment of overall success. The project initiation document builds upon the business case (if it exists) using
the information and analysis data produced during initiation activities.

3534. Target phrase: overall success

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4003452

In 2005 Peter Karroll merged the music label with Bodog to create Bodog Music and Bodog Entertainment. Her
Royal Majesty’s Records was the backbone of the Bodog entertainment juggernaut and combined with the Artist Manage-
ment company TKO Entertainment Corp the Bodog Entertainment entity produced over 150 Network Television shows
in the US and licensed in many countries. As well live events on In Demand and music television programing on the
Fuse Network all contributed to the overall success of Bodog Entertainment. In 2008 the entertainment companies were
unmerged and Peter Karroll moved forward more albums with Bif Naked and DMX the American rap / hip hop superstar.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3533:

Q2. Answer for example 3534: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall success in Example 3533 and Example 3534 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1768
3535. Target phrase: limited vision

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13763182

In the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Prosecutor-General, Abolfazl Musavi-Tabrizi has been quoted as saying: ”Any
one who rejects the principle of hijab in Iran is an apostate and the punishment for an apostate under Islamic law is
death” (August 15, 1991). The Taliban’s Islamic Emirate required women to cover not only their head but their face as
well, because ”the face of a woman is a source of corruption” for men not related to them. The burqa Afghan women
were required to wear in public was the most drastic form of hijab with very limited vision. Both states claim(ed) they
are (were) simply enforcing Sharia law.

3536. Target phrase: limited vision

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46947562

Jesse Fairfax of HipHopDX said, ”While he maintains a firm grasp on rapping about the intricacies of his crimi-
nal past, ”Major Without A Deal” does little to relay his message as one that is absolutely essential. At this rate,
Troy is destined to be a niche artist lacking any true star power. Given his limited vision, he mostly speaks to any-
one hung up on the notion that Brooklyn’s vacant throne needs an immediate placeholder.” Roger Krastz of ”XXL”
said, ”Overall, Troy Ave continues to show improvement and growth as an MC with his latest project, and his ear for
beats and ability to pick out correct guest features for certain tracks will only bring bigger and better things in the future.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3535:

Q2. Answer for example 3536: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase limited vision in Example 3535 and Example 3536 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1769
3537. Target phrase: particular matter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40331813

Other prayers. The word ”istikharah” is derived from the root ḵ-y-r (���) ”well-being, goodness, choice, selection”.
Salat al-Istikhaarah is a prayer offered when a Muslim needs guidance on a particular matter. To say this salah one
should pray two rakats of non-obligatory salah to completion.

3538. Target phrase: particular matter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40105585

Hyatt attributed much of the criticism of Aguillard to the former president’s defense of biblical principles rejected in
the secular world. Hyatt noted Aguillard’s belief in the inerrancy of Scripture, an issue which went to court regarding a
dispute with several former LC professors. The particular matter ultimately ended in Aguillard’s favor in a decision by
the Louisiana Supreme Court. Hyatt did not mention the controversies of 2013 and 2014 that led to Aguillard’s departure
from the helm of LC.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3537:

Q2. Answer for example 3538: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular matter in Example 3537 and Example 3538 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1770
3539. Target phrase: different processing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14816705

Triadin, also known as TRDN, is a human gene associated with the release of calcium ions from the sarcoplasmic
reticulum triggering muscular contraction through calcium-induced calcium release. Triadin is a multiprotein family,
arising from different processing of the TRDN gene on chromosome 6. It is a transmembrane protein on the sarcoplas-
mic reticulum due to a well defined hydrophobic section and it forms a quaternary complex with the cardiac ryanodine
receptor (RYR2), calsequestrin (CASQ2) and junctin proteins.

3540. Target phrase: different processing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5871200

These rolls are then slit into various sizes (70 mm, 65 mm, 35 mm, 16 mm) as needed. Manufacturers of color film
for motion picture use. Motion picture film, primarily because of the rem-jet backing, requires different processing
than standard C-41 process color film. The process necessary is ECN-2, which has an initial step using an alkaline bath
to remove the backing layer.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3539:

Q2. Answer for example 3540: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase different processing in Example 3539 and Example 3540 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1771
3541. Target phrase: evening light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3916930

A somewhat literal English translation of this text is: Alleluia, Alleluia. Joyous, holy light of the glory of the immortal,
heavenly, holy, vivifying Father: Jesus Christ. Having come to the setting of the sun, we have seen this evening light.
Let us praise the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit of God, and together let us say, ”Amen.”

3542. Target phrase: evening light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=436599

Water is pumped from wells for washing and bathing. Rain water tanks collect plenty of drinking water during the
months of June thru December. An NGO donated 25 solar panels to the community providing evening light to 25
homes. A few families have purchased their own solar panels while a few families rely solely on kerosene lamps or candles.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3541:

Q2. Answer for example 3542: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase evening light in Example 3541 and Example 3542 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1772
3543. Target phrase: traditional aim

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1379942

Typical robust rotations would contain some of the following crops: canola, sunflower, pulses, sorghum and pasture
legumes. Aspects of breeding. The traditional aim of plant breeding is to improve the agronomic or nutritional qualities
of a crop. Typical goals are improved yield, reduced susceptibility to diseases and pests, homogeneous maturation (to
optimize harvest) and increased tolerance to environmental stresses, i.e., drought, acid soil, high or cold temperature, etc.

3544. Target phrase: traditional aim

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60786840

New South Wales Parliament library research service states that probation is commonly used criminal sentence in
NSW which the Probation and Parole Service (PPS) control offenders’ activity and provide supervision for the combined
purpose of assistance and rehabilitation. The Service’s other significant function is to give advice to the courts regarding
offenders’ parole release. The traditional aim of probation was to ’advice, assist and befriend’ offenders who need
support rather than receiving punishment. In every Australian State and Territory, probation is not major components
of its legislative framework and does not contain any statutory fundamentals within its administration.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3543:

Q2. Answer for example 3544: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traditional aim in Example 3543 and Example 3544 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1773
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3545. Target phrase: much time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8976534

Revenue management requires forecasting various elements such as demand, inventory availability, market share,
and total market. Its performance depends critically on the quality of these forecasts. Forecasting is a critical task of
revenue management and takes much time to develop, maintain, and implement; see Financial forecast. Quantity-based
forecasts, which use time-series models, booking curves, cancellation curves, etc., project future quantities of demand,
such as reservations or products bought.

3546. Target phrase: much time

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10790183

He enrolled at Cortland Academy in Homer, New York for one year before attending Yale University. He graduated
from Yale in 1851 and from Union Theological Seminary in 1855 at which point he was officially ordained; he immedi-
ately entered the foreign-missionary service of the Presbyterian church. He spent his first four years of service in Tripoli,
Lebanon, devoting much time to leaning Arabic at which he proved extremely deft. He married Caroline Bush during
one trip back to America in 1857 and returned to Tripoli within a matter of months.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3545:

Q2. Answer for example 3546: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase much time in Example 3545 and Example 3546 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1774
3547. Target phrase: nation’s government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=670600

Collaterally, ”Independence” was to raid British shipping whenever the opportunity arose. On 5 July 1777, Young
was ordered to Nantes, France, and subsequently arrived at Lorient with two prizes. On 17 February 1778, while in
French waters, he sailed through the French Fleet, saluting that nation’s government with a 13-gun salute. In return
he received a nine-gun salute, one of the earliest salutes rendered by the French government to the fledgling American
government.

3548. Target phrase: nation’s government

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26614167

Trade policy is often described in terms of a scale between the extremes of free trade (no restrictions on trade) on
one side and protectionism (high restrictions to protect local producers) on the other. A common commercial policy
can sometimes be agreed by treaty within a customs union, as with the European Union’s common commercial pol-
icy and in Mercosur. A nation’s commercial policy will include and take into account the policies adopted by that
nation’s government while negotiating international trade. There are several factors that can have an impact on a
nation’s commercial policy, all of which can have an impact on international trade policies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3547:

Q2. Answer for example 3548: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase nation’s government in Example 3547 and Example 3548 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1775
3549. Target phrase: slightly modified name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54576353

The earliest are probably those of Heinrich von Rugge (around 1180) while the latest, dating to around 1240, are the
songs of Neidhart von Reuental and Bruder Wernher. The main part of the manuscript is divided into 34 sections or
author names; the material in the appendix is anonymous. Four or five of these authors are represented in each of two
collections under a slightly modified name, thus about 30 authors are distinguished. The number of songs for each
poet ranges from two (Reinmar der Junge) to 151 strophes (Walther von der Vogelweide).

3550. Target phrase: slightly modified name

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25578276

Tour de France. Cunego and Petacchi were again the team’s squad leaders for the Tour de France. During the
race, the team rode with a slightly modified name, dropping ”Vini” off their jerseys to compete as ”Lampre-Farnese”
instead. In the first road race stage, several crashes took place in the final kilometers, which limited the number of riders
present to sprint for the stage win.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3549:

Q2. Answer for example 3550: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase slightly modified name in Example 3549 and Example 3550 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1776
3551. Target phrase: final way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40050661

Note that two mask registers may be specified for the instructions, one to write to and one to declare regular masking.
Logical set mask. The final way to set masks is using Logical Set Mask. These instructions perform either AND or
NAND, and then set the destination opmask based on the result values being zero or non-zero.

3552. Target phrase: final way

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27327454

The level of trade interdependence, therefore, is the operationalized measure of this third type of capitalism. Cap-
italism4. The final way that capitalism has been measured is with the size of government. States that have limited
governments, hence large private sectors, are supposed to be capitalist economies.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3551:

Q2. Answer for example 3552: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase final way in Example 3551 and Example 3552 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1777
3553. Target phrase: public interest
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31166772

Use of tax money. The government either allocates tax revenues for specific state expenditures or deposits them into
a Consolidated Fund. The government uses the Consolidated Fund according to budgets passed by law, and may also
make grants and investments for the public interest. The national budget is overseen by the Finance Minister, who
reports regularly to the National Assembly.

3554. Target phrase: public interest

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47190141

The hair and enamel tests also indicated she could have ”moved across the country.” Public interaction. Because the
reconstruction and the story had been so widely publicized, an unexpectedly large amount of public interest in the case
developed internationally. Many people have since shared and viewed reports detailing the case on social networks, such
as Twitter and Facebook.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3553:

Q2. Answer for example 3554: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase public interest in Example 3553 and Example 3554 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1778
3555. Target phrase: temporary breakdown

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10203857

A proposal is made here that when a line of thought (e.g. joke) or sensation (e.g. tickling) is not expected by one’s
psychological or physiological order respectively, it triggers a certain chaos and temporary breakdown of that order.
The innate Contentment intrinsic to the person then breaks through this temporal breach to express itself in happy
laughter.

3556. Target phrase: temporary breakdown

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3597488

In 1312 the Khas king, Ripumalla, visited Lumbini and had his own inscription carved on Ashoka’s pillar. He then
entered the Kathmandu Valley to worship publicly at Matsyendranath, Pashupatinath, and Swayambhunath. These acts
were all public announcements of his overlordship in Nepal and signified the temporary breakdown of royal power
within the valley. The first Malla rulers had to cope with several disasters.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3555:

Q2. Answer for example 3556: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase temporary breakdown in Example 3555 and Example 3556 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1779
3557. Target phrase: 21 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5682321

Migration accounted for 3.8%, while births and deaths accounted for 0.6%. Most of the population () speaks German
(4,415 or 95.7%) as their first language, French is the second most common (42 or 0.9%) and English is the third (40 or
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0.9%). There are 21 people who speak Italian and 1 person who speaks Romansh. , the population was 49.1% male and
50.9% female.

3558. Target phrase: 21 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=431315

The 2003 Alcântara VLS accident was an accident during the Brazilian Space Agency’s third attempt to launch the
VLS-1 rocket, which was intended to launch two satellites into orbit. The rocket exploded on its launch pad at the
Alcântara Launch Center, killing 21 people. Background.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3557:

Q2. Answer for example 3558: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 21 people in Example 3557 and Example 3558 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1780
3559. Target phrase: infected people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50814050

Sam’s condition begins worsening and in a last attempt to find a cure, finds a passage in the bible about the holy oil.
He pours holy oil over his black veins, healing them. He then attracts the infected people to a ring of fire surrounded
by holy oil, curing them. Dean and Crowley find Amara in the crib and realizing she has the Mark of Cain, discovers
she’s the Darkness.

3560. Target phrase: infected people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=560306

In many cases these ”doctors” were not experienced physicians or surgeons; instead, being volunteers, second-rate doc-
tors, or young doctors just starting a career. In one case, a plague doctor was a fruit salesman before his employment as a
physician. Plague doctors rarely cured patients; instead serving to record death tolls and the number of infected people
for demographic purposes. In France and the Netherlands, plague doctors often lacked medical training and were referred
to as ”empirics.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3559:

Q2. Answer for example 3560: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase infected people in Example 3559 and Example 3560 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1781
3561. Target phrase: overall coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41339264

KICM was a Class A radio station prior to 2007. KICM 97.7 FM was upgraded to a Class C2 in 2007. After the
power upgrade KICM boasts the most overall coverage of any FM radio station in the Southern Oklahoma area along
the I-35 corridor. KICM 97.7 FM is home to ALL of Ardmore High School sports, Lone Grove High School sports and
Sulphur High School sports and covers Area games of the week.
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3562. Target phrase: overall coverage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43126

The bright, smooth plains constitute a small fraction of Callisto’s surface and are found in the ridge and trough zones
of the Valhalla and Asgard formations and as isolated spots in the cratered plains. They were thought to be connected
with endogenic activity, but the high-resolution ”Galileo” images showed that the bright, smooth plains correlate with
heavily fractured and knobby terrain and do not show any signs of resurfacing. The ”Galileo” images also revealed small,
dark, smooth areas with overall coverage less than 10,000 km2, which appear to embay the surrounding terrain. They
are possible cryovolcanic deposits.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3561:

Q2. Answer for example 3562: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall coverage in Example 3561 and Example 3562 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1782
3563. Target phrase: population estimation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15996017

The locality is located in western Dubai, between the first and second interchanges of route E 11 (Sheikh Zayed Road).
Al Wasl is a residential community and is bordered to the north by Jumeirah, to the south by Business Bay, to west by
Al Safa and to the east by Al Satwa. The population of Al Wasl is 10,736 as the population estimation at the end of
2017. The locality gets its name from a historic British reference to the city of Dubai.

3564. Target phrase: population estimation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1765998

For terrestrial vertebrates, common direct monitoring methods include direct observation, mark-recapture, transects,
and variable plot surveys. Indirect methods include track stations, fecal counts, food removal, open or closed burrow-
opening counts, burrow counts, runaway counts, knockdown cards, snow tracks, or responses to audio calls. For large,
terrestrial vertebrates, a popular method is to use camera traps for population estimation along with mark-recapture
techniques. This method has been used successfully with tigers, black bears, and numerous other species.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3563:

Q2. Answer for example 3564: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase population estimation in Example 3563 and Example 3564 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1783
3565. Target phrase: adjacent region

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38203247

It took several years for the city to recover from this disaster, and traces of the earthquake remain visible. Main
sights. There are numerous tourist attractions in the city center and its adjacent region, such as: Economy. İzmit has
a history as a port city.

3566. Target phrase: adjacent region
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=13624454

In order to accommodate the large volumes of visitors, he arranged for the construction of Rama, Dattatreya and
Shani temples along with an accommodation facility at Gondavale. He also had Rama temples built in other rural re-
gions of Maharashtra. Between 1876 and 1896, a severe famine gripped Gondavale and the adjacent region. During
this period, Brahmachaitanya helped save many lives from starvation by making provisions for employment on his farm
and offering food to the needy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3565:

Q2. Answer for example 3566: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase adjacent region in Example 3565 and Example 3566 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1784
3567. Target phrase: additional height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7302989

It was the sixth lighthouse built in the colonies. History. Cape Henlopen Lighthouse was constructed on the north
side of the Great Dune to obtain additional height. It was completed in 1767 and first lit in 1769.

3568. Target phrase: additional height

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5330557

Administering growth hormone, therefore, has little or no effect on the growth of the individual with primordial
dwarfism, except in the case of Russell–Silver syndrome (RSS). Individuals with RSS respond favorably to growth hor-
mone treatment. Children with RSS that are treated with growth hormone before puberty may achieve several inches
of additional height. In January 2008, it was published that mutations in the pericentrin gene (PCNT) were found to
cause primordial dwarfism.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3567:

Q2. Answer for example 3568: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase additional height in Example 3567 and Example 3568 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1785
3569. Target phrase: real danger

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=451129

Buckley’s crop of players consisting of some of the most popular and biggest cult heroes in the club’s history; players
such as Shaun Cunnington, Keith Alexander, Mark Lever, Dave Gilbert, Steve Livingstone, Paul Futcher, Paul Groves
and Clive Mendonca made the club a solid second-tier side (the Second Division became Division One in 1992 upon
the creation of the Premier League from the old First Division). In 1992–93, Grimsby finished 9th in the new Division
One, and until well into April they were in the hunt for a play-off place that would have given them the chance of a
third promotion in four years. They dipped to 16th place a year later, though they were never in any real danger of
relegation. The Mariners began to produce homegrown talent from the club’s youth academy, including Jack Lester, John
Oster, Gary Croft and Peter Handyside.Buckley departed Grimsby in October 1994 to join West Bromwich Albion and
he was replaced by defender Brian Laws.
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3570. Target phrase: real danger

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15717572

Ritual murders are committed in Brazil, the USA, and Singapore (See Toa Payoh ritual murders). See also List of
satanic ritual abuse allegations Witch-hunts. To this day, witch hunts, trials and accusations are still a real danger in
some parts of the world. Trials result in violence against men, women and children, including murder.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3569:

Q2. Answer for example 3570: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase real danger in Example 3569 and Example 3570 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1786
3571. Target phrase: donation process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33576920

Once the stem cells are in the patient’s body through an IV, the cells mature and become blood cells. Before donation,
a drug is injected into the donor, which increases the number of stem cells into their body. Feeling cold and lightheaded,
having numbness around the mouth and cramping in the hands are common symptoms during the donation process.
After the donation, the amount of time for recovery varies for every donor, “But most stem cell donors are able to return
to their usual activities within a few days to a week after donation”.

3572. Target phrase: donation process

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50377062

Bir Silgi Bir Kalem (One Eraser One Pencil) is Turkey’s largest online donation platform established to bring Turkish
public schools in need with the donors who wish to help those schools through donations in-kind. BirSilgiBirKalem does
not allow cash donations to be requested or made through its platform and does not interfere with the donation process.
History.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3571:

Q2. Answer for example 3572: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase donation process in Example 3571 and Example 3572 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1787
3573. Target phrase: key places

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50559325

Manilius exalts Plato, Socrates, and Pythagoras; proposes a Platonic proof for the existence of God, denies the ekpy-
rosis (a key Stoic belief in the periodic destruction of the cosmos by an immense conflagration every Great Year followed
by a cosmic recreation), never discusses the six Stoic paradoxes as discussed by Cicero, and ignores the importance of
controlling the soul. Manilius also focuses on a number of Pythagorean tenets; the Pythagorean order of the planets,
the importance of geometry and numbers, and the significance of tetraktys (triangular figures made up of ten points
arranged in four rows). In key places, Manilius also makes use of non-Stoics like Eudoxus of Cnidus and Cicero. Given
these factors, MacGregor concludes that Manilius should be classified as an idealistic Pythagorean or a Platonist rather
than a Stoic.
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3574. Target phrase: key places

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7088729

The trail officially begins at a low point on the Dripping Springs Trail, in the southwest part of Hermit Canyon.
Access to the Boucher Trail requires a hike of about along the Hermit Trail and Dripping Springs Trail. Cairns exist in
key places and can be spotted with some careful looking. The trail heads to the north and has little elevation change
after leaving the Hermit Trail.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3573:

Q2. Answer for example 3574: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key places in Example 3573 and Example 3574 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1788
3575. Target phrase: unique point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=64551468

Every two distinct points lie on a unique line and every two distinct lines meet at a unique point. By removing a
point and all the lines that pass through that point, the configuration that is left has points, 2 lines, each point is on
lines and each line contains + 1 points. Each pair of distinct lines still meet at a unique point, but two distinct points
are on at most one line. This dual affine plane is thus a configuration of type ().

3576. Target phrase: unique point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2086851

Childhood in Germany. In his autobiography, ”Destined to Witness”, Massaquoi describes his childhood and youth
in Hamburg during the Nazis’ rise to power. His autobiography provides a unique point of view: he was one of the very
few German-born children of German and African descent. He was often shunned, but escaped Nazi persecution.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3575:

Q2. Answer for example 3576: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase unique point in Example 3575 and Example 3576 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1789
3577. Target phrase: traffic cones

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66433161

Rioters crowded on to Highway I-105 and began setting fire to a nearby road sign. That night, fires were set and win-
dows were smashed. Around 11 p.m., protestors created a bonfire in the street, consisting of traffic cones, newspapers,
signs from local businesses, and other items. No arrests were made on that night.

3578. Target phrase: traffic cones

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51370224

The entire studio audience are divided into three teams each with one leader. The entire team must wave their hands
to control the vehicle in one minute. Each team must control the vehicle to collect coins that increases its score and to
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avoid traffic cones that reduces its score. The winner is the team with the highest score.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3577:

Q2. Answer for example 3578: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traffic cones in Example 3577 and Example 3578 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1790
3579. Target phrase: team sites

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10398568

GameDay is a software program that allows sports fans to track games with live stats. For Major League Baseball, it
was introduced in 2002, a year after all team sites were migrated to MLB.com. Today the software provides improved
features such as camera angle and pitch speed, as well as pitch angle and break.

3580. Target phrase: team sites

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=724325

70 personnel and provided such services as catering, dental, medical, IT support, vehicle transport and communica-
tions to the outlying team sites. LST members lived in the ”Opera House” which was an old storage silo for copper,
used when the mine was open. The remaining staff of PMG were located all over Bougainville in team sites monitoring
the peace and liaising with local communities. The following locations had team sites in 2000 – Arawa, Sirakatau, Buin,
Tonu, Wakunai and Buka.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3579:

Q2. Answer for example 3580: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase team sites in Example 3579 and Example 3580 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1791
3581. Target phrase: open market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45165690

Jake gets David to make up a story of a drug raid to have an excuse to infiltrate the building. But when they get
there, the airport is empty as Olivia and Ian had already left. Ian calls Fitz from the airplane informing him about the
plan of selling Olivia on the open market. Production.

3582. Target phrase: open market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52906318

The market system in Great Britain operates with greater state involvement and control, and the price levels of goods
and services are more commonly dictated by government-imposed market tools, such as tariffs, taxes, and subsidies. The
central authority holds power in both the legislative branch and executive branch of government, allowing the central
authority to impose new policies and decisions without opposition from other political parties. As a result, knowledge
regimes are publicly funded and not as common as they are in LMEs with an open market. State research units are more
prevalent throughout Great Britain and are embedded throughout the civil society, creating more politically tempered
knowledge regimes.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3581:

Q2. Answer for example 3582: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase open market in Example 3581 and Example 3582 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1792
3583. Target phrase: electric heat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43526260

The companies owned of track. Equipment. The original equipment was five cars, ”finished in cherry with double
thick French plate glass”, with electric heat. Each had two 20-horsepower motors.

3584. Target phrase: electric heat

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3160820

East Asia. China, Hong Kong and Macau. ”Chuanr” are small pieces of meat on skewers roasted over charcoal or,
sometimes, electric heat. ”Chuanr” originated in Xinjiang and in recent years has spread throughout the rest of the
country as a popular street food, most notably in northern China.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3583:

Q2. Answer for example 3584: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase electric heat in Example 3583 and Example 3584 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1793
3585. Target phrase: recent return

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31502039

They achieved their highest ever position during the 1923–24 season, finishing in second place of the First Division
but lost the league title on goal average to Huddersfield Town. They were relegated from the First Division in 1929.
Since then, they have spent a further eight seasons in the top tier; the most recent return was a one-year spell in the
2013–14 season. Cardiff’s first team have competed in a number of nationally contested leagues, and their record against
each club faced in those competitions is summarised below.

3586. Target phrase: recent return

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2522123

An expedition of seven scientists, the Sanders-Hardiman expedition, discovers the tomb of the Incan mummy Rascar
Capac and provokes the anger of the Sun God. A curse descends upon them. Meanwhile, Tintin and Snowy arrive on
the train at Marlinspike, and Tintin talks to another traveller about the recent return of the expedition from Peru.
He says that all will end badly, desecrating the burial chambers of the Incas like Tutankhamen’s – five members of the
expedition have already been mysteriously struck down.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3585:
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Q2. Answer for example 3586: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase recent return in Example 3585 and Example 3586 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1794
3587. Target phrase: registration system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=548773

By mimicking aspects of the legitimate sales process and agencies, the scheme appears genuine in the early stages.
The prospect of an easy, lucrative sale disarms the owner’s normal suspicion of an unsolicited offer from a stranger with
no earnest value. Since an actual transfer through the registration system is never involved, legal safeguards built into
the official transfer process provide no protection. Fake trademark protection.

3588. Target phrase: registration system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=318775

This meant that rodeos did not know which contestants were going to be appearing, or on which days. The Houston
rodeo committee requested a waiver from the PRCA in 2008. Houston would still remit 6% of the rodeo purse to the
PRCA, but they would change the format and the registration system. Now, the rodeo knew who would be competing
on which days and could market those individual appearances.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3587:

Q2. Answer for example 3588: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase registration system in Example 3587 and Example 3588 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1795
3589. Target phrase: organized manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1718482

Forked browsers like Pale Moon and Waterfox are also supported. Software. A download manager is an app spe-
cialized in downloading files from the Internet faster and in a more organized manner. However, not all these apps
integrate with Mozilla Firefox.

3590. Target phrase: organized manner

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55594743

The total navigable length is , out of which about of river and of canal can be used by mechanized crafts. About of
cargo are moved annually through these waterways using mechanized vessels and country boats. Cargo transported in an
organized manner is confined to a few waterways in Goa, West Bengal, Assam and Kerala. Inland waterways consist
of the Ganges-Bhagirathi-Hooghly rivers, the Brahmaputra, the Barak river, the rivers in Goa, the backwaters in Kerala,
inland waters in Mumbai and the deltaic regions of the Godavari-Krishna rivers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3589:

Q2. Answer for example 3590: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase organized manner in Example 3589 and Example 3590 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1796
3591. Target phrase: least one subject

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30590520

Curriculum. The School follows the Tanzanian National Curriculum. The following subjects are offered: Students
choose a total of eight subjects with at least one subject from each group. All subjects are to be taken at the extended
level.

3592. Target phrase: least one subject

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59044

According to the same tradition, these 60 years were so symmetrically apportioned that each tractate required six
months (including a single Kallah) for the study of its Mishnah and the redaction of the traditional expositions of the
same (Gemara), totaling 30 years for the 60 tractates. The same process was repeated in the next 30 years. Indeed, the
Talmud itself mentions an earlier and a later version of Rav Ashi’s teachings on at least one subject. Beyond this, the
Talmud itself contains not the slightest intimation of the activity which Ashi and his school exercised in this field for
more than half a century.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3591:

Q2. Answer for example 3592: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase least one subject in Example 3591 and Example 3592 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1797
3593. Target phrase: full service agency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59381

Law enforcement. The county is policed by the Dorchester County Sheriff’s Office (DSO), the Maryland State Police,
and the DNR Police. The DSO is a full service agency, headed by Sheriff James W. Phillips Jr. since December 2002.
Geography.

3594. Target phrase: full service agency

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5299172

The German Advertising Agency Schaffhausen Communication Group (SCG) was founded in 1978 and is located in
the cities of Elmshorn, Hamburg and Gremmelin. SCG unites the three primary fields of its advertising business to form
a full service agency. As of 2006 SCG is the sixth largest owner-led advertising agency in Germany reaching a gross
income of 23 million euros.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3593:

Q2. Answer for example 3594: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase full service agency in Example 3593 and Example 3594 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1798
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3595. Target phrase: basic type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21785

Neptunium-237 and some isotopes of americium may be usable for nuclear explosives as well, but it is not clear that
this has ever been implemented, and their plausible use in nuclear weapons is a matter of dispute. Fusion weapons. The
other basic type of nuclear weapon produces a large proportion of its energy in nuclear fusion reactions. Such fusion
weapons are generally referred to as thermonuclear weapons or more colloquially as hydrogen bombs (abbreviated as
H-bombs), as they rely on fusion reactions between isotopes of hydrogen (deuterium and tritium).

3596. Target phrase: basic type

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11023828

This etymology was accepted by the authors of the dictionary Merriam-Webster. Our author concludes that ”our
Cold Harbour was a name given to any cold abode, cold retreat, brought over to England by our Saxon ancestors—Cold
Harbour = Cold Station, Cold House, Cold Lodge.” And thus has a wider meaning than that attributed by the support-
ers of a basic type of lodgings. ”Coldharbour” also survives as the name of a village in Surrey, and Bristol has both a
”Coldharbour Road” and a ”Cold Harbour Lane”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3595:

Q2. Answer for example 3596: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase basic type in Example 3595 and Example 3596 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1799
3597. Target phrase: bungee cord

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2099069

A regular task for the crew was exercise. It had been found on even the short duration flights, the crews became
weakened due to the lack of gravity. The Exergym was a bungee cord that the crew would pull on to keep their
shoulders and arms strong. Worden would also fold away the center couch and jog on the stop.

3598. Target phrase: bungee cord

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30986241

The evening of her death, while the father was driving his daughter back to the house from a late shift at the Wal-
Mart, the two had an argument. Crime and punishment. In the early hours of Sunday July 6, 2008, Kanwal’s father
strangled her with a bungee cord. Her body was left in a bedroom on the house’s second floor.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3597:

Q2. Answer for example 3598: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bungee cord in Example 3597 and Example 3598 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1800
3599. Target phrase: bungee cord

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2099069
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A regular task for the crew was exercise. It had been found on even the short duration flights, the crews became
weakened due to the lack of gravity. The Exergym was a bungee cord that the crew would pull on to keep their
shoulders and arms strong. Worden would also fold away the center couch and jog on the stop.

3600. Target phrase: bungee cord

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30986241

In the early hours of Sunday July 6, 2008, Kanwal’s father strangled her with a bungee cord. Her body was left in
a bedroom on the house’s second floor. Rashid burned the bungee cord and flushed the ashes down the toilet, leaving
authorities without a murder weapon. The killer’s wife called police after leaving the house because she heard screaming
in a language incomprehensible to her.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3599:

Q2. Answer for example 3600: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase bungee cord in Example 3599 and Example 3600 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1801
3601. Target phrase: local basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1977376

”(See below)” On a town level the head of Public Safety is the Mayor. Each town or city has its own police department
(”Polizia Locale” or ”Polizia Municipale”), but they have limited jurisdiction and duties. Municipal officers work on minor
crimes on a local basis, from traffic offenses to small-time drug dealing and illegal camping. Local officers can check
driving licenses, enforce municipal laws and ordinances and carry out investigations for robberies and minor offenses, but
they cannot form a ”riot squad” or interfere with homicide or general investigations by the Polizia di Stato or Carabinieri.

3602. Target phrase: local basis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=672218

Attempts have been made to promote isospin from a global to a local symmetry. In 1954, Chen Ning Yang and Robert
Mills suggested that the notion of protons and neutrons, which are continuously rotated into each other by isospin, should
be allowed to vary from point to point. To describe this, the proton and neutron direction in isospin space must be defined
at every point, giving local basis for isospin. A gauge connection would then describe how to transform isospin along a
path between two points.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3601:

Q2. Answer for example 3602: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local basis in Example 3601 and Example 3602 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1802
3603. Target phrase: one measure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6717202

The title of ”Young, Loud, and Scotty” cribs its name from a Dead Boys release; an alternative version of the track
was previously released on the compilation ”Punk Uprisings Vol. 2” (1997). ”Francie Nolan” opens with guitar chords
that ring out, before pausing on one measure, and then shifting into a fast tempo. The mid-tempo ”25 Cent Giraffes”
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is followed by the ballad-like ”Hey Catrine”, and the hardcore punk song ”Bringin’ It Backwards”; an alternative version
of the latter was previously released on the compilation ”The Tie That Binds” (1996).

3604. Target phrase: one measure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7257

With the Gabo reform of 1896, the class system of Korea was officially abolished. Following the collapse of the Gabo
government, the new cabinet, which became the Gwangmu government after the establishment of the Korean Empire,
introduced systematic measures for abolishing the traditional class system. one measure was the new household regis-
tration system, reflecting the goals of formal social equality, which was implemented by the loyalists’ cabinet. Whereas
the old registration system signified household members according to their hierarchical social status, the new system
called for an occupation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3603:

Q2. Answer for example 3604: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one measure in Example 3603 and Example 3604 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1803
3605. Target phrase: building standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33976803

For example, in 1995, 68% of the affordable rental housing stock was constructed before 1970 and another 21% were
built before 1980. A considerable share of the older affordable rental stock has been removed from the market since 1995,
but many of the remaining units are in older buildings. Due for example to differences in building standards, technical
development and historical maintenance, the older building stock is generally of worse quality than newer buildings.
Deficits include cold down draft, poor insulation and inefficient windows and appliances.

3606. Target phrase: building standards

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=29668485

The series depicts the everyday lives of office employees in the Scranton, Pennsylvania branch of the fictional Dun-
der Mifflin Paper Company. In this episode, Michael Scott (Steve Carell) reads an article about China growing as
a global power and decides it must be stopped before it takes over the United States. Pam Halpert (Jenna Fischer)
threatens to move the office into a new building after everyone complains about Dwight Schrute’s (Rainn Wilson) lax
building standards. Darryl Philbin (Craig Robinson) is sick of Andy Bernard’s (Ed Helms) annoying text messages.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3605:

Q2. Answer for example 3606: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase building standards in Example 3605 and Example 3606 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1804
3607. Target phrase: possible inclusion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30207274

The population of these republics was not homogeneously of Turkic ethnicity (particularly Tajikistan which is in
fact predominantly Iranian origin, and whose inhabitants speak the Persian language), but overall shared the Muslim
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religion, some of whose adherents—most specifically in the Middle East—attracted a limited degree of respect from
members of the Nazi Party’s leadership personnel. The German plans also included the territories of Altai, Tatarstan
and Bashkortostan to the Reichskommissariat on the basis of common religion and ethnicity. Some sources even mention
the possible inclusion of the Mari El and Udmurtia, regardless of the Finnic origin of the indigenous peoples of these
lands. The eastern limit of the entire territory was never definitively settled during the Second World War.

3608. Target phrase: possible inclusion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24483353

It was released to radio stations on September 29, 2009 and debuted at number 44 on the U.S. ”Billboard” US Bill-
board Hot Country Songs chart for the week of October 10, 2009. It was written by Rob Mathes and Allen Shamblin.
The song was recorded earlier by Faith Hill for a possible inclusion on her 2005 album ”Fireflies”, but ultimately did
not make the cut. It was eventually released in 2016 on ”Deep Tracks”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3607:

Q2. Answer for example 3608: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase possible inclusion in Example 3607 and Example 3608 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1805
3609. Target phrase: school authorities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3336831

The furniture he did not take with him was sold off during the summer of 1921. Heavy taxation after the Great
War meant that the Marquess could no longer afford to maintain the property at Beaudesert, so it was put up for
sale. The house was offered to many public bodies, colleges and school authorities but in every case it was found to
be unsuitable for purpose. In 1932 Beaudesert and about 2,000 acres of adjoining land went on sale at auction in Lichfield.

3610. Target phrase: school authorities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=969824

Every school in Germany has a student council. According to the student Council, every district has a District student
council. At the municipal level, these councils deal with the school authorities and with the individual institutions,
such as school offices, etc. Above this there is a state student representation in each state, where delegates from each
district of the respective state come to exchange ideas.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3609:

Q2. Answer for example 3610: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase school authorities in Example 3609 and Example 3610 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1806
3611. Target phrase: notable difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50390340

The reactor and the outlet fluid have identical, homogeneous compositions at all times. The residence time distribu-
tion is exponential: The mean is ”T” and the variance is 1. A notable difference from the plug flow reactor is that
material introduced into the system will never completely leave it. In reality, it is impossible to obtain such rapid mixing,
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as there is necessarily a delay between any molecule passing through the inlet and making its way to the outlet, and
hence the RTD of a real reactor will deviate from the ideal exponential decay, especially in the case of large reactors.

3612. Target phrase: notable difference

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12973960

The title was chosen because of how the concert alternates between Cyrus performing as Hannah Montana and herself.
She described the tour to differentiate the two according to their respective styles and depict how one girl was able to
have two sides to her. She said the most notable difference between the two characters was the style of music, rather
than physical appearance. According to her, Hannah Montana was direct pop music, while her own style was more rock
music-oriented and included real-life scenarios set to tunes.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3611:

Q2. Answer for example 3612: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase notable difference in Example 3611 and Example 3612 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1807
3613. Target phrase: development classes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=243891

Usually they have several crew members as well as the helm. Melges 24 and Laser SB3 are current examples of this
type. development classes: Most dinghy classes have a fairly fixed layout of sails and hull design, and changes are very
infrequent. However, some classes can compete and sail with less rigid definitions and measurements.

3614. Target phrase: development classes

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34865650

Rural village development – To fund various undertakings between villagers and support cultural events. 5. Migrant
workers community To sponsor and organize various community events and development classes for migrant workers.
6. International partnerships – To organize multicultural educational exchange programs and promote understanding
between the villagers and exchange students.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3613:

Q2. Answer for example 3614: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase development classes in Example 3613 and Example 3614 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1808
3615. Target phrase: simultaneous exposure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10516649

WPS can describe any calculation (i.e. process) including all of its inputs and outputs, and trigger its execution as
a web service. WPS supports simultaneous exposure of processes via HTTP GET, HTTP POST, and SOAP, thus
allowing the client to choose the most appropriate interface mechanism. The specific processes served up by a WPS
implementation are defined by the owner of that implementation.
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3616. Target phrase: simultaneous exposure

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11240666

The TDI is applicable to the whole population, including infants.” However, the experts also noted: ”This TDI is
applicable to exposure to melamine alone. Available data indicate that simultaneous exposure to melamine and
cyanuric acid is more toxic than exposures to each compound individually. Data are not adequate to allow the calculation
of a health-based guidance value for this co-exposure.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3615:

Q2. Answer for example 3616: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase simultaneous exposure in Example 3615 and Example 3616 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1809
3617. Target phrase: significant identity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22298723

It is the oldest and most famous dance of the Nepalese community residing in these regions, originally danced as
part of the Tihar festival. Dressed colorfully with rich ornaments, the dancers dance to commemorate ”the victory of
good over evil”, accompanied by the traditional Nepali Naumati Baja orchestra. Maruni Nach has been one of the
significant identity of the Magar Community since from the distant past until the present moment. In recent years,
the dance has become in danger of extinction, due to lack of interest by young people in learning it.

3618. Target phrase: significant identity

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52998210

These are summarized by the following table: Homology and evolution. Evolution. C10orf67 has no known paralogs
but has many orthologs within eukaryotes and retains significant identity with species as distantly related as inverte-
brates. Several select orthologs are listed below with some identifying information.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3617:

Q2. Answer for example 3618: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase significant identity in Example 3617 and Example 3618 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1810
3619. Target phrase: water section

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14851407

The ride originally featured a larger water portion which was part of the ride from May 23, 2001 until May 1, 2010.
As of May 1, 2010 the water portion of Rhino Rally was closed permanently for construction of Cheetah Hunt, and the
theme of the ride changed to rescuing a lost driver named Scooter Roberts. The water section of the ride was plagued
with problems, often causing it to break down. When this happened, the land portion of the route operated as normal,
but with a detour towards the end of the ride.

3620. Target phrase: water section
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23733879

The Transportation Platoon supervises or operates wheel vehicles to transport personnel and cargo for the 30th
HBCT. Fluids Platoon. The Fluids platoon is made up of a water section and Petroleum, Oils, and Lubricants (POL)
Section. The petroleum supply specialist supervises or receives, stores, accounts for and cares for, dispenses, issues, and
ships bulk or packaged petroleum, oils, and lubricants (POL) products for 30th HBCT.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3619:

Q2. Answer for example 3620: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase water section in Example 3619 and Example 3620 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1811
3621. Target phrase: commercial market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7605695

In June 2008, Innovative Beverage Group, a Houston, Texas-based company, released a beverage called ”Drank”. The
commercial product contains no codeine or promethazine, but claims to ”Slow Your Roll” with a combination of herbal
ingredients such as valerian root and rose hips as well as the hormone melatonin. Similar ”anti-energy” or relaxation
drinks on the commercial market use the names ”Purple Stuff”, ”Sippin Syrup”, and ”Lean”. Criticism.

3622. Target phrase: commercial market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6231532

History. Genigraphics began as a computer graphics system, developed by General Electric in the late 1960s, for NASA
to use in space flight simulation. The technologies thus developed provided a foundation for the company’s expansion
into the commercial market. The Computed Images System &amp; Services division (CISS, to become Genigraphics
Corporation) of GE delivered the first presentation graphics system to Amoco Oil’s corporate headquarters in 1973.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3621:

Q2. Answer for example 3622: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase commercial market in Example 3621 and Example 3622 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1812
3623. Target phrase: 2,996 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2075

The fourth crashed in a field in Stonycreek Township near Shanksville, Pennsylvania after crew and passengers
attempted to overpower the hijackers. Authorities believe that the intended target was the U.S. Capitol. In total,
2,996 people perished and more than 6,000 were injured in the attacks, making the hijackings the deadliest in modern
history. Following the attacks, the U.S. government formed the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to handle
airport screening at U.S. airports.

3624. Target phrase: 2,996 people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=138641
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The gender makeup of the city was 46.9% male and 53.1% female. 2000 census. As of the census of 2000, there were
2,996 people, 1,251 households, and 876 families living in the city. The population density was 2,233.5 people per square
mile (863.3/km2).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3623:

Q2. Answer for example 3624: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 2,996 people in Example 3623 and Example 3624 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1813
3625. Target phrase: extreme increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52206

The strength of a material is increased by decreasing the number of defects in the solid, which occurs naturally in
nanomaterials where the volume of the solid is reduced. As a nanowire is shrunk to a single line of atoms, the strength
should theoretically increase all the way to the molecular tensile strength. Gold nanowires have been described as ‘ul-
trahigh strength due to the extreme increase in yield strength, approaching the theoretical value of E/10. This huge
increase in yield is determined to be due to the lack of dislocations in the solid.

3626. Target phrase: extreme increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1021698

The War on Drugs initiative expanded during the presidency of Ronald Reagan. During Reagan’s term, a bi-partisan
Congress established the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, galvanized by the death of Len Bias. According to the Human
Rights Watch, legislation like this led to the extreme increase in drug offense imprisonment and ”increasing racial
disproportions among the arrestees”. The number of incarcerated drug offenders has increased twelvefold since 1980.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3625:

Q2. Answer for example 3626: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase extreme increase in Example 3625 and Example 3626 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1814
3627. Target phrase: significant history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=191184

Direct conversions to run on automotive fuel are fairly common, by supplemental type certificate (STC). However, the
alloys used in aviation engine construction are chosen for their durability and synergistic relationship with the protective
features of lead, and engine wear in the valves is a potential problem on automotive gasoline conversions. Fortunately,
significant history of engines converted to mogas has shown that very few engine problems are caused by automotive
gasoline. A larger problem stems from the higher and wider range of allowable vapor pressures found in automotive
gasoline; this can pose some risk to aviation users if fuel system design considerations are not taken into account.

3628. Target phrase: significant history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21443559

In the 1830 and 1840 censuses, Albany moved up to 9th largest urban place in the nation, then back to 10th in
1850. This was the last time the city ranked as one of the top ten largest urban places in the nation. Albany also has
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significant history with rail transport, as the location of two major regional railroad headquarters. The Delaware and
Hudson Railway was headquartered in Albany at what is now used as the SUNY System Administration Building.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3627:

Q2. Answer for example 3628: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase significant history in Example 3627 and Example 3628 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1815
3629. Target phrase: significant history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=191184

Direct conversions to run on automotive fuel are fairly common, by supplemental type certificate (STC). However, the
alloys used in aviation engine construction are chosen for their durability and synergistic relationship with the protective
features of lead, and engine wear in the valves is a potential problem on automotive gasoline conversions. Fortunately,
significant history of engines converted to mogas has shown that very few engine problems are caused by automotive
gasoline. A larger problem stems from the higher and wider range of allowable vapor pressures found in automotive
gasoline; this can pose some risk to aviation users if fuel system design considerations are not taken into account.

3630. Target phrase: significant history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30533555

In the 1830 and 1840 censuses, Albany moved up to 9th largest urban place in the nation, then back to 10th in
1850. This was the last time the city was one of the top ten largest urban places in the nation. Albany also has
significant history with rail transport, as the location of two major regional railroad headquarters. The Delaware and
Hudson Railway was headquartered in Albany at what is now the SUNY System Administration Building.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3629:

Q2. Answer for example 3630: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase significant history in Example 3629 and Example 3630 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1816
3631. Target phrase: one particular race

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8270296

Black workers took initiative to unite against racism and classism. ”John P. Davis and Communist Party leader
James W. Ford decided to bring together meaningful organizations that would be dedicated in the ongoing fight against
racial discrimination.” Class does not embody one particular race, but transcends racial borders to integrate many
ethnic groups alike to face a similar struggle: a class struggle. History.

3632. Target phrase: one particular race

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56776304

In addition to straight wagers, ”exotic” wagers offer bettors an opportunity to incorporate the placement of different
horses in one or multiple races. The two broad types of exotic wagers are horizontal and vertical. Horizontal exotic
wagers are bets on multiple horses in one particular race, while vertical exotic wagers involve predicting results across
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multiple races. Both have specific options for which bets are available and are detailed below.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3631:

Q2. Answer for example 3632: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one particular race in Example 3631 and Example 3632 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1817
3633. Target phrase: last charge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53474758

The card is maintained and administered by Okinawa IC Co., Ltd., a public corporation created for the purpose
of overseeing the card’s use. The OKICA sold over 130,000 units during its introductory year and a half. There is a
utilization goal (on Yui Rail) of 60% by 2024.The card expires 10 years after last charge or use of card. Usage.

3634. Target phrase: last charge

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57689694

On June 18, a group of more than 600 United Methodist Church clergy and laity announced that they were bringing
church law charges against Attorney General Jeff Sessions. The members of the group accused Sessions of ”child abuse,
immorality, racial discrimination and dissemination of doctrines contrary to the standards of the doctrine of the United
Methodist Church”. The last charge refers to Sessions’ ”misuse” of Romans 13, which he quoted to argue that secular
law must always be obeyed. All four major denominations of American Judaism oppose the policy: Islamic organizations
also oppose the policy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3633:

Q2. Answer for example 3634: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase last charge in Example 3633 and Example 3634 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1818
3635. Target phrase: relative order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3268249

This can be done in-place, requiring small additional amounts of memory to perform the sorting. Quicksort is a
comparison sort, meaning that it can sort items of any type for which a ”less-than” relation (formally, a total order)
is defined. Efficient implementations of Quicksort are not a stable sort, meaning that the relative order of equal sort
items is not preserved. Mathematical analysis of quicksort shows that, on average, the algorithm takes O(”n” log ”n”)
comparisons to sort ”n” items.

3636. Target phrase: relative order

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39020513

In 2009, there were 2,524 registered voters in the town. Most of the inhabitants are Maronite Catholics, although
there are minorities of Melkite Catholics and Greek Orthodox Christians. The principal families in relative order of
size are Sfeir, Ghosn, Harouni, Khalifah, Mdawar, Zoghbi, Mrad, Ghanem, Khazen, Abi Chaker and Kassis. Economy.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3635:

Q2. Answer for example 3636: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase relative order in Example 3635 and Example 3636 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1819
3637. Target phrase: initial connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39313775

Technical details. RELP is inspired by RFC 3195 syslog and RFC 3080. During initial connection, sender and
receiver negotiate session options, like supported command set or application level window size. Network event messages
are transferred as commands, where the receiver acknowledges each command as soon as it has processed it.

3638. Target phrase: initial connection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65174

Except for his juvenilia, little of which has survived, Mahler composed only in the media of song and symphony,
with a close and complex interrelationship between the two. Donald Mitchell writes that this interaction is the backcloth
against which all Mahler’s music can be considered. The initial connection between song and symphony occurs with the
song-cycle ”Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen” and the First Symphony. Although this early evidence of cross-fertilisation
is important, it is during Mahler’s extended ”Wunderhorn” phase, in which his Second, Third and Fourth Symphonies
were written, that the song and symphony genres are consistently intermingled.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3637:

Q2. Answer for example 3638: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase initial connection in Example 3637 and Example 3638 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1820
3639. Target phrase: first range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33859763

Daimler unveiled a new brand of trucks – BharatBenz – for the Indian market on 17 February 2011. The brand was
intended to offer a range of trucks in the 6–49 ton range, with vehicles for applications such as haulage, tippers and
tractor trailers. In 2012 BharatBenz unveiled its first range of trucks to the media, potential customers and partners in
a six-day event in Hyderabad. The BharatBenz range of trucks includes Light Duty Trucks (LDT) &amp; Heavy Duty
Trucks (HDT) in the 9, 12, 25, 31 and 49 tonne categories, featuring various usages and applications.

3640. Target phrase: first range

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=21417064

(Geological Survey of Canada. Incorrect info follows: It was named by B.R. MacKay in 1929 for the Nikanassin
Range of the front-central ranges of the Canadian Rockies (”Nikanassin” means ”first range” in Cree). Mackay did
not designate a type locality for the formation, although he described outcrops near the hamlet of Brûlé, north of the
Yellowhead Highway outside of Jasper National Park.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3639:

Q2. Answer for example 3640: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first range in Example 3639 and Example 3640 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1821
3641. Target phrase: immediate change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=291012

It was designed by British company RMJM and uses the under-the-roof concept, which means that passengers from
all flights will be serviced within a single terminal. One of Europe’s largest air hubs – Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport
– operates under this concept. The construction was initially planned to be finished by March 2018, however, due to
immediate change of the contractor, the construction delayed, significantly. During FIFA-2018, in new terminal worked
only specific arrival and departure zones and they worked only for the football fans, travelling with the fan-passports.

3642. Target phrase: immediate change

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26059204

AFA contains phenylethylamine (PEA). Evidence of health effects. A team at the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal,
Canada, demonstrated that consumption of AFA results in an immediate change in the trafficking of immune cells.
The effect is transient and cell-type specific.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3641:

Q2. Answer for example 3642: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase immediate change in Example 3641 and Example 3642 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1822
3643. Target phrase: buffer line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1572279

The U.S. and Osage signed their first treaty on November 10, 1808, by which the Osage made a major cession of
land in present-day Missouri. Under the Osage Treaty, they ceded to the federal government. This treaty created a
buffer line between the Osage and new European-American settlers in the Missouri Territory. It also established the
requirement that the U.S. president had to approve all future land sales and cessions by the Osage.

3644. Target phrase: buffer line

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9157066

The green surface describes all combinations of PCO2, [HCO3−] and pH that satisfy equilibrium for the system. All
isopleths in their actual three-dimensional orientations must be confined to this surface. A second key concept is that
movement along a buffer line must correspond to a change in PCO2. Thus, like the isopleths, the buffer line as drawn
on a typical Davenport diagram (e.g., Fig 6) is actually the projection of a line existing in three-dimensional space onto
a two-dimensional plane.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3643:
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Q2. Answer for example 3644: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase buffer line in Example 3643 and Example 3644 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1823
3645. Target phrase: highest entrance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12468482

Majlis al Jinn is a single chamber measuring about 310 metres by 225 metres, with a domed ceiling 120 metres high
and three entrances in the roof. The totally free-standing roof is only about 40 metres thick over most of the cave. The
deepest part of the cave is 178 metres below the top of the highest entrance. The volume of the chamber is approxi-
mately 4,000,000 cubic metres, and the floor area is 58,000 square metres.

3646. Target phrase: highest entrance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2458253

In 2010, Craig re-launched his Big Beat label, signing artists such as Skrillex, Icona Pop, Chromeo, and Martin
Solveig. That same year, he signed the soundtrack for the musical Hamilton to Atlantic Records, which debuted No. 12
on the Billboard 200 albums chart, the highest entrance for a cast recording since 1963. It also debuted at No.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3645:

Q2. Answer for example 3646: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase highest entrance in Example 3645 and Example 3646 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1824
3647. Target phrase: leg work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3978528

Marian Phipps, a character in stories by Phyllis Bentley, is an armchair detective in her earliest appearances, solving
cases that a policeman friend relates to her. A more literal use of this term can be found in Rex Stout’s Nero Wolfe
novels and novellas. He only leaves his house in exceptional circumstances, and typically delegates all the leg work for
his cases to his assistant, Archie Goodwin. ”I would be an idiot to leave this chair, made to fit me,” Wolfe says in the
1947 novella ”Before I Die.”

3648. Target phrase: leg work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30480966

The style favors size aspect rather than speed. Another product of the system is the long and torturous training
sessions, for which Rudić is also famous. It includes 8 hours a day of swimming in the pool, heavy style weight lifting
sessions, leg work, and skill and tactical sessions. United States player Layne Beaubien recalls that in the American col-
leges a daily norm was 3,000 meters, while under Rudić initially 5,000 and later up to 18,000 meters, noting ”it’s all mental.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3647:

Q2. Answer for example 3648: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase leg work in Example 3647 and Example 3648 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1825
3649. Target phrase: encouraging sign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=396320

To determine the matrix elements, Heisenberg required that the classical equations of motion be obeyed as matrix
equations, He noticed that if this could be done, then , considered as a matrix function of and , will have zero time
derivative. where is the anticommutator, Given that all the off diagonal elements have a nonzero frequency; being con-
stant implies that is diagonal. It was clear to Heisenberg that in this system, the energy could be exactly conserved in
an arbitrary quantum system, a very encouraging sign. The process of emission and absorption of photons seemed to
demand that the conservation of energy will hold at best on average.

3650. Target phrase: encouraging sign

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55731152

Lisa goes to college and sets up her room, but is not happy in her first day, especially when one of her new roommates
makes her feel inferior. While taking a walk outside college, Bart cheers her up, telling her that she has better prospects
for her future and urging her to make their parents proud. As he then leaves with the rest of the family, Lisa watches
as Maggie holds up an encouraging sign for her ”YOU SPEAK FOR ME!”. As she heads back into her new room,
preparing for the new life, she also meets a second roommate, who is sulking at not being good enough in her own life.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3649:

Q2. Answer for example 3650: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase encouraging sign in Example 3649 and Example 3650 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1826
3651. Target phrase: coloured background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16873

may occasionally have one , though likely no more than this, and are always made of silk. accessories such as are
never worn with if the purpose of wear is a tea ceremony; instead, flat and untextured silks are chosen for accessories.
are a type of characterised by an extremely small repeating pattern, usually done in white on a coloured background.
The dyeing technique originated within the samurai classes during the Edo period.

3652. Target phrase: coloured background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37674871

On 26 April 2015, has been extended to Rho. Stations. The stations on the S11 are as follows (the stations with
a coloured background are within the municipality of Milan): Scheduling. , S11 trains ran hourly between 05:16 and
24:00 Monday to Saturday, with additional services during rush hour in the mornings and evenings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3651:

Q2. Answer for example 3652: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase coloured background in Example 3651 and Example 3652 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1827
3653. Target phrase: coloured background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16873

may occasionally have one , though likely no more than this, and are always made of silk. accessories such as are
never worn with if the purpose of wear is a tea ceremony; instead, flat and untextured silks are chosen for accessories.
are a type of characterised by an extremely small repeating pattern, usually done in white on a coloured background.
The dyeing technique originated within the samurai classes during the Edo period.

3654. Target phrase: coloured background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46522137

It closed down on November 2015, but will be restored in the future when the western extension to Magenta opens.
Stations. The stations on the S14 are as follows (the stations with a coloured background are within the municipality
of Milan): Scheduling. , S14 trains ran hourly between 08:49 and 00:02 Monday to Saturday.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3653:

Q2. Answer for example 3654: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase coloured background in Example 3653 and Example 3654 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1828
3655. Target phrase: coloured background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16873

may occasionally have one , though likely no more than this, and are always made of silk. accessories such as are
never worn with if the purpose of wear is a tea ceremony; instead, flat and untextured silks are chosen for accessories.
are a type of characterised by an extremely small repeating pattern, usually done in white on a coloured background.
The dyeing technique originated within the samurai classes during the Edo period.

3656. Target phrase: coloured background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37668028

On 22 March 2010, service frequency was increased again, to bring services up to half-hourly intervals from 06:00
to 09:00 and from 12:00 to 22:00 on weekdays. Stations. The stations on the S8 are as follows (the stations with a
coloured background are within the municipality of Milan): Scheduling. , S8 trains ran hourly between 06:00 and
24:00 Monday to Saturday, with additional services during rush hour in the mornings and evenings.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3655:

Q2. Answer for example 3656: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase coloured background in Example 3655 and Example 3656 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1829
3657. Target phrase: authentic look
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51140617

Doherty questioned if a show could be ”brutally honest, that completely raw, but with the quality of those two shows
where you do use different cameras and you do want it to look spectacular”. They purchased a RED camera to film
the series since they wanted it to be ”a cut above the rest as far as our crew and how it looks”. Doherty intended for
”Shannen Says” to provide a more authentic look into her life, in contrast to her public persona and acting roles. This
idea was carried over into the show’s opening (”Everyone thinks they know you”), which she wrote.

3658. Target phrase: authentic look

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=51621248

The church has two domes, the larger one over the central arcade of the nave, and the smaller over the narthex.
Basically, the nave is resolved in the form of a reduced inscribed cross, although this form is not visible in the external
treatment. Interventions on the church from the 18th and 19th century altered substantially the authentic look of the
upper part of the building. During the 1861 reconstruction, the upper section was added while the roof tiles were replaced
with the sheet metal.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3657:

Q2. Answer for example 3658: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase authentic look in Example 3657 and Example 3658 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1830
3659. Target phrase: stone foot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22190312

The Swan construction site was built in the same place the Hatch was shown in seasons 1 and 2, in He’eia. Due to
being in a state park area, the producers had to get permits and work with geologists to excavate and build the set, as
well as restoring the location to how it was before. The base of the statue where Jacob lives was a live-action set, but
the stone foot was built with computer-generated imagery. Reception.

3660. Target phrase: stone foot

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=202295

In 1438, the Bulgar fortress Kazan (ISKE-Kazan) was captured by the ousted Golden Horde Khan Ulugh Muhammad,
who killed the local Prince Swan and moved the fortress to a modern place (according to Russian Chronicles). The city
became the capital of the Kazan Khanate. The city Bazaar, Ta Ayaq (stone foot) has become the most important shop-
ping center in the region, especially for furniture. Handicraft production also flourished, as the city gained a reputation
for its leather and gold products, as well as the wealth of its palaces and mosques.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3659:

Q2. Answer for example 3660: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase stone foot in Example 3659 and Example 3660 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1831
3661. Target phrase: group format
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44931139

The 1982 Embassy World Indoor Bowls Championship was held at the Coatbridge indoor bowling club, North La-
narkshire, Scotland, from 9–14 February 1982. &lt;br&gt; Sudden death was introduced with 16 competitors (4 from a
qualifying tournament), it replaced the group format. The winners prize was £4,000, a record for bowls.

3662. Target phrase: group format

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31883534

Possible therapeutic interventions published by Andreassen include: Possible treatment for social anxiety disorder in-
cludes cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) as well. CBT helps victims of social anxiety to improve their ways of thinking,
behaving, and reacting to stressful situations. Withal, most CBT is held in a group format to help improve social skills.
Medications have not been shown to be effective in randomized, controlled trials for the related conditions of Internet
addiction disorder or gaming disorder.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3661:

Q2. Answer for example 3662: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase group format in Example 3661 and Example 3662 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1832
3663. Target phrase: active hunter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26986529

The shell size varies between 20 mm and 45 mm, with the average size ranging from 35 mm to 40 mm. Usually the
shell has dark brown ribs and orange background, but there are several different variations of color. It is an active hunter
of other molluscs, feeding on snails, slugs, mussels and clams. The ovate, bi-conic shell is quite thick and solid.

3664. Target phrase: active hunter

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1891694

Jesse Lee Brinkley (born November 14, 1976, Yerington, Nevada) is a professional super middleweight American
boxer. Personal life. Brinkley comes from the town of Yerington, Nevada, where he is an active hunter and fisherman.
He has been described by NBC as ”the class clown”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3663:

Q2. Answer for example 3664: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase active hunter in Example 3663 and Example 3664 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1833
3665. Target phrase: natural separation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40723560

The term ”geochemical” tells us that geological and chemical factors are all included. The migration of heated and
compressed chemical elements and compounds such as silicon, aluminium, and general alkali metals through the means
of subduction and volcanism is known in the geological world as geochemical cycles. The geochemical cycle encompasses
the natural separation and concentration of elements and heat-assisted recombination processes. Changes may not be
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apparent over a short term, such as with biogeochemical cycles, but over a long term changes of great magnitude occur,
including the evolution of continents and oceans.

3666. Target phrase: natural separation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=116874

Had the land been developable, this would have been the ideal location for a central meeting house, as well as churches
and schools. However, because the thick forest/swamp was completely undevelopable, this forced inhabitants of Med-
way and East Medway to form separate communities with their own respective necessities such as a meeting house and
churches. Despite this natural separation, the town remained as one for over 170 years. The oldest road in Medway
was laid out in 1670 and was known for years as Old Mendon Road.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3665:

Q2. Answer for example 3666: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase natural separation in Example 3665 and Example 3666 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1834
3667. Target phrase: particular thing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=62486595

In 1977 the company achieved sufficient financial capacity to acquire its first Douglas DC-8-43 (registered as HK-
1854), through Alitalia, to increase cargo operations between Bogotá and Miami. This would be the first DC-8 operated
in Colombia; In addition, he introduced the new image of the following Arca aircraft, preserving the colors of the Italian
airline. The particular thing about this aircraft was that it had no loading door, so loading and unloading operations
took a long time. Douglas aircraft in the fleet.

3668. Target phrase: particular thing

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22546

Buisson and Foldès suggested ”that the special sensitivity of the lower anterior vaginal wall could be explained by
pressure and movement of clitoris’s root during a vaginal penetration and subsequent perineal contraction”. Supporting
a distinct G-spot is a study by Rutgers University, published 2011, which was the first to map the female genitals onto
the sensory portion of the brain; brain scans showed that the brain registered distinct feelings between stimulating the
clitoris, the cervix and the vaginal wall – where the G-spot is reported to be – when several women stimulated themselves
in a functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) machine. ”I think that the bulk of the evidence shows that the G-spot is not
a particular thing,” stated Barry Komisaruk, head of the research findings. ”It’s not like saying, ’What is the thyroid
gland?’

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3667:

Q2. Answer for example 3668: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase particular thing in Example 3667 and Example 3668 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1835
3669. Target phrase: essential contribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3179657
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The illusion was included in Copperfield’s CBS TV special ”The Magic of David Copperfield XIV: Flying—Live The
Dream” (1992), and has been repeated several times during Copperfield’s live tours around the world. The method was
created by John Gaughan. An essential contribution to make fluid movements was given by his assistant, dancer and
choreographer Joanie Spina. Effect.

3670. Target phrase: essential contribution

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53372308

National memory is a form of collective memory defined by shared experiences and culture. It is an integral part to
national identity. It represents one specific form of cultural memory, which makes an essential contribution to national
group cohesion. Historically national communities have drawn upon commemorative ceremonies and monuments, myths
and rituals, glorified individuals, objects, and events in their own history to produce a common narrative.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3669:

Q2. Answer for example 3670: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase essential contribution in Example 3669 and Example 3670 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1836
3671. Target phrase: surface run-off

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4400374

Moreover, Surface run-off can be reused through the growth of elephant mass. In Nigeria, elephant grass is consid-
ered to be an economical way in which surface run-off and erosion can be reduced. Also, China has suffered significant
impact from surface run-off to most of their economical crops such as vegetables. Therefore, they are know to have
implemented a system which reduced loss of nutrients ( nitrogen and phosphorus) in soil.

3672. Target phrase: surface run-off

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14175629

The park consists of a number of leisure attractions including: Geography. The lake is one of the largest purpose-built
stormwater balancing lakes in the UK. The lake is designed to take surface run-off from Milton Keynes, the largest of
a number designed to do so. The lake has capacity for an additional level increase of 1.3 metres, equivalent to a once in
200 years event.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3671:

Q2. Answer for example 3672: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase surface run-off in Example 3671 and Example 3672 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1837
3673. Target phrase: local lore

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=442071

In popular culture. Pukka Orchestra had a local radio hit in 1984 with the song ”Cherry Beach Express”. The song
is about local lore of how the Toronto police used Cherry Beach as a location to beat suspects. The police tried to have
the song banned.
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3674. Target phrase: local lore

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54516135

In Patani, Lin obtained a fief and briefly established a small port near Patani. He was said to have become the head
of customs while members of his band gained prominence in the service of Patani’s ruler. According to the local lore of
Patani, he married the daughter of the Sultan, converted to Islam and built a mosque. He died in Patani, said to be due
to cannon fire while he was testing cannons he had made for the queen of Pattani.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3673:

Q2. Answer for example 3674: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local lore in Example 3673 and Example 3674 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1838
3675. Target phrase: people ages

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=508682

The station’s main competitors were [[WVEE (FM)|WVEE]] and [[WHTA (FM)|WHTA]], with whom it competed
for the coveted 18 to 34 [[demographic]], the same demo that [[rhythmic contemporary]]-formatted [[sister station]]
[[WSBB-FM|WBTS]] targeted. Classic hits. On January 1, 2006, the station flipped to ”97.1 The River,” with a mix of
[[classic hits]] and [[classic rock]], targeting people ages 25–54. The [[playlist]] was familiar and hit-oriented, like most
classic hits stations, but leaned towards primarily rock songs from the late 1960s, 70s and 80s, with no pop or dance music.

3676. Target phrase: people ages

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35230534

The next variable that was taken into consideration is life expectancy at birth in years. Uganda’s life expectancy is
54.1 years. The mean number of years in school is the average number of years of education received by people ages 25
and older. In Uganda the mean is only 4.7.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3675:

Q2. Answer for example 3676: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase people ages in Example 3675 and Example 3676 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1839
3677. Target phrase: satellite photo

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58304368

The first virtual representation of the McKenna MOUT site was based on the shooter PC game, Tom Clancy’s Rain-
bow Six 3: Raven Shield1, which focused on small unit warfare in urban environments. Design. The layout of the replica
was based on a satellite photo of Fort Benning, along with photographs of interior building plans. The locations of
buildings and roads within the virtual McKenna MOUT site were collected using survey data taken at the site.

3678. Target phrase: satellite photo

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40008875
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Ostensibly to ensure the activists had not died in vain, she claims that the natives were innocents who had helped
her before being slaughtered by the petro-company militia. Sometime later, Justine once more hears protests outside her
window, and sees a group of activists wearing shirts emblazoned with Alejandro’s face in the style of Che Guevara. In
a mid-credits scene, Alejandro’s sister Lucia phones Justine and says she has seen Alejandro in a satellite photo. The
photo appears to show Alejandro covered in the dark tribal paint of the village elder.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3677:

Q2. Answer for example 3678: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase satellite photo in Example 3677 and Example 3678 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1840
3679. Target phrase: top event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=446964

However, the total value of the grants Pride Week received declined from $971,800 in 2009 to $709,025 in 2010.
Awards. The Pride Week event received the Top Choice Award for top event of the year 2007/2008. Honoured groups.

3680. Target phrase: top event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=70526

Not all software tools available on the market provide such capability. The tree is usually written out using conven-
tional logic gate symbols. A cut set is a combination of events, typically component failures, causing the top event. If
no event can be removed from a cut set without failing to cause the top event, then it is called a minimal cut set.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3679:

Q2. Answer for example 3680: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase top event in Example 3679 and Example 3680 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1841
3681. Target phrase: top event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=446964

However, the total value of the grants Pride Week received declined from $971,800 in 2009 to $709,025 in 2010.
Awards. The Pride Week event received the Top Choice Award for top event of the year 2007/2008. Honoured groups.

3682. Target phrase: top event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=70526

The likelihood of failure, however, can often be reduced through improved system design. Fault tree analysis maps
the relationship between faults, subsystems, and redundant safety design elements by creating a logic diagram of the
overall system. The undesired outcome is taken as the root (’top event’) of a tree of logic. For instance the undesired
outcome of a metal stamping press operation is a human appendage being stamped.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3681:

Q2. Answer for example 3682: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase top event in Example 3681 and Example 3682 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1842
3683. Target phrase: group member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=938528

The cell_admin has all privileges over all DCE resources within the cell. Privileges can be awarded to or removed
from the following categories : user_obj, group_obj, other_obj, any_other for any given DCE resource. The first three
correspond to the owner, group member, and any other DCE principal respectively. The last group contains any non-
DCE principal.

3684. Target phrase: group member

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31778247

According to evidence given at Shaw’s inquest in 2009, the group believed they had to cross because the alternative
route would add at least four miles to the trek. Another member of the group got into difficulties crossing the stream,
which, due to heavy rain, had swollen to approximately five times its normal size. The other group member removed
her rucksack and passed it to Shaw. As Shaw, the last member of the group on her side of the stream, was throwing the
rucksack across, she slipped and fell into the water.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3683:

Q2. Answer for example 3684: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase group member in Example 3683 and Example 3684 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1843
3685. Target phrase: great emphasis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2163963

The FAA refers to the non-responsiveness of new and improved TSO C74c compliant transponders to Mode S compati-
ble radars and TCAS as ”The Terra Problem”, and has issued Airworthiness Directives (ADs) against various transponder
manufacturers, over the years, at various times on no predictable schedule. The ghosting and ring around problems have
recurred on the more modern radars. To combat these effects most recently, great emphasis is placed upon software
solutions. It is highly likely that one of those software algorithms was the proximate cause of a mid-air collision recently,
as one airplane was reported at showing its altitude as the pre-flight paper filed flight plan, and not the altitude assigned
by the ATC controller (see the reports and observations contained in the below reference ATC Controlled Airplane Pas-
senger Study of how radar worked).

3686. Target phrase: great emphasis

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39393

Individuals would not act unjustly even if the act was initially unnoticed because of possibly being caught and pun-
ished. Both punishment and fear of punishment would cause a person disturbance and prevent them from being happy.
Epicurus laid great emphasis on developing friendships as the basis of a satisfying life. While the pursuit of pleasure
formed the focal point of the philosophy, this was largely directed to the ”static pleasures” of minimizing pain, anxiety
and suffering.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3685:

Q2. Answer for example 3686: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great emphasis in Example 3685 and Example 3686 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1844
3687. Target phrase: time increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27382707

At great personal expense he took Dinkas about with him and almost always there were one or more with him in
Kenya and indeed on occasion in England. He recognised the obligation of translators to make a real contribution to
vernacular secular literature also and his work in this field included a Reading Primer, a hygiene book, a manuscript
issued by the Ministry of Education entitled ”Travel by Land”, which reached 14 pages with pictures, and was circulated
by the Department for use in schools. From early days Shaw set himself to produce, and from time to time increase,
and improve, the Dinka Prayer Book. In this way he did his best to provide a framework for worthy worship in the
liturgical services.

3688. Target phrase: time increase

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22453058

While the memory usage is: formula_25 Suppose a ”10000”-by-”10000” matrix takes ”800 MB” of memory and can
be factorized in ”1” hour on a uniprocessor. Now for the scaled workload suppose is possible to factorize a ”320,000”-by-
”320,000” matrix in ”32” hours. The time increase is quite large, but the increase in problem size may be more valuable
for someones whose premier goal is accuracy. For example, an astrophysicist may be more interested in simulating an
N-body problem with as the number of particles as large as possible.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3687:

Q2. Answer for example 3688: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase time increase in Example 3687 and Example 3688 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1845
3689. Target phrase: optimum treatment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=300221

The standard chemotherapy protocol is three, or sometimes four, rounds of Bleomycin-Etoposide-Cisplatin (BEP).
BEP as a first-line treatment was first reported by Professor Michael Peckham in 1983. The landmark trial published in
1987 which established BEP as the optimum treatment was conducted by Dr. Lawrence Einhorn at Indiana University.
An alternative, equally effective treatment involves the use of four cycles of Etoposide-Cisplatin (EP).

3690. Target phrase: optimum treatment

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5550374

Overall the probability of success is 64.6%. Exploiting defensive errors. The optimum treatment of a particular suit
combination guarantees a certain minimum likelihood of success against any possible defense. However, such a treatment,
whilst guarding against opponents who would exploit any error in declarer play, does not itself exploit defensive errors.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3689:

Q2. Answer for example 3690: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase optimum treatment in Example 3689 and Example 3690 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1846
3691. Target phrase: glassy look

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=149825

In his testimony and in his later book, LaMotta admitted to throwing the fight to gain favor with the Mafia. All
involved agreed the fix was obvious and their staging inept. As LaMotta wrote, The first round, a couple of belts to his
head, and I see a glassy look coming over his eyes. Jesus Christ, a couple of jabs and he’s going to fall down?

3692. Target phrase: glassy look

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9415645

Clinker is a general name given to waste from industrial processes, particularly those that involve smelting metals,
welding, burning fossil fuels and use of a blacksmith’s forge, which commonly causes a large buildup of clinker around the
tuyere. Clinker often forms a loose, dark deposit consisting of waste materials such as coke, coal, slag, charcoal, and grit.
Clinker often has a glassy look to it, usually because of the formation of molten silica compounds during processing.
Clinker generally is much denser than coke, and, unlike coke, generally contains too little carbon to be of any value as fuel.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3691:

Q2. Answer for example 3692: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase glassy look in Example 3691 and Example 3692 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1847
3693. Target phrase: communication gap

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6795600

In mutual development, the professional developers often “under design” the system and provide the tools to allow
the “owners of problems” to create the suitable solution at use time for their needs, objectives and situational contexts.
Then the communication between professional developers and end-user developers can often stimulate formalizing ad
hoc modifications by the end users into software artifacts, transforming end-user developed solutions into commercial
product features with impacts beyond local solutions. In this collaboration, various approaches such as the Software
Shaping Workshop are proposed to bridge the communication gap between professional developers and end-user devel-
opers. These approaches often provide translucency according to the social translucence model, enabling everyone in the
collaboration to be aware of changes made by others and to be held accountable of their actions because of the awareness.

3694. Target phrase: communication gap

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12749416

Charles M. Kerins was the primary Cover Artist for Catholic Boy Magazine in the 1950s and 1960s. Kerins provided
classical images of a contemporary boyhood. After the Vatican II, for some time in 1969, the magazine stopped cir-
culation, and left a communication gap among its member units and knights. But providentially, in December 1970,
Joseph DeSilvestro was designated as National Director, assisted by the Holy Cross Fathers as his advisers.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3693:

Q2. Answer for example 3694: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase communication gap in Example 3693 and Example 3694 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1848
3695. Target phrase: business organisations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43075288

Sarangada is a producer and exporter of Myrobalans like Amla Emblica officinalis, Bibhitaki (Local Name: Bahada)
Terminalia bellirica, Haritaki (Local name: Harida) Terminalia chebula, Siali Leaf Bauhinia Vahlii, Turmeric Curcuma
longa, Ginger Zingiber officinale, Mustard Seed Brassica juncea, Rapeseed Brassica napus, Mango Kernel Mangifera
indica, Mahua Flower &amp; Seed Madhuca longifolia, Pigeon Pea (Local name: Kandula) Cajanus cajan, Arrow-
root (Local name: Palua) Maranta arundinacea and several other minor forest produce. Market is largely unorganised
with presence of some medium scale business agencies. Sarangada have intrastate and inter-state trade links with the
business organisations of India. A weekly market on Wednesday, links the local consumers with the small scale vendors.

3696. Target phrase: business organisations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24686743

In the first referendum, all members from the three government parties supported the yes campaign, as did all the
opposition parties with members in the Oireachtas, with the exception of Sinn Féin. The Green Party, while being a
party in the government, did not officially take a line, having failed to reach a two-thirds majority either way at a party
congress in January 2008, leaving members free to decide. Most Irish trade unions and business organisations also
supported the yes campaign. Those campaigning for the no vote included political parties Republican Sinn Féin, Sinn
Féin, lobby group Libertas, the People Before Profit Alliance and the Socialist Party.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3695:

Q2. Answer for example 3696: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase business organisations in Example 3695 and Example 3696 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1849
3697. Target phrase: full complement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=66066775

The ”Hunter”-class frigate will be an Australian variation of the Type 26 class frigate that is to be operated by the
Royal Navy from the mid-2020s. The class will have a full load displacement and will be approximately in length. The
vessel will be capable of sailing in excess of and will have a full complement of 180 crew. Construction and career.

3698. Target phrase: full complement

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=158555

Centers. Telework centers are offices that are generally set up close to a majority of people who might otherwise
drive or take public transit. They usually feature the full complement of office equipment and a high-speed Internet
connection for maximum productivity. Some feature support staff, including receptionists or administrators.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3697:

Q2. Answer for example 3698: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase full complement in Example 3697 and Example 3698 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1850
3699. Target phrase: key sites

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52180965

The reservoir submerged the ruined city of Canudos, location of the War of Canudos (1896–97). This was apparently
a deliberate effort to erase memories of the suppression of a popular revolt by the republican army in 1896–97. However,
the Canudos State Park, created in 1986 to the south of the dam, preserves key sites of the war. The stated purpose of
the park is to make it impossible to forget the martyrs led by Antônio Conselheiro.

3700. Target phrase: key sites

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14120062

The D domain plays the key role of binding to active Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs). Located in the
C-terminal region of Elk1, the C domain includes the amino acids that actually become phosphorylated by MAPKs. In
this region, Serine 383 and 389 are key sites that need to be phosphorylated for Elk1-mediated transcription to occur.
Finally, the DEF domain is specific for the interaction of activated extracellular signal-regulated kinase (Erk), a type of
MAPK, with Elk1.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3699:

Q2. Answer for example 3700: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key sites in Example 3699 and Example 3700 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1851
3701. Target phrase: great principle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3809395

God transferred to God’s service what had formerly served as a worship of idols, and commanded the Israelites to
serve God in the same manner — namely, to build to a Sanctuary (), to erect the altar to God’s name (), to offer sacrifices
to God (), to bow down to God, and to burn incense before God. God forbade doing any of these things to any other
being and selected priests for the service in the temple in ”And they shall minister to me in the priest’s office.” By this
Divine plan, God blotted out the traces of idolatry, and established the great principle of the Existence and Unity of
God. But the sacrificial service, Maimonides taught, was not the primary object of God’s commandments about sacrifice;
rather, supplications, prayers, and similar kinds of worship are nearer to the primary object.

3702. Target phrase: great principle

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48633155

Campaign. Sadler stated that the Government had lost the confidence of the country by the mess and muddle both
home and abroad. Sadler considered that the passage of the Education Act violated the great principle of public con-
trol of the expenditure of public money. Sadler was supported by the Trades Union Congress, for his promise to support
legislation to remedy the Taff Vale decision.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3701:

Q2. Answer for example 3702: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase great principle in Example 3701 and Example 3702 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1852
3703. Target phrase: 1 ball

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6621665

The patriotic struggle of the 1930s left an indelible mark on the club and the Arada neighborhood, defining both for
centuries to come. The history of the club is often thought to be heavily influenced by this neighborhood. St George
was said to have started with only 2 Tegera Birr, 1 ball, goal posts and a stamp. Often finding it hard to play football
on local pitches due to restrictions placed on them by the Arada police, the club had to constantly move from place to place.

3704. Target phrase: 1 ball

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=78446

The received frequency is higher (compared to the emitted frequency) during the approach, it is identical at the
instant of passing by, and it is lower during the recession. This variation of frequency also depends on the direction the
wave source is moving with respect to the observer; it is maximum when the source is moving directly toward or away
from the observer and diminishes with increasing angle between the direction of motion and the direction of the waves,
until when the source is moving at right angles to the observer, there is no shift. Imagine a baseball pitcher throwing one
ball every second to a catcher (a frequency of 1 ball per second). Assuming the balls travel at a constant velocity and
the pitcher is stationary, the catcher catches one ball every second.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3703:

Q2. Answer for example 3704: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 1 ball in Example 3703 and Example 3704 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1853
3705. Target phrase: traditional role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39426115

In contrast, a 2020 study in the Netherlands found little evidence for discrimination against women in hiring based on
their parental status. Motherhood can affect job choices as well. In a traditional role, women are the ones who leave
the workforce temporarily to take care of their children. As a result, women tend to take lower paying jobs because they
are more likely to have more flexible timings compared to higher-paying jobs.

3706. Target phrase: traditional role

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6490229

A new dominance of melody within harmony at the expense of text led to great changes, including the expansion of
instrumental resources of the orchestra. The keyboard was extended, and the making of stringed instruments by Antonio
Stradivari became a great industry in Cremona. Instrumental music started to develop as a separate ”track,” quite apart
from the traditional role of accompanying the human voice. Instrumental forms include such things as the sonata,
symphony, and concerto.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3705:

Q2. Answer for example 3706: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase traditional role in Example 3705 and Example 3706 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1854
3707. Target phrase: micro version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6848268

The only difference between the two varieties is that the Game Boy Micro Wireless Adapter is made to fit the Game
Boy Micro’s smaller link cable port, and will therefore not fit other Game Boy models or the e-Reader. However, the
wireless adapter for the Game Boy Advance and the one for the Micro do communicate with each other, making wireless
connectivity possible between the two systems. The micro version of the wireless adapter is compatible with the same
Game Boy Advance games as the GBA version of the adapter. Game Boy Advance SP headphone adapter.

3708. Target phrase: micro version

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=615982

The Kolmården weather station is located at above sea level and therefore has some orographic lift, resulting in
increased rainfall for the region. Its position in a hill lowers daytime highs compared to the municipal seat of Norrköping,
while lows remain similar to the lower elevation. The elevated nature Kolmården has an effect on rainfall east of it,
splitting many fronts in two, creating a micro version of a rain shadow. As a result, the climates right on the coastline
of Oxelösund and Nyköping become drier than the waterfront next to the Kolmården hills.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3707:

Q2. Answer for example 3708: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase micro version in Example 3707 and Example 3708 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1855
3709. Target phrase: one’s field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4452507

Then, the process repeats with the commands being simplified to ”peel”, the ”one” only there to signify the actual
start of the tactic, and continues until the party has safely disengaged the target. The slanting motion of the tactic gives
the impression of increasing numbers of infantry joining the battle, a psychological move designed to deter the opposition.
The slanting motion also has the benefit of keeping open one’s field of fire. Retreating directly backwards would put
the soldier too closely behind his own men, severely limiting his/her field of fire.

3710. Target phrase: one’s field

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3520048

Next in magnitude of evil comes coveting the house in which one’s neighbor lives, lest the person evict the neighbor
and take the neighbor’s home. Next comes the neighbor’s field, for although a person does not live there as in the house,
it is the source of the neighbor’s livelihood and inheritance, as in the affair of Ahab and the vineyard of Naboth the
Jezreelite. After the field (5:18 in NJPS) mentions servants, who Abravanel valued of lesser importance than one’s field.
Next come the neighbor’s animals, who do not have the faculty of speech, and lastly, to include the neighbor’s inanimate
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moveable property, (5:18 in NJPS) says ”and anything that is your neighbor’s.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3709:

Q2. Answer for example 3710: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one’s field in Example 3709 and Example 3710 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1856
3711. Target phrase: city’s second district

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55275477

Her husband, Otto Pollaczek, was heir to the largest wholesaler of leather hides in the Habsburg Monarchy. Their
sons, Hermann and Karl Friedrich, were born in 1899 and 1902. The family lived in their own house alongside the
Blumauergasse (street) in the city’s second district. The marriage seems not to have been particularly happy: Pol-
laczek turned out to be unfaithful as a husband and during Clara’s second pregnancy he took his mistress along for a
summer vacation.

3712. Target phrase: city’s second district

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26935776

The incumbent mayor Enrico Echiverri is running again for mayoralty office under the Liberal Party (LP) with his
running mate Edgar Erice. Echiverri, was the former representative of the city’s first district to Philippine Congress from
1998 before his election in 2004. Erice was a former representative of the city’s second district to Philippine Congress
from 2001 until 2004. Luis ”Baby” Asistio, the former representative of the city’s first district to Philippine Congress
from 1992 until 2001 and from 2004 until 2007 also announced his bid in mayoralty race under the Nationalist People’s
Coalition.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3711:

Q2. Answer for example 3712: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase city’s second district in Example 3711 and Example 3712 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1857
3713. Target phrase: frequent host

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41272664

Transmission. The western encephalitis mosquito, or ”Culex tarsalis”, is one of the common mosquito vectors for the
HP virus because of its prevalence in North America. Wild birds are the most frequent host of the HP virus because
they are the target of blood-feeding ”Cx. tarsalis” mosquitoes.

3714. Target phrase: frequent host

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=520455

The Indianapolis metropolitan area hosts several notable sporting events annually, including the Brickyard 400, Grand
Prix of Indianapolis, NHRA U.S. Nationals, NFL Scouting Combine, Big Ten Football Championship Game, the largest
half marathon in the U.S., and the largest single-day sporting event in the world, the Indianapolis 500. The cars compet-
ing in the latter race are known as ”IndyCars” as a reference to the event. Indianapolis has also been a frequent host
of the NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s basketball tournaments. Other major sporting events hosted include Pan
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American Games X in 1987, Super Bowl XLVI in 2012, and the 2013 International Champions Cup between Chelsea F.C.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3713:

Q2. Answer for example 3714: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase frequent host in Example 3713 and Example 3714 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1858
3715. Target phrase: best security

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34231047

There are concerns about the security of these servers, as they would be stored on private properties unmonitored.
Unlike traditional data centers that are constantly monitored, data furnaces should be treated as the most insecure en-
vironment for data storage. For the best security, each server would have a device to prevent tampering. Furthermore,
all of the data on these servers would have to be encrypted so that no one except the person requesting the data would
have access to it.

3716. Target phrase: best security

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8008320

Ja’far answered: ”Our prophet says he is God’s slave, apostle, spirit and word, which he cast into Mary the blessed
virgin.” At this the Negus returned the gifts of the Quraysh, calling them ”bribes,” and ”they left his presence crestfallen.”
The Muslims continued to live with the Negus ”comfortably in the best security”. Overseas Preaching.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3715:

Q2. Answer for example 3716: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase best security in Example 3715 and Example 3716 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1859
3717. Target phrase: fifteen years period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31150404

Globally, about 55 percent of the world’s population live in urban areas, and by 2030, there might be a 5 percent
increase in this ratio. This is the same experience in Africa. Big cities like Lagos, Kinshasa and Nairobi have doubled
their population within a fifteen years period. Although people are migrating into these urban cities, the availability
of fresh water has stayed the same, or in some cases reduced, since water is a finite substance.The rising population in
African cities creates a link to the imbalance between the supply of water and the demands in those cities.

3718. Target phrase: fifteen years period

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=16223949

He appeared on stage in numerous plays, including world premieres from Samuel Beckett and Dylan Thomas at the
Edinburgh Festival. Maguire won the sought-after Fringe First award three years in a row for solo shows (1976, 1977,
1978); he was the only performer to accomplish this. During the fifteen years period from 1951, he presented nearly
2,000 radio programmes, which included ”Scope” and ”Perspective”. He was one of the hosts of the television arts pro-
gramme ”Tempo” in the 1960s.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3717:

Q2. Answer for example 3718: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fifteen years period in Example 3717 and Example 3718 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1860
3719. Target phrase: prevailing system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9538535

When Bill Morris retired at the end of the year, it paved the way for Wright to assume the mantle of number one
ruck. In 1952, Wright dominated the season, winning nineteen votes in the Brownlow medal to tie for first place with
Essendon’s Bill Hutchison. The prevailing system gave Wright the award, although Hutchison was given a retrospective
medal in 1989. Wright experienced a quieter season in 1953 as Richmond slumped to the club’s lowest ever finish on the
ladder.

3720. Target phrase: prevailing system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4232

At that time, ITEX was the only publicly traded barter exchange and it was novel enough to attract newspaper media
attention, with one of its early business members, Karen Earle Lile, being used as an example of how she sold, bought
and used ITEX dollars, in all the ways described above, to benefit her business Piano Finders. In 1998, there were an
estimated 40,000 barter members Internationally in the ITEX Exchange. Throughout the 18th century, retailers began to
abandon the prevailing system of bartering. Retailers operating out of the Palais complex in Paris, France were among
the first in Europe to abandon the bartering, and adopt fixed-prices thereby sparing their clientele the hassle of bartering.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3719:

Q2. Answer for example 3720: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase prevailing system in Example 3719 and Example 3720 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1861
3721. Target phrase: modified set

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6749

Middle school. Middle school cheerleading evolved shortly after high school squads were created. In middle school,
cheerleading squads serve the same purpose, but often follow a modified set of rules from high school squads. Squads
can cheer for basketball teams, football teams, and other sports teams in their school.

3722. Target phrase: modified set

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32637180

It is designed to seat the pilot and passenger with a maximum unobstructed view. Design and development. Designed
and built by Charles Roloff, Robert Liposky and Carl Unger, the original Breezy used a modified set of Piper PA-12
wings. Wings from the Piper PA-14, Piper PA-18, Piper J-3, Piper J-4, Piper J-5, or Cessna 172 can also be used on the
design.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3721:

Q2. Answer for example 3722: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase modified set in Example 3721 and Example 3722 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1862
3723. Target phrase: good life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27968837

One day when God restores all things, Heaven and Earth will be forever combined into the New Heavens and New
Earth of the World to Come. Religions that teach about heaven differ on how (and if) one gets into it, typically in the
afterlife. In most, entrance to Heaven is conditional on having lived a ”good life” (within the terms of the spiritual
system). A notable exception to this is the ’sola fide’ belief of many mainstream Protestants, which teaches that one does
not have to live a perfectly ”good life,” but that one must accept Jesus Christ as one’s saviour, and then Jesus Christ
will assume the guilt of one’s sins; believers are believed to be forgiven regardless of any good or bad ”works” one has
participated in.

3724. Target phrase: good life

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=350277

It was a successful business and provided an additional large income to Bennett. Lifestyle. Bennett, like many of his
social class, indulged in the ”good life”: yachts, opulent private railroad cars, and lavish mansions. He was the youngest
Commodore ever of the New York Yacht Club.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3723:

Q2. Answer for example 3724: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good life in Example 3723 and Example 3724 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1863
3725. Target phrase: comparison tests

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=470499

Reception. Early reviews praised the Insight’s futuristic styling, handling, and price but noted that it was less
powerful, less fuel efficient, and less comfortable than other more expensive hybrids. The Insight performed well in
comparison tests administered by ”Motor Trend” and ”Car and Driver”. In their comparison test against the 2010
Toyota Prius, ”Car and Driver” stated ”...the Insight proved more visceral, connected, and agile than the Prius.

3726. Target phrase: comparison tests

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39185639

The bullet-shooting crossbow featured many similarities to the slingshot, a similar but much simpler weapon. Both
feature a pouch that holds a small projectile. In comparison tests, the bullet-shooting crossbow only shoots slightly
faster, but much more accurately than the slingshot. A catapult is faster and can be quite accurate, but is not as powerful
as the stronger pellet bows and elastic is a relatively modern invention.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3725:
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Q2. Answer for example 3726: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase comparison tests in Example 3725 and Example 3726 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1864
3727. Target phrase: general public access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=960277

These endorsements were used during some of the campaign rallies in 2004. The Bush campaign asserted that the
oath was valid because the president was conducting a partisan campaign event. Opponents countered that the oath was
intrusive to individual conscience and denied general public access to the president. California.

3728. Target phrase: general public access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33514195

It is constituted of coral sand and reef rubble rising to a central ridge above sea level. The outer edge has a beach
community of herbs and the sand ridge is dominated by low shrubs and ”Lepturus” grass. The island is a designated
Preservation Area within the Howick Group National Park with no general public access. Birds.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3727:

Q2. Answer for example 3728: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase general public access in Example 3727 and Example 3728 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1865
3729. Target phrase: regular channel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32169836

A more continuous, two-way interaction between the Committee and the membership is now possible, thanks to the
explosive development of the internet, which has had a profound impact on the way that TEG functions. As late as 1997,
the exchange of drafts by email was thought worthy of mention in that year’s annual report, not just for its speed and
economy but also because the drafts were tested in a wider consultation with those members who had e-mail addresses
(by no means a universal condition in 1997). Ten years later, monthly e-newsletters, simple and inexpensive to produce
and distribute, provided a regular channel of information to the membership. TEG’s first website went on-line in 1999.

3730. Target phrase: regular channel

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=49525514

In the 1950s, it was recorded that there were still ”more than 12,000 substandard dwelling units in the area, an average
of seven families per toilet, with an average of ten persons per family.” In the 1960s, the city finally made improvements
to Segundo Barrio, paving and lighting streets. The Rio Grande, which did not flow in a regular channel was eventually
routed through a cement channel in the 1960s. Land containing tenements on the El Paso side was given up to create the
channel.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3729:

Q2. Answer for example 3730: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase regular channel in Example 3729 and Example 3730 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1866
3731. Target phrase: cosmetic company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14561884

Creation and development. Originally planned as a short-term role, Elisabeth soon becomes the love interest for Arno
Brandner. She is introduced as a strong businesswoman who takes over the cosmetic company ”Ryan Cosmetics” after
her husband’s death. Elisabeth is also the mother of already established character Nina Ryan.

3732. Target phrase: cosmetic company

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=72742

Kumbakonam is also a leading producer of betel leaves and nuts; the betel leaves produced in Kumbakonam are
ranked amongst the best in the world in terms of quality. The A. R. R. Agencies, a leading manufacturer of arecanut
slices has its factory in Kumbakonam. The main administrative offices of T. S. R. &amp; Co., a cosmetic company,
are also based in Kumbakonam. Kumbakonam is also famous for its metal works.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3731:

Q2. Answer for example 3732: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase cosmetic company in Example 3731 and Example 3732 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1867
3733. Target phrase: media industry

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37908005

Succeeding Hugh Hefner as publisher, Perlis was responsible for all publishing and related product activity worldwide,
helping launch the companies’ new media initiative that included playboy.com. From 1996-1998 he served as President
and Chief Operating Officer at TVSM before accepting a role as President and Chief Executive Officer of Ziff Davis
Media Inc. Perlis’ transition to the venture capital industry came in 2000, when he accepted a role as partner of Softbank
Capital, a Massachusetts-based technology and telecom focused group. He returned to the media industry in late 2010,
accepting the President and CEO role at Forbes Media. At Forbes, Perlis has focused on the brand’s digital footprint,
overseeing the magazine’s digital growth to over 30 million unique users a month.

3734. Target phrase: media industry

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=209901

In October 2017, UMG announced the launch of its Accelerator Engagement Network, an initiative aimed to help
develop music-based startups around the world. In November 2017, USC Annenberg announced UMG’s partnership in
the ”Annenberg Inclusion Initiative”, becoming the first music company to do so. The initiative is meant to create change
for representation of women and underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in the media industry. In December 2017,
Universal Music Group acquired Stiff and ZTT labels, along with Perfect Songs Publishing, from Trevor Horn’s SPZ
Group; BMG Rights Management, through Union Square Music subsidiary, retained its back catalogues.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3733:

Q2. Answer for example 3734: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)
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Q3. Does the phrase media industry in Example 3733 and Example 3734 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1868
3735. Target phrase: strongest association

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35759452

Geography. The recent developmental buildings in Mararaba Mubi include the Nigerian National Petroleum Cor-
poration (NNPC) filling station, police station, central mosque, Barazza Hotel, and new private schools and hospitals.
Mararaba Youths Development Association (MYDA) is the strongest association in Mararaba Mubi; it was formed
about thirty years ago. Boko Haram.

3736. Target phrase: strongest association

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2161878

MoRFs) are transient interactions. Covalent vs. non-covalent. Covalent interactions are those with the strongest association
and are formed by disulphide bonds or electron sharing. While rare, these interactions are determinant in some post-
translational modifications, as ubiquitination and SUMOylation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3735:

Q2. Answer for example 3736: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase strongest association in Example 3735 and Example 3736 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1869
3737. Target phrase: local poets

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1425428

Seattle is unique in that since 1999 it has been electing a Poet Populist. While similar to Poet Laureate programs, for
which dignitaries or government officials select a poet, Seattle conducts a citywide popular vote to determine the Poet
Populist. In Seattle, local poets are nominated by Seattle literary organizations for election to the post of Seattle Poet
Populist. After the formal nomination process voting opens to Seattle residents who generally have a few months to vote
for their Poet Populist choice.

3738. Target phrase: local poets

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=391038

The Pasha confiscated the money and goods in the Emir’s possession. A 1634 document from the Sharia Court in
Damascus, which recorded the confiscation and disposal of his estate, referred to Fakhr al-Din as ”a man well known for
having rebelled against the sublime Sultanate”. Kuchuk escorted him, chained on a horse, through Damascus where the
local poets sang the Pasha’s praises for toppling the Emir. Afterward, Fakhr al-Din was sent to Constantinople.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3737:

Q2. Answer for example 3738: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local poets in Example 3737 and Example 3738 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1870
3739. Target phrase: efficient production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22934720

This mine was named Tynewydd Colliery (not to be confused with Tynewydd Colliery in nearby Porth, site of an
1877 disaster) and in 1868 ownership was transferred to Rhondda Merthyr Colliery Company for £50,000. The mine
remained profitable until 1879 when a geological fault affected production. In 1887 the mine was purchased by Messrs L
and H Gueret, and efficient production was re-established. Despite producing 100,000 tons of coal in 1910 by 1911 it
had closed.

3740. Target phrase: efficient production

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=985631

Choosing a management style. For McGregor, Theory X and Theory Y are not opposite ends of the same continuum,
but rather two different continua in themselves. In order to achieve the most efficient production, a combination of
both theories may be appropriate. This approach is derived from Fred Fiedler’s research over various leadership styles
known as the contingency theory.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3739:

Q2. Answer for example 3740: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase efficient production in Example 3739 and Example 3740 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1871
3741. Target phrase: main center

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50638370

The building had a spacious hall with 200 seats, designed and built for tennis. To increase grip for tennis players,
the hall had expensive cork floor installed, which cost over 30,000 LTL (over $5,000) when average teacher salary at the
time was around 350–500 LTL and 150–180 LTL for an ordinary worker. Being suitable for indoor basketball, the Hall
hosted its first game on 16 November 1934, and soon became the main center for basketball events. In 1935, Lithuania
decided to promote a World Lithuanian Congress in temporary capital Kaunas, inviting ethnic Lithuanians from many
countries to unite the Lithuanian culture.

3742. Target phrase: main center

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=58216052

It was later integrated into the government educational program, becoming a public school and renamed as ”Institute
of Special Education” Jesús Enrique Losada”. The project. In the early 1970s the western region of Zulia state included
four municipalities and it was the main center of Venezuela’s oil industry. Many international corporations, connected
to oil and gas, had long time and successful business in the district.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3741:

Q2. Answer for example 3742: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase main center in Example 3741 and Example 3742 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1872
3743. Target phrase: critical event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19825986

My Lai massacre court martial case. Kadish served as counsel in the My Lai massacre court martial case which gained
worldwide attention because hundreds of undefended Vietnamese civilians were not only killed, but also sexually abused,
tortured, beaten, and mutilated. The March 16, 1968 My Lai massacre was a critical event that outraged many people
around the world. Kadish’s interview of a key witness led attorney F. Lee Bailey to a major turning point in the case.

3744. Target phrase: critical event

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18484937

The system, individual or firm fails or experiences some other critical endpoint when the process reaches a threshold
state for the first time. The critical event may be an adverse event (such as equipment failure, congested heart failure,
or lung cancer) or a positive event (such as recovery from illness, discharge from hospital stay, child birth, or return
to work after traumatic injury). The lapse of time until that critical event occurs is usually interpreted generically as
a ‘survival time’. In some applications, the threshold is a set of multiple states so one considers competing first hitting
times for reaching the first threshold in the set, as is the case when considering competing causes of failure in equipment
or death for a patient.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3743:

Q2. Answer for example 3744: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase critical event in Example 3743 and Example 3744 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1873
3745. Target phrase: wall construction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59474007

Not voting on either were Republicans Rand Paul and Jim Risch and Democrat Jacky Rosen. Republican Richard
Burr voted for Trump’s plan and did not vote on the Democratic plan. On January 25, House Democrats prepared a com-
promise proposal to reopen the government, which would provide $5 billion for border security but no wall construction.
However, the shutdown ended the same day.

3746. Target phrase: wall construction

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1386651

In time it became a generic term for other companies’ similar asbestos-cement products, and later an even more generic
term for a hard, fireproof composite material, fibre cement boards, typically used in wall construction. It can also be
found in insulation, siding, roof gutters, and cement wallboard. The more prevalent transite found in wall construction
and roofing tiles for example, will last anywhere from 50 years to over 100 years. The use of asbestos, a proven carcinogen,
to manufacture transite was phased out in the 1980s.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3745:

Q2. Answer for example 3746: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase wall construction in Example 3745 and Example 3746 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1874
3747. Target phrase: griffin house

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4369910

The man sues Carter, who is liable as the publisher. Carter immediately loses his fortune. Blaming Peter for his
penniless state, Carter arrives at the griffin house intending to shoot Peter. Lois persuades Carter to spare him, and
Peter agrees to let Carter live with them until he has income.

3748. Target phrase: griffin house

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28427713

. It offers Underground Railroad tours and history-related programs. griffin house was designated as a National
Historic Site of Canada in 2008. The house is a rare surviving example of a four-room house typical in Upper Canada in
the early 19th century.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3747:

Q2. Answer for example 3748: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase griffin house in Example 3747 and Example 3748 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1875
3749. Target phrase: nearly half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2359082

For example, new felony prosecutions by the U.S. Attorneys in the District of Columbia have fallen 34%; from 8,016
in 2003 to 5,256 in 2007. The number of resolved felony cases has also fallen by nearly half , from 10,206 in 2003 to
5,534 in 2007. In contrast, the number of misdemeanor and civil cases prosecuted and resolved by the D.C. Attorney
General’s office has remained constant over the same period.

3750. Target phrase: nearly half

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20329026

Prevalence. Infestation rates as high as 74% and over 90% have been reported in free-ranging kudu. Infestation
in a herd of eland (”Taurotragus oryx”) in Kruger National Park was reported as ”nearly half of 33” individuals. A
slaughterhouse survey in Swaziland yielded a very low prevalence–77 of 18,458 (0.416%) – of bovine hearts showing lesions
typical of ”E. sagitta” infestation.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3749:

Q2. Answer for example 3750: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase nearly half in Example 3749 and Example 3750 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1876
3751. Target phrase: exact history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48788003
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Baby Face Nelson and members of the Barker–Karpis gang were also rumored visitors. However much of this activity
would have taken place in the 1920s, suggesting that an earlier roadhouse preceded Lynch’s Chicken Shack. Since the
businesses at the site deliberately wished to avoid official attention, their exact history, clientele, and services resist
substantiation. Even the basic timeline is murky: the Lynch brothers were natives of Oak Park and sources generally
agree that their Chicken Shack opened in 1929, even though the 1930 United States Census records Gerald Lynch living
in Detroit with his Michigan-born wife and son.

3752. Target phrase: exact history

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=364328

Lynds claims that a singularity would violate the second law of thermodynamics and this stops the universe from being
bounded by singularities. The Big Crunch would be avoided with a new Big Bang. Lynds suggests the exact history of
the universe would be repeated in each cycle in an eternal recurrence. Some critics argue that while the universe may be
cyclic, the histories would all be variants.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3751:

Q2. Answer for example 3752: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase exact history in Example 3751 and Example 3752 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1877
3753. Target phrase: key factor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=53577121

A place that will see tourists visiting the city and coming off cruise ships, seeing a magnificent new stadium, finding
out about the Club’s and city’s history and finding out more about the impact of the docks on Liverpool life. The club
plans to make it the most sustainable stadium in the Premier League harnessing sun, wind and rain to create green
energy and reduce traditional energy consumption. Inclusivity is a key factor in design as Everton’s new stadium will
become the most accessible in the Premier League. More wheelchair bays than any other stadium, accessible seating in
all stands and at different levels and at least one changing places facility in every stand.

3754. Target phrase: key factor

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1472102

In the trade and technical sector Primedia is the largest publisher. Books. The book publishing industry in South
Africa is relatively small, but it is nevertheless a key factor in its economy. There are more than 120 publishers in the
country, according to the Publishers’ Association of South Africa (PASA).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3753:

Q2. Answer for example 3754: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase key factor in Example 3753 and Example 3754 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1878
3755. Target phrase: vital concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=24354
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The techniques used for the discovery, formulation, manufacturing and quality control of drugs discovery is studied
by pharmaceutical engineering, a branch of engineering. Safety pharmacology specialises in detecting and investigating
potential undesirable effects of drugs. Development of medication is a vital concern to medicine, but also has strong
economical and political implications. To protect the consumer and prevent abuse, many governments regulate the man-
ufacture, sale, and administration of medication.

3756. Target phrase: vital concern

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3744749

A handful of these people may have stayed year round, but the majority spent a few months catching and smoking
fish (especially mullet) from the teeming waters of the bay, then returned to sell them in Cuba. Spain regained control
of Florida in 1783 as part of the Treaty of Paris at the end of the American Revolution. Once again, the Florida’s Gulf
Coast was not a vital concern to its European owner. Florida becomes a US territory.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3755:

Q2. Answer for example 3756: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase vital concern in Example 3755 and Example 3756 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1879
3757. Target phrase: kindly old man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30739371

Plot. Roger is dancing drunk in a dive bar next to the pinball machines dressed as Jodie Foster from ”The Accused”,
asking if any of the clientele want to take him against his will. After punching a kindly old man and splashing a drink
on a bouncer, Roger runs out into the street, into the path of a bus. Roger’s life flashes before his eyes: protesting
against the integration of The University of Alabama by knocking the books out of Vivian Malone’s hand in front of her
military escorts, getting Captain Joseph Hazelwood drunk as he steers The ”Exxon Valdez” into an iceberg, and getting
his artwork for Jar Jar Binks approved by George Lucas.

3758. Target phrase: kindly old man

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4163

In January 1876, his father died of bronchitis following a long period of depression. Frank and Bertrand were placed
in the care of their staunchly Victorian paternal grandparents, who lived at Pembroke Lodge in Richmond Park. His
grandfather, former Prime Minister Earl Russell, died in 1878, and was remembered by Russell as a kindly old man in
a wheelchair. His grandmother, the Countess Russell (née Lady Frances Elliot), was the dominant family figure for the
rest of Russell’s childhood and youth.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3757:

Q2. Answer for example 3758: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase kindly old man in Example 3757 and Example 3758 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1880
3759. Target phrase: home buyers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19553724
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The company defended the campaign as being ”disruptive”. Innovation. In 2019, UBank introduced the world’s first
”digital human”, named Mia, who aimed at helping home buyers apply for their home loans. According to UBank, Mia
is the ”latest tech innovation, designed to answer any burning questions you have about your home loan application.

3760. Target phrase: home buyers

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1655005

Daniel A. Farber and Suzanne Sherry argue that the proportion of Jews and Asians who are successful relative to
the white male population poses an intractable puzzle for proponents of what they call ”radical multiculturism”, who
they say overemphasize the role of sex and race in American society. Housing. Discrimination in housing policies was
formalized in 1934 under the Federal Housing Act which provided government credit to private lending for home buyers.
Within the Act, the Federal Housing Agency had the authority to channel all the money to white home buyers instead
of minorities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3759:

Q2. Answer for example 3760: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase home buyers in Example 3759 and Example 3760 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1881
3761. Target phrase: military people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=913041

It is grade A11 or A12 in the pay rules of the Federal Ministry of Defence. Address. The official manner, in line to ZDv
10/8, of formal addressing of military people with the rank ”Kapitänleutnant” (OF-2) is “Herr/Frau Kapitänleutnant“.
However, as to German traditions and in line to seamen’s language the abbreviation of the title to ””Herr/Frau Kaleu”
(contemporary usage) is used in verbal communication.

3762. Target phrase: military people

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20778223

The cable network agreed to unscramble its signal allowing it to be available to over 50 million cable households.
It gave HBO their highest ratings ever at the time. About the concert, Whitney said: Until I spent time with these
military people, I didn’t really appreciate how special they are. I was surrounded by courteous, brave men and women...

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3761:

Q2. Answer for example 3762: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase military people in Example 3761 and Example 3762 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1882
3763. Target phrase: whole purpose

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52280289

Heavier turbines are also prone to higher malfunction rates which results in higher maintenance costs. In addition, the
bigger the turbine is, the more resources that will have to be invested in transporting the massive parts from the factory
to where they will be deployed. This is very rarely a viable option since it defeats the whole purpose of affordable
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alternative energy. Betz’s law.

3764. Target phrase: whole purpose

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=750947

Because the 32nd Infantry Division was required for the upcoming Hansa Bay operation, he was initially reluctant to
authorize it to block the trails behind the American beachhead. When he finally did so, it was too late. The retreating
Japanese made good their escape, thereby defeating the whole purpose of the operation. The next operation, the Ad-
miralty Islands campaign in February 1944, played out differently.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3763:

Q2. Answer for example 3764: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole purpose in Example 3763 and Example 3764 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1883
3765. Target phrase: rural job opportunities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14552878

But PolygGram’s rival, Def Jam, quickly became a household name and by the summer of 1987, the group broke up.
Todd eventually ran out of money and had to move back to South Carolina. With no rural job opportunities, and his
pre-med scholarship lost, Todd worked non-stop on music production. Unable to afford even the floppy disks to save the
beats, he would just record them on cassette.

3766. Target phrase: rural job opportunities

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38289862

The largest canal in India is Indira Gandhi Canal, which is about 650 km long. India has an ambitious river
linking national project to enhance the coverage of canal irrigated area, reduce floods and water shortage. Irrigation
in India helps improve food security, reduce dependence on monsoons, improve agricultural productivity and create
rural job opportunities. Dams used for irrigation projects help produce electricity and transport facilities, as well as
provide drinking water supplies to a growing population, control floods and prevent droughts.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3765:

Q2. Answer for example 3766: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase rural job opportunities in Example 3765 and Example 3766 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1884
3767. Target phrase: gray hair

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=270445

The clear hairs appear as gray or white because of the way light is reflected from the hairs. Gray hair color typically
occurs naturally as people age (see aging or achromotrichia below). In some cases, gray hair may be caused by thyroid
deficiencies, Waardenburg syndrome or a vitamin B12 deficiency. At some point in the human life cycle, cells that are
located in the base of the hair’s follicles slow, and eventually stop producing pigment.
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3768. Target phrase: gray hair

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34175702

Out of the ten children born to Paul and Sophia, Olga was the only one that died during her childhood years. The
funeral was held at the Annunciation Church of the Alexander Nevsky Monastery, Olga’s burial place. The Empress
herself was at the funeral, dressed in a white dress, with gray hair disheveled, pale and silent. In 1800, when Olga would
have been eight, Gerhard von Kügelgen painted a portrait of Paul I’s family.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3767:

Q2. Answer for example 3768: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase gray hair in Example 3767 and Example 3768 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1885
3769. Target phrase: one field trip

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=251011

His arch-enemy was Geordie Sinclair, who lived around the corner. Connolly was a Wolf Cub with the 141st Glasgow
Scout Group. He revisits the site of one field trip, Auchengillan scout camp, during his ”World Tour of Scotland”. At
age 12, Connolly decided he wanted to become a comedian but did not think that he fitted the mould, feeling he needed
to become more ”windswept and interesting”.

3770. Target phrase: one field trip

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5422707

Camp Scooter (named after Orange County Parks and Recreation’s mascot, Scooter the Turtle) is a day camp pro-
gram for children aged five to twelve years old. The program begins one week after Orange County Schools break for the
summer and runs for the remainder of the summer. For a low weekly fee, children participate in one field trip a week,
and are provided with lunch. Junior Magic.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3769:

Q2. Answer for example 3770: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one field trip in Example 3769 and Example 3770 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1886
3771. Target phrase: poor technique

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25324417

Undercutting is when the weld reduces the cross-sectional thickness of the base metal and which reduces the strength
of the weld and workpieces. One reason for this type of defect is excessive current, causing the edges of the joint to
melt and drain into the weld; this leaves a drain-like impression along the length of the weld. Another reason is if a
poor technique is used that does not deposit enough filler metal along the edges of the weld. A third reason is using
an incorrect filler metal, because it will create greater temperature gradients between the center of the weld and the edges.

3772. Target phrase: poor technique
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20629665

He studied under Giovanni Francesco Anerio in Rome. He was associated with the court at Warsaw from 1626,
and was ”kapellmeister” there from 1628 to 1649. His 1643 treatise ”Cribrum musicum” accused Paul Siefert of having
poor technique, leading to a war of words which lasted years. He then returned to Italy after falling ill, where he
concentrated on writing about music theory.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3771:

Q2. Answer for example 3772: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase poor technique in Example 3771 and Example 3772 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1887
3773. Target phrase: whole column

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60713714

Popularity. Stewed tomatoes have turned into a very popular dish among the Americans. Its popularity in the some
American cities like Dayton is so high that restaurants have dedicated a whole column to the dish on their menus. A
survey conducted by a local newspaper suggests that stewed tomatoes have been an integral part of the lives of Americans
growing up and therefore, the restaurants never remove stewed tomatoes from the menus although the dish is almost two
centuries old.

3774. Target phrase: whole column

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=398480

Each subsector has a list of segs associated with it. The BSP system sorts the subsectors into the right order for
rendering. The algorithm is fairly simple: The process is complete when the whole column of pixels is filled (i.e., there
are no more gaps left). This ordering ensures that no time is used drawing objects that are not visible and as a result
maps can become very large without any speed penalty.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3773:

Q2. Answer for example 3774: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whole column in Example 3773 and Example 3774 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1888
3775. Target phrase: property maintenance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42935794

By 1976, The property surrounding Oakland Manor was reduced to 8.26 acres. The building was leased to the
Red Cross from 1977 to 1988. In 1988, Rouse divested itself of the property maintenance by selling Oakland to the
Columbia Association for $185,000. The same year, the association leased 1060sf of the former slave plantation to the
African Art Museum of Maryland.

3776. Target phrase: property maintenance

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3087422
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While a pet owner is on vacation, a pet sitter will arrange to visit the client’s home for a period of time and frequency
as determined between the pet owner and sitter. Services include (but are not limited to) feeding, exercising, grooming,
providing company, monitoring health, administering medications or other special care. Less commonly, pet sitters offer
live-in care which can also include the service of house sitting and property maintenance. Dog walking.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3775:

Q2. Answer for example 3776: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase property maintenance in Example 3775 and Example 3776 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1889
3777. Target phrase: slack water

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=134192

The town grew slowly as the community served as a trading outpost where the Old Glades Indian trail met the
Youghiogheny River. West Newton’s fortunes changed during the mid 19th century. River commerce increased with the
construction of slack water dams in the 1830s. The introduction of the Pittsburgh, Connellsvile, and Markles Paper
Mill provided early economic developments.

3778. Target phrase: slack water

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1217166

They are most dense within aquatic vegetation, since they naturally school, but also prefer small, weed-filled water
bodies with muck, gravel, or sand bottoms. They are less abundant in deep and clear open water or unproductive lakes.
Within rivers, they only frequent pools, slack water, and moderately vegetated habitat. They frequent inshore surface
waters during the summer.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3777:

Q2. Answer for example 3778: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase slack water in Example 3777 and Example 3778 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1890
3779. Target phrase: modern point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=54923

Wireless systems allow orders placed at drive through speakers to be taken by cashiers and cooks. Drive through
and walk through configurations will allow orders to be taken at one register and paid at another. modern point of
sale systems can operate on computer networks using a variety of software programs. Sales records can be generated and
remote access to computer reports can be given to corporate offices, managers, troubleshooters, and other authorized
personnel.

3780. Target phrase: modern point

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57332275

Catholic Church authorities condemned the theory, along with other ideas of Averroes, in 1270 and 1277 (by Bishop
Étienne Tempier of Paris) and again in 1489 in Padua by local bishops. Modern evaluation. Present-day historian of
philosophy Peter Adamson says that the theory seems ”obviously false” from the modern point of view. However, he
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also points out that in Averroes’s time, it was a reasonable interpretation of Aristotle’s ideas, though not necessarily
accepted by other contemporary philosophers.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3779:

Q2. Answer for example 3780: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase modern point in Example 3779 and Example 3780 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1891
3781. Target phrase: search page

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19113936

At present the Latvian National Digital Library Letonica, which was formed in 2006, holds digitized collections of
newspapers, pictures, maps, books, sheet-music and audio recordings. In 2008 NLL launched two major digital projects.
Periodika.lv is the NLL’s collection of digitized historical periodicals in Latvian with the possibility to read full texts and
search page by page. Latvia has a tradition of Song and Dance Festivals organized every four years.

3782. Target phrase: search page

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48736239

The service scraped Google search results, removing ads and sponsored links. Only the raw search results were re-
turned, meaning features such as page preview were not available. For added security, Scroogle gave users the option of
having all communication between their computer and the search page be SSL encrypted. Although Scroogle’s activities
technically violated Google’s terms of service, Google generally tolerated its existence, whitelisting the site on multiple
occasions.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3781:

Q2. Answer for example 3782: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase search page in Example 3781 and Example 3782 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1892
3783. Target phrase: second occurrence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9310987

It then continues northeast and ends in Calmar at an intersection with U.S. Highway 52 and Iowa Highway 150.
History. The current version of Iowa Highway 24 is the second occurrence of the route number in the state. The first
lasted from 1920 to 1927 and extended between Council Bluffs and Ottumwa.

3784. Target phrase: second occurrence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1118070

It displays a perfect cleavage on (010), it is brittle and has a conchoidal fracture. The mineral has a Mohs hardness
of 5.5 and was believed it had a specific gravity of 2.94 which was first determined by Pough and Henderson, 1945. With
the second occurrence of the mineral, it was determined that the specific gravity of the mineral was actually 2.98.
Brazilianite has a vitreous luster, has a white streak, and the mineral is translucent to transparent.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3783:

Q2. Answer for example 3784: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase second occurrence in Example 3783 and Example 3784 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1893
3785. Target phrase: good proxy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27586152

There are a number of methods of reconstituting the continuum variable from the discretized one. Once a sufficient
number of contours have been retrieved, it is straightforward to interpolate between them. Conditional probabilities make
a good proxy for the continuum value. Consider the transformation from a continuum to a discrete variable: Suppose
that formula_17 is given by a Gaussian: where formula_19 is the expectation value and formula_20 is the standard
deviation, then the conditional probability is related to the continuum variable, ”q”, by the error function: The figure
shows conditional probability versus specific humidity for the example retrieval discussed above.

3786. Target phrase: good proxy

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10546226

It has been used to examine lung functions. To operate the device the race among other information has to be entered
which makes this a race specific treatment in medicine. According to Dorothy Roberts, “race is not a good proxy for
medicine. She said that they should focus on resources and the actual disease itself.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3785:

Q2. Answer for example 3786: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase good proxy in Example 3785 and Example 3786 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1894
3787. Target phrase: existing ring

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60638834

For monocyclic topology, the outward branch should be firstly identified with the number of branches at each of
the junctions as formula_14connected by a hyphen. Then the topology of each branch should be identified using the
rule in i as formula_15using a bracket following the formula_14notations. iii.For multicyclic topology, superscript letter
(formula_19, formula_20, formula_21 and so on) is used to describe internal connections within an existing ring. Linear.

3788. Target phrase: existing ring

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31198229

La Florida is a park in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Álava, Spain. It was built between 1820 and 1855 in neoclassical style by the
architects Angel Chavez, Juan De Velasco, Ramón Ortés De Velasco and Manuel Arana. The birth of Florida is dated
1820 when they built the existing ring that surrounds the music kiosk. For the actual 32,454 square meters land used
the former convent of Santa Clara, and as much as planners have insisted later, there is nothing similar in the new green
spaces in Vitoria.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3787:

Q2. Answer for example 3788: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase existing ring in Example 3787 and Example 3788 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1895
3789. Target phrase: small proportion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8955113

Fishers mostly use push nets and bag nets, as well as seines both on boats and from the shore. Preparation. Only a
small proportion of the entire catch is sold fresh, with most of it being dried, salted or fermented. The caught prawns
are washed and then mixed with of salt per of prawns.

3790. Target phrase: small proportion

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=18357689

In February 1929 it was decided that Cardiff should become the main station for the BBC’s West Region, which
consisted of Wales and South West England. Despite Cardiff’s central role as provider, the main transmitter was based
in Washford in Somerset and most of north and mid-Wales were unable to receive the signal. In addition, simultaneous
broadcast meant that only a small proportion of programmes were made by the station. The biggest impact of the
decision to merge Wales with the South West was cultural.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3789:

Q2. Answer for example 3790: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small proportion in Example 3789 and Example 3790 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1896
3791. Target phrase: hospitality market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=50235498

In 2006, he went on to co-found EMM (Catch Restaurants, Lexington Brass) and launch a series of clubs including
TenJune with partner Mark Birnbaum. Hospitality commentator. Remm and his EMM partners are also known for their
role as commentators on the hospitality market, especially in the New York area. Remm has been cited for his role in
shaping the hospitality industry in the New York area by ”Entrepreneur”, The New York Post, ”Modern Luxury” and
”Forbes” as one of the ”New Kings of New York Hospitality”.

3792. Target phrase: hospitality market

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41613635

By May 28, the road was closed permanently, stopping access to the park from Mariposa and severely impacting the
local economy. Many park employees reside in Mariposa, and for several months a two-hour trip (one way) was required
to get to work in the park. Revenue via the hospitality market dropped extensively, which included wages, profits to
small business owners, and county government income from occupancy taxes. A State of Emergency was declared in June
2006 for Mariposa County.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3791:
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Q2. Answer for example 3792: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase hospitality market in Example 3791 and Example 3792 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1897
3793. Target phrase: clear indications

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=43368717

Applying this theory to virtual reality, sickness can be minimized when the sensory inputs inducing self-motion are
in agreement with one another. The physiology behind VR sickness is not currently clearly understood. Fortunately,
research has uncovered some clear indications of certain conditions that cause VR sickness. It seems that the images
projected from virtual reality have a major impact on sickness.

3794. Target phrase: clear indications

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=616301

Second movement. This movement, ”Larghetto”, is in the dominant key of A major and is one of Beethoven’s longest
symphonic slow movements. There are clear indications of the influence of folk music and the pastoral, presaging his
Symphony No. 6 (”Pastoral”).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3793:

Q2. Answer for example 3794: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase clear indications in Example 3793 and Example 3794 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1898
3795. Target phrase: side effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25387069

This is comparable with other methods of removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere currently available (BECCS
(US$100–200 per tonne of CO2)- Bio-Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage) and direct air capture and storage
(US$100–300 per tonne of CO2). In contrast, the cost of reforestation was estimated lower than (US$100 per tonne of
CO2). It has the side effect of altering the natural salinity of the seas. History.

3796. Target phrase: side effect

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=7202631

The ability is originally only used by her alter-ego, Jessica. In ”How to Stop an Exploding Man”, however, Niki is
able to fully use her strength after some encouragement from Jessica. As a side effect of her ability, Niki has ”alternate”
personalities. Jessica is one of these, named after Niki’s late adoptive sister.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3795:

Q2. Answer for example 3796: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase side effect in Example 3795 and Example 3796 have the same meaning or not?
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Pair 1899
3797. Target phrase: specific law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2213921

Carruthers is currently under house arrest on a one million dollar bail bond. In September 2006, Sportingbet reported
that its chairman, Peter Dicks, was detained in New York City on a Louisiana warrant while traveling in the United
States on business unrelated to online gaming. Louisiana is one of the few states that has a specific law prohibiting
gambling online. At the end of the month, New York dismissed the Louisiana warrant.

3798. Target phrase: specific law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4677189

The Constitution of India gives their citizens the right to wear anything as per their comfort. New Zealand. In New
Zealand, there is no specific law prohibiting nudity in public places. If a person is nude ”and” also exhibiting lewd and
lascivious, or obscene behaviour, then they may fall foul of obscenity laws.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3797:

Q2. Answer for example 3798: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific law in Example 3797 and Example 3798 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1900
3799. Target phrase: support system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19762856

8,400 m³ of soil was excavated to make room for the basement. The overall plastered area covers 40,000 m2. The
support system is formed by a reinforced concrete skeleton with characteristic cylindrical columns, which are spirally
reinforced. The column foot takes on an elliptical shape to optimally distribute the horizontal load.

3800. Target phrase: support system

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2921755

In 2015 a local coterie launched a campaign called ’Change Your Mind’ which was aimed at changing people’s minds
about what it means to be part of North Oxford. They hoped to change people’s opinion on the area and get rid of
incorrect beliefs. They have also set up a support system for those interested in joining in their set up activities. In
2017 Jericho was ranked number 11 in a list of the UK’s ‘most hip’ destinations.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3799:

Q2. Answer for example 3800: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase support system in Example 3799 and Example 3800 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1901
3801. Target phrase: poor planning

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19848420
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Sam has an identical twin sister named Melanie. Their mother is Pam Puckett (Jane Lynch). Sam also stated she
and her twin sister Melanie were born on a bus due to poor planning by their mother. She is a tomboy and often uses
aggression against people who upset her.

3802. Target phrase: poor planning

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26162030

Public land planning for public transportation can be difficult but it is the State and Regional organizations that
are responsible to planning and improving public transportation roads and routes. With public land prices booming,
there must be a plan to using the land most efficiently for public transportation in order to create better transportation
systems. Inefficient land use and poor planning leads to a decrease in accessibility to jobs, education, and health care.
Societal.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3801:

Q2. Answer for example 3802: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase poor planning in Example 3801 and Example 3802 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1902
3803. Target phrase: university area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34914472

The 2200 acre east-west trending ridge has had no official name. Portions of the ridge are referred to unofficially in
English as ’College Hill’ or ’University Ridge’. The name Troth Yeddha’ is one of a suite of Lower Tanana place names
in the university area reflecting the base ”troth”. These include: In 2008 the University of Alaska Fairbanks dedicated
the land between the Museum of the North and the Reichart Building as Troth Yeddha’ Park.

3804. Target phrase: university area

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11809

In particular, on 11 March a militant of the far-left organization ”Lotta Continua”, Francesco Lorusso, was killed
by a gunshot to the back (probably fired by a policeman), when police dispersed protesters against a mass meeting of
Communion and Liberation, which was being held that morning at the University. This event served as a detonator for
a long series of clashes with security forces for two days, which affected the entire city of Bologna. Cossiga sent armored
vehicles into the university area and other hot spots of the city to quell what he perceived as guerrilla warfare. Clashes
with the police caused numerous casualties among people who got caught up in the riots, including uninvolved locals.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3803:

Q2. Answer for example 3804: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase university area in Example 3803 and Example 3804 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1903
3805. Target phrase: efficient work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=44170229

Purchased in the early 1990s by a legal firm, Victorian architect Jack Clark was responsible for the refurbishment
of the house and extension at the rear to create a building suitable for usage as a professional office. William Hodgen
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established his Toowoomba practice with an advertisement in the Darling Downs Gazette of 6 February 1897 announc-
ing he was a new Toowoomba architect. Growth and development in both Toowoomba and the Downs and his own
efficient work meant he soon had a busy and successful practice. While trained in Queensland, his London experiences
and knowledge of the Arts and Crafts movement and Edwardian Classicism were expressed in some of his buildings.

3806. Target phrase: efficient work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=19397405

Management views on prerogative. The two streams of argument from management relate the primacy of market
rationality. They are: Both views center on the idea that more efficient work will occur if managers are allowed to use
their prerogatives. Trade union views on prerogative.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3805:

Q2. Answer for example 3806: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase efficient work in Example 3805 and Example 3806 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1904
3807. Target phrase: similar damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34634378

The grid damage may cause power outages over wide areas and over several states. These outages should be repaired
within several days to a couple of weeks. Communication systems would suffer similar damage and will likely be re-
paired within similar time frames. There will likely be significant damage to general public support infrastructures.

3808. Target phrase: similar damage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30981835

The disease does not affect the yield nor make the tubers inedible, but decreases the quality of the crop, which lessens
their value or even makes them unmarketable. Similar diseases. There are other microbes that cause similar damage
to potato crops to ”S. scabies”. In the UK the most common are the powdery scab caused by the protist ”Spongospora
subterranea” f. sp.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3807:

Q2. Answer for example 3808: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase similar damage in Example 3807 and Example 3808 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1905
3809. Target phrase: better design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39013336

In the USSR they made production, probably, not worse than western one on quality, but it had one essential short-
coming – there was no worthy packaging. It doesn’t mean that there were no artists and designers in the country. There
was no competition, and consequently there was no stimulus for better design of goods. This poster can be considered
as a reference point of emergence of the packaging culture in Russia.
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3810. Target phrase: better design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31471898

Matt’s room is first to be evaluated and is quickly shot down on the theme, though his tub is commended. Items
are popping off in Dan’s room, from tiles to wainscotting, leaving Dan pessimistic about his chances of not being named
Canada’s Worst Handyman. Ajay’s room is considered to have worse craftsmanship compared to Dan, but better design.
Rob’s room is deemed the best by the honeymooners (though there were still glaring issues such as a splinter from the
breakfast table), while Charlene’s room is unanimously named the worst, mostly because she was never able to get her
plumbing working and had to resort to using a hosepipe to fill her tub.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3809:

Q2. Answer for example 3810: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase better design in Example 3809 and Example 3810 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1906
3811. Target phrase: one’s finger

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5754311

To create a fistula, a vascular surgeon joins an artery and a vein together through anastomosis. Since this bypasses
the capillaries, blood flows rapidly through the fistula. One can feel this by placing one’s finger over a mature fistula.
This is called feeling for ”thrill” and produces a distinct ’buzzing’ feeling over the fistula.

3812. Target phrase: one’s finger

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27329367

Judy Berman of the ”Los Angeles Times” in contrast, defended the show’s creative form during the midseason finale
”The Townie”, stating, ”Whenever I start to think that the show has run out of material [...] it unleashes a showstop-
ping hour of sparkly melodrama that reminds me of why I’m still watching.” With the airing of the season finale ”TV
Fanatic”s Steve Marsi assessed the fourth season stating that ”it’s not a stretch to say the past season was uneven at
best, lacking some of the continuity, humor and drama of the past. It’s hard to put one’s finger on in a sense, since
many episodes were enjoyable. But there was a certain OMG-can-you-believe-this-happened factor that just wasn’t there.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3811:

Q2. Answer for example 3812: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one’s finger in Example 3811 and Example 3812 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1907
3813. Target phrase: fast speed

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=317988

Cao Cao’s troops came out of the camp to look and they said Huang Gai was coming to join them. When Huang Gai
was about 20 ”li” away from the enemy base, he ordered his men to set the ships on fire and they boarded the smaller
boats behind. As the wind was very strong, the flaming ships sailed towards Cao Cao’s warships at fast speed and
caused them to catch fire as well. Cao Cao’s ships were all burnt down and the flames also spread quickly to his camps
on land.
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3814. Target phrase: fast speed

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8514693

In contrast, when using multivariate optical computing, the light entering the instrument strikes an application spe-
cific multivariate optical element, which is uniquely tuned to the pattern that needs to be measured using multivariate
analysis. This system can produce the same result that multivariate analysis of a spectrum would produce. Thus, it
can generally produce the same accuracy as laboratory grade spectroscopic systems, but with the fast speed inherent
with a pure, passive, optical computer. The multivariate optical computer makes use of optical computing to realize the
performance of a full spectroscopic system using traditional multivariate analysis.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3813:

Q2. Answer for example 3814: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fast speed in Example 3813 and Example 3814 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1908
3815. Target phrase: absolute peak

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60052674

The writer deemed it a suitable for ”the year’s warmer days” and concluced that it ”highlights the group’s ability
to purvey upbeat, intricate production with aplomb”. While reviewing ”iii”, ”The Line of Best Fit” Grant Rindner
noted that the song and ”Genghis Khan” exhibit ”earworm melodies and inescapable hooks”. Rindner recognized the
former’s ”powerful piano chords and crunchy drums”, which they felt evoked ”a stripped-down Passion Pit at their
absolute peak”. ”PopMatters” critic Ryan Dieringer felt ”The Heart of Me” recalled Spoon’s album ”They Want My
Soul” (2014), writing that ”Miike Snow do Eno-esque drums almost better than Eno”.

3816. Target phrase: absolute peak

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=34004869

Browning and Kram in 2006 observed two groups (one obese and one non-obese group) of young adult’s ground reac-
tion forces across different speeds. They found that absolute ground reaction forces were significantly greater for the obese
people than the non-obese group at slower walking speeds and at each walking speed the peak vertical force was approx-
imately 60% greater. absolute peak in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions were also greater for the obese
group but the difference was erased when scaled to body weight. Forces were also greatly reduced at slower walking speeds.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3815:

Q2. Answer for example 3816: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase absolute peak in Example 3815 and Example 3816 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1909
3817. Target phrase: first impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4921220

Accidents and incidents. On January 30, 1974 at about 11:41 pm Samoa local time, a Boeing 707 operating as Pan
Am Flight 806 from Auckland, New Zealand, to Los Angeles, California with en route stops in Pago Pago and Honolulu,
clipped trees at an elevation of 113 feet and about 3,865 feet short of the runway 05 threshold. The first impact with
the ground was about 236 feet further along the crash path. The aircraft continued through the jungle vegetation, struck
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a three-foot-high lava rock wall, and stopped about 3,090 feet from the runway threshold.

3818. Target phrase: first impact

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3305892

In early 2020, the CrypTool project decided to merge with a similar project of the same name, CrypTools, founded
in 2017 in Australia by Arthur Guiot, Lucas Gruwez and Luka Lafaye de Micheaux. CrypTool, much older and known,
thus completely absorbs the project under its name. The first impact of this merger is the rebranding of the project. A
new logo, a new website, and the new CTO version are announced.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3817:

Q2. Answer for example 3818: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase first impact in Example 3817 and Example 3818 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1910
3819. Target phrase: serious doubt

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6136674

356-63) joining in rejecting it. Carmelite historians have determined that the bull is a fifteenth-century forgery
originating in Sicily. Determination of the forgery casts serious doubt on its tradition that the Sabbatine Privilege
originated in a Marian apparition to Pope John XXII. That the Sabbatine Privilege is an interpretation, based on theo-
logical grounds, of the Marian promise to St. Simon Stock is the most plausible explanation of the origin of the Sabbatine
Bull.

3820. Target phrase: serious doubt

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23650449

Additionally, the Laffer curve depends on the assumption that tax revenue is used to provide a public good that is
separable in utility and separate from labor supply, which may not be true in practice. The Laffer curve as presented
is simplistic in that it assumes a single tax rate and a single labor supply. Actual systems of public finance are more
complex, and there is serious doubt about the relevance of considering a single marginal tax rate. In addition, revenue
may well be a multivalued function of tax rate; for instance, an increase in tax rate to a certain percentage may not result
in the same revenue as a decrease in tax rate to the same percentage (a kind of hysteresis).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3819:

Q2. Answer for example 3820: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase serious doubt in Example 3819 and Example 3820 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1911
3821. Target phrase: overall understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=9740353

Although the scene where the action takes places is ostensibly a beach, the real action all takes place inside Henry’s
head, which is why Beckett commentators generally speak of this kind of Beckettian dramatic setting as a ”skullscape” or
”soulscape.” Paul ”Lawley has suggested that the enigmatic scene with Bolton’s opening and shutting the heavy drapes
enacts the blinking of an eye, the room thus becoming a skull,” a skull-within-a-skull in fact. A fuller appreciation of the
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story of Bolton and Holloway helps with an overall understanding of the rest of the play. Needless to say opinions differ.

3822. Target phrase: overall understanding

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=32876640

In brief, he argued that many different disciplines are studying the same types of issues: teaching programming,
communicating effectively, designing systems to provide information to clients, and so forth, as illustrated in Table 1.
This situation was not only inefficient from a research standpoint, but it also tended to promote research silos in which
researchers from one discipline were unable to benefit from the research of colleagues in other disciplines. In the long
run, he asserted that such a situation would be highly deleterious to our overall understanding of these processes. He
expressed particular concern with the situation in his own research discipline, ”management information systems”, which
was already becoming fragmented and increasingly irrelevant to practice.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3821:

Q2. Answer for example 3822: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase overall understanding in Example 3821 and Example 3822 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1912
3823. Target phrase: small open spaces

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=65691462

Pointelle is a knit fabric pattern with tiny holes typically in the shape of chevrons; the structure is geometric in shape
and with repeated design similar to lace. It is a fine knit pattern with small open spaces, subtle stripe, and floral
effects. The fabric is lightweight, airy, and of a very delicate nature.

3824. Target phrase: small open spaces

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2895937

Urban barriers. The growth of the town of Sestao is limited by the lack of developable land and severely limited by nat-
ural and artificial barriers. For this reason, it has reached a highly densified town with a network of small open spaces.
Historically, The grew of the population was a consequence of the development of the industry, and not the industry a
consequence of the human presence in the area.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3823:

Q2. Answer for example 3824: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small open spaces in Example 3823 and Example 3824 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1913
3825. Target phrase: records room

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=35646673

However, Chang wises up and stops the group before they can escape. The entire group is locked in the basement.
Before leaving, Chang reveals his plan to use a firework show to burn the records room and cover up his misdeeds. As
the group tries to escape, Troy nods to an A/C maintenance camera, causing a large fan blocking an exit to stop.
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3826. Target phrase: records room

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48494120

From this public space, the open-plan central office space can be seen and is accessed by a passage to the side of
the counter. The central office area features decorative plaster coffered ceilings. Located in the north-east corner of the
ground floor is a records room adjoining a strong room which were part of the original plans. The strong room still
displays its iron door, however both rooms are used for storage.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3825:

Q2. Answer for example 3826: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase records room in Example 3825 and Example 3826 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1914
3827. Target phrase: security feature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2371999

Files whose permissions have been incorrectly altered by an administrator, an administrator operating with root
privileges, or a poorly designed installer package (installed with similar privileges) can cause a wide array of problems
ranging from application errors to the inability to boot macOS. Repairing permissions can become necessary, but has
become increasingly less so for versions after Panther (10.3). In OS X El Capitan, Apple introduced a security feature
called System Integrity Protection. With it enabled, root privileges are no longer able to change system files and folders,
including their permissions.

3828. Target phrase: security feature

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=33735813

It was also added a see-through metallic thread on the back. Security features. Some of the security feature are
there is a metallic thread on the back. There are two watermarks: on the left is a church steeple, on the right is the
denomination ”10”.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3827:

Q2. Answer for example 3828: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase security feature in Example 3827 and Example 3828 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1915
3829. Target phrase: subsequent transportation

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59837379

No further details of the case are known, but one of the accounts of the incident states that Baxter was ’scarcely
three feet and a half high’, so he may have suffered from dwarfism. London Corresponding Society. Baxter be-
came the Chairman of the London Corresponding Society following the arrest of Maurice Margarot in 1793 and his
subsequent transportation to Botany Bay. Baxter was then described as a journeyman silversmith living in the parish
of St Leonards, Shoreditch.

3830. Target phrase: subsequent transportation
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Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36656943

First, the microbiology laboratory, where the original strains are kept, prepares the inoculation material, which is
a small quantity of microbes of a single (pure) strain. Then, the inoculation material is multiplied and grown either
in fermenters (liquid) or on a surface (solid) under defined and monitored conditions. Grown cells of pure culture are
harvested, eventually blended with other cultures and, finally, formulated (preserved) for subsequent transportation
and storage. They are sold in liquid, frozen or freeze-dried formats.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3829:

Q2. Answer for example 3830: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase subsequent transportation in Example 3829 and Example 3830 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1916
3831. Target phrase: third question

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2119179

Chapter 28 of the National Academy of Sciences report ”Policy Implications of Greenhouse Warming: Mitigation,
Adaptation, and the Science Base” (1992) defined geoengineering as ”options that would involve large-scale engineering
of our environment in order to combat or counteract the effects of changes in atmospheric chemistry.” They evaluated a
range of options to try to give preliminary answers to two questions: can these options work and could they be carried
out with a reasonable cost. They also sought to encourage discussion of a third question  what adverse side effects
might there be. Increasing ocean absorption of carbon dioxide (carbon sequestration) and screening out some sunlight
were evaluated.

3832. Target phrase: third question

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27015254

”Milyonêr” was broadcast from 2009 to 2011. It is shown on the Kurdistani TV station Kanal4. When a contestant
gets the third question correct, he will leave with at least 25,000 dinars. When a contestant gets the sixth question
correct, he will leave with at least 250,000 dinars.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3831:

Q2. Answer for example 3832: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase third question in Example 3831 and Example 3832 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1917
3833. Target phrase: poor food quality

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52785853

Starvation increases pesticide effects. Lack of food reduces the ability of bees to resist to pesticide intoxication. A re-
cent study showed that starvation (or poor food quality) synergistically amplifies the adverse toxic effect of pesticides.
Preventive steps.

3834. Target phrase: poor food quality

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3814709
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In 1993, the second Texas Roadhouse opened in Gainesville, Florida. In 1994, three additional restaurants opened
in Cincinnati, Ohio, Clearwater, Florida, and Sarasota, Florida. These three locations would all close due to lack of
strong management, poor building locations, and poor food quality. Kent Taylor was forced to decide how to continue
the success of the first two restaurants in Clarksville and Gainesville, while dealing with the failures of the three new stores.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3833:

Q2. Answer for example 3834: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase poor food quality in Example 3833 and Example 3834 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1918
3835. Target phrase: single path

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=8089507

The advent of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) drove optical turnstile development because physical bar-
riers for access were no longer legal for public access due to the fact that persons in wheelchairs or with other disabilities
could not use them as access points. For this reason, they are not likely to be used in subways and stadiums, as they are
suited for settings where design and aesthetics are important, such as lobbies. They are perfect for high rise buildings
with a single path through the lobby and staffed reception. The rate of people passing through the optical turnstile is
high, with less delay than other methods.

3836. Target phrase: single path

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=36040102

Another LTTE commander (Rajesh) says that Karthickeyan is a competent officer and says that they must not use
old contacts and must remain underground till further instructions. Karthickeyan arrives in Chennai. He tells the officials
that they must not believe in a single path to cracking the case. He also says that the Press can divert them by posting
rumours.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3835:

Q2. Answer for example 3836: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase single path in Example 3835 and Example 3836 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1919
3837. Target phrase: one each side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=56659159

The aircraft is made from bolted-together aluminum tubing, with its single surface Rx Bip bi-place wing covered in
Dacron sailcloth. Its wing is supported by a single tube-type kingpost and uses an ”A” frame weight-shift control bar.
Power is supplied by two electric motors mounted on booms, one each side of the trike frame, each driving a pusher
propeller. The Rx Bip wing was selected to allow STOL capabilities.

3838. Target phrase: one each side

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=48954871

The entry porch is open, and clad in weatherboards and timber lattice. In the wall sheeting behind the porch is a
V-shaped cut, being evidence an earlier porch had a gabled form. There are also two windows, matching those of the
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sides, to the front wall, one each side of the double entry doors. The interior is a single room, with the timber wall and
roof framing exposed.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3837:

Q2. Answer for example 3838: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one each side in Example 3837 and Example 3838 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1920
3839. Target phrase: small button

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6451338

The rattle is made up of a series of loosely linked, interlocking chambers that when shaken, vibrate against one
another to create the warning signal of a rattlesnake. Only the bottom is firmly attached to the tip of the tail. At birth,
a rattlesnake hatchling has only a small button or ’primordial rattle’ which is firmly attached to the tip of the tail. The
first segment is added when the hatchling sheds its skin for the first time.

3840. Target phrase: small button

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14211066

Current firmware revisions support ten levels of zoom and allow scrolling around the page, making the device suitable
for reading many PDF files. However, very large PDF files take a long time to display once the file is selected. Some
PDF files also cause the firmware to crash, which requires a hard reset by pressing the small button on the back side.
The Cybook Gen3 runs Linux as its underlying operating system.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3839:

Q2. Answer for example 3840: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase small button in Example 3839 and Example 3840 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1921
3841. Target phrase: conservation law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=41890

Physics. In physics, groups are important because they describe the symmetries which the laws of physics seem to obey.
According to Noether’s theorem, every continuous symmetry of a physical system corresponds to a conservation law of
the system. Physicists are very interested in group representations, especially of Lie groups, since these representations
often point the way to the ”possible” physical theories.

3842. Target phrase: conservation law

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=30578559

There is no indication of the vessel being commissioned. The schooner served until returned to normal Conservation
Commission duty on 27 November 1918. ”Bessie Jones” continued to patrol the usual waters enforcing conservation law
as well as federal law under the agreement. The Commission began replacing its older sailing vessels with new power
boats in 1918.
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3841:

Q2. Answer for example 3842: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase conservation law in Example 3841 and Example 3842 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1922
3843. Target phrase: police abuse

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25765263

Because the vast majority of the homosexual population remains hidden from view, homosexuality becomes identified
in the minds of many with prostitution, disease, and cross-dressing. That reinforces a vicious cycle, as prejudice keeps
homosexuality underground and the few surface manifestations of homosexuality reinforce prejudice. It also means that
transvestites are subject to hatred, harassment, and police abuse. Police abuse stems not only from popular prejudice
but also from the fact that ”street” prostitution is illegal in certain jurisdictions such as Mexico City.

3844. Target phrase: police abuse

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=14161775

It rejected the reports of the 1991 Royal Commission on Criminal Justice and the Working Group on the right to
silence. The supporters of the proposed Act argued that the existing law was being exploited by ”professional” crimi-
nals, while innocent people would rarely exercise their right. Changing the law would improve police investigations and
adequate safeguards existed to prevent police abuse. Opponents claimed that innocent people may reasonably remain
silent for many reasons, and that changing the law would introduce an element of compulsion and was in clear conflict
with the existing core concepts of the presumption of innocence and the burden of proof.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3843:

Q2. Answer for example 3844: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase police abuse in Example 3843 and Example 3844 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1923
3845. Target phrase: derelict ship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6149842

The plot involves her recounting the story of the disaster to her fictional parents and fiancé, with the footage inter-
spersed with stock footage of icebergs, ”Titanic”s sister ship ”Olympic” and the ship’s captain, Edward Smith. To add to
the film’s authenticity, Gibson wore the same clothes as on the night of the disaster. The filming took place in a Fort Lee,
New Jersey studio and aboard a derelict ship in New York Harbor. The film was released internationally and attracted
large audiences and positive reviews, though some criticized it for commercializing the tragedy so soon after the event.

3846. Target phrase: derelict ship

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=15616804

Aisiri is also reported to be one of the promoters of Timor Air. He is the owner of the legendary Norwegian coastal
steamer ”Kong Olav” named after King Olav V, and has become very unpopular in Norway after refusing to sell the ship
back to its original country to become a veteran/museum ship. Aisiri’s eccentric antics reportedly made rescue of the
derelict ship impossible, and it is now in a state of disrepair. He is a recipient of the Knight Grand Cross (First Class)
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of the Most Noble Order of the Crown of Thailand.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3845:

Q2. Answer for example 3846: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase derelict ship in Example 3845 and Example 3846 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1924
3847. Target phrase: comfortable position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31819709

After a cagey opening to the match, Delap headed in a Pennant free-kick to put City in front. Rovers almost levelled
soon after the break when Rubén Rochina weaved his way through the penalty area, though only to see his cross totally
missed by Mauro Formica. Two goals from Whelan and Crouch put Stoke in a comfortable position with Rochina
replying for Rovers. December.

3848. Target phrase: comfortable position

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=11998883

One possible reason for delaying an exam is if it is to be done during menstruation, but this is a preference of some
women and not a requirement of the clinician. The clinician may want to perform pelvic examination and assessment
of the vagina because there are unexplained symptoms of vaginal discharge, pelvic pain, unexpected bleeding, or urinary
problems. The typical external examination begins with making sure that a woman is in a comfortable position and
her privacy respected. Internal examination.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3847:

Q2. Answer for example 3848: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase comfortable position in Example 3847 and Example 3848 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1925
3849. Target phrase: suitable site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=633325

ANTARES was anchored to the sea floor in the region off Toulon at the French Mediterranean coast. It consists of 12
strings, each carrying 25 ”storeys” equipped with three optical modules, an electronic container, and calibration devices
down to a maximum depth of 2475 m. NEMO (NEutrino Mediterranean Observatory) was pursued by Italian groups
to investigate the feasibility of a cubic-kilometer scale deep-sea detector. A suitable site at a depth of 3.5 km about
100 km off Capo Passero at the South-Eastern coast of Sicily has been identified. From 2007-2011 the first prototyping
phase tested a ”mini-tower” with 4 bars deployed for several weeks near Catania at a depth of 2 km.

3850. Target phrase: suitable site

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1120631

Altogether, 229 houses existed in the designated area at the start of World War II. A group of almshouses were built
in 1939–40 on Northgate Road for the Worshipful Company of Dyers, a London livery company, which had moved from
an older building in Islington. Crawley was designated as a New Town in January 1947 after the New Towns Act 1946
identified it as a suitable site for one. Crawley Development Corporation was formed, led by the architect Thomas
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Bennett, and planner Anthony Minoprio provided a master plan for the town’s development.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3849:

Q2. Answer for example 3850: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase suitable site in Example 3849 and Example 3850 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1926
3851. Target phrase: faster passage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27745559

Spiny male genitalia help to anchor the male to the female during copulation and remove sperm of previous males
from female storage structures. Males have also developed alternative ways to copulate. In the case of the bed bug, males
traumatically inseminate females, which allows faster passage of sperm to female sperm storage sites. The sperm are
received by the mesospermalege and eventually reach the spermathecae, also referred to as seminal conceptacles.

3852. Target phrase: faster passage

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3139238

At the age of 19, he apprenticed aboard the ”Moshulu”, joining the ship in Belfast in 1938 and sailing to Port Lincoln
in Australia with a load of ballast stone in 82 days, a good passage for a windjammer. ”Moshulu” took 4,875 tons of
bagged grain on board in Port Victoria and began her return voyage to Ireland in the spring of 1939. She reached her
destination in 91 days, a faster passage than that of any of the other sailing ships making similar passages that year.
During the entire voyage, Newby took part in all the work required to maintain the ship, such as constant chipping of
rust, painting and polishing brass and copper and overhauling the standing and running rigging – all of this on top of
the day-to-day tasks required to sail the ship, such as changing from fair weather sails to storm sails and back again as
storms rose and abated.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3851:

Q2. Answer for example 3852: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase faster passage in Example 3851 and Example 3852 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1927
3853. Target phrase: economic business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=2361753

However, after the passage of ”lex Pubilia”, the ratification of laws was moved to before the passage of the bill in the
”concilium plebis”, which apparently reduced the chance of senatorial obstruction. Furthermore, the law created restric-
tions on when votes could be scheduled. For example, votes could no longer be held on market days, which could have
interfered in economic business. However, this served as an impediment towards the participation of rural plebeians
in the ”concilium plebis”, as they were then unable to vote on convenient days when they would have been in the city.

3854. Target phrase: economic business

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=630132

They soon began trading with the Dakelh people for hides, meats and dried fruit along the coastal trade route. But
as time went on, the need to communicate in English increased as more settlers began entering the territory. Over the
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years, English has developed its importance as the language of education, social media, as well as economic business.
Presently, the majority of the worlds population has shifted and risen towards a dominant language that is culturally
and economically favored within that region.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3853:

Q2. Answer for example 3854: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase economic business in Example 3853 and Example 3854 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1928
3855. Target phrase: long black hair

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=295003

They observed the skull, which seemed to have no bullet holes in it. In 1959, a young physician named Gerd Holler,
who was stationed in the area, accompanied by a member of the Vetsera family as well as specialists in funereal preser-
vation, inspected her remains. The bones were in total disarray, but Vetsera’s shoes and a quantity of long black hair
were found in the coffin. Holler carefully examined the skull and other bones for traces of a bullet hole, but stated that
he found no such wound.

3856. Target phrase: long black hair

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=52702128

Her name came from Savino and his wife’s plans for having daughters. She wears long arm sleeves, stockings, a black
dress, a shirt, and black shoes. Lucy has pale white skin and long black hair with bangs that cover her eyes and looks
identical to the Loud children’s great-grandmother Harriet. Lucy seems to appear out of nowhere at times which often
frightens her siblings when she pops up near them.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3855:

Q2. Answer for example 3856: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long black hair in Example 3855 and Example 3856 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1929
3857. Target phrase: high expectancies

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=55075505

The initial effect of the hurricane on crops is staggering. The 1860s was a particularly bad decade for Puerto Rico.
1865 and 1866 had been a tough year for crops, particularly sugar and coffee, so there were high expectancies for the
1867 season. Luck was not on their side; there was heavy downpours in the beginning of the year that saturated the soil
and rivers.

3858. Target phrase: high expectancies

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=645875

Also related is the Kansai engineering movement in Japanese science and technology — for social robotics, see es-
pecially work by Takayuki Kanda, Hideki Kozima, Hiroshi Ishiguro, Micho Okada, Tomio Watanabe, and P. Ravindra
S. De Silva. Designing an autonomous social robot is particularly challenging, as the robot needs to correctly interpret
people’s action and respond appropriately, which is currently not yet possible. Moreover, people interacting with a social
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robot may hold very high expectancies of its capabilities, based on science fiction representations of advanced social
robots. As such, many social robots are partially or fully remote controlled to simulate advanced capabilities.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3857:

Q2. Answer for example 3858: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase high expectancies in Example 3857 and Example 3858 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1930
3859. Target phrase: fish fork

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4136591

Above the plate is a saltcellar, nut dish, and a menu. The cutlery to the right of the service plate is, from the outside
in, the oyster fork resting in the bowl of the soup spoon, the fish knife, the meat knife and the salad knife (or fruit knife).
On the left, from the outside in, are the fish fork, the meat fork and a salad fork (or fruit fork). If both a salad and a
fruit course are served, the necessary extra flatware is brought out on a platter, as it is bad form to have more than three
knives or forks on the table at once, the oyster fork excepted.

3860. Target phrase: fish fork

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1082519

Here it turns abruptly south, flowing through a steep, rugged canyon. It is joined from the east by the Fish Fork, which
originates on the northwest slopes of Mount Baldy. Below the fish fork the East Fork flows through the ”Narrows”,
one of the deepest gorges in Southern California. From the floor of the canyon at , Iron Mountain rises to the southeast,
while Mount Hawkins, , rises to the northwest.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3859:

Q2. Answer for example 3860: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase fish fork in Example 3859 and Example 3860 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1931
3861. Target phrase: whose lifeline

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=59919768

If the gang leaders got the answer right he/she could take one lifeline of any two Roadies of other gang. If he/she
gots the answer wrong then he/she had to take one lifeline of one Roadie from his/her gang. The Roadie whose lifeline
stays available until the end of the task would be immune. Roadies Auction 2.0.

3862. Target phrase: whose lifeline

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=60341

Citing the people’s opposition and the inability to negotiate several key points with the developer, the city council
voted down the project in 2011. Councilman Nat Bates remained a proponent of the plan with its projected 17,000 jobs,
while the remainder of the council was chagrined at the fact that there was no guarantee that the jobs would go to
Richmonders. The city of San Pablo, whose lifeline is their card club, Casino San Pablo, was elated. The Guideville
Band of Pomo Indians was given the opportunity of 150 days to create a non-casino plan for the site such as alternatives
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in the environmental report for a convention center, conference center, hotel, spa, and housing.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3861:

Q2. Answer for example 3862: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase whose lifeline in Example 3861 and Example 3862 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1932
3863. Target phrase: specific selection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37860179

The proteins that are degraded through CMA are cytosolic proteins or proteins from other compartments once they
reach the cytosol. Therefore, some of the components that participate in CMA are present in the cytosol while others are
located at the lysosomal membrane (Table I). specific selection of proteins for degradation in all forms of autophagy
came to further understanding as studies discovered the role of chaperones like hsc70. Although hsc70 targets cytosolic
protein to CMA based on specific amino acid sequence recognition, it works differently when targeting proteins to macro
or microautophagy.

3864. Target phrase: specific selection

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27580004

According to its Mission Statement, ”The RoomPlace is committed to creating for its customers a shopping experience
unlike any other furniture retailer, while continuing to offer the service, selection, and value that has made The Room-
Place a success since 1912.” In the summer of 2009, The RoomPlace partnered with LARRI to help replace damaged or
lost furniture to people who were affected by the September 2008 flood. The RoomPlace offers a specific selection of
sofas, chairs, dinette sets and bedroom suites at discounted prices that LARRI representatives can purchase for clients.
Christian Reformed World Relief Committee.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3863:

Q2. Answer for example 3864: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase specific selection in Example 3863 and Example 3864 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1933
3865. Target phrase: major rationale

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=695961

Other foreign military forces, like the US, occasionally used the facilities. However, as the 1970s dawned, the United
Kingdom was withdrawing from its commitments east of the Suez. By the end of 1971 the RAF Far East Air Force was
disbanded and the major rationale for Gan was gone. Traffic was now much less frequent but the base still remained
open for a few more years.

3866. Target phrase: major rationale

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=12809618

Democratic norms of group participation which flow from humanistic values are actively shaped by group workers as
they promote cooperation and ”fluid distribution of position, power and resources” (Glassman &amp; Kates, 1990, p. 14).
Primary rationale for group services in social work. Opportunities for mutual aid to be found in the group encounter
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offer the major rationale for the provision of group services by social workers. Gitterman (2006), a social work educator
and group work scholar has elaborated on the role of mutual aid in the small group noting that ”as members become
involved with one another, they develop helping relationships and become invested in each other and in participating in
the group” (p. 93).

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3865:

Q2. Answer for example 3866: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase major rationale in Example 3865 and Example 3866 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1934
3867. Target phrase: infrastructure work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=167667

The Typhoons will be fitted with Leonardo’s Praetorian defensive aids suite and PIRATE infrared search and track
system. The contract involves the production of aircraft in Italy and covers logistics, operational support and the training
of flight crews and ground personnel. It also encompasses infrastructure work at the Ali Al Salem Air Base, where the
Typhoons will be based. Aircraft deliveries will begin in 2020.

3868. Target phrase: infrastructure work

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=28688759

Among the general public, about 40% say unemployment is the most important issue while 25% say that the budget
deficit is. A March 2011 ”Gallup” poll reported: ”One in four Americans say the best way to create more jobs in the
U.S. is to keep manufacturing in this country and stop sending work overseas. Americans also suggest creating jobs by
increasing infrastructure work, lowering taxes, helping small businesses, and reducing government regulation.” Further,
”Gallup” reported that: ”Americans consistently say that jobs and the economy are the most important problems facing
the country, with 26% citing jobs specifically as the nation’s most important problem in March.”

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3867:

Q2. Answer for example 3868: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase infrastructure work in Example 3867 and Example 3868 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1935
3869. Target phrase: historical influence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10566279

However, over time Maududi became more orthodox in his attitudes, including toward the ulama, and at times allied
himself and his party with them after the formation of Pakistan. Sufism and popular Islam. Like other contemporary
revivalists, Maududi was critical of Sufism and its historical influence in the early days. But he also went on record
denying any antagonism toward Sufism by himself or the Jama’at.

3870. Target phrase: historical influence

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6126196

It also plays a major role in the Republic’s disaster relief operations. Slovenia. The organization of firefighting in
Slovenia has many similarities with firefighting in Austria, because of the historical influence. The emphasis is on
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volunteer fire departments which are non-profit organization by the law.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3869:

Q2. Answer for example 3870: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase historical influence in Example 3869 and Example 3870 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1936
3871. Target phrase: long term fluctuations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25768195

In contrast, unstable self-esteem refers to fragile and vulnerable feelings of self-esteem which will be influenced by
internally generated, such as reflecting on one’s social life, and externally received evaluative information, for example
a compliment or a failed course. Rosenberg makes a distinction of baseline instability and barometric instability. Base-
line instability are long term fluctuations in self-esteem that occur slowly and over an extended period of time. For
example, decreases in self-esteem level are common as children transition from the relatively safe environment of elemen-
tary school to the more turbulent middle school environment, often followed by slow but steady increases in self-esteem
through the high school years.

3872. Target phrase: long term fluctuations

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=197615

During the 1980s, migratory Japanese sardine was one of the most abundant fish in the summer. Pinniped: The
main pinnipeds were a significant object of harvest for the indigenous populations of the Kuril islands, both for food and
materials such as skin and bone. The long term fluctuations in the range and distribution of human settlements along
the Kuril island presumably tracked the pinniped ranges. In historical times, fur seals were heavily exploited for their
fur in the 19th and early 20th centuries and several of the largest reproductive rookeries, as on Raykoke island, were
extirpated.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3871:

Q2. Answer for example 3872: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase long term fluctuations in Example 3871 and Example 3872 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1937
3873. Target phrase: paid service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=999957

In Australia, ”One Tree Hill” premiered on the Nine Network in December 2003, but the channel pulled the show
after 3 episodes due to low ratings. It was subsequently picked up by Network Ten, with the channel airing seasons 1–2
and 4–6 with re-runs airing on both Network Ten and its Digital channel ”Eleven”. The show was aired in its entirety
(Seasons 1–9) on the paid service, Foxtel on the Arena channel. In Philippines, ”One Tree Hill” premiered on RPN on
March 7, 2007.

3874. Target phrase: paid service

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=39894712
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The exam is administered in 58 countries on university campuses and reaches out to employers on a global scale. It
was first introduced as the Bloomberg Assessment Test, then changed into the Bloomberg Aptitude Test in 2013 as to
reflect its ability in measuring innate financial potential and career skills rather than technical know-how and learned
knowledge. It is now discontinued and replaced by a paid service called Bloomberg Market Concepts Background and
Scoring. The BAT was first introduced in 2010 as a three-hour-long exam.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3873:

Q2. Answer for example 3874: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase paid service in Example 3873 and Example 3874 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1938
3875. Target phrase: flickering light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=20867214

Soon after the release of the Morse code image, the official Passion Pit website, which had been under construction
since the end of the 2013 tour, came back up. It is now known as ”KindredTheAlbum.com”. The website includes a short
13 second clip titled ”That flickering light’s just a flame” and a picture of Angelakos jumping in the air. On February
16, 2015, the band uploaded the lead single for the new album ”Lifted Up (1985)” onto its YouTube channel.

3876. Target phrase: flickering light

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=425938

Most research has been done with some variation of the ”delayed matching-to-sample” task. For example, in the
initial study with this task, a pigeon was presented with a flickering or steady light. Then, a few seconds later, two
pecking keys were illuminated, one with a steady light and one with a flickering light. The bird got food if it pecked
the key that matched the original stimulus.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3875:

Q2. Answer for example 3876: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase flickering light in Example 3875 and Example 3876 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1939
3877. Target phrase: remarkable degree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=25267

This procedure is called the renormalization of mass and charge… After long, laborious calculations, less skillful
than Schwinger’s, we obtained a result... which was in agreement with [the] Americans’. By applying the renormaliza-
tion procedure, calculations were finally made to explain the electron’s anomalous magnetic moment (the deviation of
the electron ”g”-factor from 2) and vacuum polarisation. These results agreed with experimental measurements to a
remarkable degree, thus marking the end of a ”war against infinities”. At the same time, Feynman introduced the path
integral formulation of quantum mechanics and Feynman diagrams.

3878. Target phrase: remarkable degree

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=10790755
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Sr Sephy panicked and, on the spur of the moment, Sephy hit Abhaya with an axe meant for chopping firewood.
The three accused together dumped Abhaya’s body into the well. CBI also informed the High Court about the
remarkable degree of care the accused took to hide the crime. This included hymen-restoration (hymenoplasty or
hymenorrhaphy) procedure Sr. Sephy underwent allegedly in the church’s hospital, which was discovered through gynae-
cological tests conducted on her in late 2008.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3877:

Q2. Answer for example 3878: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase remarkable degree in Example 3877 and Example 3878 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1940
3879. Target phrase: board design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=46224259

The REV 1.2 board is built around the Microchip PIC 18F25K50. With the REV 1.2 reprogramming the microcon-
troller is no longer possible, and the functionality is now limited to keyboard and mouse emulation. REV 1.2 also drops
the open source nature of the board design, and the new Makey Makey boards no longer can run stand-alone code.
The newest 2017 version seems to be designed around a GPCE4096UA sound controller.

3880. Target phrase: board design

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=17515378

The congregation moved its former building to the back of the lot, where it was used by black members. Only whites
used the new church. The new church was designed with a modern pulpit platform and carpeted chancel instead of the
high pulpit and sounding board design of older churches. An article dated August 19, 1853, said that a large window
was directly behind the pulpit and was flanked by richly ornamented pilasters of the Corinthian order.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3879:

Q2. Answer for example 3880: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase board design in Example 3879 and Example 3880 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1941
3881. Target phrase: local option

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=1050041

The club’s original stadium, the Goldstone Ground, had been sold for commercial redevelopment in 1997. This re-
sulted in the team playing their home matches for two seasons at Gillingham’s Priestfield Stadium, over from Brighton,
before moving to Withdean Stadium. The only other local option for Albion had been to play at Sussex CCC’s County
Cricket Ground, Hove. Withdean Stadium was voted the fourth worst football stadium in the UK by ”The Observer” in
2004.

3882. Target phrase: local option

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40416783

A twelve-year tax exemption for factories that processed sugar beets and a ten-year tax exemption to railroads that
constructed at least of new track annually were however granted. Preferring to update to replacement of the territorial
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prison, the session passed a special levy of 3.5¢ per $100 value over the governor’s veto to fund prison renovations. The
session repealed a poll tax and implemented the local option for sale of alcoholic beverages. The session authorized or-
ganization of the Arizona Rangers with the new police force allowed to have one captain, one sergeant, and twelve privates.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3881:

Q2. Answer for example 3882: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase local option in Example 3881 and Example 3882 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1942
3883. Target phrase: normal value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=4770

Theoretical issues such as cultural relativity of ethical values receive more emphasis in this field. Other, older issues
can be grouped here as well. Issues and subfields include: Foreign countries often use dumping as a competitive threat,
selling products at prices lower than their normal value. This can lead to problems in domestic markets.

3884. Target phrase: normal value

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=27541149

However, this record was broken by Hurricane Blanca in 2015 which reached major status on June 3. Through
June 14, the seasonal ACE reached its highest level since 1971, when reliable records began, for so early in the season.
By the end of June, the ACE total remained at 230% of the normal value, before subsiding to near-average levels to
end July. By late July, the basin became rejuvenated, with 3 systems forming during the final 10 days of the month.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3883:

Q2. Answer for example 3884: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase normal value in Example 3883 and Example 3884 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1943
3885. Target phrase: different ethnic background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=23107381

According to a 2008 survey of 500 ethnic Russians conducted by the EU Fundamental Rights Agency, 59% of those
questioned characterized ethnic discrimination as very or fairly widespread in the country. 27% claimed they had ex-
perienced discrimination based on their ethnic origin in the past 5 years, including 17% during the past 12 months
(compared to 4–5% in Lithuania and Latvia.) Discrimination at workplace was characterized as widespread, with 72% of
poll participants saying that a different ethnic background would be hindering to advancement. 39% said they had
experienced discrimination during the past 5 years when looking for work, including 16% during the past 12 months—the
highest rate in all the countries surveyed.

3886. Target phrase: different ethnic background

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40266345

They set up rival restaurants, on opposite sides of the same road, and spend the next twenty years trying to
outdo each other. Neither brother will admit it but they both know they are not entirely successful without the
‘other half’ of the menu. It takes Raja’s daughter, Shalini, a successful London lawyer, marrying a man from a
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different ethnic background, to reunite them. She is planning her marriage and is determined that they will both
attend.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3885:

Q2. Answer for example 3886: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase different ethnic background in Example 3885 and Example 3886 have the same meaning or
not?

Pair 1944
3887. Target phrase: 6 series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=47057695

The American team used custom weapons designed by Franklin Green, who had competed in the event in 1964 but
did not make the United States team in 1968. Competition format. Each shooter fired 60 shots, in 6 series of 10 shots
each, at a distance of 50 metres. The target was round, 50 centimetres in diameter, with 10 scoring rings.

3888. Target phrase: 6 series

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=37726814

It is opaque, reddish rose with indistinct purple spots. The 5½ flat whorls increase rapidly in size. They are margined
below, girdled with 6 series of rounded granules, of which the lowest line is the smallest. They increase gradually in size
to the suture, which is coronate and broadly canaliculate.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3887:

Q2. Answer for example 3888: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase 6 series in Example 3887 and Example 3888 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1945
3889. Target phrase: one exercise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=40057878

The people who sign up for the class are Schultz, a recently divorced carpenter; Lauren, a reserved high school junior;
Teresa, a former actress; and Marty’s husband James. Marty takes the ”students” through various acting and dramatic
exercises; they act like trees, beds and baseball gloves. In one exercise, they act as one another and tell their life stories.
As a possible romance begins each of the group slowly reveal themselves.

3890. Target phrase: one exercise

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=297382

The origin is obscure of the modern misleading terms ”additive” and ”dominance” variances. Note that this allele-
substitution approach defined the components separately, and then totaled them to obtain the final Genotypic variance.
Conversely, the gene-model approach derived the whole situation (components and total) as one exercise. Bonuses aris-
ing from this were (a) the revelations about the real structure of �2A, and (b) the real meanings and relative sizes of �2d
and �2D (see previous sub-section).
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Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3889:

Q2. Answer for example 3890: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase one exercise in Example 3889 and Example 3890 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1946
3891. Target phrase: joint victory

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=31093514

The Porticus Catuli (”Portico of Catulus”) was a landmark (Latin ”monumentum”) on the Palatine Hill in ancient
Rome. It was built by Quintus Lutatius Catulus (consul 102 BC) to commemorate his joint victory with Gaius Marius
over the Cimbri at Vercellae. The portico was adjacent to the house ”(domus)” of Catulus, which Pliny the Elder regarded
as one of the grandest built in the late 2nd century BC.

3892. Target phrase: joint victory

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=57582098

The first trophy was awarded to Giuseppe Farina, whilst Stirling Moss was the first Briton to win. Forty-four drivers
have won the British Grand Prix since 1926 (on two occasions with two drivers sharing the winning car), of whom thirty-
nine have been recipients of the official winner’s trophy. Twelve of the winners have been British, all having won since
1950 and including the joint victory by Stirling Moss and Tony Brooks in 1957. The Royal Automobile Club Trophy.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3891:

Q2. Answer for example 3892: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase joint victory in Example 3891 and Example 3892 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1947
3893. Target phrase: coal program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=38088700

Both the purchase of the ambulance and the ongoing running costs are funded by Assisi through public donations.
Fundraising activities. Since Assisi receives no government support, it relies on public donations to run both its sanctuary
and its coal program. Throughout the year, Assisi organizes fundraising events and encourages volunteer participation
in all of its programs.

3894. Target phrase: coal program

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=45465994

There are approximately 400,000 onsite wastewater systems in Arkansas (Renae Mites, Arkansas Department of
Health, oral commun., 2013). Mining. The Surface Mining and Reclamation Division (SMRD) of ADEQ regulates sur-
face mining and reclamation, which includes the coal program and the noncoal program. The Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) established performance standards for coal mining operations for the express
purpose of protecting society and the environment from the adverse effects of surface coal mining operations and to ensure
reclamation of mine sites.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3893:

Q2. Answer for example 3894: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase coal program in Example 3893 and Example 3894 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1948
3895. Target phrase: land mines

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=26809343

Gen. Hassan supposedly tried to get the plan revised several times and insisted on abandoning the concept of defend-
ing every inch of the province, wanted the Eastern Command to redeploy regular units away from the border, fight for
the BoPs and strong points on a limited scale and ensure Dhaka Bowl had enough reserves instead of the gradual with-
drawal of forces to Dhaka outlined in the existing plan. However, GHQ Rawalpindi approved in October 1971 only with
the following adjustments: These suggestions were incorporated in the plan without change. From September onwards
Pakistani forces had begun to fortify positions with concrete bunkers, anti-tank ditches, land mines and barbed wires.
Spiked bamboo was also used, and some areas were flooded to hinder enemy movements.

3896. Target phrase: land mines

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=22005842

A video of one of her rats working at his job is available from the AP Archive: Silver the rat helps owner cope with
medical condition. Gambian pouched rats as working animals. A Belgian non-government organization, APOPO, trains
Gambian pouched rats (”Cricetomys gambianus”) to sniff out land mines and tuberculosis. The trained pouched rats
are called HeroRATS.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3895:

Q2. Answer for example 3896: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase land mines in Example 3895 and Example 3896 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1949
3897. Target phrase: shared access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=5352441

In October 2009 Apple had bought EditGrid. Features. Touted as the most advanced and well-polished Ajax-enabled
spreadsheet, EditGrid included features for shared access and online collaboration on top of conventional spreadsheet
functionalities. Its Real-Time Update (RTU) feature allowed multiple users to see changes on a spreadsheet immediately,
and it was considered a winning feature among similar products.

3898. Target phrase: shared access

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=3535123

A bi-county agency, WSSC Water has extensive regulatory functions. It promulgates and enforces the plumbing code
for its jurisdiction as well as reviews and approves contract plans for extensions of water and sewer mains. The agency
operates 3 reservoirs (plus shared access to a fourth reservoir), 2 drinking water filtration plants, and 6 wastewater
treatment plants. It also collects wastewater which is treated at the Blue Plains Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant
(operated by DC Water) in Washington, D.C. Management.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet
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Q1. Answer for example 3897:

Q2. Answer for example 3898: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase shared access in Example 3897 and Example 3898 have the same meaning or not?

Pair 1950
3899. Target phrase: ongoing problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=6915157

A biography entitled ”The Man Who Would Be Bing”, written by Ken Crossland, was published in 2004. Illness and
death. Holliday had an ongoing problem with stage fright, and had a mental breakdown in 1961. He died two years
later in October 1963 from a suspected drug overdose, in Croydon, Surrey.

3900. Target phrase: ongoing problem

Passage from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki?curid=42105035

Its hygroscopy makes it absorb moisture from the air, limiting the number of smaller particles (silts and clays) that
become airborne. The most significant benefit of applying dust control products is the reduction in gravel road main-
tenance costs. However, recent research and updates indicate biological toxicity in the environment in plants as an
ongoing problem. Since 2001, truckers have complained about ”Killer Chemicals” on roads and now some states are
backing away from using salt products.

Please record your answers for the following questions in the provided Google sheet

Q1. Answer for example 3899:

Q2. Answer for example 3900: (Try your best to not use the same words as in your Q1-answer)

Q3. Does the phrase ongoing problem in Example 3899 and Example 3900 have the same meaning or not?
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